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INTRODUCTION

This is the final report of a research program carried out at Rocketdyne between

I April 1970 and 31 December 1978. The purpose of this program was to explore

the synthesis and properties of energetic inorganic halogen oxidizers. Although

the program was directed toward basic research, applications of the results were

continuously considered. Whereas at the onset of the program, the emphasis was

vainly ox. energetic ingredients for propellant applications, in the later stages

it shifted more toward chemical lasers. A typical example for the usefulness of

such goal-oriented basic research is the application of the NF salt chemistry

developed under this program. These NF+ salts have become the principal ingredi-

ents in solid propellant NF 3 -F 2 gas generators for chemical HF-DF lasers.

Only completed items of research, which have been summarized in manuscript form,

are included in this report. A total of 82 technical papers were published and 4

papers are in press in major scientific journals. In additon, 23 papers were

presented at international and natioual conferences. A further testimony to the

creativity ef this programa is the fact that it resulted in 14 U.S. patents issued
and 4 pending.

The complete results of the work under this contract were sum-rized in 105 tech-

nical papers and patents, and are reproduced in Appendix A.
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86. "Reactions of Fluorine Perchlorate with Fluorocarbons," by

C. J. Schack and K. 0. Christe, Inorg. Chem.

PAPERS PRESENTED AT MEETINGS

87. "Halogen and Chalcogen Fluorides," by K. 0. Christe, E. C. Curtis,

D. Pilipovich, C. J. Schack, and W. Sawodny, 6th International Fluorine

Symposium on Fluorine Chemistry, Durham, England (July 1971).
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88. "Structrual Studies on Ionic Adducts," by K. 0. Christe, First Winter Fluorine

Conference, St. Petersburg, Florida (January 1972).

89. "Haloalkyl Perchlorates: Pieparation and Properties," by C. J. Schack, First

Winter Fluorine Conference, St. Petersburg, Florida (January 1972).

90. "Novel Heptavalent Chlorine Fluorides," by K. 0. Christe, First Winter

Florine Conference, Sc. Petersburg, Florida (Jaiuary 1972).

91. "Chlorine (VII) Fluorides: Preparation, Characterization, and Properties,"

by K. 0. Christe, D. Pilipovich, and R. D. Wilson, 4th European Symposium

on Florine Chemistry, Ljubljana, Yugoslavia (August 1972).

92. "The Synthesis of Fluorocarbon Perchlorates From Fluorocarbon Halides," by

C. J. Schack and D. Pilipovich, 7th Internat. Symp. Fluorine Chem., Santa

Cruz, California (July 1973).

93. "Chlorine Oxyfluorides," by K. 0. Christe, E. C. Curtis, and R. D. Wilson,

7th Internat. Symp. Fluorine Chem., Santa Cruz, California (July 1973).

94. "New Synthesis of NF4 + Salts," by K. 0. Christe, R. D. Wilson, and A. E.

Axworthy, 7th Internat. Symp. Fluorine Chem., Santa Cruz, California (July

1973).

95. "Halogen Fluiorides," by K. 0. Christe, Main Lecture at 24th Congress of the

Internat. Union of Pure and Appl. Chem., Hamburg, Germany (September 1973).

96. "The CF 0 and BrF + Ions and Novel Onium Salts," by K. 0. Christe, C. J.
3 6

Schack, R. D. Wilson, and E. C. Curtis, 5th European Fluorine Symposium,

Aviemore, Scotland (September 1974).

97. "Novel Reactions of Chlorine Perchlorate," by C. J. Schack and K. 0. Christe,

30th Annual Northuest Regional ACS Meeting, Honolulu (June 1975).

98. "Novel Onium Salts," by K. 0. Chrisce, C. J. Schack, and R. D. Wilson, 30th

Annual Northwest Regional ACS Meeting, Honolulu (June 1975).

99. "Chlorine Perchlorate as a Synthetic Reagent," by C. J. Schack and K. 0.

Christe, 1975 Pacifi. Conference on Chemistry and Spectroscopy, North

Hollywood, California (October 1975).
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100. "Low Temperature UV-Photolysis and Its Application to the Synthesis of the

Novel Salts 02 +GeF 5 -, NF4 +GeF-, (NF 4 +) 2GeF6-, and NF +PF6-," by K. O.
4 6 '

Christe, C. J. Schack, and R. D. Wilson, First Chemical Congress of the

North American Continent, Mexico City (December 1975).

101. "NF4 + Chemistry," K. 0. Christe, C. J. Schack and R. D. Wilson, 8th Inter-

national Symposium on Fluorine Chemistry, Kyoto, Japan (August 1976).

102. "Recent Progress in the Chemistry of NF4 + Salts," C. J. Schack, K. 0. Christe,

R. D. Wilson and R. I. Wagner, 172nd ACS National Meeting, San Francisco

(August 1976).
+

103. "NF4 Chemistry," by K. 0. Christe, 3rd Winter Fluorine Conference,

St. Petersburg, Florida (January 1977).

104. "Reactions of Electropositive Chlorine With Fluorocarbons," by C. J. Schack,

3rd Winter Fluorine Conference, St. Petersburg, Florida (January 1977).

SProgress in NF4+ Chemistry," by K. 0. Christe, R. D. Wilson,105. "Rccent Prgesi F Ceity"b .0 hitR .Wloand

I. B. Goldberg, 6th European Symposium on Fluorine Chemistry, Dortmund,

West Germany (April 1977).

106. "Reactions of Chlorine Fluorosulfate With Fluorocarbons," by C. J. Schack

and K. 0. Christe, 175ta National ACS Meeting, Anaheim, California (March

1978).

107. "Bromine Trifluoride Oxide. Vibrational Spectra and Force Constants," by

K. 0. Christe, E. C. Curtis, and R. Bougon, 6th Internat. Conference on

Raman Spectroscopy, Bangalore, India (September 1978).

108. "Novel Onium Salts. Synthesis and Characterization of the Peroxonium Cation,

H 302+%," by K. 0. Christe and W. W. Wilson, 176th ACS National Meeting,

Miami Beach, Florida (September 1978).

109. "On the Mechanism of the Formation and Decomposition of NF4 + Salts," by

K. 0. Christe, R. D. Wilson, and I. B. Goldberg, 4th Winter Fluorine Con-

ference, Daytona Beach, Florida (January 1979).
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i10. Invited seminars on various aspects of our work were given by K. 0. Christe

at UCLA, University of California, Berkely; Univeristy of Ulm, Germany; MIT;

USC; University of Stuttgart, Germany; University of California, Riverside;

Harvard; California State University, Los Angeles; University of Arizona,

Y Tucson.

PATENTS ISSUED

111. "Synthesis of Chlorine and Bromine Perchlorate," by C. J. Schack, D.

Pilipovich, and R. D. Wilson, U.S. 3,694,172 (September 1972).

112. "Synthesis of Chlorine Fluorosulfate and Bromine Fluorosulfate," by

C. J. Schack and R. D. Wilson, U.S. 3,780,165 (December 1973).

113. "Process for Preparing Stable Chlorine Trifluoride Dioxide, by K. 0. Christe,

U.S. 3,873,676 (March 1975).

114. "Iodine Perchlorates," by K. 0. Christe and C. J. Schack, U.S. 3,873,677

(March 1975).

115. "High Energy Oxidizers and Method of Synthesizing Same," by K. 0. Christe,

U.S. 3,879,526 (April 1975).

116. "Iodine Perchlorates," by K. 0. Christe and C. J. Schack, U.S. 3,922,336

(November 1975).

117. "Stable Unsubstituted Sulfonium Salts," by K. 0. Christe, U.S. 3,987,152

(October 1976).

118. "Synthesis of Anhydrous Metal Perchlorates," by C. J. Schack and D. Pilipovich,

U.S. 4,012,492 (March 1977).

119. "Synthesis of Nitryl Perchlorate," by C. J. Schack, U.S. 4,026,996 (May

1977).

120. "Stable Chlorine Trifluoride Dioxide," by K. 0. Christe, U.S. 4,038,374

(July 1977).

121. "Production of OH3+ Salts," by K. 0. Christe, U.S. 4,101,640 (July 1978).
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122. "Photolysis Method for Producing NF4 PF 6 ," by K. 0. Christe and C. J. Schack,

U.S. 4,102,984 (July 1978).

123. "Method for Producing NF4 BF by K. 0. Christe, C. J. Schack, and

R. D. Wilson, U.S. 4,107,275 (August 1978).

124. "(NF 4 ) 2 NiF 6 High Energy Solid Propellant Oxidizer and Method of Producing

the Same," by K. 0. Christe, U.S. 4,108,965 (August 1978).

PATENTS PENDING

125. "Novel NF4+ Compositions Suitable for Self-Clinkering NF 3-F2 Gas Generators,"

by K. 0. Christe, C. J. Schack, and R. D. Wilson.

126. "Novel High Detonation Pressure Explosives," by K. 0. Christe.

127. 1F+SbFI by C. J. Schack and K. 0. Christe.

128. "Self-Clinktring Burning Rate Modifier for Solid Propellant NF 3-F2 Gas

Generators," by K. 0. Christe and C. J. Schack.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In view of the very large amount of data generated under this program and their

highly diversified nature, we will restrict ourselv7es to highlight only those

areas that are most important and in which our efforts were most heavily

concentrated.

NITROGEN FLUORIDE CHEMISTRY

For a long time, nitrogen fluorides have been of great interest as advanced oxi-

dizers for rocket propulsion. Of these, nitrogen trifluorlde is the most important

compound because it combines a high fluorine and energy content with a remarkable

inertness. Its only major drawback is its low boiling point of -129 C. There-

fore, the conversion of NF into stable storable solids without significant loss
3

in energy was highly desirable. The first step in this direction was undertaken

in 1965 when one of us, under ONR sponsorship at Stauffer Chemical (Ref. 1), dis-

covered the existence of the stable NF+AsF6 salt. However, it was not until
4 6

1971 when, with the advent of chemical HF-DF lasers, the interest in storable

NF -F sources was renewed.
3-2

It became rapidly obvious that NF4 salts are the most promising oxidizers for

solid propellant NF3 -F 2 gas generators. The concept of such a gas generator was

conceived (Ref. 2) and, to a large extent (Ref. 3 through 9), developed at Rocket-

dyne. It offers significant logistics and safety advantages over cryogenic or

storable liquid oxidizers.

In a chemical HF-DF laser, F atoms are generated by burning F2 in a precombustor

with a fuel, such as hydrogen:

F 2 + H HF +F

13
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The F atoms are subsequently reacted with a cavity fuel, such as D2 , to produce

vibrationally excited DF as the active lasing species:

F. + D DF* + D

2

In the original solid F atom generator concept (Ref. 2), the F atoms were directly

generated by burning the solid propellant grain, thus eliminating the need of a

precombustor. This concept is demonstrated for NF 4 BF 4 with a small percentage of

Teflon serving both as a fuel and a binder. The heat of reaction (Q) is suffi-

cient to dissociate most of the NF 3 and F2 to F atoms and N2 :

NF 4BF4 + (CFC2n -- 0 aF4 + BF3 + NF3 + Q

2NF3 + Q - N2 + 6F
3i

From a practical point of view, however , such a direct generation of F atoms is

not desirable, since it does not allow the necessary flow controls and flexibility

required for operation. Consequently, the concept was modified to that of an

NF3-F 2 molecule generator, using a gas catch tank. Further modification of this

concept became necessary, when system analysis data revealed that gaseous by-

products of high molecular weight and low C /C significantly degrade the perfor-
p v

mance of a laser. Consequently, an NF 3 - 2 gas generator was desired that would

produce no gases other than NF3 and F 2 . The latter objective can be achieved by

a so-called clinker system in which the BF 3 byproduct is converted by an alkali

metal fluoride to a nonvolatile BF salt:
4

NNF4 BF4 + KF +a KBF 4 + NF3 + F 2

Whereas the feasibility of such a clinker system approach has been well demonstra-

ted, the addition of KF lowers the NF 3 -F2 yield per pound of solid propellant and

the possibility always exists of having incomplete clinkering.

"14
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Realizing these limitations, we have searched for novel NF salts containing

anions that will yield a nonvolatile fluoride, such as SnF4 (boiling point

705 C), after thermal decomposition. No such salts had previously been known,

owing to the fact that nonvolatile fluorides are highly polymeric and, there-

fore, do not behave like strong Lewis acids. This makes the direct synthesis

of such salts from NF F and the Lewis acid extremely difficult. We found,

t) however, that (NF4)2SnF can be prepared (pub. 68) by the following metathetical

reaction in HF solution:

Cs SnF + 2NF SbF HF sol 2CsSbF + + (NF4)2SnF
2 6 4 6 6 (N 4 )2 Sn 6

Further improvements were made by synthesizing novel NF4 salts derived from

TiF4 (pub. 70). Although the usable fluorine content of (NF4 ) 2 TiF6 (Table 1)

is considerably higher than that of (NF4 ) 2 SnF6 , TiF4 (sublimation pressure of

760 mm at 284 C) is more volatile than SnF4 (boiling point = 705 C) and may

require alkali metal fluoride based clinkering.

TABLE 1. COMPARISON OF THE FLUORINE YIELDS OF PRESENTLY

KNOWN NF3-F2 GAS GENERATOR SYSTEMS

Usable F, wt %

Rank System Before After Burning

I (NF4 ) 2 NiF 6  64.6 58.6

2 (NF4 ) 2 TiF 66 55.6 49.6

3 (NF4 ) 2 SnF6  46.0 40.0

4 (NF4)2TiF 6.2.4KF 39.5 33.5

5 NF4 BF4 "i.2KF 38.5 32.5

6 (NF4 ) 2GeF 6 "2.4KF 37.6 31.6

7 NF4 SnF 31.3 25.3

8 NF4 PF 6 -1.2KF 31.2 25.2
9 NF 4GeF 5" .2KF 29.0 23.0

10 NF4 AsF 6 I.2KF 27.3 21.3

I1 NF4SbF 6 1.2KF 24.0 18.0

12 NF4 BIF6 *1.2KF 19.7 13.7

*(NF4) 2 TiF6 might require clinkering with KF which
would drop its fluorine yield below that of
(NF4 ) 2 SnF6
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S The usable fluorine content was further increased by synthesizing a NF +salt of

an oxidizing anion. This salt is (NF4) 2 NiF 6 (pub. 73, 124)). It has the advan-

tages of containing a doubly charged anion which is "self-clinkering," and an

oxidizing anion, thus boosting its usable fluorine content to 64.6 wt % (Table 1).

Its potential as an oxidizer and an ingredient for a solid propellant NF -F gas
3 2

geaerator for chemical HF-DF lasers becomes evident from the following comparison.

On thermal decomposition, 1 cm3 of solid (NF 4 ) 2 NiF6 is capable of producing 12%

more useful fluorine values, i.e., in the form of F2 and NF3 , than liquid F12 at

-187 C. Furthermore, (NF 4 ) 2 NiF 6 is a stable solid at ambient temperature that

can be safely stored without requiring cryogenic cooling. However, its thermal

stability is marginal, which may limit its potential applications.

Since all of the top ranked NFl salts are prepared by metathetical processes,

this process was studied in more detail and was significantly improved. A major

breakthrough in the process development was chieved by demonstrating that essen-

tially pure NF BF can be produced by metathesis. Furthermore, the synthesis
4 4

of the NF4SbF6 tarting material was improved and a novel alternate starting

material, i.e., NF4 BiF 6 , was synthesized and characterized (pub. 66, 74, 123).

In addition to the above work, a novel uv-photolysis process was developed for

the production of NF+ salts (pub. 36, 60). This process provided several novel4

and some known NFl salts of extremely high purity which were used (pub. 60) for

their thorough characterization. In connection with an on-going ARO program

(Ref. 10), the mechanism of the formation and decomposition of NF4 salt was

studied and clarified (pub. 83). It was shown that this highly unusual reactionfi involves the following four equilibria:

AE
2 --- 2F"

F -+ NF. NY

+ -

NF3MF6 + PF NF4 +MF6

3 6 4 6
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+In the course of this study, the interesting novel NF radical cation was pre-
3

pared and identified (pub. 49, 76, 82).

The possibility of synthesizing NF• salts in a simple one-step process by direct

fluorination of NF+ salts in anhydrous HF solution was also studied. It was found

(pub. 55) that the hitherto unknown NH2F2 cation is stable in HF solution, but

that the NF H cation does not exist, thus explaining the termination of the
fluorination reaction at the NF3 +HF stage.

In addition to the above work on NF+ salts, we have also studied the closely

related N2F (pub. 4) and N3+ (pub. 81) salts and refuted (pub. 51, 75) claims

for N2F5 (Ref. 11) and several novel nitrogen oxyfluorides (Ref. 12).

In summary, the work under this contract has laid the ground work necessary for

the development of NF4 salts from exotic laboratory curiosities to extremely

usefil oxidizers that can be produced on large scale. These salts are useful for

solid propellant NF3 -F 2 gas generators for chemical lasers and for high-detonation

pressure explosives (pub. 126).

HALOGEN FLUORIDES AND OXYFLUORIDES

Halogen fluorides and oxyfluorides are of great interest as storable liquid rocket

propellants. Therefore, it is not surprising that a large percentage of our

effort, as shown by 34 publications, was aimed in this direction. The most

significant achievements were the discovery and complete characterization of ClF3 0

(pub. 11-17) and CIF 3 02 (pub. 19, 31, 35, 113, 120). Theoretical performance

calculations with bMiH as fuel (Table 2) show that these oxidizers offer a signi-

ficant •improvement over ClF 3 or FCIO3 .

We have also studied, in detail, the syntheses and properties of ionic solids

derived from chlorine fluorides and oxyfluorides. The two most interesting ions

discovered were the CIF+ (pub. 20, 30) and the ClO2 F• cation (pub. 18, 32, 115).

Other ions prepared and studied included C10 2 F 2 (pub. 7), BrF4 (pub. 9), IF 6
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TABLE 2. PERFORMANCE CALCULATIONS OF LIQUID ROCKET PROPELLANTS

(PC = 1000, P 14.7 psia, Shifting Composition, Fuel MMH)
c e

Oxidizer Specific impulse, seconds

CIF 3  283

FCl 02 288

FCIO 3  292

CIF 0 299
3

CIF 5  301

CIF0a 304
3 2' F50]a,b

[CI F b 314

0 0a. Assuming AHf CIF 302 = -32 kcal/mol and AHf CIF 50 -55.6

kcal/mol based on the known values of other chlorine

fluorides and oxyfluorides and the extrapolations given

in Ref. 13

b. Hypothetical compound

I+
(u.23), IF (pub. 25), chlorine fluoride cations (pub. 26, 37, 61), BF(pub.

4 6

field computations were used to elucidate the structures and bonding in these ions

and in the following molecules: C1F 5 (pub. 1), BrF, (pub. 3), BrF3 0 (pub. 78)

and FBrO2 (pub. 80). In addition, improved syntheses were discovered for ClF

(pub. 28) and FC1O2 (pub. 47), and the reaction chemistry of chlorine fluorides

with hydroxyl compounds (pub. 21) and of Cl 2F+ with xenon (pub. 33) was investi-
gated. All these studies significantly contributed to the understanding of halo-

gen fluorides, and reviews on halogen fluorides (pub. 39) and chlorine oxyfluo-

rides (pub. 57) were written.

PERCHLORATES

Based on its high energy content and unusual kinetic stability, the perchlorato

group is an extremely important ingredient in energetic oxidizerp. With the

18
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discovery of chlorine perchlorate and bromine perchlorate under this contract

(pub. 111), two very useful synthetic reagents became available for the intro-

duction of perchlorato groups into molecules. The potential of these new reagents

was thoroughly investigated and is demonstrated by the fact that 22 publications

and patents were generated in this area. Among the novel compounds prepared in

this manner are the fluorocarbon perchlorates (pub. 29, 42, 43, 46, 79, 86, 89,

92, 97, 99, 104), anhydrous metal perchlorates (pub. 59, 118), and halogen per-

chlorates (22, 40, 114, 116). The fluorocarbon perchlorates have potential as

energetic ingredients in solid propellants, and the anhydrous metal perchlorates

siow promise for high detonation pressure explosives (pub. 126). In addition,
+

an improved process for the production of N 2 CO was discovered (pub. 119),

based on the reaction of ozone with chlorine nitrate.

NOVEL ONIUM SALTS

Protonation studies in anhydrous super acids, such as HF-SbF5 , led to the dis-

covery of numerous novel solid onium salts. These salts include the following
+ +

H2 00 (pub. 85, 108). The OH salts are of significant interest. They are the

most stable onium salts presently known and are solid super acids. They are

extremely powerful Friedel Craft type catalysts, capable of rapidly polymerizing

epoxides and resulting in high crosslinking (Ref. 14). Furthermore, the forma-

tion of OH3 salts offers an excellent method for removal of water from HF (pub.

53, 74). The fact that OH3 salts are stable solid super acids is also of signi-

ficance because it allows their safe transportation and storage without the

corrosivity and potential danger of spills associated with conventional liquid

i i acids.

Other onium salts discovered include SH+SbF6 , the first known example of a stable

unsubstituted sulfonium salt (pub. 54, 117). In view of the fact that the corres-
P +Sponding ammonium (NH4) salts had been known for many centuries, it was very sur-

prising that these simple sulfonium salts had not been discovered sooner- Other

interesting onium ions include NH F and H2 00H . Both cations are of significant
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interest for laser-related applications. The former can undergo a highly exo-

thermic HF elimination to give excited NF2 and the latter might react

with halogens to give excited molecular oxygen.

SULFUR FLUORIDES

Sulfur fluorides are of interest not only because they serve as excellent model

compounds for the isoelectronic chlorine fluorides but, also, because they are

good energetic oxidizers. For example, characterization of SF 5 0 (pub. 27) and

SF 4 0 (pub. 71) was important to allow the prediction of the spectroscopic pro-

perties of the yet unknown isoelectronic ClF 50 and ClF4 0+ species. The

molecule (pub. 69) is of interest as a model compound for laser-induced sulfur

isotope separation. In addition to these sulfur fluorides, we have characterized

SF 5  (pub. 24) and SF 4 (pub. 38, 61, 84). The vibrational assignment of the

latter were unusuaily challenging and serve as a model for those in related

pseudo-trigonal bipyramidal molecules.

MISCELLANEOUS

In addition to the above main areas of interest, the following miscellaneous

studies were undertakes,. A simple process for the purification of fluorine was

discovered (pub. 72) and the new SeF Cl molecule was prepared (pub. 8) and charac-

terized (pub. 10). The oxidation of (CF 3 ) 2 NO (pub. 41) and XeOF 4 (pub. 56) with• +

oxidizers, such as PtF6 , was investigated. Known and novel 02 salts (pub. 48,
62+

62) were prepared and characterized, and the structures of XeF5  (pub. 63),

PH 2 F4 (pub. 65) and CF30- (pub. 52) were determined.

CONCLUSION

I
The results from this contract have demonstrated that the field of inorganic
halogen oxidizers is an extremely promising and rewarding area of research.

There are many potential uses for novel energetic compounds in traditional and

new applications, such as rocket propellants, explosives and chemical lasers, and

continuing efforts in this direction are definitely warranted. Furthermore, the

production of this program proves the feasibility and benefits that can be ex-

pected from well-planned, goal-oriented basic research and program continuity.
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"APPENDIX A

TECHNICAL PAPERS/PATENTS

8pectrochlaica Act, Vol. 27A. pp. 63I to 635. Pergainon P'ca 1971. Ptlntsd In Northern Iroland

Matrix isolation study o! C1F 5

(Received 18 May 1970)

Abstract-Tho infrared spectra of C1F 5 have been recorded in argon and nitrogen matrices.
The previously suggostod and very unusual triple coincidence of two doformational and one
stretching mode at about 480 em-I has been experimentally confirmed. The observed CrlS-CI3 7

isotopo splittings permit asqignment of the bands to the individual modes. Spectroscopic
evidence is presented for association of CIF, in the pure solid and in Ar matrix at low dilution
ratios.

TilE vibrat ional spectrum of (IF, has been reported by BE.OnuN et al. [I]. A square-pyramidal
st-ruetine ofsymmetry CO was issigned to CIF 5 by comparison with the spect-ra ofBIrF 5 , IF.5 , and
XcOF. Howovor, the spectrum ofCIF, exhibited in the range of the fundamental vibrations two
bands Iles t.lNan the number observed for the remaining squaro-pyramidal molecules of this
series. A triple coincidence of one stretching (Nt) anti two deformational (v, and vs) modes at

about 480 ctn 1 and a double coincidence of v1 and v7 in the infrared spectrum at about 730 cm-1

Swere suggested [I] to obtain the prope .mmbor of fundamental vibrations for symmetry 04,.
Since t he occurrence of stretching and deormational modes in the same frequency range is quite
unmsual and since the assignment of l•3EerN t al. [I] results in an unexpectedly low intensity for
v. in the Raman spectrum, additional experimental data on the vibrational spectrum of CIF,
appeared to be very desirable. In this paper we wish to report the infrared spectrum of matrix-
isolated and pure, solid C01S.

EXPERIMENTAL

Chlorine pntafluoride (frl.Om North American Rockwell) was purified by treatmnnt with
anhydrous Cs] folMowed by fractionol condensation through traps kept at -111 and -- 1260.
The nmaterial retained in the -- 1260 trap was used. It was handled in a well pa.%sivatod 304
stainless steel vacuum line equipped with Teflon FEP U-traps and 316 stainless steel bellow-

seal valves (Hol-o Inc., 425 IF 4Y). The apparatus used for the low-temperature matrix
isolation atudies Ihins been described elsewhere [2] and was directly con nected to the metal vacuum
system. The ('I --incrt gas mixtures were prepared in different mole ratios by standard
inanometric techniques using research grade Ar (99.9995% min.) or prepurifted N2 (9.997%

min.) frome The MIatheson Co. The infrared spectra of matrix if-.lated and pure CIFS were
recorded at 4 0 K on a ]Perkin-l'Nmhcr Model 457 spectrophotomoter in tim range 4000-250 cnm-1
using Csi windows. In dmlition the spectrum of solid CIF, was taken on a Perkin-Ehner
Mcdlel 337 spctIrometcr using a conventional Pyrex-glass low-tomperaturo infrared coll equipped
with an internal AgCI window cooled with liquid nitrogen. The infrared instruments were
calibrated by comparison with standard calibration points [3).

RESULTS AND DIScUsSION

Figure 1 dipicts the infrared spectra of maýrmx isolated CIF 5 . Traces A and B show 2-36 and
22 tmmolc of ('11" in argon matrix at a mole ratio of 1:400. Trace C( shows 0.7 /molo of CIF,
in argon at a MAR of 1: 10000. Trace 1) was recorded after subjecting the sample of C to a con-
trolled warm up to 37 0K followed by recooling to 40 K. Trace E shows 0-7 tmnolo of CIFS in

[ .] (" M. II,.ma:,V, AV. If. I-',.,);'r,,,,I HtL and 1). F. SMITH, J. CGhne. P/li.s. 42, 22:36 (1965).
K -. 0. 111i1dcml' 'l Id). Il'ii-'ovicii, ,J. Ama. (Ohe. 8oc. in press.

k [3] 10. K. li.vrxic, A. DANTI, L. It. BLAn•N mind E. D. TIDWELL, JR., J. R]a. Nall Bur.,Stand. 64,

841 (1600).
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Fig. 1. Infrared spectra of matrix isolated CIF. Traces A nod B (MR 400),
C (MRt 10000) in Argon, E (MIR 10000) in N2; traces 1) and F show samplos of

traces C and E, respectively, after controlled diffusion.

N2 at a MR of 1:10000 and F depicts the same sample after being subjectedx to controlleddiffusion at 33'K. Figure 2 shows the individual bands at 10-fold scale expansion under highor
resolution conditions to demonstrate the band splittings. Thu observed frequencies togothor"with the observed and computed isotope splittings are listed in Table 1. Figures 3 and 4 depictthe infrared spectra of pure CIFS at difTeront concentrations recordd at 4 and 77'K, respectively.

As can be oen from Figs. I and 2, the structure of the bands at about 720 cnr-1 depends
strongly upon the nature of the matrix mauterial, the dilution ratio, and teanporature cycling.
The simplest spectrum was obtained for CIF, in N, at a MR of 1: 10000 (trace E) and, hence, is
assumed to be characteristic for monomeric UIF 5. The bands at about 480 cni- show no detoct.able dependence upon thewse effects and, thorefore, will be discussed first. Based on the assign.
monts previously suggested by Bliviux et al. [1] a triple coincidence is expected at 480 cn- 1.
However, Y4({B) is only tactivo in the Raman spectrum and, hence, the 480 cm-1 band should
split in the infrared spectrum into two components, V3(A1 ) and v(E). Furthermore, both bands
are expected to be split into two components each owing to the CIM and Cl37 isotopes. The
CIM-CI" ratio should be 3:1. Assuming the normal modes to be 100 % characteristic (which is a
somewhat crude approximation), the isotope splittings should be 9,9 and 3-7 cm-1 for v,(A1 )

24
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Fig. 2. Infrared spectra from Fig. I recorded at 10.fold scalo expansion
under high resolution conditiona.

z

U-

-- I-

z

1500 1300 1100 900 700 500 300 cm-1
Fig. 3. Infrezod spectrum of pure, solid CIF& at 4K at three different

concentrations.

and ve(E), rcpoectively. Indeed, two band pairs wore observed (moo Fig. 2) exhibiting a 3:1
intonsity ratio and an isotope splitting of 10 and 3.3 cm-1 , respectively. Conequoetly, the 493
and 482 em 1- bands are assigned to the C1a isotope components of v3(Al) and vs(E), respectivoly.

' ~The oboorvod combination bands (amo Table V, suggest for v4(Bt) a frequency of about 486 am-'.a valuo close to that observed in the Piunan spectrum of liquid CIFS [1] thus confirming the

triplo coincidence.
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z

0
Vf)

1200 1000 800 600 400 cm+
Fig. 4. Infrared spectrum of pure, snlid CIF, at 770K at two different

€•conentrations.

Table 1. Infrared spoL~rum of matrix isolated CIP,

(,;36--;137 Idotope splitting
01Mn. frequency Aumignnwnt 0lim. Cale.

1444 vi- v,- - r.(Kl; giva r, =- 7 18
1265 w v. + v, (E) -: 126r,
1210w v 46+- v,(E): give=y 4 - 484
084 vw 2v,(Al) - 986
975 w r. + vg(K) - 975
940 vw V, + %(K) = 939
700 mw ys + Y, - 792

7805w. sh v& + I '(E); giv'sv 4 y, 457 8
782 vw. sal v'g + v,(A + B+1 " + /1) 781
726 vi Y,(E) C PIS127 1 31 2 .8 1x7 (.8

722 w, sh v,(A,) C131?
530 w s (A1 ) 0
403 mw ',('(A ') C13'-

491 sh. w v,(A,) C117} 1)482 m V6 (M) C1313.33.
479 ntw VIME C137) . .

219 mw ,(E) 12. 4.4200 sh. w V2(,) 4.47

For the 720 em-1 infrared region two band pairs. W(l') and r1 (A1 ), are expected with an
isotopo smditLing of 12.8 and 7.2 ni-1, rospectivoly. Of theac two fundamentals, vj(E) is of
considerably higher relative intensity in the infrarod, whoreas v1(A1 ) appears as a strong,
polarized LRamat band [1]. As can be soon from Fig. 2, trace E. two bands were observed in the
720 ei-I region exhibiting a 3:1 intensity ratio and a frequency di (foronoo of 12.8 om-n . Con.
scquently0 both hands should be amsignod to the two imoopic bands of Y,(E). The higher
freqitoncy band shows a weak shoulder at 722 enm- which might represent Y1(A,) C1x. This
freqmienc'y value in closo to the valum of 718 em-l estimated for Ys(AlI) from the combination
l~ulI, V, I- V. 1lowevor, no conclusive asigument of the 722 ea-1 shoulder to r,(.41) can bo
imulo since the eorremponding C137 iotopo band would bho mjuwakd by the muekh more itlcnsO

(,•7') I',7 hamti. Since the frequency of ) is well establishM, by the Rlanma spectrum [(]
no fiurl ,r trflm. w-, immhdo to unoqaivoeally locate yj(.Alj) in the infrartl spootruan. However,
the aham~ of' taao Y.(P) bands shows an interesting dependence upon various offeot.. Thus, in
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argon matrix at an MR of 1:10000 (trace C) both bands are split by about 2.3 ea-n into two
components.

In addition to this matrix site splitting, a concentration dependenco was found. At a MR.
of 1:400 in argon matrix (traces A and B) additional buids appeared botweon 740 and 700
(¶1m-

1 which are most likely duo to associated CIF, moloculos. This effect was also demnonstratod
by carrying out two controlled diffusion oxperiments on CIF6 isolated at high dilution ration
(1:10000) in argon and in nitrogen matrices. In both cases now bands appoarod after torn.
poraturo cycling (traces 1) and F) with froquncioe isimilar to thios observod at low dilution
rat.ios. Tho effect of asociation was further deoninLrat-ed by recording the spectrum of pure,
sholid CIF, (Fig. 3). Again, V7(E) showed considerable band broadening and frequency shiftst,
whereas the remaining bands exhibited almost no change. Even for solid, pure CIPS eile
variation of tho bawd shape has boon observed. Th spoectrum of a samplo conldensed on Uzi
AgCI -i indow cooled with liquid N 2 showod two prominont bands at about 725 and 742 cin-

1

(mse Fig. 4). It was demonstrated that this chango is not duo to a simplo temperature effect by
allowing the aamplo depicted in Fig. 3 tW slowly warm up from 4 to 770K while continuously
necording its spectrum. No changes in the spectrum could be detected. J[onee, the difference
in bind shapes might be duo to different deposition techniques resulting in va.-ious degrees of
amsociation or crystal ordoring effects.

In addition to v 1(E), v1 (A 1 ), and vg(E), the following fundamentals were observed in good
agreement with the previously published spectrum [l]: &,(A 1) at 539 and rg(E) at 299 cm-1 .
Tho slpctrum of CIF, in argon matrix at MR 1:400 (trace 13) shows two weak bands at 383 and
330 cin-1 . These are close to the values of 375 and 346 onr- previously assigned [1] to YS(B.()
and v,(B,), respetivoly. Those should be only Raman active but may have become infrared
activo owing to the above mentioned association effects.

In summary, the assignmonts and in particular the unusual triple coincidence of two doforma.
tion and one stretching inode at 480 cin- 1

, previously suggested by Bru.;N 69 0l. [1] for CIF.,
have boon confirmed experimentally. For Y7 (E) interesting association and matrix effects were

observed.

AckwaadedgniaU.-I ama indebted to Drs. E. C. CUlRTIS mil D. PILbeovICH for helpful disuoesions
This work was supported by the Office of Naval Research, Power Branch.

Rodxtdxne, A Division of lAIL 0. CURISUTE
N"orth American RockwelU
Canoga Park, Calforniu 91304
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I Reprinted from Ihorganic Chcmistry, 10, 1078 (1971).]Copyright 1971 by the American Chemkal Socicty and reprinted by permisuio of the copyright owner.

1*

CONmTUMTKON VRAM ROCKSMrNN3, accomplished by the reaction
A DIVISION 01 Nonm AEnRcAN P OCKWYIL,

CANOGA PARK, CA.LPORNIA 91304 MCIO, + CISOop -I-MSO*F + c1oC10* (M, N O&. Cs) (1)
Bromine F h to It has now been found that the related bromine cum-

pound bromine perchlorate can be prepared by this
Lv C. J. Scarce" K. 0. Cuuuam, D. IZOvICK, method using bromine(I) fluorasulfate.
A . D. WUOA -20

MC1O4 + BrSOPF - MSO" + BrOCIOs (2)
JtwiiW May 25. IWO In addition, a second method involving the oxidation of

Recently we reported the synthes•s of a novel chlo- elemental bromine with chlorine perchlorate was die-
rnne oxide, chlorine perchloratw., This preparation was 0ord

(1) C. J. SU* gad D. PiPOVi. IMW. CIMM. 9,, LP (13IT). Br, + 2CIOCIOs "- C16 + M&OWIO, (8)
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TADtE I
INVEARZD Sa'zCmIA ov BrOClO& AMD RELLATYiD COMPOUNDS

CIDQ en -. and re Inte-
HOCIOd' POC1O. clocls,' D-3r c10------- Aiignmuemt ina Approx d..cdption

Ga* GAS GGa Gem MAtid point groUP C. of soode

2300 w s+r(A) 29

1326. 128" 12227927 vs ý170v. v (A')
1263vs1 129 vs 128 vs 127 vs1262 vs I's (A")
1263 1253 in

10080 1049 a 1041 s 1039 s 1037s Psa (A') aw..,(ClOs)
3560s 885uin 752 w 6834 i 6WG in Y&(A') a'(O-X)

~851 vsJ
*725s 6W8a 652s 648s 163 ns(A') a(-CI-O)

579s 6 n 7 n 572 inw W), (A')10
a~5 m6 nir50 n (A") 8,.,.(CIOs)

* 519 W 511 W 509 in 516 in b%. (A') 8 4 . 1 (ls
4-30 w 387 w .,, (A") 66w.a.1 ClOs)

&Reference 3. 6 Only four bands reported.' * Reference 1. 'Acomparable band has beeni observed at 690 cm-1 in the spectrum of
BrONOs: C. J. Schack, unpublished results.

This reaction proceeded quantitatively and yielded a This structure is analogous to those of the related mole-
purer product than the fluorosulfate reactions. cules CIQCI0j, FOCIO 3, and HOCIO3. Table I lists

Bromine perchlorate is a red liquid which freezes the observed frequencies together with their assignment
below -78'. It is unstable at ambient temperature for symmetry C. and the values for comparable bands in
and decomposes slowly at approximately -20o. A similar compounds. The decreasing thermal stability

reproducible, measurable vapor pressure of 5 mm was of the halogen perchiorates in the order FOCIO, >I
obtained at -23*. The instability of the compound CIOClOs > BrOCIO, might be related by the increasing
precluded reliable measurements at higher tempera- polarizubility of the terminal halogen atoms.
tilres. The formulation as BrOC1Q3 is based on the Experimental Section
quantitative synthesis according to eq 3, its elemental
analysis, and the infrared spectrum. Further support Materials and Apparatus.- All materials were handled ina
for this formulation was obtained from the quantitative well-passivated (with CIP, followed by covalent perchlorates)

304 stainlesss steel vacuum line equipped with Teflon PEP U
reaction with H~ to form Br2 and HC104 and the quali- -traps and 316 stainless steel bellow-seal valves (Hloke Inc.,
tative reaction with AgCI to form Br2, Chl, and AgClQ.. 425IF4Y). Outside of the vacuum line materials were mnanipu-

Figure I shows the replotted infrared spectrum of lated in the dry nitrogen atmosphere of a glove box. The appara-
-~ __________________tus used for the low-toinperature niatrix-isolat an study has been

described elsewhere' and was directly connected to a metal-
A prepared in a mole ratio of 1:400 by standard nmanometric tech-

t ~niques usiug research grade Ar (99.W995% minimum purity fromI The Matheson Co.). Owing to the thermal instability of BrO-
W CdO,, preparation of the gas mixture and its deposition on the
~K~B cold (40K) Cs, window was done in less than 2 min, The infra-r ~red spectra of gases were taken in satainless steel cells of 5-anI ~path length equipped with AgCI windows. All spoctra were re-

~corded on a Perkin-Elmer Model 457 spectrophotometer in the

gwrison with standard calibration points.$
Preparation of BrOClO,. Method A.-Prepasuivated 80-nil

2200 stainless steel cylinders were loaded with weighed amounts of
2ýpo either NOC 10( Or CsC104 in the drybox. A less than equizulolar

2400 1400 1200 000 800 600 400cm-1 amount of BirSOuF was then condensed into the cyh '4 er from the *
Figure 1.-Infrared spectra of BrOCIO,: trace A, 2.5 pinol of vacuum line and the reaction was allowed to proceed a' -20' for

sample in Ar matrix (mixture ratio 400) at 4K; trace B. gas 5 days or longer. On cooling the cylinder to -1966, varying
at 20 mmn pressure in a cell of 5-cin path length. small amounts af noncondensable gases were observes, The

volatile products were separated by fractional condensation in U
gaseous and mnatrix-isolated BrOCIO,. Good-quality traps cooled to - 45, - 64, and -196'. Unreacted Br8O&F, if
spectra were difficult to obtain owing to the thermal present, was retained at - 45* while the trap cooled to -106 I
instability of the compound. The vibrational spectrum contained only small amounts of the by-products PCIOS and
of BrOClO, is very comparable to that of other covalent FCI0s. Bromine perchlorate was trapped at -84*.

perhloate--COC1s~lFOC00 nd OMO Method 3.-A prepassivated 80-gui stainless steel cylinder was
percloraes-ClOC~s, FOCO,,'and HOCI,.' loaded at - 196' with Erg (1.36 gurol) that had been dried over

From the vibrational spectrum a structure of sytul- POs followed by CIOClO, (2.76 iniol). The cylinder was left
metry C, (i.e., the only symmetry element is a sym- at -45' for 5 days. After recooling first to -780 and later at
mietry plane in the plane of the paper) can be derived -PAO the material volatile at those temnperatures was pumped out

for BrOCIO, and trapped at -78, -112, and -196'. This consisted of Cis
(1.38 anmol), CIOCIO, (0.04 mmol), aWd BrCIOd (0.1 manol) as

Br indicated by their vapor pressure and/or infrared spectra. Based
on one Cls mxolecuale from each Br, reacted, the Cis yield wee

(.0g,28 mo)wsdcmoebyhaiga50 oquantitative with~in experimnental error. The product BrOCIOS 0
01 1 days. The evolved 0, was identified by its vapor pressure at

-198. andby m&ssspecftoggeopy. Thelha~lotenswere separated

-. (s) Ui. R. Asm~anam, A. P. Oray. sd0. D. Viekasa. Cox. J. CAM... 40. 157 (4) X. 01.Laai.*asa MW1. P11pdahJ'... A..'. Clam.. See., 98, 51 (1071).
(1962). (8) R. K. PgyIer. A. i).mti. L. R. Slams, sa" 3. 0. Tidwell, J. Reg. NdM.

(3) P. A. Glomg~J~ ad a. ftvats. 4A., 4905(1942). aiw. Sland., 04$41 (19o0).
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by fractional condensation after the small amount of BrC1 present
was thermally decomposed at reduced pressure. Recovered Bri
(1.30 mmol). Cl, (1.32 metol), and 0, (5.14 rtool) gave an ob-
served mole ratio of 1.00:1.02:3.95 (theory 1:1:4). Axal.
Caled for BrC1O4: Br, 44.55; CI, 19.76; 0. 35.68. Found:
Br, 44.3; CI, 20.0; 0,3 6.1.

Bromine Porchlorate Reactlou.-The rection of BrOClO,
and Ag•l was exasmined only qualitatively. Thus, samples of
BrOCIO, were allowed to stand in Infrared cells with AgCI
windows for several hours. Bands due to BrOCIO, gradually
disappeared and those of the C104 - ion' grew and were accom-
panied by the bands of CIOa which was formed in minor amounts.
In addition, Br,, Cla, and smoall quantities of gases not condens-
able at - 126 were generated.

A sample of BrOCIO, (2.2 nimol) contained in a 30-ml cylinder
was allowed to react with HBr (3.21 mmol) for I hr at -78*.
Vacuum fractionation of the volatile products at -30, -78, and
-196. gave unructed HBr (1.02 nemol), identified by its infra-
red spectrum, and Br, (2.18 remol), identified by its vapor pres-
sure. The least volatile fraction was a nearly colorless liquid of
low volatility, identified as HCIO, by its infrared spectrum$
and vapor pressure.' No unreacted BrOCIOs was observed.

Acknowlidgment.-We are pleased to acknowledge
support of this work by the Office of Naval Research,
Power Branch.

(6) K. Nakamoto, "Infrared Spectra ot Inorganic and Coordinatiom Com-
pounds," Wiley. New York, N. Y., 193. p 107.

(7) S. J. Tauber a"d A. M. KEastman. . Amer. Chem. Sac.. IS, 4M (19M0).
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VabmtIonalapockum Of biwnine krifluorme

(BRep.wd 1JAu 1970)

Akhwii-Tbo nfwd spectrm of matrix Isolated BrFs hbe been recorded. Ali aix fund-.
mental vibaa•sexpected f i '.-ahapo culnde• oymete 0, we obseved. A modied
valenc, force Aed and se pr opertius have bew computed for BrFF.

RnazynT, Szuo and o*ftrkem [1] have reported the complete vibrational spectrum ofpmone
BrPs. It is difflcult to obtain the vibrational spectrum ofmonomeric•BrF owing to its low vepor
pressure at ambient temperature. its tendency to dpop n elevated temperature, its "
aseociation in the liquid ph.s., and its oorrousveness. In this note, we wish to report the meult.
of an Independent study oftbe vibrational spectrum of solid BrFs. In our study them difficulties
were aireuravuedW by the u- of Iow4gmpsgaturo. matnrix.isohatioU techniques.

previously described [2]. Bromie trluoride (from The 3Maheon Company) wo purified by
hotiond boaclastin, e matrial retaine d at --v beingusd. It washandldia pa .

cam-. The Instrument waslibrae by •omperiso with standard celibration points [3]. The
Itama spectrum of liquid DrY, wee recorded using a Coherent Radiation aboratories Model
SS At ion laser am a source of L.3 W ofexcoiting light at-5146 A4. The scattered light was analysed
with Spa Model 1400 doubleoa photIcple, cooled to ,pprudmately
-250 and a dc. ammeter. Polarization measurements wre urriod out using a Model 310
polansat" rotatwor fro Spectra-Physc. A stainless stel cell having Toflon Orinz and sap.
phire windows wo umad a. sample container. The design of this cel wee similar to that of
GAw= and CrLi.eez (4].

Pigure 2 deplete the iatrod spectrmn of BrFs in argon matrix at O. Since BrF, evnm in
the gas phsee shows tandm M to associate [5]. the spectrum was recorded at the following
awg to SrF, male rMo (OM): 100, 200, 400, S00, and 1600. The relative intensty otsome of
th, band deremed with li aeeasng3 Theref.e,, the spectra o only the two samples w1t the
lowest and hghset MR value ae shown in Fg. 1.

(1] N. 15Mi, H. N. OLAAMM And X. H. RHOowAT, J. Ohm. Pb.. ft. U17 (1970).
[2] K. 0. CzxUsn and D. Puw'omau J. Am. Ohae. Soe.. 3, 51 (1971).
[3] Z.KX. Pz.LYina A. DAMz L. R. Bunts~ and B. D. Tm~wuza o, Batu. RodailR. &uWd. S& 841

* (1960).
[4] 3. L. GOw= and H. H. (kCLAm, .!•wg. Ohe. 6, 19* (1967).
[I] For areview oftheliterature •a-•Funtil 1905, weL. Sn=, EakoOh*smi*V (Edited by

V. OMMUM), VoL A. Chapter L AosadeLi Prem (1967).
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In all spectra the two charsateristic absorptiona of SiFP, Le. va and vj at about 1030 and
390 cm-1, respectively [6]. were observed. The formation of SiF5 was due to interaction of BrFs
with sections of the metal vacuum lkr-e, and extensive passivation of the line with CIF8 and BrF8
was required to keep the SiFP concentration at an acceptably low level. At high SiF 4 levels, an
additional band at 660 cr'- appeaxed in some of the spectra. Based on its relative intensity in
different spee•ra, this band does not appear to be related to any other band. Hence, it is assigned
to the diaoi molecule BrF for which a frequency of about 670 om-1 ws4 reported baed on
band spectra (7] and low reolution infrared spectra of Brg-BrFa mixtures [8]. Thus, it appears
that =all amounts of ailicon, present in the steel, can reduce BrF8 to BrF with SiF4 being the
by.product.

The Raman spectrum of liquid BrFs (which always shows a yellow color) baa been redeter.
mined with the green 6145 A argon line. This avoids the problems associated with the use of the
bhw mercury lines. It agrees well with that previously reported [9] and hemne is not depiated.
This indicates that the broad, unresolved absorption between 400 and 600 cn-1 s likely to be due
to association in the liquid phase.

The frequencies observed for matrix isolated LrFg ar listed in Table I together with those
recently reported [1] for the gs. The agreement between the two sets of data is exAelleant. The
six fundamentals expected for a T-shaped BrFs m•leaule of symumetry 0s, [10] were amigned as
previously suggested [1, 9]. The coincidece of vs(A 1 ) and v,(B,) at 242 om-1 in the gas phase is
confirmed by the observation of two I'wAz in the sectrum of the matrix isolated solid. In
addition to v, of SiF4 at 386 em-, there are two bands of variable relative intensity at 578 and
502 ci-'. Since their relative intensity deereases with increasing MR, they cannot be due to
BrFa itself and are tentatively assigned to di- or polymeric species. This tendency of BrFs to
associate is also demonstrated by the Raman spectrum of the liquid. It shows a strong, polarized
band at 673 om-- which is in good agreement with the values obasrved for ',(Al) in the gas and
the matrix-isolated solid. Furthermore, it exhibits three weak bands at 337, 268, and 233 cmr-,
respectively, having frequencies simil to those assigned to the three defomational modes.
The fact that the symmetric F-Br-F stretching mode, vs(Aa), is the moat intense band in tl .i
Ramn spectrum of BrF, gas [1] but does not appear as a strong, distict band.." tLe
Raman spectrum of the liquid, indicates strong asociation in the liquid phase through formation
of fluorine bridges involving the two axial and not the equatorial fluorine atom (the terms axial
and equatorial refer to a trigonel bipyranidal structure assuming the two localized free electrm
pairs of the bromine aton to occupy two equatorial positions).

In the infrared spectnrum of mattix-isolated BrFa, a number of weakc bands were observed
above 700 ozwl (me Table 1) whi&h obviously cannot be attributed to fundamental vibrations.
Most of them can be assigned to overtones and combination band of BrFs, thus lending addi-
tional support to the given assignment.

The infrared spectrum of mn.matrix-isolated, solid BrF. hoe previously been reported (11,
12]. Two different spectra were obtained depending on whether the solid had a glassy or crystal.
line appearance [12). Both types of spectra showed two prominent absorptions at ubout 670 and
600 c-w 1 but showed additional strong absorptions in the range 4O0-0 em-1 , indicating game-
istion similar to that in the liquid phae. In addition, the infrared spectrum of crystalline BrFs
showed a decrease in the relative intensity of the 600 cm-1 band coupled with the appearawe ofa
new, intense, sharp band at &W om-1. Judging from the ovema appearance of the two types of
spectra, that of the glasy solid was simpler and more closely resembled that of matrix-islated
BrF8. In no ca did the speutirun of solid BrF$ [12] show the bxns ehGwotristic for BrFj+ [12]

S[6] J. 1mx•zz" and V. KHwom&, Specowhim. Aeta. 0, W 6 ,;9").
(71 P. H. BzoDUa~osO and J. E. Sronz, Z. PAys. 141 515 (19O).
[8] L. Smnr, J. Am. Ohem. So•. 812 1273 (1959).
[9] H. H. OL.&s•mr, B. WxnwoT.. and J.G. M-."M J. CAsM. PAY*. M 8 86 (1958).
1[0] D. W. MmmUjo- , ibid. 97, 223 (1957).

[11] D. H. B rowN, K. R. Dzxor and D. W. A. 8RXt ,OhoAm. 00gm0a9 654 (1966).
[12] K. 0. xuisriz and C. J. S•cAcx. Inarg. Ohum. 9, 2801 (1970).
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p. ~11
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,L I

OW 1100 900 700 500 30cm-1
Fig. Infrared spectrum of BrFs in argon matrix at 40K, tace A (MR - 100),
trace B (MR - 1600). Bands marked by an asterisk and bare due to SiF. ad cell

window background, respectively.

Table 1. Vibrational spectrum of BrFs

GMatrix isolated
Raman. IR solid Assignment in

[1 I[1,9] ZR point group a.

675 a, p 675 672s VM(AO) var•,.
612 vvw 614 va 592 v. v 4(B 1 ) V.. -su-I
552 vs, p 552 w 545 mw ,,(A1 ) •,r-&-v

350 vw 346 mw v5 (B1 ) J., in.plane
242 s 250 m vs(BI) 8 out-of-plane
242 a 235 mw vs(Al) 6, in.plane

1340 vw 1345 vw 2Y]L - 1344
1287 vw 1265 mw vx + v4 - 1264

1227 w vL + vs - 1217
1162w 1170mw 2V - 11"

1138Smw P2 + v -- 1137

1062 mw . I
977 mw I
920 )w, br v, + vg - 922, Pv -s - 905
805J V + vs " $891
820 w v' + vs - 827
795 vw, sh j+ vg -- 795
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and BrFg" [13] indicating that solid BrFs does not exist in the ionic form, BrF1+BrF 4-, but
prefers ausociaton through covalent fluorine bridges. This finding is in good agreement with the
resulta from & crystallographic study on solid BrF. [14].

Vibraiioa forJe monta
Vibrational force constants were computed for BrF3 assuming the simplest possible modified

valence force fiald. The kinetic and potential energy metrics were computed by a standard
machine method [15] using the geometry determined by microwave spectroscopy [10]. The force
constants given in Table 2 were found by trial and error with a ime sharing computer. The
computed frequencies agreed exactly with the observed values since there were as many force
constants ran frequencies. The deformation coordinates were weighted by unit distance (1 A).
The force constant desgnations follow those used for the square.pyramidal interhalogens [16]
withfR for both BrFs and BrF . referring to the unique fluorine andfp to the deformation of tLe
angle between that fluorine and the equivalent fluorines.

For oomparison, we also report the force constants computed for BrF., CIF, [17] and CIF5 [18]
assuming a similaz force field. Table 2 shows similar trends between BrF5 and BrF5 and CIFS
and CIF., although it should be noted that the force constants of CIF, are not very certain, since
a relatively large interaction force constant is required to fit the frequencies. It is not certain
whether this should bef,.R,fn, orfR,. The value forf, reported for BrFs was computed to permit
comparison with the similar motion in BrFS, the E block a deformation. Definition off. requires
placing fictitious atoem to give BrFs the same geometry as BrF.. These fictitious atoms nerve no
purpose other than to definef. and contribute nothing to the molecular motion or force constant
(19]. The similarity off. for the tri. and pents-fluoridee is noteworthy.

Tha nTody• . nic proj.sies
The thermodynamic properties were computed for BrF5 using the rigid-rotor harmonic.

oscillator approximation [20]. The moments of inertia were taken from the microwave data [10]
and the vibrational frequencies from this work. The results are given in Table 3.

Table 2. Comparison of tao force constants of BrF5 , BrF., C1Fl, and CIF,

BrFs BrF&[17] CIF'[ 18] CIF&[ 17]

AR 4.07 4.01 3.88 3.66
Jr 3.10 3"26 2.74 2.75
f. 1.39 2.32 1.97 2.80
.A 0.78 0.84 1.03 1.09
fr, 0.31 0.26 0.38 0.18
fop 0'09 0.56 0.17 0.29

Units of the stretching constants are mdyn/A and of the bending
ecustants nidyn/A radl-

[13] L. 0. CxAr and C. J. SoXcz, ibdd. 9, 1852 (1970).
(14] R. D. Bmz u i and F. Xq. Bxmarr, Jz., J. Ohs.m. PA•*. 27, 982 (1957).
[15] E. C. Cuzmu, Rocketdyne Rep. RR6768 October (16).
[16] G. M. Bnuxr. W. H. FzxTcKU, and D. F. Sum, J. Chm. PAW. 48. 2.36 (1965).
[17] R. C. Oumne. 8Pdroohine. Act&, in prese.
[18] E. C. C•au. unpublished restlts.
[191 This could be done formally in a fashion similar to that reported earlier for NI 3 [E. C.

Cu-mT= and J. S. MWuoun, J. P/y.. Ohim. 70, 3330 (1966)], but is not needed herm

the wagging motion is in its own symmetry block.
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. Table 3. Thermodynamic properties of BrF, assuming an ideal gas at I atm. presure

Ova h-H* -- (I - HO)/IT Sr

S0 0 0 0 0
100 0.948 0.847 48.00 506.61

o00 13.751 2.041 5.484 64.690
9LI8.16 16.17 &518 Me8.888 70.$85

300 16.150 3.648 58.930 70.765
400 17.477 5.136 62.522 75.611

500 18.232 7,034 5.581 79.600

600 18.688 8.871 8.18O 82.067
700 18.981 10.767 70.50W 85.872
800 19.179 12.086 73.588 88.420
000 19.319 14.691 74.476 90.688

1000 19.420 16.528 76.201 92L729

1100 10.497 18.474 77.789 94.388
1200 19.5" 20.427 79.260 9.182
1300 19.601 2.3825 80.631 97.850
1400 19.638 24.347 81.913 99.304
1500 19.068 26.312 83.118 100.659

1600 19.6.3 2&280 84K55 101.930
1700 19.713 30.250 8.330 103,114
1800 19.70 M.232 88.350 104,251
1900 19.74" 34.196 87.321 105.318
2000 19.757 3.171 8.&246 106.332

Unit. for 0,A. 8'. and -(7P6- Ho)I' we Calories per wole . dogrp. and HO Is kilooalorie. per mole.
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ABSTRACT

The infrared and Raman spectra are reported for N2 F+AsF6 - and
N2 F 2 • 1.3 SbF5 . Previous assignments of the two stretching modes for N2F+ are
confirmed,; but the deformational mode occurs at 390 and not at 803 cm- . Force
constants were calculated for NIF' and are compared to those of a series of iso-
electronic molecules and ions.

INTRODUCTION

The existence of solid adducts of N2F 2 and Lewis acids, such as AsF 5 and
SbF5 , is well known'-4. In all cases an infrared band at about 1060 cm 1- was
observed which was attributed to the N-F stretching vibration of the N2F" cation.
Recently, Shamir and Binenboym reported 5 the Raman spectrum of N 2F'AsF6 -
and assigned bands at 2370 and 803 cm-1 to the two remaining fundamentals of
N 2F÷. In this paper we wish to report the infrared and Raman spectra of
N 2F+AsF 6 - and N2F2 - 1.3 SbF5 showing that the deformational mode of N2F+
occurs at 390 and not at 803 cm-

The sample of N2F+AsF" was prepared as previously described1 . Its 1:1
composition was ascertained by quantitative synthesis. The sample of
N2 F2 x SbF, was prepared in a passivated (with ClFs) 80 ml Kel-F ampoule
equipped with a stainless steel valve. Distilled SbF 5 (12.35 mmales) was transferred

* into the Kel-F ampoule in the dry nitrogen atmosphere of a glove box. The am-
poule , ,, connected to a stainless steel-Teflon FEP vacuum system and about I20 ml &zf 0lectrolytically dried', liquid HF was added. The SbFs was dissolved in

$. MoL Structure, 8 (1971) 245-253
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the HF at ambient temperature, the ampoule cooled to - 1960, and a mixture of
cis- and trans-N2F2 (total - 25.5 mmoles) containing a small amount of N2 F 4

as impurity was added. The mixture was allowed to warm up to -80' for 3-4
hours and then to ambient temperature for two days under autogenous pressure.
Unreacted mnaerial (HF and trans-N2 F2 ) was removed in vacuo at 0°. The material
balance and weight increase of the solid residue indicated that SbF 5 had combined
with N2 F2 in a mole ratio of 1.3:1.

The infrared spectra of the solids were recordcd on a Perkin Elmer Model
457 spectrophotometer as dry powdersibetween AgBr or AgCl plates or by placing
the powder between two single crystal platelets of AgBr and pressing them in a
micro pellet press to a disk. The AgBr windows were eventually attacked by the
samples with the evolution of bromine. However, useful spectra could be obtained
by fast scanning before noticeable attack on the windows occurred. The Raman
spectra of the solids were recorded with a Spex Model 1400 spectrophotometer.1 The green (5145 A) line of a Coherent Radiation Laboratory Model 52 argon ion
laser was used as the exciting line. Glass melting point capillaries or Pyrex glass

4 tubes of 7 mm o.d. with a hollow inside glass cone for variable sample thicknesses
were used as sample containers. The former were employed in the transverse view-
ing-transverse excitation and the latter in the axial viewing-transverse excitation

mode.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

(1) Symtheiss

The synthesis of the N2F2 - xSbF, adduct deserves some comment. Three
different groups havu reported the preparation of an adduct of N2 F2 with SbF5

but their data disagree. Ruff obtained' a 1:2 adduct, NHF 2 2SbF5 , by reacting
SbFs with ex of either cis- or trans-N2 F2 at 40-500. Roesky et al. repcrted3

that only the cis isoraer of N2 F2 is capable of forming an adduct with SbF5 result-
ing in a 1:1 adduct, N2 F,2 SbFs. Pankratov and Savenkova prepared' a 1:1
adduct, N2F12 SbFs, from mixtures of cis- and trans-N2 F2 and SbF3 at -5 to 10*
using excess N2 F2 and pressures of up to 15 atm. Sinme, according to Pankratov
and Sokolov7, trans-NIF2 readily equilibrates at ambient temperature to form a
9:1 mixture of ci- and trans-N2 F2 , tran=S-NF 2 should also be capable of forming
an SbF 5 -adduct by continuous removal of cb.,N2 F2 from the equilibrium in the
form of solid NAF' xSbFs.

In the present study we have not attempted to resolve these conflicting
reports on either the composition (1:1 versus 2:1) of the adduct or on the ability
of trans-N._F 2 to produoe an SbF5 adduct. Our main interest was to determine the
vibrational spectrum of N2F'. However, in our study several interesting ob6erva-

J. MAl. Secra-w, $ (1971) 245-255
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tions were made. The composition of our adduct, N2 F2 1 .3SbFs, would seem to

indicate that both 1:1 and 1:2 complexes, and mixtures thereof, can be formed.
The unreacted N2 F2 consisted exclusively of the frans isomer. Owing to theI• apparent nonreactivity of the trans isomer with Lewis acids and the failure of the
trans isomex to equilibrate to the cis isomer under our reaction conditions, the
1:1.3 composition of our adduct may have been due to the limited amount of cis-

* N2F2 present in the mixture. We had chosen HF as a reaction medium to suppress
the formation of polymeric anions. Previously, this approach had been success-
fully applied"' in the synthesis of CIF 4 ÷SbF6 - and NF20*SbF6 -, and in the case
of N2 F2 and SbF5 it should also result in a well-defined 1:1 adduct provided a large
enough excess of cis-N2 F2 is present.

(2) Vibrational spectra

Figs. 1-3 show the infrared and Raman spectra of N2 F+AsF- and
N2 F2 • 1.3SbF 5 . The observed frequencies are listed in Table 1. The Raman spec-
trum of N2 F+AsF6 - is in good agreement with that previously reported' by
Shamir and Binenboym except for the absence of the 803 cm band in our spec-

3= Wo am a MOD Wo0 * W 400.-
Fig. 1. Infrared spectrurm of solid NSF+AsFF- and NaFa" l.3SbFs in in ALBr plk" L

FiX. 2. Raman spectrum of old NsF+AF. C indiatm tpM alit width.

J. MAL Strwt. ( (1971) 245-253
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+I

Fi. 3. Raman spwctrm of solid N3 Fa" 1.3SbFs. C indicates spctral slit width.

TAhLE I

VtATIONA• "L 3ScrA os NaF*AsF= AxD NaFa 1.3SbF, COMPADZD WITW THAT Ov FCN

Obmuwdfrewty AUIONwit (je # •ap)

Na2F I.-Ssbp NaF*AaF.- FCN* FXN (C.,) AsFe" '10

Il AA IR AA lit

2373 w 2373 (0.3) 2371 (0.5) 2323
1059 ma 1059 (2.3) 1058 ms 1057 (3.1) 1069.4 VA(E÷)330 vw . v(.+F.

781 (0+) 0 780(0+) 2 2(Z-+)
640-720b v ( (2.5) 698 vs, br (F)

1vbr 661 (10) 689 (10) rills)

GOD W, sh 604 (0.6)
582 (0.5)

568 (1.0) 576 (l.8) v3(E)
520 rw, sh
478 ma
388 ms 389 (1.6) 391 s 391 (0.7) 451.3 VAX,) P,(F,)
260-300 s 285 (2.7) 376 (3.2) vs(F 1 )

231(0.7)
127 100 Lattice
991 vibrations

* Ifs. 10 amd 11.

trum. Consequently, we prefer to assign the distinct band of medium intensity at
391 cm- to the deformational mode, v,(x), of NIF . This band at 391 cm- was

also observed' by Shamir and Binenboym but they offered no explanation or

assignment for this band. Since the 391 cm-' band in NF'A&Fs- occurs in tht
range of the AsF6- deformational modes and since breakdown of the selectionrules for 0 ,, symmetry has been obwevd for several AsF4 --containing salts""',

J. MaL S.mcw 3 (1971) 243-2S3
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THE VIBRATIONAL SPECTRUM OF THE N2 F+ CATION 249

the 391 cm- 1 band in the AsFG" salt cannot unambiguously be assigned to vY(E)

of N2 F+. However, if the band at 391 cm-1 is indeed due to v2(x) of N2 F÷, it
should also be observed in the spectra of other N2 F÷ salts containing anions not
absorbing in this region. Since for SbF6 and Sb2 F1 1 " no vibrations occur2°'4 in
the rang 300-450 cm 1 , we have prepared a sample of N2 F2. xSbF5 and recorded
its vibrational spectrum. As can be seen from Figs. I and 3, both the infrared and

* Raman spectrum of N2 F2 . 1.3SbF5 show a prominent absorption at about 390
cn-' but none at 803 cma-. Consequently, the band at 390 cm-' may with con-
fidence be assigned to v2 (X) of N2 F+.

The spectrum of N2F+ was previously compared5 to that of the isoelectionic
N2 0 molecule. However, based on bond order and electronegativity considerations,! •we prefer to compare the spectrum of N2 F+ with that of the isoelectronic FCN.

S ! As can be seen from Table 1, the two stretching modes of N2F+ are close to
those" -.11 of FCN and, hence, one might expect this analogy to hold also for the
deformational mode which in FCN occurs at about 450 cm-'. Based on this com-

- parison a frequency value of 390 cm-I appears more plausible for v,2() of N2 F+
than that of 803 cm-1 previously suggested5 .

The assignments for the remaining bands of N2 F+AsF 6 - present no diffi-
culties and are listed in Table 1. The observed frequencies and intensities ajree well
with those predicted for a linear, asymmetric [No N-F] + cation oi'.y-metry C,o,
and for an octahedral AsF" - anion". For N2 F.2 1 l.3SbFs three additional bands

€" -" of low relative intensity were observed at 1300, 1124, and 926 cm -I which can be

"assigned2'" to small amounts of N2F 3 + present in our sample as an impurity.
Infrared spectra, recorded after N2F 2 " 1.3SbFs had attacked the AgBr window
material, showed the complete absence of the bands assigned to N2 F+, whereas

* the bands due to N2F 3 + had not decreased in intensity. This confirms the previous
observation 2 that the N2F' salts are more reactive than the corresponding N2 F3 +
salts. It is interesting to note that for N2F2 l.3SbF3 the Na N stretching mode of
N2F+ was also observed in the infrared spectrum. However, this band is quite
weak and is not easily observed. Since the combining ratio of our N2F 3 • xSbF5

adduct is intermediate between 1:1 and 1:2, no attempt is made to assign the Sb-F
vibrations to individual modes but their frequencies and relative intensities are
similar to those previously reported 2' " for SbF6 - and SbaFI-. Whereas the
Raman spectra of N2F+A&F,- and N1 F2 - 1.3SbFs did not show any evidence
for a band at 803 cm-' (the frequency previously assigned3 to v2 of N2F+), both
show a weak band at 780 cma-. This band appears to belong to the N2 F4 cation,
but its relative intensity is quite low. Further, it does not havt a counterpart in the
infrared spectrum and its frequency is exactly twice that of the 390 cm- I band.
Consequently, it is assigned to the first overtone (If V2 of N2 F+.

J. Mfot. Strgctov. g (1971) 245-253
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(3) Force constaus

For a linear, asymmetric ion of symmetry C, such as N2 F+, a general
valence force field contains four force constants. Since only three frequency values
are available, the problem is underdetcrmined and simplification must be made.
Shamir and Binenboym5 used a modified valence force field for their computation
assuming the off-diagonal constant, 4, to equal zero. However, this assumption
is not valid for most of the known force fields of linear XYZ molecules since the
influence off,,, upon the diagonal force constants cannot usually be neglected.
Therefore,fR was assumed to have a fixed value, and the N-N and N-F stretching
force constants (f, andfx, respectively) were computed as a function off, (Table
2). The value off,,j was varied over the most probable range (-0.5 to 2.0 mdyne/A)
and computations were made at 0.5 mdyne/A intervals. A closer estimutt of the
stretching force constants might be obtained provided one could further narrow
the range of possible!f, values.

TABLE 2

srrThao oaca com•4m or N2F÷ As A FUNCTION OF THE ASID VALUS OF THi INTIMACTION
cONETMtiT

(All values in mdyne/A)

AS AI

-0.5 19.66 8.82
0 20.48 8.46
0.5 21.23 8.17
1.0 21.92 7.95
1.5 22.57 7.78
2.0 23.19 7.65

A theoretical interpretation of the stretch-stretch interaction force constant
as a measure for resonance effects between the two bonds has previously been given
by Coulson, Duchesne and Manneback" and is in good agreement with the experi-
mental observations. Thus, linear XYZ molecules might be classified into three
different groups: (i) molecues with one single and one multiple bond, but without
the possibility of resonance e.g. HCN`1 and HCP1 I for whichfx is negative; (ii)
molecules with one single and one multiple bond, where some resonance is possible,
e.g. Hal-C-N, for which f4t was found" to be 0.4±0.1 mdyne/A (but it is not
unreasonable to extend the possible range to 0.5±0.5 mdyne/A); and (iii) mole-
cules with two multiple bonds and stronger resonance, e.g. N 20 and NCO-,'
with f, > I mdyne/A. The symmetric molecules and ions, C0 2 , NO2

4 , N 3 -,1 8

might be included here.

A. Mal. Ssir.ww. 1 (1971) 245-253
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For N2F÷ the N-N stretching force constant has a value similar to, or
slightly lower than, that found for N, (22.39 mdyne/A)' 5 throughout the range of

probable fj values. On the other hand, the N-F stretching force constant is the
highest one obtained so far for any N-F bondS'2 0 ; the lowest value possible for
N2 F+ based upon the observed frequencies is 7.45 mdyne/A. Comparison of this
value with those obtained for NF4÷ (6.22)21 and NF2O÷ (6.46 mdyne/A) 20 in-
dicates that the marked increase cannot be due exclusively to a change i., hybridiza-
tion (i.e. increasing s-character of the N-F bond), but strongly suggests partial
double bond character. Consequently, NIF+ should belong to group (ii) for which
fjt might be rectricted to the range 0-1 mdyne/A. Assumingf, - 0.5±0.5 the
stretching force constants become fm - 21.23±0.75 and fN, - 8.16±0.29

mdyne/A. Further support for the assumption, f,x < 1 mdyne/A, was obtained
by computing a set of force constants for N2F+ by the eigenvector method22 "2 

.

This computation yielded a value of 1.33 mdyne/A forf,5 of N2F'. However, for
seventeen different linear XYZ molecules the eigenvector method always resulted"'
in fj values considerably larger than those of the OVFF. Therefore, one might
expectfj of N2 F+ to be considerably smaller than 1.33 mdyne/A.

The deformation constantf,, of N2 F+ can be uniquely determined provided
the two bond lengths are known. For N2F4 this is not the case but, assuming rm

TABLE 3

. iQuEcmCU Am ioaca comTawm or NsF÷ COIPARIO TO THOU OF IOULCTMONIC MOLACULE
| AND IONS

species Frequency (c¢m-) Force constaxts (mdyne/A)

PS. V P2  f, fit At I.

(I) (H-OCAl 3216.9 1278.4 674.7 8.95 5.59 -0.20 0.15
H,.ONb 3438.3 2131.8 726.6 18.77 6.23 -0.21 0.21

[NaN-Fl÷ 2372 1058 390 21.23 8.17 0.5 0.20
N.C-P 2323 1069.4 451,3 17.81 8.54 0.39 0.26

(0i) Ni,-C-' 2215.6 744.2 378.4 17.50 5.21 0.44 0,18
N,--Br' 2198.3 586.6 341.7 17.51 4.17 0.41 0.15
(NUC.P 2189.5 485.8 304.5 17.87 3.08 0.50 0.11

N-N=Od' 2224 1285 589 17.7 11.4 1.2 0.50

[N;2C07O]- 2165 632 15.9 11.0 1.4 0.51

(Hii) 1O-N-0O]+ 2360 1396 570 17.17 1.19 0.47
O3-C-8 2349 13 667 15.61 1.43 0.57

[N-N-N]- ' 2036 13 647 13.15 1.75 0.58

j'Ref. 15. b Ref. 16. 4 Ref. 17. 'R ef. Is.
The broken how indicate partial bonda due to ,ppreciable contribution from other mnomeri

J. MeL. S•waeuww, 8 (1971) 245-253
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to be the same as that in N2 (1.10 A)"' and rNF to be 1.37 A (rNrin trons-
N2F2 - 1.398 and in NF 3 - 1.371 A)2" one obtains forf, of N2F* a value of
0.202mdyne/A or0.304 mdyne • A' rad" . Using the frequency value of 803 cm" ,
previously suggested5 for v, of N2F*. f. would become 0.856 mdyne/A. Com-
parison of the frequencies and force constants of N2F* with those of a series of
isoclectronic molecules and ions (Table 3) shows that a value of 0.86 mdyne/A
forf, of N2F+ would be out of line. Table 3 also demonstrates thatf, appears to
be quite useful for distinguishing single bonds from multiple bonds, especially in
cases where no additional experimental data are available to uniquely determine
f'a. Thomas et al.26 have recently published a relation having the form
f, - 37.3/rS-71 between the valence force constant and bond length of N-N bonds.
This relation might be used to crosscheck our estimate of rm used for the computa-
tion off,. Assumingf, - 21.23 mdyne/A, rm becomes 1.10 A which is identical
with our estimated value.

The conclusions reached by Shamir and Binenboym', that N2F+ is linear
and asymmetric and that the N-N bond has triple bond character, are certainly
correct. Based on the force constant values, contributions of the mesomeric struc-
ture (I1) to the bonding in N2F+ are noticeable,

[NzN-9i] .+ [ /1 +/

(I) (II) t

but must be relatively small contrary to the situation in N20 where (II) strongly
contributes.
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Halogen Perchlorates. Vibrational Spectra

vBy KARl. 0. CIIRISTE,* CAR]. 1. SCIIACK, AN) F.. C. CURTIS

Rereived Noouber 17, 1970

The infrared spectra of gaseoms, solid, and matrix-isolated CIOC10 8 aiu; the Ramnan spectrum of liquid CIOCIO, have been
measured. All 12 fundamentals expected for symnetry C. were observed and assigned. The infrared spectra of gaseous
and natrix-isolateti BrOCIO: htave also been recorded. Some vibrational force constants and the thennodynianic propertki t
have been computed.

Introduction cordance with covalent halogen perchlorate structures.

-J""Recently, the existence of the two novel halogen In this paper we wish to present kpeetroscopic data
oxides, CIOCIa and BrOClO, has been discovered.',' supporting these suggested structures.

S" '•Their chemical and physical properties"', were in ac-

"(1) C. J. Nehack and ID. Pllipcvkh.. hewx. Cket,. , 1387 (1970). xperimetal SCtion
(9) C J. Sclark, K. 0. Chriale. 1). Pi'ii.,vlt,. and I. I1. Wilon. Aiid, 10, The preparation, puri&'atlon, and hsndling of CIOCIC, and

IWO 111971). BrOClO have Ieen reported elsewltere.11 The apparatus used

9 49
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"'I I' I

0 ,
WAVE, NUMdR CMl '1

Figure 1.--Infrared spectrum of CIOCIO* at 180 and 8 mm pressure (5-cm path length).

scopic studies has previously been de.wribed.2,3 The low-te rn- ¢ C^ A A
perature infrared spectrum of solid CIOC103 was recorded by A a"
condensing the sample on the cold (-- 196' ) internal AgCI window
of a conventional low-temperature cell. The Raman spectra of r~
liquid CIOCIO , were obtained using KeI-F or Teflon FEP capil- A_laries in the transverse viewing-transverse excitation mode.
The capillaries were cooled (--_20 to -_90) by a stream of coldY
ga~seous Ni. The intense light from the exciting laser beam (1.3
W at 5145 A) tended partially to decompose the sample causing mp
gas evolution, thus rendering the recording of spectra difficult.
Hlowever. reproducible spectra could be obtained by rapidly Figure 3.--Infrared spectra of matrix-isolated CIOC103 and
.scanning the spectrum by hand. Under these conditions no BrOCIOs at 4*K under high-resolution conditions and tenfold
lines could be detected due to ChO7hA which is the major decom- scale expansion (I scale untit - 5 cm-9): trace A, CIOC103
position product in the p~hotolysis of CIOCIO&,1 The Raman sample of Figure 2A; trace B, 4.6 Arol of CIOCIO, in Ar matrix .
instrument used in this study ',a-- previously becsj described., (mole ratio - 400); trace C, 2.5 umol of BrOClO& in Ar nmatrix

(mole ratio - 400).
Results anod Discussion

Caution! Halogen perchlorates (ire shock sensitive'
and should be handled with Proper safely Precautions.

Figure I shows the infrared spectrum of gaseous
C1OC003. The infrared spectra of solid and matrix-
isolated ClOC10a are given in Figure 2. Since chlorine

(I

WAVLNUWAVEN(CMM

Figure 2.-FInfrared spectrum of solid CIOCtru: trace At Figure 4.aRaman spectrum of liquid CIOCIOp at -40l.

-_• 8.2 umol of sample in Ar matrix (mole ratio - 80}0) at 4"K; trace Traces A and B scanned manually; trace C automatically:B, crystalline solid. traces B Pnd C, incident polarization perpendicular; traci As

incident polarization parallel; D. spectral slit width.
has two natural isotopes (oly and bCl in a 3:d1 mole
ratio), the spectra of matrix-isolated species were re- gaseous and matrix-isolated BrOCIOb. The observed

S corded at i -fold scale expansion under high-resolution frequencies are listed in Table I.
conditions ( lwe Figure 3) to determine the isotopic The recording of the vibrational spectra of CIOC10

shifts. Figure 4 shows the Raman spectrum of liquid and BrOCICs presented several experimental challengesCIqiCIOC. Figure 5 shows the infrared spectrum of since these two halogen perchlorates are shock and light
(lae in th. triianv re. I eingtrhaJ.nAser. re,' .. l (1971. sensitive, tmdermally unstable (they deco.pose at or
0) U. S*,,, and 1'. (Uswire. C.... C'ew., 40, 11M. below ambient temperature), and highly reactw- o.c

as)ou. N1). TWeintenelgt fndoniM th xitn aserkw beamCma.W (170.3edM

[Wat. w41 sica. at.514, (they attack infrared windows rtoch do AgCt causing
(c) the Cs,•pectr.m. • by hand Us, nert. A. cod 4L itI no9B). formation of AgCI -o and Ch). l onequently, numer- '

lie ol edtce u oCI0 4 'wihi h ao eo 0Icl xaso 1saeini ~5c':taeA ICO
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VIBRATIONAL SwZC`IA OF CIOCIO% AND BrOC10
__Obod lreq, cm-f _____ __ ICiOCIO,- ..... U--&rOCIO.--....- Assdgnment I.

lafrared R-man ,-- -Infrared . . - pIMit group C.

Gas Matrix Solid Liquid Gas Matrix

2570 vw 2v,
2322 w 2-00 w 2300 w , + fs. b', + Ps
2090 vw 2070 vw 2,,"
1034 vw P1 + P4
150 vw 2PS

1289 sil 12&) sit Bm

1287 vs 1278.5 vs v,(41) (A')
1278 m t270.5 w C3

1274 sh 1265 ssi Bn

1272 sh 1263 sh &,j('CI) (A')
1283 vs 127i vs i278 Sh 1284) mw 1275 vs 1262 vs P("01) (A")

1264 mw 1259 vs 1256 sh C31
1258 sh 1239 sh 1252 n 1)
1256 m 1246 mw 1,(9Ci) (A")1240w

1(1 no,
1040 s, PQR 10 S 1031 vs 1036 vs, p 1039s 14037 ft W Aan 2w

1036.5 ni 1033 ml

1029 in
749 inw, POR 746 in

742 mw 743 m 744 ms, p 683 m 68W :i 3 (A')
16 38 f67 vsj o1v.s
640s.54vs 635 vs 643 ms, p 648s W63 I V N 1'd)

580M9 s582m } 5W0m 5829, p 5 h572 mw 68 0W)
• /579.5 mwJ82ip 1 7m561 m f 561 ms 55 57s ms ,dp56 Ps("

558.8 (A")

511 ww. PQR f513 nil 512 m 516 s, p 509 m 516 1 1 (A')

382 w 384 vw 382 w, dp 387 vw vi (A")

355 vw 380 vw 353 vs, p .. (A')
198 ms. p f (A')
92 w. dp Psi (A")

properties' can only be explained in terms of the follow-
ing covalent perchlorate structure of symmetry C,

I
Ca

For a six-atom molecule of symmetry C., a total of 12
fundamentals is expected. Of these, 8 belong to
species A' and should be polarized, and 4 belong to
species A" and should be depolarized. Indeed, three
lines (at 561, 382, and 92 cm-1) appear to be depolarized

2.00 iL_ -__ . -. . and a fourth one (at 1280 cn-') may contain a depo-24W M 200 1 0o • ~0 0o OW 4oom-1 eo

larized component. Hence, these four fundamentals
"Figure 5.-Infreued spectrum of BrOCIO,: trace A, 2.5 uniol are assigned to the four A" modes. Of these f,.. the

of sample in Ar matrix (mole ratio - 400) at 4*K: trace B. gas at
[+ 20 mm prtessure (5-cm path length), highest and lowest frequency bands can be ,,..dily2 massigned to the antisymmetric C10 stretch and the

s a'. -O-CI torsion, respectively. "Since the antisymmetric
mts spectra conditis to beable to eliminater varyingds exper- to C deformation mode should be of higher frequency

mdentalco nditions todt beaand infrared intensity than the ClO, torsional mode,

For a chlorine oxide, having the empirical formula it is assigned to the 5(1-cm-' band.

C4O,, many possible structures can be written. How- CIOf stretches8 A' modes, havethe highetand symmetric

ever, the number of observed fundamentals (eight sinc they i l oul e bns Consfrequencies• since they involve double bonds. Consequently they
polarized and four depolarized ones), the resemblance at
between the spectrum of Ci,04 and those of BrC10 4 , rescively

OC.nrespectively. The coincidence of the A' and A" anti-SHOCIO", OiCIOC1G;,,'-' FCIOj,8 FOCIOs,0 and CIO-
S(see T l1 ad ssymmetric C10 stretching modes at about 12,) ca-'

F eTabe II), and its chemical and physical is supported by the splitting of this hand into two in-
•- ". ~tens., comlponents inl the slpectrum of inatrix-i.,A-aut•d

"+"(s) 1.1. li. CnMaja U. ki, Appemo, juarg, (',e..S. SU (1970). CIOCIOs. Furthermore, the computation of the fre-
34 (0) H. Apigi,,. Aý P. uy Pad 0. 1). Vickers., Ca. J. Chris, 0,,,. 7 quencies of the fundamentals from estimated force

(10) X. 0. Christ. C. J. Schack, an K C. Curtis, S constants results in almost identical frequency values
SUa A. ft. 1"7 (1970). for bq and 'w. The observed '1`C and tC! isotope

51
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TABLE II
FUNDAMENTAL VIBRATIONS (OF HIALOCEN IPERCHiLORA, -5 COMPARED TO THOSE OF SIMILAR MOLECULES5

.. . -.�s fi 3lel. con -.. .. . . ..... ........... Asitignmeni in Approix descripition of
C0ISOIF Iln' i2'l CIOCIOA . 110CRl Itt ICIOt Oa'IO(NIOiS PCIC point g urmp C. vibration for YVXOZ

1248 1298 1287 1279 12613 1313,13(X) 1314 A' va v.,(XOwZ)
8M 1149 l-404( 1039 10150 1(Mb), 1024 1062 v.l(XOZ) , .-
7W3 885 749 ("1 3.5(k10 ( 9 ,(O-'Y)
831 6661 (146 6148 725f (98, 7(4 716 , (X-O)
572 15W) 572 563 598,571 573 4 i.(XO,)
486 511 .504 519 521, 512 549 £ubrl.(XOIZ)
3(W 355 12781 f 402 283,272 414 Po

<250 198 1151tI' 1200) 154 M P(XOV)
1481 1298 1271 1262 13261 13W8) 1314 A" vs v.(XOIZ)
532 561 566 .579 5(17 573 8`o 4.(XOZ )
3(9) 382 387 4301 495. 283 414 Il Torsion X Ot

<254) 92 310 P12 Torsion 0-Y
1.. 0. Christe, C. J. Schack, i,, . H. C. Curtis, .'perochint. A.ria, Seal..?, 26, 2367 (1970). & I. Agahigiau. A. P. Gray, and G. D.

Vickers, Can. J. Chem.. 40, 157 (1962). 1'. A. Giguere and R. Savoic. ibid.. 40, 495 (19O12). " J. 1). Witt and R M. Ilanitnaker,
Chem. Conttnun.., (1417 (197(t). anid privatc ctninilunication. * 11. 11. Claasmvn and IR 1H Appelan, Inorg. Chet);., 9, 322 (19707). / Coln-
puttd values.

splittings (see below) confirm these assignments. The The vibrational spectrunm of BrOClO 3 is not as com-
complexity of tile bands in the 12803- and 1040-cmn -t plete as that of CIOCIO3 owing to the lack of Rainan
region renders the assignmlenlt to individual bandts data. However, nine out of the expected twelve funda-

somewhat uncertain. However, ill tile Illatrix spectra ilelitals were observed. Eight out of the nine observed
of both CIOCIO1 and BrOCIO3 a similar pattern of band fundamlentals of BrOCl(O3 show frequencies almost
pairs was observed. The splitting of each pair is about identical with those of CIOCIO3 and, hence, were as-
15 cniI - and the conmponents have a relative intensity signed by aLInalogy. The ninth imode exhibits a shift to
of approximlately 3: 1. The two in0st intense pairs a lower frequency antd is a,signed to the 0-Br stretching
were chosen to be( due to v, and vy. respectively. Tile vibration. Tile nmagnitude of the shift agrees well with
remaining band pairs (marked by 14 1) in Table 1) that predicted assumling the 0-Hr bond strength to be
might be causad by possible Ferli resoniance rrf vl and cottpareble to that of the O-Cl bond and taking the

112 with 2v,, respectively, and/or mnatrix site splittings, different mass into consideration. Comparison of the
'Fie bands at 749 and 646 cm -1 shouhl( replresent the vibrational spectra of CI()CI(O-,ald BrOCIO3 With those

two relmaining stretching mllodes of species A'. Coin- of H(OCIO?.7 0 3 CI()CI(1).4.. FCIOs,, FPCIOC3, and

parison between the spectra of CIOCI()O and lIrOCl(:1 CI(S021iF (see Table I1) shows excellent agreement.
shows that tilte 749-clll-1 band is shifted to (GN3 cln I ill Normal-Coordinated Analysis. -Tile potential and
BrOCIO;, whereas the 646-cni-r' band exhibits prac- kinetic energy metrics for chlorine and bromine per-
tically no frequency shift. Consequently, tile 7491 chlorates were evaluated by a machine method." All

cill I must be' due to the -0 Hal stretching ilode and assumed geometry was used, with the Ilerchlorate group
6-16 cnu-' represents tile 0;3 C1 0 stretch taken tile salle as ill i)erchloric acid.13-,1 The reilaii-

There are four frequencies (5N8, 511, 3,55, and I19 ing parameters, the 0- Cl and O-Br bond lengths and
CIll I) left for assignlment to the four deforniational tile CI -0- Hal bond angle, were taken to be 1.63 and
mnotes ill species A'. Of these, the Cl 0(- Cl deforlna- 1.85 A and 1(10, respectively, based on a comlparison
tion should have the lowest, and the rocking mode, the with related lnolecules.)h
second lowest frequency. Consequently, they are Tile force constants were adjusted by trial and error

assignIed to 198 and 355 cnr- , respectively. The two with the aid of a time-sharing computer to give a
remaining frequencies belong to the CIO., scissoring and reasonably close fit between the computed frequencies
tile C103 unlbrella deforniational modes. Of these two, and those reported in Table II. The results obtained
the unlibrella mode should have the higher relative in- for the force constants are f(-1i - 8.8, fha-o = fo-.cl -

tensity ill the Raman spectruml. Furthermore, force fo-wr = 2.65, fo-0 -- o -- 1.9, Jc%0.-C-l = 1.4, and
constant argumnents (see below) favor a higher fre- fo-(c-)o - 1.1, with the units for the stretching con-
quency value for the scissoring mode. This is due to stants being nlillidynes per i;ligstr6ui and for the bend-
the fact that the scissoring lnode involves mainly all ing constants being millidynes per angstr6al per square

angle charge betwsen '.*wo double bonds, whereas the radian. The bending coordinates were weighted by
umbrella mlode involves also a change of the angle be- unit (I A) distance. The only significant interactions
tween the single and double bonds. Consequently, found were fc--o.o-(il-o, which has a value about 0.2

the 58•1-cr- I band is assigned to the scissoring, and the lndyn/(A radian), and fcl-o.o.-c - fC'.i-oo-m - 1.35
51l-cr-' band, to the umbrella mode. This assign- lndyn/A. The isotope shifts were computed using
nient agrees well with that made for FCI0.'tI these force constants and are reported in Table III. A

Additional Support for the above given assignments somewhat better frequency fit was obtained with
call be obtained from the observed band contours of slightly different force constants and additional inter-
gaseous CIOCIO3 (see Figure 1). Thus, the bands at action constants with small numerical values, but they
1(140, 749, and 511 cn-

1 , assigned to the A' modes, were not used here because they are underdetertnined

P2, v:, alnd P., respectively, exhibit a PQR structure close (12) H. C. Curtis. Hockeidynt Itaport 146768, Oct 114.

to that exlpected for parallel bands of an almost sym- (13) A. IL. Clak. B. Beatley, ild 1). W. J. Cnaickslobk, Chem. ('Casum.,"Ill tetric-to|p flole'CUle. 14 ('968).

(14) A. H. Clark. B. Beasley. I). W. J. Cruickshank. mud T. G. Hetwitt.
J. Ck•m. Soc. A. Ii1 (1970).

1ii Ii It Iad. and Ii I. Mean. J. Chew. Phyi.. 31, 1128 (1004). (m) I.. H. Sutton, Chem. Scc.. Spec. Pl.. no. i1 Ilo•gi)

a.•
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I TABLE III frequencies used were those of Table II. The rota-
COMPARISON BETWEEN OBSERVED AND CALCULATED tional constants computed from the geometry assumed

"•Cl-'Cl ISOTOPIC ShIFTS OF HaIOC10 3  above were .I = 5636, B = 1821, and C = 1808 Mc for
Noral ---- hIOtopic shift (cm -) and rel abund-- chlorine perchlorate and. l= 526,/3 = 1155, and C-"IXI ý - - C c -' -, 0, -6 . -: 0, - 1 , 1150 M c for b rom in e pereh lora te. T h e red u ced

I'st 0.4.8 3:1 0, 4.6 moment of inertia1 was 24 Gc for chlorine perchlorate
1- 0,0.5,3.1,3.6 9:3:3:1 0,3.81 and I Ge for bromine perchlorate. The thermo-
04 0, 0.5,84.5,4. 9:3:1 ; 0, 8.5 dynamic properties are given in Tabies V and VI.-••. • 0, 1.8 3:1I 0,2•").1°

i, 0,0.3,3.0,3.3 9:3:3:1 <. TABLE V
P 0,1.0,2.8,3.9 9:3:3:1 Not oLOU TABLE V
I's 0, 0.3, 2.5, 2.8 9:3:3:1 Not obsd COMPUTED TifERMODVNAMIC PROPERTIES FOR CIOC103

A" Y,9 0, 15.8 3:1 0, 150, ,'Vol
* 1 Jfo H*,-F - ll%)/T'. Cal deg -a.,0  0, 1.7 3:1 0, 2.•, 5., P- -('K-11o/c"allde-

Ilia 0,0.9T, 3K Cal deg - moto -1 kcal tool -I Cal deg-' tol -1 ol -
Il (,.0.9 3.1 <1 0 0 0 0 0

'For CIOCIO,. ' For BrOCIOs. 100 11.451 0.938 51.985 61.362
t2u(r) 16.471 2.333 59.166 7(0.829

-,,,int not particularly transferable between the two 298.15 20.563 4.161 64.256 78.211
perehiorutes. The computed potential energy dis- 300 20.628 4.199 64.343 78.339

40X) 23.57) 6.418 68.658 84.701
tribution for chlorine perchlorate is given in Table IV. 5(X) 25.623 8. 72.428 90.195

TABLE IV 600 27.0.58 11.522 75.799 95.001
700 28.077 14.281 78.8&52 99.253

P'OIhNTIAL ENERGY DISTRIBUTION FOR ClILORINEH PERCIILORATEV Sl) 28.816 17. 128 81,643 103.053
A' 1,, 1287 0.91fce.o 90(X 29.363 20.028 84.216 106.481

1`1 104(0 0.94fc i-o 10(X_ 29. 778 22.996 86.601 109.597
a.P 749 0.S8fo..c' + 0.20fct.-...ci' + 0. 15foc-.. 11(X 30.097 25.991 88.823 112.450
P (646 0.78fc.-io + O.Ifi_(.-' - 0.10fci-o,,oc-i-o + 1200 30.348 29.013 90.9W3 115.080

0. 10fo.c.o -- 0.1licj-',,-c, 13M) 30.549 32.059 92.857 117.518
&, 5W 0. 92fT..cI-.o 1400 3o.711 35.122 94.701 119.788

I's 511 0.
4 4

fo..ci. + (.33fo.ci-. + 0.l(fcn-,.ci 150M 30.844 38.2(X) 96.445 121.911

1` 355 0.60f,.•._o + 0l.:If._,-i" 160M 30.954 41.290 98.099 123.905
b', 198 l.60fci-o-_cr, + 0.LS1jc1Cj- 17AX) 31.046 44.390 99.673 125.785

A" ., 1271 0. 9 4
fci.o 180X) 31.124 47.498 101.174 127.502

PIC 561 0. 99fo-C19(X) 31. 191 50.614 102.607 129.246
P.1 382 1.05f.clo 2000 31.248 53.736 103.980 130.848

* The results do not add up to unity since the less imlportant
terms are not shown ".

"TABLE VI
The results for bromine perchlorate were very similar. COMPUTED TI'll RMOI)YNAMIC PROPERTIES FuR BrOCIO,"

Further attempts to refine the force constants using S.,

both the usual least-squares methods and the reparam- (C.. no - /o*. -(ro - o,)i,7. cal deg-I
eterization method" were ullnUccessful. This appears r caldeg-A II,-[ -I kcal tool-I caldeg'n mol- lv- I
to be due to nliXillg of V7 and I,. The l)roblent was in- o1 0 0 0
vestigated at some length by varying the interaction 1(N) 12.042 0.972 ,N3.975 63.692
constants with the time-sharing computer until we be- 20(0 16.926 2.42)) 1.434 73.533

298.15 20.898 4.286 66.697 81.073
Caile collvinced that any reasonable et of harmonic 3X) 20.901 4.325 66.786 81.202
force coi:stants that fit the other frequencies in the A' 400 23.819 6.572 71.217 87.649
block could not fit Y7. The sa.line problem occurred IFX) 25.809 9.(16) 75.-71 93.191
with two other molecules with similar geometry, 6x) 27.202 11.715 78.503: 98.027
CF30F|l and CIOSO2F. " 7)00 28. 19( 14.487 81.6:03 102.299

TOF fand of t8(X) 28.907 17.344 84.433 106.112
T"he failure of the force constants to duplicate the 9) 29.438 20.262 87.036 109.549

observed I'Cl-37Cl isotope splittings for all modes sug- 1M(X) 29.84o 23.227 89.446 112.672
gests that the chosen valence force field might be too 1l(X) 30. 149 26.227 ql.689 115.532
simple. III particular, the frequency shift of 8.5 cm-I 12(X) 30.393 29.254 93.787 118.166

13(X) 30.587 32.304 95.757 120.606observed for Y4 is about twice that calculated. Since 14(X) 30.74 35.371 97.614 122.879

av, is the only mode in the A' block having an isotope 15X 30.873 38.452 99.370 125.005
splitting larger than 5 cm , mixing between Y1 and Y4 is IO) 30.980 41.545 101.035 127.001
indicated, though difficult to rationalize due to the 17(X) 31.169 44.647 102.119 128.882
great dissimilarity of the force constants involved. 18o0 31.209 50.870 105.569 132.145

Thermodynamic Properties,-The thermodynamic 2000 31.265 54.000 106.948 133.948
properties for chlorine and bromine perchlorate were * Units are identical with those of Table V.
computed for tile ideal gas using the rigid-rotor har-
•ilonic oscillator approximation. '.-II The vibrational Acknowledgment.---We are indebted to Dr. 1).

(10) U. C. Curti,, s. •,rohim. Ada, S-cl. A. In pro". Pilipovich for continuous encouragement, to Dr J.
( (7) P. ?.I. Wilt. Ph.). I)iurtation. Vanderbilt IUliverity, 1967: Diss. Silvera for the u';e of tile Raman spectrometer, to Dr.

Ab,,rR. 2., 5427 (198). J. D. Witt for the computation of the thermodynamicS(18) j U. Mayor siad M. G3. Mayer. "Statisticatl Mechanics" Wiley,No •I) .1 N..leaO. 0. properties, and to Drs. J. D. Witt and R. M. Ham-

(29) 1. I). Witt (private communcautl,n) computed that the harrier to maker for making their results on C12 0 7 available to its
internal rulatiug is 3.0 hkl biase so the asaigturne Oven foe Pi. This in-
Sthat at temperatturs b•low 2000*K internal rotation contributes little prior to publication. This work was supported by the
to the 4sterml pas titlus functilo. Office of Naval Research, Power Branch.
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CONTRIBUTION FROM RocKEtTOYNE, TABLE I
*A DIVISION OF NoRTit AMERICAN ROCKWELL. FORCE CONSTANTS OF THE ISOELECTRONIC SERIES

CANOGA PARKC, CALIFORNIA 91304 NF,-, CF,, BF 4- (MDVN/A)
NF,- ~CW 44

*Laser Raman Spectrum of 6. 2-1.2 6.03 4.87

Tetrafluoronitrogen(V) Ilexafluoroarsenate(V) (069 10.7 0.72
fa- ~f., 0.12 0.16 0.13

By K. 0. CIIRISTE* AND) D. 1'ILIPOVICII fla - fra' 0.77 0.57 01.43

Reaeited February 1, 1971 H-. Siebert, "Aiiwenduiigci der Scliwingungsspektroskopie in
tier atiorgaInisclheI ChemIic," Springer- Verlag, 13*rlin, 1068. p 69.

The preparation''- and the vibrational 'spectrum5 of
NF 4 +AsFc have previously been reported. It was unlique Sin~ce ini the Fr block, three force constants had

shown that the NF 4+ cation is tetrahedral.'-' Out of to be computed from two vibrational frequencies using
the four fundamental vibrations of NF 4+, the A, and the the approximating method of Fadini.' For the iso-

Emode can be observed only in the Ramnan spectruin. electronic species, CF4 and BF4r, this method has
At the timne of the previous spectroscopic study," only a yielded values close to those of the general valence force
very small amount of material and no laser Raman spec- field and, hence, may also be a good approximation for
trolneter were available to us. The observed infrared NF4 1-. A detailed discussion of the trends observed
spectrum was of very good quality; however, owing to a within this isoelectronic series has previously been
low signal to noise ratio in the Rainan spectrum, only given.'
tentative assignments could be made at that time for the The sample used for the present investigation was pre-
A, and the E mode. pared by the high pressure-temperature method.'

In this note, we wish to report the laser Raman spc However, contrary to previous reports,' the reaction
trum of NF4+AsFc (see Figure 1, trace A). It is product was not homogeneous. At the bottom of the
shown that P, (A,) and P2 (E3) of NF 4 + occur at 847 and Monel reactor, a white, loose solid had acculnulated
445 cm-1, respectively. The value of 847 cm-i for ill which, according to its elemnental analysis, had the ap-
(A,) is close to thcse of 844 and 836 cm-i deduced from proximate composition (in inol, %) 03.2 NF 4 +AsF$-,
the infrared-active' combination bands (III + P4) 5.8 Ni(AsFg)2, and 1.0) Cu(AsF$)2. Its vibrational
anld (vi + &,;), respectively. The symmetry force spectrum is depicted by traces A in Figures I aand 2 and

constants computed with these revised Raman shows the bands expected for the tetrahedral NF 4+ and
frequencies are Fl, 8.03 and F22 = 0.74 mdyn/A. the %approximately octahedral AsFc- ion. About an
values," the internal force constants of NF 4 + can be cal. uted over the walls of the reactor. It was pale yellow

culated_(see Table 1). These force constants are not and, according to its elemer'al analy--*,s, showed a sub-
(I)K.0.Chrst. . . (ueli. ad . t.Pavat, nor. u4 ~ stan tially increased Ni and Cu content. Furthentiore,

Lett... 8.1V (I 9(1). its infrared and Raman spectra (traces 13 in Figures 1
(2) W. Rt. T,,Iberg. R. T. kewlck. R. 5 . St, mnghan,, Ind M. E. Hill, ibid.. S, and 2) show that the bands which in traces A could not

Wil(3) J. P. GuetimrIn. K. 0. Chri-#r. anti A. U~. Ilavlath, Inauo. Chem.. 5, 1921 be accounted for in terms of octahedral AsFg- and tei-
011910.rahedral NF 4 + have strongly increased in relative in-

-(4) Wý .ET.,ItwrG, R. T. kewick. R. 8. Stiuallhaim. and M. K. Hill. ibid.. 6, tensity. Therefore, these additional bands mnust be at-
13 66 (1907).

01) 9. 0 Clu 1'4a. J. 11. (lucrtin. A. li. iov latia. and W. iSawminy. ibidI .6, 41ý W. Sawtnlny. A. 'a*Sini. and K. Hearina. .%pectrokim. Aali, Ill 993
8.3(1967). (1968).
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- 7/A.FG- evolved in a A': 1 mole ratio', and no evidence for the for-
5 ,N 4 mation of nitrogen oxides or oxyfluorides3 was found.

I. 647
647 q- Experimental Section

Gil Materials and Apparatus.-The materials used in this work
&AFj x N W were manipulated in a well-passivated (with CIF'3 ) 304 stainless
I370 zNesteel vacuum line equipped with Teflon PEP U traps and 316

445 . Wstainless steel bellows-seal valves (Hoke Inc., 425 IP4Y). Pres-
53 706 NANF4* sures were measured with a Heise-Bourdon tube-type gauge (0-

1160 1500 mm =L 0.1%). Nitrogen trifluoride (Air P~rodlucts) and
UA AsF& (Ozark Mahoning Co.) were purified by fractional condensa-

tion. Prior to its use, fluorine (Rocketdyne) was passed through
a NaV trap to remove H-F impurities. Because of their Itygro-
s'-opic nature, materials were handled outside of thle vacuum

A~ sy'stein int the dry nitrogen atmosphere of a glove box. The infra-
B cYed spectra were recordled on a Perkin-Elmer Model 467 spec.

WAVE.NUMBER trophotometer as dry powders between AgCI or AgBr windows
Figure I.- -Replotted Rarnan spectra of solid NF 4 

5 AsF$s or in the form of pressed AgBr disks. The Rarnan spectra were
containing smaller (sample 1, trace A) and larger (%amnple 11, recorded using a Coherent Radiation Laboratories Model 52 Ar
trace B) amounts of metal salts. C indicýAtes spectral sl~twidith, laser as a source of 1.3 W of exciting light at 5145 A. The scat-

______ tered light was analyzed with a Spex Model 14WX dlouble monto-
chromator, a photontultiplier cooled to -25%, antI a de ammneter.
Plyrex-glass tubes (7-mm o.d.) with a hollow inside glass cone for
variable samiple thickoesses or melting po~int capillaries were used
as sample conitainers.

Preparation Of NF4 'ASF 4 . Nitrogen trifluoridle (181 lininol),

AsFA (18A) mintol), and Vl, (36(1 tninol) were heated in a passi-
vated li6l-ml Moned cylinder under autogenous pressure to 1256

S A foi- 21) dlays. Aftecr removal of utiraeatel starting materials, thle

cylinder was opene~d in the glove box and contained about 2.88 g
of a solid. About half of the -;olid had accumulatced as a loosewhite pojwder (1) at thle bottomn of the reactor, the rest being

01 dlistributed in the form of a yellowish layer (11) over thle walls of
MO0900 O0 600 1400 1200 1000 800 600 400 cm' nitol ':; of Ni(AsVsh,. alld 1.01 ,tool X of CuAF4i N o 4.150;

Figure 2.- Infrared spectra of solid NF 4 AsFs>. Samples of Ni, 1.21; Cu, (1.22; As, 27.WM; total 1,, 60.1.59; hydrolyzable F",

traceq A (AgBr pellet) an1d B (Airy piowder between AgCI 61.11; N F3 : 0, mole rat in, 2.0) 1. Found for I: N, 4.64; Ni,
plates) are identical with those of Figure 1. 1.21; Cu, (1.23; As, '28.9; total V, (15; hydrolyzable F. 6.2;

NF,:0,, 2.01:1. Found for II: N; 2.14; Ni, 2.95; Cu, 2.37;
tributed to the presence of the metal salts." Furthet'- As. 28.0; Nl-'a01,,2.112:1.
more, the previous reports4 on)I the hydrolysis of NF 4 1 Elemental Analysis. For N, Ni, Cu, As, and hydrolyzable F'
were confirmed in that NF 3 and 02 were quan iaiel y analyses egtdsml a yrlzdi elnI d

trap. llThe total amuount of gas (NI-2 + 02) was measured volu-
metrically; thten NF; was separated fromt Ot by fractional coal-

(7) Since thme aelemental anlyisofth Ni an CU-ihsapl hwda (tnAtion at - 210", measured, antI itdentified by infrared spec-
14y. o.sriy The aqueou soltio urac. anamyze fhooe an Cur

As couterix somewhat higher than that expected son the bains, so the found N.1,py h aqueouspt ution wor As anal-ryzfluorescnie -ICua
Ni. and Cu values, we have explored the pwssoible pirosence of a stable AsS',, As by atomicabsrtofrA yXryfursec pc
AnJsoion In oredelta. Solutions of the salt in HI' %hiowed only the "'I nm troscopy, and for hydrolyzab~le V both by Th(N02 )4 titration and
lines characteristie for NI",, AsF*s. and I-RI' but no evidence for those pre- by means of a fluoride electrrxie. Far the total fluoritde deter-
viously reported (P. A. W. Decan, It. J. Gillespie. and R. flulme. Chess. tnination.,olhe sample was fused prior to the F- analysis using thle
Commise.. 9110 (1960)) for Moll, -,. when CifiA.N was used as A sMdvent. l'arrboxmb teclhnique (Na.,Ot + starch).
interaction with NA'S occurred, resulting in a disappearance (if the NF 4 *
signals but In a preservation of the As's- lines. Again no' evidence for the Acknowledgment. -The author wishes to expreCss
Aad't, - lines wa" obtained. Anttempts to prepare Cs Asgiir under condi-
tions sionilar to thuose used In Ahe NI', 4A%[-* - syntheuls. i e., elevated (ana- his gratitude to D~r. 1. Silvera of the Science Center of
perature and pressure, peroduced exclusively Cs'Asli'. On the basis of NAR ltk.r the use of the Ranian spectrophotolneter.

f these findings asad the peeviously reported Instability sif Asol'is, salts (P. A. This work wws supported by thLu Office of Naval Re-
W. m~an. ai al., Chews. Commuss., U90 (19O69fl. the presence of a stable Aasi'u, serh oe-rnhj salt in our sample appears unlikely, erh owrlrnh

.. j
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CorNTamuTiom Fao RoczxTDYNs, i D smioN or No&Ti AxUIxCAN RoctgwLL,

CANOoA PARK, CALUFoVA 91M0

The Difiuorochlorate(V) Anion, CIO0F.-. Vibrational Spectrum and Force Constants

By KARL 0. CHIRISTE AtND E. C. CURTIS

-'•.-- k May 3, 1.971

The infrared aud the Rawan spectra of oIM CaP.dCO 1F have boen recorded. They are con•iatent with a cQOspe- anion of
symmetry Cf. The structure can be derived fron a trigonal bipyramid, where the two F atoms occupy the axila and the

two 0 atoms and the lone electron pW- occupy the equatorial positions. A modified valence force feld has been couputed
for CIOas-, indicating double-bond character for the CIO bonds and rather weak OF bonda with high iouic contributions.

Inbaoduction steel vacuum li"e equipped with Teflon PEP U traps sad 816
S• stainlee steel bellows-eual valvas (Hoke Inc., 425 I4Y). Pres-Huggins and Fox have recently reported' the exi a�urm were zueed with a Heise Bourdon tube-type gag (0-

tence of CCIO3gF. However, they did not succeed in 1580 mm +0.1%). Chioryl fluoride (preasred in this labors-
obtaining any spectmoscopic or structural data on this t(oy from KCIOO and FO') was purified by fractioaal cndeasotiou.
interesting compound. In this paper, we report the Its purity was determined by measuring Its vapor prmaure and
vibrational spectrum and the results of a force-field infrared spectrum. Ceiutm fluoride was fused in a pletioum

uttucblfor CsCIOF c and powdered in a drybox prior to ue. Bemse of( comnputationi for Ctheir hygroecopicity, material. were handed outilda of t4e

z"ftifpw etal i vacuum system in the dry nitrogen atmosphere o2 a glove box.
The Infrared spectra were recorded en Perkmn-Rimer MCodel

MatedaU &a Aparatma.-The materials used in this work 337 and 487 spectrophotonseters In the mugne 4000-250 an-a.
were manipulated in a well-pasitivatd (with C.) 304 stainles

(1) 1). I. Ms•lusals W. a. Paz. law. MNa. C". La., S., 87 (1910). (3) A. isadbm~t, A,,a". Ch m., .44S (654).
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VIRAATIONAL &SocTRaU OP CS +CIOaFj AND Ira ASUiGNUXNT CourAzsc, To Tuoua o01 SiMILAA MOLUCULBS AND IONS
Obod ineq. cm-1, and *Assignment Appeoa

.. Cs*CIowP-.----- . c-Xe ,F, for XOP, in deselpUti 4
Ir Raman It baa CO Cle clog*# CIOwd Curs' CIFs-/ postriw~oga. ofvibration

vs 1221 (0.8)0 905s 9W2w 844 1111 1296 1271 w..(B2) ,,.M(Os)

1070 a 107810 848 VUi 845 vs 786 945 1044 1106 w.1(A1) a'.(XO)

i o n 50 -2) 328inissh 333in~s 402 445 521 547 v( 6X1

480t (), br P6(As) 't V

33-7n 363 (10) 490s U 59 475 v,.(A,) iw,(XA?S)

198(0.7) 198 W 328 .. (A.) &(XPt)
H. H. Claassen,egiak, J. Chews. Phys., 49,2531(1968). b H. Siebert, "Anwendungesi der &h~winguangipektboslopie in der anacian-

ischen Coemie," Springer-Verlag, West Berlin, 1966. c'K.0. Christe, ci of., Iuorl. Chew.., 8, 2489 (19M6).'1.. it.eo.,Scs-
chirn. Ada, 20, 1763 (1964). IH. Selig, H. H. Clnassaen, and j. H. Holloway, J. Chew.. Phys., S2, S517 (1970). Y K.0. Chrisati,s.1 o.,
Jnorl. Chew.., 6, 1159 (1967). ' The relative intensities of the Raman bands have not been corrected for lihk variation of inst~aimenlt
sensitivity with frequency.

The spectra of gases were obtained using 304 atainles.. steel cells
of fi-ani path length fitted with AgCI windows. Screw-cap metal
cells with AgCI or AgBr windows and Teflon FEP gaskets were
used for obtaining the spectra of solids as dry powders at ambient 0
temperature. The quality of the infrared spectra could be some-
what improved by pressing two small single-crystal platelets of
either AgOI or Ag~r to a disk in a pellet press. The powdered
sample was placed between the platelets before starting the press- 1__ -

ing operation. _

The Rasnan spectra were recorded using a C'~'erent Radiation Figure 1.-Infrared spectrum of solid Cs+O%0Fs* as dry powder
Laboratories Model 52 Ar ion Laser as a source of 1.3 W of excit. in an AgBr disk.
ing light at 5145 A. The scattered light was analyzed with a
Spex Model 1400 double nwnochroxnator, a photomultiplier
cooled to -.- 25% and a dc ammetex. Pyrex-glass tubes (7-mm, red spectrum is due to the pronounced hygroscopicity
o.d.) with a hollow inside glass cone for vaujable sample thick- of CsCIOF2 and to the smnall sample size used for infra-
nesses or Pyrex or clear Kel-F ,ospillasies were used as simple con- red spectroscopy. The observed frequencies are listed
tainers. For the capillaries the transverse viewing-ttrensverse in Table 1, together with their assignment.
excitation technique and for the conical tube the axial vitiwing- Numerous structural models can be written for CIO,-
transverse. excitation technique were used.

Prepaation of C@CIOsFs.-Dry CsF (7.64 mmol) was placed F 2 - However, their number can be restricted since the
into a 10-Wn prepasaivated (with CIFI) 318 stainleis steel cylinder chlorine central atom possesses a free electron pair which
and ClOsP (22.50 mmol) was added at - 198 *. The cylinder should be sterically active. Consequently, this chlo-
was kept at - 25* for 24 hr sand subsequently placed on a inechan- rime atom should be pen tacoordinated, thus resulting in
ican shaker for 24 hr at 25'. Unreacted OW0, (16.89 nimol) was
removed in. msao at 25%, indicating that 73.4% of the CsF had a pseudo-trigonal-bipyramidal structure for CI02F2-.
been converted to CClsao-y. For this structural type, five different arrangements of

the ligands are possible. Comparison with the known
Results and Discussion structures of related molecules, such as substituted

Synthesis and Propertles.-The synthesis and prop- phosphorus pentafluox ides,6SW XeOtF,," or I02F*sm"
enties of _CsCIOF2 were in good agreement with those shows that the two axial positions are always occupied
previously reported.'I The hydrolysis of CsCIO2,Fs was by the two most electronegative ligauds.'s Theoreti-
studied by exposing a sample of CsCl02F9 betw een AgC cal explanations for this behavior have previously
plates to atmospheric moist-tre and by monitoring the been given.'" Therefore, the most plausible st~ruc-
changes in its infrared spectrum. It was shown that ture for CI10F,- is
the decrease of the relative intensity of the bands char-
acteristic for CIC) 2F- (see below) was accompanied (6 1. R. Seattle. K. M. S. U.vingstos. A"d D. J. Reynolds. nib".51".4349

by the appearance of the bands characteristic 4L for the (19"). .Wdlata jersi. sa siSA 5
hydrolysis (6) R. R. oskim.. Wh.. 5, 3730 (1907). and referencesel i therein

reaction CIO,F1 - + 11,0 -. CdO- + 2HF. 1060 (1967). ~ am~t~,mdi md.i w.A5 hw.

Vibratiosal Spectra-Figures 1 and 2 show the infra- (0 J. Goube CO..I . Psam y..a, 0n .1307(10 '9). Ass Q hs
red and Ranman spectra, respectively, of solid CsClO,Fs. $", 2 (2908).
Weak abaorptions owing to ClOs- (960, 940, 620, and (10) A. 1. Downs and R. Sdmmutsler. S~escehe~. Adsa Part A. U5. 051

(1007).4807 cm-') and HF,- (1420) and 1230 cm-') were (11) H. H. Claamen. E. L. Coma. Ii. Kim. sa .L. Had"to. J. Chew.()
almost always observed in the infrared spectrum. The rkys.. 40, 2W8 (1905).
appearance or the C105- and HF,- batads in the infra- (12) L. Hoimuls and M. T. kugers. J. Am... Chew. Sa.. 88, 21&7 (1940).

(13) it. F. )tmason, Astor.. Chere.. I.l. Ed. fW.d. . ,740 (1167).
(14) a1. . OAIIp.p, ibid., SI. gg(2007).

(3) J. L. Itaileaborg and 1). A. Dows, SpesckosAdi. Ado,. 16,1I288B(10U0). (15) P. C. Van Der Voem aad R. 8, Ouago. J. A saw. Chemu. See..U 3118M
(4) J. A. Saithoam sad T. C. Waddlustoo, J. Choe.. Ph1,e..4, 5274 (10)

(298).(16) L. S. Bartall. Isor. Cheu.,. 15, UM~(16).
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Fimure 2.--Rsmnan spectrum of msid Cs+ClOF,-; samnple coateiner. Stass capillay; C indicates spectral slit width.

F account for the surprisingly high relative intensity of the
337-cm-1 Raman band rid has also been observed"tK- o]for isoelectronic XeCF2,. The assignment of the ob-
served bands to the individual modes is straightforward
and was made by comparison with the known spectra of

This type of structure has also been suggested" for Xe- the related molecules listed in Table I. Comparison
OtF, which is isoelectronic with CIOtF,-. between the corresponding XF modes in XeOtFs1s and

The correctness of the proposed model can be tested by CIOtF:- shows that the deformational modes have simi-
inspection of the observed vibrational spectrum. Spec- tar frequenc'es but that the XeF stretching frequencies
troscopically, this model should contain the elements of are considerably higher than the CIF ones. This is not
the C10+ cation and the CIFt- anion, both of which surprising since Cl and Xe do not belong to the same
have recently been characterized.' T-2 The ClOt+ cat- period of the periodic system. Generally, by going to
ion is preferred over the CIO, radical and ClO*- anion the next higher period, the electronegativity of the cen-
because ClO+ and CIOFr- contain a chlorine of the tral atom decreases and its size increases, thus resulting
same oxidation state (+V). Furthermore, in CIOFr-, in an increase of the XF stretching and a decrease of the
the electron-withdrawing effect of the two highly elec- XF deformation force constants, respectively. This ef-
tronegative fluorine ligands is expected partially to fect causes the stretching and deformation frequencies
compensate for the bond weakening influence of the to move further apart with increasing mass number and
formal negative charge. On the other hand, one should has been observed for several series of related molecules
expect the two CIF bonds to be rather weak for the fol- and ions, such as CIF,, BrF&, IF,;'2 SF,-, SeFt-.
lowing reasons. Generally, in chlorine fluorides, re- TeFa-;s CIF2+,BrF,+;uorCIF,,BrF4-.' Theassign-
placement of two fiuorine atoms by one doubly bonded ment of the weak and broad Raman band at 480 cm-'
oxygen atom sigrificantly weakens the remaining CIF to W&(A,) should be considered tentAtive. T"his band
bond."1 Furthermore, the formal negative charge in may contain some contribution from ,(B,); how-
anions always decreases the CIF bond strength by in- ever, its band center at 480 cm-' differs by 30
creasing the ionic contribution to these bonds. This c-m- from the band center observed for jq in the in-
can be easily understood since the formal negative frared spectrum (510 cm-1) and, hence, should belong
charge will not be concentrated at the central atom but to a different mode. In addition to the bands assigned
will be distributed mainly over the highly electroneg- to fundamental vibrations, a weak band was observed
ative fluorine ligands. Since ClOtFs- contains two at 855 cm-' in the infrared spectrum of CIOFs-.
doubly bonded oxygen atoms and a formal negative This band cannot be due to a fundamental vibretion
charge, the CIF bonds in CIOF,- should be at least as and, hence, is assigned to the combination band, vs +
weak as or weaker than in CIFt-. A closer inspection a%(B&). The splitting of ,,(A,) into three components
of Table I immediately reveals that the above predic- in the Raman spectrum and of Ps(B,) into two cumpo-
tions are indeed correct. The three fundamentals in- nent3 in the infrared spectrum is too large to be due to
volving only a motion of the CIO, part of the ion exhibit the two different chlorine isotopes. One would expect
frequencies very clme to those of ClO, + and CIOF." the isotope splittings in CIOFt- to be similar to those
The bands assignable to the three corresponding CIF2 found for CIO:+ n and ClOF.21 Since- the CIOF-
motions show frequencies somewhat lower than those" spectra were recorded for crystallie amples, other ef-
observed for CIF%-. fects, such as site symmetry splittings, are possible.

All nine fundamentals expected for XCJFt of symme- In summary, the observed number of bands, their
try C•. (these are clasied as 4 A, + As + 2 B, + 2 frequencies, and relative intensities in both the infrared
B,) were observed if a coincidence of P7(B,) and ,s(B,) at and Raman spectra are consistent with the predicted
337 cm-1 is assumed. This doubts coincidence might pseud on-trigoal-bipyramidal structure of symmetry

C1. The agreement between.the spectrum of CKFt-
(7) X. 0. Chrism. C. 3. Scha,. 1) .Pillcis. saw W. Saw•d"y, lws and those of related molecules is excellent.

cAm., 5, no flow). Force Constants.-A normal-coordinate analysis wu
(18) H. A. Cartme, W. U. Johnao, and F. Aubke. Cos. J. C"asm.. it, 4419

09110). carried out to aid in the spectral assignment. The
(10) A. 1. Kwen, X. Nikitima, vu. Ya. KIPAVitobv, sad V. Ys.

Ramal, .Nak 1 .J. Ixsv. ChAm., 15, 941 (1970). (23) 0. 11. DBhum W. H. Platear, and D. F. 5.1th. J. CUAm. Psi., 4,
(M0} K. 0. ChrIsm., W. laeuody, std J. P. G ,w/s. Iwc. Chsm., 5, 1169 225 (M0IS).

(1967). (24) K. 0. Chri•st, C. 1. SceJck. B. C. Curt* sad D. P14M., 10isv.
(1i) K. 0. Chtrium. sopulhUd r"a•ts. CAlM. 

4Ms pro.
(12) D. P. Smath, 0. M. Dqtus, mod W. H. Platcher, S•sbewA. Ads. ft. (25) K. 0. Chris mad C. .. 11e cAd., " . 2M20 (1970).

176 0•(46). (5S) K. 0. Chrism Md C. 3. s ,b.sh. a".., 5. IS (1970).
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kinetic and potential energy metrics were computed by Whereas the ClO bonds in ClOsF%- exhibit double-
a machine method," assuming the following geometry: bond character, the value of the CIF stretching force
rctF - 1.79 A, Rclo - 1.43 A, a- LOCIO - 1200, P - constant,f, ,of 1.6mdyn/Aisunusuallylow. Inaddition
Z OCiF - 90*, and Z FClF - 1800. The CIF dis- to the reasons discussed above, i.e., oxygen substitution
tance was taken as somewhat larger than those" of the and formal negative charge, weak CiF bonds might be ex-
two longer bonds in CIF& due to the uncommonly low pected since CIOtFs- has a pseudo-trigonal-bipyraiidal
stretching frequencies in COd F,-. The CIO distance structure. As pointed out previously,$' this type of
was estimated from the bond length-frequency correla- structure appears to be energetically unfavorable as also
tion of Robinson." The bond angles were assumed to indicated by the low thermal stability of the CsF. Cl-
be those of an ideal trigonal bipyramid, although they OF adduct.
might be slightly reduced due to repulsion by the lone Comparison of the stretching force constant of Cl-
pair in accord with the Gillespie-Nyholm theory." F,02- with that"0 of CIF2- is particularly interesting

The force constants were calculated by trial and error owing to their close structural relationship. Both an-
with the aid of a time-sharing computer to get exact ions can be derived from a pseudo trigonal bipyramid.
agreement between the observed and computed frequen- In ClOF2-, two of the three free electron pairs on the
cies using the simplest possible modified valence force Cl in CIF,- have been replaced by two doubly bonded
field, i.e., keeping the number of nonzero off-diagonal in- oxygen atoms without significantly changing the geom-
teractiontermsat a minimum. Owing tothe underdeter- etry of the rest of the ion, i.e.
mined nature of the problem (17 force constants from 9
vibrational frequencies), unique force constants could[ F 1r F 1
not be computed. However, numerical experiments es- /-1-1
tablished that some of the principal force constants are \V I/ -o
quite independent of the chosen interaction constants F J
and, hence, should approach those of a general valence
force field. The computed values are fn 8.3, jfan - Hence, a pronounced decrease of the CIF stretching
0.14.f, - 1.6, and f, - -- 0.1 mdyn/A;f, - 1.95,fs - force constant from CIF,- (2.35 mdyn/A)" to CIFr
1.2, fo' - 0.57, and fop - 0.1 mdyn/A radian'; and 0%- (1.6 mdyn/A) should truly reflect the influence of
fp - f,,' - 0.3 mdyn/A radian. The deformation co- the doubly bonded oxygen ligands. Comparison of the
ordinates were weighted by unit (I A) distance. related pair

The force constants of greatest interest are the stretch- F F
ing force constants since they are a direct measure for I I
the strength of the various bonds. Comparison with U\ , /
the values obtained for a number of related molecules SI_" I
and ions (see Table II) indicates for ClOsF,- double- 0

shows that the decrease off, (see Table II) from CIF to
TAsLa 11 C1O0F is even larger than for the pair CIFs-, CIOF,-.

ST•STcHING FORCe CONSTANTS (MDYN/A) OF CIOF, - COMPAIRD The same trend has been found for a number of other
To Tuoss or RzLATaD MOLECULES AND IONS molecules" and, hence, appears to be quite general.

cx),.,- cc+-* aCoi, CIC.- Clow" CIP' C-' ,- f C5 C1,÷• The small negative value of the CIF stretch-stretch
/a 5.2 3.96 7.02 4.32 9.07
fs 0.1 -0.41 -0.17 0.1U -0.1 interaction constant, f,,, is comparable to that found"
1f, 1.5 2.53 2.35 2.11 4.35 4.74 for KrFs for which an explanation was given by Coul-
i, -0.1 0.17 0.23 0.14 son." The values found for the OCIF and OCIO de-

Reference 17. , M. G. Krishna Pillai and R. F. Curl, Jr., formation constants are as expected. The large values
J. Ch•mu. Phys., 37, 2921 (1962). 1 H. Siebert, "Anwendungen
der Schwingungsapektroskopie in der anorganischen Chemie," found for the interaction constant flu' and the stretch-
Springer-Verlag. West Berlin, 19. 4 Reference 22. " Refer- bend interaction term, fo, are in accord with those ob-
ence 20. / K. 0. Christe and W. Sawodny, Z. Amorg. AUX. tained for the halogen pentafluoride molecules."
Chem., 374, 306 (1970). # A. H. Nielsen and E. A. Jones, J. From the above discussion of the stretching force
Chm.. Phys., 19, 1117(1951). 41Reference 26. constants, it became obvious that the CU=. bonds are

predominantly covalent, whereas the CIF bonds contain
bond character for the two chlorine- oxygen bonds and strong contributions from ionic bonds. This finding
unusuallU weak CIF bonds. The value of the CI-O confirms the previous predictions" postulating the fol-
stretching force constant, fi, is slightly lower than those lowing bond model for a trigonal-bipyramidal type moi-
in CI0+ I' and CIOF." This slight decrease might be ety with a free electron pair on the central atom. The
explained by factors such as the influence of the formal two most electronegative ligands, i.e., fluorine atoms,
negati've charge, change in hybridization due to the al- occupy the axial positions and the two oxygen atoms
tered coordination number of the central atom, and dif- and the free electron pair the three equatorial positions
ferent physical states (solid vs. gas). Hence, no at- of the trigonal bipyranid. The equatorial bonds
tempt will be made to evaluate the relative contribu- should have mainly sp' character (ignoring the double-
tions from each effect. bond contributions), whereas the axial bonds involve

(37) E. C. Cwtis6 Rieport R67". Rocketdy,. Cam. 3 Pek. CaM., Oct (21) N. Bwtui s .O. Slaky, J. Aw. Cbm.S@S.,S5, 83169 (iN).
It4. (32) H. M. Clamm.. 0. L. Goodman, 7. 0. Malml, 4, P. SCkIUaar, J.(28) ID. F. Smith, J. Chow•. Phw., U, NO (sIOU). Chem,. Phys.. 48. 1220 (1965). '

(29) Z. A. Roblimo. Cs J. Chenm.., ".21 (1063). (53) C. A. Coulson. I4M.. 4",455 (IMl).
(30) it. J. Gillmpis sad R. B. Nybolm, OQw. RN., CAM. See., 11, M2 (24) K. 0. CbSrta, a. PrasMas At thi VOWt Ist.~stUMMI VIWWue

(195i7). Symposium. Sat•i Park, Colo., July 1967.
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mainly a delocalzed p-electron pair of the chlorine cen- for CIOF,- obviously fulfills these requirements (cova-
tral atom for the formation of a aemiionic three-center lent CIF bonds show stretching force constants ranging
four-electron p-a bond pair.*.'-3 For an ideal semi- from about 3.5 to 4.7 mdyn/A) and supports the above

I ionic three-center four-electron bond, one should there- bond model.
fore expect f, to have a value about half that of a cova- Acknowlodgnent-The authors wish to express
lent CIF bond. The low value of 1.6 nhdy-/A obtained their gratitude to Drs. D. Pilipovich and C. J. Schack

of Rocketdyne for helpful discussions and to Dr. I.
35) G. C. ,MN .J. cm. Phy,1..l446 (1961). Silvera of the Science Center of North American Rock-

(36) R. J. Mamch Ma St. Ruadl*. J. A .a. Chm. Soc.. T. 4321 (1911). well for the use of the Raman spectrophotometer.
(37) R. H. Wisae . 5 d.. Ha2(w3. This work was supported by the Office of Naval Re-S(38) 3. H. W1.bmIm, 3.B. KHaviam. mad K. H. Ucewi~k. .Adm. luwai. sarlPwrrac

S¢. . 96. ). search, Power Branch.
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CONTRatrTION MO ROCKSTDYNIC, Model 457 Infracord and a 10-•n, stainles steel infrared cell
A DVziaoN op NORTH AamecAm Rocxw•LL, fitted with AgBr windows. Details concerning the preparation

CANOGA PAME. CALIFORNIA 91304 or treatment of CIF, CISOgF, and CoF have been given.6 Add"-tional materials were purchased and used as received.
S*F..---Selenium tetrafluoride was irst prepared from Se

Selenium Chlmide Pentafluoide powder and CIF according to Pitts and Jache.' Later it was
determined that CIF, performed equally weil in this reaction,
thereby circumventing the need to prepare ML. Typically, a

BY C. J. ScuAcz," R. D. WILsON, AND J. F. HON prepassivated 30-ml stainless steel cylinder was loaded with Se
powder (14.2 g-stoms) in the drybox. Chlorine taldioride

R&#mWm May 14. 1971 (20.3 mool) was added at - 19•' from a vacuum line and the
cylinder allowed to warm slowly to ambient temperature where

The existence of SF&CI has been knownI for some it was maintained for I day or until needed. Vacuum fr•ctions-
timne, while TeF&CI has been reported- more recently. tion through U traps cooled to -80, -78, and -196* funished
However, no report concerning the peeparation of the SeF, (12.3 mmrl) in tlhe highest temperature trap. The purity
intermediate member of the S-Se-Te trisA, SeFCI, and identity of the SeFP wer veriied by its vapor prarel

and infrared spectrum.' Based on the equation 3Se + 4CI0.
has appeared. SLice the best synthetic routes$ to
SFPCI involve chlorination of suftur fluoride substrates
and ,einre thin remrtior hurd Iwrn found to. hr .'.tuhain
by added alkali metal fluorides,' this technique was (1) H1. L. Mi.tsad N It May, J. Chow Sw., O. (110).(2) 0. W. Fraser, K. D. Pawsah. a* P. b9. Wo C&•s. Chdo Ca o..

applied to the formation of SeFCl. We wish now to 127 (19).

*- report the synthesis and characterization of this new (3) F. Nymam, I. L. Re o-tsaadT.Seats& Iuwg.Syn., 140(.IG(1 ).
compmno d. (4) C. J. Schack, . )D. Wiaos,. sa M. G. Wien. C.m. Cewums.. 1110

s Bectile (6) C. j. Seb* ad MR. D. Withe. [avg. C•.m. , 0,311(1(WO).
(0) J.J. Pitts sd A. W. Jed. 4M., 1. 1"11 (1901).

Apparatus ed Mat&Wlsal.-The eqvipment used in this work (7) Z. 2l Aysuday, R. 9. Lied. wa X. i4ttle, Spgackh. Ads., S IM
has been describeds and was supplemented with a Perkin-Elmer 0M).
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-~38SF 4 + 2C1., the yield was 87%. a value comparable to that sure. However, pressure values obtained above and below the
found for CIF reactions, melting point were nearly on the same lin,,, indicating little

S*7sCI.-Seleuium chloride peut&fluoride was prepared by difference in the heats of sublimation and vaporization and con-
first forrming the solid complex C&SeF6 from C&F a"d SeP..' sequently a very low heat of fusion.
Weighed samples of the complex were place~i in prepasuivated Infrared Spectrum.--The infrared spectrum of SeFbCI in the
cylinders and CISO&F was added at - 196'. After worming to range 4000-250 cm-1 shows several abeorptiono with the moat
room temperature for several hours or more, the volatile products prominent ones occrring at 745 (vvs). 440 (vs), 420 (s), 385

* were separated by fractional condensation at -95, -112, and (w), and 33.5 cm-1 (mi). The two highest frequencies and the
-198*. Unreacted CISOOF was retained at -05* while by- strongest bands noted are comparable to those of bands of sim1-
products and impurities such as CIF, FCOb., and CIO passed into lar intensity and position in related hexacoordlinate selenium

* the trap cooled to - 1098. Pure SeFaCl was found in the - l112 fluorides. Thus, the two strongest badds for SeP." occur at
fraction. From 4.50 mmol of CsSeFs, 4.13 tamol of SeF&CI 780 and 430cm-and forSe&OF" at 750and 422 cm-. That
was obtained, corresponding to a yield of 91 .7% for the equation these bends are typical of the SeFs grop is shown by their pres-
C&SeFs + CISO&F -* CsSOsF + SeF&CI. The presence of un- ence in a series of substituted SeP, compounds." A detailed
complexed CsF in the salt does act inhibit the formation of analysis of the vibrational spectrum of SeF&CI is in progress."'
SeF&CI directly but does result in the loss of some CISOsF by Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Spectrum.-The "OF nmr spec.
reaction to form CIF.' trum of SeF&Ci is shown in Figure 1. It is an AB4 spectrum and

Because the system CsF-SFe-CIF was very effective' in pro-
ducing SFOCI, it was expected that CsF-SeF,-CIF would behave
similarly. Such was not the cane and unreacted CIF was always
fully recoverable after 1 day or several weeks in contact with
CsSeF*. However, in the course of preparing SeF4 from Se and
CIF or CIF&, it was found that excesses of the chlorine fluorides
gave detectable yields of SeF6CI. To determine the extent of
this reaction, 4.10 mmol of SeF, and 4.21 mmol of CIF were
placed in a 10-ml stainless steel cylinder and kept at ambient
temperature for 8 days. Separation of the products by fractional
condensation led to the recovery of unreacted SeF4 and CIF
(1.45 inmol of each), as well as trace amounts of SeF* and Cls.
The main product wus SeFsCl (2.62 inmol), representing a 95%
yield based on the SeF4 that had reacted. With CIFS, up to
10% yields of SeF&CI were obtained but always accompanied by
much greater amounts of SeFs. Thus the direct reaction of SeF,
and CIF affords an alternate, albeit less efficient, route to SeFCl.

Properties of SeFC.--Seleniuni chloride pentafluoride is I
colorless as a gas, liquid, or solid. It is stable at ambient tern-
perature when stored in clean, dry, passivated stainless steel
cylinders. However, contact with glass always resulted in
significant decomposition. Even glassware suitably dry and
otherwise prepared for the manipulation of CIF. did not serve -- Mn.o... -71.3p,,
for handling SeFiCI. It seems likely that this property hindered
the earlier discovery of this compound. JýFigure 1.-The 'IF nnir spectrum of SeF&Ct.

Analyala.-A 0.2001-g sample of SeF&,C was hydrolyzed with
excess standardized NaOH solution in a glip!s ampoule fitted with resembles that of SF&Cl"1 so closely as to be virtually identical.
a Teflon Fischer-Porter valve. Fluoride,. selenium, and base The reported" chemical shifts for SFX1C when converted to z,
consumption were determined as reported 1by Smith and Cady.' CFCIJ reference point are -62.3 and - 125.6~ ppm, respect-
Fluoride was also determined by the usual. thorium nitrate titra:- ively, for the axial and equatorial fluorines. For SeFiCI, the

* tion. The amount of base consumed w"s calculpted, assuming corresponding values taken froml Figure 1 are. -71.3 and
the hydrolyrsis equation SeF&Cl + 8011 t- StO4' - + 4HO + - 132.0 ppm. The only part of the spectrum of SeFsCl not
5F - + CI . A mal. Calcd for SeFsCI: ,Se, 37.7 1; F, 45.37; identical with the SF&CI 'example is the appearance of theOKH consumed, 8.00 equiv/mol. Found~i Se,* 37.98; F. 45.18; small satellite lines due to ?"Se-"*F coupling. The observed
0O - consumed, 7.82 equiv/mol. coupling coidstant of 829 Hz is furthermore comparable to selen-

Molecular Weight.-The molecular weight of the co)mpound as ium-fluorine coupling in compounds which contain a chlorine
determined assuming k ubhvir a bonded to the selenium central atom as in SeOFCI, where a value

VprPressure, Boiling Point, and Melting Point.-The

vpr(sublimation) pressures of SeF&CI o)ver the temperature Acknowledgment.-The authors gratefully acknowl-

3.5 79. heprssue-empraur reatonsipisdesried Research, Power Branch. We ame also indebted to
by the equation log P... - 7.779 - 13601/7X. The normal Drs. D. Pilipovich and K. 0. Christe for helpful dis-
bolling point calculated from the equation' is 4.5%, with a heat CUSSiOn.
of vaporization of 6.22 kcal/mol and a Trouton constant of 22.4.

* Uder its own vapor, the conipound melts at - 19". Since part (10) 3. Geaunt, Treat. Par.ay S&6.. 46,11232(1053).
of the pressure-temperature daagvnate below the melting 0i1) . 2. Stkand 0. H. Candy, Isere. ChasmS, 9. 12 (1970).
point, it is actually a sublimation pressure And not a vapor pres- (12) X. 0. CbrisUt. C. J. Schack, and 8. C. Carus, to be submitted for

* ~publica~lo.F (13) C. 1. Merrill S. MS. Williamson. 0. H. Ciny. sa" D. F'. Ugpra.
(8) R. U. Ayanley. R. D). Peacock, sand P. L. Robinson. J. Chow.. Sac.. 1221 biW..1. 215(1042).I(1082). (14) T. BMrcball, It. J. G1illespe. and 8, L. Vehrln, Can. J. Chems.. 41, 1612
(9) 3. N.Smithband G. H. Csd). lierasam. .19 (1970). 0"Mft
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CONTRIBUTION ftOMT "s NORTH AMItRtCAN ROCKWRLL SL11INCH CUNTx , THOUSAND OAKS, CALIFORNIA 913W0, AND[ RO42KjTDVNIv DIVISION, NORTH AMERICAN ROCKwo-LL CORPORATION. CANOGA PARK,. CALIFORNIA 91&94

The Crystal Structure of [BrF4+][Sb 2F 1-]

By U. D. LIND* AND K. 0. CHRISTE

Receitwd fjne 7. 1971

Crystals of the 1:2 adduct formed by BrF& and SbF5 consist of infifnite chains of discrete BrF4 + and SbzFn- ions coupled by

relatively weak fluorine bridges and, accordingly, should be formnulated as [BrF4 11 [SboFte- . This is the first direct evidence
for the existence of the BrF 4 ÷ ion. The crystals are monoclinic with the most probable space group P2n/a, lattice constants
a - 14.19 =k 0.03,6b - 14.5) + 0.03, c - 5.27 : 0.01 A, 4 - 90.6 t 0.10, and four formula units per unit cell; the caku-
lsted density is 3.72 gcm-'. The structural parameters were refinted by the method ol least-squares with visually eatimated
Weissenberg photographic intensity data. The final value of the conventional agreement index R was 0.14 for 773 reflections
having IF.I greater than o(I).

Introduction lent.'-' Infrared and Raman spectroscopic studies'

Previous investigations of solid halogen fluoride ad- of the 1:2 adduct" formed by BrF, and SbF. yielded
ducts have provided evidence that stme are predoni- : A. 3. Rdwards and 0. H- Jw. J, Chem. Soe. A, 2930 (HM).

inantly ionicI-4 and others are predominantly cova- (4) K. 0. Chkripe and W. Sawoday. to be submitted for putiactA46.
Addieus v.o eexpoodence to thim autho, at The .14wth Amerwica Rockwell (5) F. 0. Sladky and N. ilartlett. J. Chem. Soc. A. 2188 (IM94).

1.tlwi' C.'+ate,. a4l2) H1. Milfhrt Mad 0. CKupchka, 7W. CI.m., S. 55 (M A60).
(I) A. 1. lidwards and G. 1H. Jones. J. ('h,'. SNo. A. 14167 131O11); Ch',. t7M A. V. Nlkolmev. A. A. Opl.h.vathl A. & Na-ov, and 0. V. T"vt'yakov.

Commus.. I:4)4 (11067). l)o.. Ake,. Nak VSS.R. 140, 1024 (210M).
(2) V. 1.1 Mcke~, it. I). Peacock. and I) It. kuwoII, Oi&., 62 (94)ý. (8) 6. fchmulas and W4 Pammfr, Augm,. C•ew., 0, 752 (NAIT).
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CRYSTAL STRUCTURR OF [BrF4+] [SbtF-] Inorganic Chemistry, Vol. 11, No. 3, 1972 609

equivocal results concerning the nature of this corn- termined by the bromine and antimony contributions to the
pound because of the large number of possible funda- structure factors. wr eie ytemto fbs

The positional parameters were refined by the method of Itstmental vibrations and the low symmetry of the bromine squares." The function minimized was Zw(IF4 - kh1 F4,)'.
and antimony environments. For the same reasons, A modification of the Hughes's weighting procedure was used:
the arguments recently presented by Meinert and for jF.J > 100, W - 100/1 F4s'; for 100 Z IF.1 > 25, v - 1/100;
Gross$ in favor of the ionic structure are not convincing, for I . < 25, w - 1/625. Separate scale factors kh were used for

To resolve the ambiguity, we have determined the each of the Weissenberg levels. Scattering factors were those
for the neutral atoms given by Cromer and Waber." The real

structure from single-crystal X-ray diffraction data. parts of the anomalous dispersion corrections for bromine and
Our investigation was complicated by the marginal sta- antimony given by Cromer"4 were applied, but the imaginary
bility of the adduct and its tendency to decompose on parts were neglected.
contact with atmospheric moisture and with gl,'ss. The thermal parameters were kept isotropic until the agreement

index R - IIFI - IF.!11I/ZF. had decreased to about 0.20,
Exp•ritnental Section after which the thermal parameters of the bromine and antimony

Preparation of Cryatals.-The metal-Teflon FEP vacuum atoms were allowed to become anisotropic. With anisotropic
sytmusdad h reparation of Crsar.Th e alTfo 2SFE have um thermal parameters it was necessary to hold at least one scaledescribed elsewhere.' The single crystals were grown by slow factor constant; therefore, the scale factors for levels k - 0-2describedelmetionhatr3e.' The Nsingl rystalswore grown thy slw were alternately held constant in successive least-squares cycles.

sublimation at 30* in dry Ns. In a dry N, glove box, they were Anisotropic thermal parameters of the fluorine atoms were not
transferred to Teflon FEP capillaries, which were subsequently determined because of the large number of variable parameters
sealed with high melting point Halocarbon wax. A powder this would entail.
X-ray diffraction photograph of crushed single crystals was ThfiavlusoteprmtrsregennTbe1.I
identical with that of the polycrystalline material from which the The final values of the parameters are given in Table I. In
single crystals were grown and for which the composition was

Crystallographic Data.---Oscillation, Weissenberg, and Buerger POSITIONAL AND TnIiMAL PARAMiCT211S AND
precession photographs were obtained with Zr-filtered Mo Ka TnUaa ESTIMATED STANDARD EBROR.r
(N 0.7107 A) radiation. These data showed that the crystals i0,o (10'..) 10,Y (10,Y) 10% (10"W.) 8 (ON), As
have mono.linic symmetry. From the systematic extinctions, Br 219 (4) 1478 (5) 3015 (10) 2.8W
hW with k odd and OkO with k odd, the most probable space group Sb(l) 1510 (4) 6492 (5) 932 (7) 4.29b
was determined to be P2,/a. The lattice constants, measured Sb(2) 3149 (4) 8532 (3) 3945 (9) 3.30V
from Buerger precession photographs taken at 23*, are a - F(1) 997 (30) 613 (28) 4069(63) 5.06 (1.05)
14.19 A= 0.03. b - 14.50 L 0.03, c - 5.27 : 0.01 A, o - 90.6 w F(2) 4293(33) 674(30) 47(65) 5.50 (1.14)
0.1", and V - 1085 A'. Assuming that the unit cell contains F(3) 2837 (34) 1482 (37) 1562 (66) 6.55 (1.22)
four empirical formula units BrSbF,, of formula weight 608.4, F(4) 4191 (31) 2414 (28) 654 (54) 4.70 (1.01)
the calculated density is3.72 g cm-. The density of the crystals F(5) 1171 (23) 2525(19) 4841 (49) 3.21 (0.74)
has not been measured, but the calculated volume per fluorine F(6) 2706 (27) 3450 (26) 3530 (51) 4.15 (0.88)
atom, 18.1 As, is very nearly the value expected for approxi- F(M) 997 (44) 4405 (41) 4796 (92) 7.89 (1.69)
mately close-packed fluorine atoms.1'' For Mo Ka radiation F(8) 4435 (22) 4285 (18) 1386 (43) 2.81 (0.70)
the linear absorption coefficient of the crystals is 9.15 mm-'. F(9) 2245 (33) 5733 (-28) 2641 (68) 5.73 (1.19)

Intensity Data.-The X-ray diffraction intensities were F(10) 806(53) 6322(52) 3657(99) 9.42(2.17)
determined from Zr-filtered Mo Ka multiple-film equiinclination F(I1) 4049 (34) 6454 (38) 4(75) 6.55 (1.24)
Weissenberg photographs by visual comparison with an intensity F(12) 2355 (33) 7615 (27) 2330 (62) 5.07 (1.18)
scale. The specimen was approximately 0.15 X 0.2 X 0.4 mm F(13) 541 (33) 8389 (29) 4292 (62) 5.47 (1.17)
in dimension with the longest direction nearly parallel to the F(14) 3988 (36) 8298 (29) 959 (67) 6.13 (1.36)
capillary axis. The axis of rotation was the crystallographic a F(15) 2480 (26) 9409 (24) 1989 (54) 3.99 (0.85)
axis, becAuse it was the axis most nearly aligned with the capillary
axis. In each of the reciprocal lattice levels h - 0-13, intensities 104pal 10,', 10,,, 10,01 2, 100,$, lo0,

were measured in the range (sin 0)/), g 0.65. A total of 892 Br 33 (8) 20 (2) 535 (23) -1 (3) -42 (6) -2 (10)
independent reflections having intensities above background was Sb(l) 78 (9) 38 (2) 366 (13) -2 (3) -24 (5) -3 (7)
measured. Omitted from the intensity measurements were Sb(2) 32 (8) 25 (2) 655 (16) 4 (4) 39 (4) -3 (9)
several reflections cut off by the Weissenberg camera beam stop * The Aij are for the expression expl-- (0,1V + An3k + plat +
and six reflections too intense to be measured with the inten-ity 20likk + 20,41 + 250.k)]. 4 The isotropic thermal parameters
scale employed. Within the range of the measurements, there were calculated as B - 4[ V" det(O,,)]I/$.
were a large number of reflections too weak to be observed.

After the set of Weissenberg photographs was complete, the
k - 0 level Weissenberg was repeated to verify that there had the final refinement cycle, the largest parameter change was 18%
been no appreciable decomposition of the crystal. Later, of the estimated standard error in that parameter value and most
however, the crystal did decompose, and, unfortunately, this were much smaller. After convergence, the agreement index R,
happened before its precise shape and dimensions had been defined above, was 0.14 for the 773 reflections having 14 1

recorded; therefore, accurate absorption corrections were ir- greater than w (-w-'/1). Including the 119 reflections having
possible, and none was made. We estimate that the ensus in J.1 observable but less than o, the index R was 0.15. For the
intensities caused by absorption are no greater than 8%. full set of 892 data, the weighted agreement index R., was 0.17,

The intensities were reduced to a set of relative structure and the standard deviation of an observation of unit weight
amplitudes weF.( re) by appricateon of the appropriate L tz- SIGI was 1.2. Table II compares the IF.4 values with the F.apolritudes F. byappication ofad • o/the appropriate Lcalculated from the final parameter vaues.u F,'s were cal-polarization factors and extraction of the square roots. c te for the reflections too weak to be observed and were found

Determination of the Structure to be satisfactorily mall.
The four bromine, eight antimony, and sixty fluorine atoms 1 u ta o n w. I. Bmle. K. 0. Meatn. mad

per unit cell are all in the fourfoid general puostions o H . A. L(vy. Rthept ORNL,-T8.rga O.k Ridge NBseoin LK.0. ertin , M

group P21/a, the equivalent positions of which ae x, y, x; O. Rids.. Repo.. 1O4a.

x -x,-y. -x; '/ + X, '/, - y, s; '/, - x, t/, + y, -a. The (12) M. W. Hughe. J. Amer. Ch. . Sea. 61,. 1737 (.1•0), ).
asymmetric unit of the structure consists of one BrSbFts formula (13) D. T. Cromssr a J. T. Waber, Ade Cry•iUs., 18. 104 (19").
unit or eighteen atoms. (14) D. T. Cr•smer. ad.. 18, 17 (100).

"The arrangement of the atoms was deduced from the three- (15) T•Ible It will aeM to"owisw themfe pms is the mtiereom edition of
dimiensional Patterson function and from the three-imensional thi volume of the Joaural. Single copies mar be obtained from the Dudamu
Fourier electron density function calculated with phases de- OperationesO , Books and Joaast Divieles. Awiaknm Clseaicalm odhts',

a( 118llistmath St.. N.W., Whlgtom D. C. 200, . byru-rlag toeaer,
" (0•) It. Meisert sd U. Gross, Z. Chem., 10, 26 (170). Uill ol article, volume, .ad pvm number. Remit ala C mowe order for

V.. (10) W. 1I. Zwh•elmen. Ai•s C, SsUo•r., 2, 390 (1945). 1.00 for photocopy or 42.00 for werolese.
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Tusu. III
INTha.ATOMic D=TAwcus (A) AND BOND ANGLES (DBG)O

(a) B Environment
Br-F(l) 1.76 :- 0.12 F(1)-F(8) 2.62-+0.15 F(1)-Br-F(8) 95.5 a: 5.0
Br-F?(8) 1.78.-+0.09 F(I)--P(13) 2.76 A: 0. 18 P(I).-Br-F(13) 101.9 *: 5.5

Br-F(13) 1.80 * 0.12 F(1)--F(11) 2.47 =k 0.17 F(1)-Br-F(aI) 84.6 =1 5.9
Br-F(ll) 1.91 E 0.13 F(8)-F(13) 2.62 :k 0.12 F(8)-Br-F(13) 94.0 * 4.9

Av 1.81 F(8)-F(I1) 2.52 * 0.17 F(8)-Br-F(1) 85.9 A 5.3F(1)-F(5) 2.81 L- 0.14 F(1)-Br-F(5) 88.5 * 4.5

Br-F(5) 2.24+0.10 Av 2.60 Av 92.4
Br-F(4) 2.49, d=: 0. 11

F(8)-P(4) 2.76 1 0.14 F(8)-Br-P(4) 78.5 :A: 3.9

F(13)-F(5) 2.81 :L 0.17 F(13)-Br-F(5) 87.3 = 4.7
F(13)-F(4) 3.04 + 0.14 F(13)-Br-F(4) 88.4 + 4.8

F(1)-Ar-F(4) 168.5 d: 4.2 F(II)-F(3) 3.00 :k 0.16 F(II)-Br-F(5) 92.2.+5.1
F(8)-Br-F(5) 175.4 * 3.5 F(11)-F(4) 3.01 * 0.20 F(11)-Br-F(4) 85,2 =E 5.3
F(ll)-Br-F(13) 173.5 1. 8.1 F(5)-F(4) 3.58 - 0.14 F(5)-Br-F(4) 97.2 +3.7

AV 88.2

(b) Sb(1) Environment

Sb(1)-F(3) 1.62 z- 0.12 F(3)-F(2) 2.51 A: 0.20 F(3)-Sb(I)-F(2) 97.7 - 6.6
Sb(l)-F(2) 1.72 +0.14 .F(3)-F(9) 2.47 *- 0.16 F(3)-Sb(1)--F(9) 93.9_+6.56
Sb(1)-F(9) 1.76 =L 0.13 F(3)-F(4) 2.40 + 0.19 F(3)--Sb(}I-F(4) 87.1 - 6.2
Sb(I)-F(10) 1.77 =-- 0.18 F(3)-F(12) 2.64 =* 0.16 1-(3)-Sb(1)-F(12) 87.9 =k 6.2
Sb(1)-F(4) 1.86.=L 0.11 F(2)-F(9) 2.59 -* 0.20 F(2)-Sb(I)-F(9) 96.3 * 8.5
Sb(1)-F(12) 2.15 1 0.12 F(2)-F(10) 2.17 L 0.22 F(2)-Sb(I)-F(10) 76.8 * 8.1

AV 1.81 F(2)-F(4) 2.55 = 0.16 F(2)-Sb(I)-F(4) 90.7 + 5.5
F(2)-F(10) 2.528 -- 0.25 F(2)-Sb(I)-F(IO) 80.5 +8.0
F(9)-F(12) 2.74 z- 0.18 I (9)--Sb(I)-F(12) 88.4 k 5.4

F(2)-Sb(1)-F(12) 172.4 _ 6.1 F(10)-F(4) 2.77 :- 0.20 F(I0)--Sb(I)-F(4) 99.2 * 7.8 I
F(3)-Sb(I)-F(10) 171.5 * 10.2 F(10)-F(12) 2.98 * 0.25 F(10)-Sb(1)-F(12) 98.3 * 7.7

F(9)-Sb(1)--F(4) 172.7 : 5.8 F(4)-F(12) 2.70 * 0.20 F(4)-Sb(1)-F(12) 84.5 L 6..
Av 2.57 Av 90.1

(c) V)(2) Environment
Sb(2)-F(6) 1.81 * 0.10 F(6)-F(5) 2.65 - 0.14 F(O)-,Sb(2)-F(5) 92.5 : 4.3
Sb(2)-F(5) 1.86 L 0.09 F(6)-F(7) 2.88 * 0.22 F(6)-Sb(2)-F(7) 102.7 -k 6.0
Sb(2)-F(7) 1.87 - 0.18 F(6)-F(15) 2.76 + 0.13 F(6)-Sb(2)-F(15) 96.3 - 4,8
Sb(2)-F(15) 1.89 A 0.10 F(6.,-F(12) 2.50 = 0.13 F(6)-Sb(2)-F(12) 83.5 + 4.7
Sb(2)-F(12) 1.94 _ 0.12 F(5)-F(7) 2.74 A= 0.18 F(5)-Sb(2)-.F(7) 94.4 k 5.9
Sb(2)-F(14) 2.01 - 0.13 F(5)-F(12) 2.56 * 0.17 F(5)-Sb(2)-F(12) 84.8 A: 5.1

Av 1.90 Y7(5)-F(14) 2.49 A= 0.13 F(5)-Sb(2)-F(14) 80 1 .4 4.5
F(7)-F(15) 2.73 =k 0. 18 F(7)--Sb(2)-F(15) 93.3 * 5.8
F(7)-F(14) 2.75 =*: 0.20 F(7)-Sb(2)--F(14) 90.3 dc 6.4

F(5)-Sb(2)-F(15) 166.7 _k 4.0 F(15)-F(12) 2.61 L 0.14 F(15)-Sb(.2)-F(12) 86.3 *k 4.4
F(6)-Sb(2)-F(14) 165.6 -h 5.2 F(15)-F(14) 2.74 =I: 0.18 F(15)-Sb(2)-F(14) 80.1 + 4.9
F(7)-Sb(2)-F(12) 173.8 = 6.3 F(12)-F(14) 2.63 = 0. 19 FI2)-Sb(2)-F(14) 83.5 4- 5.2

Av 2.67 AV 89.7

(d) Bridge Bond Angles
Br-F(4)--Sb(1) 174.1 -k 6.4 Br-F(5)-Sb(2) 170.8 : 5.0 Sb(1)-F(I2)-Sb(2) 173.0 :- 6.4

(e) Nonbonded Intrachain Distances
F(1)-F(9) 3.03 k 0.16 F(2)-F(7) 3.47 : 0.20 F(8)-F(15) 3.24 *L 0.14

The limits of error are 3 times the computed estimated standard errors.

Discussion of the Structure
Our results show that the crystals consist of infinite J

chains of discrete BrF.+ and SbsFuj- ions coupled by F3
relatively weak fluorine bridges. Accordingly the com- f

pound should be formulated as [BrF4+][SbsFi-].
This conclusion is based on the interatomic distances'$
in the structure, which are given in Figure 1 and Table
III. The two fluorine atoms F(4) and F(S) involved
in the Sb-F---Br bridges are bonded strongly to the
antimony atoms and only weakly to the bromine atoms.
The Sb(1)-F(4) and Sb(2)-F(5) distances are both 1 Ilia
equal to the average Sb-F bond distance in this struc-
ture, 1.86 A. The Br---F(4) and Br---F(5) distances,
2.49 and 2.24 A, are very long and indicative of rela- Figi,.e 1.--Vlew in perspective of a segnent of the chain

(16) Cominted WIth the Proram of W. R. uaslag, K. 0. Mrtim. and structure of lBrFa +] SbPFn-] crystals (prepared by the compute"
H. A. Levy. ap•wt ORNL-TM-306. Oak Ridge Natloal Labimraawy. Oak programn of C. K. Johnston. Report ORNL-3794. Oak Ridge
kidge, Team.. IN1. Nationa La I atory, Oak Ridge, Ternn., 1965).
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Figure 2.-Stereoscopic view to Ahow the packiiig arrangement in [lrF4 ÷ [SbtFl, -] crystals (prepare(l by the computer program of C. K.
Johnston, Report ORNL-3794, Oak Ridge Nat:..5nal Laboratory, Oak Ridge, Teen., 1965). The viewing direction is normal to the 901
planes.

tively weak bonding compared with the other four tances in BrF4 + are somewhat smaller than those found3

Br-F bond distances, which average 1. I A; this differ- for the BrF4 -" anion, 1 .M9 A.
ence is substantially greater than the limits of error in The Sb2Fu- ion has the expected fluorine-bridged
the distances, which are given in Table Il1. The re- structure in which each antimony atom is surrounded

suits rule out the alternative possibility of an esý:entially by an irregular octahedral array of fluorine atoms with
covalent structure with strong fluorine bridges, one fluorine atom shared by the two antimony atoms.

The bromine atom has four strongly bonded fluorine However, the structure of thae Sb2F- ion reported here
ligTrds, F(i), F(aS), F( o), and g(13). Including the differs thmewhat from that Seprte irepviously for this
free electron pair on the bromine atom, the BrF4 ' ion.' The essential difference is the pronounced asym-
structure might be described as a distorted trigonal bi- metry of the Sb---F-Sb bridge in the present case.
pyramid with F(i), F(8), and the free pair occupying The Sb(I)--.F(12) distance of 2.15 A indicates a rela-
the three equatorial positions. Part of the cause for tively weak bond compared with the other Sb-F bonds
the distortion from an ideal trigonal bipyramid appears in the structure; the difference is well outside the limits
to be the presence of the two additional, more remnote of error in the distances. Consistent with the long
fluorine ligands, F(4) and F(5), which belong to two Sb(i)---F(12) distance, the other Sb(l)-F distances, on
neighboring Sb2Fn- groups. This results in a coordi- the average, are considerably shorter than the Sb(2)-F
nation number of 7 for the bromine atom. For this co- distances; the former average 1.75 A, while the latter
ordination number, the most likely structures are either average 1.90 A. For comparison, in [XeF+I[Sb2F,,-]
a puckered pentagonal bipyramid or an octahedron dis- the two Sb--F bridge bonds were found to differ by less
torted by having the seventh ligand (the free electron than twice the estimated standard error, and the aver-
pair) above one of the triangular octahedral faces. As age Sb-F bond distances of the two antimony atoms
can be seen from Figures 1 and 2 and Table III, the were found to be very nearly the same.' Our results
face is that formed by F(4), F(5), and F(i1). This re- suggest that the Sb2F - ion consists of an SbF.- ion and
suits in F(l1) being bent toward F(l) and F(8). The an SbF3 molecule coupled by a moderately strong flu-
free electron pair of the bromine atom is probably not orine bridge. This view is also supported by the
directed at the center of the octahedral face but is prob- finding" that, with excess of SbF,, SbFo- forms not
ably much closer to the F(4) -F(5) edge because of its only Sb2Fn- but also higher polymeric anions
greater distance from the bromine aton; thus, the co- [Sb.F 5.+,-"' and that the additional SbF, molecules
ordination polyhedron approaches a puckered pentag- can be removed stepwise by controlled pyrolysis.93

onal bipyramid. This l)scudoheptacoordinate struc- The fluorine bridges which couple the BrF4 + and
ture of BrF4+ closely resembles that found by Sb2F1 t- ions are formed by cis fluorine atoms F(4), F(5),
Edwards and Jones"7 for SeF,+ in [SeFa+4 [NbF,-]. and F(12). Neglecting the differences in bond dis-

The geometry found for BrF4 + is in good agreement tances described above, the cis-fluorine-bridged chain
with that reported for the isoelectronic SeF 4.t8 Gas- structure of [BrF4 +][Sb2Ft-j crystals resembles that
eous SeF4 Las bond angles of 169 and 100( for the axial proposed"," for liquid SbF5 and for [Sb.F,.fj-j ions
and equatorial bonds, respectively, compared to 173 in solutions. The nature oi the fluorine bridges in the
and 960 for BrF4+. The deviation of the bond angles [BrF 4+J[SbFlj -- crystals appears to be very similar to
of SeF4 from those of an ideal trigonal bipyrarnid is due that described for [BrF,+][SbF- ] crystals, which were

to the nonbonded electron pair being more diffuse than found to consist of infinite chains of discrete BrF, + and
the bonded one, cai ;ing an increased repulsion. The SbF,- ions coupled by weak cis fluorine bridges.' In
equatorial and axial bonds of BrF4 + and SeF, show a [BrF4+][Sb2F,r-] the Br---F-Sb and Sb---F-Sb bond
similar difference in average length (0.085 vs. 0.089 A, atiglk. are considerably nearer 180l than are the anal-
respectively), although the experimental BrF4

1 values ogous bridge bond angles in fBrF+]j[SbF,-] and
are statistically rather insignificant because of the rel-atively large error limits. As expected, the bond dis- (19) J. Pacon, P. A. W. Das, and K. J. Olltinpd, C... J. Chc., 4*,

3413 6,M70).
(17) A. J. Edwards and G. R. Jones. J. Ckhm Soc. A. 1491 (J970); (20) W. E. Tolherg. R. T. Rewick, R. S. StriInksm, asd M. R. HiJU.

Chem. Comm,,.. 346 (190). Iuwg. Chem., 6, 1156 (19•7).
(18) i. C. Bowater, K. 1). Brown, and F. R. Burden. MO kI Soecrlosc.. 21) C. I. Hofmsan, B. E. Holder. &ad W. L. Jolly. S. PNys. Chew.. 66,

4 ti, 454 (1968). 364 (09M).
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[XeF+][SbF 11 -]. In [BrF4+]J[SbF 11-J the atoms Br, twice the vau der Waals radius of fluorine. The min-
Sb(l), Sb(2), F(l), F(2), F(4), F(5), F(7), F(S), F(9), imum interchain Br---F and Sb---F distance is 3.56 A,
F(12), and F(15) are all within 0.3 A of being coplanar; which is approximately the value expected for the sums
their common plane is very nearly patallel to the 201 of the van der Waals radii of the atom pairs.
planes. This near coplanarity extends the whole In summary, this is the first direct evidence for the
length of any given chain. The planes of adjacent existence of the BrF 4+ cation. Although the present
chains (see Figure 2) are parallel but are spaced c/2 or experimental data do not allow very precise determina-
c apart along the c direction. The closest approaches tions of bond lengths and angles, valuable information
of fluorine atoms bonded to different bromine and anti- about the structure of this interesting adduct was ob-
mony atoms within the chains are 3.03, 3.24, and 3.47 tained.
A, all of which are substantially greater than twice the
van der Waals radius of fluorine. Ackmo..1edgments.-We thank S. Geller for helpful

The chains are approximately close packed. There discussions of this work. The contributions of K. 0. C.
is no bridging between chains. The minimum inter- were in part supported by the Office of Naval Research,
chain F---F separation is 2.72 A, which is approximately Power Branch.
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Selenium Pentafluoride Chloride, SeFCl. Vibrational Spectrum,
Force Constants, and Thermodynamic Properties I
BY K. 0. CHRISTE,* C. J. SCHACK, AND E. C. CURTIS

Rcceived May 26, 1971

The infrared spectrum of gaseous and the Raman spectrum of liquid SeF&CI are reported. The observed spectrum is con-
sistent with symmetry C4.. The structure of SeF,C1 can be derived from an octahedron with one chlorine and five fluorine
atoms occupying the six corners. A modified valence force field and thermodynamic properties in the range 0-2000*K were
computed for SeF6CI.

Introduction Of these, all 11 modes will be Raman active, whereas
The existence of the novel selenium fluoride chloride, only the a, and e modes will be infrared active. Of the

SeF&CI, has recently been discovered.' In this paper, Raman lines, the four a, modes should be polarized, the
we wish to report its vibrational spectrum, force con- rest being depolarized. The assignment of the ob-
stants, and thermodynamic properties. served bands to individual modes (Table I) is based on

th- following arguments. There are four clearly po-
Experimental Section larized Raman lines at 721, 656, 443, and 385 cm-n.

The preparation, purification, physical properties, and han- As predicted by theory, these have counterparts in the
dling of SeFbCI are described elsewhere.1 The infrared spectra infrared spectrum. Hence, these four bands must be-
in the range of 4000-250 cm-1. The instrument was calibrated long to species a,. The two higher frequency lines are

by comparison with standard calibration points.' Stainless within the range expected for stretching modes of
steel cells of 5- or 10-cm path length fitted with AgCI or AgBr mainly covalent Se-F bonds. They are assigned, re-
windows were ,,"-d as sample containers. The Raman spectrum spectively, to the SeF and the symmetric SeF 4 stretch-
of liquid SeF&CI was recorded using a Coherent Radiation l.abora-
tories Model 52 Ar laser as a source of 1.3 W of exciting light at ing
5145 A. The scattered light was analyzed with a Spex Model tensities.1 Similarly, the SeC1 stretching mode should
1400 double monochromator, a photomultiplier cooled to -- 25%, be of higher Raman intensity than the SeF4 umbrella
and a dc ammeter. Polarization measurements were carried out deformation.' Therefore, the 443-cm-1 band is as..
using a Model 310 polarization rotator from Spectra-Physics.
Clear Kel-F tubes (- 2-mm i.d.) were used as sample containers
in the transverse viewing-transverse excitation technique. further supported by the fact that in the infrared spec-

tra of both SeF 4(OF)2 and SeF&OF4 very strong infrared
Results and Discuslion bands were observed at about 430 cm-'.

Vibrational Spctrumn.-Figures I and 2 show the in- Of the remaining six depolarized Raman bands, the
frared spectrum of gaseous SeF&CI and the Raman 745-, 424-, and 336-cm-I lines have counterparts in the
spectrum of liquid SeF4C1, respectively. The ob- infrared region and, consequently, belong to species e.

_ served frequencies are listed in Table I. The very intense infrared band at 745 cm-1 obviously
Since SeFCI can be considered as a monosubstituted represents the antisymmetric SeF4 stretching vibrt.6ioa.

derivative of octahedral SeFt, it should belong to point For SeF 4(OF)i and SeFOF, this mode was observed4 at=• • roup Cl,. The 11 normal modes of SeF6CI of sym- 74:3 and 750 cm-1 respectively. By analogy with the

metry C can be classified as 4 ai + 2 b, + b2 + 4 e. known spectrum' of the SFXCI molecule, one might

(1) C. J. Schack, R. D. Wilson. and T. F. Hun, Inars. Chem., 11, 208 (3) J. E. Griffiths, S#ecrochim. Ads, Part A. N, 214• (1967).
(1972). (4) J. E. Smith sad G. H. Cady, Isooa. Chem., , 1293 (1070).

S(2) R. K. Plyler, A. Danti, L. R. Blaine, and H. I). Tidwell, J. Fes. Nat. (a) L. H. Cross. H. L. Robrts, P. Gogia, and L. A. Woodward. •Tre.

Bar. Stlad. "4, 841 (190). Faraday Soc., $6, 945 (I90).
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TABLE I sequently, the bands at 424 and 336 cm-' are assigned
VIBRATIONAL SPECTRUM OF SCF&CI to the F-Se-F4 wagging and the antisymmetric in plane

_------Obsd freq. cm-' -.. Assignment for ipint SeF 4 deformation modes, respectively. Since the in-
Infrared, gas Rarnan, liquid &-'oup C4ý frared spectrum was not recorded below 250 cm-1, it is1449 vw 2 l' 142 (A,)

1389 w 2 + 1442 (A) 'aot known if the 213-cm-' Raman band has indeed aS1380 w Yb + -. 1381 (H)

865 vwv v, + -, - 861 'E) counterpart in the infrared spectrum. However, the
KI 8W1 w + b, - 824 (A,) assignment of the 213-cm-i Raman line to the fourth e
745 vvs 74" (0.3) dp V6(e) mode, the CI-ScF 4 wagging mode, appears very plaus-
729 tus. sh 721 (1 8) p v,(a,) ible for the following reasons. The SeCI stretching
654 w VI-6 (10) p v1(ai)

030 (0.6) dp v,(b,) mode, V4, occurs at a frequency(385 cn- 1) considerably
587 vw ,, + ,, - 693 (E) lower than those of the three SeF4 stretching modes.
529 w Hence, the Cl-SeF4 deformation frequency should be
468 w, sh lower than 300 -ni and must be assigned to 213 and
440 vs 443 (2.2) p v3(a1) not to 380 cm', ie only remaining alternative.
421 s 424 (0.4) dp vq(e)
384 mw 3:X5 (8.5) p n(a,) C13
... 381) dp Y7(bt) + v4(al) C1s• TABLE II

334 in 33 (1.2) dp vo(e) FUNDAMENTAL FREQUENCIES OF SeF&CI AND SFbCi
213 (1.4) dp u,,(e) sSCI S.FCl

a, vP ,(XF') 855 729
P2 Y.ym(X F 4) 707 654

D P3 •.Yn(XF 4 ) out of plane 602 440
C V4 P(XCI) 402 384

t-1 r I, i,.., 5(XF4 ) out of phase 625 63WIPg 3 6..(XF 4) out of plane ..
b2 Y7 5sy.n(XF 4) in plane 505 380
e Ps a..(XF,) 909 745

b vsS(FX1FX4 ) 579 421

A-1 S..(XF,) it] planle 441 334_•_...--ii -- 6..Iu (CIXF4) 287 213\J-\J-- Frequency values taken from ref 3.

For tWe assignment of the remaining three (2 b, and

-.0 3 -I0 k . vto• . III& , F ,j•'oc.` b2) modes, we are left with only two Raman lines. The
Figure 1. Infrared spectrum of gaseous SeF-,,Cl at 434. (A), 40 unobserved l~aman line is assumed to be the antisym-

(B), 10 (C). 2 (D), and 1.5 mnim (L) pressure in a 10-cm cell; metric out-of-plane SeF4 deformation mode, Pg. The
window material AgBr. fact that this mode has not been observed is not sur-

prising. For the structurally similar halogen penta-

P I3e0 63 fluorides (CIF6, BrFr., and IF&) and for SF&- and TeF1,-P 443 all belonging to point group C4 ., this mode was not ob-
F1 •i served. Of the two available Raman lines (636 and

.1 2 380 cm-'), the higher frequency value obviously be-
' 2! p longs to the symmetric out-of-phase S&F4 stretchingA ) mmode, leaving the 380-cm - band to be assigned to the

'! •SeF 4 scissoring mode.
213 d I I I IIII the infrared spectrum of the gas, several bands ofI I very low relative initensity were observed which cannot

be attributed to fundamental vibrations. Most of,"4.o them can satisfactorily be assigned to overtones andS• combination bands (see Table 1).

*A JThe above given assignments rest mainly on the
... Raman line:;, the polarization measurements, relativeUi • intensities, and the presence or absence of counterparts

in the infrared spectrum. It appears interesting to ex-
-I •amine to what extent the infrared band contours agree

* with theoretical predictions. It should be kept in mind,
WV. UMBE .however, that band contours are sometimes subject to•_ .WAVENUMBER unpredictable changes and. hence, do not always agree

Figure 2. Raman spectrum of liquid SeFbCI: traces A, B, and
D. incident polarization perpendicular: traces C and E, incident with the predictions. Ideally, the a, modes shoaud
polarization parallel. Traces A and B were recorded, at different show PQR structure as expected for parallel bands of a
recorder voltages; traces D and E, under highei resolution. symmetric-top molecule with IA and In being similar to
Experimental conditions were identical for A tind C and for D and 1c. Indeed, Ps and ,4 show the expected band shape.
"E, except for change of direction of polarization. F indicate% The band shape of v• is not clear-cut; however, its band
spectral slit width. Tebn hp fa sntcerct oeeisbnp l ishape may have been influenced by Coriolis interaction

with vg(e), which occurs at almost the same frequency.
expect the F-SeF wagging to have tihe highest and the The band coatour of ,, does not show a sherp PQR
CISeF4 wagging mode to have the lowest frequency of structure. This was also the case for e of SF6CI."
the three remaining e modes, with the azatisymmetric (6) g. 0. Christ. d. C Curtis, C. J. Schack, sad D. Pilipavieh, 1xera.

in-pla,.' .eF 4 deformation being intermediate. Con- (h .. , in pess.
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The band contour of v,(e) agrees with that expected for ever, numerical experiments showed that some of the
a perpendicular band, but that of vzo closely resembles principal force constants are quite independent of the

ithn of the parallel bands. It is interesting to note that chosen interaction constants and, hence, should ap-
v10(e) of SF 6ClI and the corresponding Y,(e) mode of proach those of a general valence force field. The com-
CIF,7 also showed a PQR structure different from those puted values are fR = 4.42, fD N 2.75, fr = 4.31, f,, -

of the remaining perpendicular bands in species e. 0.07, and f,,, = 0.35 imdyn/A; fo - 1.26, fA 1.92,
The fact that the band contour of the lowest perpendic- f, = 1.16, ffip = 0.30, and fw" - 0.18 mdyn/A radians;
ular band resembles those of the parallel bands has been and f, 0 f 0.28 nmdyn/A radian. The two interactions
observed for a number of synmnetric-top molecules and .fo' and f,, were determined from only one symmetry
can be attributed to first-order Coriolis perturbations." force constant value mai.ing the assumption fae'/fu' N
In summary, the band contours of SeF5,Cl agree well fa/f,.
with those' observed for SF;.Cl, even though differing The values of the stretching force constants.fj, a d
somewhat from those predicted on the basis of the ., of SeF,.CI are not significantly different indicating
rigid-rotor, harmonic-oscillator approximation. similar bonding for both the axial and the equatorial

Comparison between the vibrational spectra of fluorine ligands. Furthermore, their magnitude (4.3-
SF&CI3.1 and SeFCl shows good agreement. However, 4.4 mdyn/A) al)proximates those obtained for other
the SeFsCl data and results from force constant calcu- mainly covalent, hexavalent selenium compounds such
lations' indicate that for SF 4CI, the original assignment as SeF, (5.(1 mndyn/A),11 SeO2F2 (4.44 mdyn/A),"1 or
of the S-Cl wagging mode, vnI(e), to the 287-cm-I band ScOjF- (4.23 indyn/A) 1 with bond orders'1 - 14 close to
by Cross, el al.,5 should be retained. The revision of 1. The slight decrease of the stretching force constant
this assignment by Griffiths3 was based on the fact that values from SeFel" toward SeFsCI parallels that found
he observed an infrared counterpart for the 39{-cn-l for the analogous pair SFs'4 and SFICl' 2 (see Table Il1).
Ramnan band. The latter, however, might equally well
be interpreted as the 3CI isotope band of the S-Cl TABL'.E II3
stretching mode, P4, at 402 cm l, the splitting and rela- STRic-rcIMZN FORTci CONS'rANTS (IN MDYN 'A) OF
tive intensity being in good agreement with predictions. SeF, AND SC1'FCI CONI'ARktt 1"O TinOSS ol SF, AND) SFCI
"Furthermore, the infrared spectrum of SF6CI showed' SFo 6.0 SAW S*FbCl

a broad band at about 280 cm-I which might represent 5 4.83 4.42
the counterpart to the Rainan band at 271 cm-'. , I.2f 5.4.31
"Hence, the original assignments for PI does not violate Reference 15. 1Reference 12. Refrence 11.
the selection rules and results in a more reasonable fre-
quency value. The high relative intensity of the 396- It can be explained by the substitution of one fluorine
cni-1 band in the Raman spectrum of SF5Cl and its in- atoc in XFp by a less electronegative ligand, such as Cl.
frared activity also argue against its proposed assign- This causes an increased polarity (Sl4 -Fn-) of the re-
went' to ye since for all the remaining related molecules, Thnins Sau an incea s tri ng forc onstants
it either has not been observed or has been of very low refliniy, SF bonds. Since stretching force constants
intensity. Consequently, we plopose that for SFCI, rect only the contributions from covalent bond-
r, either has not been observed or is hidden underneath iTng, i.n their value should correspondingly decrease.xthe intense v, band. Iii sunnmary, the vibrational The interactioii constants are in accord with our ex-i7

t h e n t e s e 4 b n d . I I I s u m m r y , t h e v i b a t i n a l p e r i e n c e w i -L it s i n mi l a r m o l e c u l e s . 6 T h e v a l n ie g i v e n f o r
spectrum of SeF&CI is consistent with symmetry ( pr c w ih sinilar fmolecles. - vah g for
Ten out of eleven fundamentals were ob:served and as- was determined froni V-2(f. - f,#) - 0.4, which
signed in agreement with the s,,lectiomi rules for C. was required to fit v, and vP. This is not too surprisingFore Cnta nts. t A n il-con anlys was considering the mixing oi the two modes (see Table IV).t ~Force Constants. - A nortmai-coordinate antalysis was

carried out to aid the spectral assignment. The --
kinetic and potential energy mnetrics were computed TAUU IS"

by a machine mnethod,ý' assuminimg the following ge-POETA NUGDIRBTONrbSe,1
ometry and coordinate definitions: Rg..F = 1.68 A. 6a 72 0. 90.8f,

Ds=cj - 2.14 A, rs8. - 1.68 A. a = ZFSeF -93, # = 4, 140 0.41ft, + 0
.3fD + 0 21f, + 0. llfm

Z'F'SeF - 900, and 6 = ZCISeF - 900, where F' 3, :i84 0 58fn + 0.15f# + 0 1,5fj
refers to the axial (unique) fluorine ligand. The defor- bi P, 03 .95f,
mation coordinates were weighted by unit (1 A) dis- o (o3,1) 0 54f1 + 0 ,()f,.&u, 381 I.3010f - 0.10f.ao'
tance. The bond lengths were estimated using the * r, 745 (A~f,

Schomaker-Stevenson rule. 0  
,, 421 1 (4fo - 0. 16fao'

The force constants were calculated by trial and er- ro. 334 0. 79f,

ror with the aid of a time-sharing computer to get exact Poo 213 1 02f, - 0. -( 3 wfu

agreement between the observed and computed fre- Contributions of less than 0.10 are not listed.

quencies using the simplest possible modified valence
force field. Unique force constants could not be coin- No evidence was found for the similar terms fvo, f,a,
puted since the general valence field has 38 constants and f,, being nonzero, although this cannot be ruled out
and there are only ten observed frequencies. How- and might be expected from our experience with similar

mniolecules' or from orbital following arguments.C) ' (7) G. M. begun. W H. Pletcher. and 1). F. Smith. J. Chkm Phys.. 4U,
2236 (19•4). (11) S Ainam,,wita and I W. I•Avin. loors. Chem., 6, USl (1107).

(a) 14. V'. M ,yahhan., Ph.l) IDIS.rtadt,,,. Iurdue tlniveuaity. Itl. (12) W (iaw,odny. nIubilltatoneuwch fi(l. tnivetelty tf Stuttgatt Stuttgart,
1101vitmily Mwr,,(ilma. Ann Ar lo.,. Mich. I'lblicathm 1881. (C.tmaNy. ý041."(9) X. C. Cwurts,, R4uhatdyne Reptt R. 07". Oct 1966. (I3) n. Siebeil. Z Aa r, . A111 (Chem.. 13, 170 (11831).

(10) L. Paulins. "Nature of the Chemical Iond." 3rd ed. Cornell Itolvet- ( l) J. (Ikoubeau. Augrw. ('rhu.. TO, 8# (ION).
alty Pro",. Ithaca, N. V.. 1960. p 

2 2
9 (15) A. ku-,U. J Mal. %r*,af. 4, 332 (118U).
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TABIz V ' do not result in very distinctive band shapes.' The
COMPUTSD TmtaODVNAMIC PROPERTIES OF SeFC1 band shapes are further complicated by the natural

2, 'K CP H' - We. -CF* - %)/IT SO chlorine and selenium isotopes and by hot bands. Al-
0 0 0 0 though the observed band shapes are not inconsistent100 12.035 0.805 51.149 60.103 with those predicted, the coutours could not be used to

200 21.720 2.604 58.534 71.564
298.15 27.800 b.062 64.494 81.472 verify the computed r's.
"3W0 27.885 S.113 64.600 81.644 The potential energy distribution was computed
400 31.338 8.091 69.950 90.186 using the above force constants and is shown in Table
500 33.331 11.333 74 746 97.412 IV. The assignment listed in Table I is supported by
600 34.548 14.732 79 053 103.605
700 35.336 18.228 82 915 108.994 these values. The mixing of os and j is large, so that,
800 35.870 21.790 86 512 113.750 strictly, one is not a stretching and one a deformational
903 36.248 25.397 89 778 117.998 mode, but rather a symmetric and antisymmetric com-

1000 36.524 29.037 92.795 121.832 bination of the two motions.
1100 36.731 32.700 95.5" 125 323 Thermodynamic Properties.-The thermodynamic
1200 36.891 36.381 98 208 128.526
1300 37.016 40.077 100.656 131.481 properties were computed for this molecule using
1400 37 116 43.784 102 957 134.231 the rigid-rotor, harmonic-oscillator" approximation.
1500 37.197 47.499 105 128 136.795 The results are given in Table V. The frequen-
1600 37.284 51 223 107 183 139 198 cies used were those of Table II, assuming a com-
1700 37.320 54 952 109 134 141 458
1800 37.367 58 6W 110 989 143.593 puted value of 336 cm-1 for vs. The moments of
1900 37.406 62.425 112 750 145.614 inertia used were 1., - r, - 312 and I, - 214 amu A•
2000 37 440 66.167 114 450 147.534 computed from the geometry assumed above, with a
6 Units for CPO, S', and F' are calories, moles, and degrees symmetry factor of 4.

Kelvin: for H° units are kilocalories and moles.
Acknowledgment.--We are indebted to Dr. D.

Coriolis coupling coefficients were computed for Pilipovich for continuous encouragement and to Dr.
SeF&C1 in the belief that the e-block band contours J. Cape for the use of the Raman spectrometer. This
could support the assignment. The computed values work was supported by the Office of Naval Research,
using the above given force constants were t, - 0.5, Power Branch.
o- 0.5, -o -0.4, and ri - 0.7. However, the values (16 j. B. Mayer mud M. G. Mayer, "tatlcaI M..ha, Wile.

of the moments of inertia are such that these values for New York. N. V.. 1940.
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Chlorine Trifluoride Oxide. I. Preparation and Properties

By 7). PILIPOVICH,* C. B. LINDAHL, C. J. SCHACK, R. D. WILSON, ANv K. 0. CHRISTE

Chlorine trifluoride oxide, CIF,0. has been prepared by either direct fluorination of CliO, NaClO2, or CIONOs, or by glow
discharge of F, in the presence of solid CI@O. A number of physical properties are reported as well as the 'F nmr spectrum
and the mum cracking pattern.

Introduction Ixzpedmeatal Section
Chlorine trihluoride oxide, CIF&O, was prepared and Materiabs and Apparaftu.-Chlo- ne nitrate, CIONO%, w

characterized at Rocketdyne in 1965.' However, these prep"red by the method of Schsck.' Dicllorineoxide, .0,was
generated au required from a Cis-HgO mixture as reported' byresults were not reported in the open literature. Re- Schack and Lindall. Mercuric oxide was prepore by the

cently, Bougon, Isabey, and Plurien have independently method of C.dy.' Sodium chlorite was purchased from Mathe-
discovered' CIFAO. In this paper, we report several son Coleman and Bell. Alkali metal fluorides were obmained
synthetic routes and some physical and spectroscopic from American Potash an Chemical Co. Prior to their use, they
properties for CIFsO.

00 (1) 1). PaIpovIb st"d k. 1. WUo.. U. S. Pstest. t b l•i•,ed. 1972. (4) C. 3. Sc•tck sad C. B. Lisd"k, Iwg. N&W. Ckhes. L.•u., A. U?
(2) It. Duagu. J. lmbay, uad P. Purl.., C. R. Ac.d. S.. Sow. C. I$I, (1907).

I" (1970). (A) G. U. csdy, -ws. $Yy., S. 0I, (1027).
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were fused, alloa ad to cool in the glove box, and subsequently not practical. Chlorine trifluoride oxide contaminated with sub-.
grounid.4 Fluor9,e of 99+%~ purity was produced at Rocket- stantial quantities of CIF`3 and ClOd' was condensed onto KF
dyne. MetOis actors were either Monet or 304 stainless steel (at - 196"0) and then maintained at ambient temperature for 24f
)joke cyliridcrs equipped with high-pressure Hoke V30021- hr. The cylinder was cooled to 0' and the ClOF, which does
needle valvts. All manipulations were carried out either in well- not form a btable adduct with K V, was removed by pumping.

*passivatel (with Cll?3) metal-Teflon FEll vacuum systems or in IlureClF'20 was removed in :'acuo at W0-~70", while CI~s remalined
the dry nitrogen atmosphere of a glove box, except for the glow complexed.
dlischarge reaction which was runl in, a Pyrex glass vessel with Elemental Anallysis.--Chlorine and fluorinte were determined
copper electrodes, by potesitionietric titration with AgNO, solutioni and by ~Tl-

I nfrared spectra were taken on a Beckman I R7 fitted with Csl (NO0h-alizarin titration, respectively, after the combustion of a
anid NaCI interchange azid a Perkin-Eilmer Model 337 grating sanmple of CIFo with anhydlrous N1l3 in a metal-Teflon FEP
spectrophotomieter. T he infrared cell used was constructed of ampoule. (Caution!)
nickel awl fitted with AgCI windows or Csl windows protected Oxygen was dlirectly determined by reaction of CIFO0 with
by Teflon FEll film. The '$F ninr spectra were recorded using a NaCI according to
Varian high-resolution nitr spectrometer operating at 56.4 Me.
The samples were sealed in Teflon F~lP tubes. Mass spectra 3LNaCI + CIF20 is 3NaF + V/20: + 2Cl,
were obtained with a CEC Model 21-103 C mtass spectrometer The technique involved condenising a measured quantity of Cl-
using anl ionizing voltage of 70) e%* andi a logh-range magnet FO onto reagent grade NaC1 contained in a passivated cylinder.
current of (0.60 fitA. The cylinder was then heated to 1(X) to ensure complete reac-

Fluorination of Dichlorlue Oxide.- (aktmon! Owing to the tiozi. After cooling to -11160, the nonicondensables were inca-
shock sensitivity of chlorine oxides, proper precautions (i.e., suretl using a Toepler pump. Thbe gas was identified at; 0n by
shielding, etc.) miust be taken. One explosion was entcouniterrd mrass sp~ectromnetry. ilnal. Cakud for CIF;O: Cl, 32.7; F,
in thle course of this work dluring tie purification of about 5 g of 52.5; 0, 14.7. Found: Cl. 32.6; F, 52.1,; 0, 13.1.F ~ ~~~Clioa. pasi

at - 1960o. The cylinder was warmned to -78" to permit fie hpclrt.Those that have received the ms
CI,() to liquefy aiid contact the CsF`. After recooling to - 1960, attention in this study were dichiorine oxide, C120, and
2 1. of F2~ was added and the cylinder was theni miaintained atit clrn irt.COO h loiain o h
- i8' for 6 days. The unireacted F, was remotvedl by pumipinig at
- 190i. Thie cylinder contents was theii warmied to ambient dangeros7 C120) proceedls according to the followitig
temperature and fractionated through tral maintained at -'jti eqluations.
and - 114i0. The chlorine trifluoride oxide (8.9 niniol) was '21 + C1,(0- CIPO + CIF
trapped at -95* and correspondted to a yield of '75 mol 'Xj./nsol of
C40O used. The .- 1960 trap contained ClF 3, ClF, and somne 3F., + C1,(0 U-CF30 + C1FA
CIOF.

Fluorination of CliO Absorbed on Mercuric Salts.--Yellow Whten no catalyst is used or if KF and NaF are present
IlIgO aiid Cis were allowed to interact at -go' for '24 hir in a 304 aIs catalysts, CIF is the main by-product. When the
stainless steel cylinder. Fluorine was added at - 11Wl and the inore basic alkali metal fluorides, RbF and CsF, are
reaction was allowed to protceed for several dlays at -N" The Used, CIFa is thc favort.i coproduct. The formnation of
reaction prodlucts were separated by fractionial condensation a,,d air rather than CIF is p~resumt~ably associated with
consisted oif mitosthy CIF, and CIOF. InI addition, CIF., amil th C11. radoiitino lF nemditswt
CIF,() were obitained in low yields.th moerayfrain(fCF nendaeswh

Glow-Dischatrge Fluorination of Solid Cimo -lDichlorine oxide RbF and CsF. A similar catalytic effect has been
was deposited at -196"0 as a solid on I ie walls of a 1'-shaped nioted' in the preparationi of CIFr, from CllF'; in the
Pyrex glass discharge vessel. D~uring discharge, gaseous. fluorine presence of alkali metal fluorides.
at 20 mni pressure was circulated over t ie so)lid in a closed-lo~op Yields of CIF,(0 front C120) aye rather variable and
system. After consumiption of 5 niol of V, llioI ofClgO, the unl-
reacted Fi wasremoved At - 1960 and the products wereseparated may be affected by the particular alkali fluoride
by fractional condensation in a nietal-Teflon FF.P vacuum sys- present. Yields of over 4()h/,, have been consistently
temn. The masin products were Cll:ý ( -45 imiol I'; ) and CIOF. obtained and htave reached over SO% using either NaF
In aiddition., thme products contained sonme CIF's and 1 to 2';;' of or CsF. Since NaF dloes not form' an adduct with Cl-
CIF3 O.

Fluorination of NaCl0,.--Sodiutn chlotrite (33 mmtol) wa 1.30, stabilization of the pro~duct. by complex formation
pilaced in a 34)0tu-ml 304 stainless steel cylinder. Fluorine (4.5 dloes tiot scent to stronigly influentce the CIF30 yields.
nmiol) was added at - 196". The mixture was allowed to warm Owing to unpredictable explosions experienced' witht
to -80" and was kept at this ternpenature for 16 hr. The reac- liquid C120, attempts were made to circumvent the
tion products consisted of mostly C1tlow, CII:,, CIF,. and Cl1, but C11O isolation step. For this purpose, the crude C12,O
contained also a small aimount of CIF,0.

Fluorination of Chlorine Nlitrate.--Chlorine nitrate (29.7 still absorbed on the mercuric salts, was directly
mmolj and Fg (I 10 inmol) were condensed into a passivated 75-nil fluoritnated. Again, CIF3 0 was formed, but its yield
304 stainless steel cylinder cooled to - 19M1". Thme cylinder was was tcx) low to make this synthetic route attractive.
then miaintained at -.45", resultiing iii aim initial presiture of 4801 The fluorination of solid CI,0 to CIFsO proceeded atpsi. After 4 hir, the reactor was cooled to - 19V and the non-
condensables were removed. The products were separated by temperatures as low as -196* provided the fluorine
fractional condensation using cold traps at -95, -142, .and was suitably activated by methods such as glow dis-
-1966. The -15' fraction contained 19.3 mr.iol of CIFxO, charge. Unactivated fluorine does not interact with
representing a W,"( yield based on CIONO,. The -142"fraction CIO at - 196", and after completion of the discha'rge
contained CIOF ~and Cl, while FNO, was trapped at - IN"1. unreacted F2 was removed at - 196"0. Consequently,Puriftation of ClFO.-An alternate methoid of purifying thobevdCFOcudntaefo edyfuoi-
Cll:,O may be used when significant amounts of CIFA are present thobevdC s cudntaefo e yfl ri-
and repeated fractionations of hauger quantities of maiterial% are (7) Entair.ut caution sh~,uili be used In handinga Clio. We have (nomad

that the material Isi.eadliy expilideci dulivit adiabatic eumpretaslun ha a U
(6) We are indelbte, tit Mr. U 0 Warner of (.ur laboratories for devising tube. and even inexplicably during rougline handling.I- this technuique of preparing active alkali msetal fluorides. The method pro (8) 1). Pilipovich. W. Maya. i. UA. Lawton. 11. V. Hamuer. i). It. Sheehan,

ducc,"ts oei,,f activity comparable to the precipitation method used by N. N Ottimachil. RiD. Wilson. V~ C. Uunderlay. Jr., and V. Ga. liedwinl.
C T Ratciffle anti j. Mi. Shreeve. Chem, Commn~, 6 174 (196h?). but is more I'arg. Cliew.. 6, wta1118 107).
c,.ns-tnient (11) K. 0. Christ. C. J. hebck, and 1). Piliiiavieh, .Mid., it, 2205 (19172).
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tion of CIO during warm-up of the reaction products. sivate all equipment with CIF3 (or preferably CIFjO)
The relatively low yields of CIF3O (1 to 2%) could be prior to manipulating CIF&O. Just as do CIF3," and
partially due to the high reactivity of CIF3O toward C1Fb, CIFzO forms chloryl fluoride upon contact with
glass, although little interaction is to be expected at a number of hydroxylic reagents. The gas reacts
- 196", and the transfer of the products to a metal rapidly with flamed-out quartz even at low pressures.
system was done rapidly and at the lowest possible Mass Spectrum.-A stable mass cracking pattern for
temperature. CIF30 has been obtaineca. Observed ions12 (excluding

The low-temperature fluorination of NaC1O2 pro- mroe due to '7CI isotopes) were [m/e, ion, abundance
duced CIF3O in low yields. However, the low yields (%)]: 89, CIF 2 O4, ,8(j.6; 70, CIFO+, 1(60.0; 54, CIF+,
and poor reproducibility make this route unattractive. 21.23; 51, CI0+, 14.78; 35, CI+, 29.35; 19, F+, 27.29;

The fluorination of chlorine nitrate, CION0 2 , pro- and 10, 0+, 13.19. Several features of the mass crack-
ceeds according to ing pattern are noteworthy. A comparison with the

2F2 + CIONO2  3, CIFaO + FNO, spectrum of IOFr.,' 2 for example, shows that IOFs gives
a significant parent peak (32%) while CIF3O has no

This reaction offers the most convenient route to detectable peak at thI same ionizing voltage. Also the
CIF0 for several reasons: (1) less fluorine is required ions C1F 20 + and C1FO I have a very high intensity
than in the fluorination reactions of CI20 yielding CIF3  which precludes an extensive thermal rupture of the
as a coproduct, (2) the great difference in the volatilities CIO bond prior to electron bombardment.
of the products FNO2 and CIF3 0O (AT,,, - 1000) Infrared Spectrum.--Tlie infrared spectrum of CIF3O
permits an easy separation by fractional condensation, has been recorded over the range 4000- 240 cm-1,
and (3) chlorine nitrate can be niade more conveniently showing the following absorptions (cur-', intensity):
and, most importantly, does not appear to be hazardous 1220, s; (078, vs; 667, vs; 490, ms (broad); 413, w;
in its handling. The yields of CIF3O using CIONOQ as :19, in; and 245, inw. A detailed study of the vibra-
a starting material are somewhat higher than those tional spectrum of the gas and the liquid will be given in
from C10,- a s,.-parate paper. 14

In the fluorination of both CI() and ClONO., side '1F Nmr Spectrum. The 'IF nuclear magnetic
reactions compete with the actual fluorination step. resoaice spectrum of CIFO has been investigated in
These are caused by the thermal decomposition of the both the liquid and gaseous state. A single broad line ,
"starting materials due to inellicient removal of the is observed for the neat liquid at -- 2(62 ppni relative to
heat of reaction. Hence, the rate of the competing the external standard CFClu. Similarly, only a single
reactions is markedly affected by the reaction tenipera- litle ascribable to CIFu() has beeni found in the gas-phase
ture. At reaction temperatures near or above ambient, spectrum at -:327 ppin relative to the same standard.
the decomposition of the hypochlorite appears to be This significant shift to a lower field, when going from
favored and little or no CIF 3( is formed, resulting in the liquid to the gas, lends further support to the asso-
rapid, rather uncontrolled reactions. Apparently, ciatioll in the liquid phase derived from the vapor
thermal decomposition preceding the fluorination step pressure measurement and the Raman spectrum of the
yields only intermediates inlcapable of lroducing CIF3(. liquid.'" Attempts to observe a splitting of the 'IF
Thus, in order to maximize the desired fluorination re- resonance line by cooling of either neat CIF30 or solu-
action, long reaction times at low temperature (7T< 00) tions in CIF:, were unsuccessful. This indicates a
are indicated, rapid exchange in the liquid phase and line broadening

Properties. ---Pure CIF2() is colorless as a gas or liquid in the liquid and gas pliase due to interaction with the
and white in the solid state. It boils at 290 and freezes large chlorine quadrulpole moment. This line broaden-
at -42'. Vapor pressures were measured over the ing is sufficient to obscure any information concerning
range -23 to 3 1' and the data •%ere fitted to the equa- chemical shift differences and spin--spin coupling be-
tion log Pf...... = 8.433 - lM),/' F("K). Measured vapor tween the nonequivalent fluorines even in the gas phase.
pressures at the noted temperatures are 11' (°C), 1) Pyrolysis. It was of interest to determine whether
(m11ni) : -23.0, 54.5; - 12.4. RN,; (I, 2(k); 5.9, 253; the thermal decomiposition of C1FzO would result in the
15(., 41o; 21.10, 525; 25.1), 6W3. and 3;.9, S22. The elimination of F2, as (1o CIFai' and CIFP,,,1 or 01, as do
latent heat of vaporization is 7.7 keal/tnol and the IOF,1 7 and FC102.'m  When CIF20 was heated to 280°
derived Trouton constant is 25.4. indicating some asso- in Monel. for 1(6 hr. 701N, of the CIF,0 was decomposed
ciation in the liquid phase. The density at 20' of 1.865 to CIF, and oxygen, while in :,tainless steel decomposi-
g/mil is similar to those observed for CIF1

19 and ClFs.m tion was already complete at 2(W)'. Under dynamic
The molecular weight was determined from the vapor conditions at F > 350', CIFaO decomposed again ac-
density and found to be 106.0 (caled for CIF 30, 1(S.5). cording to
The good agreement indicates little or no association A
in the gas phase at the pressures used (P < 1 atm). CIF.O CIF, + 1/1O
A complete elemental analysis was carried out for (1t) 14 Ilhug..n. Nt Cottle-. senel J. Aubert. U. R. A,,d. Sts.. Se. C. ".,
CIFO and confirms its composition. The physical 17W '1147).I12) Tlhis IlItlerll 1. C..Irrt'Led fi.r q•14. C()tld 'l. CIO.-. C0 '.O s.• and1+14
properties reported in this paper agree well with those Ul. all ut which were mtetaialed through '•'titoln with the Inlet Aaystlm ur
reported' by Bougon. et al. the .,,,..et .. n2 2 tz(13) C. J. Schak. D). iqlilmivich. S. N. Cuba11. and 1). 11. She~has..J. Phs,.

Chlorine trifluoride oxide resembles most chlorine Cho. ". 6097 (11118)
fluorides in its corrosive and oxidizing properties. (14) K. 0. Chn•tle and Ii C Curtis. loeow. Cho-e.. 11, 21190 (U72).
However, it appears to be somewhat more corrosive (I) If. Schmnilz amd 14 1 k.chumacher. Z. Nalurforw.h. A. S, 362 (1947).

(16) Ui. F. Bl ue, aneed I1. V. Shethan. l•aeo Chom., a, 17:36 (117).
- - than either CIF, or dIF:,,, Care must be taken to pas- (?) 2C. 3. schack and 1). Pilipvoch. unpublished ietaltw, thlb laboorntory.

(1g) H J. Heras, P. J. Aymsnslano, and H J. Schumacher, Z. Phys. Choes.
(10) A A. b&nkas nad A. J. Rudge. J. C'rhe. *S•e.. 2779 (19U). (Fraxkf*.L dw Aiu), 12, 161 (Ijl5p).
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Chlorine Trifluoride Oxide. 11. Photochemical Synthesis

By D. PILIPOVICH.' Hf. H. ROGERS, AND R. D. WILSON

Receiv~ed Sepkem&-r 8, 1971

Chlovine trifl uoride oxide, CI Fj,O was synt hesi zed Ifroin several gaseous react ionj systemts using uv activat ion. The fluorina-
tion of both CIO2F and CI(),F, using CIF, or F2 as fluoriniating agents, gave excellent yields of CIFsO. In addition, the direct
photochemical synthesis of CIF,O from the elements Cl,, F'2, and 0, was successfully achieved. Other systems yielding
CIF30 were CIF&-02 and CIF-1F&0. Attemupts were unsuccessful to photocheniically prepare either BrF&O from BrF.
and 0s or BrF1 from Brirs + Ft.

Introduction Wonolf's procedures and involved the fluorination of NaCIOs with
CIF3. Fluorine was prodinced at Rocketdyne and Cl, and CIFa

Halogen fluorides can be readily synthesized by direct were obt ai ned front thle Mathleson Co. The CIF% was purified by
fluorination of the corresponding halogens at appro- comnpl x ing wit h K F, removing volatiles at amibient temperature,
priate temperatures and pressures.' Consequently, and subsequently pumnping off CIF3 at temperatures above 140*.

little attention has been devoted to their photochemiical Chlorine penitafluoridle was prepared according to the method ofI snthsis Whn te nve chorie oyflorie, Pilipovich, et al, while chloritie tmonofluoride was synthesizedSynhess. hen thenovl clorne xyfuorde, front CIF 3 and CIO. B~romnine pentafluoride (Matheson) was
CIF3O, was discovered'i.' in 19615, its original synthesis treatedl with F3 at unmbient temperature Until the nmaterial was
involve(] handling of the treacherous3 starting material, colorless. It was purified by fractional condensation through
C120. Therefore, alternate approaches, such as photo- traps kept at -64 and -1)5*. The BrF5 was retained in the

chemical reactions, were studied which inight yield -95* trap and sh~owed no dletectable impurities. The prepara-

CIF3O. Of initial interest to us was the use oif uv irrattia- t ion and piurificat ion of I F,01 arid CIF,O' havec previously been

tion to achieve the "deoxygenation'' of either ClOYF or All tlhe results listcd in this paper was obtainied with a lIanovia
CIOsF. One of these, CIOF, had previously been, high-pressure fig lamip, No. 679-A-36 (power intput 450 W). The
shown' to (degrade thermally to give CIF and 0-i. A spectral energy distribution of radiated Hg linies for the lamp in-

stepwise deoxygenation of these oxyfluorides vin the cludes (A, W): 2W(7, 4.3; 2652, 4.0; 2537, 5.8; 2482, 2.3;
ineLeit (adunnw)13ooFAfloieC), :I, 2.3; and 2224, :1.7, according to the mianufacturer'sinteinedate and nknon) cloroyl fuorie, C0F, specifications. fin addition, this laip emits lines of shorter wave-
might in the presence of F2 yield ('I1 30. 1In addition, lenigth dowit to, about 17(X) A (quartz litnit). The distance
the alternate approach, i.e., the photochemsical addition bet ween the lamip anid thle cell window was about 21 in.

of oxygen to various chlorine fluorides, was investigated. Th~e photolyses were carried out in a cell consisting of a stainless
steel cylindrical bodiy (3 in . long. 3 in. i.d., and 3&% cm'l volume).Of particular interest was whether CIFs could combine On end of thme cell was sealed with a welded plate. The other

CIF30 from the elements, Clh, F2, and 01. After the grade sapphire window was clamped. A vacuum seal was
successful completion of our study, Bougon, Isabey, and obtained by using Teflon 0-rings. Provision was made to con-

Plurien independently discovered' the formation of dnse muaterials into the cell via a stainless steel coldflnger (3 in.
C1F, whn eposng nixtur ofCIF an Gi, t uv long, 1/s in. o.d.) appended to the main cell body. An outletCIF3 whn eposng mixureof I~sandOFIto u wa prvidd wichwas connected to a stainless steel-Teflon

irradiation. In this paewe report the results of our FEP vacuum line for product work-up. Cooling coils were
original photochemnical studies. brazed onto the ouiside of the cell body, and cold methanol was

circulated to provide the cooling. The cell wall temperature wast
Ezper;mente.I Section automlatically controlled to within V5 of n~ preset temperature

S Materials and Appaatus.-Perchloryl fluoride was purchased over the range -60* to ambient temperature. A removable
from Pennsalt Chemical Co. and used as received after verifying metal lanriphouuing was positioned over the sapphire window and
its purity through its infrared spectrum and vapor tension at dry N', was passed over the window to cool the window, prevent

-80". Chloryl fluoride was synthesized by a modification of condensation prior to the irradiation, and exclude atnwsophsrlc
oxygen which might act as a filter for short wavelength uv radia-
tion.

t1) L.. Stei in Hlalosen Chemistry," V,.& 1. V. Gucmana. Rd.. Academic
Preo". Now York. N. V.. 1961, Chapiter 3. . --.-

(2) 1). Pill.,vick sand R. t). Wiltoun. U. 8 Patent, to be issued. 1972. (0) A. A. Woolf. J (Ar,.. Soc.. 4113 (1954).
(3) 1). Pilipovicht. C. U. Unidabi. C. 3. Schack. It. I). Wiltoa. mad K. 0. (7) 1) Pilipovich. W. Maye. Kt A. Lawton. H. V. Issuer. 1). F. Siksebsn,

Christ*. Jnwit. Chem., It. 21110 t1972) kt D. Wilson, N. N. Ojimacid. F. C. (Imdertoy. Jr., and V. 0. Medwelt.
(4) M. 3. Hera.. It. J. Lymontimo. and H. .1. Schumacher, Z. Phyi. Chew. 16norg. Chem., 6. 1016 (1967).

(Frankfur alp n.maeit). IN. 161OttV5t). (8) H. Schmaitz andI H. J. chumsacher, Z. Neisfurfasch. A, 8, .162 (1947).
t6) It. kMougon. J. lasbahe. and P. Pturien. 1'. X. Aced. Set.. Set. C. 311, (9) C. 3. Schack. 1). Pitlipvich. S. N. Coks, and 1). F'. 516eehaa. J. P08s.

13" (1970). Ches., .. , 4697 (19611).
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TABLE I
PHOTOCHExMICA FORAsiTION OF CIFsO FROM HALOGEN OXYPLUORIDES

11ipt Reaction Temp, Yield of
usa. time, min Resctsants, cuts ProdUCts,4 CM1 CIRaO, q
1 60 15 CIF&, 56.3; CIOF, 50. 9 CIF,; C1IaF; CIF, (trace) 0
2 00 -40 CIF,, 55.0; CIOitF, 55.0 CIFO, 20; CIF, 0) 47
3 00 -40 CIFs, 57.2; CIOF, 61.8 CIFsO, 29; CIF, 50; CIOF, 25 79
4 00 -60 Ft, 65.9; CIO.F, 61.3 ClFO, 18; CIF,, 10; CIOF, 33 64

5. 120 -60 ClOIF, 120.5 ClOaF, 50; CIF, 43; ClOF, 8; C), 0
6. 30 -60 CIF, 07.65; 0s, 67 CIF, 51; CIF#, 9; ClOgF (trace); Cl2  (3
7.60 -40 ClF,0, 69.4 CIF30, 49.6; CIF,; 0,
8.60 -60 CIFsO, 61.7 CIF,0, 56.8
9. 180 -60 CIF,,31.5 CIFI,,21. 1; CIF, 10. 2; F1, 10. 2 0

10 is -60 CIF. 101.0; IF&0, 51.4 CIF,0, 5; CIF, 69.3; Cl,; IF, 10
11 60 -60 CIF, 95. 0; IF&0, 57. 0 CIF,0, 15; 79.5; C12; CIOF, IF, 26

'Control experiments. 'All gas volumes in this paper art cms at STP. 'Based on moles of oxyfluoride reacted.

A. Likewise, the CIF spectrum extends that reported
by Schmitz and Schumacher."2 Schmitz and Schu-
mnacher have also reported"3 the uv spectrum of CIF3.

Synthesis of ClF,O from Halogen Oxyfluorides.-
ck~ The results of the reactions of F1, CIF, and CIF, with

ClOF, CIOF, or IF&O are given in Table 1. The reac-
5i~tion temperatures employed ranged front + 15 to -60".

5 T he yield of CIF30 at 150 was zero while at -600

j 0 CIF30 from each mole of oxyfluoride reacted). Control

experiments to dieterrnine the rate of decomposition of
ClO&F and ClFsO were carried out. After 1 hr at -40I and -W', CIF30 had decomposed to the extent of 28.5

4.41111- and 8.0l%, respectively. Surprisingly, CIOsF deconm-
posed at a rate of about 29%/hr at -60'. Further-
inore, the control experiment (expt 6, Table 1) showed
a low level of oxygenation of CIF to ClOF.

M M- Synthesis of C1FaO from the Elements.---The results
~WznBS AM for the synthesis of CIF30 fromt the elements, C11, F2,

Figure 1.--Ultraviolet absorption spectra for CIF, ClF,, CIFl0, and 02, at -60' are shown in Table 11. The conver-
CIOF, CIO&F. and BrF6.

TANJLK 11
Pbolttochenaical Synthseis.-Witli the cell at ambient temnpera- I'HOTOCRiKMiCAL FORMATION OF CIF,0 FROM

ture and the coadensing tube at -196", the condensable reac-TH LENSAT-0
tamits were loaded into the cell, followed by the addition of Fit ~aHT~ T-0

and/or 09. The amount of each reactant introduced was deter- lxiRst,, rdcs'e
8

-- cnetdt
winied by volumetric measurements nmade its the vacuum system Euot Ration ms ClI.4 -- P1lCIP,h cmO-- converte (w

eirternal to the cell. The flow of N, was started over the cell ;11 1itle m ras e 45.2IV CO Tlrace 84
* window and the methanol cell-coolant flow was started. TIhe 2 30i 1.3 150. 5 0.8 2 .1 93

condensing tube was allowed to reach the cell-bodly teumperature,
and after the reactants had mixed, the lattip was turned on. A 3 7 :3 38 3 1.8 13 3i 701

* f shutter between, the lamp and cell window was only removed 4 W 7 4 8 (0.4 16.7 8A)
* when the lamp current haft resclied its full operating level. 6 180 21 4 31 1) 3 9 7) 58

LAfter the desired period of irradiation, the cell was warmed to 7 3N) 25.0 29 4 0.4 44 1 N.)ambient temperature and its contents fractionated in the vacuum 8:i0 3 7 3.9 071F line. The ClFsO wa4 trapped at -95%, measured volutnetri- , 0 0 493 08 08cally, and identified by its ir spectrum.30 The other reaction ' 6 I) 43 (.8 08
products were similarly separated and identified by infrared it0' ISO 7 5 40 1 4.9 13.2 71
spectroscopy, vapor pressure, and gas density measurements. IThe ratio of C12: Ft:Or in all experiments was 1:3: It0 with

Absorption Spoctra.-Uv spectra were obtained with a Cary theC total amiount of gas being about 400 cm3l and time total pres-
Model 14 recording spectrophotometer. The cells were of 10-t"o. sore being about 780 mmi 0,.e., approximately 28 cm$i of Cl,.
path length and constructed from 1-in. o.d. nickel tubing. Ultra- 85 cmn' of F,, and 285 cm' of ('1,. 6Remainder of prodiucts were
violet grade Linde sapphire windows were held in place with CIF, Fit, and Oe. These were not measured. I Pyrex filter used.
flanges and Teflon O-rl,,gs. Hoke M482ma Mogmel bellows valves 'Vycor filter used. 0 Oxygen filter used.
were used as cell closures. Prior to thme introduction of the sam-
ple, the cell was passivated with F, and CIFI'. sions to C!F,O increased with increasing reaction time

Results ranging front a trace after 15 nun to 44.6% after 360 i
* ~~~Uv Absorption Spectra.-The absorption spectra of m oto h CadF eecovre oCF

sonic of the starting materials were recorded to obban efetirigte frt1iio irradiation waeeghsfrte mpto w) Ter
insight inito the uv activation processes. These spectra effectivhed ihraitong waveluengh ofo tifereactfitns wer
arc shown in Figure 1. The results for ClFa extend the etbihdtruhteueo ifrn itr.N

wor of(~atid a.,"to avlenthsshotertha 26() CIF,() was funtned using either a Pyrex or Vycor filter

(10) K. 0. Christ. sad 9. C. Curtis. inoV,. Chome.. 13. 2146 (1972). (12) Hi. Sehasiz sand H. 1. Schumacher, Ans. Asec. Qua,.. Argent., 86, Si
(It) Rt. Gatti, t. L. Kitrlesr. 3. R 514cr. &ad 11. 1. SLhumsacher. J. 110org. (1950).

Nel. Chems. 35, 655 (1906). (13) H. Sehgts sand H_ J. Schumacher. Old.. n., 363 (1950).
-. -. ~~80 _ _ _ _
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and the yield of ClFO was drastically reduced by using of the following reaction systems: Cl2-F1-O01, CIF3-.O,,
a crude oxygen filter (i.e., flowing oxygen rather than CIOF-CIF6, CIO 1F-CIF,, CIOF-F,, and CIF-IF'O.
nitrogen for cooling the cell window). It may be seen from the data in Tables 1, 11, and III

* , Synthesis of CIF3O from CIF, and O.-The results that starting with the elements or the CIF3-0 mixture
for the synthesis of ClFsO from C1Fs and O at -60° results in better yields of ClFO but the halogen oxy-
are shown in Table III. Here again the conversions fluorides give much faster rates of formation of CIFO

(in cms/hr). The failure to observe CIF30 in the
"TABLE III CIF-O system (expt 6, Table I) is most likely due to

PHOTOCHcRMICAL FORMATION OF CIFO FROM the short reaction time (60 min). Thus, a 1-hr initiation
CIF& AND OI AT -60' period was required for the CIF3-O, system (expt 1,

t P. % C % CIIs Table III) before any CIF&O could be detected in the
cxpt Reaction -Productý,• Cml converted recovered

•o. time, two ClFO Cip , to, CaF products. The number of possible reaction systems has

1 30 0 29 4 0 08 recently been further extended by the independent work
2 90 1.3 32.5 3.9 97 of Bougon. et al.-' The latter authors reported the
3 180 3.2 29.1 9.6 87 preparation of CIFO by photolysis of the CIF3 -OF,
4 360 6.6 25.3 20.8 79 system.
CIFs: 01 ratios of about 1: 10 were used in all experiments with When considering the results obtained in the present

the total amount of gas being about 340 cm3 and the total pressure
being about 670 tam (i.e., approximately 31 cm' of CIF& and 310 investigation, it should be noted that some of the re-
.em of Os). 6 Remainder of products were CIF, Ft. and O. actants and products were present in quantities which
These were not measured. caused their partial condensation on the reactor walls.

The vapor pressure data presented in Table IV indicate
to CIF30 increase with increasing reaction time with
about 21% CIF,0 formed after 360 nuin. The amounts TABLE IV

of CIF.O formed from ClFa-02 mixtures and from the VAPOR P AND CALCULATED MAXIMUM

elements are compared in Figure 2 as a function of the VOLUME OF VAPOR IN REACTOR
,-Vapor pressure, smm-. .- Vapor volume, enm'at STPf-

-40- 60 -400 -co

C1F40' 22 5 13.1 3.3
'AClib >400 >100 >230 >65

A6 Wl 111%CIF,, 220 72 131 47
CIFsb 47 10 28 7

COK CIF6 >760 >760 >4901 >450

CPf1CI-%C10sF 5  l(tS) 398 597 260
:r CIO1F* 143 37 91 23

1 2 3 A 5 6 1 Reference 3. b D. R. Stull, lAd. Eng. Che".. 39, 517 (1947).
TIE, a$S cReference 7. d R. L. Jarry, J. Phys. Chem., 61, 498 (1957).

1 H. Schmitz and H. J. Schumacher, Z. Aaorg. A Ug. Chem., 249,
Figure 2.-Photochemical conversion as a function of 238 (1942). f In 388-cm' reactor, assuming ideal vapor pressure.

irradiation time at -lW.

irradiation time. It may be stcn that even though the the amount of each species which will remain uncon-
elements are rapidly converted to a CIF,-0: mixture, densed at -40 and -- 6)0 and thus can participate in
a much longer induction period occurs when starting the photochemical reaction. It can be seen, for example.
with a CIF,-OI mixture and about four times more that at -CA)' most of the CIF4O condenses and, hence,
CIF3O forms from the elements dluring a 6-hr experi- is not subject to decomposition by the irradiation.
ment. These vapor pressure considerations might also explain

Attempted Synthesis of BrFbO. --Mixtures of BrFb why CIF,3 photolyzes more rapidly at -40 than at
and 0, (mole ratio of 1:9), after exposure to uv irradia- -60W (expt 7 and 8 of Table I) and why CIOF photo-
tion for I to 3 hr at -40 to -G0°, consisted exclusively lyzes faster than CIFO (expt 5 and 8 of Table I).
of the unchanged starting materials. Similarly, the The most convenient and practical reaction system
photolysis of BrF1 -Fm mixtures (mnole ratio of 1:9) did for the photochemical synthesis of CIF3O is obviously
not result in the formation of any novel compound. such the one starting from the elements C1,, F2, and O,. As
as BrF-. The unreacted BrF5 was quantitatively re- can be seen from Table II and Figure 2, the synthesis
covered after completion of the experiment, of CIF,0 from the elements produces CIFs at a rapid

rate during the first half-hour with yields around 90%.
. Discuuslon This implies that the synthesis of CIF,0 from the ele-

The results obtained in this study demonstrate that ments is closely related to that starting from CIF, and
uv photolysis constitutes a convenient high-yield syn- 02, although the different rates and the existence of a
thesis for CIF.0. The starting materials used for the 1-hr initiation period for the CIF,-0t system are un-
phctolysis reactions are quite different from those used expected. The purpose of the present study was not
in the chemical syntheses.' They are more readily to study the kinetics of any particular reaction, but
available and safer to handle than CIONO, or the rather to screen different reaction systems for their
shock-sensitive' C120. potential as a practical synthesis of CMO,. An inde-

A wide choice of starting materials exists for the pendent, detailed kinetic study of these systems is in
photochemical synthesis of CIFO. It appears that progress in our laboratory and will be published at a
the photolysis of almost .-ny system capable of produc- later time."1 Consequently, the discussion of the possi-
ing active oxygen and either CIF. CIFa, or CIF& will pro-
duce ClFO. Thus, ClFxO has been prepared front any h14 A. Aawotby and K Mueller. sapubli,.d resalts.

S_ , , , _ .. , .. . . . . . .. . . . . .. . -- 2 :- . . . .. .. I i I I8II
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ble reaction mechanisms will be limited in this paper to mation of CIF3O from CIFa and O is much slower, par-
the most apparent aspects. ticularly during the initial stages of the reaction, than

The selection of reaction temperatures below -- 250 the rate of formation from Cls, Fs, and C) (see Figure
is beneficial for the synthesis of C1F3O. At reaction 2). It has been noted (expt 9, Table I) that ClF3
temperatures of -40' and below, the vapor pressure of slowly generates CIF upon uv irradiation and it is pos-
ClFgO is quite low, thus minimizing its photolytic de- sible that CIF, and not CIF,, combines with 0. The
composition according to suggested reaction sequence would be

•, CIF, •± CIF + F•
CIFOh -IN CIPS + 10OF

l/O01-~- 0
This decomposition path has been noted also during its CIF + C

pyrolysis and is consistent with the observation (expt OF + O 4 CIOF

1, Table I) that at 150 no ClFsO is formed from a CIOF + F -- o CIFO

system capable of producing it at a lower temperature. The unknown compound, CIOF, would be a plausible
The photolysis of either ClO0? or CIO&F in the pres- intermediate for both the oxygenation of CIF 3 and the

ence of F2 or CIF& gave CIF30 in high yields. The deoxygenation of C1O2F or C1OF (see above).
observed (expt 5, Table I) degradation of CIO3F to In the CIOsF- and CIO2F-containing systems, the pos-
CIF, CIOF, and 02 indicates a stepwise decomposition tulated CIOF intermediate might be formed in two
of CIOF, according to different ways: (1) by direct deoxygenation of C102F

CI13F - CI0,F + I/sOt or C10 2F, and (2) by recombination of CIF with atomic
CI%1 F - CIOF + '1/O, oxygen. If (2) were the preferred reaction path, the

CIOF 0 CIF + 1/30 rate of CIF30 formation should be comparable for both
the CIF3-O2 and the CIO0 F-F2 systems, since both

The following data support this assumption. The de- CIO 3F and CIF h Upon Chotolysis, yield CIF at cot-
composition of C103F yields a substantial amount of CIFadCF 3 upnhtoyiiedC tcr-parable rates (expt 5 and 9, Table I). However, this is
C1OF, while the oxygenation of CIF to C10 2F (expt 6, not the case. The rate of ClF3O formation for the
Table I) is very inefficient. Thus, the product of the CIO3F-F2 system is much higher than that found for
first decomposition step of C10OF should be CIOYF. the CIF, -02 system. Therefore, it appears that at

Some indications concerning the nature of the key least some of the unstable ClOF intermediate must be
intermediates were obtained from experiments in- fixed by fluorine during the deoxygenation of CIOF or
volving the use of various filters during uv irradiation CIO2F. Attempts were unsuccessful to extend the
(Table II). The inse-tion of a Vycor filter (10% trans- above described technique toward the syntheses of the
mittance at 2250 A) precluded the formation of ClF:O ye unknown tecue toward es ss t
from the elements. This result suggested the impor- yet unknown molecules, BrI,.O and BrF.
tance of oxygen activation in the "fixation" step. This Acknowledgment. --We wish to acknowledge support
assumption was substantiated by passing 02 between for this work by the Office of Naval Research, Power
the lamp and the cell, which vastly decreased the CIFjO Branch. We are grateful to Drs. A. Axworthy and
yield (compare expt 5 and 10, Table II). S. A. Golden for their help in correlating the data and

Having thus established the importance of oxygen for suggesting that the formation of CIF from CIF3

activation, it would be tempting to propose the com- might account for the induction period in the C1Fl-0O
bination of CIF3 with an oxygen atom to form CIFO. system, and to Drs. C. J. Schack and K. 0. Christe for
This, however, appears unlikely since the rate of for- their helpful suggestions.
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the infrared spectra of gaseous, solid, and matrix isolated CIF30 and the Raman spectra of gaseous and liquid CIFS0 are
reported. Nine fundamental vibrations were observcd, consistent withi symmetry C.. The vibrationr.1 spectrumo of CIFj0
agrees well with a t ri gonal -bi pyramidal model with two fluorine atomts at tile apexes .snd one fluorine atom, one oxygen
atom, and one local ized free elec tron pair at thle remaining cor ners. A modified valence force field was computed for CIFO.
These data indicated that thle axial CIF bonds (f, 2.34 nidyn/A) are --onsiderably weaker than, the equatorial one (fit
3.16 tmdyni/A) and that the bond order of the 010 bond is close to two (fi - 0137 radyll/A). The Raman spectrum of the
liquid and thle infrared spectrumn of the solid ind icate association through thle axialI fluorine atoms. Thermodynamic proper-
ties were computed for CiFz0 in thle tange 0-2(XX)*K.

Introduction spctra were recoroed using a Coherent Radiation Lahoratories
Model .52 Ar laset as s source of ~-1.3 W of exciting light at

As part of our extensive study'-' of the novel chlo- 514h A. The scattered light wsas analyzed with a Spex Model
rifle nxyfluoride, CIF20, we have investigated the vi- 140)0 double mionochroinator a alhotoniultiplier, and a di: ani-

brational spectra of the molecule. Ini their recent meter. Poharization nicasu. -,nts were carried out using a
paper, Bougon, el al., have lproposed' 4 structure of Model 310 polariz~ation rota~r from Spectra-l'iiysics. A stain-

-ymetr C3. for CIFaO on the basis of infrared and less %teel cell with Yeflon 0-rings andi s.apphlire windows was used
sym r~for obtaining the spectra of gases anid liquidli. The designi of

Raman spectra. In this paper, we report the complete this cell was simtilar to that of a cell described previously."
vibrational spectrum, force constants, and therniody-
natnic properties of CIF3O. The vibrational spectra, Results and Discussion
force constants, and structure of the two ions, CIF20 Vibrational Spectra. -Figure I show-, the infrared
and ClF4O-, derived fronm CIF30 are discussed else- spectruml of gaseous CIF30 recorded at various Samnple
where. . pressures. Figures 2 and 3 ~.how the Rammusn spectra .If

Experimental Section gaseo~us anidliquid (CIF 3 0, resp~ectively. Figure 4shows
anditspurfiatin aid anlin hae he infrared Npeetra of puare and N11-iatrix isolated

The preparation of CIFsO an t uiiainwdhnln ae CIF5(0 at 4'K. Figure 5 shows the most intense in-
previously been described."' Thle CIF30 samples used in this fae ad fmti sltdCF0udrhg eo
investigation had a purity of better than 99.81%j and our spectra fae ad fmlti sltdCFOtsdrhg eo
did not reveal any impurities. Thle infrared spectra were re- lutiotl Conditions allowing thle determination of the
corded either on a Beckman Model IR-7 spectrophotomecter with -1CI 7IC1 isotopic shifts. Tý%ble I lists the observed
NaCI and CsI interchange in thle range 4tXX)-21g) cmt I or a frequencies which call be attributed to fundamnental vi.-
Perkini-lmier Model 457 spectr~l~ophotoeter ini the ra -(e 4(X bratiomis. Table 11 lists the infrared frequtenmcies at
250 cm-'. The instruments were calibrated hy comparison itlWih
standard gas calibration points.9 The gas cells were mnale of 304 tributed tt' overtones and comibination hands

stainless steel 2nd had a path lengthI of 5 tin. Silver chloride III CIF3 o, thle chslormine central atoms po.ssesses a n101-
and Cal wvindows were used in the ranges 4(XE-,4rA) and .150 20X0 bonding valence-electron pair. In related molecules
cm-1, respectively. The inside oif the Csl winidows wits pro- (e M., SF4 andi CIFb), snieIs ;in electron pair ii)l)t~ar- to be
tected against chemical attack by Teflon VIf' -sheet (l-viuil thick-
hiess). TIo ensure Close cootfak t betweenl thle CSl Window anld thle sterically active, and similar behavim i,, anticip~ated

Teflon sheet, a thin filmn of I lalocarbisn g;easc (high-temperature here. The restiltimig structure cullt best lie described as
grade front lialocarbomi Products ) %%s p 1ut on the CsI window a trigomial bilwvrami ii l im thi-v tv pe uf -d ructnre, the
prior to attaching thle 'Ic flon shect . 'lie Te lion sheet. d id llt apuical pusitio n s art.c aav I ) Y s Icpt' i I I y thte lmii st cdec
come loose or show bli-stsrs eve,, up-mi evacuation of the cell trongtv ij&" fecsrsAjcIo iier
provided all gas pockets between thle Csl winjdow arnd thle thin O5)t v iads Ilne tiettr i ynser

Teflomi sheet were carefully eliminated before assen,',limg the cell.
Compensation for hands due to the window nmaterial wvas achieved II
by placing aim empty cell into the recfe ejice beam. cl

The apparatus. ,rsaterials, aiid techniique utsed for thle matrixI
isolation study have previously liven described.'0-"' Rainan F

(1.) D). Piafipuvchc. Rt 1). Wilson. and tf F. Bauer. tV S Patent, to ti C (possessing oesyxmmetr-y plan se only sti
issued, 1972. ICpn athsy-

(2) 1). Pilipovieh, C. 9. Lindairt. C. I. Schack. R. 1). Wilson. end K. 0. nictry element) might be expected for CIIO. The
Chariste. biorl. Chem.. I1. 2169 (16172) arneeto h xa CFgopmyntb x

t(3) 1). Pillptivieb, H. H. Rogers. and Rt. 1) Wilso)n. ibd.. 11, 2~192 (197)7 arne ntoth axlECFgup ayntbe-
(4) C. J. ('*,heck. C. H. Lindahl. 1)P ilitipo'h. i6ud K. 0. Chris~e, ibid . actly linear owing to the different degrees of repulsitia

11 21(1) 2 expected from the three equatorial ligands However,
(5_K_ Ch~2o jste..~ ~2C. J.Shc.adI iinih ~d.1.2"(92 possble deviations from 180' should be relatively small

lua(170) K . ad symmetryC.wudb retained. A second strUL-
(7)X. . Criae. . C Cuti. ad L j whak. moe. Cem 11 222 tre f smmercan 11 beanbwritten or Ifori

(1972).whc on floieadoeoye atmocp te
(8) K. 0i Christe and H. C. Curtis, sbad.. It. 2209 (1072).whhon furiead ne xynatm cup te

- - 9) Rt. K. Pnlyer. A. 5)auti. L. R. Blaine. and tU. 1). Tidwell. J. R~'t. vat axial positions. However, comparison with related
Beer. ~5tand.. "4, 841 (19W).

(10) ;. 0. Christ* and 1). Pithp.,)vib. J. Amer. ('hess. Soc., 03, 5i (1971). (32) R. L. (tuabsn said If H. cleaisse. linirg. Chems.. 6, 3937 (1967).
0331 1) K. 0. Christe. Sisect'rcihis. Actd. /'art A, ST. 631 (1971) (13) St F. Hudson. Aesew- ("hem.. lost. 54. Rog. G., 711) 019047).
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1240 120 70 6W 640 640 5 4S W
RIUQUU4CY,S4-

F-igure 5.-Infrared spectra of CIFsO in N2 matrix at 4VK re-
cor.-d at tenfold scale expansior under high resolution coadi-

Figure 2.-Razaan spectrum of gaseous CIFsO at a sample pres- tious: (A) 2.9 jimol of CIFsO (matrix ratio (mr) 1:1000); (B) 2.0
sure of 490 mm. The inserts show the three most intense bands jimol (nzr 1:10,000); (C) 0.24 maol (=r 1:10,000); (D) 10 Amol
at higher resolution and scale expansion. C indicates equivalent (mr 1: 10bW).
slit width

TABt. II
OvmnTONua AND COMBINATION BANDS OBSKanV80 IN

TUB INF.AKUD SaCrEtUM osw CIF&O GAS- .- I'•Freqtendeit, cm -'-.---

06ad Calcd Amlasueunt
8to 2 SO vvw, r 475+318-793 (. + PS)

5 89 vw 408 + 491- 899 (r, + PS) or (N, + s)
980 w 2 X 491 - 982 2ps or 2a or (P, + v,)

.. , 1161mw 491 +680- 1171 (.',+PI)or(vs+vP)
Ica 2 5 300 400 S50 600 700 1200 -- 1372 mw 2 X 680 - 1360 2pi

Ft|OURINCY 1890 vw 680 + 1221 - 1901 (P7 + Pa)

Figure 3.-Raman spectrum of liquid CIFO. C indicates 2436 w 2 X k221 - 2442 2P&
equivalent slit width.

AF
4- aIII

Sdamental vibra.tions active in both the infrared and

only six fundamental vibrations, again, active in both
' the infrared and Raman spectrum. Since nine funda-

mental vibrations were unambiguously observed for
CIFIO (see Table 1), structure III can be ruaed out.
Consequently, assignments for CIF.O were made in
point group C, (see Table I) contrary to the conclusions'
reached by Bougon, el. al., on the basis of incomplete ex-

perimental data. Further evidence against symmetry
Cs, is based on the band shapes observed for the in-

i prmenache bydato lal. onrtheevdne basisofinstosmpleteryx

frartd spectrum 4f the gas she- 'ng that CIFO cannot
Sbe a symmetric •.op molecul For examiple, in the

case of Cs,, the CI==O stretching mode al about 1220

2000 11 00 cm- should show well-separated PQR branches.
FA*oUINCY,co-- Since the geometry of CIF*O of symmetry C. cau be

Figure 4.-Infrared spwctra of solid CIFgO at 4K: (A) 1.0 estimated (see below), the three principal moments of

14nrol of CIFO in 10,000 umol of N,; (B) 10 jmoi of CIFO in inertia were computed for structure I resulting in A -
10,000 Pmel of N: after controlled diffur'oii at 27*K; (C and D) 0.216, B - 0.129, and C - 0.0934 cm-. Based on
pure CIFjO at two different concentrations. these values, the infrared band contours were esti-

mated for CIFsO, according to the method of Ueda and
SF Shimanouchi.'4  The observed band contours were
tF consistent with those predicted. Howevex, they cannot

<1 be used to distinguish structures I and II due tW the

(• interference by the 17C isotope bands, the double and
11I triple coincidences of bands in the infrared spectrum

molecules and the observed 'C-"Cl isotopic shifts occurring at about 680 and 490 cm-1, respectively, and
(see below) eliminate thls model. If the free electzon the fact that most bands are blends of the A, B, and C

pair of the chlorine atom in CIlFO would not be steri- type.
cally active, a tetrahedral molecule of symmetry Ca, The assignments (see Table I) for CIFo in point
would result, as proposed' by Bougon, ei l group Cl (structure I) are based on the following argu-

For structures I and I1, one would expect nine fun- (14) T. Ueda and T. Shimamouchl,J. Mot. SPedros,., 26,350 (19M).
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ments. The band at about 1220 cc-n occurs at a fre- F F
quency much too high for any Cl--F fundamental vi- :-SK 101.o1
bration and, hence, must be assigned to the stretching F I"F
vibration involving the CI==O double bond. Corn- F F
parison with related Cl-F containing compoundst"-1" oxygen atom should be intermediate betweeu that of a
indicates that of the three Cl-F stretching vibr-tions, free electron pair and that of a fluorine ligand. Con-
at least two should show a frequency higher than 60W sequently, the true structure of CIFO might be ex-
cnr-1 (see Table I). Indeed two band-s were observed pected to deviate somewhat from that used for our
at about 090 and 650 cm-1. These were assigued to computations.
the equatorial CI-F and the aitisymmetric axial FCIF The symmetry coordoaates used for CIF&O are given
stretching vibrations, respectively. These assign- in Table III. The bending coordinates were weighted
ments were made on the basis of the observed 3iCl-.Cl
isotopic shifts (ee below), the relative infrared and TAnLz III
Raman inten,.itits, and the Raman polarization nmea- SVMMTsRY COORDINATM * C.F1O
surements. The "ourth stretching vibration, i.e., the A' , D(CIO)
symmetric FCIF mode, should be polarized and of he , R(CIF')
highest relative intensity in the Raman spectrum. . 8  a(OCIF')
Furthermore, it should be relatively weak in the in- V (1/v'0)(r(CIF) + v,(COF)l

S, (1'V2)IA(OC.P) + ,%(OCIF)Jfrared spectrum and show no detectable Cl isotopic 84 (I',.'2)I ,(FC1F')+ v,(FCIF'))
shift if the F-Cl-F group is approximately linear. A" S7 (I/y'2)Jr,(CF) - rg(CIF)j
Hence, this mode must be assigned to the band at about 5% (1/v1Ž)I,&(OCIF) - *(OCIF)J
480 cm -1. So (I/v2)Iw(FCIF') - (FC1F',J

The remaining five bands must be assigned to defor-
ination nmodes. Of these. three involve a motion of the by unit (1 A) distance so the stretching force conitants
doubly bonded oxygen atom and, consequently, should have uatits of indyn/A, the deformation force constants
occur at higher frequencies. The two lowest frequency units of mdyn A/radian', and the stretch-bend inter-
bands are assigned to the two F --Cl--.F bending modes, action constants mdyn,/radian. The G matrix and Z
vs and vs, by analogy with CIF 3." Of the remaining transfonnation were found by the computer and, hence.
modes, the torsional motion should result in a band of are not giv0-f l ere.
very low intensity in both the infrared and the Raman The force constants were adjusted by trial and error
spectrum. Obviously, only the 414-cm-1 band fuLfills with the aid of a computer to give an exact fit between
these requirements. The two highest frequency bands the observed and computed frequencies. The corn-
should belong to the F'--ClI-:O scissoring and the puted force constants are given in Table IV. An un.
rocking mode. On the basis of the observed and com-
puted (see below) Cl isotopic shifts, we prefer to assign TAULU IV
the scissoring mode, ,'(A'), to the 480-cm-1 band and INTERNAL FOtes CONSTANTS OF CIFSO0
the rocking mode, vs(A"), to 5MO cmn-. These assign- fo 9.37 0.23
ments are supported by simple valence force field argu- f, 341 fo 0.11
ments and by comparison with the vibrational spectra f 1. - -- f p 0.12

f. .34 fe -- f, # 0.2t;
of #he related species, CIF3,," CIF,-,'1 CIF20O-," and f$ 1.69 fa = fov 0.22
CIOF"s (see Table I). f1 1.87

Force Const•nts and Bonding. - -The potential and • Stretching constants in indyn/A, deformation constants inkinetic energy mnetrics for chlorine trifluoride oxide were tnvtlyn/radian.,adsrthbn ntrcincntnsi

computed by a machine method." The geometry mdyn/rad.an.
assumed for this computation was D(CIO) - 1.42 A!,
S R(CIF') - i.,32A, r(CIF) - 1.72A, a(OCIF')= 120°, certainty estimate is difficult to make. However,R(OCIF) - 'y(FCIF') - 917, based on the observed numerical experiments with this and similar moleculesgeometry for CIF ) and a correlation between CIO indicate the uncertainties in the valence force constantsebond length and stretching frequency. In the ab- to be 0.2 to 0.3 for Cl=-O and 0.2 mdyn/A for Cl-F.

sence of structural data, we assumed the oxygen atom, The force constants of greatest interest are the
the fluorine atom, and the lone p)ai:r to require about the s. retching force constants since they are a direct inca-
same space and, hence, to be about 120' apart. H 1w- " ,re for the strength and covalent charactei of the var-
, ever, comparison with the known geometry o ous bonds. The value of 9.37 nidyn/A obtained fortrigonmal-bipyramid type molecules SFo" and SFOt)c fc..o is similar to those computed for CIOF (9.07indicates that the repulsion from a double bonded ndyn/A)"I and C10 2 + (9.96 mdyn/A)" indicatingdouble bond character. The value of 2.34 mndyn/I

(i) H. Selg h. U. ci-aw...and J. M. niloway, J. Chem. Phy,., as, computed for the axial Cl-F stretching force constant
35)7 (10. ). w u is almost identical with that of 2.34 rmdyn/A, pre- !,1) . o w.j. sPwociy. j. Guertin. Iusf. C'•m,..s. 1159 viously calculated" for CIF2-. The corresponding(1V67).

(17) K. 0. Christe and U1. C. Curtis. ibid.. 11, 31; (1972). interaction constant, f,,, is also very similar for both
(IS) V. F. Smith. G. M. Begun, and W. it. Acitdc . e4:oehlm. Aa, species. The rela'ively low value of f, in CIF2- hasSiSO, 1763 02").

1(19) '5. C. Curtis, Spirahoeim. Acid. Part A. S, 1969 (1071). previously been interpreted's in terms of semiionic
(20) 1). F. Smith. J. Chem. Phys., al. M09 (1963). three-center four-electron bonds. The same rea-
(21) L. A. Kobiusoa, Cam. J. Che.. 41, 3021 (1903).
(22) K Klmura and S I. Dauer, J. Chem. Phys., 9, 3172 (IMOO).
(23 , J. L. Hencher, ). W. Cruickshank, and S. 11. Lauer, ind.. 46, 818 (24) K. 0. Ckriste, C. 3. Sehck., D. Pilipovich, and W. Sawodr, Isms,.
• (161).Chem., 8, 2489 (1969).

•-:. ,.•• •- ..... • - • .-.. 6
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soniag" holds for the axial CIF bonds of ClF2O and, TA-uL V1

hence, will not be repeated here. it should be 'pointed ossaivA- AND CoumTUD "0--MCI ISOTnUc SUrs lto CIFO

out. however, that in CIF3O, enhancemreat of the ionic ---- C--x c Wt. CmoLs---

character of the axial CIF bonds is diic to oxygen sub- Nomil mda Computd. OWA

stitutiOU. where" in CIFP- it is due to the formal A' P, 11.8 10.9
FS 9.0 8.8

negative charge. Since the influence of oxygen sub- -s 2.7 2.0
stitution on the remaining CIF bonds has previously ,4 0 0
been discussed" at length for CIOF:-, it will not be w, 1.4
reiterated. The value of 3.16 mdyn/A computed for A" 0.8

All 11.2 11.2
the equatorial CIF bond of ClF&O is considerably largtr 1, 0.5 1.2 or lw
than that of the axial bonds indicating' predominantly ,, 0
covalent bonding. In summary. tho results fram the
force constant analysis are in excellent agreemetit with As can be seen, the agreement between the observed
a generalized bonding scheme previously discus'd" for and computed shifts is good and lends further support
a large number of halogen fluorides and suggest that the to the assignments suggested above. Thus, the possi-
overall bonding in CIF30 might be described by the bility of assigning the bands at 686, 652, and 478 cm-'
following approximation. The bonding of the three to v.y.(CIF,(eq)), vb,,(CIF*(eq)), and v(ClF(ax)), re-
equatorial ligands (including the free electron pair on spectively, of structure II can be ruled out based upon
Cl as a ligand and ignoring the second bond of the the lack of observing any iCl81-Cl isotopic splitting for
CI-=O double bond) is mainly due to a spl hybrid, the 478-cm"- band.
whereas the bonding of the two axial CIF bonds in- Association in the Liquid and Pure Solid.-The rela-
volves mainly one delocalized p-electron pair of the tively high boiling point and Trouton constant" of
chlorine atom for the formation of a semiionic three- CIF3O imply its association in the liquid phase. More
center four-electron pe bond. specific evidence about the nature of this association

The deformation force constants computed fo' can be obtxined from the vib'ational spectra recorded
CIF&O are as expected. The values for interactic.. for the liquid and the solid and from a controlled diffu-
constants cannot be unique; those not given in Table sion czpenrment carried out for matrix isolated ClFO.
IV were assumed zero. The values for f,, fu, f,,. and Principý.Ily, association could involve either oxygen or
f,p are in accord with those for similar molecules." fluorine bridges. In the case of fluorine bridges, dis-
Fitting Ys and Ys required nonzero values for fo, and.fo,' tinction might be made between equatorial and axial
Similarly. aq and w, required nonzero values for f,, and fluorine bridges. The stretching frequencies of the
f,0'. While these four interaction constants are bonds involved in the bridging should decrease when
strictly indeterminant, numerical euperiments showed going from the gas or matrix isolated solid to the liquid
that the observed frequencies could not be fitted with or pure solid. On the other hand, the bonds not in-
significantly different values. volved in the bridging should show no decrease or

The computed potential energy distribution is given possibly a very small increase in frequency. Com-
in Table V. The results were normalized, but the sums parison between the infrared spectra of matrix isolated

(trace A, Figure 4) and pure solid ClFsO (trace C,
Tinxm V Figure 4) reveals that the Cl---O stretching mode fre-

POTXNTIAL ENsjtGY DISTRIHUTION FOlR CIF&O quency increases by about 10 cm"-', that the equatorial
Frequency, CIF stretching mode shows no detectable change, but

Assignment cus"• Potectial energy distribution

that the antisymmetric axial FCIF stretching frequency
A' o. 9 7lfx + o. + 6. decreases by about 50 cm-". Similarly, the controlled

p. 490 0.76f. + 0.17f. diffusion experiment carried out for matrix isolated
P4 482 (). wf, + 0. Iof," CIF30O (trace B, Figure 4) shows the appearance of new
,. 310 0.61f, + 0..53fa - 0.14 (f, +-fo,) hands on the high-frequency side of r(Cl==O) and Y-

227 4A1fe + 0.'30f, + O.OO(fD/ + fo+ , ) (Cl--F') and on the low frequency side of .,.(FCIF).
A" 652 0.*8f, -r 0. 14 t -- 0.OO(fzp + fom) Furthermore, a weak band observed at 468 cm-" in the
PS 500 0J.9 7f,@
1.0 414 0.80f, infrared spectrum of matrix isolated ClFO must be due

to associated ClFO owing to its strong increase in rela-
do not add up to 1.0 since the less important terms are tive intensity upon controlled diffusion. In addition,
not listed. As can be seen from Table V, most vibra- the Raman spectrum of the liquid (Figure 3) shows a
tions are highly characteristic except for v, and 11, pronounced frequency decrease only for v.u,(FC1F).
which are almost an equal mixture of the symmetry Consequently, association appears to involve exclu-
"coordinates, S& and So. The v, and rs modes can be sively the axial fluorine atoms. This finding agrees
visualized as a symmetric bending motion of the two with the association proposedw by Frey, Redington,

axial fluorine atoms in a plane perpendicular to the d-- and Aljibury for the structurally related, trigonal-bi-
rection of the lone pair, and b, as a symmetric bending pyramidal molecules SF4 and C1F3.
motion in the plane containing the lone pair. A decrease of the volatility of CIFO due to extensive

The 3,CI-PCI isotopic shifts computed for CIF3O st '-ionization (i.e., 2CIFQO i- CIFO+CIFFO-) in the
from the above force constants are listed in Table VI. liquid or solid phase can be ruled out since it should re-

suit in more dramatic changes in the spectra upon phase
(25) K. 0. Christe. raper prewented t tht Fouith International changL. Furthermore, no evidence for the presence of

F..luorine Sysupoejum, Eates Park, CWlu.. July 1067.

(21) g. o. christe and W. Sawou'ny. 7. Anora. AUS. Chem., 111, 125 (27) R. A. Fray. R. L. ediongtcn, and A. L. K. AIjibury, J. Chem. Phr?..
(1908:,. 54, 344 (1071).
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Tm,. VII the bands characteristic for ClFO+I and CIF,.O-

TmmoovNmac PaopuTmat FR CIF.O could be detected in the spectra of liquid or solid CIF&O.
-(C""- l-hImodimmLO tioposd . The thermodynamicCv*. 00- ,, 9I)IT,'} So, Cal/

T. ., •1,n k.al/Ial /,, •- (a do) properties were computed with the molecular geometry -,

0 0 0 0 0 and vibrational frequencies given above assuming an
100 %.721 0.887 40.255 57.624 ideal gas at 1 atm pressure and using the harmonic-
200 14.932 2.072 55.813 85.971 oscillator rigid-rotor approximation." These prop-
298.15 18.503 3.732 60.159 72.675 erties are given for the rauge 0-2000*K in Table VII.
300 18.84" 3.768 60.237 72.790
400 20.875 5.751 84.108 78.486 AknowfrdgmtL-The authors wish to express
500 22.260 7.013 67.478 33.305 their gratitude to Dr. D. ipcvich for continuous
800 23 l6) 10.187 70.470 87.448
700 23.771 12.530 73.150 91.067 encouragement of this work and stimulating discus-

800 24.200 14.936 75 M2 94.271 sions, and to Mr. R. D. Wilsc for his help in the prepa-
900 24.512 17.372 77.-.38 97.141 ration of some of the samples. We are indebted to Dr.

1000 24.744 19.83= 79.900 99.73 J. Cape of the Science Center of North American
1100 24.921 22.319 81.803 102.103 Rockwell Corporation for the use of the Raman spec-
1200 25.050 24.818 83595 104.277 Roc loporaTis for the us e oy the Ofni ce
1300 25.168 27.330 85 235 106.288 trophot"oeter. This work was supported by the Office
1400 25.258 29.851 86.834 108.156 of Naval Research, Power Branch, and by the Air
1500 25.328 32.880 88314 109.901 Force Office of Scientific Research, Office of Aerospace
lo0 25.387 34.M16 89.715 11.6m Research, U. S. Air Force, under Contract AF 49(638)-
1700 2A.437 37.458 91.044 113.078
1800 25.479 40.003 92.309 114.533 1734.
1900 25.514 42.553 93.516 115.912 (28) 1. E. U•Ma. &ad U. G. Mayor, "8taUtacaI Mh..ka." WAILy.

2000 25.545 45.106 94-668 117.221 New York. N. V.. 1940
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Chlorine Trifluorlde Oxide. IV. Reaction Chemistry,

By C. J. SCHACK.'` C. B. LINDAHL, D. PILIPOVICH, ANiD K. 0. CHRISTE

Racievsed Sepi4mber 8, 1971

Reactions of chlorine trifluoride oxide, CIF8O, with Cis, ClrO. CIOSOsP, NIF,, HNF2, and NFsCPO are reported. In theme
reactions, CIF&O either fluorinates, oxygenates, or both oxygenatis and fluorinates the substrates. The interaction of
Cl1?s0 with Pt?. is also described. In this reaction, CIP,0 liberates Fs and fnuns the new complex, CIFtO*PtP.-. Char-

f acterizing data for the complex are given.

Introduction CIOSOgF, HNFi, and Nl~gCFO are described elsewhere.$.$-
Chlorine (Matheson Co.). tetrafluorohydreaxne (Allied Chatnical,

In the preceding papers,'-' we repo~rted the prepara- Corp.), and platinum hexafluoride (Ozark Mahoning Co.) were
tion and properties of the new chlorine oxyfluoride, purchased and purified by fractionatl condensations.
CIF..Q. Since CIF, is a powerful oxidative fluorinating Reauctions of Chlorine Trifluorlde Oxide. With Clzlorlne.-At
agent, it was anticipated that ClFsO would be similarly room temperature, chlorine and CIF&O do not interat. An

reaciveas aflurinaing as ellas a oxgenaing eq'molar mixture (100 cm', 4.46 mmol each) of the two when
reacive s a iuornatig, s wel asan oygentin at 200' for 18 hr in a 30-mi stainless steel cylinder did

agent. This paper describes some of the reaction result in complete consumption of the ClF#O. The products
chemistry of CIsO. were separated by fractional condensation at - 142 and - 198.

and analyzed by infrared spectroscopy and gas cbromatography.I
&Exrimenta Section Chlorine monofluoride was the principal product (282 cm3, 11.7

were esentially thiesameas those descbedlelsewhere.1' Debye- and unreacted Cis (15.7 cml, 0.7 nunol) being observed. Non-

Schemrer powder patterns were taken using a Philips Norelco condensables (Os) were also produced. When kept at 100" for 2niaettise ihol ml aon fCOE(. m,03ail
instumet, ypeNo. 2D4, wth oppr Karadatin ad a days, CIFO reacted with Cl, only partially (-30%) to give CI#.,

nickl flte. Smpls wre ed n qart caillrie (-.5 IFand CIOF as the maJor reaction products.

the ethd o Daan ad Nale6 AHanoia tilty amp cmt', 3.42 mmol) and an equal quantity of ClsC) were separately
(catlogno. 062) ws usd fr te phtols".condensed at - 198, into a Kel-F reactor fitted with a Tefloa

Mateals-Th prpartio an purfictio ofCl~O, 40, valve. (Previous experiments in stainless steel cylinders re-
suited In extensive dcmoionof the CI&.O apparently due to

(iii) ~ ~(1) 1). 0. Chrvit., C. D. Lihach, C.d 1). SchackicR. T1.J Wilson an0d (7. 0 .1.log i ~s. 8 16)

(2) D. Pillpovich. R. H. 1H. Rogers, and 11. Wilson, 0d&(., ii, 2122 (1972). (7) C. 3. Srhsck and Rt. D. Wilson, Iuor&. Chows.., 311l (1970).
(3) XC. 0. Christ. and R. C. Curtis, .&id., 11, S196 (1972). (8) E. A. Lawton. H. F. C. Coat, D. F'. Sheehan, and U. 0. Waroer,
(8) V. H. Daysa and B. C. Nesls, A dvas. Ch. w. See.. Ne. U4, 2231 (1964). (9) 0. W. Fraser and J1. U. Shrveava Isow. Chems.,. at1491 (1988).
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reaction with the fluorinated metel surface.) The reactor was A similar reaction was observed between excess Cir-so and
allowed to warm slowly to ambient temperature. After a total NFlCFO (46 cm$, 2.06 mmiii). However, in this case, the
re~action period of 16 hr. the sample was separated by fractional predominant N-F product was NsF 4 (18 cus', 0.8 mmol) and COPS
condensation at -95, -112, -142, arid -106*. Unreacted (46 cmli, 2.05 minol), with much less NFgO and NF6 CI (_-5 cml
C11 0 and CIF,O were recovered (134 cuili' 5.98 manol total), each).
together with CIF (17.5 cm'g, 0.78 mmol) and CIOsF (10.3 cml.' With Platinum Huxafiuoride..-Platinun, hexafluoride (32.2
0.40 nanol). civi, 1.44 manol) and CIF&O (48.4 cml, 2.18 anmol) were comn-

With CIhlorine FluorostUfate.-Equimoalar amounts (34.2 cm', bined at - 196' in a prepassivated 10-mi Morsel cyllndez. The
1.53 anmol) of CIFOO and ClOSOjF were separately condensed contents of the cylinder was allowed to warm up slowly to room
into a prepassivated 10)-mI stainless steel cylinder at -196'. temperature and was kept at this tempeirature for 15 hr. Subse-
The cylinder was allowed to warm to ambient temperature and to quently, the cylinder was coole to - 106* and 14.8 cm$ (0.066
stand for 5 days. The reaction products were separated by anmol) of material volatile at .- 106 was removed. The volatile
several fractional condensations in a series of U traps cooled to material was identified as Ft by its vapor pressure at - 106* and
-80, -95, -14-2, and -l1ti'. Some unureacted CIF&O was nmas spectrum. The contents of the cylinder was allowed to
found, but all the CIOSOsF had been consumed. The materials warm to ambient temaperature, and 14.8 cm' (0.66 mmol) of
formed were SOsbF, (13.0 cm', 0.58 tamol). S,OFs (0.17 clin', 0.43 volatile material was removed at this temuperature which con-
mmmil), CIF (20.8 ens', 1.20 initil), and CIOlF (24.0 cm'. 1.07 sisted, according to its infrared spectrum, of CIFsO. The cylinder
tunmol). was opened in the glove box and contained 0.57 g of a bright

With Tetrafluorohydrazine -At ambient temperature, chlorine yellow solid, which was identified by vibrational spectroscopy as-
trifluoride oxide and NsF4 do not react. An equimnolar mixture ClFsO'PtP,-. Therefore, PtFe (1.44 mitiol) had reacted with
of the two (99.4 cm3, 4.44 imnol each) was heated in a stainless CIl.aO (1.50 umol) in a niole ratio of 1: 1.04. producing F& (0.66
steel cylinder at 1300 for (15 hr before separating the products by mimol) sarid the solid comtplex, ClFOWPtF4-.
fractional condenisationi. No unreacted Nip,' was recovered, but
45.7 cmvi of CI~sO (2.04 anmol) remained. The principal nitro- Results and Discussion
gen containiing product was NP, (124) ciii', 5.35 unmol), Some of Chlorine trifluoride oxide reacts with numerous
which may have been lust by incomplete condensiation iii the trap mnaterials causing oxidation through both fluorination
cooled to - 1(81. Nitrosyl fluoride (62.6 cm3, 2.80) mntiol) and
CIF (53.8 coili, 2.40 inmol) were also obtained along with trace and oxygenation. With hydrogen-containing species,
amounts of FNOs. NFO, aiid CIOlF. At ltX)' for 24 hr, CIF30 these reactionas may occur at quite low temperature
and NiP, reacted in the same fashion but somewhat less thana half and with hydrocarboni-type compounds are generally
tlie NjF, was consunmed. epoie oeeiay clrnfurno

Photolysis with Tetrafluorohydrazins.- Meassured amnounits of XlSe. owvr may coinfoie, r
CIFO (85.6 ena', 3.82 munmol) and NsF, (48.0) cn-', 2.14 umnol) oxygen substituted compounds, even with lower valent
were condensed into a stainless steel cylinder cooled to - 196*. central atoms, react only sio--iy at ambient tempera-
The cylinder was, equipped at its upper end with a u\, grade sap- ture, or not at all. Thus, no reaction wAs observed at
phire window (5&in diameter). After warminig to ambien, tem- room temperature between ClF.() and chlorine, chlo-
perature, the contenits or the cylinder war irradiated for;., hr with iefurdschonexyl rdsadteirgn
u lianovia utility lanip before separating the prodlucts. Mutple fefurds hoieoyloieadtentoe
fractional condensations through U-ttaps ctsoled to -78, -95 fluorides, ENO, PNOv, NFs, and N2F4. However,
- 142, and - 196* were used for this purpose. Considerable elevated temperatures or uv photolysis have resulted inr~
amounts of unreacted CIF&0 (60.2 cin', 2.89 manol) were re- appreciable reaction of al compounds examined.
covered, but all the NiF, had been consunied. The products Reactions of chlorine and CIF&O were carried out as a
were NP, (08.5 can3, 3.00 mmoi), FNO + FNO,(1. c' 0.69 ien fassigtepsil onsb hc h
mutol), CIF (23.2 civi. 1.04 tmnol). and CIP, tý.3 cnis, 0.10 nainol) iial fassigtel~sbecussb hc h
The chlorine trlflu,)ride was isolated with an cquivalent amsount oxyfliutride inight undergo reduction. Basically, this
of FNO owing to the formation of the NO1CIF,- complex" in could occur through fluorination or oxygenation of the
the trap cooled to -78'. Trhe discrepancy in the nitrogen mate- Cli starting material. A controllable fluorination
rial balance for the reaction is ascribedl to the incomplete con-
densatioti of NE, at - 19 6 " siance tit) solid residues were observed reaction would be particularly desirable since it might
in the reactor. Mixtures of Cllr1 O anil NsF. were also irradiated yield the unaknowaa compouand, FCIO. Whereas at 250,
in a cylinder with a I-an. di-imeter sapphire window. In these rno inlteraction was detected, at 2000 the following reac-
experiments, very littlE reaction occurred even with prolonged tioa occurred
irradiation (2 days) and approximately OW0% of tle reactaiits was
recovoered, The prod-Acti were NF,O, NP,, `ýNO, CIP,, and CIF. CIFtO + Cin -* 3CIF + 0.50t

With Dlfluorsmanln (Caulior!)ii and Difluorambwoarboayl
Fluurf4v.--A Kqel-F reactor ftited with a Teflon valve was. usel It is tempting to interpret this equation in termis of di-
to avoid the incompatibility problems of CI~sO (Lnd generated rect oxygen elimination Proma CIF&O, followed by equil-
11F)witlh glahs aj'd H-NF, with metal. F-om theglass line, HNl, ibrationi" of CIFs and Ch, to CIF. However, the fol-
(61 .0 cm3i, 2.72 tunnol) was loaded at - 142', and after attach-
ment of the contahoer to thg metal line, CIPO (38.9 cm's, 1.6 lowing evidence suggests the participation of chlorine
anmo1) was concltaaeed in. at the %ame temperature. TYhe closmed iii the initial reduction step: (1) CUFOt alone does not
reactor was warmed to .- 781 for 1.5 min before fiactionation in uandergo substantial then-nal degradation under theseI the metal lin~e wa.j ttarted through U traps cooltA to -78, -95 conditions;' and (2) expo.riments at lower temperature-142, and -100'. The twj warmest traps contained HF (uot soe rCF n 12 smjrrato rdmeasured) and CIF30 (8.1 cmi, (0.6 nanmol). The -142" frac- hwdCF, I' n IOFa ao rato rd
tion was an approximately eqtlinno~ur mixture of CIOsF and Cl, Ucts. These results might be rationalized by as-
(total 6.2 cm', 0.28 ammol) with a trace of C11F,. The -- IN0' sumung the following reaction sequence involving
fraction coasislsted of NFIO (10.5 cm'i, 0.87 minuol), NFsC1 (19.4 FC10 as an unstable intenuediate.
ct', 0.871anmol), amnd N,F, 1.0c' 0.45 rimol). No uniencted
HNF3 was aoberved, althoug'. tie NsF, may have arisen in punt 2CIFvQ + 2C4, --- it' 2,TFCl~j + 4CIF
from, the decomposition of H~'-1Ps in the metal system during work, 2[FCIO] -i, CIOFsl + CIP
up.

10K.1.W itsyX. 0. Mal:Larsni. T. 1. Hturley. 4Md C. Kt. Pugle, Ii a-CFO
J. Anum. Chews. Soc.. 58. 4340 (1084). 2CIFaO + 2C1, - OCIP + Or

of (I) ra.Udow i Difluoje'oimi should no! be cool~ed below --- 142* because
ofits pronounced teadency to explode stft-, bWig In, the Solid tdate. tn The thermal decomposition of CIO,F in quartz to CIF

addition, chlorine fisioldes or oxylluoiddes inast be free fr~in chlorine oxidde
imnpurities for reaction~s with dafluorainine sinc, schct inspurities often cause
exp)losive dellagratlons. (12) Hi. Sebmiat and if. J. Scluttanacher. Z. Ncoarforsch. A, 11. 339 (1947).
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and 02 has previously"' been demonstrated. The fact The nitrogen fluoride products are the result of oxy.

that this reaction appears to proceed in our experiment, genation and fluorination by ClFO. Overall, the
at lower temperature might be explained by the cat- reaction is quite similar to that reportedA for NsF4 and

alytic influence'" of metal fluorides. As an alternative, OF 2 which also yielded NFz and FNO in a 3:1 ratio.
the decomposition of the unstable FCIO may vary with Only a trace of the more highly oxidized nitrogen fluo-.
reaction temperature. Thus, at lower temperature, ride, NF&O, was observed. However, this indicated that
FCIO might decompose to C1OF and CIF, whereas at alternate conditions might more fully take advantage of
higher temperature it might yield directly ClF and Os. the ability of CIFaO to fluorinate and oxygenate. To
The assumption of an unstable FClO intermediate is this end, ultraviolet irradiations of N3F,-CIFO mix-
reasonable. Numerous chlorine fluoride reaction sys- tures were carried out. It was found that limitation of

tems, such as CIFa-H:O,"1 CIF 1-HONC2,16 or CIF&O- the intensity of the uv irradiation (through the use of a
CIO (see below), are best interpreted by assuming the small reactor window, 1-in. diam) allrwed greater
forma' .on of an unstable FCIO intermediate. In amounts of NF3O to be formed than in the thermal
addition, our repeated efforts to synthesize and isolate reaction. But these quantities were still small, about
a stable FCIO moiety" have been unsuccessful. 5 mol %/mol of NtF4. Increasing the window area

Chlorine monoxide and CIF&O reacted slowly at (and hence the admitted light) by a large factor led to
room temperature. The use of an inert material for complete conversion of the NIF 4 to NF3 , FNO, and
the reactor (Kel-F) allowed the course of the reaction to FNO,. No attempts were made to maximize condi-

be determined without extensive, interfering side reac- tions for oxidizing NtF 4 to NF3O using CIF3Q.
tions. Chlorine trifluoride oxide and difluoramine under-

CIFsO + CI&O - 2CIF + C]O.. went smooth, fast reaction at temperatures where pure
CIFO is a solid. Three N-F-containing compounds,

Again, the fluorination of a chlorine atom (of CliO) NFAO, CINF2, and NF,4 , were formed and the first two

appears to be a plausible first reaction step, followed by of these were always produced in nearly equimolar
tie formation and decomposition of an unstable FCIO amounts. Thus, the major reactions may be
intermediate (see above). This reaction of CliO and
ClFsO may also account, at Least in part, for the less CWFO + 2HNFs - IECIOI + 2til + 21i1t.

than theoretical yields of CIF 3O in its synthesis from 2NF,. + [FCIO] - NFtCI + NF.O

Chlorine fluorosulfate and CIF3O reacted at ambient

temperature forming the products described by the accompanied by the following competing reactions
following equations 2NFt. NgF4

CIFrO + 2CIOSOsF - SsO,Fs + C1OsF + CIF 2[FCIO] 1 csOsF + OlF

CIFO + CIOSO.F - SOoFs + CIOWF + COF CIF + HNFI a, HF + NFCI

which account for 60 and 40%, respectively, of the F
CIOSOF consumed. The formation of SOXF: ob- 2LEC1OI + HNF 3  a, CIOsE + NFCI J- HF

viously involves a complex process, including at some The high yield of NF1 O (70% based on ClFsO con-

point the abstraction of oxygen from the SOF group. sumed) noted here is remarkable when compared to

Indeed, the failure to find either S20,6F or SOnF% as prod- previously reported"."' and unreportedi.U yields ob-

ucts suggests that SOF radicals are not involved in the tained under a variety of conditions.

reaction. Further, it appears that the overall process The reaction between difluoraminocarbonyl fluoride,

may be quite similar to that noted' in the preparation F2NCFO, and ClFsO yielded again NFsO and C1NF, in

of CIFsO from CI-O-X species (where X is any other nearly equimolar amounts. Hoeever, the yields were

radical, such as Cl, NO2 , or SO 2F). Namely, fluorina- much lower (20% based on CIFsO consumed) with NtFs

tion of the chlorine atom of the hypochlorite group being the maiti N-F containing product. By analogy

facilitates 0 -X bond rupture in preference to the Cl-O with the HNF 1-CIF3O reaction (see above), the following

bond-breaking process. Such a mechanism would reaction sequence might be proposed

yield SOXF radicals which can either be fluorinated 9 cONO + 2FtNCFO is 2COF, + [ECdO] + 2NF,.

SOFt or can react with additional CIOSOF to g, e 2NFt. + [FCIOI P NFtCI + NF&O
%•O&F2. However, direct fluorination at the sulf'ur of
CIOSOQF cannot be excluded as an alternate route to CIF&O + 2FNCFO io NFOCI + NFsO + 2COFs

S024F. The chlorine compounds produced, CIF and
CIOF, are again the same as those generally obtained with the competing reactions being identical with those

from ClF30 on reaction with CI-O-containing com- written for the ClFO-HNF, reaction.

pounds as expected for an unstable FCIO intermediate. The formation of the CIFjO+ cation by the reaction

Tetrafluorohydrazine and CIFxO reacted at an ap- 10) i. Ruhingteln, 3. 5. 5,cr., and H. J. Schumacher, 1. Phio. Ches.

preciable rate only above 10M). Nitrogen trifluoride (Frnk/.*d$ amU ii., 4, 61 (1964).

and nitrosyl fluoride were obtained in fair agreement (17) (a) N. Bartlett, J. Pausmore, and U. 3. Wells. Ch•w. Commun., 213
with.te s . (166), ib) N. Bartlett and S. P. Benton, ibed., 167 (1906): (c) N. Bartlett.

S. P. Baston, and N. K. lhe, ibid., 168 (19001).• •,..t ~~~with the stoichiometry shown. .. nt= •N .•, i. 0 ])

CIF3O + 2NIF, -* 3NF, + FNO + CIF (Is) W. B. Fox, 4 &J.. J. A mr. Chem. Soc.. *4, 2004 (319).
(19) R. A. Lawton and 0. Pllipovich, U. S. Patent S,508.016 (April 7.

0 (13) M. J. Hera, P. J. Aymonlno. and H. J. Schusacher, Z. Phys. 1970); British Patent 1.104,711 (reb 15, 906).

62('huew. (Frankfurt am Mait,.) *2, lol I096g). (20) Just as Bartlett and coworkers showed that PtFs or OaP. reses with

(Ti) k. Bougun. P. Carlo.. and J. Aubert, C. X. Aced. Set., Ser. C. 11", VNO to give low or trace atuoucts of NFsO, so oleo CIF, and FNO have baee

170 (1967). noted to foco slight amounts of NsO: D. Pilipuvich ad H. F. Daise, us-

* (15) K. 0. ý.hriste, Inora. Chms.. 11, 1220 (1972). puli~shed remults.
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TAsLa I
Vm•arTIONuL S'TascmUn Ow CIPO +PtF,- AND ITS

AaIbMaMMr C4,MARMD TO TEAT or CI.IO +AsF,-
. . eervd £nQUy, cra - AaMUsumca

1326 mas 1324 (0.6)6 1331 ms 1333 (2)b w(A') OgC
1313 mw 1311 (0.2) 1319 inw 1320 (1) P&(A') wCI
737a 737(2.7) 750 br. s 757 br (3) Ps(A')
705• 705 (0.8) 695 vs 896 (1) ,t(A")
643va 6M (4.2)) 5 v6vs.

It u; a ow ;1 i M 400 '630b 630Ow(10)PEsQU 30sh 63 (0 575 ah [675 sh. w 674 (10) XFG-

Figure 1.-Infrared spectrumn of solid CIFO +PtF- as AgCI disk. 557m M ) 561 Ms. 663(3)
508M 5 (0.5) WO Oms 511(2) ft(A')
401 ms 401 (0.7) 407s 406 (2) n(A")

.3" a X6P,
386 tus 386(0.2) 378 s 378 v P4(A')

280 (0.3)k 371 (4) XF#-
239 (7. 9)
140 (0.3))

c120*9 5 - 115 (0.2)' Lattice
58(1.0)1 modes"K. 0. Christe, E. C. Curtis, and C. J. Schack. Iaorg. ckhi.,11, 2212 (1972). UUcorrected Raman inteusities.

TAuLEc 11
X-RAY Powuma DATA 1Oit CIFO 4 PtFs-

(Obed cae"d tmnailtgy hki
7.43 7.43 mw 110

S5.47 5.50 an 111
d I 4.95 4.97 mw 200PUMGUMCY 4.25 4.26 vs 201

Figure 2.-Raman spectrum of solid CIFO +PtFs at three dif- 4 .0 410 5 002
ferent recorder voltages: exciting line (471 A; spectral slit 3 72 3 70 tu 030
width for curves A and B 8 cmu-1; for curve C 2 cm-1. 3.61 3:60 vw 112

3.38 3.37 w 031
3.31 3.31 s 300

of CIF&O with strong Lewis acids i,. reported else- 3.17 3.17 m 310
where.'-" The same cation was found to result from 3.02 3.04 w 2122 98 2.90 msg 231
the interaction of platinum hexafluomide and CIFAO, 2.86 2.85 aW 320
according to 2.77 2.78 M 040

CIPFO + PtF, g C1FtO+PtFt- + 0.51T 2.69 2.57 an 302
2.48 2.49 an 400While all the reactions described earlier in this report 2.33 2.34 1aw 322

showed CIF&O functioning as an oxidizing agent, here it 2.20 2.20 ms 223
2.14 2.15 vw 051can be seen that platinum hexafluoride is the more 2.07 2.07 vw 313

powerful oxidizing agent. However, the oxidation is 2.04 2.03 In 250
"confined to one oi the fluorine ligands of ClF*O and does 1.99 1.99 Mw 500
not affect the oxidation state of the chlorine central 1.93 1.93 Ins 501
atom which would result in the most interesting %2IF&O

" molecule. All the PtF. reacted and excess CIFIO was indexed on the basis of an orthorhombic unit cell with
recovered unchanged. a - 9.94, b - 11.12, and c - 8.21 A. Assuming that

The bright yellow, crystalline solid, CIFO +PtF,-, the volume of the oxygen atoms will be comparable to
was characterized by vibrational spectroscopy. that of the fluorine atoms, and neglecting contributions
Figures 1 and 2 show the infrared and Raman spectrum, from the highly charged central atoms to the volume
respectively, of the solid. Table I lists the observed (as suggested by Zachariasen',-*), an average volume
frequencies together with their assignment. All bands of 17-18 A* can be expected for each fluorine or oxygen
expected for CIFO + "t have been observed with proper atom in CIFtO+PtF.-, Thus, values of 17.8 and 17.0
frequencies and intensities. In addition to the CIFQO A, have been reported for IF,+AsF,- 22 ani NFP+-
bands, the vibrational spectrum shows the bands char- AsFs-," respectively. Based on this assumption, one
acteristic" for PtF,-. Consequently, the solid ob- can deduce six molecules per unit cell for ClF'O+PtFs-,
tained from the ClFO-PtF, reaction has the ionic com- resulting in an average volume of 16.81 Ail per F or 0
position CIFO +PtF.-. atom. The powder patte of CIFtO+PtFs- is similar

The X-ray powder diffraction pattern of ClFaO+-
Uxii PtF,- is listed ;n Table II. The observed lines were "(23) W. H. Zschsarjawu. J. Amer. Chem. Soe., YO, 2147 (1948).

MW (24) F. H. (Uaingtr and W. H. Zahaciaau, J. P$ys. Chem., U. 405
(21) K. 0. Chrtste. H. C. Cwu',ks, and C. J. S•hsack, leora. Cksm., It, 2212 (1954).

(1972). (26) K. 0. Chrst* en W. S•waday, tuar'. Chem.. 6, 1703 (1967).
(22) N. Bartlett. A Ngw. CUM., Iot. Rd. Enti.. Y, 438 (1948); N. ikwtlett (26ý K. 0. Chriate, J. P. Ouertin, and A. U. Pylath, log,#. NAta. Chow.

-. L" sad S. P. BoAton, Chem. Common._ 167 (166). Los., , m3 (190t).
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to that observed" for ClOs+AsF,-. The latter has a PtF,- can be deduced from the fact that the X-raytetragonal unit cell with a - 10.39 and c - 8.03 A. powder diffraction patterns of CIFsO+AsF,- 4 and
The unit cell of CIFtO +PtF,- might be. derived from the ClF2 O +PtF,- are almost identical.

t ClO2 +AsFs- ccl1 by assuming orthorhombic dislortiondue to the lower symmetry of the CIF2O + cation. Fur- Ack-r oldgm ent.-We are pleased to acknowledgether evidence for the formulation of the solid as ClF 2O +- support for this work by the Office of Naval Research,
(27) K. 0. Chrism, C. J. Scc. D. PilUpovich., sad W. Seoday. loops. Power Branch. We are indebted to R. B. Cook of CaryCt,,.. 0. 248 (1te9). Inutruments for recording the Ramma spectrum.
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CONThIPUTION WROU ROCKKTDVNs, A DivisioN or Nomms AmMAaws Rocwauiml Coat&ATZoN,
C~ANOGA PsAX CALIFORQNIA 01304

Chlorine Trifluoride Oxide. V. Complex Formation with Lewis Acids and Bases

Bv KARL 0. CHRISTE.A CARL 3 SCHACK, ANO DONALD eILIPIOVICH

Racessed Sepamber 8, 1971

Chlorine trifluoride oxide. CIF&O, exhibits vnphoteric character. With the strong Lewis bases CaP. RbF. an KP it forms
the stable, white, crystalline adducts, CsF-CIFsO, RbF-CIF&O, and KF.CIF 5 O, respectively. With the weaker base
VNO it nteither forms a complex n~or chemically interacts at temperatures as tow as - 95. With the Lewis acids Sbs. Asj,,
anil BF& it forms white. crystallinc 1: 1 adducts, whsereas~ With SiF4 it forms a 2 1 adduct. The thermal stsbility of these
adducti decrease% in the order: ClPO-SbF1 '> CIF&O-A'Vb > CIFgOIIFa > (ClFsO)igSiF4. The dissociation pressure-
temperature relation has beenin easured and thermodynatmic data art- calculated for the process (CIP5 O),-SiF 4(s) t-. 20K~O(g)
+ SiF.(g). The tencleut.ies of adduct formation are compared for CIFO, CIF&, CIO.P ClFj, and CIF "n are correlated
with the structural stability of the halogen fluorides and their corresponding ions.

Inrduction reacted with CIF&O (67.15 mmal) producing the complex Rb*-

Halogen fluorides and oxyfluorides generally exhaibit Cl14 0 *-0.28RbF.
ampbteri chavicer.1Consquenlywe cnsidred Pure CIF4O (purity 99+0/%) was loaded into a 316 staalnlesit
ampbterc carater. Coseqenty, w cosidred steel cylinder containing a large excess of dry KF. Aftes the

that CIF30 might also forni complexes with strong contents of the cylinder was kept at ambient temperature for
Lewis acids and ba~rse. In this paper we report on the 30 days, practically all of the CIFO had complexed with KF.
syntheses and some of the properties of a number of The YNO-CIFO System.-Nitrosyl fluoride (26.6 mmol) and

adcsdrvdfrom ClFsO. Cll~,O (12.8 mmol) were combined at -196* in a Teflon PEP
adducs deivedU trap. The mixture was allowed to warm to -79' and was

ExeixetlSection kept at this temperature for 24 hr. It remained at all tiums a
Ezpelta~talwater-clear liquid and no sign of solid formation could be ob-

MatozMalls and Appaatus.-Experiinental techniques used Ini served. The vapor pressure above the iiquid was about 115
these studies were essentially the samec as those described else- ri.The contents of the trap was -ooled to -95', and P'NO
where.2-4 The preparation and purification of CIF.t) and FINO (25.5 nitnol) was removed by vacuum distillation. The residue
are described elswhere.s.7 The alkali rnetul fluorides were fue (12.7 mmol) was shown by its infrared spectrum to be essentially
in r platinum crucible and powdered in a drybox prior to use.i pure CIF3O. Hence, CIF5'O and FNO do not form a stable com-
Arzenic pentafluoride (fron, Ozark Mahioning Co.), BEF,, and plex at -96'.
SO?, (both from the Matheson Co.) were purified by fractional Preparation of CIF,O.Lowis Acid Adducta .- Boron trifluoride
condencaticn. Antimony pentafluoride (from Ozark Mahioning (4.00 mmol) and CI FpO (3.22 mmol) were combined at - 1ce in

Co.) was purified by vacuum distillation at ambient temperature. aTfo E otie.Temxuewsalwdt amu
The purity of the volati~e starting materiuls was determined by s elowl to a cbintatemerature andxwurkep wat thiswe tempeaure
mseasurement:. ol their vapor pressures and infrared spectra. florl 2 hr. ienr empeatued and0.4mm was k eoedt att is temperatur

Preparation of ALkali IUatal Fluoride -CIFO Adducta.--Dry CsF .f )o 1 and id rentifed By (0t 7 infrare spectrum.oTed wite mcrsota

(66.0 mmol) was placed into a 90-mI prepassivated Monet cylin- li ne reiduenthaid no detsifaed sbpediscation. phesurte, crsatl-

der, and purified CIFO (106.4 mutol) was added at - 19' Thner7eforeCsO(.2mol had rodt bediscactewith presur (3.20.mo

The cylinder was kept at ambient temperalture for 30 days. Teeoe I& 32 ml a ece ihU 32 ml

Unreacted CIPO (40.5 mmol) was r'~moved in vacuo and identi- in a mole ratio of 1: 1.0 1, producing the complex ClFO. -BFI.

fied by its infrared spectrum. The cylinder was opened in the Similarly, AsF& (1(3.4 mmol) and CIFsO (13.2 mmcl) were

glove box and contained 17.1 g of a stable, white, crystalline combined at - 196*. After keeping the mixture at 20* for 2

solid (weight calculated for Cs+ClE4O-, 17.18 g). Therefore, hr, unreacted Asi, (2.8 tuniol) was removed in vea.u at 20'.

Cal' (643.0 inniol) had reacted with CIFO (65.9 mmol) in a mole Therefore, CIFO (13.2 mmol) had reacted with AsFt (13.6

ratio of 1: 0.1)98 producing the complex Cs+CIF,0-. mmol) in a mole ratio of 1: 1.03 producing the white, crystalline,

Simnilarly, RbF (04'.0 mmol), when combined with CIFsO (93.5 stable complex. CIF&O -AsFs.
nimo) a -143'~ndshaen t abirt tnspratL~efor2 dys, Silicon tetrafluoride (3.79 mmol) was combined with C1FIO

mml t 90An hkn taben eaertefr as (S.02 mniol) at - 196'. When the mixture was allowed to wa'm
(1) L. State in, HaEoesa Chemistry." Vol. 1. V. Gutlasnn Ed., Academic up to about -80*, complex formation occurred. Unreacitte SiP 4

Press. Near Y',rk. N. V., 1067. Chapter 3. (1.21 mtnol) was removed in s'acuo at -64* and identified by its
(2) D). Pilipovich. C. B. simdahI. C. .1. Schack, Rt. 1). Wilson, sad X. 0. infrared spectrum. Therefore, CIF&O (6.02 mmcl) had reacted

?AFChrist*. Iro"j. Ch~u... 11, 2180 (1972). with SiP, (2.68 mmol) in a mole ratio of 2:1.03, producing the

a(7) C. 0. Scrhack. C .Laal ) iioih n .0 hi.ii.
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The cylinder was opened in the glove box and contained 7.8 g surprising since a large excess of SbF6 was used in the
of a white, crystalik;e solid (calculated weight for 20.9 aun.ol of synthesis. No attempts were made to optimize the
CIF;;O'SbFs, 6.8 g, for 20.9 tntnol of CIF$O'2SbP'&. 11.3 g).
Therefore, CIF&O had reacted with SbF6 in a mole ratio of 1: 1.22 reaction conditions for the synthesis of CIFtO +SbF.,-.

Dissociation Premiure XMasurenents.-The (CIF,Oh . SM However, using a large excess of CIF&O, decreasing the
complex was prepared in a Teflon FVP container directly con- reaction temperature, and adding the SbFb (preferably
nected toa Heise, Bourdon-tube-typegaute (0-lW) mm =10.1%). in a solveat such as HF"1) slowly to the excess CIF&O
The temiperature of the cooling bath was determined with a shudrslinabtedfnd1:adut
copper--constantan thermocouple. To be certain that an equilib- %ol euti etrdfnd1 dut
rium existed at each temperature reading, a sample of the ga The difunctional Lewis acid SiF4 , when combined
above the solid complex was pumped off andi a constant pressure with CIF;;O at about -80l0, forms the expected 1:2
was reestablished. True equilibrium existed at a given tempera- complex. The lower temperature required for the syn-
ture if the pressures, before arid after the pumping off prom.dure, thesis of (CIF30OX SiF 4 is due to the decreased thermal
were identical. Equilibrium pressures were always approached
from below a given temperature. The following temperature stability of the adduct.
(*C)-vapor pressure (ia.in) relation was observed: -30.0, 4: Properties. The 1: 1 adducts of CIPO with SbF&,
-24.5, 8; 0.0J, 72; 6.0. 124; 1.5.7. 257; and 20.8. 380. The AsP6 , and BE2 are white, crystaliiuc solids showing no

best fit of log 11 vs. T-1 (in *K) was obtained by the method of measurable dissociation pressure at ambient tempera-
least squares. ture. The thermal stability of the Lewis acid adductsr ~ ~~~~X-Ray Powder Data.- Debeye-Sclierrer powder patterns were dcessi h re I, SIs>CFO.AI
taken as pretviously described.6 erac nteodrCIsb&>CF0AF

CIF1 O' 1W4 > (CIF30) 2'SiF,. Thus, CIF3O'SbF, is
Results and Discusso stable at 1:(10' ir viicuo, whereas (CIF30,). SiF 4 reaches aISynthemis. -Chlorine trifluoride oxide and the alkali dissociation pressure of 76R) inin at 31'. Based on the

metal fluorides, CsF, RbF, and KF, when combined at observed dissociation pressure-temperature data,a

ambient temperature, produced the 1: 1 complexes, plot of log Pi,,-, vs. V 1 (in OK) for the heterogeneous
CsF' CIF 3O, RbF' ClF3O, and K F. CIP3 O, respectively, equilibrium
For CsF a practically quantitative conversion to CsF' (CIP.Ohs SiF,(s) - 2ClFs0(&) + SiF 4(g)
CIF8O was achieved, whereas for RbF the conversion to
RbF -CIFsO was only 7mv%(. InI the ease of RbF, how- is a straight line. The equation log I'.., - I IJU) IS -
ever, a considerably shorter reaction tintic and a nearly 2712.3, 1' represents these data in the temperature -

stochiniericamount of statting miaterials were emn- range -301.9 to 211.80. The standardI error of the esti-
ploichoinetthe synthesis. Hence, the conversion of tuate of log /I was (1.0018 which corresixmnds to 2%/( devia-

RbF to RbF -CIFsO could almost certainly be increased tion ill pressure. 'hie index of correlation (p) is
by using an excess of ClE',O, a longer reaction time, and 0.909938.
a slightly increased reaction temperature. The fact By extrap~olation, a tlissolciation pressure of I atin
that a high conversion to the corresponding alkali was obtained at 30.90. At 250 the dis-sociation pres-
metal salt becomes increasingly difficult with de- sure amnounts to 408 n1111. From the slope of the log
creasing atoinic weight of the alkali metal has also been /P vsV. 7' curve, All,,' = 37.24 kcal inol-' was
observed in the case of the Clh2 and CIF, - salts.x- found.' 11 ro it Ah", = - Ri In Kp....,,, a free energy
This might be due to various effects such us changes in chanige', AF'218 = I .X4( kcal tnol--', and froni AS'r -

lattice energy. solubilit~y in the excess halogen fltoride (Al!0  - AI"0 r)T all entropy change, AS*2wm =
o; oxyfluoride, and stability of the adducts. 11 X.7 cal (leg I inol ',were found for the dissociation

No indication for the formation oif a stable complex process at 250. A heat of formnation of (CIF,O)s.
between FNO) and CIF1 ( was found at temperatures as SiE,i(s), A1110

2m = 4KNA .4 1; kcal mol -', was calculated
* low as -05*. The fact that onilv a liquid phase was hased Upll li AIh0 2ss[SiFd(g)j~ =~ - ' 9t(Wi' kcal :nol-I

observed at relatively low teoalieratures where p~ure and A1I0
2 se[CIP-3)(g) j'v = -32.6 ±1 31 kcal tiol-1.

CIFsO (nip, -42~) is a solid izidicatc.-. high miiscibility Tlhie unlcertainity ill thet heat of formiationi valuec is
or solubilitv of ClEO int FNO. The1 vapor pressure of m~aiily due to the uncertainity in the vulue of the heat

is only slightly lower Owin the value of 137 mini cal- (ir" f CI 1 (- The'lk heat of dissociation, 32:7.24
clated for an ideal 1:2 mixture from Raoult's law. kcal tool ', obtained for ((L'h()2 1)jSiF,

2 
is of the samne

Choietrifluoride oxide formns stable 1: 1 adducts order of mlagnitude as the value obtaitted for the sini-
with the Lewis acids AsFj5 and BE1 . In spite of the cx- ilar ioniic 2:1 addiuctlCI2 'Asle G(32.8 ikeal nmmol 1).21

ce Leis cidemp ore pnlyheri ayn ionss, suevdech Tas andi baCIS seo n adducsurablY d 1iss CItin re-,
forchelormae tionofrard in the synteseaios, sc s adKII -so no evdne h ewsbsead etsual CsClV () ito , Rr'eIs-

Bs7-1011or AssFIi -,11 was obtained. However, in sure at ambient temperature. However, the least
the case of SbFb, a product having the composition stable of these adducts i.e., K +ClP40 -, can be slowly
(acodn oisifae spectrum and the material dissociated its vacuo at anibient temperature. The in-
balance) of ClFO04SbFs- .0.2FC1FjO 4SbF 11 - was ob- creasing stability of the salts with increasing size of the
tained. The formation of some SbsFir- salt"-" is not

(18) K. 0. Christe end D). Pilipovich, Jec..g. Chem.. G, 212 (1909).
(17) It Is not strictly correct to later that the measured hbast oi reaction

(61) X. 0. Chilvts and 3. P. Guetrin. Inwit. Chem-.. 
4 . 1748 (IM0). I,,r the dissociation process equals khe thmrsoodyeamsic heat of dissociation.

(1) 19. 1). Whitney. It. 0. Msclareu, C. iH. l'ogle, and T. 3. Hurley. This would only be appropriate if tho complex *ere In the gas phase or it
J. 4mesr. (hem. Soc.. 54, 253 (96) the hoat of sublimationuofthaecomplex were zero. However, for convenience.

(10) S. Or,,wnstein and 3. Paseiviste Cae.. J. Chem.., a., 1648 (1968). Aila* will he used throughout the test to mae.s the heat of reactin ato a.
1I) 3.3J. Harris. Ileorg. Ckt.... 4, 1027 (1100). complete dissociation prome" of the type connple~~) gas + gas.

(12) K. 0. Christe and W. M~ay&, ibid., 5, 12&3 (1960). (18) "JANAF interint Thernwoeheoadel Tables," The Dow Cheaical
(1D) P. A. W. D~ean, R. 3. Oilltsple. and it. Hultn. Chem.. Common., 990 Co., Midlend. Mich., 1901.

0 (901). (19) 0. Kalman, unpuhlishod results.
(14) J. K. RuffI. Insort. Chem... 4, 1971 (1(006). (20) 3. 1). Cox and 1). Harrop, Trans. Faraeday Soc., 61, 1328 (19M).
(16) 1. Weidlein and K. Dehnicke, Z. A owg. Alug. Chem... Ila, 278 (1900). (21) K. 0. Christe aol W. Sawodoy, Ixorg. hacm., 6, 212 (1909).
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alkali metal cation is similar to that found for the cor- CIO* +AsF,- 22 and CIF2O+PtFi-I one can deduce six
responding CIF,- and CIF4- salts.&' molecules per unit cell for CIFQ+AsFG-. This results

Al of the described CIFO adducts are hygroscopic in a reasonable231'" value of 16.2 A, for the average
solids. They react violently with water and organic volume per F or 0 atom neglecting contributions from
materials. The stable materials weie stored in closed the highly charged central atoms. For CIFOO+BF 4-
Teflon FEP containers at ambient temperature for sev- the unit cell dimensions are a - 13.21, b - 13.62, and
eral years without any signs of decomposition. c a 9.63 A. These unit cell dimensions compare fa-

Strunture of tha A ducta.--X-Ray powder diffraction vorably with those of orthorhombic Cs 4 BF 4- (a - 5.83,
patterns were obtained for CIF O+AsF&-, CIF 2O+BF4-, b - 7.(L5, and c =9.43 A),2 assuming the ClFO+BF4 -
and Cs+CIF 40-. Table I lists the calculated and unit ceil to be four times larger than that of Cs+BF4-.

Therefore, the unit cell of CIF20+BF4- should contain
16 molecules r,'sulting in a plausible."M value of 15.5

TA•Ls 1 0 for the Average volume per F or 0 atom. The
X-RAv PowDim DATA FM C1FqO+AsFs- AND ClFIO+BF4- diffraction padtern of Cs+CLF40- was rather faint and

- - loi1v,-• , contained too n:any lines to allow its indexing.
Obe dl Caled Iateta Akl 011bi C-od utest. AM- The vibrational spectra were recorded for Rb+-

7.42 7 41 M 110 61 6:1 6 63 ms 200 CIF0O-. Cs 'CIFl 4 -, CIF 2 0+BF,-, CIFO+AsFs-, and
5.47 5.46 nm 111 4.82 4 82 m 002 CIFOISbF. and are entirely consistent with ionic
4.08 4 07 mw 2))( 4 53 4 53 w 102 structures. A detailed discussion of the spectra and
4 73 4 73 W 120 4 29 4.29 S 130) their assignment together with force constant calcula-
4 48 4 50 w 021 4 09 41I0 s 031 t
4 25 4 25 vs 2N11 3 75 3.74 w 230 tions and bond-order considerations are published in
4 019 4 09 s 121,002 3 64 3 69 w 320 separate papers .6,
3 77 3 77 vw 102 3 40 3.40 vs 414) General Coznsderations. -In the past the self-ioniza-
3 67 3 66 s 220 3 31 3.31 W 400 tion of halogen fluorides has been overemphasized.'
:15 1 541 vw 112 3 03 3 03 w 240 This was mainly due to the east with which most of the
3 37 3 37 vw 130 2 87 2 88 w 241
3.30 3 31) a 30t,031 2 81 2 82 w 213 reaction chemistry of the ainphoteric halogen fluorides
3.15 3 15 w 2402 2 67 2.67 ri 150 could be explained by it. However, except for BrF&,
"2.96 2.96 ra 311 2 61 2.62 w 051 little or no evidence has been found supporting this
2. W2 2.92 w 23o 2 50 2.50 w 51( lostulated self-ionization. Furthermore, no attempts
2.73 2 73 mw 0(13,222 2 M54 2.57 w 151
2.60 2.t00 vw 1443 2 44 2 44 mw 251 have been made to rationalize and correlate the avail-

2.56 2.55 w 113 2 33 2.33 m 114 able data on the tendency of various halogen fluorides
2.49 2.49 w 4040 2 20) 2 20 m 600 to fornm adducts with Lewis acids or bases. Since
2 34 2 34 vw .331 2 15 2.15 m 6•1 reliable data are now available on the complex forma-
2.18 2.18 mw 421 2 06 2(6 1 O43 tio. of pentavale4 CF4 CIF3O, and CI02F,",'* of
2.14 2 14 mw 402 2 04 2.04 vw 621
2.08 2.08 vw 412 1.922 1.926 mw 170 trivalent ClFj,.'-w" and of monovalent ClF,4.21,3 a

2 02 2 02 raw :141 1 94 rnw meaningful companrson can be made.
1 957 1 957 w 51 o,323 1.840 w A priori, the following trends might be expected
1 913 1 907 ma 052 1 791 W within this series. (i) Compounds showing a strong
18,°83 1 88,5 w 143 17501 838 1 834 mw 403 1 714 vw tendency to forth stable adducts with Lewis acids

I 7W2 1 764 vw 312 1 094 mw (and, hence, having considerable ba.se character) should

1 717 1 718 vw 314 1 572 w show a decreased tendency to form adducts with Lewis
1 649 vw 1 544 vw bases, and vice vrr,,. (i6) The fluoride donor (i.e.,
1 504 m 1 520 VW Lewis base) properties of a halogen fluoride should in-1.585 w 1503
1.531 w 467 w crease with increasing electron density on the fluoride

1 4863 w 446 w ligands. Consequently, replacement of two fluorine
1.433 vw 1 410 MW ligands by one less electronegative oxygen ligand
1 418 vw1 337 w without changing the oxidation state of the central
1.3$7 w 1.314 w
1.377 w 2W W (22) K. O. Christe. C. J. Schack. D. Pillpovich, and W. SawadaY, Imool.
1 3W' vw 1.267 w Chem.. 8, 2481) (1009).

1.334 vw .228 W (271 W. 0t. ZChsriatad, J A. ocvrtChm Soc.. ", 2147 (198).

1.318 w .131 w (24) F. i. Ulliuger and W. n. ZhaFxiuen. J. PNYc. Ch".., ", 40. (16, ).
1.301 VW 1.106 W (25) 1. G kyse. "The Chemistry of Fluoriatt aud its Inorglanic Cora-

1. 28.5 vw1 079 w pounds." ARC Trandsltion 3927. U. S. Atooic Haergy Commission, Tech-
t .26• W 0•5 W Weal Inffortnatio~n se3rvice littea~ion, Oak Ridge, Tenan.. MG60 p 529.

ft1.277 vw 1075).

(26) K. 0. Christe, K. C. Curtis. ad . J. Schack. I1or,. C3em(.1 9 , 72).
1.241 w n1172)1
1.211N VW (27) K. a. Christe and K. C. Curtis, iCid.., 1, 2M1 5 (190;2).
1.o194 VW (28) D. KfrCFOA cadCtOd W.Hugin and W. B. Paz, 'og- Nuct. C294 m. (94 .. 6. 371. 177 vW 1970).

129) V. 0. Chriatte and K. C. Curtis, lxort. Chem., 11, 36 (1972).
(30) F. Seel and 0. IDetmer, Z. A nor&. Ails. Chi*., 301, 113 (1959).
(;11) N Bartlett and 1). H. Lohnnsun, J. Chew. Soc.., 5263 (1962).

observed spacings for ClF2O+AsFs- and CIF2O+BF4-. (32) H. Selig and 1. Sharmir, lnorg. Chew., 8l, 294 (1964t).

( :. The patterns of b3th compounds were tentatively in- (33) K. 0. Christe asnd A. K. Pavlath, Z. Anorg. AUg. Chem., 83, 210

dexed in the o-thorhombic system. The unit cell di- (09).
(34) K. 0. Chrlite and W. Sawodny, Iaort. Chems., 6, 313 (1907).

mensions calcmt5 ted for these data for CIFO+AsFe- are o5) K. o. Ch,..tt and J. P. Guertin, ibid., 4, 473 (1966).

- 9.9-1, b a 10.78, and c - 8.1 6A. These values are (36) K. 0. Christe and W. Sawoday, Z. Amoa,. A111. Chem., SOY, 125

very sjimilar to those obtaived for CIF,O+PtF.- (a (=7o)•.
(37) K. 0. Cbrl~te and J. 11. Guertin, I norl. Chem.. 6, VU6 (1M).

9.94, h = 11.12, and c = 8.21 A).1 By analogy witn (38) K. 0. Christt, W. Sawodny. and J. P. Guartin. ibid.. 6, 1189 (1907).
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FiueIRltvacid-hose strength of vaiu mhtrclaoe loie eie rmtheir tenmdency to fomadducts with strong
It-wis acirls and Wie.%. Coinjounds of margintal stability are in larger typt- with the itumbers indicating the temperature (*C) at which
the dissociationi pressure above the solid equals `A) nmm.

atom (i.e., CIE,, -~ CIFaO -CIFO 2) or replacement of pyramid type. This has been noted f or IOF', which
two fluorine ligands by one free electron pair with does :lot form an adduct with SbF&1 " and for CIO4,I
change of the oxidation state of the central atomn (i.e., which formis only a marginally stable adduct witi'
CiF& - ClF3 -a CIF) should increase the basicity of a CsF.'".1 Chlorine pentafluoride and CLIF deserve
halogen fluoride molecule. Hence, one would expect special mention for the following reasons. CIF4 does
CIF4 to have miore acid character than either CIO1F or not foriv any adducts with strong Lewis bases."6 ThisOF' Furthermore, one would expect these trends to is most likely due"~ to a limitation of the coordination
be continuous number of lpentatvalent chlorine to six (counting the free,Figtuic I shows the observed data. The size of the stenically active electron pair as a ligand). Chlorine
arrows indicates the tendency to fonn adducts. As mono1fluoride formis with Lewis acids only 2: 1 ad-
can be seen both predictions miade a pri,7ri cannot be ducts 11 This call be explained by the instability of a
the dominating factors. There is no continuous trend hypothetical C I' cation which would possess only an
fromn CIF,, toward either lOW-l or ClIF. lurthiennore, electron sext'ot The relatively high stability of theCF30 'and CIF& show a pronounced tenidenicy to forma C(F.' a nion in spite of it-.- trigonal-bipyrainiid type
adducts with both Lewis acids. and Lewis bases. Con- structure may he due to its high synitnetry."."
sequetitly, the tendency to I onn adduets cannot de- Ini summiary, it is difficult to understand and predict
pend strongly on the acid strenigth of the p~arenit mnole- relative acid bawe propertic,. of amphotene lialogen
cute. However, there seemis to be a correlation be- fluorides oil the basis of the lprolswrties of the molecule
tween the tendency to fo-in adduets and the structures itself. llawever, cuttparison of the structural sta-
of the parenit mnolecule and the resulting ions. If, for bility of the p~arent niolecule with that of the corre-
example, the -%tructure of the p~arenit molecule is de- sponding ions allows a qualitative interpretation. A
rivedl front the energetically le~s favorable trigonial bi- method of predicting the structure of unknown halogenpyrainid"I and if the resulting ions belong to the ener- fluoride ions and molecules has previovsly been dis- I

* getically mnore favorable octahedral of tetrahedral type, cussed " and should be particularly useful here.
we iobserve -i st rong- tendencv toward adduct formnation. A~wegw.-Teatosaepesdt c

* Thi, explains the surprising fact that CIF3() and CIF3 knowledge st-pport for this wo- % by the Office of Naval* tendh to form stable adducts with both Lewis acids and Research, Power Branch.Lewis bases. The converse should also hold. i.e., octa- 3)N16rlthaF.0 layJ.AmCm Sc 9,36(1)hedral or tetrahedral molecules should show a weak Z31) N ikahrtti sudt. 0.wt Sradky.te a. Ame Fuzh tris. Snc. F6. luorine)tendency to formn ions belonging to the trigonal-bi- ) K. c) Chisi, Batts Park.senttd S t.hy 1907.maiaina lur
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Chlor~ne Trifluoride Oxide. V1. The Tetrafluorooxychlorate(V) Anion, CIF4O--.
Vibrational Spectra and Force Constants

Hv KARL 0. CIIRISTV AND E. C. CURTIS

Igvegiv Sepkube? 8, 1971

The infrared anid Rsanumi s.pectra of Cs*ClFO' and Rb"ClF 4O- have been recorded. Nine fundamental vibrations have
been observed consistent with a C4, structure analogous to that of XeF4O and CIFs. An assignment of the fundamental
vitbwations is 13wlopo'. and a mondified valence force field has been calculated. '('he bonding in CIF 4 O- is best described by
a mainly covaletit Cl - 0C double bo~nd and two semiiionic 'Jree-celiter, four-edcctrozi p-p or Cl-Fl bond pairs.

Introduction parisoli wit~li the known spectra of CIF 4 -, CIF&,1-
CIF3 () forms adducts' wit~h strong Lewis acid,;i and XeF..6'7 and XeOF 4.4 The baad a~t about 1200 cmIn

bases. InI this paper, we present proof for the strti,:turv occurs at a frequency mnuch too high for any Cl-F fun-
of the ClFsO -Lewis babe c.u~ee.daiental vibration and, hence, is assigned to the Cl=O-

Expe.im~nal Setionstretching vibration, ;,,(A,). The shoulder on the
Expedmntal Sctionlower frequency side of the 120-cur-I band is due to

The ,inateriiils, apparistus, and the preparatioit of Rb'CIFO the 37C1 isotope. The strongest Ramuan band, at about
andCs~lI.O avepr' iusl ben iearied. Th ii~aed 40 1 em ',should belong to the totally Symmetric C1F 4
andItaianspetrawer teordd a prviuly ei~ortdAstr-etching vibration. i,2(A,). Similarly, the strongest

Resualt& and Discussion infrared band at about 38(0 ciii- should be due to the
Vibrational Spectra. Figures I and 2 show the antisyninietric CIF 4 stretching vibration, Y7(E), which

vibrational spectra of solid Rb ICIF 40- and Cs iCi. is split into its two d' generate components. The
F4 0-, respectively. Table I lists the observed ire- second stronge-t Ramian band at about 35() cm-1 ob-
quellcies. For comparison, the values reported for vioii..y should represent the symmetric out-of-phase
CIF 4 _ 3 and ClFii4 -ý are included. Since ClF40- and CIF 4 stretclii-g miode s'4(111). T1he frequencies and
CIF 4- art. . -ýudo-isovlectronie with XeOF4 and XeF4, relative intensities of P2(At) and V4(BI) of ClF4O-- are in
respectively, the values reported for the latter two goodI agreenment with those reported' for ClF4 -.

m~oleculesO. are also listed- The renmaining five nusics are defornuation modes.
Comparison with the known structures of isoelev- The 0 - CIF4 deformnatiou imode, vi,(E), involves mainly

tronic CIF, I and pseudlo-isoclectroiiic XeOF 4 ' suggests aI motion of the double-bonded oxygen and, hence,
for CIF 40- synmmetry C'i,. I-or this point group, the should have the highest frequency. It is assigned to
nine normal modes of vibration are ?lassificd as (3AI + the band at about 400 cni-1, assuming again a splitting
2B,~ + B, + 3E). Of these, all nine mnifies are Ramnat. into its degenierate complonents. By analogy with the
active, while only the three A, and the three H miodes related nmolecules listed in Table 1, the antisymumetric
are infrared active. However, for the r'elated coin- in-plane CIP, deformation miode should have the lowest
pounds listed in Table 1. the anti-syinmetric XF 4 out-of- frequency and is therefore assigned to the band sit about
planie defornnation mode is either inactive for point 2 10 cmxl ' For the remaining th-re! iuodes, we are left
group D,,% or of such I. iw intensity for point group) C4, with only two frequencies. *Since Lhe antisynimetuic
that it has not been observed. Further vomplicatioiis out-of-plane XF, (lefornmation mode, w(),has not
might be expected due to the fact that we are not been observed for any of the compoxunds given in Table
dealing with the isolated ClF4() - ion but with a solid in I, it is asýsumied to be the unobserved mode. There are
which the C1F40- ions might occupy lattice sites two frequencies at about 340) and 280 cm-' left for as-
having a symmetry lower than C4,. This site symi- signnient to the CIF4 umibrella deformnation,. vs(Aj), and
metty lowering might particularly influence the doubly the ClF 4 scissoring mode, va(Bs). These two mnodes
degenerate E modes az'd cuuse their splitting into two call easily be distinguished based upon their relative in-
components. The obiervation of seven or eight frared intensities. The ;,3 mode should be of high in-

* ,Raman bands (assuming tw,, of the three E modes to ten sity, whereas v4 shiould ideally he only Raman ac-
split into their degenerate compnl~lents), with two of tive. Consequently, the bands at 34( and 280 cur-1 are
thein having none and one of them having only a very assigned to a.3(AI) and v4(132), respectively. The ire-
weak counterpart in the infrared spectrum, is consis- quencies of ;,(At) and ;4(B,) almost coincide. The

&tent with the above cons iderations. possibility that for Rb+ClF 4O- the 339-cm-' infrared
The assignments for CIF 40 were miade by coin- band is the counterpart of the 350-cm--I Ramant band

is not likely owing to its high relative intensity and 'the
(1) K. 0 Lhriste, C. 1. Schack. and 1). iNhipovich. Inors. Chem.. 11. 2.105 relatively large frequency difference of I11 cur- 1 . Comn-
(2) Kc. o. Christ. and H. C. Cu: (is. $bid.. 11, 2190 (1072). parison of the ClF4 - frequencies with those of C1F40
(3) Kc. 0. C hriste and W. Sawodny. ?.A Aorng. A Il. Chemw., 274, 300 (1970). and CIF5 involving only the approximately square-

as?,. 126 (0 M).
(4) 0~. M. Biegun. W. H1. Fietcht-r. amid 1). F. Smith, J. Chess. Phys., a2 planar CIF 4 part reveals the following trend. The

2230 l1n) C1F4 0 anion has the lowest fruquencies, CIF4- is inter-
(6) K. 0. Chriate, Speclrac';im A.da, Pafl A. S?, 831 (1971).
(6) Hi. It claswen, C. L. Cherniick. and J. G. Maim. J. A wuu. Chem. Sou.. (7) B. Weinst-wit. F. H. Weaver, end C. P. Knop, Zwsorg. Chem.., G, 2150

5,1Q27 (19603). 91(1900).
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TAnLE I
VIBRATIONAL SPECTRA OF Rb+CIF 40- AND Cs+ClF 40- AND THEIR ASSIGNMENT CoMPAREo

WITH THosE OF C1F 4-, CIF6, XeOF4, AND XeF4

Assign.
merit

for XZF 4
-Observed frequencies, ema-. and relative intensities- in point

-Rb CIF5 O--- --- C8'CIF40--• - CIF,-'- a . -XeOF.b
5

--- • XeF4d_ group
Ir Raman Ir Raman Ir Raman ?r Raman Ir Raman Ir Raman C4i Type of vibration

1216s 1211 (0.6) 1201 s 1203 (0.6) 722 mi 709 (3) 026 s 920 (2) Ai n., XZ
462 w 461 (10) 457 w 456 (10) 505 (10) 541 in 5,48 (1) 576 m 567 (10) 543 (10) .3 r.y_ in-phase XF.

339 s [3501' 330 s (3451- 425 u 493 s 480 (10) 204 s 285 (0+) 291 s P8 4ym out-of-planu XFs
350 (4.3) 345 (4) 417 (10) 480 (10) 527 (4) 502 (8) Bi r4 PO Out-of-phase XF4

1346]' [2301 1, 3sy_. out-of.plane XF,
283 vw 285 (0 4) 280 vw 283 (0.4) 288 (1) 375 (1) 233 (1) 235 (0+) 11 •, P4 ym in-plane XF,
600 599 (0.1) 0 593 (0.2) 500--680 732 vs 608 vs 586 vs E MT asym XP46s00 v 0s 0 s 8 sE• •r
550 557 (0.4) 560v 564 (0.3) vs, br
415k 416 (1 4) 415k 416 (1.4)
394 395 (0.1) 396 s 397 (0.1)

213 (0.6) 204 (0.7) 302s 290 (0.4) 161 (0+) [2501 a' £..ym in-plane XF4

" Reference 3. 1 References 4 and 5. ' Reference 6. d Reference 7. 1 Fr•.quenicy values listed in brackets were not observed
directly. They were either obscured by stronger bands in the same region or estimated from combination bands or force constantcalculations.

mediate, and C1F5 exhibits the highest frequencies.
This is not surprising, since CIF40- possesses, in addi-

* tion to a bond-weakening formal negative charge, an
oxygen ligand. The pronounced weakening effect on

A C1F bonds upon oxygen substitution has previously
SI. . been di-cussed in detail for CIO 2F 2-8 and, hence, will

Rb"CmF4 0- not be reiterated.
The difference in the vibrational spectra of CIF 40-

and isoelectronic XeOF4 can be rationalized in the fol-
lowing way. The two symmetric XF 4 stretching
modes do not involve a motion of the central atom.

a Hence, no mass effect of the central atom is expected,
Z and XeOF4 with the stronger X-F bond shows the

higher frequencies for these two modes. For the anti-
symmetric XF4 stretching mode, the frequencies be-
come similar for XeOF 4 and C1F 40- due to a pro-

1200 1000 $oO 600 400 200 oeM" nounced mass effect. The deformation modes of
FREQEuNCY XeOF4 all show lower frequencies than the corre-

Figure 1.-Vibrational spectrum of solid Rb+CiF 4O-: (A) in- sponding modes of CIF4O-. This is due to the increased
frared spectrum as AgBr disk; (B) Ramai spectrum at two dif- size of the central atom in XeOF4 which facilitatesferent recorder voltages, exciting line 4880 A; C indicates spec- angle deformations. For CIF 4O-, an overlap of the
tral slit width.

range of stretching and deformation vibrations occurs.
This unusual overlap has previously been recognized
and discussed' for the structurally related CIF,- anion

Z and requires relatively weak Cl-F bonds and a small
central atom. Furthermore, a comparison between the
pairs ClF40---CIF. ' and XeOF 4-XeF 4 shows for the
chlorine fluoride stretching modes a frequency de-
crease from CIF 4- toward CIF4O-, whereas for the
xenon fluorides the trend is reversed. This is due to

•- cIF.+ ,- the difference in the electronegativity of the central
atoms. In the case of the xenon compounds, the addi-
tion of an oxygen ligand (which is more electronegative
than xenon) to xenon results in a slight further electron-
density withdrawal from xenon. This increases the
effective electronegativity of xenon and makes it more
similar to that of fluorine, thus increasing the contri-
bution of covalent bonding to the Xe-F bond. In the
case of chlorine fluorides, the multivaient chlorine
"atom is more electronegative than oxygen. Hence,
oxygen addition lowers the effective electronegativity ( )

" , of chlorine, thus causing an increase in the polarity of
1200 1000 o00 600 400 200 o - the Cl---F bond. This effect of oxygen substitution

PAUOUINCY has been observed for the following related pairs:
Figure 2. -Vibrational spcctrum of solid Cs+CIF ')-: (A) in-

frarpd spectrum as AgBr disk; (B) Raman spectrum, exciting line
4880 A; C indicates spectral slit width (8) K. 0. Cbrhste and B. C. Curtis, lsswrs. Chem.. 11, 35 (1972).

' ,- .- , --.. .. ---.. . -11. 0
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CIFCIF ,1 F-CFO, 8 and CF 2 - TABLE III

CIF 20+,s and, hence, appears to be quite general. This POTENTIAL ENERGY DISTRIBUTION' FOR CIF4 O-
interpretation assuming a reversed polarity of the Frequency. Potential energy

X-=-O bond in chlorine oxyfluorides and XeOF4 is fur- Assigoment Cm 1- distribution

ther supported by the observed 'IF nmr shifts. Thus, Ai Y 1203 0.98fR

the fluorine ligands in XeF4 are more shielded than 3, 339 0.807f + 0. 17f'-
by ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ' th3bevd3m hfs.Tu,40 0.770fo + 0.217f,,

those in XeOF4 , whereas the fluorine ligand in FC10 2 is B1 V4 345 1.34f, - 0. 37f,,
less shielded than that in FCeO 3 .10  V& (218)0 0.82f# + 0.17f'#4

Force Constants and Bonding.-The potential and B, a' 283 0. 89f. + 0. 11f'..E P7 578 0.97f', + 0.17ff
kinetic energy metrics for the teurafluorooxychlorate i' 406 1. 11f I
anion were computed by a machine method."1  The w, 204 1. 04f. - o. 13f'..
geometry was assumed to be that of an ideal square- 'Only the more important terms are given. 6 Computed
pyramid with D(Cl-O) = 1.42 A, based on a correla- frequency.
tion between stretching frequency and bond length,12
and with r(Cl-F) = 1.75 A, which is somewhat longer on the central atom in CIF 40-. The low value of 1.78
than the long bonds in CIF3 .13 The bond angles, a mdyn/A obtained for the Cl-F valence force constant,
and 1, are defined as ZO-Cl-F and ZF-Cl-F, respec- f,, is similar to that of 1.6 mdyn/A obtained for
tively, and were assumed to be 900. ClOYF2-.

8 These low values are due to the formal
The force constants were found by trial and error negative charge and oxygen substitution (see above).

with the aid of a computer, requiring exact fit between The negligible change in the C0-O order (when com-
the observed and computed frequencies. The results pared with normal Cl=O double bonds), coupled with
are given in Table II. The values shown for the inter- a pronounced decrease in the Cl-F bond order, im-

plies that the negative charge in C1F 4O- is, to a large
TANLT OI extent, located on the fluorine ligands and not on the

FORcE CONSTANTS OF C9F.1 chlorine central atom or oxygen atom.
fs 9.13

J, 1.79 f'p 0.29 - /o /\ -
fo 1.33 f'a 0.08 IF,•Ci,1F ___

0.61 fro 0.15 CL - etc.
l, 0.25 f", -0.15 H

f'. 0.04

* Stretcbing force constants in mdyn/, and deformation force
constants in mdyn A/radian'. The pseudo-octahedral C 4 , structure of CIF 4 O- could

be explained by two different bond models: (1) an
action constants, while not unique, were the simplest sp3d' hybridization of the valence electrons of chlorine
set that would give an exact fit. Since the force con- resulting in mainly covalent Cl-.F bonds and (2) a
stants are underdetermined, a statistically meaningful modell-' 8 involving mainly two delocalized p-electron
uncertainty estimate cannot be made. Numerical ex- pairs of the chlorine atom for the formation of two
periments showed that assuming different interaction semi-ionic three-center, four-electron p-p a bonds with
constants, and constraining them to plausible values, the four fluorine atoms. Mainly covalent sp hy-
would result in valence force constants differing from bridization is assumed for the Cl-O a bond and the
these shown by less than 0.2. These estimated un- free electron pair. For model 1, we would expect
certainties are felt to be conservative. The potential for the Cl-F valence force constant a value in the range
energy distribution For this force field is shown in Table 2.8-3.6 mdyn/A. For model 2, f, should be between
III. 1.6 and 2.5 nldyn/A. The value of 1.78 A observed

The two constants of greatest interest are the for the Cl-F stretching force constant in C1F 4O- strongly
stretching force constants. The value of 9.13 mdyn/A favors model 2.
found for the Cl=O stretching force constant, fR, is
within the range expected for a covalent Cl--O double Acknowledgment.-The authors wish to express
bond. For example, values of 9.37, 9.07, and 8.3 their gratitude to Drs. D. Pilipovich and C. J. Schack
mndyn/A were found for the chlorine oxyfluorides, for their help in this work and to Dr. J. McTague of the

C1F 3O,1 C10 2F,14 and C10 2F 2-,8 respectively. The Science Center of North American Rockwell Corp. for
fact that the value of IR in CIF4O- is slightly lower than the use of the Raman spectrophotometer. This work
than in CIFsO can be explained by the negative charge was supported by the Office of Naval Research, Power
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(10) C. H. Dungan and J. R, van Water, "Compiatio of Reported "'F under Contract AF49(638)-1734.

nmr Chemical Shifts," Wiley-LaterscleQce. New York, N. Y., 1970.
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The vibrational spectra have been recorded for the solid 1:1 adducts, C1FsO.BF,, CIF 3O.AsF&, and CIFsO.SbF&, and for
CIF&O.BF3 in HF solution. These spectra are entirely consistent with the ionic structures, C1FsO+BF 4-, CIF 1O+AsFG-,
and CIFO+SbF.-, respectively. Six fundamental vibrations have been observed for CIFtO+, consistent with symmetry
C,. The structure of CIF1 O I can be derived from a tetrahedron with the chlorine atom located at the center and with two
fluorine atoms, one oxygen atom, and one free electron pair at the four corners. The vibrational spectrum and structure
of CIF 20O + closely resemble those of isoelectronic SOF,. An assignment of the fundamental vibrations is proposed for CIF2O +.

and a modified valence force field has been calculated. A mainly covalent bond model is considered most likely for CIFO +.

Introduction respectively, are well known and hence will be dis-
Chlorine trifluoride oxide possesses amphoteric cussed first.

character and forms adducts with BF 3, AsF 6, SbF5, and An octahedral ion, such as AsFa-, has Oh symmetry.
SiF 4.' In this paper, we report the vibrational spectra The six normal modes of vibration are classified as
and a structural study of .some of these adducts. A,, + E, + 2Fi, + F2 , + F 2u. Of these, only the two

F1, modes will be infrared active, while only the A,,
Experimental Section E,, and F 2, modes will be Raman active, assuming that

The preparation of the CIFO÷ containing salts, the apparatus, the selection rules are valid and that the octahedron
handling procedures, and the techniques used for recording the is not distorted. The remaining F 2u mode is inactivevibrational spectra have previously been described.' in both the infrared and Raman spectrum. For C-F 30

Results and Discussion AsFP, all five active modes belonging to AsF&- were
Vibrational Spectra.-Figures I and 2 show the observed, the observed frequencies and intensities

infrared and Raman spectra of solid CIF 20+BF4- and being similar to those of other AsF6 - containing com-
C1F2O+AsF-, respectively. Figure 3 shows the Raman plexes, such as C1F2+AsF6-,e NF,+AsF -, 7 NF 20+-
spectrum of CIF 20+BFc- in HF solution. The AsF-, IF6+AsF-,O and CIO2+AsFo-. 10  Several devi-
observed frequencies are listed in Table I and are ations from the selection rules for Oh were observed.
compared with those reported for isoelectronic SOF 2.' The V2(E6 ) mode should be Raman active only but was
The vibrational spectrum of the 1: 1.2 CIF3O-SbFs also observed in the infrared spectrum. Furthermore,
adduct was also recorded. The infrared spectrum of a the two triply degenerate modes, Va and v4, in species
dry powder sample showed, in the range 4000-400 F1, show shoulders in the infrared spectrum. This
cm-', absorptions at the following wave numbers: breakdown of the selection rules has also been observed
1339 sh, w, 1331 s, 1319 m, 740 s, 71(1 vs, 658 vs, 600 for the infrared spectra of most of the other AsF&-
s, 559 niw, 510 ins, and 401 mw. The Raman spec- containing salts."-' 0  It could be due to site symmetry
trumn of the solid showed bands at the following wave lowering, slight distortion of the AsFe- octahedron,

: numbers (relative intensity): 1329 (4), 1316 (2), or weak fluorine bridges.
741 (5), 686 (1), 670 (5). 637 (11), 590 (1), 554 (2), A tetrahedral ion, such as BF4, has Td symmetry.
504 (3), 397 (3), 377 (0+), and 282 br (4). The four normal modes of vibration are classified as

The adducts between CIF3O and Lewis acids could be A, + E + 2F 2. Of these, all four modes are expected

either ionic or fluorine bridged coordination complexes. to be Raman active, whereas only the two F2 modes
The simplicity of the observed spectra, the shift of should be infrared active. However, crystal-field
the Clz=O stretching vibration to higher frequencies effects or slight distortion of the BE, - tetrahedron can
when compared to that in ClF3 ,1O and the occurrence result in the A, mode also becoming infrared active.
of all bands characteristic for the corresponding anion For Cl 1F O BF,, all four modes belonging to BF4-
suggest that solid CIFO. AsF5, and C1FO. BF3 have were observed and assigned by analogy with the known
the ionic structures CIFO+AsF6- and CIF 20+BF4-, spectra of K+BF4-,11-1" C1F2+BF4 -,6  C 1O2+BF4 -,10

respectively. The Raman spectrum of C1F 20+BF 4- and FClm+BF4-.ml'ti
in HF solution closely resembles that of the solid,
indicating the presence of discrete ions in both the (6) X. O. Chsistt and W. Sawoduy, ibid., 6, 313 (1947).

solid state and HF solution. Table I .shows the ob- (7) K. 0. Christe, J. P. Guertin, A. E. Pavlath, and W. Sawodny, ibid..

served vibrational spectra, together witC their assign- 6, 533 (1967).
(8) K. 0. Christe and W. Maya. ibid.. 5, 1253 ((909).

ment. The vibrational spectra of AsF&- and BF 4 -, (9) K. 0. Christe and W. Sawodny. ibid.. 6, 1783 (1967).
(10) K. 0. Chriate, C. J. Schack, D. Pifipovich, and W. Sawoduy, ibid.,

6, 2489 (1969).
(11) J. Goubeau and W. Bues. Z. Aeorjg. A11g. Chem., A6", 221 (1952).

(1) K. 0. Christe. C. J. Schack, and D. Pilipovich, sorg. Chem., 11, 2205 (12) N. N. Greenwood, J. Chem. Soc., 3811 (1959).
(1972). (13) J. A. A. Ketaiaar and R. L. Fulton, Z. Elsklroacm., $4, 641 (1960).

(2) K. 0. Christe and E. C. Curtis, ibid., 11, 2209 (1972). (14) H. A. aenadeo and E. Silberman, Specdochim. Acda, Paet A, 36,

(3) K. 0. Chiriste, ibid., 0, 2801 (1970). 2337 (1970). 1(4) H. L. Pace and H. V. Samuelson. J. Chem. Phys., 44, 3082 (1966). (15) K. 0. Christe and W. Sawodty, luorg. Chem., 9, 212 (1969).
(5) K. 0. Christe and H. C. Curtis. Imorg. Chem., 11, 2196 (1972). (16) R. J. Gillespie and M. 3. Morton, ibid., 9, 811 (1970).
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TABsLE I
VIBRATIONAL SPECTRA OF CIFIO+ SALTS COMPARED WITH THAT OF SOF,

Observed frequencies. cm-
1
. and relative intensiti--CIFO 

t
BFC-- •-Ot •

- Raman - --CII IO AAsFr- Reman Raman Itr - Assignment
IfF soln Solid It Ramas Ir (gas) (liq) (gas) OXFi (C.) AsF.- (Oh) BPF- (Td)

1333 (3.5), 1333 (4) 1 334 s 1333 (2 1331 as 1339) (10) 1308 (10) 13,1 ,
2323 sh , 1321 sh (2)) 1322 in 1320 (1) 1319 MW 13293 +331 .4

1295 at + i(Pn
1020 (04), br 090--160 vs 8+(2s)

820 sh V4 + PIW(Q
77 .), P 771 (3) 772 w I(AS)

741 (10), P 731 (10) 734 in 757 br (3) 750 br. a 808 (10) 804 (6) 808 . t(A')
710 as, dp 695 (6) 624 S 696 (1) 695 vs 747 (4) 716 (0) 747 vs .&(A")

6095 vs W(F)
674 (10) 675 .h, W Vn(Aig)
663 (3) 561 ms .s(Hs)

530 sh (1) 32 w v,(Fa)B'*
512 (2) 521 sh Wn(Fz)BI"

512 (2.5), P 513 (3) 514s 511 (2) 509 Ws 530 (8) 528 (8) 530 w nj(A')
402 (1.9) 404 (4) 405 in 406 (2) 407 sh 390 (4) 390 (7) 393 w n(A")

383s 03FU)
383 (1) 384 (2) 383 in 378 sh (1) 378 s. 390 (4) 380 (3) 378 vw -4A')

371 (4) ,s(Ft,)
355 (0+) 356 (1) 356 mw MI(S)

See ref 4.

A

4I2*1F In~

S-•L-HF SOLUTION

Z

E

FEUN

Figure 3.--Raman spectrum of CIF2O+BF,- in HF solution:
~traces A antd B, incident polarization perpendicular and parallel,

respectively. C indicates spectral slit sidth.

Cu . 1 Otu' - ... ..

1400 1200o 1000 40 64 1 400 200 o2-0 The six remaining bands observed in the spectra of

FRQOUENCY both C1F20OAsF6- and CIF20+BF4- complexes should

Figure 1.-Vibrational spectrum of solid ClF1O+BFc-: (A) in- be due to CIF20+. A four-atom ion of the type ZXY2,
frared spectrum recorded as a AgCI disk; (B) Raman spectrum, such as CIF 20+, could have C2, or C5 symmetry. Dis-
exciting line 4880 A. C indicates spectral slit width. tinction between symmetry CJ, and C, should be

possible by means of polarization measurements on the
Raman bands. For symmetry C2,, we would expect
three polarized Raman bands, whereas for C,, fonr
of them should be polarized. The Raman spectrum

A of C1F20+BF,- in HF solution (Figure 3) shows that
of the bands assigned to C1F20+, three bands (1333,
741, and 512 cmn-) are clearly polarized and one (710
cm-u ) is depolarized. It is difficult to determine the
polarization state of the remaining two lines at 404

Io.0ag SF and 384 cm- 1, respectively. However, polarization
SOLID measurements' for isoelectronic SQFi, which has a Ra-

man spectrum very similar to that of CIF1 O +, indicate
that the less intense lower frequency mode is weakly
polarized, and, hence, should be assigned to v,(A').
Intuitively, however, one might expect the v4(A') mode
to result in a more intense Raman line than vs(A").
Unfortunately, Figure 3 does not allow a clear-cut

* distinction between the two possible assignments.

12 0Consequently, assignments for CIFO+ were made by
FRQUINCY complete analogy with SOF', which was shown2 7 to

Figure 2.-Vibrational spectrum of solid CIFsO +ArFC. (17) R. C. Perguao, J. Amer. CA'.. So.., 16, 650 (1O96).
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comparison. The potential and kinetic energy metrics

133 were computed with a machine method"2 using the
geometries shown in Table II. The CIO and CIF

+ • 1110- I'AULB II
+43 BOND DISTANCES (A) AND BOND ANGLES (Dre)"ASSUMED FOR ClFsO+, 30F,, AND SeOF2

CIFtO * I SOF.b -va'm

R(X=O) 1.41 1.412 1.576
X6 r(X-F) 1.62 1.585 1.7255

#(O==X-F) 108 106.82 104.82
a(F-X-F) 93 92.82 92.22

0 Estimated. b Reference 17. 1 I. C. Bowater, R. D. Brown,
/ and F R. Burden, J. Mot. Speclrosc., AS, 461 (1968).

3 1 bond lengths for CIF 20+ were estimated by comparison3IW IN 9W Imnla

"Mm y. WM'1 Sz with similaz molecules. The correlation noted by
Robinson"3 between stretching frequencies and bond

Figure 4.-- -Correlation between the vibrational frequencies of lengths predicts a value of 1.39 A for the CIO bond
C1F1O + and those of SF2O. length, which is only slightly shorter than that ac-

cepted here. The bond angles in C1F2O+ were esti-
have symmetry C.. A plot of the vibrational fre- mated to be slightly larger than those in SOF2, as-
quencies of C1F 2O+ against those of SOF 2 (see Figure suming that the mutual repulsion between the ligands
4) shows an approximately linear correlation. This will increase with decreasing ionic radius of the central
linearity, together with relative band intensity con- atom.
siderations and the results from the force constant The force constants were computed by trial and
calculations (see below), supports the assignments error with the aid of a computer, requiring exact fit
given in Table I, although a possible reversal of the between the observed and computed frequencies. The
assignments of v4(A') and P6(A") cannot entirely be results are given in Table III where the force constants
excluded.

The spectra of both CIF20 and SOF species show a TALEI II
frequency splitting of v,(A'). Whereas for SOF2  VIBRATIONAL FORCE CONSTANTS OF ClFO+, SOFi,
the splitting is due to Fermi resonance' between v1(A') AND SeOFs*
and 32 + v3(A'), the splitting for CIF 2O+ is due to the
3CI and UCI isotopes. In CIF 20O+, the combination .> "V > 0 so1, seol,

band P2 + vs has too low a frequency to account for fR 11.21 11.20 10.84 7.87
.fl 3.44 3.44 4.03 2.57

the splitting of the band at about 1330 c- Fur- .fa 1.72 1.65 1.73 1.28
thermore, the frequency splitting of 12.5 cm-', ob- f. 1.59 1.78 1.52 1.04
served under high resolution conditions, agrees well foo 0.32 0.21 0.43 0.23
with the value of 12.6 cm-1 calculated for 1CIF 2O+ fl, o.25 0.39 0.42 0.37

and S7CIF 2O±. "Stretching constants in nidyn/A and deformation constgnixs
The vibrational spectrum obtained for the adduct in nydn A/radian'.

CIF3 -. 1.22SbFb clearly shows the bands characteristic
for the CIF2O+ cation at 1331, 1319, 740, -700, 51), not shown were assumed to be zero. The values shown
401, and 377 cm-. The remaining bands can be at- for the interaction constants, while not unique, were

tributed to either SbFo- or polymeric anions such as the simplest set that would give an exact fit. Since

Sb2F,,-. "-1 Consequently, the formulation of the the force constants are u.nderdetermined, a statistically

adduct as CIF 2O+SbFG- (containing some CIF3 O+- meaningful uncertainty estitrate cannot be made.

Sb.2Ft-) appears to be appropriate. Similarly, the Numerical experiments show that assuming different
1:1 adduct2' obtained in the reaction between C1F 3O interaction constants, constrained to plausible values,

and PtF, contains the CIF2O+ cation and, hence, is resulted in valence force constants differing from those

best described as ClF,2O+PtFo-. The infrared spec- shown in Table III by less than 0.2. These uncertain-

trumt ' of C1FO+PtFs- shows, in the range 520-350 ties are estimates and are felt to be conservative. Of

em', no absorptions due to the anion and, hence, the two sets of force constants obtained for C1FO+,

proves that the three CIF2O+ deformation modes occur set I (Ps > ,4) is more plausible since it results in fp

at about 500, 400, and 380 cm-. ( Z O--Cl-F) being larger than fj. ( Z F-Cl-F). The

Force Constants.-Two sets of force constants were good agreement between the force constants of the
computed for ClF1 O+, assuming •, > v• (set I) and I > three species, C1F 20+ SOF2, and SeOF2, adds further

v, (set II). Since SOF2 and SeOF2 are isoelectronic credibility to our assignments for CiFtO+. Table

and have similar vibrational frequencies,4 their force IV shows the potential energy distribution for set I
( , constants were reevaluated by the same method for of CIF20+. For set II, the results were similar, exceptfor an appreciably larger contribution from fp to

(1s) J. K. Ruff. Iao,,. Chem., 5, 1791 (1966). P. The potential energy distribution for SOF2 and
(19) J. Weldlein and K. Dehnicke. Z Amop. AllU. Chem., X54, 278 (1966). SeOF 2 was quite similar to that of C1F 2O+. Only the
(20) F. 0. Sladky, P. A. Bulliner, and N. Bartlett. J. Chem. Soc. A. 2179

-• (11169).

(21) C. J. Schack. .C B. Lindahi. 1). Pillpwvlch. and K. 0. Chrlate, JMors. (22) E. C. Curtis, Spevcrocleim. Ara, Part A, 21, 1989 (1971).
Chim. 11, 2201 (1972). (23) E. A. Robinson, Can. J. Chem., 41, 3021 (1963).
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TAl .E IV it cannot account for it solely. Contributions from
POTENTIAL ENERGY DISTRIBUTION FOR ClFsO the resonance structures below could explain the high

Frequency,
Assignment cm-' Potential energy distribution

A' P, 1333 0.97fx +
V, 7:31 0.80ff + 0.07f, + 0 .6f01.f f + 0. / C 1

V3 513 0.76fe + 0.14fot + 0.05f, IFrL\
Y4  384 0.91f,, + 0.08f, - F[

A" Va 695 0..06f, + 0.
1 4fa - 0 07fr,

wa 404 1.09ff -- 0 20f, 0 t) 1If. fn value ill CIF•2O. The following observation seems
noteworthy. In CIF 4O-, the CI-O valence force

more important terms are given in Table IV. Th -e constant value' is about the same as those in similar
data show that the normal modes assigned to the ob- compounds, but the C1 F valence force constant de-
served vibrational frequencies are a good representa- creases dramatically. In ClIF'20+, it is the CIO valence
tion of the group vibrations described by the symmetry force constant which increases significantly, whereas
coordinates. the CIF ,alence force constant is within the usual

Force constants have previously been computed for range. This seems to indicate that the effe 'tive dec-
both SOF 2 and SeOF 2. Our values for SeOF 2 are tronegativity of pentavalent chlorine is intermediate
very similar to those reported by Paetzold. 21 For between thos. of oxygen and fluorine. Hence, in
SOF2, however, our results do not agree with those C1F1O2 the positive charge is partially located on the
conlputed by Cotton and Horrocks.2 s The largest oxygen atonm, whereas in CIF 4O- the negative charge
discrepancy was found for f" for which Cotton and is mainly located on the fluorine ligands.
Horrocks25 report an abnormally high value of 3.47 The relatively high values obtained for both the CIO
indyn A/radian2. This value appears much too high and CIF valence force constants in CIF 20+ indicate
for this type of deformation vibration and cannot be that the bonding in CIF2 0+ is best described by a
explained by the slightly higher frequency value of mainly covalent bond model iliiploying sp3 hybridized
41) cm-e assumed for v4 by Cotton and Horrocks. ' orbitals of the chlorine atom for the two Cl-F bonds,

The two constants of greatest interest are the two the Cl 0 a bond, and the free electron pair. Bond
stretching foice constants. Table V, showing a coin- models involving semiionic three-center, four electron

1) 1) a bonds1-30 are not possible owing to the ge-
"ITABLE V onietrv of C1F20 (absence of linear F-CI-F, groups)

CI-O V.ALENCE FORCE CONSTANTS AS A FUNCTION and would result in a considerably lower value for the
OF TIlE OXIDATION NUMn1CR ANi) FORMAl. Cl F valence force constants.

ELECTRICAL CHARGE OF -1111 CUNTRAL ATOM In sunmnmary, the ClFO.ILewis adducts investigated
Formal electrical

R. Oxidation tatt,4F charge ne in this study are ionic and contain the ClFO+ cation.
Speciev mdyn/A the central ato,, central atom The structure and bonding of this cation strongly

CIFO0+ 11.21 +%V Positive resenmble those of isoclectronic SOF9. The close corre-
C1O 3F- 9.41 +VII lation between the two i.oelectronic couples, C1F 2O+-
CIF30b 9.37 +4V
CIF4•O- 9.13 VNgative SOF2 and CIFO- XeOF4 , respectively, demonstrates
C102Fd 9.07 that the analogy between halogen fluorides and iso-
CIO, + 8.96 +V Positive electronic chalcogen or noble gas fluorides is likely to

•W. Sawodny, A. cvadini, and K. Ballein. Spe, frorhim. Acha, hold also for the oxyfluorides.
21, 995 (1965). Relet rnce 5. 1 Reference 2. d I). F. Smith,
G. M. Begun, and W. H. Fletcher, Spec rochin.. -Ica, 20, 1763 Acknowledgment. --The authors wish to express
(1964). • Reference 10. their gratitude to Dr. 1). Pilipovich for his help in this

work and to Dr. J. McTague of the Science Center of

parison of the CI--O valencL force constants of similar North American Rockwell and to Dr. D. Lawson of the
molecules and ions, reveals th. f fR in CIF20+ is larger Jet Propulsion Laboratory for the use of the Raman
by about 1., nidyn/A than the la-gest value known for spectrophotometers. This work was supported by the
any other CI-O containing compound. Whereas Office of Naval Research, Power Branch, and by the
the formal positive charge on the central atom in Air Force Office of Scientific Research, Office of Aero-

CIF 20+ will certainly contribute to the high fi value, space Research, U. S. Air Force, under Contract AF49-
(638)-1734.

(24) R. Paetzold. Z. Chem.. 4, 272 (1904).
(25) F. A. Cotton and W. D. Horrocks, Jr.. Spectrochim. Acta, 1, 353 (27) G. C. Pimentel, J. Chem. Phyj.. 16, 446 (1951).

(19M0). (28) R. J. liach and R. H. Rundle. J. Amrr. Chem. Soc., T8, 4321 (1961).
(26) It should be pointed out that the definition of the angles a ..- td 0 in (29) It. IH. undle. ibid., ",. 112 (19W1).

our work and that of ref 23 is reversed. Furthermore, the value of fm in (30) H. H Wiebenga. I. 9. Hlavinga. and K. H. Boawijk. Advan. lawg#.
ref 23 was normallz•ed for dietance to allow a better comparison. ,he-. Radio .,,;., 8, 168 (19 1).
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TIE DIFMJ0ROPMCHLORYL CATION, Cl0 2 F2+

Karl 0. Christe
Rocketdyne, £. Division of North American Rockwell Corporation,

Canoga Park, California 91304

(Received 13 Jmuoy 19Z972)

I

Cations containing a +V chlorine central atom are well known. Thus, C102 +

(1-3), CJF2 O+ (4,5), and ClF + (6,7) have been prepared and characterized.

However, to our knovledge, no reports have been published on the existence of a

cation derived from beptavalcnt chlorine. In this paper, we wish to report the

successful synthesis of a +VII chlorine containing cation, C10• 2F+.

The difluoroperchloryl cation, C10.A+2, was prepared in the form of its PtF6"

salt by reacting FCIO2 with PtF6 in a sapphire reactor at 25*. The following

competing reactions were observed:

2FCI0 2 + 2PtF-6 - CI02+PtF6- + CI0 2F2+PtF6-

and

2n1r0 + nptF6 0 -2C 102+ . r- + -

2 6P 4 2 PtF + 2

Based on the weight increase observed for the nonvolatile reaction product and

the asount of F2 evolved, the yield of CI0 2 + salt was found to be about 10%.

""The infrared spectru of the stable, yellov solid recorded as an AgCJ diaik

showed the bands listed in Table I in addition to those characteristic for

CIO2+ (1) and PtF6- (8). Their assignment to C10 2 F2 - Js supported by comparison

with the spectrum of isoelectronic So2  (9), the pronounced shifts of the Cs02

107
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454 TI71 DIFUKIROPERMcIILORYL CATION. CI0 2 F2 + 5Vo. a. No. 5

stretching modes to higher frequencies, and the observed C1- Cl isotopic

shifts (see Table I). Comparison of the observed isotopic shiftw with those

computed (assuming for CI02 F2 + symmetry C 2v, tetrahedral bond angles and 100%

characteristic modes) shows an excellent agreement. Additional evidence for the

formation of CiF2a2* was obtained from its reaction with FNO, yielding CIF 0

(10).

TABI I

Infrared Stretching Vibrations (cm- 1 ) of ClO 2P and SOA 2 end Their

Assignment in Point Group C v Together with Observed and Computed
3 5 C1- 3 7 C1 Isotopic Shifts

C10 2F2  ,-+ So,2 2 A Assignment

Frequency Intensity Avob. &Vcalcd. Frequency Intensity

1484 vs 16.5 15.1 1502 vs V6 (BI), %&5X02

1249 s 8.5 8.0 1269 s vI (Ad), "yYXO 2

829 vs 10 9.4 885 vs V8 (B2 ), ,vs.',2
7 57 a < 5 .5 84 8 8 V2 ( Ad) ' •' sy wX 2
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CHLOan TRIFLUORIDE DIOXIDE, C11 302 0.

Karl 0. Christ*
Rocketdyne, A Division of North American Rockwell Corporation,

Canoga Park, California 91304

(Receitwd 10 Feanrh 1972)

The existence of CIOA2 +, a cation containing a +VII chlorine central atom, has

recently been discovered (i). This cation had been prepared in low to moderate

yields by the fluorination of PCIO2 with the powerful fluorinating agent, PtF.

(2). Since the C10 2F2+ salt can be considered as an adduct betveen Cl 3 02 and

a strong Lewis base, it appeared possible to prepare the parent compound,

C11 302 , by reacting ClF20 2+PtFt with a strong Levis be.

A sample of Cl 2OPtF containing about 10% of ClY2 02 +PtF6 - was treated at -780

in a sapphire reactor with a large exceas of FNO for several days. No material

noncondensible at -1960 (i.e. F2) was observed. The products, volatile aL 25

were removed and separated by fractional condensation through a series of traps

kept at -126, -132, -142, and -196'. The -142° fraction contained a novel

compound which was identified by its infrared spectrum as C1F3 02 . The observed

frequencies and band contours are listed in Table I and are in excellent

agreement with those expected for a trigonal bipyramidal structure of synmetry

C2 .

P

0

F- C0

1~F
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TkB1LE I

Infrared Spectrum of 01F3 0 2 and its Assignment

Frequyncy Observed .Lsaignment for

(cm- Intensity Band Contour Point Group C 29

1334 a B-type VI 0 (B2). %tsC O12

1096 C V1 (Ad', Vsyml02

899 vs A, PW v7 (BL), v&aOlF2 ax

887 Vs C v2 (A,), 1VClFeq

801 mn A, Pw v8 (nl)' 6-&e'l2

-+ 530 Uw C V3 (A), 61ci•0o102

The solid residue obtained from the YNO dise..acement reaction showed the

correct weight change expected for conversion into NOPtF. Its identity as

N0ptFv6- was confirmed by infrared spectroscopy.

Chlorine trifluoride dioxide is white as a solid and colorless as a liquid.

It app•ars to be stable at 260 . Its volatility is intermediate between that of F

CiF. and FC103 as expected on the basis of the molecular weights. Thus, C1F5

0

is completely condensed at -126°, C1P302 passeu through a trap kept at -132O,

whereas FC103 passes through a tvap kept at -142O° The observed stability

and lack of color demonstrate that our product cannot be identical with the

previously reported violet and unstable CII.0 FA (3) and CI03-02 (4) addition

compounds supposedly having the empirical composition C11302,

i ~Ack-.."wl edz•eme~nt
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+
u m moamI (VII) cAmION, c1P6

Karl 0. Christe
Rocketdyne, A Division of North American Rockwell Corporation,

Canoga Park, California 91304

by e€ajued 10 AprU 1972) I

It was recently shown (1) by Christe that M6 can oxida.ively fluorine

+
1C102 to form the novel C102 1 2  cation according tos

2F:C10 9 + 2 '6 25 0 "- CIO f2 8 "t " C0 2 1'2 'Pt]P6" "

.The infrared spectrum of the solid reaction product exhibited, in addition

to the bands characteristic of the C102 F2 +, C102 , and PtF6- ions, a nev

-.1
band of medium intensity at 890 ca . This band could not be assigned to

any known species. The, yield of C102 F2 + obtained from the PiF8 fluorination

reaction at 25°0 was relatively low, owing to the following competing

reaction:

2FC102 + 2p 42C10 2C +
.yte at--.*entP

In order to suppress this competing reaction, ye have studied the FC102 -PtF6

system at -78°. When P as6 exposed for 48 hours to an excess of 2C10 2

at -780, the folloiwzi nguipected reaction occurred:

6FClO2 + -78 1 5C10 2 1 +. 'P6" + C176 + M6t +0

The observed CI10 2 -Mt.,F combining ratio, weight gain, and 02 evolution

deviated by loes than 3% from those calculated for the above equation. The
+ -

infrared spectrum ef the solid reaction product showed CIO 2 Pt18 as the

--- - -----
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main product, a trace of C10 2 F2 +, and a strong 890 cm-1 absorption. The

identity of the novel, stable species having an 890 cm- 1 iufrared absorption

as C1IF6 was unambiguously established by 1 9F nar and vibrational spectroscopy,

and its reaction chemistry. The 19F nmr spectrum of the product dissolved

in 1WF contains two sets of quadruplet& at -391 ppm relative to CIMIl3
(external standard). The observed splitting is due to chlorine-fluorine

spin spin coupling and the two naturally occurring Cl isotopes. The coupling

constants are J 35CIF - 337 and J 37CIF = 281 cps and are the first reported

examples of well resolved chlorine-fluorine spin spin coupling. The

pronounced down-field shift and the ineffectiveness of chlorine quadrupole

relaxation are convincing evidence for the presence of an octahedral COF6+

cation.

The vibrational spectrum of Cl] + is given in Table I and is compared to
8

that of isoelectronic SF6 (2,3).

TABLE I

Vibrational Spectrum of ClF 6+ and its Assignment

Frequency (cm-l), intensity Assignment for

CIFA+ SF6 Point Group 0 h

IE RA IR HA

679 vs 769 vs V1 (Al,)

o80 a 640 a V2 (Z)

890 To 94 s 'V3 (F 1 )
582. a815a V4 (Flu)

51lam 522.a" k g
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As can be seen, the observed spectrum closely resembles that of and

confirms the octahedral structure of C]F6+. The 890 cm-1 infrared bd

shows a Cl- C1 isotopic splitting. The observed value of about 13 cn

is in excellent agreemeut with the value of 12.6 em, computed for octahedral

, CIF6÷, assuming 100% characteristic nodes.

A di splacement reaction betn CF6 +ptF6- and XO was carried out under

conditions similar to those which bad successfully been used for the synthesis

of C from C10 2 +PF6 and NO (4). Since C1,o can be considred as

a Levis acid idduct of CIP7 , the products from the NO displacement reactica

should allow som conclusions concerning the stability of the hypothetical

compound ClF7. The following results were obtained for the displacemen+

reaction:

+ - -~780ClFO PtF6- + PO -170 NOPtF6- + CIF5 + F2

This indicates that Cl 7 under the given reaction conditions is unstable

at temperatuxes as low as -780 towards decomposition into CIF, and F2.

DOth cations,, C1022+ (1) and C1I6 + are now well characterzed. This

suggested the possible synthesis of the intermediate ClFP4 O on rom

C1p'0 and PtY6. At 5, the main reaction vass

21,730 + "1t,6 .5 ° 2C'720+PtF6- + P 2

In additinn, small amounts of PC!02 and C7 5 were observed among the

volatile reaction products. Wben the reaction temperature was lowered tu

-4 0, the main produ st were again ClFg0+Pt16- and 72. However, small

amounts of CIO 2 + and CIFP+ Pt 6  bad alo foxmed. No evidence for the

presence oi szny CI?4 O could be obtained. This isggests that tetrahedral

! i
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CIjP20* and octahedral C m+ are more favorable products than the pseudo
trigonal bipyrsmida1 G"P40÷

In the low-temperature reaction betwen FC10 2 and PtF6, the yield of ClF6 +

can be at best 1/6 based on Pt?8 . Since Roberto W4 preriously obtained

(5) for the CIF6-PtF8 system a solid shoving a strong 890 cm-1 infrared

absorption, wo have also studied this system in order to increase the possible

yield of ClF, + to 5C% and to verify that the products from both systems

+6 0contain the sam species, CIF 6 . Two reactions ere carried out at 25 with

uv irradiation. When unfiltered uv irradiation was used, the reaction -as

complete in several hours:

2C11F + 2PtF6 unfiltered +'12+6 + C +F6+PU0 - + 2

Using a Pyrex-water filter, a reaction time of tvo oeeks Vas required with

the products being:

2c.F 6 + y2pF6 Pyrex filter 0 CIF4 Pt"6- + i B6+ptF6

Since unfiltered uv light can decompose ClF5 into ClF3 + F2 (6) and since

ClF2 salts are more stable than C1l 4  salts (7), the observed displacement

of Cl 4 + by Cl? 3 is not surprising. The results from our vibrational

spectroscopic study confirm that the products obtained from the reactions

of Pt?8 with either 1CIO2 , C1F.0, or CMY 3 contain indeed the idontical nev

species, CMr.e

118
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On the Reactions of Chlorine Fluorides with Hydroxyl Compounds A

By KARL 0. CHRISTE

Raceived Oct"ber 5, 1971

A systematic study was carried out of the reactions of CIF, CIF&, CIF&, and CIOIF with a monofunctional (HONO,) and a bl-
functional (HOH) hydroxyl compound. The nature of the observed reaction products depends upon which reagent is used
in excess but can be rationalized for both hydroxyl compounds on a common basis. The observed analogies and additional
experimental data allow some generalizations concerning the nature of some of the intermediate reaction products.

Introduction Reaction of Excess CIF with HONO,.- Anhydrous HONOt
Most of the studies dealing with chlorine fluorides was condensed into one U of a double-U Teflon FEP trap,

weighed (5.70 emtol), and cooled to -- 196*. Chlorine mono-
have been concentrated on three aspects: their syn- fluoride (12.8 mmol) was condensed at -190' into the second U

theses and physical properties, their use as fluorinating of the trap. The U containing HON02 was allowed to warm up
agents, and their ability to form adducts. Their reac- to the melting point (-42*) of HONOe. Then, the temperature
tion chemistry, in particular that involving hydroxyl of the U containing C1F was gradually increased and both com-

pounds were allowed to interact slowly. First, a brownish
compounLis, has been largely neglected. This may color developed. The contents of both U's were combined in one
have been partially due to the violent nature of most of U and kept at -78* for 10 min. The formation of a white solid
the reactions and the great experimental difficulties en- was observed. The mixture was allowed to warm up to 23* and
countered in working with most of these systems. was kept at this temperature for 30 min. It was cooled again
Thus, only the reactions of CIF, CIF3 , and CIO2F with to - 196°, at which temperature no noucondensable material was

observed and was then during warm up subjected to fractional
HA,0," of CIF with an excess of HONOr,' and of an ex- condensation. The individual fractions were measured by
cess of CIF6 with HsO' have been reported. In this volume and/or weight and identified by their vapor pressures and
paper, we wish to report the results of a systematic infrared and mass spectra. The reaction products consisted of
Sstudy of CIF, C1F3, C1Fr,, and C102F with monofunc. CIONO, (5.7 mmol), HF, and unreacted CIF (7.0 mmol).

Reactions of ClF with Excess HOH.-Chlorine monofluoride
tiona? (HONO 2 ) and bifunctional (HOH) hydroxyl (2.34 mmol) and HOH (1.17 mrool) were combined at - 1960 in

compounds with either reagent in excess. a Teflon FEP ampoule. Upon warming of the ampoule from
-196 to - 78", melting of the mixture occurred and a dark brown

Experimental Section liquid was formed. After keeping the mixture at -78* for 20
Cautioln Most of these reactions are extremely vigorous and hr, the reaction products were separated and consisted of C/sO

can produce shock-sensitive materials. They should be carried (0.65 mmol), Cl2 (0.42 mmol), CIO, (0.21 mmol), HF, and Os.
out on a small scale only with appropriate shielding and safety A second reaction carried out at 25° showed as the only
precautions. products ClOt, Clq, and 0: in a mole ratio of 1: 2:0.25 and HF.

Materials and Apparatus.-The materials used in this work Reaction of CIF with Ch2O.-Chlorine monofluoride (2.33
were manipulated in a Monel vacuum line equipped with Teflon mmol) and C12O (1.63 remol) were combined at - 190, in a Tef-
FEP U traps. For reactions involving an excess of halogen lon FEP U trap. The miyture was allowed to warm to -78"
fluoride, the line was well passivated with C'F 3 . Pressures were and was kept at this temperature for 15 hr. The color of the
measured with a Heise Bourdon tubc-type gauge (0-15iOM mm+ : liquid reaction mixture had changed after this period from an
0.1%). Chlorine nionoflucride was prepared by heating an original dark brown to yellow. The products were separated
equimolar mixture of Cls and CIFa to 1600 for several hours in a and consisted of C10I2F (0.81 mimol), C12 (1.65 remol), and un-
stainless steel cylinder. Chlorine trifluoride (The Matheson reacted CIF (1 .110 mmol).
Co.) and ClF (Rocketdyne) were commercial mater;als. The Reaction of HONO2 with Excess CIF,.-In order to establish
preparation of ClFs+AsF$- has previously been described.6 the stoichiometry of the reaction, HONOs (8.60 remol) was com-
Chloryl fluoride was prepared from KC10 and F, by the method' bined with a large excess of CIF, (18.5 mmol) at - 196*. Upon
of Woolf and CIsO was prepared from HgO and Clh by the warm up, a violent reaction occurred which required moderation
method7 of Schack. Nominally anhydrous HONO, was pre- by cooling and a brownish color developed. After completion
pared from fuming nitric acid by distillation from concen- of the reaction at -78°, the products were separated and shown
trated HSO4. All volatile materials were purified prior to use to consist of NOeF, CIOIF, CIF, -F, and 10 mmol of unreacted
by fractional condensation. Their purities were determined by CIFs as expected for a 1: 1 reaction. Since ClF, forms an adduct
measurements of their vapor pressures and infrared spectra. with NOF which complicates the separation of the reaction
Infrared spectra were recorded on a Perkin-Elmer Model 337 products, subsequent experiments were carried out with ratios
spectrophotometer in the range 4000-400 cm'- using a 5-cm of the starting materials close to 1:1. Typically, CIFa (10.5
stainless steel cell fitted with AgCI windows. Mass spectra were mmol) was slowly admitted into a Teflon FEIP U trap containing
recorded on a quadrupole mass spectrometer (Electronic Associ- HON0s (10.6 mmol) at a temperature slightly above the melting
ates Inc. Model Quad 300) using a stainless steel-Teflon FEP point of HONOe. Initially, an orange color (indicating the
inlet maoniold, presence of ClO:) developed, followed by solidification of the

mixture. When no further CIF, uptake took place at -78",
(1) R. BeRnso, M. Carle$, and 1. Aubert. C. R. Acui. &i.. US, 179 the remaining CIP, was added at -196*. The reaction was

(1967). completed by temperature cycling between -78 and -196" and
(2) J. Aubart, R. Voagon, and M. Carlo., Rapport R32•2 de Comueramistt no noncondensable material was observed at - 196". Fractional

do I'Eaersie Atomique, Documentation Franvase, Secrktarit Giniral du condensation of the reaction products showed NOsF (10 rnmol),
GOonvmeaaoaeat, DirattLoa do I& Documentation, Patsi Ve &mga, 1967. HF (0 mmol), ClOt,! (5.9 remol), and CIF (4.4 mtool).

(3) C. J. Schack, Iwo,. Che,., 0, 1938 (1967). Reaction of CIFP with Excess HONOt.-Nominally anhy-
(4) D. Pllipoviel. W. Maya, R. A. Lawton, H. F. Samar, ID. F. Sheehan. drous HONOe (10.4 mmol) and ClF3 (3.46 mmol) were combined

N. N Ogisacahi, R. D. Wilson, F. C. Gunderloy, and V. B. Bedwrll, fwoot. at -78 in a Teflon FEP U trap. The ClFs was added in incree-
Ckeuu.. , 1918 (1967).

(8) K. 0. Christ. sad A. E. Pavlath. Z. Axor. AUS. Chum.. US, 210 merits, and after each addition, the mixture was allowed gr"Au-
(1065). ally to warm up until reaction occurred. During the CIF, addi-

(6) A. A. Woolf, . Chess. Soc., 4113 (1954). tions, the reaction mixture turned orange, Indicating the formau-
(7) C. J. Seback and C. B. indahi, Isors. Nsdi. Chem. Lou.. . 387 (1967). tion of ClOs. After completion of the ClF, addition, the mix-
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ure was kept for 8 hr at -78*. The reaction mixture consisted CIF + excess HOX
of CIOs (1.7 remol), CIONOs (1.7 remol), HF (10 etmol), NxO,.
and O. No unreacted CIF, was recovered. 4CIF + 4HONOt - 4HF + 4CIONO, (3)1

Reaction of Ezceu CIl, with HONOt.-Chlorine penta+- 1+ +
fluoride (4.0 mmol) and HONOt (3.36 mmol) were condensed 4CIF + 2HOH i 4HF + 2Cls + Os
at -- 1980 into the separate bends of a double-U Teflon FEP
trap. The HONO was warmed to its melting point and CIFa l2ow t Fc2p
vapor was allowed to contact the liquid HONO2 phase. A 4CIF + 2HOH - * 4HF + 2C1,O (4a)
vigorous reaction took place. At first, a brown color developed, 25°
and upon addition of all the CIF,, two liquid layers formed. The 1OCIF + 5HOH • IOHF + 2C10, + 4C1, + /1o0, (4b)
upper one containing most of the material was colorless, whereas
the lower one was brown. The mixture was allowed to interact excess CIFs + HOX
for several minutes at -78" and was then allowed to warm to 2CIF, + 2HONOt --- 2HF + CIOF + CIF + 2NOtF (5)
ambient temperature, at which point the brown color disap-
peared. Recooling of the mixture to -196° showed the absence 2CIFs + 2HOH -P- 4HF + CIOtF + CIF (6)'.'
oi noncondensable material. The reaction products consisted
of CIO&F (1.66 mmol), CIF& (2.4 mmol), NOtF (3.3 mmol), and CIF, + excess HOX
HF. 4Cl~e + 12HONt o 12HF + 2Clot + 2CIONOt +

Raction of ClF with Excesa HONOs.-Chlorine pentafluoride
(1.39 mmol) and HONOt (6.78 mmol) were combined at -- 198* in =,0.) + V/20o (7)
a Teflon FEP U trap. A vigorous reaction took place upon 4CIFs + 6HOR - 12HF + 2Cla + 30s (8)1.
melting, which was moderated by intermittent cooling with
liquid Nt. After completion of the reaction, the brown liquid [l2CIO + CIOCI + 1/,oI (8a)
product was kept at 23* for 10 min and then recooled to - 196'.
The reaction products consisted of O0 (0.42 mmol), ClOF excess CIF6 + HOX
(0.55 mmol), CIONOs (0.29 remol), ClOt (0.36 mntol), NeOh, ClF& + 2HONOt 2HF + CIOF + 2NtF (9)
and HF.

Reaction of CIF, with lxcess HOH.-Chlorine pentafluoride CIF* + 2HO1 i 4HF + CI~tF (10)4
(2.00 mmol) and HOH (5.00 mmol) were combined at - 196" in
a Teflon FEP U trap. A vigorous reaction started upon melting CIF4 + excess HOX
of the CIF, which was controlled by intermittent cooling with
liquid Ns. The yellow to orange mixture was kept at 23* for 3 2CIF, + SHONOt -o- 8HF + 4N20& + 2CIOtF (11)
hr before being recooled to -196'. The products consisted of 2CIOtF + 2HONO, -i- 2HF + Not + 2Clot + '/j%0 (Ua)
CIO, (1.35 mrtol), CIOtF (0.35 mmol), CIOF (0.18 emtol), 0:
(<0.6 mmol), and HF. or

"Reaction of CIOsF with Exces HONO,.--Chloryl fluoride
(2.35mmol) and HONOr (2.168emtol) were combined at -- 1960 in 2CIF, + 10HON0, P 1OHF + 4NsOt + 2CIONO0 + 20t
a Teflon FEP U trap. The mixture was allowed to warm up and (I1b)
to react. The resulting homogeneous brown solution was kept
for 30 min at 23', at which temperature gas evolution was ob- 2CIF, + 5HOH o 1OHF + 2ClOs + /tO, (12)
served. The reaction products were 0, (0.25 mrtol), ClOt
(0.48 mmol), CR0,F (1.86 mmol). N20&, HONO,, and HF. C1OF + excess HOX
Since only 0.49 mmol of CIOWF reacted, the amount of HONOs 2CIORF + 2HONOs o 2HF + 2C10t + NsO + VAO, (13)
available (2.16 mrtol) presented a true excess.

Hydrolysis of CIFs+AaF,- in HF Solution.-To a mixture of 2CI%0F + HOH -P- 2HF + 2C10t + 1/,Ot (14)','
CIF,+AsF,- (21.7 mmol) and anhydrous HF (5 ml liquid), wet
HF (5 ml containing 20.6 mmol of HO) was slowly added at C12O + excess COF
-78*. At first a brownish red color developed which gradually
changed to yellow. After keeping the mixture at - 78' for 1 hr, 2CIte + CIF b OW + 2C1, (1.)
the volatiles were removed ins tacuo. The solid residue was Several reactions require some specific comments. Ac-
shown by infrared spectroscopy to consist of CI0,+AsF.- and cordg reand 2equircanobe fiow e nba .iAl
CIFi'AsFC-. cording to ref I and 2 eq 6 can be followed by additional

more or less slow reactions resulting in the formation of
Results and Discussion some Cl, and 02 and of traces of CIO,F. Equation 8

The following reaction systems were studied: excess might be rewritten by substituting the observed
CIF + HONOs, excess CIFs + HONOr, excess CIF& + amounts of C12 and 02 by the appropriate chlorine ox-
HONO,, CiFs + excess HONOR, CIF, + excess HONes, ides (eq 8a). This assumption is supported by the fact
CIOsF + excess HONG,, and CIF& + excess HOH. that in the CIF-HO system, depending upon the reac-
The reactions between excess CIF, and HOH,4 between tion conditions, either Clt and 02 (eq 4) or CIOt, ClI,
COF and excess HONOr,s and between CIF, CIF,, or and 02 (eq 4b) or ClsO (eq 4a) can be obtained as the
C1O2F and HOH with either reagent in excess'.' have principal products. The reaction products observed
previously been reported, In order to establish the for the reaction of CIF, with excess HONOe can be
nature of some of the intermediate products, the rationalized by assuming that CIOtF is formed as the
CIF-ClsO system, the low-temperature reaction of primary product (eq 11) which reacts only slowly with
CIF with an excess of water, and the hydrolysis of additional HONOr, according to (eq 1la), thus leaving
CIF2+AsFa- in HF solution were also studied. Con- an appreciable amount of CIOF unconverted. This
sequently, complete experimental data are now avail- assumption was confirmed by reaction 13, which showed
able for a systematic evaluation of the reactions be- that this -reaction is indeed slow. In addition, a side
tween chlorine fluorides and mono- and bifunctional reaction generating C1ONO, and oxygen occurs (eq
hydroxyl compounds. The following equations (some lib). For reaction 12, substantial amounts of C10F (
of them expressed in multiples for easier comparison) and ClOF were found in the reaction product. The
summarize the observed reactions: observation of some CIOF is not surprising since it has
excess CIF + HOX previously been shown' that the hydrolysis of CIOsF

4CIF + 4HONOe -o- 4H? + 4CIONO, (1) is quite slow. The hydrolysis of some of the ClOaF
5CIF + 2HOH -- 4H1 + CIO? + 2C1, (2)'.s produces nascent oxygen, which, in turn, can rapidly
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oxidize CI0 2F to CIO3F. Since C1OF is resistant to Reaction 19 should also be followed by steps such as
hydrolysis,8 it will build up as a product. (20) or by X20 elimination if there are no or only rela-

A general comparison between the reactions of tively unreactive fluorine atoms left in the molecule
HONO, and those of HOH shows an excellent agree-
ment. The reaction products and the changes in the CIF_,(OX) - CIF._,O - X20 (21)
oxidation states of Cl are analogous for each equation Thus, by either sequence, one might expect to obtain.
pair. The only exceptions are reactions 1 and 2. The FCIO as a intermediate in the reactions of CIF 3. How-
difference is due to the fact that CIONO1 , under the ever, the following facts indicate that this intermediate
given conditions, does not interact with CIF, whereas would be quite unstable. The photochemical syn-
SC1O even at --78o does, yielding CIOF and Cl2 (eq thesis' and reaction chemnistryio of CIFO are best inter-
15). The fact that the products differ depending upon preted in terms of an unstable FCIO intermediate. In
which reagent is used in excess is not surprising. If an addition, an attempt was made to prepare and isolate
excess of the fluorinating agent is used, C1O0F is always FClO, according to
one or often the only chlorine-containing reaction prod- IHF soln

uct independent of the oxidation state of the chlorine CIF,+AsF,- + HOH iP CIO+AsF.- + 2HF (22)
fluoride starting material. The only exception is again
reaction 1 for the above-mentioned reason, i.e., inabil- C10+AsF6- + FNO -o NO+AsF,- + FC1O (23)

ity of CIF to fluorinate C1ONO2 under the given con- However, instead of CIO+AsF,, only C1O2+AsF. and
ditions. If an excess of the hydroxyl compound is unreacted CIF2 IAsF +A- were found for (22).
used, the main reaction products are chlorine oxides unreyct e might werexfound to o22r. !
(most frequently C10 2) and chlorine nitrate. In the Similarly, one might have expected to observe CIFiO,n
case of excess HONOi, any NOF present will form which is known to be stable,1"I as an intermediate in
N20 and HF. In the case of CIF the formation of the reactions of HOX with an excess of CIF6. The fact

several intermediates was experimentally confirmed that it was not observed either suggests an alternate

suggesting for the low-temperature reaction of CIF with sequence such as

HOH the sequence CIF + 2HOX -i CIF,(OX) 2 + 2HF (24)

SCI+ HOH -b HF + HOCI (16) +SClF& OXh )N CIOTF + 2XF (25)
HOCI + CIF ip HF + CIOCI (17)I In the presence of an excess of CIF, fluorination of or indicats that C1FO is much more reactive towardHOX than is CIF8 .

C1,O can occur according to eq 15. This reaction was In many of these systems, the final products show
shown to be quantitative at temperatures as low as that the Cl-containing starting material has dispropor-
S-78o. In the presene of an excess of water at --78o, tionated in the course of the reaction. Suitable inter-
C110 is the principal product. In addition to C120 for- mediates which could readily disproportionate might
mation, reaction 4b also occurs at -78* and becomes be CIO, HOCI, HOCIO, and FCIO.

T at 25* the dominant reaction. Under the reactionaondtions 25 t ef do antreactiocan. Udeom se frtea n In summary, it appears that the reactions of chlorinei conditions of ref 1 and 2, C10 2 can decompose further fluorides with a mnonofunctional (HONO1 ) and a bi-

to C12 and O (eq 4). The fact that pure CL.O does not functional (HOH) hdroxyl o on und can be rational-

readily disproportionate at temperatures between -78 izedtonal ( y compo rationat-
an 5 o n 1ugsstepri o ized on a common basis. The observed reaction pat-Sand 250 to CIO, and Cl, suggests the participation of terns should be very useful for predicting the products
less stable intermediates such as possibly HOC1 or CIO of the reactions of chlorine fluorides with other hydroxyl
radicals in the CIO, formation step. compounds. The partial hydrolysis of chlorine fluo-

In the case of CIF, and CIF5 the first reaction should c pds the ar tia rolyi of chlorine
be again the elimination of HF. This reaction is ex- ridesodoes no t for c10,F.

tremely fast and exothermic and often proceeds ex- oxyfluorides, except for CIOF.

plosively, even at low temperature Acknowledgment. -I am indebted to Drs. D.
CIFM + HOX o CIF,_-OX + HF (18) Pilipovich and C. J. Schack for stimulating discussions.

This work was supported by the Office of Naval Re-The next steps could involve either the reaction of search, Power Branch.

CIF._iOX with additional HOX

CIF._,OX + HOX -, CIF._:(OX)v + HF (19) (9) D. PiUpovich, H. H. Rogers, and R. D. Wilson. to be submitted for
publication.

or an intramolecular fluorination, i.e., XF elimination (10) C. J. Schack. C. B. Undah. D. Pilpovich, and X. 0. Christa., to be
submitted for puliatliton.

ClF.-,OX o CIF,_-O + XF (20) (11) D. Pllpovicsh, C. B. Lindahl, C. 3. Scaaack. R. D. Wilson, and K. 0.
Christe, to be submitted for publication.
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Iodine Tris(perchlorate) and Cesium Tetrakis(perchlorato)iodate(III)

By KARL 0. CHRISTE ANv CARL J. SCHACK

Reivd Sepcuber 20. 1971

The syntheses and some properties of the novel iodine perchlorstes I(OCl0,)s and C.4I(0CI0a)- are reported. Their
vibrational spectra were recorded and confirm their formulation as covalent perchlorates. A square-pla-nr configuration
is proposed for the I(OClO8)4- anion, wherea I(OClO,)s appears to be polymeric.

Introduction reveals that the original paper deals only with a com-
The preparation of iodine tris(perchlorate) from pound having the empirical composition I(CIO4)..2H&,.

iodine, ozone, and anhydrous HC1O 4 is described in Nun1-roa at.mipts have been reported to prepare
ref 1. However, a itms-check with the original iodine perchiorates in organic solvents from Is and
publication,' from which the preparation was abstracted, AgCI0 4 . Whereas the experimental data were con-

() M. isistent with the formation of iodine perchlorato as
(V) 1. sehmBramr .Rd., "A-db ol Prepwl, Ne, Va N. CV--1Str ." unstable intermediates, all attempts to isolate andVul. 1, O. trasmr. idI., Acadomlme Pro.to, New Vurk, N. V., lIMS, p25O.

(2) P. Plahter and M. Kappeler. X. Aaor. Alig. Chrm.. e1, 13 (11s3). characterize these compounds were unruccestful, owing
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to their incompatibility with the solvent. In this less steel cylinder was loaded with powdered Cs! (1.16 nmeol),

paper, we report the successful preparation and iso- followed by CIOCIO (8.10 mrtol) at - 1l6". The reaction was
allowed to proceed by warming the cylinder to -45% where it

lotion of I(0C10 3 )s and Cs+I(OClOs)4-. was maintained for 5 weeks. On recooling to -106%, no non-

Experimental Section condensable gases were observed. Volatile products were pumped ,
from the reactor for several hours while and after it had warmed

Matr:ais and Apparatus.-Volatile materials used in this to ambient temperature. Separation of these species was ef-
,work were manipulated in a well-passivated (with CIF,) stainless fected by fractional condensation and identification by infrared
steel vacuum line equipped with Teflon FEP U traps and 316 and vapor pressure measurements. They consisted of C7i
stainless steel bellows-seal valves (Hoke, Inc., 425 IF4Y). Pres- (2.34 renool) and unreacted CIOCIO, (1.45 mmol). The solidsures were measured with a Hteise Bourdon tite-type gauge product was pale yellow and we-ighed 749 mag, indicating a 99%
(0-1500 mm :h 0.1%). Iodine (reagent grade, Mallinckrodt) conversion of the Cs! to CsI(OCIO,),- had occurred.
was resublimed before use. Anhydrous Csi (ROC/RIC, 99.9% Attempted Preparation of CatI(OCIOc-.-Chlorine per-
mun"rmum purity) was used without further purification. Chlorine chlorate (6.27 remol) was allowed to react with C.IBr, (2.76 jperchlorate and CsIBrt were prepared and purified by the mmol) at -45*. No unreacted C0OC100 was recovered and themethods of Schack and Pilipovich' and Cremer and Duncan,' volatile products consisted of Cis, Br,, and BrCl only. The solid

respectively. The purity of the volatile starting materials was reaction product was inhomogeneous. The infrared spectra ofdetermined by me-asurements o•f their vapor pressures and in- the upper layers showed the presence of perchlorato groups.
frared spectre. Solid products were handled in the dry nitrogen whereas for the lower layers these were absent.
atmosphere of a gove box. Elemental Analylis.-Weighed samples were hydrolyzed in

The infrared spectra were recorded on a Perkin-Elmer Model water. The amounts of total iodine and perchlorate were de-
457 spectrophotomcter in the range 4000-250 cm-. The spectra termined by X-ray fluoresecence spectroscopy and by a specific 1
of gases were obtained using 304 stainless steel cells of 6-cm path iow electrode (Orion Model 92-17), respectively. The oxidation
length fitted with AgCl windows. Screw-cap metal cells with state of iodine was found by iodometric titration.
AgCl, AgBr, or BaF, windows and Teflon FEP gaskets were used
for obtaining the spectra of solids as dry powders at ambient Results and Discussion
temperature. The quality of the infrared spectra could be some- Caution! Chlorine perchlorate is shock sensitive'what improved by pressing two small single-crystal platelets of
either AgCl or AgBr to a disk in a pellet press. The powdered and samples of both I(OC10s)s and Cs+I(OCl0,)4
sample was placed between the platelets before starting the press- have exploded even at low temperature while recordinr
ing operation. their laser Raman spectra. Proper safety precautions A

The Raman spectra were recorded using a Coherent Radiation mst be taken when working with these compounds.
Laboratories Model 52 Ar laser as a source of 1.3 W of exciting
light at 5145 A. The scattered !ight was analyzed with a Spex Syntheses and Properties.-The novel compound
Model 1400 double monochromator, a photomultiplier cooled to iodine tris(perchlorate) was prepared by the low-
-- 25, and a dc ammeter. Glass melting point or Kel-F temperature reaction of iodine with an excess of CIO-

capillaries were used as sample containers in the transverse C1o0. Its composition was established by quantitative
viewing-transverse excitation technique. The low-temperature
spectra were recorded by the method of Miller and Harney.' synthesis: 12 + OClOCIO3 -- 21(0C0 5 )s + 302, with

Preparation of I(OCIOj),.--Iodine (0.915 mmol) was loaded the material balance for all components being 99+%.
into a 10-ml prepassivated Teflon FEP ampoule closed off by a The compound is a white solid, stable at --45. During
Hoke 316 stainless steel valve (425 1F4Y). Chlorine perchlorate its synthesis, no explosions were encountered; how-
(8.18 mmol) was added at -196°. The ampoule was kept at ever, when exposd to a laser beam, explosive decom-
-- 500 for 70 hr. At this point, the dark iodine color had dis-

appeared and a pale yellow (due to the presence of Clh) solid had position occurred even at low temperatures. It
formed. Upon cooling to -- 196', the ampoule did not contain decomposes upon warming to ambient temperature.
any noncondensable reaction products. The ampoule was Depending upon the warm-up conditions (i.e., warm-up
slowly warmed to -45'. The volatile products were separated rate and pressure) differences in the decomposition
by fractional condensation and identified by infrared spectroscopy behavior were observed. Thus, the melting to a
and their vapor pressure. They consisted of Cis (2.70 mmol) b
and CIOCIO, (2.74 emtol). The white, solid residue weighed 776 brownish paste was not observed in all cases, and in
mg, in excellent agreement with the weight (777 mg) calculated some instances, the appearance of orange and brown
for a complete conversion to I(OCIO,),. colors was observed, which might be ascribed to the

A sample of I(OCIO,), (775 rag, 1.82 emtol) was allowed to formation of C10 and lower chlorine oxides, respec-
warm up from -45 to 23*. Close to 23*, it formed a brownish aereshe
paste. Recooling of the sample to - 1960 showed no noncon- ely. The following observations were made for the
densables. The sample was warmed up again to 23* and kept at decomposition process: (1) the volatile decomposition
this temperature for 12 hr while the volatile products were products consisted mainly of ClO• but also contained
pumped off and separated by fractional condensation. The smaller amounts of C160 and lower chlorine oxides;
volatile material consisted of 01,0, (1.9 mmol) and sm.alle (2 hoidrsdecntiegayioiei hamounts of C01,0 and lower chlorine oxides. The pale ydlow,
nonvolatile residue had the following composition: C10 4-, ±5 oxidation state and its infrared spettrura showed
21.7%; total iodine, 61.0%; iodometric titration assuming an the presence of the CIO? anion;' (3) upon pyrelysis
oxidation state of +5, I - 62.0%. The infrared spectrum of or longer exposure to the laser beam, thu Raman .
the solid showed the presence of the CIO- anion. Additional spectrum of the solid is identical with that previcusly
C4sO, could be removed from the solid by heating it for several
hours to 60W it vacxo. The infrared spectrum still showed the reported 7 for Is (see Figure 1, trace B); (4) tnt
presence of CIO,-. The weight of the solid had decreased to 366 elemental analysis and material balance of the sold
nig. are in fair agreement with those calculated for & mixture

Attempted Preparation of IOCIO,.-Iodine (1.25 mmol) and of 62.4 mol % IOC(lO and 37.6 mol % IOe. Upon
CIOCI 0 (2.50 mmol) were allowed to react as described for ex

( ). The iodine colo had completely disappeared; how- tended pyrolysis, the percentage of 10, increases.
ever, no products volatile at -45" had formed. The nonvolatile These observations are best interpreted in terms of an
residue was a whittaolid showing orange and gray-green spots. initial CIAh elimination, I(OCI00), -- [0IOCQOQ] +
Upon slight warm-up, the sample turned black and decomposed. Cl", followed by an internal redox reaction yielding

Preparation of Cs+I(OClOr),-.-A 10-ml prepasavated stain-

(0) J. W. Ne60u, A. D. McElroy, aad HL F. Klodowlik, Iucrg. Chew. 4,
(3) C. 3. Schack and D. Pilipovlch, lor.. Chems.S, 13•7 (1970). 1796 (1r5o).
(4) H. W. Crteur mad D. V. Dusaca. J. Chu". Soc., 10 (1661). (7) P. M. A. Sherwood ad J. 3. Turae-, Spgedrnim. Ads. ?n A. S,
(5) F. A. Miller mad B. M. hearey, private communcamtlon. 1973 (1970).
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+5 iodine, lower chlorine oxides, IOsC10 4, and I120. A
It is not surprising that mainly ClsO7 and some chlorine
oxides of low oxidation state were observed and not 4U
Cliot as might be expected according to I(OClO)j, -• 0,W. MOW
10C3O4 + Cl1o2. It is well known that the perchlorate US
ion does not oxidize CsI whereas ClOt- or ClOt- does.
Hence, CIA might also be a less effective oxidizing
agent than C120s or the lower chlorine oxides.

Attempts to prepare iodine monoperchlorate from
stoichiometric amounts of iodine and CIOCIOt failed.
Apparently, CIOC1Os oxidizes iodine rapidly to oxida- m
tion states higher than +1. The resulting mixed , ,LYMMoOM
iodine chloride perchlorate with a formal oxidation
state of +2 would be expected to be highly unstable
and susceptible to disproportionation and decomposi-tion.•

The salt Cs+I(OCIOt),- was prepared according to w k Am M4

Cs+I- + 4CIOCIO -- Cs+J(OClOa)4- + 2C1,. Its
composition was again ascertained by quantitative igure 1.--aman spectra of I(OC1O,),, recorded at -600

(trace A), and of its decomposition product (trace B) obtained by
synthesis. It is a pale yellow solid and is stable at vacuum pyrolysis at 600. D indicates spectral slit width.
ambient temperature. Its decomposition has been
studied less extensively than that of I(OClO,)s. How-
ever, the Raman spectra (Figure 1, trace A, and Figure --. •- -_
2, traces B and C) demonstrate the formation of a 134 S- U
comm-n intermediate decomposition product which is "
not 120, and does not contain the C104- anion. The
formation of this intermediate might be favored by the A

laser light.
Attempts to prepare Cs+I(OClOa)2- according to

Cs+IBr,- + 2CIOCIOs -- Cs+I(OCIO,),- + 2BrCI were 430'
unsuccessful. Part of the product was converted to '*SO

+3 iodine salts while some of the Cs+IBrs- starting S"
material was recovered unchanged. t:

Considering the low thermal stability and highh ,4; C.'0008,;

reactivity of I (OCIOt),, it is not surprising that previous
attemptss- 1 had failed to prepare and isolate these
compounds from organic solvents. From the prop- 0
erties of I(OCIOt)s, it also appears unlikely that the ,43
product obtained' by Fichter and Kappeler was indeed

dihydrate of I(OC10j),. Other possible structures ,"
such as IO,C1O4 -2HOClOt might be written for their U, ,,0 W, 'o " OM
product which approach the reported' composition.

Vibrational Spectra.-Figures I and 2 show the

Raman spýc:tra of I(OClot), and Cs+I(OClot)4-, WS
respectively. The spectra of both compounds had to be _,__ _ ,
recorded at low temperature to avoid (explosive) WAVINUNS. cma
decomposition in the laser beam. For Cs+I(OClOI)4-, Figure 2.-Ran spectra of CS+I(OClO)A-, recorded at -70*
which is the more stable of the two compounds, a (trace A), and of its decomposition products (traces B and C).
spectrum was obtained which was essentially free of
decomposition product bands (trace A, Figure 2).
Traces B and C show the same sample at various
stages of decomposition and allow the identification of
the bands belonging to the decomposition products.
It was not possible to obtain a spectrum of I(OC0O,),
free of decomposition products. However, the de-
composition product was identical with that observed
for Cs+I(OCIO,),- (trace C, Figure 2), Therefore,
the bands due to I(OCl0O), itself can be readily iden-
tified. The spectrum of the product obtained by

Svacuum pyrolysis of I(OClot), at 60* is shown as
trace B in Figure 1. It is distinct from that in the
low-temperature decomposition and is identical with u*r•; %CM;

(9) L. Birckembacl mad . Go-ubseu. Sr,, 44, 395 (1932).

(10) R. N. Memaoldhe ond A. G. SbArP., J. Clum. So.. M (1062). Figure 3.--Irred spectra of Cs+I(OCl04,- (trace A) aad o the
(11) N. W. Acock ad T. C. Walagto,. Wd, 2610 (IM). I(OC1M)s) decomposition product (trae B) a AgBr diak.
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TABLE I

VIBRATIONAL SPECTRUM OF Cs+I(OC1OS)C- COMPARED TO Tuosz Ow C1OC1O AND BrOCIO,

Obad freq. cm -1. and intent
CIOClOs, BrOClOg" 'CA*I(OCIOA)4 - -

Ir Raman Ir Ir Ragn Approx description ofg mode

1283 vs 1280 mw 1275 vs 1230 vs 1243 w, sh/ Antisym CIO& str
1207 mw )

1040s 1036 va 1039s 1015 vs 1038s} Sym CIO& str
1016 vwf

646 vs 643 ms 648s 630 vs 630s O-Cl str
580 sh 582 mgl, 570-08 vs 607 tmw 1>Clot scissor, a,. CIO,
561 M 561 wj 570 msj
511 mw 516s W9 M 485s 489s a umbra& CIOI

430 vw 430 mw.
261 vs v symn in-phase 104
240 s r syw out-of-phase IO1
131 ms TOCI def106ms

Reference 13.

that reported7 for I10. Figure 3 shows the infrared I(OSOsF)c-. The two symmetric 104 stretching modes
spectrum of Cs+I(GCI03),- and that of the I(OCIOh,) should both be of very high intensity in the Raman
decomposition product. The latter shows strong spectrum and be separated by less than 100 c -rn'.17.18
absorptions characteristic for the C1O,- ion.$ Since Furthermore, they should be observed for both ions,
covalent perchlorates generally attack silver halide I(OCIOs) 4- and I(OSO2F),-. Therefore, the assign-
windows with C10- formation, the spectrum was also ment of the bands at 261 and 240 cm-1 to the sym-
recorded using BaF2 windows. It was identical with metric in-phase and symmetric out-of-phase 104

that shown in Figure 3. stretching modes, respectively, appears more plausible
The spectrum of Cs+I(OCOa)4- will be discussed than that previously suggested."8  On the basis of the

first due to its simplicity. Comparison with the known available data, it cannot be decided whether or not the
spectrum of other covalent h,.1ogen perchlorates'-121" chlorine atoms are coplanar with the 104 group.
reveals that the compound contains exclusively co- For I(OCIOs)3, the Raman spectrum (Figure 1,
valent, monodentate perchlorato groups. A listing trace A) is rather complex in the 1 100-1300-cm-'
of the observed frequencies together with a tentative region. By analogy with the halogen trifluorides and
assignment is given in Table I. The slight frequency halogen tris(fluorosulfates)," these features might be
decrease of some of the perchlorato bands on going explained in terms of two nonequivalent types of
from halogen mono(perchlorates) to the tetrakis(per- perchlorato groups. The substantial shift to lowL-r
chlorato)iodate(III) anion may be explained by the frequencies of two of these bands (1203 and 1126 cm -1)
formal negative charge in the latter. A similar indicates strong bridging as expected for a polymeric
decrease has also been observed for the corresponding structure. The bands occurring in the following
halogen fluorosulfates. 1 -11 The vibrational spectrum regions are tentatively assigned to the following type

of I(OCIO,)4- is analogous to that"8 of I(OSOF),- and of vibrations: 1100-13MX em-', antisymmetric CIO0
suggests a similar structure for both anions. In stretch; 920-1040 cm- 1, symmetric CIO, stretch;
agreement with Carter, Jones, and Aubke,t5 we suggest 600-6(X) cm- 1 , scissoring deformation of C103; 440-500
a square-planar configuration for the 104 skeleton by cm-1, umbrella deformation of C10 3 and 10 stretch;
analogy with that found for the corresponding tetra- 270-300 cm-', 10, stretching modes; 100-200 cm-,
fluorohalogenate(III) anions, CIF 4 - and BrF 4-. ' 7,1  1-0--Cl bending modes. Again, the bands assigned
For the 104 skeletal stretching modes, we propose an to the IO stretching modes have almost identical
assignment different from that made previously" for counterparts in the I(OSOIF)3 spectrum," indicating

the close structural relationship between these halogen
(12).. 6 h1k, (1971). perchlorates and the corresponding fluorosulfates.

Chaem., 10, 1078(17)

(13) K. 0. Christe. C. J. Schack, and E. C. Curtis, ibid., 10, l819 (1971).
(14) K. 0. Christe, C. J. Schack. and H. C. Curtis. Spectroecing. Acta. Ackowledgment.-The authors are indebted to Dr.

Part A. 26, 2367 (1970). Don Pilipovich for stimulating discussions and con-
(15) H. A. Carter, S. P. L. Jones, and F. Auble. Ifoors. CkeM., 9. 2483 tinuous encouragement, to Mr. R. Kessler for the

(1U70), iuu norgmntoM.R ese o h

(17) A. M. QurCsIS. L. H. Ievcbuk. and F. Awhie( Can. J. ChnS 49.2544 iodine and C10 47 analyses, and to Dr. J. Cape of the

(1971). Science Center of NAR for the use of the Ranan spec-
(17) K. 0. Christe and W. Sawodny. Z. Axors. Ails. Ck,,m.. 814, 305 trometer. This work was supported by the Office of(1970).
(18) 1C. 0. chdate ad C. J. Schack, floo.. Chem,..,, 1*62 (1n70). Naval Research, Power Branch.
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On Alkali Metal Fluoride-Iodine Pentafluoride Adducts

By KARL 0. CHRISTE

ReceiW August 30, 1971

The syntheses and properties of novel 1:3 adducts between alkali metal fluorides and IF4 are described. Infrared and
Raman spectra are reported for CsF.31Pb, CsIF., RbIF6, KIF,. and a mixture of RbIF, with RbF.3IF. The previously
reported discrepancies in the vibrational spectra of IF," salts can be rationalized by assuming mixtures of 1: 1 and 1:3 ad-
ducts. Powder diffraction X-ray data are given for KIF,, RbIF4, and CsIF,. Partial pyrolysis, vibrational spectroscopy,
and differential thermal analyses show no evidence for the existence of distinct 1:2 adducts as intermediate products from
the decomposition of the 1:3 adducts. The previous conclusions are confirmed that IF,- is not octahedral and does not
have a symmetry higher than Cl.. The FNO-IFs and FNO-BrF, systems were briefly studied. Whereas BrFs does not
form an FNO adduct, IF, combines with FNO to form a white, crystalline 1: 1 adduct having a dissociation pressure of about
30 mm at 21'.

Introduction differed strongly and no plausible explanation could be

The vibrational spectra of the alkali metal fluoride- offered for these discrepancies. Recently, Klamm and
iodine pentafluoride adducts were previously studied by Meinert reported' the formation of IF 4CI by treating

at le.st fourdiffe:ent research groups.'-' All four groups CsCI with IF,. Their failure to isolate and character-

reached the same conclusion that thi IF$- anion is not ize this novel, yellow, vulatile compound was attributed'
octahedral. This conclusion was also supported by the to rapid reaction with the glass container. Our at-
results of a recent M6ssbauer study." However, the tempts to duplicate Klamm and Meinert's observa-
vibrational spectra reported by the four groups for IF,- tions' in an iriert metal-Teflon reaction system were

(1) K. 0. Ckhut. J. P. Qutrn, and W. Sawda, Ine. C g.., 62 unsuccessful. The most volatile yellow reaction prod-
(196). uct was, as expected, Cls. However, from the material

(2) S. P. Boston. t). W. A. Sbarp. A. . Perkins,. . Saft. H. H. Ha . balance, it became obvious that the solid residue was
and K. 0. Chriate. i1Qd., T, 2174 (198).

(8) H. •ouana. N. M-loart, P. ",. and K. With.. Z. Chess. S. a3 not the expected Cs+IFG- but the novel CsF.3IF, ad-
(19"). duct. Furthermore, the vibrational spectra of CsF.

(4) H. Itlawa, . eo"P.RcbgoK.Wto .,a49(I)
(3) 8. Buk•-pea. 3. Sociano, and 3. Shadr. , Cki. Ph Loll., , 4 241 31F5 showed bands previously attributed'1. to

(196). (6) ff. VasnAz and H. Maloart, Z. Chem.. 10, 270 (1070).
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CsIF,, indicating that most of the discrepancies in the racuo to 95' for 14 hr lost ll:, (2.630 g, 11.85 mimol). A wl.te,

previously reported datr. may have been due to varying vrystallime, stable solid resulted which according to the material
balance had the composition Rhl•-0. 7 31F4 or 27 mol % RbF -

mixtures of Cs+IF6- and CsF.31F5. Consequently, a 73 mol '( RbIF G.
systematic study cf the alkali metal fluoride-iodine Potassium fluoride (37.87 nimol) was combined with 1Fp

pentafluoride system was carried out, the results of (101.21 rinmol) in a 30-tlm stainless stell cylinder. The cylinder

which are reported in this paper. The existence of the was shaken for 50 hr at 60°. Utnreacted IF6 (17.61 rtonol) was

CsF-31Fs adduct has also been discovered in an inde- remove(] at 20' by pulmping for 3 hr. Therefore, KF (37.87
mnmnol) had reacted with IF:, (83.60 retool) in a mole ratio of

pendent study by Hyde7 but has not been published. 1:2.21. Upon continued punimping at 25', tile solid kept losing
additional amounts of IF5. Pyrolysis at 600 in vmauo for 14 hr

Experimental Section resulted ia a white, stable, crystalline product having the compo-
Materials and Apparatus.-The materials used in this work sition KF.0.95IF,.

were manipulated in a well-passivated (with CIF 3) 304 stainless Sodium fluoride, when heated to 60' for 50 hr on a shaker ili
steel vacuum line equipped with Teflon FEP U t-aps and 316 the presence of a large excess of II:, did not combine with tile
stainless steel bellows-seal valves (Hoke Inc., 425 1F4Y). Pres- latter to form a stable adduct.
sures were measured with a Heise Bourdon tube-type gauge (0- Gaseous FNO was added ill increments at 250 to liquid IF,
1500 mm+ 0.1%ý). Nitrosyl fluoride was prepared from NO (15.96 emmol) contained in a Teflon FEP U trap. Upon FNO
and F, at - 196'. Iodine pentafluoride (Allied Chemical) and addition, the mixture turned yellow and a slightly exothermic re-
BrFb (Matheson) were treated wih F2 until colorless. Al! ma- action occurred. After addition ol 5.32 mnmol of FNO (cor-
t.7rials were purified prior to use by fractional condensation. responding to FNO.3IF`), the mixture was still liquid. The
"lhe alkali metal fluorides were fused in a platinum crucible and addition of an additioral A.32 tnol of FNO resulted in partial
powdered in a drybox prior to use, Because of their hygro- solidification. A total of 18.98 nmmol of FNO was added and the
scopicity, materials were handled outside of the vacuum system temperature of the mixture was cycled several times between
in the dry nitrogen atmosphere of a glove box. - 196 and +250. Unreacted FNO (2.89 nirmol) was removed

The infrared spectra were recorded on Plerkin-fElmer Models in cacao at -4g. 4 Hence, FNO (16.09 mmol) had reacte,l with
337 and 457 spectrophotometers in the range 40W0-250 cm-'. IF:, (15.96 remol) in a mole ratio of 1:0.9-3 to form a white, crys-
The spectra of gases were obtained using 3014 stainless steel cells talline solid. This solid had a. dissociation pressure of about 3()
of 5-cm path length fitted with AgCI windows. Screw-cap imm at 210. The vapor phase above the solid was shown by in-
melal cells with AgCI or AgBr windows and Teflon FEUI gaskets frared spectroscopy to consist of equimnolar amounts of FNO and

were used for obtaining the spectra of solids as dry powders at IF5 .
ambient temperature. The quality of the infrared spectra Bromine pentalluoride (4.20 remol) and FNO (8.40 nmuol)
could be somewhat improved by pressing two small single- were combined at - 196° in a Teflon 1E13 U trap. Upon warm-
crystal platelets of either AgC1 or AgBr to a disk in a pellet up, the mixture melted forming a yellowish liquid. T'lie mix-
press. The powdered sample was placed between the platelets ture remained liquid at (-64' and could be completely removed
before starting the pressing operation. in vacuo at this temperature, not yielding a solid at any time.

The Raman spectra were recorded using a Coherent Radiation Hence, no stable solid adduct is formed at temperatures as low
Laboratories Moel 52 Ar laser as a source of 1.3 W of exciting as -64'.
light at 5145 A. The scattered light was analyzed with a
Spex Model 1400 double monochromator, a photomultiplier Results ad Discussion
cooled to -- 25°, and a dc ammeter. Pyrex-glass tubes (7-

mm o.d.) with hollow inside glass cones for variable sample Syntheses and Properties.- The formation of distinct
thicknesses or Pyrex or clear Kel-F capillaries were used as 1:3 and I : 1 adducets for the alkali metal fluoride-iodine
sample containers, For the capillaries, the transverse viewing-
transverse excitation technique anrd for the conical tubes, the pentalluoride systems was established by syntheses.
axial viewing-transverse excitation technique were used. Thus, KF, RbF, and CsF, can combine with more than

X-Ray powder diffraction pattern,; were taken using a P1hil- an equitnolar amount of lF,,,. IF-or CsF an almost tlieo-
lips Norelco instrument, Type No. 12046, with copper Ka radia- retical conversion to a stable 1:3 adduct was achieved.

lion and a nickel filter. Samples were sealed in quartz capil- This 1:3 adduct carl be pyroiyzed under vacuum at
laries ('-0.5-nnn o.d.). The densities were measured by the
displacement niethod using a perfluorinated amine (FC 43, 3M 90° to form the known I : I adduct. When CsF.31Fb

Co.) to fill the pycnometer. was slowly heated in a sealed glass capillary under 1
A Perkin-Elmner differential scanning calorimeter, Model atm of N 2, the material became pasty at 105-110' and

DSC-1B, was used to obtain the dta data. The samples weic partial melting started at about 123". At 140)-1.,0,
sealed in aluminum pans, and heating rates of 10°imin in N2 IFs started to distil off the solid, and the glass container
were used.

Preparation of the Adducts.-Dry CsF (19.02 momol) was was attacked. A sample of CsIF6 started to attack the
placed into a 30-ml prepassivated 316 stainless steel cylinder and glass container at 1600', the temperature at which
purified IF5 (80.08 mn,,ol) was added at - 196'. The cylinder partial melting began. The dta data are in fair agree-
was placed on a shaker at 60' for 2 days. Unreacted IF6 was mient with these observations. Thus, CsF.31F6 showed
removed at 25' by pumping for 3 hr. Tile cylinder contained
15.370 g of a stable, white, crystalline solid (weight calculated a gradual, continuous endotherm starting at about
for CsF.3I1,' 15.551 g). Therefore, CsF (19.02 nemol) had 153' indicating the loss of IF r. The slight temperature
reacted with IFj (56.24 mmol) in a mole ratio of 1:2.96 pro- difference might be due to the faster heating rate used
ducing the adduct CsF.3IFs. for the dta study. No evidence for a stepwise decom-

Finely powdercd CsF.31Fs (10.81 mmol) when heated in p i.e., for the f a of a distinct,
,90 hr 1 mo)he position, is. o h ormation ofadsiciterme-•., cazao to 90* for 12 hr lost IF6 (21.63 mmol) forming the salt

f 1 lt 13rn a diate 1:2 adduct was obtained. The dta curve of

Similarly, RbF (21.03 remol) was combined with IF5 (161.34 CsIF 6 showed an endotherm front 223 to 2270.
mmol) in a 150-ml prepassivated Monel cylinder and shaken at The isolation of clearly defined RbF.3IFb and
600 for 144 hr. Unreacted IFi (114.59 nemol) was removed at K:.3IF5 adducts is more difficult owing to their mar-

20 ypmigfr5h.Therefore, RbF (21.06 mmol) had K.-I6adcsi oedfiutoigt hi nr
reacted with for 146.75 nmr ole) in a tnc ratio (If 1:2.22 cor- ginal stability at 250 and the relatively low volatility
responding to a 73.98('%, conversi, o of IhF to RbF.31Fh. of I 1" , which Alnusi I uscd ill excess for their syttthescx.
More IF6 (11.47 mmol) was slowly removed by an additional 15 Furthermore, the conversion of RbF to an IF, adduct
hr of pumping at 25'. At this point the RbF:IF5 ratio cor- was found to be slow. After 2 days the conversion to
responded to 1:1.73. RbF.31F5 was only 45% and after 6 days only 74%.S~Finely powdered RbF.1.73 II:t (5.775 g) when heated in

i d1wnIt is unlikely that at this point the product consisted

(7) -Hyde, G. A Olin Corp.. private co.nhnunhrtlon. mainly of RbIF6 and some RbF- 31Fr since a mixture of
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Tx.,iL I
X-R-Y POWDER DATA FoR XIFg, RblFs, AxD CsIF&

,K_____bF_____IbX,.

(
Obad Caled Intens Aki Obld Calcd Iutgas kki Obud Caled Inteas AN
"7.82 7.86 mw 110 7.10 6.91 w 200 7.39 7.23 w 200
6.94 6.810 m 200 6.57 6.57 w 111 6.80 6.78 w III
6.36 6.39 m ill 4.63 4.61 w 300
4.53 4.53 vs 300 3.99 3.99 vs 220 4.13 4.13 VS 220
3.92 3.03 vs 220 3.76 3.78 mw 221 3.90 3.90 :j 221
3.77 3.78 w 310 5f113 3.61 3.58 40

3. 5 3.4 in 400
1003 3.27 3.29 w 222 3.39 3.39 mw 222

3.68 3.68 m 122.

3.50 3.50 w 302 3.13 3.11 m 213 3.26 3.28 in 320
3.41 3.40 in 400 297 2.97 402 3.07 3.07 m 402

2.97 297 in (303
3.21 3.20 w 222 2.83 2.84 in 104 2.92 2.91 m 104
3.09 3.11 In 312 2.77 2.77 w 500 2.85 2.86 w 500
2.92 2.89 in 402 fSlO 2.57 2.57 w 502

2.49 2.49 W (502
2.77 2.75 in 004 2.41 2.42 mw 332 2.47 2.46 in 422
2.71 2.71 w 322 2.21 2.21 m, b f2520 2.26 2.26 in f25

2.1 27( 2 520 (521
1104
f114 2.06 2.07 m, b 522 2.12 2.13 m 305

2.58 2.58 vw 1420

2.55 2.56 VW f204 1.994 1.996 inw, b 440 2.05 2.95 w f612

2.35 2.35 w 304 1.937 1.937 in 006 1.992 1.992 mw (620

2.16 2.17 w 105 1L897 1.893 mw 621 1.955 1.955 mw 621
2.14 2.14 w 521 f702
2.02 2.02 m 414 1.870 1.870 maw 702 1.932 1.932 mw (1162.02 202 M 44 kil
1.947 1.945 w 530 1.838 1.838 in 415 1.886 1.886 m ,622

f315 It',o
1.901 1.901 m "33n 1.784 1.784 w 306 1.833 1.833 w

1.861 1.861 w 621 1.746 1.746 w 712 1.787 1.787 w (226

1.835 1.835 ma 006 1.605 1.603 w1.68 nw 811
1.60 1.63 w 525

1.796 1.799 m 325 1.535 1.535 w fW27

1.745 1.743 w 540 1.493 1.493 mw f813

1.707 1.709 w 524 1.467 1.469 w 643
1.574 1.570 w 007 f108
1.481 1.477 w 732 1.442 1.443 m1w (733

1.461 1.461 smw 227
(813

73% RbIF 6 and 27% RbF was obtained upon pyrolysis large endotherm at -,180' followed by a second endo-
of the product at a temperature at which RbIF6 is sta- therm centered at about 2400. Sodium fluoride did
ble. To obtain mainly the 3: 1 adducts of IF5 with not form any adduct with IFK under reaction conditons
either RbF or KF, removal of unreacted IFs must be similar to those used for the remaining alkali metal
stopped as soon as the IFa removal rate decreases fluoride adducts.
sharply. Otherwise, the products will contain larger The fact that CsF and RbF form well-defined 1:3
amounts of RbIF, and KIFs, respectively. A mixture adducts with IF& and are not just CsIFs or RbIF, con-
of RbF (27%), RbIFs (23%), and RbF.3IFa (50%), taining varying amounts of loosely attached IF& is sup-
having the empirical composition RbF- 1.731F& when ported by the following arguments. A well-defined,
heated in a sealed glass capillary, did not show a sharp stable 1:3 adduct was isolated for CsF. This CsF. 31F*

melting poiat but started to become cloudy at 130- adduct shows a distinct vibrational spectrum and X-ray
140' and to decompose slowly with IF, evolution. A powder diffraction pattern (see below). The partially
sample of RbF (27%) and RbIF, (73%) started to be- pyrolyzed RbF. 31F, adduct of the empirical composi-
come cloudy at -170° with attack of the glass, con- tion RbF. 1.731F& showed only the bands character-
tainer. The dta curve for the RbF-RbIFC-RbF. 3IF6 istic of the 1: 1 and the 1:3 adducts.
sample showed the onset of an endothermn at 137' Nitrosyl fluoride does not form a solid 1:3 adduct
which reached its maximum at 1620. The RbF--RbIF, with IF4. However, it forms a solid 1: 1 4dduct which
sample shbwed only a large exotherm starting at 2490 has a dissociation pressure of about 30 mm at 210.
which is ascribed to attack on the aluminum container. This is in contrast to previous repdrts by Seel and co-

A sample of KIF5 containing -- 5 mol % KF when w,,rkers,*," who reported FNO. IF$ to be a liquid com-
heated in a sealed glass tube started to give off some (8) F. S•al and N. MUnset, Z. A nwe. A1•. C•ow., M, 19N (1668).
IF6 at ,-1300. Its dta curve showed the onset of a () .s..S.a anw. 1m.alt awt, A hw. m.,,, 531f (io).
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plex. No adduct formation was observed between
BrF6 and FNO at temperatures as low as -64°.

X-Ray Powder Data.-Table I lists calculated and -
observed X-ray powder diffraction data for KIFj,
RbIFs, and CsIF, indexed in the hexagonal system.
From these data the following unit cell dimensions
were calculated: KIF,, a -f 15 - 11.00 A; Rb-
IF$,,a - 15.97, c -• 11.61 A; Q s,,a -ff 16.52, c =

11.89 A. Density measurements resulted in the fol- Mia%
lowing densities: KIFs, d1' - 3.55 g cm-1; CsIF,, I

d" - 4.05 g cm-8. These density values indicate 18
"molecules" of MeIF, per unit cell (KIFs, di4u = 3.55
g cm-; CsIFs, d4od - 3.98 g cm-1). Bougon, Char-
pin, and Soriano recently reported1 0 rhombohedral unit
cells for the related adducts, KBrF#, RbBrF,, and IMF4
CsBrF.. Since these rhombohedral unit cells can be

referred to hexag vns ones,10 the possibility of indexing
the MeIFs patterns in the rhombohedral system was ,
examined. However, some of the observed reflections
do not belong to one of the following two categories: Figure 2.-Rawan spectra of KIF,, RbIF,, and CslF,. C in-
-h ± k + =I 3n and h - k + I - 3n. Hence, the dicates spectral slit width.

possibility of rhom!,ohedral unit cells must be ruled out_
for the IF.- salts. The fact that the MeIF, unit cells 674
contain 6 times as many molecules as the MeBrF, ones 545 !
agrees well with the lower symmetry suggested for IFs-
on the basis of the observed vibrational spectra. 1-. 10. II i

The powder pattern of CsF. 3I1F was distinct from that
of CsIF, but could not be indexed. The density of
CsF.31F& was measured and found to be d" - 3.42 g

(m8.RblF 1.7F'IF51J

Vibrational Spectra.-Figure I shows the infrared (RbIF6 +RbF-3F 5 )

spectra of KIF,, RblF,, CsiF,, CsF'3IFg, and -

NIP. 
278

WAVrNUUCR. cm"3

Figure 3.-Raman spectra of CsF.3IF, and RbF. 1.73IF6.

C dence for the nonexistence of a distinct 1:2 adduct as
an intermediate decomposition product.

The large number of bands observed for MelFg (at
least 12 or 13) rules out symmetries higher than Cs, for

WIFe-. Distinction between eclipsed or staggered mod-
R7W F els (differing by one infrared-active stretching mode')

RbtP?*Rh3.IP Ica mot be made due to the unresolved band slhtpe of

900 700 500 3 o rp, the 520-cm-n infrared band. In addition, the large
Figure 1.-Infrared spectra of the IF, add%,cto as dry powders in number of "molecules" (18) per unit ceel can tie ex-

AgBr dLl. pected to cause the spectra to deviate somewhat from
that of the free ion. Hence, conclusions based or% such

RbF. 1.71F&. Figures 2 and 3 show the corresponding subtle spectral differences would be purely spec:61tive.

ofSimi~rly, it is difficult to interpret the vibritional

~am spectra. The oeserd een~ eciesare listeand spectrum of CsF.31F,. The spectrum is not a Wimple

1: Tadducs I show an mared diffen rne .s Furthermore, composite of those of CsIF, and free IF& as one minght

the spectr of partially pyrolyzed RbFu31Fe shows expect for an ideal molecular adduct. An example of

only bandsdue o p a n d RbF . 3is is such an ideal molecular adcuct of IF, was found's byonlybans de toRbl• ad Rb. 3F,.Thisis vi- Sladky and Bartlett for XeFt. IF&. However, some of

(10) R. BU,,. P. CbUan•, I. SoSw, C.R.AW. .. So,.C.M. the bands of 1.3IF, have' frquen1e somewiW, sim-

011) J. Sba- a-d L. Yar---v-ky- -. J. -- m., T. 496 (19). (132) F. . O sad N. Bsrtk*tt J. "tn. Sm. A, JIM).
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TABLE II
VIDRATIONAI/SPZCTIRA or KIF., RbIF,, COlFP, CsF.3IFa, AND RbF. 1.7KF&

[OBUzaVD FRBQUENCV (CuM-), INTENSITY]

.. j~1 --- .- Rb15 ------ -CI.--- . C F*3 P- -RbP.1.7KF& .
Ir Raman In IT Raman IT Raman Ir Raman677 s 674 (10) 677 s 674 (10)

635 sh 835 (0+)
625ah 628(10) 620 sh 622(10) 620 s 820(10) +622 (3)
609. 607 sh 590s 598 sh 599s 599 Sh 610 vs

593 (5.3) 594 (5)
84 VS 585 sit 84 m M5 sh
569 568(0+) 565(0.4)

(554(2) (52 (2) 554 sh 552 557(0+) 550s 557 sh
570-v 570-500 s 570-5M 45 vh 543b(3.0) 541 (3)

vs, b 528 (2.4) vs, b 628 (2) vs, b 527 (2) 3A
501(0+) 601 (0+) 502 sh
450 (0.3) 447 (0+) 451 (0.3)

393 ma 392 (0.6) 391 ms 391 (0.5) 390 ms 391 (0.5) 391s 388(0.5)
385 w 382 (0.5)
380 M 367(0.3) 370 mw 367(0.2)

342(0+) 348(0+) 347(0+)
341 ms 337 ns 335 ms 335 shl

320s 319(0.4) 318s 322(0.1)
290w 2930(.0) 288sh 292(0.7) 285 sh 292sh
268 ins 268 sh 260 ins 270 Ah 260 ms 275 (0.8) 271 in 271 (0.9) 260s 276 (0.5) I

231 (0.2) 234 (0.2)
209(1.5) 208(1.1) 199(1.1) 2031
ls8 sh 186 (0.2) (0.6)

157 (1.5) 163 (1)

ilar to those,"M of IFM. Hence, the possibility of a iodine atom, the maximum coordination number is 7
nonideal molecular adduct cannot be ruled out. The and thc free electron pair should become sterically ac-
increased deviation of the spectrum from that of free tive. Hence, a determination of the exact structure of
IF& might be explained by the ionic lattice (Cs+ and both ions, which are isoelectronic with XeF,, is very
IF.- ions) polarizing the soft IF 6 molecule and thereby desirable. Since the size of the central atom in XeFe
distorting it. We have observed that single crystals should be intermediate between those of Br and I in
of CsF.31F& can be obtained from IF& solutions, and, BrFc " and IFW-, respectively, one might expect the
therefore, the exact structure of this interesting adduct structure of XeF4 to contain contributions from both
could be studied by X-ray diffraction, the BrFc- and IF&- structures, possibly giving rise to a

Comparison of the results of this study with those dynamic pseudo Jahn-Teller effect. 14.' Consequently,
reported earlier1-' resolves the previously unexplain- the existence of a stable 1: 1 adduct between FNO and
able discrepancies. The two sets of Raman data re- IF' was examined. In the case of a stable adduct,
ported2 by Christe were due to the 1: 1 and 1 :3 adducts, single crystals could be grown by sublimation and
respectively. The data reported' by the Argonne group studied by X-ray diffraction techniques. However,
were due to the 1:3 adduct, whereas the Glasgow group the appreciable dissociation pressure of FNO. IF& and
worked with a 1:1 adduct showing several additional the relatively low volatility of IF& prevented the suc-
unexplainable bands. Klamm, et al., reported' the cessful growth of suitable single crystals. In this con-
best set of data for KIF. and CsI F. They are in good text, the possibility of synthesizing NO+ BrF,- was
agreement with those found in the present study for also examined.
the 1 : 1 adducts. The fact tha'L a number of experi- The vibrational spectrum of IF4-, recently reported"•

enced investigators mistook the 1:3 adducts for 1:1 by Shamir and Yaroslavsky, strongly resembles those
adducts demonstrates that quantitative syntheses and of the IF&- salts. The following facts cast some doubtelemental analyses may in some rare instances be in- on the conclusions reached by Shamir and Varoslavsky

sufficient for characterizing new adducts. For the for IF.-: (i) their IF- salt was prepared from Csl
MeF + IF& reaction, incomplete conversion of MeF and IF, which under slightly different reaction condi-
to MeF.31F& resulted in material balances and elemen- tions yield CsIF,;I (ii) CsCl + IF& yield CsIFa; (iii)
tal analyses closely corresponding to those expected the spectrum resembles that of IFg-; (iv) i Cs, struc-
for pure MeIF.. ture is completely unexpected for IF4-.

The BrFg- and I.7- anions present a very interesting
structural problem. Vibratioaal spectra indicate that Acknowledgment.-The author wishes to express his
IFs- is of low symmetry, whereas BrFs- appears to be gratitude to Drs. D. Pilipovich and C. J. Schack for
of higher symmetry and possibly to have a symmetry helpful discussions, to Dr. W. V. Johnston for recording
center.10  This dissimilarity might be due to the differ- the dta curves, and to Dr. J. Cape of the Science
ent size of the central atom resulting for BrF- in a Center of North American Rockwell for the use of the
maximum coordination number of 6 and, consequently, Raman spectrophotometer. This work was supported

Sa sterically inactive free electron pair. For the larger
I,. (la1) (0. h. Bieum, W. H. Fletcher, sad D. F. Simti. J. (CUM. Phys.. 4S, (18) L. N. bart.ll, J. (htuu. j'hs., ", 43. 0 (1I67).

28 (I3S). (160 R. 1). Burbank and N. Bartlett, Cken. Commax., 645 (1968).
(14) H. Slilg msadH. Hloaman,. 1*,.J. Chem., V, 417 (l1M1). (17) 0. 2. Hargrmaves and R. D. Peacock, J. CUM. Sw.. 2373 (1000).
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The adducts of CsF with SeP, and SF4 have been prepared and characterized by vibrational spectroscopy. The observed
spectra closely resemble those of BrFs and C1F6, respectively, indicating ionic structures with square-pyramidal anions of
symmetry C4,. Force constants have been computed for the series SF&-, SeFs,, and TeFs- and are compared to those
of tbt ---electronic CIF#. BrFa, and IF& molecules, respectively.

Introduction interesting to compare them with those of the isoelec-
The chalcogpn vtetrafluorides SF 4, SeF4, and TeF4 are tronic series SFb-, SeF6-, and TeFs.

known to be arnphoteric and to fo- i adducts with EpimitlScis
Lewi acis an baes. heres nmeros paers Materlials and Apparatus.-Volatile materils used in this work

dealing with the vibrational spectra and structure of were manipulated in a well-passivated (with CIF&) stainless steel
their Lewis acid adducts have been published,'- of vacuum line equipped with Teflon FEP U traps and 316 statinless,
their Lewis base adducts only the complexes of TeF 4  steel bellows-seal valves (Hoke, Inc., 425 IF4Y). Pressures
have been studied"~ in detail. These TeF4 - (Lewis base) were measured with a Heise Bourdon tube-type gauge (0-1500

adduts wre hown-9 o cotai a T~s-anio of mm :± 0.1%). Selenium tetrafluoride was prepared by the
adduts wre hown-' o cotai a TF~7anio of method" of Pitts and Jache from selenium powder and CIF and

symmetry C4,. The existence of 1: 1 adducts between was purified by fractional condensation. Cesium fluoride was
SeF, and alkali metal fluorides was reported"' in 1952 fused in a platinum crucible and powdered in a drybox prior to
by Aynsley, Peacock, and Robinson. However, their use. The purity of the volatile starting materials was determined
adducts were only characterized by elemental analyses. by measurements of their vapor pressures and mistaed spectra.
W eesBartlett and Robinson' and Tunder and Solid products were handled in the dry nitrogen atmosphere of a

Whereasglove box.
Siegel" reported that alkali metal fluorides, such as The infrared spectra were recorded on a Perkin-Elmer Model
CsF, do not form adducts with SF4, Tullock, Coffman, 457 spectrophotometer in the range 4000-250 cm-1. The spectra

and Muetterties"i successfully prepared a stable CsF. of gases were obtained using .304 stainless steel cells of 5-em pathI
SF4 dduc. Frthemor, Tuderand Siegel ob- length fitted with AgCI windows. Screw-catp metal cells with

SF4  dduc. Frthemor, TuderAgCI or AgBr windows and Teflon FEP gaskets were used for
taimed" evidence for a (CH3)4NF-SF 4  adduct of obtaining the spectra of solids as dry V.jwders at ambient temaper-
marginal stability at ambient temperature. No further attire. The quality of the infrared spectra could 'be somewhat
information has been published or. either the SF 4 or improved by pressing two small single-crystal platelets of either
SeF, adducts.t"a In this paper, we wish to report the AgCI or AgBr to a disk in a pellet press. Tile powdered sample

vibrtioal secta oftheSeFj an SF- anonsand was placed between the platelets before starting the pressing
vibrtioal pecra f te S~s-andS~s anonsand operation. The low-temperature infrared spectra of kiry powders

their force constants. Since the vibrational spectra of were obtained by attaching the AgCI windows to a coc.lable cop-
the series of square-pyramidal molecules CIF6, BrF,, per block of a conventiongl, low-temperaiture Pyrex cell.

and F, ae knwn,"" i appare pariculrly The Raman spectra were recorded using a Coherent RadiationI
Laboratories Model 52 Ar laser as a source of 1.3 W of exciting
light at 5145 A. The scattered light was analyzed with a Spes

(1) F. Seel and 0. Detmer, Z. Aasojg. A11g. Chem,., 801, 113 (1959). Model 1400 double monoebromator, a photomultiplier cooled to
(2) 3. A. Evans and D. A. Long. J. Chem. Soc. A, 1888 (1NS). .'-25%, and a dc ammeter. Pyrex-glass 4-ubes (7-mmn o.d.) withea
(3) M. Assem. R1. 3. Gilespie, and M. Blrownstein, Can. J. Ckem~., 4?, hollow inside glass cone for variable sample thicknesses or melt-

411(4)N). BatetadP o~sn ~ . 47(91.Ing point capillaries were used as sample containers. For the
(4) . Brtltt nd . RbinonJ. kem Sa., 417(191).conical tubes, the axial viewing-transverse excitation technique

(8) A. 3. Eidwards and G. R. Jones, Chr,,,. Comnmas,, 348 (1985); J1. Chem.. ad o h ailns h rnvreve~gtases xi
11(198) R.1 ilsi n A. Whitla. Cos,.J. Chem,, 44, 667 (1970). tationl technique were used.

(7)N.N. renwod.A. C. Sarms, and B. P. Struhsan, J,. Chem. s,,c. Preparation of the Adducts. Cs4 SP,.-A 30-ndl prepeasi-
A. 1446 (19M). vtdsanessteel cylinder was loaded with powdered Wa

(8) A. 3. Rdwowds said Ug. A. Mouty. ibid..703 (1960). (36.2 mmol) and SF4 (46.9 mnmol). The adduct was formned by
(9) S. U. Mostin, R. R. Ryan, and L. B. Asprey. Irnorg. Chem., . ,2100 shaking the cylinder at room temperature for severa days, fol-

(1070). lwdby heating to 125* for several more days. On cooling to
(10) E. B. Ayasley, R. . Peacock, and P. L. Robins". J Chem. romtmeaartuc..e F wsrmvd ypmig

1231 (1962). ro eprtrteuratdS4wsrmvdb mig

(11) R. Tuader aod 8. Siegel. J. I sog. Nat). CAm... 24, 1097 (1983) The white solid product that remained In the cylinder was a
(12) C. W. Tullock, D. D. Coffman. and U. L. Mute" J. A;O single fused mass which was chipped from the cylinder. The:

V C"es. Soc., 411, 367 (1984). weight of the solid (7.41 g) indicated that approximately half the
(12s) NOTS AnOODt IN PROOF.--After submission of this paper Inc pubilea- CsF charged (5.50 g) had been converted to the adduct. hus

tiee, L. P. 1)NullIuger sad J. E. Griffiths lSpeakochimn. Acts, Parl A, 5?, 1793 was confirmed by pyrolyxing ian tuca a portion of the adduct at
(1971)] reported the vibrational spcrtrum of Ote SY&,- onion. Their spee- 150' and trapping the evolved gas at - 196'. Fromt 0.82 g of
,ruf, am.a~t ass! cooeluslos concerning the anatrucre of SF.- agree the arlduct, 1.88 mnsol of pure SF. was obtained, indicating aC) with thoee of this study except foc the masigamest of ps(B). in related mole- miteof4moCsS.ad52olC .
eulee sad loss this made Is of appreciable intensity and we did not observe Cs+SeF,-.-Powdered CsF (13.1 nunol) was loaded Inwo a pre-
t'he weak lafrared bead at 2311 cm - assigned by IDrulhlmger and Oriffithss to piiae 0m tils te yidrfloe ySF 80
Pi. Comsasumutly, we prefer to sassume a 41,mble "lAcA nces between P. and psiae 0m tils te yidrfloe ySF 80
oe as In the eas.- of Imoelectroamc CIF6. ramol). Tht cylinder was allowed to stand at room temperature

(13) G. U. Dacus, W. XL Fletcher. and D. F. Smith. J1. Cke.. Phys., 42. overnight. Pumping on the cylinder reveailed that all the SeP.
2a" (1965). ha" reacted since no voltle product was recovered. 7he weight

414) Hi. Aeli and Ht. Ialamam. ter. J. Cknin,.. 1, 417 (1060).
0111) K. 0. Christs. Sjwivochim. Asia. Parl A. S?, 631 (1971). (16) 3. J. Pitts nad A. W. jacise. Ilsowt. Che=.. T, 1661 OWN).
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4 1
Figure I.-Raman spectrum of solid Cs+S&P,-. The sample "
container was a glass capillary. C indicates spectral slit width

I - .1 .. . .

0
Figure 2.-Infrared spectrum of solid Cs4SeF&-. recorded as a M

dry powder betwec AgBr plates at - 196".

+ • I W!

Figure 3.-Raen d spectrum of solid Cs+Ss-. The sample It.

oft mht old taddcoo ( moo. g)obtie wo no goor 1een .it

"container was a glass capillary.-A :

S~lmsam --h ratincodtinFigure 4.-I frared s pectrum of solid Cs FM recorded as an e • - "
AgBr disk at ambient temperature (trace A) and a dry powder
between Ager plates at -igere (trace B). h-a

of the white solid adduct (3.25 g) obtained wauin agreement witht -

this observatioy . Therefore, the product was a mixture of 81
mol '.Cn+Se~jrand3Bnsoi% CsF. 0-

ReUlSA ad Dhmcuaimm
Synthds ad PMropedi-The reaction conA Lu

used for the synthesis of Cs+SeFc, were sindlar to Pi ( t-1 0*-0
those's used by Aynsley, Peacock, and Robinson. I>.g.5g So
Since the presence of some unreacted CaP was not ex- t]
pected to interfere with the spectroscopic investigation, -

no attempt was made to achieve complete conversion j
of CaP to CsSeP,. Our product appeared to be corn- .
pletely sitable ix tucua at anibicuit tempewrature contrary 19
to the claim of Aynsley, e al., who reporteds slight de- E 15
composition under similar conditions.
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The CsF.SF4 adduct was prepared by the method" An unexpected, but explicable, feature in the spectra
of Tullock, d at., confirming the existence of a stable of SeFa- and TeFs- is the unusual occurrence of the
complex. Again, no attempt was made to achieve antisymmetric XF4 stretching mode, Pi(E), at a fre-
complete conversion of CsF to Cs+SF&-. quency lower than that of the totally symmetric XF4

Vibratioalw Spectm.-Figures 1 and 2 show the stretching mode, Ys(Ai). In SF- the frequency value
Raman and infrared spectra, respectively, of the solid of P7 is only 68 cm-I higher than that of n. Since the
CsF.S.F, adduct. Figures 3 and 4 show the cor- mass of the central atom increases from SF&- toward
responding spectra of solid CsF.SF4. The observed TeF&- and since only the frequency of P? is mass de-
frequencies are listed in Table I. The Raman spectra pendent, for SeFs- and TeF,- this frequency becomes
are of better quality than the infrared spectra as is lower than that of Yi. A similar unusual occurrence of
generally the case for this type of compound. Conse- the symmetric out-of-phase stretching mode, Pl(E), at
quently, assignments will be based mainly on the a frequency higher than that of the totally symmetric
Raman spectra. The absorption between 300 and P2(A,.) mode was recently established for the octahedral
240 cm - in the infrared spectra is mainly due to the IF.+ ion."7 These two cases demonstrate the possi-
AgBr window material. bilities for incorrect assignments 7"' when ignoring rela-

Since the chalcogen tetrafluoride-Lewis acid ad- tive intensities of bands and frequency trends in related
ducts"-' and CsF.TeF4s-' were shown to be ionic, the molecules.
same might be expected for the CsF adducts of SF 4 and Iii summary, the vibrational spectra of SF&-, Ses-,
SeF4 . In the pentafluorochalcogenate(IV) anions, the and TeF6- show that these anions are isostructural with
central atoms possess a free electron pair which should CIF,, BrF&, and IF&. Consequently, the following
be sterically active. Hence, these anions should have a square-pyramidal structure of symmetry C4, can be
square-pyramidal structure of symmetry C4. similar to assigned to these anions
that of the isoelectronic halogen pentafluoride series. i er-

For a pentafluorochalcogenate(IV) anion, XFb-, of .F -

o symmetry C4, nine fundamental vibrations should be
3 E. All nine modes should be Raman active whereas
only the A, and E modes should be infrared active. Force Conatants.-Force constants were computed
Table I lists the vibrational frequencies of the two iso- for the three isoelectronic pairs SF&--CIF6, SeF&--
electronic series SFA-, SeFP-, TeF&- and CIF., BrF,, BrFs, and TeF&--IF,. The required potential and
IF,. As can be seen from Table I, the vibrational fre- kinetic energy metrics were computed with a machine
quencies of the two series are very similar. In par- method" adopting the geometries given in Table II.
ticular, the Raman spectra of SF6- and SeF,- strongly
resemble those of CIFs and BrF,, respectively," con- T4WLs 11
sidering the expected frequency decreases when going AssuUND MOLECULAR PAmNETUSS Poa SQuAaz-PvaAuDAL
from the neutral molecules to the anions. Since the PUNTAILUORIDI IONS AND MOLACULAS
assignments for the halogen pentafluorides are well s51,-• CIF,1  .,-. S, R TeO, - IF

established,"1-"6 the spectra of SFr- aM4 SeF&- can be R, A 1.62 1.62 1.68 1.68 1.86 1.88
assigned (see Table I) by complete analogy. For r, A 1.72 1.72 1.78 1.78 1.95 1.87

TeF,-, the previously reported' assignments have been , deg 90 90 84.5 84.5 79.0 82
Assumed values. ' Values assumed In ref 13. O R. D.

slightly revised to fit the overall intensity and frequency Burbank and F. N. Bensey, Jr., J. Chem. Phys., 27, 982 (1957).
patterns. Greenwood, el i., assigned' the symmetric d Reference 9. • Unpublished electron diffraction data by T. 0.
out-of-phase stretching vibration v4 to a weak Rainan Hewitt, A. G. Robiette, and G. M. Sheldrick referred to by
band at 572 cm-' and the antisymmetric stretching S. J. Cyvin, J. Brunvoll, and A. G. Robiette, J. Mot. Struwc., 3,
vibration P7 to a strong Raman band at 472 cm-. This 250 (1969).

assignment results in 1, having a higher frequency than
P2 which was not observed for any other member in this The force constant definitions used are those of Begun,

series. It appears more satisfactory to assign the strong Smith, and Fletcher," except that the deformation co-
Raman line at 472 cm-'- to P4 2nd to assume that the ordinates are weighted by unit (1 a) distance. The
low-intensity Raman counterpart of the intense infra- force constants were adjusted by trial and error, assum-
red band at 466 cm-' is hidden under the 472-cm-' ing the simplest possible modified valence force field, to
band. give an exact fit between the observed and 2-omputedComparisnndo.the vibrational spectra of the XFS- frequencies. Since an excellent transferability of inter-

series with tlose of the isoelectronic XF, molecules"-" action force constants was noted for the pairs SeP.--

reveals several interesting features. The Raman spec- BrF and TeFisey, the interaction constants were

tra of the corresponding members of each series a assumed precisely equal and all force constants were

very similar. The frequency trends within each series adjusted for a best fit by the reparameterization

are consistent. Thus, the stretching modes n and Y,, method.' The results are given in Table Ill. For

involving very little motion of the central atom, show the pair SF,--CIF,, the transferability was not quite so

frequency values reflecting the expected change in bond good. Hence, Table III gives different interaction con-
. strength, whereas the stretching mnodes as and a•, in- stants for this pair. The similarity of the interaction

volving a motion of the central atom, exhibit an addi- constants reportcd for these molecules is remarkable.
tional mass effect. The deformational modes show, as
expected, a pronounced frequency increase with de- (17) J. 0. CHrit, ad0g. C,. r A., , ,01 ( (IO7).(18) J. L. Hs~rdwjch .d 0. Ut. Lergi, i44U.., T @1,$ (1I4B1).

creasing size of the central atom. (19) R. C. Curtis., S,•dec,.•r . Aci. P,, A. ff, 1410 (1971).
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TAwa III corresponding bromine fluorides were also found for the
Foacs CONaTANTSQ oio Soxx XFP MoImRns COMPUTLD Foa CIF, and BrFs molecules" and the CIF4- and BrF4-

3rPr.-eF&- AND IP.-TeF&- PouciuN TaANRSrxaAzLtTY OU
INlUnACTION Tja AND vonlt CIF, AND SF#- ya

RaQuUnoN A PZMPCT FIr The usefulness of stretching force constants for the
ClP, OF,-& RrT. s.'. - wT. T@V.- distinction between mainly covalent and semiionic

fa 3.47 4.12 4.03 3.82 4.82 3.,% three-center four-electron (3c-4e) bonds has previously
1, 2.67 2.06 3.24 2.41 3.a2 2.27 been demonstrated for numerous halogen fluorides."3.
f 2.88 2.26 2.23 1.95 2.10 1.80 The square-pyramidal pentafluorides of the present

1.14 0.88 0.82 0.63 0.72 0.54
0.24 0.52 0.27 0.36 study contain two types (i.e., axial and equatorial) of

foo 0.75 0.55 0.32 0.43 fluorine ligands and a comparison of their stretching
f"., 0.01 0.11 0.04 0.04 force constants should permit some conclusions con-
f,, 0.16 0.23 0.15 0.06 cerning the nature of their bonds. Since ionic bondsf• 0.4 0•.25 do not contribute to the stretching force constants,fA0 0.14 0.25f',, -0.15 .15 semiionic bonds ideally should exhibit values half as

/.I, 0.77 0.50 0.82 0.63 0.79 0.64 large as those of covalent bonds. As can be seen from
a Stretching constants in mdyn/A, deformation constants in Table III, thef,/fa ratios of the pentafluorochatcogenate

mdyn/A radians. and stretch-bend interaction constants in anions range from 0.50 for SF,- to 0.64 for TeF,-. Thismdyn/A radian. 'For SF&-, f~p was also computed and has a indicates strong contributions from semiionic 3c-4e
value of 0.20 mdynlAL radit' p-pa' bonds"-s to the bonding of the four equatorial
The values reported for fx, f,#, and f,,,,, for the pair fluorine ligands and mainly covalent character for the
CIFT-SFh - can be accounted for by orbital-following single axial fluorine bond. This finding agrees with a
arguments. Numerical experiments indicated no need model involving an sp hybrid of the central atom for the

to assume other interaction constants and convincingly sterieally active, free-electron pair and the single,
showed that the observed frequencies could not be axial fluorine atom while two p electron= of the central
showed thttess obeswerved frequednesr hould notn, e atom form two semiionic 3c-4e bond pairs with the re-
fitted unless values were accepted near those shown. aning four equtraloieaos

Comparison of the general trends within XF, and mai quatorial fluorine atoms.
XF,- series shows a remarkable difference. Whereas Acknowledgment.-We are indebtAA to Dr. 1.
the deformation force constants in each series have Silvera of the Science Center of NAR for the use of the
comparable values and follow the same trends, the Raman spectrometer. This work was supported by
valence force constants fa and f, show reverse trends. the Office of Naval Research, Power Branch, and by the
Thus, for the XF, group, the lightest member, ClFs, Air Force Office of Scientific Research under Contract
shows the lowest stretching force constant values, but AF49(638)-1734.
for XF,- the heaviest member, TeF,-, exhibits the
lowest fn value. However, a closer inspection of the (21) K. 0. Christ*, E. C. Curtis. and D. Pipovich. Spsa,,ohin. ag

Part A, ST. 931 (1971).trends of the valence force constants of fluorides (22) X. 0. Cbriand W. S Z. AUmg. AMg. Chtw.. w1, 306
throughout the periodic systems reveals a general (1970).
reversal of the direction of that trend either within or (23) K. 0. Christe and C. 3. Schack. Imor'. Chem., , 1882 (1970).

(24) K. 0. Christ*, W. Sawoday, aid J. P. Guerti.. W d.6, 1189 (1967).
close to the sixth main group. Furthermore, increasing (25) G. C. Plimentel. J. Ckem. Pkys., i1, 448 (1051).
stretching force constant values from chlorine to the (20) R. J. Hach and A. R. Rundle. J. Asser. Chem. Soc., 111, 4321 (1951).

(27) R. E. Rundle, ibid.. 8U, 112 (1963).
(20) W. Sawoduy, HabilitaUou Thesis, Technical University, Stuttgart. (28) H. H. Wiebenge, U. U. Hawing&, and K. H. BRawijk. Adive. Iace .

Garms"y, 1900. Chess. wadio"Aem., a, 158 (1901).
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The Tetrafluoroiodate(III) Anion, IF 4

KARL 0. CHRISTE* and DIETER NAUMANN

Received May 22, 1972

The saltb CalF, and CssIF, were prepared and characterized by infrared and Reman spectroscopy. The vibrational spec-
tra observed for IF, -are consistent with a square-planar structure of symmetry D4h. The Raman spectrum previously
reported for IF4 " and interpreted in terms of a nonplanar structure of symmetry Ca, can be attributed to IF,-. Force con-
stants were computed for IF4 " and are compared to those of BrF,', CIF.,, and XeF.,

Introduction I 'F'-The existence of salts containing the IF4" ano airst F .-.-

reported' in 1960 by Hargreaves and Peacock. When" FJstudying the reaction between Csl and lFs, they obtained ..

depending upon the reaction conditions different products.

At elevated temperature the solid product was reportedo to
be CQF 6 whereas at ambient temperature it was believed DH, I C, 11
to be CalF4 . In 1961, Asprey, Margrave, and Silverthom
reported' the syntheses of IF4 salts by direct fluorination
oflodide. In 1969, Shamir and Yaroslavay published3  the Raman spectrum, attributed& by Shatmir andthe Raian spectrum of"CalF4n prepared by the method' Yaroulawsky to IF 47, closely resembles that of IFo4 . Hence,of Harmeavesp They observed nine bands end concluded' it appeared interesting to study the vibrational spectrum of

that IF4 " it not square planar (I) but possess. structure 11. a sample of CalF4 which had been prepared from IF# .nd
Thes results were quite unexpected since the related CIF" CUP by the method' of Schmelsr, et l..
and B&F4 " anions and the isoelectronic XeF4 molecule are (4) I. 0. Chrite &ad W. Sawoday, Z Amg. Aft. ChOm,.
all square plansr.4" Recently, Christe pointed out* that 3S., 125 (196a). J74, 306 (1910).

(s) A.J. Edwana •sa G. K. JaieJ. Chuan. & ¢e. A. 1936--- (1969).
()I L 0. ChrOtae &ad C. J. S•habk, 1uaWS. Cha,., 9. 1552*•Addrm corsodo to this autboo at Rtowekdy". (1 970.

(I G. L Huliewoasd R. D. Asacck, 1. Chem. Sac., 2373 (7) 3.0G. MaIL.H So"~a J. ioJadw. &M S. A. &%a., Cum.

, L. I. AspeyJ. L. Marrayo, aadM. L SlwtkworaJ. )K.0.chidstIbso.Chms. 111 121, (19)2).
,aJ Chum. "., 5,29ss (1941). (9) M. sabakmeI, W. Luduvicl, D. NeumOaN, P. Sarsok, Wid

(3) .Shamir A 1. V¥eadralty, laa. Iw. 3 ., 7.490(19%9). K. Se'f, Chem Der. 101. 4214 (1906).
•I ... .. l~tIA ,
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Tabl L Vibrational Spectrum of CslF 4 and Its Assignment Compared to Those of Isoelectronlc XeF., BrF4 -, and C1F4 and Those of the
Approximately Square-Planar Part of IF,

Obsd freq, cmn ' (intenso) Asgmn
- CslF. CsBrF~b CsMC14  XCI-4d IF,' sigmn

____________ ___________ _________ in point Approx description
Ir Reman Jr Rman Jr Raman ir Ramnan Jr Raman group D~ of vibration

5220(0) 523 (10) 505 (10) 543 (10) 6;16 vs Y, (A,S) aP5(XF,) in phase
271 ms 3175a 425 s 291 ms 318 m 318 m P, (AO~) 6,(XF.) out of plane

19S (0+) 246 (0.7) 288 (1) 235 (0+) 276 w Pi, (B,S) 6,(XF4,) in plane
455 (7.2) 449 (7.9) 417 (9) 502 (8.2) 604 m, P4 (B Y v(XF ) out of phase

448 vs 478 vs 590 vs 586 vs 640 vs 61 (') MV(X4)
11831f 200 vw P, (E.u) 6a,(XF4 ) fin plane

a~cooceReman intensities. b Referance& 6.*Reference 4. d Reference 11. * References 12, 13. f Frequency taken from the
NO*]kF4 spectrum.

CsIF4  C S3 F6

z v6- z
zw

z
A A

AL
*C

z
GAX

1000 800 600 400 200 0CM-1

FREQUENCY ..

Pipwe 1. Vibrational spectrum of CsIF.. Traces A, B, and C 1000 800 600 400 200 0cm- 1

represent the Raman spectrum of the solid, the infrared spec- FREQUENCY
trumn of the solid, "Id the inftrard spec~trum of a CHSCN aolu- ire2Rma(taeAanInaedtaeB)serao
tion, respectively. D indicates the apectral slit width. idur 2.Ran(tceAadifredtaeB)scrao

ExpehmitalSeciontional spectra of CslF4 and CS3 1FG. As can be seen, the
previousl bandescribed.'"" Owing to their hysroaicupic nature dicates that for C931F6 a formulation as CsIF42CsF Is un-
the compounds were handled outside of the vacuum line in the dry likely. The observed frequencies aie listed in Table I. The
nitrogen atmosphere of. g love box. Xrypwo ifato atrso sF n sl,

Infrared spectra were recorded on a Perkin-Elmer Model 457X-apodrifaconptesofCJndsIF
spectrophotometer. Spectra were obtained of dry powders us AS~r (Table II) also differ strongly from each other and fromI
or AgCI pellets and of CN6CN solutions in a Wilks wIinicell between those of the CslF6 and the CsF-31Fs adductsa and conwc
Aga plates. Raman spectra were recorded on a Car) 83 spec- quently are very useful for distinguishing between the dif-
trophotometer using the 4880-A exciting Hsi of an Ar ion laser. ferent adducts.
Glass melting point capillarias were used as sample containers in The vibrational spectrum observed in this study for CslF 4the transverse viewing-transverse excitation technique.

Deye-Solserrer powder patterns were taken using a Pipsis very different from that3 previously reported. It is
Norelco Instrment, Type No. 12046, with copper Kai radiation
and a nickel filter. Samples were secied in quartz capillaries of simpler (only three R~awa bands) and strongly resembles

0.5-mm o~d.those of square-planar XeF4 ,11 BrF4-,' and CIF4-.' In
0.S~ 04addition to the three Reman bands two Infrared bands

Roultsd &An ljcnuaon were observed following the rule of mutual exclusion.
Vibradinsl Spectra. Figures I and 2 show the vibra- These observations are entirely consistent with a centrosym-

(10) M. Schsaelmer. P. Sartorl. and D. toasoman, Chasm Bet.. (11) H. H. Claaseen. C. L. Cbanaick, and J. 0. Maim, J. Anwe.
103, S90 (1970). Cheow Sac.. $5, 1927 (1963).
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STable It. X-Ray Powder Data for CaIF, and Cs81F6I I
QCIF4  Ca5IFo

d. A Intens d, A Intons d. A Intons d, A mIntns
' 4.41 vw 1.854 vw 3.48 rS 1.801 mw

4.16 w 1.814 w 3.41 m 1.776 vw
3.82 m 1.688 w 3.35 w 1.759 vw .5.
?.75 vs 1.567 vw 3.27 v3 1.735 vw , 0 00
3.66 vw 1.538 s 3.03 mW 1.710 m t V) C4 0 4 ..
3.57 m 1.509 M3s 2.96 mw 1.653 w 0 0 N

3.41 In 1.478 vs 2.87 w 1.607 w C. €?
3.35 ms 1.455 w 2.65 w 1.555 mw ICt 0
3.27 vw 1.432 w 2.60 ms 1.496 w M • • •
3.12 vw 1.399 mw 2.39 ms 1.460 w
3.05 mw 1.356 mn 2.32 vw 1.416 mn
2.91 w 1.294 ms 2.25 vw 1.370 w J q q
2.56 vw 1.257 mw 2.20 vw 1.336 mw oee 0
2.51 vw 1.193 mw 2.106 mw 1.310 mw .k

2.38 Ins 1.138 mn 2.030 in 1.281 vw
2.27 s 1.127 vw 1.990 M 1.265 w
2.23 w 1.112 in 1.959 Mw 1.223 w 0
2.207 w 1.079 rn 1.892 w 1.153 w -O ....
2.088 w 1.067 in ky I
2.013 vs 1.009 Me o 1 '4

1.986 w 0.945 mn O.R.. .
1.947 vw 0.879 mw I-
1.901 vw 0.867 myw q 0

1.8 8 1 S o. , 0 0Z14 1'0cC ý0 44 .

metric square-planar structure of symmetry D4h (model 1). q - r o e4 " .
They also indicate that the Raman spectrum previously
assigned to IF4" was not due to IF4- but to IF 6 A. -

Assignments for the IF4 anion in point group D4 h are
given in Table I and were made based upon the following 0 A*

considerations. For MF4 of symmetry D4h, the seven nor- 0 Q a N 0
mal modes are classifled as Atg + A2, + Bg + Bt+gBu+ ,l +
2 E,. Of these, only the Al,, B15, and B% modes will be
Raman active, whereas the Aw and the two E, modes will -O.. ..

0.
be infrared active. The B I mode is inactive in both the -
infrared and s,-man spectra. Comparison with the modes 8
belonging to the square-planar part of IF5

1 2"3 (see Table I)
shows that the E. deformation vibration of IF 4 should lV" S A OV
occur below 250 cm-', the lower limit of our spectrom- 0,7.4 C e

* eter. The assignment of the observed bands to the indi-
vidual modes (see Table I) was done in complete analogy a: . 40..

with XeF4 
1 1 BrF 4 ,' and CIF 4" and, hence, needs no ," . -.

further discussion. Since the E,, stretching mode is very t 0 01
broad for all solid tetrafluorohalogenate(IlI) salts, we have N' . 4 0

also recorded the infrared spectra of CslF4 and CxBrF4 in • I. . I
CH3 CN solution. For each salt a single sharp band cen-
tered at 448 and 478 cm-,' respectively, was observed. 0

This permits the accurate determination of the band cen- W -
ters and also eliminates the possibility' of symmetry Dm Li?

for which the doubly degenerate E,, mode of D4k should C 00

split into its components. Several less intense bands were -
observed for CslF4 above 600 cm'. These were of vary. E, e4

ing relative intensity and, hence, are attributed to impu- g t, . '

rities or hydrolysis products. 8 ' A ; CDO %P CO4 9 N 4 +4

The vibrational spectrum of Cs.3IF, shows bands at about 0 6.j 46 :
480,405, 345, 255, and 225cmf' in both the Raman0and 0 '40.

infrared spectra. Their number and activity rule out an
octahedral structure for IF" as one might also expect a"

from the fact that IF," is not octahedral.' Unfortunately, -0(' C

S othe observed spetrum does not allow a reliable determiono
tion of the symmetry of esnot. However, the pronounced
difference in the vibrational spectra of IF- and lF*3 " I. + I

should be useful for distinguishing the two ions. , ,

(12) G. M. BSon, W. H. Fltcher, and D. F.Smitr, '.m. .s > z
Phs. 42, 2236 (1965).1'kk

(13) H. S olig and H. HolzmanIar. J. Chms., 7,417 (1969). 1
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Force Constants. Table III shows the symmetry and some half of those obtained for mainly covalent single bonds and
of the internal force constants of IF 4-. For cmparison the may be interpreted in terms of semlionic three.center four-
force constants obtained for XeF4 and BrF4 and CIF 4 are electron p-a bonds.4' (iii) The value of the stretch-
also listed. Except for the E. block all the symmetry force stretch interaction constant, f,, decreases from CIF 4 - to IF4.,
constants are unique. The Eu block is underdetermined since It reflects decreasing repulsion between the right angular
only two frequency values are available for the determina- fluorine ligands with increasing radius of the central atom.
tion of three force constants. It has recently been (iv) The surprisingly large positive values of the collinear
shown14-16 that in similar umerdetermined systems con- F-X-F stretch-stretch interaction constant,frr', can he ex-
sisting of one stretching und one deformnition mode, math- plained by the following orbital-following model. Stretch-
ematical constraints such as minimizing or maximizing the ing of one X-F bond will tend to make the remaining XF3
value of one of the symmetry force constants can be used to part to partially adopt the structure of the XF3 molecule
narrow down the range of the possible solutions. In which is known to have one short equatorial and two long
particular, one might expect"4'16 that in strongly coupled axial X-F bonds. Hence, the stretching of vae X-F bond
systems the values of the general valence force field (GVFF) should cause a bond shortening of the collinear X-F bond
will fall within the range given by F67 = 0 as the lower and by as depicted by the mesomeric structures
f;7 = minimum as the upper limit. These ranges were com-
puted for IF ,- BrF4, CIF 4 , and XeF4 and are listed in
Table Ill. It can be seen that for the very weakly coupled ,- F FF
O(eavy central atom) IF 4- and XeF4 the resulting valence 1
force constant range becomes so narrow that it might not -"
iniclude any more the GVFF values. The condition F,7 => F
lo2 IF&(max) -F 67 (min)l has been suggested' 7 by
Sawodny as a conservative empirical upper limit for weakly
coupled systems and was used to determine the uncer- F

tainties in the valence force constants of BrF 4", IF4-, and F- "" F-
XeF4 listed in Table III. These relatively small uncer- F X

tainties suggest that the given values are good approxima- I
F* tions of the GVFF.

For most of the square-planar species of Table Ill, in- The increase in the f,.. value from CIF4- to IF4- can be ex-
* cluding IF4-, V7 has not been observed. Consequently, plained by the increasing ease with which the two free

force fields were also computed assuming minimum and valence electron pairs of the central halogen atom can fol-
Theresuvltes shown ring Tabe IIIdemonstikeyrate tha e va s low the stretching of the X-F bond. The fact that XeF4The results shown in Table Il demonstrate that the values has a considerably smallerf,, value than IF4" might be due
of f,, f~, and f,,, are very little influenced by changing the to the lower polarity of the X-F bond in XeF4 as is also
value of v7 . Comparison of the uncertainty limits of IF 4- indicated by its higher/r value (3.02 mdyn/A).
with those of BrF4- and CIF4- show that these increase, as In summary, the observed vibrational spectrum and force
expected, with increasing coupling, i.e., decreasing mass of constant analysis strongly support a square-planar struc-
the central atom. ture of symmetry D4 h for IF 4-. These results confirm the

Analysis of the results given in Table III allows the fol- suggestion' that the previously reported 3 Raman spectrum
lowing conclusions. (i) The series CIF4-, BrF4-, IF4- shows was not due to IF4 but due to 1F4 ".
the expected smooth trends. Whereas, the value of the

stretching force constant,.4, remains almost constant, the Registry No. CsIF 4 , 36245-63-3;Cs3IF 6 , 28223-33-8.
deformation force constants markedly decrease with in-
creasing size of the central atom. (ii) The relatively low Acknowledgment. We are indebted to Drs. E. C. Curtis,
values off,, in all three ions indicate strong ionic contribu- D. Philipovich, C. J. 3chack, and R. D. Wilson of Rocketdyne
tions to the halogen-fluorine bonds. The values are about and Profemor M. Schmeisser of the Universitat Dortmund

for helpfv discussions, and to Dr. D. Lawson of the Jet
(14) W. Sawodny, J. Mot. Spectroac., 30, 56 (1969). Propulsion Laboratory for the use of the Raman spectrom-
(15) M. Pfeiffer, J. MoL Spectroac.. 31, 151 (1969).
(16) S. N. Thakur and S. N. Rai, J. Mot. Struct.. 5, 320 (1970). eter, and K. 0. C. thanks the Office of Naval Research,
(17) W. Sawodny, private communication. Power Branch, for financial support.
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t Fluorine-19 Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Study of Chlorine Fluoride Cations

KARL 0. CHRISTE*. JOHN F. HON, and DON PILIPOVICH

Received June 6, 1972

Fluorine-19 nuclear magnetic resonance spectra are reported for HF solutions of C1F4,* CIF4.+ CIF,, CIOF,*, and
OFO and for NF, a its. Several exchange processes between the cations and anions and the solvent were oboerved,
depending on the temperature and the acidity of the solvent. The acidity of the HF solvent was varied by the addition
of AsF,. It is shown that CIF,' is octahedral and splitting owing to both "CI-F and "'Cl-F spin-spin coupling has been
observed for the first time. The spectrum of CIF.* is analogous to that of SF 4 , indicating similar structures for these two
isoelectronic species. For each of the remaining chlorine fluoride cations, only one signal was observed, indicating the
presence of equivalent fluorine ligands with chlorine quadrupole relaxation preempting the observation of CIF spin-spin
coupling. Contrary to previous reports, NFO÷ shows a triplet of equal intensity and line width. Chemical shifts are
given for CtF and FCIO, in the liquid phase.

Introduction Teflon tubes were inserted into standard glass nmr tubes and CFCI,
Halogen fluorides are known' to form adducts with nu- was added as an external standard.

The "F nmr spectra were recorded at 56.4 MHZ on a Varian
merous Lewis acids. 1t has been shown by vibrational spec- high-resolution nmr spectrometer equipped with a variable-tempera-
troscopy and in some instances by X-ray diffraction -tudies ture probe. Chemical shifts were determined by the side-band
that these adducts are predominantly ionic in the solid technique with an accuracy of t 1 ppm.
state. Raman spectra of HF solutions have been reported R ad Discussion

only for IF6 +AsF6 -2 and CIF 2O* salts.3 ' 4  Except for a re-

cently published note on the "F nmr spectrum of IF6*AsF6- The observed '"F nmr chemical shifts are given in Table I.

in HF solution.' no high-resolution nmr data have been re- Figure I shows the difference in temperature dependence
ported for halogen fluoride adducts. This lack of nmr data between an acidified and nonacidified HF solution. Fig-

is due to rapid chemical exchange between most of these ure 2 shows the multiplet structures of several of the reso-
cations and the HF solvent 6 even at low temperatures. This nances. The following compounds were studied in both HF

chemical exchange, however, can be suppressed by acidifica- and HF-AsFs as a solvent: CIF 2*BF4-, CIF2*AsF6 , CIF2*Sb-
tion of the HF solvent as was recently reported for SF 3÷ Fj, CIF, 1.36SbFs, CIF 6+PtF6-, CIF 20OAsF 5 , CIF 2O*PtF67,
salts7 and IFt*AsF67.1 In this paper, we report the results CIF 20 2 'PtF6 , and NF 2O÷AsF67. For the CIF 2* and CIF 20*

of our 9̀ F rnr study on chlorine fluoride cations. salts, acidification of the HF solvent with AsF5 was required
to observe the resonance lines due to the cations. This

Experimental Section acidification, however, causes rapid exchange between the
The preparation and characterization of CIF, PtF,',' CIF 4*Sb- anion and HF, thus resulting in a single line for the anion,

F,-,' CIFO*AsF,','* CIF2OIPtF.,-,, NFOAsF.-," and CIF,- HF, and AsF5 . Without AsFs addition, the anion reso-
OPtF;- " have previously been described. The adducts between nances can be observed as separate lines, but only a singleCIF, and BF,, AsFs, or SbF, were freshly prepared using a Monet acscnb bevda eaaelns u nyasnl

Teflon-FEP vacuum system. The material balances observed for line is observed for the cation and HF. The fact that one
the CIF,÷ adducts deviated by less than 0.5% from those calculated of the lines contains, in addition to HF, the resonance due
for 1:1 adducts. The purification and handling of HF has previous- to either the anion or cation was substantiated by peak area
ly been described.'," Chloryl fluoride and OF were prepared from measurements on samples of known composition, such as
KCIO, and CIF, and from Cl1 + CIF,, respectively. Chlorine tri-
fluoride (The Matheson Co.) and AsF, (Ozark Mahoning Co.) were CIF 2O+AsF 6 (see footnote k of Table I), the observed
purified by fractional condensation prior to their use. chemical shifts, and their temperature dependence. The

Teflon-FEP tubes ('%,-in. i.d., 0.015-in. wall thickness) were solubility of the salt in HF decreases with decreasing tern-
used as sample containers. The stable solids were transferred into perature. Hence, cooling of the sample reslts in a pro-
the pauivated (with CIF,) tubes in the dry N, atmosphere ot'a

glove box. Their amount was determined by weighing and vol- nounced chemical shift for the line due to HF and the ion
umetrically measured amounts of AsF, tnd HF were added at -1960 exchanging with it, but not for that of the nonexchanging
on the vacuum line. The tubes were closed by Hoke valves during counterion. A similar dependence of the exchange mech-
the transfers and were heat-sealed unduer vacuum. The loaded anism on the acidity of the solvent has previously been ob-

(I) For a recent review on interhalogen cations, see R. J. served by Azeem and coworkers for SF3* salts.' By anal-
Gllespie and M. 1. Morton, Quart. Rev.. Chem. Soc., 25, 533 (1971). ogy with the SF 3÷ compounds, the rapid exchange between

(2) K. 0. C -iste, 1'worg. Chem., 9, 2801 (1970). CIF2÷ and HF in nonacidified HF might be explained by
(3) R. Bou ' J. Isabey, and P. Plurien, C. R. Acad. ScL, Ser.

C, 273, 415 (197 1). CIF2÷ + HF2= # CIF3 + HF. The addition of AsFs sp-
(4) K. 0. Chrite., E. C. Curtis, and C. J. Schack, Inohg. Ch•m., presses the HF2- formation and, hence, the exchange be.

1l, 2212 (1972).
(5) M. Brownstein and H. Selig, Inorg. Chem., 11,656 (1972). tween CIF2 ÷ and HF, but enhances the exchange between
(6) K. 0. Christ* and A. E. Pavlath, Z. Anoag. AUg. Chem., As76- and HF according to AsF6- + H2F* # AsF5 + 2HF.

335, 210 (1965). For the HF qnlutions of CIF 2 *BF4", CIF 2* SbF 6 -, CIF4*SbF 6-,
(7) M. Azeem, M. Brownstein, and R. J. Gillespie. Can. J.

( Chem., 47,4159 (1969). and HF-CIF3 mixtures, Raman spectra were also recorded.
"(8) K. 0. Christ*, ls'. NucL C.Nam. Lett., 8, 741 (1972). For the CIF 2 ÷ and CIF 4÷ salts, all bands expected for the
(9) K. O. Christ. and D. Pilipovch, Mnor. Chume., a, 391 (1969). individual ions were observed. Their frequencies deviated
(10) K. 0. Chr•ste, C. J. Schack, and D. Pilipovieh, bsotg.

Chum., 11, 2205 (1972). by less 0= 10 cm-' from those observed for the sid
(11) C. J. Schack, C. B. Lisdahl, D. Pilipovich, and K. 0. adducts but showed no splitting of bands or violations of the

Christe, Inot,. Chem., i1, 2201 (1972). symmetry rules. This sugests that in both the solid state
(12) K.O. Christ. and W. Maya, Ino,,. Ch•um., 8, 1253(1969).
(13) K. 0. Chriats, norg. Nuct. Chem. Lett. 8, 453 (1972). and HF solution, the same discrete Ions are present and
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TaW1. L "*F Nmr Spectral Data of Chlorine Fluoride Adducts in HF and HF-AsF, Solutions

Sample oompn (mole ratio) Temp, 0 C 6, ppm (CFCI, ext ref) Assignment Notes

H1- 15 199.6 HF a
-65 194.8 HF a

HF, AsF, (20:1) 15 189 HF, AsF, a
-65 186 HF, AsF, a

HF, AsF (4:1) 15 134 HF, AsF, a
-65 129 HF, AsF, a

CIF,*AsF, -, HF -10 167 HF, CIF, b
64 AsF, - h

CIF,*AsF,", HF, AsF, (14:300:1) 40 152 HF, CIF 2,AsF,, AsF, c
-15 181 HF, AsFs, CIF 2  d

67 AsF," d
-75 195 HF, AsF, a

CIFAsl-.", HF, AsF, (21:300:6) 10.-40 171, 185 HF, AsF,. AsF,- b
23,• • C1F2  b

CIF, *AsF, -, HF, AsF, (2:30:14) 38 87 HF, AsF,, AsF, c
26 CIF, - c

30.0 87 HF, AsF,, AsF,- c
22 C1F,° e

-10,-25,-40 96. 102.107 HF, AsF,, AsF,- c
22 CIF,- a

-50,-60 11I HF. AsF, c
CIF,*SbF,', HF (2:27) 50 175 HF, CIF 2, d

-110 SbF," f
35, 10 175,183 HF, CIF, a

-30 194.5 HF aOIF 2÷SbF,-. HF, A~.•F (2:24.4:3.2) 30 146 HF, AsP, c
122 SbF, d

23 CIF2  c
10,-30, -70 143. 146.150 HF, AsF, c

122. 122,127 SbF,, H F absorbed on solid CIF,- d
SbF, - ?

23,23.- CIF* a
ClF,*BF, -, HF (2: 15) 20,-60 162 HF, CIF 2 BF4 " C
CIF," 1.36SbFs, HF (1: 13) 40 190 HF, CIF 4 SbF,- X SbF, d

0.-30 195, 197 HF d
125 SbF. ", SbF,, c

-265 CIF,- e
CIF,'1.36SbF,, HF, AsF, (1:15:3) 0.-20.-60 133 HF, AsFs, SbF, ", SbF," e

-265 CIF4 - e
-80 -274CF÷ .-80-274 CIFH(:)2 axial and equatorial fluorines g

CIF. PtF, HF (1:50) 30 198 HF
-389 CIF,- g, h

CIF.*PtF,. HF AsF, (1:50:12) 40. -60 130 HF, AsF, c
-388 CIF.- h

320 PtF,5 -? i
C1I:,O0AsF,-, HF (1: 11.8) 30 170 HF f

67.5 AsF, /
10,-30 195 HF a

68 AsF, d
ClFO'AsF,-, HF, AsF, (1:10.6:2) 20,-60 133, 142 HF, AsF,, AsF, c

-273.7, -270.8 CIF 20 a, k
aFaO*PtF,-, HF (1:34) 25 201.2 HF a

-273.2 CIFO a
CIFO'tF-, HF, AsF, (1: 19:3.2) 20.-60 145 HF, AsF, a

-272 CIF 2 0 a
320 PtF,2-?

QF,O,-PtF,-, HF. AsF, 30 135 HF, AsF, a
-310 CIFO,÷ c

NFO*AaF, ", HF (1:14) -45 190 HF c
69 AsF, c

w -331 NFO+ c
NF 5 O+A&F,". HF, AaF, (1:9:2) 30 125 HF, AsF, c

-330 NFO÷ g, I

I Sharp singlet. b See Figure 1. C Broad singlet. d Very broad singlet. * Broad singlet becoming narrower with decreasing temperature.
? Very, very broad line. 9 See Figure 2. h Two sets of quadruplets of equal intensity with JssclF = 337 and JAICl7 - 281 * 2 Hz. i Weak
triplet with 1:4:1 peak area ratio and ,stptr - 2090 10 Hz. J Poorly resolved quadruplet of about equal intensity with JssAsy of about 900
Hz. k Peak area measurements at200 resulted fo: CIFO:HF, AsF,, AsP,- in a ratio of 10:139 (calcd 10:133). 1Slap triplet of equal in-
tensity with JNF of 250 Hz.

that the additional splittings and symmetry rule violations pronounced frequency shifts when comparing the spectra
observed for the solids are due to lowering of the site sym- of the solids with those of the HF solutions. Furthermore.
metry or slight distortion of the ions. If these additional it demonstrates the difference in time scale between nmr
splittings and symmetry rule violations were indicative of and vibrational spectroscopy for chemical exchange reac-
turong covalent fluorine bridges, one should observe more tions. Whereas, the exchange rate between HF and CIF2÷

144.
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155 teristic CIF 2
4 lines15'16 indicates that CIF 3 in HF is not ion-

ized according to CIF 3 + HF - C1F 2* + HF 2-. However,
this type of ionization has recently been demonstrated 3

W cr AaF6 " In NF CIF2* AI 6  for the structurally related CIF30 molecule in HF solution.
.INF-AIF5  In the following paragraphs, the individual compounds

73 CZh300,•) will be discussed in more detail.
CIF2 + Salts. Figure 1 demonstrates how acidification of

.67 the solvent and temperature variation influence the spec-
120 trum. Without acidification, only one broad line is ob-

40- served above 40' due to rapid exchanje between all three
0. 6Ispecies, HF, CIF2 ÷, and AsF6-. At 30 , separation into two

13 peaks is noticeable. The chemical shift of one of the peaks
(64 ppm) changes very little on further cooling, which

20 & suggests that the peak is due to AsFj.17"' The chemical

156 2 shift of the second peak steadily increases with decreasing
z25"J- temperatures and approaches at --60° that of pure HF.

3 171 Evidently, this peak is due to rapidly exchanging CIF2 ÷ and
HF. The steady increase of the shift is caused by the de-5. creasing solubility of C1F 2 AsFj in HF with decreasing
temperature as can also be seen from the decreasing relative

167 intensity of the 64-ppm signal.Solutions acidified with AsFs also show two peaks. The117 low-field resonance exhibits an almost temperature-indepen-
-odent shift of 23 ppm and is assigned to CIF 2 ÷. Above 300,

the line is extremely broad, while below 200 it is a sharp
112 s - singlet which decreases in relative intensity with decreasing

190 temperature owing to increasing precipitation of CIF 2*AsF 6 .
The high-field resonance is du,! to rapidly exchanging HF,

-20" 64 AsFs, and AsF6-. Its chemical shift increases with decres'.-
0 inig temperature until essentially all of the AsF6- has precip-

itated. It then remains constant and corresponds to that
expected for a HF-AsFs mixture.L Samples were studied containing different amounts of".70 - AsFs to determine how much AsF5 was required to observe

I.ilre 1. Temperature dependence of the "F nmr spectra of a separate line for CIF2'. When the HF contained 0.33
CV2,AsF,- in HF and HF-AsF, solution. Chemical shifts and tern- mole % AsFs, no separate CIF2 ÷ signal could be obr-rved;
peratures are given in ppm from external CFC1, and *C, respectively.

J37 C3F 5•1C I -70°

30- 337. 7*--
30"• -75"

"• ~-80-
___I l

-391 ppm -274 -256

PtJi"? 
1F 2 0+

-2090-- 250

j ~2**J . 30*

320 -330

Flgu 2. "F nmw spectra of several selected ions.

(IS) K. 0. ChrLste and W. Svwodny, lnorg. Chem., 6. 313
is fast enough to prevent observation of separate nmr signals, (1967).it is too slow to cause a collapse of the Raman lines. The (16) R. J. Gillespie and M. J. Morton, Inerg. Chem.,, 9, 616
Raman spectra of the HF-CIF 3 mixtures exhibited only the (1970).

14 (17) E. L. Muetterties and W. D). Phillips, J. Amer. Chem, Sot.,
bands characteristic of ClF 3 .14 The absence of the charac- S1, 1084 (1959): J. Bacon. R. J. Gilespie, and J. W. Quail, Canm $.

C hem., 41, 1016 (1963).
(14) H. Sells. " H. ClaasMen, mid J. V. Holloway, J. Chei. (18) K. 0. Christe, J. P. Guertln, A. E. Pavlath, and W. Sawoday,

Phys., 52, 3517 (1970). Inorg. Chem., 6. 533 (1967).
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however, addition of 2 mole % produced a separate CIF2÷ of nonequivalent fluorine ligands. These could rapidly
line. Hence, the observation of a separate CIF 2÷ line cannot exchange at higher temperatures by either an intermole-
be caused by the formation of a stoichiometric adduct be- cular"7 or an intramolecular pseudorotational Berry mech-
tween AsFs and C1F2÷AsF6 or HF. anism2 to give a single peak. It was not possible (freezing

The spectra observed for CIF2÷SbF6- in HF and HF-AsFs point of HF) to lower the temperature sufficiently to ob.
solution are similar to those of the AsF6 - salt. One differ- serve the expected"' triplet fine structure of the two reso-
ence was the observation of a broad signal tor the HF-AsF5  nances and to determine the F-F coupling constants. The
solution at about 120 ppm which is assigned to SbFj.7  observation of two pairs of nonequivalent fluorine ligands
Another effect was observed for the latter solution. With for C1F4÷ agrees well with the structure of symmetry Cu
decreasing temperature, the solubility of CIF 2*SbF6- de-
creased as expected, and below -30' the signals attributable F - +
to CIF2* and SbF6 had essentially disappeared. Further F
cooling to - 700, however, caused the HF solvent peak to I< T
become somewhat narrower and produced a new broad : C
peak at 127 ppm. The intensity of the latter did not de-
crease with decreasing temperature. Based on its chemical
shift, the temperature dependence of its intensity, and its suggested on the basis of vibrational spectra. 9 ,'s Due to the
absence in pure HF-AsFs, it is tentatively assigned to HF
bonded to the surface of the precipitated C1F2 +SbFj salt small difference in chemical shifts between the two C1F4

resonances at -274 and -256 ppm, their assignment to theby str on g h y drogen bridges i axial and equatorial fluorine atoms, respectively, should beFor IF=BF4 in F, nlya siglelin wasobsrve at considered tentative. This assignment is in line with the
162 ppm between 20 and -.60*. This lack of splitting into c6onsidered uette.tis anm ets in thithesuggestion 6 by Muetterties and coworkers that in trigonal.
individual peaks might be explained by the low thermal sta-biliy o CIF*BF- ( armdisociaionpresureat °)•bipyramidal species the axial fluorine ligands occur at a
bility of CIF2*BF4 - 0 atm dissociation pressure at 90)" lower field than the equatorial ones.
thus providing a ready anion-cation exchange mechanism, The CIF6+ Cation. For salts containing the CIF 6÷ cation,according to CIF2÷BF4- # CIF 3 + BF 3. two sharp sets of quadruplets of equal intensity were ob-

The observation of a sharp singlet for C1F 2÷ in its AsF 6- served at -391 ppm in both HF and HF-AsFs solution (see
and SbF 6- salts is in excellent agreement with the bentstrutur ofsymmtryC~vFigure 2). The lack of exchange between CIF6÷ and HF is

not surprising since an equilibrium such as CIF6( + HF2 7
Sr"- + CIF7 + HF is impossible owing to the nonexistences ofL 1 stable ClF 7 . The peak area ratio between the two sets was

[F "IF] 3: 1, indicating that they are due to the 3'Cl and 37C1 iso-
topes, having a natural abundance of 75.4 and 24.6%, respec-

derived for this cation from single-crystal X-ray diffraction tively. The splitting of the signals into quadruple-ts of
studiess2e1a and from vibratior.al spectroscopy.'",16 In equal intensity can be explained by spin-spin coupling
CIF 2÷, both fluorine ligands should be equivalent and chlorine between Cl (I = 3/2) and F. This Cl-F spin-spin coupling,
quadrupole relaxation should preempt the observation of however, is usually not observed for chlorine fluorides due
CI-F spin-spin coupling. The change in chemical shift to rapid relaxation caused by interaction of the chlorine
between ClF3 and C1F2 of +83 pp is in the 3ame direction quadrupole moment with an unsymmetric electric field
as those observed for IF7 and IF6 ,5s SF 3 1SF 4 0 gradient. Consequently, the observation of well resolved
and SF 30÷,2 and NF 30 and NF 2 0÷,2 though it is difficult Cl-F spin-spin coupling for CIF 6÷ is strongly indicative of a

S to rationalize why cation formation does not generally result spherically symmetric electric field about the Cl nucleus.
in increasing deshielding of the fluorine ligands.

The CIF4÷ Cation. The CIF5 -1.36SbFs adduct exhibits a +
broad resonance at -265 ppm in both HF and IIF-AsF5  F

mixtures at temper.? .res between 0 and -30*. Based on F-- -'"- F
its chemical shift, it can be ascribed to a chlorine fluoride ,/
species containing chlorine in a high oxidation state. At CI_.
lower temperatures, the solubility of CIFs -1.36SbFs in HF
becomes very low. In HF-AsF5 , however, the solubility is F
sufficiently high ato allow the observation of this signal in
the range -70 to -80*. Below -70', the -265-ppm reso- This confirms that indeed ClF 6+ has syamnetry Oh as suggest-
nance separates into a doublet of equal intensity with ed on the basis of its vibrational spectrum-s Previously,
chemical shifts of -274 and -256 ppm (see Figure 2). This only one case of a partia'ly resolved CI-F spin-spin coupl-
low-temperature splitting is analogous to that observed" by ing as observed for FClO3

2 7,a which has an almost
Muetterties and Phillips for isoelectronic SF4 . It strongly spherically symmetric electric field. For FC10 3 ,J3SCl was
indicates the presence of a CIF 4* cation containing two pairs

(24) R. S. Berry, .A. Chem. Phy., 32, 933 (1960); Rev. Mod.
(19) H. Selig and J. Shamir, 1noh. Chem., 3. 294 (1964). Phy&, 32, 447 (1960).
(20) A. J. Edwards and R. J. C. Sils, J. Chem.. Soc. A, 2697 (25) K. 0. Christ., E. C. Curtis, D. Phillpovich, C. J. Schack,

(1970). and W. Sawodny, Paper B4, 6th International Symposium on
(21) H. Lynton anJ3. Paumoce, Can. .. Chem., 49, 2539 Flourine Chemistry, Durham, England, July 1971; K. 0. Chirlsta and

(1971). W. Sawodny, to be submitted for publication.
(22) M. Brownatean, P. A W. Dean, andl R. J. Gillespie, CheM. (26) E. L. Muettertles, W. Mahler, K. J. Packer, ad R.

Commun., 9 (1970). Schmvt'tler, INoe%. Chem., 3, 1298 (1964).
(13) C. A. Warnaer, W. B. Fox, B. Sukoralck, J. R. Holume, .R, (27) S. Brownsteln, Comn . C.•s'm., 38,1597 (1960).

B. Stewart, R. Juurlk, N. Vanderkool, and D. Gould, IMrg. ChOwn., (28) J. Bacon, R. J. GUllespie, and J. W. Quail, C .A Chem.,
5, 1249 (1969). 41, 3063 (1963)..
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estimated to be 3102? or 289 Hzss, but an estimate ofJs~c, Table l!. Summary of "'Nmr Shifts and Coupling Constants of
was preempted by large line widths. For CIF 6+, J-a1 and Liquid Chlorine Fluorides and Oxyfluorides and of Their

J3,, are 337 and 281 ± 2 1'z, respectively. The observed Cations in HF Solution
ratio ofJ,1Cr:J,,C• = 1.199 is in excellent agreement with T,•mp, Chem shift, ppm Coupling constant,
the value of 1.202 calculated from the ratio of the magnetic Co.npd aC (from ext CFCIM) Hz Rd

moments of the two chlorine isotopes."9  The observed full CIF -80 419.4 a
line width at half-height is only 15 Hz for CIF 6*, compared CI0F(F) -60 -114.3,-121.8. JF= 421

to about 430 Hz for FCIO3 .1 "is indicates that the dF(Fu - tS.0,-7.7,

electric field about the CI nucleus in ClF 6* is, as expected, -0.4, triplet
much more spherical than that in FCIO 3 . In addition, the CIF,(F) -247, doublet Jjy " 130 d
center of the CIF6* resonance is shifted by 0.15 1 0.02 pm CIF,(F) -412, quintet
upfield from that of 3 5C1F6 . This shift may be explained CIF1 O 10 -262 a
by the diffeirence in the vibrational amplitudes of the two Cl FCIOe -287, quartet J-315 289 f
isotopes. The heavier isotope has a smaller vibrational CIF2 10 23 a
amplitude causing the electrons of the fluorine atom to be CIF3(F,)÷ -80 -256 a
less polarized and resulting in increased 'IF shielding. A CIF,(F,)- -80 -274 a

similar change in chemical shift (0.053 ppm) in the same CF," 40 -388, quartet JIcjpF - 337, a

direction has been observed 31 for the isoelectronic `SF6 CFO+ 20 -272
and 3SF6 isotopes. The fact that the isotopic shift for C1FO, 30 -310
CIF 6÷ is several times larger than that for SF 6 is in line with a Data from this study. b In addition to the first-order splitting,
the observed large increase from SiF6 2- toward SF 6 . the -114.3, -121.8, and -7.7-ppm resonances show second-order

In addition to the solvent lines, a weak resonance was splitting. c Reference 36. d D. Pilipovich, W. Maya, E. A. Lawton,
observed in acidified HF at 320 ppm. This signal consists H. F. Bauer, D. F. Sheehan, N. N. Ogimachi, R. D. Wilson, F. C.
of a triplet showing a 1:4: 1 peak area ratio and a coupling Gunderloy, Jr., V. E. Bedwell,lnorg. Chem., 6, 1918 (1967). 6D.

Pilipovich, C. B. Lindahl. C. J. Schack, R. D. Wilson, and K. 0.
constant of 2090 ± 10 Hz (see Figure 2). These observa- Christe, Inorg. Chem., 11, 2189 (1972). f Reference 28; H.
tions suggest that the resonance is due to a platinum species. Agahigian, A. P. Gray, and G. D. Vickers, Cam J. Chem., 40, 157
Of the naturally occurring platinum isotopes, only '"Pt (1962).
(abundance 33.7%) has a nuclear spin (1= '/a). Spin-spin
coupling between F and 19'Pt would result in two satellites, -310 ppm. Since it cannot be attributed to any known
each with p 2k areas equal to one-fourth of that of the cen- chlorine fluoride species, it is tentatively assigned to CIF 2 -
tral peak. Assignment of the 320-ppm signal to PtF 6 is un- 02+.33' Its chemical shift and lack of splitting are consistent

likely for the following reasons: (I) its peak area is much with the structure of symmetry Q2, as indicated by its vibra-

The CF20 ation The nmr pectr of bth Ction as bpe ent[rumNF]ofsignal was observed in this range for other PtF6- salts, and +
(3) PtF6 - is paramagnetic 32 and a large anisotropic down-
field shift might be expected similar to that observed for
PtF6 (-5550 and -3000 ppm).3 Since PtF6  is the only
diamagnetic tetravalent or higher valent platinum fluoride,
we tentatively assign the 320-ppm signal to this anion. The NF20 Cation. The '=F nmr spectrum of NF2O÷

SThe CIF2O* Cation. The ' F nnr spectra of both C1F2O÷- has previously been reported 3 to consist of a partially re-
AsFJ- and CIF 2O÷PtF6- show a sharp singlet at about -273 solved 4:5:4 triplet at -331 ppm with JNF = 250 Hz and
ppm, which is assigned to CIF 2 0. This indicates two the outer members of the triplet being broader than the cen-
equivalent fluorine atoms for CIF 20* in good agreement tral member. As can be seen from Figure 2, acidification
with the structure of symmetry C, peoposed 3' 4 on the with AsFs of an HF solution of NF2O*AsF0 " results in a

well-resolvtd triplet of equal intensity and bandwidth as ex-l; L + <]+pected for NF20+. Whereas the previously reported"3 peakarea ratio and relative line width are not confirmed, the

observed chemical shifts and coupling constants are in
excellent agreement.F~swummary

Table II summarizes all presently known 19F nmr spectra
basis of vibrational spectra. The remaining features of the of chlorine fluorides and oxyfluorides and of their cations.
spectra are analogous to those discussed above for CIF 2* and As can be seen, data are now available for all compounds
C1F6* salts and, hence, are not reiterated. excpt for the very recently discovereds" oxyfluoride CIF3-

The CIF20 Cstion. A sample containing about 10 CO and the Cl 2F÷ cation.3s We have redetermined the
mole % of CIF2O 2*PtF," showed a broad, weak singlet st chemical shifts of CIF and FClO2 in the liquid phase since

(29) J. A. Pople, W. G. Schneider, and H. J. Bernstain, "High only measurements on the gas ha',, previously been report-
Resolution Nuclear Magnetic Resonance," McGraw-Hill, Now York,
N. Y., 1959, p 186. (33a) Note Added in Proof. The assignment of the -3 0-ppm

(30) J. W. Enualey, J. Feeney, and L. H. Sutcliffe, "High Res.- signal to CIF3 10 2 has in the meanwhile been confirmed for CIFIO'-
lution Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy," Pergamon Preso, BF4" and CiF30,A&F,- (K. 0. Christ* and E. C. Curtis). to be pub-
Oxford, England, 1966, Vol. 2, p 875. Wlshed.

(31) R.. GIllepie and J. W. QueiI,J. Chem. Phy&. 39, 25SS (34) K. 0. Chriate, Inca.. NwL Chuem. Lett., 6,457 (1972).
(1963). (34a) Note Added in Proof. CIF*01 shows a second-order

(32) N. Bartlett and S. P. Beaton, Chem. Commsinu. 167 splitting AB pattern centered at -413 ppm with 4pm, 443 Ha sad
(1966). J/1008 = 1.0 (K. 0. Christe and R. 0. Wilson), to be published.

(33) R. blinc, E. Plrknumjr, J. SWivnik, and 1. Zupancl),J. Chem. (0iS) K. 0. Chriate and W. Sawodny, Iaoqr. Chm., 5, 212
Phy., 45. 1488 (1966). (1969).
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ed.3  In addition, we have redetermined the chemical and the increased shielding in the cations when compared
shifts for liquid CIF 3 since there is some confusion in the to their parent molecules are anexpected. Clearly, our
literature 17,37. concerning its exact values. Most of the present understanding of the nature of "9F chemical si"fts
data of Table Ii can be qualitatively rationalized by asaum- is insufficient to rationalize all these observations.
ing increasing deshlelding of the fluorine ligands with increas-
ing oxidation state of the chlorine central atom (see trends Refistry No. HF, 7664-39.3;AsFs, 7784-36.3;CIF 2*As-
for CIF-CIF3 -ClF5 , CIF 2*-ClF4+-CIFeF+, or CIF 20*-CIF2 0*). F6 , 19154-21-3; CIF2*SbF6 ", 30669-19-3; CIF2 DBF4 ,
The effect of oxygen substitution is more difficult to under- 36544-26-0; CIF 5, 13637-63-3; SbFj, 7783.70-2; CIFPtF6 ",
stand. For example, the fluorine in FC10 2 is more deshleld- 36609-91-3; CIF 20+AsF 6 -, 36544-27-1 ;CIF2O'PtFe-,
ed than that in FCIO3 . Also, the high shielding of F in ClF 36S44-28.2; CIF 20 2+PtF6=, 36609.92-4; NF20+AsF=,

25562.24-7; CIF, 7790-89-8; FCIO2 , 13637-83-7; FCIO 3,
(36) L. G. Alexakos and C. D. Cornwell, J. Chem. Phya, 41, 7616-94-6; CIFa(F 2 )*, 36544-30-6.

2096 (1964).
(37) E. W. Lawless and I. C. Smith, "Inorganic High En.rwW d

Oxidizers," Marcel Dekkar, New York, N. Y., 1968, p 20. Acowledgment. We are indebted to Dr. C. J. Schack
(36) C. H. Dungan and J. R. Van Water, "Compilation of Re- and R. D. Wilson for their help and to the Office of Naval

Ported Flo NMR Chemical Shifts," WUey.lnterscience, New York, N.
Y., 1970, No. $19. Research, Power Branch, for financial support.
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- Vibrational Spectrum and Force Constants of the SF50- Anion
KARL 0. CHRISTE.* CARL J. SCHACK, DONALD PILIFOVICH, E. C. CURTIS, and WOLFGANG SAWODNY

Recelved August 30, 1972

The C&F-SFO adduct has been prepared and characterized by infrared and Raman spectroscopy. All eleen fundamentalI ~ vibrations expected for a pseudooctahedral anion of symmetry C.,, have been observed arnd are assigned. A modified
valence force field has been computed for S 6O- and suggests an SO bond order of approximately 1.5.

Introduction -196. The recovered SF.O (.32 mmusol) indicated that 88.5% of
The existence of a CaP SF40 adduct has been reporteu' in the CsF had been converted to CsZF.O. Confirmation of this was

16bySmith and Enlhrtadi 94b ufadobtained by pyrolyzing a sample o: the complex at approxim~atly
l 96 Or Enlehrdt nd i 194 byRuffand2500 for 10 mlin while pumping the evolved gas through a trap

Lustig. However, no details were given regarding its prep- cooled to -196*. The evolved gas was identified as SF.O and the
aration or properties. In a subsequent paper Lustig and amount found corresponded to an 8M conversion of CaF to
Ruff described 3 the synthesis of Cs*SFs(Y from CsP and CsSF,O. A similar experiment exposing KF to SF.O at tempers
SF40 in CH3CN solution. The ionic formulation of thvis tures up to 125" for several days did not result in any complexing.
adduct was substantiated 3 by its "F rnmr spectrum which Results and Discussion
showed a characteristic AB4 pattern. The vibrational spec- Synthesis and Properties. In the absence of a solvent,
trum of this interesting compound is essentially unknown, hieating was required to achieve a significant conversion of
since only four infrared absorptions were published.3 In CsF to CsSF5O. The conversion obtainec' . the present
this paper we wish to report the complete vibrational spec- study is comparable to that of 76% pre, iy achiieved 3 by
trumn of the SF50- anion and the results ftrom a force con- the use of CH3CN as a solvent. T!, reveruaDiity of the for-
stant computation. mation reaction was demonstrated, - yrolysis experi-
Experimental Section ment which resulted in SF40 as the :2nly volatile product.

Matulash and Appeoatus. Volatile materials used in this work CsSFsO is a white, crystalline solid and does not show any
weremaupultedIn awel-paslvted wit ~) ~ ~detectable dissociation pressure at ambient temperature;

vacuum lins equipped with Teflon FEP U traps und 316 staizdess attempts to synthesize the analogous potassium salt failed
steel bellowb-seal valves (Hoke, Inc.. 425 IF4Y). Preassures were under simnilar reaction conditions. This is not surprising
measured with a laked Bourdon tteba-type gaupe (0- 1500 mm i since the stability of salts of this type generally decreases

* ~~~0.1%). Sulfuar cmide tetrafluoride was prop"re by the method' of ihdresnctosz.
Ruff and Lustig ftomn SF,O and F3 and was purified by fraictionalg

* condensation. Cesium fluoride was fused in a platinum crucilse V~sratkona Spectra. Figures I and 2 show the Raman
sand powdered in a drybox prior to use. The purity of the volatile and the infrared spectra, respectively, of CsSF5O. The
starting materials was determined by measurements of their vapor absorption between 300 and 250 cm-' in the infrared spec-
pressre and infrared spectra. Solid products were handled in the trum is due to the Ag~r window material. The observed
dry nditrogen atmoosphere of a glove box. feunisaelse p-be1The infrared spectra were recorded on a Perkin-Elsner Morqenisarditeel 7beI
457 spectrophaotometer in the range 4000-250 cm -' with an ac Analogy with isoele - :onic SFsCI4'5 and the typical ABs
curacy of t2 cm-' for sharp bands. The spectra of gases were ob- 1"F runr pattern previously reported3 for SF50 suggests
tained using 304 staintless steel cells of S-cm path length fitted with the following square-bipyranaidal structure of symmetry
ACI windows. Screw-wap metal cells with AlaI or Agir windows C4fo F0
sid Teflon FE? gaskets were used for obtaining the spectra of s CoforSF5
as dry powders at ambient temperature. The quality of the infrared -

setra could be somewhat improved by pressing two small sngle- :
crystal platelets of either AlaI or ASir to a disk in a pellet press.
The powdered sample was placed between the platelets before start- j/\ F
ins the pressing operation.

The Raman spectra were recorded with an accuacy of :k2 cm' '
using a Coherent Radiation Laboratories Model 5 2 4r lawe assa F~•42/
sorce of 1.3 W of exciting light at 5145 A. The scattered lHot was F

anlsdwith a Spax Model 1400 double monochrosnator, a photo-
multiplier coole to -2r5, and a dc: anmmeter. Pyrex-glass tubes
(7-mmn a04) with a hollow inside glSsm cone for variable samsple For this ion of symmetry C4. 11 fundamentals are expected.
thickniesses or meltin point capillaries were used as sample con- These are classified as 4 A, + 2 B, + B2 + 4 E. All 11I
tainers. For the conica tubes the axial viewing-transverse excita- modes should be Ramnan active, whereas only the A, sand B
dion terhnique and for the capilaries the transvrse Viwing-truaw mdssol e nrrdatv.Th sineto h
vers excitation techniues wer used.moeshudbinredatv.Teu mn fte

PsepwaratiootCeUF, A prepasulvated (with CIF,) 30-nil 316 observed bands to the individual modes is given in Table I
stainiless steel cylinder was loaded with dry, powdered CaP (9.93 and is supported by the followlnp arguments. Ithe very Inl.
mmod). Purified SF.O (16.1 mmol) was added to the cylinder at tes nrrdbdat15cn mutbdetoheS
-196'. After warmsing toamnbient temnperature covenalg4't, the tneifudbn t15 r utb u oteS
cylinder was heated at 90 for 5 days. Upon recodling to room stretching mode. As expected for an A, mode It was also
temperature, &ll votatiles were removed in vecuo and trapped at observed in the Ramnan spectrum. Its high frequency rules

out any alternate assignment. Comparison with the cor-

Address coereepoadence to this author ast Rockstdyne.
(1) W. C. Smsith sand V. A. Englehardt. J4 Amer. CUMs. Sec., $2.

3838(1%60). (4) L. H. Cross H. L. Roberts. P. Gosgln. ard L. A. Weodwaisd,
(2). IC. KRuff asad U. Lustig. Inorg. Chess.. 3. 1422 (1964). Trans. Pemwdsy Sov.. 55. 945 (1960).
(3) M. LustigandiJ. K. Ruff. InorS. Chew.. 6.2115 (1967). (5)3J. E. Griffiths. Specrrochhm. Acts, Prt A, 23, 2145 (1967)
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TAW. L Vibrational Specbumn of CsSF.O Compared to nhose of SFC1 and IF.O

Obsd frcq, cm-1, and intenwAsinmnti Appoximate

C&SFO SFCI4 IFIGb C.,, vibration

1154 vs 1153(1) 402s 4 03 (10) p 927s 928 (4) p A, i', a.(XY)
735 vs 722 (0.2) 855 vs 833 (0.2) p 680s 680 (10) p P3, I(M)
697nm 697(10) 707s 704 (3.0) p 640 w 640O(9+) p &', v&,,(XF'4)
506sa 5060() 602s 603 (0.2) p 360s C V4 67 4nout-of-plane V.,)

541 (3.3) 625 (0.7) dp 640 (9+) p D, P', a'yM4oUt-of-Phase XE.)
472 (0.2) (275)d V'4  6sau,.(out-of-piane XF.)
452(0.9) 505 (0.2) dp 305 (1) dp B, &', 6w.(ln-plane XF.)

785 vs. bi 780 (0. 1) br 909 Vs 927 (0.2) dp 710 vs 700 (0+) sh E V'. V' (XF.)
606s 607 (2.2) 287 vw 271 (0.6) dp 369s 374 (1) dp AP, VX,
530 1, 530(2) 579 mw 5" (0.1) dp 342s 340 (4) dp Vie* 6(FXF,)
325 mw 441 mn 442 (0.8) dp e 205 (0+) 6,81 6,66n-plane XF.)

SL H. Cross, M. L Roberts, P. Goggln, and L. A. Woodward, Dau~ Faraday Soc., 56, 945 (1969); J. E. Griffith&, Spectrohint. Acta, Pot
A. 23, 2145 (1967); K. 0. Christo, C. J. Schack. and E. C. Curtis. Jnorg. Chem., 11. 583 (1972). b D. F. Smith and G. M. Begun.. CA Cera..
Phyz., 43, 2001 (197 1). Band masked by Y', and v',.. 4 Not observed; value estimated from combination band. 6 Below frequency range of

sp e tra ~ t e us d . _ _ - - . _ _ -I q u e n c ie s h ig h e r th a n th a t o f v w,, (S F 4 ) (A h). C o n se q u e n tly ,K- for SF50- these two modes are assigned to the two weak
697 Raman lines at 780 and 722 cm ', respectively. Of then

t Aj_ two, the 780-cm-' line is attributed to P.JSF.) owing to
its width, lower Ramian intensity, and larger frequency
separation from P.,.r(SF4) (A,). Both Raman bands show

U)421153 1 as expected a very intense infrared counterpart. Owing to
W 530the broadness of v,,,(SF4), these two bands are poorly re-

00 7 a also osrefr v!alother approximately square-
7-50 lanarXE.go1 s uha BrFC-,a C1F4-,9 or those in

L452 0 SF.5-and SeFs-, 0 and hence appears to be quite general.

FREQUENCY. cm-1 ~~~of-phase SF4)(B1,solbefmdimR anntsty
FiguresI. Ramnan spcnuj sMj*F0- ndcts pc should ideally have no infrared counterpart, and should
tral slit widt. occur in the range 500-600 cnf'. Since both the 506-

and 607-cm-1 Raman lines show very Intense infrared
* counterparts, only the 530- or the 541-cm-' line might be.
I ~~long to P'.,,(SF.) (B1). Based upen its higher Raman in-

W tensity and frequency, we prefer to assign 541 cm-1 to
vsym(SF 4) (B I).

t i 0 There are six frequencies left for assignment to the six.
j deformational modes. Of these, the 0-SF, wagging mode

(E) should have the highest frequency since it involves a
motion of the oxygen atom which has partial double-bond

1300' 1 00*96 '76o0'56o' 300 CM1  character (see below). Furthermore, this mode should re-
FREQUENCY suit in a relatively intense band in both the infrared and

Figre . Ifraed pecrumof oli CsSF&- a anAg~ dik. Raman spetra. Consequently, this mode is ascribed to
Fl 1. 2 Inraed pecnamofsold CSF. a anAg~ ~607 cm- . By comparisorn With SFCI,4.5 SFS,,'0 and

responding mode in SFO* (1538 cm'1)' and SF40 (1380 SeF3CI"1 one would expect Sw,.(in-plane SFa) (E) to have
cm') 7' shows the expected frequency decrease with an the lowest frequency of the SF5 group deformational modes
Increasing formal negative charge. The SFs,0 anion should and to be infrared active. Consequently, this mode is as-
have four addtional stretching modes. Three of these be- signed to the 325-cm-' infrared band. Of the remainin
long to the approximately square-planar SF4 pert and one two yet unassigned infrared-active deformational modes,
involves the unique fluorine Ilgand. Of these, the totally the 8,a(out-of-plane SF.) or umbrella mode (AI) should
symmetzic SF4 stretching mode of species A, should reut result in a very intense infrared bai~d of relatively high frm
in the nwixt intense Raman line and is consequently assigned quency." 53'0" Consequently, this mode is ansigned to
to the Rema band at 697 cm"1. As expected for species 506 cn-', leaving 530 cm-' for assignment to the F-SF4
A,, this Raman band has an infrared counterpart. The wagging mode (E). The two remaining, yet unassigned in-
ant~isymmetric SF4 and the SF stretching modes in SFsCI
are both of very hig intensity in the infrared and of very (8) I. 0. Christ* and C. J. Schack, Ixor'g. Chant., 9. 1552
low intensity in the Remani spectrum"' and occur at fre- (1970).

(9) V. 0. Christ. and W. Sawoday. Z. Anovg. AM&,. Chex,. 374.
306 (1970).

(6) M. hownstain, P. A. W. Dean, and R. J. GM49le.po Chaosa. (10) K. 0. Christo. S. C. Curtis. C. 1. Schack. sad D. Pijipovich.
Couumuw,.. 9 (1970). Inorg. CheM.. 11, 1679 (1972).

(7) P. L. Gogsla, H. L. Roberts. a"d L. A. Woodwsrd. flwh (11) K. 0. Christ., C. J. Schack sand E.. C. Curtis. rjwq. Cheaa.,
FJ~dy Jc., S7. 1877(194 1). 5011. 553 (1972).
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Table 11. Symmetry Force Constants of SFO"0

A, a' 1154 F., =fD 6.46
a', 733 F,, = l 3.75•
US, 697 F, =fr + 2fr- + [rr' 5.43
a,, 506 F,. = 1/(fp + 2fM + f~p' + f, + 2f. + f."' - 2fpy- 4 py' .. 2j°y") 2.52

iF,- =JfRD 0.66
B, P, 541 F, = f- 2frr + fT' 3.28

V,6 472 F,. ='V1f- - 2fp+fpf' +f-y-2y+fyl'-i+ 4fh' - 2[") 3.19
B, V7, 452 F77 = :f -ý + 2., 1.46
E Ps 785 F.. =fr- f 2.84

a, 607 FS = -1* 2.22
a',, 530 F,.,. f. - 2.62
a, 325 F, =f,-,fj 1.21F. "= fr-Y - M," 0,40•F*, f, - ,=os04

SF,,, ~05
F... =fr.p-, fr 0.28

a Stretching constants in mdyn/A, deformation constants in mdyn/A radian'. and stretch-bend interaction constants in mdyn/A radian.

trared-inactive modes of species B, and B2, respectively, be- force constants could not be computed since the general
long to the Raman lines at 472 and 452 cm-'. Since, for valence field has 36 constants and there are only I i observed
numerous structurally related species, 6e, re(out-of-plane frequencies. It was found, that for the A, block the values
SF4) (Bl) either has not been observed or was of very low ofF,, and F22 were strongly influenced by the value of the
intensity, 9 -'•2 this mode is assigned to the very weak Raman interaction constant F12 . Since in isoelectronic SFsCl 1

a line at 472 cm-'. Hence, the last yet unassigned Raman and in IF5013 the equatorial and axial fluorine atoms do
line at 452 cm-1 should represent 68,(in-plane SF 4) (B 2). not significantly differ in their stretching force constants and

Comparison of the SFs(" assignment with that made for since in SFsO- the equatorial SF stretching force constant
SFsC!4 's (it should be noted that the assignment given in f, is about 3.6 mdynlA, we prefer for SF5O- a force field
ref 7 for v,1 (E) is likely to be incorrect") shows satisfactory with F22 = Fi -fr. Surprisingly, the interaction constant
agreement (see Table 1). The slight discrepancy in the F13 = 2fD had little influence on the frequencies of I;, and

relative Raman intensities observed for vao (E) between the v3 . Hence, its value might be comparable to that of F12
two species might be ascribed to increased coupling between although it is not required for obtaining a fit between the
Y9 and P10 in SFj(- due to 0 being more similar in mass to computed and observed frequencies. The computed sym-
F than Cl. This might result in a symmetric and antisym- metry force constants are listed in Table II. The interac-
metric rather than in a characteristic F-SF4 and OSF4  tion constants not listed were assumed to be zero.
wat motion. This assumption appears to be supported The following values were obtained for the more impor-
by the spectrum' 3 of isoelectronic IFO (see Table I)) for tant internal force constants: fD= 6.46, fR = 3 .7 5i• i=
"which the Ranan intensity of P1o is higher than that of P9. 3 .6 0 , fD = 0.66, f,, = 0.54, andfrr' = 0.75 mdynJA. Sig-

Of the four infrared bands previously reported' for nificantly larger values of about 4.6 and 7.7 mdyn/A are

CsSFO only the two weaker ones agree with our observa- possible for JR and fu, respectively, by assuming a mach
tions. Furthermore, the previously suggested3 assignment smaller value forfD. H6wever, the resulting large dif-
of the SO stretching mode to a broad band centered at 718 ference between fR and J, renders such a force field less
cm' is obviously incorrect, likely. In spite of these uncertainties in the force constants,

In summary, all II fundamentals of SFsO- have been ob- certain conclusions can be reached. The value of the SO
served and an assignment is offered. The observed vibra- stretching force constant fD (6.5 mdyn/A) is much lower

tional spectrum definitely supports the proposed structural than those of 10-12 mdyn/A generally found for S=O
model of symmetry C4. double bonds. ,"S- Its value is comparable to that found

Force Constants. A normal-coordinate analysis was car- for the SO42 anion (7.44 mdyn/A' ) indicating for SF$O-
tied out to aid the spectral assignment. The kinetic and po- a SO bond order of about 1.5. Furthermore, the values of
tential energy metrics were computed by a machine the SF stretching force constants, fj and fr, are somewhat
method,' 4 assuming the following geometry and coordinate lower than those generally found for covalent SF bonds
definitions: Rs 7 ' rep' = 1.60 A, Dso = 1.47 A, a (FSF)= (4.5-6 mdyn/A ) indicating signifficant ionic contributions
P (F'SF) = y (OSF) = 90, where F' refers to the axial to the SF bonds in SFCO-. These results are best interpre-
(unique) fluorine ligand. The symmetry coordinates used ted in terms of the resonance structures
were identical with those reported" for IFsO. The bond ., -

lengths were estimated by comparison with similar molecules F_ /F F:•I1:0F
usng the correlationi5 noted by GFllespie and Robinson F etc.
between stretching frequencies and bond lengths. The F F F F F
deformation coordinates were weighted by unit (I A) F F -
distance. These structures together with orbital-following effects

The force constants were calculated by trial and error with could also account for the unusually strong coupling be-
the aid of a time-sharing computer to get exact agreement tween the SO and SF stretching modes suggested by the
between the observed and computed frequencies using the force constant computation.
simplest possible modified valence force field. Unique

(12) G. M. Degun. W. H. Fletcher, and D. F. Smith, J. Chum. Registry No. CsF'SF 40, 37862-11-6.
W Plej.,42, 2236 (1965)."(3). F. smithd. C3,20Adukowledneaent. We are indebted to the Office of(13) D. F. Smith and 0. M. Beglun,. AChe~m. Phys., 43. 2001

(MOs). Naval Research, Power Branch, for financial support.
(14) K. C. Curtish, Specocthm. Acte, Flo A, 27. 199 (1971).
(IS) R. J. Gillespi and E. A. Robinson, Cate. J. Chom., 41, (16) W. Sawodny, Habilitationaechrift, Univaeuity of Stuttprt,

2074(1%3). Stuttgart, Germany, 1969.
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THE PFRIPAtTION OF CHLORUIE NMOFWORID'

C. J. &check and R. D. Wilson
Racketdys, a Division of Rot',rell International Corparation,

Canaa Park, California 93.304

A pr•ocedure is described for the synthesis of chlorine maofluoride from

chlorine and chlorine trifluoride.

I

Chlorine monoluorLde is a very vigorous and useful ragent which exhibits a

diversity of reaction paths. Thus fluorinating, chlorinating, a&M obloro-

fluorinating reactions are wall km 1 a s "well as aephoteric behavior in forming

Lewis acid and base complexes 1 '2  Despite this broad utility, specific details

regarding the synthesis of CIP are locking. The experinents reported herein

describe a simple, laboratory scale, procedure for the preparation of CII.

Although CIF can be prepared from the elemnts3 , it is generally preferable

to employ C173 and C'l2ýccordiag to the equations

ClP3- C1 3CWP

This r~tim was first reported4 by Schmita ad Schu•o cher. it their york

*a" is later agpliCatie•5' the reactions were carried out at temperatures

Ia the romp of 280 - i5fC and at unspecifiod pressures mad/or tines. There-

fore, it apeared desirable to better 4*fime the most significant parameters,

153
Cepy.vighIC 19fby Meta eise, bbc. AU g.I iorwe -- bo ih .!@ w et rsypi a erpou
*rke, mf s cmysomre ,by y meain, 1eo*r meche€L. hdudhmbebspyhg. '--M am. ad
recardlag. shy sAy Wormel~w. derag. sadootow re*I mI whh" t0 lo " I r puhbe.
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i.e., temperature, pressure, and time. The folloving table smmarizes some

of our typical results.

TAU I
Deacti,. Data For 1.66 CIF3 - 1.00 Cl2

Rm No. T°C Maz. Pressure Time, hr. CI 3  % Yield
psi Recovered Purified CI1

1 120 160 65 Yes 65

2 150 200 18 Yes 79

3 150 620 18 No 95

4 180 375 5 No 92

5 180 670 6 ?race 92

From these experiments it is evident that a temperature of 1200C is too low for

obtaining a high yield in a reasonable time. Howver, a emperature of 1800C,

still msch lover than those mogt often used, is quite satisfactory for pro-

ducing complete reaction in a short time, over a broad pressure range. At

1500C a slightly higher yield was achieved, perhaps dua to reduced wall

reactions. The longer time required, 18 hr., is still a convenient over-

night period. In all oases a 5-7 mole percent excess of CIF3 was used to ensure

sufficient material for the desired reaction since inevitably sam fluorine is

"=lost" through formation of metal fluorides. Those conditions have been success-

fully tested on a reaction scale of a few mmles to about one mole of CIl.

C oercial (The Mtbeson Co.) cw73(90) MA Cl 2 (99.0%) wre used without

fLrtber parifieatieo. Btainless steel (W•4), single olede, high ;Zessure

(IWO psi) cylinders (ike, I.nc.) were used togetber with stainless steel (316)

vmlyes (eake, Is..) Nad beourem tube ~s (Tme Natbgese Co.). Clean, assembled

reactors vere passivated with CIF at ambient temperature before ase. Measured

mounts of Cl?3 a&d C12 rare condensed into th cylinder held at -1BPC. After

-154
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warming to ambient teMeratlre, the loaded reactors were beated to the final

reaction temperature in an oven or with beating tape. Because the temperature-

pressure maximis employed wore well below rating. for the equipment, small

reactors could be placed completely (valve, g and all) and safely in an

inexpensive drying oven net at the desired temperature. The beating cycle was

conducted in an outdoor, pressure safe facility. On completion of the reaction,

the contents of the cooled cylinders were separated by fractional condensation

in a metal-Teflon vacg,- line. A trap cooled to -142oc (metbylcyclopentane

slush) we used to retain impurities such as C1 2 , CIF3 , and FCI02 , while the

CIF vas condensed in a trap held at -196 0 C. The purity of the CIF was deter-

mined by gas chromatography 7 and its infra-2red apectrom. 4

r

The authors are grateful to the Office of Naval Research, Power Branch, for

support of this work and to Dr. K. 0. Christe for helpful discussion.
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Halogen Perchiorates. Addtions to Perhaloolefins

CARL J. SCHACK.* DON PILIPOVICH. and JOHN F. HON

Received June 27. 19 72

The recently discovered halogen perchlorates, CI.O. and BrCIO,,. have been found to react with perhaloolefints by adding
across the carbon-carbon double bond. These reactions proceeded quickly at low temperatures, in the absence of a solvent,
to furnish the previously unknown perhaloalkyl perchiorates in high yield. Compounds prepared in this manner w'ere
CICF, CF2CiO., CICFCFCICIO., C15 CFCFCICIO,. CFCFCICFC1O,, BrCF,CFClCIO4. and CF,CFBrCF2 CIO,. CAadwrer-
istic data for these surprisingly stable compounds are reported. All the new Perchlorates reacted with alkali metal fluorides
to form the corresponding acid fluorides and either FCI10 or mixtures of FCIO,, Cl,, and 02.

Introduction -l96* and then warming first to -78* and finally to room tempera-
Compounds which contain terminal halogen-oxygen single ture. No problems were encountered with this method for the

bonds have been reported to add to olefin double bonds CF.2CF=CF,-CI,O, system on a 4-mmol scale. However, using this

thouh levaeof the X-0 single bond. For example, method with the CF, =CFCI-Cl .0, system on the same scale resulted
throuh clavag in an explosion. The-efore additional reactions wiere not conducted

halogen fluorosulfates (X-OSQ2 F),"2 chlorine nitrate in this manner. Product work-up was easily accomplished by
(C1-0N0 2 ),

3 and haloxyperfluoroniethanes (X .OCF3 ) 4
-" all fractional condensation since the perhaloalkyl perchlorates were con-

participate in such reactions. As part of a systematic investi- siderably less volatile than any unreacted material present or any by-
gation of the recently uiscovered halogen perchlorates, C12 04 products formed. AUi the perhaloalkyl perchiorates prepared were

)7 colorless, mobile liquids which did not freeze down to -78'. The
(CIOC1O 3) and BrClO4 (BrOClO,),8 their reactiou with compounds were &*able and storable at ambient temperature in clean
perhaloolefins was examined. Rapid and generally smooth and dry Pyrex or stainless steel containers. Purity, as determined by
reaction was found which produced the new class of comn- gas chromatography, was generally 98+%, even after 1 year at ambient

pouns, erhloakyl erclortestemperature. Details of the synthesis and characterizations follow.
pouns, erhaoalyl erchlortesThe "mnr data are shown in Table 11 and the infrared bands of the

\ / perchlorate compounds in Table 1.
C=C + XCIO,(=I r Perfluoropropene-Halogen Perchiorate Reactions. According to

/ " the general procedure described above, CFCF='CF, (4.20 fnimol) wasi -L . (x= Cl B')added to CI,0 4 (3.56 mmol) over a 20-mmn period. On fractionation,
These reactions occurred in high yield (j-90%) at low tern- the product CF,CFCICFCIO. (3.48 mmol, 97.6% yield) was retained
peratures and have been used to prepare CICF2CFIClO4, at -78*. The purity of the product was indicated by tenslometric

CICFCFCIIO4 CI2 FCFI~lO, CFCF~CF2CO 4,homogeneity, 44 mm at 20.10 and 18 mm at 0.0. The observad
BrCFCFCCIO andCF3 F~rF 2CI 4. lthUgthr vapor density was 280 g/mol; calculated 285 g/mol. Prominent peaksBrCFCFCC10, ad C3CFrCF2IO4 Alho h ter- were noted in the mass spectrum for the rn/c values corresponding

mally stable at ambient temperature, the alkyl perchlorates to the ions C1FCI*, C2F4C1*, CF2C1*. CO *1 CF,+ (base peak), CI,03*
were susceptible to catalytic decomposition with aflkali metal CrO*, CI0, and COF*. The densities measured in a Pyrex pycno-
fluorides at these same temperatures. Catalyzed decomposi- meter at -77.2, 0.0, and 20.0 were 2.01, 1.84, and 1.80 g/ml. For

tions gave quantitative yields of the respective acid fluorides this temperature range, the density, p, is given by the equation p
and rovdeda uefu prcedre fr teiridetifcaton.1.84 - 2.18 XI 102 rC.
and rovdeda uefu prcedre fr teiridetifcaton.Perfluoropropene (4.46 inmol) was added to BrCIO,, (4.28 inmol)

Experimental Section over 30 min. Pure CF, CFBrCFCIO, (3.78 inmol, 88.4% yield) was
retine at-64 an exibtedvapr pessresof7 mmn at 0.0' and

Apparatus anhd Materials. The equipment used in this work has 22 mm at 20.0*. The observed vapor density was 331 g/mol. calce-
been described.' Chlorine perchlorate and bromine perchiorate were lated 329.3 g/mol. Major peaks in the mass spectrumn corresponded
prepared as reported.-` The halooletins used were purchased and to the ions CFBt, C3F,BrO*, C,PBr*, C2F.Br*, CF.Br*, CIO,,
purified by fractional condensation except tetrafltioroethylene which CF (base peak), CIO,*, CF2O0, CIO* CIF, and CO1F. The
was prepared by pyrolyzing Teflon. Cesium fluoride and potassium eaUre deste at -7.,00 In 10 wr .5 .9n

fluoidewer fumd ad ten owdeed n adryox piorto se.2.05 g/ml giving a density-temperature relation for this temperature
Haoe Pereioamte Additions. General Method. In general the range P = 2.09 - 2.05 X 101t*C.

reactions of the halogen perchlorates and haloolefins were conducted Claworfluolin-hylsiHoyan Perchtiorate Reactions. During
in a Teflon U trap on the vacuum line. A known quantity of the a 4-hr period, CF, =CFCI (8.05 inmol) was added to C150, (7.70
halogen perchlorate was maintained in the trap at -78'. At this minol) forming CICF,CFCICIO, (7.19 mnmol, 93.5% yield) which was
temperature these perchlorates are liquid and have little vapor retained at -64' on fractionation. Measured vapor pressures were
pressure. An excess of the gaseous olefin was added to this trap 10 mm at 0.0' and 25 mmn at 22.9' and the vapor density was 249
incrementally or a, a continuous rate such that a pressure of 20-30 g/mol; calculated 251.5 g/mol. The mass spectrun. showed strong
nuns was not exceeded. The rate of the observed pressure drop was peaks for the Ions C2F,CI*. CFC1,,* C5F0,,O CF2CI* (base peak),
appreciably increased it the liquid phase was agitated. Some reac- CIO,', CF,-, ClO,, CFCI*, CIO+, CF2, and COF'. Densities observed

toswere run by condensing; all the reactants in a Pyrex bulb at at -77.4,0.0, and 20.1' were 1.98, 1.83, and 1,79 g/ni. The density-
(1)2W. B. Gi.bHiat , and G.. Cad. Shore.Ce m. o. C, 496,(1963). temnperatre rlationforthis tmmortur wangs alloed b to e reatwis
(2)WB. L. G~l. 0.eK.Hil and J. i M.Cady,)noDT or. Ch em,, S,9(93. temp4rature reato for3 thi temeraur rag isgvotth'Cua

(1966). hoorfurohln(26 mlwaaloetoratih
3)WFik me.Chem.,s 73. 466 (1961). BrincO, (2.45 minol) over a 1-hr period and fumiised" BCF5CFCIOO.

(4) R. S. Porter and G. H. Cady, J. Amer. Chemu. Soc.. 79. 5625 (2.08 minol, 85% yield) which was trapped at -54' during fractional
(1957). condensation. The purified material showed vapor pressure of 3((5) J. A. Allison and G. H. Cady, J. Amer. Chems. Soc.. 51. 1089 mun at 0.0' and I11 mm at 20.4*.
(19s9). Tatrafluoedhylene-Chlodae Peechiorab Reaction. The reaction

(6) W. Maya, C. J. Sc%ack. It. D. Wilson. and J. S. Muirhead, of C217, (3.16 inmol) and (1.0. (3.12 minol) at -78e was quite slow,
TeusJWherox Lett., 38, 3247 (1969).

(7) C. J. Schack and D. Pilipovich, Iisorg. Ctent., 9, 1387 (1970). even with a C,F. pressure f 100 mm, and was allowed to proosad
(8) C. J. Schack, K. 0. Christ., D. Pillipovich, and R. 0. Wilson, overnsight prior to work-up. Fractional condensation at -950 gave

Inorg. Chens., 10, 1078 (1971). C1CFCF,CI04 (2.86 minol. 91.5% yield) wish an observed vapor
(9) C. J. Schack and R. D. Wilson, Inoq., C94L., 9. 311 (1970). density of 233 g/mol; calculated 235 g/mol. Thnefollowing temper-
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Table I. Infrared Spectra of Fluorocarbon Perchiorates (4000-400-cm- Range) ______________

Tentative
CI2CFCFCICIO, CICFCFClCIO, BrCF5CFCICIO. CICF2CF2 CIO. Cl-,CFCICF2 CIO. CF,CF~rCFCIO, aaulgitments

1307s -- 1310 a- - 1311 r 1320 a 1318 s - - 1318 s Asym C1=Oastr1296 s---- 1297 s 1299 s 129531 1300s - 1302s Asym Cl~oostr
1178mr 1232 wm 1224 wm 1198S 1260 sh 1290 sh
1130 i 1189 ml l190ms 1163s 1242s 1255 sh
1090 m 1140 m 1141 m 1115s 1182w 1240S 'C-F stt
1050 m l091 m 1088 m 1149mi 1187 vw Region

1054 m 1047 m 1128M 1170 vw

1123 m
997 s - 1008s 10041s 10321s 1036 i- - 1033s Sym CI=O str
908 ms---- - 913 m 892 m 970s 976s 960 m
879 m 8553m 820 m __ __958s 955s 924 m C-0 st~r
818 ms 752 w 749 w 815 w 811 w 805 w

660 sh 650 sh 672 m 739 m 737 m
670 mi 670 sh

632 s - 630 s - -630 s - 647 ms ----- 65 3ms- -652 m CI-O str
610 sl 580 w 582 w 610 m 620 nix o2O m
575 w S98vW 595 vW

Table 11. "IF Nmr Datsa 2-Chlorotetrafluoropiopionyl fluoride has not been reported but
CF~,-X, CrX CFXCIO. was identified by its vapor density: observed, 184 g/mol; calculated,

Compound (X =CU) (X = Cl, Hr) (X = F, Cl) COF 182.3 glmol. The vapor pressure was measured over the range-78
to 0' and the oquation describing the vapor pressute-temperature re-

CI,CFCFCIC1O. 69.8(1116 76.0111 lationislogp 2 ,.= 7 .2 81 -(1248/T 0 K). The calculated normal

CICF2CFCICIO 72.70121 792.0111 boiling point is 10.4' with a heat of vaporization of 5.71 kcal/mol.
CCF,CFCIFCIO, 78.4 [31] 139.2 J 85. I2 Infrared bands were found at 1860 (s), 1298 (m). 1245 (vs, inultiplet),CFCCICCI. 784 [1 19.2 1) 5.81211142 (s), 9618 (s), 760 (w), 700 (in), and 674 (w) ciii". Together
CF~,CFBfCF,CIO. 76.5 131 141.5 [1] 84.7 (21 with a weak parent peak, CsF$CIOv thg. massaspectruam contained
CFCICOF 65.9(1) -7.5 [,1] intense peaks for C2 F- Ci, CFCIO*, CF2 C1, CF,* (base peak), CFCI*,
CF,CICOF 65.1 121 -10.0 11) CF2,. and COF'.
CF,CFCICOF 80.5 13 132.3 11 -20.6 1Thc corresponding bromine compound C1F1CFBrCOF was identi-

Chesca 8hif in ppm. reatv to0.CF-,CFBrCOF 78. 3 3.f 2. ied by its vapor density (observed, 231 g/moi; calculated, 229 glmol)
a heicl hftinpp eltie ointernal C1FCl,. b'Values us and the reasonable comparison of its infrared spectrum and boiling

brackets are approximate relative area ratics. point with that reported." Vapor pressure.-temperature values were
obtained fot the range --48.3 to +8.7* (*C. mm): -48.3, 12; -32.0.

ture-vapor pressure data were noted C*C, mm): -24.1, 10; 0.0,42;. 36; -18.1, 85; 0.0, 224; 8.7, 328. The deuived vapor pressure-tern.
10.3, 71; 20.4, 113. The vapor pressure-temperature relation is peratuxe equation is log pmg = 8.224 - (1607/T'K) with a calculated
described by the equation log pakn= 7,968 -(1735/T'K). The normal boiling point of 27.5, (lit." bp 320) and a heat of vaporiza-
extrapolated normal boiling point is 67.80, with a heat of vaporization tion of 7.35 kcal/mol. Strong mass spectral peaks were found for the
of 7.93 kcal/mol and a Trouton constant of 23.3. Intense peaks in the Ions C,F,BrO0 (parent peak), C2F,BI*, CFbrO,. CF. Br*, C3, F 4 ,Br*,
mass spectrum were found 'or the ions 2 F.CP,% CF, (V (base peak), CF3' (base peak), CF2,% and COF .
(CO,+, CF,*. CIO,*, CFCI4, CFO, CIO%, CE 2, a;nd COF*. The density For the compounds CICF2 CFCICIO4, CICFCFCICIO4,, and
at -76.5, 0.0, and 20.10 was 1.98,1.80, and 1.75 g/ml. The derived BrCF,CFCICIO, the cesium fluoride catalyzed degradation also
density-temperature equation is p = 1.80 - 2.43 X 10-'tC. produced nearly quantitative yields of the corresponding acid fluo-

1,2-Dichloodllttsoeoethylen.-ChlorisAe Perchlorate Reaction, rides. CI(YCOF. CI2CFCOF, and BrCFCOF. However, the other
Chlorine perchlorate (5.75 mnrol) was maintained at -35* for its products were variable amiounts of FCIO,, Cl., and 0.. inaddition,
addition to CICF=CFCl (6.03 mmol) so that the reaction could be the susceptibility of these perchiorates to this reaction varied with
followed mazsometricaL~y. Initially the reaction appeared rapid but it CICFCFCICIO. requiring 2 days at 90' for complete decomposition
soon became sluggish, requiring 10 hr to complete the addition using while BrCFCFCICIO,4 was approximately 50% reacted after overnight
40 mnm as the maximum reaction pressure. Vacuum fractionation at atrotepaue. hlodforctyfuriewsdniid
-~35* gave pure Cl3CFCFCICI 4 (5.04 inmol, 87.6% yield). as noomted peabov e. Brom rodifluoroacetyl fluoride was identified b t
Prominent mass spectral peaks were found for the ions CF 2CIO*, infrared spectrum: 1875 (vs), 1267 (in), 1198 (s), 1105 (vs), 940 (s),
CFCI2 * (base peek), CIO,. CIOIL* CFCI, CIO*, CClt, and COFt. The 768 (W), 670 (mn), and 555 (w) cm-', compared to that of an
vapor pressure was 2mm; at 0.01 and 5 mm at 20.2'. Density authentic sample.'2  .
measurements at -77.6, 0.0, and 20.00 were 2.06, 1.92, and 1.89 g/ml. Dichiorofluoroacetyl fluoride was identified by its vapor density:
The density-temperature relation is given by the equation p = 1.92 - observed, 148 g/mol; calculated, 149 glmol. Observed vapor pres-
1.77 x 10-ItOC. sure-temperature data were C*C, mm): -65. 1, 11; -47.1, 29;

Perfluo~obutadien.-Chloeise Perchlorate Reaction, An attempt - 31.7,60; -24.0, 85; -10.2, 147; 0.0, 212. The equation describing

was made to prepare a monoperchiorate-substituted product from a the vapor preswuo-temperature relation is log p., = 6.440 - (1124/
diolfinby reatng F,-FCFCF2 2.2 inol)withCl~~ (.34 T*K) leading to a calculated normal boiling point of 42.6* and a heatmmol). The addition proceeded smoothly and less than 0.1 inmol of of vaporization of 5.14 kocal/mol. A boiling point of 38-42* (720C' ws~ureacted material was recovered by pumping on the reaction mixture m)hsbe eotdswihcmee elwt h 0(1
peratre i explded.found for the ions C,17C0O% CFCI,* (base peak), CF 2CI, CFCI*,Pdosk Peachiceate. Alkali Metal Fluoride Recoa Te CV and COF*.

peralolky prchotaeswere treated with CsF or KF in Pyrex at
islihtly elevated temperatures. Products of these reactions were Discussion

separated by fractional condeisation and identified by spectral and C~utjw! The halogen petchlorates and the alkyl perchlo.
chromatographic analysis. For the compounds ClCF,CF2C10 4,
C-F,CFCICF,CI04 , and CF,CFBrCFC) 4 ; nearly quantitative yields
of FCIO, and the acyl fluorides ClCFCOF. CFICFCbCOF, and (t0) R. N. Haszeldine and F. Nyman, J. Chemn. Soc., 10&4 (1959).
CF, CFrCOF were obtained on heating overnight at 60*. Chiorodf- (11) Mw. D. Bargamoveaend Y. A. Charlukov. lxv. A kad. Nauak
fluoroacetyl fluoride was identified by its infrared spectrum and vapor SUR.~ ser. K~hn., 377 (1966).
pressure which acteed with the reported'" data and thsat of anauthen- (12) C. J. Schack, unpublished work.
tic sample prepared from CICF,COCI and KF. (13) W. Fink, U. S. Patent 3,2 61,664 (1966).
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rates are potentially explosive. Safety precautions should be CICF 2CF2 OF (69.4 ppm) and CI2CFCF 20F (71.8 ppm)19
taken in handling and using these materials, and in CICF2CF2NF2 (69.7 ppm) and CI2CFCF 2NF2 (72.8

The new class of compounds, perhaloalkyl perchlorates, ppm).20 The remaining peaks are then assigned to the
have been prepared by the reaction of C120 4 or BrCIO4 with fluorine resonances of the groups CF2C10 4 (92.5 ppm) and

perhaloolefins. Excellent yields, good material balances, and CFCIC10 (76.0 ppm). For CICF2CFCICIO 4 these consi-
molecular weight data served to establish the 1:1 additior, derations led to the assignments CICF2 (69.0 ppm) and

stoichiometry. Two modes of addition were considered CFCICIO4 (79.0 ppm). The alternate formulation,
possible for this interaction. Further, with each mode of re- C12CF%2F2CIO 4 , would require the assignments CI2 CF (79.0
action, isomeric products could result using unsymmetrical ppm) and CF2Cl0 4 (69.0 ppm) which are unjustifiably
olefins. For example, in addition to rupture of the terminal different from established trends. Unequivocal support for

X-O bond, the possibility existed for rupture of the central the assignments was obtained from the spectra of the de-
XO-Ci single bond thereby producing XO-C-C-CI0 3 adducts. composition products. Thus CICF2CFCICIO 4 gave exclu-

However, all the evidence obtained indicated that only one sively CICF 2COF whereas C12 CFCF 2CIO 4 would have pro-

addition isomer was formed from each olefin, that isomer duced CI2CFCOF. Similar comparisons and observations
being a perchlorate. This evidence consisted of '9F nmr, regarding the propyl perchlorates and their derivatives re-
infrared, and mass spectra not only of the perchlorates but suited in the assignments shown in Table 11.
also of their respective derivatives, acid fluorides. The mass spectra of the perchlorates did not show ions for

The infrared spectra of the perhaloalkyl perchlorates (Table the parent molecules. Ion fragment assignments were

I) are quite characteristic with respect to showing definitive corroborated by the presence of isotopic species in the
bands for a covalent OC10 3 group. All the compounds correct abundance. The highest mle values found generally
exhibit strong bands at 1295-1320 (doublet), 997-1036, and corresponded to loss of the C10 4 or C1O 3 groups. Base

630-652 cm-I. These are assigned respectively to the CI=O peaks corresponded to and verified the respective terminal
antisymmetric and symmetric stretching vibrations and CI-O units CFCI2 , CF 2CI, and CF3. The appearance of these ions
stretching vibration. Other covalent perchlorates, HOCI0 3,14  as base peaks is typical of simple perhaloalkyl compounds in

0 3 CIOCIO3, FOCIO 3 ,16 and the parent perchlorates,7' 8  which they are present. 2' Also typical of such compounds

show bands of very similar position, shape, and relative in- is the appearance of fairly intense peaks for recombination
tensity. Hydrocarbon perchlorates have also been shown" or rearranged ion fragments. This phenomenon was ob-

to have comparable bands associated with the infrared served as with CICF 2CFCIC10 4, where Cl2CF* (-15%) and
absorption of the perchlorate group. Formulation of the CF2CI (100016) peaks were found. Perchlorate ions were
addition compounds as XO-C-C--C10 3 species was precluded absent from the spectra as they z;e also absent in the spec-

by the absence of the very strong band at -1200 cm-1 which trum of C120 4 .' Ion fragments corresponding to CIO 3*,

has been ascribed1" to the C10 3 group directly bonded to C102*, and CIO* were of appreciable magnitude.
carbon. Mass spectra of three of the acid fluorides were obtained.

Although the perchlorate spectra shown in Table I represent The two propyl compounds, CF3CFXCOF, gave spectra
only a limited group, it is noteworthy that distinct differences consistent with formulations deduced from infrared and 19F
are apparent for vibrations of the 0C10 3 group when bonded nmr data. Prominent peaks corresponded to the ions,
to a CF2 as opposed to a CFCI unit. With CF2 the antisym- C2F4X*, CFX', and CF3 , with the latter being the base peak.

metric CI=O stretches are split further (16-25 cm-') than Again appreciable peaks were noted for the rearranged ions,

with CFCI ( 11-13 cm-') and are shifted to slightly higher fre- CF2X', particularly in the case of the bromine compound.
quencies. The CI=O symmetric stretches are shifted even In addition both compounds exhibited parent peaks corre-

further apart occurring at 1032-1036 cm-' for CF2 coM- sponding to C3F.XO*. The remaining acid fluoride,
pounds and at 997-1004 cm-' for CFCI species. Bands as- CI2CFCOF, did not give i' parent ion peak. The largest mle

signed to the singly bonded CI--O stretch are also shifted, number fitted the ion C2F2C10*. Other features of its spec-
647-.65 3 cm- I for CF2 and 630--632 . cm-' for CFCI. These trum were analogous to the other halocarbons.

correlations indicate the sensitivity of the C10 4 group to the The addition of XCI0 4 compounds to perhaloolefins is un-
nature of the group directly bonded to it. doubtedly directed since in each case only one product was

Fluorine nmr data are given in Table 11. The peaks were formed. This would not be expected if the reaction involved
slightly broadened with indications of multiplet structure a free-radical mechanism. The polar nature of the reactants
but were not resolvable owing to small coupling constants. could be expected to effect a directed addition and such an
The chemical shifts, area ratios, and number of peaks observed explanation is adequate for the perfluoropropene reactions
for the acid fluoride derivatives readily defined the struc- CFCF=CF, + XOOo, -. CFCFXCFCIO.

tures of those compounds. For the perchlorates, comparison However, the adducts of chlorotrifluoroethylene are not in
of the chemical shifts and area ratios of the series together
with values reported for similar compounds permitted assign- keeping with this rationale. Here the only product that was

isolated, observed by 19F nmr or indicated by derivative for-
ment of the peaks. In the case of the ethyl compounds with nation, was the opposite of that predicted by polarity con-
equal numbers of fluorine substituents on each carbon, siderations. Numerous examples of polar additions to

CICF 2CF2CIQ 4 and CI2CFCFCICI0 4 , the ClCF2 (72.7 ppm) CICF=CF2 have been documented.2  Usually a mixture of
and C12 CF (69.8 ppm) assignments were made which are isomers results with the relative amounts dependent on spe-
comparable to the known values for these groups in cific reaction conditions. Lacking radical conditions the

(14) P. A. Gisuere and R. Savoie, Can. J. Chrem., 40, 495 (1962). major and sometimes only product is that expected from a
(15) R. Savoie and P. A. Giguere, Can. J. Chem., 40, 991 (1962).
(16) Hi. Agakigian, A. P. Gray. and G. 1. Vickers. Can. J. Chem.. (19) C. J. Hoffman, Fluorine Chem. Rev., 2, 167 (1968).

40. 157 (1962). (20) W. S. Bray. Jr., and J. B. Hynes, Fluorine Chem. Rev., 2.

(I) J. Radell, J. W. Connolly. and A. J. Raymond, J. Amer. 118 (1968).
Chem. Soc., 83, 3958 (1961). (21) J. R. Majer, Advan. Fluorine Chem., 2, 60 (1961).

(18) C. E. Inman, R. E. Oesterling, and E. A. Tyczkowaki, J. (22) R. D. Chambers and R. H. Mobbs, Advan. Fluorine Chem.,

Amer. Chem. Soc., 80, 5286 (1958). 4, 81 (1965).
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simple polar addition. No examples are known to us in RfCFCICIO 4 structures gave variable mixtures of FClO3 , Cl 2 ,which the alternate adduct is the sole product. Obviously a and 02. Either type of perchlorate was completely de-dominant control is operating but its explanation at this graded to the respective acid fluoride and was of great assis.point would be. purely speculative. tance in characterizing the perchlorates

The overall stability of the perhaloalkyl perchlorates is
much superior to that of analogous -OCI compounds.23  F
Qualitative tests showed that no decomposition of Rf-C-OCI01 --, RfCOF (X=F,CD)CF 3CFCICF2CIO 4 occurred on heating in stainless steel at X1000 for 72 hr after an initial passivatinis effect. At 1800 Reactions of the RfCFCICIO 4 compounds did not yield anycomplete decomposition in 24 hr produced mainly acid chlorides and therefore some fluorination by the metalCF 3CFClCOF with a small amount of COF2 , indicating little fluoride must have occurred before or after the elinmnationcarbon-carbon rupture. No decomposition of of C1O3 .
CICF 2CFCICIO 4 was observed after 24 hr at 700 but com-plete decomposition was found after 72 hr at 1000 giving Registry No. CF 3CF=CF2 , 1 16-iS-4; C120 4 , 27218-16-2;CICF2COF, FCIO 3 , Cl 2 , and 02. The compound CF 3CFCICF 2CIO 4 , 38126-25-9; BrCI0 4 , 32707-10-1; CF3CF.CF3CFCICF 2CIO 4 was insoluble and unaffected by water at BrCF 2CIO 4, 38126-26-0; CF2=CFCI, 79-38-9; CICF 2CFClCI.ambient temperature. 04, 38126-27-1; BrCF2CFC1CIO 4, 38217-36-6; C2 F4 , 116-Alkali metal fluoride catalyzed decomposition of the per- 14-3; CICF.2CF2CIO 4 , 38126-28-2; CICF=CFCl, 598-88-9;chlorates paralleled reported2,24 reactions of similar fluoro- CI2CFCFCICIO 4, 38126-29-3; CF2=CFCF=CF2 , 685-63-2;sulfate materials. The fluorosulfates produce carbonyl corn- 2-chlorotetrafluoropropionyl fluoride, 28627-00-1; CF3CF-pounds and S0 2F2 while the perchlorates gave carbonyl com- BrCOF, 6129-62-0; dichlorofluoroacetyl fluoride, 354-18-7;

pounds and FCIO 3 or mixtures of FCIO 3 , Cl2 , and 02. Per- CICF 2COF, 354-27-8, BrCF 2COF, 38126-07-7.
chlorates containing RfCF 2Cl0 4 structures generated essen- Acknowledgment. Support for this work by the Office oftially quantitative amounts of FC10 3. Perchlorates with N;1val Research, Power Branch, is gratefully acknowledged.(23) C. I. Schack and W. Maya, J. Amer. Chem. Soc.. 9A. 2902 V-e are also indebted to Dr. K. 0. Christe for helpful discus-(1969). sions and to Dr. R. A. Meyer of the NAR Science Center for(24) M. Lutiag and J. K. Ruff. mnorg. Chem.. 3. 287 (1964). the mass cracking patterns.
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TT1he Hexafluorochlorine(VII) Cation, CIF6*. Synthesis and Vibraitional Spectrmm
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The CIF,* cation was prepare in the form of its PtF,- salt from the reactions of PFtP with either F001, or CIF,. A dis-
placement reaction between CIF,*?tF.- and FNO at -78* yielded only CIF, and IF2 , Indicating that OIF, cannot exist under
the. given reaction conditions. Attempts were unsuccessfual to prepare CIF,*BF.- by low-teraperature glow discharge of a
OIF,-F,-BF, mixture, to prepare CIF,' salts from CtFj, F,, and the Lewis acid SbF,, ASF,, or BF, at elevated tempera-
turas and pressures, or to prepareCiFQ* salts either from CIFIO and PtF. or from CIFIO, F2,, and SbF,. Iridium hexa-
fluoride was found to be too weak an oxidizer to produce any heptavalent, chlorine-containing cations from FCIO,.
Vibrational spectra were recorded foz PtF*- salts of CIP,', CIF. CIF,', CIF2 , 2j,, CIFO', and CIO,* and for CIO,l*rf.7.
Modified valetice fosce fields were computed for the Ci,,PFand !,rF,- ions.

*Introduction phero at -196@, according to the method of Weinstock and his
Two relminry nteson he snthsisof CF 6PF 6~coworkers." Iridium hexafluoride wa: obtained from Ozark

from ptF 6  sand chorin m te syntrhesiso oyfuode C lF6ve r- Mahoning Co. Prior to use. both 1sF, and PFtP were purified by
fromPtF an chorie fuordes r oyflories avere- fractional condensation at - 780 in a dynamnicvacuum. Arsenic

*cently been published.' 2 and th~e identity of ClF6* Was pentafluoride (Ozark Mahoning Co.) was pitrifIed by fractional con-
* established beyond doubt by. "IF snmr spectroscopy.', densation and SbF, (Ozack Ialioning Co.) by distillation. Chlorine

The ClF 6 * cation is of particular interest fcw two reasons: pentafluoride (Rocketdyne) was stored over dry CaP to remove any
(1exetfor the recently dlscdvoro.d ClO2F2* cation,4 it is CIF and purified by fractional condensation through traps kept at

(1) ecept 112 and - 126* with the material retained at -126* being ased
the only known heptavalent chlorine cation and (2) in addi- Fluorine (Rocketdyne) was passed over NaP to remove HF. Chloryl
tion to the NFI' saits,s-' it is; the only known example of fluoride was prepured from KCIO, and CIF,," CtFO by fluornal-
the synthesis of a fluoro cation derived from hitherto un- tion of CIONO,,"3 and FNO from NO and F, at -196'. The purity
known compounds (L~e., NFs and CIF7., respective' ). In of the volatile starting materials was determined by measurements

thi ppe, e iv aful aco~w o te yntessviraioal of their vapor pressures and iafrared spectra. (1.0medthispape, w giv a fll cco~t ofthesyntesis viratinal The FOO,-PtFSystme. Pl~atinum hexafluoride(10 ud
spectrum, and force constants of the CIF6* cation. anACO 4. .sl eecmie t-9 napslae

(with CIF.) 75-mi stasinless steel cylinder. The mixture was allowedExperimeltial Section to warm up slowly to 25' and was kept at this temperature for 3
Apparatus aM Materials. The natedljls used in this work were days. The cylinder was cooled to -196' and 3.75 mmol of materialA

manipulated in a well-paseivated (sdth OIF,) 304 stainless steel volatile at this temperatuDr., was removed and identified as F, by its
vacuum line equipped with Teflon FEP U traps and 316 stainless vapor pressure and mass i xtrum. The products volatile at 25*
steel bellow-sea valves (Hoke, Inc., 425 IF4Y). Pressure; were were separated by fractional condensation through traps kept at
measured with sa Hsi Bourdon tube type gauge (0-1500 mm*± 0.1%). -78, -126, and -196 The -16 fraction consisted of FQIO,
Because of the rapid hydrolytic intetaction with moisture, all (28.7 mniol) and the -196* one of FCIO, (0.3 mmol), CIF (0 1
materials were handled outside of tits vacuum system in the dry mmol), and a small amount of FCIO,. The cylinder conztane a
nitrogen atmosphere of a glove box.- stable canary yellow solid (6.61 A g), which was identified by infrared

The infrared spectra weow recorded on Perkin-Elmer Models 337 spectroscopy as a mixture of C10,'PtF,- and C1O.F,*PtF,7. Hence,
and 457 spectrophotonleters~n the range4000.-250 cm-'. Th,ý PtF4 (17.0 mmclo) had reacted with FC103L (17.1 mmol) insa 1:1
spectra of gases were obtained using 304 utainlets steel cells of 5-cm mole ratio yielding F3 (3.75 mmol), UOPtF, (12.2 mmo = 4.594
path length fitted with AXCI windows. The spectra of solids were g), and CIOI,FPtF$j (4.8 mmol =2.000 g) as the main products.
obtained by pressint two small ý,hngle-Ojystal platelets 4pf either AgaI Platinumn hexafluoride (2.04 mmol) and FCIO, (3.08 mmcl)I
or A&Br to a disIn a Wilks miniplet press. the powdered samuple were combined at -196' in a passivated sapphire reaction tube
was placed between the platelets before starting the poesslng opera- (Varian, Model CS-4250-3). The reactor was rapidly warmed from
dlou. -1%6 to -78' and kept at -78* ior 48 hr. At the end ofthis time

The Raman spectra were recoried on ither a Cary Model 82 or period, the brown PFtP color had completely disappeared and, a"cnary
83 spectrophotometer usin& the 4380 sad 6471-A exciting lines, yellow sclid had formed. The reactor was cooled to - 196' and now-
respectively. Glass molting point capillaries or clear thin-wailed condensable material (0.33 mmcl of 0,) was removed. The product
Kef-F tubes were used as sample containers in the transverse-viewing volatile at 25' consisted of FCOO, (1.03 mmcl). The yellow, soli

steenivetsysctatio atmos-e. residue weigned 800 wX and was ahqwn by infrared, Raman, WIO
Maus spectra *ere recorded on a Q~uad 300 (Electronic Associates nmnt spectioicopy to be a onixture of CIF,*PtF. and CIO,*?tF,-

Inc.) quadrupole mass, spectitometsr wsin& a papivated all stainless (weight calculated tbr a mixture of 1.70 mmol of CtO,*PtF,- and

Platnumhexfluridewaseiter urcased(frm Oarkreated ithFCI, (-05mmol) In a I1-I mole ratio producing 0.

I I PtF.-
(1) F. Q. Roberto, inorg. Nud. CI,.,. Lett., S. 737 (17) The IF,'-PtF, Systemn. Platinum hexafluoride (2.70 mmcl) end
(2) K. 0. Cbrhte,i qoW. Nuci. Chem. Lene., 6, 741 (1972). CIF, (3.90 mmol) were combined at .- I%* In apassivatedsapphire
(3) K. 0. Chvist. 3. F. lHon, and D. Pililpovich, Inors. Chemn., reactor. The mixtuie was kept 25' for 24# hr. Since the brown

12, 84 (1973). tPU, color was still very intem.e tht tube was exposed to unfiltered
(4) K. 0. Christe. noqg. Nuct. Chem. Lett., 9, 453 (1972). uv radiation from a Hanovia Modal 6? 6A high-pressure quartz smercury
(5) K. 0. Christ.. J. P. Guertia, anA A. E. Pavlath, Inorg. Nuct. vapor arc. After 24 hr of~uv irradiation, the dark brown PtF, c.olor

Chem. Lett..,2, 33(1966Y.
(6) J. P. Gufftin, r- 0. ( hrlats. and A. X. Pavlath, Inoeg. (!hem..

5,1t921 (1966).
(1) K. 0. Chriate. J. P. Guortin,.A;E. Pavlath, and W. Sawodny, (10) D& Weinstock, H. H. Cisaseern, andi 3.0. Maim, J. Amger.
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had disappeuaed and a yellow to brown solid had formed. The of metal AsF,- salts. Heating the mixture to 160' resulted in partialproduct was kept for 12 hr at -20r without irradiation and its color breakdown of OIF, to CIF, and F,.changed to yellow-orangr. The reactor was cooled to -196 and non- Heatinf£DFanOmltemorto:.7)fr
condensables (2.58 sumol of F,) were resnovcdL The reactor was days to 95 under an autogenous pressure of 450 psi did not resultwarmed up to 25* and the volatile products were separated by frac- in the formation of a solid product.
tional condensation. They consiste of CIF, (1.08 mmol) and COF, Mixtures of COF., F., and SbF. (mole ratio 1:5:3) were heated
(0.12 mmol). Ile yellow solid residue weighed 1.096 g (weight for 3-40 days In Monel cylinders at 140-22r' undr autogsnous u
calculated for & mixture of 0.84 mmol of CIF,*Ptf.- and 1.86 mmol pressures of -1000pal. At 140* and 3 days reaction time, no F,
of CIF,+I'tF,' is 1.097 Z). The identity of this solid as CIF,'Ptff and. consumption was observed. At 160' &and 25 daya'reaction time,
OlfPtF,- was verified by "F iwir, infrared. and Raman spectroscopy. 6.5% of the F, used was consumed due to attack on the cylinder.
Hence, PtF, (2.70 mcaol) had reacted with CIF, (2.70 mmol) pro- The solid product was a mixture of lF,', OF,', Nil* and Cu`
ducin4 C1FPtF,- (0.84 mmol), OIF`2PtF,ý (1.86 mmol), and F, salts of Sbf.J-xSbF.. Controlled vacuum pyrolyals of this sidW
(2.46 mmol). In addition. some of the CIF, (0.12 mmol), which had resulted in the evolution of OF, at lower and of OIF, at higher
been used in excess, had decomposed to OIF, and F,. temperatures. The composition of the solid residues of this

In a second experiment, PFtP (5.26 mmol) and CIF, (8.02 mmol) sterwise pyrolysis was monitored by infrared and Raman spec-
were combined at - 1%' in a sapphire reactor. The mixture was troscopy. It was shown that the more stable component having
exposed at ambien I temperature to uv radiation from a Hanovia strong; absorptions in the infrared and Raman spectra at 825 and
Model 616A high-pressure Hg arc using a Pyrex-water filter. After 836 cm'l generated only CIF, when heated in the presence of CsF.
14 days of irradiation, the MtP color had disappeared and a yellow When the reaction between OIF,, F3, and SbF. was carried out at
to orange solid had formed. The volatile products consisted of F. 225', IF,*SbF,- was formed with F. evolution.
(0.23 mmol), OF, (3.23 mmol), and&a tracc of CIF,,. The solid Glow discharge of a BF4, Fl, and CIF, mixture (mole ratio
residue weighed 2.245 Sgmid was according to its infrared spectrum, 1: 1.42: 1) at -78' in a Pyrex apparatus at pressures ranging from
a mixture of CIFýi'tF,,- ad C1FPtF,-. It appeats that owing to tho 20 to 50 mmn produced only aF,*BF4 anit no COF,* salt.
long reaction time and uv irradiation, some Pftf (0.46 mmol as Heating a mix ture of OF.O, F,, and SbF, (mole ratio 1: 10: 5)
indicated by the F, evolution and by the weight of the solid reac- in a lional cylinder to 135' for 6 days under an autogenous pres.
tion preduct) had reacted with the container walls. Hence, PtF, sure of 600 psi produced exclusively IFO*SbF,--xSbF,.
(4.80 iumol) had reacted with OIF, (4.79 mmol) producing
OF4*P~tF,- (2.40 mmol) and CIF,*PtF,-(2.40 mmol). The ob- RrUdts said Discussion
sewed weight of the solid product (2.245 S) agreed wall with that Synthesi Of C1F 6* Salts. Complex fluoro cations of the
calculated (2.252 g) for the above reactions.tyeX,.'argnrlypeaedhouhfoiea-

Dipamt Roaction betwssns FNO and C1FI.PIF To a tation Xf, arom theneal rprdtruhfurn b
mixture (0.390 g) of OIF,,PtM (0.30 mmol) and OIF,*PtF,- (0.66 stato rmteparent compound XF, by means of a
mmal) insa passivated Teflon-FE? ampoule. FNO (6.75 mmol) was strong Lewis acid. This was first demonstrated in 1949
added at -*196. The contents of the amnpoule were kept at -78' by Woolf and Emeleus"3 for BrF3jfor12 hr. The ampoule was cooled to -196' and F. (0.28 mmoi)
was removed. The products volatile at ambient temperature were BrF, + SbF, -' BrF,*SbF,- (1)
separated by fractional condensation and consisted of FNO (5.76 The synthesis of a fluoro cation from a lower fluoride, ac-
mmal), OF,7 (0.64 mmol), and CIF, (0.27 minol). The yellow, odigt
solid residue weighed 0.3 29 g (calculated weight for 0.9 mmol of crigt
NO*PtF,- is L-326 s) and was identified by its infrared spectrum as XF + F* -' X1U (2)
NO-PtI',- 4

Reaction between aF,0 aed PFt,. Platinum hexafluorldu is preempted by the fact that fluorine is the most electro-
(1 .87 mmol) and COF,0 (4.71 mmcl) were combined at -196' insa negative element. Hence, F* should be extremely difficult
sap~phire reaction tube. When the mixture was allowed to warm to if not impossible to prepare by chemical means. The first
25 , & rapid reaction with sins evolution occurred and the characteristic and only known synthesis of a fluoro cation derived from a
PFt0 coloe disappeared within a few minutes. The mixture was kept
at 25' for several hours and was then cooled to -196'. Fliuorine nonexisting parent compound was achieved", in 1966,
(0-74 mmcl) was removed at -196' and COF20 (2.05 mmcl), OIF, according to
(0.14 mmol), and FOO, (0.48 mmcl) were renoved at 25'. The
canary yellow residue weighed 0.749 g (weight calculated for 1.87 NF, + F, + A&F, -' NF,*As',- (3)
runol of OIFOPtF.- is 0.746 g) and was fdentified as OIF20PtF,, This synthesis involved either glow discharge's or elevatedby its infrared, Ramnan, and "F nmr spectrum. temperature an rsue9Since tetrahedral and octahedral

In another experiment, PtFL (2.12 mmol) and CIFO (5.51 mmol) adpesr.
wereallwedto nteactat 45 or 2 h. Te vlatle rodcts species exhibit outstanding stability, as demonstrated by

consisted of F, (1.60 mmol), ClF20 (3.35 mmcl), P0M, (0.07 mmcl), CF4 and SF 6, the successful synthesis of NE.* suggested the
and asma~llamount of OF, andPtF.. The yellow solidresiduc feasibility of synthesizing CIF 6* salts.
weighed 0. 837 g (weight calculated for 2.12 mmol of CIF,0'PtF.- The application of glow dischaarge to the synthesis of'
a% 0.845 Z). The infrared spectrum of the solid showed it to be

mainly CIFOPtF,- but also revele the preseace of smnaller amounts ClF 6* salts is limited to the CIF$-F 2-BF3 System. Stronger
Of C102F2 and OF,* Uhlt. Lewis acids, such as AsFs, form adducts with CIF5 ,'4 thus

Reactio bstwom FCI, and [&i.. Chloryl fluoride (2.57 mmcl) preventing the use of the low-temperature glow-discharge
and IrF* (1.96 mmcl) were combined at -196' insa sapphire reactor. technique. In the case of BF3 , we did not successfilly
Themixture was kept at -7e for 48 hrand then cooled to -196'. peaeC6*F-, wn orpdbekono lstAll products were condensed at this temperature. At 25', aimost peaeCF E wn orpdbekono I 5 t
all of the starting materials were recovered unchanged except for C7F3 and F2, followed by removal of the CIF3 from the gas
0.011 g of a yellowish solid which was identified by its infrared phase by complex formation with BF3.15 The possible
spectrumk as CIOIrF07. The unreacted starting materiis were con- utility of the second technique, involving elevated tempera-
dmused back into the reactor and kept at 25' for 11I days. After ture and pressure, for the synthesis of ClF6salts was also
this period, the product still shlowed the original brown color but
had partially solidified. The mixture was cooled to -196' at which ex indwtBFAPoSb 5 aLwsacs. tlwe
temperature 0.03 mmcl of noscondensable material was removed. temperatures, no fluorination of CtF5 occurred, whereas at
The material volatile at 25' consisted of IrF. (1. 12 mmol), FC00, higher temperatures, breakdown of CIFs to CIF3 and F2 was
(1.88 mmcl), and OIF, (0.21 amml). The yellow crystalline solid observed. Since CIF2* salts are thermally more stable than
weIghed 0. 147 & (0.39 mmol) sand was identified by infrared anid the corresponding CIF4* salts, CIF3 was continuously re-Raman spectroscopy as 10,,IrF,-.moe

Attempted SWuhsses of OF,*UF,.. CIF,*AaF,-, aF,48F.- se oe ftrom the C1Fs # CIF3 + F2 equilibrium by cosuplexlng
OIP.0*8W,7. When mixtures; of OF,. F., and AsP, in differet until essentially all the CI~s was converted to CIF3* and F3.
mole ratios were beated in lione cylinders for 5-10 days at 125- (13) A. A. Wool and H. . EWWIOu86 J. COWM. SOC., 2665.(5 949).
145' under autogencus pressues of 5$00-1000 poi, only unrested (14) V_ 0. clirist. wad D. Pilipovich, Iawg. Chow.s, a. Ui91 (1%0).
.tartifg Materials Were& recovered In Addition to Very small1 Amounts (15) H. Softg oad J. Um~iaks, &0&400L. 3.a 1294(1954).
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Since the techniques which had successfully been used for Since unfiltered uv light can decompose CIFs into CIF 3 +
the synthesis of NF4* salts did not result in CIF6*, other F2 2eand since CIF2+ salts are more stable than CIF4 salts,1 4

fluorinating agents were investigated. Of particular interest the displacement of CIF4* by CIFs, observed for (7), is not
were the third transition series hexafluorides which exhibit surprising. The identity of the CIF6* salt obtained from the
an astonishing oxidizing power.16 It was found"7 that FCIO2-PtF6 system with that from the CIFs-PtF6 system was
?tF6 and FClO 2, when combined at -1960 and allowed to established by infrared, Raman, and 19F nmr spectroscopy.
warm up slowly to 250, interacted according to The unusual nature of these reactions and products ask for

2FC10 3 + 2PtF6 -. CIOF,*PtF." + C1O1*PtF." (4) a possible rationalization. In spite of the complexity of the

The yield of C10 2 F2* was not 50% as expected from the FCIO2-PtF6 system, the following assumptions appearThe iel ofC10F2÷wasnot 0% s epeced romtheplausible.
above equation, but generally about 25% owing to the (a) An initial electron transfer from FCble to PtF. nay
competing reaction(a AniialeetotrnfrfoFCOtoP 6 mytake place according to

* 2FC10, + 2PtF, -. 2QO,*PtFM + F, (5) FCIO3 + PtF, -. FC1O,'+PtF," (10)

In some of the experiments, small amounts of CIF6 'PtF6- (b) The resulting FCIO 2 "÷ radical cation could either
(see below) or CIFs and FC1O3 were observed, depending stabilize by generating an active fluorine radical, according
on the exact reaction conditions. The formation of some to
FCIO 3 is not surprising since it is known that FCIO2  FCIO .+PtF6- - CI03*PtF." + F.
readily interacts with nascent oxygen to yield FCIO3.'1

5 "F
Attempts to suppress the competing reaction (eq 5) by or act itself as '.he Active fluorinating agent, depending upon

changing the reaction conditions (rapid warm-up from the relative lfetimnes of these two radicals.'
-196 to -780 and completion of the reaction at -780) (c) In both cases (F" or C10 2F'÷), the radical might react

* resulted on one occasion in an entirely different course for either with PtF, with F2 evolution
the reaction F + PtF, - F, + PtF, (12)

6FC10 + 6PtF, - 50IO.- iF,- + CIF,*PtF,7 + O (6) followed by
The observed material balance was in excellent agreement PtF, + FC1O. --CIO,*PtF6 - (13)
with eq 6 and the identity of ClF6* was unequivocally estab-
lished by 'OF nmr spectroscopy. 3 Further modification ofwith FC

the reaction conditions (rapid warm-up of the FC1O2 -PtFe FC10 + F. - F2ClO 2 . (14)

mixture from - 196 to either -78 or 250 and completion of (d) The resulting F2C10 2 - radical could readily stabilize
L the reaction at 259) did not produce detectable amounts of by transfer of an electron to PtF6either C10 2 F2* or CIF 6*PtF6", but only CIO 2+PtFG- and

"CIF5 , F2, and 02. This indicates that the nature of the F2CIO,. + PtF, - CIOF,*PtF," (15)
reaction products is more influenced by the warm-up rate This sequence would account for the formation of C10 2F2*
of the starting materials from - 196 to about -78* than by and for the competitive F2 evolution reaction. Similarly,
the final reaction temperature. Slow warm-up favors the the formation of CIF 6÷ from CIFs and PtF6 might involve an
formation of C10 2F2÷, whereas rapid warm-up yields CIF 6÷ intermediate CIF5 "÷ radical cation and suggests a search for
or CIFS and F2 . The above results for the FCIO2-PtF 6 sys- radical cations in thebe systems. The formation of CIF6
tem indicated that CIFs might be an important intermediate from FCIO2 might involve either an intermediate CIFs
in the formation of CIF 6*. In order to prove the correctness molecule or the direct fluorination of CIOF 2÷ to CIF 6÷. A
of this assumption and in order possibly to increase the yield definitive answer to these interesting questions concerning
of CIF6*, which according to eq 6 can be at best one-sixth the most important intermediates is beyond the scope of the
based on PtF 6, we have studied also the CIFg-PtF6 system. present study.For the latter system, Roberto reported' the formation of a Properties of CIF,- Salts The CIF6'PtF6" salts are canary

(1F 6 salt. Owing to the slow reaction rates in the CIF 5- yellow solids. They were stored at 25* in Teflon-FEP con-
PtFt system, We have used uv radiation. Two reactions were tainers for several months without noticeable decomposi-
carried out at 25'. Whep unfiltered uv radiation was used, tion and formed stable HF solutions. They are very
the reaction was complete in several hours, according to powerful oxidizers and react explosively with organic

i +maternias or water. Contrary to a previous statement,' no
2WF, + 2PtF, CIF,- ,- + CIF.-.tF,- + F, (7) evidence was found during our investigation that the CIF.*uV salts themselves can be explosive.
and The Questihof the Exbt of CIF7. A displacement
CIF, + 2PtF., 2O-',*PPF,- + 3F, (a) reaction between CIF6*fPtF6 and FNO was cirried out

The relative contributions from (7) and (8) were 62 and 389. under conditions similar to those which had successfsliy
re laetively. In addition, some of the CIFs, which had been been used for the synthesis of CIF302 from C1O2F2'PtF,"

used In excess, was recovered in the form of CIF3 and F2. and FaO.4 'bSince CIFn.dtF" can be considered as a Lewif

Using a Pyrex-water filter, a reaction time of 2 weeks was acid adduct between CIF7 and PtFs, the products from the

Mplsred with the products being (20) A. E. Axworthy, pr•vate communatio•to.
IF4 PtF,- + CIF*PF (21) When the reaction between FCOO and PtF, was catried out

•i 20F, + 2 , M, (9) at tmprtr in an inMet Madvet aeb as DiF, at lF 2O,, so
, -detectable amounaw of o10, F2. wn faomed with the only produts

beig CIO,+PtF, and F2 . One malsk expetet fluorine radial to
(16) N. Bautlett, AqLw. Chem.. Mru. ES E•qL, 7.433 (1966). have a compar.ble lifetime Is elth exm FCO, or the smolvent
(17) K. 0. Ckrlste, fIwoe'. Na¢L Chm.. Lef.. a, 457 (1972). MiO, or BIF,, wbeem a FCIO- radica could stablife lelf by
(IM) t. DIomu. M. Cerie. and J. Ambert. C. R. Aced. Sed., $er. rapHi Wetrmoletular exchane with FMI) 2 only. Therefore, the lank

C, 265 179 (1967). of CIO, F, formation In FIO, or• F, aolution strongly easel
(19) K. O. Chriete, Inorg. Chem., II, 1220 (1972). that the FC100 "+ cation Ia the active fluoridatelon sat.
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Attempts to record the Raman specturum of the CIF4PtFG- TAke 11. Fundamental Vibrations of CIF, Compared to Those
C1F4

4PtFC mixture were unsuccessful owing to rapid sample of lI"dtronic SF,
decomposition by the laser beam. From a large number of Assigment in point
experiments, those spectra and products were selected which V+SF 5 a group 0,
showed the least amounts of by-products. Depending upon 679 769.4 &1(A)

the exact reaction conditions, however, the products some. 630 639.5 a.(Eý
times were more complex mixtures of CIO.,, C10 2 F2*. and 890 947.9 vs (Flu)

Theobsrvd feqences582 614.5 P,. (Flu)CIF4 * or of C1F,*, C1F4*, and CF*. Th bevdfeunis513 522 us (Fas)are listed in Table L.
Since most products contain the PtF. anion, its spectrum 0 Data from ref 35 and 36.

* will be discussed first. The simplest spectrum is that of cation. All three salts show a strong infrared absorption
NO*PtF6- Our observed spectrum is in good agreement at 890 cm-'. The frequency of this band is higher than
with that previously reported3 '61'2 for this compound. that of any known CIF fundamental vibration and is
In addition to the reported bands, we have observed an assigned to the antisymnietric stretching vibration, P'3 (Fill)
infrared band at 268 cm-'. The crystal structure of of CIF6+. This assignment is supported by the following
O2*PtF67 (which is isomorphouas with NO+PtF7 '6) has been observation. In all three salts, the 890.cm-1 band shows
determined.35  It was shown that PtFs4 is approximately a pronounced shoulder at 877 cm-'. The observed fre-

* octahedral;'s however, its site symmetry3' is lower than quency difference of about 13 cm-a is in good agreement
0O,. This site symmetry lowering can cause splitting of with te 3 C-C1isotopic shi ft value of 12.5 cmf oi
most of the bands and violations of the selection rules ex- puted for octahedral C1F6*, assuming 100% characteristic
pected for symmetry Oh,. Since the crystal structures and, modes. Of the remaining unassigned bands, the second
hence, the actual site symmetries of PtFs1 in the other highest frequency belongs to a relatively intense Raman
chlorine fluoride salts are unknown and since the observed line at 679 cm-1. Clearly, this line must be due to the
splittings are relatively small, the assignments for PtF.- totally symmetric stretching mode, P'a (Ala). The Raman
in Table I were made based on the group symmetry Oh. spectrum of CIF 2*, CIF6*PtF6- (trace d, Figure 2) shows a
In addition to the previously assigned bands." -2,2 4 the band at 513cm-'. It has the same frequency as the C10 2 "
antisymmetric. deformation,va4 (F1l), and the normally in- deformation mode but cannot be due to CdO2 * since there
active a'4 (F2.) mode were observed at about 265 and 180 is no evidence for its more intense Pt~ (A1I) mode at about
cm-a, respectively. The spectrum observed for lrF6-is in 1050 cm-'. The 5 13.cm-a band might be assigned to
good agreement with that of PtF*-. In addition to the pre- either P'2 (E,) or a's (F2.) of CIF4

1. I
viously reported23 bands, the a'4 and a'6 modes were alzzo It has previously been shown that the vibrational spetra
observed for IrFj-. +2.0 of C10 2+,21 CIF2O+,31 CIFO02 

4.2 CIFs,,s and CIF4. 91
The vibrational spectra of C10 2*," ClF2O2*'-28 CIF2,3 ~ closely resemble those of isoclectronic SO2, SF2O, SFa02,

c1F201
+,

22
.
31

.32and CIF4* 3 have been reported elsewhere. SF5-, and SF4, respectively. A similar relationship might
The assignments given in Table I are in excellent 2greement be expected for the isoclectronic pair CIFs -SFi (see Table
with those previously given for these ions and, hence, require 11). Comparison with tile vibrational spectrum of SF 53

no further discussion. Assignments for C1F6*, whose identity suggests that the 513.cma1 band is due to Ps5 (F24). This is
and octahedral structure have been established beyond doubt further supported by the absence of another band below
by 19F nmr spectroscopy, 3 were made on the basis of the 5 13 cm-, which might be assigned to this mode and by the
following arguments. For octahedral CIF6*, we would ex- observed combination bands in the infrared spectrum.
pect ideally six normal modes of vibration which are Generally, octahedral species exhibit two relatively intense

* classified as A.~ + +2 Flu + F~g + Flu. Of these, only combination bands in the infrared spectrum due to a'1 +
the two Flu modes will be infrared active, while only the P'3 and a'3 + P3~. For ClF6*, two bands were observed at
Alt, E., and F2. modes will be Raman active, assuming no about 1560 and 1515 cm-1, respectively. The I 560.cma1
other solid-state effects such as site symmetry lowering or band represents P', + a'3 (computed frequency 1569 cm-1).
slight distortion of the octahedron. Three different salts Assuming the 151 S-cm-l band to be due to V2~ + V3, a valUe
containing CIF 46PtFJ- have been studied. In addition to of 625 em' can be assignied to a'2. Inspection of trace d

C1F4*, they contain the C10 2* or the CIF2' or the CIF4* of Figure 2 reveals a shoulder at 630 cm-f , which is assignedI
to a'j (Eg) of CIF6*. Since there is no indication in the in-

(23) F. 0. Sladky. P. A. Bul~ner. and N. Dartlelt, J. Chemn. Sac. frared spectrum for a combination band at about 1400 cm-'
A, 2179 (1969).

*(24)3N. Bartlett.S. P. Boaton. and N. K. iha. Chem. Comnsus.. (890 + 513 =1403 cm- 1), the 513-cm-' Raman band is
169(1965). assigned to Ps~ (F2S). '

(25)3J. A. thurs and W. C. Hamilton. .1. Chemn. Ptys.. 44. 1745 An alternate, although less probable, assignment is paosible
(2966)R.S.Hlod .Csm ys.1.9(V4) for P'2 (%5) of C1F64. Trace d of Figure 2 exhibits two bands

(27) K. 0. Christ.. C. J. Schack. D. Pillpovich. and W. Sawoday. at 582 and 576 cm-1, respectively. We prefer, however, to
* Jnor. Chem., 5, 24S9 (1969). .36atiuebt fte o&# E)o t6 =tev 3g

*(26) K. 0. Christ* and R. 0. Wilaoa. Inorg. Chem,.. 12. 1S trbt oho hmt ' E)o tjsnete' PI
(1973). PtF64 bands also show additional splitting and since again

(29) K. 0. Christ. and W. Sawoday. Inorg. Chemt.. 6. 31a3 no evidence for the corresponding aP2 + P'3 combination band
(1967). can be found in the infrared spectrum at about 1470 cm".
(190)R.3.GlalanU..MutnIn'.Cha.64 Thus all the expected active modes have been assigned for

(33) K. 0. Christ*. E. C. Curtis, sand C. J. Sc;.ak. Iawy. Chem.. C1F6*ecp o heatsmec deform.ation, P4(l)
a1. 2212 (3972).exetfr a

(32) R. bougon, J. Isabey. and P. Plurien. C. R. Aced. 54L.
Ser. C. 273. 415 (19731). (34) K. 0. Christ.. E. C. Curtis. C. J. Schack, and D. Pillpovich,

(33) K. 0. Christ.. E. C. Curtis, D. Pilipovicb. C. J. Schack. and Imoarg. Chseat.. 11, 1679 (3972).
W. Sawodny, Paper 54 proumoted at the 6th In~ternational Symposium (3S) H. Brnaei and M. Poruz, J. MoL Speectwar.. 29.472 (1969).
on Fluorine Chemistry, Durham, England, July 1973 1;.V 0. Chr~ste (36) C. W. Gulikoon, J. R. Nielsen, and A. T. Stair, Jr.,. J aL
and W. Sawoday, to be submitted for publication. S~pec troac, 1. 151 (1957).
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This moee should be infrared active and, by comparison T" IL Symmetry and Intereal Force Contants (mdya/A) of
with SF6 , occu in the range SS0-610 cm-". A frequency COF, Computed for a Modified Valae Force Fied Auumlng
of 582 cm"1 is tentatively assigned to P4 on the bads of h,' - 0 adUg the Frequey Vale of Table U*
traces c, d, and e of Figure I and by comparison with the QF,* SF,
infrared spectrum of CIF2O÷PtF6-.'2 Fit 5.161 6.626

Forme Constwta. A modified valence force field was F,, 4.443 4.578
computed for CIF5* in order to obtain a more quantita- F, 4.682 s.256
tive understanding of its relative bond strength. Except F, 0.726 0.885

for the F,, block, all the symmetry force constants are F4 0.955 1.035
F,6 0.736 0.763

unique. The Flu block is underdetermined since only two fr 4.682 5.258
frequency values are available for the determination of three f4, 0.120 0.341
force constants. A third frequency value for the Fit block f4, 0 6.002
might be obtained from the 35Cl- 37 CI isotopic shifts which fn-fio" 0.363 (1.443
would allow the computation of a general valence force a For comparison the GVFF values of SF, are alo listed.
field. Unfortunately, the isotopic shift for Y3 could not
be determined with sufficient accuracy. Consequently, Table IV. Symmetry and Internal Force Constants (ndyn/A) of
the usefulness of mathematical constraints, such as mini- PtF,- and IrF," Computed for a Modified Valence For :e Field

mizing or maximizing the value of one of the symmetry Assuming F.4 Minimum

force constants, was tested for isoelectronic SF 6 , for which PtF,-* IrF,- b

a general valence force field has been reported.37 It was Fi 4.613 S.025
found that the condition F4 = minimum" is the best F,, 3.573 ,.510
approximation to the general valence force field, though it Fi 3.870 3.861
yields too high a value for F3, due to appreciable coupling F4 0.100 0.101F 0.308 0.307

of the bonds.3 9 It also results in a rather large negative Fl, 0.161 0.172
value (-0.269 mdyn/A) for the stretch-stretch interaction F, 0.181 0 ;92
constant, f,,', which is difficult to rationalize. Using the fr 3.894 3.940
same condition for computing the force field of CIF6+, a f•r 0.173 0 255
comparable negative value (-0.297 mdyn/A) was obtained f ," 0.024 0.09

in, in,0.050 0.051for f,' of CIF6. Since for SF 6 the GVFF value off,,' f -f-a" 0.070 0.018. ~~0 0 *c-/¢-fa +a"0171 0.18"1
is essentially zero, we prefer for CIF6+ the conditionfr• =Y,-f. = +fIr'" 0.010 -0.013
0. The resulting force field is listed in Table III and corn- a Frequencies used: oo, 642, faa 565, 0 2u,640, 

4 
270 240 , 01 ,

pared to the GVFF values of SF6." The force constant ofb Frequencies used: P, 670, V3 560, P, 640, P. 270, v
greatest interest Is the stretching force constant ft. Its Ig, 248, b u, 185 cm, .

value is 4.7 mdyn/A with a conservative uncertainty esti-

mate of ±0.2 mdyn/A considering the uncertainties in the Table V. Summary of Existing Binary Chlorine Fluorides
frequency of P4 (Flu) and in the approximating method (Nonexisting Species in Parentheses)
used for the force constant computation. This value is , FaG CIFb OF,-
comparable to those of CIF2+ (4.74 mdyn/A'* and of the CF,* d CIF,I ClF4" f
equatorial CI-F bonds in CIF4* (4.59 mdyn/Al3) but signif- CIF,+ CIF,h (CIF,-)
icantly higher than those of the remaining known chlorine OF," (CF,)t  (CtF3)
fluorides. The high value off; in CIF6+ can be explained a K. 0. Chrlste and W. Sawodny, Inorg. Chem., 8, 212 (1969).
to some extent by the formal positive charge which generally b 0. Ruff, E. Ascher, J. Fischer, and F. Liass Z. Anorg. AUg.

invalues. It also sug- Chem., 176, 258 (1928). c K. 0. Christe and J. P. Guertin, Jnorg•
Chem., 4, 905 (1965). d j. W. Dale and D. A. MacLeod, privategests strong covalent contributions to the bonding. The communication. 1950. * 0. Ruff and H. Krung Z. Anorg. AJla.

highf, value is entirely consistent with the high stability Chem., 190, 270 (1930). f L. B. Asprey, J. L. Margrave, and
observed for the CIF6+ salts and parallels the findings for M. E. Sldverthorn, J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 83. 2955 (1961). K. 0
the NF 4+ salts."9" In both cases, comparison with the Christe and D. Pilipovich, lnorg. Chem., 8,391(1969). h W. Maya

and H. F. Bauer, U. S. Patent 3,354,646 (1967). 1 F. Q. Roberto,
isoelectronic molecules SF6 and CF4, respectively, suggested Inor. Nucl Chem. Lett., 8. 737 (1972); K. 0. Chrite, ibid., 8, 741
unusual stability, although it proved difficult actually to (1972).
synthesize these salts. In particular, it appears that the
synthesis of CIF," requires an unusually powerful oxidative mdyn/A) is intermediate between those of PtF6 (4.46
fluorinating agent such as PtF6 . mdyn/A!) and PtF6 2- (3.42 mdyn/A4') as expected on

Since P4 (Flu) and v6 (Fx) have been observed for both the basis of the increasing formal negative charge.
PtF,- and IrF6", a modified valence force field was also com- Sumamay. The successful synthesis of CIFG and the
puted for these two anions assuming octahedral symmetry evidence for the nonexistence of a stable CIF7 molecule and
and Am = minimum. For PtF," and lrF,-, this extremal CIF6- anion"4 complete the eries of possible binary chlorine
condition is expected to give a force field close to that of a fluoride molecules and ions. Table V summarizes the
GVFF owing to the large mass of the central atoms and the presently known species. The existence of CIF6* suggts
sesulting weak coupling. The frequencies used for the the possibility of preparing ClF5 O and efforts to synthesize
computation are liated in Table IV. together with the re- this new oxyfluoride will be continued.
rasting force constants. The value off, of PtF6 " (3.89

(l 3SkbyNo. PtF6, 13693-05.5; FClO2 , 13637-83-7;CIFs,(37) A. Ruoff, J.. A&L Stmcf•., 4. 332 (1969).
(38) W. Sawoday, A. Mot. Spreno., 30, 56 (1969).
(39) S. N. Thallut and S. N. Rai, J. MoL Stn-t.. S. 320 (1970).
(40) K. 0. Cbts and C. J. Schack. Inho,. Chem., 9, 2296 (41) H. Siebert, "Anwendunpn dae SchwiguasaspektuOaltopi

(1970). in dot alorsk•acheso Chends," •Sipnpe.Ver4, Berli,. 1944. p 82.
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13637-63-3; FNO, 7789-25-5; CIF3O, 30708480-6; IrF6, Ackoe et. I am indebted to Dr. C. J. Schack and
7783-75.7; CIO2*PtFj-, 38123-66-9; Cl0 2F2*PtF6", 36609- R. D. Wilson for their help in some of the experiments, to
924; CIF6*PtF6, 36609-91-3; CIF 2*PtFý, 38123-68-1; Drs. D. Pilipovich and E. C. Curtis for helpful discussions,
CIF 4+PtF6", 38123-69-2; NORPtF6-, 17250-51-0; CIF 20+Pt. and to R. Cook of Cary Instruments for recording the
F47. 36544-28-2; CIO 2 IrFý", 38194-37-5; C1F 6%, 38217-33- Raman spectra. Financial support of this work by the
3; PtF6-, 38123-72-7; IrF6, 22587-75-3. Office of Naval Research was greatly appreciated.
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Chlorine Trifluoridle Dioxide, C1F30 2 . Synthess and Properties

XARL 0. CHRISTEO and RICHARD D. WILSON

Recefred October 24, 1972I
Chlorine trifluoride dioxide was prepared from FNO, and Cl ,O,PtF,, the latter being synthesized from FUO, and ?tF6.
Physical properties and the "F nmr spectrum are reported. The nrnr spectrum suggests the trigonal-bipyramidal structure4
1 of symmetry C,,. Chlorine trifluoride dioxide forms stable addurts with B!', and AsF. but not with FNO, FNO,, or

IntroductionI (F,O,*PtF,- + CIO,*PF, + 2FNO, -- 2N0,?PtF,- +

A brief note on the existence of CIF302 has recently been IFO, + FC00, (2)
published by Christe.1 In this paper we report details on its Chloryl fluoride is slightly less volatile than CIF3O2. There-
synthesis, purification, and properties. The infrared spec- fore, most of it can be removed from C1F30 2 by fractional
tra of the gas, the solid, Sand the matrix-Isolated species condensation in a -I1120 trap. The remaining FCIO 2. how-
and the Rammn spectra of the gas and the liquid together ever, has to be removed by complexing with BP3.
with a normal coordinate analXsjs and computation of ther-
modynamic properties will be published elsewhere.' CF,0O, + FCOb. + 2BF, -. aO,*F0,3 , + C1OB1F.- (3)

Since CIF20 2*BF4 - is stable' at 200, whe~reas Cl102BF- is
~XP5C11tI SetIOBnot, 7 the latter can be pumped away at V0. The resulting

materslakand Apmu.The stainless steel Teflon FE? vacuum pure ClI4 202BF4 - is then treated with an excess of FNO,
system,' the glove box, the 'IF unir spectrometer and sampling tech-e
nique,4 and the syntheses and purification of PtF., FC103, FNO,1 and the evoved CIF302 and unreacted FN0 2 are readily
FNO,, BF,, and CIF,03,DF.- are described elsewhere. Cesium separated by fractional condensation through a series of
fluoride was fused In a platinum crucible and powdered in a drybox - 126 and - 1960 traps.
prior to use. All equipment was pasainvated with OIF, and &sF, ISF N 3  O3,+O 4
prior to its use. FO+B.+ N,-NB, +(j,(4

Pusifratlon of OPO,. A sample of CIFO,*BF., (2.41 mmol), Wberoau the overidl yield of pure C1F30 2 based on the PtFa
prepared and purified as previously reported,' was placed in a rwi used 'tn step I was round to be rather low (about 10 mci%)
vated Teflon FE? ampoule. Nitryl fluoride (6.83 mmol) was added
at -196' and the mixture was kept at -78' for 12 hrt with periodic the method was satisfactory to provide enough material to
agitation. Volatile products were removed at -7r and separated characterize CIF 302. Therefore, no effort was undertaken
by fractional condenstion through a series of traps kept at -95, to search for alternate synthetic routes which mnight give
-126, and -196. The -95' trap contained only a very small amount highr ields of C1Fs0 1.
of materiallwhich was discarded. The -126' trap contained 2.22
mmol of CIFO, which according to its infrared spectrum'I at 700) Propertles. Pure CIF302 is colorless as a gas or liquid and
mm of pressure showed As the only detectable inipuity less than 0.1 white in the solid state. It melts at -81.20 Vapor pres-
mol % of FP00,. This sample was used for the subsequent charac- sures were measured over the range -96 to -320 and the
torization studies. The -196' trap contained the unreacted FNO, data for the range -64 to -320 were fitted by the method of
(4.4 mmol) and a small amount of CIF.02 (0.2 mmol). The soi least squares to the equation
residue was shown by its weight and infrared spectrumu to be NO,*-
B!',-. log P(rnun) =7.719 - 1217.2/T CK)

OIFO,-CaF Sysiem. Two reactions between CIFO, (1.5 nunol)
andUCF0(.0mznol)were carried out in 10-mi stainless steel cylinders with an index of correlation of 0.99998. The extrapolated
at 25 and 105', respectively. At the lower temperattue the cylinder boiling point is -21 .S8. Measured vapor pressures at thie
was placed oo a mechanical shaker for 5 days. The volatile material ntdtmeaue r T() m):-56,73
consisted of F,, FlOO,, and some CIFO,. The soli residue had
gained 33 mg in weight and was identified by its infhrare spectrum" -78.73, 25.5; -64.34, 77.5; -57.69, 117.5; -46.32, 226.5;

assmitue o CQOFand Cs!' hntesatn aeil -31.93,470. The two lowest temperature points were not
wase hekted to 105' for 68 hr., the CIF302 had quantitatively decom- used for the computation of the vapor pressure equation be-
posed to P00,- and F3. cause the lowest point was measured for solid CIF.102 and the
Results and Discusason second lowest was too close to the melting point of C1P302.

Syntheeis. The synthesis Of CIF1.02 is best deicribed by While at -78.730 the C1F30 2 sample was all liquid, the ob-
the following reaction sequence. served vapor pressure was reproducibly lower than expected

+ from the above vapor pressure curve. This indicates that
2PI,+2PIF, -OFsO, PFtP- + C0O *PtF, 1 close to the melting point sonie ordering effect occurs in the

Several side reactions compete wih(1) -and the yield of liquid causing a decrease of the vapor pressure. The latenit
aF.02* Varies greatly with slight changes in the reaction heat of vaporization of CIF302 Is 5.57 kcal/niol and the de-
conditions.3 The CIF30 2 is then displaced from Its C1F202* rived Trou~an constant is 22.13, indicating little association
salt according to in the liquid phase. This is in agreement with the low

boiling point and the good agreement between the Raman
spectra of the gas and of the liquid.2 The molecular weight

C l (1) K. 0. Christ*, Ino.. NaacL Chem. Lett.. 5.,457 (1972). was determined from the vapor density and found to be
(2) K. 0. Christe and E. C. Curtis. unpublished results. 122.1 (calcd for CIF 302, 124.5). The good agreement in-(3) K. 0. Christe. Insorg. Chesm., in press.
(4) K. 0. Christ@. 1. F. Hon, and 0. Pillipovich. Inorgr. Chew"..

12.54 (1973).
(5) K. 0. Christs, R. D. Wilson, and E. C. Curtis. Inorg. Chem..

12. 1355 (1973). (7) K. 0. Chriast, C. J. Schack. 0. Pililpovich, and W. Sewoday.
(6) K. 0. Christ* and K. C. Curtis. lnog~s. Chemý. 11, 35 (1972). InorS. Chem.. .2469 (1969).
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dicates little or no association in the gas phase at the pres-
sures used (P - I atm).

Chlorine trifluoride dioxide resembles chlorine fluorides
and oxyfluorides in its corrosive and oxidizing properties.,F
It appears to be marginally stable in a well passivated system c o
at ambient temperature. It is a strong oxidative fluorinator
as evidenced by its tendency to fluorinate metal surfaces to
metal fluorides with FC10 2 formation. It reacts explosively
with organic materials and care must be taken to avoid such
combinations. The hydrolysis of CIF30 2 was not quantita-
tively studied; however, on one occasion a slight leak in an
infrared gas cell containing CIF302 resulted in the formation .
of FCIO3 and HF indicating the following reaction.

WFO, + HO -. FCO, + 2HF (5)

19F Nmr Spectrum. The 19F nmr spectrum of liquid
CIF 302 was measured in the temperature range -20 to -80w.
It showed at all temperatures one partially resolved signal M -aisw
centered at -413 ppm below the external standard CFCl3 .
Figure 1 shows the details of the spectrum recorded at -770.The bsevedsigal s i exellet areeentwit anAB2  Figure 1. i'F nmr spectrum of liquid CIF1 O. at -77" recorded at
The observed signal is in excellent agreement with an AB2 56.4 MHz. The chemical shift was measured relative to the ex-
pattern' with J/vo6 = 1.0 (for the computed pattern, see ternal standard CFCIP .
Figure 1). From these data a value of JpF = 443 Hz was M2
calculated. The low chemical shift of -413 ppm for CIF 302  s ch
is in excellent agreement with a heptavalent chlorine fluoride structurally related CIF 3O' and CIFs3 molecules (in which
and compares favorably with those observed' for FCI0 2  the oxygen ligands are replaced by one and two sterically
(-315 ppm), CIF6÷ (-388 ppm), and CIF202 (-3 10 ppm). active free electron pairs, respectively), both axial positions
The fact that the resonance of the CIF 2O2 ÷ cation was ob- are occupied by fluorine atoms.
served upfield from that of CIF30 2 is difficult to rationalize Adduct Formation. Chlorine trifluoride dioxide forms
but seems to be quite general for chlorine fluorides.4 The stable adducts with strong Lewis acids, such as BF 3, AsFs,
fluorine-fluorine coupling constant of 443 Hz observed for or PtFs.s These adducts have ionic structures containing
CIF302 is similar to that of 421 Hz observed for the struc- the CIF 202 ÷ cation. A detailed discussion of the vibrational
turally related CIF 3 .4 and nmr spectra of this cation will be given elsewhere.5 The

Since the chlorine atom in CIF 30 2 does not possess a free high stability of these adducts can be explained by the
valence electron pair, it is pentacoordinated and the ligands change from the energetically unfavorable trigonal-bipyra-
should form a trigonal bipyramid. To account for an AB 2  midal structure of CIF 30 2 to the more favorable tetrahedral
pattern one has to assume two fluorine atoms in either the CIF202÷ configuration.14 Contrary to ClF 3,1' but by analogy
axial or the equatorial positions, with CIF3O,1 ' it does not form stable adducts with FNO or

FN0 2 at temperatures as low as -78*. This was demon- W
F 0 strated by ,,e various displacement reactions where CIF302
S0 F•0 and unrekctP.d FNO or FN0 2 could be readily removed from

F-Cl *O 0t F the reactor at -780. With the stronger base, CsF, it does

F F not form a stable adduct but decomposes to FCO12 and F2I Ul with CsF possibly catalyzing the decomposition.

Of these two models, I has to be preferred for the following 50-1I ; C1F3 , 38680-84-1; CsF, 13400-13-0.

four reasons. (i) The B, part of the AB2 pattern occurs
downfield from the A part and in trigonal.bipyramidal spe- Acknowbdgment. We thank Drs. D. Pilipovich and C. J.
cies the resonance for the axial fluorines occurs at a lower Schack for helpful discussions. We are pleased to acknowl-
field than that of the equatorial ones."'1 0  (ii) In trigonal- edge support of tis work by the Office of Naval Research,
bipyramidal molecules the most electronegative ligands Power Branch.
generally occupy the axial positions.11 (iii) The vibrational

(11) R. F. Hudson. Anow. Chum.. Int. Ed. EWI., 6, 749 (1967).
(8) J. W. Emslsy, J. Feeney, and L. H. Sutcliffe. "High Resolu- (12) K. 0. Christe and E. C. Curtis, Inorj. Chem.. 11. 2196

dion Nuclear Utlgetic Reboeamce Spectrocopy," Vol. 1. Peramon (1972).
Press, Oxford, EngaIad, 1966, p 326. (13) D. F. Smith, J. Chem. Phy.. 21.609 (1953).

(9) E. L. iuetterties. W. Mahler, K. J. Packer. and R. (14) K. 0. Christe, C. J. Schack, and D. Pilipovich. Iuorg.
Schmutder, Ino.r. Chem.. 3, 1298 (1964). Chem., 11, 220S (1972).

(10) R. J. Gluepie., B. Laada. ad G. J. SchrabiLgen. Chem. (IS) E. D. Whitney, R. 0. MacLere., T. J. Hurley. and C. L.
Commun., 1543 (1971). Foale. J. Amer. Chumn. Soc., 86, 4340 (1964).
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1The Difluoroperchioryl Cation, C10 2 F2 +

XARL 0. CHRLSTE.* RICHARD D. WILSON. and E. C. CURTIS

Aecelved December 8. 1972

The reaction of FCIO, with PtF. yields a product containing CIO2F,*PtF,-. A synthetic method is described that converts
this salt into CIOF,3BF4 or C1O,F,*AsF~m. All three salts are stable at 25' and according to their infrared, Ramens. and
"IF rnmr spectra are ionic in both the solid Plate aid HF solution. The vibrational spectrum of CIO, F1 closely resembles
that of isoeiecttonlc 0SOF,, suggesting a paeudotetzahedral structure of symmetry C., A modified valence force is re-
ported for aO,F,*14

Inbuductionmmol of CIO,F,*AsF.- is 183 ma) End was identified asaCiF,*A&F;

A preliminary note on the existence of C101 F2*PtF6- has by infrared, Raman, and 'IF nmr spectroscopy.
recently been published by Chrlste. This salt was prepared Reslt an Disussion
from FC10 2 and PtF5 .' A detailed report on this interesting Syntheses and Properties of ClO 2 F2 * Salts. The synthesis
system, yielding under different reaction conditions Of C10 2 F2'PtFg- from FC10 2 and PtF6 and its temperature
CIF6aPtFGe, has been given elsewhere.2  A 19F nmr chemical dependence have been discussed elsewhere.',' Since the
shift of - 310 ppm relative to external CFCl. has been tenta- PtF67 anion interfered with the vibrational spectroscopic
tively assigned to C10 2 F,2*.3  A more complete characteriza- studies Of C1O2 F2 *, the BF4 - and AsF6_ salts were prepared
lion of the C10 2F2* cation in the original PtFJ- salt, however, according to the reaction
was preempted boy interference from the PtFs5 anion and
from substantial amounts of by-products such as C10 2 + 'tF6 -. (103*tF6 + CIO3F3i'tF6 - + FNO, -. FCIO, + CIFO, +
Consequently, efforts were made to prepare C10 2 F2 * salts 2NO1'PtFf
containing different anions and to eliminate the undesirabi' Unreacted FN0 2 and some of the FC10 2 could be separated
by-products. We have now succeeded in preparing from CIF 302 by fractional condensation. The remnaining
C10 2F2*BF4 - andClO 2 F2*AsF6- and in more fully charac- FC10 2 was separated from CIF3 0 2 by complexing with BF3.
terizing the C10 2F2+ cation. These results are described be- Since the resulting C1O 2*BF 4 - has a dissociation pressures
low, of 182 mun at 22.10 while C10 2 F21 BF4 is stable, the formier

The tailessstel-TelonFEPsalt could be readily removed by pumping at W0. Conver-
Expermentl Setionsionof Cl0 2F2 *BF4 - to the corresponding AsF67 salt was

Apparatas sad Materials. IesansstelTf-FPvacuum conihdtruhislem tofB -byhetogr
system. the glove box, the infrared, Ramnir, and "F ninr spectrometers ac plisethogdipamntf E byhetrnr

m sapling techniquaes, end the syntheses and purification of PtF4, Lewis acid AsF5.
AsF,, and FCIO, have been described elsewhere.'"' Nitryl fluoride, All three salts, C1O 2 F2*PtF6 -,ClO 2F2 *AsFg', and
prepared from N.0 4 and F19 and BFs (from The Mdatheson Co.) were C10 2F2*BFJ-, are solids, stable at 250, and react violently
purified by fractional condensation. Debye-Scherrer X-ray diffrac- with water or organic materials. The PtF5 - compound is
tion powder patterns were taken as previously described.'

Syaduessofl0OF,*Salts. The synthesis of CIOF,*'tF6- ha canary yellow, while those of AsF67 and BFj- are white. The
been described elsewhere.1 For the synthesisof CX), F2BF4, a mix- salts dissolve in anhydrous HF without decomposing. They
ture of CIO,FWtF- (4.8 inmol) and CIO.,PtFIC (12.2 rmol) was are crystallinic in the solid state and the X-ray powder diffrac-
treated insa passivated (with CIF, sax! DrF$) 75-ml stainless steel tion patterns of C1F2034 BF4 - and C1O 2 F2*AsF67 are listed in
cylinder with FNO, (25.3 unmol) at -78* foz 48 hr. The reaction TbeI h odrpteno 1 2 2 BCi uhszpe
products volatile at 25* consisted of FlOD,, CIF,IO,, and unreacted TbeI h odrpteno 122B4 smc ipe
FNO3 mnd were separated by fractional condensation through a seie than that of ClO2 F2*AsF 5-. This is not surprising since the
of trape kept at -112,- 126,- 142, and - 196. The -126" fraction anion and cation in the formier salt are both of approximately
contained moat of the CIF,0, and some FC1O,. Attempts to usepaate tetrahedral shape and of rlmilar size. The powder pattern offurther the CIF2O, and FOOS, mx'ture by fractional condmesation C10 2F2*BF4 - can be indexed on the basis of an orthorhombic
were unsuccnsdul. Conesequently, 2.76 unmol of this mixture was
combined with BF, (3.00 mmol) at - l% in apassfawted Teflon- unit ceil with a =5.45, b = 7.23, and c= 13.00OA. Assuming
FEP ampoule and the temperature was cycWe seveal. times between four molecules per unit cell and neglecting contributions from
-196and +25'. The product was kept at -7r for several hours and the highy charged central atoms to the volume,"-7 a plausible
unreacted BF, (0.22 mznol was removed at this temperature in vacuo average volume of 16 A' per F or 0 atom is obtained. How-
Removal oftvolatile material in i'ecuo was continued at 2(r. Theeteagemneewenteosre adcluae
volatile material (2.60 mmmcl) consisted according to its infrared spec- evrthagemnbtw nteosredndclutd
trnm of a 1: 1 mixture of FP00, -nd BF,. The whits, soid son- reflections is somewhat poor for several lines and, hence, the
volatile residue (230 m&a 1.46 mol) was identified by infrared, above unit cell dimensions are tentative.
samn, and'"FxmaVpcftroscopyas&ClO,F,*BF,'. The thermal stability of C10 2 F2*BF47 is higher than thoue

For the preparation of the AsF- alt. 00, F,3*F 4 -(0.62 mml Of C10 2*BF 4-,' ClF2*BF4,', o7 other similar salts. T1his Is in
&:darM i, (1.43 umol) wer combined at -1W* iaa psanivated Teflon-
FE? sampoule. Thie content of the ampoule weire kept at -7r' fo good agreement with the previously made correlationae be-
30 min and at 25* for 1 be. Volatile prodlucts were removed at 25* tween the stability of an adduct and the structure of th6
and comsisted of uanreecd AsP, (0.79 macI) and BF, (0.59 maul).L The white, stable soli weighed 185 mg~ (weight celcuisted for 0.62 (5) K. 0. Christe, C. J. Schack. D. Pilipovtch, and W. Sewoday,

laws. Clien., 5, 2489 (1969).
(6) W. H. Zacharisee.,!. Anser. Chem. Soc., 70, 2147 (1945).

(1) K. 0. ChrIst. lawsg. Nuci. Cbs... ZAKl., to 453 (1972). (7) F. H. Eliager sand W. H. Zacharleseas,J. Phky& Chewa.. S$, 405
(2) VO. Chrsas,I140M. Chesm.. baPress. (1954).
(3) K. 0. Chriate, J. F. Hon, s&W D. PllipovickjaMoe. Chew.. 12, (3) H. S@01g and J. Shamir, Imorg. Chem., 3, 294(I9t4).

54 (1973). (9) K. 0. Christs, C. J. Schack, and D. Pl~lpovich, loftg. Chem,,
(4) K. 0. Chrisft sad D. Neumann, Ina,'. CheWF.. 12, 59 (1973). 11. 2205 (1972).
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Table L X-Ray Powder Patterns for CIOF,+BF4 - and CoO3 F3*AtF,- Co. W D' -

CIOF 2'BF 4 - 00,F,'AsF- A

d, A Intens d. A Intens d, A Intens

5.47 $ 7.49 w 2.12 w
5.06 m 5.50 ms 2.01 w
4.37 ms 4.98 w 1.94 Mw
4.15 w 4.3S ms 1.90 amw CO ,,Fel4-
3.70 vs 4.02 w 1.86 w
3.56 s 3.86 s 1.80 w
3.00 m 3.70 w 1.76 Uw"
2.77 m 3.57 m 1.72 w
2.57 vw 3.40 mw 1.70 mw
2.41 m 3.02 mw 1.65 w
2.18 a 2.77 m 1.62 w
2.08 s 2.69 m 1.59 w
1.86 ma 2.60 w 1.54 w c Ulot f , W IC
1.80 w 2.41 w 1.50 w s L o

2.30 w 1.41 w
2.20 w 1.37 wr

1.34w 4
parent molecule and its ions. Thus, tetrahedral CIO 2F2÷ O

(see below) should be energetically much more favorable than 4
trional-bipyramidal C1F30 2 - ,too -310 ppmol to

VF Nmr Spectra. A broad singlet at-310 ppm relative to VbrtonalspctraofCOFBF: Ainfraedspe
external CFCI 3 has previously been observed for C102F2 'PtF" trum of the solid as a Aga disk; B. Raman spectrum of the solid; D
at low concentration in anhydrous HF and was tentatively and E, Raman spectrum of the HF solution, incident polarizationassigned to C10 2 F2 .3  This tentative assignment is confirmed perpendicul and parallel, respectively; exciting line is 4880-A and

by the present study. The spectrum of CIF 2 02 ÷BF 4 - in HF C indicates spectral slit width.

shows a strong temperature dependence. At 300 it consists
of a single peak at 185 ppm relative to external CFCl 3. With - I.
decreasing temperature the peak at first becomes broader and A
then separates at about 0° into three signals at -301
(CI0 2F2÷), 146 (BF4-),' 2 and 194 ppm (HF) which become I'
narrower with further decrease in temperature. The ob-
served peak area ratio of approximately 2:1 for the 146 and --
-301 ppm signals confirms their assignment to BF47 and rJa FeAj
C10 2 F2*, res'ectively, and proves the ionic nature of the

CIF 30 2 .BF 3 adduct in HF solution.
The spectrum of ClF2 O2*AsF6- in HF (which was acidified

with AsFs)' consists of two resonances at -307 (C1O 2 F2÷)
and 105 ppm (HF, AsF5 , AsF 4-),

3 respectively. Rapid ex-
change among HF, AsF5 , and AsF6- preempted the measure-
ment of the CO2 F2+ to AsF6 - peak area ratio. . .•-•

Vibrational Spectra. Figure 1 shows the infrared and M O O Om 00NCM

Raman spectra of solid ClO2 F2 +BF4- and the Raman spectrum

of an HF solution of CIO 2 F2÷BF4 ". Figure 2 depicts the Ftpar 2. VibratIonal t of solid Ci0,FsF,: A, infrared
infrared and Raman spectra of solid C1O•F2÷AsF 6". Figure 3 mertau (AgO disk); B. Raman spectrum; exdttn line 4880 A.
shows the infrared spectrum of a mixture of solid
C1OF•2 PtF2 and CIO 2+PtF,-. The observed frequencies are
listed in Table 1I and are compared with those reported for 'cIw Pt

Inspection of Figures 1-3 and of Table Hi reveals that the
spectra of CIF30 2 .BF3 , CCIFO 2 AFs, and CIF0 2 -PtFs con-

13-16 16-19
tain the bands characteristic for BFj-,-' A&F-, and

(10) K. 0. Christe, 1ioq. NucL Chem. Lett.. , 457 (1972). I 14

(11) E. L. Muettertles and W. D. ?hWlipe, J. Amer. CeL. Saoc., .11, 104 (1959).
(12) D. R. Lide, Jr., D. E. Mann, and J. J. Comsford, $ tk Fipae 3. Infrared spectru of a mixtur of solid Cl0 3F,*ftF- ad

Ac., 21,497 (1965). CIO5 ?tF," ass Aga disk.
(13) J. Goubeau and W. Do Z. Amqrs. AU&g. Che~m., 268. 221

(1952).
(14) N. N. Greenwood, J. C•em. Soc., 3811 (1959). PtF6",7,s re*pectively. Furthermore, the Raman spectra
(15) H. A. Donado and E. Menenm . ,pecto•,,b,. Aek. Po, of CIF302'BF3 arm practically identical for both the solid and

A. 26,2337 (1970).
(16) K. 0. Chdsle, E. C. Curtk. and C. J. Schack, IwoMg. Chew., its HF solution. These observations, together with the "F

11.2212 (1972). nznr spectrum of the BF3 adduct in HF solution, establish
(17) K. 0. Christ. and W. Sewodny, Inorg. Chems., 6, 3t3 (1967).
(1) K. 0. Christ*, ). P. Guertin. A. E. Paviath. and W. Sawoday, (20) N. Bartlett, Aivew. Chum. Jut Ed. ••,L, 7,433 (1914);

Inoir. Chem., 6, 533 (1967). N. Bartlett mad S. P. Deatoa. C•em. CoMUsu., 167 (19"6); F. 0.
(19) K. 0. Christe, C. ). Schack, D. Pillpovic), aid W. Sawoday. Sladky, P. A. bulUtat, sad N. artultt. J. Chem. Soa A. 2179

wM.. Chem., 5. 2489 (1969). (1969).
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.- rlthat these atducts ar- ionic and contain the CIO, F2 ÷ cation.,R 

- The assignments for the anions are well established and are
t X 

-f - ° summarized in Table If. Consequently, only the assignments
S• " for C10 2F2 ÷ will be discussed in more detail. The ClO 2 F2 ÷.- ,8 cation is isoelectronic with S02F2 which was shown by micro-r wave spectroscopy to possess symmetry C2 e•2' The S0 2F2' o structure can be derived from a tetrahedron with two oxygenS ---- --.-- -,• • and two fluorine ligands occupying the corners and with thei-c� ,•Z- o •;oq , • O=S=O angle inc..eased to 1230 58, and the F-S-F angle" =2------ -0 " " I •: o compressed to 960 7'. Comparison of the bands due toSCI02 F2 ÷ with those previously reported" 2 ,. 23 for S0 23 F-

E- 8 g (see Table I1) reveals a pronounced similarity indicating,%0 E i, p closely related structures and bonding. Therefore, as•lgn-"* - z.--, a -Z' ments for C10 2 F2 *were made by analogy with those of
%o 

230

r- 0 ,, 
. S0 2 F2 which were reliably established by infrared,

s ¢.4 0 21 
1•23

I - .• •Ramann matrix-isolation,' 2 and microwave'2 studies. The
* 

,:V analogy appears to include the triple and double coincidences- . among v7 (B31),P3 (A,), and P9 (B2) at about 530 cm-f and
r-• :" between V4 (A,) and Vs (A2) at about 390 cm-', respectively.U• . " As for SO 2F2 ,'2 only tentative assignments to the individual- 1 ,. i modes can be made for the bands observed in the 520-cm-t

-a o -- region.S. 
> The close analogy between the vibrational spectra of iso--- -• ,• ". electronic CIO, F2 and S02 F2 parallels those found for theS'• .• • isoelectronic pairs CIF2 0+-SF2O, "' CIF6 t.SF6,2 CIFs-SF5 '• L.•. and CIF4 ÷-SF4.

2. It demonstrates the usefulnessof knowing.0 %o , . -!5 the vibrational spectra of the corresponding sulfur compounds
"- '.*•= 0. for predicting and assigning those of the isoelectronic chlorinem .8 fluorides.SAdditional evidence for the pseudotetrahedral structure of

•o 0 ' .*e-" •" • -• -" 8 t symmetry C2 , of C10 2 F2* consists of the 35Cl=37 Cl isotopic0-- •. -
- splittings observed for the stretching modes (see Table Ill andW V4 0 Force Constant section)." " , o' j - • -• • . 4 Force Constants. Three sets of force constants were com-

g. a • puted for C10 2IF 2 assuming different geometries. Two addi-y tional sets were computed requiring agreement between ob-.o• • served and computed "Cl-3'Cl isotopic shifts (see rable III).0 0 +, The potential and kinetic energy matrices were computedV 
using a machine method.26  The three different geometries0. 
adopted for CIO2 F2 differ only in the bond angles but notS ;"" in the bond lengths. The bond lengths were estimated to be0 D(CIO)= 1.41 A. nd R(CIF)= 1.53 A by comparison with0 . -Z-,, < related molecules and on the basis of the correlation of+D + In -C Robinson2 7 between frequencies and bond lengths. The+, 

- bond angles of set l, (/LOClO)= 1240, P(LOCIF)= 1080 15',
÷and /-(LFCIF) = 960, were chosen to be identical with those

SQ • of isoelectronic SO2F2.2• For set III, tetrahedral bond angles
- .. - -.- 2 ' were used, and for set 11, a geometry was selected inter-C + U F. mediate between those of sets I and Ill. The redundantZ ,+, coordinate was found numerically, and the deformation"- , symmetry coordinates S3 and S4 were made orthogonal to

LL.Lc. Lt L• Lt. k. 4 L it. To demonstrate that the redundancy condition was
- o r- correct, it was verified that the frequencies of each block0 taken separately and the corresponding frequencies of the
" direct sum of all symmetry coordinates were the same.

0 The force constants were computed by trial and error with

"(2 1) D. R. Lide., Jr.. D. E. Mann, and R. M. Fristrom. J. Chem.,i. 8 Phy&, 26, 734 (1957).
¢04 ., *. -- o • (22) P. Bender and J. M. Wood, Jr..J. Chem. Phy., 23, 13168(23) G. R. Hunt and M. K. Wilson, Spectrochrm. Actt, 16, 570

(1960).
(24) K. 0. Christe, E. C. Curtis, C. J. Schack, and D). Pilipovich.;r Zr 2ý a, :r lnora. Chem., 11, 1679 (1972).t t ion. (25) K. 0. Christ@ and W. Sawodny, to be submitted for public&-S-", tion.A 

, (2 6 ) E. C. Curtis, Spectrochim. Acta., Part A, 27, 1989 (1971),(27) E. A. Robinson, Can. J. Chem., 41, 3021 (1963).
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Tsac IV. Stretching Force Constants (mdyn/A) of CIOF2+ valence force field. A statistically meaningful uncertainty
Compared to Those of Related Compounds estimnate cannot be made for the force constant values owing

fcio fern fort to their underdetermined nature and to the lack of exact
F 12.1 c, a 47 structural data. However, the numerical data of Table III

1. CIF2O b 11.2 CF3+ J i .7 allow some conclusions concerning the ranges of possible
FCIOSc 9.4 CIF,* k 4.5 3.2 solutions. It should also be mentioned that the observed

lF,Od 9.4 CIOFx 4.46 27Cl- 37C1 isotopic shifts varied slightly depending on the
FCIO,C 3.9 nature of the anion. In C10 2F2+BF 4- for both the solid state

CIO+f 9.0 CIF, b 3.5 2.7 and the HF solution,.isotopic shifts of 7.5 and 15.9 cm-'
CIFO- i 8.9 CF20O b 3.4 were observed for v1 (A,) and I,6 (B1 ), respectively. For
CIF 2O- h 8.3 CIF3 Od 3.2 2.3 solid C10 2F2+PtF6 " the corresponding values were 8.5 and

FCIO1, 2.5
CIF." n 2.4 16.6 cm-f.
CIF." o 2.1 Of the internal force constants, the stretching force con-
CIF 40 • 1.9 stants are of greatest interest 3ince they can be used as a
CIFý0•" h 1.6 measure for the relative covalent bond strength. The

a CIF bonds for which strong contributions from semiionic three- stretching force constants of Cl02F 2' are listed in Table IV
center, four-electron bonds can be invoked. b Reference 16. ¢ W. and compared to those of related molecules and ions. Com-
Sawoday, A. Fadini, and K. Ballein, Spectrochbm A cta, 21, 995 par-son of the CIO stretching force constant of C10 2 F2÷ (12.1
(1965). d K. 0. Christe and E. C. Curtis, Inorg. Chemn, 11, 2196 mdyn/A) with those listed in Table IV shows that it is the
(1972). 0 D. F. Smith, G. M. Begun, and W. H. Fletcher, Spectro- highest value known for a CIO bond. This is not surprising,
chimn Acta. 20, 1763 (1964). f Reference 19. 5K. 0. Christe and highectral known fr C1 7 bod This is tn supsn
E. Curtis, Inorg. Chenr, 11, 2209 (1972). h K. 0. Christe and E. C. since the central atom in CIO2F2 • has a high oxidation state
Curtis, ibid., 11, 35 (1972). i K. 0. Christe, ibid., in pres. J K. 0. (+VII), highly electronegative ligands, ud a formal positive
Christe and C. J. Schack, ibid., 9. 2296 (1970). k' Reference 25. charge (cation). The influence of these factors onfMO has

SR. A. Frey, R. L- Redington, and A. L. K. Aljibury, J. Chem. Phys., previously been discussed"' for CIF 20' and, hence, will not
54, 344(1971). "' Reference 24. nK. O. Christe, W. Sawodny, and
1. P. Guertinlnorr. Ciem., 6, 1159 (1967). o K. 0. Chisite and W. be reiterated. By analogy with CIF2O, the only other known
Sawodny. Z. Anorg. AIIg. Chenm, 374, 306 (1970). species exhibiting a fcio value of similar magnitud&., contribu-

tions from the resonance structure

the aid of a computer, requiring exact fit between the
observed and computed frequencies. The results are given in - III
Table III where the force constants not shown were assumed
to be zero. The values shown for sets 1-111 were the simplest C C1
set that would give an exact fit and, with the exception of 0: .
Fog, represent a diagonal symmetry force field. By analogy :F: : F:
with isoelectronic S02F2 ,25 a nonzero value was required for
Fs, to fit the observed frequtencies. Its value was assumed to
be 0.5 to obtain a plausible value for F99. Table III demon- might be invoked' to explain the high fe value. The value
strates the dependence of the force constants on the chosen oi the CIF stretching force constant (4.46 mdyn/A) falls
bond angles and the impossibility to achieve a fit between within die range expected for a predominantly covalent CIF
the observed and the computed 35C1-37C1 isotopic shifts by bond. The interpretation of relatively small differences
simple variation of the bond angles. Numerical experiments ('-0.3 ,ndyn/A) in tihe CIF stretching force constant values
confirmed that nonzero off-diagonal symmetry force con- listed in Table IV should be done only with caution since
stants are required to fit the observed isotopic shifts. The most values were computed from underdetermined systems
results for the more likely geometries I and I1 are listed as and might be significantly influenced by the chosen stretch-
sets IV and V, respectively, in Table Ill. In the A, symmetry bend interaction constants.
block, the only interaction constant capable of sufficientli
decreasing the v, isotopic shift is F 12 . The experimental No. ClF 3CiF, 38682-34-1; BF 2)A63707 39003'
data do not permit us to distinguish between sets IV and V. -3- -B24; (CI0 2 ) AsF6 , 3 9003-

However, the variation in the two force constants of greatest 82 (C10 2F2 )FtF6 ,36609

Sinterest,f/ 0 and fR, is relatively small. Consequently, their Acknowledgment. The authors are indebted to Drs. D.
values might be expected to approach those of a general Pilipovich and C. J. Schack for their help and to Dr. D.

Lawson of the Jet Propulsion Laboratory for the use of the

(28) W. D. Perkins and M. K. WUsun. 1. Chem. Phys., 20, 1791 Raman spectrometer. This work was supported by the
(19.52). Office of Naval Research, Power Branch.
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ON TEN REACTION + lAl iEa

KNAr 0. Christe and Richard D. Vilson
RoaJks yne, A Division of Rockwell International,

Canoga Park, California 91304

tfhnbeed 9 April 1iS75

In the presence of strong Levis acids. 11 can act as a powerful fluorinating

* ouidizer (1,2). For sxample, it can fluorinate Br2 or 12 (3) resulting in the

formation of Bzd3 and 17., respectively, as chown by the following idealised

equation:

3 15 7- 2 310 2 t3 + 31I 4 331e

followed by dissociation of the thermally mastable BrF2+Mj couple: to Br 3 sri

w3 (4). However, to our knowledge, no ezxaple bas been reported for the

rsverse reaction of this type, i.e., the oxidative fluorination of Xe by a

halogon fluoride under wild conditions. Furthermore, previous studies have shown

tmai both CIJ' (5) mad C173 (6) do not interact with Xe.

Ve have nov found that the addition of a Lavis acid to CI', which cames CIl

formtion (7), elso increases the oxidising power of CIF significantly so that it

can fluorinte Xe according toeIl C FAsFJ + Xe - b iettsi + Ci2

fellewed by the known (8) reactions

2 U lAhS*- 4 X9 3 A06j + AO1

C) 177

-... .... .4 - -- - -- - -- --- - - -.- -- --- - .-"" IIII -- --- --- H- - -II- I-.I
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These results suggest that the oxidizing power of cations decreases in the

following order, C1F+ > XeY+ or Xe?3+ > BrF2 ÷, and that the enhancement of

the oxidizing power of an amphoteric molecule by the addition of a strong Levis

&aid is not limited to UP13 but iL probably quite general. Furthermore, the fact

that C1F is pseedo-isoelectronic with X@+ but acts as a rather mild fluorinating

oxidizer, indicates that a specific valence electron configuration is not the

main cause for unusual oxidizing pover. Rather, it appears that cation formation,

i.e., a formal 1ositive charge, is more important.

EzPerimental §2ction

Xenon, CIM, and As? 5 (2.09 mmol each) vere combined at -196° in a passivated

(with ClU3 ) 25 ml sapphire-stainless steel reaction tube. The mixture was

allowed to varm up to 250 and was kept at this temperature for one hiur. The

mixture was recooled to -1980 and did not show the presence of any noncondensible

material. After removal of the products volatfile at 25° by pumping, a white

solid residue (83 mg) was obtained. The volatile material vwa condensed back

into the reactor at -1960. The contents vere kept at -80O for 1.5 hours. The

reactor vas allowed to wam to 250 and the volatile products were separated by

fractional condensation. They consisted of Xe (1.68 mol) and a mixture of C17,

C1 2 , ad AF 6 (total of S mol) which could uot be separated completely by

fractional condensation owing to partial formation of the kow C2lAsF+6 (7)

and C1 3 Aasl- (9) adducts. The white solid residue (167 mg) showed the

vibrational spectrum and x-ray powder diffraction pattern chbarcteristic (10)

for nmoselinic XeG 273 -.___ The latter probably Srmotd from teoiia

+ - (am indicated by the material balance) by loss of As?6 during sample

prepaatioa in the glove box (8). previous reports (8,11) an the infrared

Poetr~m and x-ray powder pattern diverge. Our data are in excellent agreement
wt b aso Bartlett ot &1. (8), but dio$Wrre with tbose reporttA by
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Vibrational spectra of trifluoroacetate
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(Recive 12 Fe4bney 1973; Revi"d 21 May 1973)

Abstrat-Infrared and Raman spectra of CsI(OCCF3 )4 and CsjI(OCCF)s ar. reporxted and
compared to the of the free trifluoroasotat anion and covalent trifluoroaoetyl orrnpo,--dt-
The bonding of the trifluoroaoetate group in [I(OICCFS)Th is best interpreted as being covalent
-aith strong ionxio contributions. The vibrational "~trum of the free trifluoro~tae ion i
reassigned.

INTIODUCTION

Thz TRmPLUOROAOETATR group is frequently used as a ligand in coordination chem-
istry. In most cases, vibrational spectroscopy is used to postulate either ionic, cova-
lent, monodentate, or bidentate structures. However, thee postulate are frequently
based exclusively on ni•nor frequency changes or splittings and consequently are not
convincing. The recent synthesis [1] of Ca+[I(O5 CCFF)J]- presented an opportunity
to study the vibrational spectrum of a trifluoroacetato ligand expected to be con-
siderably more covalent than metal trifluoroacetates, but more polar than organic
trifluoroacetyl compounds. The covalent character of the trifluoroacetato ligand in
its iodine (III) compound is suggested by the nature of its analogous perohlorato
[2] and nitrate [3] salts, Cs+[I(OClOs)d]- and [N(CH,)J+[I(NO)j]-, respectively.
In addition, the skeleton of I(OCCF,)&- might be expected to have relatively high
symmetry since the IFc- a&on was recently shown [4] to be square planar. When
comparing the assignments reported ["-8] for the free trifluoroacetate anion with
those more recently reported [9-12] for a number of simple covalent trifluoroacetyl
compounds, the need of revsing the assignments for the free ion became obvious.

[I] D. NAuvx'x, M. Som enl and it Bosmni. J. hwes Chem. 1 321 (1972).
[2] K. 0. Cazmm and C. J. Bo&=n, Iu.rg. Man. L 1682(1972).
[3] Td. Lun•e and J. K. Rurn, lustg. Chum. 5, 121(IM8).
(4] K. 0. Cra s and D. NAuzur, Iuor. Chms. 1& 59 (1973).
(5] R. E. Roumaor and R. C. TanLos, SpecrcJchi. Art 19• 1093 (1962).
[6] E. Sxn.sa, ,i. Ca.. Sc. 4.217 (168).
[7] X.J.BRALL, D. H. Bi, a •L .C. Mo" and D. W.A. 8,wJ.CASSm.Soc. A 3110 (1968).
[8] C. A. Aaana and K. 0. Osaszw J. Chow. Soo. A 897 (1969).
19) C. V. BDamn,. Sp.oghd. Ada S7. OU (1971).

[10] Z. L. Varzzn and P. J. AmYommo, J.Ml. Sk.C. 7, 15 (1971).
111] 0. A. CzowDsna and D. J.alnox, Speobvaei. Ada 27A. 1873 (1971).

[12] 0. A. Chaown6.J. Faorifue Chow. 1. 219 (1971).
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EXPBZWMZN'TAL
The preparation of CdI(OCCF,)t and CsI(OCCF,), has previously been de-

scribed [1]. Silver trifluoroacetate was prepared from AgsO and OFsCOOH and
vacuum dried at 10000 [7]. Sodium and cesium trifluoroacetate were purchased from
Peninsular Chemical Research. The infrared spectra of the solids were recorded as
dry powdes in pressed AgBr disks on a Perkin-Elmer Model 457 spectrophotometer
in the rawge 4000-250 cam-. The instrument was calibrated by comparison with
standard calibration points [13]. The Raman spectra were recorded on a Cary Model
83 spectrophotometer using the 4880 A U-ne of an Ar ion laser and melting point
glass capillaries as sample containers in the transverse excitation-transverse viewing
mode.

Rosuv.s and DmsaroN
obwWv spec• a

The vibrational spectra of solid CI(OCCFs)4 , CsI(OCCF,)*, NaOCCF,, and
AgO0,CF&, and of an aqueous solution of NaOtCCF5 are shown in Figs. 1 and 2.

The observed frequencies are listed in Tables I and 2. The Raman spectrum of an
aqueous AgOOOFx solution wan also recorded. It closely resembled that of the
sodium salt solution and, hence, in not listed. The spectra observed for the metal
trifluoroacetates are in good agreement with those previously reported [5-8].

Assiganes*U for tas trifluoroacdata ion
A comparison between the assignments reported [5-8] for CFsCO,- and those

made for a series of trifluoroaoetyl compounds [9] revealed major discrepancies.
Consequently, the vibrational spectrum of the free trifluoroacetate was reassigned
based on the results of the thorough studies of BzmRzY [9] on trifluoroacetyl com-
pounds. For the CF3CCO- anion, a structure of symmetry 0, was assumed based on
the known [14] structure of isoelectronic CFNO,. This structure has only one

F.. F

symmetry element, i.e. a symmetry plane perpendicular to the 00, plane. Our
revised assigments are summarized in Table I and were made by analogy with the

polaritimeurements are in good agreement with the predictions for symmetry
0,. For species a', one of the Raman bands (598 cm-) appeam to be depolarized.
However, the a' bands can be either polarised or depolarimed, and dh corresponding
Raman band in CFOOF also showed a high depolarizaon ratio of 0.78 [9].

[13] B. K. PLWxma, A. Dsmn. L. IL. BAnm and X. D. Twww.,.1r. Bu.. NaL BD. &d. 64 541
(IWO).

[14] W. X. ToLLu. B. ThAmaur•u aWd W. D. Gwur, J. Caho. PAW. 46,3019 (IM).
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Figt. 1. Reman• spcaa of oochd Na'CF5 CO11- (traceo A), of -.. aqueou solution•
of Nam+CFV, CObm trc B an C, incident lrizaton, pcrpondioula,, an parale, il
respectvely, of soid Cl (Ol( CF~)4 at three difebrent recorder voltages (tracos D. E

Sand of• soidC•(OOCF,)* at t~hre diferent reore voltages (tracs 0, H
a - F, n I). K ind,,te spect.a ali uidtla a•cit, i.. .•

Ooealea cv- iomc Th. next and moat• difficult question del ,with the nau of
the tnifu~wo.Autatfe lian in (kI(OOOIF,)4 . A review of the Uiterature on t~ijiucro-
acetate an a hga revel. numru studies However, the concl-,u;on reacohed are

oftben oofi*n. This Is due to the ,fact that moat studies dea ",with trifluoroacetato

a free ti'ifiuraatt ion [15], which i only weakly bmded to the metal atom. As
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Fig. 2. Infrared spectrum of solid N&+CF'COi (trace A), of solid AS+CFCO,-
(tr•ce B). of solid Cal(OSOCF$)4 (trace C), and of solid CuI(OCCF.). (trace D)

reoorded as AgBr pellets.

a consequence, the vibrational frequencies of the trifluoroacetato group are very
similar to those of the free trifluoroacetate ion and exhibit only small relative
changes. Without detailed structural data, such as X-ray diffraction studies, it is
difficult to correlate these small frequency shifts with structural parameters. For
example, small changes in the 0-C---O bond angle due to the size of the metal atom
or crystal packing are difficult to separate from effects caused by mono or bidentate
coordination.

In CuI(OCCF,),, the bands due to the C,--OF, part of the trifluoroacetate group
are very characteristic and can readily be assigned (see Table 2). Consequently,
we will discuss mainl- the vibrations associated with the O0, group and the IO1
skeleton. To better understand the nature of the trifluorosoetate group, let us first
oonaider the two extreme caes, i.e. the free trifluoroeoetate anion and the highly
covalent CF5C(O)OCH$ molecule [11]. Wherea the average of the two CO stretching
frequencies (1500 cm-' for CFC(O)OCHs and 1559 cm-1 for CF3(C0j-) and, hence,
the average 00 bond order changes little, their frequency separation (586 cm-1 for
CFC(O)OCH and 242 am-' for CF.00-) is very different. Furthermore, in the "
covalent trifluoroacetates of the type XOCCFs band due to the XO vibration& will
appear and show increasing frequencies with increasing covalent character of the
X--O bond. Inspection of the 0d(OC0F),s spectrum reveas a 00 stretching
frequency separation of about 356 cm-1 and the presence of skeletal 10 stretching
modese as high a 600 em-1 . Since the frequencies of the latter almost approach the
"frequency range expected for covalent I--0 single bonds, the bonding of the tri-
fluoroacetate group in Od(OCOFs), is bet described as being covalent with strong
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Table 2. Vibrational speotnrm (orn-l) of solid C.+I(OCCF,)g"

Infrared Aaignmt

1750 (o.3)3
1710 vs. bt 1725 (0.:)) PCOs or vo.s

105 (0.1))
1662 w 816 + 839 - 1656

16lJm1w 1570 (0+)
1404, ,l 140 (o.2)/
i4s J 1369 (1.6)J 

1ymCOa 0 -

1140-1230 vs 1203 (0.2) tr Jct
1166 (0.2) ,mJQJ,

854 Inv us Sh
545 vw

s vw 839 (1.3)
20 W 816 (1.3)) II

762mw 791 (0+) &,loaco,727 m 725 (0.7) %.mbr.UaCFS

0osm =04 (4.2) 61'C, + r,,. out of ph&ae ro1
55 (0.1)

A17 mw 620 sh ,sFs

m501 (7.2)n49,0 ah 4100 Gh ) SM in pbaN I04

470 me JPaaIO4
416maw 418U1.3) antigaw rook
S"0 Gh 378 (0.1)
X4 vw 346 (0.5)
3251 vw
$I0m antigeor was?
90 sh 306 (g.8) 6I10
293 vw
$75,,h 278 (0.1) gear wag?

249 (0.t)
218 (0.3) pear rook?
1300(0) &610

ionic contributions. The ionic nature of an X--OsCF, bond might be expected to
increase with decreasing electronegativity of the X atom. Experimental evidence
for this trend has been found [16] for the trifluoroaoetates of C, Si, Ge, and Sn.
Within this series, the 0-0 stretching frequency decreases from 1852 cm in
CF3CC(O)CFI [10] to 1750 cm- 1 in Sn(O3 CCF2 )4 [16], a frequency approaching thoae
observed for CsI(OCCF5 ), (see Table 2). Further proof for the highly covalent
nature of the trifiuoroaoetates of the group IV elements consists of their high vola-
tilities [16]. Unfortunately, only the carbonyl stretching frequencies have been
reported for these trifluoroacotates [16], erzoept for (CHs),SnOgCCFs which in CCi4
solution shows C00 stretching modes At 1720, 166A, and 1400 om-1 [17]. The fact
that a de asse of the carbonyl fr-queacy is generally accompanied by an increase
of the C-0 frequency has also b,,a reoognized by VARTrrT and AYxoiNmo [18].

iMaot xtlk or bideskd? •ime trifluoroaoetate group could fimction as a mono-
dentate or " a bidentate ligand. In connection with CsI(O1  Ffs), we will discuss

(16] P. 8.ra, oa and M. Wamwsmiaucu. CAen. Bor. 100, 2049 (1967).
117] E. V. VAN DS BauZin, 0. P. V4Ar Dma Kxmmi akd J. AzaawasT. ImM. CAio. Ada S, 89

(198).
[18] E. L. VAzzm'n and P. J. Aymommo, Spac'okuim. .ota 27A, 183 (1971).
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mainly covalent ligands. Again, let us consider the two ideal cases, i.e. a mono-
dentate and a symmetric bidentate trifluoroacetate group. A covalent mono-
dentate group should exhibit a spectrum similar to that observed for CROC(O)CF,
[11], i.e. a high C--O double bond and a low C--O stretching frequency. In addition,
the triUuoroacetate group no longer possesses a symmetry plane. This removes the
degeneracy between the FCF, and the antisymmetric CF3 stretching mode and
allows the observation of a total of three CF8 stretching modes in the 1100-1300 cm-1
frequency range. For a covalent ,ymmetric bidentate, trifluoroacetate group, the
two CO bonds should be equivalent, causing a strong mixing of their stretching
motions. Instead of a C-O and a C-O stretch, one obtains a symmetric and an
antisymmetric CO. stretch with a CO bond order about 1.5. The two C00 stretching
frequencies and their difference should be comparable to those of the free trifiuoro-
acetate anion [19]. A minor decrease in the frequancy difference might be expected
for the bidentate ligand when compared to the free ion, if one assumes that the XO1

/0\

bonding in X1 / C- will decrease the CO. bond angle from the 120° value in the

free ion towards 90*. This decrease in the bond angle would decrease the coupling
between the two CO motions and make their frequencies more similar. In addition,
one might expect the bidentate ligand to have the same symmetry (C.) as the free
ion and, therefore, to show only two CF, stretching modes owing to the degeneracy
between Y. and v,, (see Table 1). Consequently, distinction between a covalent
symmetric bidentate ligand and the free ion may be difficult based upon the CO,
stretching frequencies alone. However, the appearance of the XO, modes in the
lower frequency range of the spectrum should clearly distinguish between the two
possibilities.

Application of this reasoning to CsI(OCCF,)4 clearly rules out the possibility of
a symmetric bidentate structure. To what extent back donation of electrons of
the carbonyl group (which is generally a good donor) to iodine in a monodentate
structure, such as I(OICCFO)- takes place is difficult to judge from the presently
available data and might be a matter of semantics.

sSkelela mode8
It was previously shown that the IF,- anion is square planar having symmetry

Da [4]. For the 10, skeleton in I(O2OCF.),- such a planar oonfiguration is un-
likely. Comparison with other oxygen bridged species such as F&AsOAsF6s- and

FjAz AsP,2

0
suggests X-O---X bond angles of about 140 and 95° [20] for mono- and bidentate

[19] For a theorotioa treatmunt of bidetate bonding, ma R. L. HasTzz and W. E. L. GROasNL&N,
IoMV. Chow. 5, 1308 (196).

[20] W. MA-., Bar. BwUrso Gme. 76,1 000 (1972).
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bonding, respectively, of a trifluoroacetate group. The actual I-0--C bond angle
should be influenced by the degree of back donation of electrons of the carbonyl
oxygen to iodine and mutual repulsion between the atoms involved. In any case
distortion of the IO part from symmetry DO is expected and a puckered arrangement
of the oxygens around iodine is likely.

Comparison of the skeletal modes of I(OCCFx),- with those reported for the
related I(OCIO,),- [2] and I(OSOF)4- [21] anions shows relatively poor agreement.
This indicates that the assumed structural models may be too simple and calls for
structural studies such as X-ray diffraction, which will yield more accurate in-
formation. Similar data are required for Cs, I(OCCF,),.6

AcLnou4dgemeni--One of us (K. 0. Christs) is indebted to the Office of Naval Research, Power
Branch, for financial support. We thank Drs. D. Piz-iovioan, E. C. CuRTzs, and C. J. Scac&K.
and Professor M. Scammmsm for helpful discussions and Dr. D. LAwsox for the use of the Raman
spectrometer.

[21] H. A. CAnim, S. P. L. Joxzs and F. Auuxz, Iokwg. CThem. 9, 2485 (1970).
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The infrared spectra of pasous, solid, and matrix-isolated CIFi,0 and thle Ramain spectra of gaseous and liquid CIF.0, are
reported. Twelve fundamnental vibrations were observed, consistent with a structure of symmetry C,,,. A modified valence
force fWied and thermodynamic properties were computed for ClF,0,.

Introduction assignment compared to those of the related species CIF3,7

A brief note on the existence of CIF 302 was recently pub- CIF3,O, CIF,02j,9 CIF4 %'o and C102 *-
lished by Christe.' In a subsequent paper. 2 more details on The structure of CIF 302 can be derived from a trigonal bl-
its synthesis and physical properties were given. Proof for a pyramid, in which the two oxygen ligands could occupy toth
pseudo-trigonal-bipyramidal structure of symmetry Cu,~ was apica (1), one apical and one equatorial (11), or two equato-
obtained2 from its '9F nrnr spectrum, which showed an AB2 rial (11l) positions. (See Chart 1.) These three models be.
pattern with strong evidence for the two equivalent fluorine aar
atoms occupying the apical positions. In this paper, we re-
port the complete vibrat.ional spectrum, force constants, and 0I,. F
thermodynamic properties of C1F302. F______ 0

Expeiental Section H F F- l
The synthesis and purification of OIF,O,, has previously beea des. 0 F F

cribed.',' The simple used in this investigation showed no detectable II ill
impurities except for small amounts of FCIO, which easily forms ___________________________

during handling and cannot be separated from CIF,O, by fractional ii il
condensation.' The amount of FC001 formed, however, could be
minimized by thorough passivation of the stainless steel-Teflon PIEP Point group D,,, C4, Ci,
vacuum system with BrF. and OlFj. For example, the infrared spec. Total no. of fundamentals 8 12 12
trum of gaseous CIFO, at 700 mm pressure showed the presence of Infrared active 5 12 11L
less than 0. 1 niol %of FOO, Raman active 6 12 12

The infrared spectra were recorded on a Perkin-Elmer Model 457 Polarized R~aman bands 2 8 5
spectrophotometar in the ranme of 4000-250 cmn'. The instrenhilt long to different point groups and should differ markedly in
was calibrated by comparls..n with standard gas calibration points.'
The gas cell was made of Teflon and had a path liength of 5 cm W their vibrational spectra. The observation of a total of 12
ASCI windows. The appartatus materials, and technique used for tJ~e fundamentals for CIF302 (see Figures 1 and 2 and Table 1)
nuatrix-isolation study have previously beew descrVbed.'' Raznaz with a minimum of ten bands being active in tho infrared anid
spectra were recorded on a Cary Model 83 spectro~hotometer using the Raman spectra, together with the occurrence of four or
the 4880-A Line of an Auion laser as the exciting line. A stainless
steel cell with Teflon 0 rings and sapphire windows was used for ob- five polarized RAman bands, rule out Voin t group D&,, and
tamning tihe spectrum of the gas. The design of this cell was similar to favor Cu, over C,. Additional stroag evidence for symmuetry
that of a cell described previously.' The spctrum of the liquid was Cu,. consists of the relative infrared arnd Ramnan intensities and
obtained using a Teflon FIEP capillary as the sample container in the of the frequency separation of the CIF2 stretching modes,
transverse excitation-transverse viewing mode. indicating a hightly symmetric, Le., approximately linear,

Reaults and Discusson FCIF arrangement. Comparison with the vibrational spectra
of a number of related species having geometries similar to

Vibrational Spectra. Figure I shows the Infrared spectra of that of model Ill (see Table 11) also, supports model Ill. Thisi
gAseous, :o~ld, and N2-matrix-isolated CIF 302 and the Raman conclusion in favor of model 111, reachied exclusively on tie
spectra of gaseous and liquid CIF 302 at various concentra- basis of the observed vibrational spectrum, is in excellent
tions. The spectra of solid CIF302 were corrected for small agreement with the observed 19F unm spectrum 2 and the gen-
amounts of FCl%1. The FC102 bands were verified by de- eral observation'2 that, in trigonal-bipyunaindal molecules, the
positing pure FC102 on top of the CIF302 sample and ob- most electronegative ligands always occupy the apical poal-
serving the relative growth rates of the bands. Figure 2 shows tu~ns.
the most intense infrared bands of gaseous and matrix-iso- The 12 fundamentals expected for An XY3Z2 molecule Of
lated CIF 302 at higher resolution allowing some conclusionts
about the band contours and the determ-ination of the MCI_ symmetry C2,, are classified as 5 A, + A, + 3 B, + 3 B2. AJI
"Cl isotopic shifts. Table I lists the observed frequencies, of these should be active in both the infrared and Rwasan

tTable 11 lists the fundamental vibrations of CIF302 andI their spcrexptfrheAmoewihhcsdbenlRa n

(7) H. Selig. H. H. Cisassen. and J. H. Holloway. . Chems. Pfta..
(1) K. 0. ChrisW. Inaws. Newt. Chem,. Lemt. S. 457 (1972). 52. 3$17 (1970).

(2) K. 0. Christ. and R. V). Wiwa, 1"o. osam.. 12. 1356 (1973). (4) K. 0. Christ. and E. C. Curtis, Iisorg. Chaen., 11. 2194 (1972).
(3) E. K. Plyuer. A. Denti. L. R. Main*. and E. D. Tidwell, J. Rea. (9) K. 0. Christ. and E. C. Curtis, Inorg. Clins., 11, 3S (1972).Net Our. ,7tand.. 64, 541 (1960). (10) K. 0. Chrgist. and W. Sawodey. to be submitted for ptsblica-(4) K. 0. Christ. and D). Pillpovlch. J. Anm,. Chems Soc.. 93.5 s I od.

(6) . L GanerandH. H Clsesn, ivog. Cem.0, 937(197). (12) R. F. Hudum AnSuw. Chem,, Ing. RdL EASI.. 6. 749 (1967).
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Figure2. Principal Lnfrared bands of gaseous and N.-matrix-laolated
CIFO, recorded at tenfold scale expansion under higher resolution

4 4 4conditions. The frequency denotations refer to the matrix-isolation
RAMANspectra. The frequency scale of' the gas bands has been slightly

shifted to line up the matrix band centers with the corresponding Q
GAS S}il N|K branches of the gas band contours.

and of very low intensity in the infrared spectrum. There
are two intense polarized Raman bands at 520 and 487 cm-i,
respectively, which might be assigned to this mode. Since
the 487-cm-1 band is of much lower infrared intensity (for an
ideal linear, symme.ric F-Cl-F group, this mode should be

..... infrared inactive and indeed was not observed for gaseous
. P .CIF 3 02 ), it is assigned to the symmetric axial FCIF stretching

mode. The fifth stretching mode involving the equatorialLIQUID fluorine is expected to occur between 650 and 800 cm', to
be of medium to strong infrared intensity, and to give rise
to an intense polarized Raman line. Clearly, this mode must
be assigned to the 682.6-cm"' band in the matrix and the
683-cm-' Raman band. Comparison with CIF 3 08 and CIF 3'

L.indicates a 35Cl- 37CI isotopic shift of about 7 cmi' for this
---• - .± . Lmode. Its 37CI part could not directly be observed for the

3000 2W. 2000 1800 1600400 1200 1000 00 600 400 200 0 matrix-isolated sample owing to its accidental coincidence
FREQUENCY. co-" with the much more intense 3CI antisymmetric FCIF stretch-ing mode.

Figwe 1. Infrared and Raman spectra of CIF 1O,. Traces A and B The remaining seven bands must be assigned to the defor-
represent the infrared spectra of 22.3 and 230 Mmol, respectively, of T i nn s eve, ondy the atsion mode deally
neat solid aFO, at 4*K; traces C and D, the infrared spectra of mation modes. Of these, ondy the A2 torsion mode idealy
0.89 and 20.6 umol. respectively, of CIF.O, in a N, matrix (mole should be infrared inactive. Sinte the Raman band at about"ratio 1:760) at 4'K; traces E-H, the infrared spectra of gapu s 410 cmnf shows no counterpart in the infrared spectrum of
CIF3O, at the denoted pressures in a 5-cm path length cell; traces I the gas, it is assigned to this torsion mode. The 520-cm-i
and K. the Raman spectra of gaseous CIF 5 03 at 4 atm presure in a Raman band is clearly polarized and, hence, must belong to
stainless steel cell with sapphire windows; traces L and M, the Raman
spectra at two different recorder voltages, respectively, of liquid species A,. Based on its relatively high frequency, it must
OFO, in a Teflon FEP capilary at 25'; S indicates spectral alt represent the C]O 2 scissoring mode and not the axial F-Cl-F
widths and P indicates polarized bands, deformation. Based on the observed Fermi resonance (see

below) between the 1327-cm-' band and the 1093 + 222
active. The strong bands at about 1327 and 1093 cm-i have cm-n combination band, the 222- and 1327-cm-" bands must
frequencies too high for any Cl-F stretching modes and, belong to the same symmetry species. Consequently, the
hence, must be assigned to the antisymmetric and symmetric 222-cm-' band must represent the B. axial F-Cl-F deforma-
C002 stretching modes, respectively. The antisymmetric tion. There are four bands occuning at about 590, 530,
axial F-Cl-F stretching mode should occur in the 600-800- 370, and 290 cm-i, respectively, left for assignment. Two
cm-' frequency range, be of very high infrared and very low of these represent st rocking and wagging motion, respectively,Raman intensity, and by comparison with CIF 30 and CIF 3 of the C1O2 group and, therefore, should have higher fre-
show a 5Cl-_'Cl isotopic shift of about II cm-1. Conse- quencies than the two remaining FCIF deformations. Assign-quently, this mode must be atssigned to the bands observed me-! of the 59 1l-cm- band to the C102 wag and of the 531-

at 686.3 and 674.7 cm"' in the N2 matrix. The symmetric cm"' band to the C1O2 rock can be made based on the ob-
axial F-Cl-F stretching mode should occur in the 450-570- served gas-phase band contours and the observed SCI-3 7 CI
cm-t frequency range and be of high intensity in the Raman isotopic splittings (see Figure 2, traces G-K). The 591-cm-`
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Table I. Vibattomal Spectra of(lFaO, uad Thek Auanwat in Point Group Cnt

SObad req, cm" and intense

Solid

: ur/xRalman

;Gas isobmted meet Gas Liquid AMWnMWAt

2655 vw 2 x 1327-- 2654 2",+ (A,)2420)v
2515 vw .. 2405' 2405 vw 1093 + 1327 = 2420 VI + Vi,, (B3)

23810

2184 vw 2180 vw 2 x 1093 = 2186 2p, (A,)

2012 vw .012 vw 2010Svw 683 + 1327=2010 V3 + Ps, (B0)
180vw 1850 vw 132 + 1327 - 1C47 )+ m (B')1C43 + 695 = 1788 It v , (B,)

1776 vw

176 w1093 + 683 = 1776 +P, +• (A,)
1625 vw 1093 + 531 = 1624 PIt + Pig (9t)

1093 + 520= 1613 v, + ms (A,)

16195vw 123610 9=1842a 6, 1

165V 61 v 296 + 1327 = 1613 Vt, +- Vie (as)
1579 vw 1093 + 487 = 1580 It, + r', (A,)2 x 487 + 520=:1494 2P, + vs (A I)

14"~~ v145vf683 + 286 4- 531 - 1500 to, + mj + vtI (Bs)

1375 vw 1375 vw 683 1 695 = 1378 a+ , (B,)1366 vw 1365 vw 2 x 683 = 1366 2m, (A,)

103 1331-4 s 13271s 1320 (0.1) bp ai'(MC1) (BS)1331 ,v

1317' s 131S8. ms U.31 m, sh 1093 + 222 = 1 315 , + pt,, (B")

1306 1307.8 ms 1305 m', sh :*('Ci) (a3)
1230 vs 1230 vw 520 + 6^5 - 1215 P3 + P, (B')
1218vw 1218 vw 683 + 531 - 1214 Ps + 32, (B0)1207 Yet 1200 vw 683 + 520 - 1203 jot + It, %. Ig)

1195 %w 1203 vw 2 x 592-31184 2= (A,)
11986 vw 110 vw 487 + 695 = 1182 v, + W, (B,)
1174 9w 4 1173 _ 683 + 487 = 1170 ms + P, (A,)

116943w
7116 vw 417 + 695 = 1112 P'I + A7 (B,)

52031 + +22= 1112 V ,, (BA)
60935s 1093 ms 6 v,('Cl) (A,)
671093 (3.5) 1090 (.1) pol(

1086 m 8,6(.'Cl) (A,)1090 vw
10)73 vw ], 1070 vw, sh •695 -P 372 = 1067 Pt, + Y,, (A,)

1063 vw 12 x 31 = 1062 2w,(I (A,)
985 vw 286 r 695 = 981 4, + V8 (B')
978vw 974vw 968 w 2 x 072=+974 2v4 (A,)881 vw 286 + 59i• = 878 P#. + Ps, (B,)

856 vw 487 + 372 = 959 P, + P, (B1 ,797•vw 810 vw 806 vw 520 +286-- 806 v, + Pt, (A..)

786 vw 417 + 372 = 789 P, + Via (B')

772 vw 760 2h0 0 28 487 + 586 = 773 P, + Y (A,)
758 vw 531 + 222 = 753 pig + Pa (A,)702
695 c c 686.3 vs 655 vs, b e i e(gSC;) ( It)
687 w h uvs 682.6 l i 700 b , s 683(10) 675 (6.5) pol t dw(i tC (A,)683 | 674.7 s V7( 'Cl) (Bt)
679 sh I

593w s 591 nl s 570i s 5e6 (0.1) ao, (Bt)
54 mi 51i 52? in 540 sh 530 sh &,(C)(,

531 528 mw via (*•Cl) (B')
520 sh, mw 519 w 520 sh. w 520 (7.5) 519 (10) pol P, (A,)

487 vw 473 mw 487 (6.1) 481 (9.0) pol P4 "A,)
417 vv, 417 vw 402 (0+) 1" (A,)

-372' w 369 w Vt, (H')
. 2AI W 290 w 285 (0,9) 2850(.6) V, (A,)

222 (0.7) 222 (l.2) "'A(83)

SUncomgcted Rsanur intest~t•••sp•t the relative peak hig1ht; the relative peak widths and, hence, the relative peak heights chart8*
f'-M.j mms to lquid Ci~sO•. b Only qualitative polarizatiosam-e.-,mmeenuts could be obtained, owing to the optical activity of the mapphir
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band shows a Q-R ktwb splitting for MCIFSO, of about 8 not show a Q branda, as expected for B-,type bands of spseieson'1 comparable to that observed for the antisytrlc B2s Consequently, th observed band contours are consistentFCIF1M t~hreth ,(3,) The31-cm' bandexhibits an-maI- wit the propoaed s~tmutr of syametgy C2, and the acigo-Ing Q branch and a P-ft branch Separation of oboust 11 cm-' menu liated in Table 1.comparable to that observed for the .sntisymmectulc 003 Comparison between the vibrational spectrum of CIF202stetch,vjoj ,]D). Furthermore, the13 I-cm-1 bmAd hows a and those of related species (Table 11) shows good apeementlmparge a~~0isotopic sputtuag tan heoneat 591cuaf' and strongly supports the above assignmenis for CIFO02in Wseewmet with the value (see TASl IV) computed for Two features in Lhe CIFO, spectrum, however. requirethe dIO2 rocking and wanging motiomn, respectively. The further comment. Tho aOs Scissoring mode. v3, (A,). isremaining two bands at 286 and 372 cm-1 am assigned to unexpectedly intense in the Rmamn spectrum. Sinc the fe.-the axial F-Cl-F fcasoring miode P's (A,) and the antisym- quency of P', is dose to that of the intense v2, (A ) modemetric in-plane CIFs deformation made, v., (B1j), respectively, &and sine these motions Could easily couple (as indicated by4This assignment is baned on the observd frequencies and the the normal-coordinate transformation L -1 andl to some extentrelative infrared And Rm"innIntensities. The assignment of by the PED), this represnts a plausible explanation for its
the 286-cau' Roman band to an A. mode is further sup. high intensity. Alternate explantations such as Fermi res-portr d by the fact th~at it appears to be weakly polarized. onance between the symmetric axial FOIF stretching modeThe ixceilent fit between all the observed and computed Y4 and 222 + 286 -508 cm-1 can be ruled out becaus theycoirbination bands ad overtones (see Table 1) without viols- belong to different synmmetry species. Resonance btwe
dio"Of the selection rules(11, +B,ý- Aq and A + A -As Ps and P4 can alsobe eliminated becausethe observed coin.combinations are infrared forbidden) also suggests the correct- binatlon bands involving either P's or P4. show a good fre-ness of the above assignments. quency fit, indicating that the fundamentals are undisturbed.The Observation of three relatively lntena; bands in the N2 Second, the frequencies of the two axial FCIF scissoringmatrix for the matia:'mmetric 602 stretching mode, Pa' (Bý, modes; (in and out of the COF2 plane, respectively) are
requires further explanation. For this mode, a mCI-) C iso- strongly infuenced by the point group of the correspondingtopic splitting of about 15 cm-1 might be predicted by com- moleuesn and by the presence or absence of other modes inparison with that observed for related (102'."A The corn- the SAMe symmetry species and, hence, are difficult to cor-bination band 10934+-222 =1315 cm-a should show a relate. Furthermore, in CIF5O, these two frequencies ureconsiderably smaller 366-376l isotopic splitting of about 8 not characteristic and are an "alot equal mixture of theCM_' (see Table IV) and based on Its frequency fall between corresponding symmetry coordinates.the mCa and "aI isotopic bands of Pa'o. As shown schemat- Forc Comeasts. The potential and kinetic energy metrisicaily in Figure 2, Fermi resonance between Pao, and a', + a',2 for CIF3O2 were computed by a machine method. 4 Thewill increas the frequency separation between the sCI and geometry assurmed for this computation was D(CIO) .1.40"37acomponents of a', and decrease that between the two A, R(CIF") - 1.62 A, ?(CIF.,j w 1.72 A, a<OCIO) = 130*,isotopic combination bands. This assignmnent is supported %Fdi.)CFI = 6(ociF,) - 90 , and -y(OCIFe)= 115'IS, basedby the obs.-rved bandwidths at halsheight which are similar on the observed geometries of CIFs " and FC1O, ' and a('-2.0 cm-1) for the 1331.4- and 1307.8.cm-a bands but correlation 1 between 00 bond length and stretching fre-larger ('-3.0 cm-A) for the 1318.8-cm-1 band. The disturb- quency. The deviation of' the 000O bond angle from theonce by Fermia resonance can also account for the strongly ideal I 20* was estimated by comparison with the known geo-increased intensity of the combinat.iona band. The fact that metries of SF4012 and FC10 3 .1"
the frequency of the 1318.3-cm-' band is closer to 1307.8
cm1 than to 1331.4 cm-I agrees with the observed relativeFFFF
intensities. The 1307.8.cm-1 bond has lost relatively more
of its original intensity as demonstrate,,, by the observed in- 10tensity ratio of 1:4.4 for the 1307.8- and 131.-m 1 bns
For undisturbed XCl_:17C1 isotopic Species, this ratio shouldZ F
be 1: 3.07. 0 F F 0The observed gas-phase infrared band contours are com-
plicated by the ~C1.-"CI iso topic splittings, Fermi resonance, The Nymmectry coordinates used for CIFmO we given inand two double coincidences Of P~7 With P'2 and of a',I with Table III. The bend~n8 coordinates were weighted by unit
P3,, respectively. However, for most of the bandai, the R (I A) distance so the stretching for.. constants have units ofb.ranches of the 06C isotope are well separated (see Figure 2). mdyn/A, the deformation force constants units of &ndyn A/Since the geometry Of CIF30 2 Of symmnetry C3, Can be esti- ndai2n2, and the stretch-bend Interaction constsnta have
mated (see below), the three principal moments of inertia units of midyntisdlan. The G matrix and Z transformation
were computed resulting in A = 0.150O, B = 0. 106, and C were found nurbaericAfly by the computer and, hence, are not0.095 cm-'. Based on these values, the lnfrardA band con- given here.tours were estimated for CIF30 2 , according to the me4thod of The force constants were jadjusted by trial and error withUeda and Shimanouchi.13 Using No. 33 of Ueda's Figure 3,'3 the a~id of a computer to give an exact fit between the ob-
One should expect for the Ba modes an A-type band contour served ad computed frequencies. Owing to the underdeter-
with a sharp Q branch and a P-R branch separationi of about mnined nature (28 symmetry force constants and 12 fe.-16 cm-. As can be seen from Figure 2, the 686- and 591- quencies) of the problem, a diagonal force field was corn-( cm-' bands show the predicted band sLupo and branch se(p..~. ~ ~ Ae h ,2,19917)oration and, therefore, may be assigned Witha cordidence to (14) K. C. Sntth,. 4AO~k. Ph Pat A 2 7. 40 1953) 191)
a',anda'viitspectively. The 1331- and 531-cm"' bends do (I4 A. H. Clak. 5. S ysajyd D.W. 3. CjukjW&&Rj4Ch~s

CONeMUAs., 14 (1945).
(13 T.U~ MAT. hlaawudj... A94Sjmbvw. 1L 30(17) R.A.RobhmaauCo jy. tj , 41. W2 (1943).(13)T. edaaad . UiaaoucsA, . MJ. ~nc~w.,20.350(IS) J.L. Headher, D. W. Crullekdagi.. Wo~ 0- W.awj. CWs
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Tal WIV. Obwsved Frequncjes (am")., Symmetry Force Conaant•,e and Compute• d and Ob'_a-ed ua and M"0 _otoi. S•ts (cm')

Freq 
F As(-Omp) dA,(ob.d)A, a. 1093 F,, f D +4fDD 9.14 7.1 7.2P,, (l1/03)(/o-]t -fDr,) 0.70us 683 FP fA 3.35 6.1 -7P.(Muf4t.( - fx-) -0.30W,, 520 F (10/3)(2/ +4 +fn -4f/). 1.21 0.8 -1v. 407 F. ,,r + , 2.6A 0lo, 28 F, (I/3X2fg +] + .fN + us6 +f.6&, +f 6 &,, -4f- ) 1.37 0.5A, a 4  417 Pe, =fs -4f6 -fi. +fs8.. 1.13 0as , 69S F,, =fv.frr 2.75 11.7 11.F,. A4/Z, -]'. 0.70

F. 4,# - 1 0.20
No 592 F =.s-f + fAs6 -Aa." 2.15 0 -0. ,(fg - .) -0.44
a, 372 pj=0 fo 1.31 1.01327 F, 

9.33 16.8 16-176pit 531 F,|,: - 1.63 2.2 2.6P" 222 FI, .13 +/77 -f6'-jg6" 0.78 0.6
* Stretching constants in mdy*/A, deformation constants in mdyn A/radian', and stretch-bend interaction consnts in mdy/rdan; ayWW-metrYfO009os ntsnot mwaonwe•eaaeMdtobeweo. 6 Coaected for Fermi resona• e in ction with (Y', + a',).

puted assuming all off-diagonal symmetry force constants Table V. Internal Force Constants of CIF,O, e-bequal to zero. In the A, and B, block, however, nonzerovalue wererequid forseverl offfD = 9.23 A-0values were requitd for several off-diagonal constants to be f 3.35 0.10able to reproduce the observed frequencies. The quality of r,- 2.70 -1, 0.25the resut_ force field was examined by comparing the com- f= 1.410.61puted 3tO-"ci isotopic shifts with those observed. The ob- 1.33= i f = -f• -0.16served Ca isotopic shifts were then used to improve the force f= 1.30 fj 6 - -0.17field by introducing off-diagonal constants until the calcu- fDD = -0.09 4- -0.30lateu, 't.opic shifts agreed with the observed one&. Those fW. -0.04 ita" -0.37interaction constants not significantly influencing the iso. astretclnV constants in mdyn/A. deformation constants in mdyntopic shift were not changed while those introduced were re- A/radian', and stretch-bend interaction constants in mdyn/madlin.quired to achieve a fit between observed and computed iso- b Only the values of the stretching force constants can be uniuelytopic shifts. The force field is still not unique and other determined from the symmetry force constants; for the computationsolutions are certainly possible. Species A, contain 15 sym- of the reni constants, the foiowl astunspton were made:
J-'0= f'0" fr6EZ-f,' , fp42-•a. fa6 = f86 ' , .'and favx =f,,...Imetry force constants. Of these, three otf-diagonal terms, f=O; 01,; fssand, f.a,, atthe interactionsbetwee anglesSe.,Fj4,Fma, and Fw, may be neglected" since theircorres- having a common oxygen, fluorine, and no common atom, respec-ponding G matrix elements are zero. Therefore, eight fre- tively.quencies (5 "Cl + 3 3C7) are available for obtaining 12 sym. Table Vt. CIF stretching Force Constants (mdyn/A) of CIF$O,metry force constants. In species BI and %2 five frequency ComparVd to Those of h Fseudo-Trigorsal-tipy(rynal)o CIF .'zOvalues are available for obtaining six symmetry force con- CaF,,"3 CF,-,s and CIFO,- '

stants. Numerical experimeths indicated that plausible force
fields and PED values could be achieved only with values (/'t -mf)/reasonably close to those shown in Table IV. The require- , 4.2 2.7 0.36 0.36ment of a large off-diagonal constant for B, has previously QF, 3.2 2.3 0.26 0.26also been found for the structurally related pseudo-triSonal. du.,O 3.4 2.7 -0.04 0.19bipyramidal SF4 0 molecule.) clO 3 2.4 0.17The intenal coordinate stretching force constants car be OFo- 1.6 -0.1
computed; however, the bending valence force constantscannot be completely separated from the interaction con- of the CIF stretching force constants are comparable to thosasta'ts without making additional simplifying assumptions previously reported for the related pseudo-trlgonai.blpy.(see Table V). The constants of greatest interest are the ramidal molecules CIF5 a and CIF 3Oa (see Table VI). In allstretching force constants since they are a measure of the three molecules, the stretching force constant of the equator-strength of the various bonds. Uncertainty estimates are ial CIF bond is significantly higher than that of the two axialk. difficult to make owing to the underdetermined nature of bonds, although their relative difference decreases with in-the force field. The value of the CI-O stretching force con- creasing oxidation state of the central atom. The differencestant should have the smallest uncertainty (0.1 mdyn/A or in bond strength between equatorial and axial bonds impliesless) owing to the highly characteristic nature of the CIO2  significant contributions from semilonic three-ccnter four-
stretching modes and the use of isotopic shifts for its com- electron bonds to the axial CIF bonds. This bonding schemeputation. Its value of 9.23 mdyn/A is in excellent agree- has previously been discussed in detali23 for the relatedment with that of 9.37 mdyn/A found for CIF 30 and the pseudo-trigonal-bipyramidal CIF2 - anion and, hence, will not
general valence force field values of 9.07 and 8.96 mdyn/A be repeated.reported for FC10 2

2I and CO12 *," respectively. The values Inspection of Table VI also reveals that the value off. doesnot depend excluiv-.ly on the oxidation state of the central(19) W. Sawodny. J. MoL Spectwsc., 30, 56 (1969).(20) K. Sathianandan, K. Ramaswamy. S. Smndarsm, and F. F. (22) R. A. Frey, R. L. Redington, and A. L. K. AIjibury. J. CAhm.Cl eaveland, J. Mol. Soectro¢., 13, 214 (1964). Phys., $4, 344 (1971).(21) D. F. Swnith. G. M. Begun. and W. H. Fletcher, Spect•okum. (23) K. 0. Chtes, W. Sawodny, and J. P. Gumt"n, Inorg. Cheas.,Acta. 20, 1763 (1964). 6. 1159 (1967).
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atom. Obviously, formal negative charges (as in the anions) Table VU. Poteatil Energ Distribution for C•O, O
and Increasing oxygen substitution facilitate' the formation AuIhW- Fni,'of setriionic bonds and, hence, counteract the influence of ment ca-1 PLD

the oxidation state of the central atom. It is interesting to A, s, 1093 0 ."fD + 0.0O6 O.06fD
note that the relative contribution from 3emiuonic bonding P, 683 0. 7 1fn + 0.20/a-.l0fa+ 0.10qf +
to the axial CIF bonds [I'fR - fr)IfzI decreases from CIF13 f 0.0f
to CIF 30 and CIF302 (see Table VI). This can be attributed V3  520 0.50fa + 0.23f, + 0. 221 + 0.12•fj -
to the decreasing electron density around the central atom P, 487 1.02jr .0527, - 0.05AD.
with increasing oxidation state, thus making it moie difficult I, 286 0.61/$ + 0.2%r + 0.'4(f, - f'• +

to release electron density to the axial fluorine ligands as re- 0 .07 (f&6, -f4 + 0.06f,
quired for the formation of semfionic bonds. A, 8" 417 1.15%6 + 0.30(f6a -f6)-0.L&f66,'

In summary, the bonding in CIF30 2 might be described by B, ,,, 695 0.861, + 0.39f - 0.22+f,4  + f') + 40.10(1a; +f1aa') + 0.05[as,,
the following approximation.TM  The bonding of the three s, 592 0.26%. + 0.25f, + 0. 104 f6 + f.6.) +
equatorial liganda, ignoring the second bond of the C1=0 0.07(fa; + f6e. + O.OGj
double bond. is mainly due to an sp 2 hybrid, whereas the U, 372 1.10"S-0.10(4 +.•p'6 "-0.081. -
bonding of the two axial CIF bonds involves one delocalized 0.071ppp
p-electron pair of the chlorine atom for the formation of a as a,. 1327 0 . 93 D3&

p-electron ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .1 paro5h hoieao o h omto faa, 31 0.75f.~ + 0.1l6fsemiionic three-center four-electron pa bond. , 2 1 0.7 1 76 + 66) + 0.266•. 6Alas 222 1.58fi - 0.41• 6' . f,

The potential energy distribution' for CIF302 was obtain- Tf
ed from the internal force constants of Table V using a least- Table VIII. Thcrmodynamic Propeties for CFO _

squares force field computation code without using least- -(F. 'Ca•', H"'-H',, T,c,-l/ $",call
squares refinement. With this code, we also verified that no T, 'K c kcallmol (mc degv) (n". delg)

computational errors had been made in the trial and error 0 0 d
0 0 0 0

force field computation. The computed PED is given in 100 10.127 0.847 48.967 1-7.437
Table VII. The results were normalized, but the sums do not 200 16.511 2.179 55.516 66.411
in all cases add up to 1.0 since the less important terms are 298.15 21.256 4.049 60.375 )3.46
not listed. As call be seen from Table VII, most vibrations 300 21.327 4.089 60.459 74.088

400 24.384 6.386 64.711 90.675are reasonably characteristic, except for v7 and u5, which are 500 26.362 8.930 68.484 85.344
mixtures of the symnetry coordinates S7 and Sg. 600 27.685 11.636 71.881 91.A75

Anociation in the Liquid and Pure Solid. The relatively 700 28.599 14.453 74.968 95.615
low boiling point (-2l.5g8)2 and Trouton constant (22.13)2 800 29.251 17.347 77.795 99.470
of CIF 302 imply little associaticn in the liquid phase. This 900 29.727 20.298 80.400 102.953
prediction is confimed by the vibrational spectra of the I000 30.085 23.289 82.816 106.i051100 30.360 26.312 85.066 108.985
liquid and the neat solid which exhibit only minor frequency 1200 30.574 29.359 87.171 111.637
shifts when compared to the spectra of the gas and the 1300 30.745 32.425 89.143 114.0)?
matrix-isolated solid. This finding is somewhat surprising 1400 30.883 35.507 91.012 116.374
since both CIF 3 U and CIF 30s show a pronounced tendency 1500 30.995 38.601 92.775 118.5(19

1600 31.089 41.705 94.447 120.51.ntO associate in the liquid and solid state through bridges . 1700 31.167 44.818 96.036 122.400
volving the axial fluorine atoms. For the pure solid, the 1800 31.233 47.938 97.551 124.183
infrared spect'rum indicates the lowering of symmetry C2u 1900 31.289 51.064 98.997 125.873
due to slight distortion or a lower site symmetry in the crys- 2000 31.337 54.196 100.382 127.480
tal because the A2 torsion mode, ideally forbidden in the in- imation.2  These properties are given for the range 0-226)°K
frared spectrum and not observed for the gas, becomes in- in Table VIII.
frared active. Similarly, the symmetric axial FCIF stretching
mode, P4 (A,), which was not observed in the infrared spec- Acknowledgment. The authors wish to express their
trum of gaseous CIF 302 , gained for solid CIF 302 in relative gratitude to Mr. R. D. Wilson for his help in the experiment.al
intensity and was observed as a medium weak band. efforts, to Drs. D. Philipovich and C. J. Schack for helpful

Thermodynamic Properties. The thermodynamic prop- discussions, and to Dr. D. Lawson of the Jet Propulsion
erties were computed with the molecular geometry and vibra- Laboratory for the use of the Raman spectrophotometer.
tional frequencies given above assuming an ideal gas at i atm This work was supported by the Office of Naval Research,
pressure and using the harmonic-oscillator rigid-rotor approx- Power Branch.
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A New Synthesi of NF4÷ Salts mad Its Mechanistic
Interpetation Invohing a New and Exceptionlly
Powefiful OXWdizl Species

Kaul 0. Chriat.* Richard D. Wilson. and Arthur E. Axworthy

RwehedMwch• 30. 1973

Complex fluoro cations are generally prepared through
fluorive abstractfon from the parent molecule by means of
a strong Lewis acid. This was first demonstrated in 1949
by Woolf and Emeleus' for BrF3 .
DrF, + SbF- F*SbF," (1)

In the case of NF4* salts, this approach was impossible since
the parent molecule NFs is unknown and unlikely to exist
owing to the validity of the octet rule for first row elements
such as nitrogen and fluorine. The synthesis of NF 4+ from
NF3 and F is preempted by the fact that fluorine is the
moat electronegative element and, hence, F" should be ex-
tremely difficult, if not impossible, to prepare by chemical
means. In 1965, Christe and coworkers experimentally
confirmed that NF4P salts can be prepared from NF 3, F2 , and
a stronq Lewis acid in the presence of an activation energy
source. Presently, three methods are known which are
capable of producin NF4* salts. These are (1) slow discharge
at low temperature, 4 (2) beating under high pressure,''

(I) A. A. Woolf and H. J. EUdSe%. . Chem. Soc.. 2865 (1949).
(2) K. 0. 'hrtsle, J. P. Guertin, ad A. E. Paviath, U. S. Patent

3.503,719 (1970).
(3) KL 0. Cbtriste, J. P. Guatia• sand A. L. Favlath, inoqr. NvoL

ChexL Lett. 2o 421 (1966). J
(4) J. P. Guet" K. 0. Chritot, and A. L.. Pawlath, IMorS. Chem,

S, 1921 (196").
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and (3) brematrahlwig at -. 196*¶' In this note, we describe ROW*"IO is SWugshfr, emtloeD Of NP.*AsP 4 .- An equlmnolar

a fourth method, i.e., uv photolyuis, which is capable of pro- mitreo NF,. F3. and ASF,, when kept for 3 days at 25* in a sap-
phire reactor in the dark. at an autogesious p.rosi of 6.5 atm.

ducing NF4* salts. showed no detectable trace of solid formation. Upon exposing theI
In addition to the great challenge which the preparation of sapphire section of the reactor to unfiltered uv radiation, clouds of

NE.* salts presented to the synthetic chemist, the NE.* for- suspended solid appeared within seconds inside the reactor resulting
niation is of ilnusual interest from a mechanistic point of In an instant coating on the reactor wails. Continued exposure (for
view. In view) of the second and fourth methods of forma- several days) of the reactor to uv radiation did not significantly in-

creases the solid formation. After removal of the volatile reaction
tion (swe above), the originally suggsted" muechanismi cannot products, the weight gain of the reactor varied from 2 to 8 mg in
be considered satisfactory and a more plausible mechanljzn several experimen1ts. The solid residue was identified by vibrationalI
is offered. Based on the revised mechanism, we poettillate spectroscopy," as NF4*AsF4 - and in all canes did not show any de-
a new intermediate of unusual oxidizing power comparable tectable impurities.

to theta o PtF6 . outof NF,3F.. The NFs-F, -DF, reaction was carried
totat f t6.otin the same way as described for NF,-F,-AsF,. The reactants

~ behaved similarly and the rea,.aon rate decreased sharply with in-Expwmata Secioncreasing solid deposition on the inside wails of the reactor. The
Matairasn anid Appeirates. The materials used in this work were yield of NF.8BF, was between I and 2 mng. The infrared spectrum

manipulated in a weil-passivated (with CIF,) 304 stainless steel vacuum of the solid was in excellent agreement with that previously reported'

siealvle HkIc,45I4) rsue eemaue ihi equipped with Teflon FEP U-traps and 316 stainless steel bellows- for NF,*BF 4,.I
Heise-Bourdon tube-type gauge (0-1500 mm t 0.1%). Nitrogen tri- Results and Discussion
fluoride (Air Products), BF, (Matheson Co.), and AsF, (Ozark When gaseous mixtures of NF3. F2, and the strong Lewis
Mahsoning Co.) were purified, by fractional condensation. Antimony acdSb 5 AF.orFre.psdtouflrduviad-
pentafluoride (Ozark Mahoning Co.) was purified by distillation.
Prior to its use, fluorine (Rocketdyne) was passed through a NsF tion, the corresponding NF4* salts are formed rapidly and re-
trap to removelHF impurities. Because of their hygroscopic nature, producibly. Using AsFs or BF3 and sapphire reactors, the
materiash were handled outside of the vacuum system in the dry nhito- following reactions occurred.
gen atmosphere of a glove box. The infrared spectra were recorded
on a Perkin-Elmer Model 457 spectrophotomleter as dry powders NF3 + F, + AsF6 NF4*AsF.- (2)
between AgaI windows in the form of pressed diskrs. The pressing NFw, + F, + BF, -~ NF.,BF4 - (3)
operation was carried out using a Wilks mini pellet press. R~aman
spectra were recorded on a Cary Model 83 double monochromator However, the yield of the NF4+ salt was less than 1%. This
using the 4880A exciting line and Kel-F capilaries as sample con- low yield appears not to be caused so much by a low reaction
tainers. Reactions were carried out either in a sapphire reaction rate but by deposition of the solid product on the reactor
tube brazed to a 304 stainless steel tube (Varian. Model CS-4250-3)
having a volume of 23 ml or in a flamed out 141. quartz bulb. For walls, thus preventing further irradiatioD of the reactants. In

* the photolyses. unfiltered uv radiation from a Hanovia Model 616A the case of SbFs and a quartz reactor, all of the SbFs starting
high-pressure quartz mercury vapor arc was used. material was consumed in less than 3 days. In addition to

*Reactions in Quartz. Preparation of NF,*SbF,--xSbF,. Anti- NF4* formation, the following side reaction occurred.
* mony pentafluoride (26.43 mmnol) was loaded into the flamed out

and passivated (with CIF,) quartz bulb in the glove box. Nitrogen 4172 + 2SiO, - 2SilF, + 20,
trifluoride (30.6 mmol) and F, (30.6 mmol) were added at - 196. 20, + F, + 4SbF, -20,*Sb,F,,-
The mixture was allowed to warm to 25*. When exposed to uv___________________
Irradiation, clouds of suspended solid appeared within seconds in- 3F, + 2S10, +. 4SbF, -. 2SiF, + 20,'Sb, F1 I
side the bulb. Within I hr layers of a white solid formed. Irradia-
tion of the contents was continued for 3 days until the last droplets Based on the observed material balance and its vibrational

* of liquid (SbF,) had disappeared and no signs of cloudiness in the spectrum, the product contaned approximately equlmolar
gas phase could be detected. The contents of the bulb were cooled amounts of NF4* and 02* Salts.' " As generally the case
to - 196* and 0, and unreacted F, (3.1 mmol total) and unueacted with SbF5 , polymeric anions, 13 such aj Sb2F1 J or SbFt6-,
NF, (25.2 mmnol) were removed and separated by fractional con-
densallon. The absence of unreacted SbF, was established by were formed. Attempts to use the quartz reactor for the
pumping for 2 hr at 250 on the solid. rewulting in no detectable synthesis of NF4*AsF6- were unsuccessful. The attack of
weight change. Compared to the bulb with SbF. only, the bulb the quartz reactor occurred at a rate much faster than that
containing the rolid product had pined 403 mng in weight. The of the NF4* formation, thus resulting in O2*AsF6 - as the
solid was removed from the wails of the reactor by immersion of picplpout
the bulb into an ultrasonic cleaning bath and removed from the picplpout
bulb in the glove box. The resulting white powder (-6.1 S) was The relatively low intensity of the uv lamp used in our
shown by vibrational spectroscopy to be an approximately equi- t. periments and the high yield of NF4*SbF6-xSbFs suggest
molar mixture 3nf SbF*ýxSbF, salts of NF4 * '-'* and 03*i" a quantum yield larger than one, i.e., a chain reaction. Taking

The NF,-F,-AsP, System. An equimnoLar mixture of NF,, F,, all the presently available experimental data on the synthesis
and AtF., when exposed in a quartz bulb to uv irradiation, produced
a white solid product. It was Identified by vibrational spectroscopy" of NF4* compounds into consideration, additional conclusions
and it: X-ray diffraction powder pattern" as 0,AIF,. No NF4 * concerning a plausible reaction mechanism can be reached.
sat could be detected by thene methods. Based on the glow-discharge synthesis, we had originally in-

yoked the intermediate formation of a F* or NF 3* cation.3

(5) W. E. Tolbers, Rt. T. Rewtck. It. S. Stringlham, and Md. E. Whereas these cations might indeed be produced under glow-
Hill, 1nory. Nuct. Chem,. Lett.. 2, 71 (1966). dshrecnios h ihinzto oetaso F(6) W. E. Tolbers, R. T. Rewick. R. S. Strioghani, and M. E. dicag odtostehg4oiaio oetaso
HUIl, Inorg. Chem.. 6. 1156 (1967). (13.00 eV),' F2 (15.69 eV)," or F- (17.44 eV)" preclude

(7) C. T. Goetachol. V. A. Campanile. R. M. Curtis. K. R. their formation in the uv photolysis, since the maximum
(J972). "~19 energy available from the uv sour ce does not exceed 7 eV.

(9) K. 0. Chrisie. J5. P. Guertin, A. E. Paviath. and W. Sawodny, (13) Rt. J. Gillsapie and K. C. Most, A Chem. Soc. A, 11'70
Isorg. Chems.. 6, 5 33 (1967).(16)

(10) K. 0. Christ. and D. Pilipovici.. Insorg. Chem.. 10. 2 503 (14) V. H. Dibeler and J. A. Walker, Inorg. Chem.. * . 17261
(1971). (1969).

(11) J5. Shamir. 3. 3inenboym, and H. H. Cleasasen. .1. Amwer. (IS) V. H. Dibefer, J. A. Walker. and K. E. McCulloh. ,'. Ckem.
Chem. Soc.. 90. 6223 (1966). J'hys., 51, 42 30 (1969).

(12) A. Rt. Young, If. T. Hirsat. and S. I. Morrow. J. Amer. (16) Rt. 2. Huffman, 1. ' Larrabee, and Y. fanaka,JA Chem.
Chem. Soc.. S6. 20 (1964). Rhys.. 47. 656 (1961).
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Even stronger evidence for an alternate mec6Unism stems in the temperature range 175-2220 at low pressure. Since
from the thermal synthesis (method 2). Heating to about Tolbert. et a/., have showns that NF4+A&F. can be formed
1200 cannot provide the activation energies required for the in this temperature range from NF 3 , F2 , and AsFs under high
formation of NF3+, F2*, or F+. However, it has been found pressure, reversibility of these reactions is Indicated. Con-
for the C12-F 2 dark reaction"a's that a temperature of about sequently, the NF4+AsFs- formation mechanism should allow
1200 is sufficient to dissociate some of the F2 into F. radicals us also to bette; understand the thermal decomposition.
[DP(F2) is only 37.5 kcal mol-' = 1.62 eV]."9 In spite of Solomon, et at., observed2 2 that both NF 3 and AsFs inhibit
the very low F atom concentrations expected at 1200, a the decomposition reaction and suggest that the decomposi-

chain reaction may result in relatively fast reaction rates. tion mechanism involves the reversible dissociation of the
Based on these considerations and the observed fast reac- solid to NFs and AsFs, followed by the irreversible decom-
tion rate in the NF 3-F 2-SbFs photolysis, it seems safe to position of NF5 as the rate-determining step. However, the
postulate P2 disstociation as the first reaction step in the observed fractional-order kinetics could not be explained
NF4+ salt syntheses. by an elementary reaction mechanism. The mechanism,

F, - 2F. (4) suggested 22 by Solomon and coworkers, has several short-
The next step could involve the reaction of F" with either comings. In our opinion, the most serious ones are (1)

NF3 or a Lewis acid such as AsFs. Since the hypothetical NF5 violates the octet rule which is strictly valid for first
N orawiid such airst AsFow Sience thuldviolate hp thetical row elements-promotion of nitrogen electrons to the 3s

NP4" containing only first row elements would violate the level would result in a prohibitively large activation energy
octet rule, its formation is very unlikely. Therefore, the for the NF 5 formation, (2) the NF 4*AsF6- formation, and
•€cond step should be (3) the inhibition of the NF 4*AsF 6- decomposition by NF 3
F. + As-, - AsF,• (5) addition suggests that the steps involving NF3 cannot be ir-

This step appears plausible since AsF5 generally acts as an reversible. For these reaskns and by analogy with the
excellent acceptor molecule and changes from a trigonal-bi- mechanism discussed above for the NF4*AsF,- formation, a

pyramidal to an energetically more favorable octahedral AsF6  more plausible decomposition mechanism would be

configuration. The AsF6 • radical is pseudo-isoelectrodic NF,*AsF.-: *NF,*AsF," + F. (10)
with SF and, hence, a rough estimate for the exothermicity NF,*AsF," NF, + AsF,. (1I)
of Lhe reaction aAsF,. •F + AsF. (12) .
ASF," + e - AsF," 2F.-- F, (13)
can be obtained from the known20 photoionization threshold Because the steady-state F atom concentration would be
of SFa (15.29 eV). This high value strongly suggests that determined by a number of reactions, including the reverse
the AsF6 radical is the only likely intermediate capable of of reaction 7, a very complex rate expression might be ex-
oxidizing NF3 , which has a first ionization potential of pected. The recombination of F atoms could occur either
13.00 eV.' 4 Coz,•iequently, the third reaction step in the homogeneously via a three-b,)dy collision or heterogeneously.
NF4*AsF6- fornation should be The inhibiting effects of NF3 and AsF5 could result from the

AsF,. + NF, -- NF, AsF,- (6) reduction of the steady-state F atom concentration caused
In order to maintain a chain reaction, the NF,+AsF6- 4.ould by the shifting of the equilibria 10-12 to the left.

react with F2 according to The postulate of" an AsF6 ' -adical intermediate which can
re*act -wit F, a r to,*A - + Fact as a powerful oxidizer could also explain the following
NFAF + F, "NFAsF" + F(7) two previously reported' 2S" and highly unusual reactions

A crude estimate of the bond energy changes involved in
this step can again be obtained by comparison between the 20o + F3 + 2AsF, ---- '-,20,4AsF," (14)
isoelectronic ,pecies or uv

NF,* + F - NF4 + (8) and

and Xe + F, + AsF, "*XeF*AF4 " (15)

C7F1, + F, -- CF. (9) Both reactions proceed again under very mild conditions,
Since the CF 3-F bond elaergy (139.4 kcal mol-') 21 i,- con- resulting in the oxidation of two species, 02 and Xe, with

siderably higher than that of the F-F bond (37.5 kcal very high first ionization potentials of 12.06 and 12.13 eV,
mol-), reaction 7 should also be exothermic. Chain ter- respectively. Reactions 14 and 15 are directly comparable
mination steps could occur by combination of any two of to the following knowna' 2' 7 PtF6 reactions
the radicals involved in this mechanism. The overall se-
quence, eq 4-7, appears to be a very plausible mechanism o+ + PtF, -. 0,PtF, (16)
requiring only a low activation energy for (4), in excellent and

agreement with the experimental observations. Xe + 2PtF, -* XcF'PtF,," (17)
Solomon and coworkers have studied 2 the kinetics of the This analogy suggests that the oxidizing power of a Lewis

thermal decomposition of NF4*AsF6" to NF3 , Fi, and AsFs acid-F' radical, such as AsF6 ", is comparable to that of PtF6,

(17) A. E. Axworthy and R. D. Wilson, unpublished reults.
(1) E. A. Fletcher and B. E. Dahneke, I. Amer. Chem. Soc., (23) J. B. Beal, Jr., C. Pupp, and W. E. Whie. lnorg. Chem.. S.

91, 1603 (1969). 828 (3969).
( • (19) J. J. DeCorpo, R. P. Steiger, J. L. Franklin, and J. L. (24) J. Shamir and J. Binonboym, MIorg. Chim. Aca,. 2. 37

Margrave, J. Choay. $hya, 3, 936 (1970). (1968).
(20) V. H. -. bder and J. A. Walker, J. Chem. ?*ys., 44, 4401 (25) J. Binenboym. H. Selis, and J. Shamir. J. Inorg. Nuci.

(1966). Chem., 30, 2863 (A9ob).
(21) T. C. Moltt, J. Phys. Chem., 73. 949 (1069). (26) N. Bartlett and D. H. Lohmann. Proc. Chem. $oc..
(22) 1. J. Solomon, J. N. Keith. and A. Snelson. J. Fluorine London, 277 (1962).
ihnm., 2. 129 (1972). (27) N. Bartlett. Proc. Chem. Soc., Loadot. 219 (1962).
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which is one of the strongest oxidizing fluorinators' known.
The applicability of the Lewis acid-activated F2 system,
however, seems to be limited to starting materlali which
themselves do not form stable adducts with the Lewis acid.
The given examples demonstrate that the oxidizing power
of fluorine can be promoted significantly by the simultaneous
use of a strong Lewis acid and an energy :ource promoting
dissociation of F2 into F atoms. Consequently, many reac-
tions previously requiring the use of the prohibitively ex-
pensive PtF6 may now be carried out at a reasonable expense
by the use of Lewis acid promoted activated fluorine.
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Vibrational spectra have been recorded for the known adducts CIF, -AtFs, CIF, xSbF, (x =1.08 and 1.36), BrFj -2SbF,,
dnd IF, -SbF,. Furthermore, the new adiduct BrF, -AsF$ has been prepared. It is naiarinsaly stable at -95'. The sp -'tra
of the CIF, adductr arc consistent with predominantly Ionic structures containing thc CIF. cation. The spectrum of IF.*
Is very simtilar to that of isoelectionic SF, thus indicating a pseudo-trigonal-bipyramidai structure of symmetry C,,. AUi
funda mentals hae" been assigned and a valence force field has been compu ted for CIF 4 . The vibrational spectra of IFs
SbF, a'id BrF,-2SbF, ame compatible with the predominantly ionic st~tuctures lF,4 SbF.- and BrF 4*Sb2F,,,.respecxively,
established by X-tay diffraction data. Tentative aassgnmentsmae given for BrF,* and IF,*. The "r nmr spe.;tre of BrF.
2SbF,~ and IF, -SbF, in HF solution are also reported.

Inltroductionl BrFs in SbFs were shown' to be highly conduc~tive suggest.
Halogen fluorides exhibit amphoteric character. By corn- ing an ionic formulation for the BrF5 SbFs adduct.

bining with strong Lewis acids, they can for-m cations con- Iodine pentafluoride fornis 1: 1 adducts with SbFs 14 and
taining one F- ion less than the pir,;nt molecule. In recent Pt Fs. 1 Recently, the crystal structure of IF, SbFs has
years these Salts have received muchi altention, and numerous independently been studied by X-ray diffraction by two
papers dealing with their syntheses and structures have been groups.""1. 7  (.nfortunately, IF, -SbFs tends to form twin
published . Whereas the structure! of the halogen mono-, crystals' thus rendering the structural determination some-
tri-, and heptafluonide adducts are reasonably well established, whatcdifficult. Both grcups suggest for IF$ SbFs a mainy
much loss is known about the complexes of the halogen ionic structure containing a distorted trigonal-blpyramkdail
pentafluorides. I F4* cation of symmetry C2. and an SbF6 anion distorted

Chlorine pentafluoride combines with Lewis acids such as from symmetry Oh. However, several interesting questions
AsFs 3 SbFs,3,4 and PtFA.6' Ionic structures containing such as the difference in bond length between the axial and
the CIF4 * caition were suggested;351 however, no supporting equatorial IF bondis remain unresolved. Shamir and
data were ptresented. Recently, the 'OF nmr spectrum of 'Yaroslavsky have reported"' in a&preliminary commnicatioui
CIFs I 1.36SbFs in HF-AsF5 solution was studied .7  The ob- 1-he Ranman spectra of a number of adducts including thaI of
sevtrong evdec fwortesonarese of eqal intesit catilon haingd is lnd, L eHowever their conpluion maenlttle dataareincomplet

. strvtong ovdneftor rheso prnese of eqa intnst catiow haield is IFd, therfHowever their cnluiosermelitaledt r cn incomplet
pseudo-trigonal-bipyramiidal structti~re of symmetry Cu. 1"perental Section
analogous to that found5'9 for irselectronic SF 4.

Bromine peniafluoride forms with SbFs the adduct, BrFs Apparatus. The materials ua'd in this work were manipulated
2S~s' A eie ~oto h O nrsetu ftecther in a well-pasaivated (with CIF,) 304 stainleas steel vacuum syo.

2SbF brif reort n th "F mr sectrm ofthetern equipped with Tenlon FEP U traps or in the dry nitroMe atnsos-
solid and melt has been published" indicating the presence phi-re ofn ri love box. Presaures were maeasuzed witha lHaia Bowrdon
of two different kinds of fluorine ligads; however, the ob- Tube-type gaute (G-1500 mmn t 0.1%).
served area ratio was in poor agreement with that expected The Raman spectra of the solids wece recorded with a Sa
for the postulated" structure BrF4*Sb2F11-. Recently, the Model 1400 spectrophotometer. The grew (5145 A) or the blue i

crysal trutureof r~s-2S~s hs ben eterine esab- (4880 A) line of a Coherent Radiation Laboratory Model 52 At ion
crysal trucureot&,-2SF, as ben etemine esab- laser and the red (6328 A) line of a Spectra-Physics Model 125 He-No

lishing't its predominantly ionic nature. After completion laser were used as exciting lines. Pyiex-glass tubes (7-nun o.d.) with
of our study,' Surle!s and coworkers have reported"3 the a hollow inside glass cone for variable sample thicknesses or clear
Rjanian spectra of BrF4*Sb2 F11 and of BrFs in SbFs solution Teflon FEP or Kel-F capillaries (1 -4 mm i.d.) were used as sample

contriners. For the capilaries the transverse viewing-transveorsand proposed a tentative assignment for BrF4. Solutions of excitation technique wasapplie. The Raman spectraof the HIF
Authr t whm coresondnce houd b addeaad ~solutions were recorded on a Cary Model 83 spectrophotometar using

the ASSO-A exciting line. Tesmlswr otie nTfo E
Rockadyme.crpillaries which were also used for the "F rumr spectra.

(1) Presented lin part st the 6th Intsayiational Symposium on The inrl specran of the solids were recorded on a BeckmanI
Fluorine Chemistr7, Durham, England, July 19711.

(2) For a recant revifow on interhalogen catioets, for exampla, see Model IR-7 with Csi interchange and Perkin-Elzner Models 337 and
R. J. Gillespie and UI. 3. Marten. Quart. Rev.. Chem~. Soc.. 2S. S33 457 spectrophotometers in the range 4000-250 cm -1 as dry powders
(1971). between Agal or AgBr plates or thin (2 mits) Teflon PEP sheets.

(3) Kt. 0. Christ& and D. P'lilpovich, Iroorg. Chsem.. S, 391 (1969). Compensation for bands due to the Teflon FEP window materie was
(4) D. V. Bentov, 8. E. Dsevltskiy, Yu. S. Koastantinov, Yu. A. achfeved by placing an empty cell in the reference beam. Screw-nsp

Ustynyuk, and V. F. Sukhotrerkhov, DokL AWa. Nouk 53MR, 186, metal calia with Teflon FE? gaskets were used as window holders
SS1094)Thn low-tempersatre infrared spoctrasm of CiF, -AsP, was takent by(5) F. Q. Roberto and G. Mamantov. JIsorg. Chint. Acre, 2. 317 preparing the complex on the intecrnal window (cooled with liquid(196(ýK. 0. Christ., Iftorg. Chemn., 12. 159 (1973). nItrogen) of an infraied coil. The body of this cell was inude from

('7) K. 0. Christ. 3. F. Han, and D. Nl~povich. Inors. Chemn., 12, Pyrex glass, all windows being AgCI. Temperature cycft,~of the
8(1973).

(s)W. M.Telles& ad W.C.Gwlia, J. Chem. Phj's., U.,1119 (14) A. A. Woolf.,J. Chiem. Soc.. 3678 (1950).
S(1962). (IS) N. Bartlett and D. H. Lohman, J. Chemi~. Soc., 619 (1964).

(9) K. Kimura and S. H. Blauer, J. Cheiv. Phys.. 39, 3172 (1963). (16) (a) H. W. Balrd sand H. F. Giles, pirellminary date abstractedd
(10) ii. Schielesaet and E. Pammesr. Ang~iv. Chemw.. 69, 761 in Acte Crystelogr., Sect. A, 2S, S3, St11f (1969); (b) pfivate corn-

(1957). muskication; rafinement of data of ref 26a resulted in the fallowving
(11) H. Minert andU. Gross, Z. Cheon , 10, 226 (1970). geomatryf(our IF r - 1 7a r" - 2.87 A;L1,K s' El0, L= - 1560.

(12)M. . Lnd nd . 0.Chrste 14 . Cem.,21,608(192).IF4*geomestry: r6,,'
(13) T. Sud"e. A. Perkins, L. A. Quarsarman, Fi. H. Hymenan and 1.79,r - I.3IA;L 1-07, Lax 153*.

A. 1. Popov, J. Inorg. Nuci. Chern., 34. 3561 (1972). (13,T), Shaminr and]. Yaroulavsky. Jsr. J. Chemu_. 7.1495 (1969).
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internal window Ie vacuo was eunutial to obtain spectra free of un- complex forms a colorless liquid. If impure BrFs is used in
reacted starting materials. the synthes, the color of the iquid is an intense burgundy

The "F nmr spectra were recorded at 56.4 MHz on a Varian high-
resolution nmr spectrometer equipped with a variable-temperature red indicating the presence of Br 2 " ions.2  The fact that AsF5
probe. Chemical shifts were determined by the side-band technique and SbFs combine with BrFs in different mole ratios might
with an accuracy of I ppm relative to the external standard CFCII . be explained by the pronounced tendency of SbFs to form

repuntloi of it OF, Adducts. The puzification ofClF,, SbF,, polymeric anions such as Sb 2 F1 I-.AsF,, and HF and the preparation of the CIF, -(Lewis acid) adducts
has previously been described.' Since the melting point and the Our data obtained for IFs "SbF, confirm Woolfs reports."
composition of the CIF, .SbF, samples varied somewhat with the Single crystals of IF5 "SbFs were grown by slow sublimation
method of preparation, three different smarles were investigated, at 400. A single-crystal X-ray diffraction study in our lab-Sample I had the composition CIF,. 1.08SbF, and showed frst signs oratory was discontinued when we learned about the work's
of melting at 88". It was prepared by adding an SbF,-HF solution of Baird and Giles. The fact that AsFs, a weaker Lewis acid
to excess CIF,. Sample Ii had the composition CIF,. -. 36SbF, and
was prepared by combining SbF, dissolved in HF with an excess of than SbFs, does not form a stable adduct with IF$ is not
.IF, at - 196' followed by warm-up to 25' and removal of volatile surprising. As previously pointed out.' 9 halogen penta-

material in vacuo. It showed first indications of partial melting at fluorides possess an energetically favorable pseudooctahedral
-35'. With increasing temperature, however. thp sample solidified structure and show little tendency to form the energetically
again showing the onset of a second melting at 88*. Sample III h less favorable pseudo-trigonal-bipyrahaidal XF. cations.
the same composition as sample II and was prepared by treating a les favor pec t regonmr sperumi of CXF+ 1.36-
part of sample It with excess CIIF, in a Monel cylinder at 50' for 48 F Nrtr Spectr. The '•F nmr spectrum of CIFs" 1.36-
hr with agitation. It melted at about 33' to form a milky, highly SbFs in acidified HF has previously been discussed.7  The
viscous liquid. The synthesis of the C..'IF.'NF," and CIF,*PtF," mix- observation of two signals of equal intensity at -256 and
tlue has previously been descuibed.' -274 ppm, respectively, relative to CFCI3 below -60* is

Pra*peaUoa of kF, 2SbF,. Bromine pentafluoride (from The strong evidence for a CIF4* cation having two nonequivalent
Matheson Co.) was treated with F3 at ambient temperature until the
material was colorless. It was purified by fractional condensation sets of two fluorine ligands. 7

through two traps kept at -64 and -95". The nateial retained in The "9F nmr spectrum of BrFs' 2SbFs in HF or HF-AsFs
the -95' trap showed no detectable impurities in the infrared spec- solution showed, between +20 and -80" for the BrF part
trum. n of the spectrum, a single resonance at - 197 ppm relative to

Bromine pentafluoride (112.3 inmol) was condensed at - 196*
into a pasaivated 100-ml Monel cylinder conta 68.8 mmol of external CFCI3. In the IJF-SbF region at 20 a very broad
SbF,. The cylinder was heated for 3 dsys at 120 . Subsequently, unresolved common peak centered at about 130 ppm was
unreacted BrF, (78.3 rnnool) was removed in vacuo at ambient tem- observed indicating fast exchange between the solvent and
perature leaving behind a white, crystallinic solid. Consequently. the anion. In more dilute solutions the HF-Sb2 F1 - signal
tdrF, (34.0 mmol) had reacted with SbF, (68.8 mmol) in a mole ratio
of 1:2.02 producing the compI&x DrF, 2SbF,. shifted to about 150 ppm and gained in relative intensity

puaztai of IsF, -AaF,. Bromine pentafluoride (4.42 remol) whereas the chemical shift of the BrF4* resonance remained
was combined with A&F, (13.15 mmol) at - 196' in s Teflon FEP U constant. At lower temperatures (-60 to -80°) the peak in
trap. The mixture was allowed to warm up slowly until melting and the SbF region started to separate into several peaks at about
reaction occurred When the pressure inside the trap reached 1200 7693 120 and 127 ppm. Whereas the identity of these
mam, ;he mixture was cooled again to - 196'. This procedure was
repeated several times until the reaction was complete. Unreacted peaks could not definitely be established, the chemical shifts
AsF, (8.77 mmol) was removed in vacuo at -95' leaving behind a of sonic of them are similar to those (93, 120, and 142 ppm)
white solid which melted at higher temperature to form an almost previously found for Sb2 F11 in HF solution.20 The chemical
coiorless liquid. Prolonged pumping on the adduct at -95' resulted shift of - 197 ppm found for BrF 4* in 1-IF differs significantly
in the removal of additional small amouets of Al-, indicating that
the adduct has a slight dissociation prease even at -95". The f[om that (- 167 ppm) reported by Meinert and Gross for the
infrared spectrum of the gas obtained by exhaustive dissociation of melt." This discrepancy might be caused by the different
the solid showed lrF, and AsF, in a 1: 1 mole ratio. Based on the environment.
above given material balance, BrF, (4.42 mrtol) had combined with A solution of IFs -SbFs in HF exhibited between +20 and
A&F, (4.38 munol) in a mole ratio of 1:0.99 producing the complex -800 only one signal at 133 ppm indicating rapid exchange
BrF, -A*F,.

Pspart~ ioe o IF, .SbF,. This product was prepared as pre- between all species present. Acidification of the solvent
viously described." The matersul was a white, crystallinic solid. The with AsFs did not influence the exchange rates sufficiently
material balance was as expected for a 1:1 adduct. Anal Calod foz to cause a separation into individual signals.
ISbF10 : 1.28.9; Sb, 27.8; F, 43.3. Found: 1,29.4; Sb, 27.4; F, The fact that the inter- and intramolecular exchange rates
43.0.uid IF, and gaspous AsFs when combined at 20' with stirninS decrease in the order IFs SbF, > BrFs -2SbFs > CIFs -SbF 5

did not form a stable adduct. might be explained by the decreasing size and polarizability
of the corresponding halogen pentafluorides.

RemsWla and Discusion Vibrational Spectra. The vibrational spectra of the halogen
Syntheses and Properties. The preparation of the CIF5  pentafluoride-L.wis acid adducts are shown in Figures 1-10.

adducts has previously been discussed.3  In the BrFs-SbF, The infrared spectrum of the CIF 4 PtF 6- and CIF 4 PtF6 -
system we could not isolate a 1: 1 adduct even when employ- mixture has previously been given" and, hence, is not shown
ing a large excess of BrFs aid temperatures above 1000 in here. The observed frequencies are listed in Tables I and 11.
the -ynthesis. The BrF5 -2SbFs complex is a white crys- Since the ionic nature and structure of the Lewis acid
tallinic solid. It can be stored in Teflon FEP containers adducts of CIF5, BrF3, and IF- have been established by X-
withtout appreciable decomposition. Exposure to small ray diffraction,1 ' t .i nmr,7 and conductivity studies,i thamounts of moisture or reactive surfaces produces a pink to discussion of their vibrational spectra can be kept relatively
deep red color due to the formation of Br2" salts.2  Single short. The main objective of this study is to demonstrate
crystals of BrFs -2SbFs can be readily grown by slow sub- that the vibrational spectra are consistent with the known
limation at temperatures slightly higher than ambient. The
results of a single-crystal X-ray diffraction study on BrFs (19) K. 0. Christe, C. J. Schack, and D. Plipovich, lnoor. Cisem.,
2SbF, have been reportediS elsewhere. With AsFs, however, 11, 2205 (1972).
BrFs does form a 1: 1 adduct, but its thermal inatability pre- (20) R. J. GlltalsrM and K. C. Mom, J. CkLs. Soc. A, 1170 (1966);
8"FM. Addem, M. Drowustain. and R. J. Gillespie, Can..A Ctm.., 47,empted its use for structural studies. Upon melting, the 41S9 (1969).
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TableI. Vibrational Spectra of CIF, (Lewis acid) Adducts and Thek Asilgnnents Compared to That" of SF,

Obad freq (cm-') and rel inte.sb

CIF, SbF, 9 CIF.PtF-

SF4,() OF, A&F, f hamsan - CIF,*PtF," h AzUizusnat (point group)c

Ird Raman it Ran= U Solid HF soin U XF4 (C,,) YF , 'Co)

S1744vw 1600vw.bi V, + ,
1617 vw 1

1390 vw 7204 671
1281 w 1340 vw 1335 w 1330 w, br va + J, (B,' s,' + us (FU)

860 s 865 (0+) 827 s 830 (2.5) 825 s, sh 822 (2.5) 825 sh 0 7 , (B0)
891 a 888 (9.0) l 796 vs 799 (10) 803 vs 802 (10) 802 (i0)f 790 v ,t (A
730 vs 730(0+)) 72 vs 7 (i )

699 s 695 (0.3) 669 vs 670 (0.5-2.5),i 67CV-620 vs s (1:,a)

673 ms 671 (8.0) 648 vs 653 (8.6) 656 (8) v, (A4g)
584 inw 579(4) 579 w 583 (0.6-4) a'1576 mwl

558 m 553 (10) 568 w 567 (6.5) 568 (5.5) 574 (5.5) P, (A,)
553 w it, (Eg)

532 ms 532 (4.0) 536 mw 538 (2.5) 535 sias" 534 (5)* 537 (1) 545 s, br* P, (B) and v, (No)
464 vw 475 (1.2) 511 mi** 519(1) 510 sh 515(0.2) 515(0+) 500s v, (A,) and i(At As)**

414 (0+) 473 (1) 386 m 475 (0.4) 475 (0.4) 383 s , (A.)
353 ms 350 (0+) 395 s 1399 (0.6) 280s 271 a a" ( v4 (Fu)

372 (2.7) 279 (1.4) 277 (1) v, (F.6)
226w 223 (1.0) 237 (1.1) 235 (0.5) 245 sh it4 (A,)

O R. A. Frey, R. L. Redington, and A. L K. AUlbury, J. Chem. Phys.,54, 344 (1971). b Uncorrected Raman inteadtles. C Asulgis ta for
the anion bands are made assuming for simplicity octahedral symmetry, although in most cases the actual symmetry is expected to be lower
thafnOh. d 1W. LAvnad C. V. DerneyJ. Chem. Phyt, 44, 2557 (1966). 6 K. 0. Christe and W. Sawodny, ibid, 52,6320 (1970). fThe
low-tempetatuxe infrared spectrum indicates the presence of substantial amounts of As2 3F,,t U The listed frequencies are those obtained for

CIF,. 1.O8SbFt. The relative intensities of the 670-. 583-, and to a lesser extent the 534-cm-' Raman bands varied, indicating different dagpee
of deviation of SbF," from symmetry Oh or slight inhomogeneity of the sample. h Reference 6.

A

1- 1 l 1 l Ic, I,

I J J~ PEUWCY. CS~
His Us M , Fi4W* 2. Raman spectrum of s.Aid CIF, 1.36SbF,. Traces A and

,•QUU.C*. €o'' B show amples II and Ill. respectively. Kei-F capillaries were used

FPlrm 1. Raman spectrum of solid COF. 1.08SbF, (sample 1) corr a containers with 5145-A excitation.

taned in a Teflon FEP cspwary. Exciting Line was 5145 A. C to polymeric unions such as Sb2 Ft - become more pronounc-
indicates spectral slit width. led. Similarly, the low-temperature infrared spectrum of the

ionic structures, to define the principal bands of the HaIF 4 * COFs "AsFs adduct (Figure 5) indicates the presence of the

cations, and to examine the plausibility of the given assign- As 2 F,, anion.21' 22 However, the As2F,- anion is much less

ments by comparison with the known spectra of isoelectronic stable than Sb2 F, - resulting in the facile removal of the sec-

chalcogen tetrafluorides and by force field computations. ond AsP5 molecule under the conditions3 used for the s'n-

Cilorine Pentafluoride Adducts. The infrared spectra of thesis if the Raman sample (1.1 adduct).

the CIF 5 "xSbF$ adducts are relatively insensitive to changes 1he vibrational assignments for C4F" in point group Cs

in the CIFs :SbF$ combining ratio owing to the relative broad. (see Table 1) were made by analogy with isoelectronic SF4 21-"t

ness of the bands due to the Sb-F vibrations (see Figure 3). Q21) K. 0. Christo and W. May&, Inorg. Ch/m.. t 1253 (1969).

In the corresponding Raman spectra (Figures t and 2), how- (22) K. A. W. Deand R;.. Giloepie, I. CHum. and D. A.

ever, slight changes in d ae composition of the adducts or in Humphreys, J. Chem. Sac. A, 3641 (191l).

hev r, l tc hanges in the i c p osition a u s (23) e. W. Ldvun and C. V. Humepy, J. CheC. Phy.S 44, 2547
the procedures used for their preparation may cause signif- (1966).
icant changes. As expected, sample 1, having the composi- (24) K. 0. Christs and W. Sawodny, J. Cheom. Ph;,&.. $2, a 320

shows (25) !t. A. Frcy, R. L. Redington, and A. L. K. Aljlbury, J. Ckum..

increasing SbFs content and tempering, features attributable Phy&, .4, 344 (1971).
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Tablie I. Vibrational Spectra of DrF, -2SbF. and IF, 5SbF, Compared to Those of SeF4 and Ter- 4

Obsit fTeq (cm - ) and teel intenso Obid freq (cm-') and rel intenva

S bBeF, -2SbF, IF, -SbFTetiv
SeF4 - Solid__ HF soln Tentgativre assiinment TCF4 c -_______ HF soln a ainet for

IE Raman ix Raman Ranman for XF4 In Ci,, It it R~aman Raman XF, in C4,,
723s£ 724 w, sh 730 u~ 1 736 sih 0, (B') 695 m 728 sht 729(9) 704 (10) a,(A,)
744 ms 749 vs. p 172.30(0) 680 &It P', (A,) 682 m 719 m 720 (1.6) a.( 2
622 vs 690 vs 704 (2.4) a (B,) + Sb, F,,(7 691 sht 693 (2.2)

655 vs 660 sit 601)SbF 587s 668 sit 662 (10) () SF
645 sit 65 1 (6.9)1 6 1'~ b , 655 vs 63s ~F,

600 sht16
574 s. p 606 mw 606 (4.8) 575 (5) v', (A,) 625 m. sit 625 (3)

568 m 555 (3.3) Sb*572 vw 614 (4) 609 (9) P,~ (A,)
540 mw 54S sh 540(1) 1bF 567 wsh 569( 1.5) 570 sh lSbF-
488 rn 490(0) Sb-F-Sb 5 20vw, sh 521 (1.3)

405 ni 400 w 419 m 426 (2) r', (B,) 333 w 388 m~w 385 (0.8) bp7 (B,)
366 mn, p 385 (0.5) P', (A,) 293 mw 345 w 341 (0.4) 325 sh a' (A,,

250 vw 369mrw 369(0.5) 363 (5) P. (BI) 311 w 316(0.2) Pi, "83
295(0712085+) 280s h 4Sb0.9

26(. )Sb, F,; 288 m 285(0.9) 20i b
230 (0.5) 235 (0+) 263 maw 259 (0.5) 250 sht 1

160 vw 162 w, p 219 (0.2) P', (A,) 151 (0.4) P., (A,)
45 (15) Ltticemode72(1)45 .)Lttc oe42 (6) Lattice modes

0Uncorrected Raman intensities. b Best values and assignments were taken from K. Ramaswamy and S. Jayaxaman. Indilan J. Pure Appl.
Plays., 8, 625 (1970); L. E. Alexander and 1. R. Beattie,J. Chrem. Soc.. Dalton Trans.. 1745 (1972); C. J. Adams and A. J. Downs.
Spectrochim. Acta. Part A, 28, 1841 (1972). c From the last reference given in footnote b.

Is A

Figure3. Infrared spectra of solidCIF, xSbl-, as dry powder between Aglir plates: trace A. Sample 11; trace &. Sample 1; trace C, Ag~r
window background.

IILI

[ . . NC. co-

F~gure4. Ramtan spectrum of Solid C.IF, AsF, contained in&a
Teflon FEP capillary. Exciting was line 5145 A. Handsnmaked s
by an asterisk am~ due to the Teflon tube.

Aand by comparison with the known spectra of compounds
containinJAsF - 2 2 7-"' As2F11-2' *2 SbF6 , ,and
Sb2F ;.,0 anions. In solids, the deviation of the ISOWa am Uf am"

FigureS. Low-tcmperaturc infrared spectrumof solid CIFsAsP1.

(26) K. 0. Chriats. W. Sawodny, and P. Puiss, J. itto1. Stmruc.. in Wno aeilAO
press. setao hs nosfontoeepce o h wae(27) R. J. Gillespie and M. J1. Morton, lmosj. Chrns., 9, Bi1(1970). spcrofteeainfomhoexetdfrte ltd

(28) K. 0. Chriate. R. D). Wilsaon. and W. Sawodny. Ji. MoL Struct.. octahedral ions is very common. It can be caused by affects
3. 245 (1971). such as site symmetry lowering, slight distortion of the ()ctit

(29) K. 0. Chariste. C. J. Schack. D). Pilipovich. and W. Sawodn,,. hdosoigt rsa akn n no-ainitr
Inorg. Chror.. 8. 2489 (1969). itrnowntocytlpcngaduo-ainitea-

(30) K. 0. Christe and C. J. Schack. Iflory. Themt.. 9, 221ý (I ý)70).

(31) F. 0. Sladky, P. A. Bu~lliner. and N. Bartlett. J. Chem. Soc. A,
(32) It. J. Gillespie and M. J. Morton. lnorg. Chem., 9. 616 (1970). munication.
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410

FREQUENCY, Ch
1

Fitme 6. Ramnan spectrum of solid 8rF, 2SbF, contained in a glass tube with a hollow inside glass cone. Exciting line was 5145 A using the
axial viewang-tranhvezse excitation tcchnique.

F *te 7. Infrared specuuni of sohd BrF, 2SbF, as a dry powder
between AgC piate•

S• • i.C*2 $ S•*-

NFLOF

F ig 8. Raman specum o'sntid IF, SbF, contained in a glass .

tube with a hollow inside glass cone using 51 ,t5-A excitation. FREQUECY. eM"|
S.lFide 10. Raman spectra - TfF slluons of IF, .SbF, (trace A),

/ • BrF, . 2SbF, (trace B) 'It-, • 1.08SbF, (trace Q), and CIF,*$bF,"

(trace D; the numbers indicate P,, P,, and &P, of octahedral SbF,')
a bw Teflon FEP cappties using 4880A excitation. Trace E showsg,

the spectrum of an empty capilldry; Teflon bands cre maeked by
- --___ -- '__ _ -and asterisk. F indicates spectral slit width.

1 cause it possesses already its maximum number (3n - 6 = 9)
ja of modes.

For the CIFs adducts sufficient experimental data (see
a Table 1) are available to distinguish the anion from the cation

bands. As can be seen, the spectrum of ClF 4* is very similar
to that of isoelectronic SF,.athe 'I his close resemblance is

M " ' ' comparable to that found for the isoelectronic pairs SF2 O-
F e9. Infrared spectrum of solid IF, SbF, as a dry powder be- CIF 20,M SF 20 2 -CIF.•0÷," SF 6-CIF 6 ",6 and SFs--CIFs 36
twen ASir plate$. and, therefore, is not surprising. For CIF 4+, the assignment

tion, an, the tendency to form polymeric anions. Unfor- to the individual modes was made by analogy with SF4. For
tunately, the splittings, frequencies, and relative intensities SF4 , the assignment of Frey, et al. ,a' was used which was
of thesc bands strongly vary from compound to compound, recently confirmed"' by mean-square amplitudes of vibration
Therefore, reliable assignments for the cations require the re- and force field computations.
cording of spectra of' adducts containing different anions or (34) K. 0. Christe, E. C. Curtis, and C. J. Schack. lnorg. Chem.,

of solution spectra which usually show the bands characteris- it, 2212 (1 972).
tic of the unperturbed ions. Contrary to the highly sym- (35) K. 0. Christe, R. D. Wilson. and E. C. Curtis, Inorg. Chem.,
metric octahedral XF 6 anions, the CIF 4÷ cation ef symmetry 12,(36)7K. E. C. Curtis, C. J. Schack, and D. P7lipovich,(36) K. 0. Chrit.t, E .CrlC .Shc,•dD iloih
C, should be very little influenced by solid-state effects be- Inon. Chem., 11, 1679 (1972).
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Table 11I. Observei Frequencies (cm-), Approximate Description of Modes, and Computed Symmetry alA
Most Important Internal Force Constants0 of CIF 4*

CIF4+ CIF b

A, P, 800 v sym eq F, fr + frr 4.54

F14 0.05 "-4
L 571 P sym ax F, f=f + fRjR 3.65P, 510 6 sciss eq F =f2.65

F,4 - 0.03
V4 237 6 sciss ax F,4= 0.3 ifo, + 0.69f c 0.41

A, V, 475 7 F, =fo + fa ... fa,' -ffa- 2.08
BV ., 795 v asym ax F, = f -fRR 3.23

F.,7= /2(fnRa -fRoa) 0.50V, 537 rocking F77 fa-f*" +/fO' - fO' 2.26
B, Pr 829 Y asym eq F, =f--fr, 4.61

F,, =:12;.- f,,) 0.21
P, 385 6 sciss ax out of plaule F9, , fo - fa,' + fa," 2.54

fr 4.S8 4.19

A 3.44 2.701,• -0.04
flrt0.21 0.36

a Stretching constants in mdyn/A, deformation constants in mdyn A/radian', and stretch-bend interaction constants in mdyn/radian.
b Reference 25. c In addition to interaction constants which are not listed.

In the spectra of the CIF 5 adducts, nine bands are found -Fn
which might be attributed to CIF 4+. Of these, the intense IF
infrared and Raman bands at about 800 cm-' obviously
represent the symmetric equatorial CIF 2 stretching mode P F.1
The moderately intense Raman and strong infrared bands at '
about 825 cm-1 then must be the antisymmetric equatorial ".
stretch Pa. The symmetric axial stretch, V2 , falls within the
range of the V2 anion bands, but is clearly identified by the
strong Raman band at 574 cm' in the HF solution. The
antisymmetric axial stretching mode, V6 , should be of very
high intensity in the infrared and of very low intensity in the 3
Raman spectrum. By comparison with other pseudo-trig- /
onal-bipyramidal molecules such as CIF 3

37 or CIF 30 2 ,1 it
should occur above 700 cm- 1 . Since there is no additional irs
yet unassigned strong infrared band above this frequency in
all of the observed spectra, a coincidence with P,' must be
assumed. The assignment of P4 and P9 to the bands at 237

and 385 cm"1, respectively, is clear-cut and needs no further iO
comment. This leaves us with three frequencies, 537, 515,and 475 cm-1, for the assignment to P7, V3, and ivs. Since\
the 475-cm' band appears to be inz.tive in the infrared

spectrum, we ascribe it to vs which ideally should be for- I I I

bidden in the infrared spectrum. Based on their relative FW -1 0 1 2 3 4

Raman intensities, when compared to those of SF 4 , we prefcr Figure 11. Force con.tant ellipses for CIF,÷. The solid and broken
to assign P3 and v,; to 515 and 537 cm-1, respectively. The curves represent the lolutions for F,, F,,, and F.. as a function of
asigsnments for a3 , aT, and a are somewhat tentative. How- Fm and for F,, and Fr, is a function of F,,, respectively. Dimen-asinet fo V3 7 n saesmwa ettv.Hw ions are in mdyn/A.
ever, a reassignment of these three deformational modes
should, owing to their similar frequencies, be of minor influ- available for their computation, a unique force field cannot
ence on the principal force constants. be determined. Inspection of the G matrices of CIF4* shows

Force Constants. The method used for the computation that in the A, block G12 , G23, and Gg, are zero and, therefore,
of the ClF4÷ force field has previously been described.36 The F12 , F23 , and F24 can be neglected.'
following geometry was assumed for CIF4*: r(CI-Fq) = 1.57, The influence of the remaining off-diagonal F terms on the
R(CI-F 5 1) = 1.66 A; c(F.ClFe.) = 90, (FeqCIFgq) = 97, dlagonal F values was determined by computing their values
y(F.CIF,,) = 180. The symmetry coordinates were iden- as a function of the off-diagonal F terms. The resulting

tilW with those previously givenUN4 for isoelectronic SF4, halves of the force constant ellipses are shown in Figures 11
except 'for S3 = A and S 4 -0.2765ZLa - 0.83327, which are and 12 and represent the possible mathematical solutions of

different owing to 7 = 1800 in C1F4÷ and were found numer- the force field. It has previously been shownW that the
laily by a previously described"' machine method. most probable range for F,,, is limited by the extremal values

A general valence force field for CIFv* contains 17 sym- F., and F = minimum. Inspection of Figures 11 and 12
nmetry force constants. Since only nine frequency values are reveals that even with this con.traint small variation of cer-

tain off-diagonal force constants can strongly influence the
(avalues of the diagonal force constants. Consequently, an
(37) H. Sells, H. H. Claan, a J. H. Holoway, 7. Chaos. Phy, uncertainty of about ±0.5 mdyn/A should be assumed for•' s7, 3517 (1970).

(38) K. 0. Christ. and E. C. Curtis, Imog. Chem., 12. 2245 (1973).

(39) K. 0. Christe and E. C. Curtis., "wo. Chem., 4•, 2196 (1972). (40) W. Sawodny. J. MoL Spectrso.. 3). 56 (1969).
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Table IV. Comparison of the Funda~nontal Vibrations (cm-') of
CIF4, BrF4 ÷, and IF,. with Those of Isoclectronic SF 4, SeF4,. and
ToF4 , Respectively

CIF.* BrF,÷ IF4* SF. SeF 4  TeF4

A1  a' 800 723 704 891 749 695
-'2 571 606 609 553 574 572
F" 510 385 341 475 366 293
V4 237 216 151 226 162 1Sli1

A.a', 475 414
- (A B, 795 704 655 730 622 587

B Y7a' 537 419 385 532 400 333
/B, 829 736 720 867 723 682

"V,/ 385 369 316 353 250 [184.81a

a Computed values.
- , reported for isoelectronic SeF 4 '4' and those of other salts

containing the Sb2FI- anion.0,2,31,33. 49 Our Raman spec-
F33 trum1 of solid BrF 4aSb2 F II- has in the meantime been con-

firmed by Surles, et a4. ,' and the proposed assignments', 3

agree for most of the fundamentals. Since the crystal struc-

ture of BrF 4"Sb 2FI- is known'2 and the assignments for
1A BrF4" are tentative, no force constant computations were

carried out for BrF4".
F I i...... IF "SbFs Adduct. Two independent single-crystal X-ray
' - ' 1 diffraction studies"6 7 have shown that the IF 5 'SbF5 has the

FPgure 12. Force constant ellipses for CIF4'. The solid, broken, predominantly ionic structure IF 4÷SbF 6 , although the bond
and dotted curves represent the solutions for F11 , F.., and F,, ns a lengths and angles found by the two groups for IF 4* differ
function of F,4, for Fee and F, as a function of F.,, and for F., somewhat. The observed vibrational spectrum of IFs -SbF$
and F,, assa function of F,, respectively. (see Table 11) is consistent with such a predominantly ionic

the stretching force constants F11,F66, and Fsa. However structure. The bands were tentatively assigned by compar-

in spite of these relatively larger uncertainties, Figures I son with those of TeF 4 ,• which is isoelectronic with 1F 4 ,
and 12 clearly show that the symmetry force constants in- and those reported for similar SbF 6 saltsa°- containing an
volving the equatorial bonds (i.e., FI and F") are signif- SbF 6 -anion distorted from symmetry 0 h.S° Our Raman
icantly larger than those involving the axial bonds (i.e., F22  spectrum of IF5 "SbF5 is in good agreement with that re-
and F6). The frequencies used for the force constant com- ported"' by Shamir and Yaroslavski. However, their inter-
putations of CIF 4÷ are listed in Table III, together with our pretation suffers from the incorrect assumption of an ideal
preferred force field, obtained by the method of stepwise octahedral SbF6- anion. As for BrF 4*Sb 2F,,-, the tentative
coupling.4' The fact that CIF 4 * and isoelectronic SF 4 show nature of the IF4÷ assignments does Pot warrant a force con-
similar force fields is not surprising in view of their similar stant treatment.
frequencies and G matrices. In summary, all the experimental data, i.e., X-ray diffrac-

The significant difference in covaient bond strength be- tion data, vibrational and '9 F nrr, spectra, and conductivity
tween equatorial (4.6 mdyniA) and axial (3.4 mdyn/A) bonds measurements, available for the halogen pentafluoride-Lewis
in CIF 4* is in excellent agreement with a generalized bonding acid adducts are consistent with predominantly ionic struc-
scheme previously discussed' for a large number of halogen tures containing HalF4 " cations. The structure of these
fluorides. It suggests that the bonding in CIF 4i might be cations can be derived from a pseudo trigonal bipyramid with

explained, as previously described for the related pseudo- a free valence electron pair occupying one of the equatorial
Strigonal-bipyramidal species CIF3 , CIF3 O,a 9 and CIF 3�O s positions. Deviation from this structure increases, as expec-
by the following approximation. The bonding of the three ted, with increasing size and polarizability of the halogen
equatorial ligands (including the free electron pair on Cl as a central atom. This results in a decrease of the axial F-Hal-F
ligand) is mainly due to an sp2 hybrid, whereas the bonding angle and increasing F bridging from the CIF 5 to the IF5 ad-
of the two axial CIF bonds involves mainly one d -localized ducts. A comparison of the fundamentals assigned to the
p-electron pair of the chlorine atom for the formation of a HalF 4 ÷ cations with those of the isoelectronic chalcogen tetra-
semiionic three-center four-electron pp a bond .43-45 fluoride series (see Table IV) shows consistent trends and

BrFs 2SbF5 Adduct. The predominantly ionic nature of satisfactory agreement.
BrFs -2SbF5 

1.as previously been established' 2 by a single. Acknowledgment. We are indebted to Dr. E. C. Curtis for
crystal X-ray diffraction study. Owing to the large number assistance in the force constant computations, to Drs. D.I of fundamentals expected for BrF4*Sb2F,,- and to the in- Pilipovich, C. J. Schack, and R. D. Wilson for their help, and
availability of other salts containing the BrF4+ cation only to Dr. D. Lawson for the use of the Raman spectrometer.
tentative assignments can be made for BrF4 . These are K. 0. C. is indebted to the Office of Naval Research for
listed in Table II and are based on comparisons with those financial support.
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In t previous paper [I] we reported the Raman spectrum of gaseous SF4.
The Raman data and a reinterpretation of the infrared band contours suggested
the need of revising all assignments for the deformational modes except for v,(B1).
For the four stretching modes, the previous assignment [2-4] was adopted and

- - force constants and mean amplitudes of vibration were computed [I]. In a recent
* ~paper [5], Frey, Redin'gton, and Aljibury proposed a reversed assignment for

the two antisymmetric stretching modes, V6(B1) and v5,(B2), based on comparison
with the spectra of the structurally related molecules, BrF3 and ClF3 . More

rece-ntly, Levin [6] proposed a reassignment of the deformiational modes on the
r basis of Raman and infrared spectra of solid SF4 and supported his assignment

with a CDNO/2 calculation of the infrared intensities. One of Levin's main
arguments for revising the assignment of the deformational modes was the
observation of two bands~ at 245 and 205 cm-', respectively, in the Ranman
sp.-ctrumn of solid SF 4 . in a subsequent paper [71, however, Berney showed thatI the 205 cm-' Raman band is due to residual a-SF4.

Another unsettled question involves the frequencies of the axial and equa-

* torial SF2 scissoring modes in species As. It was shown [8-12] for related trigonal
bipyramidal molecules such as Fr that these two deformational modes are highlyjSmixed [ S] and that a better agreement with the obs- rved mean square amplitudes
of vibration can be achieved [10] by assigning the lower frequency to the equatorial

deformation. This frequency sequence was also proposed by Levin ['6] for SF4,
contrary to our assignment [I] and that of Frey etal. [5] which are more consistent
with the fact that in SF 4 the equatorial boids are considerably shorter and hence
stronger than the axial ones [13, 14]. In view of these conflicting assignments,
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TABLE I

ASSIGNMENT OF NORMAL MODrS OF SF4

Species Approximate description Assignment

I 11 ill

Christe and Frey et al. [53 Levin [6)
Sawodny [1]

Al v, Y sym SF 2 eq 892 892 892
v2 v sym SF 2 ax 558 558 558
V3 6 sciss SF3 eq 475 475 245 (233)
V, 6 sciss SF 2 ax in plane 226 228 353

A, VS SF 2 twist 414 414 475

Ba v6 v asym SF2 ax 867 730 728v., SF, rocking 532 532 533

B re, v asym SF 2 eq 730 867 867
v, 6 sciss SFI ax out of plane 353 353 206 (228)

TABLE 2

SYMMMY FORCE CONSAN'I.b OF SF 4 COMPU'TED FROM THE ASSIGNMENTS LISTED IN TABLE I

ASSUMING FOR SETS a 6SFeq > 6SF 2ax (Al) AND FOR SETS b 6SF 2 eq < 6SF 2ax (Al)

Ia lb Ila lla jib lila Il1b
(M VFF)

A1  F1, 5.74 5.71 5.74 5.49 5.71 5.83 5.81

F22  3.48 3.48 3.48 3.48 3.48 3.48 3.48
F13 1.97 0.57 1.97 2.10 0.57 1.10 0.63
F1" 0.37 1.30 0.37 0.38 1.30 0.41 0.71
F12  0 0.01 0 0 0.01 0 0
F1 3 0.13 0.05 0.13 0 0.05 0.02 0.04
F16  0.05 0.16 0.05 0 0.16 0.04 0.05
F223 0.02 0.01 0.02 0 0.01 0 0

F2 , 0.01 0.02 0.01 0 0.02 0.01 0.01
F34  -0.04 -0.03 -- 0.04 0 -0.03 -0.07 -0.06

A2  I F5s (vs -200cm-) 0.35
(vs - 400 cm-1) 1.40
(ys - 600 cm-') 3.15

B, Fes 3.66 3.66 2.65 2.35 2.65 2.65 2.65
F77 2.20 2.20 2.24 2.50 2.24 2.24 2.24
F47  0.45 0.45 0.60 0.S4 0.60 !1.60 0.60

B2  Fe 3.33 3.33 4.77 4.62 4.77 4.77 4.77
F,, 2.01 2.01 1.98 2.04 1.98 1.98 1.98
Fe, 0.20 0.20 0.17 0 0.17 0.17 0.17

a Stretching force constants in mdyn/A, deformation constants in mdyn A. and stretch-bend

interaction constants in mdyn.
Unless ot'erwise indicated the listed force fields were computed by the eigenvector method.
Minimum alue of F,7 required for obtaining a real solution.
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we have recomputed the force field and mean square amplitudes of vibration for
SF 4 hoping that these data might allow us to distinguish between the different
assignments [1, 5, 6' (see Table 1).

Since only nine frequency values are available for the computation of seven-
teen symmetry force constants, a General Valence Force Field (GVFF) cannot be
computed. However, it is known that mean square amplitudes of vibration are
only slightly influenced by moderate changes in the force field. This was confirmed
for SF 4 by calculating mean amplitudes of vibration based on two force fields
obtained by two different approximating methods. The first method used was the
eigenvector method [15, 16] and the second one was a diagonal MVFF for species
A, and B2 combined with the F6. r minimum solution for species B, since no
real values can be obtained for F67 & 0. The results of these computations are given
in Tables 2, 3 and 4 and in Fig. 1. The mean square amplitudes of vibration
computed from the two force fields differed by less than 0.001 A, except for

TABLE 3
STRETCHING FORCE CONSTANTS (in mdyn/A) AND SOND LENGTHS (in A) OF SF 4 COMPARED To

"THOSE OF RELATED MOLECULES AND IONS

SP4  SF6 [191 SF5 [171 C/F [15)

J]a ia Ila li1b
S(MVFF)

fi (ax) 3.57 3.07 2.92 3.07 2.06 2.70
fa' -0.09 0.42 0.57 (.42 0.52 0.36

f, (eq) 4.54 5.25 5.05 5.33 5.26 4.12 4.19
f' 1.21 0.49 0.43 0.48

R 1.646±0.003' 1.698+0.003Y
r 1.545 ±0.003' 1.56±:0.02 b 1.598±0.003

Ref. 14. b Ref. 18. D. F. Smith, J. C/em. Phys., 21 (1953) 609.

TABLE4

compuTEu AND ohsAavr [13] MEAN SQUARE AMPLIUTUD9 (in A) OF VIIRATION OF SF4

J0 la Ila Jib lila ilib
(MVFF)

S-F1 (ax) 0.050 0.049 0.050. 0.049 0.049 0.049 0.047 -0.005
S-Fi (eq) 0.044 0.041 0.041 0.041 0.041 0.041 0.041 -t0.005
F, ... F2 0.061 0.061 0.061 0.061 0.061 0.061 0.059±0.01
F3 ... F4  0.063 0.063 0.064 0.094 0.076 0.091 0.065±0.01
Fs ".. F3 (vs --200cm"-) 0.091 0.091 0.091 0.086 0.096 0.094 0.067±0.005

(vY -,400 cm-) 0.074 0,073 0.074 0.068 0.080 0.077
(Ps - 600 cm -) 0.070 0.069 0.070 0.064 0.076 0.073
S(vs- -8OOcm -) 0.068 0.068 0.068 0.063 0.075 0.072
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Due o0.Is

0 Ilab

0.0O0 00 0

0.•00

0.•050

0.040 U

SF1 SF3 ax-ax eq-eq ax-eq

Fig. i. Mean amplitudes of vibration (A) of SF4 blr bonded and nonbonded distances. Rectangles
represent experimental electron diffraction values ±esd according to ref. 8. Crosses, squares,
diamonds, and circles represent amplitudes computed for the different assignments.

(q 2q>* F3" " " F4 using the assignment of Levin [6] which showed a difference of
0.004 X Therefore, only the data obtained by the eigenvector method are listed
in Tables 2, 3, and 4, except for the preferred (see below) set Ila for which the
MVFF values are also given for comparison.

Table 4 and Fig. I show that the mean square amplitudes of vibration are
useful for discriminating between the different assignments of the deformational
modes, but are of little help in finding the correct assignment for the two stretching I
modes v6(BJ) and vs(B 2). However, the following force field arguments favor
set II over set I: (1) Generally, the stretch-stretch interaction constant is relatively
small whenever two bonds form an angle close to 900. For set I, the equatorial
interaction constant f,' exhibits a value of 1.21 mdyn/A which is unreasonably
high for a F-S-F bond angle of 101 0. The value of 0.49 mdyn/A obtained for set II
is much more plausible; (2) The value of the second stretch-stretch interaction
constaat,fR', shows only for set IL. a 'alue similar to those observed for the related

Sspecies, SF.- [17], CIF, [5], and BrF3 [5]; (3) The bond length of the equatorial
S-F bonds in SF4 (1.545±0.003 A) [14] is similar to that in SF6(1.56±0.02 A)
[18]. Since bond lengths are related to the stretching force constants, one might
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expectf, of SF4 to approach the SF6 value [19] of 5.26 mdyn/A. This is true only
for set 11; (4) The relatively large difference in the length of the equatorial and
the axial bonds of SF4 (0.10 A) [14] favors set II which shows the larger difference
betweenf, andfk; (5) Set 11 is in better agreement with the values found [17] for
SF5 - if the general decrease in the force constant values owing to the formal
negative charge is taken into account. Thus, the proposed [5] reassignment of
v6(%1) and vg(B 2) results in a more satisfactory set of force constants for SF4,
although it remains difficult to rationalize the observed infrared band contours
[2, 41.

The question as to which A, deformation mode should be assigned to the
higher frequency value, can readily be decided based on the computed mean
square amplitudes of vibration (see Table 4 and Fig. 1). It should be noted that
the F, ... F3 values reported in our previous paper [1] are incorrect due to a
computational error. The revised values are listed as set Ia. It can be seen from
Fig. I that all b sets (i.e. 6 sciss ax > 6 sciss eq) result in unacceptably high values
for (q2)i F3 ... F4 . Hence, 6 sciss eq > 6 sciss ax appears to be a better descrip-
tion of the two A, deformational modes of SF 4 . It should be kept in mind, how-
ever, that both v3 and v, are not highly characteristic. The potential energy distri-
bution obtained for the diagonal force field shows that v3 is made up of 65 %
equatorial and 35 % axial bending motion, and that v, contains significant contri-
butions from both the axial and equatorial bending motions. This high degree of
mixing is not surprising [20] since the G matrix elements G,3, G14, and G3,4 of
SF4 show large numerical values. The two remaining modes in species AI are more
characteristic: Va is made up entirely of axial stretching and v4 represents 88 % axial
bending. As can be seen from Fig. 1, the fit between observed [13] and computed
<(q2> F3... F4 and F, .. F3 can be improved by increasing somewhat the mixing
between v3 and v4. Additional support for v3 > v4 in the chalcogen tetrafluorides
was recently obtained [21] by Adiams and Downs in a matrix isolation study of

im SeF 4. The observed selenium isotopic shifts show that the higher frequency value
belongs to v,.

L The high degree of mixing between the equatorial and axial bending motions
for v3 can be rationalized. Inspection of the normal coordinates of v3 shows that
this mode is essentially an umbrella type deformation, i.e. a symmetric com-

r ;bination of the equatorial and axial bending motions. The v4 deformation might
"be considered as the corresponding antirymmetric combination of these motions.

" t ! It should be the mode mainly involved in an intramolecular exchange process as
suggested by Berry [22] although higher vibrational levels must be invoked since
the normal coordinates show only little motion of the equatorial fluorines in the
fundamental. The fact that the potential energy distribution shows v4 to be com-

, fposed mainly of axial bending is due to the fact that the sulfur moves in the same
direction as the equatorial fluorines thus suppressing the equatorial scissoring
motion.
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w:, symmetric combination v4 , a~ntisymmetzi combination
of axial and equatorial bending of axial and equatorial bending

Inspection of Fig. I also reveals that the assignment proposed [6] by Levin'!

(set Ulib) results in unsatisfactory values for (q2>* F3  F, and F1 • • F3 and,
therefore, should be rejected. Furthermore, it can be seen that retaining Levin's
frequencies [6] for A1 but reversing the assignment of v3 and v, (set Ilia) results
in too high a value for (q 2>iF1 . - F 3 . This discrepancy cannot be eliminated by
increasing the mixing between "3 and v,, since a small decrease in (q2>*Fj .. • F3  ]
results in a large increase in (qZ>*F 3 .. • F4. A second rtrong argument against
set lila was recently put forward by Berney [71. He showed that the splitting of
the 223 cm- Raman line in the spectrum of the solid is due to the 6, /?, and
forms of SF 4 and not due to two different fundamentals, thus eliminating the
basis of Levin's reassignment. Furthermore, the observed infrared band contours
[4] and Romnan polarization measurements on gaseous SF4 [1] and ScF, [23]
favor set I[ over 111.

Since the modified valence force field obtained by the cigenvector method
[15, 16] is not too different from the diagonal force field, numerical experiments
were carried out by varying the off diagonal constants within meaningful limits.
Whereas for set Iha, the fit between observed and computed (q 2) tF1 .. • F3 could
be improved, for set lib the large discrepancy in (q 2 >•F 3 ... F4 could not be
eliminated.

In summary, set lha is the only assignment which can satisfy both the
observed f[13] mean square amplitudes of vibration and basic force field arguments.
Furthermore. the mean square amplitudes of vibration suggest that for SF4 the
higher frequency A1 deformational mode v3 should be assigned to the equatorial
scissoring motion. However, a normal coordinate description of v• and v, as
symmetric and antisymmetric combinations, respectively, of the equatorial and
axial scissoring motions seems more appropriate.
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HIALOGEN FIUORIDES

Karl 0. Christe

Rocketdyne Division of Rockwell Internaional
Canoga Park, California 91304

AISTRACT

A selective review of the presently known binary chlorine -, bromine -, and
iodine - fluorides is given. Their syntheses, physical and chemical propertiesj~
and structures are discussed. Their tendencies to form adducts with Lewis
and bases are compared, and the structures and relative stabilities of the?
resulting halogen fluoride ions are simarized. Force constant data are used
to demonstrate the occurrence of two types of bonding (semi-ionic and mainly
covalent) in this class of compounds and a new rule (described as rule III in
the text) is given which allows the.xr prediction and rationalization.

INTRODUCTION

This review deals with selected aspects of halogen fluoride chemistry which are
of particular interest to the author. No attempt was mad. to give a complete
coverage of all the data published on halogen fluorides mince it would be
beyond the rcope of this short article. The cited ,-eferences are those which
were most convenient and, therefore, do not imply any priorities. The literature
published until the end of 1964 has been summarized in an excellent review by
Stein (1) who also lists the previously published reviews. Some of the more
recent data have been discussed by Meinert (2), Lawless and Smith (3), Popov (4),
and Schmeisser and Naumann (5). A recent review by Gillespie and Morton (6)
deals exclusively with interhalogen cations.

Whereas the last halogen fluoride molecule was discovered in 1962, a large
number of halogen fluoride ions has been discovered since then and their
structures have been established. Essentially all of the possible binary halogen
fluoride molecules and ions have now been synthesized and characterized. Owing
to the large number of possible oxidation states, coordination numbers, and
sterically active free valence electron pairs, this family of =ompounds is of
particular interest from a structural point of view.

HALOGEIN FLUORIDE MOLECULES

Table I lists the presently known halogen fluorides including the year of their
discovery. As can be seen, all the compounds expected to exist were synthesized
before 1963 and their properties have been summarized (1,7) previously. The
fact that the heptafluoride of chlorine does not exist (8) can be explained by
steric arguments (maximum coordination number of 6 for +VII chlorine).
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Table I. Known Halogen Fluoride Molecules

Oxidatiun Stat~e

of Central Atom

+I CIF BrF IF
b.p. -100

0
C - + 200 Unstable

Ruff (1928) Ruff (1933) Scoecisser (1960)

+III ClF3  BrF3  IF 3
+120 +1260 Unstable
Ruff (1930) LEBEAU, Prideaux (1905) Sclmeisser (1960)

+V C1F5  BrF5  IF 5
-140 +410 +980
Maya (1962) Buff (1931) Gore (1871)

+VII IF

Ruff (1930)

General S•ntbetic Methods

A. Direct Fluorination with Fluorine

All of the halogen fluorides listed in Table I can be synthesized directly from

the elements. Variation of the reaction parameters, such as stoichiometry of
the reactants and reaction time and pressuT.e, will determine the composition of
the prodact.

"2 + nF2 - 2Fn

This ease of synthesiA also explains why most of these halogen fluorides bad
been synthesized more than 30 years ago. Only the thermal instability of IF
and IF3 and the lack of lov-temperature techniques pre-empted the earlier
discovery of IF and IF . The late discovery of COF in 1962 (9) may be ex-
plained by the fact that xts synthesis from the elements requires both high
temperature and high pressure.

Fluorinations requiring elevated temperature appear to be catalyzed by the
presence of Levis bases such as CsF. For example, the fluorination of ClF3
to ClF in the presence of CsF involves the formation of Cs+ CF4 - as an
inter;ediate and proceeds already at 1500 (7). Whereas numerous examples are
known where the presence of complex fluoro cnions facilitate oxidative
fluorinations, the contrary appears to be true for complex fluoro cations (10).

B. Fluorinations Involvin, Nonmetal Fluorides

Since iodine fluorides are relatively mild fluorinating agent they can be
readily prepared by fluorination of I , iodi den, or I 0 'with nonmetal
fluorides such as ClF, BrF3 , •u , o? SF (1), OF (lý, or SFOF(12).
The latter can also bJ used to fl~rinate4Br2 to BiF 3(12).
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C. Conproportionation Reactions

This reaction is particularly useful for the syntheses of the halogen mono-
fluorides (1, 5) according to:

All three halogen monofluorides can be obtained in this manner.

D. Fluorinations with Metal Fluorides

Fluorinatione involving metal fluorides are useful for producing all three
halogen mnofluorides. Since BrF and IF readily disproportionate to 3rF? and
IF , rlspectively, the latter compounds can also be prepared in this fashion.
Typical examples for this type of reactions involve either AgF(1, 13),

Ag? + 12 -- AgI + IF (- 212 + IF)

Ag?+ Br 2 - AgBr + BF (-Br- Br F 2 Br)3

Ag? + CI 2  - ASCI + Cli?

or eutectic melts (13),

LiF - NAP - XF + Cl 2  Melt }4eC + CI?

MeCI + HF - Y4F + WIE

F + a12 - C1F +ICCI

or pseudobalides, such as C10S0 2 F (14),Car ÷C10•2F -02°

car + ClO 2 P- -800 CSO3 F + CIF

The use of eutectic melts is interesting since the alkali metal chloride product
can be reconverted to the fluoride by HF, thus allowing the production of ClF
from CI2 and UF. The last method employing ClOSO2 F is remarkable because it
proce*is already at such a low temperature.

E. Photolyfis

The pbotolysis of the CI -F , chlorine fluoride -F , or chlorine oxyfluoride -F
systems can be ut.d for ;repýring ClF, CIF., and Cl.f (15 - is). The photo-

lyric synthesis from the elements parallels the thermal one (method A). Both
methods seem to involve as the initiation step, the generation of F atoms from
F , but in one case the F atoms are generated thermally and in the other case
ipotolytically. Whereas low temperature photolysis of matrix isolated species
can be used for structural studies, it is of no importance as a synthetic
method for the production of significant amounts of material.

X I
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F. Electrolysis

Chlorine fluorides are Liually synthesized from Cl and F and F is made by
electrolysis. Therefore, thu- direct electrochemici1 Ytiesi. a 1 C lI, cV?3 ,
and CIF from Cl in anhydrous H was studied (19, 20). It was shown for e

(19) end from Cl5 with current yields of up to 18% (20). In the latter case,
ClF is the main jruduct and substantial amounts of ClF3 are also produced.

G. Glow Discharge

The rigital discovery of CIF by Maya in 1962 involved the use of glow dis-
charge 9). Since more convenient syntheses are available for producing all
of the known halogen fluorides, apparently few further attempts have been

7 made to exploit this experinental approacL. For example, an unsuccessful
attempt by Meinert (18) to produce Xe chloride fluoride from Xe, C1 2 , and
P2 resulted in ClF3 and ClF5 formation.

H1. Fluo'-inations with Pt) an

Inspite of the nonexistence of CIF7 and BrF , the heptavalent CIF + and Br?6 +

cations were successfully synthesized (8, 21-23). These catious Ire more 6powerful

UCIF 5 + 'i tF6 -- C1F4÷ PtF6 - + ClF6 + Pt?6-

SBr? 5  ÷ ]hlF38Ii6- BrF8 ÷Si 6  + 2Kr + F2

oxidizers than F and hence cannot be prepared from F 2. - the case of CIF6+

(8p 219 22), a!a used as the oxidizing fluorinator. Since PtF8 does not
oxidize BrF to IrF , even w~en exposed to unfiltered uv radiation (10), a&
even strona•.. oxidiler, Kr a. SbF2 , was required for toe synthesis of Br?6
(23). Obviounly, the synthsis o such powerful oxidizers is very unusual,
difficult. ard challenging.

Pbvical Properties and Hondliua

The physical properties of the halogen fluoride molecules have previously been
summarised (1, 5, 7) and hence, require only little further discussion. Owing
to association in the liquid and solid state, the volatilities of ClF3 , BrF,
SBrF, IF, IF , and 37 (see Table I) are significantly lower than one night
exi~ct from their molecular weights. Through formation of fluorine bridges,
these halogen fluorides achieve more favorable coorditAtion numbers by dimer or
polymer formation as shown in Figure I for Br? (24, 25). Spectroscopic evi-
dence- for association was also obtained for ii3 (26) and IY5 (27).

I22
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isurp 1. Association of
•r %J " pf & through fluorine bridges

F F

An a further consequence of their unfavorable coordination numbers, BrF, IF,
and IF3 tend to disproportionate according tos

3 Wr Br2 Br•'

SIF - IF• . 22

Unlike W rP and V CIF ab, little tendency so associate or disproportionate

but instead exhibits partial double bond character which may be described by
the following msomeric structures

6 -(-) (a-) l-P ..
6- 6t

These structures were prnposed in 1957 by Goubeau (28) and recent measurements
of the direction of the dipole moment in CIF (29) indeed on!firm this vinv.
It was show that &n"l --0.8EW. The mall size of the overall dipole moment
is due to the oppoeli direction of this moment in the two mesmeric structures.
The observed direction of the dipole moment in CIF with F being the positive
end is surprisingp, particularly in view of the reaction chemistry of CUP. The
fact that Cl aets In all known CIP reactions as positive chlorine way be
explained by the relatively small net dipole moment and by the polarixabillty
oj chlorine bom larger than nott of fhurta.

All of the hal~ogn fluorides ama be handled safely mad are not skock sensitive.
The chlorine and broain fluorides or* smacb strong•er exidising fluorinators
ta the liodn fluaridem and, ,therefoer, diffre markedly from those in tleir

/
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reaction cbemistry. Owing to their high reactivity with water, fuels, and
organic compound.%, chlorine Qad bromine fluori#es are best handled in well
pasuivated mutal.qeflon vacuua systems. Exposure of chlorine fluorides to
excess water should be avoided since it results in the fomation of shock
sensitive cblorine oxides (30, 31).

klfioniastion

One of the most significant characteristics of halogen fluorides is their
amphoteric nature, i.e., their ability to act as a base towards strong Lewis
acids and as an acid towards strong bases. These interactions result in the
formation of complex fliers cations and anions, respectively, according to;

m + + Lewis base 4Levis acid * +

This amphoteric nature was first recognised by Woolf and mleus (32). Since
BrF shows a relatively high specific conductance of 8 a lO" 0 ob 

1
cr" " (33),

sel0ioniaation was postulated for b according tot

UJri, - ý ErY2+ B2 F4 t

SWhereas this assumption is certainly correct for BrF (keepin ind that
the conductance of Br? is strongly enhanced by ar (iating of BrFi in the
liquid phase, thus reqairing only the migration of an electric cfB e instead
of the icn itself), the ability of the remaining halogen fluorides to form
complex fluoro ions has generally been construed as a chemical proof for their
selfionization. This concept is grossly incorrect nine* the specific conduc-
tances reported for the other halogen fluorides are quite low and often were
the lower limits of Cis exjprimental equipment. In addition, it should be

* kept in sald how difficult it is to obtain and retain these extremely reactive
materials in a pure state. Therefore, the halogen fluoride molecules, with
the exception of BrF , are best considered as essentially undissociatad

molecules. This misgonceptioc concerning the selfionisation of halogen
fluorides has also been criticisod recently by )4einert and Gross (34).

Reaction Chemistry

Halogen Monofluoride Reactiong

In addition to reactions in which halogen monofluorides act as simple fluori-
nating agents (1), the following types of reactions are possible.

A. Addition to Multiple Dads

Halogen momofluorides can readily be added to CaC double bonds:
%!

C -C + ZI- % I- C -C

In the case of Br? and W, the halogen momofluorides can be substituted by
systems such as N-bross copoiaads + UW (35), Dr. * A&F, or I. + AS (3o),

0 223
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or 2 Er (T - 39), respectively, vithout changing the nature of the addi-

The addAition of XF to nultiple bonds is by no moans lnited to C0C bonds.
Typioal examples for Utber multiple bonds are NES (41), s80 (42, 43) and C00

, 48) as demonstrated by the following equationls

WN SF3 + 2CJ3 - C1 2 3E18

soa 4 CI - COSOo

8740 + CiP CI. 10C1

OCF2 + CIF Cap CF 3 0C'

3. zlinination Reationa

Since the elimination of EV is usually highly exothermic, this type of reactions
are often violent a"d require careful control of Uw reaction conditions. With
h•ydz'l grups the follewing reactions (30, 31) wvre observed:

B=24. CIF - W 1+ CIONO2

MNR + CIF - 2, + C1 2 0

It should be kept in mind, however, that the products in these reactions vary
depending on which starting material Is used In excess and on the exact reaction
condition. (30, 31).

The Hr elimination reactions are not limited to hydroxyl groups as we demon-

strated (Wi) for AW2a

2 + Cl W- +•-'WF2CFl

Ca Oxidative Chlorofluoripations

Generally, CIF acts as a fluorinating agent, however, instance& are Imow in
which It can behave as a chlorofluorinating agent (47, 48, 1):

SF4 +c Cs?

ny3 i(;l2  * Cii - CF3 R~13 ?

CO + CIi - COPCI

D. Oxidative Fluorination.

VAny reaetioms are knows (1) in which CIF act. as a&fluorinating agent. It has
recently been showa (49) that strong Levis acids, such as As?8 , can strongly

i .i
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enhance the fluorinating power of CIF. Thus, COF alome dome not fluorinate
senon. However, upon addition of AeF the following reaction takes place
involving the formation of C12KsF 6 - 5(50) as en intermediate:

Xe 4cw 2 AsP5  
XeF÷,.F-+ Cl 2

E, Disproportionatioa Reactions

The tendency of halogen monofluorides to disproportionate bas been discussed
above and hence, is not reiterated.

Reactioni of Hither Valent HaloEen Fluorides

Since the higher valent chlorine and bromine fluorides are relatively powerful
fluorivatora and are easier to handle than F , they can be used for the pre-
paration of metal fluorides or oxyfluorideas tl). However, owing to their
high reactivity, the reaction chemietry of the chlorine and bromine fluorides
show. less variation than that of the corresponding iodine fluorides. Few
myotematic studies of chlorine fluoride reactions with non-metal compound.
have been reported. These include reactions with hydroxyl functions (30, 31)
and 3W (46). The reaction of excess CIl with BONO is of interest, since
C102 aJ6 CLY were the observed products (hi) And not

2
lF O as one might expect.

3 2 - 22F + FC102 * C GI+ 2N027

This observation is in excellent agreement with the recently reported evidence
for an unstable FCIO intermidiat4c in the hydrolysis of C1F in a flow system
(51), resulting in its ini.ep ' , natia into PCIO2 and CIF.

The bydrolysis of CIF cannot be carried out step-wise to yield CF 0 (31)
but yields FCIO as tL only product indicating that CIF 0 hydrol y s Wh
faster than ClR. However, the statement in a previous levt (c that Cil
interacts only alowly with water is clearly incorrect. Chlorine trifluoride
can also be used to convert a perfluoriuated alcohol (52) or COP2 (53) to
the corresponding peroxides:

2(CF3)3 cO * c7 3 - (c13 )3 COOC(c;F3 )3  + 2H + CIF

2F + Cal Coyo+c 3

Whereas CIF ad CII are powerful oxidizers, a fev cases have been reported
in which thly can act as reducing agents toards stronger oxidizers, such as
XeO F (54), KrY (55) or PtF (8, 21, 22). In the first came, both CIF and
CiF. £re oxidis.1 to FC12 3 . Bith KrF 2 , Cu 3 is oxidized to CF., and t
can oxidise Cl?5 to C1ip.

Most of the known reactioD chemistry of BrhF3 and Brh hab previously (1) been
reviewed. Br?5 is relatively inert towards strong Jidizers and, therefore,
can be used as a colvent for reactiona involvizq strong oxidizers such as NtY6 o
It also forms at low temperature a very unstable adduct with pyridine and can
be dissolved in cold CH3 CN (56). It also 4iateracts with 903 (57) yielding
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Br5 (080?) type products the structures of which have not been unam-
biau5sly esta lisJbd. The formation of ill defined products parallels that
obserd for the15 - S03 *yete@, which also inyolves the formation of

0-2 2 0602 7 type ceso~mm~ds (58).
Iodine trifluoride lorm numrous adducts with N- containing baoes such as
pyridine. For the 2 3 '1y adduct, the ionic structure [IF2 .Py [IFWI- was
suggested (5). Since the IPn gr~oup is only a relatively~ feJ fluorluator,
it is possible to synthesize substituted iodine fluorides. Typical examplos

ars terlluaroacetato (59), porfluoro-alkyl (60-63), and metboxy (64) groups:

'3+ a (CF3C)2) - (02 CC13 )3  + 3CF3COP

Rf I or UrP5  RfF2 • RfIF4

IF5 + (CE3 )3SiEN3 - ' 4OCL + (CH3) 3 Sir

Iodime pentafluoride exhibit* a property rather unique for halogen fluorides.
It forms molecular adducts with compounds such as XeF (65 - 67) and XoF (65,
68). It also forms a 2:1 adduct with Csm (69) %ici bad been responstble for
nuch of the confusion concerning the ape oa of Cs IF6- (70 - 73). However,
the exact structure of CsIFW '2IF5 bas as yet not been established.

HALOGEN FLUORIDE IONS

As a consequence of the above discussed amphoteric nature of the halogen
fluoride molecules, a large number of simple and novel ions were discovered
and characterised. Since the main progress in halogen fluoride chemistry
during recent years has been in this area, a more detailed discussion will
be given in the following paragraphs. The syntheses of most of these ions
are simple and Involve t4e combination of the corresponding halogen fluoride
molcules with eitber a Levis acid or a Leo-is base. However, the syntheses
of CIF and BrF turned out to be a great challenge (see above) since the
corresonding p;Jent molecules, ClF7 and BrF7 , are unknown.

P.kiftiiiz Ions

Table II summarises the posgibly existing sad presently kmown binary halogen
fluoride ions together with their first syntheses. As can be seen all ions
are known (4, 21 - 23, 32, 50, 74 - 90) with the exception of CIF8 , CIF',
BrF8", Br,•,? ad , Fe . The COF anion and ClI? were show (79,68) not to
exist. This is probably due to the fact that for these high oxidation state
central atone the mxtmm coordination number is limited to six. The existence
of CIF and the nonexistence of Cl" suggest that in CIF6" the free C1valeact electron pair is te Dm eQttnt stenically active. The limiting coor-
dination nuber io also a plausible argument foT the noeXiste of Br? •
There is no compelling reason why Br2 FT and 4Z should not exist. The la'k
of their discovery cam he ascribed to experivnntal difficulties in preparing
and handling t-e unstable parent compounds, Dr? and IF, respectively.

22I1
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Table 11. Halogen Fluoride Ions. Compounds listed in
brackets do not exist, thous in parentheses may exist

but have not as yet been prepared.

-,C +• CI1 C IFCi..te, Savtody (1969) Chist*, Guertin (1965)

CIF + Cl? 3  ClF
ball (1950) Asp~ey at &1 (1901)

;C sa lpvch(97

j•bgrto, Chrios, (1972)

(B r, ? ) BF S wi s e &1 (1973)

Bry + BrF3 Br-
Voalf, •-eleus (1949) Slp.e, Umleus (198)

SB rF Br"
Scoi~isser, Pammer (1957) Dr 6  Nzmtturties (1961)

Dry[ [?r8"3
Sh4obilgen, Gillespie (1973) [BrF7)

•rnert, Elaw (1%5)

Saeldsser, Ludoviai (1960) Tdgreavea, Peacock (1960)

IF + IF5 -
v4 15f (195o) 8 4 leum, Sharp. (1949)
IF + I7 "

Relative Stability of Halogen Fluoride Ions

For a given halogen fluoride, its tendency to form adducts vith different Levis
acids or bases decreases with a decrease of their acid or base strength,
respectively. Thus, the commnly used Levis acids and bases can be arranged
in the folloving order of decreasing strength: acids, 8 1 > An 5  > ee >

PF > EU > 811 bases, Cs? > Rb? > & > IN > FNO2.* Consideri h reatv
stability of tie products formed, Shb5 is the Maet attractive Levis aci4l.

I
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Unfortunately, it has several drawbacks. It tends to form polyanions of the
type Sb, etc., and has a relatively high melting point of 70.

hentar often rekairs th& us* of a solvent such as HF to provide a common
liquid phase for reactions involving low boiling halogew. fluorides. Similarly,

NUO and FNO are suitable for quantitative low-temperature complexing but the
products. la.k the stability of the alkali metal salts.

BpLoed an the conclusions from the preceding paragraph, one would predict that
the relative stabilities of adducts formed by a given Levis acid or base with
different halogen fluorides is a function of the acid strength of the cor-
respeoding halogen !luorides. Thus, a relatively acidic halogen fluoride
should tend to form adducts with bases but to a much lesser degree with acids.
Inspection of the relative stabilities of adducts of numerous halogen fluorides
and oxyfluoridee, however, showed (91) that this prediction is incorrect. The
dominuting factor governing the stability appears to be the structures of the
parent molecules compared to those of the ions formed. Favored structures are
eitker pseudo-tetrahedral or pseudo-octahedral. Thus, pseudo-trigonal bi-
pyramidal molecules, such as the halogen triflIorides, show a pronounced
tendency to form either pseudo-tetrahedral IF cations or pseudo-octahedral
XFt anions. On the other i aud, psoudo-o~tabdral pentafluorides show little
Z~dtetk y to form trigemal bipyramidal I4 or pentagonal bipyramidal D-"

P -"

x- I -F -
! I F IT F

F F

+ F F
F4~ Xt

-F] F~

SM" " CT RMA T RaTIONS AM• BOL3DIM

Observed Structures

Figure 2 shows a scheme of the structures encoumtered for halogen fluoride
molecules and ions. More recent results not corered by previous revieow

(I "')inlde X-ray diffraction data for Cli Shi - (92). CIF As - (93),
Dry Sb ~ (9)BrY (9).d 374+bF~ u,9) irw 4 edeeto

Z(951) ,*F (24, I ¶,
dif racti. data for DrF and IF (96 -_1;8), electron diffraction data for

. 4101), •vibrational ajectra f~r CIP (1O2), CIF (108),LCIF (24, 104),cils (81. nBrF 2- (80), ki.F (24, 25, 164) F. (10o). BrF4  (li1t 106)0
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pi -e 2. Structure of tae halogen fluoride nolodules and

ions. mIainly covalent 1tvo electron) bonds are drawn with

bemier lines. For X and XF sufficient data are

not yet available. Tbi tw. sboter bnds in 7 are

primarily due to liquid repulsion effects.

F A

IXIx

LI!F:

"F +
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BrF6- (95), IF (20), l11" (1i0), IF 27102), IF - (so), IF7 (27, 108, o09)
andIF (27, , M.o s uer data fir iF and ma (ill), oar spectra for
IF (o09), C1F2  (112), and numerous chlgrine fluoride ions (113), a
phý2 aionization study of COF (114), force fields (115, 116) and mean
amplitudes of vibration (117) of ClF., BrF8 , and IF75 and mass spectra of
":IF (118) and IF7 and Ih 5 0 (1l9).

As caz. bt seen from Figure 2, the structures are simple and can be logically
predicted if one keeps in mind that free valence electron pairs on the central
atom are sterically active and behave as a ligand. For 4, 6, 6, 7, and 8
ligands always .the sterically most favorable arrangements are obaerved, i.e.,
the tetrabedron, trigonal bipyramid, octahedron, puckered pentagonal bi-
pyramid and the square antiprism, respectively. The only possible exception
to the concept of localized free valence electron pairs may be BrF which
contrary to IF6- (69) appears to possess a symmetry center (95). 1 probable
explanation for this behavior assumes room for only six localized ligands
and a flixional free electron pair which in a pseudo Jahn Teller effect causes
a dynamic distortion of the octahedron. This structural problem resembles
that encountered with XeF. Lý appeare that the XeF0 structure is inter-
mediate between those of the BrF and IF - ions. Since single crystals of
fri - and IF - salts could be prpered, d6termination of their crystal struc-
tures would te very rewarding 69).

Primary Effects, The Three Basic Rules

More details about the structures shown in Figure 2, about the positions oc-
cupied by the free valence electron pairs, and about the relative bond strengths
can be derived from consideration of the following set of three main rules.
Secondary effects, such as the influence of formal positive (in cationo) or
formal negative (in anions) charges, and of the oxidation state of the central
atom, will be discussed in a separate paragraph.

(I) For trigonal and pentagonal bi..ramide, the hard sphere model results in
different bond lengths for the equatorial nnd axial ligands.

(II) Free valence electron pairs oU the central atom are sterically active,
i.e., localized. They are more diffuse than the orbitals of an X-F bond, thus
causing increased repulsion from the free pairs and slight distortion from the
ideal geometries.

(III) The free valence electron pairs on the central atom seek high s-character;
i.e., spt hybridisation. If the number of ligands is larger than 4 and one or
more of them are free valence electron pairs, then as many F ligands form
linear semi-ionic 3 center -4 electron bonds as are required to allow the free
elect.ron pairs to form an spt hybrid with the remaining F lignads. These semi-
ionic 3c - 4e bonds are considerably weaker and longer than the mainly "covalent"
;•.' hybrid bonds.

Rules I and II are based on Nyholm and Gillespie's valence shell electron
pair repulsion (VSEfR) theory (120). Rule III is an extension of I and II
required to account for the great differences in bond strength encountered for
the*s compounds (see belay).
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Ex~amples for the Basic Rules

The following examples are given to illustrate rules I to III.

Rule Is In PWS, the axial ligands have three neighbors at right angles,

whereas the equatorial cocs have only two, Therefore, the aal liands

are repelled more strongly resulting in an increased (by 0- (121)

bond length. The same logic applies to IF. The crowding of 5 ligad

in the base of the pentagonal bipyramid calses an average 7.50 ring

puckering, a 4.§r axial bend displacement, and the axial bonds to be

shorter by O0.07 than the equatorial ones (101). However, these two

configurations, i.e., the trigonal and pentagonal bipyramids, are quite

distinct from the tetrahedron and octahedron, in which all positions are

equivalent and, therefore, should, in the absence of other factors, result

in identical bond lengths.

Rule II: The increkised repulsion from free pairs is shown for Cl?3 (122)

in Figure 3. The F1 CIF bond angle deviates by

IF -1 e2q 41Figure 3. Distortion of CIle from an

pi:r 3.Dsoto fc 3 foideal pseudo-trigonal bipyremidal con-
a.A figuration by increased repulsion from

c the free valence electron pairs.

about 30 from that 1xpected for an ideal trigonal bipyranid, and the axial

CIF bonds are 0.10 A longer then the equatorial one. Obviously, there are

two consequences from increased repulsion. The first one in a decrease in

the- bond angle formed by the neighboring ligands and the central atom, and

the second one is an increase in the nnd lengths of-the neighboring 2Fbonds. If the neighborin FXF bond ang•le is significantly larger than 90°

the change in bond angle will be more pronounced than the chauge in bond

lengths.

Rule III: The principle of a se•i-ionic 3c-4* bond (12• - 125) is demon-

strated in Figure 4 for a simple species, such as CWF - (74 - 76). Ideally,

the two F-ligands foon two semi-ionic 3c -4e [p-p]F *V onds 'uith one p

electron pair of the chlo ine central atom, while the free Cl valence

electron pairs form an at hybrid.

Ficure 4. The schematic bonding in CIF-

as explained by a semi-ionic 3c-4e bond
model

ICS
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Instead of using this semi-empirical molecular orbital model, the bonding in
O2 can also adequately be described in the valence-bond representation (126)
as ! resonance hybrid of the following canonical forms: (F-Cl) F- and F-(C1-F).
This results in the same ,average charge distribution as in the molecular orbital
model, i.e., 4/2F-C-lI/2. A third and the most simple bond model, proposed
by Bilbam and Linuett (127) for XeF which is pseudo-isoelectronic with C012
assume single electron bonds for elch X-F bond. It is relatively imnaterial,
which of these three descriptions is preferred since all of them result in
the sam charge distribution, a bond order of about 0.5, and an electron octet
for the central atom as previously discussed by Bartlett (18) for the closely
related noble gas fluorides.

Whereas the retention of a formal electron octet around the central atom is a
very attractive concept, it must be realized that contrary to a previous state-
ment (4•8) this concept is not applicable to all noble gas related fluorides.
In CIF , for example, the QIF bond order is about one and hence, the bonding
is best described by a sp3d hybridization, i.e., an electron dodocet (8).
The same argument applies to TeF8 having a bond order of about 1 (129)and,
hence, the suggested (128) diagonal (based on the position of the central
atom in the periodic table) relation, XeF4 , IF5 t TeF 6 does not hold for the
bonding in these molecules.

The Relationship Between Rules I + II and III

Qualitatively, rules I + II and rule III describe the same effect, i.e., the
increase in bond lengths by the repulsive effect of a localized free valence
electron pair. Rules I and I1 are derived from the hard sphere model (120)
without making any assumptions about the nature of bonding or any possible
changes in it when comparing different halogen fluoride bonds. The need for
rule III arises from a more quantitative study of these off.octs, i.e., force
constants computed from the observed vibrational spectra (see below for a
more detailed discussion). These computations show such dramatic changes in
the values of the stretching force constants (see Table III) that the pos-
tulate of two different types of bonding, i.e., rule III, becomes necessary.
Consequently, rule III is not contradicting rules I and 1, but explains the
unexpectedly high repulsive effect of certain iree valence electron pairs by
their increased s-character, i.e., by a change in bonding And hybridization.
hesed an the assumption of a hard sphere model and ligand crowding, the
simultaneous occurrence of semi-.onic 3c-4e bonds acd, orbitals with high
a-character for the free valence electron pairs is very logical. An increase
of the Z-F bond distances will cause t..b free valence electron pairs to become
shorter and wider and, hence, to assume more s-character (see Figure 5).

t Figure 5. Influence of increasing

(broken lines) bond lengths on the

spatial distribution of free valence
electron pairs assuming a hard sphere
model.
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i Binary, Chlorine Fluorides J,

)mainly C-walenat Semi-ionic

C176 4.7

C! 4 + 4.7 3.3
'F2 4.7

CIF 4.4

C17 3  
4.2 2.7

CIF5 3.5 2.7

ClF2 2.3

ClF4 2.1

II

Figure 6. Comparison o• the structures 4nd stretchbig
force constt (m•yn/A) of ClF4-, C !6- and C! 2
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In this respect It appears meaningless to argue whether the formtion of semi-
ionic bonds causes the free electron pairs to assume more s-character or whether
the increased s-character of the free electron pairs causes the semi-ionic
bonds. Obviously, both effects go hand in hand as a consequence of the hard
sphere model.

The General Validity of Rules I to III

Whereas rules I and II, i.e., the VMM theory, have gained general acceptance,
rule III as yet is still widely ignored inspite of continuous emphasis by the
author sines 1967 (130). The application of the three basic rules is by no
means limited to halogen-fluorides, but holds essentially for all the non-metal
fluorides. As previously sbhow (130), all the possible compounds can be ar-
ranged in isoelectronic groups &ad the simple knowledge of the total number of
ligands and of the number of free valence electron pairs on the central atom is
sufficient to predict the symmntry and relative bond strengths of all simple non-
matal fluorides.

The tendency to form aemi-ionic 3c-4e bonds is most pronounced for the
lightest central atoo with high coordination numbers. With increasing size I
of the central atom, the ligand repulsion decreases and the polarizability of
the central atom increases. This tends to make the bond lengths more similar.

Secondary Effect Influencing the Bond Strengths

Obviously, there are numerous other effects which will influence the relatively
strength of a bond. However, we feel that their influence is not as strong as
that of the three basic rules described above. Among these secondary effects,
maybe the most important ones are the influence of a formal negative (in anions)
or a form•l positive (in cations) charge, the oxidation state of the central atom,
and the tendency to form partial double bonds. Of these, the latter has been
discussed above lir C1F and, therefore, requires no further comment. An
increasing oxJdation state of the. central atom increases its electronogativity
and, hence, decreases the olectronegativity difference between the central *tom
and the ligends. As previously pointed out by Goubeau (28) this will increase
the covalency of the bond and thereby the bond strength. The influence of formal
positive or negative charges can be readily understood. In anions, the formal

negative charge will reside mainly on the highly electronegative F ligands.
This will increase the polarity-of the X-F bonds and, thereby, promote the
formation of semi-ionic 3c-4e bonds.

The influence rf such secondary effects also preempts the assignment of one
numerical value to an ideal single bond in different compounds. Instead,
relatively broad ranges (as apparent from Table III) must be assumed for
covalent and semi-ionic bonds. Furthermore, it should be kept in mind, that
one rarely deals exclusively with one kind of bonding but with contributions
fro, both in varying amounts.

Force Constants

Unfortunately, exact boad lengths are known only for a limited number of
halogen fluoride molecules and ions. However, the vibrational spectra and
approximate force fields of these compounds are well knoi . Since the stretch-
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iag force constants are closely related to the bond lengths and bond strengths,
tbey are very useful for distinguishing semi-ionic 3c-4e (or one electron)
bonds from mainly "covalent" (or two electron) bonds.

To demonstrate the wide vaqriation of CIF stretching force constants, a sumry
of published values is given in Tablu III. It can be seen thea the range of
mainly covalent bonds varies from about 4.7 to about 3.5 mdyn/k whereas s*ei-
ionic bonds show a range from 2.1 to 3.3 mdyn/I. Even if one takes into
account the uncertainties in these force coastants caused by the underdetermined
nature of the force fields (102, 131, 132), the difference between the two
colum in Table III is significant.

Figure 6 is an excellent demonstration that both requirements, i.e., a coordi-
nation number > 4 and the presence of at least one free valence electron pair,
muat be fulfilled for the formation 4f semi-ionic bonds. Comparison between
the fr values and structures of CIF- and CIF - also demonstrates that the
mere presence of two free valence electron patrs on chlorine vithout a change in
in the nature of bonding cannot account for such a dramatic decrease in the
value of thN stretching forc-4 constant. Although repulsion in the pseudo-tetra-
hedral ClF arranement should be considerably less than in pseudo-octahedral
CIF ', som noticeable effect should he expected. Thus, it can he concluded
that rule III, i.e. the assumption of seni-ionic bonding for certain no tal
fluorides, is a definite requirement for a sore quantitative prediction and
understanding of the bonding 4n these comaounds.

Based upon the above rules and their experimental confirmation by boMd length
measurements and force constant camputations, the mainly covalent boesid have
been mrked in Figure 2 with heavier lines. For the seven and eight coordinated
species XF and XFW-, respectively, no reliable structural data are as yet
available.1

&aloxon Fluroide-Loevis Acid Adducts. Ionic or Covalent?

Since the very beginning of the discovery of the halogen fluoride-lewis acid
adduots around 1949 (32), there was much controversy as to whether those ad-
ducts are ionic or covalent coordination compounds. In the beginning, in the
absence of sufficient and good experimental data, it was more or less a matter
of conviction and dopsatic thinking and the arguments were correspondingly
heated. By now, the predominantly ionic nature of these adducts has been
wall established and generally accepted, although the importance of fluorine
bridging is frequently overemphasized by improper interpretation of observed

Svibrational spectra. As a consequence, predominantly 
I
-aic adducts have been

described as strongly fluorine bridged adducts thus coniusiun the issue. The
main argument, improperly used in favor of strong fluorine bridging, is the

Sobservation of symetry lowering for highly symmetric anions in the solid
state. Several recent studies (102, 113, 133 - 137) comparing the vibrational
spectra of halogen fluoride adducts in the solid state with those of EF
solutions, convincingly show that the Id solution spectra exhibit the bands

characteristic for the ideal ions, and that the numer snd frequencies of the
cation bands are practically unchanged. This indicates that the observed
anioa effects are maialy due to site symetry lowering and/or slight
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distortica of the highly symmetric anions. Since the cations are usually of
low symetry end therefore already exhibit the maximum number of possible t "
bonds, their number remains unchanged. The fact that their frequencies are
practically unchanged indicates that fluorine bridging in the solid state is
relatively insignificant. The fact that in the knoiu crystal structures the
cations (which usually have relatively low coordination numbers) show next
nearest fluorine neighbors, in obviously due to dipole - dipole interactions
and crystal packing considerations. Consequently, if the next nearest
fluorine neighbors are considerably further away from the halogen central
atom than the regular fluorine ligands, it appears justified to classify
these adducts as predominantly ionic. However, it should be kept in mind
that with increasing size of the central atoms the polarizability of the
bonds and hereby i.be influence of these "fluorine bridges" increases, (92,
93) and may for som iodine and xenon compounds indeed become significant.

NUCLEAR MAGNETIC RESONANCE STUDIES

The discovery that acidification of IBF with strong Lewis acids slows dote the
exchange rate between W and halogen fluoride cations, has allowed the in-
vestigation of numer..u PoNs by 19Fnar spectroscopy (23, 109, 112, 113). The
high symmetry of the Xt cations renders quadrupole relaxation by the halogen
central atoi ineffectiv ., -& thus permitted e€perimeu.al measurement of
halogen-fluorine spin-spin -oupling constants (23, 109, 113). Whereas all of
the observed nor data are in c- el'net agreement with the iouni structures
established by other mthods, i7 .vo-mins difficult to rationalive the ob-
served cheaical ahifts (113).

HALOGEN FLUOIDk 1%DICALS

As yet little work has been done in the area of halogen fluoride vadicals.
There have been recent reports on the existence %f two chlorine fluoride
radicals at lov temperature. I4amntov awl coworkers assigned ara (138, 139)
of the new species observed (140) in the riotolysis of N or A," mtrix iso-
lated C1F-F and Cl -F mixtures to the CIF I radical.. Tby interpreted the
observed sigctram iR lJrms of a bent structiLo. 'his L.w structure, however,
is somewhat unexpected and Pimentel suggested (141) that Numantov's data
might just as well be interpreted in terms of a linear ZIF2 radical.

The second known radical, CIF *, was synthesized by low temperature photolysis
of a Cl - C OF or BY OF m7xure (142). It was identifi, d by esr spectros-
copy n a *ike plenXr structure was suggested.

The formation of the ClF÷ radical cation was reported (143) by Olah and
Comisarow for both the ClF - SbF mid CIF - SbF system. However,
subsequent studies in othei laboritories (144 - 116) refuted thei claim.

The ezistaece of a relatively stable CIF5 radical cation has recently been
predicted (8) based on observations made for the CIF - Pt% system. However,
mare direct experimental proof will be required to eLfirm this prediction.

go far very little information on the existence and structure of Waog,
fluoride radicals is available. However, it appears plausible to predict

I
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that the impaired free electron will reside on the halogen central atom and
be steric&ally active. Consequently the free radicals shculd show sti ucturea
analogous to those of the corresponding anions, an shown in Figure 7 for

orT relation between the CIF 4

cc~%~ -/ radical sold the CIF4

A.WLICATION I CHICAL IA8

In addition to the continuing interest in halogen fluorides as powerful oxi-
disers in high energy rocket propellante and as chemical reagents for the
preparation of uraniam fluorides, a third area of general interest has
recently developed. It was realised t.hat energetic fluorides, ouch as
halon flaorides, are of gneat polential for chemical lasers. For example,
the use of CF and CIF in cM7o-al IF lasere have been studied in both the
U.S. (147) sand Muesia tl4g).

COWCLAWONS AND OUTLOOK

All of the expected binary halogen fluoride molecules and moat of the ions
derived from them have been synthesized and characterized. Work on the
remaining compounds is being awtively Pursued by several research groups.
The structures of moat compounds have been established and can be rational-

m"ed in term. of a plausible bonding schem.

Areas for future development include the syntheses of halogen oxyfluorides,
of oubstituted halogen fluorides, and of halogen fluoride radicals and
radical ions. •urthermore, the reaction chemistry of most of tbt halogen
fluorides has not yet been studied to any large extent. In addition to
their potential use as rocket propellants and in the processing of nuclear
fuels, halogen fluorides are e~pected to become of importance in the field
6f bhemical IF lasers.

I am isdebtud to the Office of Naval Research, Power Branch, for continulas
support and to Dro. V. Pilipotich end C. J. 8chack for helpful discussions.
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Cesium Bis(perchlorato)bromate(1), Cs*[ Br(Q'CI0 3)2]
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The iynthesis and some properties of the rovel bis(perchlorato)bromate(l) anion are reported. Vibrational spectra were
recorded and are consistent with a model containing two covalent, monodentate perchlorato groups and an approximately
linear O-Br-O arrangement.

Introduction of Cl, (1.41 mmol), a small amount of CIO,,' and unreacted
Except for fluorine perchlorate,' no halogen perchlorates C/OClO 3 (4.01 mmol). The solid product was faint ycjlow and

weighed 416 mg, corresponding to a 96% conversion of the CsBr to
had been reported until 1970. With the recent discovery of CsBr(CIO4 ),. Anal. Calcd for CsBr(CIO 4 )2 : Cs, 32.3; Br, 19.4;
chlorine perchlorate (CIOCIO 3 ) by Schack2 a versatile syn- C104' 48.3. Found: Cs, 32.6; Br, 19.0; CIO,-,47.2. X-Ray powder
thetic reagent became available for the preparation of other diffraction patterns of the solid showed no lines due to CsBr, CsBrO.,
perchlorates. This led to the syntheses of the novel halogen or CsCIO,. The product was found to be completely stable at ambient

perchlorates BrOCIO3 ,3 I(0C1O3 3 , and Cs÷[I(OClO 3 )4 ]. 4  temperature as shown by visual and spectroscopic examination after
several months.

The covalent monodentate nature of the perchlorato ligand A reaction of CsBr (1.42 mrtol) and CIOCIO, (4.46 mmtol),
in these compounds was established by vibrationrl spectros- carried out under similar conditions, was examined after 6 days at
copy.2 -S In this paper we wish to report on the synthesis -45°. The volatile products consisted of Cl2 (1.43 mmol), BrOCIO,

and characterization of the first known example of a per- (1.38 mmol).3 and unreacted CIOCIO , (1.52 mmol). The white
solid residue weighed 332 mg, in excellent agreement with the weight

chioratobromate ion. (331 mg) calculated for a complete conversion to CsCIO 4. The in-

Ex nt I Section frared spectrum of the solid showed only bands' attributable to the
ECO.ion. ,tnal. Calcd for CsCIO.: C004-,42.8. Found: CI0,-

Materials and Apparatus. Volatile materials used in this work 42.4.
were manipulated in a well-passivated (with CIF.) stainless steel When another of these reactions was examined after 2 months at
vacuum line equipped with Teflon FEP U traps and 316 stainless steel -45*, the solid product consisted of 32 reol % CsBr(CI0 4 ), and 68
bellows-seal valves (Hoke, Inc., 425 IF4Y). Pressures were measured mol % CsC10 4 as shown by the observed material balance, vibrational
with a Heise Bourdon tube-type gauge (0-1500 mm ± 0.1%). Anhy- spectroscopy, and analysis.
drous CsBr (ROC/RIC. 99.9% minimum) was used without further --
purification. Chlorine perchlorate was prepared and purified by the Results and Discussion
method of Schack and Pilipovich.' "'*e purity of volatile materials Caution! Chlorine perchlorate is shock sensitive.2  Proper
was determined by measurements of ti-eir vapor pressures and in-
frared spectra. Solid products were handled in the dry nitrogen safety precautions must be taken when working with this
atmosphere of a glove box. compound. Although during our experiments CsBr(CI04)2

The infrared spectra were recorded on a Perkin-Elmer Model 457 appeared to be stable, it should be kept in mind that we have
spectrophotometer in the range 4000-250 cm'-. The spectra of previously observed explosive decompositions for the closely
gases were obtained using 304 stainless steel cells of 5-cm path length related iodine perchlorate compounds. 4

fitted with Aga windows. Dry powders were recorded as pressed
disks between AgO windows. The pressing operation was carried Synthesis. The experimental data show that CsBr interacts
out using a Wilks minipeliet press. with an excepss of CIOCIO 3 at -45* relatively fast according

The Raman spectra were recorded on a Cary Model 83 spectro- to
photometer using the 4880-A exciting line and a Claassen filter' for
the elimination of plasma lines. Glass melting point capillaries were CsBr + 2CIOCIO -- CsCIO, + BrOCIO + C0,
used as sample containers in the transverse-viewing-transverse-exclta-
tdon technique. This reaction ib followed by the much slower second step

Debye--Scherrer powder patterns were taken using a GE Model
t XRD.6 diffractometer. Samples were sealed in quartz capilaries O+ C -. CsBr(CIO,

(-0.5-mm o.d.). For elemental analyses, the solid samples wereShydolyed n aueos NaH. erclorte as dterine wih a Acceleration of the second step by raising of" the reaction
hdoydin aqueous NaOH. Perchlorate was determined with a

specific ion electrode (Orion Model 92-17) and Cs and Dr by X-ray temperature was not feasible owing to the thermal instability
fluorescence employing a GE XRD-6VS X-ray fluorescence spectrom- of the halogen monoperchlorates. The use of a proper sol-
beer. vent is likely to increase the reaction rate. However, owingSPreparation of C&Br((C10),. A 30-ml propassivated 316 stainless to the pronounced incompatibility of halogen perchlorates

steel cylinder was loaded with powdered CsBr (1.03 emtol) followed
by CIOCIO, (6.76 mmol) at - 196*. The reactor wau warmed to -45° with most solvents and owing to the slowness of the reaction,
an stored at that temperature for 2 years. On recooling to -196* a studies in this direction were beyond the scope of the present
few cubic centimters of noncondensable gas was noted. Volatile investigation.
products were pumped from the reactor for several hours while and The above data demonstrate that the reactivity of CsBr
after it had warmed to ambient temperature. Separation of these
materials were effected by fractional condensation. They consisted toward CIOCIO 3 is intermediate between those previously ob-

served for CsCI and CsI. 2 ,4 Whereas CsCa or CSC1O 4 do not
form any stable adduct with CIO)CI3, CSl is readily converted

(1) G. H. Rohabach mad G. -. Cady, J. Ames. Chem. ,oc.. 69, to CsI(CI04)4 . The fact that iodide is oxidized by CIOC•O•3677 (2947).

(2) C. J. Schack and D. Pilipovich, 1". Chem., 9, t 387 (1970). to the +III oxidation state whereas bromide is oxidized only
(3) C. J. Schack, K. 0. Christe. D. Pilipovich, and R. D. YWon, to the +i state is not surprising since iodide is a stronger re-

Inou. Chum.. 10, 107$ (1971).
(4) K. O. Chrlste and C. J. Schack. hiorg. Chem.. it, 1682 (1972).
(5) K. 0. Chriata0 C. J. Schack, and E. C. Curtis. ln.rg. Cr•em.. 10, (7) C. F. Goodeve and F. D. Richardson, J. Chem. Soc., 294

1589 (1971). (1937).
(6) H. H. Claausen, H. Sois, and J. Shamir, Appt. Sptctroa-., 9, 23 (8) J. W. Nebaen, A. D. McElroy, and 14. F. iKodowaki, Iesos,.

(1969). Chem., 4.1796 (1965).
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ducing agent than bromide. Our previous attempts4 to syn- Table I. X-Ray Powder Data for CsBr(C00O),

thesize the iodine(l) salt CsI(CIO4)2 from CslBr 2 and CIOC1O 3  d. A Intens d. A Intens d, A Intens

resulted only in a mixture of unreacted CslBr2 and CsI(CI0 4)4. 5.13 w 2.445 m 1.536 w
This indicated instability of the iodine(l) salt may be caused 3.47 In 2.188 s 1.512 vw

by its pronounced tendency to disproportiopate and to 3.40 vs 2.018 ms 1.490 w

achieve a higher coordination number. 2.77 m 1.973 w 1.467 - vw
2.579 vw 1.834 w 1.411 na

Properties. The compound CsBr(CI0 4)2 is a faint yellow 2.518 m 1.709 ms 1.397 raw

solid. It was stored for more than 6 months at ambient
temperature in dry nitrogen without noticeable decomposi- Table 11. Infrared and Raman Spectrum of Solid CsBr(C1O4)2
tion. It is hygroscopic and readily hydrolyzes in water. The Obsd freq, cm' and intena Approx description of mode in

solid is crystalline and its X-ray powder pattern is listed in

Table 1. Surprisingly, the pattern shows little resemblance Ir Raman point group C.

to that reported 9 for the similar compound CsBr(SO 3F)2 . 2930 vw 1115 + 1078 + 720 = 2913

Vibrational Spectrum. Figure 1 shows the infrared an' 2360 w 1289 + 1078 =2367
2040 w 1105 + 947 = 2052

the Raman spectrum of solid CsBr(CIO4). The observed 1663 vw 947 + 720 - 1667

frequencies and their assignments are listed in Table II. 1300 vs, br 1289 (0.6) ,,(CIO,) in phase (2 A)

Before discussing these assignments in more detail, the 1115 vs, bi 1105 (0.3) br &a,(CIO.) out of phase (2 B)

nature of the perchlorate moiety in CsBr(C0 4)2 must be 1076 vw 1078 (10) voym(ClO,) in phase (A)

established. The perchlorate could be present as a C10 4- 947 vw 947 (6.2)

anion or as a covalent perchlorato ligand. In the latter case, 933 (1.4) ?Vy.(CIO.) out of phase (B)

the perchloato group could be either mono- or bidentate. 720 vs, br 719 (1.1) uaC(BrOC1) out of phase (8)

Since bromine(i) has three frce ,2 -ce electron pairs, two 633 m 633 (1.4) Payu(BrOCI) out of phase (B)

bidentate perchiorato ligands would rc ilt in a coordination 622 rmw 625 (0.5)

number of 7. This coordination number is not unreasonable 581 ms 584 (1.8) 6,t,(ClOO) (A, B)
572 ms 578 (1.8) 6,s(CIO,) (A, B)

in view of the existence* of the BrF6- anion which has one 558 mw 558 (2.1) 6mnbrela(CI0 3) (A, B)
free valence electron pair on the central atom. The vibra- 466 (1.2) v'.(BrOC1) in phase (A)

tional spectra of the C10 4-anions and of covalent mono- 450 (1.5) Y.ym(BrOC) in phase (A)

dentate perchlorates, such as CIOCI1 3 and i8rOCIO 3 ,6 are 407 (2.7) brock(ClOd) (A)

well known and understood. Recently, we have also estab-

lished the vibrational spectrum of Ti(CI0 4 )4, a compound a Uncorrected Raman intensities.

containing four bidentate perchlorato ligands." Since rel-
ative bandwidths of the individual bands are very important (CIO 4)2 and CIOC10 3 also reveals pronounced differences.

for distinguishing antisymmetric from symmetric motions, However, these differences can be easily reconciled by taking

we have added to Figure 1 for comparison the vibrational into account that Br(CIO 4)a contains two perchlorato groups.

spectra of the typical covalent monodentate CIOCIO 3, of the Their motions should strongly couple owing to the approxi-

hidentate Ti(CI04) 4 , and of the CIO4 anion. niately linear configuration of the O-Br-O group expected

Inspection of Figure 1 immediately rules out for CsBr(Cl0 4)2  by comparison with pseudoisoelectronic CIF-,'2 KrF 2 , and

a structure containing C104- anions. The spectrum of a XeF 2 .a This coupling results in a splitting of each mode

typical bidentate perchlorate should show two pairs of strong into an in-phase and an out-of-phase motion of the two

infrared bands at about 1310 and 1170 and at 880 and 660 perchlorato groups. The observed bandwidths make it easy

cm- , respectively. These pairs are due to the antisymmetric to assign the bands to antisymmetric (broad) and symmetric

and symmetric stretching vibrations of the (narrow) vibrations. The agreement between the vibrational
spectra of CIOCIO 3 and Br(OCIO 3)- is excellent if one takes

CO the average frequency of each band pair and keeps in mind
the expected frequency decrease when going from neutral

0 XOC!O 3 to the Br(OCIO 3 )-- anion. This frequency trend in

and the the order cation > neutral molecule > anion has beeit estab-

0 lished for numerous halogen compounds14 and can be ex-
0, plained by the increasing polarity of the bonds.
0~ After establishing the covalent monodentate nature of the

perchlorato ligands in Br(OCIOs)2-, assignments of the ob-

groups, respectively. The absence of a strong infrared band served bands to individual modes can be discussed. Since
in the region 800-1000 cm-1 and of a strong sharp Raman the highly electronegative perchlorato Higand might be con-
band above 1100 cm-' for sidered as a pseudohalide, the structure of Br(OC10 3)I should

be analogous to those found for the pseudoisoelectronic
fluorides CIF2-,1 KrF 1, or XeF 2 .' The central atoms of
these species possess three free valence electron pairs and,
hence, ha , a coordination number of 5. This resulis in a

dlearly rules out for CsBr(CIO4)2 a bidentate perchlorate trigonal bipyramid in which the three free valence electron
A structurer pairs occupy the equatorial positions and the two elec:ro-
S A superficiai comparison between the spectra of CsBr- negitive ligands the two axial positions. If this analogy is

(9) C.Chung and G. H. Cody, Z. Anon. AIIx. Chem., 36S 1.8 (12) K. O. Christe. W. Sawodfny, and J. P. Guertln., nowr. Chem..
(1971). 6. 1159 (1967).

(10) E. L. Whitney. R. 0. MJcLaren, C. E. Fogle, and T. J. (13) J. H. Holloway, "Noble Go& Chemistry," Methuen, London,

HulIey.J. Amer. Chem. Soc.,86. 4340 (1964). 1968.
(II) K. U. Christe and C. J. Schack. unpublished results. (14) K. O. Chrite, Pure Appl. Chem., in press.
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i .. Table ii!. Summary of 27 Fundamentals Expected for
Dr(OCIO$); in Point Group C.,

£C OBrOCI Skeletal Modes

1. 1 0
C\ tBr•? CI vym(BrOCl) out of phase (B)

'r; \0 I'
t/

am.u Cl Br, \C v,,y.(arOCl) out of phase (B)

I B-0

aC Br a vym(BEOCI) in phase (A)

7' iiqml(BOl npln ot fpee(BOC)a Nin phase (A)

' 6(BROCI) in plane in phase (A)
Sout of phase ) (B)

6 (BrOCI) out of plane = r(BrO) I nphase (A)

out of phase()
b(OBrO) in plane (B) o of phase (A)

CIO, Modes
S" lin phase (2 A) . ....fIin phase (A)
,ayWaC0a'out of phase (2 B) °CIO~)vout of phase (B)

in phase (A) in p hase (A)
. .ynim(aoa1out of phase (B) ' " &"l out of phase (B)

inphase (A) inpae(A)
9 a 6&&YM~(Clao$ t of phase ()6ok(ClOda)tofphase(H

(A)ph B)e (A)in phase (A)

I extended to Br(OC1O 3)2 aPd if a hond angle of about 1000 is

, assumed for BrOCI with the two C1O 3 groups being in a trans
position to mininize their mutual repulsion, the following

! structure of symmetry C2 is obtained

The twofold symmetry axis is perpendicular to the CIOBrOCI"
plane and passes through the Br central atom.

For an I I1-atom species of symmetry C2 one would expect
a total of 27 fundamentals. Of these, 13 belong to species A
representing the in-phase motions of the two ligands and 14

4 . belong to species B representing the out-of-phase motions
and the OBrO in-plane deformation. These 27 modes may
be broken down further into nine CIOBrOCI skeletal modes
by treating the C1O3 group as one point of mass. A sum-
mary of the 27 fundamentalh is given in Table Ill.

Assignments to the modes involving internal motions of
the CIO3 group can be readily made by comparison with those
previcusly given' for CIOCIO 3 and BrOCIO3 . As expected,
the two antisymmetric C10 3 stretching modes are nearly
degenerate (for CIOCIO 3 and BrOClO 3 splitting into the

__ . _7 I... j. components was observed only for the matrix-isolated
species)' and, therefore, result for Br(OC10 3)2 in a single

Figtme 1. Vibrational spectre of solid CsBr(C0 4),. Ti(C0 4), and broad band. However, the frequency difference of -10 cm-I
CK30, (infrared specm recorded as AgCa disks). Ramaim specrum observed between the band centers of the infrared and theSof liquid C1O0O, and infrare spectrum of solid OCK)CO, as a Rairan bands suggests that these modes are not completely
film on a Csl window cooled to 4K. Spectral silt width used for degenerate and are of different relative intensities in the in-
the recording of the Raman spectra of the solids was 4 eg't. The frared and Ranan spectra. The assignments are given in
bands of CsBr(CI0,4 ) marked by A'. B'. C', and D' represent the i- fasr
phase and out-of-phas motion components of the A, B, C, and D Table 11 and are supported by the observed btndwidths and
bands, respectively, of C100O. intensities. For example, the symmetric C10 3 stretching
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modes should give rise to very intense, sharp Raman bands fore, approximately linear OBrO configuration." Except
with weak infrared counterparts, with the strongest Raman for the torsional modes and the BrO 2 and BrOCI in plane
band representing the in-phase motion. The slight splitting deformations (which are expected to be of relatively low
observed for the 947-cm-1 Raman band does not show the frequency and intensity) all of the predicted fundamentals
right (3:1) intensity ratio for the ISCI-

37Cl isotopes and, were observed. For the stretching vibrations, the strong cou-.
hence, is ascribed to crystal effects. piing causes pronounced frequency splittings owing to in- S,• )

After assigning the C10 3 modes, four bands in the region phase and out-of-phase motions of the two ligands. For the
450-750 cm-1 remain unassigned. Based on their fre- C10 3 deformation modes, such a splitting was not observed
quencies, these hands must represent the four skeletal stretch- except for an 1 -cm-' separation of the two rocking modes.
ing modes. Of the four bands the two lower frequency ones No attempts were made to compute a force field for Br-
do not show a counterpart in the infrared spectrum and, (OC10 3 )2 owing to the size (I I atoms) of the ion, the in-
therefore, must he assigned to the two A modes which do availability of the skeletal deformation frequencies, and an
not involve a change of the diple moment (see Table ill). expected' strong mixing of the symmetry coordinates of the
Based on its higher Raman intensity and lewer frequency the skeletal stretching modes.
450-cm-1 band is assigned to vP.,(BrOCl) in phase which
involves more of a Br-O stretch than a CI-O stretch. For the Acknowledgment. We are indebted to Dr. L. Grant for
two higher frequencies we prefer to assign the 720-cm-' band helpful discussions and to the Office of Naval Research,
to the antisymmetric BrOCI motion based on its strong in- Power Branch, for financial support.
frared intensity and large bandwidth. The two components Retry No. CsBr, 7787-69-1;CIOCIO5 , 27218-16-2;CsBr-
of the 633-cm-' band show the correct intensity ratio of 3:1 (t0.),, 51108.464.
for 35CI and 37C1 isotopes and, hence, this splitting is ascribed (IS) Quantitative computations have been carried out for AO-M
to isotope effects. linkages containing a light central atom: 1. R. Beattle and M. J.

In summary, the observed spectrum is in excellent agree. Gall, J. Chem. Soc. A, 3569 (1971). Qualltatlvely, their argumentswith our predictions for a covalent, monodentate per- should also be valid for out came with Br as a central atomn, where thement wobserved frequency separation of the average of the BrOCI stretches
chlorato structure containing a strongly coupled and, there- of -pecies B from that of the corresponding A modes is 216 cm-1.
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Summary

The reactions of (CFM)2 NO with PtF6, MoF 6 , .eFs, O*SbF6 and O*AsF6'
have been studied. The reaction of (CF3 )2 NO with OSbFl- presents a new
method of producing CFs radicals chemically at low temperature. This was
demonstrated by a new and high yield synthesis of (CF3)2NOCF&. In addition,

the novel compound [(CF,) 2 NO] 2CF2 has been isolated as a by-product
from this reaction and was characterized.

Introduction

The bis(trifluoromethyl) nitroxide radical was discovered [1,2] in 1964.
Since then, the physical and chemical properties of this unusually stable
radical have been studied extensively and were summarized in two recent

reviews [3,41. In its reaction chemistry, (CF 3 )2 NO behaves as a pseudo-
halogenwith an oxidizing power similar to or higher than that of Cl2 [3].
Due to this high oxidizing power, the previously reported studies [3,4]
appear to have been limited to combinations with other radicals, additions
across double bonds, and reactions with reducing agents. In view of the well-

known stability of the F2N=O* cation [5,6] and of hexafluoroacetone which
are isoelectronic with COF5 and the hypothetical (CFB)2N=O* cation, respec-
tively, it seemed interesting to study the behavior of (CF3 )2NO towards
strong oxidizers. If the oxidation could be limited to a simple one-electron
transfer from (CFI)2NO to an oxidizing species A, the following reaction
series would allow not only the synthesis of the (CFs) 2 NmO* cation, but
also that of the novel bis(tiflluoromethyl)-substituted NF3O molecule:

(CF8),NO + A -o (CFS)sNO'A-

(CF8)2NO'A- + FNO -+ NOA- + (CFg)2N(O)F
Although we could not limit the oxidation of (CF&)2NO to a one-elec-

tron binder. without breakalp of chemical bonds, severa interesting-results

were obtained which we report in this paper.
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Experimental

Materials
Rhenium hexafluoride and MoFs (Ozark Mahoning) and CF3NO (PCR)

were purchased. Platinum hexafluoride was prepared by burning Pt wire in an
F2 atmosphere at -196 OC [7]. The O salts of AsFs' and SbFl' were
synthesized by the methods of Beal [81 and Shamir [9], respectively.
Bis(trifluoromethyl) nitroxide was prepared [10] from Ag 20 and (CF8 )2 NOH,
wr.vth the latter being synthesized as previously described [1]. Prior to use,
all volatile starting materials were purified by fractional condensation and
their purity was verified by spectroscopic techniques.

Apparatus
The materials used in this work were manipulated in a well-passaivated

(with CIFs) 304 stainles"teel vacuum line equipped with Teflon FEP TI traps
and 316 stainless-steel bellow-seal valves (Hoke Inc., 425 IF4Y). Pre, ep
were measured with a Heise-Bourdon tube type gauge (0 - 1500 mr.. J.1%).
Because of the rapid hydrolytic interaction with moisture, all n -'-.Is were
handled outside the vacuum system in the dry nitrogen atmosphere ., a glove
box.

The infrared spectra were recorded on Perkin-Elmer Model 337 and
457 spectrophotometers in the range 4000 - 250 cm- 1 . The spectra of gases
were obtained using 304 stainless-steel cells of 5 cm path length fitted with
AgaI or AgBr windows. The spectra of solids were obtained by pressing two
small single-crystal platelets of either AgCI or AgBr into a disk in a Wilks ,. -

minipellet pres. The powdered sample was placed between the platelets
before starting the pressing operation.

Tk-e Raman spectra were recorded on a Cary Model 83 spectrophoto-
meter using the 4880 A exciting line and a ClUien filt r [11] for the elimi-
nation of pla-ua lines. Glass melting point capillaries were used as sample
containers h, Jhe transverse-viewing-transverse-excitation technique.

Mass spectra were recorded on a Quad 300 (Electronic Associates Inc.)
quadrupole mass spectrometer using a passivated all-atainleeasteel inlet
system.

The 1'F NMR spectra were recorded at 56.4 MHz on a Varian DA60
NMR spectrometer equipped with a variable-temperature probe. Chemical
shifts were determined by the side-band technique.

7U (CF3 )2NO-MoFs system
Molybdenum hexafluoride (0.90 mmol) and (CF5 )2NO (1.44 mmol)

were combined at -196 "C in a pasivated 25 ems sapphire stainless-steel
reaction tube (Varian Model CS-4250-3). After warming the mixture to
29 "C for 1 h, only unreacted starting materials were recovered.
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The (CF3 )2NO-ReF6 system
Rhenium hexafluoride (2.01 remol) and (CF 5 )2NO (1.88 mmol) when

kept at 29 *C for 1 h in a sapphire reactor produced a small amouit of a non-
volatile white solid. To increase the yield of this solid, the starting materials
were recombined in the reactor and kept at 29 °C for 100 h. The volatile
products were removed, separated by fractional condensation, measured by
PVT and identified by spectroscopic techniques. They consisted of (CFa)2 NOCF3
(0.29 mmol), (CF3) 2NO (1.61 mmol) and ReFs (1.92 remol). The white solid
residue (8 mg) was mainly NO*ReF;, but its infiared spectrum also indicated
the presence of a new rhenium oxyfluoride anion having strong absorptions
at 1059, 1022 and 971 cm-.

The (CF3) 2NO-PtF6 system
Platinum hexafluoride (1.78 mmol) and (CFa) 2NO (3.56 mmol) were

combined at -196 OC in a sapphire reactor. The mixture was slowly warmed
up until the (CF 8 )2NO started to melt and react. The reaction with PtFs was
very violent (cautionl ) and the reaction was immediately quenched by
cooling to -196 *C. This procedure was repeated several times until the reac-
tion was essentially complete when the reactor was kept at 25 °C for 1 day.
The volatile products consisted of COF2 and CF4 (4.04 mmol), (CF) )2NOCF3
(0.54 mmol) and (CF8 )2 NO (0.73 mmol). The dark-grey solid residue (570 mg)
was identified by vibrational spectroscopy as NO*PtFs'.

The (CFj ) 2NO--O;A4Fi- system
In a Teflon-FEP ampoule, (CF 5 )2NO (0.86 mmol) and OAsF;" (0.95

mmol) were combined at -196 *C. The mixture was slowly warmed up to
25 °C and a smooth reaction occurred with gas evolution. The volatile pro-
ducts consisted of 02 (0.90 mmol), (CF&)2 NO (0.32 mmol) and CF4 and
COF2 (0.98 mmol). The white solid residue consisted of NO*AsF;" (0.48 mmol)
indicating that some OAsFj" had decomposed irreversibly during the reaction,
with the free AsF5 being absorbed by the metal fluoride surface of the pas-
sivated metal line.

The (CFj)2NO-OSbFj' system
In a 30 cm8 stainless-steel cylinder, (CF3) 2NO (1.92 mmol) and

02OSbF;- 0.73SbFa (0.70 remol) were combined at -196 *C. The mixture
was allowed to warm to -21 *C and kept at thi temperature for 1 day. The
volatile products consisted of 02 (0.70 mmol), CF4 and COF 2 (0.74 mmol),
(CF5 )2 NOCF3 (0.73 remol) sad [(CFT)sNO] aCF2 (0.16 remol). The white
solid residue consisted of NO'SbF- 0.73SbF1 (0.70 mmol).

The CFNO-O;SbFi" system
When mixtures of CF3NO and OSbFj.0.73SbF5 with either component

in excem were kept for several days at ambient temperature, little interaction
occurred. Heating to 80 °C was required for NO0SbFg formation and O evo-
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TABLE I

Mass spectrum' of I(CFs)2NOIJCF2

467, (CFS)2NOCF 2ONC 2F*, (6); 279, C2PsNOCFgONCF* (7),
234. (CFX)2NOCF20O, (0+);218,(CFS) 2NOCF* (88); 191, C2F4NOCFON*, (0.7);
168, (CFS)2NO*, (2.8); 149, C2F&NO*, (1.4); 133, C3FgN. (2.8);
130, CXF 4NO, ý90); 127, CFSNOCO*, (0.7); 114, C2F4N', (29); 111, C2F3NO0, (0.7);
108, CF2NOCO0, (0+); 99, CFSNO', (1.2); 95, C2FN*, (0.2); 92, C2F2NO, (1);
83, CFSN*, (0.3); 80. CF2NO*, (0.2); 76, CSF2aW, (0+); 70, CNOCO, (20);
69, CF* (1000); 66, CF20% (32); 64. CF 2 WN, (60); 61, CFNO, (3);
57, C2FN*, (0.2); 50, CF, (104); 47, CFO*, (195); 46, CFN*, (14);
44, CO*, (54); 31, CF, (106); 30, NO, (340); 26, CN°, (3); 19, F%, (46);
16,0%, (120); 14, N%, (135); 12, Ci e (11).

1 M6,a0 70w. Ritg quoted 14 m/e, ion. 12atvC inte1ity.

lution. No evidence was obtained for the formation of any species containing
more than one carbon atom. The main products were COF2 , CF 4 and CF3NO 2 .

Properties of [ (CF$) s NO] 2CF,
The compound is a stable, colorless liquid having vapor pressures of 3

and 16 mmHg at--3L2 °C and 0 "C, respectively. During fractional condens-
ation, it slowly passed a -64 °C trap and was retained at -78 *C. Its mass
spectrum is given in Table 1 and its infrared and Raman spectrum in Fig. 1 and
Table 2. The 19 F NMR spectrum showed a 1:2:1 triplet at 67.96 ppm (CF3 )
and a multiplet (-13) at 69.77 ppm (CF2 ) above the internal standard CFC13
with J(FF) - 6.0 Hz and an area ratio slightly larger than 6:1. Three addi-
tional weak signals were observed at 66.2, 66.9 and 73.6 ppm which were
broad singlets. The relative peak lima of the low-field aignal increased for the
neat compound and increased further with increasing temperature. In addi-
tion, the CF3 signal started to show a low-field component with increasing
intensity of the low-field CF2 signals at -66 ppm. Analysis: Found: C, 15.7;
F, 68.1%. CGF14N2O2 requires C, 15.54; F, 68.39%.

Resultm and discussion

Of the strong oxidizers studied, PtFs and 02 salts are capable of oxid-
izing the (CF 8)2 NO radical under the given conditions whereas MoFs is not.
Rhenium hexafluoride with an electron affinity > 90 kcal mol-t [12]
appears capable of slowly oxidizing (CF&)2NO at room temperature. These
results are in excellent agreement with the apparent [3] high electroneg-
ativity of the (CF8 )2 NO radical. This requirement of a strong oxidizing re-
agent may also explain the lack of (CF 8)2NO' formation. Instead of a simple
one-electron transfer reaction, an oxidative fission of the N--C bond was
observed resulting in the formation of CF4 , NO* salts and significant amounts
of CF3 radicals. In the presence of unreacted (CF8 )2 NO radicals, the CFU radical
"undergoes the following reaction

CF3. + (CF 8 )2NO- (CF,) 2 NOCF2
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Fig. 1. Vibratona spectrum of [(CF3)2NO12CF2. A and B: IR spectrum of the gas at
10 and 3 mam, respectively, path length 5 cm, window material AgBr. C and D: Raman
spectrum of the liquid with the polarization parallel and perpendicular, respectively.
E indicates the spectral slit width.

Thus, these reactions present a new high yield synthesis of (CF 8 )2 NOCFI.
However, owing to the commercial availability of CF3 NO, the catalytic fluo-
rination of CF5 NO yielding (CF 5 )1 NOCF, in 55% yield [131 appears to be a
more attractive synthetic route. A brief study to substitute (CF 5 )2NO by
CF3 NO in its reaction with O; salts did not result in the formation of any two
carbon atom species but only CF&NO oxidation products. This observation
agrees with the above postulate that in (CF 8 )2NO an N--C bond is attacked
first with CF4 formation resulting in an excited CF3 NO species which can
readily lose a CF8 radical. The interactlin between (CF3) 2NO and OSbF•'
when carried out under suitable conditions (such as gas phase reaction, use of
a carrier gas, etc.) may have potential for producing CFs radicals under mild
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conditions by chemical means. However, further experiments in this direction
were beyond the scope of the present study.

In addition to (CF3 )2NOCF3 a new compound, [(CF3 )2NO] 2 CF 2 , was
formed in about 20% yield based on O salt. This indicates that significant
amounts of the CF2 diradical are also formed which interact (CF 3 )2NO ac-
cording to:

2(CF3)2NO + CF2 -* [(CF,) 2NO] 2CF2

The formation of a carbon species with only two fluorine atoms attached to
it, such as CF2 or COF2 , is not unreasonable since the formation of CF 4 in
the first step will create a fluorine deficiency in the system.

The [(CF3 )2NO1 2 CF2 molecule may be considered as a derivative of the
previously reported (F2 NO)2 CF2 molecule [ 14] in which the fluorines at-
tached to the nitrogen atom are replaced by CF3 groups. The observed mass
spectrum (Tablf 1), vibrational spectrum (Table 2) and 1 9F NMR data are

in excellent agreement with the suggested structure. Tentative siganments
for the more important vibrational modes are given in Table 2. T&-.e•q were

made by comparison with the previously reported spectra for (CF3 )2N-N
(CF3 )2 [15] and [(CF3 )2 NO] 2 CO [16]. The general agreement between the

vibrational spectra of the three compounds is excellent except for the differ-
ence in the relative Raman intensities of P,,i(NC2 ) between (CF 3 )2 N-N(CF3 )2
and [(CF3 )2NO] 2 CF2 . As pointed out previously [15], the Raman intensities
observed for these modes in (CF 3) 2N-N(CF3 )2 are much lower than those
usually found for related (CF0)2 N-type molecules. A more detailed analysis
is not warranted due to the size of the molecule and to the possible existence
of different rotational isomers as indicated by the NMR spectral data.

The ISF NMR chemical shifts and coupling constant observed for
[(CF8 )2NO] 2 CF2 are in excellent agreement with those reported for the re-
lated (CF3 )2NOCF 2X-type compounds [17,18]. The chemical shift of the
CF2 (OX)2 group appears to decrease with decreasing electronegativity of X
resulting in the following order for X: F(84.2) [19], NF 2 (84) [14], OCF3 and
OOCF3 (79.2) [20], N(CF3 )2 (69.8), S0 2 F(53.6) [21]. The fact that in addi-
tion to the 69.8 ppm CF2 signal, three other weak signals having similar chem-
ical shifts were observed for [(CF3 )2 NO] 2 CF2 indicates the possible existence
of rotational isomers which would not be surprising for this bulky molecule.
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Recently the addition of chlorine or bromine perchlorate to perhaloolefins vas

reported (I). The perhaloslkyl perchlorates that were formed exhibited good

overall stability especially when contrasted to the known (2) hydrocarbon per-

chlorates. In an effort to widen the range of available perhaloalkyl perchlorates

and to continue tbi study of the chemistry uf chlorine perchlorate, the possible

displacement of halogen from perhaloalkyls was investigated.

We now report tQat the action of chlorina perchlorat6 on trifluorometbyl iodide

at low temperature has resulted in the formation of the sinplest perfluwoolkyl

perchlurate, cP3 OCIO. The observed &toichiometry of the preparatign was:

cx31 + 2C1oC103  C 3OCIo, + C 2 + (tC104o

The identification of this colorlets compound wa unequivocal, based on its iadrared,

aman, mass, and !V nin spectra, together with vapor density molecular veightt

elemental analysis, and CaF catalysed decomposition. The infrared spectrum shove1
t•. o• • • (.), (.), 12o(.), ll3(vs). 1035(vs). 03o(u),

the following bands: 1310 (va), -lb~) -la) 1My) 05v) 2()

725(m), 620(s), 675(v), and 510(vv) am-* The 1310, 1035, and 620 cm bands are

typical of the covalent, monodentate peroblorate porcp (1, 3). Intense W/e f rag-

maote in the mass spectrum were assigned to the ions, co 3
4 , Ca, + o+ + CIO+,
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and COF+. In addition a weak parent ion peak was noted. The 1F nar spectrum

exhibited only oue line at 60.0 ppm, quite close to that of related CF 3 0 moieties

(4, 5). Also, senured quantities of CF30ClO3 and CFC13 reference wre used to

prov* by anr peak area ratio wasvrements that the compound contains three fluorine

atoms per molecule.

Iodine perchlorate, posttlated as the by-product in the preceding equation, is

not a monomeric covalent material like the other halogen perchlorates. At ambient

temperature, on standing the "ICl04" gradually loes Cl 2 and C12079 eventually

leadiag to the fornticn of 1 05. The same solid decomposition product results

from; the ambient tuasperature degradation ofI

The CaF catalysed decomposition of CP3 0C0O3 demonstrated the inherent stability

of the wolecul since only 30 percent of the sample oleave'. during 18 hours at

1000.

'30q0 0013 + 70103

Bigher temperatures produced complete decomposition and quantitative amounts of

S the products shown.

Several other now perchlorates have been synthesized ii sim.lar reactions and

T will be described shortly.

Experimental Section

Triflueremsthyl iodide (2.02 amole) and CIOC103 (4.24 sole) vere combinsd at

S-195 aIn a 30 ml stainless-steel cylinder which vas subsequently slowly vind

2

a - m r•
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to -4b° during several dey2. Recooling to -106° showed the absence of nonconden-

sable products. While warming to rona temperature, the volatile products evolved

were separated by fractional condensation. These consisted emsentially of

Cl 2 (2.07 rtole), trapped at -196° ad CP 3 0C103 (2.01 smole), trapped at -112°;

the yield of CF3 OC10 3 was 99 ;rcent. The observed molecular weight based on

vapor density masurement was 167 versus a value of 168.4 g/mole calculated for

CF3 0C10 3 . Anal., Calc.: F, 33.84: Cl, 21.04. Found; F, 33.3; Ul, 21.5.
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Infrared and Roman Spectra of Trifluowmethyl Perchlorate

CARL J. SCHACK* and KARL 0. CHRISTE

Recuiwd Mach 5, 1974 AIC401486

The gas-phase infrared spectrum and the liquid-phase Raman spectrum of trifluoromethyl perchiorate have been recorded.
The spectra show that CFOCIO, contain * covalent monodentate porchlorato group. A total of 19 fundamental vibra-
tions out of 21, expected for a model of symmsetry C. with hindered rotation, were observed and assigned.

Intouctid OC10 3, Cs+Br(OClOs)2',' I(OCIOs)3,' and Cs*I(OCIOs)"'
Few covalent perchlorates are known. Among these are have been reported. Alkyl perchlorates are also known but

free perchioric acid. HOCK),, and its anhydride, OICK)oCIO, are very treacherous materials' and therefore have not been
O both of which ha- been known for many years.' More investigated extensively. While spectroscopic studies of Os-

recently the halogen perchlorates FOClO,, 2 CIOCIOK,, BR- (3) C. J. Schack and D. Pilipovich, lInwz. Ch•am., 9, 1387
(1970).

(4) C. I, Schack, K. 0. Chriats. D. Pilpovich, and R. D. Wilma,
(1) J. C. Schumacher, "Perchioratas". ACS Monograph Saeas, No. loqt. CUhan•. 10, 1078 (1971).

1. 6, Reinhold, New York, N. Y., 1960. (5) K. 0. Christa and C. J. Schack, Inorg. Chean.. 13, 1452 (1974).
(2) G. 14. Rohrback and G. H. Cody, .. Amer. Cheim. Soc.. 69, 677 (6) KL.O. Christe and C. J. Schack, !norq. Chetm., 11, 1682

(1947). (1972).
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C10C101 ,7.a 140C10 3,' and the halogen perchloratess5 "'0,
have been completed, alkyl perchiorates remain unexamined . Ii
Renewed interest in the synthesis of new covalent perchlo-
rates'""2 has shown that perhalogenated Akyl derivatives
can be prepared, are stable, and are thus ameniable to further
study.

For spectroscopic work on alkyl compounds it is best to
study the simplest example in order to avoid interference NA"MA

from bands due to large alkyl groups. Recently we SLL- eded ~ UiO
in synthesizng'13 the novel fluorocarbon perchlorate trifluo-
romethyl perchiorate. Owing to its simplicity this corn-

pound is ideally suited for a systematic study of its vibra- _

Materials and Apparatus. Volatile materials used in this work '2W 00 W16 4M100UENC 00Y 2001*

were manipulated in as well-passlvated (with CIF,) stainless steel RGIW

measured with a Heise Bourdon tube-type gauge (0-1500 mm 1 0.1%). and C, 18 and 125 mm. respectively, in a 10-cm path length cel: with
Trifluoromethyl perchlorate was prepared from CF,lI and 0000I, Aglr windows. Raman spectrum of the liquid at -- 101r: D,
.as reported"' and was purified by several fractional condensations. incident polarization perpendicular; E, incident polarization parallel;
The purity of the sample used for this study was verified by Its mnus the spectral slit width used w.as 3 cm.
%pectrum and tensiometric homogeneity. Infrared absorbing impuri-
ties were not detected. Pure CF 1000, is sfable and can be mani- containing a CF3 group linked to a C10 4 group through or-e
ivulated with much less difficulty than any of the halogen perchlo- of the oxygens. Such a structure would be expected to hive
rates. A gas &smpic stored in a stainlesa steel vessel at room tem- p.VO~yS~id-0(G
perature for nearly 2 years was not noticeably changed. a bent C-O-CI link much like the p.vosysuid~ o

* The infrared spectra were recorded on a Perkin-Elmer Model 457 valent perchlorates and to resemble spectroscopically a mix'td
spectrophotometer in the rage 4000-250 cm''. The spectra of ether, B3A-O-CD 3 . Therefore, CF3 0CIO3 should possess
pegase were obtained using 304 stainless steel ceels of 5-0 1rI0-cm structure I of symmetry C, assumning one F and one double-
path length fitted with AgOI or ASBr windows. The instrument was
calibrated by comparison with standard calibration points."' The

eter using the 4880-A Line of an Ar ion laser as the exciting line and N .O .

a (aassen filter"5 for the elimination of plasma lines. Sealed quartz A
tubes (- 2-mm i.d.) were used as sample containers for the liquid in 1
the transverse-viewing-transverse-excitation technique. The Raman
sipectra were recorded at - 100* using a device similar to that pre- boddxyeatmobelcedithCCIpn.As
viously described." bne xgnao ob oae nteCC lie s

Resuts ani Iscuaionsuming free rotation of the CF3 and Cl0 1 groups, the mole-
Resuls andDiscusioncule would a' ý- possess C,, symmetry but some of the XY3Caution! Perchlorates are generally shock sensitive and moewulbedenat.Asmghierdoaina
mustbe reaed wth ue are.Altoug triluoomehyl nine-atom molecule of C, synmmetry should exhibit 21 funda-

perchiorate appears quite stable, deflagrations were occasion- y y
allyencunteed n th corse f is sytheis.mental modes of vibration, all active in both the infrared

and the Raman spectra. Of these, 13 belong to species A'
Vibrational Spectrum. Figure I shows the infrared spec- ancnheitrporidordparedwie8blg

trum of gaseous trifluoromethyl perchiorate at several pres- tod pcanes A"itnerspoularzd be depolarized. Thie 28 fulnda

sures and the Raman spectrum of the liquid. Table I lists nsrtlvbaosaiefom3setl tosad9mds
the observed frequencies together with their assignments. menal for uthc CF andite front 3 grus.eea mtions andt i ones e

Structural Model, In principle several isomeric structures oachther (and CO andup may C1e deous.Thed a9 motstrsetchin

ar oshcfracnpudwihtee9rclcsnoi modes, 3 deformnational modes, 2 rocking fundamentals, and
lionCF7IO4.Alltheobseved~r~ertis. c'. lowmeling I clorsional oscillation, Torsional mode. for CF3

5 arnd CI-Ipoint. bp 9.5~'. Trouton constant 2 ' .3, vapor-phaise isolo,7grusenalycurtqietwfeunis(bod
wt 67 an er-cuiaren clornesisloent ae sitruIturle the range of'our infrared measurements), are weak, and

direct synthetic method. r oss n witha tu ir usually are not observed. No evidence for the two torsional
L fwsidamentals was found and they will no', be wrnsidered

(7)J. 1). Wilt and Kt. M. HamrntakerJA CIMem. PihY,, 5a. 303 further in our discussion.

(1973). Aadgnment ofStiretching Modes. Inveziigations"16 of

(7 , 8) A.(.197 a.1.) t zee n .P te. .R c d d. 5r. trifluorom nethyl com pounds have show n that the CF 3 stretch-
(9) P. A. Gilmore end R. Savoic, Cans. J. Cmcm., 40,495 (1962). ing fundamentals lie in the frequency range 1400-l100 cm'1.
(10) K. 0. Chriate. C. J. Schack. and F. C. CurtIs. Inorl. Chem., Similarly for C10 3 stretching modes, the frequency range1,59(19)1K.Bam.Am.Cir.oc,9,22(17) 1350-1000 cm-' has been established.ldO In spite of this
(12) C. J. Scsack, D. Pl~povich, and J. F. Hon. luorg. Chrnt., 12. frequency range overlap, assignments can be made to the

897(1973). modes. belonging to the CF 3 and the C110 groups, respective-
(13) C. J. Schack, D. Fillpovich, and K. 0. Christe. Iinoq. NUcL l.Tetoatsm ercCsrths~sal r l

Chemn. Lett.. 10, 449 (1974). l.TetoatsmercC0 tece sal r l
(14) E. K. Plyler, A. Donti. L. R. Blaine. and E. D. Tidwull. 1. most degenerate and splitting into the individual miodes is

Res. Not. 3wr. Stand., ", $41 (1960).
(I1S) H. H. Claasaen, H. Selig, and J. Sharalt. AppL Spechnow., a.

23(1969). (17) C. V. BbrnaySpecftwohlm. Acta. 21, 1609 (1965).
(16) F. A. Miller and B. M. Harny. Appl. Spectrosc., 24. 291 (118)J. R. Dudl and D. W. Wertz,. A e U9 pec~oro.. 25,467

(1970). (1968).
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Table I. Vibrational Spectra of CFOCIC, and is intense in both the infrared and the Raman spectra.
Obod freq. cm-', and lintmb Since only one intense band at 1028 cm-1 is noted in this

Auitgrmet in point goup C. region in both spectra, it is asigned to the symmetric ClOsSInfrared (uis) Raman (liquid) and approx description of modeI
atstretching vibration. Further support for this assignment is2595 vw a, + a,4 = 2595 (A") the high degree of polarization"-' of the band in the Raman

2547 vw a' + P1, = 2549 (A") Spectrum.
2486 w 2&,,, = 2482 (A')
2435 vw &, + P, = 2436 (A') For the three CFS stretching vibrations, there remain
7345 w 2, = 2342 (A') three bands in the appropriate infrared region (1265, 1241,
2290 Vw P1 + V4 = 2293 (A') 1171 cm-1) all of which are strong as expected. Conversely,
2167 vw v, + P,, = 2155 (A") or P, + they are very weak in the Raman spectrum where it is seen
2093 w &,+, = 2179 (A') that two of the three are highly polarized and one (1240
2038 vw a, + -, 2036 (AW) cmI) is probably depolarized. The lower frequency polar-
1964 vw a, + -,, 1968 (A") or P, + ized band (1169 cm ) can be readily assigned to the A

P, = 1971 (A'W symmetric CF3 stretching mode which agrees well with pre-
1942 w &, + ',o = 1945 (A") or Y, + vious assignments.I&83 The other polarized band (1267vt:194"7 (A"°) or v, +-

I ~~.- 1942 (A) ora~+cm') is then attributable to the antisymmetric CF 3 stretcha', = 1942 (A')
1877 vw Y, + a,= 1877 (A') of species A' while the corresponding A" mode is assigned
1831 vw 2Y, = 1828 (A') or P, + P,,= to the 1240-cm-' band. Thus the rssignment of all of the

1831 (A") or P, + 1,, = Ax stretching vibrations is straightforward and -an be made
1833 (A")1833CA")with confidence.

1632 vw a, + P. = 1638 (A') or v, +
,,, = 1633 (A") Immediately below the region for CIOs and CF 3 stretching

1612 w P, + P,, = 1622 (A') or v,, + motions is the area in which C-O stretching vibration: are
"7', = 1620 (A') or VP + P,, = most likely"s'20 to occur, i.e., approximately between 1000

1495 w 1604 (A) and 900 cm-. Figure I shows that only one intense band
1438 vw V, + V, I 14 (A') or v, + occurs in this region. This band at 914 cm-I is mioderately

P', - 1430 (A') intense in both the infrared and the Raman spectra, exhibits
1308 vs 1330 (0.2) dpO Y,4(A") v, antisym CIO, the correct infrared band contour for an A' mode, and is
1265 1300 (0.3) p v. (A') v antisym CIO, polarized. All of these observations support its assgnmnt
•' 1265 s 1267 (0.5) p ,(A') P antisym CF,
1241 s 1240 (o.1) P, (A") v antlsym CF, as the C-0 stretching fundamental. Comparable C-O bands
1171 vs 1169 (0.8) p v,(A') P' sym CF, have been reported at 916 cm-' (average value) for CF3OOO-
1074 vw P. + P,. = 1072 (A') CF33° and at 915 cra` for CF30CI."
1028 vs 1031 (7.2) p vA' (A') P 'srn C1O, Assignment of Deformational Modes. Inspection of the

880 (0.1) p v, (A ' literature"'7 ""a° reveals that for simple CF 3 -containing mole.t 880 (0.1) p v. + v,,. - 80 (A')
852 vw P,, + P,, = 851 (A') cules the CF 3 deformation vibrations occur in the range of
829 vvw v,, + P,, = 826 (A') 720-520 cm-'. Similarly, C1O3 compounds 7'"'"°'22 show
70724 r 726 (4.2) p v.(A') 6 tsyr CF, deformational modes in the range 600-510 cm'-. In addi.660 sh 660 (<0.1) p ,,(A") 6 antisym CF3  tion, the CI-O single-bond stretch should occur in this fre-
615 s 616 (0.5) p '.(A') v 0-0 quency region.-"'"° Hence, for CF30C1• 3 we should ex-
568 mw 570 (0.7) dp Pt,(A") 6 antisym CO, pect seven fundamentals in the frequency range 720-5 10
560 th 564 (1.1) p a,(A') a antlsym CIO, cm-1 in excellent agreement with oui observations (see
512w 516 (3-2)p P,,(A')6 symCIO, Figure l and Table 1). Of the seven expected, five belong490 (<O.l1) &,,, + P,, = 494 WA)463 vvw 462 (0.2) dp Y+s(A") 6 49ck CF, to species A' and two to species A". The latter must be
339 sh 342 (0.5) p PII(A) a wac CF3 depolarized in the Raman spectrum and arise from the anti-

320 dp? v,.(A") 6 rock CO, symmentric CF, and C103 deformations. Of these seven ob-314 mw 316 (10) p sp,,(A') 6 in-pane C-O-Cl served bands, only one band (570 cm-') ;s clearly depolar.178 (0.5) p P, t(A') A wag L.10, ized while five (726, 708, 616, 564, and 516 cm"1) are4 in addition to the listed infrared absorptions very weak bands polarized and for one (660 cm.1) the polarization ratio is

were observed having the frequencies 2635,2455, 2220. MS93, 1893. doubtful owing to its very low intensity. Since for all of1780, 1734. 1533, and 1476 cm"` which can readily be assigned to the reported C3103 compounds, the A" antisymmetric defor-
combination bands and overtones. b Uncorrected Raman intensities
representing reistave peak height. c Qualitative polarization neasure- mation is moderately intense in both the infrared and the
ment. Raman spectra, the more intense one (570 cm-') of the two

apparently depolarized bands is assigned to the A" antisym.
only observed for liquid or matrix-Isolated sampI3.1" In metdic C1O deformation, and the very weak one at 660
the infrared spectrum of the gas, they generally apr!ear as a cm-1 is assigned to the A" antisymmetric CFS deformation.
very intense, somewhat broad band near 1300 cm-' and, The low intensity thereby attributed to this CF3 mode is
therefore, are assigned for CF 3OCrK1 to the strong infrared not unusual since for similar compounds it is sometimes not
band at 1308 cm-' (see Figure 1). Furthermore, it is ex- even observed.'923
pected that their Raman counterparts would be weak. This In the series of XOCiO 3 compounds where X = F,' Cl,'°
is the case as shown in Figure 1. For the liquid also partial and Br,'* the internal CI-O single-bond stretch results in

* separation into the almost degenerate components was noted.
The higher frequency band, 1330 cm-1, appears depolarized (19) K. 0. Christe, Speeroctmh Acta, Part A. 27. 463 (1971).
and is therefore assigned to the A" antisynunetric C103 (20) J. D. Witt, J. R. Durig, D. DesMartaau, and K. M. Hammaker,
stretch, while the 1300.cm-' band appears polarized and (21)C. Chem.. 12, a0n7 (1973).(2 1) C. J. Schack aind W. Maya.J., Amer. Chemt. Soc., 91. 2902
is assined to the corresponding A' mode. The symmetric (1969).C103 stretching vibration is normally found in the range (22) H. H. Clasmn and L H. Appelman. lowg. Chet., 9. 622

CIO, trething(1970).
1060-1000 cm-t ,well below the CF, stretching mode range (23) P. M. Wilt. Thesis. VandorbUt Univesity. 1967.
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a strong infrared band comparable in intensity to the CIO$ comparison are the CI-O-CI skeletal bend of OsCI-O-CIOs
stretching bands. As seen in Figure 1, there is only one and the 0-0-0 bend in the trioxide CFOOOCF3 . The
such infrared band (615 cm-') present in the appropriate former has been assigned7', to a Raman peak at 161 cm-t
frequency range and hence should be assigned to the CI-O while the trioxide bends has been attributed to a peak at
stretching mode. The observed frequency for this band 286 cm-'. Whereas the latter assignment is in excellent
(615 cm') is only slightly lower than that noted for the agreement with our assignment for CF 3OC103, the former
related halogen perchlorates (666-646 cm-).'0-2 might be incorrect. Based on our data for CF 3OCIO3 ,we

We are left now with four unassigned bands in the 720- prefer to reassign the CI-O-CI bend in C1207 to the very

520-cm-1 region. The two higher frequency (724 and 706 intense Raman band at 286 cm-' and attribute the 161-
cm-') infrared bands are also appreciably stronger than the cm' band to the C10 3 wagging motion (see below).
two lower ones (560 and 512 cm-'). Furthermore these As has been remarked by Durig and Wertzm s and Witt and
higher frequency vibrations occur beyond the 600-5 l0-cn-' Hammaker,' the precise assignment of -XY 3 rocking mo-
range predicted for C10 deformations. Therefore, they tions is difficult owing to the wide range of frequencies in-
are ascribed to the two unassigned CF3 A' deformational volved and the paucity of data. Our assignments for the
modes. Since the 724-cm' band is of higher intensity in modes are based on the following observations: (i) the two
the infrared spectrum, it is assigned to the CF 3 umbrella polarized Raman lines must represent the wagging (A') mo-
deformation, while the 706-cm"1 band is assigned to the tions, and the two depolarized lines, the rocking (A") mo-
CF3 scissoring deformation. These assigr.nents are analog- tions; (ii) all the assigned CF3 deformations have higher fre-
ous to those of other CF3 moieties"'.^2s where similar quencies than the corresponding C10 3 modes. Consequent-
frequency and intensity relationships have been observed. ly, the higher frequency A' and A" modes are attributed to

By analogy with the corresponding CF3 deformations, the CF 3 group and the lower ones to the CI 3 group (see
the C10 3 umbrella deformation should be more intense Table 1).
than the C10 3 scissoring mode in both the infrared and A band of very low intensity was noted in the Raman
Raman spectra. Therefore, the 512- and the 560-cm-1 bands spectrum at 490 cm-* but was not observed in the infrared
are assigned to the COs umbrella and scissoring modes, spectrum. We do not believe that this is a fundamental,
respectively, in good agreement with previous observa- although that possibility cannot be completely ruled out.
tions.7' 0'a It should be noted that for all these com- It could be due to a combination (P12 + P12 = 494 cm-') or

pounds the frequency of the C10 3 umbrella deformation perhaps an impurity.
is nearly constant (515 ± 6 cnm') indicating this mode to Summarybe highly characteristic.Sn'ty

be hghl chractrisic.The observed infrared and Raman spectra of CF30C10,
rhere are five fundamental vibrations left unaccounted The in fraredmand watan spctra of smerC0for. Two of these are the CF 3 antd the C10 3 wagging motion are in excellent agreement with a structure of symmetry C5

belonging to species A'. Another two are the CF3 and Ci- containing a covalent monodentate perchiorato group. The

O3 rocking motions of species A". The fifth fundamental cose agreement between the infrared frequencies of the gasis te CO-C in-l~ebening otin wich illbe on. and the Raman frequencies of the liquid indicate that no
is the C-O-CI in-plaiie bending motion which will be con-
sidered first. This vibration should occur below 500 cm-1 appreciable association occurs in the liquid phase. Observa-

and involve a large change in the polarizability of the mole- tion of two separate antisymmetric stretching modes for

cule. It should therefore appear as an intense Raman band. h the CF 3 and the C10 3 groups indicates hindered rota-
Seheotintense Raan band in the entire CFOC tion for both groups. Except for the two torsional modes,Since the most itall predicted fundaments were observed and assigned and

spectrum occurs at 316 cm-' and is polarized, this frequency indicate the need for reasiging the two lowest frequency
must represent this mode. Neither the A' CF 3 wag nor the vibrations in C1207.

A' C103 wag should produce such a strong Raman band.
Comparable data on similar motions in related compounds Acknowlkedgneut. We are very pleased to acknowledge
are extremely limited. Examples that might be useful for support for this work by the Office of Naval Research,

(24) H. Agahiglan. A. P. Gray. and G. 0. Vicketr. Cem J. Che/t., Power Branch. Also we are grateful to Dr. L. R. Grant
40. 157 (968). for helpful discussions.

(2S1 K. 0. Chriate and D. Naumann. Specrocitm. Act. Part A.
29.4017 (1973). Rgl.ry No. CF 3 OCIO3, 5200345-9.
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Halogen Nitrates

KARL 0. CHRISTE.0 CARL .. SCHACK. and R. D. WILSON

Receihyd Ma) A0 19 74 AIC40349+

T'he lo-temcnperature infrar~l and k,,,w •p",,*• of I(NO,), and the Raman slpectra of liquid CIONO,, I"ONO,, IFNOj,
and C'INO, have been tecofded. Comparison of the vibrational specmtr within the series NO,, FNO,. CINO,. FONO,. and
CItON03 allows unambiguous ussigmnents for the haoe nitrate molecules. Raa polarization mesurunsents show that
khlp nitrates the halogen atom kt perpendicular to the ONO, plane contrary to previous assumptions and to the

• MoqA"plh= stucture of HIONO, and CIM,040,. The %i-Maiko•Wasmu uW;"M iUiZ is cos;tent with pf•,vanantly/ c-mleit nitrutq ligads. M~weve, the complexity of the spectrum suggess a polynser structure with brdgn nitrto
0 P Experiisntal evidence was obtained for the formation of the new and thermally unstable compound CF,I(NO,),

i• (''•' •' " "partdcularly when bonded to highly ekltroneptive elements

, /hy electronegative groups such as perchlonites, nitrate$. sut-h as the halopns or oxygen. Whereas the vibrational
.. fluorosulate, or trifluoroacetates can be considered as pwu- spectra of the free anions am relatively well understood,

doha~ds. As such they either can form stabie anions in the those of the correponding covalent liad have only recent.
•ipremnce of suitable cations or can act as covalent ltpnd& ly received more attention. Reliable spectra and aussinmentsS.267
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are now available for covalent pcrchlorates, 1 3 trifluoroace- The infrared spectra were recorded on a Perkin-Elmer Modes 457
Wet t4, and fluorositlfateS.1- 7 In spite of extensive infrared spectrophotomneter in the range 40D0-250 cm-'. The spectra of

spectroscopic ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ pu suisohaon tats"arctppe,~ were obaie using 304 stainless steel ceal of 5-cm piath lenigthspectoscoic sudie on hloge nitates- " recet paer, itte wit low-temps.eTeratureme spectpetrumof([NO,)
reporting the vibrational spectrum of CF30N0N 2 , demon- was obtained as a dry powder between Cal plates at -196* using a
strates12 how poorly understood these spectra are at present. low-temperature transfer technique similar to one previously report-

The question whet her the halogen atom in XON02 is co- ad.." The instrument was calibrated by comparison with standard
plaarorpepediclar with rsetto theN0pln add- calibration points."

respet 912The Raman spectra were recorded on a Cary Model 83 spectro-
ed further interest to our study. The consensus9- appears phtmee usn the 4890-A exciting line and a Claasen filter" for
to favor coplanarity based on analogy with the planar struc- the elimination of plasma lines. Sealed quartz tubes (3-mm o.d.
tures established for the related molecules HON0 2 1

3 and were used as sample containers in the transverseviewing, transverse-
CH3ONO2 -14 However, the assumption of a planar struc- excitation technique. The low-temperature Ranman spectra were

tureforthehalgennitate is gaist ur ntutio. Smi- recorded using a device similar to one previoui~ly dercrlbed." Polar-
tureforthehalgennitate is gaist ur ntutio. Smi- ization measurements were carried out accordizn to method Vill

larly, Pauling and Brockway suggested"5 for FON0 2 a non- listed by Clsassen, et al."1
planar structure based on low-precision electron diffraction Prepuration otlI(NO,),. Resublimed 1, (1.005 mmol) was placed
data, although a planar structure could not be ruled out. into a Teflon FE!' tube fitted with a stainless steel valve. Freshly

Rama polriztionmeauremntsshould clearly distinguish fractionated CIONO, (8.20 mmol) was condensed into the tube at
Raman~~~~~~~ poaiainmaueet196'. The mixture was kept at -45* for 1 week. The materials.

between a planar and a nonplanar structure provided that volatile at -45'. were removed in vacuo and separated by fractional
unambiguous assignments are available. For this purpose condensation. They consisted of unreacted CIONO, (2.20 mmol)
RAman data were also required for the closely related nitryl and Cl, (3.01 mmol) in excellent agreement with the values calculat-

halidesad for a quantitative conversion of 1, to I(NO,),. The nonvolatilehalids. rsidue was a fluffy light yellow solid which decomposed above 0'
Another objective of this study was to characterize I(N- under dynamic vacuum yielding N2O, (2.05 mmol) and a tan solid

00)3. This interesting compound was first prepared by residue. This residue gradually decomposed further as evidenced by
Schineisser and Braendle. 1 ' It is unstable above 0" and no the buildup of NO, -;olored fumnes above the solid. An infruted spec-
data concerning its structure have been published. Attempts trum of the solid after several weeks of storage at 25' did not show

wereals mae tosynhesze he nvelcovlentnitateCF, any absorptions characteristic for N=O double bonds.wereals nue t sytheizethenovl cvalnt itrte F3- The CION0,-CF,I System. Chlorine nitrate (4.02 mmol) and0N0 2 which led to the synthesis of the novel compound CF,l1 (1.75 mmol) were combined at - 196* insa 30-mi stainless steel
CF 3I(N0 3)2. cylinder. The reactor was slowly warmed to -45' and kept at this

temperature for 6 days. Recooling to -196' did not show any non-
Experimental Section condensable matarila. Products volatile at -78* were removed in

Caution! Fluorine nitrate Is shock sensitive. Yacuo and separatod by fractional condensation. They consisted of
Material sand Apparatus. Volatile materials used in this work unreacted CIONO, (0.40 mmol) and Cl, (1.79 mmol) in good agree-

were manipulated insa well-passlvatod (with CIF,) stainless steel vac- ment with the amounts expected for a quantitative conversion of
uum lrie equipped with Teflon FE!' U traps and 316 stainless steel CF,I to CF,l(NO,),. Warming of the solid residue to 25' yielded
bellows-seal valves (Hoke, Inc., 4251 FOY). Pressures were measured N,O, (1.14 mmol), COF, (1.07 mmol). and CF31 (0.65 mmol) in
with a Helse Bourdon tube-typepguge (0-0SOO mm t 0.1%). Nitryl addition to 219 mg of a sticky solid residue of varied orange color.
chloride." CIONO,11 and FN0O," were prepared by literature meth-
ods. Fluorine nitrate was prepared by direct fluorination of KNO, Results and Discussion
in a stainless steel cylinder." The purity of volatile materials was Synthesis and Properties The interaction between 12 and
determined by measurements of their vapor pressures and infrared excess CION0 2 at -450 produced l(N0 3 )3 in quantitative
spectra. Solid products were handled in the dry nitrogen atmos- yield according to
phere of a glove box. j

(1) K. 0. Christe. C. J. Schack, and E. C. Curtis. Inorg. Chem.. Thus, this reaction offers an excellent route to high-purity

(2) K. 0. Chrlst* and C. J. Schack, Inorg. Chem.. 11, 16621(1972). l(N0 3)3, contrary to a previous statement"I that, although
(3) C. J. Schack and K. 0. Chriake. lnoMg. Chem.. 13, 2 374 (1974). l(N0 3)3 is formed in this system, it is not of synthetic use-
(4) L. 0. Christ* and D. Neumnann. Spectrochint. Areta. Part A. flesI 29. 2017 (1973). and rotferences cited therein. fles

()K.0 ChleteC Schack, and E. C. Curtis, Spectrochina. The properties and thermal instability observed for I(N-
Acte. Part A. 26. 2 367 (1970). 00)3 are in good agreement with those previously reported"C

(6) H. A. Carter. S. P. L. Jonas. and F. Aubko, JInurg. Cheiu.. 9. for the product obtained from the IC13 + CION0 2 reaction.
2455 (1970).

(7) A. M. Qurusbi, L. E. Levchuk, and F. Aubko, Can. J. Che~m.. The evolution of I mol of N20s/mol of I(NO3)5 in the Wii-j
49,.2544 (1971). tial saeof the thermal decomposition indicates the possible(5) W. E. Skiens and G. H. Cady. J. Amer. Chem~. Soc.. 80. 56omto4o010 sanItreiaeo agna tblt(1958). . f.ormaa~ ut~Cu.Br,~i,, eopstion of thN0s asntermerndiateofmria tb y

(92) F.. b Honorat anM .Scmis. ade W.sLattaau,Iw Chem e.. 93. 71 atovsardxrecini hc h irgni eue

;1U(1961).
(10) A.J. PArviuns, L. 0.R.kckwfrsay. ad .AJ. Schumace. 0iec .59,J -3 loe horINeoxs, an NO

(Der7. ,19 16)
(11) R.. ScMelaa, aD. K. easadle. and 1. C.hian..u. 73. 35(20). K.e susqet. slowa V dA.compmositiond C. thi inetcermSeditre-

(1961. chn, ct..Prt A. 23, 363 (36)970). rdxratini hihte+ ntoe i eue
* ~~~~~(12) F.A.Scohmelsee anZ .0.Ao. Chateum . Is.255,33945. 13. 715,(3 .K l~, .Dnl .f.Dane n t .ideIJ

(13)boo A.Pof PrpandJ.M.Rie rs Iara ChAm. hty."V. 42, 3c106d (1965) +1t1 iodn. Thsad. osevtio A, in4 xcelen1ageemnt)it
(14)aNWY N. I VDxn n . LWisn. JrS1 .. ACes hs 3119 tetera (2) dcompositinH OfeIgOadJSbsakpp whichtyelsC120,

(19 ) C). 2cik nv.C..6 98(97.2, 36)
(19) K.. Chrutin anR. 0. WBrokwandy. ACnw. Chr~,Iem. 3Chu.. (23)3 F.we cho.n oxides, sand 120s.HaieAl..2429

(19,375173.(.7) (1)M.Shaise ndK 1reai, ~e.Chm. . 9 20 . .Las V . apaie.ad .T.Gs268l owto
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In the CF 3I.-CONO2 system, the observed material balance '' 7 370

is in good agreement with the reaction cl 3 P

CFJI + 2C00NO, -.ajl(NO) + C3 P1318 i5 a, I

Again the observation of such an intermediate is in excellent A
agreement with the closely related CIC0/O 3 reaction chemis-
try. Thus, the interaction of RgI with CIOC10 3 produced
R5 1(C1O4),.Mt When Rt was (CF 3)2CF or n-C7F1s, the Rl-
(ClO4)2 intermediate was successfully isolated. At 40°, the
n-C7 F1sI(CIO4) 2 could be converted into RfOCI0 3 by vac- A
uum pyrolysis. For R. = (CF0)2CF, however, vacuum pyroly- IF

sis at 105° resulted exclusively in decomposition products. 10p VNF

For R# = CF 3 , the CF 3I(C104)2 intermediate was not isolat-° I00
ed; however, a quantitative yield of CF 3 OClO 3 was obtain-
able at -450.2'4 Therefore, it appeared interesting to de- A 2V6 410

terrmine whether the novel compound CF 3ONO2 could be h 14A 4 7

prepared by controlled decomposition of CF 31(N0 3)2. No P - .

evidence for CF3ON0 2 could be obtained, but CF 3 1 and
about equi0olar amounts of N 2 0 5 and COF2 were formed.

The observation of CF 3I as a decomposition product is 0 9290r " .n
interesting. A plausible explanation for its formation can
be offered. For RtI(COI)0 4 , Raman spectra support4 the a3,04
ionic structure [(Rt) 2 l1]÷l(CIO4 )4 ]. if CF 3 I(NO3 )2 had 1417 So 16 a

the analogous ionic structure [(CF 3) 21]1[I(NO 3)4.-, as much A
as 50% of the originally used CF 31 might be recovered in the _L
thermal decomposition of such an intermediate. The diffi- U 436

culty in obtaining CF3ONO 2 indicates that this compound I YNo

might be relatively unstable toward decomposition into o-ýo $10
COF2 . This is in good agreement with previous studies"'.26 1 0 0 P A

aimed at the synthesis of RfONO2 . A' ,
Vbrational Spectm. Figure 1 shows the Raman spectra r s61

of CINO,, FNO 2 , CIONO2 , and FONO2 and the irfrared and 2V,• Mb •'d r140
the Raman spectrum of I(NO3 )3 . The observed frequencies A 1420 9 dp
are listed in Tables I and IS. . .

Before the assignment of the fundamentals of the halogen 75.0729.. 7 1'

nitrate molecules can be discussed in more detail, it must be
established whether XONO2 has structure I or II, Le., wheth- 1 (NO313

er X is perpendicular to or coplanar with the ON0 2 plane. 1267x
N

or 10 A

Whereas in HONO2 intramolecular hydrogen bridging should I (No031

favor planarity, in HaION0 2 the expected mutual repulsion
between the halogen and the two oxygen atoms should favor
the perpendicular model.

1000 1600 1400 1200 1000 800 600 400 200cm4

A AFREQUENCY
Raman spectroscopy should readily distinguish between PWle 1. Ranu spectra of liquid CINO (recordd at -110'), M-

m0 (-SM"), FONO, (-100*), and CIONO, (-80W) and of solid I(N-
models I and I. Both models possess symmetry C, and O,) (-0) and infrared spectrum of solid I(NO,), (-196'). Spec-
nine fundamentals, but for model I three of the fundamen- tral slt width meud for the recording of the Rmnman spectra wus 3
tals are antisymmetric with respect to the symmetry plane, cm"1. Traces A and B were recorded with parallel and pmpeadcultar

ereas for model Ii only two modes are antisymmetric. polakzations, respectively. The inserts represent the weaker bands
recorded at hi.her.sensitivity and larger slit width. Polarized a de-
polarized bands are marked by p and dp, respectively.

""24) C. J. Schack, D. PlWpnvich, and K. 0. Chriat, Inog. Chem.,
"in DiP,. One mode which for model I belongs to species A" and for' | (M•C. J. Schack, D. Pi11lp)vkh. and K. 0. Chaiste, M~ore. NueL

"CHE 10.. 0.449 (1974). model 11 belongs to species A' is the antisymmetric N02
;ittle and G. H. Cady. Inorg. Chem.. 4, 259 (1965). stretching vibration. Since ,.,. ;uestion exists concerning

" "., . . -,,269
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" Spectra (cm-') of Solid I(NO,),

q2 It Raman Ir Raman
1734 m 1734(6) 837 m 830(10)".S-. 1715 m 1718(7) 805m 803(18)

0 Ih• 1649m 1649(11) 793m 791(13)
S1587w, h 1588(3) 780wc- 4 i - 04 -1568 m 1572(18) 775 w 775 sh

1550 m 1551 (6) 754 mw 752(57)
y.•. •_ • .a. 1485 th 1489 (5) 729 m 729 (50)

2 , . 1457m 1459(6) 720uh
C, • - '-1 .400 shbr 1402(4) 710w

I 1313 w 702 w 702(22)
) e4 0 o -V 0 21300sh 1301(10) 690m 690(4)

V -ea V4 . g 2 1270 vs 1267(34) 629 ms 627(9)
-"". o •1250w 1249(5) 549 sh
0" .. 1024 mw 1021 (11) 525 mw 524(14)"O= 1010 w, sh 1008lO 512rmw
.c 6 o• _ 6 979 vw 498(7)

Z _Z -_ Z. . 967mw 966(3) 490w
MZ^ ._M men 950A950 sh 478w

"" 0 M > 906m 902(1) 370rmw 370(100)"s ,s •2 863 w 335 m 332 (60)Z s ,0 310 (93)
-2 1 A 280 m 282(4)

S-255m 255 (30)

* e e the assignment of this mode, its Raman depolarization ratio
- '* ' -should answer the planarity question. Figure 1 and Table I

S• show that in FONO2 the antisymmetric NO. stretch is clear-
'+ ly depolarized and, hence, the fluorine atom is not coplanar

o o -. • with the rest of the molecule.
Z,.z • - Additional support in favor of model I can be derived from

g . - 0 ] polarization data on the XNO2 deformational modes. For
go % at- to model I the ON0 2 in-plane deformation should be depolar-

0• ized, whereas for model I1 the depolarized band should be
S• " ' the ON0 2 out-of-plane deformation. Application of this

..-.. , -"criterion, however, requires reliable assignments for these

modes which, as stated above, were not available owing to
SNo % V an almost complete lack of Raman data on these and related

molecules. As can be seen from Figure l and Table I, the
• . o combination of previously reported infrared data (including

• "•" •' • "• •"- .i • '• -JN-.'N isotopic shifts)'1 '2 "'2  with the Raman spectra of
a 9 "-• * this study allows unambiguous assignments for all fundamen-

= tals of FONO2 and CIONO2 . These results convincingly
0Q00,0 show that the ON0 2 in-plane deforn-'.tkai is depolarized

- - and that the corresponding out-of-plane mode is polarized

SV •Hin agreement only with model 1.
-. - .... • ý -,' Since the assignments for the halogen nitrates are self-evi-
- - i . 6 dent from the data given in Table 1, we can limit ourselves

Z- some specific comments. For CINO2 only one previous ref-

0 erence to a Raman study was found in which only one very
0 ! wide diffuse line centered at about 360 cm-1 was observed?'

Z• QO C4 0" mi •The observation of a depolarized line at 411 cm-' in the"Z W- 00 0'' present study confirms the previous assignment of this fre-

.4 ,-quency to v5(B,) based on microwave data.3
Similarly, our Raman data for FNO2 are in excellent agree-

"". - • "- , ment with the previous assignment 2 which had been con-
S'- Z -. - . firmed by a microwave study." The observed relative
o Raman intensities and depolarization ratios of v 2 and V3 ,

V" , o .0 when compared to the remaining molecules of Table 1, sup-
.6 C3 port the conclusion2 7 reached by Bernitt, et aL, concerning.• •,•" •,m" m-•-E• o the identity of v2 and V3. On the basis of the observed '4N=

"" 0 • " - (27) D. L. Batnltt. R. H. :Ular, and 1. C. Hintus, $p•to[i."Z! Act., Part A, 23, 237 (1967).
""V * (22) E. T. Arakawa and A. H. Nielsen, J. Mol. Spectmoa.. 2. 413

* 0 " . . (29) R. Ryaon and M. L Wilson. . Cheim. Phys.. 22.2000
- (19$4).44 j ~ .(30) Y. Morlno and T. Tanaka, J. MoL €pecWoc., 16, 179 (A946).

(31) T, Tanaka and Y. Morino, J. MoL Spectrow., 32, 430 (1949).
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15N isotopic shifts, they chose from the two possible force cur in the ranges 1285-1300 and 780-820 cm-1, respective-
fields20'* the one which results in P 2 being mainly the NO 2  ly. Therefore, these two modes are useful for identifying
scissoring and v3 being mainly the NF stretching mode. A XNO 2 groups. The XNO 2 out-of-plane deformation is mod-

SRaman spectrum of liquid FNO2 has previously been report- erately dependent and the corresponding in-plane deforma-
"ed3 and is in fair agreement with our data. Two weak fea- tion is strongly dependent on the mass of X. The large 14N-
"tures at 470 and 710 cm"1, respectively, in our Raman spec- 15N isotopic shifts (17-20 cm-t) observed for the XNO 2 out-
trum of FNO2 require some comment. Both were also ob- of-plane deformation indicates that in this mode mainly the
scived previously,3 but the 470-cm-' fine was subsequently N atom moves, i.e., swings through the X0 2 "lane. (ill) The
ascribed,"' together with a line at 926 cm-1, to FONO 2 im- NX stretching mode occurs for all compounds at a surprising-
purity. Since our spectrum does not show any line at about ly low frequency, i.e., 370-570 cm-1. This is in agreement
930 cm-, a different explanation for the 470-cm- band is with the known thermal instability of these compounds.
required. It could possibly be due to the difference band Contrary to the N-O stretching modes, the O-Hal stretching
V1 - V2 which could have borrowed intensity from v 3 through modes occur in their usual frequency range. They exhibit
Fermi resonance. The very weak polarized feature at about frequencies much higher than those of the N-O stretches
710 cm-' might similarly be explained by Fermi resonance indicating that the N-0 single bond is by far the weakest
between P2 and vY - v 3. bond in CION0 2 and FONO 2 .

For CION0 2 an incomplete Raman spectrum has previous- The low-temperature spectra of I(NO 3) 3 (see Figure 1 and
ly been reported." The five frequencies listed are in good Table 1I) clearly show that the compound is not ionic. In
agreement with our results. However, no polarization data the higher frequency range three clusters of bands centered
were given and the fundamentals were assigned on the basis at about 1570, 1270, and 800 cm-', respectively, occur, in-
of the incorrect planar model I!. Both of the two most re- dicating the presence of covalent nitrato group. However,
cent assignments reported1.1 2 for CION0 2 need revision, the number of individual bands within these clusters is too
Hohorst and DesMarteau assigned three and Miller, et al. high and they are distributed over too wide a frequency
two fundamentals incorrectly. Both corrections involve the range to be comfortably accounted for by a simple in-phase,
mode of greatest interest, the N-0 stretching mode. The out-of-phase coupling of the motions of monodentate or
data of Table I (in particular the '4N-tSN isotopic shifts and bidentate ligands. 3 '• It seems more reasonable to explain
the polarization data) indicate that the similar frequencies the compleyity of the spectra by a polymeric structure in-
of the NO 2 scissoring and the O-Cl stretching modes cause volAini bridging ligands as was previously suggested for the
a strong mixing of the corresponding symmetry coordinates. clusely ;re'ated compounds l(CIO4)3

2 and I(SO3 F) 3.6 We
The frequency of 140 cm` observed for the N-OCI torsion- suggest tentative assignments of the clusters to the following
al mode results in a barrier to internal rotation of 10.40 kcal types of vibrations: 1750-1450 cm', antisymmetric NO2
morl in good agreement with previous estimates and the stretches; 1300-1200 cm-', symmetric NO 2 stretches; 830-
value of 10.23 kcal morl"1 found for FONO 2." 780 cm-t, N0 2 scissoring; 750-690 cm-', I0 stretches; 370-

For FONO2 no Ranvn data have been published except 300 cm-1, N-0 stretches. The significant decrease in the
for the impurity bands33 in the spectrum of FNO2 which N-0 stretch frequencies, when compared to those in FONO 2
were attributed by others" to FONO 2. By analogy with (457 cm') and CIONO 2 (436 cm'), indicates increasing
CIONO2 (see above), the previous assignments" ' 2 need re- polarity of the Hal-O bonds within this series. This is gen-
vision for three and two fundamentals, respectively. erally true for related compounds and is caused oy the in-

Several general aspects deserve emphasis. (1) Whereas the creasing electronegativity difference between the halogen
XN0 2 out-of-plane deformation is of very low intensity in and the ligands with increasing atomic weight of the halogen.
the Raman spectra and therefore difficult to detect, its first Acnowledgment. We are indebted to Dr. L. R. GrantSovertone was generally observed as a reasonably intense for helpful discussions and to the Office of Naval Research,
Raman band. This allows reliable identification of this fun- Power Branch, for financial support.
damental. (ii) The symmetric NO 2 stretch and the NO 2

scissoring mode have very characteristic frequencies anid oc- Registry No. CINO2 , 13444-90-1; FNO,, 10022-50-1; FONO2 ,
7789-26-6; CIONO•, 14545-72-3; I(NO),, 52760-88-0; CFI(NO,)2 ,

(32) A. M. Mitri, G. Gazzoli, and L. Ferretti, J. Chem. Phys., 49, 52760-89-1.
2775 (196a).

(33) R. E. Dodd, J. A. Rolfe, and L. A. Woodward, Trans. Fara. (34) C. C. Addion, D. W. Amos, and D. Sutton, J. Chem. Soc. A,
day Soc.. 52. 145 (1956). 808 (1967).
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Reactions of Ozone with Covalent Hypohalites
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The reactions of pure ozone with a eries of covalent hypohalites were examined. With CIOCIO, CIOSOF, BrONO,, and
B0C10 oxidative oxygenations of the terminal halogen occurred giving respectively OC1OCIO,, OaC1OSO2 F, OBrONO•,
and the new compound O tBhOCIO,. Similar conditions with CIONO2 produced exclusively NO, *CIO.-, constituting anew
synthesis of this powerful oxidizer. With CIOCF, and BrOSO 2F no oxidation was noted. For comparison, chlorine dioxide
was also oxidized to chlorine hexoxide using the same experimental conditions. The nature of the products prepared by
different methods and all having the empirical composition Cl,0. was investigated by mass and infrared matrix-solation
spectroscopy. It is concluded that above its melting point "CO, "has the oxygen-bridged chloryl perchlorate structure
OMCIisij. The infrared spectrum of matrix-isolated CO, was also recorded and its "(3-' 7C1 isotopic shifts were meas-

Introduction in the ozonization vessel from Br. or BrCI and a sight excoss of the
Covalent hypohalite compounds are highly reactive and coriesponding hypochiorites. The undesired by-products and inm-

yuseful reagents.' However, nearly all of the pw ities were removed prior to addition of solvent and ozone.
synthetically seOzone was prepared by glow discharge of 02 (Matheson Co.) in
known chemistry of these materials centers on their reactions a Pyrex U tube cooled with liquid nitrogen. A 15-kV power supply
involving cleavage of the halogen-oxygen bond. For exam- provided the discharge through internal copper electrodes and the
pie, BrOSO2 F was used2 to replace the chlorines n CC4 conversion of 02 to 0 was followed manometr.cally. After volu-

metric measurement, the 0, was immediately loaded into a precooled
giving C(OSO 2 F) 4 , while CIOS02F was employed' to pro- reactor. Approximately I mmol of 02 was obtained from each batch.
duce CIOCIO1 from CSCO 4 . In other cases, ClOSO 2 F' and Larger quantities could be easily prepared but were avoided for safety
CIOC10 3' wereshown to add across olefinic double bonds considerations.
forming Cl-(•-(qOSO 2 F and Cl-(-(-OCIOs derivatives. It General Method. Essentially the same technique was applied in
appeared teresting to synthesize the corresponding halites, all th- reactions. The freshly prepared, purified, and measuredappates, ornperaaesting bosyntoesatiheoxygenationdif theter- hypohalite was placed in the reactor at - 196". Solvent CF,CI or
halates, or perhalates by oxidative oxygenation of the ter- CFCI,, when used, was added, followed by a measured amount of
mninal halogen. The only report of such an oxidation was 0, both being condensed into the reactor cooled to -196". The
given by Schmeisser and Taglinger6 on the ozonization of dosed reactor was maintained at the desired reaction temperature
B ONO2 at -78* according to in a freezer for a specified period. Subsequently, the reactor was

recooled to -196" and the by-product 0, pumped away and mess-

BiONO, + 20, -- 0,BrONO, + 20, ured. Solvent, unreacted starting material, and products were wpa-
rated by fractional condensation in a series of U traps cooled to ap-

This successful synthesis of bromyi nitrate suggested the propriate temperaturel. Product identification waa based on corn-
possibility of carrying out similar reactions of 03 with other binations of infrared and mans spectroscopy, vapor pressure mass-
XO species. Accordingly, we examined the reactions of urements, and elemental analyses.

ozone with CIOCIO , CIOSO 2F, CIONO 2 , CIOCF 3 , BrOCO13 , Discusion
and BrOSO 2 F. For comparison, the known 1 7 oxidative Caution! Most of the hypohalites employed in this studyQuin Mostaton of BtOhe andhsis empoye inr tarrie studnde
ozonizations of BrON02 and C10 2 Were carried out under are potential explosives. Also, the use of pure ozone can be
Sour reaction conditions, hazardous and two explosions were encountered with it.

Experiv•ntal Section Safety precautions must be adhered to when working with

Apparatus and Mateleals. The equipment used in this work has these materials and the reactions should be limited a mill-
r previously been described.' Mass spectra were recorded on a Quad mole scale.

300 (Electronic Associates, Inc.) quadrupole mas spectrometer The results of representative reactions are summarized in
using a pas'dlvated all stainless steel inlet system. Infrared spectra Table I. The nature of the reactor (Le., 304 or 316 stainless
were recorded on a Perkin-Elmer Model 457 spectrometer using the sa
previously described matrlx4-olation technique.' literatur methods
wae used to synthesize CXCIO,,' CIOSOF,' CIONO,," CIOCF,," with stainless steel valves) did not appear to influence the
00,, BrOaO,." and BrONO,.' Since hypobin-imua cannot be course of the reactions.
transferred without decomposition, they were synthesized directly The CIOC10 3 -0 3 System. For chlorine perchlorate it was

found that oxidation occurred under a variety of conditions

(2) 0. D. D•hsartkeu. Inory. Chem.. 7, 434 (1968). according to the equation
(3) C. J. Schack and D. Pillpovich, Inorg. Chen.., 9. 1387 (1970).
(4) W. P. Gilbreath and G. H. Cady, Inorg. Chem., 2, 496 (1963). IO0O, + 20, - 0,CKMO, + 20,
(5) C. J. Schack, D. Plllpovich, and J. F. Hoc, I4Mi. Ch•mn,, 12.

597 (1973).
(6) M. Schmrinelr and L. Taglinsgr, Chem. BDe., 94, 1533 (1961). A virtually quantitative conversion of CIO1O 3 to C120 6 was
(7) H. J. Schumacher and G. Stie.er, Z. A norl. A I#. Chem., 164, achieved as was also established by a very good oxygen ma.

272 (1929). terial balance. When short reaction times were used, hti
(5) C. J. Schack and R. D. Wihson, Inorg. Chem., 9. 311 (1970).
(9) K. (. Chrlste and D. Pillpovich, J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 93. 51 of the unreacted 03 could be recovered undecomposed. This

) (1971). indicates that each 03 molecule contributed only one oxygen
(10) C. J. Schack, Inorg. Chem., 6, 1938 (1967). atom to converting C1204 to C1206. Large excess of 02 did
(11) C. J. Schack and W. Maya. J. Amer. Chin, Soc., 91, 2902

(1969). not cause any further oxidation of 0 2 C1OC10s. Thus,0 3 .-
(32) W. S. Hutchinson and R. J. Derby. Ind. En. Chen., 37. COC03O$ (C1307) was never observed in these systems.

813 (1945).
(13) C. J. Schack. LO. Christe, and It. 0. Wilma, MoPS. Chem., Propestacs and Structure of Cl 2O6 . The exact nature of

10, 1078 (1971). "C1 2 0 6 " has as yet not been established. The two most
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Table i. Ozone Reactions
Anit of 0,,

Hypohalite (mmol) mmol Solvent Temp. 'C Time, hr Products' (mmol)
CIOCIO, (1.30) 2.86 None -78 24 CIO, (0.47), CaOClO, (0.83)
CIOCIO, (1.35) 3.24 CFCCI or none -45 40 C1,0. (1.35)
00, (1.23) 3.16 None -45 18 C0,30 (0.61)
CIOSOF (1.06) 2.30 None -45 70 C0OSO,F (1.03)
CIONO, (0.73) 2.55 None -45 66 NOCO, (0.39). CIONO, (0.33)

0ONO, (1.08) 3.24 CFC1 -45 42 NOCIO, (0.74). CIONO, (0.34)
CIONO, (1.03) 4.04 CFCI -45 72 NO,C1O4 (0.92), Cl,
CIOCF, (1.02) 2.60 None -45 300 CIOCF, (0.98), COF,
BrOClO, (1.59) 2.98 Wone -45 72 Br, + C03 + BrCO (1.58). 03 (7.41)
BrOClO, (1.29) 3.06 CFCI -45 72 BrOCIO4 (1.28)
BrONO, (1.06) 2.80 CFCI, -45 72 BrO3 NO, (1.01)
BrONO, (1.00) 3.15 CFCI, -23 100 0 (5.42), Br.,X 3,
BrOSOF (1.25) 3.37 None -45 130 03 (5.14). BrOSOF (1.20), Br,, SOF,

a Except where noted, by-product 03 was always found in ratios expected for nO, + substrate -- nO2 + substrate-On in addition to small
amounts of 03 resulting from the decomposition of 03.

likely structures are the symmetric Cl-Cl-bridged model I i e., C1O2
14 and oxygen bridged C120 4 ,3 it appeared desirable

and the asymmetric oxygen-bridge model 11.1 Another struc- to establish the identity of the various C120 6 compositions
ture suggested3 5 as very probable is the double-oxygen-bridged and, if possible, to determine the structure of the isolated
model ill. However, several severe shortcomings make this free species. For this purpose we have studied samples of
model unlikely. In both versions, liA and IIIB, at least one C1206 prepared by three different synthetic methods (eq 1-3).
Cl must assume an energetically unfavorable pentacoordina-
tion." In addition, IlA would be a diradica! which disa 200, + 20 -- 30. + 20, (ref 7) (1)

0 O 00 /O\0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 CIOC103 + 20,-. CI1,0 + 20, (this work) (2)
O-ck-Cl = 0 : OI C,/• Ol / OWO, - CI,O,, (ref 3) (3)

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 % The identical nature of the different C12 06 samples was es.1 11 IliA IIIB tablished by their elemental analyses after decomposition

0 at elevated temperature, their physical appearance, and prop.
11I erties. They were orange solids melting near 00 to form dark

[ 0  • L[ 0] pred iquids. They exhibited only several millimeters 2 r
dO pressure near ambient temperature. On standing at 22a,

IV slow gas evolution was noted and the gas pressure increased
grees with the diamagnetism observed'" for pure C120•6 gradually. This was found to be caused by the decomposi-

Most frequently, ClO2 is considered' 4 5s to possess struc- tion of C120 6 resulting in the formation of C1O 2 , C12,and
ture I based on early work" which reported the detection 02.
of considerable paramagnetism in the liquid and solid phases. Spectroscopic Studies. Additional support for the various
This paramagnetism was attributed to the C10 3 radical being C120 6 compositions being identical was obtained by mass and
in equilibrium with the Cl1O2 diner according to C1206 # infrared matrix-isolation spectroscopy. Previous reports on
2CIO3 . The surprisingly low value of 1.5 kcal/mol for the the mass spectrum"-' of C1206 show some discrepancy.
"'dissociation energy" of this supposed quilibrium was general- Cordes and Smith2* observed a weak C10 3I ion as the highest
ly interpreted as an indication for C120I having structure I mle from C1206 . However, Fisher2' found no CIO,* ions
with an extremely weak CI-Cl bond. However, more recent- above C10 2÷, but his samples showed appreciable amounts of
ly it was shown" that the paramagnetic species present in HCIO 4 as impurity. In this work, samples without HCIO4
small concentrations in conderised C1206 is C10 2 and that gave a small (5% of base) peak for CIO3 . Even samples with
the uv-visible spectrum attributed to gaseous Ci0 3 closely HCO14 exhibited a modest but reproducible C1O5

4 peak after
resembles that of CIO."s Chlorine trioxide radicals are very the spectrum was corrected for that impurity.
difficult to obtain and wbes found in C12O6 only under ex- For the infrared study, C120 6 samples were isolated in an
treme conditions. Le., at - 196 after irradiation by 4°Co - N3 matrix (MR 1: 1000) at 40K. All three samples exhibited
irradiation." Additional doubts about the validity of model the same characteristics. Unfortunately, the spectra were
I stein from its reaction chemistry14 and the vibrational spec- rather complex. In agreement with the previous esr study,17
trum of the solid" which suggest the ionic structure C10 2•- it was found that the gas phase above liquid C120 consisted
C10 4 (model IV). In view of the different known synthetic mainly of C10 2 . The infrared spectrum of matrix-isolated
methods 3 "'.14 for preparing a product of the composition CI0 2 closely corresponded to the well-known gas-phase spec-
C120 and of the known existence of two forms of (CIO2)., trum.22 The 3SCl- Cl isotopic shifts were measured for the

matrix-isolated species. -iicy are compared in Table 11 with
(14) W. Schnuaier and K. Brandle, Adva#. Inorg. CheLt. Radio- the previous messurc.,jents:2-1 which showed considerable

chem., S. 5t (1963). discrepancy.
(IS) A. J. Downs and C. J. Adams in "Comp-ohensive Inorgdcic

Chemistry," Vol. 2, Bailer, Emleaus, Nyholm, and Trotman-Dickenson.
Ed., Pergamon Prem, Oxford, 1973, pp 1372-1374. (20) H. F. Cordes and S. R. Smith. J. Chem. En't. Da. IS. 1SO

(16) K. 0. Chtials, Pu A4ppl. C"em., in Pesa. (1970).
(17) V. N. Belevskil and L. T. Bugaenko, Rua. J.Inom. Chem.. 12. (21) 1. P. FiMtr. Tram. Fareday Soc.. 64, 1652 (1968).

1203 (1967). (22) A. H. Nielsen and P. J. H. Woltz, J. Chant. Phys.. 20, 1878
(18) J. Fargahanon., C. F. Goodeve, and F. D. Rlchatson. TrenL (1952).

Faraday Soac., 32. 790 (1936). (23) JK. Ward, Phys. Rev., 96. 545 (1954).
(19) A. C. Pavia, J. Pascal, and A. Potler, C. R. A cd. Sd., 272. (24) A. W. Richardson, R. W. Redding, and J. C. D. Stand, A.

1495 (1971). Mot. Speftoiac., 29.93 (1969).
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Table II. "C1-"am Iotopic Shifts (cm-) of CIO, ture I. Therefore, the assumption of a previously postulated"4

Isotopic shifts rearrangement of C12 0 6 from model I to model II used to re.
concile its reaction chemistry with a basic CI-Cl-bridged struc-e 2ture is unwarranted. On the other hand, for the oxygen-

This study This study Ref 22 Ref 23 Ir Uv bridged structure 11 transformation into the ionic structure

a, 950 5.8 ± 0.2 6.41 4.8 5.7 IV should be very facile requiring no significant rearrange-
, 452 2.9 3.3 ments. The low volatility of C12 0 6 , its high melting point,

&' 1104 11.4 11.5 12.7 and its readiness to change to an ionic structure in the solid

No evidence could be found in our spectra for bands show- also indicate for the liquid a strong polarization of the CI-O-
ing the frequencies and intensities expected for a free C103 Cl bridge in the direction toward O2CI*OC10s-. This struc-

radical. This result agrees with the previous esr studyl 7 and tural behavior of C120 6 closely resembles that of N2 0S which
Sindicates either that C12o 6 does not appreciably dissociate in the free state has a covalent oxygen-bridged structure but
into CIO3 or that the C10 3 radical is highly unstable and in the solid state has the ionic structure N0 2+N0 3 -.2 I

rapidly decomposes into C1O 2 and oxygen. The first alte>- The BaOClO3 -O3 System. The novel process for oxygens-
native is more in agreement with our expectations for a struc- tion of the terminal chlorine of CIOCIO 3 was applied to BrO-
ture containing a strongly polarized oxygen bridge (see below). C1O 3 . Surprisingly, it was found that neat 03 and BrOC1O3
Thus, the O2 CI-O bond should be considerably weaker than in the temperature range of -78 to -450 reacted to cause
the O-CIO3 bond and, therefore, the former should prefer- their complete degradation to the elements. An effort was
entially break. This should result in the formation of CIO.2  therefore made to moderate the reaction through the use of
and (unstable) C1O4 instead of C10 3 radicals. CF 3 CI as a solvent. This was successful and the reaction

In addition to C10 2 , the matrix-isolation spectra always observed at -450 was
exhibited bands due to HOCIO 3 .2s To positively identify BrOCIO, + 20, - 0, BrOCIO, + 20,
the bands due to HOC003 in an N2 matrix, we have prepared
a sample of pure HOCK) 3 and recorded its spectrum. In ad- This stoichiornetry was confirmed by an excellent oxygen
dition to bands attributable to the monomer, features due material balance and by elemental analysis of the product
to associated HOC10 3 were observed. The intensity of the which showed six oxygen atoms were present for each irCl.
litter w2s a function of the dilution ratio. The novel compound O2BrOCls is a bright orange solid that

To suppress the bands due to C1O 2 and HOCIO3 , N2 was does not melt below -350. Since decomposition begins at
rapidly swept over liquid M.O 6 and immediately frozen out higher temperatures and owing to its nonvolatility, we were
on the cold Csl window of the ir cell. Under these conditions, unable to determine reliably other properties. Additional
at least two novel species were observed in addition to CI0 2  proof for its composition was obtained by a displacement
and HOCIO 3 . These two species, designated A and B. show- reaction with FN0 2 carried out at -450. The following
ed the following principal absorptions (cm-'): A, 1275 (vs), reaction was observed
1043 (s), 1041 (in), 1008 (w),950,702 (vs), 658 (w), 648 0,BrOCIO, + FNO, - NOCO, -. [FBrO, I
(w), 620 (w), 585 (s), 512 (w); B, 1240 (s), 1028 (vs), 624
(vs), 484 (vs), 374 (vs). These bands exhibit frequencies The displacement was slow, requiring several days. While
and to some extent 37CI isotopic splittings in agreement with the solid nitronium perchlorate was found in quantitative
those expected for covalent chlorato or perchlorato com- yield (1.35 mmol of N0 2C104 from 1.35 mmol of O2 BrOC1-
pounds. In particular, species A shows a very intense band 03), the FBrO 2 decomposed to the elements.
in the frequency region expected 2' for an antisymmetric The C1OSO 2F-O and BrOSO2 F-0 3 Systems. The reaction
stretch of a CI-O-CI bridge in addition to bands occurring of chlorine fluorosulfate and ozone was examined in view of
in the C1O 3 and CýO 2 stretching modes region."6 Therefore, the above results and the fact that the predicted product (O-
this set of bands might be due to a CI-0-Ci-bridged C120 6  CIOSO 2F) is well known from other routes."' 2 ' The foUow-
species, such as model If. [The set of bands ascribed to spe- ing reaction was observed
cies B somewhat resembles that of FC10 2

2' shifted to a lower
frequency. This indicates an XCIO 2 type species with X COSOF + 20,--OOOSOF + 20,

being less electronegative than F. Possibly, this species could Yields above 90% were readily realized at temperatures up
be HOC1O 2 which might be expected from the hydrolysis of to 0. The use of a solvent was not required and was not in-
O2CIOC10 3 according to 0 2 CIOC10 3 + H2 0 - HOCO13 + vestigated. With a large excess of 03 additional oxygen up-
HOCIO 2.] However, unambiguous identification and assign- take was not observed.
ment of the bands are not possible owing to the size and low Bromine fluorosulfate and ozone reacted only incomplete-
symmetry of these species and to the complexity of the rest ly. The main reaction was decomposition of O to 02 ac-
of the spectrum. companied by some degradation of the BrOSO2F. No evi-

In summary, our spectroscopic studies indicate that the dence for O2 BrOSO2 F was obtained.
three "C12 0 6 " species obtained by the three different syn- The CION0 2 -0 3 System. Ozone and chlorine nitrate did
thetic methods are indeed identical. Furthermore, the low- not react at -78* in the absence of a solvent. However,
temperature, high-yield oxidation of the CI-O-CI.bridged when a solvent was used or the temperature was raised to
starting material CIOC10 3 combined with the results from the -45°, chlorine was surprisingly oxidized to the +VI1 oxida-
other more recent studies""'4. 't,'7 show that C1 20# has the tion state as shown

( oxygen-bridged structure 1I and not the Cl-Cl-bridged struc- CIONO, + 30, -. NO,*-'A," + 30,

(25) P. A. Giguore and R. Savoie. Can. J. Chem.. 40. 495 (1962).
(26) K. 0. Christe. C. J. Schack. and K. C. Curtis. Inorg. Chem.. (26) R. Termnishi and J. C. Declus. J. Cheam. Phys.. 22. 896

10. 159 (1971). (1954).
(27) 1). F. Smith, G. M. Begun. and W. H. Fletcher, Sptftsch•eim. (29) H. A. Cuter, A. M. Qureshl, and F. Aubke, Chen. Commun.,

Acsa. 20.1763 (1964). 1461 (1961).
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Thus, the covalent hypochlorite group was oxidized to the General Aspects. Comparison of the results of the present
perchlorate anion. An excellent material balance was ob- study raises an interesting question. Whereas covalent hypo.
tained for this reaction. Again only one oxygen from each chlorite groups are generally oxidized by O to the 02CIO
ozone was added to the substrate. Furthermore, it was group, i.e., to chlorine (+V), the chlorine in CION0 2 is oxi-
found that with a deficiency of 03 or with short reaction dized to the +VII state. This is surprising since CIOCIO 3 and
periods, the only products were nitroniun perchlorate and CIONO 2 are both covalent hypochlorites of similar structure
unreacted chlorine nitrate. Other intermediate oxidation and reactivity, and the perchlorato and nitrato group are of
products were not observed and, hence, must have been more similar electronegativity. Comparison of the resulting ozoni-
reactive than CIONO5 . The white solid was readily identi- zatio' products, however, reveals a marked difference. The
fled as NO2*C0 4 by its infrared spectrum3s and compari- products, in which the original hypochlorite chlorine is oxi-
son to an authentic sample. This reaction represents a new dized to the +V oxidation state, are mainly covalent and
process for preparing nitronium perchiorate. Its main ad- polarized toward the C10 2I X type structure where X can
vantage consists of the elimination of C10 2 ,one of the two be, for example, CIO4-orSO3Fi. Inthecas of CIONO:,
shock-sensitive materials required for the conventional3 t however, the hypochlorite chlorine ends up ir ,he anion of
NO 2*CIO 4 synthesis. the product N0 2 ÷CI0 4 -. Since cations are r;ooe difficult

The iaON0 2 -0 3 System. The BrONO 2-0 3 reaction has to oxidize and are stronger oxidizers than anions of the same
previously been reported6 to yield OABrONO 2. We reinvesti- oxidation state,'6 oxidation of CIONO2 to N02*CIO4 is still
gated this system since it now appeared to be a promising syn- possible, while formation of a covalent 0 3CIO group or of the
thetic route to the novel and interesting compound NOa*Br- hypothetical C10 3 ÷ eation is not. The ease of N0 2 forma-
04.. All effort to this end, however, failed since at or below tion is due to the fact that XNO 2 type compounds, such as
- 450, the only product waS O2 BrONO 2, while at higher tern- FNO 2, are strong Lewis bases, whereas XClO 2 type com.
peratures, degradation of the bromyl intermediate was en- pounds are amphoteric.'4,3
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The reactions of chlorine perchlorate and bromnine perchlorato with numerous fluoroalkyl halides were examined, In the
case of fluorncarbon iodides, these reactiors were generally found to produce high yields of the novel fluorocarbon perchkirates
CF3CIOe. CF3CF2CIO4. h-C7FiSCIO4,0O.CICF2CF2CIO4, and ICF2CP2CIO4. Important insight into the mechanism of
formation of these compounds was obtainoxi through the isolation of complex intermediates such as (CF3)2CFI(C104)2
and n-C7Fi3I(Cl0s)2. Based on their vibrational spectra, these intermediates have the ionic structure [(Rf)21]+[l(ClO4)4J-.
Fluorocarbon bromides reacted less readily but somectimes did produce perchloratc derivatives such as (OSCICFZCFBr-)2,
CF3CFBrCF2CIO4, and BrCF2CF2ClQ4. Neither mono nor di, primary nor seowndary chlorine contained in saturated
RrC'I miateials, interacted with these halogen perchlorates. Thmac and other ralated rcactions are discussed and characteristic
data are given for this new adJ interasting class of compounds.

Introdmedoes recordeod on a Cary Model 83 spectrophotometer using the 4880A
Until recently the study of covalenkt perchiorates was re- line of an Ar ion laser as thr. exciting line and a Claaasen filter' for

stricted to a few diriVatiVesL,1.2 mairfly inorganic, because of the elimination of plasma lines. Sealed quartz tubes (- 2-mm 14d.)
the extremec shock sensitivity of the known hydrocarbon de- or glass melting point capillaries were used as sample container ia

the transverse-viewing, transverse-excitation technique. While ev,4*Werivatives. Also the available interttldiates for forming covalent to the laser beam, the sample tube was kept below -80* in a
perchiorates were quite limited and themselves difficult to vacuumll-jacketed flow tube by flowing a stream of dry N2 throughi
manipulate. With the discovery of chlorine perchlorate it. Mass spectra were recorded usiag a Quad 300 (Electronic As-
(CIOCIC)3 or C1204)3 and bromine perchlorati (BrOCIO-i or sociates, Inc.) quadrupole mass spectrometer equipped with a pay-
BrCI04),4 useful reagents became available for the synthesis sivated all atainlems steel inlet system, The 19F nmr spctra were
of mew perchiorato speciez. This has been realized and has recorded on a Varian M~ofel DA60 srectrometer at 56.4 MHz using
led to t~he preparation of the new inorganic materals 1(C104)),5 CFC13 as internal standard. Chemical shifts and coupling constants
ChI(CIO4)4.5 and CsBr(CI04)26 and improved syntheses of were determined by the side-band technique. Asialytical datA were

TK(A4)I andCr0(Cl0)2. Furherorethereacion of obtained using Orion specffiic ion electrodes (F-, Cl-, or 0204-) and
Ta~U4)4andCrO2Cl0)2. Furhenore thereatios ~ soltitions prepared afte-r Na fusion or hydrolysis. Thes data together

(C1204 and BrCIO4 with perhaloolef ins were shown8 to pmuc with sonic physical properties are summarized in Table I.
tht previokusly unknown perhaloalkyl perchloratcs, in higjh yield. CFr31.-C1204 Ittactions. Trifluoromethyl iodide (2.02 mmol) and
as illustrated C1204 (4.24 uanrol) were combined at -196' in & 30-ml stainless ste

I I ~cylinder which was wbsheeqently slowly warn ed to -45* during several
XCIO, + >C".'C< X.-C--C-Cto. (X -Cl, hbs) days. Recooling to -196* showed the absonce of noncondensable

products. While rewaiining to roomn !tampature, the voltile products
Of paramount interest though, wa2 the finding that these evolved were separated by fractional condensation. Thes consistod

fluoocaron erchoraes wre tabl, trctale. peces qite essentially of C12 (2.07 mmol), trapped til -1961, and CP'3CIO04 (2.Oi
fluoocabonperclorteswer staletratabe spcie qute mol), trapped ait -1121; thz yield o? CF3Cl04 WaS 99% based On

unlike: their bydrocsbon and some of their inorganic analogs. CF31. The molecular weight oheerved by vapor density measuromearls
Thus it was decidedf to investigate further this new class of was 167 vs. a valur. of 168.4 calculated for CF3CIO4. kleasuredr cemnpounds apd, in particular, to search for additional quantites Ot CF3C104 and (CFC13 reference were used to eonfirm byppreprative routes which result exclusively in the introductlon i9F'nkr rank areai ratio measurements that the compound contains
of a perchlorate group without simultaneous addition of threr fliaorine alonis ptr molecule. The purity of the prioduct was
brom-ine or chlorine atoms. further indicated by its tensiomretric: ougeneity. 'rim mas spoctrumk

showe rn/s peaks for MCF3COt (parent), CrIC12O", CF3CIO 4,
Exr,"it~milSeed"Ci034 (base pvak). CF34'. Cl~i"%. COF24. 004-, CFs4, COP*, LCOl~,"Carution! The halogen perclilorates and the alkyl pefchloratc-s 4arc 02+, (,F+, and CO+ ions.

Spotential explotivcs. Safety precautionsilhould be taken in handling. On stakidinV at room temrperaturc, the nonvolatile product of thisC1 and using these materisis. reaction," -WiO4," evolved 02, CL,, and ClJ?O- in a mannor similatr
bow ddscribed.5 Chkirineperchloraics and broan~he rwrchlorate were 1CrAtolOf CF3,1 wihC1204deflegrited, particularly when

Aprparedas reprtd. Mataluorall Th re qu pment used inxcei t woere hasme to t(C o o) escul~y. lhe din ote flgni on reoltx 1in5 the eneionay
noted) adpurified by fractional condensation. Raman spoctirr. wero of miuch 02 (.,9.4 mmool fromn 6.0 nmmol Of' C1204). C02, ODF1,

z77
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Table 1. Physical Properties and Analytical Data of Several Novel Fluorocarbon Perchlorates

Elemental analysis, %

alv, Calcd Found
Compda Vapor pressure eu kcal/mol F CI F CI

CFrCIo. 7.4828, 1 3 0 1 .0 (9 . 5 bl 23.3 5.94 33.84 21.04 33.3 21.5
CF 3CFCIO4 , 7.63S6, 1430.8 (27.7) 21.8 6.54 43.49 16.23 42.9 16.0

n-CF1FC10, 2c 60.84 7.57 60.4 7.42
iCF 2CF2 CIO 4  15 23.29 10.86 22.9 10.9
BrCF2 CF2CIO4  74 27.20 12.69 27.1 12.5
(-CFBrCF 2CIO) 2  <1 21.89 13.62 21.4 13.8
C4 F4(C0 4),CI, 2 26.40 32.84 26.3 32.7

* All compounds listed are clear, colorless liquids. b log prm = A -- B/T( K): bp, *C. C In mm at 20'.

C12, and a trace of CF3CI. All the iodine was recovered as 12 and addition to unreacted ICFzCF21 and CO4, tyrcal products included
IFs. No solid residue was produced and no CF)CIO4 was obtained. ICF2CF2CIO4 (-60%), ICFzCF2CI (-20%), and C1207. Purif'c.tion

Trifluoromethyl perchlorate (0.456 mmol) was loaded into a 10-ml of ICF1CF2CIO4 was difficult, especially the removal of C207. The
cylinder containing - I g of CaF cooled at - I96¶. The closed cylinder ICFCF2CIO4 is a clear, colorless liquid stable at ambient temperature.
was heated at 1000 for 18 hr prior to fractionation of the products. Under dynamic vacuum it slowly passes through traps cooled to -450.
Most of the CF3CIO4 was recovered (0.321 mmol) unchanged. The This compound gave a mnst definitive mass cracking pattern including
decomposition products were FCIO3 (0.134 mmol) and COF2 (0.134 an easily detectable parent ion. Important m/e peaks noted cor-
mmol obtained on vacuum pyrolysis of the Cs+OCF3- salt formed). responded to the ions IC2F4CIO4+. lC2F4+. IC2F30+, C2F4CO4+,

CF3CPF2|1-04 Reactios. Perfluoroethyl iodide (1.97 mmol) and CF21+, C2F4+, CzF3O+. C1O3+, CF3+ (base peak), ClO2+ COF2+,
C1204 4.65 mmol) were allowed to react as described for CF31 but CIO+, CF2+. COF+. and CF+.
during the work-up the reactor was initially not warmed above -45*. When carried out at -250 the reaction deflagrated, giving the usual
The only volatile species found were Cb (2.03 mmrol) and soie C1204. 02, C12, C02, COF2 and 12-IFs. No nonvolatile products were
However, after 3 days at -25, the reactor was again examined and recovered. With the aid of a solvent (FC-78, 3M Co.) reactions of
additional volatile materials were present. Thes were CF3CF2CIO4 C1204 with both ICFCF2l and ICF2CF2CIO4 were carried out at
(1.84 mmol) and small amounts of C12 and unreacted CFSCF2I. The --45°. Again poor resultL were obtained and poor yields of RKt ¶04
yield was 94% and the vapor density molecular weight was 216; but minor amousits of a viscous, colorless liquid of low volatility (- 2
calculated for CF3CFPCIO4, 218.4. The mass spectrum of CF3C- mm at 20*) were recovered. Based on its 19F nmr and infrared
F2C04 exhibited prominent r/le peaks for the fragment ions spectrum, this material has been identified as the bisperchlorate
CF2C1O4+. C2F+s, ClOi÷, CF3+ (base peak). C1O2+. CIO+, CF2+, O4CICF2CF2CIO4.COF+, CF+, and CO+. The "lClO 4" solid left in the reactor was ICF2CF2CFI-Ck204 Reaction. 1,3-Diiodoperfluoropropane was

as described before. prepared as reported"I from AgO:CCF2:CFCF2CO2Ag and 12. A
Other examples of this reaction which were worked up somewhat 1.29-mmol sample of it was allowed to react with 5.63 mmol of C1204

differently gave the same final rsult. However, at the intermediate at -45c for several days. Products volatile at -45' consisted of C12
stages there was even more definite evidence for the formation of an (2.91 mimol) and C4204 (0.47 mmol). However when the closed
RrI(CIO4)2 complex. For example, at the completion of the -45* reactor was allowed to warm to room temperature for 4 hr, the
reaction, the reaction cylinder was warmed directly to room tern- nonvolatile product (O4CI)21CFCF2CFC2(CIO4)2, according to the
perature while pumping and fractionating the volatiles. After 1.5 hr observed stoichiometry, deflagrated. The deflgration products were
the cylinder was closed and the fractions obtained were examined. 02 (-7 mmol), C12, COz, COF2, CF4, and some C2F6 (-6 mmol
These were one Clz for each C2FsI and a little FCIO but no Ri species total), together with 12 and l b5. No nonvolatile species was observed.
from a starting mixture of 1:2 C:Fsl-Cl-,04. After 2 hr at room n-CFIsi-C204 Reactilo n-Perfleoroheptyl iodide (1.42 mmol)
temperature, the reactor was reopened and was now found to contain and C1204 (3.60 mmol) were allowed to react at -49" for several days
"free" CF*CF2CIO4 in approximately 95% yield, together with tra.*c and gave C12 (1.48 mmol) and C1204 (0.66 mmol) as products volatile
amounts 01 C12 and C07. The stability of CF3CF2CIO4 is shown at this temperature. After several hours of pumping at room tern-
by the fact that a 0.598-mmol sample did not react on contact with perature, the white solid product left in the reactor weighed 0.985
1.6 g of CsF for I week at ambient temperature. However, heating g. The weight calculated for 1.42 mmol of C(F, sl(C104)2 was 0.987
the mixture at 1200 for 12 hr completely decomposed the perchlorate g. The solid had a melting point with decomposition of 56-58" and
to FC103 (0.60 mmol) and CF3CFO (0.60 mmol obtained on vacuum it fumed in air. Anal. Calcd for C7FIsI(CIO4)a: ClO0, 28.6. Found:
pyrolysis of the formed Cs+CF3CF20-). C104, 28.3. Upon standing for several days at ambient temperature

(CF3)2CFl-(•bO ReKe 2-Iodoperfluoropropane was prepared the solid appeared shiny and sticky as if it were decomposing.
from perfluoropropene and h-IF5 b) a method similar to that Therefore it was heated to 400 under vacuum while collecting the
previously reporw-od'O and its identity was verified by infrared, mans, volatile material in cold traps. Traces of C12 and C1207 were obtained,
and I1F nmr spectra. Chlorine perchlorate (3.31 mmol) and along with a clear, colorless, mobile liquid. The mass spectrum of
(CF3)2CFJ (1.53 mmol) were allowed to react as in the preceding this liquid resembled those reportudi' for n-CiFis- compounds. Some
examples. Fractional condensation of the volatile products on work-up of the more important characteristic peaks were attributable to the
showed C02 (1.55 mmol). C1204 (0.36 mmol). and (CFs))CFI (0.09 ions C7Fi4CI04+, C7•t•O+. CiFts+, CaF2n-tO+ and C.Fzn-t+ (n -
mmol). The nonvolatile residue weighed 0.703 g, and it did not 3--6), and CIO.+ (x - 1-3). This liquid was identified as CFPIsC<K4.
decompose on standing. The weight calculated for 1.44 mmol of A sample of C7FtsCIO4 (0.22 mmol) was heated -ith 1.1 g of CaF
(CF3)2 CFI(CIO4)2 was 0.111 g. Examination of the residue in the for I hr at I0*. This produced FCIO3 (0.22 mmol) and CaFi CFO
drybox showed a loose, finely powdered, white solid, mp 71-73* dec. (0.21 mmoi obtained on pyrolysis of the CS+C7Fi50- salt formed).
Anal. Calod for CsF7I(CI04)2: Ci(0, 40.2. Found: ClOt, 40.6. The The n-perfluoroheptoyl fluoride was identified on the base of its
solid fumes in air and liberates some 12 together with oily droplets infrared and a s spectrum. which included the parent ion peak,
on treatment with water. When heated at 105* for 16 hr in a 10-ml CWF,0O+.
cylinder, 0.62 mmol produced 02 (1.13 mmol) and 2.42 mmol of the BrCFCF~ hCFCF2fBr--b20 Reactiom. Perfluo'dobutaie and
comienrsable species CO2 and C12 with some COF2 and small amounts Br: were employed to prepare i .2,3,4-tctrabromoperfluorobutane.'3

of CF4 and (2Ff. Iodine was found exclusively as 12 and IFs. No The latter (1.27 mmod) and C1204 (7.37 mmol) were allowed to react
solid products were recovered, at -25? for 4 weeks. Vacuum fractionation of the products, while

ICF2CF21-4Cb2O Reations. 1,2-Diiodotetrafluorortlane was keeping the reactor at 0., showed the volatile products to be Cl2 (2.67
prepared from CFr-CF2 and 12. The purified product was allowed mmol., C1204 (2.42 mmol), and a large but unmeasured amount of
to react with 4-6-fold molar equivalents of C120$ at and below -45?. BrCIO4. From the recovered materials, it appeared that 2 Br had
Generally the chlorine by-product obtained indicated that even after been replaced by ClO4 to give C4FGBr2(CiO4)z. T'e residue was a
I week only slightly more than one I per ICF2ICF2 had reacted. In stable, clear, colorles liquid with less than I mnm vapor pressure att. 278
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room temperature. It was identified as (O4CICF2CF~r-)2 by the
comparison -if its infrared, mass, and O9 F!=m spectra with those or Aa~ sampleof (0aCICF2CFBC-)2 prepared from bromine perchlorate Li

6 4 Samples of C4F6Br2(CI04)2 (1 .34 mmol) and C1204 (2.00 mmol)
were allowed to react in a 30-mi cylinder at -45' for 3 weeks. Very
little C12 by-product was noted at that time and therefore more C1204 IWRARED

was added and the temperature changed to -25* for 5 weeks. The Z LIGAS
evolved C12 (1.03 mmnol) indicated about 40% of the bromine had o
rocarbon acyl fluoride and FC103 were found. Removal of these
volatile species as Well AS BrCIO14 and eicess CIzO. left a clear, I
colorless, nonvolatile liquid which was characterized by vibrational
and 1F nnr spectroscopy. an CO ecio.PrlootAMAN

butadiene (2.59 mmol) and BrCIO4 (5.80 rmol)"1 were gradually . UUI
warmed from -78 to 0* over several days followed by removal andI
separation of volatile products which consisted of a small amount of
BrC1O4 and an unidentified fluorocarbon acyl fluoride. The residue
consisted of the clear, colorkas, mobile liquid (0wCICF2CF~t-)2 (2.25 .A
mmol. 87% yield). The 19F nmr showed only two types of fluorine L A J J
with a 2:1 peak area ratio indicating a symmetrical adduct. The man 4010 00 0 0 6020s''-
spectrum was complex and the parent ion was beyond the range of 10 2010 o 0 0 0 c
the instrument (rn/e 500). No ion containing more than 2 Br atoms FREOUENCY
was found. Several C-Cl0.+ fragments were noted as well as intense Figure I. Infrared spectrum of CF,2004 gas: A, 5mmIn 5-cm
C103+, C102+, and CIO+ ions. path length cell with AgCI windows; B, IS mm in I10-cm path length

Similarly, perfiuorobutadiene (2.24 mmol) and C1204 (4.98 mmol) cell with AgBr windows. Raman spectrumi of liquid CFICIO4 ait
were alloweid to react at -78 to 0* furnishing C4F6CI2(C104)2 (2.15 -10OO¶ C, incident polarization parallel; D, incident polarization
mmol, 96% yield). The infrared spectrum was typical for a covalent perpendicular.
perchlorate while the mass spectrum was very complex apoarently
due to the presence of isomeric recies which was also indicated by -45* and below to produce, at first, a comoplex intermediate
the 19F nmr spectrum (mee Discussion). In the mass i-~cctrum intense o)f tkAz composition RfI(C104)2 and vventually the corre-
CIO 1r+ (x -1-3) ion fragments were observed. spondiiig fluorocarbon perchlorate. Is The equations for these

9. ,s- aas Rt~r-XCIO. Reamtiosm. 1,2-Dibroimoperfluoro- reactions .4re
propane was prepared from CF3CF--CF2 and Dr2. In a typical It C,,-Rf(70) lreaction, CF3CFBrCF2Br (2.01 mmol) and C1204 (2.68 mmdo) were Rl+2CO. R(C0)+C 3allowed to react for 3 days at 0* followed by 4 days at room tem- Rt1(CI04 ), -. RgCO. + I[lClO.1
perature. Several fractional condensations were carried out, after
02 (3.49 mmol) was removed by pumping, resulting in the isolation Yields of R004O from these reactions were often high (90+%)
of CF3CiC.BrCF2CIO. (0.90 mmol. 45% yield) as the only detectable anld excellent material balances saved to define the stoi-
fluorocarbon perchlorate. It was identified by comparison to an chiometry of the reactions. The vigor of the reaction is ex-
authentic sample.$ At -25' for 4 weeks, these same reactants gave emplified by the fact that with the simplest Rf (-CF3-)
a 31% yield of the CF3CFBrCF2C104. occsional deflagrations were encountered, particularly when

Bromine perchlorate and CF.3CFBrCF2Br were allowed to react the requirement of very slow warming of the reactants wasusing these~ same conditions and produced a 23% yield of CF3CF- not rigorously followed. In other instances the intaermdiate4
BrCF2C1O4 with all of the unreacted RfBr being recovered. For this e.lgae tsm ihrtmeaue(-5) hssystem the possibility was examined for catalytically accelerating the deflagratiod atwy s roduciger tMpeau re 02,C12C0. an heseFdisplacement of Br by C104 using added C5+CI04_ or N02+CIO4 . dfagtinalyspouemuh0,CC0,ndOF
However, no effect was noted, with both the reaction rates and yields together with small amounts of CF4, CF3CI, and sometimes
being unchanged. C2F6. Furthermiore, all of the iodine originally present as Rd

1,2-Dibromoperfluorethane (2.01 mmol) and Cl204 (4.60 mmol) was always recovered as a Mixture Of 12 and IF5. This is
were contacted at -25* for 6 weeks. Separation of the products remarkable in view of the fact that the only fluorine in the

reeled that most of the BrCF2CF28r (1.70 im~nol was unchanged. systemn was bound to carbon in supposedly inert perfluoralkyl
A race of CICFiCFzBr was found, and as the only RfCI04. groups. Thus, an interhalogen compound has been formedBrC2CCO4(0.23 mmol, 11% yield). This perchlorate was from a C-F compound.

idenuitied by comparison to an authentic sample prepared from To our knowledge, this is the first time that such an unusual
tetrafluoroethylene and DiClO. Furthermore, the known BrCF2CFO reaction has been observed. This is an effiient process also,

Tetrafluoroetsylene (1.23 mmod), ErC"O (1.34 ammd). and CF3CI an initial formation of IF, which is known to disRwoportionsate"
(-9 mmdl) were allowed to react at -450 frin. wmv das Trppn readily to the observed species according to
other trace products which were more volatile. When Mo solvent was
usod to moderate this reaction only decompisitiont products were The fluorocarbon perchlorates prepared from Iodides were
obtaineid. In addition to characteriastion of BrCF2CF2CIO4 by CF3CIO4, CF3CF2CIO4, C7fisCIO4, ICFzCFzCMO4, and
CsF-catalyzed decomposition to BrCF2CFO and FCI03, other data O4C1CF2CF2CIO4. Combansitiona of spectral data (infrared
are presented in the tables. and Raman, Table HI and FuRpm land 2; I9JF unr, Table III;

Dibuoaithae(2.02 amid) and C1204 (8.16 mmol) wer and masa tpectra) together with elemental analyses, vasporadd to a 30-mi cylinder cooled at -190. After 3 weeks at -45* est oeua egtmveems Wdrvtv or( ~~the products were seprated by fractional condensation. Analysis by dnstity moleular weig y ht m mesmewts andoi diaTie for-
infrared and Se showed CON~ (1.9 mmol), COFCI (0.! mindu), and r-osva wreniuoalagediterir
Cli (4.1 immd). together with BrC1041 and Cli0i.ofathsobevinswr muoal&Sediherir

reaulls for simlar compoundhs8 and esablised thes product
as covalent monodenitate perchloratus.

IMerecarbe aId. Reactlem. Chlorine perchlorate and A combination of infrard and Raman spectmeoaq1y is a very
fluorocarbon iodides have been found to react vigorously at udeful tool for esAblisihing the Imdetty of these perchImrat.
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Table 11 Infrared and Raman Spectra of Fluorocarbon Perchlorates (4000-500-cnf-' Ranai')

CFB0, BrCF,- nC,F,,C'0 4  (0 4CICF2" (O4 CICF,-
FCFF=IO4 CFiC1O r ICFiCFCIO - CFCI-), CFBr-)s Tentative

1ra Ranb Ire Ira its lrb Ramanb Irb jIb assgnment
1368 sh 1375 w •

1330 vw 1320 w 1320 vs 1350 sh 1332 w 1310 vs 1310 vs
1308 ws 1300 vs 1308 vs 1305 vs 1303 vs 1295 vs 1300 w 1295 vý 1290 vs AntLsym a03 Otr
1265s 1267 vw 1250 vs 1250s 1288, 1245 vs 1245 m 1225 ms
1241& 1240 vw 1204s 1204s 1197s 1210vs 1215 vw 1227m 1190s
1171 vs 1169 vw 11801 1187m 1153 vs 1160w 1180 vs 1150s C-F str reglen

1168s 1140 vw 1135s 1115 sh
1093 vs 1112s 1105s 1108m 1112w ilOOm 1098w

1068 w 1076 w 1052 m 1051 in 1058 w
1028 vs 1031s 1035 vs 1037 vs 1038 vs 1028 vs 1035 vs 1032 vs 1028 vs Sym (03 str

960s
914 m 917 w 930 w 940s 922s 947 w 948 vw 943s 933 m C-O str

906s 900 mw 908 w 892 m 900 )
848 mw 850 w 852 w 861 s 860 mw

840 w 848 m 843 mw
810 w 805 m 825 w 823 w 809 w 804 w C-C sr + certain

785 w 784 m 780 m C-Hal str
770 w 767s 770 m 762 J
750 m 750 w 750 rr
743 m 742 w 732w

724 m 726 m 752 m 728 m 728s 6 umbrella CF 3
706 sh 708 m 713 ms 714m 6 scimor FCF,"
660 th 660 vw 675 s 665 m 670s 660s 660s 6 CF,

643 m 640s 643s 645s 650 vs 645 vs I
615s 616vw 6125 615m 614s 612s 617m 610vs 608vs CI-O str
568 mw 570 vw 582 m 565 sh 578 w 572 w 570 th 6 antisym CIO,
560 sh 564 w 6 scissor O(OO,
512w 516mc 530w 515md 6 umbrella CIO,

* Gas. U Liquid. C Raman peaks below 500 cm-' for CF.,a04 were at 462 (vw). 342 (in), 320 (vw), 316 (vs), and 178 (vw) cn". d Raman
p--ks bclow 500"cmn- for n-C,F1 1,00, were at 470 (vw), 388 (in). 322 (m). 300 (in), 285 (w), and 223 (raw) cm-'.

Table Ill. "[ Nmr Datao.b - A GAS

>CFX CIO. 0 Uo0.-
(X = CI, (X=F, Z "7 rCompdi CF,- -C1:1- Br) (1)

CF3  O . 60.4 B W1
CF,CF,(3O 4  74.6 93.2 Z I I
CF,(CF,),CFCIO, 81.2 121.9-126.4 88.0 C
CK.T'1T'CIO' 72.7 92.5 t-. . .. . . . .i_

BrCFCFCIO, 68.2 91.4
ICFCFCIO, 63.3 90.4 RAMAN
O4ClCFCFClO. 92.2 92.2 *
CICFCFCICIO. 69.0 79.0 I IlOtx
a, CCFcJO. 69.8 76.0
(-CFDrCF,Ci04 ), 125 79.3 V
CFJCIFQCF,004  76.5 122 84.7
C',CFB•FCIO, 78A 139 85.8
Comicl shift in ppm rOlatve to internal CFCl.; a peak area ratio,

smeasurenunts af.eed with the assinments. 6 Data not from this , cwork are taxken from ref 8. . . .oAll of the mom than 12 members of this class of comnpounds 0 W 14M nMo ooo eON &W 400 200 0 '1-

ntow known show ve-ry strong infrared bands near 1300 cm "A FRWEOUENCY

(COsiynge tribCCOn stretches) and 1030 cgr - (sappetric F pat2. lframan spetrumofCF7,1O.: AC,2mmof4 sinlO-
C103 stretch). In addition, another strong band due to the cm path length cel! with AUBr windows. B, liquid between AgaCl-0 siv~e bond stretch of the O-0lO3 group appears nam plates. Renman sectrumflk~lud n.•7,FClO,, at -80": C, inci.

615 cm-1 in all -CF2CIOa ternmated species and at 630 cn-1 dent polarzatioa parallel; D. incident polarization perpendicular; E,
in all -CFCICI04 terminated8 species. Previously' we had spec•al dit width.

amignd the 0-0 stretch in -CF2CIOS euamples to the bands Trifluoromethyl perchlorate is the simplest fluorocarbon
at "-645 cm-1 in those compounds. Now with many more perchiorate, the "parent" member of the series. Some of its
em ple; available, it is clear that the CI-0 stretch occurs at properties were described in a preliminary communication. 7•
'-615 cm-l while the -645.4=aI band is due to a CF2 de- The stability of this compound is noteworthy. A sample stored
formatimonl mode (se Table 11). The C-0 stretch for these in a stainless steel cylinder for hearly 2 years was unchanged.
compounds is also characteristic and is emphasized in Table Even at elevated temperature ( 100 for 18 hr) in the premece
11 along with other significant correlations. Raman spectra of the known decomposition catalyst CsF.8 only 30% of the
aloft are les characteristic than the infrared for thewe nui- material cleaved amirding to)
ueiak but they always exhibit a very intcnae symamtric CKOi
stretching band at - 1030 cm-1. Infrared an Rd a ti srectra CI:',a 4 - - F'+ 1`0o,
of CFjCiO. and 0-C0FIs504 are shown in Figures I and 2 A

as typal representatives of this dam of compouads. The quantitative decomposition of R*C14 compounds into
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Table IV. lIfrared and Raman Spectra of Solid lodie
Percliorates (cm- 1, Intensity)

I-CFli(CQ,)3 nC7 F, ,I(0O,)1 s- Ql(a0)4-
ir Raman it Ruaman RamianS I L

4k A7 .1371 ms 1376 mw
1337 mw 1332 w

1 1308 w 1295 vw
1295 vs 1281w 1278 sh 1278 w
1250 vs.b 1257mw 1230vs, br 1259w
1190sh_1235 vw 1250 vw 1243 w. sh

1220 vw 1236 vw"A•e I* CIOA)," 1205 vw /1218 vw 1207 mw

Z WOO (C3 ,0I 1190 sh 1196 vw
-1168s 1168 vw 1157s

1138w
I 1074 mw 1074 mw

1048 mw 1048 vw
1032s 1028s 1023s 1023s 1038s

1011 mw 1016 mw
971 s 959 ms 959 m
874s 875 m 857 w

14OO 120 1000 0O 4 828 wSFREQUENMCY (ca'-) 810 mw 806 m765 m 762 m 755 m 755 w

Fium 3. Raman spectraofsolidsat-100*. 746s 741 vw 730rmw 742m
718s

their corresponding acyl fluorides and perchloryl fluoride is 667 s 675s 664 w
640s 646s 640s 639s 630sa very useful characteristic reaction as reported previously.8  620 .h 622 w 60 w

The mass spectrum of CF3CIO4 was slightly unusual in that 584 i 588 w 584 6 590mw

it is the only example of a perfluorocarbon perchlorate for 568 m 576 w
which we have observed a parent ion. Typical of covalent 542 m 543 w 533 m
perchlorates in general, no C1O4+ ions were found although 496 s 502 s 494 m 499 s 489s
intense CO3+. CO2+, and CIO+ ion peaks were present. This 425w 429w 423vw 428w 430mw
is reasonable since the C-C) bond energy is almost twice that 352 w 382 w 383 w333 w 345 vw
of the CI-CO bond. The 19F nmr spectuum exhibited only one 320 vw 322 vw
line at 60.4 ppm, quite close to that of related CF30- 298vw 311 vwmo aeu n iudC3I4hsbe opee) 4 loieties.'5 .2 9 An analysis of the infrared and Ranmn spectra 272 vvs 261 vvs 261 vs

of gaseous and liquid CF3CIO4 has been completed.20  249 w
Nineteen of the twenty-one fundamental modes of vibration 228 vs 240s191 w 197w

expected for a nine-atom molecule cf symmetry Cs with 175 W

hindered rotation of the CF3 and CIO3 groups were observed 159 ms 152 wand assigned. This thorough spectral study is fully consistent 129 ms 125 w 131 ms,with the covalent monodentate perchlorate formulation. 106 w 106 ms

Iodine rmop hiorate, postulated as the by-product in the

synthesis equations, seems not to be a monomeric covalent the salt Cs+I(CIO4)4- (Table IV and Figure 3). which was
mateiial since it shows no volatility. At ambient temperature, obtained from CsI and C1204,. revealed striking similarities.
on standing the "IC104" gradually loses C12 and Cl207, All of the bands observed for the l(C104)4- ion are also shown
eventually leading to the formation of 1205. The same solid by these two Rd(CIO4)2 solids. They correspond quite closely
decomposition product results from the ambient-temperature in both frequency and relative intensity. Furthermoe the only
degradation of 1(CI04)3.5  other moderately intense bands in the spectra of the fluoro-

In view of the facile synthesis noted for CF3CIO4, it was carbon-omtaining compounds are in the C-C stretching region
of interest to extend the method to analogous perfluoroalkyl and thus not associated with the perchlorate functions.
iodides. With CF3CF2I this led to the formation of CF3C- Therefore, it can be concluded the intermediates having theF2l4woecaatrzto was analogous to tausdfr empirical composition Rfi(CIO4)2 possess, the ionic structure

CF3C1O4 proving that this was a covalent perchlorate. (Rf)21+1(Ci04)4-. The related ionic structure (RO21+IF4- has
However, during the synthesis, observations were made which been postulated 21 for solids obtained "not infrequently" from
indicated a comple. metastable intermediate had been formed. the fluorination of RdI compounds with CIF3. However,
At -45° all the by-product C12 was formed but not the experimental proof for such a structure was not offered.
CF.wCF2CKO. To obtain CF3CF2CKO) it was necemary to raise That these solid intermediates are the precursors to the
the temperature somewhat which decoinposed the intermediate, covalent RrCIO products was shown for the perfluoroheptyl
From several reactions it was found that this metastable case. Thus, it was found that, slowly at ambient temperature
intermediate had the empirical composition CFaCF21(CI)4)2. or more rapidly at 40". this solid produced X-C7FIsCIO4 and

With other precursos (CF3)2 CFI and X-C7Fisl, it was the decomposition products of "IC1Oa" i.e., C12 02, C1207,
found that this intermediate was an isolable solid, stable at and 120s. Care is required in heating the solid cwplei. On i

C ambient temperature. The empirical compositions were one occasion when heated just to its melting point under
analogous to thoe of the ethyl case. i.e., (CF3)ZCFI(CI04)2 dynamic vacuum, the n-C7Fisl(CK04)2 exploded, also the molid
and N-C7FWsi(C104)2. These soids fumed in air and formed tetraperchlorate (0CI)21CF2CF2CFZI(CiO.)2 defiagrated on
COK0- and some 12 on hydrolysis. From their infrared and warming to ambient temperature, as did (CF3)2CFI(CI04)2
Raman spectra (Table IV and Figure 3) it was evident that an heating above its melting point.
the covalent perchlorate function was still present. However. The high-yield conversion of (Rf)11+1(Cl04)4- to 2RKCN
comparison of the Raman spectra of both solids with that of is an unusual ard very interesting reaction. In addition, the
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(Rr)21+ cation might be a very useful alkylating reagent for The 19F nmr spectrum of this bisperchlorate showed it to be
the introduction of perfluoroalkyl groups. a single isomer. It exhibited only two basic types of C-F.

x -Perfluorobeptyl perchlorate exhibited the typical covalent These peaks were readily assignable by comWarion with known
perchiorate mass spectrum and vibrational spectra (Table II). speciess.25 to terminal -CF2CIO4 fluorine. atoms (79.3 ppm)
Its 19F nmr slpetrum was especially informative with regard and internal >CFBr fluorine atoms (125 ppm). The resonance
to the fluorocarbon part of the molecule but it was more characteristic of -CF2Br fluorines (-60 ppm) was totally
complex than the other R0IO4 moieties owing to the presence absent. Also, the peak area ratio of 2:1 established that this
of several closely similar CF2 groups. The h-COF!0CI04 nmr product was wholly O4CICF2CFBrCFBrCF2CIO4. However,
spectrum exhibited five peaks showing relative area ration of the absorption of the >CFBr fluorines was split into two lines
3:2:6:2:2. A schematic of the analyzed spectrum is shown (124.6 and 126.1 ppm) with the low field line baving about
below, one-fourth the intensity of the other. The proximity of these

r- 2. 0 Hz--- peaks indicates strongly that they are due to two different
SF -- 0CF0-CF"CF C- --- CF"- CO4 rotational isomers. This is not surprising in view of the many

"- 1bulky groups on the carbon backbone. With Br atoms on
123.8 2. 16 4adjacent carbons, the trans isomer would be expected to be

81.2 123.8 121.9 126.4 88.0 ppm preferred as previously demonstrated 26 for BrCF2CFBr2.

The lowest field peak at 81.2 ppm (area 3), was shown to be The identification Of O4CICF2CFBrCFBrCF2CIO4 was

composed of triplets. This peak is assigned to the terminal aided by examining the product of the reaction

CF3 group with coupling to the nearest CF2 (9.1 Hz) and the CF,=CiCr-CF= + 2BrIO, -. C4F,Br,((0 4,),
next nearest CF2 (2.0 Hz) groups. Assignment of the next T interaction proceeded smoothly and efficiently b-low roompeak. 88.0 ppm (area 2), to the --CF2CIO4 fluorine resonances temperature to give the identical bisperchlorate in 87% yield.can be readily made by comparison with known RfCF2OX
values.'1.22 This peak is a poorly resolved triplet due to Thus, the first reaction step must have been the following polar

coupling (6.4 Hz) with the adjacent CFý. group. Since CF2 1,2 addition of BrCIO4 to the diolefin

groups a to CF3- are generally of lower field shift than those CV,=CFCF=CF1 + BrCIO, - OCKCF2CFBrCF=C1,
a to -CF2QX,1i.22. 2

3 the remaining two praks of area 2 are followed by the addition of a second BrCIO4 in the same
assigned respectively to the CF2 (123.8 ppm) a to the terminal fashion
CF3- and the CF2 (126.4 ppm) a to the -CF2CIO4 termi-
nation. The remaining peak, 121.9 ppm (area 6). is thus 0,r1CF,CFBZCF=CF, + BCIO. -0O,CICFCFBrCIB BrCFI00.
assigned to the three central CF2 groups which are nearly Thus, the symmetrical bisperchlorate is formed with all
equivalent. This peak is not symmetrical but has a weak perchlorate groups in the 1,4 pcsitions as expected on the basis
shoulder at 122.5 ppm which can be ascribed to a sligP of our previous studies.8

nonequivalence of one of the three CF2's, perhaps the centril The corresponding C1204 adduct of perfluorobutadiene was
one in the seven-carbon chain. Further verification of the also prepared in 96% yield. The physical appearance, vapor ., .
identity of this perchlorate was obtained through its quan- presurep, and infrared spectrum (ClOs and C-F bands) of the

titative CsF-catalyzed decomposition into FCIO3 and n- adduct were much like its Br counterpart. However, the 19 F
C6Fi3CFO. nmr spectrum clearly indicated that a more random addition

The synthesis of 1,2-bis(perch~orato)tctrafnuoroethane was had occurred. The observed resonances were of three basic
attempted from ICF2CF2I and C1204. In the absence of a types, all of which were well separated and readily assign-
solvent, it was found that the consumed C1204 amounted to able:1.25 (1)62 ppm -CF2CI, (2) 83 ppm -CF2CIO4, and (3)
only slightly more than that required for reaction of one I atom. 130 ppm >CFZ (Z - Cl or ClO4). The finding of both
Thisaccurred despite relatively long (I week) reaction periods perchlorate and chlorine terminal groups and peak area
at -45o. One of these reactions which had gone smoothly but measurements show that both 1,2 and 1,4 additions occurredi incompletely at -45' deflagrated while being maintained at
-25*. Normally, the volatile products recovered from this as the first step. Equations illustrating the 1,4 addition are
reaction were ICF2CF2CIOi, ICF2CF2CI (a minor amount CF,=CFCF=CF3 + C(,O. - 0,C1CFCr=CFCFCI

usually), C12, and C1z07. The R CIO4 yield (50-60%) was
, generally nowhere near so good as that obtained with other

RfI compounds. O0Cl:,CF=CFCFCi + (1,0O
When a solvent was used to promote the substitution of both O.CICF3 CFC1CF(CO•)•-FC1

iodines in ICF.,CF21, ICF2CF2CIO4 was still the main product. Based on peak area measurements and assuming that 1,2
However, a viscous liquid of low volatility was isolated in very attack gives a single product as discussed for the BrCIO4small amounts which was identified as O4CICF2CF2CIO4 by example, then C12O4 addition gave somewhat more 1,4 than"19F nmr and ir spectroscopy. The infrared spectrum agreed 1,2 products.
very well with that of FSO3CF2CF2SO3F24 when vibrations Further substitution of bromine in (O4CICF2CFBr-) by a
caused by the different end groups were discounted and only--OCF2CF2O- bands were considered. An improved synthetic perchlorato ligand was sought using 02z04. From the evolve

C12, 
it 

appeared 

that 

-40% 

reaction 

had 
occurred 

after

technique is required to study this perchlorate more fully. weeks at -45 to -25'. In appearance, the liquid product wasV -1rar-a. on3n i Readlos. Attempts were made to unchanged-still cear, colorless, and mobele, Ia infrared
displace bromine from RtBr substrates in analogy to the u meh ibied--ustin difereIcs frore
cmrrepondg iodine systems. Again reactant ratios of CIAO. spectrum exhibited minr but distinct differences from thestarting material. In particular. the 004 abiorptiom appea adto RrBr greater than I were required since any liberated relatively ,ore intense and broad than they did in the starting
bromine (BrCI or Br2) can react with C1204 to give BCIO4.4 material The "F nmr spectrum oonfirmed the chadned nature

:ateralkThaI*F wl 282 tru oaimdthestv.n teriaThe latter might or might not participate in additional dis- of this liquid compared to the bisperchlorate compound.
plaement orf bromine from RrBr. A C d-weC k reaededn of (79.3 ppm tforC-Fan 2p for t hisBrCF2CFBrC'FBrCF2Br and excess C1204 proceeded ac- Rather Pta juttor tFypes of a sd i2 n the fartn mater)iatl

cordig tomaterial had three differnat typeo ofC-F mommom 11I ppm
C4 F, B, + 40i•, 0, C, F, B,(CIO.), + 2 NK1O, + 20, 28 -CF2CIO4, 125 pp :>CFBr, and 135 ppm >CFCIO0. The
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relative area ratios for these types indicated about 35% of the products. Once ainapparently Seminal CI04 group& Were0'
>CFX fluorines were of the X = C104 type. Furthermore, unstable with respect to the formation of >C-0 and C1207.
each of the three types of C-F found consisted of two or more Goemirai Comideratioms. In spite of the large amount of
unequal-area peaks of similar shifts (;L I ppm), indicating the experimental data, it remains difficult to rationalize all of the
presence of different isomers. Since only 35% of the original observed reactions. For the alkyl iodides, a simple halogen
Br had been substituted, the above nmr spectrum is that of elimination reaction according to
a mixture of starting material with either a tris- or a tet- ilCla + H~al-OcGo, -. >C-<XOc, + Hls-Hal
rakisperchlorate. Distinction between these two possibilities 6+ 6- &+ 6-
is not possible owing to their low volatilities. However, we certainly is not applicable, since the isolation of the (Ro)21+
would expect the formation of the trisubstituted compound I(CIO.)4i intermediate suggests an oxidation of iodine to a
to be favored over that of the tetra kisperchlorate. +111 oxidation state followed by complex rearrangements. In

Another RrBr compound tested with C1204 and BrCIO4 was the case of chlorine compounds, such as CFC13, which iin--
CF3CFBrCF2Br. Yields of CF3CFBrCF2CIO4 as high as 45% teractod with C1204, the halogen elimination mechanisim shown
were obtained. The product was idcntical in its physical and above is more likely owing to the fact that C1204 is probably
spectral properties with the material previously synthesized 8  not a strong enough oaidizer to oxidize Cl to the +III state.
by BrC104 addition to the corresponding olefin. Added Thus, it is possible that the reaction chemistry of the alkyl
Cs+ClO.- or N02+ClO4- did not c-A Wyze the above reactions. iodides might be entirely different from that of the corre-

Further studies whiu RfBr species showed that BrCF2CF2Br sponding chlorides. Obviously, systematic and more so-
reacted very slowly and incompletely with C1204 giving phisticatod kinetic and structural studies should be carried out
BrCF2CF2CIO4 in 11% yield (after purification) according on these interesting systems to determine reliably the
to mechanisms involved and to avoid undue speculation.
BECFCF2 Hr + 2C1204 -. BiCFCFC'10 + Cl, + UrC104 Acmkaoldgve*. We are very grateful for support of this
The infrared and 19F nmr spectra of the product correlate well work in part by the Air Force Armaments Test Laboratory,
with those of the known ClCF2CF2ClOi4 ;tnd of ICF2CF2CI Eglin Air Force Base, and in part by the Office of Naval
which was discussed above. In addition, it was shown that CsF Research, Powci Branch. In addition, we wish to thank Dr.
decomposed this perchlorate to BrCF2CFO and FC103 as L. R. Grant for nelpful discussions.
expected. Registy No. CFi3CIO4, 52003-45-9; CF3CF2CIO4. 53011-52-2;

Other RrBr compounds found not to react with either C!204i fl-C71FisCIO4, 53011-53-3; ICF2CF2CIO4, 53011-54-4. BrCF2C-
or BrCIO4 despite long contact times were CF3iCF2Br. F20I04. 53011-55-5; C4F6(CIOA)2Br2, 53011-5".6 C4F6(CIO042C12,
BrCF2CF2CF2BT, and CF3CFBrCF2CIO4. 5301 1-57-7. CFSCFBrCF2CIO4. 38126-26-0: i-C3FII(C104)2.

Fromthee vrios Rrr-C20istuies thepaternemeged 53078-08-3; n-C7FiSI(C104)2. 53078-094; Cs+l(Cl0t) 4-, 53078-10-7;
thtromtee p arima s ry aad eve som de secondaryaBrecn beedisd CF31, 2314-97-8. CF3CF21. 354-64-3; (CFJ)2CFI, 677-69-0;thatsom priaryaadevensom secnday B canbe is- ICF2CF2J, 354-65-4; ICF2CF2CF2I, 422-91-3; n7-C7Fzis, 335-58-0;placed by C104. There are, however, marked differences in BrCF2CFBrCF2Br. 661-94-9; CF2-CFCF-CF2, 685-63-2; CF3C-

the rate and degree of these displacements: C4F6Br4 > FBrCF2Br, 661-9S-0; BrCFzCF2IHr, 124-73-2; CF2-CF2, 116-14-3;
CF3CFBrCF2Br > BrCF2ChFBr»>> C2FSBr. Furthermore, C1204. 27218-16-2; BrCIO.. 32707- 10- 1.
the reaction appears to be sensitive to the nature of the group R fr a oe
adjacent to the C-Br bond. When these are perfluorinated, (IJ .Shmce.'eclrts"Aeia hmclSceyMn
as in CF3C F2Br or BrCF2CF2CF2Br or CF3CFBI-CF2CIO4. ographs Series No. 146, Reinhold, New York, N. Y., 1960.
no substitution takes place. If the group is either -CFBr-, (2) F. W. Lawless and 1. C. Smith. "wiorganic High Energy Oxidizers."
-CF2Br, or -CF2CI0i, Some substitution occurs. Marcel Dekker. New York. N. Y., 1968).

Attepte~ynheahf~eainl Biper~ortas.Allof(he ) C. J. Schack and D. Pilipovich, Imwrg. Chem., 9, 1387 (1970).
preceding experiments were aimed at the introduction of' a ()C. .Shacm . K, 10.8 (hr971i, . PlpvcadR .Wlo.Io

sinle erclorto rou pe cabonato. I apeard vry (5) K. 0. Christe and C J Schack, lnorg. Chem.. It, 1682 (1972).
singe pcceloamin thoper carsboni aof . Iythsn ap iperedsvr (61 K. 0. Christc and C. J. Schack, Inorg. Checm.. 13. 1452 (1974).interesting to eaietepsiiiyosyteingcmuds (7) C. J. Schack and K 0. Christe, J. Inorg. Nudl. Chem., in press.containing more than one perchlorato group per carbon atom. (8) C. J. Schack, 1). Pilipovich. and J. F. Hon, Inorg. Checm.. 12,897 (1973).

To this end, dibro~nwdifluoromcthane and C1zO. were allowed (9) H. H. Clika~scri. H. Selig. and J. Shamir. Appl. Spectrumc.,. .23 (1969).
to react at .45* for 3 weeks producing the aiiticipated C12 and () ~ W .R ugac n .SvrJ hm o.

BrC04byproucs.Howve. heonl,, carbon-containing (11) M. Hauptscheinand A. V Grorse.J. Amer. Chem.Soc.. 73. 2461 (1951).

materials accompanying those compounds .rc COF2 and (12) J R. Majer. Advan Fluoriner Checm. 2.55 (1961)I
COFCI, accounting for 95 and 5%, respectively, of the carbon (13) R. N. Ilaczecddrie. J. (hei-n Soc. 4423 (1952).in F2B2. hloinehetoxde onsuodth oter ignficnt (14) An excessaof HrC1O4 Over that required by the 2:1 stoichiometry for

in C2Br. Clorne hptoidecontitted he the sinifiantreatio ofthe two olefinic bonds is considered important. Previousyly
product. These moieties most certainly arosec from the seqluence a monoperchloratc adduct Or CI-2--CFCF-.CF2 had cxploded on

warming to roaim temperature. It is believed that a molecule or thstJCF, Br, 4. 401,0. - 2CI, + 2 Br(104 + ICV, ,(Cl0ý) 2 I type, i.e.. CF2--CFCFXCI:2Cl04. with an oxidizable unsaturated link
COI. -+ Clo is close proximity to the oxidizing perchloratc group may be inheently

Apparently gemninal C104 groups are unstable toward de- untbe
(1)For succinctness and clarity. thc notation C"O is used to denote thecomposition into carbonyl compounds and C1207. covalent perchlorate group -OCI10i. Ionic perchloratc is distinguished

Fhoesocarbo. Chlord& eac Numerous RrCI coin- by a negative change sign. C"04andh ws aceraind tat ono 16) L. Stein. Halogen Ckseit.. 1. 174 (1967).pounds were investigated adiwaasetndthtm o 1)C. J. Schack. D. Pilipovich. and K 0. Christe. linorg. Nucd. CAirn. Leot..
or di. primary or secondary chlorine contained in saturated 10. 449 (1974).
RiCI materials was unreactive. Those compounds examined (18) C J. Schack and W. Maya. J. Anger. Chem. Soc.. 91. 2902 (1969).

thatdidnot eac wit C104 ere F30 CIC2CFCI, (19) P. G. Thomspson. J Amer (Chem. Soc.. 89., 4316 (1967).
thatdidnotreat wth 120.wer C~CI.CIC2CFCI, (270) C. J. Schack and K. 0. Christe. Inorg. Chsem.. Ui, 2374 (1974).(CICF2CFCI2, CF3CFCICF:CI, (21) C S. Rossdestvedt Jr., J Anger. Chem. Six., 91, 3054 (1969).

F2  c(22) J. If. Praer and P. Thýnsmuon. J. 'Amer. C/scm..Soc. 57. 230 (1965).[I]C?1 (23) H. L~ustig. A It. Pitochelili. and J. K. Ruff, J. Amer. Chens. Suc.. 39.
F2  (:l~, 241 41 (1967)

Z~ ~ ~ 42).U Shre,..ve and (i I I Caiý, J Anger (Chem So,... 13.1 4521 (1 % 1).
andCiCl((I~i2.Trihlrofuoo- (25) C If. Diatitan andt J it Van Waier. "Compilatiton of Reported I'lChCKCFCt2CIO4. n 4,1,C0).Tihooloo NMR Chemical Shifts."~ Wiley-Intersceneem. New York, N. Y.. 1970.methane did react but gave C01-1- and C1207 as primary (26) S. L. Manati and D. D. Elleanan.J. Aiwýe ChAem.X...54. 1131.05(1062).
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AN IMPROVED SYNTHESIS OF FCl02

K. 0. Christo*, R. D. Wilson, and C. J. Schack
Rockvtdyne, a Division of Rockwell International,

Canoga Park, California 91304

(RecWd 4 Norembe 1974)

The literature methods reported (1) for the synthesis of FC1 2 are inconvenient,

since they either involve the fluorination of shock sensitive chlorine oxides

or, as in the case of the KCIO + BrF 3 reaction (2), restLut in product mixtures

which are difficult to separate. In this note, we report an improved synthesis

* of FC1O 2 from NaCI0 3 and CIF3 which, in our opinion, is more convenient than

the literature methods. It is based on the previous observations (3,4) that

gaseous CIF3 reacts with KCIO3 to produce FCIO2 in high yield, but'it reduces the

ClF3 requirement by 60 percent.

In our method, dry N&CIO 3 is combined with approximately an equisolar amount of

CIF3 at -196" in a stainless steel cylinder. The mixture is kept at room tem-

perature for about one day. Chloryl fluoride is thus obtained in high yield

according to the idealized stoichiometry:

6NaClO3 + 4C1F 3 - 6NaP + 2C1 2 + 302 + 6FC10 2

The products condensible at -196' can be separated either by fractional dis-

tillation (bp: C12 -- 33.8, FC102--6, C1F 3-11.75*) or by repeated fractional

condensation through a.series of U-traps kept at -95, -112, and -126". The use

of well passivated metal, Teflon, or KelF equipment is essential for handling

FClU 2 . The use of larger than stoichimetric amounts of ClP3 in the above

reaction is recommended to avoid the possible formation of chlorine oxides.

The substitution of the previously used (3, 4) KC10 3 by N&CIO 3 is significant
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since XF forms a 1:1 adduct with CIF3 whereas Na? does not. Therefore, the

use of NaClO3 reduces the CIF3 requirement for the reaction by 60 percent.

In summry, the above process incorporates the following advantages: (1)

safety, no shock sensitive materials must be handled, (2) better utilization

of ClF 3, and (3) good product purity.

Ve have also examined the synthesis of FC60 2 according to Faust et &1. (5).

According to their claim, FC10 2 can be prepared in 50% yicdd by simply heating

a mixture of COF and 02 for about one day to 80 - 90". TMis process would be

superior to any of the previously reported syntheses. Houever, duplication

of the experiments of Faust at al. (5) in our laboratory fniled to produce

significant amounts of FC1O 2 . For example, heating mixturL4 of COF and 02

in a well passivated (with ClFs) Monel cylinder to 80 - 90* for one day under

an autogenous pressure of 1000 psi produced only a trace of FC10 2 (less than

0.1%). We believe that the observation of a trace of FC10 2 in the products

is not due to FC10 2 formation from COF and 02 but due to thu following well

known (6) hydrolysis of CIF during the handling of the star&ing materials

and products:

5 COF + 2H 20 4HF * POO 2 *

The failure to obtain FClU2 from CIF and 02 by simple heating agrees with the

following observations: (i) chlorine oxyfluorides are extrvmely difficult to

prepare by oxygenation of chlorine fluorides; (ii) thermodynamics favor the

decomposition of FCIO2 to COF and 02 as was also demonstrated by kinetic studies

"of the thermal decomposition of ?C0 2 (7, 8)."
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Electron spin resonance spectra of polycrystalline O2+BF4-, 02+AsF6-, 02+SbF6-, and 02+Sb2Fi - were recorded over
the temperature range -190 to +20" at 9.35 GHz. The g tensors calculated from simulated spectra of O2+BF-, O2+AsF6-,
and O2+Sb2FI i- at -196* indicated the ions are in sites of orthorhombic or lower symmetry. Two of the components of
the g tensor were between 1.96 and 2.00. The third component was between 1.73 and 1.76 in agreement with crystal field
theory. The line shapes were lorentzian indicating that dipolar broadening is at least partially averaged by thermal motion.
Above -196, the line widths of the spectra increased rapidly indicating a relaxation process which has a small activation
barrier. The spectrum of O2+SbF6- was very broad at -196° and exhibited additional lines of magnetic fields in the region
of 1000-1500G. This may be due to strong exchange between nearest 02+ ions. An improved synthesis of O2+BF4- was
described involving low-temperature uv photolysis of a BF3-F2-O2 mixture.

t In addition, no convenient synthesis has been reported for the
The preparation of a variety of dioxygenyl salts has been preparation of O2+BF4-.

reported.'. 2 Although electron spin resonance (esr) has been In view of the discrepancies in the ear spectra of 02+ and
used to confirm the paramagnetic character of dioxygenyl for the purpose of understanding the behavior of O2+ in a
tetraftuoroborate., and hexafluoroarsmnate. 5 no interpretations crystalline environment, we have investigated the ear spectra
of these spectra have been reported. An esr spectrum was of this ion in the presence of several counterions. In addition,
reported for O2+BF4- at -196* consisting of one asymmetric an improved synthesis is reported for O2B14.
line with a peak to peak line width (AHpp) between 400 and Expeimmtal Sectiom
500 G and a g factor between 1.94 and 1.97.3.4 The spectrum Prepara of 02+ Salts. The O2+AsF6- and O2+SbF6- samples
reported for O2+AsF6- was characterized by a g factor of were prepared at 200* from 02, F2, and AsFs or SbFs, respectively,
1.9880 :k 0.0002 and a temperature-dependent line width of in Monel cylinders according to the method of Beal, et al.15 Materil
24 G at -50* and 66 G at 230.5 Both the BFa- and the AsF6- balance, vibrational spectra,16 and elemental analyses (Oxygme content
anions are large such that both materials would be expected was determined by displacemeent reaction with excess FNO at -7S8
to exhibit similar spectra. Recently, ear spectra of 02+SbF6-, and As or Sb were determined by conventional techniques) showed
O2+AsF6-, and O2+Sb2Fi i- at temperatures near liquid helium that the solid products had the compo-itions O2+AsF6- and 02+.
were studied. These spectra were interpreted in terms of SbF6-.0.06SbF5, respectively. A sample having the composition
neer-aal symmetry.6 Values of gi. were about 1.97 andt e O2+SbF6-.0.73SbF5 was prepared by the above method but by heatingthe starting materials to 150* for 12 hr. A sample of O2+Sb2Fii-
of gi were 1.73. In addition, the magnetic susceptibility of was prepared by uv photolysis of a 1:1/2:2 mole ratio mixture of
these salts and the 19F nmr of O2+AsF6 were reported.6  O2-F2-SbFs in a manner similar to that described by McKee and

Ear spectra of concentrated paramagnetic samples generally Bartlett.•4
exhibit a variety of relaxation processes. Dipolar broadening For the synthesis of O2+BF4-, a 1-1. Pyrex bulb containing
results from the various magnetic fields generated by the close cquimolar amounts of 02, F2, and BF3, at a total pressure of 800 mmt,
magnetic dipocs acting on the central ion. Exchange processes, was exposed for 7 days to uv radiation from a high-pressure mrcmry
cross relaxation, or motion of the magnetic ion can also cause lamp (Hanovia 616A, 100 W) equipped with a water filter. The
a modulation of the magnetic energy levels and therefore relax condensing tip of the reactor was kept at -78". The solid 02+BF4-
the spin states. The 02+ ion has the additional possibility of accumulated in the cold section of the reactor and was periodically

removed at 0* from the walls to the bottom of the reactor by means

In a crystal field which is symmetric with resr-.t to the in- of an ultrasonic cleaning bath. After completion of the photolvi

ternuclear axis, two states are separated only by the spin-orbit residue wa transferred, while cold, from the Pyrex container to a
t coupling energy (about 200 cm-1). TIhese -,fwetu have not bown Teflon-FEP ampoule in an inert-atmosphere #love box. Vibr~ational
Sconsidered in the inteprttion of the as,, spwra of compounds spectroscopy 17 and elemental analysis (see above) shoed the product

of 02+. to be O+BF4'. The yield was 5 1%.
Ear spectra have bow observed for 02+ and the isoewctronic Ear Siptrm. Ear spectra were obtained on a modified Varian

species N2- and NO s iingle crystals ad adsorbed on urfaes. V-4502 dual-cavity er spectrometer.' 5  The magnetic field was
Detailed studies Of 02+ on futile surfaces,7 N2- in siUSle monitored using a sample of Mn2+ in forsterite.19 Eac h of the sixScrystals of irradiated aidess and nitric oxide adsorbed on lines from the Mn2+ wc,,c narrower than 1.5 G, and the splittings and

Svarious surfaces9-11 and generated by irradiation in azides 12 the g factor were deteri-minnd against DPPH (g a 2.00365) using a
proton resonance probe to calibrate the magmic fieM. The car

have been reported. Nitric oxide in sin&e crys and on somw parameters for Mn2÷ were g - 2.00095 * 0.00006 and a 5 6.75
surfaces exhibits spectr characteristic of a three-component * 0.05 G. To calibrate the field difference fem the field cone-
Stenor when the line widths are sufficiently narrow so that sponding to gUpA for ecch manganous line, the hyp•rime Hamilsian
all c ts can be resolved. On some surfaces NO exhibits was expanded to second order.
a spectrum with a broad-line characteristic of apparent axial The reference channel was *perastd at 100-kHz field modulation,
symmetry; howevr simulations assuming axial symmetry do and the sample channel was operated at 14.7-kHz with a aet of

Snot accurately reproduce the spectra. water-cooled coils which allow peak-to-peak modulation amplitudes
Synthetic further interest to this study. Recent up to 100 G•0 In all spectra, the modulation amplitude was less 0.1communthatiosp 3.'4 indicate that the previotuly reported of the peak-to-peak line width of the spectrunm. Simulation of thepowder spectra were carried out by the method af Griscn, Taylor.

plodic synthesia ofO2+SbF6- resuis in a product which Ware, ind Bray 2' on a CDC 6600 computer with a Caloomp plotter.
contains appreciable aunounts of the dimeric anion Sb2F F-. Thre componets o a s temor were require to simulat the scta.

To whom correspondence should be addrcssd at the Science Center Siuce two components were very close (ga ard V) and one conponew
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Table !. Esr Parameters of Dioxygenyl Compounds at - 196°

AHp.a Ab 104E,b
9X gy , g Z cm-, cm"

O1 AsF4  2.000 1.973 1.742 80 1480 1.00
0,1BF, 2.00 1.98 1.78 260 1500 2.0
0 2SbF, 1.75 Isotropic 2200
O2Sb2F1, 1.970 1.958 1.729 120 1960 1.20 5lt,.

a Lorentzian line width used to s~mulate the powder spectrum.
b Parameters dcrived from g factors assuming X = 195 cm" 2. G ..

(gz) was at considerably higher fields, the dependence of magnetic
field on the intensity was treated by the relationship

9 ++ 2

where I is the intemity and Z is the apparent g factor given by huil.H.
This is analogous to the relationship derived by Bleaney. 22

Samples of the dioxygenyl salt were placed in 4-mm Teflon-FEP Figms 1. Esr spectrum of dioxygenyl hexafluoroarsenate at - 196*
or quartz tubes and heat sealed. The Teflon-FEP tubes exhibited (solid line) and computer simulation using the parametersg. =-2.060,
a weak spectrum uf two im each about I G wid, at points very close gy-- 1.973.g, 1.742. and A1pp --80 G (broken line).
to £ - 2. Under the high powers and high modulation amplitudes
used. these lines were broadened and weakened even further. At liquid
nitrogen temperatures where large signals were observed, low gains ' , -.
and small modulation amplitudes were used and the Teflon-FEP
spectrum was too weak to be detected. Samples prcpared in Monel
vessels exhibited a weak line about 20 G wide at -196*. This is
probably due to a copper or nickel ion impurity. This signal is similar
to that previously reported for O2+AsF- .5 The samples of antimnates
and the arsenates were stored for several weeks at room temperature
with no noticeable decrease of signal intensity. The tetrafluoroboratc
salts were stored at -20* and were also stable for several weeks.

1mM. andW Discsacm
Syntheses of O2+ Salts. The previous reports on the (b)

photochemical synthesis5 of O2+AsF6- and the thermal
synthesis' 5 of O2+SbF6- were confirmed. For the thermal
synthesis of O2+SbF6- it was found important to keep the
reaction temperature sufficiently hg'h, i.e., at about 2000. in
order to suppress the formation of O2+Sb2FII -. A reasonable
explanation for this temperature requirement is the melting ,
point of 02+Sb2Fit- which was recently reported' 2 to be .
IfWrt85h . Below 180r, O24 Sb2Fi r can solidify thus escaping Fiure 2. Ear spectra ofdioxygenyl fluoroantimonates at - 1960
further interaction with 02 and F2. (frequency 9.317GHz): (a) sample of composition OSbF".'

The uv photolysis of 02-F2-SbFs mixtures yields mainly 0.06Sbl.,; (b) sample of composition OSbF,--0.73SbFa.
O2+Sb2Fi i- and not 02+SbF&- as originally reported.5 This
finding is in excellent agreement with a recent study by McKee is similar to that described in the literature.3.4 We observe
and Bartlett."4 Since the esr spectra of O2+SbF6 and O2+- an asymmetric line with a peak-to-peak width of 430 G.
Sb2F it- (see below) strongly differ, they are useful for dis- Parameters shown in Table I were determined assuming

tinguishing the two compounds. orthorhombic symmetry. Due to the low resolution of this
The previously reported syntheses' of 02+BF4 required spectrum, those parameters are not particularly accurate. The

oxygen fluorides, such as 02F2 or 04F2, as starting materials, spectrum of 02+SbF6- at -196* appears isotropic with a g
Since these oxygen fluorides are difficult to prepare (low- factor of about 1.75 and a line width of 2200G. This spectrum
temperature glow discharge, yv irradiation, or photolysis) and, and the spectrum of 02+SbF6 .0.73SbFs are shown in Figure
owing to their thermal instability, inconvenient to handle, a 2. Lines due to gaseous molecular oxygen are identified by
direct synthesis from 02, F2, and BF3 appeared desirable. We an asterisk. The spectrum of 02 +SbF6-.0.73SbF5 :xhibits two
have found that 02+BF4- can easily be prepared by uv compoaients: one component is very broad, and the second
photolysis of 02-F-BF3 mixtures. During this photolysis part component is similar to the spectra of O2+Sb2Fii and O2+-
of the reactor must be kept at -78* to avoid thermal de- AsF6-. The broad component in the spectrum of 02+-
composition of the product which is of only marginal thermal SbF6--0.73SbFs is considerably differcnt from the sWectrum
stability at ambient temperature. Our yield (-,50%) of of 02+SbF6-. These samples were prepared in Monel which
O2+BF4- and conversion rates could probably be significantly exhibits magnetic behavior. Esr spectra of scrapings from
improved by choosing a reactor geometry more favorable than different parts of the bomb were recorded and the spectra
the cold-finger Pyrex bulb used in our experiment, showed coaidcrable variation. The line widths varied between

Obsemd Spectra. Parameters determined from the ear 700 and 1100 G and the field correspoeding to the mean
spectra of 02+ compounds are given in Table 1. Although amplitude between maximum and minimum peaks of the
the spectra of 02+Sb2Fi m- and O2+AsFt• at -196* appear derivative varied between 2100 and 2500 G. It is therefore
characteristic of radicals with axial symmetry, the 3pectra likely that the low-field component in Figure 2b is due to
cannot be accurately simulated unless three independent g Monel. Apparently the Mond contribute little to the qvarum

factors arc used. The experimental and computed spectra of shown in Figure 2a.
02+AsF6- are shown in Figure 1. The spectrum of 02+BF4- The line widths of the spectra of 02+BF4-, O2+AsF6 , and
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--20 2-r-- 2p*•, , +i

2pw t4 1. tL_ E

2p w, Tii

_,_ ,_____ ,___ (a) (b) (c)
S 6 7 6

I , 3 Figime 5. Energy level diagram of the dioxygenyl ion showing the
r03 IQ.V-k'o- and ir-bonding 2p orbitals: (a) energy levels in the abence of

Fpms 3. Temperature dependance of the line width of the ear apeo spin-orbit coupling and crystal field effects; (b) energy levels with
tnum of dioxygenyl hexafluooarsenate. spin-orbit splitting; (c) energy levels with spin-orbit ano orthorhom-

bic field splittings.

-.20. o. 2ý 11' = 4.69 broadens with temperature. The spectrum of 02+-
SbF6 -0.73SbFS (Figure 2b) exhibits two components. At

temperatures above -196* the sharper component is again
bioadened. At 20°, only an 800 G wide absorption at g = 2.80
can be seen which is probably due to Monel. All spectra
described here are reversible as the temperature is increasedor decreased.

g Tmer. In the absence of spin-orbit coupling and crystal
field effects, the dioxygenyl ion would be in a degenerate state.,
and the energy level diagram would be given by Figure Sa.
Spin-orbit coupling splits the energy levels ofUhe 2pw and 2pW*
states (Figure 5b). Thr application of an orthorhombic crystal
Field further separates the energy levels and quenches the

Y "angular momentum (Figure 5c)). Crystal field calculations
- 2.0 were carried out in a manner similar to that described by

Mergcrian and Marshall.12 The matrix elements of the crystal
300---0 field potential operator Vcf are given by eq I where Dirac10W G M•oU 6i lowG 400 6 009G

Pigw 4. Comparison of ea spectra recorded at - 196* (broken (MW', M' I Vt IMAM) = ASM6•IM,'&•± ,M.' ( 1
line) and -20* (solid line) of OSb1 F,," prepared in quartz. Signalat g = 2 is due to an undetermined impurity. notation is used, Mi and Us are the azimuthal quantumSis- ndu to e narrow cnumbers for the angular momentum and spin, 6 is the Dirac

O2+Sb2FIl - and the narrow component of the spectrum of 6 function, and A is the magnitude of the crystal field energy.
02+SbF6-.0.73SbF5 increase rapidly at temperatures greater The v and r* levels consist of values of Mi which are equal
than -170*. The line width of 0z+AsFb exhibits an expo- to +1 or -1. The spin-orbit coupling operator only has di-
nential dependence on l / T between -160 and -70* as shown agonal elements equal to XAWiM s.
in Figure 3. The spectrum of O2+BF4 appears to have in The solution of the secular determinant gives the energies
a similar way; however within a few degrees of -130* the of either the 2pir or 2pw* states relative to the energy of the
spectrum disappears when warmed and reappears when cooled, unsplit levels. Each of the two states which result are de-
This suggests that a crystal modification occurs at this generate in spin, and the energies are given in eq 2.
temperature.

The compounds 02+Sb2FiV-. 02+SbF6 , and 0zSbF6 • E, = 1/2(A" + X2)1/ 2  (2a)
0.73SbF5 exhibit different temperature dependencm. At -165 E
the spectrum of 02+Sb2Fii- is broadened and a low-field E2  -'/ 2(A

2 + X2)" 2  (2b)
Sshoulder begins to appear. As the temperature is increased. The wave functions which correspond to these eno-gies are

the original omnponent broadens out, and an asymmetric line
with an apparent g factor of 2.3 emnerges from the shoulder. (3a)Ii ~
Above -100*, only the "g - 2.3 fine can be detected a shown = i, - - +\ I'-,V/2) (3a)
in Figure 4. This sample was not prepared in Monel. /

The spectrumi O2+SbF6- at -1960 is very broad with AHpp 41 =N2IlI, 1 i-/I -l,-....+[ (3b)
about 2300 G and a g factor of 1.75. At higher temperatures, W ISC this aborption shifts to higher fields and low-field shoulders X [ X

"C emerge. These absorptions become defined at -60 with N2 l +2 (I ) , / 11-/2)) (3c) ii
apparent g factors of 4.69 and 2.83 for the low-field absorptiom +

44 and approximately 0.9 for the nigh-field absorption. The

angular momentum is virtually unquenched. The aborption
at g - 2.83 is probably due to Monel. The absorption of g where Ni and N2 are normalization constants given by
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/ = (•\1"2 i +/X1/2 X 1'(-"a field probably reduces the value of A froui the free ion, the
N1 = 2  + +\ 1  I/J - ) (4a) correct value is probably between 151 aWd 195 cn-1. In

principle, the value of X can also be determined frorn the
/2 r1 ( '/A 1 ir / 2  A W"_2  (b solutions of the simultaneous equations (6a)-(6c), btt the

N2 =\ •~ +y-vj t- + /J +~ AA-) precision of the g factors is not sufficiently accurate f(r this
purpose: Arbitrarily, the froe-ion value of X was used. The

The 02- ion behaves in a similar way and exhibits the same values of A and E which are given in Table I must therefore
crystal field splittings. The difference between 02- and 02+ be considered as upper limits of these energies.
is that the unpaired electron of 02- is considered to be in the These values can be compared with those determined from
state corresponding to energy Ei, while the unpaired eectron spectra of 02- and the isoelectronic NO. The comp•ionf
of 02+ is considered to be in the stnte corresponding to energy the crystal field parameters of 02+ and Oz- is valid since a
E2. similar mixing of orbitals takes place to give shifts of the g

The g tensor for the dioaygenyl ion may be calculated by factor from go. In Nal where large negative ions and arsallthe method of Kanzig, et aL. 23 An additional term which positive ions surround the 02 ion, the aggukar momr.-ttta is
contributes to the 2pw* levels arises from hitraction with the unquenched. 23 However, in other halides 23 values of A range
2p1 levels. This results in a small admixture of -1/2 spin to from 650 to 1200 cm-I and values of E range from 6 X 104
wave functions which are predominantly of + 1/2 spin, and a to 15 X 104 cm- 1 . The precise values dependod upon the sizes
small admixture of +1/2 tpin to the wave functions which are of the ions and the symmetry of the lattice sites. The asym-
predominantly -1/2 spin. The additional term added to eq 3c metry was attributed to covalent interactioi between the 02-
is of the form (X/E)j0, -1/2). and the term addod to eq 3d and the alkali metal ions since the site of the 02- ics; 4ligns
is of the form (A/E)pO, 1/2). Using second-order perturbation in the 110 direction such that the crystal ions are axially
theory, the additional terms added to the basis wave functions symmetric with respect to the 02 internuclear axes. in other
are shown in eq S. studies, alkali metal-O2- compounds were trapped in as argon

{ 1I2 1/2 matrix at 4*K,26.27 so that the principal interaction is with one
alkali metal ion. In these cases A for 02- was considerably

,o +,° X 21t/2 101-1/2) (5a) larger than in alkali metal halides.

Values of A and E obtained for NO adsorbed on Various
A ~zeolites agree more closely with the values obtained here for4

02. Values of A range from 1050 to 1700 cnv-, and values
*20'= *,CG + of E range between 1.l. X 104 and 3.7 X 104 and are cosistent

witlh a small interaction with the surface. 9 NO adsorbed, on

2E 1/
2 r /1 /2 / O,'/2, MgO ad generated in various crystals exhibits larger valtes

I 1) ~ + - (Sb) of A and E, and thus the elements of the g tensor are rnuch
4 +19" + J Acloser to ge.10 Similarly, the N2- generated in KN38 it Also

in sites with greater asymmetry and exhibits g factors louerThe g factors can now be calculated using the magnetic t e

Hamiltonian. Fields are independently assumed along the x, to ge.

y, or z axes of the dioxygenyl ion. The data of Table I sugg&et that in O2+BF4-, 02+AsF6-.
In the absence of the Mi = 0 functions, only the wave and O2+Sb2FII . the 02+ cation is in the site of a small or-

functions ure coupled through '+ and &-. The addition of the thorhombic field. The origin of the field can be due either
Mi = 0 functions allows coupling through 1.- and L-. The g to covalent interaction with the fluorine in the complex anion,

factors are obtained by diagonalizing the 2 X 2 matrices formed as suggested from neutron diffraction studies oi n24PtFb-
by application of Hm.. This procedure is outlined in more or to an asymmetric arrangement of anon around 02+.
detail by Wertz and Bolton.24 Values of A were also estimated from magnetic susceptibility

The results of these calculations are given in eq 6 which mcasurements. 6 If a value forA, of 195 cm-1 is assumed, thenSresults otsc uA would be about 1400 cm- 1 .
,2 tMeasurements of the spectrum of O2+SbF6- at _Z5006

., =g. - 2( (6a) indicate that the spectrum is sharpened considersbly whtn thex temperature is below -195*. and the 02+ ion may also be in
Sr=) [ + an orthorhombic environment.

\2 + A2 E- + A Tepetratwe Depesdm The spectra of each of timt 02Y
S\I1/2 compounds exhibit a strong temperature dependence. In allX+ A] + (6b) samples studied, as the temperature is increamed, the lines

X2 / broaden. Only O2+AsF6- exhibited a spectrum with a sijigle
+ component over a sufficiently large temperature range o thatZ3, = + EL\- 2 + / heine width can be investigated as a function of tetapettare.

'
2  12 O2+BF4- was assumed to be livear over a narrow rang of

(A / -lJ (6c) temperature. If the slopes of In (AlW - &Ho) vs. 1I/ for
2 +O2+AsF6- and 02+BF4 are considered to be related to ac-

shows that the g tensor should be comprised of three different tivation energies in an Arrhenius plot, the energy for the
principal values provided that E is sufficiently small. relaxation of the spectum of 02 AsF6- is 1.92 kcal (690 W-1)

Crystal Fteld Effects. Te esr parameters determined from and that of O2+BF4 is 1.3 kcal (470cm i). theme valits are
the simulations, which are given in Table 1, can be used to coiderably anali,,r than the crystal field ewrgies cakictted
calculate the parameters A and E shown in Figure 5. The g from the g factors sod su"um that there may be meveral wds
factors of O2+AsF6- and O2+Sb2Fi - are believed accurate operaticg to causv relaxation.
to *0.002, and that of 02+BF4 is believed accurate to *0.02. Since crmo reixation and exchange inteaactirs arm possib
There is some doubt of the spin-orbit coupling constant X of nuxes of relxations in concentrated paramaguntic smplei.
02+ in a crystal lattice. The values of X are 195 cm- 1 for the attempts w,'e made to form dilute 02+ salu in an NO4 A•,F6-
free ion25 and 151 cm-1 for atomic oxygen. Since the crystal lattice. The simuitaneous formation of NO4 AsF6" was
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unsuccessful since the reaction of NO + F2 + AsFs is much appears to be a dominant mechanisn. The spectrum of
faster than that of 02 + F2 + AsFs. The displacement of 02+ 02+SbF6- undergoes faster relaxation at -1960 than each of
by NO+ by exposing 02aAsF6- to FNO at -77' did not the other salts.
produce the desired cation distribution. 4. Anomalous spectra for dioxygenyl antimonates above

The mechanism of the relaxation process cannot be de- -140* were observed. Absorptions where g> 2 may indicate
termined from line width measurements alone since the coupling between dioxygenyl ions.
comp.nents of spin-lattice and spin-spin relaxation times 5. Because of the difference between spectra of O2+SbF6-
cannot be separated. At line widths in the order of 100 G an and 02+$b2Fit- or O2+SbF6-.0.73SbFs at - 196", ear can be
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Exposure of NF4+AsF6 and NF4+SbF6 -0.8SbF5 to u'Co -y rays at 77*K gave two paramagnetic centers, one of which
is shown by ESR spectroscopy to contain one nitrogen atom and three equivalent fluorine atoms. Based on its magnetic
properties it is identified as pyramidal &NF3+, a novel radical cation. The other center exhibits strong interaction of the
electron with two fluorine atoms, weaker interaction with the antimony or arsenic central atom, and small interaction with
several other fluorine atoms. It is tentatively assigned to the electron-loss species AsF6, SbF6, or Sb2F,1 with the unpaired
electron largely confi'ed to two fluorine ligands. Irradiation of N F4+BF4- did not rsult in well-defined magnetic centers.
An improved synthesis of NF4+BF4 is reported.

iltroctions of NF3, F2, and SbFs in a Monel cylinder to 1200 for 2 days under
anct~eatv agandau suchur af 20e haloens the senthesis oft sld hvnAlthough carbon readily forms tetrahedral molecules with an autogenous surc of 200 atm. The resulting white solid. having

elet inegativc ligands, such as the halogens, the syrithesis of the composition NF4+SbF6t.19SbF5, was converted to NF4÷
SbF6 .0.8SbFi by ieating under a dyiarnic" -cuum to 2000 for 3

the isoclectronic nitrogen compounds has been achieved only days. The compound was analyzed as previously described.13 The
recently.' A'.tempts to prepare NF4+ salts had been dis- only detectable impurities were small amounts of Ni (0.066 wt %)
couragcd by theoretical computaions2.3 showing that these and Cu (0.03%) in the form of their salts. The synthesis of N F4+AsFr-
salts should be thermodynamically unstable and by the non- has previously been described.' 3 Again, the only detectable impuritie
existence of the parent compound NF5. Once the principle v ere Ni (0.98%) and Cu (0.27%).
was recognized' that N F4+ salts can be prepared from N F3, for the synthesis of NF4+BF4 by metathesis, commercial HF was
F2, and a strong Lewis acid in the presence of a suitable dried by shaking it overnight in a I-I. Monel cylinde: with fluorine

activation energy source, a nuinber of synthetic methods (10 I./0.7 kg of HF) after which oxyge, and residual fluorine (ca.
became available. These involve the use of different activation 210 psi) were removed under vacuum at -78. The metatheis

apparatus, fabricated entirely from Teflon and Kel-F. consisted of
energy soures such as glow dishfour identica.l I-I. vessels conrected in series through valves and filters
and pressUe. 6 .7 - irradiatiop 8 and uv photolysis. 9  with a fittin;z carrying a vacuum line connection, a 60-psi pressure

On exposure to high-eneLky radiation, CF4 undergoes the relief valve, and a compound pressure-vacuum gauge (Kel-F-coated
dissociative electron-capture process diaphragm) iw.cwecn the last two- '•els. In additioi, eatah vessel was

(1) stirred with a Tef'on-couied maj stirring bar and equipped withSCF, + e- -- CF, + 17- (1) a valve which by-passed the filter for introduction or removal of

to give tF3 radicals which have been detected both in the gaseous or liquid materials. All manipulations of reagents and

liquid' 0 and solid10 -'12 phase. The fact that no evid(,nce for products were conducted either in an inert-atmophere glove box or

the existomce of the CF•r radical anion waobserved -3 not by standard high-vacuum techniques.
-rA 251.5-S (1.94-mol) quantity of silver fluoride (Cationic, Inc.),

singh vaiuity ootet r i-st-row which contained 2.1% HF-insoluble impurities, was loaded into the
elements of the periodi-. system. A study of the corresponding first vessel and 284 g of H F was added. Into the second vessel were
NF4+ system appeared interestina, particularly in view of the placed 400.5 8 (0.822 mol) of NF4SbFo-0..SLF5 and 148 g of HF.
recent suggestion 9 that NF3+ and the radicals derived from The Agl.F2 solution in the first vessel was pressurized to 30 psi with
the Lewis acid-fluorine interaction, such as AsF6, are the key nitrogen and passed through a filter into the stirred NF4+ salt-HF
intermediates in the formation r- chanism of N F4+ salts. By solution under autogenous pressure in the second vessel. The resulting
analogy with CF4, one might expect that &4F3+ might be NF4HF2 solution was separated from the AgSbFs precipitate by
prepared by - irradiation of N F4+ salts according to filtration into the evacuated third reaction vessel. After brief lumling

to remove the nitrogen precsurizinj gas, BF3 (68 g, 1.0 mrr) was added
NF,* + e'- .N1F", + V (2) to the third vessel until the total pressure above the liquid remained

constant at 19-20 psi. The NF4BF4 solution was separated from the
In this paper we report ESR spectroscopic evidence for the precipitated AgBF4 by filtration into the evacuated fourth vessel. After

existence of the novel radicals NF3+ and MFP, in addition to removal of excess BF3 and solvent HF the residual solid product (101.9
an improved synthesis of NF4+BF4 by metathesis in HF g) was isolated. The composition of the solid (in mole percent) wast. solution. NFSBF4 (89), NF4 Sb2F,, (7.9), and AgBF4 (3.1).
-t S -n 1atina aed ESH Spectra. The NF4+ salts were transfeised
Exprimatal Sti in the dry nitrogen atmosphere of a glove box into passivated 4-mm

Syathbes of NF4+ Salta. A sample of NF4+SbFs .).8SbFi was o.d. quartz tubes which were flame-sealed in vacuo. For the solution
prepared as nrmviourly described7 by hwtting a 1:1.2 I molar miaturc siudy, a 0.24 U solution of NF4+SbF6 .0.8SbFi in anhydrous HF

* to yhow ctwrespxodcnce should be addressed at Pock.etsVerc. was heat-sealed in a Teflon F'P tube.
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Figre . Sxs;irof Vigure I but ifew iwak"& bM 4
riue I irst -derivative X-band ESR spectrum for NF, Sb- and rcoi3ig to 77* K. shoo wg feuwa ~samewd to b& A..

F6--O.8SbFj after exposure to "Co -yrays at 77*K. i~howing
f atrssignect to species Aand B. I'le intense central Com- in thc initial spacwa (Fipu'c 1). ba* radaal B &mea nkpd~y

pNrent stemns in part fr,3m paramagnetic centers generated in the on annealing to about I5OK,. kav a wdI-defsan spoaan
quartz tube. of A (Figure 2).

The sample tubes were cooled to 77*K prior to exposure to 60Co Re"* A. Wi:1lder~md wiag (para")d triipims cdrc-
~rays in a Vickrad cell at a nornnal dose rate ofabout 4 Mrads hr 1. teristic ofhypetfine cotppkng to 14N 1104%) - 1 establish

It was necessary to eapose samples to high dose (about 10 Msrads) the prae=ec 0ofneamtrongy cmaln MN Mican Li theam
before good ESR signals were obtained. " of tripletsare desncrbd aste AMi IV) - * 'Iz -par&fl

The ESR spectra were obtained with a Varian E3 spectrometer feature for NF;* 1109F) 'e /,I lfi the tbree aiwuvaleat
at 77*K. Samples were annealed by gradual warming to above 770K flown atoms dhen the *'/2 Linos are predicied to fall close
and recooling whenever significant changes were observed in the to the mocre intense set 0f six lines in the CtraI region of the
continuously monitored esr signals. Signals were independent of spcrmHoert aaenA('Nculigntb
sample tube orientation indicating the absence of sampfle graining setu oeetcaprn (")culn r hs
effects. tawe features has deceased by about 15 G relative to the omwe

Resis W Dcuu liesand hence we suggest that thes inner linsm constain
Reada ad Dicuslondominant contributions arising from "anisotropic" features.

Synthesis For the preparation of N F44SbF6-.xSbF5 and Interpretatimof 0 ESR spectra for pyramnidal radicals of this
NF4+AsF6- the previously reported7 elevated pressure- type is complicated by tbe fact that the principal values for
temperature meihod was chosen. For that of NF4+BF4-, a the three 19F hyperfine tensor lie along three different axes,
metathetical process similar to that of Tolberg, et al. 14 Was two of whicls always differ from those for the "4N hyperfine
selected which was significantly improved by substituting AgF coupling. Also, there should be a relatively large secoond-order
for the originally used "4CsF. The reaction sequence is ujest splitting (6) of the M,("9F) - *1I/2 lines which can be ap-
described by oq 3-5. Since Ag+I-F2 was used in excess for proximately estimated's from 61 - 3/2AiJ&'F)/H±L and 6.1

HF =
314(A i + A g)1111. From the initial approximate data, we

AgF+ NF Ag11F, (3 find bii t-3 Gand 6. cx 23 G. Thus the former will be barely
AgHF - NF4bF6 - - g~b 4 + 14 'F 3 -(4) defined in otir spectra, but the latter result is clearly significant.Ag'H2 - NF.SbF -!!-- A~k&,i +Nl:,*HF,(4) This problem iias been discussed in depth by Coope, etal,' .16

NFHF +B 5 ~HIP F H especially for the isoelectronic radical, CF3, and we haveNF,,HF, BF3 14FBF4+ HF(5) followed their procedure in arriving at the parameters listed
the precipitation of the fluoroiantimonate. the rather insoluble in Table 1. The results for 1CF31O,12 are included for comn-
AgBF4 precipitated from the NF4+HF2 solution upon BF3 parison.
addition. This required an additional filtration step. The level The results for '9F of NJF3+ are in good agreement with
of impurities (NF4Sb2fii and AgBF4) in the final crude those' 2 of CtF3 but indicate a small increase in spin density
product is determined by the solubility products of AgSbF6 on fluorine on going from ItF3 to &F3+. Since these arc not
and AgBF4 ill HF. principal values, we make no attempt to estimate the actual

Since the N F4+SbF6-.xSbFs starting mnu i rial ..ai. .cadily spin density on fluorine from these data. However, the dataI be prepared on a large scale, 7 this metathetical ; o=ms is well for "4N can be taken as principal values and hence we can
suited for the synthesis of larger amounts of N F4+BF4-. Its deduce approximate spin densities in the 2s and 2p atomicmain drawback is the relatively low product purity. Using CsF orbitals that nitrogen contributes to the total MO of the
the purity 6~ quite low, but with ASF we have been ab!-ý to unpaired electron. This we do by dividing the A and 28 values
obtain purities as high as 89 mol % of N Fg+BF4-. The main by the values for A* (550 G) and 2B* (33 G) estimated from
impurities could significantly be decreased by subsequent recent accurate atomic wave functio,,s. 17 (A and 28 are the
recrystalliZation14 Of the crude NF4+BF4- from suitable experimental isotrop~c and traceless parts of the hyperfine
solvents. Whereas the -t-irrariation5 and uv-photolysis9 tensor components, and A* and 280 are the corresponding
processes yicld purer products, .lý cy are at present much less cotnptt ed values for unit population of the 2s and 2p AO's.)
amenable to scale up. The results (Table 11) indicate that the total spin density on

Eletra Spin Reonance Specrta. The best defined spectra nitrogen is about 69%, and the 2p:2s ratio is about 2.8. Only
were obtained fi-om NF4+SbF6 '0.8SbFs and typical spectra, the isotropic 13C datumt is known'O for 13CF3, and this gives
obtained before and after annealing, are given in Figures 1 about 24% spin density in the 2s AO on carbon. The latter
and 2, respectively. The NF4*AsF6- salt gave very similar valt. might be sornewhat high, since the anisotropic comn-
results, but NF4+BF4- proved to be remarkably resistant to ponents of "9F in N Fi+ and IF3 are quite similar (133 and
6OCo y rays. Two radical species, A and 8, can be detected 123 G. respectively) implying that the spin densities on F and
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Ta i. ESM I*Uei Raical is -'rradiated NF4 Sals, Together with Those for CF,

Hyperfuie teamso compoumnts, G4.b
"N. 'IC. lsSb SI#cS values

SpR.~ai a I. ISO I . Igo I i Av
VF IRS 90 98.3 300 100 167 2.003 2.009 2.007

X., 264 so 141.3
F "272 143

-JO, -60 (ee text) 630'• 420'U 490 -2.00

G' . 10r AErrot. -*3G, EDatarelatetotlheCmaxesandthereforearenotprincipalvalues. d Reference 12. Refw--ace 1O.
t Fa two ewvahma t hime atom•i. a Approximate sine number of subcomponents unknown. h Weak coupl% to other fluodde'"onds
'Tbe NFl' ugalsderi•• 4 from either NF4SbF. or NF,4 A&F, had experimentally undiatlnguishable parameters.

Tale. l! Estimuted Spin IDndtles(%) for (o F, one of the nonbonding orbitals om fluorine, and a suitable
a(ndT, an Central Atom distortion could well tend to isolate the unpaired electron on

as apt Total 2p:2s just two of the ligands. This model provides a reasonable
explanation for the observed data. (3) The broad similarity

24 50.5 68.5 2.8 between the reaults for the arsenic and antimony salts requires
tCl8  24 a low spin density on the central atom, in accord with the

hence also on the central atoms should be similar in both model. (4) Lack of N F3+ radicals in the BF4- alt accord with

species. An alternate although less plausible, explanation might the apparent inability to form BN4 radicals from such salts."I
be that the atomic orbitals of the central atom in CF3 have Based on the above arguments, we favor the spectral analysis
more s character (i.e., a stronger contribution from sp2 hy- indicated in Figure I rather than the alternative of treating
bridization) than those in F3. T his would imply that CF3 the B features as a doublet, on the basis of the relatively smellis less pyramidal than NýF)+. anisotropy. For a distorted radical with the unpaired electron

The implications from the ESR data that in NF3+ the spin delocalized between two adjacent fluoride ligands, the apparent
density on F is somewhat higher than in CF3 and that the anisotropy deduced from the powder spectrum must be greatly
atomic orbitals of the central atom in CF3 have more s reduced compared with the real anisotrjpy or that to be

character than those in &F3+ are in accord with arguments expected from ipin confined to just one ligasad.

based on consideration of the resonance structures 1-111. The superhyperfine coupling present on the MI(I'F) -
lines must then arise from coupling to 12lSb (I - 5/2; 57.25%

* x abundance) and to a lesser extent from 123Sb (I - 7/2; 42.75%
" : " i ": .i : abundance). This will not explain all the resolved features in

I :" "':1.: Figure I and hence extra 19F coupling or inter~action with the

Ill second antimony atom of Sb2Fii must also be present.
It is interesting to compare these results with those for a

In N F3+ the formal positive charg,, and the higher oxidation species formed in irradiated sodium hexafluoroantimonatc,
state of the central atom should increase the effective clec- originally thought to be SbFs or SbF62- 20 but later assigned

i tronegativity of the NF2+ group when compared to that of CF2. to an impurity species, OSbF4 or OSbFs-.21 This center had
Therefore, for NF3+ the relative contribution from structure only very weak coupling to 19F (about 5 G) and a near-isotropic
1 should be higher than for CF3 hereby increasing the spin coupling to 121Sb in the 60-70-G region. Our present results
density on F in NF3+. Since with an increasing electroneg- indicate a coupling to 121!b of 30 or 60 G. A reduction of
ativity difference between X and r the X F bond becomes more the coupling in SbF6 or Sb2Pi I, when compared to that for
ionic, the contribution from the sp 2-hybridized model I!! to 6SbFs-, can be ratioralized by elec'.onegativity argu-
the bonding should be more significant in CF3 than in NF3+. ments. 2 1.22

In addition. model Ill for NF3+ would require an unfavorable Although we have been tiable to obtain well-resolved FSR
double positive charge on the NF2 part of the molecule. spectra for radical B, we conclude that this ctnter is probably

The failure to observe any evidence for the NFN radical is SbF6 or Sb2Fii with the unpaired electron largely confined
not surprising in view of the above-mentioned strict validity to two adjacent fluoride ligands. Other possible assignments
of the octet rule for first-row elements. This is in marked that had occurred to us have been rejected for various reasons.
contrast with second-row elements, such as phosphorus for For example, the assignment to F2-, weakly interacting with
which the corresponding PF4 has been observed.18.'9 We have neighboring ions, can be ruled out since the observed hyperfine
also studied the irradiation products from HF solutions of coupling is too small.NF4+SbF6-0.8 SbFs since it is often found that dissociative

S reactions, such as the hypothetical process smia
rh Irradiation of NF4+ salts at 771K produces the novel

NF4 -• -F, - + F (6) pyramidal cation N4F3+ in addition to a second less stable
species which is tentatively assigned to the conuespoding anion

are solvent dependent. Unfortunately, solutions in HF, the -tror-aA eci, SbP, Sb2Fi-,, a A$6, respectively. The

only suitable solvent, gave, after irradiation, only very broad experimental observation of these species lends further cred-
uninformative features. ibility to the reaction mechanism previously suggested9 for the

Rt" B. The othcr species.(B), lost during mild, annealing, forr;ion and thermal decomposition of NF4+ salts. In this
tentatively imechanism, the AsP6 radical was postulated to be the crucial

_) following reasons. (1) NF3+ is uoubtly formed by electron n t e r eaon ispreiol suggesedg forzthnI
capture, and the most reasonable initial electron loss enter intermediate o upplying the energy (ionizationpotential of NF3 m n steenergy released by the f ormation

is Sb]6. (2) The results indicate the prescrice of two (or, less of the ion pair) required for the oxidation of NF3 according

reasonably, one) strongly coupled lsF nuclei with very weak tocoupling to magnetic isotopes of antimony or ;trsenic and

po ssible further 19F nuclei. Electron loss from SbF6 is fro ,m 2 7A s', + NF, -- N :,' *A s4.. (7) |
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Contribution from Rocketdvne. a D~ivision of material and trapping thc Krl-: at 78*.
Rockwell International. Canoga Park. California 91304 Preparation of BrF6* Salts. Thc BrF6*AsF#. salt was prepared

b) t he met hod of Gllespie and Sihrobilgcn2 using a KrF2:AsP% mole
Tbe Hexafloorobrosamle( VII) Catiom,. BrFt,+. Iuafrared ratio of 2:1 and a large excess of BrFi. Complete material balances
Spectrum and F'oice FiLdM werc obtained for the experiments. The yields of BrFh+AsFt. were

fouind to range from 5 3w to . mol % based on KrF2 and the co'rrect
Karl0. hrite' nd ichrd D Wisonamounts of Kr and F2 were evolved.
&.ir 0.Chrac' nd ichrd D WisonFor the synthesis of the SbFs salt, weighed amounts of BrF4+-

Sb2Fi 1 were dissolved in BrFi, and KrF2 was added at -196'. TheRed'ei'h-d June 65. 1IY4 AIC403657 mixture was kept at 25* until no further gas evolution was observed.
Volatile materials were removed at room temperature. The Raman

The syntheses of BrF6+AsF6 and BrF6+Sb2Fi i from BFF5i spectrum of the solid residue was identical with that previously
and the corresponding KrFa.{Lcwis acid) adducts have recently reported?2 Since in a separate experiment we had demoanstrated that
becn reported by Gillespie and Schrobilgen.1.2 These BrFt6+ BrF4+Sb2,Fii can be removed under a dynamic vacuum at 5O'. this

salt wee chraceried b 19 amr an Raan pectoscpy. residue was warmed to 50* for I week under a dynamic vacuum.
salt wee caraterzedby W nr ad Rina spctrscoy.2 Starting originally with 1.02 mmol of BrF4+Sb2Fti and 7.63 mmol
Sinc coplee vbraionl sectr an moifid vlene frce of KrF2. 23.2 mg of a white solid residue was obtained which according

*fields are known for ClF6+ 3 and IF6+.4 6 similar information to its infrared and Raman spectra was mainly BrF#s+SbF6 .xSbF, with
on BrF6+ was desirable to obtain more quantitative data on xr being less than 1.

* thc bonding in these unusual high oxidation state cations.

Experwimetal Section
Apparatusand Materials. The materials used in this work were Resuilts and Dhseusio

manipulated in a well-passivated (with CIF3 and Offs) 304 stainless
steel vacuum line equipped with Teflon FEP U traps and 316 stainless Synthesis mud Propettis. The synthesis data are in excellent
steecl belows-scal vijlves (H-oke. Inc.. 4251 F4Y). Pressures were agreement with the reports2 of Gillespie and Schrobilgen. The
mecasured with a Fleise Bourdon tube type gauge (0 1500 mm *following observations deserve some comment. In the previous
0.1040. Because of the rapid hydrolytic interaction with moisture, all study2' no material balances were obtained. In our study the
materials were handled outside of the vacuum system in the dry yield of BrtF6,AsF6 was found to be about 6 mol % based on
nitrogen atmiospherc of a glove box. teasmto htImlo r2cudpoueImloThe infrared spectra were recorded on a Perkin-Eilmer Model 457 teasmto htImlo r2cudpoueImlo
spewtrophotometcr. The spectra of solids at room temperature were BrF6+ salt. In addition, it was established that BrF6+-
obtained by pressing two smiall single-ýcrystal platelets of either AgCl SbF6 *xSbl`ý can be separated from BrF4+Sb2Fi by vacuum
or AgBr to A disk irl a Wilks minipellet press. The powdfred satmple sublimation. However, the resulting product was not of
'A J1 placed between the platelets before starting the pressing operation. sufficient quantity and purity to allow further characterization
The low-temperature spectra were recorded at 196' using a cell and and to determine whether thc anion was mainly SbIh, or
transfer technique similar to one previously decscribcd.' The inner Sb2Ft i . When samples of BrN.1 salts were placed in pas-

widows of the cell were AgCI: the outer ones, Csd disks The sivated quartz capillaries attd flame scaled. Ratman spec-
intuetwas calibrated by comparison with standard calibration trcpyhwotattamintmeaurte r.slt

The ama spctr wer reordd o a Cry odc ~3attacked the quartz with formation of the corresponding 02+
*trophotometor using the 48810-A exciting line and a Claasscn filter`9  sepealts. e S imialtheO The6 saltsc f~ ineace art, ambien

for the elimination of plasma lines. For low-temperature work a Milcler tmeauewt gI h tako gIb rbAF
Hairney device'() was used. Passiivated quart,, Teflon FEP. or Kol-F was much faster than tht by the corresponding SbF5 salt and
capillaries were used as sample tubes in the transverse-viewing, preempted the recording of BrF6+AsF6 infrared spectra at
transverse-excitation technique. room temperature. In Teflon FEP containers the BrF6+ salts

Debyc-Scherrer powder patterns were taken using a GE Model were stored at room temperature for prolonged periods without

Samples were scaled in quartz capillaries (-0.5-mm o.d.). X-Ray Powd&" Data. The observed and calculated X-ray
Thepurtiatin f HF3andAsF5 ndthe preparation of powder diffraction data for BrF6+AsF6- are listed in Table

B*s2o: aePciul been described." Krypton difluoride was 1. The pattern was corrected for linest'4 due to N02+AsF6
prepared from Kr (Matheson. ".995%) and F,, using glow discharge iesulting from the interaction' 3 between AsF5 and some N205

at 181. Ou methd wassimilar to thatt 2 of Schreiner, et al.. xet wihwspeeta niprt nteKI2satn aeilfor the elimination of' the gas circulation system. The KrIF2 wa' whic pwasr prterent a f animpurit inteKrya clstayrtingmatil.
Cletdathenofarnin a tarad Teflon FEP U trap maintained Tepwe atr fB~~savr lsl eebe
at 78. Te nl doculeimpurity in the KrF2 was a small amount that4.153 of I Fs+AsF6 indicating that the two corapounds are

of N liwhich could be removed by treatment of the crude KrF2 with isoi~iotphous. By analogy with lF6+AsF6-, it was indexed in
1111 t 7 and -10'. which converted the N20i to nonvolatile the face-centered cubic system with a 9.394 A. AsecxPect4d
N02+BF4 1 Pure KrFz was obtaitoed by pumping off the volatile the unit ce~ll of BrF6+AsF6 is slightly smaller than that of
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Tabhle . X-Ra•y Powder Data for HrF:.'AsF;.

ii-ld C'aI od Intens Al A I , a, to.

4.69 4.69 vs 2 0 0
3.32 3.32 so2 2 0og qo- a, e e-
2.712 2.712 ms 2 2 2 E ooo -Q -
2.509 2.511 w 3 2 1
2.102 2.100 m 4 2 .
2.002 2.003 w 3 3 2 00,
1.916 1.918 mIs 4 2 2 ,noo q o 6

1.661 1.661 m 4 4 0 ,-

1.565 1.566 rns 4 4 2

1.486 1.486 inw 6 2 0 CA 0 4
1.417 1.416 mw 6 2 2 '
1.356 1.356 w 4 4 4 g f G Z5
1.302 1.303 w 6 4 0 V .oo do

{7 2 1 f- -4.

1.278 1.279 vw 3 3 '.n ,

51 2 ej r=-
1.256 1.255 m 6 4 2 : 0

1.193 1.193 w 7 3 " . "! t-

1.174 1.174 w 8 0 0 ,- ,?Is 2 0 ,'

1.140 1.141 mw 8 2 0
16 4 0

1.107 1.107 mw 0 2 . o .' '
16 6 0 > 46O V~

1.077 1.078 w 6 6 2 WIz

1.051 1.050 w 8 4 0 4n ".5 %n -0
1.025 1.025 w 8 4 2 OR Ilo ' .

.8 6 0 9A
0.940 0.939 w hI) 0 0 '•

0.922 0.921 w 10 2 0 ." a
W; .4.

IF,+AsF5, (4. 49 A).4.0- This relatively small change in the oo a=
unit cell dimncsions is not surprising becau.s the small radii go -'

of the +VII h; logen ions allow them tooccuny interstices in 0 r.e

the fluoride p.icking. Assuming four molecules per unit cell r4 ..
and neglectinj! cntributions to the volume from the highly 00 Q W) A P W" 2
charged central atoms, a plausible average volumelbn.7 of 17.27 rI 0
A per F and a calculated density of 3.068 g/cm I are obtained. ! n ,4

Weaker lines were observed having mixed, even and odd 06 t. In ,- f
Miller indices. These arc not expected for a simple NaCI '"
structure but can readily be explained 4.'• hy scattering from 2 " -,
the fluorine atoms grouped around the Br and As atoms with - ' c, 0 L6

these central atoms occupying the positions of Na and C1 in > W -" ,.
the NaCI lattice. By analogy with lF,+AsFb .15 the space
group of BrF,,+AsF6 is Pa3. it! a ,, '*"

Vl-itliomal Spectra. The infrared spectra of BrF6+AsFe, I M M , C 0 "1 0 0
and of BrF64SbF6 .xSbFs after the removal of BrF4+SbFi 1 .
are shown in Figure I. The Raman spectra of BrF6+AsFt e woo r_

and of the SbF5 adduct before the removal of BrF4+Sb2Fi i t Lt ,; e ,-W 0 0 Q e•, , ,;
,were identical with those previously reported.2 The Raman

spectrum of the SbF5 adduct after the removal of BrF4+"., 0 - ,S~Sb2Fi t had its most intense band at 660 cm I (mi of SbF6) 11 •"
with two pronounced shoulders on its high-frequency side. In 0 , -
" addition to weak bands attributable to Sb2Fi I stretching
modes and to the SbF deformational modes in the 300-220 ,
cm I frequency r,'-c, the BrF6+ deformation v.(Ff2) was
observed at 40)6 crril.

"In addition to the three previously reported 2 Raman-active " '- fa"
modes, octahedral BrF6+ is expected to exhibit two + + -

infrared-active fundamentals. These are the antisynmetric .. "*" "=
stretch, v.0(Fi), and the antisymmetric deformation, v4(Flu). + "7 '7 + I .
By comparison with the known frequencies of the closely C D •

related CIFt.+. 1F6+. SF6, ScF6. and T4 Ft species, 03 and v4 % t
of BrF,+ are expected to occur between 760 and 800 and 

j .0

between 400 and 450 cm , respectively. Inspection of Figure ,0,
I reveals that in both the AsFý and the SbFý adduct bands v
were observed at 775 and 430 cm Furthermore. these bands 41
disappeared when the BrF6÷AsFi, ir sample was allowed to
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* 1 -Except for the Fiu block. all the symmetry force constants
SriF Ars A of Brl- 4+ are unique. The Flu block is undetermined since only

It two frequency values are available for the determination of
three force constants. Consequently, the usefulness of
mathematical constaints, such as minimizing or maximizing
the value of one of the symmetry force constantsI t was tested
for the isoecectronic series SF6. SCF6, and TcF6, for which
general valence force fields have been reported.' 9-21 As can

A.01 be seen from Table I1, the condition F#4 - minimum very
&3 6 Ast closely duplicates the GVFF values for the two heavier

"o 411 •molecules SeF6 and TeF6. Therefore, it is also expected to41 .\ i be a very good approximation for the force field of BrF6÷. Thevalues so obtained for B&FO are listed in Table¢ II and correlate
well with the remaining species of Table II. The modified

off s .0sr W'S valence force fields, listed for the lightest isoclectronic series.
i.e.. PF6 , SF6, and CIF6+. are less reliable since the lighter
central atoms cause stronger coupling of the stretching and
bending modes.S"I"The force oanstant of greatest interest is the stretching force

constantft. For 3rF6+ its value of 4.9 mdyn/A is the highestA• _found to date for any BrF bond. 23-25 This is not surprising
V4 .since the covalenc) and therefore also the force constant of

Sri, such a bond tend to increase with increasing oxidation state
/ v V of the central atorn and a formal positive chargc.l2 Since the

Br- F bonds in BrF6+ arc stronger than those in other bromine
fluorides, the reactivity of these salts must be due to the high
oxidizing power of BrFt+.

Acluowled~ngW We are indebted to Drs. C. J. Schack and
L. ~ ~ I .. R. Grant bor helpful discussions. This work was supported

10 o Im CM by the Office of Navat Research. Power Branch.
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Figar 1. In i.ired spectra of HrF,'Asl:. rec•rded as a dry powder Registry No. BrFh+AsFt. . 51063-29-7: BrF6+SbF6 . 53432-26-.;
between Ag'l lates at - 196* and of BrF.Sbti. xSbF, recosded as PI:16 . 16911-18-9: AsF: . 16913-45-8. SbF6 . 17111-95-4; SF6.
a Aghr disk at 25?. The increase in background at the low-'requen- 2!5 1 -62-4. ScF.,, 7783-79- I; TcF#,. 7783-80-4; C:F6+. 38217-33-3;
cy end of the spectra is due to absorption by the windows. Iht+. 21303-14-0; BrF,+. 51063-27-5.
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On the Existence of Several New O.N.F.Compoundo.
A Critical Comment on the Paper by Sicui and ScuHmcma

By XAm- 0. ONRISTz

Canoga Park, (California/USA), Rockwell International Corporation, Rocketdyne Division

Abstract. It is shown that the infrared spectra previously att-nibuted to the three novel
compounds FONO, NO&Fz. and an unknown are due to the known compounds HONOe FONO,"
and covalent N20, respectively. The ohierved chemical and physical properties agroe well with
this reint•petatioz2=

Uber die Existenz elniger neuer O,N,F.Verbindungen.
Ein kritiecher Kommentar zur Verdffentlichung von Srcns und ScixAcamz

Inhaltsfibersicht. Es wird gezeigt, d& die Infrarot-Spektren, die zuvor don drei neuen
Verbinduageu FONO, NOF, und einer nichtidentiflizierten Substanz zugesehrieben wurden, voll-
atandig den bekannten Verbindungen HoNOM, FONO und kovalentes N1e, zugeordnet werden
k6unen. Die bhebachtoten chemischen und phyulkalischen Eigenschaften stimmou mit der neuen
Interpretation aberein

In the course of a spectroscopic study of halogen nitrates 1), it became obvious
that the infrared spectrum reported by Sxcuz and ScvuxAcmma') for the new
oompound FONO was inconsistent with such a structure. In addition, these
authors have given data for two more new N, 0, F-compounds and suggested for
one of these the composition NO*F,. In view of this inconsistency, we have cri-
tically reviewed the given experimental data and succeeded in positively identi-
fying all three compounds as known substances. SiCmn and ScmrurxAcmm had
chosen') the designations X 1, X,, and Xg for their new compounds which will be/)retained in the following discussion to facilitate comparison.

S C ompouni X,.*I :This compound could be prepared from NO3 and small amounts of Fs only in
* an aluminium cylinder, the wa"ls of which were coated with a thick layer of alu-

minium oxyfluoride or corrosion products.
Baaed on its infrared spectrum, apparent molecular weight of 64.5, and facile

conversion to FNO,, it was identifieds) as the FNO& isomer FONO. However, a
closer inspection of the infrared spectrum aWtributed to FONO indicated a struc-

1) K. 0. CMInTr, C. J. ScuAcK and R. D. Wujox, Inorg. Chem. 13, 284 (1974).
2) J.F. Sicaz and H. J. ScEumAcXZX, Z. anorg. ^aig. Chem. 38i, 131 (1971).

12 Z. %4. Ch<mie. Dd. 419
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ture containing an XNO group 1). Comparison with known spectra revealed that
the infrared band shapes and frequencies (in cm-1) and relativa intensities of
X, (1713 vs, 1302 vs, 885 a) are in excellent agreement with those reported3 ) for
HONO, (1712 vs, 1311 vs, average of 895 and 879 braches = 887 a). Further
support for its identification as HONO can be derived from its chemical behavior.
Thus it could not be separated by frationation from compound X3 which was
identified (see below) as NO..

The following facta indicate that the original reaction product in the NO1 F2

reaction was FNO2 which was subsequently converted by hydrolysis into HONO,.
(I) The original product was volatile at -1200C. (II) Sometimes the infrared
spectra showed FNO which was attributed to an isomerization of FONG to FNO,.
However, a plausible explanation for this behavior can be offered. For example,
lack of hydrolysis of FNO or secondary reactions of HONO, with passivated
surfaces or strong fluorinating agents such as compound X, (=-FONOS) could
easily generate FNOg. (III) Clean reactors did not produce any XI. Only in the

presence of substantial amounts of aluminium corrosion products was X, formed.
The likelihood of such corrosion products containing hydroxyl-groups supports
our interpretation that X, is formed by hydrolysis of FNO, and is HONO2.
(IV) The molecular weight determination would not be expected to effectively
discriminate between FNO, (65) and HONO, (63). However, from the fact that
the determination was carried out at a pressure of 700 mm, it can be concluded
that the sample used at this point was still mainly FNO,. The vapor pressure of
HONO at ambient temperature is considerably lower than 700 mm.

Componad X,.

This compound is formed ') when NO& is reacted with an excess of F.. As has
previously been found4), some FONO is readily formed under these conditions.
Comparison between the infrared spectrum of X, (1761 vs, 1294 vs, 927 m, 804 a)
and thatl)') of FONO (1 769 vs, 1801 vs, 928 m, 804 a) reveals that Xj in indeed
FONOI. The minor frequency discrepancy for the 1300 cm- 1 band is caused by
the difficulty in estimating the true band center for X2 due to overlap with an
intense Xi band. Again the observed band contours of X. are identical to those
of FONO and their chemical and physical properties agree.

When X. was allowed to interact with an excess of NO, the folJowing reaction
Swas observed:

X, + exoem NO, --. X + X1.

') G. E. McGzAw, D. L. Banirr' and I. C. H.•aATIMM, J. Main. Physics 42, 287 (19(6).
I) D. L Bzxnrr, R. H. Miu. and I. C. HMsATsUz, Speotroohim. Act& [Oxford] WA.# 237 (1967).

6) A. J. Asvu, L. R. F. CmmzTAA and H. J. SCBUMAC•IB, Chem. Ber. 96, 1187 (1963).
')R. R. Mxumn. D. L. Buzmmrr and 1. C. s•,u&sinB, Spevtmochim. Acta [Oxford] MA. 228

(1967).
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If we substitute FONO for X2 and N20s for X. (see below), this observed reaction
further confirms the identities of X2 and Xg:

FONO, + 2Not -b FNO5 + NA0O.

The formation of X, (=HONO,) can be explained by hydrolysis of - NO2 acoor-
ding to:

FNO + H$O -- HONOs + HF.

Compound X.

As discussed above, Xs was formed by interaction of X2 with an excess of
NO and, therefore, was suspected to be N2O,. Comparison of the infrared spec-
trum of Xs (1720 vs, 1240s)') with that of covalent gaseous NIO, (1 728 vs,
1247 a) 7) confirmed our suspicion. The minor discrepancy in the listed frequency
values is due to the relati'e broadness of thewe bands making estimation of the
exact band centers difficult. The observed low volatility of X& and its tendency

to associate with HONO, agree with X3 being N206 .
Conclusion. Without doubt, compounds X, and X. of Sicus and Sca -

Macamz are FONO and N.Os, respectively, since their spectra, physical and che-

mical properties all agree with those of the latter ones. There is also no doubt
that the infrar•i spectrum of X1 which was the only direct experimental proof
for FONO, is due to HONO,. Therefore, the existence of FONO has not been
established since all the oxperimental data of Sicka and ScmutAcwla might be
explained by &sumang FNO, which during transfer to or in the infrared cell hy-
drolyzed to HONO,.

Recentiy, matrix isolation data thave been presented as evidence for the
existence of FON and FONO at cryogenic temperatures 8)9). Although the infrared

bands attributed') to matrix isolated FONO are quite different from those of
X 1, their frequencies are difficult to recincile with the proposed FONO structure.
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The OFgO- anion: vibrational spectrum of an unusual Us compound

KAa. O. Cmuxr=i, E. C. C=%TuS, and CRL- J. 5cA
Rockstdyne Divisaik Rookwal Juternatiamal Canoa Park. Califonia 91304. U.S.A.

(Racieed 9 Augud 1974)

Absfa'u-The i.r. and Raman spectra of solid CaOCF* and the Raman spectra of liquid and

gamoeu NF.O have been recorded. The vibrational spectrum of CFO- closely resembles that of
isoelontroic NFO. For CFO-, six fundamentals were observed and assigned consistent with a
pseudo-tetrsiedral structure of symmetry O•. It is shown that the unusual bonding in NFO
ia not unique but alsc occur. in CFO-. In both isoeletronio XFsO specie., the XO bond poesessee
"Almost double bond character wherea the three XF bonds are highly polar implying very strong
contributons from resonanoe s turs such su

/0\ /0\
I H
C and N+F/I F/FI F_
r F

The oocurrecoo of thia type of bonding can be ratonalized by the h~gh elactrmagativity of fluorine
and by the importanee of the octet rule for first row elements limiting the sum of the bond orders to

axa-imum of four.

L mTDUaMz01o and BF$O'-, have been reported to exist. How.

When the NFsO molocule was discovered [1-4] the ever, the original reports on BF2O" salts by RiY

observed high frequency (1690 cY-1 ) [5, 6] of the and MrMM [12] were subsequently refuted by

NO stretching mode was very surprising since it Cx.R-gx and LyToN [13].
implied a NO bond order of approximately two. 'The existence of the trifluoromethoxides of Co,
This inte&preteaon was confirmed by a subeequent Rb and K was first reported [14] by Redwood and
electron diffraction study showing a short NO Willis in 1965. Ioni0 structures contain the
(1.158 A) and long NF (1.431 A) bonds [7]. For CFO- anion were postulated for these salts based
the o...retioians this posed an interesting problem on X.ray powder diffraction patterns [14]. Them
since it raised the question whether the strict patrns showed the trifluoromethoxides to be
vilidity of the octet rule for first row elements 41i isomorphous with the corresponding tetrafluoro-
holds for NrlO (8]. A systemstiz study [9) of the borates. In a subsequent paper [15], the same
force constants and bond orders of a large number authors reported incomplete i.r. spectra for these
of simple inorganic fluorides &howed that for the trifluoromethoxides. However, these spectra
first row elements the sum of the bond orders showed more bands than expected for a simple
does not tend to exceed the maximum allowed by CF,0- anion of symmetry Cs., Furthermore, DE"x

i , the octet rule. This is in areenment with the results and co-workers found [18] that the fluorinated
from recent Hartree-Fook compatations [10] giving higher alkoxides of iU and Na can be sublimed
a puu•ible origin for the nonexpansion of the octet without decomposition and, therefore, must possess

among first row slements. However, the svre conaiderable covalent dharacter. Thes conflicting
shortoomings of molecular orbital, underdeter- data Added further intermt to our study.
mined force field, and approximate bond order There was also a question concerning the assign.
computatiorni must be kept in wind when inter- me-t of v,(A1 ) and i5(E) of NFO. The original
preting such data. assignment [5, 6] for these modes has recently been

SIt appeaed interesting to determine whether the questioned [17, 18]. Since Raman polarization
occurrence of abnormally strong XO bonds coupled data should readily distinguish between these two
with highly polar XF tý,,nds is limited to X being modes, we have also recorded the Raman spectra
N (i.e., NF$O and the itrosyl halides), or if it also of liquid and gaseous N`FO. After completion of
extends to other first i .•w elements. Of the possible our study, the Raman spectrum of gaseous N78O
truly isceectron;: Li1] species. only two, CFSO- has been published [19]. It is in excellant
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agreement with our mesouremente and rein Itod in a I
reassignment of vs and vs. A•A

Meiterals eo o a nd showed A_

sn~urt triwuoronotboidnewapraedfo Cr k

Tb. conversion of Ca to OsOCY, was 70 mcle%. Nitro- B
gsa trufiucrideoxide (Allied Chemnical) was purified by c.' CF30
fractional ocondensation and showed no' impurities
detectable by i.r. spectroscopy. Volatile materil
used in this work were manipulated in a stainless asl-
Teflon FEP vacuum lize. Solid products were handled
in the dry nitrogen atmosphere of a glove box.

The i.r. spectra of the solids were recorded on f
a Perkin .Elmo Model 457 spectropbotomcter in the ZL
range 40W0-260 om-r o dry powders presned between z s 3 o

thin AgCl windows. The pressing operation was carried -.

out using a Wilka mini pellot pm.
The Raman spectra were iocorded on a Cary Model

83 spectrophotometer using the 4880 A exciting line of
an Ar-inon lasr and a COsamsc filter [20] for the elimina.
tion of plamma lines. For the solids, glass melting u S~y g c.4point capillaries were used as sample cent~Aiers in SAýýZ $Lf- aI1
t he tram ver soview t~ -4~verte-excit attion t echniq ue. Saw$s 40 U. NS 130 [
The spectrum of gaseous NF,0 was recordnd at a
pressure of 15 atm using a stainless steel celi with three - I: - L 7 =11
sapphire windows in a double pass muds. Liquid NFsO 2000 1500 10 140 1200 1000 600 600 400200

wee contained in a 4 mm o.d. quartz tube. Tih spectra FREQUENCY
were recordod at -120* using a device similar to one
previously described (21]. Polarization measuromenta Fig. 1. Trace (A) Er. spectrum of solid C.OCF, as AgC!
were carried out according to method VIII list4d by disk; trace (B) Raman aptatrum of solid t'sQCF,;
CwAsssx. Sfaw and Ssana [20]. trace (C) Raman spectrum of liquid NFO with parallel

(upper curve) and perpondioular (lower curve) polariza-
tion; the inserts show tho weaker bends recorded wilh

U K.IUL•s AND DIUOUMXOJ increased gain and slit width.

Obsrved ap-tm

The i.r. t.nd Raman spectrum of solid CsOCF5  frequency shifts when going from the gas phase to
and the Rasnan spectrum of liquid NFsO are shown the liquid indicating little or no association in the
in Fig. 1. The observed frequencies are listed in liquid. 7Zr feet that %, mnd v. of NlF5 O appear
Table 1. The Raman spectrum of gaseous NF7O more weakly polarized in the gas than in the liquid
was identical to that recently reported [19] and, is due to the sample ell used for the gas. This type
hence, is not given. In addition to the fund&. of cell allows only qualitative polarization masure-
mentals listed in Table 1. two overtonm were ments owing to internal reflection from the m.,"tal
observed in the Raman speotr of N7.O. Both of surfaces and owing to the optical activity of the
them are polarized and oocur in the vicinity of A sapphire windows. Sines the reassignment o2
fundamentals thus allowing a increase in their and vs of QF.O Ias recently been discussed in
intensity by Fermi resonance. One of the bands detail [19] no further oomment is rquired.

is due to 2ve and occurs at 799 am-A in the liquid For CbOCF,, no Raman polarization measure-
and at 796 oaC4 in the g"a. The other overtone is ments could be carried out owing to the lack of a
ascribed to 2g, and was observed at 1735 cur- in suitable solvent. It hydrolyzes in water [14) and is
the liquid and at 1775 cax- in the gUs. The rela- insolublo in CHCN (It;]. In the i.r. spectrum,
tively large frequency shift of 2y, between the gte meditz- to waak usorption at 1230 cmr4 and a

and the liquid is oeaed by the corresponding shift shoulder at 1450 car' varied in relative intensity
of 9, which in the liquid became relatively broad oompared to the rest of the spectrum. Thes
and had its maximum at about 860 cm-1 . The bands are due to CsRF2 sad represented the only
remlaining fundamntals of NF70 show only minor detectable impurity.
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Tabls 1. Vibrational spectrum of C@4CF,O- compared to that of isoolectronic NFO

-Obd Iras **71, and iitens" Aspinownt Arwoz mate des-
÷ C. 0- 8o..ti-.• .-------- i' 2 i Pa ct petit of ae"*

e---- CG, wW0 'u , nt C3ý

Ilk 155 a Liquid A&

l 'SG. br 15"(0.7) 1691ve 1692(0+)p 168U(0+) Al VI X-C atrotch

143a 912(10) 743s 743(WG)p 738(10)p 2 sy. X3 atretch

59t' 97 (7.3) "ask6 S42(0.1)p 541(g.3)p V3 & GU F
mow.. L " 96O(O.8)br 183vs 884(0.0)dP 84c0-000(0.5)br. dp X V4 a )* X)'O stretch

67409 576(4..4) M&1' 62L(5)dp 523(r-3)AP V OXY deformation

423V 4r.(7.9) 400v 400(0.7)dp 400(1.4)dp VG I sas XT

ia) ,msrrveted Ilana intensitieI

Maipw4mrM firequoncy and be relatively weak in the i.r. and.

An XYsZ specias of aytunetry C•',, uch as thereforo, is assigned to the 422 cm-1 band. The

possibly CF80-, hs six fim-damentals c"iailed ai CF, rocking sad CFX umbeUla deformation mode.

&A, + 3E. All six should be active in both thl were 6igniod to the 575 and the 596 cm-r band,

infrared and Raanm spectrum. Inspection of rCpeVL&VC0y, bawd on their relative intensitieu

Fig. I and Table 1 reveal* that irdeed aU bands, arod by analogy with NFO for which theso "sign.

active in both the i.r. Pad Raman spetruam, were mertt we wdll established by polarization data.

oboerved for CaOCF 5 . Their frequencies and rela.
tive i.r. intenaities are similiar to those of ooclseo£
isoele~L~ronie NF3O. This similarity, together with In spite of the lack of reliable fome flelds for

the fact that tha CF'2O- malts are ismeorphious N'FO and CFC-, somo qualitative statements

with the onrmepoiading BF- oalts [1a], strongly can be made about the nature of bonding in CFO-.

supporta the asmwiptian of a pseudo-tetrahedral Since the exact bond distances in NF 3 O are known

struoture of symmotry 0S. for the CFSO- anion. from eleetrin-diffractiou data [7], it it well estab.

As.gnments of thie six bands to the individua lished that the NO bond poasese almost double

modes (wee Table 1) were made by analogy with bond laa.actor and that the NF bonds are un.

thow of" N"FO and are supported by the following usul'y Long. This implies very strong contri-
,rgumwi-,a. butions from rezoaonae atractures such as:

Of the six fandamaentals. twrwe are stretching /O"\
sad t-hre are d3formation vibrations. T•he aizm
b•uda cx-&ur-iug ulove 800, t=-l m•,vt be tho N

streto•he and thoso below 600 en-r must bi the
daformtions. The atrong Lt. band at 1680 (m-Iz
baas too high s LItquancy and is too im away frome
the other two froquencies to bo a CFP mude.

Conse.quently, it iust be the CO stretch. 'The two Inspection of Table 1 Shows t"t the frequenciea
remining bands at 960 and 812 omn-, respectively, of CF0- are comparable to those of NFO.

show about the right frequetcy separation ex. Furthermore, when oompaed to conventional

acWted for an antimymmetric and % symmetric C71 carbon oxyflucridm oontaining mingle bonded

strething vibration. Based on th i: relative band oxygen, tbe CO Stretching freuency has niorcsed
widths and Reman intensitiq, the W•4 om- bend by about 500 our 1 and 14e CF2 stretching fro-
must be the anti.ymmetrio and tVe 812 om-r quonacies have decreased by about 360 cra-'. These
band the symmetric CF# stretoh enormous fi-,uency shifta auggest that. the bond- .

Of the three deformat~on, modes, the antisy-in- ing in NFv&O is not unique, but also extends toSmetrio CF& deformation should have the lowest is.Alo•tronio CFO-. Thus, one must invoke sSO
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The novel oxonium salts OH3+SbF6 and OH3+AsF6- werc isolated as- :ll-defined crystalline solids from the H20-HF-SbF5
and the H20--HF-AsF5 system, respectively. These salts are the most stable oxonium salts presently known, It was shown
by DSC studies that OH3+SbF6- and OH3+AsF6- decompose at about 357 and 1930, respectively. Their ionic nature in
both the solid state and polar solvents was established by vibrational and 19F and IH NMR spectroscopy. The infrared
spectra of these adducts closely resemble those recently attributed to H2F+ salts, suggesting that the latter may have been
incorrectly identified. Furthermorc, the frequencies of the OH + fundzmentals in these salts are very similar to those of
isoelectronic NH3, but significantly different from those previously observed for OH3+ in mineral acid monohydrates. This
indicates that in the MF6- salts the hydrogen bridges are considerably weaker, although similar phenomena are observed
for the low-temperature spectra suggesting rigidity of the lattice at low temperature. The assignments for OH3+ were
examined by force field computations. On the basis of its X-ray powder diffraction pattern, OH3+AsF6- is cubic with
a = 8.015 A, Z = 4. From the H20-HF-BF3 system a solid adduct was isolated at low temperature btt was not further
characterized owing to its thermal instability. A new method for drying HF based on oxonium salts is proposed.

Introduction between Csl plates using a technique similar to one previously re-

During a study of the controlled hydrolysis of BrF4+Sb2Fi i ported.9

in HF, a stable white solid was obtained in high yields. The Raman spectra were recorded on a Cary Model 83 spec-

Elemental analysis of this solid showed that it did not contain trophotometer using the 4880-A exciting line aad a Claassen filteri
0

for the elimination of plasma lines. Sealed quartz or Teflon-FEP
detectable amounts of bromine. Its infrared spectrum closely tubes were used as sample containers in the transverse-viewing,
resembled that recent!y reported' by Couzi et al. for H2F+. transverse-excitation technique. The low-temperature spectra were
However, attempts to prepare a stable product from HF and recordedI using a previously describedct device. Polarization mea-
SbF5 alone failed. This agrees with a DTA study 2 of the surements were carried out according to method VIIi listed by

HF-SbF5 system which showed no evidence for any high- Claassen et al,10
melting adduct. Surprisingly, the addition of small amounts Debye-Scherrer powder patterns were taken using a GE Model
of water to H F-SbF5 mixtures produced the same stable solid XRD-6 diffractometer. Samples were sealed in quartz capillaries

which, as shown in this paper, was identified as OH3+SbF6-. ('0.5-mm o.d.).

A literature search did not reveal any reports on the isolation The 19F and 1H NMR spectra were recorded at 56.4 and 60 MHz,

respectively, on a Varian Model DA60 spectrometer equipped with
of OH3+MF,- salts, in spite of many papers dealing with the a variable-temperature probe. Chemical shifts were determined byrelatively unstable mineral acid monohydrates and Commeyras the side-band technique relative to external CFCI3 and TMS, re-

and Olah's proton NMR (singlet at 6 10.25) evidence3 for the spectively.
existence of the oxonium ion in SbFs-HOSO2F solution. A Perkin-Elmer differential scanning calorimeter, Model DSC-I B,
Recently, Bonnet and coworkers studied4 solutions of SbF5 was used for the determination of the thermal stability of the
in H20 and HF by DTA and identified the crystalline phases compounds. The samples were sealed in aluminum pans, and heating
SbF5.2H20, 4SbFs-5H20, SbFs.H20, 3SbF5.2H20, and rates of 2.5 and 10°/min in N2 were used.
SbFs.HF.2H20. Surprisingly, no evidence for OH3+SbF6- The H20 content in the OH3+ salts was determined by dissolving
was reported, although the infrared spectra attributed to a known amount of sample in pyridine and titrating the evolved H20
SbFs.H20 and 4SbFs.5H20 closely resemble those obtained with Karl Fischer reagent using a Labindustries Aquametry apparatus.

Antimony and arsenic were determined by X-ray fluorescence
The u gef ral inteest- ispectroscopy of basic aqueous solutions.
The general interest in oxonium salts and superacid sys- Preparatim of OH3+SbF6-. In a typical experiment. SbF5 (8.305

Sterms, 5.6 in which, unless i-gorously dried, these salts are bound mmol) was placed in a Teflon-FEP ampoule and 8 ml of liquid
* to be formed, prompted us to study these simple oxonium salts anhydrous HF was added at -196*. The mixture was warmed to 250

in more detail. Their unexpected high thermal stability also to give a homogenous solution, Distilled water (8.30 mmol) was added
induced us to study the protonation of other compounds, such to the ampoule at -196" and the mixture was warmed to 25".
as H2S, HCI, Xe, HNF2, NF3, etc. Details on novel salts Removal of all volatile material in vacuo at 250 resulted in 2.116 g
containing the SH3,+ and the NH2F2+ cations will be reported of a white solid residue (weight caled for 8.30 mmol of OH3÷'SbF6-
elsewhere. 7  2.115 g). Anal. Calcd 'or OH3SbF6: H20, 7.07; Sb, 47.8. Found:e e H20, 6.93; Sb, 48.0.
Experimental Section Preparmtkon of OH3+AsF6-. In a typical experiment, H20 (5.421

Materials and Appinstim. Volatile materials used in this work were mmol) and anhydrous HF (8 ml of liquid) were combined at -1960
manipulated in a well-passivated (with CIF3 and HF) Monel Tef- in a Teflon-FEP ampoule, followed by warm-up to 25*. Arsenic
Ion-FEP vacuum system. Nonvolatile materials were handled in the pentafluoride (5.427 mrtol) was added to this mixture at -1 960 and
dry nitrogen atmosphere of a glove box. Hydrogen fluoride (The the contents of the ampoule were allowed to warm slowly to room
Matheson Co.) was first electrolytically drieds followed by treatment temperature. Removal of volatile material at 25* in vacuo resulted
with either fluorine or SbFs. In the latter case, the HF was added in 1.128 g of a white solid residue (weight calcd for 5.421 mmol of
to a Teflon-FEP ampoule containing SbFs. Any water present formed OH3+AsF6- 1.127 g). Anal. Caled for OH3AsF6: H20, 8.66; As,
nonvolatile O-13+SbF6- and the anhydrous HF was pumped off at 36.0. Found: H20, 8.26; As, 35.7.
--40*. Antimony pentafluoride and AsFs (Ozark Mahoning Co.) and The H20-HF-BF3 System. To a mixture of H20 (3.66 mmol)
BF3 (The Matheson Co.) were purified by distillation and fractional and anhydrous HF (10 ml of liquid), prepared as described above,
condensation. 7espectively. prior to their use. BF3 (7.4 mmol) was added at -196'. This mixture was kept at -780

SThe infrared spectra were recorded in the range 4000-250 cm I for 10 min and then slowly warmed until a clear solution resulted.
on a Perkin-Elmer Model 457 infrared spectrophotometer. The spectra Removal of volatile material at -70" in vacuo produced a white solid
of gases were obtained using Monel cells of 5-cm path length fitted residue melting at around 0' to a colorless liquid having a dissociation
with AgCI windows. Spectra of dry powders at room temperature pressure of about 4 mm at 22*. The weight of the adduct, after being
were recorded as pressed (Wilks minipellet press) disks between AgCI pumped on at 0* for several minutes, was 376 mg (calod for 3.66 mmol
windows. Low-temperature spectra were obtained as dry powders OH3BF4 387 mg).
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Results and Discussion Table !. X-Ray Powder Data for OH,÷AsF 6 "a

Syntheses. Addition of water to mixtures of HF with the dobid, A dealed, A Intens h k I
strong Lewis acids SbFs and AsF5 produces stable 1:1:1 4.64 4.62 vs I I I
adducts in quantitative yield according to 4.01 4.00 vs 2 0 0

HF 2.82 2.83 s 2 2 0
HF + H20 + MF, -- HO+MF," 2.420 2.414 w 3 1 1

2.315 2.312 w 2 2 4-2
The formation of these adducts is not surprising in view of the 1.999 2.002 w 4 0 0
previous evidence'2-14 showing that in HF solution the fol- 1.833 1.837 w 3 3 , 1
lowing equilibrium exists 1.785 1.791 mw 4 2 0

1.636 1.634 m 4 2 2

SbF, + 2HF ±HF÷SbF- 1.542 1.541 mw 5 1 1
3 3 3

and that the stronger base H20 can displace3,15 H2F+ with 1.414 1.416 vw 4 4 ,, 0
formation of the OH3+ cation 1.355 1.353 w 5 3 16 0 0
H,,F + SbF, -H20- OH,+ + SbF 6- + HF 1.336 1.335 w 6 4 2

However, in view of the several hundred recent publications 1.267 1.266 Vw 6 2 0

dealing with superacid chemistry, the well-known difficulties 0 Cubic, a 8.015 A, V = 514.9 A', Z = 4, Pead = 2.890 g
in obtaining completely anhydrous systems, and the general cm- 3 , Cu Ka radiation, and Ni filter.
interest in oxonium salts, we were extremely surprised to find
that these stable adducts had not previously been isolated, its compatibility with the SbF6- and AsF6- ions in 1F solution,

It appears that the low-temperature infrared spectra of these it does not cause BrF5, BrF4+ salts,7 and NF4+ saltsls to
adducts have been observed' previously by Couzi and co- hydrolyze to a significant extent.
workers in the course of their study of the binary HF-Lewis The thermal stability of OH3+SbF6-- and OH3+AsF6- was
acid systems but were mistaken for H2F+ salts. Although not determined by DSC. The SbF6- salt exhibited reversible
impossible, it is highly unlikely that OH3+ and H2F+ would endotherms at 89 and 2090 (probably phase changes), followed
show such similar vibrational spectra. Furthermore, com- by some small irreproducible endotherms from about 230 to
parison of the observed frequencies and computed force 3570 and a large irreversible endotherm at 3570. The oc-
constants of "H2F+'" with those of isoelectronic H20 show poor currence of complete decomposition at 3570 was also confirmed
agreement (H20,fr = 8.45,fa = 0.76; "H2F+",fr - 5.71,fa by the observation of white fumes escaping from the sample
= 1.36 mdyn/A).l cup at this t- - ,,rature. Heating the salt to 1500 under a static

The failure of Bonnet et al. to isolate OH3+SbF6- from the vacuum resu, 4 A in the buildup of only a little pressure over
SbFs-H2G--H F system4 may be explained by their unfortunate a period of several hours. The OH3+AsF6-- salt exhibited no
choice of reaction conditions. They combined H20 with SbFs endo- or exotherms prior to the onset of its strongly endo-
in the absence of a solvent. This can result in partial hydrolysis thermic decomposition at 193* indicating the.absence of any
of SbF5 with HF formation, thus making it very difficult to phase change between 25 and 193".
obtain well-defined products. The thermal stability of OH3+SbF6- and OH3+AsF6- is

We have established the 1:1:1 composition of the HF. unusually high, when compared to the previously reported
H20.SbF5 and the HF-H20.AsF5 adducts by the observed OH3+ salts. Most of these salts are stable only at low
material balances, elemental analyses, and vibrational and temperature, and the more stable OH3+CF3SO3-, OH3+CIO4-,
NMR spectroscopy. With the weaker Lewis acid BF3, an and OH3+CH3C6H4SOa- melt at 35, 50, and 1050, respec-
unstable 1:1:1 adduct is formed at lower temperature. It melts tively.19- 21

at about 00 to a colorless liquid having a dissociation pressure X-Ray Powder Diffractiom Data. The powder diffraction
of about 4 nmn at 220. patterns of OH3+AsF6- and OH3+SbF6- are listed in Tables

The quantitative formation of a stable nonvolatile OH3+ I and II, respectively. The OH3+AsF6- salt is cubic with a
salt is an effective way to remove small amounts of water from 8.015 A and Z - 4. As previously pointed out, 22 it is very
HF by treating it with a strong Lewis acid. Bismuth pen- difficult to distinguish from the powder pattern alone for this
tafluoride, although not used in this study, should be the most type of compound whether it has the face-centered cubic
convenient drying reagent, since it is nonvolatile at room NaSbF6 or the primitive cubic CsPF6 structure. The intensities
temperature. Thus, its use would permit the removal of the observed for OH3+AsF6- seem to agree somewhat better with
dry HF from OH3+BiF6- and the excess of BiFs at ambient the primitive cubic CsPF6 type. Since the size of the OH3+
temperature. This method appears more convenient than cation23 is roughly comparable to that of K+, Ag+, or NH4+,
previously reported methods, such as pyrolysis of dried it is not surprising that OH3 AsF6- should be isotypic with
NaHF2,16 electrolytic drying,8 or fluorine treatment.t 7  Ag+AsF6- (a - 7.74 A) and NH4+PF6- (a - 7.90 A).
Furthermore, the stable solid OH3+MF6- salts could find The OH3+SbF6- pattern was indexed for a tetragonal cell
applications in systems requiring cAtalytic amounts of strong with a - 11.48 A, c - 8.78 A., and Z - 8. By comparison
acids. Owing to their physical croperties (see below), these with the known 22.2' structures of similar MXF6 compounds,
solids should be easier to store, ship, and handle then highly it might be considered as a tetragonally distorted cubic KSbF6
corrosive liquids, structure. Tetragonal unit cells with Z - 8 have previously

Properis The OH3+SbF6- and OH3+AsF6- salts are white been reported25 for KReF6, KWF6, and KMoFs, although their
crystalline solids. They are highly soluble in HF and mod- deviation from a cubic cell is much smaller. This might be
eraw,•ly soluble in polar solvents, such as CH3SO2CH3. With explained by the fact that OH3+ is not spherical. 23 In addition

stronger bases such as pyridine or acetonitrile, water is evolved to the cubic phase (Z - 8), a high-temperature tetragonal
and the nitrogen atom is protonated. The quantitative dis- phase (Z - 2) has been reported 22,24 for AgSbF6 and KSbF6
placement of OH3+ by pyridine was successfully used for the containing one-fourth of the cubic superlattice.
determination of the H20 content with Kari Fischer reagent. In summary, the structures observed for the OH3+MF6- salts
Evidence for the prolonation of ar-etonitrile was obtained by agree well with those reported 22,24 for related MF6- salts. This
proton N MR spectroscopy (see below). The oxonium ion is comparison also suggests the possibility of different phases as
surprisingly inactive as a hydrolyzing agent. In addition to was indicated for OH3+SbF6 by the DSC data (see above).
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Table I1. X-Ray Powder Data for OH-,SbF. - characteristic 27.28 of octahedral SbF6-. In agreement with the
dob4, A deed, A Intens h k vibrational spectra (we, below), no evidence was found for the8.75 8.77 in 0 0 1 presence of MFS.OH2 29 or MFs.NCCH330 ,3 1 molecular ad-

"4.78 4.80 m 2 0 1 ducts in these systems.
4.38 4.39 s 0 0 2 The proton NMR spectra of OH3+SbF6- and OH3+AsF6-
3.47 3.49 In 2 0 2 in CD3SO2CD3 solution showed only a singlet at 6 -9.49 and
3.32 3.34 vs 2 1 2 -10.58, respectively. These values agree well with that of 6
2.868 2.869 mw 4 0 0 -10.2 previously attributed 3 to OH3+ in superacid solutions.
2.785 2.784 mn 4 1 0
2.241 2.251 rn 4 1 0 In CH3CN or CD3CN solutions, however, the spectra were
2.199 2.19A 6 0 0 4 more complex. The strongest resonances for the SbF6- and

4 0 3 AsF6- salts were observed at 6 -10.92 and -11.34, respectively.
2.053 2.049 mw 2 0 4 In addition, a very broad resonance at 6 -8.8 and a triplet of
2.021 2.017 In 2 1 4 equal intensity (JNH = 53.5 Hz) at 5 --6.3 were observed. The
1.901 1.903 mw 3 0 4 latter is characteristic for NH4+.32 The observation of NH4+
1.877 1.877 m 3 1 4 together with the fact that the proton resonance in CH3CN
1.779 1.777 mw 6 2 1
1.760 1.756 in 5 4 1 solutions is significantly shifted to lower field, when compared
1.680 1.679 mw 6 3 1 to CD3SO2CD3 solutions, indicate that this resonance is due
1.663 m to a •NH+ type species and not to OH3+. The CH3 reso-
1.595 mw nance consisted of a single peak at 6 -2.21 indicating rapid
1.578 In exchange between CH3CN and its protonated form. The ready
1.515 Vw protonation of CH3CN in HSO3F-SbFS-SO2 solution has
1.505 w previously been established. 33 The difference between the
1.401 mw1.392 mw reported spectrum 33 and our spectrum can be explained by

1.347 mw the fact that in one case small amounts of CH3CN were
1.341 In dissolved in large amounts of acid, whereas in our case small
1.258 mw amounts of OH3+SbF6 were added to large amounts of
1.220 In CH3CN. Since the NMR spectrum of OH3+ in superacids1.187 mw
1.155 has previously been reported 3 and agre.,,s with our data for the
1.100 mw CD3SO2CD3 solution, we have not studied superacid or HF
1.075 mw solutions.
1.052 Mw
1.030 mw Vibrational Spectra. Figures 1 and 2 show the vibrational

1.010 I spectra of OH3+SbF6- and OH3+AsF6-, respectively. The
0.990 m observed frequencies are listed ir' Table III. Whereas no
0.972 w difficulty was encountered in obtaining reproducible infrared
0.963 vw spectra of OH3+SbF6- as a dry powder between AgCI disks
0.937 In at room temperature, for OH3+AsF6- low-temperature
0.922 in conditions were required. At room temperature, the band
0.9072 mw centered at about 900 cm-1 would rapidly become broad and
0.8925 In
0.8793 m shift to higher frequency (- 1020 cm- 1). Similarly, the broad
0.8663 m band centered at about 3200 cm-1 became less symmetric with
0.8538 In its maximum being shifted to '-3500 cmr- 1, and the 1630-cm-1

0.8365 vw band was shifted to about 1680 cm- 1. In the Raman spectra,
0.8306 In except for that of OH3+SbF6- in HF solution, the bands due

0.8251 w to OH3+ were not observed owing to their very low intensity
0.8195 m and broadness.
0.8091 w The anion bands, both in HF and CD3SO2CD3 solution,
0.8037 w were in excellent agreement with those previously observed
0.7988 In for octahedral AsF6- 34-36 and SbF6. 35-37 In the room-
0.7890 In temperature spectra of the solids, v2(Eg) showed a splitting
0.7880 w into two banas which is not uncommon for octahedral MF6'0.7794 mn

0.7786 w ions in solids.3 5,37-40 For OH3+SbF6-, the intensities of the
Tetragonala 1infrared bands at about 490 and 570 cm-1 varied from sample

Pealed - 2,93 gcm -1, Cu Ka radiationr,V 17 filte 8. to sample (see traces A and B of Figure 1). Although one
might be tempted to attribute the 490-cm-1 band to the

Contrary to OH3+SbF6-, cubic OH3+AsF6 did not exhibit presence of some Sb2Fii polyanion 35.41- 43 or to an OH3+
a phase change between room temperature and its decom- libration mode (see below), we prefer to assign it to SbF6- for
position point. This is not surprising since GH3+AsF6- appears the following reasons. The OH3+AsF6- spectra show similar
to be isotypic with KPF6 which has a rhombohedral low- bands and AsFc,- is unlikely to form stable polyanions," the
temperature and a cubic high-temperature phase. 26  observed material balances and elemental analyses gave no

Nuclear Magnetic Resonance S,,etra. The NMR spectra indication of polyanion formation, and an OH3+ libration
of OH3+SbF6 and OH3+AsF6- were recorded in CD3SI'-CD3, should be of very low Raman intensity. Whereas in the
.CH3CN, and CD3CN solutions. The 19 F NMR spetra of room-temperature spectra of the solids, v3(Fiu) and &i(Aig)

(. OH3+AsF6 in CD3SO2CD3 and CH3CN solution showed a appear as single bands, these bands become doublets in the
quartet of equal intensity at 0 60.9 and 65.4 with JAW - 915 low-temperature spectra. Furthermore, four relatively sharp
and 930 lHz, respectively, in good agreement with the values bands were observed in the low-temperature infrared spectrum
previously reported, 27 for octahedral AsF6 . Similarly, the of OH3+AsF6- (trace B, Figure 2) in the region of V2(Es) of
OH3+SbF6 samples showed a sextet (JIdsbF - 1946 Hz) and AsF6-.
octet (JlsbF - 1053 Hz) of equal intensities at 0 120.1, The most plausible explanation for these additional low-
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MFt," octahedrons owing to cation-anion interaction (H--F
I Ibridging), particularly, since the MF- ions are in a field of

B S iforces of ntnoctahedral symmetry. Similar effects were
C0observed for OH3C104- by broad-line proton NMR45'46 and

-L s 5, vibrational spectroscupy.4' However, some of the bands
Sobserved in the region of the MF6 fundamentals could be of
,-_different origin, as was shown 4 7 by Savoie and Giguere for

OH,*SbF. OH3+NO3-, OH3+CIO4, and OH3+HSO4-, They established
that libration and translation modes of polar O14,+ ore of
relatively high frequency and infrared intensity. Since the

SoCL 25s OH3+ modes are only of very low intensity in the Raman
C spectrum, the observed Raman bands are very likely due to

the anion. However, some of the infrared bands, which have
no Raman counterpart, could be due to OH3+ libration or

i s0 translation modes. Spectra of the deuterated species would
SOLID .120. D be helpful to distinguish between these possibilities. In addition,

Z extensive low-temperature vibrational and wide-line NMR
C D Sspectroscopic studies combined with X-ray and DTA data are

C03 N SOLUTION E$ desirable to correlate all the observed phenomena. However,
this was beyond the scope of the present study.

Assignments for the fundamentals of the OH3'- cation were
made by comparison with isoelectronic NH3 (see Table 111).
Pyramidal XY3 of symmetry C3v has four fundamentals which

LG OF ST a are classified as 2 Ai + 2 E, all being active in both the infrared
F* ., and Raman spectra. Of these, each symmetry species contains
• .- IF- 7 --ione stretching and one bending mode. The frequencies of thetwo bending modes are sufficiently separated and present no

FR5O4JIN CY 'a assignment problem. Of the two stretching modes, the
Flgigre 1. Vibrational spectra of OH3 ÷SbF-: traces A and B, symmetric stretch vi(Ai) is obviously represented by the
infrared spectra of two different samples as dry powder between polarized Raman band at 3300 cm-I observed for OH3+SbF6-
AgCa disks; traces C and D, Raman spectra of the solid contained
in a quartz tube at +25 and - 120, respectively; trace E, Raman in H F solution. This Raman band has an intense counterpart
spectrum of a CD SO1CD. solution (the broken lines indicate in the infrared spectrum of the solid. Assuming that no
regions obscured by solvent bands); traces F and G, Ranin spectra significant frequency shift occurred for vi on going from the
of an HF solution contained in a Teflon-FEP tube at two dif- solution spectrum to that of the solid, the second intense
ferent recorder voltages. P and dp indicate polarized and de- infrared band in this region (- 3150 cm-1) should be due to
polarized bands, respectively, and S indicates the spectral slit the antisymmetric stretch 13(E). These assignments are
width, supported by the low-temperature infrared spectrum of

OH3+AsF6- which shows a strong band at about 3080 cm-'

with a strong shoulder at about 3250 cm-I in agreement with
A•souo 25. •the higher ir intensity expected' 8 for P3 in an ideal, rather

oblique XY3 pyramid. The agreement between the frequencies
of isoelectronic NH3 and OH3+ is excellent. The only dif-
ference in their assignments results from a reversal of it and
113 for GH3+. Whereas force field arguments (see below) do
not support such a reversal, it must be kept in mind that we

B soL .,19. are comparing a free molecule with a poorly understood solid

"- .exhibiting relatively strong anion-cation coupling.
OH3 AsF6  SOLID -120 In our spectra two relatively ,,eak broad infrared bands were

C frequently observed at about 190 and 1350 cm-', respectively.
Their relative intensities varied and 'hey cannot readily be

oocassigned to an overtone or combino tion band. Their originCOD~% SOLUTION0

is at the present not fully unders%,od.
In summary, the vibrational spectra unambiguously establish

SOULD 25. E that the HFH20,MFs adducts are ionic both in the solid state
and in solution and contain octahedral MF6- anions and
pyramidal OH3+ cations, although some of the details of the

•*, 20,• • __ -,spectra are still poorly understood. The fundamentals of OH3+notowcr WtW" 0 in its MF6- salts significantly differ from those found for OH3+"in mineral acid monohydrates,2 1 such as OH3+CI04-, and
FIUe 2. Vibrational sp*ctra of OH*AsFs : trace A, infrared resemble more closely those of isoelectronic NH3. The fact
spectrum of the solid as a dry powder between AgCI disks at 250; that in OH3+MF6- the OH stretches have higher and the
trace B, infrared spectrum of the solid as ) dry powder between
Csl disks at -- 196°; traces C and E, Raman spectra of the solid deformations have lower frequencies than in the mineral acid
in a quartz tube recorded at + 25 and -120*, respectively; trace hydrates strongly indicates that the hydrogen bridging in
D, Raman spectrum of a CD3SO1CD, solution. S indicates the OH3+MF6- is significantly weaker, i.e,, that thesw compoundsspectral sit width. are mote ionic.
temperature splittings is the assumption that at low tem- Force Coastants. To support the above assignments, force
perature OH3÷ and the lattice become rigid. This should result fields were computed for OH3+ (see Table IV) using the
in site symmetry splittings 36 and in a large distortion of the vibrational frequency values from this study and the geometry

k5
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Table IV. Symmetry and Internal Foice Constantta of OH,* Compared to Thoseb of NH,
OHS. NH,

Bond angle, deg 110 110 110 110 100 107
Force fie!d DFF F.2 and F44 - min N1t, TR A" -. F, and F., m min GVFF

V, - p
F,, and F. a mrin

A, F,, Jr + 2frr 6.3369 6.3398 6.3565 5.7783 6.2128 6.4540
F3, 1. + 2foo 0.4296 0.4295 0.4448 0.4295 0.1942 0.4049
F, 2 2fro + fro, 0 0.02395 0.3244 0.02395 0.0183 0.3244

E Fs,= Jr "frr 5.4213 5.4398 5.4542 5.9696 5.4908 6.4732
F4 =/ "-f o 0.5826 0.5817 e.5840 0.5817 0.6752 0.6161
F34 = Ira +frtT' 0 -0.0648 -J.1622 -0.0648 -0.0554 -0.1622

.1' 5.7265 5.7398 5.7550 5.9058 5.7315 6.4668
frr 0.3050 0.3000 0.3008 -0.0638 0.2407 -0.0064
fo4 0.5316 0.5310 0.5376 0.5310 0.5149 0.5457
foa -0.0510 -0.0507 -0.0464 --0.0507 -0.1603 -0.0704
fro 0 0.0296 0.1622 0.0296 0.0246 0.1622
fra 0 -0.0352 0 -0.0352 -0.0308 0

a All force constants have units of mdyn/A. Frequency values used: v, = 3300, v, = 900, vP 3150, and v. = 1620 cm', except for
column 5 where the frequencies of P, and P, were exchawged. b Values from ref 50.

(Z - 1l01, r - 1.01 A) previously established 23 for the experimental data are required to resolve this remaining
OH3+CH3C6H 4SO3 salt. The force constants were computed ambiguity.
by trial and error with the help of a computer to obtain an Several papers20. 21. 52.5 3 have previously been published
exact fit between observed and calculated frequencies. Three dealing with force fields of OH3+. Owing to the great variance
different force fields were computed to demonstrate that the of the frequencies used, the values reported, for example, for
choice of the force field has little influence on its values for fr range from 3.93 to 6.31 mdyn/A. The variance of the
a vibrationally weakly coupled species, such as OH3+, in which frequencies is due partially to the different degree of hydrogen
the central atom is much heavier than the ligands. To bridging in the different OH3+ salts studied 21 and partially
demonstrate the small variation in the force constant values, to the broadnes4 of the bands rendering their assignments
four decimals are listed in Table IV, in spite of the rather large extremely difficult and uncertain,
uncertainties in the given force constant values. These are C u
caused by the broadness of the bands and the unknowu, bond
angle of OH3+ in its MF6- salts. Two of the three force fields The novel oxonium salts OH3+SbF6- and OH3+AsF6- were
used, the diagonal force field and the force field requiring the synthesized and partially characterized. They posseu unusual
deformation symmetry force constants to have minimal values, thermal stability, are easy to prepare, are well defined, appear
were selected owing to their established 49 usefulness for weakly to be highly ionic and, therefore, should be ideally suited for
coupled systems. For the third force field, the off-diagonal the study of the oxonium cation.
symmetry force constants were borrowed from the known 50  Acknowledgment. We thank Dr. L. Grant for helpful
general valenct; force field of isoelectronic N H 3. Since the discussion, Dr. E. C. Curtis for the use of his computer program
antisymmetric O1-3+ stretch has a significantly lower frequency for the computation of the force constants, and the Office of
than the symmetric o',€ and since 'he.ir frequency separation Naval Research, Power Branch, for financial support.
is a function of the bot.d angle, 5' this might be taken as some Registry No. OH3+SbF6 , 55649-03-1; OH 3AsF6-, 21501.81-5;evidence for the OH3+ bond angle being smaller than that in SbF, 7783-70-2-. HF, 7664-39-3; H20, 7732-18-5; 01-8F4,
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The synthesis and properties of SH3+SbF6 , the first known example of a stable salt containing the sulfonium cation, are
reported. The SH3+ cation was characterized by vibrational spectroscopy and a normal-coordinate analysis was carried
out Attempts to prepare SH3+AsF6- resulted in the formation of As2Ss. Protonation of HCI in 4F-SbF5 solution yields
an unstable white solid, but no evidence was obtained for adduct form.tion in the H F-SbF5-Xe system at temperatures
as low as -780.

Iatroduction was only partially soluble in the excess of HF. Volatile products were
removed at 25* in vacuo, leaving behind 1.452 & of a white, stable

Recent studies t in our laboratory showed that the proton- solid (weight calcd for 5.38 mmol of SH3+SbF6- 1.457 g). Anal.

ation of HzO in HF-MFs (M - Sb and As) solutions produces Calcd for SH3SbF6: Sb, 44.95; S. 11.84. Found: Sb, 44.8; S, 11.9.
the surprisingly stable oxonium salts OH3+MF6-. This The SH3+SbF6- product can be stored at 25' without noticeable
prompted us to investigate the synthesis of other onium salts. decomposition in Teflon or Kel-F containers, but it attacks quartz.

In this paper we report on the protonation of H2S, HCI, and The HF-AsFs-H2S System. Anhydrous HF (10 ml of liquid) and
Xe. Results on the protonation of HNF2 and NF3 will be given AsFs (3.54 mmol) were combined at -196* in a Teflon-FEP ampoule.

elsewhere.2  The mixture was warmed to 25* and then recooled to -1961.

Whereas a huge number of alkyl- or aryl-substituted sul Hydrogen sulfide (3.54 mmol) was added to the ampoule at -1960.

fonium salts are known, we could not find any literature reports During slow warmup of the mixture to 0 a white to yellow solid
t o oi th h formed. The ampoule was recooled to -78' and volatile material was

on the isolation of a salt containing the SH3+ cation, although pumped off during warmup to 250 leaving behind 221 mg of a stable
Olah and coworkers had observed 3 the SH3+ cation at low yellow solid (weight calcd for 0.708 mm-ol of As2Ss 220 mg). Vi-
temperature in HSO3F-SbFs-SO2 solution by pro.on NMR brational spectrosecopy showed that the solid did not contain bands
spectroscopy (singlet at 6 -6.60). In addition, the formation characteristic for either SH3+ (see below) or AsF6-. It was insoluble
of gaseous SH3+ was studied5-7 in mass spectrometers in water but s:owly dissolved in boiling concentrated HNO3. Anal,
(ion-molecule and electron-impact studies). Similarly, the Calcd for As2Ss: As, 48.3; S, 51.7. Found: As, 48.5; S, 51.6.
protonation of HCI has been studied only in HSO3F-SbF5 TWe HF-SbFs-HCI Sysm. To a homogenized mixture (see above)

solution at low temperature by NMR spectroscopy, but no of SbFs 12.57 mmol) and anhydrous HF (5 ml of liquid) in a Tef-

direct evidence for the formation of a CIH2+ cation was re- Ion-FEP ampoule, HCI (6.81 mmol) was added at -196'. The

ported.S For xenon, protonation in HF-SbF5 solution was mixture was warmed to -780 and then cycled several times between
-78 and 0*. A white solid was formed upon melting of the starting

postulated 9 based on its ability to suppress isotopic hydro- materials. Volatile material was pumped off at -45', resulting in
gea-deuterium exchange; protonation in ion-molecule reactions 711 mg of an unstable, white solid melting below room temperature
has been also reported.tO.II to a pale yellow, dear liquid (weight c&Ubd for 2.57 mmol CIH2+SbF6-

Experlawtal Seceid" 702 mg). The vapor phase .bove the liquid at 261 was shown by
infrared spectroscopy to consist essentially of HF and HCI. The

The experimental techniques us-d in this study were essentially Raman spectrum of the HF solution showed the bands characteristic0 the same as those previously described.' of SbFs- (see below).
Pr, •rtk eof SH3 4SbF6-. In a typical experiment, SbFs (5.38 The HF-SbFs-Xe System. To a homogenized (see above) mixture

remol) and anhydroun HF(1O ml of liquid) wer combined at-196* of SbFs (3.07 mrmol) and anhydrous HF (10 ml of liquid) in a
in a Teflon-FEP ampoule. The mixture was warmed to 25' to give Teflon-FEP ampoule, Xe (7.04 mmol) was added at -196'. The
a homogenous solution. Hydrogen sulfide (7.10 mmol) was added mixture was slowly warmed to 00 and then kept at -78" for 16 hr.
to the ampoule at -1961. The mixture'was warmed first to -78' and No evidence for adduct formation between Xe and HF-SbFs at -780
then slowly to 25'. During warmup was formed a white solid, which was detected, and the xenon starting material was quantitatively
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Table I. X-Ray Powder Data for HISISbF, a a

dobsd, A dcaeuj, A Intens hki S 6SF
5.96 5.94 vw 200 I I-
5.26 5.26 vs 002 AV
3.94 3.94 vs 202, 3(,' l U
3.56 3.54 Vs 311 Z
3.16 3.16 m 302
2.619 2.623 Mw 303,004 ,-h...............
2.456 2.47 1 wN 332
2.257 2.265 m 403
2.176 2.165 ms 502
2.069 2.068 w 105
1.963 1.966 w 503,404 ' /
1.839 1.833 w 315 C C
1.769 1.771 w 630 .
1.750 1.750 w 006
1.720 w 4000 3W 3200 700 2400 2000 3400 14 140 IWO MM0 40 6M 4M0 NO 0

1.616 mw FRIOUNCY
1.572 w
1.535 w Figure 3. Vibrational spectrum of SHlSbF;. For clarity, bands
1.484 mw due to sulfur (S.) were deleted: trace A, infrared spectra of the
1.461 mw solid as dry powders between AgBr disks at two different
1.40t w concentrations; part of the intensity of the 270-cm"' band is due
1.308 w to absorption by the thin Agir windows; trace B, spectrum of a
1.251 w different sample shown to demonstrate the variable relative
1.239 w intensities of the impurity bands mark.ed by an asterisk and a
1.212 w diamond (see text), trace C, Raman spectra of solid SH 3*SbF."

a Tetragonal.a 13.89 A, c 10.531 A V 1484.0 A', Z = 8, recorded at two different recorder voltages and spectral slit

,-led = 2.43 g tin ', Cu Y0 radiation, and Ni filter, widths of 4 (lower) and 8 an" (upper traees); sample container
was a quartz tube; trace ), background spectrum recorded after

recovered from the reaction mixture at 78X. complete decomposition of SIl,'SbF,- had occurred.

Results and Discussiom This difference in behavior between SbFs and AsFs is not

Synmheals sa PropOr 4 OfSH3+ Salts. Protonation of H2S surprising since it is well known16 that in the presence of
in HF-SbF5 solution produced the white, stable solid SH3+- fluoride ions H2S will precipitate only arsenate, but not an-
SbF6 in quantitative yield according to timonate, as the corresponding pentasulfide.

5-I'S + 11 ý Sh, SF1 ,*SbF. ProtoSti.m of HCI &ud Xe. Since the protonation of H20
and of the more acidic H2S had resulted in the formation of

To our knowledge this is the first reported example of a stable novel stable MF6 salts, we decided to examine the protonation

salt containing the sulfonium cation. of the even more acidic species HCI and of Xe. For both,

According to the DSC data, SH.i+SbF6 starts to decompose previous studies8.9 had indicated protonation in solution.

at 900 with the onset of an exotherm which rapidly changes The protonation of HC1 in HF-SbF5 solution produced a

into a large endotherm. The salt is moderately soluble in white solid product stable at -45? but melting below room
anhydrous H F. Attempts were unsuccessful to dissolve it in temperature with decomposition. From the observed material
organic solvents, such as CH3SO2CH3, which were found' balance, the composition of the adduct was found to be ap-

suitable for OH3+SbF6-. When the solvent was added, gas proximately 1:1:1 and the more volatile decomposition products

evolution and the formation of a cinnabar solid (probably were shown to h HCI and HF. By analogy with the OH3+
Sb2S.) and a yellow solution were observed. Attempts to and SH3+ salts and on the basis of the Raman spectrum of
dissolve the sulfonium salt in SbF5 caused oxidation of SH3+ an HF solution showing the presence of SbF6-, this adduct is
as indicated by gas evolution and the appearance of a strong likely to be CIH2+SbFs-. For xenon, no evidence for the

blue color, similar to that previously reported t 2 for polysulfur formation of a stable adduct was found at temperatures 4s low
radical cations. When exposed to atmospheric moisture, the as -78*. Our studies indicate that compounds more basic than
solid turns yellow first and then cinnabar accompanied by the HCI stand a good chance of forming a reasonably stable
evolution of 112S. Obviously, HaS is displaced from its salt protonated SbF6- salt. NMR evidence for the existence of
by the more basic water. This displacement reaction might such protonated species in superacid solutions at low tern-
be used as a convenient way to generate gaseous H2S from perature has already been reportedt7 for several species, and
the storable solid SH3+SbF6- by the simple addition of water. the isolation of these and other novel simple protonated cations
Vibrational spectroscopy (see below) showed that some samples in form of their stable MF6- salts can be predicted. Obviously,
contained some sulfur in the form ij Ss, as was also indicated the parent species are not limited to nonmetal hydrides but
by their faint yellow color, can include many other moieties.

The X-ray powder pattern of SHs+SbF6- is listed in Table Vibratlowl Spectna of SH3SbF6-. Since SH3+SbF6-
1. The tetragonal unit cell with a = 11.89 A, c - 10.51 A. decomposes in organic solvents, such as CH3SO2CH3, and its

and Z - 8 is in good agreement with those found for OH3+- proton NMR spectrum in HSO3F-SbFs--S02 solution (singlet
SbF6" and the related M+XF6- salts. 3 1-•- As expected, at 6 6.60)3 yields little structural information, we have used
SHv+SbFs has a larger unit cell and a lower density than vibrational spectroscopy to characterize the SH3+ cation. The

OH3+SbF6 owing to SHI+ having a significantly larger radius vibrational spectrum of solid SH3+SbF6- is shown in Figure

than OH3+. 1. Attempts to record the Ranan spectrum of an HF solution
Attempts to synthesize SH3+AsF6 from the HF-AsFs--H2S were unsuccessful owing to the moderate solubility of the salt

system were unsuccessful and resulted in the quantitative in HF. When exposed to the blue 4880.A line of an Ar ion

cc version of AsF5 to As2Ss according to laser, the sample tended to decompose rapidly even at -1201.
However, this problem could be overcome by defocusing the

2Agl:• + 511,S As5St + 1o11 laser beam. In general, the Ranman spectra slhwed bands1",'9
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Table If. Vibrational Spectrum of SH,*SbF;" and Its Assignment for this pronounced difference. A better explanation for the
Compared to That of PH,` observed ciifference is the lower clectronegativity of sulfur when

Obsd freq, cm-', compared to oxygen. This should markedly decrease the
"and rel iwtensb polarity of the X-H bond and thereby decrease the positive

"Sli,'SbF',- solid Assignment (point group) charge on the hydrogen ligands. This in turn should result
in a much weaker coulombic interaction between the positivelyPH, Ir Raman XH, (C,,) SbF." (0 h) polarized hydrogen ligands of the cation and the negatively

2328 2520 (1.3) • ,(E) polarized fluorine ligands of the anion, hence substantially
2520 %S reducing the cation-anion coupling.

2323 2490 sh ' &,(A,) The assignments for tV- SHj+ cation in point group C3P were
2308w 2v.tA, + F i) + F , ()) made by comparison with those23 of isoelectronic PH3 (see
1222 w v, + •,(E5 ) Table 11). Pyramidal XY3 of symmetry C3v has four fun-

1122 1180 ýw 1180(0.4) P,(E) damentals which are classified as 2 Ai + 2 E, all being active
992 1028 mw 1025 (0.3) &,3(A,) in both the infrared and the Raman spectra. Of these, each

848 vw a, + v.(FWu) symmetry species contains one stretching and one bending
660 v, v,(F.u) mode. By comparison with PH3, the two stretching modes of

6S0 (00) V& (A, x) SH3+ are expected to have very similar frequencies and, indeed,
569 in 556 (1.6) v. (EX) only one intensive band is observed in the S-H stretching region2821(2.8)

2758 u,(F2 5 ) at 2520 cm-1 . Since the symmetric SH3 stretch should be of

270 s v,(F, u much higher Raman intensity than the antisymmetric one, the
0 Reference 23. b Uncorrected Raman intensities; bands due to maximum of the Raman band at 2520 cm-t must be due to

decomposition products have not bnen listed. IVi(A). This band shows a shoulder at 2490 cm I, which misht
rcpresent the antisymnictric stretch V3(E). H-jowever, we prefer

due to varying am,;ints of sulfur (Ss) as was also indicated to assume a complete coincidence of v• and s., since so should
by the yellowih color of these samples. In addition, the spetra be more intense in the infrared spectrum 24 and the infrared

showed a band at 760 cm-I (marked in Figure I by an asterisk) band has its maximum at about 2520cm. The weak shoule
which based on literature data' 5 .'9 does-not belong to s8. observed at 2360 cm-1 in the infrared spectrum is due to the

Decomposition studies showed that, contrary to the SH3+SbF6 overtone 21,4(AI + E + F2) in Fermi resonance with vi and

bands, this band was stable toward decomposition in the V,.
focused laser beam and, therefore, cannot belong to SH3+SbF6 Of the two deformation modes of SH)+, one obviously is
(see trace D, Figure 1). The Raman spectrum contains also represented by the '028-cm I infrared band, For the other I
a weak band at about 500 cm-1 (marked by a diamond) which deformation, we had originally considered the 760-cm-1 in-
is definitely due to a decomposition product. This band frared band. However, a normal-coordinate analysis, carried
becomes the most intense band in the spectrum, when most out with this assignment, resulted in unreasonable force
of the SH +SbF6- has decomposed. The remainder of the constants. Whereas the stretching force constant in SH3+ was
spectrum (sce Table 1i) is in excellent agreement with our larger than in P14 , the deformation constant was significantly
expectations for ionic SH3+*SbF 6 " and is discussed below. lo%,:r. This is not plausible since any H-F bridging possible

The genertl appearance of the vibrational spectrum of in such a solid should decrease the value of the stretching and
SH34 SbF6 isce Figure 1) strongly deviates from that' of increase the value of the deformation force constant. A careful
OHi+SbF6 - recorded at room temperature. Contrary to reexamination of the spectra established that the 760-cm- I
OH3+SbF6 . the bands due to SH3+SbF6" are sharp and band is not part, of the SH3+SbF6 spectrum and that the
narrow and show little or no splittings indicating for SbF6 Raman spectrm exhibits a band of moderate intensity at 1180
and SH3+ no appreciable deviation from symmetry 0, and cm 1, a frequency value quitt reasonable for the missing SH3÷
Cjv, respectively. In particular, the Raman bands due to SbF6 deformation. The assignment of this band to V4(E) of SH3+
are very narrow and exhibit the frequencies and relative in- is further supported by the observation of its overtone in the
tensities expected 2°-22 for octahedral SbF6 . This indic, cs infrared spectrum (see above) and the results from a
that, contrar) to OH3+SbF', either the cation-anion coupling normal-coordinate analysis (see below). Direct observation
in SH3+SbF6 is relatively weak or the crystal lattice becomes of V4 in the infrared spectrum is complicated by its relatively

rigid at a higher temperature. Since OH3+SbF6 and low infrared intensity and interference by SbF6 combination
S SH3+SbF6 have similar tetragonal unit cells with Z - 8 (see bands. This leaves the 1028-cm I infrared band for assignment
above), it is unlikely that crystal effects arc the main reason to v2(Ai), in excellent agreement with the frequencies23 of PH3.

Table Ill. Syummtry and Internal Force Constantsa of S11," Compared to Those of isoelectronic PHl,

SHI' pitjb

Bond angle, deg 90 95 95 95 100 105 110 93
Force field DFF DFF F. and F,, min PH, TR DFF 1)FF O)FF GVFF
A, F, f, + 2frr 3.6535 3.6730 3.6764 3.6797 3.6930 3.7130 3.7320 3.1222

Fý, .f& + 2fn 0.2958 0.3252 0.3252 0.3263 0.3705 0.4472 0.6030 0.2938
F,,. 2,/-o +fr' 0 0 0.0180 0.0784 0 0 0 0.0784

E F,, ý.r- frr 3.6543 3.6445 3.6467 3.6469 3.6350 3.625 3.6158 3.1087
F. "a .- Jon 0.4071 0.3872 0.3873 0.3874 0.3658 0.3426 0.3178 0.3548
F. -fro +f4' 0 0 -0.0140 -0.0392 0 0 0 -0.0392

Jr 3.6540 3.6540 3.6566 3.6578 3.6543 3.6543 3.6545 3.1132
frr -0.0003 0.0095 0.0099 0.0109 0.0193 0.0293 0 0387 0.0045
fo 0.3700 0.3665 0.3666 0.3670 0.3674 0.3775 0.4129 0.3345
foo -0.0371 -0.0207 -0.0207 --0.0204 0.0016 0.0349 0.0951 -0.0203
fro 0.0107 0.0392 0.0392
froh -0.0033 0 0

a All force constants have units of mdyn/A. Frequency values used: P, v v, 2520,p, = 1028. and v. 1180 cm-'. b Values from1
ref 23.
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The syntheses and properties of NF12F.+SbF6- and N142F2+AsF6 , the first known examples of difluoroammonium salts.
are reported. The NH2F7+ cation was characterized by 1IF and I H N MR and vibrational spectroscopy. At room temperature
the NH2F2+ salts are metastable and undergo spontaneous cxothermic decomposition by HF elimination. Attempts were
unsuccessful to prepare either NHF3+ salts by protonation of NF3 at temperatures as low as -78' or fluorine-substituted
ammonium salts by direct fluorination of NH4+AsF6 in HF solution in the temperature range -78 to +-25".

Introduction commend removing the volatile decomposition products by quick
Recent studies in our laboratory demonstrated that several pumping at -78' every time before handling the sample.The experimental techniques used in this study have previously been

novel onium salts can be prepared by protonation of less acidic described.1 Difluoramine was prepared from difluorourea.:4 Nitrogen
compounds in HF-MF5 (M - Sb, As) solutions. Thus, trifluoride (99.9%, Rocketdyne) and NH4+HF2- (Braun Chemical
protonation of H20 and H2S producedl. 2 the surprisingly Co.) were used without further purilication. Difluoramine was handled
stable OH3+MF6-" and SH3+SbF6- salts, respectively. In this in a Pyrex, the other reactants in a Monel Teflon-FEP, vacuum system.
paper, we report on the protonation of HNF2 and NF3. Preparation of NH2F2+AsF6-. In a typical experiment, dry H-F

Whereas salts containing the NH4+ ion had been described (50 mmol) and AsF5 (1.74 remol) were combined at -196" in a
already in the early part of the fourteenth century. 3  passivated (with CIF3) thin-wlied Kel-F capillary. The mixture was
fluorine-substituted salts were unknown until 1965. Disproving shortly warmed to room temperature to obtain a homogenous solution.
earlier theoretical computations4.5 that NF4+ salts should be Difluoramine (2.0 mmol) was added to the ampoule at -142*. The
thermodynamically unstable, these salts were synthesized6,7 mixture was warmed to -78* and a white solid was formed which

was completely soluble in the HF solvent at 20*. Unreacted NHF2
in 1965 and shown to be of high thermal stability. Since then, and H1F solvent were removed under dynamic vacuum between -78
numerous papers dealing with NF,+ salts8-a1 and the thermally and 0". leaving behind 420 ing of a white solid. This weight is in
unstable NF3+ radical cation t7 have appeared, Of the mixed excellent agreement with thvt (423 mg) expected for 1.74 mmol of
NHF4-n+ cations, the NH3F+ cation has previousl]- •,-n NH2F2+AsF6 -.
described,19. 2 0 but no data on the remaining two men. fl I-or the preparation of the NMR samples, an excess of AsFs was
this series, ie., NH2F2- and NliF3+, have been publisned. used and not pumped off to suppress exchange between the cation
This is not surprising, since from comparison with the highly and the HF solvent.
shock-sensitive HNF2 molecule and its CsF adduct, 2 1 one DecompooklionofNH2F2+AsF6 . A sample of solid NH2F2+AsF6-.
might expect these more highly fluorinated mixed ammonium contained in a Teflon-FEP ampoule. was allowed to warm slowly froml -78 to +20*. After about 20 min at 200, the solid started to melt
salts to be very susceptible to H F elimination. The adduct and spontaneously decomposed with gas and heat evolution (caution!).
formation of HNF2 with the Lewis acids BF3, BCl3, PFs, and The decomposition products were separated by fractional condensation
S02 has been studied22 at -196' by infrared spectroscopy, but and identified by infrared spectroscopy or mass spectroscopy. The
no evidence was found for ion formation. The thermal stability main constituents were AsFs, HF. and N2, in addition to some NF,
of these adducts was rather low with (in some cases irrev- and trans.N2F2.
ersible) decomposition occurring at about -80*. Prep•rAtio of NH2F2+SbF6. In a typical experiment, SbFs (1.70

mmol) and dry HF (150 remol) were combined at -196' in a pas.
Experimetal Seitioa sivated Teflon-FEP ampoule. The mixture was warmed to 25* to

Caution!. Difhuoramine is highly explosive 2
1 and protective shielding obtain a homogenous solution. Difluoramine (2.02 mmol) was added

should be used during handling operations. The compound was always to the ampoule at -142" and the mixture was warmed to -78g*. A
condensed at -142" and the use of a - 1960 bath should be avoided.23 white solid formed when the starting materials melted. On warm-up
In thecouraeof thepresent study five explosions of both NHI2F2+AsF,- toward 0°, the solid completely dissolved in the excess HF. The
and NH2F2+ScF6- in HFwolution occurred, when thetesolutions were unreacý,d NHF2 and the HF solvent were pumped off between -45
kept between -50 and +25' for extended periods of time. However, and 0* leaving behind a white solid residue (499 mg). This weight
the appearance of the ruptured Kel-F or Teflon-FEP containers agrees well with that (493 mg) expected for 1.70 mmol of
indicated pressure explosions (probably caused by HF elimination NH2F2+SbF6-
with N2 formation and by the small ullage above the liquid phase) De'empoldom of NH2F2+SDiF6-. A sample of NH2F2+SbF6 (1.70
rather than rapid explosive dw•omposition. The rate of decomposition mmol), when kept at 25* for about I hr, underwent spontaneous
of thee NH2F2+ salt solutions varied strongly from sample to sample, exothermic decomposition with melting and gas evolution, The
indicating catalysis by trace impurities. The exothermic irreversible decomposition products, volatile at -780, consisted of N2 (0.56 mrnol)

decomposition of solid NH2F2+ salts appeared to proceed without and N F3 containing a small amount of traau, N2F2 (0.58 mmol total).
expliion on a millimolar scale, provided the volume of the container The residue (-410 mg. weight calculated for 1.70 mmol of HF-SbF5
was large enough to avoid ov,:rpressuriz7ation. When working with 402 mg) was warmed to 25* under dynamic vacuum. A small amount
such solutions in containers with small ullage, we, therefore. re- of whitr solid stable at 25* was obtained which, based on its infrared( 323
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spectrum, contained some N2F3+SbFb,-. Table I. 'H (6) and "F (,) NMR Shiftsa (ppm) and HF
NF3-HF-SbF. System. To a homogenized (see above) mixture Spin-Spin Coupling Constant (J, Hz) of NH, F2 ' Compared to

of SbFs (1.93 mmol) and HF (150 mmol) in a Teflon-FEP amroule Those of Closely (elated Species
was added NF3 (3.52 mmn) at -196*. The mixtwre was kept at -78* NH.b NH Fc NHF' NFd NHF'
for 16 hr. No evidence for adduct formationi between NF3 and NH4.___NHF___ N__ F__ N

HF-SbF5 at -78* was detected, and the NF3 starting material was 6 -6.3 -10.3 d! -14.2 t -7.2 t
recovered from the mixture at -78*. , 110.8 q -11.6 t -213.5 6 d

NH4+AsF6--HF-F2 Systesa Ammonium bifluoride (2.79 mmol) JHF 44 34 24
was placed in a Tcflon-FEP ampoule and 20 ml of liquid anhydrous a Measured for NH F2 ÷AsF," in 11F solution at -40' relative to
HF was added at -180. To the clear solution was added AsFs (3.0 external TMS and CFC1,. respectively. b References 1 and 26.
mmol) resulting in the formation of white solid NH4+AsF6-. This ' Reference 19. d References 10 and 12. ' Reference 27.

3olid was only sparingly soluble in HF, even at 25'. The ampoule f Key: d, doublet; t, triplet; q, quartet.
was pressurized with I atm of F2 at -730 and the contents cf the
ampoule were agitated for I hr at -78*. No pressure decrease lutions acidified 1y AsFs to suppress exchange betwczi tbe

(expected for F2 consumption with HF formation) was observed. The cation and the HF solvent. The results are summarized in
ampoule was kept at each of the temperatures -45, -23, 0, and 25' Table I and compared to the data previously reported for the
for I ',r with agitation, but again no F2 uptake was observed. related species NH4+,I, 26 NH3F+,19 NF4+,i0.12 and NIHF2.27
Results and Discussion As can be seen, the observed chemical shifts and the hy-

Synthesis and Properties. The observed material balances drogen-fluorine spin-spin coupling constant of NH2F2+ are
show that protonatior. of NHF2 in HF-MF5 (M = As, Sb) in excellent agreement with those known for the closely related
solutions proceeds according to species. Furthermore, the observed multiplicities (1:2:1

triplets) in both the IH and the 19 F spectra confirm that the
NHF, + HF + MF, - NHF,*MF,- species contains two hydrogen and two fluorine atoms. The

The resulting difluoroammonium salts are white crystalline components of the triplets were relatively broad and their line

solids. They are stable at -50' but at room temperature tend widths did not significantly decrease with decreasing tern-

to undergo spontaneous exothermic decomposition with melting perature in the range -30 to -60*. This indicates that the line

and gas evolution. In our study, the longest time period during broadening is due to 14N quadrupole relaxation and not to an

which a solid NH2F2+ salt could be kept at room temperature exchange process. In aduition to the NH2F2÷ signal, the

without decomposition was about 0.5 hr. The HF solutions proton spectrum showed a singlet 5.. i -8.6 due to HF and the
of these salts appear to be reasonably stable at room tem- fluorine spectrum exhibited a singiet at 0 173 for ra7)idly
perature; however, their stability varied strongly from sample exchanging HF, AsF6-, and AsF5. For a sample of

to sample indicating some catalytic effect of by-products or NH2F2+SbF6- in unacidified HF, separate signals were ob-
impurities. Precautionary measures for handling these served for the SbF6- aniont ,28 and HF at 4 126 and 194.5,
compounds are given in the first paragraph of the Experimental respectively.
Section. Vibrational Spectra. The low-temperature infrared and

The main products in thc decomposition of thzse Raman spectra of the solids and the Raman spectra of HF
NH2F2+MF6 salts are N2, NF3, and some trans-N2FZ, in solutions have been recorded for both NH2F2+AsF6- and
addition to the expected HF and MFs. The fact that NH2F2+SbF6-. The observed spectra are shown in Figures
trans-N2F2 shows little tendency to complex with MF5 under I and 2, and the observed frequencies and their assignment
thc given reaction conditions, agrees with previous 25 studies. are listed in Table II. The assignments were made by
The observation of only small amounts of trans-NWF2 but comparison with those 29 of isoelectronic CH2F2. As can be
approximately equimolar amounts of N2 and NF3 as main seen from the Raman spectra of the HF solutions, the
products indicates the principal decomposition mode NHF2-MFs adducts are ionic and exhibit the bands char-
3NH 2 ,FMF- - 3MF, + 6HF + N, + NF, acteristic for octahedral AsF6- 30-32 and SbF6-. 3 1-33 In the

solid state, site symmetry and crystal field effects, in addition

The formation of small amounts of trans-N 2F2 might indicate to distortion due to anion-cation interactions, I cause a splitting
that N2F2 is an intermediate in the above decomposition mode; of many bands.1. 31,33-35 In the absence of crystal structural
however, previous decomposition studies21 on N2F2 gave no data, no attempt will be made in the following discussion to

evidence for a disproportionation according to analyze thoroughly these solid-state effects. An NH2F2+
cation of symmetry C2Y (see below) already possesses nine

3NF-- 2N2 + 2NF, fundamentals, the maximum number expected for a five

This difference in the decomposition products might be due atomic species. Consequently, the cation bands should be
to the exothermicity of the NH2F2+MF6- decomposition affected only by crystal field effects but not by symmetry
causing the formation of excited intermediates. The observed lowering. Since the assignment of the anion bands (see Table
instability of NH2F2+ salts toward HF elimination is not II) is straightforward, we will discuss only that of the cation
surprising. Thus, NHF2 and its CsF adduct are known 2l to bands.
decompose explosively. An XH2F2 species of symmetry Czs possesses nine fun-

The stability of the mixed NHnF4-n+ fluoroammonium damentals classified as 4 At + A2 + 2 Bi + 2 B2. All of these
cations decreases with decreasing n. Thus, NH3F+ is relatively should be active in both the infrared and Raman spectra,
stable,19,20 NH2F2+ is of very marginal stability, and no except for the A2 mode which thould only be Raman active..
evidence was found in this study for the existence of a The Roman spectrum of NH2F2+AsF6- in HF solution (Figure
NHF3+SbF6- salt it temperatures as low as -78'. Since the 1, traces C, D, E) readily permits the assignment of the three
NH3F+ and NH2F2+ cations are reasonably stable, partic- fundamentals involving mainly motio of the NF2 group, since
ularly in H F solution at low temperatures, the direct fluo- the relative Raman intensities of the NH2 modes are very low.
rination of NH4+AsF6" by F2 in HF solution was studied over After subtraction of the three anion bands, we are left with
the. temperalure range -78 to +25*. However, no fluorination three reasonably intense bands at 1064, 1039. and 534 (m-I.
of NH4÷AsF6 was observed under these conditions indicating Of these, the ones at 1064 and 534 cm-1 are polarized and,

a significant act~ivation energy for this reaction. therefore, represent the symmetric NF2 stretch and the NF2
Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Spectra. The 19F and 'H scissoring mode of species Ai, respectively. The remaining

NMR spectra of NH2F2+AsF6 were recorded for HF so- depolaiized Raman band at 1039 cm-' must then be'due to
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TaN. . Vibrational Spectra of NH* F4*Asi,- and NH2 F, SbF*, Compared to That of CHI F,
Obad freq (cm'1) and rel inzensb__NH 2,F*AsF:- NH2 FSbF:-

Soli l11win olidHF ~ Assignment (point group)*
________ XH, F, MF,- Approx description

CH,F, It Ra Ra Ir Rs R& WC2 0 (Oh,) of mode.

2963mw 2980 vw 2Y', and
2941 mw I2935 w z rP

3062913 in f2890 mw lattice modes
304288S m 2790 vs M1(9) ivu(XHa)

2836mi 2696 w

2948 2657s~ 2637 ms a,(A,) &smXa
1508 1557 11543 ms (A,)6dX 2
1435 1474 s 1487 ms a,(B 2) 6~X,
1178 1185 vw 1176 vw v(HO ok(la

1131073 ni 1073sh 104(.)p 1066 rn 1062 (2.3)) 16 ,(,
1065 m 10624 5 1 06 (2.7) sh 1052(l) ~.10m ()

1090 1038sf 1041(.2) 1039 (0-6)dp 106 1037(1.9) 1039 w P, (B') uX

720 vw705vw
682 ms6803

714(9.6) ~ 652 m 61(0
714(96) 683 (10)p 626 ms 67 fIOj 650 vs P&2 (An aaIPhae674(00) 60w 639 (g.4)(M)

597 m 569(4.9) 570 (0.5) dp 602 mw J 566 (1.9) v;2 (ES) a'aym oujt 01 phage
547 s 2550 mn 59(.)(E

528 532 rn 533 (3.1) 534 (0.8) p 528s 524 (1.3) a
4
(A,) .(X 3

414 m 1360 m Yi, WF,~ 8asMF.)
391 vs 1 280 vs;

3769w 369 (7.0) 366 (1.4) dp 276 (4.9) Y,~ (F21) Sy,.,(MF.)

300s 290 (1. 1) br 238 (0.4) Lattice vibrations

216 (0+) 1103 (2.3) or XH .. ~FMI sit

Reference 29. 6 Uncorrected Raman intensities. CAssignments for the anions bands are made for octahedral symmetry, ulthough in the
solid state the actual symmetry is obviou~sly lower.

A

1+

404 
W.h6=.10 01~

C.B3B1G M 2 B M6B4BM
__________IpA ~~.JLLLy4~

18OII .I
on ý oo"024 SN 1MB 1044 .WM "GB5B 0 6G4 age 0
45B MB325 45 2GBIM am (to-') Plgus. 2. Vibrational spectra ofNH,FSbl:y. Trace A:

F~gue 1 Viratinalspetraof N 2FAsl.. raceA: nfrred infrared spectrum; bands due to imtpurities or decomposition
Figre . Vbraionl secta o NF3Asl'.- Trce : ifraed products were deleted. Traces B a4 i Rauiian spectra.

spectrum of the solid as a dry powder between CsI disks, recorded Recording conditions were Identical wi: , those of F1-igure I.
Uat - I 96. TrWc 0: Raman spectrum of the solid suspended in Trace C is incomplete owing to sudden self-destruction of the
HF at -70*. Traces C, D, and E: Raman spectrum of an HIF sample during the recording of fth spectrum.
solution, recorded at 25* at three different recorder voltages.
Traces marked by an asterisk were recorded with the incident spectra where these modes are expected to be appreciablyCpolarization perpendicular. P, dp, and S indicate polarized and intense. In the frequency region of tk' NH2 stretching modes
depolarized bands and spectral sfit width, respectively. Por the (2500-3500 cmn- ), NH2F24SbF6- exhibits two medium strong
Raman spectra, the 4880A exciting line of an Ar Ion laser was bands at 2790 and 263 7 cm Awhich ar6 assigned, by analogy
used, the sample containers being Teflon-I UP or Kcl-F tubes. with CH2F2,29 to the antisymmetric and the symmetric NH2
the antisymmetric NF2 stretch. P9 (Ba). stretch, respectively. In addition to these bansdis several %eaker

Identification of ihe NH-2 modes is possible from the Infrared bands were observed. some of which can be attributed to
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combination bands (see Table II), probably in Fermi resonance balances. The ionic structures, NH2Fz+MF6-, were established
with v• and v5. In the infrared spectrum of NH2F2+AsF6-, for these adducts by IH and 19F NMR and vibrational
the splitting of these bands is even more pronounced. Similar spectroscopy. Seven or Ight of the nine fundamentals, ex-
splittings have previously been observed 29 for the CH2 pected for a NH2F2+ cation of symmetry C2v, were observed.
stretching modes of isoelectronic CH2F2. The assignment of The nature of the products, resulting from the decomposition
these infrared bands to the NH2 stretching modes is confirmed of these adducts, was briefly studied. With the exception of
by the observation of a broad Raman band of very low in- NHF3+, all of the fluoroammonium ions are now known. I
tensity at about 2800 cm-1 for the HF solution of NH2F2+- Ackaowiedgmueat. The hep ,.f JDrs. L. Grant, C. Schack,
AsF6-. and R. Wilson and the financial support of the Office of Naval

In the region of the NH2 deformation modes (1700-1100 Research, Power Branch, is gratefully acknowledged.
cm-') two intense sharp infrared bands were obsermed at about R No, HF, 7664-39-3; AsF5, 7784-36-3; NHF2+10405-2%3;
1550 and 1480 cm- 1, respectively. Based on a comparison , iN HF. 7664- 3- N AsF656573-36-3; NH 2F 2 140-2-3SbFs, 7783-70-2; NH2F2+AsF6-, 56533-30-3; NH2F2+SbFa-,

their absolute and relative frequencies with thrse of CH2F2,29  56533-31-4.
SiH2HaI2,36 and GcH2HaI2, 37 they shouki repre-ent the
scissoring and the wagging deformations, respectively, of the References and Notes
NH2 group. Comparisonof their relative intensities with those (1) K. 0. Chrise C.. J. Schack, and R. D. Wilson, inorg. Chem., 14, 2224
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SHORT COMMUNICATION

On the PtF6 - XeOF4 Reaction System

Karl 0. Cnrlste and Richard D. Wilson

Rocketdyne. a Division of Rockwell International.
Canoga Park, California 91304

To Professor George H. Cady on his 70th birthday

Recently, Holloway and Schrobilgen reported [1] that the reaction

between KrF+ salts and XeOF 4 does not produce the XeOF 5+ cation, as

originally claimed by Bartlett and coworkers [2], but results in the
formation of XeF 5+ and 02 salts. In view of this report and the

importance of PtF6 for the production of high oxidation state compounds

[3-8], we wish to communicate results on the PtF6 - XeOF 4 system which
show a close relationship between the KrF+ - XeOF 4 [1] and the PtF6 -

XeOF 4 reaction system.

The interaction between PtF6 and XeOF4 was studied in sapphire
reactors. When PtF6 was combined with XeOF 4 at -196° and the mixture

was allowed to warm to 25% reaction occurred on melting of the XeOF 4.
A dark brown solid was formed and its color did not disappear even

* after keeping the mixture at 250 for 30 hours. Cooling of the mixture

to -1969 showed the presence of a noncondensible gas which was identified

by mass spectroscopy as 02. Pumping on the mixture at 25* for 24 hours

resulted in a mixed, canary yellow-brown solid. The 19F nar spectrum of

the solid dissolved in anhydvous HF consisted at ambtmnt temperature of
an AB4 pattern at 0 a -227 and -107 ppm with JFF - 174 Hz. characteristic
of XeF 5+ [9,10). However, the 12 9Xe satellites, characteristic for xenon
compounds, were not observable. This may be due to the presence of

paramagnetic species, such as 02 or PtF5 . No signals due to other xenon
fluorides were observed. The possibility that the AB4 pattern might be
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199
due to XeOFs+ was further examined by recording the F nmr spectrum in HF

of a IM.itre of the solid reaction product with XeF 5 +AsF 6 . Only one

AB4 set of narrow line width signals was observed. The infrared

spectrum of the solid as an AgCl disk showed, in addition to the bands

cnaracteristic for PtF6  [61,8 and XeF 5+ [10], a band of medium weak

intensity at 939 cm" 1 indicating the presence of some XeOF 3+ salts [11,12].

The presence nf XeF 5+ and 02+ salts in the solid product was confirmed

by carrying out a displacement reaction with excess FNO 2 at -80 and 250.
The volatile displacement products consisted of 02 (identified by mass
spectroscopy) and XeF 6 (identified by infrared spectroscopy). The canary

yellow solid residue was shown by infrared spectroscopy to be NOZ+PtF 6 ".

When an about tenfold excess of XeOF 4 was used for the PtF6-XeOF 4

reaction and the mixture was kept at -300 for several hours before being

stored at 25* for four weeks, the percentage of free oxygen evolved had

significantly increased in comparison to the above experiment. Furthermore.

if the volatile products were removed in vacuo at 0", the weight gain of

the solid product roughly corresponded to that expected for a composition,

such as XeOF 4 .XeF 5 +PtF6 " * XeOF 3+PtF6 ". Most of the XeOF 4 could be removed

from the solid by prolonged pumping at 250 and was identified by infrared

spectroscopy.

The above results are similar to those found for the KrF+ - XeOF 4
system, i.e. the oxygen in XeOF 4 Is substituted by fluorine accompanied
by the formation of some 02+ salts. Furthermore, the solid products seem

to form molecular adducts with XeOF 4 [1,11,13] which in the case of
+XeF5 PtF6 " are of only marginal stability at room temperature. The material

balances, including the extent of oxygen evolution, are rather complex and

depend on the exact reaction conditions. The possibility cannot be ruled
out that XeOF 5 + is formed as an unstable intermediate, which readily loses
its oxygen. However, the stable reaction product is a XeF 5+ and not a

XeOF 5+ salt.

We are indebted to the Office of Naval Research, Power Branch. for

financial support and to Drs. L. R. Grant and C. J. Schack for helpful
discussions.
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I. Introduction

This review is limited to compounds containing both oxygen and

fluorine atoms bonded directly to a common chlorine central atom.
Therefore, compounds, such as fluorine perchlorate (030I0F), have not
been included. Data on O5CIOF were summarized in a recent review on
inorganic hypofluorites (180).

The subject of chlorine oxyfluorides* has been reviewed in 1963 by
S. Schmeisser and Brindle (253) and in 1969 in "Gmelin's Handbuch der

'For the sake of clarity, we have not followed a rigid system of nomenclature,
such as starting formulas with the central atom followed by the liganda. If, for

, example, FP10 is written as CIOF, an uninformed reader might be induced to think
of the compound as a hypofluorite.
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320 K. 0. CHRISTE AND C. J. SCHACK

Anorganisehen Chemie" (122). However, both reviews deal only with
chloryl fluoride (FClO 2 ) and perchloryl fluoride (FCIO 3). Since the writing
of these reviews, three of the four possible remaining chlorine oxyfluorides
i.e., FCIO, F3 CIO, and F3CIO 2 , have been characterized, and claims
have been made for the synthesis of the fourth one, CIF 5 0O. Additional
information on chlorine oxyfluorides can be found in various monographs
and textbooks (32, 75, 77, 95, 156, 169, 244) and in particular in
"Comprehensive Inorganic Chemistry" in the chapter on the halogens
written by Downs and Adams (84). A second area of significant recent
progress comprises ions derived from chlorine oxyfluorides. Therefore,
these are also discussed in detail.

For the present review, the literature cited in Chemical Abstracts
(Jan. 1965-Dec. 1973) was used in addition to more recent work pub-
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CUHWOEIZE OXYFLUOIUDES 321

lished during 1973 and 1974. For literature before 1965, we have relied
mainly on Schmeisser's review (253) and Gmelin's handbook (122).

In addition to a discussion of the indiv;dual compounds, a section
was added correlating the physical and chemical properties of the
chlorine oxyfluorides with their structure. In the Appendix, full tables of
thermodynamic properties are given for each compound, where known.

II. General Aspects

Since most of the physical and chemical properties of the chlorine
oxyfluorides can be readily correlated wit!, their molecular structure,
we shall discuss briefly some of the more general aspects.

/t + F--

FF~ F0
F. 

, F,',,v t

L / C I F -.- I

L F

I 1L

cation. b Double brackets indicate yet unknown ions. e See text for preference of
cis model. These compounds with a coordination number of 7 are unlikely to
exit.
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A. GzOMzTRY

As can be seen from Fig. 1, the structures of all the chlorine
oxyfluoride molecules and ions can be derived from those of the corres-
ponding binary chlorine fluorides (53) by replacing a free chlorine valence
electron pair by a doubly bonded oxygen atom without significant
rearrangement of the rest of the molecule.

The only possible exception to this rule could be the yet unknown
(68) CIF 40,- anion. By comparison with the known structures of the
pseudoisoelectronic IF,0 2- (46, 93) and TeF 4O2

1 - (260) anions, the 2
oxygens in CIF 40- should also be in cis and not in trans position. In these
and similar oxyfluoride anions, such as SF 5O- (65) or CF3Q- (59), the
negative charge is located mr 'y on the most electronegative ligands,
i.e., fluorine. Furthermore, in pseudo-octahedral species not eontaining
a free valence electron pair on the central atom, such as XF50-, the
fluorine trans to the less electronegative ligand appears to be more weakly
bonded than the remaining fluorines. This is plausible from molecular
orbital arguments. Therefore, for XF4 02 - the structure with 2 oxygen
atoms trans to 2 fluorines and cis with respect to each other, ahould favor
the resonance structures having the negativD charge located on the
fluorine ligands.

Since the degree of mutual repulsion decreases in the order, free
valence electron pair > double-bonded oxygen > fluorine, the observed
bond angles deviate somewhat from those expected for the ideal geom-
etries. Typical examples are FC10 2 and FClO& (Fig. 1).

The structure of radicals and radical ions can also retiily be predicted
by treating an unpaired electron in the same manner as a free valence

+0 - 0 "

i Iim K1. C ,
I b-A C1'FI"

FF

,F F F
L -L J J

Fin. 2. Structures of the yet unknown CIF3O+, CIF 4 0O, and CIF3O- radieals
(upper row) predicted by comparison with the knowr titructures (bottom row) of
CLFSO and CIF 40-.
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CHLORINE OXYFLUORIDES 323

electron pair. Therefore, a chlorine oxyfluoride free radica3 should have
the same geometry as the corresponding anion with identical fluorine
and oxygen ]igands (Fig. 2). Similarly, the structure of a radical cation
should be analogous to that of the corresponding molecule having the
same ligands. For a radical anion, however, the additional sterically
active valence electron will increase the coordination number around the

central atom by 1. This should result in a geometry resembling that of the
anion containing one F ligand more, but in which one F ligand is replaced
by the sterically active free electron. The exact spin distribution would
have to be determined experimentally and is not necessarily t) 3 same as
shown in Fig. 2.

B. IaGAx DiSTRI:BUTION

As can be seen from Fig. 1, the structures are simple and can be
logically predicted if one keeps in mind that free valence electron pairs
on the central atom are stericaUy active and behave as a ligand. For
3, 4, 5, and 6 ]igands, always the sterically most favorable arrangements
are observed, namely, the triangular plane, tetrahedron, trigonal
bipyrandd, and the octahedron, respectively (119). Based on the inform-
ation available for halogen oxyfluorides and related compounds such as
xenon or chalcogen oxyfluorides the following conclusions concerning
the ligand distribution can be reached. In a triangular plane and a
tetrahedron all positions are equivalent. In a trigonal bipyramid the
two axial positions are occupied by the most electronegative ligands, i.e.,
F atoms. In octahedrons of the type XFaA only one arrangement is
possible. For XF 4 AB, however, the A or B ligands are trans if A and B
are either two free electron pairs or one free electron pair and one oxygen
ligand. When A and B are 2 0 atoms, the cis arrangement appears more
favorable (see above). The case of the pentagonal bipyramid is not of
practical interest since it appears that the coordination number around
a high oxidation state, chlorine central atom is limited to a maximum
of 6.

C. RzLATiVx BOND STRE•NGOs

Unfortunately, exact bond lengths are known only for FCIO1 (220)
and FCI03 (72). However, complete vibrational spectra have been

* published for essentially all of the chlorine oxyfluorides. These can be
used for the evaluation of the corresponding force constants. Since the
latter are a good measure for the relative strengths of these bonds, their
comparison is interesting. As can be seen from Table I, the CIO bonde all

3
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324 K. 0. CHRISTE AND C. J. SCHACK

TABLE I

STmETchiwo FORCE CONJSTAN-M OF SOME CHLORINE OXYFLUORIDEB

fcwv 
(mdyn/A)

Oxidation 
fczo

state Compound (mdyn/A) 14 III' UPC PRf.

+VII CIF:Os÷ 12.1 4.46 - - (69)
+V ClF 2O+ 11.20 3.44 - - (58)
+VII FClO 9.4 3.9 - - (174)
+V CIF3O 9.37 3.16 2.34 - (55)
+VII CIF 3 0 2  9.23 3.35 2.70 - (57)
+V CIF 40- 9.13 - 1.79 - (56)
+V FCIO3  9.07 -- - 2.5 (270)
+V ClOt+ 8.96 - - - (66)
+V C1F2 0 2 - 8.3 - 1.6 - (64)
+III FCIO 6.85 - - 2.59 (5)

'Mainly covalent bonda.
& Mainly semi-ionic 3c-4e bonds
Special case of highly polar (p--r*)a bonds.

possess more or less double-bond character. The variation in the values
of the CIO-stretching force constants is mainly due to the combination
of several effects. For example, a formal positive charge (i.e., in cations),
a high oxidation state of the central atom, and a high number of fluorine
ligands tend to increase the C0O-stretching force constant (67). In
contrast to the 010 bonds, the CIF bond strengths are subject to much

0

C c

Fio. 3. Schematic bonding in CIFt" as explained by a semi-ionic 3c-4e bond
model.
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CHLORINE OXYFLUORIDES 325

larger changes. These strong variations cannot be explained by effects
such as listed above for the CIO bonds or by the Gillespie-Nyholm
valence shell, electron pair repulsion (VSEPR) theory (119) alone. By
analogy with the halogen fluorides (53), it is necessary to assume con-
tributions from two different kinds of bonding. In addition to the normal

covalent bonds possessing a bond order of about 1, the occurrence of
semi-ionic 3 center-4 electron bonds (130, 232, 243) must be invoked.
The principle of a semi-ionic 3c-4e bond. is demonstrated in Fig. 3. For
simplicity, CIF 2- (63) was chosen as an example. Ideally, the two F
ligands form two semi-ionic 3c-4e [p-p] a-bonds with one p electron
pair of the chlorine central atom, whereas the free Cl valence electron
pairs form an sp' hybrid.

Instead of using this semiempirical molecular orbital model, the
bonding in CIF 2 - can also adequately be described in the valence-bond
representation (76) as a resonance hybrid of the following canonical
forms: (F--Cl) F- and F-(Cl-F). This results in the same average charge
distribution as in the molecular orbital model, i.e., -"I 2F-CI-F-1/.
Another and the simplest bond model, proposed by Bilham and Linnett
(29) for XeF2 which is pseudoisoelectronic with CIF 2-, assumes single
electron bonds for each X-F bond. It is relatively immaterial, which of
these three descriptions is preferred since all of them result in the same
charge distribution and a Cl-F bond order of about 0.5.

As can be seen from Table I, these weak 01F bonds occur only when
the central atom has a coordination number in excess of 4 and possesses
at least one free Cl valence electron pair. In addition to Gillespie's simple
VSEPR theory, the f~llowing general rule has been proposed by Christe
(53), which permits the prediction of whether, and how many, semi-ionic
bonds are to be formed:

The free valence electron pairs on the central atom seek high a-character;
i.e,, spa hybridization. If the number of liganda is larger than 4 and one ormore of them are free valence electron pairs, then as many F ligands form linear

semi-ionic 3 center-4 electron bonds a are required to allow the free electron
pairs to form an sp" hybrid with the remaining F ligands. These semi-ionic
3c-4e bonds are considerably weaker and longer than the mainly "covalent" spa

hybrid bonds.

This rule also holds for the chlorine oxyfluorides as well as for the
chlorine fluorides for which it was originally formulated.

An additional effect, however, must be invoked to be able to ration-
alize fully the experimental data. Inspection of Table I reveals that the
CIF-stretching force constants of FCIO and FCIO are significantly lower I
than expected from the above discussion. In particular, if the known
ClF-stretching force constants and bond distances within the pseudo-

.335...
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TABLE II

COMPARISON OF CIF-STRNTCHING FoucE CONSTANTS
AND BOND LENGTHIS WITHIIN THE PSEUDOTETRAIIEDRA.L

SERIES FCI, FCIO, FO12 , FC1O 3

fcIF rcIF

Molecule (mdyl/A) (A) Ref.

FC1 4.56 1.628 (122) (122)
FCIO 2.59 -- (6)
FC10 2  2.5 1.697 (270) (220)
FC103 3.9 1.610 (.174) (72)

tetrahedral series FCI, FCIO, FC10 2, FC1O0 are compared (see Fig. 1 and
Table II), it becomes obvious that tho CIF bond& in FCIO and FC1O2 are
abnormally long and weak. Application of the rules discussed abo've is of
no help in explaining the observed trends. However, if a simple molecular
orbital description, similar to that proposed by Spratley and Pimentel
(274) for FNO and F 20 2, is used, the data can be rationalized. Molecules
FCI, FCIO, FC10 2 , and FCIO3 can be thought of as being derived from
the combination of an F atom with the Cl, CIO, C10 2, and ClOs radicals,
respectively. This hypothetical bond formation involves a 2p electron
of the fluorine atom and the unpaired electron of the Cl-containing
radical. If according to the example of (NO)2 and (CN)2 , given by Spratley
and Pimentel (274), the unpaired electron occupies an antibonding (ii*)
orbital, the resulting bond is very weak. On the other hand, if the un-
paired electron occupies a bonding orbital the resulting bond is strong.
Since the unpaired electron in Cl and ClO occupies a bonding orbital, the
resulting Cl-F bond in FCI and FIObs, respectively, should be strong,
whereas those in FCIO and FC10 2 , derived from C1O and C102, respec-
tively, with an antibonding (7r*) electron (193), should be weak. These
predictions are in excellent agreement with the data of Table II. As a
consequence of the high electronegativity offluorine, most of the electron
density in the antibonding (7T*) orbital of C10 or C102 is transferred to the
F atom. For FCIO and FC0 2 , this results in a long and highly polar CIF
bond with a significant negative charge located on F. Since at the same
time electron density is removed from an antibonding orbital of the CIO.
part of the molecule, the bond strength of these 010 bonds is increased.
As pointed out by Chi and Andrews (47) for CICIO, there is a marked
difference in behavior between radicals with a first-row element central
atom .. d thowe with a second-row element. central atom. Owing to their
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CHLORINE OXYFLUORIDES 327

larger size and polarizability, the second-row elements facilitate a
charge transfer and the XY5 stretching frequencies usually increase
upon combination of XYx with a, halogen radical. For first-row eJement
central atoms, the corresponding frequencies usually show a slight
decrease. It should be pointed out, however, that in both cases a highly

polar and weak bond of the type F-XYn results, provided the unpaired
electron in the XY# parent radical occupies an antibonding orbital.
Supporting evidence for the above postulated charge transfer from XY,
to F was recently given by Parent and Gerry (220) for FC10 2.

In summary, three types of bonding are invoked to rationalize the
remarkable differences in Cl-F bonds encountered for chlorine fluoride
oxides. These are (a) conventional, mainly covalent bonds, (b) weak
semi-ionic 3 center-4 electron bonds, and (c) weak highly polar (p--W*),.
bonds. It must be kept in mind, however, that all these bond descriptions
are idealized extremes, used mainly for didactic reasons. The actual
bonds may contain significant contributions from more than one kind of
bonding and, as a consequence, there is little black and white, but many
shades of gray. Obviously, other bond models can also be used, so long as

* they adequately account for the experimental data. The steady increase
in our knowledge about these compounds is bound to result in significant
improvements of these rather empirical and intuitive bond models.

D. AMPNOTERIC NATURE, TENDENCY TO FORM ADDUCTS, AND
REACMTY

In many respects the chlorine oxyfluorides resemble the chlorine
fluorides. For example, they exhibit little or no self-ionization, but are
amphoteric. With strong Lewis acids or bases they can form stable
adducts. The tendency to form adducts was found (64) not to be so much
a function of the relative acidity of the parent chlorine oxyfluoride but

rather to depend on the structure of the amphoteric molecule and of that -
of the anion or the cation formed. The preferred structures are the ener-
getically favored tetrahedron and octahedron. Consequently, a trigonal
bipyramidal molecule, such as CIF3O (64), exhibits a pronounced
tendency to form either a stable pseudotetrahedral cation or a pseudo-
octahedral anion:

'-1F-Cl --

F FL
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On thu other hand, tetrahedral FC10 8 does not form an adduct with
either T ewis acids or bases (167, 209, 224):-F I +F I '
Similarly, the chemical reactivity of these two chlorine oxyfluorides
differs vastly: whereas CIF3O is extremely reactive and cannot be handled
even in a well-dried glass vacuum system, FClO 3 reacts only slowly
with water.

Ill. Specific Compounds

A. CHLORINE MONOFLUORIDE OXIDE

According to Ruff and Krug (242), F0Ol is formed during hydrolysis
of CIFs as a solid melting at -70'C to a red liquid which is unstable in the
gas phase. However, no conclusive proof for the existence of FCOl was
given, and it appears that the red color observed may have been due to
the presence of chlorine oxides. Heras and co-workers (137) have pro-
posed the formation of FC10 as an intermediate in the thermal decom-
position of FC102. More recent studies by Bougon and co-workers on the
hydrolysis of CIF3 (9, 36), by Christe on the reaction of CIF 3 with
HON0 3 (51) and on the reaction of CIF 3 O with SF4 (60), by Pilipovich I
t al. on the photochemical synthesis of CIF3O (228), and by Schack et al.

on the reaction chemistry of CIF3O (246) all point to the formation of
FCIO as an intermediate that is unstable with respect to disproportiona-
tion:

ZFCOO --- FCI0 + CIF

Attempts to stabilize the FClO formed as an intermediate by complexing
with a strong Lewis acid, such as AsF5 to give CIO'AsF,-, were also
unsuccessful. Thus the controlled hydrolysis of CIF 2+AsF8 - with
stoichiometric amounts of HpO in HF solution resulted only in the
formation of C'O 2+AsFG- (51). This is not surprising since Lewis acids
are known to catalyze such disproportionation reactions.

Recently, Cooper and co-workers (74) succeeded in obtaining direct
evidence for the existence of free FCIO in the gas phase. During a study of
the hydrolysis of excess CIFj, in a flow reactor, a novel species was ob-

served in the infrared spectrum showing a PQR band centered at 1032
om-2. The species causing this band was found to decompose at ambient

Z38
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, TABLE HII

ONSSvWD AND CALCULATZD F•UQUMCnM
Pon Tu FOIO gpzcnw.

Obad. Caled.
I6otopa Auaignment (cm-1) (om-l)

FSUCPlGO "a 1038.0 1038.S
VZ 593.5 593.9

315.2 318.0
FS7?Clea V1 1029.0 1028.9

V2 587.5 588.4
Va 315.2 313.8

FUC11sO V1 999.2 999.5
vP 593.5 592.6

S307.0 308.3
F3TCI"O 990.1 989.6

P2 587.5 587.1
"Pa 307.0 306.2

* Dta from Andrews a al. (5).

temperature with a half-life of about 25 see into FCIO2 asld CIF. If an
excess of ,20 was used in the hydrolysis, no FCIO but the expected
(9, 36) ClO was observed as the main product.

The results of Cooper st al. were confirmed by a matrix isolation study
by Andrewi and associates (5). The latter authors observed the same
species during the photolysis (2200-3600 A) of argon matrix-isolated
CIF and 0 in the temperature range 4*-1S°K. All three fundamentals
expected for a bent FCIO molecule were observed, and their assignment
to FCIO was confirmed by the measurement of the 140 and 7Cl isotopic

TABLE IV

Fonc Fraw or F0IO Amvimo A BoNDu
Axwz or 120" AxD ALL INTzAiLrIow

OoxsTA•aM~ To a3 ZWoO

c.tom :.85 mdyrA/A
1wv S.5 2J dyn/A

m 0.92 ndyn A/raed

* Data from nndr.•w•al. (5).
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shifts (Table III) and by force field computations (Table IV). For the
force field computation, an FCIO bond angle of 120' was assumed.
However, on the basis of the increased repulsion from the chlorine free

valence electron pairs (see Section II, A), we would expect this angle to
bale l c than the tetrahedral angle of 109S, but larger than that found
for ClF2 + [103.170 in CIF 2+AsF6- (181) and 95.90 in CIF 2

4 SbF 6- (88)].
The small size of the molecule, its high dipole moment, the naturally
occurring '7CI isotope, and its half-life at ambient temperature make it
ideally suited 1or a structure determination by microwave spectroscopy
in a flow syatem.

The force field reported (5) for FCIO allows some conclusions conca.- I
ing the strength of the bonds in this molecule. Comparison of the CIO.
stretchir g force constant of FCJO with those of the higher oxidation
state species listed in Table I makes the FCIO value appear surprisingly
low. However, when compared to species of similar oxidation state and

TABLE V
COMI'ARXSON 0¥ THE CIO -STRETCHING FORcE|

CONSTANTS AND BOND ORDERs OF FCIO wirn

THOSE OF RELATED PSEUDOTETRAN•EP.AL SFZCIMS

HAVING A COMPAtRABLE OXIDATION STATE

Oxidation fco Bond

Species state (indyn/A) order Ref.

0102-- +111 4.26 1.5 (266)
FCIO +111 6.85 2 (6)
C1Ot +IV 7.02 2 (161)

geometry (Table V), FCIO exhibits a value very much in line with our
expectations for a CIO double bond. The CIF bond is relatively weak,

• •,/ •,o0/ 101l__ •o
SIX) (HI)

indicating that contributions from resonance structures, such as II, a•e
significant as is also the case in the related FC10 molecule. The high
ionicity of the Cl-F bond in these two chlorine fluoride oxides has been
Sdisossed above (Section 1I, C) in terms of a (p--ff *)a bond.
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B. CHLoRINz TRIFLUORIDE OXIDZ

Chiorine trifluoride oxide,
F

F

was discovered in 1965 at Rocketdyne by Pilipovich et al. (226, 231).

However, these results were not published until 1972 owing to classifi-
cation. The same compound was independently discovered in 1970 by
Bougon and co-workers (37, 39). A minor modification of Bougon's
synthesis by Ziichner and Glemser also produced (300) CIFO. All the
data on CIFO, except for the short note by Ziichner e al., were obtained
either at Rocketdyne or at the Centre d'Etudes Nucldaires de Saclay.

Owing to its pseudotrigonal bipyramidal structure with two highly
polar CI-F bonds, CIF&O possesses only low kinetic stability. This
renders it a powerful fluorinating and oxygenating agent requiring the
use of metal or Teflon or Kel-F equipment for its handling.

1.Synlau~ia
Several synthetic routes to CIF 3O were developed at Rocketdyne

(226, 228-231, 240). One of these involves the fluorination of CI2O at
-78°C:

2F3 + C11O10 CIF90 + CIF

SF3 + CIO - CIFsO + CIFs

When no catalyst is used or if KF and NaF are present as catalysts, CIF
is the main by-product. When the more basic alkali metal fluorides,
RbF and CsF, are used, CIF, is the favored coproduct. The formation
of CIF rather than CIF is presumably associated with the more ready
formation of CIF 2- intermedie tes with RbF and CaF. Yields of ClFO
from C02O are rather variable and may be affected by the particular
alkali fluoride present. Yields of over 40% have been consistently ob-
tained and have reached over 80% using either NaF or CsF. Since NaF
does not form an adduct with CIF&O (64), stabilization of thi product by
complex formation does not seem to influence the ClFsO yields strongly.

Owing to unpredictable explosions experienced with liquid CiO,
attempts were made to circumvent the C120 isolation step. For this
purpose, the crude C010, still absorbed on the mercuric salts, was directly
fluorinated. Again, CIF3O was formed, but its yield was too low to make
this synthetic route attractive.
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332 K. 0. CHRISTE AND C. J. SCHACK

The fluorination of solid C120 to CIF 3O proceeded at temperatures
as low as -I 96'C provided the fluorine was suitably activated by methods
such as glow discharge. Unactivated fluorine did not interact with C120
at-1n96C. The relatively low yield of CIF. (1-2%) makes this modifica-
tion impractical.

The low-temperature fluorination of NaClO2 produced CIF 80 in
low yield (175, 226). However, the low yields and poor reproducibility
make this route unattractive.

The method (176, 226, 229) most suitable . Lhe piarationr of
C1F30 on a larger scale involves the fluorinatio.r. a,' chlorine nitrate at
-35°C according to:

2F& + CIONO: - CIFaO + FNOs

The main advantages of this process are (a) less fluorine is required than
in the fluorination reactions of C120 yielding C0F3 as a coprod-ict,
(b) the great difference in the volatilities of products FN0 2 and ClF3O
(A Tbp -100*C) permits an easy separation by fractional condensation,
and (c) chlorine nitrate can be made more conveniently and, most
importantly, does not appear to be hazardous in its handling. Yields of
CIF30 using CION0 2 as a starting material are somewhat higher than
those from C120.

In the fluorination of both Cl20 and CIONO2 , side reactions compete
with the actual fluorination step. These are caused by thermal decom-
position of the starting materials due to inefficient removal of the heat of
reaction. Hence, the rate of the competing reactions is markedly affected
by the reaction temperature. At reaction temperatures near or above
ambient, the decomposition of the hypochlorite appears to be favored
and little or no CIFIO is formed, resulting in rapid, rather uncontrolled
reactions. Apparently, thermal decomposition preceding the fluorination
step yields only intermediates incapable of producing CIF3O. Thus, in
order to maximize the desired fluorination reaction, long reaction times
at low temperature (T < 00C) are indicated.

A convenient laboratory method for the synthesis of CIFsO involves
UV photolysis of systems containing Cl, F, and oxygen starting materials.
At Rocketdyne (228, 230, 240), C1FAO was prepared from seven different
systems, including a direct synthesis from the elements Cl2, F1, and 02.
Bougon d al. (37, 39) obtained CIF3O in high yield from CIF8 + OF2.
The latter synthesis was modified by Ziuclmer d al. (300) by replacing
CIF2 with CIF6.

In small-scale operations, CIFsO can conveniently be purified by
oomplexing it with KF at room temperature. Impurities, such as FC10 2 ,
that do not form an adduot under these conditions can be pumped off.
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FIo. 4. Chlorine trifluoride oxide formed as a function of time and oxygen
partial pressure (PcvF, 1 10 torn).

Pure CIFsO can be obtained by vacuum pyrolysis at 500 to 70°C, whereas
compounds, such as CLF3, which form a more stable KF adduct remain
complexed (226).

A detailed kinetic study of the photolyses of the CIFS-0 2 and of the
C1--F2 -- 0 2 systems was carried out by Axworthy el al. (10). Contrary
to the original report (228), the rate of CIF 3 O formation was demonstrated
to be the same for both systems, to increase with O concentration, and
to be independent of irradiation time (Fig. 4). Furthermore, the rate of
CIF$O formation was shown to be proportional to the intensity of the
1847 A band of the Hg spectrum indicating that the dissociation of 0O
to two ground-state, 'p, oxygen atoms is the primary photochemical
process. The following mechanism was proposed which requires the
photochemical dissociation of CIFs as well:

Ar (1547,)

, CIF# Clrs + F
: ~0 + ClP•S CI.FsO

C"FsO + F2 IIFSO + F
The photolysis of CIP8 was investigated under similar conditions.

A photochemical steady state was quickly achieved, where [F3 ] - [CIF]
- 0[CF,], and a has a value of about 1 at low and of about 3 at high

i ............ .......



334 K. 0. CHRISTE AND C. J. SCHACK

pressures. These results together with the known photochemical
decomposition of OF 2 (113) explain why CIF3O can be readily generated
by the photolysis of so many different starting materials.

2. Molecular Strudure

Although the exact geometry of CIF3O has not yet been established,
its approximate structure is known from vibrational and 'OF NMR
spectroscopy. Its UV spectrum has also been reported (228).

The 'OF NMR spectrum of ClFsO was studied by several groups. A
single signal at 0 = -262 (226) or -253 (300) ppm was reported for
liquid CIFO. For the gas, a singlet at 0 - -327 ppm was observed (226).

TABLE VI

VmDIoLaXONAx SPE-CTA OF CIF3O GAS A LXqum "D

Tauz AAszw,•hx, iw Poxwr Gaoups C0.

Observed frequencies (cm-1) and relative
intensities

Gas Approximate
Solid Liquid description

IR Raman matrix IR Raman Assignment of mode

1228 '1

1224 1222 (1.5) p 1223 a 1224 (1.0) p &,(A') &'(SSl=,,O)
1218 F'
1213 1211 (0.5) p 1212 m Y1(A') v('Cl--O)
701 694 (2.6) p 6863 689 (2.7) p vi,(A') v(' 5CI-F')
684 686 sh, p 678 M &,2(A') V(37CI--F')

676 vs 652 vs 7(A') V&&(F35CIF)
666 641 v 7(A') v-.(F

3 7CIF)

499 m vs(A') sma(O'C1F')

501 500 (1) 497 sh
498 ali a'o(A') 8roch(0 3 TG1F')

491 rum 489 (1) 486 mw Y3(A') 8ti(O'C1F')
484 w vs(A') 860 -N(OSTCLF')

481) 4 82 (10) p 478 mw 466(10) u4(A') IFC1F
412 w 414 (0.2) dp 414 w 405 (0.5) sh ve(A') F-

&FCIIF out of

323 )m 319 (0.1) 323 mw 316 (0.3) p Y*(A') F OIF

313 8WCF
230 mw 224 (0.4) p 227 (1.2) p? vs(A') &FCIF in F&F

plan.

a Data from Christ. and Curtis (55).
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From nuclear relaxation time measurements, Alexandre and Rigny (3) I
were able to determine the chemical shift difference between the equa-
torial and the 2 axial fluorine atoms as 50 ± 2 ppm. They also obtained a
value of 195 Hz for the mean Cl-F coupling constant and values for the
exchange time between the fluorine atoms.

Vibrational spectroscopy (37, 55, 300) provided the best evidence for
C0F30 possessing a peeudotrigonal bipyramidal structure of symmetry
Cs, in which 2 fluorines occupy the axial and I fluorine, 1 oxygen, and a
sterically active free valence electron pair occupy the equatorial positions
(see structure III). At Rocketdyne (55), a thorough spectroscopic study
was carried out including the infrared spectra of gaseous, solid, and
matrix-isolated CIF3O and the Raman spectra of the gas and the liquid.

TABLE VI

IMMMAL FoXCE CoNSr.rs OT C1FSaO.,

,D 9.37 fri 0.26
ffx 3.16 fo 0.112 , .s4 A, 0.1s
f. 1.4 fO - -- re 0.25
ID 1.69 hv 'fo, 0.22f,, 1.87

Data from Christe and Curtis (55).
&Stretching constants in mdyn/A,

deformation constants in mdyn A/
tadiams, and stretch-bend intera~ion
constants in mdyn/radian.

The observed spectra agree well with those reported by the other groups
(37, 300), although the latter was incorrectly assigned. The best assign-
ment (55) is given in Talle VI. A normal coordinate analysis was also
carried out for CIF 3 O and a modified valence force field was computed (56)
using the observed '11I0-3C0 isotopic shifts. Table VII summarizes the
internal force constants thus obtained. The geometry of CIFsO assumed
for this computation was D(CIO) - 1.42, B(ClFe.) - 1.62, and r(CIFu,) -
1.72 A based on the known geometry of CIF3 and Robinson's correlation
between bond length and stretching frequency (236,237). In the absence

* of exact structural data, the following ideal bond angle values were
assumed: a (GC1F') - 1200 and P (OCIF) - y (F0IF') - 900. However,
increased repulsion from the free valence electron pair on chlorine andthe double-bonded oxygen should cause aome deviations from this ideal

structure (see Section II, A).
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The force constants of greatest interest are the stretching force
constants. The value of 9.37 mdyn/A obtained for fci.-o is similar to
those computed for FCIO2 and C10+ (aem Table I) indicating double-bond
character. The value of 2.34 mdyn/.A computed for the axial Cl-F
stretching force constant fr is almost identical with that of 2.34 mdyn/k,
previously calculated (63) for CIF 2-. The corresponding interaction
oonstant,frr, is also very similar for both species. The relatively low value
offr in CIF.- has previously been interpreted (63) in terms of semi-ionic
3 center-4 electron bonds. The same reasoning holds for the axial CIF
bonds of CIF$O. It should be pointed out, however, that in CIF8 O,
enhancement of the ionic character of the axial CIF bonds is due to
oxygen substitution, whereas in CIF2- it is due to the formal negative
charge. The value of 3.16 mdyn/A computed for the equatorial CIF bond
of CIF0O is considerably larger than that of the axial bonds, indicating
predominantly covalent bonding. These results are in excellent agreement
with a generalized bonding scheme discussed in Section II, C and suggest
that the overall bonding in CIF30 might be described by the foilowing
approximation. The bonding of the threc equatorial ligands (including
the free electron pair on C1 as a ligand and ignoring the second bond of
the CI--O double bond) is mainly due to a Sp2 hybrid, whereas the
bonding of the two axial CIF bonds involves mainly one delocalized
p-electron pair of the chlorine atom for the formation of a semi-ionic
3 center-4 electron pa bond.

3. Physical Properties

Chlorine trifluoride oxide is colorless as a gas or liquid and white in
the solid state. Some of its properties arc summarized in Table VIII.
The vapor pressure of the liquid can be described according to the
Rocketdyne study (226) by the equation

1680
log P(mm) - 8.433 - --'O

or, according to Bougon ed al. (31), by
1665 i

log P(mm) - 8.394 - T(-OK3

Vapor density measurements (37, 226) and mass spectroscopy .

(226, 300) were used to show that CIF8O is monomeric in the gas phase.
The relatively high boiling point and Trouton constant of CIFIO imply
its association in the liquid phase. More specific evidence about the
nature of this association was obtained from the vibrational spectra
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TABLE V

SoNS PloFPM=Za or CIF 3O

Property Value Ref.

Melting point -42" to -44.2*0 (16, 37, 226)
Boiling point 29* or 270C (37, 226)
dHtwsm 1.975 kcal mole- 1  (16)
48tusto 8.63 e.u. (16)
JHap 7 7 or 7.57 keal mole-' (37, 226)
Trouton constant 25.4 or 25.2 e.u. (37, £26)
Density(l; 20*C) 1.865 gm ml-1  (026)
JH 0

1oss(g) -36,ý. or -35.3b keal mole-o (15, 16, 269)
4Ho5 $"(l) -44.14. 9, -42.9b.6, or -38.76 kcal mole-1  (16, 152, 269)

0 Corrected for AHOff) w --65.14 kcal mole-1 (83).
b Corrected for AHolg%, sosnXHs,o) - -77.04 ktal mole-' (151).

0 Using the dHO1sb gf) values of Barberi (16) and Sinke (269) for the gas and the
above lited 4dHV 3 7.6 kWa mole-.

recorded for the liquid and the solid and from a controlled diffusion
experiment carried out for matrix-isolated CIFO. It was concluded (55)
that association appears to involve exclusively the axial fluorine atoms.
This finding agrees with the association proposed by Frey et al. (102)
for the structurally related, trigonal bipyramidal molecules SF 4 and
CPs.

The thermodynamic properties were computed with the molecular

geometry and vibrational frequencies given above assuming an ideal
gas at 1 atm pressure and using the harmonic-oscillator rigid-rotor
approximation. These properties are given for the range 0(-2O0O°K in
the Appendix (Table Al).

4. Chemical Propert4oa

Chlorine trifluoride oxide is stable at ambient temperature and can
be stored and handled in well-passivated me.al, Teflon, or Kel-F
containers without decomposition. Its thermal stability is intermediate
between that of COF2 and CIF&. When ..eated to 280-300'C in a Monel
cylinder (37, 226), or to 2000C in a stainless steel cylinder, or to 350°C in a
flow system (226), ClFO decomposes:

01FO - CIFs + jOs

It reacta rapidly with glass or quartz and, therefore, cannot be handled
insandaxdglass vacuum systems (226). It reacts with numerous materials
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causing oxidation through both fluorination and oxygenation. With
hydrogen-containing species, these reactions'may occur at quite low
temperature and with hydrocarbon type compounds are generally
explosive. However, many chlorine-, fluorine-, or oxygen-substituted
compoundn, even with lower valent central atoms, react only slowly at
ambient temperature, or not at all. Thus, no reaction was observed at
rom temperature between CIF3O and chlorine, chlorine fluorides,
chlorine oxyfluorides, and the nitrogen fluorides, FNO, FNO2 , NF,, and
WjF, j246). However, elevated temperatures or UV photolysis have re-
asited in appreciable reaction of all compounds examined. With ClO no
interaction waa detected at 2W°C, but at 2000 C the following reaction

occurred:
CIFWOO+C -+ - F + 0.50 8

Chlorine monoxide and CIFzO reacted slowly at room temperature (246):

CLFO + CaO 2-IF + M~lOt

Similarly, CIOSOzF interacts with C]F 3O (246):
CIP&O + S2CO6OaF Sa&POaF + FCOJ2 + 2CIF

and

OIWaO + C080sF - OsFs + FCIO, + CIF

All these reactions can be rationalized in terms of a reduction of ClF sO
to the unstable FCIO (see Section III, A) which readily decomposes to - -

FCMO 1 and CIF. At elevated temperature, FC10z may decompose further
to COF + 01 (24, 137, 183).

Several ivaction systems were discovered in which, in addition to
fluorination, oxygenation also occurred. These include SF, (60); NF4,
HINF2, and FzNCFO (246, 248); and MoF6 (35). In the following equa-
tions, the end products observed for the SF4-CIF3O reaction are
underlined:

CUF.O - +FCO

2F700 FC1O= + OF

SF, + CIF ----. sF&CI

54 + CF*O 8F40 + OF&

$~BF SF+ IF& a SF + CIF. -

In the MoF&-C1F5O 6ystem, both MoF* and MoFnO were formed,
followed by adduct formation. With NF,, in appreciable reaction rate
was observed only above 1000C:

34a
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CHLORINE OXYFLUORIDIS 339

CJF&O+2NtF,& - 3NF3 +FNO+CIF

In addition to these products, small amounts of NF3O were obtained.
The yield of NFsO from this reaction system could be increased to about
5% when UV irradiation was used. Higher yields of NF3 O (-70%) could
be obtained at low temperature from HNF2 and ClFgO:

CIF 3O + 2HNFI - [FCIO] + 2HF + 2NFt

2NF" +[FCIO] --- NFCI + NF*O

with the aide reactions, 2lNqFa ---- N-F---,

2[FCIO] - FCIO + CIF

CF + HNF2 - HF + NF2 CI

The reaction between difluoraminocarbonyl fluoride, F2 NCFO, and
CIFSO yielded again NFxO and CINF 2 in nearly equimolar amounts.
However, the yields were much lower (20% based on CIFsO consumed)
with NZF 4 being the main N-F containing product.

One reaction was discovered (246) in which ClFsO did not act as an
oxidizing but rather as a reducing agent. With the powerful oxidizer
PtF#, it reacte I according to

CIF&O + PtF* - CIF*O+PtF.- + 0.5Fj

The interaction of CIF3O with HF, resulting in a fluoride ion abstraction
to give the CIFIO÷ cation (38), will be discussed below. With H 2 0, an
excess of chlorine trifluoride oxide hydrolyzes (226) according to

CIF3O + H2O FCIO2 + 2HF

Mixtures of CIF3O and CIF, (225) hold promise as an o"nidizer in rocket
propulzion.

As discussed in Section II, D, the compound CIF 30 has an energetic-
ally unfavorable pseudotrigonal bipyramidal structure. Consequently, it
exhibits a pronounced tendency to form adducts with both strong Lewis
acids and bases. Adducts containing the CIF2O+ cation (see Section III, C)
were obtained (33-35, 38, 58, 64, 246, 300) with the following Lewis
"acids: BiFs, SbFs, AsF5 , PF5 , TaFs, NbFs, VF6, PtF6, UF6, MoF 4O,
SiF4, BFs, and HF. With WF4O and UFjO, no stable ionic products
were formed (35) in spite of the fact that WF4 O is a stronger Lewis acid
than MoF 4O. This is caused by the increased tendency of WF4O to enter
the following oxygen-fluorine exchange reaction:

ClFsO + MF4O - FCIOs + MFC (M W or U)
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Adducts containing the CIF 40- anion (see Section III, D) were prepared
(56, 64, 300) by reaction Of CIF30 with the Lewis bases CsF, RbF, and KF.

With the weaker bases FNO and FNO2 , it does not interact even at
-950C (64).

C. DIF•OOROOXYCHLORO0zUM(V) CATION

Compounds containing the ClFyO+ cation with the following
counterions are known: BiF 0-, SbF6-, Sb 2 F1 j-, AsF6-, PFB-, TaF 6-,
NbF '-, VF6-, P!F6- UF6-, SiF,52-, BF,-, HFr-, MoF60-, and
Mo2F 9O2 (33-35, 38, 58, 64, 246, 300).

1. Synawei8

With the exception of the PtF6 - salt which was prepared from CIFsO
and PtF6 [(246), Section III, B, 4], all the other salts were prepared by
direct combination of CIF 3O with the corresponding Lewis acid. When

the Lewis acid is a solid at the reaction temperature, or nonvolatile, it is
advisable to use either a large exceas of CIF 30 or anhydrous AF as a
solvent to avoid polyanion formation (33-35, 64).

2. Moedular Structure

The ionic nature of ClFsO. Lewis acid adducts was established by
vibrational (33-35, 38, 58, 300) and 'OF NMR (61) spectroscopy.

The NMR spectrum of CIF 2 O+AsFD- in anhydrous HF showed (61)
the characteristic quadruplet of AaF,- at 0 - 67.5 ppm in addition to a
single signal due to rapidly exchanging HF and C1F 20+. Upon acidifica-
tion of the HF solvent with AsF a, a separate signal at 0 - -272 ppm was
observed for C1F 2O+ in addition to a single signal due to HF, AsF 0-,
and AsF5. For CIF 2O+PtFa- in HF the ClF2O+ signal was also found atSfi-272 ppm. The observation of a singlet for CIF2O+ shows the mag- inetic equivalence of the 2 fluorine atoms.

The vibrational spectra were reported (33-35, 38, 58, 300) for all of
the above-listed CIF1O+ salts. In addition to the bands characteristic of
the anions, all spectra exhibited bands with frequencies and relative
intensities similar to those shown in Table IX. These are characteristic

for the C1F•O+ cation. The vibrational spectrum of ClF2O+ closely
resembles that of isoelectronic SF1O and, therefore, could be readily
assigned. The only ambiguity in the assignment existed (34, 58) for the
two deformation modes occurring in the 380-400 cm- 1 region. Recent
Raman polarization measurements (34) have shown that the 400-cm•1

band belongs most likely to v4 (A'), and the 380-cm- 1 band to vY (A').
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TABLE IX

VIBATIxONAL SPZCTRUM Or THE ClFsO+ CATION

Lamm lR Assignment Approx.
(HF solution) (solid) in point description

(cm-') (cm-l) group 0, of mode

1333(4)j" 13340 Yj v(A') 3,010Iss(~ 341322 sh jJ p 1323m J v A) tl

741 (10) p 734m I (A') PCIFs
715(1) 694s va (A) y" , lF,
612 (2 ) p 512s vs (A') & OCIFS
404 (2) p 405 m v4 (A) Swum CIFs
383(1) 383 m Yg (A") &a OCIFs

The spectroscopic evidence is consistent with the following structure
of symmetry Cs for CF 2 O+ :

(IV)

A normal ooordinate analysis wa, carried out (58) for CIF 20+ assuming
the following geometry: Bclo -, 1.41 A; rCF - 1.62 A, R(OCIF) - 1080;
and m(FCIF)- 93°. A modified velence force field was computed, and
the results are given in Table X. As can be seen from Table I, the CIO-

TABLE X

VXWPATION•F •ORaC Co.STAiN.s O1 CIFsO÷ a-b

fi 11.20
f, 3."

fo 1.85

IA 0'3.

£ Data from Oriats a* at. (58).
* Btretahh•g constants in mdyn/A and deformation

eontants in dyn A/radiant.
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styetching force constant of CIF 2 O+ exhibits a high value, implying that
the positive charge in CIF2O+ is partially -located on the oxygen atom
and that contributions from resonance structures, such as VI,

F' F
(V) (vI)

are significant. The CIF-stretching force constant of ClF2O+ is within the
range expected for a predominantly covalent CIF bond (see Table I and
discussion in Section XI, C).

3. Properties

Except for the following salts, the above-listed ClF2 O+ salts are stable,
white, crystalline solids. The UF4- selt is blue-green and of marginal

stability at ambient temperature. In HF solution or during exposure of
the solid to a laser beam, the UF6- anion is slowly oxidized by CIFO+
to UFO (33). For MoF 6 this instability of the pentavalent metal toward
oxidation to the hexavalent state is even more pronounced. When CIFO
and MoFG are combined, no stable MoF- salt is formed, but MoF, and -

MoFO are the products with the latter being capable of forming stable
adducts (35). The ClFO+PtF,- salt is a canary yellow solid (246). The
VF& and PF& adducts exhibit dissociation pressures of 2.5 and 3.5 mm,
respectively, at room temperature (33, 34). The (CIF 2O+h) SiF,2- salt
is unstable at room temperature. It reaches a dissociation pressure of

760 mm at 31 0C and its dissociation pressure can be represented (64) by
the equation

2712.3'log P(mm) - 11.8018 2712.3
T( K)

From these data, the heat of dissociation, 4H.0 - 37.24 koal mole- 1 , and
the heat of formation of the solid adduct, dHOnzgs---495.7 koal
mole-' were obtained. For the latter the literature value was corrected
by using the more precise value of -35.9 kWal mole- 1 for the heat of
formation of gaseous CIF$O (see Table VIII). The adduct melts under

* its own vapor pressure at 50.50 C (300).
Thm Raman spectrum of a solution of CIFsO in anhydrous HF shows

no bands due to CIFsO but only those of ClF&O+ in agreement with the
following ioniation scheme (38):

St
'I
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CIP.O + HF + CIFsO÷ + HF*-

However, no attempts were reported to isolate the neat solid at low
temperature and to examine its thermal stability.

The thermal stability of the adducts depends on the strength of the
Lewis &aids and decreases for the CIF 2O+ salts in the following order:
SbFs > AaFs > BF > VFG > PFs > SiF 4 > HF (33-35, 38, 64). The
C1F 5O+MoFbO- salt, when heated in vacuum to 75-80°C or when dis-
solved in anhydrous HF, is converted to ClFjO+, MosF9Oj-, and CIF0.
It was shown by Raman spectroscopy that this reaction is reversible.
Heating of these compounds to higher temperatures results in decom-
position to MoF 40 and C1O03 salts of MoF 4O (35).

The X-ray powder patterns were reported for the XF,- type (34, 64,
246) and the BF,- (64) adduct and were tentatively indexed in the
orthorhombic system.

D. TTrRArLuoUooxYCHLORaTZ(V) Amov

The existence of adducts between CIF3O and CaF (56, 64,300), RbF
(64,, and KF (64) has been reported. It was shown (56, 300) by vibra-
tional spectroscopy that these adducts are ionic and contain the CIF 4O-

1. 8Sy~iei8 an'd Prqperfi~a
Chlorine trifluoride oxide was found (64) to combine readily with the

alkali metal fluorides, CBF, RbF, or KF, at room temperature to form
white stable adducts. High conversion to the 1: 1 adduct appears to be
easiest for CF. The use ofa large excess of CIF2O, agitation, and extended
contact times are conducive to nearly complete conversions. These
alkali metal CIF40- salts have found use in the purification of CIFgO
(226). The thermal stability of the adducts decreases in the order
CW > RbF > KF. For example, the KCIF 4O Wat can be decomposed
by vacuum pyrolysis at 50-70°C (226), wherea a much higher tempera-
ture is required for the pyrolysis of C&CIF 4O.

2. olec~ar Shucture

The ionic nature of these adducts and the structure of the CaFO-
anion were etabliahed by vibrational spectroscopy (56, 3W0). It was
shown (66) that the observed vibrational spectrum (Table XI) is con-

Ssistent with the following structure of symmetry Ce,:
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(VII)

TABLE XI

VIAZ.ATZONAL Spzc=aA or Rb÷CIF 40- A"D Cs+CIFaO- Am>
Tnicm AswoNrmzN"•

Observed frequencies (:a-T) and relative
intensities- IA sg m n

Rb+CIF40- CO÷CLF40- for XZF&
in point

IR Raman IB Raman group I4Y Type of vibration

1216s 1211(0.6) 1201s 1203(0.8) Ai vi vXZ
462 w 461 (10) 457 w 456(10) VI y•m in.phame XF4
339 2 [350)' 339 s [345]' VP 8m out.of-plane

XF4
350 (4.3) 345 (4) B1 v4 aym out-of-phase

XF4
V& •u•-Y out-of-plane

XF4
283 vw 285 (0.4) 280 vw 283 40.4) BI v& 8,YM in-phae XF4
6001 890(0.1) 6001 594 (0.2) E V? .AAY. XF,
5owl v 557(0.4) 580 w 564(0.3)
41b 416(14) 415 416(1.4)

3 395 (0.1) 396) 397 (0.1) . 8ZXF
213 (0.6) 204 (0.7) r ym in.plane XF4

'Dats from Christ. and Curtis (66).
bCalculated frequency.

A normal coordinate analysis was carried out (56) for ClF40- assuming
the following geometry: D(CIO) - 1.42 A; r(CIF) - 1.75 A; and all bond
angles are 90*. The internal force constants obtained are listed in Table
XII. Comparison with the stretching force constants of cther chlorine
fluorides oxides (see Table I) shows that the CIO bond in C0F40- has
full double-bond character, but that the CIF bond iW a rather weak
semi-ionic 3 oenter-4 electron bond. This implies that the formal negative
charge in CIF&O- is distributed almost exclusively over the four fluorine
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TABLE XUI

FoAM OoremmNw or 01F40- ",b

! ' 9.13
Ir 1.70 /',o 0.29
4 1.23. / .. 0.08
/, 0.61 f,* 0.15
/, 0.25 3 rr -0.15
P'rt 0.04

'Data from Christe and Ourtis
, (66).

b Stretohing force 'cnstmts in
mdyn/A and defornmation force con.
:tants in mdyn A/radian$.

* Uganda. Resonance structures of the following type can be used to
describe this effect:

1 F FT rTFi;o.

o 0
(VIII) (IX)

E. Omoani: PmTrruwomRzM OxwZ

The synthesis of CIF60 was claimed in 1972 by Ziichner and Glemser
(300) by UV photolysis of a mixture of CIF6 and OF, in a nickel vessel

fitted with a sapphire window. Although the authors failed to isolate
& pure product, they "identified" CIF&O in the product mixture by

negative-ion mas spectroscopy and "IF NMR spectroscopy. However,
the following properties attributed to CIFsO do not agree with the

genera trends observed for the remaining chlorine fluorides and

oxyfluorides: (a) low volatility at -78°C, (b) a i'F NMR resonance
between -146 and -103 ppm relative to CFCI,, and (c) exchange broad-
ening in the NMR spectrum even at -76-C. For CIF&O, we would
expect (a) & volatility comparable to that of CIF, (227) or SF. (279),
(b) an averaged "F NMR chemical shift of about -390 ppm (61), and
(c) the absence of intramolecular exchange owing to chlorine having its
maximum ooordination number and no free valence electron pair, and
owing to the lack of a plausible exchange mechanism.

Attempts to duplicate Ztchner and Glemeer's experiment (300) at
t Rocketdyne and the Centre d'Etudes Nuoleaires de Saclay did not result

0
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346 K. 0. CKRXSTE AND C. J. SCYLACK 6

in any evidence for CIF&O. In the Rocketdyne study, the progress of the
CIFs-OFs photolysis in the temperature range -78' to 30*C, using both
unfiltered and Pyrex-filtered UV radiation, was continuously monitored
by gas chromatography. At the end of an experiment, the products were
also separated by fractional condensation in a Teflon-stainless steel
vacuum system and were characterized by vibrational spectroscopy. It
was shown that in the CIF.-OF5 system, when exposed to unfiltered LV
radiation, CIF& rapidly decomposes to CIF3 and Ff and, therefore, yields
only the same products obtainable from the photolysis of CIFs-OF2
mixtures, i.e., mainly CIFsO.

The IF NMR spectrum observed by Zuchner and Glemser (300)
might be rationalized in terms of a rapidly exchanging mixture of CIF&
and CIFsO as was pointed out to us by Dr. Bougon. To verify this, we
have recorded the NMR spectra of CIF&-CIFO mixtures over the
temperature range 40° to -102*C. It was found that mixtures of pure CIF3
and CIFO yield separate signals for C0F3 (at about ý - -118 and -10
ppm) and CIF 30 (at about -269 ppm) over the whole temperature range
studied. However, upon addition of about 5 mole% of HF, one single
signal is observed for all three species with a chemical shift corresponding
to the averaged chemical shifts of the three components. The tempera-
ture dependence of these spectra is similar to that reported by Ztichner
and Glemser (300). At 40 *C the signal was rather broad, became narrower
with decreasing temperature, but broadened below -60°C and shifted
to higher field. At -102'C a new and relatively narrow signal appeared
gignificantly shifted upfield. The observed shifts and temperature
dependence of these spectra are strongly dependent on the exact
composition of the mixture.

The only remaining piece of evidence presented (300) for CIF&O was
the presence of a low-intensity fragment due to CIF 4O- in the negative
ion mass spectrum of the crude reaction product. However, this fragment
might be attributed to a recombination process in the mas spectrometer
since a 52% peak was also reported for F2 - which can form only by
recombination. Furthermore, negative-ion spectra frequently show
species of higher mass than that of the parent molecule due to attachment
of other atoms or groups (28), as was recently also demonstrated for
BrF6, of which the negative-ion spectrum shows a rather intense BrF-
fragment (194). In agreement with the preceding NMR interpretation,
the observed (300) negative-ion mas spectrum is best ascribed to a
mixture of CIFjO, CIFg, FCPO,, sad some CIF,, with several higher mass
peaks and F,- being due to recombination in the spectrometer.

Based on the cited evidene At appears unlikely that ZtUchner and
Glemser (300) had indeed observed CIF&O.
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F. CuO,•UYL FLUORID3

Chloryl fluoride,

T

0

was first obtained in 1942 by Schmitz and Schumacher (256) by the
low-temperature fluorination of C102 with Ft. The compound itself has
not been studied very intensively although it is the most frequently
encountered reaction product in systems involving reactions of chlorine
mono-, tri-, or pentafluorides with oxides or hydroxides. Its structure
can be derived from a tetrahedron with a free valence electron pair of
chlorine occupying one of the four corners. Compared to FC1O0, this
structure is less symmetric, kinetically less stable, and contains a highly
polar, long (p---*)a (see Section II, C) bond. Therefore at moderate
temperatures, FCOlO is far more reactivw than FCO1O in spite of its lower
oxidation state.

In our experience (70), FCpO, is most conveniently prepared by
combining NaCIO, with an about equimolar amount of CIF, at -196°C
in a stainless steel cylinder and holding the mixture at room temperature
for a day. Chloryl fluoride (bp - -6°C) is thus obtained in high yield and
can be separated frora the by-products 02, Cl, (bp - -33.8°C), and
unreacted. CIFs (bp - 11.750C) either by fractional distillation or by
repeat,-d fractional condensation through a series of traps maintained
at -95*, -112*, and -1260C. This procedure is safe and does not involve
the handling of any shock-sensitive materials. It is based on the previous
reports by Engelbrecht and Atzwanger (92) and Smith and co-workers

(270) that gaseous CIFs reacts with KCIO3 to give FC1O0 in high yield.
The substitution of KCIO, by NaCIO, is significant since the product NaF
does not form an adduct with CIFj, whereas KF does. This decreases
by 600% the amount of CIF, required for the reaction. By analcay withthe known KCI0s + BrFs reaction (296), the idealized stoiehiometry of

the abover ea•tio .is

6 NaOa + 40F& -- NF + 2C1 + SO, + GFCIO
The use of lreger than stoichiometric amounts of CIF is advisable to
avoid the possible formation of shock-sensitive chlorine oxides.

35J1
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Woolf's original method (296) involved the use of KCI03 and BrFs,
according to

6KC]0 3 + IOBrF3 -- + 6KBrF4 + 2Brs + 30j + 6FCI00

Although the yield of FCIOp is high, it is very difficult to obtain pure
colorless FC102 by this method. When KCO13 is replaced by KCI04
(285), FC10s is obtained in 97% yield:

3KCI04 + 5BrFa ----- , 3KT3rF 4 + Brs + 302 + 3FCIO,

The product purification problem foi this system is analogous to that
encountered for the KCIO,-BrFs system. Direct fluorination of KCIOS
with F2 (31, 89, 92, 265) is not synthetically useful for preparing FCIO2,,
since the main product is always FC1Os. The interaction of HOSOF
with KCIOs was reported (99) to produce F010, in 30% yield. However,
a study of this system carried out at Monsanto (198) failed to produce
PC100, probably owing to formation of chloryl fluorosulfate.

An alternative route to FC100 involves the fluorination of chlorine
oxides. The resulting FClO2 is usually very pure but the handling of the
shock-sensitive chlorine oxides renders these methods unattractive,
particularly for the production of larger amounts of material. The
original synthesis of FCIO, by Schmitz and Schumacher in 1942 (256)
involved direct fluorination of C102. When F, was added at -800C to a
quartz vessel containing CIO,, followed by slow warm-up to 200C,
FC1O0 was formed in a moderate reaction. The most favorable conditions
were a reaction time of 2 min, a reaction temperature of 00C, and the
use of a mixture consisting of 25.6 mm ClO , 54.0 mm Fs, and 540.7 mm
air. The reaction was found to be homogeneous and bimolecular (12).
Modifications of this reaction involve passing gaseous F, through liquid
CIO, at -50' to -55 0 C (264) or, preferably, using CFC13 as a solvent at
-78-C (162, 254). Chlorine dioxide can also be fluorinated to FCIO by

Spassing C102 diluted with N2 at room tempe ,ature over AgF2 or CoFs
or by passing C1O2 through liquid BrFs at 301C (255).

The fluorination of chlorine oxides other than C102 also produces
FCOIO,. Thus, FCIO, was obtained in yields of up to 75% by fluorination
of ClO, with F2 between 22' and 48°C (7, 8). The high yield of F010s
coupled with the absence of FCIO indicates that the primary step is the
deoomposition of ClO to 2C10 + 02 followed by the fluorination of

SCIO, to FCIO,. Similarly, the reaction between C1,20 and FNO,, when
carried out in CFC13 solution at 0*C, produces FCIO, in addition to
NOf+CIO,- (255). Chloryl fluoride is also formed during the fluorination
of C120, at -40°C with BrFs or BrF6 (294) or with HF (252). During
thermal decomposition of C0107 in the presence of F, at 100-120'C
in quartz or Pyrex, FC10 is formed in addition to FC00 and CIF (98).
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CHLORINE OXYFLUORIDES 349

The risk of explosions is somewhat reduced in the CIO2-AgF 2 reaction
when the CIO is replaced by the less dangerous C120. The yield of
FC1O0 was 35% (117, 182). Similarly, C01O can be fluorinated at -78*C
with either CIF (51),

2C1,O + CIF - FC]Og + 2Xs
or CIF&O (246),

CI0O + CIFO - FCIO, + 2CIF

Oxygenation of a chlorine fluoride, if possible, would be more
attractive than fluorination of the shock-sensitive chlorine oxides. A
process for FCIO, has been claimed by Faust d al. (97) furnishing FCIO,
in about 50% yield by simply heating a mixture of CIF and O, to
80°-90oC. However, attempts in our laboratory (70) to verify this syn-

* thesis failed. It appears, that the FCIO observed by Faust d al. (97)
in their experiments was due to hydrolysis of CIF (9, 36, 70).

* Numerous reactions have been reported in which FC1O0 is formed as a
product. Most of these involve the interaction between a chlorine
fluoride or oxyfluoride with an oxide or hydroxide. The oxidation state
of the chlorine fluoride is not important since +1, +111, and +V com-
pounds all yield FC1O0 owing to the tendency of the lower oxyfluorides,
such as FCIO, to disproportionate. The presence of excess chlorine fluor-
ide is important to avoid formation of chlorine oxides. The following
equations are typical examples for these types of reactions:

501F + 2H&O b 4HF + FCIOa + 2Cls (9, 56)

"" + 2CIF K +-2H-O - 4HF + FCIO + CIF (9, 36)
Olr6 + 2H0 - 4HF + FC1Os (227)

CISO + HkO --- 2HF + FCIOg (226)

201F& + 2HONO& 2HF + FCIOs + CIF + 2FNOs (61)

CIF& + .HONOt -- 2HF + FC1O0 + 2FNOg (51)

C1Fo + 20o0801F - 5,O&F, + FCIO, + 2CIF
CtFoO + CIOSOxF - SO.Fz + VOcz + CIFI F

OCIFs + 300Fs --- 2CF 4 + FCIOs + CF3OCI (188)
S , + UOFs - UF.+FCIOs +CIF (171,179,263)

kS + TeeO - TeFsCI + M(O, + 3C0s (168)

2. MAokcuw S•y an
The exact structure of 110O, was determined by Parent and Gerry

(21Y, 220) wig microwave spectroscopy. The molecule was shown to
have C5 symmetry with the following internuclear parameters:
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r(fi) VC r(0-F)
1.4s8 ±0.002o l•697 ±•0003 A

0

_. (oc10) 4 (FCIO)
115.62±0.05" 101.72±0.03"

(x~l)

Values were also reported for the rotational constants, centrifugal
distortion constants, and the chlorine nuclear quadrulole coupling
constants of the three isotopic species "'F3&Cl0 2 , OF"CP'lOz, and
'F 3 5 C1'01601. The molecular dipole moment was found to be 1.722 +
0.03 D.

The pyramidal structure ofsymmetryC, for FCIO 2 was also confirmed
by vibrational spectroscopy. E. A. Smith ed al. (271) and Arvia and

Aymonino (6) reported the infrared spectrum of the gas. D. F. Smith
e al. (270) studied the infrared spectrum of the gas, measured the
'%CI-.' 7C] and 160-SO isotopic shifts, recorded the Raman spectrum of
the liquid, and carried out a normal coordinate analysis. The-observed
frequencies and their assignment are summarized in Table XIII.

Andrews and co-workers have recently reported (5) _Cl37C] and
110-1O isotopic shifts for the infrared spectrum of argon matrix- ' ,
isolated FCIO2 . Tantot (282) has studied in his thesis work the infrared
and Raman spectra of the gas, the Raman spectrum of the neat liquid
and of HF solutions, and the infrared and Raman spectra of the solid.

Force fields for FOb2 were computed by D. F. Smith et al. (270),
Robinson ed al. (238), So and Chau (272), and Tantot (282). The force
fields computed by Smith ef al. (270), So and Chau (272), and Tantot
(282) agree relatively well for the two stretching force constants, suggest-
ing values of about 9.0 and 2.5 mdyn/A for fcio and fciF, respectively.
Except for Tantot's computation (282) which did not give plausible
values for the deformation constants (f. >fg), estimates that signifi-
cantly deviate from the actual (220) geometry of FClO2 were used for
these computations. Since the deformation constants are more likely
to be angle-dependent, a recomputation using the exact geometry and
the observed (270) isotopic shifts is desirable.

Mean square amplitudes of vibration were calculated by Baran (14)
based on the frequencies and estimated geometry reported by Smith
ed al. (270). The UV absorption spectrum of FC1O2 was studied by Sicre
and Schumacher (264) and Pilipovich ed al. (228). From a mass spectro-
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soopic study of FCO13 (82) and using a value of 57 kcal mole-' for the
Cl-O bond energy, the electron affinity of FCl0 2 was estimated to
be >•2.7 eV.

The 19F NMR spectrum of liquid FCIO 2 at -80°C was recorded by
Carter et at. (43) and Christe ed al. (61) and consisted of a single peak at
S- -328 or -315 ppm, respectively. A signal at • -- 332 ppm was
tentatively assigned by Alexakos and Cornwell (2) to gaseous FC1O0.

The weak and highly polar Cl-F bond in FCIO can be rationalized in
terms of either a (p---n*)o bond (see Section II, C) or a simple valence
bond model (66) resulting in a resonance hybrid of the following canonical
forms: FClO. " F- + ClO+. It has been discussed in detail by
Parent and Gerry (220), by Carter et al. (43), and in Section II, C of this
review.

3. Physical Prapertie

Chloryl fluoride is colorless as a gas and liquid, and white as a solid.
It is stable under normal conditions and some of its physical properties
are summarized in Table X.IV. Although precise measurements of some i

TABLE XIV

Somu PROIEaTME OF FPOOS

Property Value Ref.

Melting point -115* or -123.00 0.4'C (15, 16, 256)
Boiling point - -6'0 (256)
AH•,do 1.440 kcal mole-1  (15, 10)
4 8fam-n 9.60 e.u. (15, 16)

SHQ.p It.? kcal mole-' (256)
Trouton constiat 23.2 e.u. (256)
&[Of se (g) -8.1 ± 2.5 kcal mole-' (15, 16)
Dipole moment (g) 1.722 ± 0.03 D (220)

* Correotc I for IHoierts) - -- 5.14 kcal mole-1 (83).

of its spectroscopic properties have recently been undertaken (220, 282),
most of its physical properties are either still unknown or were deter-
mined (256) at a time when corrosion-resistant metal-Teflon vacuum
systems were not yet available. It was shown by vibrational spectroscopy
(282) that solid FC1O: between -263*C and its melting point exists only
in one phase. Neutron diffraction data obtained for this phase at-I 98°C
(282) were tentatively indexed based on a monoclinic unit cell with
a - 8.7, b -6.2, c - 4.7 A, f1 96*, and Z 4, similar to that of CMF,.
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Tantot et al. (190, 282, 283) also studied association effects in the liquid
phase using vibrational spectroscopy, pulse '9 F NMR spectroscopy, and
oonductometric measurements. They suggest a dipolar dynamic inter-
action resulting in short-lived associated forms and, possibly, a short-
range local order observable on a vibrational but not on an NMR time
scale. The specific conductivity of FC10 2 in the temperature range
-120* to 2300 varies according to Martin and Tantot (190) from 1.2 to
3.12 pS cm-1 (-10-6 ohm-Zom-1 ). The observed conductivity was taken
as evidence for self-ionization:

2FCJOx • CIOt+ + C10F&-

However, more conclusive evidence is required in view of the reluctance
of FCO12 tv form C10 2F2- anions (see Section III, F, 4) and of its known i
reactivity which renders the preparation and handling of very pure
FC10 2 quite difficult. The vapor pressure of FCIO 2 as a function of the
temperature was measured by Schumacher et al. (8,256), pnd is listed in
Table XV. It can be described by the equation log P(mm) 8.23 -

TABLE XV

VAroit Paftzuus or CmoLYL FLUOR•DE

"C --78 -65.5 -55 -45.5 -38 -30.2 -23.8 -17.2 -9.7 -6.3
rmm of Hg 8.8 25.2 55.9 103.8 161.4 244 338 459 645 740

[1412/T(*K)]. Several thermodynamic properties of F0102 have been
estimated by Rips et al. (235) by means of correlation increments using
only the boiling point of the substance. Whereas the correct boiling point
of FC10 2 was used, its structure was erroneously assumed to be that of the
hypofluorite F-O-CI--O.

4. Chemical Properties

Chloryl fluoride is stable at ambient temperature in well-passivated
and dry containers. Its thermal decomposition in quartz was studied by
Schumacher ed al. (24, 137). It reaches a measurable rate only above
300T0. The decomposition reaction is monomolecular and its rate is
preasure-dependent. The activation energy was calculated to be
45 ± 2 kcal mole-' and the rate constant was determined as k. - 2.3 x
1018 x 10u-a600'4.&T geo-•. The following decomposition mechanism was
proposed:
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FC102 FC10 + C
O+FCIO1 0 FCIO+CO

2FCIO - 2CIF+Os

Iowever, based on our present knowledge about FCIO (see Section
MI, A), a more likely decomposition mode for FCIO in the above mech-
anism would be

2FC1O b CIF + FC:O,

The thermal decomposition of FCIO2 in Monel was studied by Macheteau
and Gillardeau (183). Decomposition to COF and 02 was observed at
1000C (2.5% in 144 hr) and 2000C (10% in 235 hr), but a temperature
>,250'C was required for rate measurements. It was found that the
decomposition is of first ordo'r and monomolecular at temperatures up
to 2850C. At 3000C the reation becomes second-order. The calculated
rate constants and half-life times are summarized in Table XVI. The

TABLE XVI

THEx.&x DECcoPosrrioN or FOl1 2 IN MONXLA

Initial Average rata
Temp. press. of constant

(MC) FC102 (rmm) (sec-) Half.life

250 52 6.8 x 10-, 20 hr
250 101 8.5 x 10-6 22 hr 30 min
270 52 1.8 x 10-5 10 hr 30 min
285 52 2.8 x 10-1 6 hr 40 ain

*Data from Macheteau and Gillardeau (183).

average activation energy between 2500 and 285'C was found to be

23.7 keal mole-1. The results at temperatures >300'C agree with those
Sreported by Schumacher et al. (137) for the quartz reactor. Glass is only

slowly attacked by FC10 2 at room temperature, but traces of HF or H2 0
catalyze the reaction (90, 265). Chloryl fluoride reacts with water (9, 36)
and oinhydrous nitric acid (51) according to

d2FC1Oa + H&O - 21F + 2102 + JosI and

IFCOIO + 2RONO, - 2EF + 2C10 2 + NO#O + j0L

Both reactions are relatively slow and do not go to completion in several
hours at room temperature (9, 36, 61). In addition, some of the ClOz
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formed can decompose to Cl2 and 02 and the nascent oxygen can oxidize
FCIO 2 to FCIO, which is resistant to hydrolysis:

FCIOt + 0 - FCIO1

These results differ from the previous report by Schmeisser and Fink
(255) that the reaction between FCO12 and HONOg proceeds at -30*C
according to (46)

2FC10t + 2HONO *----- . NOXC10 4 6- CIO + NO* + 2HF

The statement made in Gmelin (122) and attributed to Bode and Klesper
(31) that FC1O0 hydrolyzes to FCIO, and H2, is obviously incorrect.
Hydrolysis of FC1O, with base (253, 264, 296) proceeds as follows:

FCIO + 20H- --- + CIO- + F- + HSO

Traces of H20 in FCO0, gene:'ate a red-brown color (256) which is
probably due to C102. With NH 3 it ignites at -78°C and the end products
are NH14 1C and NH 4F (99). The observation of a weak band at 1052 cm- 1

in the Raman spectra of F0O02 in dilute HF solutions in addition to
strong bands due to FCIO,, was interpreted (283) in terms of the
equilibrium: I

HF -: FCIOt . C1OS+ + HFI~

With HCI, chloryl fluoride reacts (255) at -11OOC acccrding to

HCI + FCIOI - HF + CIO: + IC12

With the stronger rcducing agent HBr, it reacts explosively at -11 0°C
(99). With HOSOF, at -78"C (99) it forms the stable C10, JSOF,

FCIO2 + HOSOaF I HF + CJOaOSOgF

but with HOSO CI at -90'C, only the decomposition products of the

analogous C10 2 S0 20CI, i.e., SO8, C102. and C12, are obtained. With
anhydrous HOC101, the following reaction occurs (87, 252):

FCIO, + HOCIOs ---- * HF + C102OCIOS

Sulfur trioxide, at -100 C in CFCI solution, undergoes an insertion
reaction to yield the orange solid (mp - 270C) CIOOSOtF (254). The
same compound was also obtained (296) in the absence of a solvent:

FC1O, + SO --- CIO*OBOsF

With the strong reducing agent SO , chloryl fluc-ide reacts exploaively
at -40VC (99). When FOIO, and 1,0 are combined at -1960C, then
wwined to -500 to -200C, 120& is dissolved with formation of 02, IF5,
C102, C0,0,, and C1207 (294).
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Chloryl fluoride is a fluorinating agent and a moderately strong
oxidizer. Thus it can fluorinate AsF3 to the pentafluoride (294):

VFCIO1 + AaF3 - COs+AsFs- + 2CIOI

Sulfur tetrafluoride is oxidized by FC10 2 at 50°-300'C to yield a mixture
of SFg, SF 40, aaiO SF. 2O (4). Similarly, NSF 4 is fluorinated at 30°C to
give a mixture to NF&, FNO2 , and FNO (223). Uranium tetrafluoride
can be oxidized by FC10 2 to UF6 and UF6, the latter step requiring a
reaction temperature between 500 and 150VC (27). Metal chlorides are
converted by FCIO2 into metal fluorides, most of which can form C1OI+-
containing salts when an excess of FCI0 2 is used. Typical examples are
SbClI, SnCl, and TiC]4 which are converted to ClO 2+SbF,-, (ClOz+)2-
SnF0

1 , and (CIOl+)2TiF6-, respectively. Aluminum trichloride is
converted to AIF& (99, 255). Oxides, such as 1206 (see above), SiO2,
SbO0, and B2 03 can be converted by FCIO2 at -10"C to SiF4, ClOt+-
SbF.-, and ClO2+BF 4-, respectively (87). At 50°-100oC, U02 F1 reacts
only slowly with FCIO0, but at 1500C with contact dimes of 30 rain, UF6,
C12, and 02 are formed (178, 179) according to z

4FC1O + UOtF3  - UF. + 2Ci + 502

Only one reaction was reported in which F0IO2 was oxidized from the
penta- to the heptavalent state (49, 52, 69). The powerful oxidizer PtF,6
was required to obtain the following reaction:

2FC1O, + 2PtF4 -. CIFIO&+PtFe- + CIO&+PtFc- ' ..

* Chloryl fluoride was converted to CIF3O by UV-photolysis of systems
containing mixtures such as FCIO2-F,, FCIO,-CIF, FCiO2-CIFs, and
FCI02-CIF6 (228, 240). These reactions probably do not involve a direct
oxygen-fluorine exchange in FCO12 , since CIFO can be synthesized by
the same technique either directly from the three elements or from CIF&
and oxygen (228).

Chloryl fluoride, like most of the other known chlorine fluorides and
oxyfluorides, xwsseses amphoteric character. Owing to its weak and
polar (p--w*)a CI-F bond (see Section II, ), it exhibits a much stronger

7 tendency to form adducts with Lewis acids than with Lewis bases. The
adducts with Lewis acids result in salts containing ClOp+ cations, and
those with bases result in CIOF2- salts. Both ions are discussed in detail
in Sections IU, G and H, respectively.

G. CaWoYL CA2zox

Although the chloryl cation does not contain a ClF bond and,
therefore, in a strict sense does not belong to the family of the chlorine
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fluoride oxides, it was included in this review since it is a true derivative
of FCIO.

The existence of FCIO, adducts with BF2, AsFs, PF&, SbF1 , SiF 4,
SO,, and TaF, was first reported in 1954 by Schmeisaer and Ebenh6oh
(87, 25*) and Woolf (296). In 1957, Schmeisser and Fink obtained
(99, 255) adducts with TiF4 and SnFA. In 1958, Clark and Emeleus
described (73) the existence of a VF6 adduct, more recently Christe
(62) obtained a PtF& and IrFs adduct, and Yeats and Aubke (298a)
prepared C10+ [AsF6(SO.F)]- from CIOSOF and AsF&.

In a previous review (253) the adducts of FCIO, with the stronger
Lewis acids, such as AsF or SbF&, were considered to be ionic and to
contain ClO÷ cations. However, the corresponding BF3 and PF,
adducts were assumed to be molecular adducts. In 1968, Carter d al. (44)
reported evidence for the existence of solvated C1O2+ ions in HSOsF
solution. Since then, vibrational spectroscopy has successfully been used
to establish the ionic nature of solid Cl02+AsF,- (43, 66), ClO,+BF,-
v•36, 155, 157), ClOt+SbF47-.xSbF3 (42, 43, 155, 157), CI02÷CIO4- (221),

ClO,+PtF6-, and C00+IrFg- (52).

1. Sysntea and Propeieu

Salts containing the C102+ cation can be prepared either by direct
combination of FCIO, with the corresponding perfluorinated Lewis acid
with (254) or without a solvent (43, 66, 73, 155, 209, 296), by the inter-
action of FCIO, with oxides (87), chlorides (99, 255), and lower (294) or
higher (52) oxidation state fluorides, or by interaction of the perfluorin-
ated Lewis acid with chlorine oxides (210, 247). The latter reactions,
however, produce nonvolatile XF3O as a by-product:

SObO + SXF& --- 2••dOXFg- + XF&O + 4CI (X As. 8b)

5C2sO + 78bF, SC1O&*Sb&Fis- + UbFnO + 4CR.

5C0,, + 5SbF& --- 4CaOsSbF.- + 28bFsO + jins
5IOt + 14SbF& - 4CK0+8bF 1 6 M- + 2SbFOO + jais
a.sOs + Z9bFs ChO 'SBbFe- + 8bF&O + Fy103

* Uf the above approaches, the direct combination of FC1Os with the
corresponding Lewis &cid is generally the most convenient. It yields well-
defined products, except for cases, such as SbFs (210) or Tal, (296),
where polyanion formation is possible. From the FCIOr-SbFs system,
depending on the ratio of the starting materials and the reaction
conditions, only C1O,+SbFI-, C1O•+SbsFs-, or a mixture of the two but
no C10+Sb.Fl1 -, were obtained (210). However, single crystals of
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358 K. 0. CHRISTE AND C. J. SCHACK

ClO 4Sb 2F&j- have been obtained by Edwards and Sills (88a) by the
interaction of CIF,+SbF6- soldtions with glass.

The FC1O2 adducts are generally white solids, except for the yellow
PtF&- and IrF, salts (52) and for FCIOt, SO5 which was reported to
be a red-to-pale yellow low-melting solid (296). The properties of the
latter compound indicate that in the liquid phase it may exist, by
analogy with Cites (221), in its covalent form, i.e., OCIOSO2F. The
ionicity of chloryl fluorosulfate was also discussed (298) in a paper
dealing with the liquid range of fluorosulfates. The literature reports on
the thermal stability of the ClOt+ salts are rather sketchy. In addition to
the data given in Table IV of Schmeisser's review (253), stability data
were published only for the BF 8 and the SbF5 adducts. The FCI0 2 - BF&
adduct reeihes a dissociation pressure of I atm at 44. 1°C (66), whereas
CIOsSbF,- (mp - 220-225MC) and C]0t+Sb$F1gs (mp - 50-53*C) are
stable up to 300° and 200'C, respectively (209). The PtF.- and IrF- salts
of ClO,+ are stable at room temperature (52). It should be pointed out
that Table IV of Schmeisser (253) implies that the thermal stability of
the PFg- salt is higher than that of the BF4. However, for related
cations the reverse is true, and It appears that the data cited might be
inaccurate.

X-Ray powder diffraction data have been reported for CIO, 4 AsF-
(66) and for ClOg*SbF,- and CI0,+Sb&F1*- (209). All the ClO,+ salts
react violently with organic compounds and water. With atronger Lewis
bases, such as NO, NOE, CINO, (99, 255), FNO, and FNO, (51, 68), the
following type of displacement reactions can be carried out:

C10*+AsF6- + NOS - NO#A&aFs- + C1O5

C1O,+.AGn- + CINOt - NOs+AaFs- + CIO, + MCts

CO1,+PtF- + FNOS --- NO 5+PtF- + FCIO,

2. Molecular Strudcur

The CIOt+ cation has been well characterized by vibrational spectro-
scopy (42, 43, 66, 155, 157). Characteristic frequencies and intensities for
CIOft+ are summarized in Table XVItb The observed C ICI-asCI isotopic
Chifte were usred to calculate the bond angle of CbOs+. It was shown that
the cation is sharply bent and that the bond angle approximates 1200 (66,
155). Force constants were computed as a function of the ClO,+ bond
angle (66, 155) and the preferred met of constants is included in Table

XVII. The value of 8.96 mdyn/& obtained (66) for the C1O-stretching
force constant of C1Oj+ demoustrates that the CI0 bond has double-
bond character (see Table I).
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TABLE XVIU

CMAJcCTZsrc F ZQUXXCIK A" INTY.iA FoacX
OONasTATSm or C1Os+

Obed. freq. (cm-1) and
intensities Amignment in point

I.R Razn group Ca.

1296.4 m 1296.4 (1) Ys(B 1 ) P 0C12 I
1282.6 mw - v3(B1) Waa 37C1 O0
1043.7 mw 1044.4 (10) Yj(Aj) V. '100.
1038.3 w 1039.1 (4) vi(Ai) ve 37C0O2
521.0 m 621.3 (3) Y,(Ai) 8 30102
517 aft 2 (A1 ) 8 57010s

8.9 -8.9 0.06 mdyn/A
1, -0-.45 ± 0.13 mdyn/I
f,, 0.24 + 0.13 mdyn/A

- 0.82 ± 0.03 mdyn/A

Taken for C1O 3+AsFs- from Christel aat. (66).
bCalculated for 1c OCIO = 1200.

These conclusions concerning the structure of C00+ were recently
confirmed by Edwards and Sills (88a) who carried out a crystal structure
determination for Cl02+Sb,F 1 1-. They found the C1lO+ ion to be V-
shaped, with an O-CI-O angle of 122° and a mean C0-O bond length of
1.31 A.

H. DmuoaoAwz(V) AnoN

The existence of difluorochlorates of sodium, potassium, and barium
was reported in 1965 by Mitra (195). However, this claim was met by
skepticism since the reported synthesis involved the use of 40% aqueous
hydrofluoric acid. In a subsequent paper (196), Mitra withdrew his claim.
In 1969, Huggins and Fox reported (141, 142) the synthesis of CsCIF2O0
from C&F and FClOs, and a subsequent spectroscopic study by Christe
and Curtis showed (U4) that the vibrational spectrum of the adduct is
consistent with a CIFO a &anion of symmetry Ct.

S1. Symaeais and Properta

The synthesis of C&CIF202 can be readily achieved by the interaction
of dry OWF with excees FCiO, at room temperature (141, 142). In the
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original work (141, 142), activated CsF was used which was obtained by
vacuum pyrolysis of the CsF-hexafluoroacetone complex. The conver-
sion of QaF to CsCJFtO 2 was 87%. When ordinary CsF (dried by fusion in
a platinum crucible and powdered) was used (54), the conversion of CsF
to CsCIFtO2 was 73%.

The CsCIF 2 0s adduct is a white solid, stable at 250C. Vacuum pyroly-
sis at 80°-1000 C yields CsF and FCIOj (142), demonstrating that the
formation reaction is reversible. It fumes in moist air and reacts explo-
sively with water (142). Controlled hydrolysis (54) proceeds according to

M3F03- + HgO - Cb0s- + 2HF

2. Stwjrute

The nature of the CsCIF0tO adduct was established (54) by vibrational
spectroscopy. The observed spectra were consistent with a CIF,02-
anion possessing the following structure of symmetry Ct:

F -i

The observed bands and their assignments are summarized in Table
XVIII. A normal coordinate analysis was carried out (54) for ClFOi-
assuming the following geometry: R(CIO) - 1.43 A, r(CIF) - 1.79 A,
a(LOCIO) - 120°, P(/_OCIF) - 90°, and (Z/FCIF) - 180'. The actual bond
angles are expected to deviate slightly from this ideal geometry owing to
increased repulsion from the free valence electron pair on Cl (see Section
II, A). The internal force constants of CIF,0t- are summarized in
Table XIX. As can be seen from Table I and the general discussion in
Section II, C, the CIO bonds in CIF 207 have double-bond character and
the CIF bonds are as expected, semi-ionic 3 center-4 electron bonds. The
polarity of the latter is increased further by the formal negative charge
and the high degree of oxygen substitution. The combination of these
effects results in the lowest CIF-stretching force constant value found to
date for any CIF bond. As demonstrated for several other oxyfluoride
ta&qoi (see Section III, D), the negative charge in ClFO- resides wainly
on t e ligands having the highest electronegativity, i.e., on the fluorine,
and not on the oxygen atoms.
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TABLE XVUII
VxmuATIONAz SpzCTmx oF Cs+CIFtOt- A"D

Ihs AmBOxN"

Obed. freq. (cm-1) and
intensitie Assignment Approx.

for XOsF2 in description
IR Raman point group C:v of vibration

1221 (0.8) va(Bg) P,(XOs)
(1076 (1O)

1070a (1076 vi(Ai) 06(XOs)

11056
59 m 559 (1.2) Ys(Ai) 89(X0 2 )
510 vs, br V6(B 1 ) vP(XFs)

480 (1), br vs(A2)?
363 (10) Y2(Ai) VX(XFS)330-370 m 337 (8) P 7(Bi), v,(Bs) Srmck, S
198 (0.7) Y4(A1) %(XFs)

LData from Christ. and Curtis (54).

TABLE XIX

FoLCE CoNsTA2n Or CIF 202- 4..

IR 8.3 f, 1.2
IRX 0.1 fool 0.57
Av 1.6 foo 0.1
f, -0.1I fr -,fr, 0.3
A 1.95

a Data from Christe and Curtis
(54).

b Stretching force conetants in
mdyn/A, deformation constwits in
mdyn A/radian2, and stretch-bend
interactions in mdyn/radian.

I. CaLoRiNE Tamvuoam DIOXIDE

A compound having the empirical oomposition (CIF,02 )% was
reported in 1962 by Streng and Grosse (128, 276, 278). It was obtained
by the interaction of either Cis, CIF, or HC1 with 0 2 F2 between -154TC
and -143TC or by UV photolysis of CIFs and O mixtures at -78 0 C. Both
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methods produced the same product, a violet unstable solid, which
irreversibly decomposed above -78 0C. In a subsequent study of the
infrared and visible spectra of these products, Gardiner and Turner
(108, 109) proposed the structure F 2CIOOF for the violet compound.
However, both the synthetic and the spectroscopic studies are not
convincing and further work is required to establish the composition and
structure of this violet species.

A well-defined and characterized compound, having the composition
CIF30t. and showing no resemblance to Streng and Grosse's violet

compound, was reported in 1972 by Christe (50). This work is an excellent
example for the perfection of handling techniques for extremely reactive
oxidizers. Thus the physical, chemical, and spectroscopic properties of
CIFOx and of its CIF1O2 + adducts were determined from a total of
2.2 mmol of material. The fact that CIF30 2 as a powerful oxidizer is
readily reduced to FCIO 2 which cannot be removed from CIF0,0 by
simple fractionation (see below), rendered the handling of this compound
puarticlarly difficult.

1. SynThesis and Properties

The synthesis of CIF,0 2 is best described by the following reaction
sequence:

2FC710 + 2PtP* - CIFOsPtF.- + CIOt+PtFr-

Several side reactions compete with this reaction and the yield of
ClF2O,+ varies greatly with slight changes in the reaction conditions
(52, 68). The CIFsO is then displaced from its CIF 2O2 + salt according
to

C1FsO,+PtFs- + CIO,+PtFc- + 2FNOs . 2NOz+PtF6- + CFFxO + FOOS1

Chloryl fluoride is slightly less volatile than CIF 30 2, and, therefore, most
of it can be removed from CIF 3 0 2 by fractional condensation in a A

-1120 C trap. The remaining FClOt, however, has to be removed by
complexing with BF,:

7IFO + FC10, + 2BFa ---- CIFO+BF4- + CIO+BF4-

Since ClFO,+BF4 - is stable (69) at 20PC, whereas ClO,+BF4- is not (66),
the latter can be pumped away at 200 C. The resulting pure ClF2OD+BFj-
is then treated with an excess of FNO, and the evolved CIFO, and
unreacted FNOz are readily separated by fractional condensation
through a series of -126* and -196OC traps:

ClFPO0+BFB- + F3O0 --- NO+BF4- + CIF01O

3Y2

( )
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The overall yield of pure ClFO, based on the PtF0 used in step I was
found to be about 10 mole%.

Pure CIF 30 2 is colorless as a gas or liquid and white as a solid. Some
of its measured (68) physical properties are summarized in Table XX.
Near its melting point the vapor pressure above liquid CIF 3 01 was found
to be reproducibly lower than expected from the vapor pressure curve
given in Table XX. This indicates that close to the melting point some
ordering effect occurs in the liquid.

Thb measured vapor density of CIF 30 2 indicates that no appreciable
association occurs in the gas phase. Its relatively low boiling point and
Trouton constant imply little association in the liquid phase. This

prediction is confirmed by the vibrational spectra of the liquid and the
neat solid which exhibit only minor frequency shifts when compared to

TABLE XX

S8oz PROPaTsrZ or C0FO•2

Propety Vnlue

Melting point -81.2 0C
Boiling point -21.580C

41H1,. 6.57 kcal mole-,
Trouton constant 22.13 e.u.

Vapor preaure Log Ptnrn) = 7.719 - •
• T (K)

'Data from Chriate sand Wilson (68).

the spectra of the gas and the matrix-isolated solid. This finding is
some., 'at surprising since both CIF& (102) and CIF30 (55, 226) show a
pronounced tendency to associate in the liquid and solid state through
bridges involving the axial fluorine atoms.

The thermodynamic properties were computed with the molecular
geometry and vibrational frequencies given below assuming an ideal gas
at I atm pressure and using the harmonic-oscillator rigid-rotor approxi-
mation. These properties are given for the range 00-2000*K in the
Appendix (Table All).

Chlorine trifluoride dioxide resembles chlorine fluorides and oxy-
fluorides in its corrosive and oxidizing properties. It, must be handled in
systems consisting of corrosion-resistant metals, Teflon, or sapphire. It

i appears to be marginally stable in a well-passivated system at ambient
temperature. It is a strong oxidative fluorinator as evidenced by its

373.
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tendency to fluorinate metal surfaces to metal fluorides with FCO12

formation. It reacts explosively with organic materials and care must be
taken to avoid such combinations. The hydrolysis of CIF30 2 was not
quantitatively studied; however, on one occasion a slight leak in an
infrared gas cell containing CIF,0 2 resulted in the formation of FCIOs
and HF indicating the following reaction.

CMFaOs + HsO - FCIOt + 2HF

Chlorine trifluoride dioxide forms stable adducts with strong Lewis
acids, such as BF2 . AsF6, or PtF5 (49, 68, 69). These adducts have ionic
structures containing the CIF 20+ cation (see Section III, I, 2). The high
stability of these adducts can be explained by the change from the
energetically unfavorable trigonal-bipyramidal structure of CIF302 to
the more favorable tetrahedral CIF 2 O•2 configuration (see Section II, D).
Contrary to CIF, (295), but by analogy with CIFO (64), it does not form
stable adducts with FNO or FNO2 at temperatures as low as -78CC.
This was demonstrated by the various displacement reactions where
CIF30 and unreacted FNO or FN0 2 could be readily removed from the
reactor at -78oC. Wi %h the stronger base, CsF, it did not form a stable
adduct but decomposed to FCOl 2 and F 2 . However, only relatively small
amounts of C1F30 2 we re available for the complex formation study with
CsF, and the possibility of preparing salts such as Cs+CIF 40O- under more

favorable reaction conditions cannot entircly be ruled out.

2. Molecular Strudure

Vibrational (57) and 'OF NMR (68) spectroscopy were used to estab-
lish for CIF&O2 the following structure of symmetry C2, which according
to semi-empirical linear combination of atomic orbitals-molecular
orbitals (LCAO-MO) self-consistent field (SCF) calculations (239) is
most stable:

F

F_ O
( %*0
F

The OF NMR spectrum of liquid CIFsO, was measured in the
temperature range -20' to -80NC. It showed at all temperatures onepartially resolved sigwd centered at -413 ppm below the external

standard CFCh. The observed signal is in excellent agreement with an
AB, pattern with J/v3O -- 1.0 and J4 - 443 Hz. The low chemical shift
of -413 ppm for CIFOz is in excellent agreement with a heptavalent
chlorine fluoride, and the fluorine-fluorine coupling constant of 443 Hz

374.
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observed for CF 30 2 is similar to that of 421 Hz observed for the struc-
turally related CIF 3 (61). Additional support for the above structure was
derived from the fact that the B2 part of the AB 2 pattern occurs downfield
from %he A part as expected for the axial fluorine atoms in a trigonal
bipyramidal arrangement (120, 200).

The infrared spectra of gaseous, solid, and matrix-isolated CIF 3 02
and the Raman spectra of gaseous and liquid CIF 302 were reported (57)
and are summarized in Table XXI. The observed data are in excellent

TABLE XXI

V11RATIONAL SPZCTRuX oP CIF&OS AND IT& AssIGNMzNT IN PoiNr Goaour Cg2

Assignment
for CIF302

in point
UB (am-,) Ba (cm-i) group C29 Approx. description of mode

1093 a 1093 (4) p Al Yj Sym ClOs str
683 m 683 (10) p v2 CIF'4 str
519 w 520 (8) p v3 C10 2 scissor
487 vw 487 (6) p Y4 Sym FaClF.1 str
287 w 285 (1) Y6 FxCIF" scissor in CIFS plane

(417)b 402 (0+) As vY Torsion

695 va BI Y7 Antisym FssCIFaz str
592a 586(0+) VS Cl•O wag
372 w V9 Antisym F.4CIFas5 def in CiFS plane

1327 ve 1320 (0+) Ba vo .Antisym C10 str
531m 530(1) Yu ClOs rock
S222(1) Yia F.,&..i scisor out ofC1Fa plane

Data from Christe and Curtia (57).
'Observed only for solid ClF$02.
"e Below frequency range of spectrometer used.

agreement with the preceding model (XIII) of symmetry CIV. A normal
coordinate analysis was carried out for C1F30 2 assuming the following
geometry: D(CIO) - 1.40 A, R(CIFeq) - 1.62 A, r(CIF,.) - 1.72 A,
&(OCIO) - 130°, Pi(F*,CIFax) - S(OCIF..) = 900, and y(OC1Feq) - 115',
based on the observed geometries of CIFs and FCIOs and a correlation
between CIO bond length and stretching frequency. The deviation of the
OCIO bond angle from the ideal 1200 was estimated by comparison with
the known geometries of SF 4 0 and FC]Ot, The force constants thus
obtained are summarized in Table XXII. The value of the CIO-stretohing
force constant (9.23 mdyn/A) is in excellent agreement with that of
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TABLE XXII

IN•rNAL FoRcz CONSTANTs OF CIFsOg .. b

fD 9.23 fD 0.09
fR- 3.35 f1, infr,. -0.10
f, -2.70 f, - -f,,. = 0.25
f. 1.41 fi, - 0.61
f -1.40 f,, M -h',, -0. 16
fI, =1.33 f, - -f, - -0.34
f, 1.L30 f,, = -0. 7

fAD - -0.09 1, M -0.30
f- --0.04 fit - -0.37

- Data from Christe and Curtis (57).
5 Stretching constants in mdyn/A, defornm. ¶,

tion constants in mdyn A/radian', and stretch-
bend interaction constants in mdyn/radian.

9.37 mdyn/A found for CIFPO (55) and the general valence force field

values of 9.07 and 8.96 mdyn/A reported for FClOJ (270) and CIO,+, (66)
respectively. The values of the CIF-stretching force constants are
comparable to those previously reported for the related pseudotrigonal
bipyramidal molecules CIF3 (102) and CIF30 (55) tnd are summarized in
Table XXIII. In all three molecules, the stretching force constant of the
equatorial CIF bond is significantly higher than that of the two axial
bonds, although their relative difference decreases with increasing
oxidation state of the central atom. The difference in bond strength
between equatorial and axial bonds implies significant contributions
from semi-ionic 3 center-4 electron bonds to the axial CIF bonds. This
bonding scheme has been discussed in detail for the related pseudo-
trigonal bipyramidal CIF27 anion in Section II, C.

TABLE XXIII

CIF STR-TCHING FORCE CONSTANTs oF CIF30 2 CoMPAra TO THSE
or PSUt•rOTRo•XNAL BFYiLUIDAL C1FsO. CIF,, CIFS-, AND CIFO-

Compound fh (mdyn/A) f, (rndyn/A) f,, (mdyn/A) (s-f-)Ia Ref. R

ClF? 4.2 2.7 0.36 0.36 (102)
CIF8O 3.2 2.3 0.26 0.26 (65)
CIFMO. 3.4 2.7 -0.04 0.19 (67)
CIFs- - 2.4 0.17 - (63)
CIFsO- - 1.6 -0.1 - (64)
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Inspection of Table XXIII also reveals that the value offr does not
depend exclusively on the oxidation state of the central atom. Obviously,
formal negative charges (as in the anions) and increasing oxygen
substitution facilitate the formation of semi-ionic bonds and, hence,
counteract the influence of the oxidation state of the central atom. It is
interesting to note that the relative contribution from semi-ionic bonding
(see Section II, C) to the axial CIF bonds [ - (fR -f,-)/fi] decreases from
CIF to CIF&O and CIF0 2O (see Table XXIII). This can be attributed to
the decreasing electron density around the central atom with increasing
oxidation state, thus making it more difficult to release electron density

to the axial fluorine ligands as required for the formation of semi-ionic
bonds.

The bonding in CIFsO might be described by the following approxi-
mation (53). The bonding of the three equatorial ligands, ignoring the
second bond of the CI---O double bond, is mainly due to an sp2 hybrid,
whereas the bonding of the two axial CIF bonds involves one delocalized
p-electron pair of the chlorine atom for the formation of a semi-ionic
3 oenter-4 electron pa bond.

J. D)ILuoOROPzRcnLoRYL CATION --

The existence of the CIOgF2+ cation in the form of its PtF6- salt was
reported in 1972 by Christe (49). In a subsequent paper (69), a full n
account was given of the synthesis and properties of the PtFG-, AsFs-,
and BF 4- salts of ClOtF 2 +.

1. Syinathi and Propertiea

It was found (52) that PtF6 and FCIO, when combined at -196°C
and allowed to warm up olowly to 250C, interacted according to

2FCIOs+ 2PtFs - CIOzFs+PtFs- + CIO,*PtF6-

The yield of CIO 2F.+ was not 50% as expected from the foregoing
equation, but generally about 25% owing to the competing reaction

2FC1Ot + IPtF. -•b 21OPt.4- + F,

In some of the experiments, small amounts of CIFG+PtFa- or CIF1 and
FC1O0 were observed, depending on the exact reaction conditions. The
formation of some FCIO& is not surprising since it is known that FCIO2
readily interacts with nascent oxygen to yield FCIO, (9, 36, 51).

Attempts to suppress the competing reaction by changing the
reaction conditions (rapid warm-up from -1960 to -78°C and completior,
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of the reaction at -78CC) resulted on one occasion in an entirely different
course for the reaction:

6FCIO + 6PtFg - 5CIOPtF"- + CIFFPtFrA- + O

Further modification of the reaction coniditions (rapid warm-up of the
FCIOr-PtFs mixture from -1960 to either --78a or 250C and completion
of the reaction at 25°C) did not produce detectable amounts of either
Cl0 2F,÷ or ClFO+PtF@-, but only Cl02+PtFa- and CIF6, F 2, and 02.
This indicates that the nature of the reaction products is more influenced
by the warm-up rate of the starting materials from -196' to about -78°C
than by the final reaction temperature. Slow warm-up favors the
formation of C0OlF,+, whereas rapid warm-up yields CIF 6÷ or CIF 5 and
F& (52).

The BFj- and AsFJ- salts were prepared (69) as follows:

C]02+PtF$- + CIOsF,÷PtFc- + 2FNO, -- FCIO + CIF8 Os + 2NOPvF,-

Unreacted FN0 2 and some of the FC,02 could be separated frow CIF30 2
by fractional condensation. The remaining FCOIO was separated from
CIF302 by complexing with BF 3. Since the resulting ClO,+BF4- has a
dissociation pressure (66) of 182 mm at 22.10C while C00 2F2+BF,- is
stable, the former salt could be readily removed by pumping at 200C.
Conversion of C0O0F 2 +BFC- to the corresponding AsF6 - salt was
accomplished through displacement of BF 4 - by the stronger Lewis acid
AsF,,:

CIOaFa tBF4- + AIF -+ CIOsF.÷A.Fs- + BFs

All three salts, ClOF2+PtF6-, C0l2F2+AsFj-, and ClO 2F,+BFj-, are
solids, stable at 250C, and react violently with water or organic materials.
The PtF0 - compound is canary yellow, whereas those of AsF.- and
BFj- are white.

Che salts dissolve in anhydrous HF without decomposing. They are
crystallinic in the solid state, and the X-ray powder diffraction patterns
of CIOtF,+BFj- and Cl02F,+AsFs- have been reported (69). The pattern
of the former was tentatively indexed on the basis of an orthorhombic
unit cell with a - 5.45, b - 7.23, and c - 13.00 A. Assuming four
molecules per unit cell and neglecting contributions from the highly
charged central atoms to the volume, a plausible average volume of
18 As per F or 0 atom was obtained.

The thermal stability of Cb0F2+BF4- is higher than that of
CIO0+BF4- (66), ClFg+BFj- (259), or other similar salts. The pronounced
"tendency of CIF30 to form stable adducta with Lewis acids is in good
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agreement with the correlations between the stability of an adduct and
the structure of the parent molecule and its ions (see Section II, D). Thus,
tetrahedral CIO 2F2 + (see below) should be energetically much more
favorable than trigonal bipyramidal CIFAOt..

2. Molecular Structure

The structure of C0 2 Fs+ salts was established :y 'OF NMR and
vibrational spectroscopy (69).

In the 19 F NMR spectrum of CIF 2O2+PtFG- in anhydrous HF, a
broad singlet at -310 ppm relative to external CFC13 was tentatively
assigned (61) to CIFO2÷Q . Subsequent studies (69) of CIF 202+BF,- and
ClF 20 2+AsF$- confirmed the original assignment. The spectrum of
C1F 20+BF4- in HF showed a strong temperature dependence. At 30°C
it consisted of a single peak at 185 ppm relative to external CFCI,. With
decreasing temperature the peak at first became broader and then
separated at about 00C into three signals at -301 (CI0 2 F 2+), 146 (BF4-),
and 194 ppm (HF) which became narrower with further decrease in
temperature. The observed peak area ratio of approximately 2:1 for the
146., and -301-ppm signals confirmed their assignment to BF,- and
C10 2F2+, respectively, and proved the ionic nature of the CIF0 2 " BF?
adduct in HF solution. A

The spectrum of CIF 20Q+AsF 6- in HF (which was acidified with

AsF?) consisted of two resonances at -307 (Cl0 2 F,+) and 105 ppm (HF,
AsF6 , AsF0 -), respectively. Rapid exchange among HF, AsF6, and
AsF- preempted the measurement of the ClOF 2 + to AsF6- peak area
ratio (69).

The vibrational spectra of the BFf-, AsF 6-, and PtF6 - salts of'
CJ02F2+ were recorded for both the solids and HF solutionc (69). It was
shown that all three salts are ionic containing, in addition to the anions,
a common cation. The vibration&! spectrum of this cation closely
resembled that of S0 2 F2 indicating a pseudotetrahedral structure of
symmetry C2 .. The observed frequencies together with the stretching
force constants obtained from CI isotopic shifts are listed in Table XXIV.
Inspection of Table I shows that ClOFF+ possesses the highest value
known for a CIO-stretching force constant. This is not surprising, since
the central atom in CIOF2+ has a high oxidation state (+VII), highly
electronegative ligands, and a formal positive charge (cation). The
influence of these factors on fcso was discussed in 6eation IU, C. By
analogy with CIFO+ (58), the only other known _species exhibiting a

/c~o value of similar magnitude, contributions from the resonance
structure,
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TABLE XXIV

0O&jaaxa FRzQuzNCzES, APPROXXMATz
Dvacax1.ioN or MODs, AZM MOST IMPORTANT

Iuz-*.a FoLcz COjsTANn COxPuTED
To FIT THZ OB•EmV=D 35CI AND 3TCI ISOTOPIC
SHirrs aND AsSUMxNo Two DxrymzNT BoND

ANoizs or CIOF 5 +

Oba. freq. Approx. deacrip.
Assignment (ore-) tion of mode

Al YJ 1241 'aya•(CIOa)
V2 756 Y.ym(CIFs)
V& 'U14 8,sm(CI02)
V4 390 &ym(C1Fs)

As V6 390 T
BI v4 1479 vYym(C1Og)

V7 530 Sto*(ClO)
B2  YS 830 vu~m(CIFI)

V2 514 8 rock(CIFI)

L-OCIO, L-FCIF, dog

124.96 114, 105
fD (mdyn/A)

(ClO) 12.20 12.04
fpD (mdyn/A) -0.46 -0.66
Ifi (mdyn/A)

(CIF) 4.40 4.53
fii (mdyn/A) -0.32 0.03

a Data from Chriate•t al. (69).

might be invoked to explain the high fco value. The value of the CIF-
stretching force constant (4.46 mdyn/A) falls within the range expected
for t predominantly covalent (.F bond in a cation having a Central atom
with a +VII oxidation state.
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K. PIAECLORYL FLuOIDz

Perchioryl fluoride,

0

(XVI)
the acyl fluoride of perchloric acid, was first obtained by Bode and
KWesper in 1951 (30) by the action ofF 2 on KCO13 at -40*C, but believed
to be C102OF. In 1952 it was prepared by Engelbrecht and Atzwanger
(91) by electrolysis of N•OO4 in anhydrous HF and was correctly
identified. In the mid-fifties it became commercially available from
Pennaalt Chemical Corporation and can be purchased in research
quantities from Ozark Mahoning Company. Owing to its remarkably
low reactivity and high specific impulse (see Section III, K, 5), it received
oonsiderable interest as a rocket propellant oxidizer, resulting in a rather
thorough study of its properties. Unfortunately, its high vapor pressure
(53 atm at To - 95*C) ad coefficient of expansion rendered it inferior
to other oxidizer candidates. Owing to its relative inertness (it hydrolyzes
only slowly in water), it has found use as a fluorinating agent in organic
chemistry. In addition to the general reviews, listed in the Introduction,
and brief reviews in Japanese (205) and Chinese (48), reviews that are

* dovoted exclusively to FCI0 have been published by Pennsalt (222),
"Gall (106), and Khutoretakii et a. (158). The inertness of FC1O, is due to
its energetically favorable pseudotetrahedral configuration, its highly
covalent and strong Cl-F bond (see Section II, C), and its extremely
small dipole moment of 0.023 D. Combined, these properties give it a high
kinetic stability in spite of its low thermodynamic stability (4H%2.g89-
-5.7 koal mole-1 ).

Perchloryl fluoride can be prepared by electrolysis of a saturated

solution of NaC10 in anhydrous HF with a current efficiency of 10%
(191,92).

Fluorination of solid KCIO& by F. (30, 31) produces FCIO$, FClOj,
CW, C,0a, Cla, and 0 (89, 92). The yields of FClO1 were about 45%
based an the Fa used (92). When the fluorination was carried out beloW
-20 0 , yields of ]FPO, as high as 60% were obtained (265). The fluori-
nation of NaC1O, with F, can also be carried out in aqueous solution at
25°-75*C resulting ia a 50% yield of FCPlO (299; see also 125). Replace-
ment of F2 by other fluorinating agents, such as CIF&, BrFs, or SbF&,
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gives mainly FC10 2 and ClO and only low yields of FC1O3 (92). Purification
of crude FCIOs by washing of the products condensible at -196°C with
an alkaline Na 2S20 solution produces material containing less than 1.5%
of impurities (92).

The thermal decomposition of C1107 at 100*C in the presence of F2
produces a mixture of FCO13 and FCIO2 in a yield of about 75% (98).
Similarly, the fluorination of either C1206 or C1207 with SbF5 produces
FCIOb in high yield (210) according to

CItOs + 2SbF& -- + C1Oa+SbF 6 - + SbFaO + F0108

and

C010? + RSbF& - SbFaO'(SbF&)8-. + 2FC00 3

The fluorination of N0 2 CI0 4 by CIF 3 at room temperature results in the
formation of FC1O0 and smaller amounts of FCIO2 , C102, and CINO2 (25).
Perchloryl fluoride is also formed by the interaction of FC1O2 with
nascent oxygen (9, 36, 51) and in the reaction of gaseous CIF3 with U0 2,
U 3 011, and U0 3 (149) ind with U0 2F2 (263), or by the reaction of
CIF 2+BiFs- with metal oxides (78). Xenon dioxide tetrafluoride, XeO2F4,
is capable of oxidizing either CIF2 or CIF, to FC0b, (143). Almost quanti-

0
tative yields of FCO1s and R ((F can be obtained by the alkali metal

fluoride-catalyzed decomposition of the corresponding RfCF2 OCI03 at
flightly elevated temperatures (249).

The most convenient and commercially attractive methods for
preparing FC1O0 involve the fluorination of perchlorates. Heating of
KCIO4 to 70-120°C in an excess of SbF5 produces FC1O3 in 50% yield
(90). The yield of FC108 can be increased to 90% and the reaction
temperature can be lowered to 20R-50°C, when a mixture of HF-SbF5 is
used (292,293). Slightly lower yields were obtained when the HF solvent
was replaced by AsFs, IF,, or BrFs.

Most of the commercial processes are based on the use of HOSO2F.
This method was proposed in 1956 by Barth-Wehrenalp (20). Evolution
of FCOsO starts at 50°C and goes to completion at 85V-110°C. The yields
of FClOs vary from 50 to 80% (20, 22, 162, 163) and, if neoesary, the
HOSOF can be regenerated (22). If desired, the reaction can be carried
out in glass apparatus. The influence of certain additives on the yield of
FCIO, was studied (81). The addition of 5 to 25% of SbFs to the HOSOIF
increaaes the yield of FCIOb to 90% and higher but hinders the regenera-
tion of HOSOtF. The addition of HF-BF, increases the FC1O0 yield to
85% but requires elevated pressure. Zinc, aluminum, silver, and lead
fluorides were found to decrease the yield of FCOlO.
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40 UThe highest yield of perchloryl fluoride (97%) was achieved with a
mixture of fluorosulfonic acid and SbF6 as fluorinating medium.
Potassium, sodium, lithium, magnesium, barium, calcium, and silver
perchlorates and perchloric acid itself undergo the reaction. Commercial
reagents are used and their additional purification is not necessary;
unlike all the previous methods the preparation of perchloryl fluoride by
this method can be carried out at room temperature. At high temperature
(100°-135'C) the reaction time is 1-10 min in all, which allows the process
to be carried out continuously in a packed column. The purity of product
obtained after the usual purification reaches 98% and over; air and
carbon dioxide are present as trace impurities (23).

The exact mechanism of the reaction between ClO,- and superacids
has as yet not been established, although numerous comments on it
were published (19, 21, 167, 253, 292, 297). Based on our present under-
standing of superacid chemistry (67, 118, 216) and of the complex
formation of FCl0 (see Section III, K, 4), a mechanism involving CIO$"
as an intermediate is very unlikely. Furthermore, the high yields of
FClO: (up to 97%) would be surprising in view of the expected instability
of ClO+. In our opinion, other mechanisms, such as the one shown,
involving protonated perchloric acid (166) are more plausible:

4HF + 28bF, - 2HsF+ + 2SbF.-

2HKF+ + C04- - HsOCIOs÷ + 2HF

HIOCJO2+ + HF - FCIOa + HO+

CIO4- + 3HF + 2SbF& -+ FCIO0 + HsO+ + 2SbFo-

2. Moletdar Structure

The structural parameters of FCIOs were determined by Clark,
Beagley, and Cruickshank (72) by gas-phase electron diffraction. The
molecule has symmetry Cs, and the following bond angles and distances:

F r(CI-F)

r ( OaOF )

•i ~~103"0° (c1 -o)

f ~115.1e

0 0
(XVII)
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Owing to its small dipole moment, FCIO3 exhibits only a very weak
microwave spectrum (171, 173). Since only theJ - 4 --) 5, K - 3 and the
J - 6 --.- 7, K - 3 and K - 6 transitions were observed, a complete
structure determination was not possible. However, the estimated
geometry and dipole moment axe in good agreement with the exact
values measured by other methods. Table XXV lists the frequency
values and constants that were obtained. The rotational constants, B 0,
are in good agreement with the values obtained from the high-resolution
infrared spectrum (184) of the 549- and 589-cm-1 fundamentals.

The dipole moment of FC103 was determined by dielectric relaxation

measurements (192) as 0.023 ± 0.003 D and from the J,, 12 transition
in & resonant cavity at 126196 MHz (101) as 0.025 ± 0.003 D. This low
dipole moment indicates that the electronegativity of F and the CIO$

TABLE XXV

FEZQUZNCY VA.LUS AND CONSTANTS FOR PERCHLORYL FLUOJIDZ

Transitions and
oonstnats F35C10 8 (MHz) F3 7 C103 (MHz)

J m 4 -5, K 3 52585.97 0.05 52560.4 ±0.3
J = 6 -. 7, K = 3 73619.40 + 0.05 73583.94 - 0.05
J- 6--b7, K -6 73018.72 ±0.05
Bo 5258.692 ± 0.005 5256.149 ± 0.005
Dj 0.0014 + 0.0002
DJK 0.0018 + 0.0003
*qQ -19.2 0.5 -15.4 ± 1.5 -6 1

group are comparable, thus resulting in a high degree of covalency for
the Cl-F bond.

The 'F NMR spectrum of FCJOs, according to Brownstein (41)
consists of a partially resolved quartet (JcIF - 310 Hz) of equal intensity
at • -- 241.5 ppm. The lack of rapid quadrupole relaxation indicates a
highly symmetric electric field around the central atom in good agreement
with the small dipole moment oiserved for FCIO, (see above). The
temperature dependence of the 'OF NMR spectrum of FCIO 3 was studied
by Bacon dS at. (13). An expression for the line broadening was derived,
and a value of 1.0 kcal mole-I was obtained for the activation energy of
molecular reorientation. A value of 278 ± 5 Hz was calculated for J35cu'.
According to Agahigian ,L ed. (1), the "'F resonance of FCIO, occurs at
4 - -287 ppm, but measurements in our laboratory indicate that this
value is inaccurate. A value of# - -252.9 ± 2 ppm was found by ua for
liquid FCIO, at -120°C. The 26Cl and "'F NMR spin-lattice relaxation
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times and rotational diffusion in liquid FCIO.J were measured by Maryott
di at. (96, 191) using pulse techniques.

The mass spectrum of FCIOs was measured (82, 138, 234). The
vortical ionization potential and the F--ClOs bond dissociation energy
were found to be 13.6 + 0.2 eV and -60 kcal mole- 1 , respectively. The
average CIO bond dissociation energy and the heat of formation were
estimated (82) to be 60 and -5.8 koal mole- 1 , respectively.

The UV absorption spectrum of FCIOs was reported by Sicre and
Schumacher (264) and Pilipovich e al. (228).

The vibrational spectrum of FCIO, has boen well characterized. The
infrared spectrum was thoroughly analyzed by Lide and Mann (174) and

TABLE XXVI

V=a"-novAL SP20oUM or G(szovs FCIOg AD ITs
AsawamuxT ro Porwr Gxov7 C•,

jIfarareds wn
Aznagnum~it (om-i) (am-i)

As W' sl-m 1OO stretch 1061 4 1062.8, 1060.9c vs, p

OIF streth 717 a, 707m 71.8. 706.6 s,p
s, sym OlOa deform. 549 w 48.8 m. p

Z VA &q=' ClOs stec 1315 Vs 1314 w

WS aym CIO& deform. 589 m 573 w
V' rocki 405 w 414 w

Datas from Lide and Mann (174).
* Data from Cla#Aoen and Appelman (71).
SSplitting. are due to CI and 870I isotopes.

two of the fundamentals (ay and s,) were studied at high resolution by

Madden and Benedict (184). The Raman spectra of the liquid and of the
gas were reported by Powell d al. (233) and Dunlap d al. (85) and by
Claaaen and Appelman (71), respectively. The observed fundamentals
together with their assignment %re summarized in Table XXVI and are
in excellent agreement with a molecule of symmetry 8,o. The infrared
spectrum of FCIO. has also been reported by Engelbrecht d al. (92),
Peunsalt (222), Smith d al. (271), and Karelin el al. (154). A correlation
of CO-sittching frequencies (236) and force constants with bond
lengths aud bond orders was given by Robinson (237); however, his
plots and assumptions must be thoroughly updated before being used.
Absolute infrared intensities were reported for FClO,, by Kharitonov
of at. (167). Quantum mechanical studies of the atomic, bond, and
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molecular polarizabilities were carried out by Nagarajan and Redmon
(204). Numerous force fields (107, 140, 154, 157, 201, 204, 245, 273) were
computed for FC1O0, but owing to the lack of sufficient experimental
data, no unique solution was obtained. Values of about 9.4 and 3.9
mdyn/A for the CIO- and the CIF-stretching force constants, respectively,
appear to us most reasonable. Mean square amplitudes of vibration of
FCIO, were calculated by MUller e al. (201, 203) and Nagarajan and
Redmon (204). Miuller et al. (201) have also computed the Coriolis zeta
constants for FC10s; however, their values differ significantly from those
given by, Hoskins (140). Molecular reorientation in liquid FCI0, was
studied by Sunder and co-workers (279a) using Raman spectroscopy.

The high-resolution photoelectron spectrum of FCIO was studied by
DeKock et al. (80). The results from this study, including ab initio SCF
MO calculations of the e)lctronic structures, are summarized in Tables
XXVII and XXVIII. These calculations indicate considerable partici-
pation by 3d orbitals of the Cl atom, although they tend to overestimate
the importance of 3d orbitals in bonding by correcting for some inade-

TABLE XXVII

IONIZATION DATA FOR PERCULORYL FLUORIDe.b

Band Adiabatic Vertical Vibrational Vibrational Orbital
No. i.p. (eV) i.p. (eV) spacing (cm-1) auignment asignment

1 13.04 (l) - 370 (40) Yj or v4 6bs
13,57 (2) - 475 (60) Y3 2&2

2 14.85 (l) 15.181 (6) 340 (16) ,4 6bi
15.181 (6) 15.307 (6) 1025 (30) 11 llal

3 16.676 (5) 16.676 (5) 1135 (16) 11 6ba
805 (30) Y2
510 (20) 'a

4 18.07 (3) 18.31 (2) - L-bl
5 19.175 (7) 19.390 (4) 850 (30) Ya 4ba

485 (40)
19.699 (7) 19.807 (7) 855 (30) "1

6W (20) YI
6 - 21.7(l) - - 4bi
7 - 24.2(1) - gal

Ground state 1269
848 Yo
544 Ps384 v

'Data from DeKock i al. (80). 34
'Standard deviations are given in parentheses after each quantity.
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TABLE XXVIII

CA.CULTED EIGENVALUE8 A"D PR'C'NTAOE CHARACTER OF•.•VAINCN MoLzcuL.&x OujarrAxs Fort FCIO$4

, +ornic charaoter (%,

E Chlorine orbital Oxygen orbital Fluorine orbital• Eigenvalue
Orbital (eV) 3d 3a 3p 2a 2p 2a 2p

-12.9 - - - - 100 - -
7a -14.1 10.5 - - - 78.0 - 11.0

10&a -15.4 12.6 - 1.9 1.1 44.3 - 39.8
68 -16.0 16.5 -- - 5.3 74.0 - 3.9
58 -18.6 9.2 - 1.8 1.3 18.7 - 68.9
40 -21.5 4.3 - 24.8 19.1 38.0 - 13.3
960 -23.3 1.1 4.1 34.1 16.8 29.4 2.6 11.4
Sa -26.2 - 18.2 10.0 34.2 12.3 7.6 17.2
3. -40.6 2.9 - 24.5 66.7 5.0 - -

7a1 -43.0 2.4 3.9 8.1 14.0 1.9 68.7 -
6&1 -47.6 - 44.7 - 29.2 6.5 17.5 1.6

"Data from DeHock i al. (80)

quacy in the a and p bases. Results of MO calculations were also reported
by Hillier e al. (129, 139) and Ionov and lonova (146). The latter
authors calculated the electron density distribution in FCO03 as Qci -

+0.83, Qo -- 0.23, and Qy - -0.14, using the geometry, the ionization
potential of the molecule and of the free atoms, and the orbital exponents
of the Slater functions as input data.

X-Ray diffraction data were reported by Tallman el al. (280,281) for
solid FC1O0 at liquid air temperature. The data were indexed in terms of
a tetragonal unit cell with a - 7.66 and c - 5.31 A, Z - 4, and d - 2.18
gm/cm3. Barberi (16, 17) has shown that solid FC010 exists between its
melting point and -196'C in only one solid phase. Based on entropy

calculations, Koehler and Giauque (160) suggested that there is a high
degree of disorder in the arrangement of the F and 0 atoms in crystallinic
FCIO8 .

3. Physikl Prepestiie

Some of the physical properties of FCUO& are summarized in Table
XXIX. In the Appendix (Table AIII), the temperature dependence of
some of the thermodynamic properties is given (147). In addition to these• data, the viscosity of gaseous FCIOs between 50 and 150°C was reported
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(218). Some thermodynamic properties of FCO03 were calculated (235)
using only the boiling point of the compound and correlation increments.

Perchloryl fluoride is white as a solid and colorless as a liquid and gas.
It possesses a characteristic sweetish odor (92). Its toxicity is moderate
and comparable to that of CH 2 CHON or Clz. Tests on mice showed an
acute vapor toxicity (LD60) of 630 ppm at 4-hr exposure time. Exposure
of monkeys to 40 ppm FC1O3 in air for 3 months resulted in enlarged
spleens and lungs together -vith some evidence of red cell destruction
(222).

The dielectric strength of FCiO, is outstanding and over a broad
pressure range is about 30% higher than that of SFO. During irradiation i
with 60Co y-rays, the dielectric strength decreased only by 5% (46). The
correlation between negative-ion formation and electric breakdown of
FCIO 3 was studied by Hickam and Berg (138) by mass spectroscopy.
Perchloryl fluoride has been used as an insulator in high-voltage
systems.

Perchloryl fluoride was reported (185, 195, 205, 206, 222) to be
sparingly soluble (1-3 gm/liter at I atm and 25°C) in a wide variety of
polar and nonpolar solvents, such as aqueous solutions, alcohols, ketones,
esters, ethers, and aromatic and halogenated solvents. However, more
recent measurements by Golub et al. (124) show that these solubilities are
substantially (several-fold) higher. When working with larger amounts
of FCIO, in organic solvents, all necessary precautions should be taken
since mixtures of this kind are potentially explosive. Hammond et al.
(132-134) have extensively studied the extremely weak electron
acceptor-donor (ball-plane) interactions between FCIO. and aromatic
hydro- and fluorocarbons. Several inorganic acid halides, HOSO2F, PCI,,
POC1l, SOCOIfI, SOCI12, TiCl4 , and SiCl dissolve gaseous FC1O0 to the
extent of 20-30 gm/liter at 25'C and 1 atm pressure (106).

Liquid perchloryl fluoride is a typical nonpolar solvent. Most inor-
ganic and organic salts are insoluble in it. Conversely, most covalent,
essentially nonpolar substances, boiling within about 50'C of perchloryl
fluoride, are completely miscible, e.g., chlorine, boron trifluoride, sulfur
hexafluoride, vilicon tetrafluoride, phosgene, nitrous oxide, chlorine
trifluoride, chlorofluorocarbons, silicon tetrachloride, sulfuryl chloride,
dinitrogen tetroxide, and thionv! chloride (106).

Blends of perchloryl fluen.ide with halogen fluorides are homogeneous
and stable. When these are used as storable liquid oxidizers for rocket
propulsion, the halogr& flitoride usually confers hypergolicity, increased
density, and lowerfd vapor pressure; whereas the perchloryl fluoride
provides oxygen needed fur efficient oombustion of carbon in the fuel or of
certain metal additives. The mixtures are thermally stable and their
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380 X. 0. CHRISTE AND C. J. SCHACK

compatibility with container materials is determined mainly by the
halogen fluoride. The density and vapor pressure of porchloryl fluoride-
chlorine trifluoride blends have been summarized in tables by Gall (106).

The miscibility and compatibility of FC1O3 at low temperatures was
studied by Streng (277) for 02, 03, 0 2F 2, CIF, CIF 3 , SF, SF8 , CF 3CI, and
041110.

4. Chemical Propertiea

Owing to its pseudotetrahedral configuration, its highly covalent .1
strong Cl---F bond, and low dipole moment, FCIO, possesses high kinetic
stability in spite of dHfO being only -5.7 and JGf° being positive
(11.5 kcal mole-'). This is reflected in its high thermal stability and its
reluctance to hydrolyze. It is not shock-sensitive and at room tempera-
ture is relatively inert. At elevated temperature, however, or under
conditions supplying a sufficient amount of activation energy, it is a
powerful oxidizer (211).

Perchloryl fluoride is thermally stable up to about 400'C. The thermal
decomposition of FClO3 in quartz at pressures between 5 and 930 mm
and temperatures between 4650 and 495°'C was studied by Gatti et al.
(112). They found that the decomposition reaction,

2FC10 3  2CIF + 3 0S

is unimolecular and homogeneous with an activation energy of 58.4 -
2 kcal mole'. The rate constant at 495.40C was found to be k = 9.25 x
1O- sec-' and the following decomposition mechanism was suggested:

O+FCIOs - FCIOS+ O

FCIOs - CIF + O0

The decomposition kinetics were also calculated by Usmanov and
Magarra (287) using a dimensionless molecular transfer equation.
Perchloryl fluoride can be heated almost to the softening point of glass
without explosion (92).

Hydrolysis of FCO13 is very slow even at 250°-3000 C (92). For quan-
titative hydrolysis, heating of FC10 with concentrated aqueous hydro-
xide solution to 300°0 in a sealed tube is required:

Foos + 2NOOH . Na0lO 4 + NaF + H&O

For quantitative analysis, FCIO, can conveniently be reduced at 25'C by
an alcoholic solution of KOH resulting in dissolved KF and a precipitate
of KC10 4 (222).
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The reaction of FC1O0 with metallic sodium or potassium starts only
at -300'C, although it proceeds vigorously (92). At room temperature
FCIO3 is unreactive with a considerable number of gases, liquids, and
solids. Again, however,- if sufficient activation energy, such as heating
to 100*-300C, is supplied, violent reactions usually occur. With
reducing agents, oxides, fluorides, and chlorides are formed. Typical
examples are H2 , N2 O, H 2S, SO2 , SCI2, PCI, CaC2, KCN, Nal, KSCN,
CH 2-'CC1 2, and hydrocarbons (122, 168,222). Using dilute mixtures, the
H2S. FC1O0 reaction can be controlled and the following products are
obtained (222) :

3MO& + 4HaS - 4SO# + 3HF + -HCI + H&O

In the spectra of H2S-FCIO, and H 2-FCIO3 flames, bands due to S2,
SO 2, OH and to CIO, OH, respectively, were observed (177). With HCI
at 200'-300°C, the following gas-phase reaction occurs:

FC1O0 + 7HCI & HF + 4C0# + 3HO

Many inorganic ions are oxidized by FCO13 in aqueous solution (112). The
oxidation rate often ddpends on the pH of the solution and the tempera-
ture. For example: the oxidation of KI in the presence of NaHCO3 is
barely detectable; in caustic soda, a slow oxidation occurs; and in 0.1 M
mineral acid one observes (92) quantitative reaction within 4 hr according I
to

FC10 + 91- + 6H÷ CI-+F-+4j+S3H&O

Other ions oxidized by FC1b 3 include NO2-, SO 3 -, and CN- which are
converted to NO-, S04"', and NCO-, respectively (106, 122, 222).

Whereas FCIO, is rather inert toward most compounds, including
gaseous NH 3 , at room temperature it reacts (92, 186, 187) easily with
liquid NH 3 at -78°C or its aqueous solutions:

FCIOJ + 1N, I. NH4 F + NH4NUfWO,

The reaction is complete in several hours and, in liquid NH3, it is greatly
accelerated by NaNH2 (186,187). From the ammonium perchloryl amide,
which could not be isolated in pure form, the corresponding Ag 4 , Cs4 , and
K + &aIts and KINCIO and Cs 2NCIO have been obtained. These salts,
especially when dry, are impact- and friction-sensitive.

Perchloryl fluoride does not attack glass at moderate temperature,
but decomposes at 250C on contact with activated SiOl or A.IOs,
particularly in the presence of small amounts of H2O. With other surface-
active materials, such as charcoal, ignition may take place. However,
there is no reaction at room temperature with synthetic zeolites. It
passes freely through a 4 A molecular sieve, but is completely absorbed
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by a 5 A molecular sieve (188). Most combustible substances in contact
with liquid FC10 3 form shock-sensitive explosive compositions. Gener-
ally, metal oxides, fluorides, or chlorides do not react with FC103 at
temperatures up to 400'C (186). Lalande reported (164) that FCIO8
oxidizes UF 4 to UF,. However, a subsequent study by Rude et al. (241)
showed that an intermediate uranium oxyfluoride that disproportionates
to UF6 and U0 2 F2 is formed. Photolysis of mixtures of FCIO$ with F2 or

CIF5 produces CIF3O (228, 240).
Perchloryl fluoride shows no tendency to form adducts with either

strong Lewis acids or bases. This behavior has been rationalized in
Section II, D. The binary systems of FCIO3 with BF3, PF6 , AsF5, SbF6,
or SO were studied by Lang (167), at Pennsalt (224), and by Nikitina
and Rosolovskii (209). Similarly, at Pennsalt (224) no evidence was found
for complexing of FCIO3 with either CsF or FNO.

Anhydrous FC103 does not corrode most of the common metals, but,
in the presence of moisture, slow hydrolysis may occur causing corrosion
(40, 122, 127, 222). The compatibility of various elastomers with 1:1
mixtures of FCO13 and N2 F 4 was studied by Green el al. (126) and
Grigger et al. (127).

In reactions with organic compounds, FCO13 behaves as either an
oxidant or a 1- or 2-center electrophile which, depending on the reaction
oonditions, can be used for the introduction of either fluorine, a C10 3
group, or both fluorine and oxygen. A large number of publications have
appeared on this subject and have been extensively reviewed by
Khutoretskii el al. (158). Additional general information can be found
in Refs. (106, 122, 169, 262, and 284). Since a systematic coverage of this
subject is beyond the scope of this review, we give examples only of the
most important type of reactions, in addition to references to some of the
more recent publications not covered in the previous reviews.

Since FC1O, is highly susceptible to nucleophilic attack at the chlorine
atom, it reacts readily with anions. These reactions are relatively well-
understood, and Sheppard has proposed (261) a general mechanism for
these reactions by which the most nucleophilic center in the anion
(oxygen or other heteroatom related to carbon) always attacks the
chlorine and never the more electronegative fluorine. For localized
nucleophiles (such as alkoxides), simple fluoride ion displacement occurs,
but, for the inesomeric ions (ambient electrophiles), an intramolecular
(cyclic) transfer of F- can occur in the intermediate to give a C--F bond.
The high energy gained by the formation of the C-F bond provides a
strong driving force for this fluoride transfer, and fluorine never has to
achieve a highly unfavorable energy state with positive charge. Thismechanism explains why phenyllithium reacts with FC1O0 to give
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perchioryl benzene, whereas 2-lithiothiophene gives 2-fluorothiophene

in high yield (257):

F
a a ' C LT --- C,•-SCjOS . F-

and

04. C4H 38- Fh+ C103-

Compounds having a cyclic double bond conjugated with an aromatic
ring are capable of reacting with FCPOl to give a-fluoroketones. This type
of reaction was named oxofluorination and in it FClO acts as a 2-center
electrophile as shown for indene (207):

KIK/ + FCIO -- F + HCIO"

x 0
In the presence of Yriedel-Crafta catalysts, such as AiCls, the FClO, can
be used for introducing v, CiOO group (perchlorylation) in~to an aromatic
ring (144):

+ FCIO13 A. + HF

Hydrogenolysis (258) of perchloryl aromatic compounds yields ArH and
not ArOH, thus confirming the presence of a C---Cl bond. Another usefui
reaction of FC1O0 involves the replacement of the active hydrogens of
methylene compounds by fluorine (145, 262, 284). A typical example is
the fluc..a&ation of malonic esters:

C,(COOR)O - CF(OOlt)

Since FOl03 is a very mild fluorinating agent, it has found widespread
use for the selective fluorination of compounds such as steroids.

The reactio wo cyclic amines with FC1OO is similar to that of FC1OO
with NH1 (see above). For example, the following reaction takes place
with piperidine (110):
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2 H+ FC10O -4 (~jC103 + (~HF

(For additional recent publications dealing with tho use of FC1O3 as a
reagent for the synthesis of organic compounds, see Refs. 94, 103, 111,
114-116, 153, 159, 212, 213, 217, 250, 286, 289 and 290.)

5. Usm
The most thoroughly studied application of F'0j0 3 is its use as an

oxidant. The spectra of fuel-FCIOs flames were studied (177), and the

flame speed in mixtures of CH 4 with air and FCIO3 was measured (131).
The H2 -FC10s flame was found (251) to be readily controllable with a
low background and useful as an excitation source for flame photometry.
For rocket propulsion, the performance of either neat FCIO3 or com-
binations with other oxidizers, such as halogen fluorides (11, 26), was
studied grnd typical performance data (106) are given in Table XXX.

Small amounts of CIF 3 can Le added to neat FCIQ 3 to provide self-
ignition. The performance of FCOl 3 as an oxidizer is similar to that of
N20 4 (106, 136), and the burning rate of solid propellants is increased by
FCIO& (267). It has also been proposed to use an acetylene-FCMOS torch

TABLE XXX

PE.ZrOlt"NCE Or 8mzEMAD STOXABDrL LIQUID OxDizERs You
RoexrT PaoPUxLzoNd

Specific Density
impulseb impulse

Oxidizer Fuel (see) (gin sea/cm 3 )

FCIOs UDMHe 290 337
O'Fs UDMH 279 382
65 CIFS/35 FC1O3  UDMH 288 386
FPlO3  LiH solid' 273 337
ClFs LiH solid 288 436
88 CIFa/12 FOIOs LiH solid 291 433
FOlO, N2H 4  295 358
CIFs NIH4  292 436
N10 4  N81I4 291 364

a Data from Oall (106).
SPound fror, x sec/lb mass; shifting equilibrium; pressure ratio1000:14.7

'Ui.2ymrnet.rseal dimethyihydrazine.
'LiIl, ej%; organic binder, 15%.
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for cutting and welding of metals, in the Sterling cycle engine, in high-
pressure gas generation for turbine drive, in fuel cells, and in explosives
similar to Sprengel liquid 0-carbon powder combinations (105), and
as a deodorant in aerosol sprayu (170). However, the latter application
appears very doubtful in view of the substantial toxicity of FCIOs
(see above).

The use of FClOs as a chemical reagent for the introduction of
fluorine or a 300s group has been discussed in detail in Section III, K, 4
and is of special value lor the synthesis of fluorine-containing steroids.
The polymerization of ethylene under a pressure of hundreds of atmo-
spheres and a temperature of about 200°C in the presence of F0,0O has
been patented (135).

There are patents on the use of FCIO, as a heat transfer medium in
refrigeration (165) and as an insecticide-fungicide (123). Owing to its
ability to absorb intensively slow electrons (138), FC1O, can be used as
a gaseous insulator. Its dielectric properties are superior to those of SF4 ,
and it hardly deteriorates on exposure to y-irradiation (104).

General information on shipping, handling, safety, etc., of FCIOs can
be found in Gall's review (106).

L. Cm•tom~ FLuORIDZ OxIDz ERADICALS

Very little is known about chlorine fluoride oxide radicals. Although
the formation of the FCIOs- radical anion in the reaction of FClOs with
nucleophilic agents has been postulated (286), it h~s not been isolated and
characterized.

The only well-known species is the FCIO+ radical cation. The ESR
spectrum of this species was first reported by Olah and Corisarow (214,
215) for both the CIFs-SbFb and the CIF,-SbFb system. However, the
"spectrum was incorrectly interpreted in terms of a ClF+ radical cation.
Eachus, Slight, and Symons (86) suggested that the observed spectrum
is due to FCOO+ and not to CIF+. This conclusion was supported by Chdste
and Muirhead (62) who showed that, in the pure CIF,-SbFs and CIFO-
SbF5 systems, this species could not be observed but was generated by
impurities in the starting materials. Additional evidence for this species
containing oxygen was obtained by Gillespie and Morton (121) who
investigated the reaction of CIF and of Cl,-CIF with the supermcid
rueiuum HSOF-SbFs-SO$. It was shown that the addition of HO to
solutions of CIF,+SbFs- in SbF6 strongly enbanced the ESR signal
attaibuted to ClF÷ by Olah and Comisarow. They suggested that the
species was due either to FCIO+ or FCIO2+, although their attempts to
detect 11O hyperfine splitting in a sample treated with enriched water
were unsuccessful. The conclusive identification of this species was
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recently reported by Morton and Preston (199). By using 1 7Osubstitution
techniques, they succeeded in proving that the species contains I oxygen
atom and is beat described as FCIO+. This radical ca Lion is characterized
by its g valuo of 2.0059 aud the followiig hyperfine interactions:
all - 18.0, as0 - 20.4, and as& - 12.9 G.

During a matrix-isolation infrared study of the F,-4M2 0 and CIF-O0
systems, a new species wus observed by Andrews d al. (5) at 733. 8 am- I

which was tentatively assigned to the CIFO. radical. However, more
data are needed for the positive identification of this species.

M. MzscSLwsOUs

The CIOsFI- anion has been reported by Mitra and Ray (197).
However, in our opinion their claim is almost oertainly incorrect.

A compound of the empirical composition FCI206 was claimed by
DeGuevara (79). The following self-explanatory abstract of this patent
was found in Chemical AbstraeU and, we are confident, will be enjoyed
by the more knowledgeable readers:

The title compd. which is claimed to be novel is prepd. by reacting in a
hermetically sealed flask 500 MIl. 55' Be H 280 4, Cs(OCO)s 5-10, KCIO 9-20,
KC10 3 10-20, and Mg(CI0 4)2 10-20 g. Cl and a Cl oxide are given off, washed,
and collected as a stabilized aq. saoln. Simultaneously, F is produced from C&7s
and HsSOt And washed and dried. The F is passed into the stabilized sq. soln. of
FCIsOs, which is suitable for use tw an antiseptic, preservative, and purifier in
the food, wine, perfume, and wator industries and as a hurneetant and bleach
for toxtileo.

IV. Appendix: Tables of Thermodynamic Properties
for Some Chlorine Oxyfluorldes

TABLE AI

T"MODW-'-KAXC PaOPKXTZrS Yox CIFO GAOe

0o0 NONHOO -(FO-HoO)/T SV

T(*K) [tW/(mole deg)) (kcal/mole) [cal/(mole dog)] [cal/(mole dog)]

0 0 0 0 0
100 9.721 0.837 40.255 57.624
200 14.932 2.072 55.613 65.971
298.15 18.593 3.732 60.159 72.675
300 18.646 3.766 60.237 72.790
400 20.875 5.751 64.108 78.486
B00 22.260 7.913 67.478 83.305
600 23.160 10.187 70.470 87.448
700 23.771 12.536 73.159 91.067
800 24.200 14.936 75.602 94.271
900 24.512 17.372 77.838 97.141
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TABLE AI -continued

CO He-He -(F°-Ho0)/T SO
T(9K) [cal/(mole dog)] (koal/molo) [cal/(mole dog)] [oai/(mole deg)]

1000 24.744 19.835 79.900 99.736
1100 24.921 22.319 81.813 102.103
1200 25.059 24.818 83.595 104.277
1300 25.168 27.330 85.265 106.288
1400 25.256 29.851 86.834 108.156
1500 25.328 32.380 88.314 109.901
1600 25.387 34.916 89.715 111.538
1700 25.437 37.458 91.044 113.078
1800 25.479 40.003 92.309 114.533
1900 25.514 42.553 93.516 115.912
2000 25.645 45.108 94.668 117.221

*btDta from Christe and Curtis (65).

TABLE AII

ThxRMODYmAMIC PRtOPERTits FOR CIF3Q2 GAtr

0,o HO-Heo -(FOHO1)/T SO
T(*K) [cal/(mole deg)] (keal/tnolo) [cal/(molo dog)] [cal/(mole dog)]

0 0 0 0 0
100 10.127 0.847 48.967 57.437
200 16.511 2.179 55.516 66.411
298.15 21.256 4.049 60.375 73.956
300 21.327 4.089 60.459 74.088
400 24.384 6.386 64.711 80.675
500 26.362 8.930 68.484 86.344
600 27.685 11,636 71.881 91.275
700 28.599 14.453 74.968 95.615
800 29.251 17.347 77.795 99.479
900 29,727 20.298 80.400 102.953

1000 30.085 23.289 82.816 106.105
1100 30.360 26.312 85.066 108.985
1200 30.574 29.359 87.171 111.637
1310 30.745 32.425 89.148 114.091
1400 30.883 35.507 91.012 116.375
1500 30.995 38.601 92.775 118.509
Io0 31.089 41,705 94.447 120.513
1700 31.167 44.818 96.036 122.400
18o0 31.233 47.938 97,551 124.183
1900 31.289 51.064 98.997 125.873
2000 31.337 54.196 100.382 127.480

' Data from Christe and Curtis (57).
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SHORT COMMUNICATION

Some Observations on the Reaction Chemistry of Dioxygenyl Salts and on the
Blue and Purpl e Compounds Believed to be CIF

K. 0. Christe, R. D. Wilson and I. B. Goldberg

Rocketdyneý a-Division of Rockwell International. Canoga Park,
California 91304 and-Science Center, Rockwell International,
Thousand Oaks, California 91360

During our.studies of dioxygenyl compounds [1-3] we have also explored

the synthetic- usefulness of 02+ salts for the generation of F atoms at low

temperature. Displacement reactions between 02+MF6 and suitable amphoteric

molecules produces free 02 F radicals which can readily decompose to 02 and

atomic F [4] as shown by the following typical example

CIF 3O + 0o+SbF" + ClF 2 0+SbF" + 0 2 F"

02F' ..02 + F'

This method:of' i situ generation of F atoms is superior to uv-photolysis

If one of .the desired products is unstable towards uv-radiation. Furthermore.
02+ salts can. readily be synthesized [5,6] in large quantities and, hence,

F atoms can be generated In this way more economically and at lower tempera-

tures than by the thermal decomposition of compounds, such as KrF.2. While

our study of this method so far has not produced any new high oxidation

state compounds. interesting observations were made which provide a better

understanding of the nature of the violet and blue unstable compounds,
first reported in 1962by Streng and Grosse [7]. .

The deep'viol-et compound was obtained [7] by the reaction of 02F2
with ClF at -- 33•to :154°. This compound was a strong oxidizer and was
stable at -780. Iti'was soluble in anhydrous HF at -78° and was not an

electrolyte.'- Its!thermal decomposition was suppressed by oxygen. Based
on the observed sto-ichiometry of the overall reaction

0 2 F2 + CIF CClF3 +0 2
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the violet compound was postulated to have the composition (ClF 302 )n. The
same material was also obtained by the interaction of 02 F2 with Cl2 or HCl

or by uv-photolysis of mixtures of CIF 3 ano 02 at -78* [7-9]. The violet

compound could be converted into a blue compound by treatment with CIF at

-1W3 or by pumping off the oxygen decomposition product from the violet HF

solution at -78* [8]. Similar violet unstable compounds were also observed

in the reactions of 02F2 with either BrF 3 or SF4 producing BrF5 + 02 and

SF 6 + 02, respectively [8]. However, no inferences were drawn that the

unstable violet intermediate formed in al of these reactions might be
identical, and was explained in terms of the compounds CIF 302 , BrF502 ,

and SF 602 , respectively [8].

The nature of these violet and blue compounds was studied by Gardiner

and Turner [10,11] by infrared and visible spectroscopy. The violet and

the blue compound exhibited an infrared absorption at 1535 and 1,27 cm-1,

respectively, and were interpreted in terms of the peroxides F2 CIOOF and

F2 CIOOCIF 2 , respectively [10). Evidence was also found [11] for the

existence of an oxygen pressure dependent equilibrium between the violet

and the blue compound

violet species blue species + 02

In the present study it was found that intensely colored species.

exhibiting the same characteristics ano thermal stability as Streng's

violet and blue compounds, could be obtained for example by the reaction

of 02 +SbF6 - with C'F, CIF 3, CIF 5 , ClF 30, BrF& or HF, the reaction of

O2+AsF 6 " with FC102 or HF. and the reaction of 02+GeF 5 " with HF. The

observed color scheme was similar for all systems. On melting of the

amphoteric component an intensely violet colored species, stable below

-780 was formed. Frequently, the violet colnr was concentrated near the

surface of the solid 02+ salt, whereas the solution had a brownish color.

On further warm up the colors changed towards brown and then disappeared

with gas evolution. The observed colors also depended to some extent on

the melting point of the amphoteric reagent. For example, in the case of

CLF 30 which has the highest mp (-42*) of all the compounds studied, the

higher reaction starting temperature resulted in the immediate formation

of the brown species.
The nature of the reactions was studied by allowing the reactions to

go to completion at room temperature, obtaining material balances, and
identifying the solid products by vibrational spectroscopy. It was found
that lower oxidation state compounds were fluorinated with 02 evolution as
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found by Streng [8] for the corresponding 02 F2 systems. The solids were

the KF6- salts of the amphoteric fluorides. For the higher oxidation

state compounds, a simple displacement reaction accompanied by 02 and F2

evolution occurred as shown above for ClF3 0. The only exception to this

scheme was HF, which on contact with 02 +MF6 " showed initially a violet
color. However, on warm up to room temperature a colorless stable solution

of 02 +MF6 " in HF was obtained, thus demonstrating that HF does not interact

with 0 2 +MF6 -. The intensity of the initial violet color appeared to vary

A

- 50G F-

B

g=2.01

Fig. 1. Typical esr spectra of

the colored species produced by
the interaction of 02 SbF6 - with
amphoteric molecules. Spectrum A:

C violet species in high concen-
tration at -1960 formed in the
02+SbF§--ClF 3 system. When warmed
to -78 and recooled to -196*, the
intensity of the signal decreased
and its linewidth changed from 53

9=2.0I to 33 G. SpectruT B: light violet
j G-5OG- V species in the 02 SbF6 -BrF 5 system

at -196°. Spectrum C: 02F observed
-j- at -1500 in the 02 +SbF 6 "-C1F 3 0

system. h
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with the degree of dryness of the HF and, therefore, the following reaction

is most likely responsible for the initial violet color:

02+MF 6 " + HF + H20 ' H3 0+MF 6 + 02 F

The stability of 0 2 +F 6 " in HF solution at room temperature was verified

by Raman spectroscopy. The spectrum showed bands at 656, 565, and 273 cm"I,

characteristic [12] for octahedral SbF 6 ", and at 1870 cm- 1 , characteristic

[4] for 02+.

Since the intense colors observed for the above systems suggest the

presence of paramagnetic species, the colored species were generated, then

frozen at -1960, and their esr spectra were recorded. It was found that

the intense colors are indeed associated with paramagnetic species and,

hence, cannot be due to u.Amagnetic species such as CIF 3 02 , BrF502 [7-9],

CIF 2 00F, or CIF 2 OOClF 2 [10,11]. Recently it was also shown that CIF 3 0 2 ,

prepared by a different method, is a colorless stable compound [13,14].

Typical esr spectra of the colored species are shown in Figure 1.

Spectrum C of Figure 1 is in excellent agreement with the known [15,16] I
anisotropic esr spectrum of 02 F. Previous studies [15-17] on 02 F have

furthermore shown that the observed spectra are extremely sensitive to

experimental conditions. Thus, Spectrum A of Figure I closely resembles

the spectrum ascribed to 02F in solid 0 4 F2 [17). This establishes the

presence of 0 2 F in the colored species. Whether 0 2 F is the sole para-

magnetic species present in these systems or not, is more difficult

to answer. As can be seen from trace B of Figure 1, the appearance of

the observed signals can significantly vary. In some cases, the observed

widths of the single line signals were as small as 7 G, i.e. much

narrower than the fluorine hyperfine splitting of 13 G observed for the

isotropic spectrum of 02 F [17]. Furthermore, the observed g values were

generally less than 2.0. In no case was direct evidence found for the

presence of either a chlorine or multiple fluorine atoms in the paramag-

netic species. The narrow line widths and the low g values cannot be

explained in terms of 02 F and indicate the presence of another paramag-

netic species. In view of the overall information available, plausible

candidates for such a species would be (O2)nF or less likely (O2)n÷,

where n ý 2.

Another interesting observation was made when recording at ambient

temperature the infrared spectra of the solid reaction products con-

taining halogen fluoride MF6 " salts In addition to some unreacted 0 2 ÷MF 6 .

When these samples were pressed as dry powders In silver halide disks,
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LU
z

zVa
2 Fig. 2. The 1540 cmn 1

1540 infrared absorptionobserved at 25* for the
purple species formed
when the s~lid from the

1600 1500 1400 1300 FC02 + 02 SbFg- reaction1600 1500 1400 1300 (ClO2+SbF- ana 0 +SbF6">
was pressed as a ary powder

FREQUENCYCm-I in an AgCl disk.

the disks initially showed a blue to violet color which usually disappeared

ithin 0.5 to 1 hour. The infrared spectrum (see Figure 2) showed an

intense band at 1540 cm-I1 which decayed with decreasing intensity of the

color, while the rest of the spectrum remained unchanged. The frequency
of this band is similar to those (1535 and 1527 cm"I) found by Gardiner ;

and Turner (10] at -196* for the violet and the blue species formed in the
02F2 + CIF reaction, and to those reported for 04 F2 (1516 cm" 1 ) [18-21).

solid oxygen (1550 cm- 1 ) [22]. and 02F (1494-1500 cm"1) '19,20.231, For

pure 02+ salts or halogen fluoride - Lewis acid adducts alone, no evidence
for any band in this frequency region or for violet colors was found in 1
pressed silver halide disks. Since matrix isolated and free gaý%eous species

usually have very similar frequencies, the colored species in the silver
halide disk is probably not 02 F, but a polyoxygen compound, such as (0

2 )nF
or possibly (02)n+.

Unfortunately, the region (550-600 cm" 1 ) expected [19,20.23] for the

O-F stretching mode in a species similat to 02 F. was obscured by intense

bands due to MF6- and the cations formed in the displacement reaction.

Attempts were unsuccessful to observe the 1540 cm- 1 band by placing a
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TITANIUM TETRAPERCHLORATE AND CHROMYL PERCHLORATE

CARL J. SCIIACK, DONALD PILIPOVICH and KARL 0. CHRISTE
Rocketdyne, A Division of Rockwell Intcrnational, Canoga Park, 91304, U.S.A.

(Rgrscied II March 1974)

Abdrwet-Syntheses of titanium tetraperchlorate and chromyl perchlorate are reported using chlorine perchlorate and
the respective metal chlorides. These anhydrous metal perchlorates were fou:id to contain bidentate perchiorato
lIgands.

STUDIES of anhydrous metal p.-rchloratcs have been The i.r. spectrum in the range 4000-300 cm' conined

restricted mainly to metals fruio Groups I and 11[1]. bands at 1300, 1160, 910, 870, 850. 660. 575, 535 and 375
Limited studies of transition metal perchlorates have also cm-', all of stong to very strong intensity. These bands
been reported [2] as well as some work on NO2 and NH 4* are not typical of either an ionic[9] or covalent

complex perchlorates[3]. Only more recently have the monodentate[10,11] perchlorate. Instead, they indicate
halogen perchlorates CIOCIO, [4] and BrOCIO 1[5] become the presence of bidentate perchlorato groups in an
available and been shown to be excellent sources of approximately tetrahedral arrangement around the

perchlorates[6], I(OCIOj) and CslI(OCIO,)i, and the titanium. Typical bidentate perchlorate spectra[Ill show

novel fluorocarbon perchlorate[7], CFOCIO,. As a two pairs of strong i.r. hands at about 1310 and 1170, and

continuation of the investigation of the chemistry of 880 and 660 cm-'. These pairs are due to the antisymmet-

chlorine perchlorate. its reactions with transition metal nic and symmetric stretching vibrations of the terminal

chlorides have been examined. O 0
We now report that the action of chlorine perchlorate on C,< and the bridging CI' A groups, respectively. They

titanium tetrachloride and chromyl chloride produced O o
titanium tetraperchlorate and chromyl perchlorate, re- are obviously dominant in the Ti(-1044 spectrum. Four
spectively. The observed stoichiometry for the titanium bidentate CIO, 'vnfs surrounding Ti lead to a
system was: monomeric, coordination number wise saturated configu-

+ 4CIOC103 - Ti(C14 4 + C1. ration which accounts for its observed volatility, i.e. low

TiC + O Ttemperature sublimation.

The thermal stability of Ti(C10 4) 4 was examined in
The reaction was carried out at or below -25*, in either closed bomb tests. After one hour at 115°, the decomposi-
Teflon FEP or stainless steel vessels, and without a tion was incomplete as evidenced by the recovery of less
solvent. Yields of Ti(CIO,), were always 95 per cent or than the theoretical amount of oxygen in the form of 02
better based on the limiting reagent, TiCL. The identifica- and C120,. After 4 hr at 1150, approximately half the
tion of the Ti(CIO0, was based on the overall excellent oxygen content of the Ti(CIO,)4 was converted to O2 and
material balance obtained for the synthesis, elemental half to CI207.The latter was decomposed at 1900 in 1.5 hr.
analysis, and the i.r. and Raman spectra of the solid. A Quantitative overall results were obtained for the reaction
patent reported[8] the preparation of Ti(CIO1) 4 which sequence shown:
involved the reaction of TiCL and at least 8-fold amounts s
of anhydrous perchloric acid. From the data presented,
i.e. m.p., analysis and stability, it appears that the Ti(C0 4 )4  L TiOz + 2C120, --!L 2Cl, + 702.

Ti(C1O,), described[8] may have been less pure than our The observed 02:C12 ratio of 3-54:1-W compared
samples. For example, it was staled that long term storage
required refrigeration to avoid decomposition. Our favorably with the theoretical ratio of 3-50:1 00. Tbe solid

samples have not degraded during 3 months at ambient product was identified as titanium dioxide by comparison

temperature. The CIO, content reported, 86.4 per cent, of its Raman spectrum with that of an authentic sample.

significantly differs from the theoretical value of $9.25 per Chromyl perchlorate has been synthesized previously

cent. In addition, the reported[8] m.p. of 90-940 is from the reaction of chromyl chloride and chlorine

appreciably lower than our value of 101-2r, nor did we hexoxide[2]. With Ci 20,, the observed reaction was:

note any of the polycrystalline forms that were reported.
Thus, it is likely that the present synthesis produces an 2Ci20, + CrO2 Cl--# CrOA(CIO4)2 + 2CI2.

anhydrous material of higher purity.
,The vibrational spectra of Ti(C0 4)4 were particularly Chromyl perchlorate is a dark red liquid with le -; than I

revealing with respect to the nature of the bonding mm vapor pressure at room temperature. its high

between the titanium central atom and the C10 ligands. reactivity and low stability precluded successful transfers
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in the vacuum line. Although AgCa windows werc mnole).CI.' 0-481 minc) and ahile %olid reiducofTiO 0?241
attacked, it was possible to ootain i.r. spectra of the liquid mmole).
using rapid scanning. Bands were observed at 1305 s, 1240 Chromyl chloride (N 41 mmcwle) and ClOCK0, 0. 16 mmolc) were

vs, 1180 s, 1030 s, 980 s, 875 m, 850 m. 735 s, 685 s, 660 s, reacted at - 4.° for severl day% in a %tainle' %fteel c lindcr After

580 m. 545 m. 510 w, 435 w and 380 m cm-. These-bands " parawion and idenlification, the volaile prolJucls found were
CrO!F, (0.18 mmole), Cl, (2-59 mmole) and CIO. (0.66 mmole).

indicate the presence of covalent bidentale perchloratu The Cro, (CIO, (1-23 mmole) remained in the cylinder. The
ligands and of a bent chromyl group. As expected, CrOsF, probably arose through r.-Action of CrO,Cl, with the CIF,
CrO(ClO42 decomposed on heating according to the passivated metal surfaces in the reactor and/or vacuum line during
equalion: transfers (Anal. Calcd. for CrO, (CIO.),:CI0., 70.3 Found: CIO.,

69'6%). A sample of CrO, (CIO.), (0.65 mmole) was pyrolyzed for
CrO,(CIO --!- CA + CLa + 3-5O. 15 hr at I10" pwoducins Cl, (0.66 mmole). 0, (2"2l mmole) and

CrO, (0-65 mmole), m.p. 195-7. 196 I'.

The observed 0O:CIh ratio was 3.35:1.00 while the CrO0
was identified by its i.r. spectrum and m.p. Additional Acknowledgements-We are mOsl grateful to the Office of Naval

studies of metal halides with halogen perchlorates are in Research, Power Branch, for support of this work. Also, we thank

progress and will be reported ter. Dr. L. R. Grant for helpful discussions.
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Low-Temperature Ultraviolet Photolysis and Its Application to the SyntheAis

of Novel and Known NF4+ S*its
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Low-temnperature uv photoysis was used to synthesize the novel NF 4+ salts NF 4PF 6 and NF 4GcF5 and the known salts
NF 4BF4 and NFAsF4 . This technique offers the first convenient, simple, and high-yield iynthesis for NF 4BF 4. The NF 4PF 6

and NF4GCF5 salts were also prepared from NF 4BF 4 by displatceme,,t reactions with PFs and GeF4,. respectively. Treatment
of NF4GeFs with anhydrous HF resulted in its conversion to (NF 4)2GCF6, and (NF4)-zGeF 6 was quantitatively converted
back to N F4GeF5 by treatment with an excess of GeF4. The N F4 + salts were characterized by vibrational and 19 F N MR
spectroscpy and x-ray powder data. A cis-fluorinc-bridged polymaric structure is proposed for GeF5- in its NF4+ salt
based on the spectroscopic data, its thermal stability, and lack of reaction with either liquid N 2F4 or FPNO 2. The applicability
of low-temperature uv photolysis to other reactant systems was brieily studied. The hydrolysis of NF,4÷ salts was reinvestigated.

[Wroductiou decomposition of NF4+ salts was examined with a Perkin-Elmer

The synthesis of NF4+ salts had been discouraged by the differential scanning (ilorimeter (Model DSC-IB) using crimp-seal
nonexistence of a stable NF 5 parent molecule and theoretical aluminum pans as sample containers and heating rates of 5°/min at

atmospheric pressure. Debye-Scherrer powder patterns wtre taken
computation t 1.2 showing that these salts should be therino- using a GE Model XRD-6 diffractometer with nickel-filtered copper

dynamically unstable. Once the principle was recognized 3 , Ka radiation. Quartz capillaries ('-0.5-mm o.d.) were used as sampli-
that NF 4 * salts can be prepared from NF 3, F 2, and a strong containers.
Lewis acid in the presence of a suitable activation energy The low-temperature uv-photolysis reactions were carried out in

source, various synthetic approaches were discovered, either a quartz or a stainless stuel-sapphire reaction vessel. The quartz

Low-tempcrature glow discharge was used for the synthesis reactor had a pan-shaped bottom and a flat top consisting of a 3-in.

of NF4AsF 6
4 "5 and NF 4BF4.6'7 High-pressure and thermal diameter optical grade quartz window. The vessel had a side arm

activation were employedg. 9 for the synthesis of the thermally connected by a Teflon 0 ring to a Fischer-Porter Teflon valve to

ystable NFbFaSbFit The latter method was also removal of solid reaction products. The aepth of the reactor
aplery stoable snthesisb f NxF4s. 6 but lathermeation rats as was about 1.5 in. and its volume was 135 ml. The steel--sapphire

applied to the synthesis of N FAsF6 , but the reaction rates reactor was constructed from a 3 in. long, 1.75 in. wide (volume 120

arc low and metal salts are formed'° as by-products. ml) 347 stainless steel cylindrical body provided with a 2-in, diameter
Low-temperature y irradiation was used' to prepare NFBF4, sapphire flat sealed to the cell body by means of a flange and a Teflon

but it requires special equipment (3-MeV bremustrahlung) and O-ring. A side arm closed by a steel valve was attached to the cell

cannot easily be scaled up. Impure NF4 BF 4 can be prepared body. The uv source consisted of a 900-W air-cooled high-pressure

by metathesis' 2.13 from the readily accessible9 NF 4 SbF6. mercury arc (General Electric Model B-H6) and was positioned 1.5

xSbF5 : however, product purification is difficult. A novel in. above the flat reactor surface. The bottom of the reactors was

method14 involving uv photolysis was recently reported for the kept cold by immersion in liquid N 2. Dry, gaseous N 2 was used as

synthesis of NFPBF4, NF,4AsF 6, and NFSbF6.xSbF5 ; how- a purge gas to prevent condensation of atmospheric moisture on the

ever, the yields obtained for the BF4 and the AsF 6 _ salt were flat top of the reactor. As a heat shield a 0.25 in. thick quartz plate
discour, yingls lob d fwas positioned between the uv source and the top of the reactor.

dinourvgiew ly of .t gSynthees of NF4+ Salts by UY P!otolysla. In a typical experiment,
In view of the general interest in NF+ salts and the ima- premixed NF 3 and BF 3 (27 mmol of each) were condensed into the

portance of NF 4 BF4 for chemical HF--DF lasers, we wnre cold (-196 0C) bottom of the pan-shaped quartz reactor. Fluorine
interestcd in improved methods for synthesizing pure NF 4+ (9 mmol) was added and the mixture was photolyzed at -196 OC for

salts and in the synthesis of novel salts. The results of this I h with a 900-W high-pressure Hg arc in the manner described above.

study are summarized in this paper. After termination of the photolysis, volatile material was pumped out
of the reactor during its warm-up to room temperature. The non-

Expernmestal Sectiom volatile white solid product consisted of NF4BF4 (1.0 g) which was

Materials sW Appwartti. Volatile materials were manipulated in shown by vibrational spectroscopy and elemental analysis to contain
well-passivated (with CIF 3) stainless steel or Monel vacuum lines no detectable impurities.
equipped with Teflon FEP U-traps and bellows-seal valve. Pressures The uv photolyses of other systems were carried out in the same
were measured with a Heise Bourdon tube-type gauge (0-1500 mm manner and the results are summarized in Table I.
* 0.1%) or a Validyne Model DM56A pressure transducer. Non- Sydbewmof NF4+ Saes by LV ilceuueutReatomw wulh SSoheat.
volatile materials were handled cutside of the vacuum system in the In a typical experiment, pure NF4BF4 (2.07 mmol) was combined

dry nitrogen atmosphere of a glovebox. at -196 C with an excess of PF5 (40.01 mmol) in a passivated (with
Arsenic peitafluoride, PFP, and GeF4 (Ozark Mahonirg), NF 3  CIF 3) 10-ml 316 stainless steel cylinder. The mixture was kept at

and F2 (Rocketdyne), BF 3 and Kr (Matheson), and Orl (Allied 25 QC for 64 h. The volatile materials were removed in vacuo and
Chemical) were purified by fractional condensation prior to their use. separated by fractional condensation. They consisted of BF 3 (2.05
The CF 3NF 2 was prepared by uv photolysis of a mixture of (CF3- mmv,) and unreacted PF5 (37.93 mmol). The white solid residue
CO) 20 and N 2 F4. had gained 120 mg in weight. Based on the above material balance,

The infrared spectra were recorded on a Perkin-Elmer Model 457 the conversion of NF4BF4 to NFPPF6 was essentially complete. This
spectrophotometer as dry powders between AgCI or AgBr windows was further confirmed by vibrational spectrosoopy which showed the
in the form of presusd disks. The pressing operation was carried out solid to be. NF4PF6 containing no detectable amounts of NF4BF¢.
using a Wilks minipellet pres. Raman spectra were recorded on a A displacement reaction between NFBF4 and GeF4 was carried
Cary Model 83 double monochromator using the 4880-A exciting line, out in a similar manner and resulted in a 65 mol % conversion of
a CI aun filter' 5 for the elimination of plasma lines, and quartz or NF.BF4 to 11,F4GeFs. When this step was repeated two more times,
Teflon FEP t'bcs as sample containers. The 19F NMR spectra were the conversian of NF4BF4 to NF4GeFs was complete as shown by
recorded at 56.4 MHz on a Varian Model DA-60 high-resolution t!w observed material balance, the absence of BF4- bands in the
NMR spectrometer. Chemical shifts were determined by the side-band vibrational spectra, and elemental analysis.
technique with an accracy of * I ppm relative to the external standard For the elemental analysis, NF4,GeF 5 (0.339 mmol) was hydrolyzed
CFCI3. Anhydrous HF" was used s a solvent and Teflon FEP tubes in a Teflon FEP U-trap with 2 ml of ditilled water. The formed 02
(Wilmad Glass Co.) were used as sample containers. 'Me thermal (0.114 nmmol) was disfdW offat -196 °C and the NFI (0.336 retol)
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lable I. Comparative Yields of Products Formed by Uv methods are of only marginal feasibility for the As7 6 ialt and
Photolysis' at 196 •C of little or no use for the BF4 salt. Since no simple methods

Rate of existed for the convenient sy, thesis of the interesting compound
formn of NF 4+BF 4- in high purity and yield, we have searched for novel

'ta, (ants SolidI Product solid, mg/h synthetic approaches.

-Nt.,, 1., NF4B., 1000 it was found that low-temperature uv photolysis is ideally
NIE,, Asl ,, F, NF, AsF, 1145 suited for preparing NF BF4. A large number of reaction
N F,, PF 1: ,F N:4,PF:6 10 parameters were studie7 to maximize the yield MaxiniumNI,',, (el 4 , 1:U NFG;c, 25 yields of NF 4BF 4 were obtained close to liqjid nitrogen
N,, SAd F, temperature (-196 'C) using unfiltered uv radiition, a siort

CINF,, AsF,, F, AsF;,- salts of NIV4 ', 1051 path lergth to avoid recombination of F atom.. to molecular
N, F1, N, F' F2,'1 and periodic addition of fresh starting nmaterials to the

01:O, Asl ,, F, OAsF, 130 uv cell to avoid coating of the surface of the condensed
aThe uv soulcc was a 900-W (GE B-H6) mercury arc without reactants by solid NF 4BF 4. The highest yield of NF 4BF 4

Iacking mirror. The mole ratio of the reactants ,was 3:3: 1. All achieved to date in our laboratory with a 900-W mercury arc
reactions were carried out in the pan-shaped quartz reactor with was in excess of 3 g/h and was achieved with a serniautomated
unfiltered radijtion and a radiation time of I h without reactant steel--sapphire cell with a vertica' cold surface and a periodic
surface renewal. For these reasons the given formation rates do feed and product removal system.18
not represent maximum a~tainable values but are given for
mparativeBoth types of reactors, stainless steel-apphire and quartz,

yield NF 4BF 4 of very high purity showing no detectalte
at -126 'C. They were identified by mass and infrared spectroscopy. impurities, although the quartz reactor is slowly attacked
The aqueous solution was analyzed by x-ray fluorewzence for Ge (calkd (weight loss of 1- mg/h of operation) by the F atoms with
for NF 4GeFs, 28.2; found, 28.6) and for hydrolyzable F with an Orion SiF 4 and O2' formation. However, the possibility of photolytic
specific ion fluoride electrode (cakd, 44.3; found, 43.7). The presence 0 2BF 4 formation' 9 does not present a problem since 0 2BF 4
of i-1202 in the hydrolysatc was established by its ability to oxidize is thermally unstable and is removed from NF4 BF 4 by
iodide to free iodine and manganese(li) to manganese(IV) and to pumping at 25 *C during product workup.
reduce MnO4 . Using estimates for the amount of uv radiation entering theSyngee of NF4+ S aks• by Dislce n 1Reactio nn inl H-11 Seiio cell (80% for the experiments using a parabolic backing miirot
In a typical experiment pure NF 4BF4 (2.6 mmol) were placed into
a passivated 30-ml Teflon FEP ampule and liquid HF (3 ml) and GeF4  for the uv source) and being absorbed by F2 (12%), the
(3.59 mmol) were added at -196 *C. Upon warm-up of the mixture quantum yield for the formation of NF4BF 4 at a rate of 3 g/h
to room temperature bubbling and foatning was noticed. The contents was calculated to be about 0.015. Since this value is much
of the ampule were agitated at 25 *C for several hours on a mechanical smaller than unity, it does not provide any experimental proof
shaker. The volatile material was pumped off and based on the for a previously suggested' 4 gas-phase chain reaction. Sitce
observed material balance and spectroscopic and elemental analyses the BF 3 starting material is frozen out as a solid during the
of the solid product, the conversion of NF 4BF4 to a mixture of reaction, a diffusion-controlled mechanism in the solidNF4GeFs and (NF 4 )2GeF 6 was 33 mol %. After repeating this (BF 3)-liquid (F 2, NF 3) phase appears more plausible and can
procedure for three more times, the conversion of NF 4BF 4 was 85 account for the low observed quantum yield.
mol % and the mole ratio between NF 4GeF 5 and (NF 4 )2GeF6 was a f
about 1.3:1. In agreement with our previous report.' 4 we found that the

Similar exposure of NF4BF4 to an excess of PF5 in HF solution rate of NF 4BF 4 formation in the gas phase at room tem-
resulted for a single and triple treatment in a conversion of NF 4BF4  perature is extremely slow. Contrary to our original state-
to NFPF6 of 8 and 17 mol %, respectively. However, treatment of ment,14 we believe that this is not caused by window coating
NF4AsF 6 with GeF4 in HF solution did not produce any detectable but is due to the low thermal stability13 of sO-m= of the in-
amounts of GeF 6

2 or GeF< salts. termediate products.14 The fact that NF 4SbFf.xSbFs can be
lntercoaversion of NF4GeF. and (NF 4)2GeF 6. A sample of pure readily produced by uv photolysis at room temperature 13

NF 4GeF5 was dissolved in a large excess of anhydrous HF in a Teflon indicates that the stability of these intermediates is influenced
FEP ampule. After keeping this sblution at 25 *C for 6 h, the volatile i e the st abtgt t of the se da
products were pumped off at 25 *C. This procedure was repeated by the strength of the Lewis acid used.
threc more times and the progress of the reaction was followed by The reaction conditions found most suitable for the synthesis
determining the weight change of the solid residue and spectroscopic of NF4 BF 4 were also tested for the syntheses of the known
and elemental analyses of the solid. After the fol Itreatment, NF 4AsF6

3'5'-'9 and the novel PF6-, GeF 5-, SiFs-, GeF 62-, and
the conversion of NF 4GeF3 to (NF 4)2GeF6 was t. 'y complete. SiF 6

2- salts. The results from these experiments are sum-
Anal. Calcd: Ge, 19.8; NF 3, 38.7; hydrolyzable 1-, 41.5. Found: marized in Table I and the product formation rates are
Ge, 19.9; NF 3, 38.5; hydrolyzable F, 41.1. compared to those obtained for NF4BF- under similar reaction

A sample of pure (NF 4)2GcF6 was treated at 25 'C with a tenfold conditions. The NF14AsF6 salt can be prepared by our method
excess of liquid GeF4 for 20 h. The unreacted GeF 4 was pumped off
at 40 *C. Based on the observcd material balance and spectroscopic at a rate comparable to that of NF4BF4 and yields a very pure
and elemental analyses of the solid product, the (NF 4)2GeF6 was product. This makes low-temperature uv photolysis also the
quantitatively converted to NF4GeF,. most attractive method presently known for the preparation

Interaction of NF4GeF. with N21F4 and FN0 2. A sample of of high-pur-:" NF 4AsF 6. The novel salts NF 4PF 6 and
NF4GeF 5 was treated at -78 *C for several hours with a large excess NF 4GeF5 were also successfully synthesized by our method
of either liquid N 2F4 or FNO2. Based on the observed material although their rate of formation was lower than those of the
balances and spectroscopic analyses of the product, very little reaction BF4- and AsF( salts. Attempts to synthesize the corre-
occun-ed. The main product was unreacted NF 4GeF5 containing some sponding SiFs- salt were unsuccessful and did not produce any
GeF6 - salt. solid stable at -78 *C or above.

Results mul Discussion Syntheses of Other Salts by Uv Photolysls. Based on our
Syntheses of NF 4+ Salts by Uv Photolysis. The difficulty success with NF 4+ salts, it was interesting to test the appli-

of synthesizing NF 4+ salts from NF 3, F2, and a Lewis acid cability of low-temperature uv photolysis to other reactant
increases with decreasing strength of the Lewis acid. Whereas systems. The results are summarized in Table I.
the SbF 6-.xSbF5 salt can readily be prepared using thermal In the case of CF3NF 2 no evidence for the formation of the
activation8-9 or room-temperature uv photolysis,14 these unknown CF3NF3+ cation was obtained. Instead, all of the
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CF 3NF 2 starting material underwent C-N bond breakage Table I1. Relative Thermal Stability and Solid-State
resulting in the formation of a mixture of NF 4+, N 2F3+,20- 2

2 Transition Temperatures
tnd N2 F+ 20.23-26 salts. The use of a Vycor (Hanovia Temp of

7910)-nickel oxide (Hanovia 9863) filter (transmitting only Temp of rapid reveisible
Sbetween 2300 and 42CX A) to avoid C-N bond breakage did decompn (rmp endotherm

not significantly change the composition of the solid reaction Sample capillary), *C (DSC), 'C

products. Attempts to convert N 2 to either N 2F+, N 2F3+, or NFGeFia 249 129
NF4+ salts were unsuccessful. NF 4 PF6 a 245 125

Photolysiz of an 0F2-F 2-AsF 5 mixture gave no evidence NF 4 BF 4  330 234

for the novel 0F3+AsF6- but produced the known O2 AsF6 .2 7  
NF, AsFC 365 133

Thi& is not surprising since O2AsF 6 has previously been (NF,) 2GeF4  238 d
prepared b room-temper'ttre uv 1iiotolysis 28 or thermal a First visual signs of shrinking of sample were observed at
activa~io•29of AsF 5 with. either OF2 or 02 + F2. about 115 *C. The melting wuss relatively sharp and was auaccompanied by gas evol ion. b Starto to decompose at about

The uv photolysis of an equimolar mixture of Kr, F2, and 250 °C (thermogram') oi J5 *C (DSC") or 200 °C (slow gas
AsF 5 in the stael-sapphire reactor at -196 *C produced 49 evolution in vacuo"). 0 Starts to decompose at about 270 °C
mg/h of an unstable KrF 2-AsF 5 adduct3 0,31 which ducom- (DSC') or 175 °C (slow gas evolution in vacuo,). d Not
posed before it could be transferred out of the reactor for recorded.

further identification. For NF 4+ salts the yields in this steel
reactor generally were about one-third of those listed in Table fresh HF were required to obtain a quantitative conversion
I for the quartz reactor. These results are in good agreement to (NF 4)2GeF 6 in agreement with the above postulated
with a recent report32 that KrF2 can be prepared by uv equilibrium reaction. The aiiýve synthesis of (NF4)2GeF 6 was
photolysis of a liquid mixture of Kr and F 2 at -196 0C. c. particular interest since it afforded the fisnt known example

Syntheses o; NF 4PF6, NF 4GeF5, alnd (NF4) 2GeF6 by Dis- of a NF 4+ salt containing a multiply charged anion.
placement Reactiem. In view of the relatively slow formation The postulate that GeF5 is in equilibriurn with GeF 6

2- and
rates of NF 4PF 6 and NF4GeF5 duuing uv photolysis, alternate GeF4 was experimentally confirmed. When (NF 4)2GeF6 was
routes to these salts were sought. Since NF4BF4 is more treated with a large excess of liquid GeF 4 at 25 OC, it was
readily available, displacement reactions between NF4BF 4 and quantitatively converted back to NF4CeFs. Thus the for-
PF5 or GoF 4 were studied. It was found that essentially pure mation of either NF4GeF5 or (NF4) 2GeF6 or mixtures of both
NF 4PF6 or NF 4GeF 5 can be obtained by treating NF4BF4  depends on the exact reaction conditions
with a large excess of liquid PFs or GeF4, respectively, at room in HFI

tempeature The),eF +- thetemperature. The observed material balances confirm the 2NFGF (NF,),GeF. + GeF,reactions in GeF4

"NF4 BF4 + PFs -' NFPI:, + BF3 Since NF 4GeF5 and (NF 4) 2GeF 6 have very different vi-
-Nc.Bbrational spectra and x-ray powder patterns (see below), theyNFBF4 + Gel, - NF.Ge_-, + BF, can be readily distinguished from each other.

"These displacement reactions represent at the present time the In view of the above described tendency of GeFs- to interact
most convenient syntheses for larger amounts of NF 4PF6 and with HF with Ge••5- formation, it seemed interesting to
NF4GeF5. For NF4GeF 5, repeated treatment of the NF4BF4  examine the reactions of NF4GeF5 with othmtr fluoride ion
starting material with GeF 4 was required to obtain a quan- donors. For this purpose, a relatively weak (N2F4) and a
titative conversion. relatively strong (FNO 2) F- donor were chosen, and the re-
these displacement reactions was studied. The conversions of donor as the liquid phase. For N2 F4 no interaction was

NF4VF 4 were found to be lower in HF solution, compared to observed as might be expected from the fact3 3 that N 2F4 and
those in the absonce of HF, and even multiple treatments with GeF4 do not form an adduct. However for FNO 2 which ia
the HF-Lewis acid mixtures did not result in quantitative capable of forming a stable GeF 6

2- salt, again no complexing
conversions. This indicates that HF may act not only as a was observed. This might be explained either by low solubility
solvent in these reactions but may participate as a third of NF4GeF 5 in FNO2 or by the probable polymeric nature (ree
component in the chemical equilibria involved. Treatment of below) of the GeF 5- anion in NF4GeF5 which renders it a
NF4AsF 6 with GeF 4 in HF solution did not result in any rather weak Lewis acid.
detectable displacement of AsF 6-. This shows that, as ex- Pmprties of NF4PF6, NF4GeFs5 a (NF4)2GeF6. t.ll three
pected, AsF5 is a significantly stronger Lewis acid than GeF4  compounds are white, crystalline, hygroscopic solids stable at
but that BF 3, PFs, and GeF4 are of comparable acid strength. ambient temperature. The thermal stability of the NF4+ salts

Another interesting observation was made for the dis- (see Table II) was examined by oath DSC in crimpid alu-
placement reaction between NF4BF4 and GeF 4 in HF. The minum pans and visual examination in sealed glass melting
material balances and the spectroscopic and elemental analyses point capillaries. Whereas DSC was suitable accurately to
showed that, in addition to NF4GeF5, some (NF4)2GeF6 was observe solid-state L-ansitions (see Table II), both methods do
also formed. This observation suggested the possibility of not permit the accurate determination of the onset of thermal
converting NF4GeFs to (NF4 ) 2GeF 6 by treatment with HF. decomposition. This is caused by the slow decomposition rates I
Examination of the NF4GeF5-HF system indeed revealed that of NF 4+ salts and their suppression by the pressure buildup
in HF solution NF4GeF5 could be quantitatively converted of the gaseous decomposition products.34 Consequently, theto (NF 4)2GeF6. The Raman spectra of these solutions (see thermal decomposition of the NF 4+ salts results in a slow,

below) showed the presence of GeF6
2-, indicating a reaction smooth, and gradual increase of the slope of the DSC curve.

sequence such as For the melting point capillaries, slow gradual shrinkage of
HF the solid can be observed long before rapid decomposition

2NF,(GeF, + 4HF -- 2NF4+ + 2GeF,'- + 2HF+ occurs. This behavior also explains the large discrepancies in
2H, F+ + GeF -" -4HF + GeF, thermal decomposition temperatures previously reported6 ,'

2NF,* + GeFI- - (NF,),GeF, for NF4BF4, Obviously, different techniques and experimental
conditions can result in vastly different values. A can be seen

Removal of the GeF 4 product an4 repeated treatment with from Table II, NF4 PF 6, NF4 GeFs, and (NF.)2GeF 6 are all
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Table Ill. Crystallographic Data of NF,* Salts' For NF4BF4. two different powder patterns have previously
Calcd been reported. Sinel'nikov and Rosolovskii repoited a cubic

Unit cell dimensions Vol den- (a - 7.53 A) structure,6 whereas Goetschel et al. foundII a
A per sity, tetragonal unit cell similar to those of the MF 6- salts. Since

a, A c, A V. A' Z F,,A' 8/cm' both of these and cur NF4BF4 sample had been prepared under
NF, BF, 9.944 5.224 517.04 4 16.16 2.27 similar conditions at -196 C, their crystal structures might I
NFPF, 7.577 5.653 324.53 2 16.23 2.41 be expected to be identi.'nL Consequently, we have also
NF4 AsF.b 7.70 5.73 339.73 2 16.99 2.72 recorded the powder pattern of NF4BF 4 (see supplementary
(N',),GeF, 10.627 11.114 1255.14 16/3 16.81 2.59 material). Our results closely agreed with those' I of Goetschel
"a All compounds crystallize in the tetragonal system. b Refer- et al. Furthermore, only the tetragonal unit cell results in

ence 5. plausible trends (see Table 1II) for the density and the average
volume per F atom (ignorinZ contributions from the central

of good thermal stability. The NF 4Sb 2F,1 salt did not show atoms). 3" Many of the diffraction lines reported by Sinel'nikov
a solid-state transition but melted at 178 OC. The melt showed are similar to those reported38 for NO 2BF4, a likely impurity
a freezing point of 161 °C. The chemical properties of in samples prepared by glow-discharge techniques in glass
NF 4PF 6, NF 4GeFs, and (NF 4)2GeF6 are analogous to apparatus.3

those 5,6,9-i I previously reported for other NF 4' salts. The powder pattern of NFEBF 4 was indexed"I by Goetschel
Hydrolysis of NF4+ Salts. The hydrolysis of NF4+ salts was et al. on the basis of a tetragonal unit cell with Z - 2.

quantitatively studied9 by Tolberg and co-workers. According However, eight reflections could not be indexed and were
to their results the hydrolysis follows the equation tentatively attributed to an impurity. We have also observed

these reflections with similar intensities and found that they
Obelong to NF4BF4. They can be readily indexed if the volume

This hydrolysis reaction should therefore offer a conveniert of the unit cell, proposed by Goetschel, is doubled (Z - 4).
way to analyze NF4+ salts since NF 3 does not hydrolyze in The questionable diffraction line at d - 3.126 A, reported by
water. A large number of NF 4+ salts have been analyzed on Goetschli,1 was not observed during our study and therefore
a routine basis in our laboratory. Whereas quantitative NF3  is attributed to an impurity in Goetschel's sample. The in-
evolution was always observed, the amount of oxygen evolved dexing of the NF4BF4 powder pattern for Z - 4 is given in
was consistently less than that expected for the above equation. the supplementary material. The space group P4/nmm
Examination of the hydrolysate showed that the balance of suggested by" Goetschel et al. is unlikely since the extinction
the oxygen was present as H 20 2 , the formation of which can rule hkO = 0 unless h + k = 2n is not obeyed. Space group
readily be explained by the initial formation of HOF as an P4/m appears more likely based on the apparent lack of any
unstable35 intermediate characteristic absences.

NP,* + OHX -- NP, + HOP NMR Spectra. The 19F NMR spectra of NF4PF6 and
(NF 4)2GeF6 in HF solution showed for NF4+ a triplet of equal

The HOF intermediate can either decompose according to intensity with JNF - 230 Hz at -217.0 and -213.5 ppm,
respectively, from extarnal CFCI3, and a common line for the

2HOF -- 2HF 4 0 rapidly exchanging solvent and the anions. These values are

or react in a competing reaction with water according to ir. excellent agreement with those previously reported for
NF4SbF6

9 and NF4AsF 640 in HF.
HOF + IIOH -, HP + HOOH Since NF4GeF 5 is converted to (NF 4)2GeF 6 by HF and

The ratio between H20 2 and 02 varied from experiment to since HF rapidly exchanges with the anion, the NMR
experiment and seemed to depend strongly on the exact re- spectrum of NF4GeF5 was recorded in the inert solvent BrF5.
action conditions. The spectrum showed in addition to the solvent lines (quintet

X-Ray Powder Data. The x-ray powder pattern of NF4PF6  at 0 -272 and doublet at 0 -134) and the characteristic 9'4
h; piven as supplementary material. The tetragonal unit cell NF 4+ triplet (0 -220.1, JNF - 230 Hz) a broad unmesolve%
(see Table Ill) is very similar and, as expected, slightly smaller resonance at 0 151. Its chemical shift significantly deviates
!'js. that previously reported 5 for NF4AsF 6. No nonindexable from that (0 123) found4' for GeF 6

2- in H20 and occurs in
liri& were observed for NF4PF6 indicating little or no crys- the region predicted for GeFs-. Attempts to obtain a
talline impurities. Based on the lack of characteristic absences well-resolved anion spectrum failed owing to the sharp decrease
of certain diffraction lines, the most probable space group for in the solubility of the salt in BrF5 with decreasing temperature
NF 4PF6 is P4/m. and to the relatively high melting point (-61 () of BrF5. The

The powder pattern of NF4GeFi (see supplementary failure to observe a sharp resonance for the anion might be
material) was too complex to allow indexing, but the pattern explained either by a discrete trigonal-bipyramidal GeFs-
of (NF 4)2GeF6 (see supplementary material) could be indexed undergoing rapid intramolecular exchange or)by a poolymeric
for a tetragonal unit cell (see Table 11I). The unusual value anion (see below) undergoing rapid intermolecular exchange.
of Z - 16/3 for (NF 4)lGeF6 requires some comment. As- Since the BrF5 signal was well resolved, interaction between
suming Z - 5 would result in an unacceptably high (17.93 BrF5 and GeF5- can be ruled out. The Raman spectrum of
A3) and Z - 6 would result in an unacceptably low (14.94 this NF 4GcF5-BrF$ solution was also recorded. It showed the
A3) average volume per fluorine atom. By comparison with liues due to NF4+ (see below), but unfortunately the solubility
the known crystal structures of other N F4 ' salts (see Table of NF 4GeF 5 in BrF5 is relatively low and the region of the
III), for (NF 4)2GeF 6 this value should be larger than that anion bands was masked by strong BrF5 bands.
(16.16 A3) of NF4BF 4 but smaller than that (16.99 A3) of Vilhmtomal Spectra. The vibrational spectra cf NF 4GeFs,
NF4AsF 6. A plausible value of 16.81 A3 can, however be (NF 4)2GeF 6, NF4PF 6, and NF 4Sb2Ftt are shown in Figures
obtained by assuming a structure derived from that36 of 1-3, respectively. In view of the high purity of our samples ( )
a-K2UF6 but with a tetragonally distorted fourfold unit cell. and of the resultant good quality of their spectra, the spectra
For a-K2UF 6 a value of 4/3 was found for Z and explained of NF4A6s6

1'04 and NF4BF4
6 "1t are also given for comparison.

by assuming a statistical distribution of the anions and cations The observed frequencies and their assignments are sum-
among the calcium positions of a CaF 2-like structure. marized in Tables IV-VI. Whereas the assignment of the
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Table VI. Vibrational Freqvencies and Assignments for the Anions in NF.GeF5 and NF 4 Sb 2F,,

Obsd freq, cm', and rel intens Obsd freq, cm-', and rel intens

NF4GeF, NF 4 Sb , F,,

Ir Raman Assignments for Gel," Ir Raman Assignments for SbF,-

701 vs 1360vw
690 sh 689 (1.0) I 1295 vw Combination bands
673 mw 672 (4.9) Terminal Ge-F str modes 975 vw630 vs 764 (0.1)578(1.6) 695 vs

490 (0+) br ,(GeFGe) bridge 664s 689 (3.1)
678 sh Sb-F str modes

386 m 649 (10)
373 w 373 (0+) br 597 sh

343 (0+) br 540 w 572 (0+)335 m

321 (0.8) Def modes 497 s P(SbFSb) bridge
281 (1.0) 289 (1.0)
249 (0.6) 273 (0.7) Sb-F def modes
212 (0.4) 221 (1.8)
152 (0.4) 125 (0.4) Lattice vib

t* l '~l I I T I I r , I , ! , I I !T '- - -'

t t.
2100 2400 2000 1400 40 1400 1200 V00 900 600 400 200oa"

FtIOWANCY

Figure 1. Vibrational spectra of solid NF 4 Gecl:, Trace A, 1 i
infrared spectrum of the dry powder in a silver bromide disk, the do1absorption below 300 cm-' (broken line) being due to the AgBr NP S4.6, "windows; trace It, Raman spectrum. S indicating spectral slit l...1 .1,1
width. ,•~ ' I I I I I l I l l !O"t:

four fundamentals expected for tetrahedral NF 4+ is well ' Th'""
established,' o1".,37 the assignment of tome combination bands
has previously been questioned." Furthermore, it seemed -
interesting to study the influence of solid-state effects on the .
vibrational spectra of these highly symmetric octahedral and ,- I
tetrahedral ions.

Inspection of Figures 1-3 and of Table IV establishes
beyond doubt the presence of approximately tetrahedral NF4+
ions in these salts. However, for several salts solid-state affects
are observed. For the GeFs" salt, for example, the degeneracy
of the E and the two F2 modes is completely lifted and a
splitting into two and three components, respectively, was Z
observed. This is not surprising since the site symmetry of
NF4+ in these salts is bound to bu lower than Td. However,
since the space groups of the NF4+ salts are not firmly es- -
tablished (see above), the assignments for NF 4" in Table IV "A"MCY

'were made assuming symmetry Td. Figure 2. Vibrational spectra of (NF4 )2 GeF. compared to those
Out of the ten possible binary combination bands of NF4+ of NF4 BF4: trac A, infrared spectrum of solid (NFj)GeI 4 a,•Of T t n bdry powder in a silver chloride disk; trace B, Raman spectrum ofof T'd symmetry seven should be infrared active. Of these,~ sx solid (NF 4 ),GeF,; traces C and D, Raman spectra of (NFP)1 GeF,

have been observed in the infrared spectra thus lending further in HF solution at two different recorder "ioltages with incideut
support to the assignment of the fundamentals. In addition, polarization parallel and perpendicular, respectively I p and dp
one of the infrared-inactive combination band& was observable stand for polarized and depolarized bands, respectively ]; traces I.:
at about 880 cm I in the Raman spectro, probably due to and F. infrared sipectrunm of milid NF4, B14 at two different
intensity enhanlcement by Fermi resonance with ,I(AI), imee Intrat ions; trace G. Ramsan ilc.trum of solid NF, B:H..

The frequency of P1(A1) of NF 4+ varies by several cm-I for this band is well suited to'monitor quantitatively by Rxman
the different N F4÷ salts, and, owing to its narrow line width, spectrouopy the progress of anion dispLacement reactions.
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Assignments for GeF- in NF4G-eF 5 are more difficult since
this anion has not been well charactxuized, The existence of

S"GeFs- salts was postulated48 by Clark and Dixon and sub-
E i sequently was established49 by Wharf and Onyszchuk, who
U prepared several quaternary alkylammonium and arylarsonium

salts. They attributed infrared bands at 690, 652, 343, and
317 cm-I to GeF-. No further data on GeF5- could be found

, in the literature. Recently, O 2+GeF5 was synthesized and
its vibrational spectrum was recorded which suggested"o a
polymeric cis-fluorine-bridged structure for GeF5 .

Although the general appearance of the GeFs- Raman
Z.+ bands in NF4GeFs (see Table VI) is similar to those of GeFs-

-E in O2GeFs, there are pronounced differences. By analogy with
, O2GeF5 , the large number of observed anion bands and the

______________________________U_ occurrence of bands in the frequency region (450-550 cm'1)expected for fluorine bridge stretching modes rule out the
presence of discrete GeF5- anions in NF4GeF5 . The fre-

i quencies of the NF4+ modes in NF4GeF 5 are essentially

f -identical with those in NF4MF 6 salts. Conquently, fluorine
bridging of GeFs- in NF4GeF5 must occur between the anions.

A Since the addition of an extra fluoride ligand to GeF5 results
in a pseudooctahedral structure, two kinds of bridging, cis and
trans, are possible 5' which should be distinguishable from their
vibrational spectra.

For a trans-fluorine-bridged structure, the anion would
possess a symmetry center and the four nonbridging fluorines

- and the central atom would form a square plane. This would
- result in a highly symmetric structure exhibiting a small

j -number of infrared and Raman bands, which ideally would
be mutually exclusive. A typical example for such a

p~r trans-fluorine-bridged polymeric XF5 species is a-BiF5.52

hill On the other hand, a cis-fluorine-bridged structure would
- be of lower symmetry and result in a more complex spectrum.

The spectra due to the GeF 5- part of NF4GeF5 show a fre-
queacy and intensity pattern similar to those observed for
NF4SnF 5

53 and solid TaF5.54 Since the sructure of solid TaFS
,,is known55 to consist of cyclic cis-fluorire-bridged tetrtmers,

such a cyclic tetramer is also plausible for GeF5-. A more
detailed discussion of the GeF5 spectrum will be given
elsewhere. 53 The formation of polymeric anions in NF4GeF5
is not surprising in view or the established5l polymeric nature4of CrF52-, AIF-, and MnF 2 salts. All of these salts

Z form polymeric chains of MF 6 units with the nature (cis or
trans bridges, linear, helical, or ramified) of the chains varying

__...........______ _______ _•from salt to salt.
3$"to 3"40 2"0• tl1• o 14 00 1200 WNQ $00 600 40• 0• 2

'QUINCY SUMN"

Figure 3. Vibrational spectra of NI: 4 PF., NI:4,Asl:', and Uv photolysis is a useful and convenient technique for the
NF4Sb2 I F,: traces A and B, infrared and Raman spectra, synthesis of high oxidation state complex fluorides which are
respectively, of solid NF, PF4 ; traces C and D, infrared and Raman difficult to prepare by other methods. Low-temperature
spectra, respectively of solid NF, AsF.; traces E and P', infrared conditions may be required if either the final or one of the
and Raman (at two different recorder voltages) spectra, respec-i ediate products formed by the interacion of the F atoms
lively, of solid NF, Sb2 F,. with the starting materials are thermally unstable. Typical

The vibrational spectra of the anions also show solid-state examples are stable O2+AsF 6- which can be prepared at room
effects. The spectrum of BF4- is analogous to that of NF 4+ temperature,28 unstable 02'BF4 13 and 02 GeF 5- which
and consequently was assigned for point group Td (see Table can be prepared at -78 °C, or stable NF4 salts which, de-
IV). The spectra of PFs- and AsF6- deviate somewhat from pending on the anion, were prepared at either 25 or -196 *C. i

the Oh selection rules by showing splittings for the triply For the NF4+ salts the exact formation mechanism still io-
degenerate v3(Flu) mode and by not strictly following the rule mains to be established. If the formation of NF4AsF 6 either
of mutual exclusion. However, the deviations from Ok for these by low-temperature uv photolysis or by thermal activation at
anions are relatively minor and, in the absence of exact high pressures involves the same reaction mechanism, reactim
knowledge of the space group, assignments (see Table V) were kinetics might be more important than the thermal stability
made for Oh. The observed frequencies agree well with those of the intermediates.

-) previously reported for other AsF6-, 42 '43 PF-, 43 and Ge- Three novel NF4+ salts, i.e. NF 4PF6, NF 4GeFs, and
F62- 43,45.46 salts. The spectrum of Sb2F1 I- in NF 4Sb2F1, (see (NF 4)2GeF6 , have been prepared by uv photolysis and dis-
Table VI) is in good agreement with that previously reported4l placenm"nt reactions and have been characterized. The
for the anion in O2+Sb2F, , particularly if the pronounced (NF4) 2GeF 6 salt is the first example of an NFt+ salt con-
changes observed for the Sb 2F1 I- anion in different salts are taining a multiply charged anion. Interesting equilibrium
kept in mind. reactions were found which allow the interconversion of GeF5-
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Abhtract-The Raman spectra of gaseous, liquid and solid SF 4 have been re-examined. Polar-
ization measurements allow the unambiguous identification of the A, modes. The i.r. spectrum
of SF4 isolated in N. matrix has been recorded and 8S-.34S isotopic shifts have been measured for
several fundamentals. The matrix isolation study indicates that the 353 am-" absorption consists
of two fundamentals, thus providing the hitherto missing ninth fundamental of SF 4. Complete
assignments are given for SF4 and are supported by force field and moan amplitudes of vibration
computations. The results from the vibrational analysis support an intramolecular Barry-type
exchange mechanism for SF,. Raman polarization data have also been obtained for ClF.+SbF,-
in HF solution and revised asmignments and force field values are given for CIF 4+.

INTRO0DUCTION of solid SF, and a CDNO/2 calculation of the

The assignment of the fundamentals of pseudo- i.r. intensities. The i.r. and Ramnan spectra of

trigonal bipyramidal tetrafluorides is extremely solid SFj have also been reported by BEaRNY

difficult. Thus, the vibrational spectrum of SF 4 , [8] and were interpreted in terms of different

the simplest representative of this type of molecule, crystalline modifications. The far i.r. spectrum

is still poorly understood in spite of much recent of gnseous SF 4 has boen studied by L•viN and

study. During our study [1] of the structurally Hsrtais [9) in order to obtain evidence for intra-

similar SF 4 0 molecule, we realized that the molecular exchange. Finally, CMaUar 69 al. [10]

remaining questions concerning the vibrational have recently compared the varioum proposed

spectrum of SF4 had to be settled to give a firm assignments and force fields. Review of this

baais for the assignments of the other pseudo- extensive work showed that the reported data

trigonal bipyramidal molecules, still did not permit an unambiguous assignment

The, first report on the vibrational spectrum and that all proposed assignments led to incon-

of SF4 has been published in 1956 by DODD sistencies. Therefore, we have reexamined the

es al. [2]. They reported the Raman spectrum vibrational spectrum of SF 4 to obtain additional

of the liquid and an incomplete i.r. spectrum experimental data.

of the gas. In 1965, RrDmoGTOK and BxR.NY Recently, we have also reported [11] the

[3] published the i.r. spectrum of solid SF, in vibrational spectrum and force field of the C1Fj+

an argon matrix in the range 1400-400 cm-. cation which is isoeloctronie with SF,. Since

LxviN and BzRxzy [4] have carefully studied the C1F 4 + assignments were based on those of

the complete i.r. spectium of gaseous SF4 and SF , , we have also revised those of CIF,+ in the

have carried out a noinal coordinate analysis. light of our new results for SF 4 .

The Raman spectrum of gaseous SF j and force
constants have been reported by CmrsrT and W mB ~ vX
SAWODNY [5]. The assignments for SF4 were Sulfur tetrafluioride (from The Mathsbon Company)
revised by FRZ" st aL. [6) based on a comparison was purified by complexing it with CsF [12]. Only

SF, forms an adduct with CsF and the unreactive
with the known assignments of related molecules, sulfur oxyfluorides were pumped off. Pure SF was

and by Lavix [7] based on the Raman spectrum recovered by vacuum pyrolysia of the Cs+SF,- residue.
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The preparation of CLF,+SbF4 - and its HLF solution F_- .' ' M -. I I . I
bavo been desoribod previously [111. Pa

The Raman spectra were recorded on a Caty Model GAS

83 speotrophotometer using the 4380 A exciting lin
A Claasen filter warn used to eliminate plasma lines
[13]. Polarization measurements were carried out by F
method VIII "s described by CLwirim es al. [133. .831

For the low-temperature spectra an apparstus was 6

used similar to that described by MJib. and Hsmw
[14]. A stainlesa steel cell with Teflon 0-rings and
sapphire windows [15] was used to obtain the spectrum
of the gag. The sample oontainers for liquid and
solid SF, were 3 mm o.d. quartz tubes and thosre
for HF solutions of CIF,+SbF.- wore Teflon-PEP .8 6 32.F-T .1 4
capillaries. The apparatus, spectrometer, and 'ehob-
nique usod for the ir. matrix isolation study have LIQUIo
been described previously [16, 17]. -o'

IRMYTS AND DUMSOUBI 442 4
Sultfur .trafluoride. Vibrational aspiea and their "'

aueignnwn 12

The Raman spectra of gaotus, liquid and
solid SFg and the i.r. spectra of Ns matrix isolated , ,, .

and solid SF, ae shown in Figs. 1 and 2, re-
spectively. In this paper, we will limit the dia-
cussion of our data to thome features which either 1I 6 4 - 2 .... 9 ,4

tignificantly differ from previous reports or are
important for the assignment of the bands. SOLIo

Of the nine fundamentals expected for SF-
in point group 0., [4, 5], the assignment of the 4- ,,,
folowing modes is well established [7, 10]: A,, .690
Y - 892. S, - 558; B1, *a - 730, v, - 532;
B,, rg -- 867 c- 1 . Identfioation of the A1
deformation modes ,s and v4 should be possible
by Raman polarization measurements. Unfortun. s ,
ately, the previous data [2. 5] were ambiguous.
The present study shows (see Fig. 1) that the
bands at 353 and 228 em-1 are definitely polar.
ized and, therefore, represent vs &ad v,, respeo.. 4 7 5 3 4

tively. This assignment is in agreement with that 1200 "M0 a0 Go0 400 300 0

proposed by Lzvw [7]. The question concerning FREOUENCY, ca
the motions corresponding to v& and % is discussed Fig. 1. am"an spectra of SF,. Truoe A, spectrum
below. of the gs at 10 atm premure recorded at two diffient

After identifioation of the 352 and 228 em-c M or tg Traces I and C, spectrtm of the
liquid with th inWdt polarisatin pependicularbands an Pe and v , and parallel, respectively. The insert was roeorde

ae still needed for vs(AS) rAd v,(B,). For the 0t a lower recorder voltage. Traces D, spectrum of
gs there Is one moderately intense Run the *d reeorded at two different roordft voltages.
baud at 474 cm1 still. uassigned. This frequency P indicates polarized bands and S the spectral alit-
is too high for ,* since a value of 453 cn- already widths. The numbers 1-9 refer to the assignment
results in an unreasonably high value of 3.16 of the bands to the nine fundamentals of SF,.
nidyn A radianB for Foe (ee Sets V and VI in was observed [4] in the ix. spectrum of the gas.
Tables I and 2). Consequently, the 474 am-' band Since the frequncy diffarances betwetm these
must repreeent the torsional mode vs(As) whioh and the 474 cm-I Rama band ae too large
is expected to ooou in the frequency range and since vs(AX) should be ir. inaotivs, the ir.
400-650 cm-1 . An extremely weak feature having feature is attributed to oombination bands, suah
maxim at 405, 453, 447, 441. 435 and 429 om-1  as 2vd(7]. A Raman band at about 410 om-2,
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r-r that h"~ been reported previously [2, 5] but
A "was questionable [5], was not observed during

;' 1this study and, therefore, must have been due
I to an impurity.

I- Because all observed bands have already been
F assigned to other fundamentals, it must be assumed

N, MaTIX that v, coincides with another fundamental.

(MRt-Ilow0d 5 , Since a frequency value of 470 cm- 1 is unreason-
4•K YA ably high (see above) for vs, only two alternatives,

SIR 6" 353 and 228 crn-1, remain. Since vS(B%) should
6 1.7 . 3, be reasonably intense in the i.r. spectrum [7),

"f ~we have carefully examined the i.r. matrix
4541V isolation spectrum for evidence of such a coin-

T" I'cidenco.

SL K NAs con be seen from trace A' of Fig. 2, the
474 525 360 cm-- band is split into two components

which are separated by about 3.2 cm-1. This
z6 470 splitting cannot be attributed to the 3S-34

< 92 isotopes owing to the high relative intensityof 92 696 67s$
143 "1 "1of the lower frequency component (natural
IS 4 2.7 5abundance of "4S is 4.2y ). Furthermore, it

C cannot be due to an associated species or crystal
field effects since the remaining bands in the

NA 1[ SF, s.-ýctrum do not show any such splittings.
souc Consequently, these two components are inter-

4- proted as the two fundamentals, v3 (A1 ) and
2354 vs(B.). Since v, should be of higher i.r. intensity

than v. [7], the 360 cia- component is asFigned
59 to v and the 357 cm- one (o v..

3a5 640 The two maxima of the 353 cm 1- i.r. absorption
___________, ___ _ ,of gaseous SF 4 [4] might then be interpreted as

1200 1000 800 600 400 the Q branches of the two fundamentals v. and
FREQUENCY, cm"I V., although their separation does not preclude

Fig. 2. Infrared Spectra of SF4 . Trace A, spectrum their interpretation as a double Q branch of a
of the N, matrix isolated species. Trace A' shows B-type band [18). However, it should be kept
the 860 cm-1 band at a tenfold scale expansion under in m'ind that the second B-type band at 867 om-1

higher resolution conditions. Traoe B, sample of
trace A after a controlled diffusion experiment. Trace does not exhibit such a double Q branch and this

C. neat solid, might also be the case for the v9 deformation.

Table 1. Assignment of normal modes of SF, and CIF,+

Species Approx description of mode I fFrequency, com-i
r--observed---= r---used for SIP, force field computabionr--I

SF, CIF,+ I II III IV V VI

A, v, vsymXF~eq 892 800 892
Va vsymXFax 558 571 558
S, &cisaXFeq and ax, sym comb 356 385 353 228 353 228 353 228

V4 6scissXF,ax and q., asym comb 228 250 228 353 228 S53 228 353
As vs XF, ,wist 474 475 470
B, V's vasyxnXF,ax 730 795 730

v, XFeq wagging 832 515 -532
B& Ve VasymXF,.q 867 829 867

V, asoisaXFax out of plane 360 385 - 353- - 228- 463-
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Table 2. Force constanxtsL of SFlb.0 and CIF,+

I SF- - CIP4 +
I II III IV V VI

As Fix -- r +for 5.76 5.71 5.75 5.71 5.75 5.71 4.49
Fe --1x + a 3.48 3.66
Z' - 0.99fo + 0.01f, - 0.1•5fo, 1.07 0.65 1.07 0.65 1.07 0.65 1.38
F, - 0.004fp + 0.711, 0.40 0.67 0.40 0.67 0.40 0.67 0.50

+ 0.29 Us +1 A, + =-
+f1,-) + 0.1fsj
+ 1.80fg + 0.1l ffy

As Fee -fx -- few -f-fu +f" 1.93 2.08
BIFee - A--fa 3.11 - - 3.80

F'? - A + fee - f- - f,"- 2.05 - 1.91
FP, - V/2 (fi -- fa-,)------- --.-) 0.89

BF,, -fA-f,, - 5.26 - - 5.15 - - 5.37- 6.07
P, - fag -foul +fJew- - - - 1.92 - - 0.81 - -3.16-- 2.44
FS, - -2 (fm,-fm,) - 0.84 - - 0.50 - - 1.20----- 0.84
f, 5.51 5.49 5.45 5.37 5.43 5.56 5.54 4.78
15 3.30 3.73
. 0.25 0.23 0.30 0.88 0.19 0.17 -0.29

f" 0.19 -0.08

(a) Stretching constants in mdyn/A, deformation wastants in ndyn A/radianh. and stretch.bend interaction
constants in radyn/radian.

(b) Preferred net for SFP is I (ae text).
(c) The given explicit P snmtrix is for SF4 and differs somewhat from that of C1F4 + owing to the different

geometries of the two pecies. For the explioit F matrix of C1Fe+ ace reference (11].

The Raman spectra showed no evidence for also coincide and have a frequency value of
a splitting of the 353 cm-1 ba -. This is not 328 ozm-, similar to that of 353 ex-1 observed
surpring since vg(B2) is expected to be of much for SF4.
lower Raman intensity than v,(A,). Therefore, *

the 353 cm-1 Raman band is assumed to be Force fildd and mean amplitudes of vibration
mainly due to Y2(Al), in accord with the polar. omm
ization meagurements. A normal coordinate analyais and a computation

Additional support for the above assignment of mean amplitudes of vibration were carried
of v,(B.) to the 353omw- absorption can be out to support the assignmeats. The results
derived from the following considerations: (i) are summarized in Tables 2 to 4. Although the
The FC-F, mean amplitude of vibration aignif. above amignments for SF, are well supported.
icantly varies with the frequency of v, (sew we have computed foroe fields and mcan ampli.
Table 3). Of the two alternatives given for tudes of vibration for both vs > s, and v4 > va,
vs (353 and 228 our), only 353 cm4- results assuming values of 228, 353 and 453 om-4 for
in a value falling within the reported [19] un- v. This was done to demonstrate that the above
certainty limits. (ii) We expect F. to have a sasignments are the only set which can satis-
value similar to those of FP and F, (about 2 factorily account for all the experimental data.
mdvyn A radian", see Table 2). (iii) For the The vibrational frequenoies used for these corn-
structurally closely related CIFs molecule [6, 20], putations are lUakd in Table 1. Slightly better
the in plane and out of plane scissorng modes fireuency values for vs, vs and a, would have

Table S. Computed& (298"K) and observed [19] mean amplitudes (in A) of vibration of SFP

(g'> calcl1 ' <f') oba/I'
I U I.I IV V VI

--F. 0.041 0.041 0.041 0.041 0.041 0.041 0.041 - 0.005
B-F, 0.048 0.048 0.048 0.048 0.048 0.048 0.047 • 0.005
7"-F. 0.076 0.092 0.076 0.091 0.076 0.091 0.068 - 0.01
F-F. 0.070 0.078 0.077 0.074 0.068 0.065 0.067 . 0.005
FIX-F. 0.061 0.061 0.061 0.051 0.061 0.061 0.059 • 0.01

(a) Using the force felds of Table 2.
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Table 4. Potential energy distributions and eigonveotors for the different force fields of 07,

Asaignrnent "--I, III, V (Y, > ',) !---'II, IV, VI (v4 > .) - !
FED r--- EigenvootorI------ PED -- Eigen vectors------

S, 8, S, 46 S, S, S S ,

As Y 94F&, -0.277 -. 0.015 0.111 0.175 93 L -0,27/! -0.018 0.108 0.188
vs 100Fs, -0.009 0.229 -0.008 -0.011 100lF, -0.009 0.229 -0.007 -0.012
vs 75 F,, + 20 F" 0.025 0.005 0,226 0.193 80 F,, + 20 F, 0.001 0 0.193 -0.095
Yd 77 F, + 22 F,, -0.005 -0.001 0.080 -0.242 75 F, + 18 F,, 0.029 0.006 0.145 0.290

ALL SETS, PEP
.4,, 100 F,,
B, vs 133 F,, -8$4 F,, + 21 F?,,

•Vy 93 F,,
I, II PED III, r7 PFED V, vi FED

B, v, 107 F&O - 11 F,, 10Io F,, 109 F,, - 18F,,
vs 103 F,9 105 F, 102 F,,.

(a) Percent contributions. Contributions of low than 10% to the PED are not listed.

been 356, 474 and 350 cra-1, respectively, but a, # and y are the bond angles between equatorial-
the differences are insignificant, axial, equatorial-equatorial, and axial-axial fluo-

The force fields were computed [21] by trial rine liganda. respectively. The eigenveotors (L
and error to give an exact fit between observed matrix) are listed in Table 4. They show that
and calculated frequencies. Sets I to VI are the for both assignments, i.e. v, > Y4 and 4 ,> vs.
simplest force fields that duplicated the following the 228 om-1 mode is an an.,aymmetrio and the
32"-S isotopic shifts observed in our matrix 356 cm-1 mode is a symmetric combination of

isolation study: Air - 10.6, Ais -. 0, Ave - 12.3, the symmetry coordinates S, and S,. The main
Ave - 10.2 cm-4 . difference between the two assignments is that

the relative contributions of equatorial and
Choic of a force field and ideits of As A, bendwig axial bending to each mode are reversed. For
mod" v% > vp, 228 cv-1 Is mainly axial bending, whereas

In trigonal l ipyramidal pentafluorides generally for v, > vs it is mainly equatorial bending.

twvo acceptable force fields are found [22]. This The antisymmetric combination of S and S
is caused by the possibility of interchanging can be expected to offer the shorteet path to
the assignments for the in plane axial and equato- a Berry-type exchange. This was experimentally
rial bending modes. For the structurally imilar oonfirmed by Levin's analysis of a hot band
SF 4 molecule, the same problem exists since progression of the Q branch of the 228 am-1
the assignmcnts of v, and vj in the A, block i.r. band [9] and a recent gas phase NMR study
can be interchanged. This results in two different [25] which yielded very simila values for the
force fields (Sets I, III, V and Sets II, IV, VI, activation energy required for an intra-molecular
respectively, of Tables 1 and 2). Cuosequently, exchange process. Additionad experimental sup-

a choice of a preferred force field requires a port for 228 and 356 or- 4 being antisymmetrio
disorimination between the two altermttives. and symmetrio oombinatiovs, respectively, of Ss

Further interest was added to this problem and S& comes from relative Lr. intensity arguments.
by the fact that thes molecules cn" undergo The symoetric combination should result in a
an intramolecular exchange betwee equatorial significantly larger chag of the dipole moment
and axial ligands [9, 22-26]. This exchange and therefore is represented by the more inteose
involves a pseudorotational motion of the equato. 356 oz-- i.r. band.
rial and axial fluorine Uganda as originally proposed The evidence presented above establisles the
by BzzaY [23]. Therefore, it was desirable to 228 cmar mode as an anti-symnmetrio combination
verify the existence of such en exchange for of Ss and S and a the mode involved in a Berry-
SF4 bý a normal coordinate walysis, type exchange, but it does not distinguish between

The symmetry coordinates used in our com- the two altemrate assignments, i.e. vs > ae and
putaticns for the two A, bending modes of SFe v& > vs. However, distinction between these two
me Ss - -0.074 A7 + 0.997 A,6 and 84 - 0.842 ohoioes is possible by a comparison between
Ay + 0.268 (A% + As + Aws) + 0.063 A&where computed and observed [19] mean amplitudes

C, 429
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of vibration. As shown in Table 3, only the -'b
assignment v. > v% results in an acceptable valuefr CF4  &Sb I

for th& F, - F,, amplitude of vibration and In H-

therefore is the preferred assignment. The +
elgenvootors listed in Table 4 show that v3 (356

cmr) is about an equal mixture of equatorial and P

axial bending, wherea v, (228 crn-) involvesmainly axial bending. This fact has previously p7

been explained [10] and therefore requires no -

further comment. It should be kept in mind, Z
however, that in spite of the availability of

some S - S34 isotopic data, the force field used -s

for these rjomputationm is still underdetermined.

Therefore, the relative contributions to vs and

Y, from 8, and S4 might change somewhat for
a general valence, force BAld.

In summnary, all nine fundamentals of SF 4  8,1,6 1 12 7. 5 4
have been observed and their &.iignment is well
supported by Raman polarization and matrix 800 600 400 200 0
isolation data, and force field and mean amplitudes FREQUENCY, cm"
of vibration computations. The i'tsulta from the Fig 3. .Rtman spectrum of ClF4*SbF 4 - in HF
normal coordinate analysis establish the existence solution recorded with the incident polarization
of a B•rry-type exchange coordinato for SF,. perpendicular (traces A) and parallel (trace B).
Our revised assignment (Set I) for 1Fj differs Th three bands duo to octahedral SbF 6 - are marked

from all previous aasignments [2-10] for at least by an asterisk.

one fundamental.

Ignoring the bands due to the anion, four polar.
Compariso of SF4 un ta tnwo bipyramidal XF ized bands were observed the frequencies of
moacteu which ae in excellent agreement with those of

Comparison of the above results for SF 4 with the four A, modes of SF 4. The assignment of
those previously reported [22, 27-32] for the the vibrational spectrum of CIF4+ (see Table 1)
structurally related pentafluorides PF,, VF, and was made by analogy with that of SF, using the
AsP, indicates significant differenoes. For the Raman data from this study and the previously
pentafluorides, the higher frequency bending published [11] i.r. data. As can be seen from
mode was attributed to mainly axial and the Figs. 1-3 and Table 1, the vibrational spectra
lower one to mainly equatorial bending. However, of SF, and ClF,+ closely resemble each other.
description of these motions in terms of a symmetric This is not surprising sin... it has previously
and antisymmetric combination of axial and been shown that the isoelectronic pairs SFO--
equatorial bending, as discussed above for SF, ClFO+ [34], SF8 Os- CIFO 9 + [35], SFg- CJF7+
and previously suggested also for the penta- [36], and SFC-CIFS [12] exhibit similar spectra
fluorides [30], might account for these apparent The force field of CIF,+ was also recomputed
dicr. ncis between such simil molecules. (see Table 2) using the frequencies of Table 1
The considerably lower force constant values and the geometry asumed earlier [11]. The
found [27-31] for the Berry-type motion in the force field of CIF,+ is asto underdetermined,
pentafluorided, when compared to that of rF,, and the ehoiee of the off-diagonal symmetry
might be partially accounted for by the lower force constant. strongly influence the values
activation energies required for intramolecular of the diGoal ciM [11]. Oonmquently, we
excbange in these molecules [22, 32, 33]. have choso, for CLF,+ a force field si;la to

that of SF, (see above) which has been better
The Ca o~ defined by the use of US-U isotople data. In

In view of the above results for SF,, we have spite of the relatively large uncertainties common
also reexamined the Raman spectrum of so. [11] to suh force field comparison of the force
electronic CIFt+. Polarization data were obtained constants of SF, with those of C1FP+ shows the
for CIFd+SbFc" in HF solution (se Fi%. 3). expected trends. In both species, the value of
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The novel compound Q2+GeFs- was prepared by uv photolysis of a GeF 4-F 2-0 2 mixture in quartz at -78 *C. The compound
is a white crystalline solid and is unstable at 25 *C. It was characterized by infrared, Raman, and ESR spectroscopy.
The vibrational spectra indicate for the anions a polymeric cis-fluorine-bridged structure similar to that found for NbF5 .
The possibility to convert O2GeF.s into (0 2)2GeF 6 by HF treatment at low temperature was briefly studied. For comparison,
(NO)2GeF 6 was prepared and characterized by vibrational spectroscopy. The Raman spectrum of solid GeF 4 has also
been recorded and longitudinal components were observed for each of the two F2 modes.

Introduction used as a solvent. Debyc--Scherrcr powder patterns were taken using
The synthesis of 02+PtF6-, the first known example of a a GE Model XRD-6 diffractometer. Samples were sealed in quartz

dioxygenyl salt, wfy reported' in 1962 by Bartlett and capillaries (-0.5-mm o.d.)
Synthesis of 02+GeFs-. A I-. quartz bulb containing 500 cm 3 ofLohmann. Since then numerous other 02+ salts have been 02, 250 cm 3 of F2, and 250 cm3 of GeF4 was exposed for 7 days to

synthesized and studied. However, all of the reported'-16 uv radiation from a high-pressure mercury lamp (Hanovia 616A, 100
dioxygenyl salts belong to one of the following three types: W) equipped with a water filter. The condensing tip and the bottom
0•.MF 6- (M = P, As, Sb, Bi, Pt, Ru, Rh, Pd, or Au), 02+- of the reactor were kept at -78 *C. The solid O2+GeF2- accumulated
M 2 F,,- (M = Sb, Bi, Nb, or Ta), or 0 2 +MF 4 (M = B). In in tht cold section of the reactor which also contained some solid GeF 4.
view of the interesting physical and chemical properties of these After completion of the photolysis, products volatile at -31 *C were
paramagnetic and stron$1y oxidizing salts, we have studied the removed in vacuo. The white solid residue (about 500 mg) was
possible synthesis of 02• salts containing new types of anions. transferred, while cold, from the quartz bulb to cold quartz or TeflonIn this paper we report the synthesis and characterization of FEP tubes in an inert-atmosphere glovebox.In•GeF 5 , the first known representative of the type raon The composition of the solid was determined by allowing weighedsample- contained in a Teflon FEP ampule to decompose completely
MFs-. Further intercst was added to this study by the fact at 25 OC and by separating and measuring the gases noncondensable
that the GeFs- anion has only recently bewn discovered. 1 (02 and F2 ) and condensable (GeF4 ) at -196 *C. The identity of
Except for quaternary ammonium salts, 1' no other GeF5 - salts the decomposition products was established by mass and infrared
have been reported and no structural data on GeFs- were spectroscopy. In a typical experiment, 82 mg of the solid, corre-
available. sponding to 0.411 mmol of O 2+GeF.,. produced upon decomposition

0.63 mmol of 02 + F2 and 0.42 mmol of GeF 4, thus establishing its
_perimnwtlal SeCtJoD composition as O2GeFj. The ionic structure of the solid was established

Muteuials and Apparattis. Volatile materials were manipulated in by vibrational spectroscopy.
a well-passivated (with CIF 3) Monel vacuum line equipped with Teflon Synthesis of (NO') 2,eF 62-. Germanium tetrafluoride (2.17 mmol)
FEP U-traps and bellows-seal valves. Pressures were measured with and FNO (5.40 remol) were combined at -196 9C in a passivated
a Heise Bourdon tube-type gauge (0-1500 mm 1 0.1%) or a Validyne Teflon FEP ampule. The mixture was warmed first to -78 0 C, then
Model DM56A pressure transducer. Nonvolatile materials were to -45 0 C, and then to 25 'C for 30 min. Unm acted FNO (1.05
handled outside of the vacuum system in the dry nitrogen atmosphere mmol) was removed by pumping at 25 'C, leaving behind 532 mg
of a glovebox. of a stable white solid (weight calculated for 2.17 mmol of (NO)2 GcF 6

Germanium tetrafluoride (Ozark Mahoning), F2 (Rocketdyne), is 535 mg). The ionic structure of Cie solid was established by
and 02 (research purity, 99.99% minimum, Matheson Gas Products) vibrational spectroscopy.
were used without further purification. Nitrosyl fluoride was prepared
from NO and F2 at -196 0C and purified by fractional condensation. Results and Discusion

The infrared spectra were recorded in the range 4000-250 cm-1  Synthesis and Properties of O 2+GeFs-. Uv photolysis of a
on a Perkin-Elmer Model 457 infrared spectrophotometer. The spectra mixture of 02, F2, and GeF 4 in quartz at -78 IC produces
of gases were obtained using Monel cells of 5-cm path length fitted a white crystalline solid according to
with AgCI windows. The spectra of solids at room temperature were
obtained by pressing two small single-crystal platelets of either AgCe 20, + F-2 + 2GeF: h. 20,GcF,
or AgBr to a disk in a Wilks minipellet press. The powdered sample -78 °C
was placed between the platelets before starting the pressing operation.
The low-temperature spectra were recorded at -196 'C usin a cell The composition of the solid was established by quantitative
and transfer technique similar to those previously described.?s The thermal decomposition at 25 *C which produces the starting
inner windows of the cell were AgCI or Csl; the outer ones, CsI disks. materials. It was found that the decomposition rate is sup-
The instrument was calibrated by comparison with standard calibration pressed by a pressure buildup of the gaseous decomposition
points.19  

products. A similar suppression of the decomposition rate of
The Raman spectra were recorded on a Cary Model 83 spec- a dioxygenyl salt by the corresponding gaseous Lewis acid has

trophotometer using the 4880-A exciting line and a Claasen filter2° previously been observed"2 for 0 2+BF 4 -.
for the elimination of plasma lines. Sealed quartz or Teflon FEP tubes The thermal stability of O 2+GeFs- is similar to that2 2 of
were used as sample containers in the transverse-viewing, 02 >BF 4 . It was stored at -20 0 C for over 4 months in either
transverse-excitation technique. The low-temperature spectra were
recorded using a previously described 2' device. Polarization mena- quartz or Teflon EP containers without noticeable deom-
suremmnts were carried out according to method VIII lised by Claassen position. It reacts violently with water producing a gas with
et al.20 typical fluorine odor.

ESR spectra were recorded as previously described.'" The 'IF 0 2+GeF 5 - is the first example of a dioxygenyl salt of the
NMR spectra were recorded at 56.4 MHz on a Varian Model DA60 type O 2+MF-. The relatively good thermal stability of
p.tab sltsspectrometer muipped with a variable-temperature probe. Chemical a2rGeFdi is surprising in view of the fact that GeFxa Salts

shifts wTre determined by tr side-band technique relative to external are difficult to prepare and that the only known exatn plesCFC13. Teflon FEP liners (Wilmad Glass Co.) inserted into glass possess bulky and strongly stabilizing counterions, such as
NMR tubes were used as sample containers and anhy", ous HF was quaternary ammonium cations.17 A plausible explanation for

To whom correspondence should be addresed at Rocketdyne. the relative stability of GeF- in the presence of a small cation,
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Figure 1. Vibrautional spectra of (NO)Gl at 25 *C: trace r 223

A, infrared 3peCt rum of the dry powder as a AgBr disk; trace B, 814
Raman spectrum~ of the solid; trace C, Raman spectrum of an HF ,p .01~
solution. P indicates polarized bands, and S the spectral slit C .10.
width. 8689

664

such as 02', will be given below. I3o
Since a trigonal-bipyramidal GeF5- anion would possess an j9 1J2 31energetically unfavorable structure, it might be possible to80

convert it to the more favorable and stable octahedral GeF 6
2 - ý140 X

anion. For N F41 salts, we have found that such a conver-sion 6042

can be achieved by treatment with anhydrous HF. This type D1'
of conversion was also studied for 02'GeF 5 -as a possible route ,D *'

to (02+) 2GeF6  which would be the first known exa mple of 1S00 1600 1400 1200 1000 80'0 600 400 200 0
a bis(dioxygenyl) salt and should possess very interesting FREQUENCY, cm- 1

magnetic properties. Unfortunately, the treatment Of 02 Fgr2 irtoa pcr fGF- rcAifae
GeF 5- with HF in the temperature range -78 to -31 *C did Fgre.Viatol spectram of th oi eodda r o wder5 btracen A, infrar ;
not produce any product of sufficient stability and purity to setruce of tha sld CRamnsecrde as a dry-ge powide bet pleen trcels
allow its unambiguous identification. D, Ranman spectrum of a freshly prepared sample. The spectral

Synthesis, Properties, sad Spectra of (NO)1 1 2G.ý 2-. The slit width used for the recording of the Raman bands in the 1800-
knowledge of the vibrational spectra of (N0') 2GeF6 -, which 1900 cm-' region was half of that (3 cm'") used for the recording

should be isoctructural with (02+)2GeF 6
2-, was desirable to of the rest of the spectrum at the same gain setting.

predict the spectrum of GeF6
2- in its hypothetical dioxygenylI

salt. The synthesis of (NO+)2GeF 6
2 - by the inte-action of Vibratlonal Splectrum and Structuiire of O2+GeFs,. The

either G0O2 with CINO and BrF 3 
23 or Ge with FNO.3HF24  vibrational spectra Of 02 'GeFs- are shown in Figures 2 and

has previously been reported but the compound was not 3. These spectra are relatively complex and rule out the
characterized. For our study, (N 0') 2GeF6 "- was prepared presence of both GeF 6

2 - (see above) and solid GcF4 (see
in quantitative yield by direct combination of GeF4 with a below). Since the Raman spectra show lines between 1840
slight excess of FNO. It is a white crystalline solid, stable at and 1860 cm-1, characteristic6' 20 for 02+, the solid must be
room temperature. ionic and have the composition O2+GeF 5-. The RAman spectra

The vibrational spectrum of (N0I)2GeF6
2- is shown in were recorded over the temperature range -5 to -130 *C and

Figure 1. The observed bands and their frequencies agree show a pronounced temperature dependence. At the higher
well with those previously reported for the NO+ cation25,26  temperatures, the anion bands are broader and fewer in
Prnd the GeF 6

2- anion,27 29 thus confirming the ionic nature number. By analogy With 02+AsF6-; 02+SbF 6.Q14.30.31 and
of the adduct. The spectra were recorded at 25 and -120 *C 0H 3 +A~SF 6Q this might be explained by order-disorder
but showed no pronounced temperature-dependent order- phenomena (see above). Similarly, freshly prepared samples
disorder phenomena caused by reorientational motion of the showed a somewhat simpler spectrum (Figure 2, trace D) than
ions. 14.30.31 The splitting of the NO stretching mode into two well-aged samples.
bands for the solid disappears in the spectrum of the HF A closer inspection of the 02" bands in O2"GcF5 - also
solution (see Figure 1) and, hence, is due to crystal efflects. shows some interesting effects. Whereas a freshly prepared
The 19F NMR spectrum of (N0') 2GeF 6

2 - in HF solution was sample showed a single sharp line at 1849 cuf',,the age~d
also recorded, but only a single resonance was observed for samples exhibited two lines at 1841 and 1847- 1 35 cmnt ,
both GeF 6

2 - and HF solvent indicating rapid exchange of respectively. The frequency of the higher energy fine and its
fluorine. intensity relative to that of the lower energy decreased with

The x-ray powder diffraction pattern of (N04 )2GeF6
2 -was decreasing temperature (see Figure 3). This observation is

also recorded and was tentatively indexed for a hexagonal unit further evidence for the existence of ordering effects aud for
cell with a - 11.78 A, c = 9.78 A, and Z = 8; a unit cell a unit cell contaiiiing more than one 02 +. cation.

apprently related to that of (NH4)2GeF6 for which a = 5,862 While the vibrational spectra establish beyond doubt tho
A,c =4.8 17 A, and Z - I was found.32 The similarity of presence of discrete 02' cations, there is considerable direct

the unit cell dimensions per formula unit is not surprising in and indirect evidence against the presence of discrete GeF5-
view of the previous observation"0 that at ý5 "C O2+AsFt, anions particularly in the well-aged samples. The GeFf anki
and 0H 3+AsF6- possess almost identical unit cells. is isoelectronic with AsF5 and therefore, should possess a
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Figure 4. ESR spectrum of O,'GeF," recorded at -196 °C.
distinct. This indicates that the structure of polymeric GeFs-

may bz significantly influenced by the nature of the cations.
Additional indirect evidence for a polymeric structure of

f' GeF5 - in O2+GeF5 - can be derived from the following con-
siderations. (i) The observed thermal stability of O2+GeF 5-

V would be surprisingly high (see above) for a salt containing
discrete GeF5 - anions. (ii) The GeF 5- anion shows a strong

J/ tendency17 to add a sixth ligand, such as H20 or NH 3. Since
'* the 02+ cation is quite small, there should be anion-anion
/ .contact in the crystal lattice and fluorine bridging appears

FREOUENC -Y cm-l likely. (iii) The splitting of the 02+ stretching mode in theRaman spectrum of 02+GeFs- indicates a large unit cell
Figure 3. Temperature dependence of the 0,' stretching mode in containing more than one 02+ cation, contrary to 0 2+MF 6-
the Raman spectra of O 2+GeF," recorded with tenfold scale for which only one very narrow line is observed for the 02+
expansion and a spectral slit width of 1.5 cm-'. stretch even at low temperatures. (iv) The observed ortho-

rhombic crystal field splitting parameter in the ESR spectrum
trigonal-bipyramidal structure of symmetry D3A. Whereas (see below) is compatible with a structure contair.ing a po-
ASFs and PF5 are highly volatile and on the basis of their lyanion. (v) The large number of combination bands observed
vibrational spectra33,34 are little associated in the liquid and for 0 2+GeF 5- in the infrared spectrum indicates many fun.
solid state, SbF 5 has a high boiling point and is associated in damentals and, hence, a rather complex anion.
the gas, liquid, and solid states35, 36 through the formation of ESR Spectrum of O2+GeF5-. The ESR spectrum of 02+.
cis-fluorine bridges. Since the size of Ge(IV) should be in- GeF 5-, recorded at -196*, is shown in Figure 4. The peak
termediate between those of As(V) and Sb(V), GeF 5- might to peak line width is 283 G. The factors were determined
very well be polymeric, particularly in an anion-dominated from computer-simulated spectra 5 as gx- 2.00, gy - 1.98,
crystal lattice. and gz = 1.86. The natural line width used was Lorentzian

Comparison of the Raman spectrum of O2+GeF 5- with with a peak to peak width of about 140 G. The orthorhombic
those of unassociated PFs,33 AsF 5 ,14 or SbF 5 " and associated crystal field splitting parameter' 5 determined from g. was 2.73F5 orttaei 1S6 36X10 25fo

SbF5  or tetram3ric NbF 5 . was found helpful for dis- ) l0 cm-1 . This value is larger than those reported' 2"5 for
tinguishing between discrete and polymeric GeF5- aniors. The 02+AsF 6- and 02+BF4-. This larger crystal field could l'r
obseivation of at least five Ge-F stretching modes, with one caused by effects, such as multiple charges or lower symmetry
of them (480 cm-1) occurring in the frequency range expected of the anion, and is not surprising in view of the probably
for fluorine-bridged structures, argues against the presence polymeric nature of the GeF5 anion (see above).
of a discrete GeFs- anion. Furthermore, the Raman spectrum Ramm Spectrtim of Solid GeF 4. The Raman spectrum of
of GeFs- in 0 2+GeF5 - closely resembles that 16.36 of solid solid GeF4 was recorded to demonstrate the absence of de-
tetrameric NbF5, indicating a similar polymeric structure. The composition products in the spectra of 02+GeF 5-. The ob-
crystal strv.ture of solid NbF5 hcs been determined by served spectrum is shown in Figure 5. It will be briefly
Edwards 37 and its vibrational spectrum was thoroughly an- discussed since it shows a remarkable deviation from the
alyzed by Beattie and co-workers. 36 Assignments for GeF5- spectrum expected for a tetrahedral species of symmetry Td.
on the basis of a cis-fluorine-bridged tetrameric polyanion can The observation of six sharp bends instead of the four, expected
therefore be made by analogy with those36 given by Beattie for Td, resembles the previous reports for solid SiF 44u and
and co-workers for solid NbFs. The possibility of a polymeric CF4.41 By analogy with the spectrum of SiF4 which has been
trans-fluorine-bridged structure for GeFs- can be eliminated thoroughly analyzed,"4 we assign the additional Raman bands
based on the study of Beattie and co-workers on the vibrational observed for solid GeF 4 to a splitting of the two F2 modes into
spectrum of trans-fluorine-bridged a-BiF 5 which exhibits a longitudinal and transverse components. Longitudinal and
much simpler Raman spectrum. 3  transverse waves propagate with different frequencies in cubic

The infrared spectrum of 0 2+GcFs also supports a or uniaxial crystals with the longitudinal component having
polymeric structure for the anion. The 480-cm I band, in- &e higher frequency.40 Since the splitting of the F2 modes
dicative of fluorine bridges, was observed and the remaining into two components might also be explained by lowering cf
part of the spectrum is very complex. Although the Raman the site symmetry of GeF 4 from Td to either Ck or C3, the
spectra of the anions in 0 2 GeF5- and NF 4*GeFs - are infrared spectrum of solid GeF4 was also recordad. However,
relatively similar, the corresponding infrared spectra are more such a site symmetry lowering seems less likely for the fol-
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VIBRATIONAL SPECTRUM AND FORCE
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Abstract-The ijr. and Raman spectra of solid XeF,*BF, and XeFsAF. and their Ramnan and "IF NMR spectra in
HF solution were recorded. The observed spectra are consistent with a square-pyramidal XeF,* cation of symmetry
C... All nine fundamncntals were assigned for XeF,* and force constants were computed for the isoelectronic series
XeFs*, IF,, TcFj, and SbF,' -.

INTRODUCTION Xenon hexal!uorid was prepared by the method of Malm[17],
DualtNo an investigation of the XeOF4-PtF, reaction Arsenic pentafluoride (Ozark MahoniAg Co.) and BF, (The
system [I] the precise knowledge of the vibrational and Mathwsn Co.) were purchased. All volatile materials were

"F ~M~ sectum o Xe','was equredto alowits purified by fractional condensation prior to their use and theirpurity was verified by i~r, spectroscopy.
distinction from the previously reported[2] XeOFs*. The Synthesis of XeF,*BF.,. Boron trifluoride (17-55 mmole) was
latter cation, if indeed extitteti(II, should belong to the added in increments at 2?* to a Teflon FEP U-trap containing XeF,
same point group C.. as XeFs* and, therefore, is expected (17-1I5 mmole). The mixture was kept at 25? for 12 hr. Unreacted
to exhibit similar spectra. Although the crystal structure BF, (0-4 mmole) was pumped off at 0' leaving behind 5-384 &
of several XeFs* salts is know .,3-5], only incomplete (17-14 mmole) of XeF,*BF.-;
information on the spectroscopic properties of XeFs' Synthesis of XeF,*AsF.-. Arsenic pentafluoride (3.95 mmnole)
could be found in the literature [2, 6-10]. In this paper we w"~ "ded at -196' to a Teflon PEP amipoule containing
report the i.r. and Raman spectra of solid XeF,*BF4- and XeF, -' 98 mmolc). The mixture was kept at -80' for 20 hr.

Xe~sAsF& an ther Rman nd F spctr in F The volatilc material was removed in vacuo and consisted of BF,
Xe~ssF~andther Rman nd F secta i HF (1.86 mmole) 'd n reacted AsF3 (2-08 mmole). The white solid

solution. Since several assignments for XeF,* were residue weighet 7134 mng in good agreement with the weight (781
quetioabl, w hae ued orc fildcomputations for mg) calculated for I -8b rmnole of XeF,+AsF-..

-'the isoelectronic series XeFs*, IF,, TeFs- and SbFsl2 to
support our assignments. Force fields for IF, and TeFs- RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
have previously been computed[liI]. However, in the "F NMR spectra. The'"F A'qMR spectra of XeF,*AsF,7
meanwhile the vibrational spectrum of TeFs- has been and XeFs*BF,- in HF solutioii were measured in the
reinvestigated[12, 13] indicating the need for reexamina- temperature range 20 to -W0. For XeF,* AsF6-, acidifica-
tion of our previous [11] assignment for 5'4(B,). tion of the HF solution with AsF, was required" to

suppress the exchange rate between XeFs* and the
EXPERIMIENTAL solvent and to allow observation of a separate XeF3*

Apparalus and materias. Volatile materials were manipulated resonance signal. For a As!',, XeFs4AsFJ- HF mixture
in a well passivate (with OIF,) Monel-Teflovi FEP vacuum having a mole ratio of 1: 1-3:7-6, a sharp A& spectrum in
system. Pressures were measured with a Heise Bourdon tube-type the XeF region was observed at 20' exhibiting thegauge (0-150Mmau ± 0- 1 per cent). Solid products were bandled in expected 'Xe satellites (see Table 1). In addition a very* the dry nitrogen almosphere of a glve box. broad peak at IlI ppm above external CFCI, was

I.R. spectra of the solids were recorded on a Perkin Elmr osreko ail xhnigHAF n ss
Modl 47 sectophtoiete ustherane 400-50 m ~ For XeF,*BF,-, acidification with BF3 did not resulit in apressed Aga pelletall I). The "IF WMR spectra of HF solutions

wereredon a Varian Model DA6O spectrometerat 56 sez5parte XeFs*4 Wsga. In nest HF a separate sipnal - as
using relon PEP, sampl taube, CFCIj as external swdad and observed for BF.-. at 148 ppm 1191 which at 20 was
the side-bandi technique. The HY purification and sampling relatively broad, but became narrow at lower tempera-
technique has previously been described [14]. Raman spectr were ture. T`he HF-X(eFs* peak occurred at 20' at 125 ppm and
recorded op. a Cary Model 33 spectrophotometer using the 4830 A was relatively narrow. With decreasing temperature this
exciting line. The spectrometer was modified by the addition Of A resonance became increasingly broader and was sitifted
Claasser, filter~lS] for the elimination of plasmia lines. For the upfield (to 170 ppm at -75#), but did not split into separate
solids anid HF solutions glass melting point cailaries an FE signals. The upf'ield shift was caused by partial precipitas-
NMR sample tubes, respectively, were used in the trarsvers
viewing-transverse excitation mode. Metal maski containing two tion of XeFs*BF-..
small holes for entrance and exit of the laser be= and an The chemnical shifts and c~oupltingconstants observed
were used for the Teflon tubes to effectively suppress the Tefloni with those previously reported for XeF, in SbF,[201 and

bnnda16].HOSO&[211 solution (see Table 1).
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Table 1, '*F NMIt parameters of XeF,* in acidified HF compared -_ ______

to those in SbF, [20] and HOSOF[21] solution XaF AsP

Chemical shifts (PPm) Coupling constants (Hz) _; S-d
Solvent A(qwntet) B.(doublet) Jr,. -h"' r b i."

HF(AsFs) -228.4 -110-0 174'1 1433 152-1
SbFs -231-7 -10818 175-7 1512 143.1
HOSOXF 179 1377 170

Vibralional spectra. Figures I and 2 show the i.r. and XFG*AFG-
Raman spectra of solid and the Raman spectra in HF
solution of XeFs*BF4 - and XeFs*AsF,-, respectively. The SOWd I
observed frequencies are listed in Table 2 and are
compared with those reported for isoelectronic E
Jsf[12, 22, 23J.
. Schematic line diagrams for the Raman spectrum of
solid XeFs'AsF,- have previously been reported [6, 71, but
no assignments were given. The published diagrams [6,7)

Xa~a- BF; 8

Solid " o

E .P

CC

1400 1200 1000 600 600 400 200

Freqency. Cm"
Fig. 2. Vibrational spectra of XeF,*AsF 6,.

and our spectrun, agree well for most of the stronger
bands. The Raman line diagram of an HF solution of
XeFsAsF," has also been published, but significantly

YAP#* OF*- in P deviates from our spectrum and pro'ided no clear
evidence for the presence of the AsF,- anion[7M. Recently
a Ramau line diagram for solid XeFYBF4- has also been
publishedt21 and been compared to that of IFs. It aprees

P C well with our spectrum, but owing to the lack of ir. and
P Csolution Raman data the suggested [2] assignment was no'

a s spectra of two compounds containing XeF," in combina-
Stion with SOF[10] and PdF,4 [Bl have also been

c recorded, but again no detailed vibrattional asuysis was

"0 Inspection of Figs. I and 2 and of Table 2 reveals that
J400 5200 80 0 006 400 W00 the vibrational spectra of MF solutions of XeF,.BF, and

Frequmnq.m't XeF,-AsF, contain the bands expected[19J for the free

NI. 1. Vibational spectra of XeFsBF,': A, ir. spectrum of the BE," and AsF*" ions, respectively. The presence of the
solid as Agd disk; B. Raman Spectrum of the Solid; C M D. XeFs÷ cation ir. these solutions has been established by
Raman spectrum of the HF scution incident polaizatiom *F NMR spectroscopy (see above). Comparison of the (
pepeewlicular and puarL respectively; E indicates Spectral slit solution spectra with those of the solids shows the

width. presence of the same ions in the solids. For XeFs*BF,,
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the spectra are luite similar. The only deviations from the favor set A, (ii) the shoulder at 672 cm-' in the solid is not I
selection rules for BF4- of symmetry TL are observed in observed for the solution spectrum whereas the shoulder
the i.r. spectrum of the solid, where v&(A,) and vi(E) at about 610cm-' is retained.
became i.r. active. This effect is frequently observed for ' There are four bands at 410, 300, 261 and 218 cm-' left
BF4- salts in the solid state. It is readily explained by a for assignment to the remaining four yet unassigned
lower site symmetry and/or crystal field effects. For deformational modes. Based on its high i.r. intensity, its
XeFs*AsFJ,-the solid state spectra show little change for splitting into two components in the spectrum of solid
the XeF,÷ bands but pronounced splittings for the AsF. XeF,*BF 4-, and by comparison with IF5, the 410 cm-'
bands. The fact that that in the solid state the spectrum of band is assigned to the E mode, vs. The v,(B,) mode
a highly symmetric ion such as octahedral AsF,- is more involves only a very small change in polarizability and,
strongly affected than those of ions of lower symmetry, therefore, should be of very low Raman intensity. For the
has previously been discussed in detail[24] for other members of this series it has not been observed and
BrF2*SbF" and does not rule out predominantly ionic for XeF," it is assigned to the very weak Raman line at 261
structures. Since the ionic nature of the solid XeF.-Lewis cm-'. The two remaining bands at 300 and 218 cm' are
acid adducts has been established by single crystal X-ray assigned to v,(B2) and ',(E), respectively, by analogy
diffraction studies [2-5], we can limit the discussion of the with the well established assignments reported[12] for the
observed spectra to the assignment of the XeF.* bands. remaining members of this isoelectronic series.

For XeF,* of symmetry C,, nine fundamental vibra- For the solids, Raman lines were observed in the
tions should be observed. These are classified as vicinity of 100 cm-'. Their frequencies are too low for *1
3A, + 2B1 + B2 + 3E. Ideally, all nine modes should be fundamentals and, therefore, they are attributed to lattice
R•man active whereas only the At and E modes should vibrations or weak fluorine bridges. For solid XeFs*BF,,-,
be i.r. active. Of the Raman active modes only those of a Raman line was observed at 154 cm-', This line is
species A, should be polarized, retained in solution although it becomes very broad and

After subtraction of the anion bands, we are left with shifts to lower frequency. For solid XeFs*AsF,-, a similar
three polarized Raman lines at about 680, 625 and 355 Raman band was observed at 130 cm'. Owing to their
cm". Based on their frequencies, relative i.r. and Raman relatively large differences in frequency, we feel that
intensities, and a comparison with the known spectrum of these bands do not represent a fundamental of XeF,*. A
isoelectronic IF4[12, 22, 23], these are assigned to the conclusive assignment for these bands cannot be made at
axial Xe-F stretch, the symmetric XeF 4 stretch, and the the present time.
umbrella deformation, respectively. The antisymmetric In summary, the vibrational spectra of XeF6 .BF3 and
XeF 4 stretch of species E is readily assigned to 652 cm-' XeFg.AsF, are in good agreement with the ionic
based on its high intensity in the i.r. spectrum of structures XeF5*BF4  and XeFs'AsF,-, respectively.
XeF,*BF4-. The remaining yet unassigned stretching Assignments were made for all nine fundamentals of
mode is the symmetric out of phase XeF4 stretch of XeFs in agreement with predictions for a six atomic
species Bi. This mode is i.r. inactive and of relatively low species of symmetry C4,,. Our assignments for XeF.`÷
Raman intei!sity and, therefore, more difficult to assign. It differ for four modes from those previously cited [2] as
should occur in the region 550-700 cm"'. There are two unpublished results.
possible assignments for this mode, i.e. 610 and 672 cm-', Force constants. The plausibility of our assignments
listed in Table 3 as sets A and B, respectively. We for XeFs* was examined by computation of a modified
strongly prefer set A over set B for the following valence force field and by its comparison with those of
reasons: (i) a plot of the stretching frequencies within the isoelectronic IF,, TeF,- and SbFs2-. The required poten-
isoelectronic series XeFs,, IFs, TeFs-, SbF,2- (see Fig. 3 tial and kinetic energy metrics were computed with a
and Table 3) and the force field computations (see below) machine method [25] using the geometries shown in Table

Table 3. Comparison of the fundamentals of the isoelectronic series XeF,*, IF,, TeFs-
and SbF,'-

Frequencies (cm-')
Assignment in Approx. description XeF,÷ IF,* TeF-' SbFJ-*

point group C,. of vibration A B A B

At a,. a'(XF') 679 710 624 557
P3 Y o(XF) in phase 625 616 517 427
', 6. (XF) umbrella 355 318 291 278

B, V. Y,,(XF,)outofphase 610 672 604 489 579 388
,', A-(XF.) out of plane 261

B2 0,, S. (XF.) in plaae 300 276 243 220
B a,, P,. (XF.) 652 631 479 377

No S(F'XF.) 410 372 350 307
0. S.. (XF.) in plane 213 200 146 142

*Data from Refd. (12. 22. 23).
tData from Ref. [121.
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FS3.Plot of the stretchiagirequencies for the isociectrouck eisbs.e,.IadXF
4.The force constant definitions used are those of Begun introduction of a small F,2 term (sets A' and B' in Table

ef aI.123], except that the deformation coordinates are 5) resulted in highly characteristic vibrations.
weighted by unit 0I A) distance. The force constants were Inspection of Table 5 shows smooth forc: constant
adjusted by trial and error, assuming the simplest possible treds within the isoelectronic series Xe~s*, IF,, TeF, I
modified valence force field, to give an exact fit between and SbFs'-. Of the assiginments previously reported[12]
the observed and computed frequencies. Owing to the for MF, TeFs- and SbFs'- only one assignment, P. of
heavy central atom, coupling between the diagonal F TeFs-, does not fit the overall picture. Ile frequency of
terms should be relatvely small and a diagonal force field 569 cm-' assigoed[121 to this mode appears too high by
might be expected to be a reasonable apjproxiniation of about 100 cin' as can also be seen from Fig. 3.
the gener valenc force field. When alternate assign- Assignaient of tithier the 492 or 507 cm-' single crystal
mnents were asible, force fields were computed for both Razna,i component[12] to YO4,) might resolve this
assignments and are included in Table 5 as sets A and R. discreponcy and results in a better force field Irend and is
The potential energy distrbutio showed that all vibra- given as Set A in Table 5. The 479 cm-' siztgo crystel

mswere highly characteristic (88 per cent or higher) Roma band might be then reassignied to tbe a, + bu
exetfor the A ,block of XeF$, where the similair compoain o! atNE). Such a reassignment Wb' ,~ also

frequencies of v', and v2 canoed considerable mixing of accun for the high Raman intenisity of the 488 powder
tecorresponding symmetry ci~ae.Hwvr mdwihi iutt xli ntrso h

AsnanedDaCCCU~r pramter farX5P. I~ ~ coincidence of POO5m and NAE) at 488 cm-. The 579 cm-'
And bF, 2  Raman line, which Was previously assigned to i'45B,)[121,

X*F,** IPFt TeFsl SbF,,21 is very weak said might possibly be due to a combination
RA A Nial) 1-76 144 1-U6 1416 baid such as 6 ,+s- 58or 479 +95 -574.
rAmktoriao 1-82 1.37 195. 2-07 For XeFs, terewasalso aquestionf2) about vbeing
Ades 80-4 319 78.1 7914 at 672 cr 610 cz'.As can be seen from Table3, Y4- 610

*K.LeayD. .empeto. . Zlkn ad N Brtltt hog. cmn' (Set A) results inan /. value similair to those found
Klft1. 17a26 (17D ..TmeoA.akaad .ailt hrg for the other members of this series and makes f, and fn

tA. G. Robkdete .LIL Dudley aibd P. N'. Drier, Ckii.. OWC siecilar in agreem"n with the osrved differenc
Coi*maL, 1567 (1971). in bond lenth between equatorial and axa bonds [5].

4S. H. Mastiu. L. R. Ryan and L V. Aspey, bw Ch 9 Table 5 is an excellent example for tomce constant
2l(170). trMends in isoelectrnic series containing fluorine uiganda.C11L L Ryaa a&d D. T. Crosier, IZsorg Clif. u1,2322 (197). When moving to the right in the periodic system, both the
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Table 5. Comparison of the symmetry and internal force constants* of the isc.weletoic series XeF,, IF,, TeF,, SbF,'" using the
assignments of Table 3

-XeF -- TeF, -•

A A' B DY IF, A B SbF,'-

A, Fi 'fa 4'35 4.43 4"35 4'43 4.82 3"71 2-93
F,- 21, 0 -0'2t 3 -0"2t 0 0 0
Fu -f,+2f.,+I,+. 4.38 4'30 4'38 4-30 4.4 2"95 2'01
F.- Mf, + (I - M)f. + 2MI. + Wjd . 2'90 2'47 2'15 2"23

+ 2(1 - M)g_ + (I - M)/_. + tlf.. + Nf.,.*
B, F. - f, - 2j. + .- 4.17 0c 4-0. 2.66 3.75 1.68

F,s - fo - 21fo + foo, 2.-S3 [2.2511 [119]§ 11.911
B, F. - f. - 2f. + f., 0.86 0.76 0.65 0-60
E F7 - fJ. - 41 3.65 3.39 1-95 1.16

F,, - fa - fo6, I.9 I.6/ 1.57 1.33
Fit. - f.-.. -077 0.67 0.39 0.42

IA 4.35 4.43 4,35 4.43 4.82 3.71 2.93
f, 3.96 3.94 4.19 4-17 3.77 2.38 2.65 1.50
4. 0-05 0.03 -0.17 -0.19 0.04 0,07 -0.20 0.08
f. 0.31 0.29 0.54 0.52 0.38 0.43 0.70 0.34
f,., 0 -0o1 0 -0,1 0 0 0
V 0.77 0.67 0.39 0.42
f, 2.36 2.05 1.88 1.77
1. -0.05 -0.05 -0.13 -0.09
too 0.15 0.09 0.14 0.15
f1.. 0-48 0.38 0.31 0.44
4f. + fa 20.2 19.9 13.2 8-9
f, : A 0.91 0.89 0%96 C,94 0.78 0.64 0.71 0-51

*Stretching constants are in mdyn/A and deformation constants in mdyn/A radian'; the preferred force constant sets are
tunderlinoed.

tInteraction term required for the potential energy distribution of Y. and sz to be most characteristic, i.e. 100 S., and 98% Sa
respectively. For F,, - 0, the following PED was obtained: a,, - 74S, + 26S2 and a, - 74S3 + 26S,.

tThe factors M and N are a function of the bond angles and in alphabetical order have the following numerical values: XeF,*,
0-90, 1.19; IF,, 0.93, 1.03: TeF,-, 0.87, 1.33; SbF,'. 0388, 1-28.

fVales estimated from the trends observed for F,3 and FPM.
fl interal deformaiica constants were computed assuming I., =1.,' -. - 0.

oxidation tate and the electronegativity of the central bond distances for the same species depending on the
atom increm. This results in a decrease of the Xj.-F,. counterion. For example, the equatorial axial bond length
bond polarity and an increase of the bond strength and differences observed[5] for different XeF,÷ salts vary
force constants. However, this increase is not linear but from 0,03 to 0.07 A.
levels off towards the sixth or seventh main group for the The force constants obtained for this isoelectronic
higher period elemeats. For the XeF, series, a second series also serve as a good example for continuous trends
trend can be observed which is reflected by the f, :fj within the periodic 'ystem. They demonstrate that terms
ratio. In species containing ntr tiae cogt valence such as sun-ionic or covalent bonds arm idealized

electrons and at least one free valence electron pair on the descrptions of extremes and should be understood as
central atom, the free valence electron pair seeks u much such. In reality, the degree of polarity or ionicity of bonds
a-chaater as possible. This results in the formation of changes gradually throughout such isoelectronic series
linear semi-ionic three center-four electron bond pairs resulting in a smooth transition from one type of bonding
until the free valence electron pair can form an sp" hybrid to the other.
with the remaining fluorine ligands[26]. As can be seen
from Table 5, the axial bond (fa) is significantly stronwer
than the four equatorm ones (I,) for out seris The Acknowedgees•$s-We are indebted to Drs. C. J. Schack and L.
formation of the weaker semi-ionic bond. is favored by R. Grant for helpful discussions and to the Office of Naval

formal negative charges and increased electronegativity search, Power Ban. for £aaca stspoon.
difference between the central atom and the ligand. Thus,
SbF,"' closely appmximates the ideal semi-Ionic 1,:fn rEaEREN s
ratio of 0.5. This ratio increases towards XeFW* for which I. K. 0. Christi and L. D. Wilson, to be published.
the equatorial bonds become almost as stroh as the vxjal 2. D.E. McKee, C. J. Adams, A. Zalkn and N. Bartlett, J. Chem.
one. Whereas the force constant data result In a smooth &o. C CommaW., 26 (1973).trend, the bond length differences (see Table 4) appear 3. N. Bartlett, F. Einstein, P. StW.vt !n4 X. Trotter, Chm.
more esttic. This may partially be due to variations in Commna., 550 (1966);. ACh•a Sm. A, 1L90 (1967).
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Fluoride Crystal Structures. Part XXVI.• Bis[difluorobromonium(ni)]
Hwxafluorogermanate(nv)
By Anthony J. Edwards,* Chemistry Department, University of Birmingham, P.O. Box 363, Birmrngham B15 2Tr

Karl 0. Christe, Rocketdyne Division, Rockwell International, Canoga Park, California 91304. U.SJLA
Crystals of the title compound are monoclinic. space group P2 1/c, a - 5.07(1). b - 13.83(2). c - 6.45(l) A,
ft - 116.6(3)'. The structure was solved by the heavy-atom technique and Wfined by three-dimensional least-
squares methods to R 0.087 for 452 visually estimated reflections. The atom'c arrangement is consistent with to
ionic fonnulation [8rF,]+j[GeFg]'" but there are strong interactions betwee; the ions through fluorine bridgingI
giving endless chains parallel to the a axis. There is considerable distortion in the octahedral co-ordination of the
germanium atom, and the bromine atoms have a distorted square planar co-ordination with two Br-F(terminal)
and two, Br-F(brldge) distances, means 1.71 and 2.21 A.

BRomiNz trifluoride is amphoteric and can form adducts 2  a temperature gradient in silica capillaries. The crystals
with strong Lewis acids, such as SbF& (ref. 3) or GeF 4.4 formed as thin plates and most were twinned. One single
The crystal structure of BrFs-SbF& has been determined s crystal was sealed in a short length of evacuated silica
and showed that the adduct is predominantly ionic, capillary for the crystallographic investigation. No notice-
although cation-anion interaction occurs through ak able decomposition or attack on the silica occurred duringfluorine bridges causing distortion of the ron. A data collection.controversy existed concerning the structure of the CrystaW Dasa.-Br2F*Ge, M - 422, Monoclinic,

a e- 5.07(1), b - 13.83(2), c = 6.45(1) A. 1 - 116.6(3)*,
(BrFs).GeF4 adduct. Based on vibrational spectra, U - 404 As, Z -= 2. D, - 3.46, F(000) -- 34. Space
Brown and co-workers postulated' that it cannot be ionic. group P2,Jc (C.l, No. 14) from systematic absences. Cu-X,
Subsequeattly, Christe and Schack showed 4 that the (I - 1.54 8 A) and Mo-K 6 (), - 0.710 7 A, Ii - 148 cm-1)
vibrational spectcA do not rule out a predominantly ionic radiations; single-crystal precession and "Weiasenberg
structure containing weak fluorine bridges .and/or photographs.
distorted ions. In view of this controversy and the D. was not measured but the volume is consistent with
failure of vibrational spectroscopy to establish unam- Z - 2, since with 20 fluorine atoms in the unit cell, thebiguously the nature of (BrF)a-GeF&, a crystal stucture volume-per fluorine atom is 20 As. identical with that for

determination of this adduct appeared most interesting. [ErF&]+[SbF.-"Shuwwa D*einsuion.-Integrated intensities were
ExPERIMNrrAL collected about the a axis (layers 0--Wh) by use of Mo-K,

The preparation of the complex has been described radiation and a Nonius integrating Wetsaenberg camera.
previously.$ Single crystals were grown by sublimation in The relative intensities were measured with a photometer

S Part XXV, J. C. Dewasn, A. J. Edwards, J. E. Guerchal, and 'D. H. Brown, K. R. Dixon, and D. W. A. Sharp. CA..
F. Petillon. J.C.S. Dl•m, 1975, 2295. comm.. 68.

AL. Stein, in 'Halegen Chemistry,' vol. 1, ed. V. Gutmnann, oA. J. Edwards and G. R1. Jones. 1. Che. Soc. (A), 1960.Academic Prts, New York, 1967, ch. 3. 1467.I A. A. Woolf and H. J. Emeleus, J, ChAsm. Soc., 1949, 2M0. * K. 0. Christ. and C. J. Schack, Iori. Cham., 1970, 9., 3"0.
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of similar design to that described by JefferyT, and structure parameters and isotropic temperature factors, with their
amplitudes derived for 452 independent reiectiona by estimated standard deviations, in Table 1. Interatomic
correction for Lorenta and polarization factors, distances and angles are given in Table 2.

The structure was solved by conventional Patterson-
Fourier techniques, with scattering factors for neutral DISCUSSION
atoms. Refinement of positional and isotropic tempera- The atomic arrangement is illustrated in Figures I and
ture parameters, and layer scale factors, was by full-matrix 2. The ionic formulation [BrFs]+s[GeF.)'- gives the
least-squares methods. The function TMw(IF.1 - IN), was best description for the structure, since it is compatible
minimised, initially with unit weights and in the final stages o'ith the nearest neighbours to the bromine and
of refinement with Vuw - FeI/22 when JFol < an germanium atoms. Thus, the two fluorine atoms, mean
,1w - 22/1FoJ when IFPI > 22. When refinement was distance 1.71 from bromine, and the four fluorines 1.82
almost complete (at R 0.17) an absorption correction was

TAJzL 1
Final atomic positional and thermal parameters, with

estimated standard deviations in parentheses
Atom X/4 ylb $IBIA. c sia

Ge 0 0 1 2.12(8)
Br 0.3142(6) 0.1387(2) 0.8652(4) 2.34(6) F13
F(I) 0.0123(38) 0.0350(13) 0.7329(27) 3.03(27)
F(2) 0.72P7 41) 0.0963(l) 0.990(30) 3.8M(33) .i,3) 0.2692J38 0.0839(13) 1.154728) 3.38(32)
F(4) 0.6301 40 0.2143(15) 0.5983(31) 4.48(38)
F(S) 0.0077(41) 0.1782(16) 0.4434(30) 4.13(35)

TABLE 2 Or
Interatomic distances (A) and angles ('), with estimated F(M) F(M)

standard deviations in parentheses
(a) DistancessHS

Ge-F(I) 1.82(2) Br-F(4) 1.74(2)
Ge-F(21) 1.83(2) Bi--F(5) 1.69(2) FacuRZ 1 The endlesa chain arrangement shown in projection
Ge-F(3) 1.73(2) Br--F(1) 2.25(2) down [100]
F(1) .-. F(3) 2.54() Br-F(2) 2,17(2)
F(I) • F(21) 2.54(3) F(4) • .. F(5) 2.44(3)
F(3 ... F(2,) 2.147(3) F(1)-.. F(2) 3. 3(3) .-
F(1) ... F(21) 2.61(3) F4) .. F(1) 2.67(3) )

F( .. F(3U) 2.67(3) F4

(b) Angles W2

885(8) F(4'-Br--F(6) 90.7(9) .

F3)-Ge-F2 87.7(9) F(I 7 Br-F(2) 99.6(7)
F(1 -Ge-F 3) 91.2 8) F(1)-Br--F(6) 85.9(8)
Ge-F(1)-Br 131.3(9) F(2)- Br-F(4) 83.8(8)
Br-F(2)--Geeh 1353.4(10) \ /

(c) Contacts <3.5 A
Br ... F(M) 3.34(2) F(2). •. F(3) 3.16(3)
F(1) .. F(41) 3.32(3) F(5). ..- F(4V) 3.03(3)j
Br. F!4") 3.24(2) F(2) • F(4r-) 3.11(3) 1
F(3) 1 ) 3.18(3) F(4) •.. F(4-V) 3.37(1)
Br. 3.28(2) F(4) ... F(3) 3.12(2)
F(6) ... F(3v) 3.02(3) F(S) . .. F(2") 3.08(2)
F(6) ... F(2vs) 3.4"(3) F(5) . .-. F(4yu) 2.89(3)

Roman numerals as superscripts refer to atoms in the posi-

1 -1 + M'Y'z V X. y. - + z
I1 -x. -y, 2- z VI - y + x.y - 1 + z Fiouas 2 Projection of the structure down [001]III--+X. -y, X-- VII -- l +X. , - .- 1- +

IV +, Y, I + and two 1.73 A from germanium, define the ions, with the

next-nearest fluorine atoms to bromine, at a mean distance
applied, by use of the computer programme ABSCOR, for of 2.21 A, having a significantly weaker interaction.
a crystal, elongated along a with dimensions 0.65 x 0.2 x The co-ordination around germanium is distorted from
0.04 mm. After application of this correction and further ocahedral by a lengthening of four coplanar Ge-F bonds
cycles of refinement the final R was 0.087. The final para-
meter shifts were <0.1 a and an analysis of the variation of involved in bridging to four bromine atoms. The
wAs with increasing sin/X)i and increasing fractions of [F.1 F-Ge-F angles are not significantly different from 90
was satisfactory. Observed and calculated structure and the symmetry of the [GeF] unit is approximatelyD&4.

S factors are listed in Supplementary Publication No. SUP This result agrees with the previous conclusions,"' based
21546 (4 pp., 1 microfiche),* and the final positional W. . . a., 1963,40,494.

0 See Notice to Authors No. 7, in J.C.S. D&Ubu, 1978, Index ' Inteirntional Tables for X-Ray Crystallogralhy,' vol. Ili.
issue. Kynoch Prm. Birmingham, 196U, p. 202.
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on vibrational spectroscopy, that the compound does not to Br-F(terminal) is 1.20, significantly less than the value
contain octahedral [GeF)]2- ions. of (1.36) for [BrFJ*[SbF, -,5 but slightly larger than that

The two Br-F distances in the BrF2* cation are not (1.27) for [BrF•]+rSb$F 1 1]-.* This inlicates that the
significantly different. The mean Br-F distance (1.71 A) covalent interaction increases in the order: [BrFo]+-
and the F-Br-F angle (90.70) are very similar to the [SbFo- < [BrF0]+2[GeFe'- M [BrF4 +[SbF 1 1]-. The
correspondihg values (1.69 A and 93.50) found for the ratio of the Ge-F(bridge) to Ge-F(terminal) distance
cation' in [BrF]+[SbFgl-. (1.05) is very similar to the corresponding Sb-F ratio

Although the ionic formulation gives an approximate (1.04) in [BrF0]+[SbFs]- indicating that the differences
description of the structure, the two extra Br-F distances in the anion bond lengths are not as good a measure of
of 2.17 and 2.26 A• which complete a distorted square- the strength of the fluorine bridge, and might be influenced
planar fluorine co-ordination around bromine, represent by the different number of fluorine bridges involved in
a significant interaction. Thus, there is a contribution the 1: 1 and 2: 1 adducts.
to the structure from the covalently bonded fluorine- We thank Dr T. A. Hamor for his amended versions of t .ebridged arrangement. Since Br in [BrFo]+ possesses two computer programs ORFLS, ORFFE, and FORDAP, thtesterically active electron pairs, this cation can be con- staff of Birmingham University Computer Centre for thtir

sidered to be pseudo-six-co-ordinated. assistance, and the Office of Naval Research, Power Brar.h0h,
The long Br-F contacts from pairs of bromine atoms for financial support (of K. 0. C.).

form bridges between separate [GeF] units, to give [6/ 1063 Received, 2%d June, 19'16)
infinite chains running parallel to the a axis, as shown in
projection in Figures 1 and 2. The ratio of Br-F(bridge) , M. D. Lind and K. 0. Christe, Inorg. Chem., 1972, 11, 608.
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trans-Dihydridotetrafluorophosphate(V) Anion, trans-H2PF4-
KARL 0. CHRISTE,* CARL J. SCHACK, and E. C. CURTIS
Received September 3, 1975 AICS06.54A •

The novel H2PF4- anion was synthesized in the form of its K+ and Cs+ salts. Both compounds are wvu.5e stable oolids
decomposing at 266 and 284 dC, respectively. Vibrational and I9F NMR spectroscopy show that the anion his a
decompo structure with the hydrogen Ulandy in trais postiond All ten active fundamt ha expected for symmetry
D4p were observed and asr igned. A notnhl-ey ordinaa analysis was carried out Mn shows that H2PF4- ecmtal o highly

polar PF bonds.

larodm-iuu- fluorophosphites. For H2PF4- further interest was added by
During the synthesis of H2PF3 according to the methodI the question of whether the two hydroen ligands are in cis

of Holmes and Storey we observed that the NaF. used for the or in trans position.
removal of the HF impurity, formed a labile adduct with Fx4bmd Seet

, H2PF3. Whereas numerotas alkyl- or aryl-substituted fluo- Appaium ad hist . The materials used in this work were
rophosphates are known.U to our knowledge no reports have m ted in a wdl-paulvatd (with Ci) 304 salahw se vwwn
6ieen published on the existence of the corresponding parent lne equipped with Teflon FEP U-traps and 316 ,stainless stoel

., npounds, the hydridolluorophosphates. In view of this and belowselvalves(H Inc,4251F4Y), Pressurswere masured
the general interest in fluorine-substituted phosphorus orm- with a Heise Bourdon tubs type gauge (0-1500 mm A0.l0). Because
pounds, it seemed interesting to synthesize stable hydrido- of the rapid hydrolytic interaction with molstue all materials were
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handled outside of the vacuum system in the dry nitrogen atmosphere V 1 r F
of a glovebox.F

The infrared spectra were recorded on a Perkin-Elmer Model 457 F F F
spectrophotometer. The spectra of solids at room temperature were "IV, 4-
obtained by pressing two small single-crystal platelets of either AgCI /

or Ag or to a disk in a Wilk f minipellet presa. The powdered sample [ / • k)
was placed between the platelets before starting the preasing operation.The inmu'ument was calibmted by comparison with standard calibratioon L F

points. TRS cis
The Raman spectra were recorded on a Cary Model 83 spec- 04h

trophotolmeter using the 4880-A exviting line and a Claussen filter5

for the elimination of plasma lince. For low-temperature work a Miller Figure 1. Two possible structural models of HPF4-.
Harney device' was used. Glass or Teflon FEP capillaries were used
as sample tubes in the transverse-viewing, transverse-excitation 119.8 "1 JNF
technique. Polarization measurements were carried out according ..4 L_
to method VII! listed by Clsasson et al.5  

-
The 'OF NMR spectra were recorded at 56.4 MHz on a Varian

high-resolution NMR spectrometer equipped with a vari.,ble- -- 3---
temperature probe. Chemical shifts were determined by the side-band
technique with an accuracy of *.1 ppm relative to the external standard JPF
CFCI3. Teflon FEP liners (Wilmad Glas Co.,) inserted into glass
NMR tubes were used as sample containe.:s and CH3SOCH3 was
used as a solvent.

Debye-Scherrer powder patterns were taken using a GE Model

XRD-6 diffractometer with copper Ka radiation and a nickel filter.
Samples were sealed in quartz capillaries (-0.5-mm o.d.).

A Perkia-Elmer differential scanning calorimeter, Model DSC-I B,
was used for the determination of the thermal stability of the 4
compounds. The samples were crimp-sealed in aluminum pans, and 49.1 tm
heating rates of 10*/min were used. Figure 2. "'F NMR spectrum of K+HPF4 " in CHSOCH)

Cesium fluoride and KF were fused in a platinum crucible and solution.
powdered in a drybox prior to use. The H2PF3 was prepared and
purified as previously described.' smell of phosphine. A full characterization of this solid was

Synthais of CsH2PF4 aed KH2PF4. Dry KF (2.27, mmol) was beyond the scope of the present study, but the observd
placed into a 10-mW stainless steel cylinder and H2PF3 (3.13 mmol) properties strongly suggest an auociated species containing
was added at -196 *C. The cylinder was kept at -20 C for 2 days. PP bond. The H2PF4- salts are highly souble in CH3SOCH3
Excess H2PF3 was removed from the cylinder by pumping for several and moderately soluble in CH3CN. Attempts to obtain their
hours at room temperature. Based on the weight gain of the solid
2.19 mmcl of HiPF3 was complexed. This corresponded to a 96.5% x-ray powder diffraction patterns in quartz capillaries were
conversion of the KF to KH2PF4. The product was a white powder. unsuccesdul owing to chemical attack of the capillalies. The
Anal. Calod for KH2PF4 K, 26.4; P, 20.9. Found: K, 26.7; Pt 20.5. only patterns observable were those of the corresponding SiF62"

Similarly, CsF (2.51 mmol) when combined with H2PF3 (3.21 salts.
mrtol) at -20 °C resulted in the uptake of >.51 mmol of H2PF3 The relatively high thermal stability of thes H2PF4- salts
correspond ig to a 100% conversion of the CaF to CsH2PF4. The and their relative ease of formation are'surprising in view of
solid product was slig'tly uT-'white. The same results were obtained previous reports. 2 Thus, CsF did not form adducts with di-
on combiniig these ;naterials at room temperature, but the product alkyltrifluorophosphoranes and the (CH3).PF4- anion could
had a light brown color. Anal. Calcd for CsH2PF4: Cs, 54.9; P, only be prepared from (CH3)2PF3 and (CH3)3SiN-PR3. The
12.8. Found: Cs, 55.0; P, 12.6.The NaF-H2PF3 System. Sodium fluoride also interacted with stability of the resulting salt was attributed to the stabilizing

excess H2PF3 at -20 OC although the conversion of NaF to NaH2PF4 effect of the bulky and resonance-stabilized ((CH3)2P-
was considerably lower than that observed for KF and CsF. After (N=PR3)21+ cation.
10 days at -20 9C only 35% of the NaF had been converted to Pow"le Sbtuctres of H2PF4-. The hydrogen ligands in
NaH2PF4. The solid product slowly evolved H2PF3 on standing at H2PF4- could be in either cis or trans position. A priori, it
ambient temperature. is difficult to predict which of the two isomers is more likely.

Whereas in (CH3)2PF4- and (CF3)2PF4- the two methyl
ligands are trans, 2,3 the oxygen ligands in 102F4- 7-S and

Systliuses sai Properaies. Alkali metal fluorides interact TeO2F42- 9-•1 are cia. For TeF4(OH)2-, 11.12 TeF4(OC-
with H2PF3 with adduct formation. Whereas NaF forms an H3)2,9,13 and TaF4Ch- 14 both the cis and the trans isomer
adduct unstable at room temperature, both KF and CsF form were observed.
with excess H2PF3 at -20 °C 1:1 adducts in quantitative yield. As can be seen from Figure 1, the trans isommr of H2PF4-
Both KH2PF4 and CsH2PF4 are white hygroscopic solids, has higher Symmetry than the cis imouw, and therdore, NMR
stable at room temperature and according to DSC data un- and vibiational spectroscop should readly distinguish between
dergo exothermic decomposition at 266 and 284 *C, re- these two stereoisomers.
spectivcly. Since simple dissociation of the adducts to alkali 19F NMR Spwetra. The 19F NMR spectra of KH2PF4 and
metal fluorides and H2PF3 should be endothermic, the DSC CsH2PF4 in CH3SOCH3 solution were recorded. They
results suggested that the thermal decomposition of the salts consisted of a well-resolved doubl of triplets (see Fipure 2).
involved HF elimination and wa" probably accompanied by The observed chemical shifts and coupling coatants are listed
alkali metal bifluoride formation. This was experimentally in Table I,
confirmed when CsH2PF4 was subjected to careful vacuum The trans isomer contains four equivalent fluorine and two
pyrolysis. The volatile decomposition products were trapped aquivalent hydrogen atoms. Therefore, the 19F resonance "
at -196 C and af'er warm-up to rootn temperature comisted should consist of a doublet ot triplets owing to P-F and H-F
of HF, PF3, H2'PF3, and a ;ale yellow to orange nonvolatile spin-spin coupling, respectively. For the cia isomer two
solid. This solid was extremely rt.--tive and pyropioric, and doublets of triplets would be expected owing to the presence
upom hydrolysis S gas was evolved exhibiting the characieristic of two nonequivalent pairs of fltorines. The oberved spectrum
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Table I. "F NMR Spectral Data for HPF.- inCH ,SOCH,
Solution Compared to Those of Related Phosphorus Fluorides Own" 8

Compd 6, ppm JpF. Hz J Hz UH
KHPF, 49.1 799.3 119.8 We .
CsHPF4  47.6 798.7 120.8
"PF," a 73 715

(CX,)g PF 4 - a 20.9 856 i,
HPF4 b 49.6 892 (90)C
HFFb 48.0 860 ( 8 0 )C "7 q

a Data from rof 2. b Data from ref 1; the 6 values are the Ce !

average of rapidly exchanging equatorial and axial fluorines.
c These values were taken from the proton spectrum; they were
not observed in the "F spectrum owing to the great line width of
the signals caused by the rapid exchange of the equatorial and
axial fluorine Iijtands.

agrees with the predictions for the trans isomer and the ob-
served chemical shift and coupling constants agree well with
thosel,2 of the related phosphorus fluorides listed in Table I.

Vibratiomal Spectra. The vibrational spectra of KH2PF4
and CsH2PF4 provide additional proof for H2PF4- possessing '"'

the trans configuration. The observed spectra are shown in
Figure 3. The Raman spectra of CsH2PF4 were also recorded
but are not shown in the figure owing to their similarity to
those of KH2PF4. The observed frequencies are listed in Table i
IL. Although no laser-induced photodecomposition of the
samples was observed at 25 0C using the 4880-A exciting line,
some of the Raman spectra were recorded at lower temper- .Wi, Miii, ii . .. k' --- 4 . ,
ature to improve the resolution of the spectra. eel

For the trans isomer of symmetry D4h a total of 11 fun- Figure 3. Vibrational spectra of KHPF4 as C disk; the dashed
damentals are expected. These are classified as 2 Ai5 + 2 A2u line indicates absorption caused by the window material: traces
+ Big + B21 + B2u + Es + 3 E.. Since the ion has a center B and C, solution spectra; trace D, infrared spectrum of solid
of symmetry, the infrared-active bands should be inactive in CsHPF,; trace E, Raman spectrum of KHPF. in CHSOCH,
the Raman spectrum, and vice versa. The B2u mode should solution; p, dp, and S indicate polarized and depolarized bands
be inactive in both the infrared and the Raman spectra. and spectral slit width, respectively; trace F, Raman spectrum of

Consequently, we would expect five infrared-active and five solid KHPF4 recorded at -90 'C.

Rainan-active fundamentals following the principle of mutual should be infrared active. All 15 fundamentals should be
exclusion. Of the five Ran=-active fundamentals, two should Ran-n active and 6 of these should be polarized.
be polarized. As can be seen from Figure 3 and Table 11 a total of 10

For the cis isomer of symmetry C2,, a total of 15 funda- fundamentals were observed, if we ignore the splittings caused
mentals are expected which are classified as 6 Ai + 2 A2 + by Fermi resonance (see below). Of these, five are infrared
4 Bi + 3 B2. Of these, the At. Bi, and B2 modes (total of 13) and five are Raman active, and they are mutually exclusive.

Table il. Vibrational Spectra of KH,PF, and CsH-PF, and Their Assignment

Obsd freq, cm-', and intens-

KHPF, CsH2,PF,

Jr Raman Raman
(Clii)SO (CH,),SO h (CH,),SO Assignment in point Approx description

Solid soln Solid win Solid Solid soin goup, D 4 h of vib

2518s 1 2467sa 2495 P &j(A2u), V8 + AnthSym PH• str
24 1 0 5tb 2360sl 23803s P(Au + A%% +

JIM + B22)

2517 (0.7) 2469 (0.4) p 2505(0.9)1 2470 2P,(As + As +
BBg + Ba) -

2453 (1.5) 2418 (1.0) p 24400(15) 2416(1 2ps(Als + A,g +
Bg+ Big)

2377(4.9) 2319 {6.0) p 2341 (5.1) 2319 (6) p v('A, Sym PH, str
1253s 1236s 1 12 1s |(Eu gJssH

1171 m 1202 m 1 1178 m a ,+ a'o(Eu)
1217(6.7) 1204 (4.0) dp 1212(5.9) 1206 (4) dp uvE(E) a wag PH,

937 m 939 m V2 + &,(Eu
840sh . 45 sh + ,,,+4(E5)
700 vs, br 701 v scd 700 vs, br uo,(Eu) Antisym PF 4 itt
608 s 609 9d 610s u,(Aau) 6 umbrella PF,

375(10) 582 (10) p 576(10) 532 (10) p P,(A, ) Sym in-pham Pk. t
495(2.8) 495 (2.1) dp 496(2.6) 496 (2) dp L,(B,:' Sym out-of-phanl•.) . F, sit
394(1.4) c 397 (1.6) FB4) 6 sym Wrla-i)PF,

355 m 355 m " ..((Eu) 6 wityff ia-plane
PF4

SUnovtected Raman intenitties. b Braces indicate Fermi rsonance. eBand obctued by solvet band. 1Recorded fo CHI3CN solution.
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Table Ill. Vibrational Frequencies (cm-') of the Modes Involving the Square-Plan PF 4 Part of HaPF.- Compared to Those of Similar
Molecules and Ions

Approx description
of XF4 mode PF," a SFO- b HPF4  CiF SF,- c CIF4 CIF4O a

Antisym str 840 785 701 732 590 590 578
Sym in-phase str 735 697 582 538 522 505 456
Sym out-of-phaw str 563 541 495 480 435 417 345
Umbrella def 555 506 609 495 466 425 339
Sym in-plane def 462 452 394 375 342 288 283
Antisym in-plane def 325 355 296 241 204

Reference 17. 6 Reference 16. € Reference 15. d Reference 18. Reference 19.

Furthermore, two of the observed Raman bands are polarized. H
These data convincingly show that H2PF4- possesses symmetry _
D4k.F

The assignments for H2PF4- (see Table II) were made on .'"
the following basis. The two polarized Raman bands must ,../.-_ /
represent the Ais modes with the higher frequency one being F ---
the symmetric PH2 and the lower frequency one being the
symmetric in-phase PF4 stretch. The observation of three H
Raman bands in the region of the symmetric PH2 stretch can
readily be explained by Fermi resonance between this mode Figure 4. Def'Intion of structural parameters of HPF,-.
and the combination bands 2Y8 and 2o,. Table IV. Symmetry Coordinates" for HPF,!

The remaining three Raman bands are due to the PH2 wag,
the symmetric out-of-phase PF4 stretch, and the symmetric A,a S, (1/2" 2)(AR, + ARO)
in-plane PF4 deformation, respectively. Their freque;acies S, (l/2)(A•t + Ar. + Ar3 + A•r4)
should decrease in this order and, therefore, their auignment Sr (1/2)(A + AD" + A01 + An4)

is straightforward. S" (+/8")(A, + A ,+ + A , + AP , + A , +
A0, + AP,)

Of the five infrared-active bands, the antisymmetric PH2 A,, S, (1/2"1)(AR, - AR3)
stretch should have the highest frequency and is assigned to s4 (1/ 85 ')(AP, + AP + 401 + AD, - AP, - A•I -

the bands in the 2400-n.-I region. The observed splitting into A0, - AMD)
two bands is caused by Fermi resonance with the combination B,5  S, (l/2)(Ar, - Ar2 + Ar. + Ar4)
band vi + v9. The PH2 scissoring mode should occur at a Sri (llg'")(A-- -A, +
significantly higher frequency than those of the PF4 group AB. - IPI)D's S. (I/2)(Aa, -ý- A% + &a - A*4)
modes and, hence, is assigned to the stroug band at about 1210 B.u S7 (l/2)(A , -A•3 + AP, -A•,- + A)-
cm-1. Again, a splitting is observed o-;ng to Fermi resonance A + 40.)with Ys + vi0. Es S-. (1/2)(", - A#, + Ap, -i

The remaining three infrared-active modes are the anti- S', (1/2)(ADi - A#, + Ao. -" P.
symmetric PF4 stretch, the umbrella PF4 deformation, and E, SX, (1/2)(Ap, - A#, + as, - A,)

the antisymmetric in-plane PF4 deformation. The frequencies Sx,1 (1/2'/•)(a" - Ar,)
S (,/2)(A, -- A -, - A*, + An)and the relative intensities of these three fundamentals should V, - Ap4 + Ap, -

decrease in this order. The observed bands are in excellent SYo (l/2"')(Arl - Ar 4)
agreement with these predictions and allow their unambiguous 'Y,, (1/2)(Aa, + A*, - AC, - Aa,)
assignment. aSr,, S,,, and Sre are the redundant coordinates

In the infrared spectra of the solids the antisymmetric PFd
stretch results in an extremely broad band, a feature confirm the above assignments. The somewhat high-frequency
characteristics-12 for many square-planar XF4 groups. In order value of the PF4 umbrella deformation in H2PF4- may be
accurately to locate the band center and to confirm the caused by the two axial hydrogen ligands. Since no similar
presence of a single fundamental in this frequency region, compounds are known, it is impossible to judge whether this
solutdo spectra were recorded. As shown by insert C of Figure frequency increase for the umbrella deformation is charac-
3, the solution spectrum shows a single sharp band at 701 cm-1. teristic for H2XF4 species or not. The frequencies of the PH2
The solution spectra also confirm that the splittings observed modes are similar to thi,- observed for other PH compounds,
for the solids for several bands are due to Fermi resonance and such as I H3, PH4+,10 H2PF3, and HPF4.20

are not caused by solid-state effects, since they are also present Noeu..i-Cocrn Audysi. A normal-coordinate analysis
in the solution spectra. Whereas the solid-state spectra show of H2PF4- was carried out. The definition of the structural
no significant deviations from the selection rules for point parameters is shown in Figure 4. The bond lengths were
group D4k, significant frequency shifts were observed for estimated to be r(PF) - 1.60 A and R(PH) - 1.40 A by
several bands on going from the solid state to the solutions. comparison with similar molecules and ions. All bond angles
These shifts were most pronounced for fundamentals involving were assumed to be 900 as required for Dh. The symmetry
the PH2 group. Furthermoie, the frequency separation of some coordinates used for H2PF4- are given in Table IV. The G
of the Fermi resonance components in the solution spectra matrix and Z transformation were evaluated numerically.2'
significantly differs from those observed for the solid, thus The correctnew of this transformation was verified by showing
allowing a somewhat better estimate of the unperturbed that the G matrix and Z transformation were the direct sum
frequencies. of each symmetry block and that the frequencies computed

Comparison of the frequencies of the modes involving the ignoring symmetry were the same after the symmetry
square-planar PF4 part of H2PFA- with those of similar transformation was made. Only those F matrix elements
square-planar XF4 groups in related molecules and ions (see regarded as more important were considered and the analytical
Table Il),15-19 shows excellent agreement. The observed F matrix is shown in Table V. For the computation of the
frequency trends are as expected for the in-plane modes and force constants, the frequency values of the free H2PF4- ien,
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Table V. Observed Frequencies (cn-'), Symmetry, Some Internal Force Cnsatantsa,4 and Potential Energy Dtstrbutloa. of HPF,"

F PED

Freq in '0" F1,,,, -0 Fig,, w-0

AS P, 2322 1',, fR +jfpa 3.201 0OF,,
V, 582 k", fr + 2& + J- 3.790 100F2,

a'u V 2390 IJ",i fi-fRR 3.174 low"s
V, 609 '14, fA + f-f + 2fa 0'" - Ae..." 1.615 100Fl

8,g Y, 495 1 fh-2 fr+ W4 2.742
026 10 394 V6, f, -Va-"+fam, 1.112
82U V-1 F,, A# + fA• f WN" -2 - fa,. + V
E P, 1205 P",, 2p - & +-fV.." 0.812
Eu a', 1232 F,, .- , +J' 0.814 0.811 97F,,

701 F o ,r, 2.864 2.153 107F,,,, ,- 74F-,,Io + 23Fit.,
19F1,11+ 9F+,,

a,, 355 F,, ,, f, A 1.176 !.430 100F,,,,, 23F,,,,. + 77F11,1,
F, 1 2 1f*am 0.560 0
JR 3.188
/eit 0.014
•r 3.065 2.710
7 0.262

In.' 0.201 0.557

Stretching cons.tants in mdyn/A, deformation constants in mdyn A/radian'. and stietch-bend interaction constants in mdyn/radianm bfrr
and fW- aie the interactions between perpendicular and coilinear PF bonds, respectively;f,, and fja- are the interactions between angles
having a common and no common fluorine atom, respectively;fp, fu,f - ,,f,. and fppuf" are the interactions between angles being
coplanar with a t ammon H, coplanar with a common F, perpenicuar with a common H, coplanar without a common atom, and
perpendicular without a common atom, respectively;/fro is the interaction between a PF stretch and o having a common F. F matrix
elements considered lets important were omitted. c Contributions of less than 5% are not listed.

i.e., the solution values, were used (see Table V), after applying Fxx
small frequency corrections to the modes disturbed by Fermi 3.4 10,

resonance. 3.2-
The computed force constants are shown in Table V.

Whereas the values obtained for the Big, B2S, and Es block 3.0

are unique, the remaining blocks are underdetermined. In the 2.6
Atg block, the G12 element equals zero. Therefore, the FA2 2.6
term can be neglected, and Fit and F22 should be close ap- 2.4'
proxinmations to a general valence force field. In the A2u block, 2.1

we have only one stretching and one deformation vibration of
very different frequency. Coupling between Ihese two modes 2.
is expected to be small and, hence, F34 was assumed to be zero.
This choice is supported by the potential energy distribution 2,_
(see Table V) which shows both fundamentals to be 100%
characteristic. 1.2

For the remaining Eu block, the interaction term Fio.j was
found to strongly influence the values of Fiojo and Fatha. _' _ _ _0._ _ F_ ,
Consequently, we have computed F 9. Fao.io0 and Ft .t i as a .0. 2 . .. ........ ......... F ,'
function of Fao,i •. The important sections of the resulting force -on 0.4 o.3o.0. 1.4 2.011
constant ellipses are shown in Figure 5. It has previony been Figure5. Force constant ellipses for the Eu block of H,PF 4 .
shown 22 that the most probable range for Fxy is limited by the The values of the diagonal symmetry force constants are given as a
extremal values F and Fy - minimum. These limits suggest function of F ... ,.
uncertainties of about +0.2 mdyn/A forfr andfrr and of about
10. 1 mdyn/A forfa. However, the general valence force field fJ in H2PF4- indicates highly polar PF bonds with a bond order
is probably closer to the Fioj0 = mimimum solution and closer to 0.5 than to I. Obviously, the negative charge in
therefore, values such as f - 2.97 L 0.10 and frr - 0.36 41 H2PF4- resides mainly on the highly electronegative fluorine
0.10 mdyn/A seem more realistic. ligandrs. A bonding scherme similar to that previouily invoked

A summary of the computed force constants and the po- for the square-planar HalF4- anions, 1 . 24.25 might also be
tential energy distribution are listed in Table V. As can be applicable to the square-planar PF4 part of H2PF4-. Both
seen all fundamentals are highly characteristic. The most types of anions are structurally closely related. In HalF4- the
interesting internal force constants of H2PF4- are the PF and two axial positions are occupied by two free valence electron
the PH stretching constants since they are a measure for the pairs, whereas in H2PF4- they are occupied by two hydroea
relative bond strength of these bonds. ligands which readily release electrm density to the PFa.part

The value of the PH stretching force constant fit (3.19 of the anion.
mdyn/A) of H2PF4- is in excellent agreement with thoe of G&temi Comdtleudsm. The limited number of known
3.19 and 3.10 mdyn/A foundS0 for PH4+ and PH3, respec- examples of pseudooctahedral AF4X2 spades indicates that
tively. This indicates that the PH bonds in H2PF4- are highly the nature of the X ligand determines which stereoisob is
covalent with a bond order of approximately 1. preferred. If X is a free valence electron pairIVU-32 or a group

Contrary to the PH bonds, the PF stretching force constant of low electronegativity, such as H or CH3,2 the trans isoner
f, (2.97 mdyn/A) of H2PF4- has a surprisingly low value when is preferred, but if X is multiply bonded oxygen, 7.,i the cis
compared to those of 4.39 and 5.21 mdyn/A previously re- isomer is preferred. If X is of intermediate electronegativity,
ported for PF6 23 and PF3,17 respectively. The low value of such as OH, OCH3, Cl, Br, etc.,9`' 1-14 both the cis and the
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trans isomers have been observed. An attempt will be made mechanism, become more important. Consequently, prw-
to rationalize these observations. dictio of the expected atst omoer will be conskerably more

For X being a free-valenc electron pair, the preference for difficult for these ligands.
the trans isomer can be explained by the fact the two free- AJ 10h" 1 . We are grateful to Dr. L. R. Grant for
valence electron pairs seek high s character, 27 i.e., form a linear belp'ul diumsiom and to the Office of Naval Research, Powr
sp hybrid. This results in strong contributions from weniimic Branch, for financial support.
three center-four electron bonds2s-3 0o to the AF4 pert. Since r'N. KF, 7789-23-3, C, 13400-13- HaPF, 13659.9;
the 3c-4e bonds involve a single p orbital of the central atom KH2PF4. 58188-50-4; CsH2PF4, 58188-51-5.
for the bonding of two F ligands, the resulting F-A-F group
must possess an approximately linear configuration. Since a Rfereatmes sa Notes
linear X -A-X and two linear F-A-F groups are possible only (1) R. R. Holmes and R. N. Storey, lAwg. Chem., 5,2146(1966).

(2) R. Schmutzler. Ado. Fluodne Chem., 5,31 (1965), W. Stadelmsn', 0.for the trans isomer, this should be the preferred contfiguration. Steizer, and R. Schmutzler, Z. Auovg. A11g. Chem., 385. 142 (1971).
The trans configuration of H2PF4- can be rationalized by (3) S. S. Chan and C. J. Willis, Can. J. Chem., 46, 1237 (1968).

both the 3c-4e bond model and intramolecular attractive form (4) E. K. Plyler. A. Danti, L. R. Blaine, and E. D. Tidwell. J. Re:. NaIl.
Bur. Stand., 64, 841 (1960).between the H and the F ligands. The latter rationale is based (5) H. H. Classe, H. Selig, and J. Shamir, App!. Spectrasc., 23,8 (1969).

on the assumption that the negatively polarized fluorine ligands (6) F. A. Miller and B. M. Harney, Appl. Spectraoc., 24. 291 (1970).
are attracted by the positively polarized hydrogen ligands. In (7) A. Ens'elCbrcht, 0. Mayr, G. Ziller. and E. Schindam, Mo,•lJ* Chem,

105, 796 (1974).the trans isomer, each H possesses four closest F neighbor (8) H. A. Carter, J. N. Ruddick. J. R. Sams and F. Aubke. Inorg. Nucl.and each F has two closest H neighbors. In the cis isomer, Chem. lett., 11, 29 (1975).

however, each H possesses only three closest F neighbors, and (9) A. Clouston, R. D. Peacock, and G. W. Fraser, Chem. Commun., 1197/
(1970).two of the fluorines possess only one closest H neighbor. (10) K. Seppelt, Z. Aworg. Aiug. Chem., 40K, 287 (1974).Therefore, the trans isomer is expected to be energetically (01) G. W. Fraser and G. D. Meikle, J. Chem. Sac,, Chem. Camma., 624

favored over the cis isomer. (1974).

If X is oxygen, the more ectronogative fluorine ligands tend (12) U. Elgad and H. Selig, lo.r',. Chem., 14,140 (1975).
(13) 1. Agranat, M. Rabmnovitz, and H. S"lts. iorl. Nwl, Chuat. Lett., 11,to polarize the X-O bonds. This results in an increased bond 185 (1975).

order of the X-O bonds according to (14) Yu. A. Buslaev and E. G. llyin, J. Fluorine Chem., 4, 271 (1974).
(15) K. 0. Christe, E. C. Curtis, C. J. Schack, and D. Pillpomich, I- . Chea.,":O-x-r . :6.=X F- i6 , 1679 (1972).
(16) K. 0. Christe, C. J. Schack, D. Pilipo"ch, E. C. Curtis, and W. Sawvday,

inarg. Chem., 12 620 (1973).
and (17) H. Siebert, "Anwendungen de, Schwingungspektrrokopie in dsr

Anorganischen Chemie", Springer Verla, Berlin (1966).
*.=X- F -. :OX F- (18) K. 0. Christe and W. Sawodny, Z. Aorog. ARS. Chem., 3"4,306 (1970).

(19) K. 0. Christe and B. C. Curtis, Imarg. Chem., 11, 2209 (1972).

and allows the shifting of a formal negative charge from the (20) R. R. Holmes and C. J. Hora, Jr., Inarg. Chem., i1, 2506 (1972),
(21) E.C. Curtis, Report R-6768, Rocketdyne, Canop Park, Calif., Oct 1966.

leas cectronegative oxygen ligand to the more electronegative (22) W. Sawodny, J. Mol. Spectroac., 30, 56 (1969).
fluorine ligand. Molecular orbital following arguments favor (23) K. 0. Christe and R. D. Wilson, lno, Chem., 14. 694 (1975).
this kind of resonance for linear F-A-C groups. However, (24) K. 0. Christe and C. J. Schack, Ieorg. Cheat..9, 1852 (1970). .,

(25) K. 0. Christe and D. Naumann, iJrmg. Chem., 12, 59 (1973).
these are only possible for the cis isomer. (26) J..G, Maim. H. Selig, J. Jortner, and S. A. Ric Chem. RJU., 65, 199

For singly bonded ligands of intermediate electronegativity, (1965).
such as OH, OCH3, Cl, Br, etc., both cis and trans isomers (27) K.0. Chri" mc. lN.Congr. PUr Appl.C"m.,24 No.4. 115 (1974).

other factors, (28) G. C. Pimentel, J. Chum. Phys., 19, 446 (1951).have been observed. 9 1 -14 This indicates that other(29) R. J. Hach and R. E. Rundle, J. Am. Chem. Sac., 73, 432i (1951).
such as steric effects or the nature of the formation reaction (30) R. E. Rundle, J. Am. Chum, Soc.. $5, 112 (1963).
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SHORT COMUNICATION

Improved Syntheses of NPF~f and N b

Karl 0. Christ., Carl J. Schack, and Richard D. Wilson

Rocketdyne. a Division of Rockwell International,

Canoga Park, California 91304

• ! I
In view of the importance of NF salts for solid propellant NF -P2

gas generators [1]. improved syntheses of NP4 BF4 and NF4 SbP6 were required.

Two methods have previously been reported for the synthesis of NF4 SbF6*

xSbFS involving the use of either high pressure and temperature [2,3] or uv-

irradiation [4]. Of these, the thermal method is more convenient for larger

scale production. According to Tolberg et &l. [2,3] the most favorable reac-

tion conditions are:

SF *000 psi _NSbF
3 +F2 ' SbF '100-125- 4b3P16

2 days

N., 4 Sb3 F 6  vacuum ,F4SbF6 # 2SbF5

2-3 days

The resulting product contained an appreciable amount of Monel salts and was

removed from the reactor by cutting it open with a hacksaw and scraping out

the hard clinkered product. Based on recent work done in our laboratory [1],

temperatures (2S0-2600), higher than those reported by Tolberg0 are required
for the vacuum pyrolysis of NP4 SbF6-xSbF$ to XF4 SbF6 within a reasonable

timo period.

We have now found that most of the drawbacks of the above procedure -

can be avoided by directly synthesizing N?4 Sb1 6 . For this purpose, NFs, F2,

and SbF 5 in a 2:2:1 aol ratio are heated in a Monel cylinder to 250' for 72

hours. The size of the cylinder is chosen in such manner that at the couple-
Stion of the zrsction the autogenous pressure is about 70 *ft. The excess of

1N03 and F2 is removed under vacuum at roam temeretmire and the desired NP4 SbF6
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product is extracted from the Monel cylinder with anhydrous HF using about
So al of liquid HF per 100 g of NF4 SbF6 . Since, contrary to a previous report

[3], the formed Moanl salt impurities (about 5%) are quite insoluble in
anhydrous HP, they can be easily removed from the product by incorporating
a porous Teflon filter (Pall Corporation) into the HP solution transfer line.
Based on elemental and spectroscopic analyses and the observed material
balances, the resulting product was shown to be essentially pure N 4SbF6 ,

Several methods have previously been reported for the synthesis of
NF4BF4 . This salt can be prepared either directly from NFP, F2 , and BF3 using
glow discharge [5,61, bremsstrahlung [7) or ultraviolet radiation [4.8), or

indirectly from NF4 SbF6 using a metathetical process [3,9]. Of these, the

metathetical process is most amenable to the larger scale production of
N 4 BF4 utilizing existing technology. The original metathetical NF4BF4
process [3] involved the following steps:

CsF H -!F CsHF2

NF~F +C~b
1 *NFHN4 SbF6 + CsHF2  - CsSbF64- NF4H2

NF4 H2 + BF3  - NF4 BF4 + HF

Since the crude product, thus obtained, contained much CsSbF6 , its NF4 BF4
content was increased by extraction with BrP$. The use of BrF5 resulted in

the following side reaction:
BrF5

NN4BF4 * CsSbF6  CsBF41 + NFF4 SbFI6

The composition of the final product was reported [3] to be: 91.5% NF4BF4
and 6.S% NF4 SbF6 . In addition to the requirement of BrF5 as a recrystalli-

zation solvent, this process suffers from tho following disadvantage. Highly

concentrated solutions of XP4HF2 in HP are unstable decomposing to NP3, F2,
and HF. This can cause a pressure build up in the metathesis apparatus
which in turn can render filtration steps more difficult.

This process was somewhat improved upon [9) by substituting CsF by ASP.
This modification eliminated the BrF$ extraction stop and resulted in a pro-
duct of the composition (mol %): N4BFF4 (89), NF4Sb 2FII (7.9), A&BF4 (3.1).
However. the process still involved the handling of concentrated NPFHF 2

solutions. Furthermore, the cost of silver salts is rather high and therefore
requires their recycling in high yields.

We have now founrd that NP4F 4 of at least 97 mol % purity can be pro-
pared by a simpler process using anhydrous HF at different temperatures as
the only solvent. Purthermore,'we have shown that the purity of the NF4BF4
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can be raised to above 99 tol % by a single recrystallization from Br th.
hecesium content in both products was shown to be less than 0.1 molt4, the

principal impurity being NF4 SbP6 ,

Our improved process consists of the following steps:
HF1.1 NP 'H CsSbF + NF4BF4 * 0.1 NP4 SbF6

CsBP 4  NP4SF6 -78' filtr. 61 4 4P

NF4 BF4 + 0.1 NF4SbF 6 ... redj; Sro HF• NF4 BF4 1 mother liquor

(97 a)

"NF4BF4  recryst. f r NF4oF 4 + mother liquor• 25 N 4 B 4(99+ m

The important features of our process are:
(i) The use of CsBF4 instead of CsHF 2 eliminates one step and avoids

the complications canwed by NF4HF2.
(ii) The use of a 10 mol % excess of NF4SbF6 decreases the solubility of

CsSbF6 by the common ion effect.
* (iii) Carrying out the CsSbP 6 filtration step at -78* decreases the SbF;

concentration since the solubilities of SbF6 salts in anhydrous HF
decrease with decreasing temperature allch more rapidly thar. those of
BOF salts. Furthermore, the amount of NF4 BF4. retained in the CsSb 6F
filter cake by absorption of a certain volume of mother liquor, is

minimized owing to the decreased solubilities.
(iv) Since NF4 OF4 and NF4SbF6 have comparable solubilities in RF at room

temperature, the 10% excess of NF4SbF6 used in the CsSbF6 precipi-
tation step can be removed as mother liquor by recrystallization

from HP at room temperature. Unfortunately, the solubilities in

HF at room temperature are so high that a significant percentage of

the mother liquor is retained by the NP4BF4 precipitate. This pro-
blem can be minimized by using for this recrystallization a solvent
in which these NFP salts are less souble. Thus, a single re-

4 T e
crystallization from BrF. raised the product purity above the
99 mol % level. Other suitable solvents could be used to

replace SrF5 in this step. The mother liquors of the recrystalli-
zation steps can be easily recycled into the CsSbF6 precipitation

step, thus avoiding the loss of any NF values.
In summary, the combination of the two improved processes for the

syntheses of NF4SbF6 and NP4 BF4 , respectively, results in a relatively
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simple and economical process for the production of NP4BF4 in a purity of
about 97 sol %. Puthe=*. it was demonstrated for the first time that

high purity (99+ Rol %) NPO4P 4 con be prepared by metathesis.

We are indebted to Drs. L. R. Grant and R. 1. Wagner for helpful dis-

cussions. This work was in part supported by the Office of Naval Research,

Power Branch.
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Contribution from Rocketdyne, A Division of Syubsosk of NF4BIF6 by Displaceas~t Resincle without Se~Lyst
Rockwell International. Canoga Park, California 91304 Pure NF4BF4 (10.1 mmol) and a-BiF 5 (10.1 mmol) were powdered,A

mixed, and placed in a prepassivated (with CIF3) 95-niL Monel
SyntesismW haratniatio ofNF4BF,,cylinder. The cylinder was heated to 180 6C for 1.5 h. products,

~amdSoesi Pu hro terties lo of NF 4SIF 5  volatile at 20 *C, were removed by pumping and separated by

Karl 0. Christe,* Richard D. Wilson, and Carl J. Schack to a small amount of material noncondemsble at -196 C. The
amount of BF] evolution was confirmed by the weight loss of the

Received March 9. 1976 A1C60186K soid-containing cylinder. Thle conversion of NF4BF4 to NF4DiFG was
further confirmed by Raman spectroscopy of the solid. The solid was

Pcrfuoranimniu sals ae kown'of he flloing removed from the cylinder, finely powdered, returned to the cylinder, :Perfuorammniumsals ae knwn'of he flloing and heated to 175 OC for an additional 18 h. TIs& resulted in the
anions: PF6i-, AsF6-, SbF6-, SbF6 .nSbF5 ;, B F4- GeF53 ; and evolution of an additional 2.3 mmcl of BF3, in excellent agreementGeF 6'2 . Very recently, the synthesis and chemistry of NF 44 with the observed weight loss. The complete conversion of NF4BF4salts have received considerable attention owi ig to their to NF4BiF6 was confirmed by infrared and Raman spectroscopy andA
potential for solid prop."llant NF 3-F2 gas generators for elemental analysis. Anal. Calcd for NF4BiF5 : NF3, 17.15; BiF,,
chemical DF lasers. The concept of such a gas generator was 64.A9. Found: NP 3, 16.9; BiF3, 60.0 An explanation for the low
conceived 2 and to a large extent developed at Rocketdlyne. BiF 3 value is given below.
Originally, the fluorine gas generators were aimed at the dfr Syethesis of NF.91F6 by Displacement Reactle. im HF. Dry HF

genraton f Fatos b brnig ahigly verxiized t (5 mL of liquid) was added at -78 OC to a Teilon-FEP ampule
consstig minlyof n N4* altwit a mal amont f fel, containing NF4BF4 and BiF, (9.9 mmol of each). The mixture was
consstig minlyof n N 4' altwit a mal amont f fel, agitated at 20 *C for several hours and gas evolution was observed.

such as Teflon powder, according to The volatile products were pumped off at 20 *C and the HF treatment
NFM,+(F) C4+N3+M5+ Q was repeated. After removal of the volatile products from the second

NF4M, + CF~) -. F4 +NF +MF 1 HF treatment, 4.075 g of a white, stable solid (weight calculated for
+FQ~~ F M 9.9 mmol of NF4BiF6 4.089 g) was left behind which was shown by

NF,,F, N, +F2 +MFinfrared and Raman spectroscopy to be identical with the analyzed
2bv + QF ~N i F product obtained from the above described thermal displacement2NF3 F2 N3 8F-reaction.

The heat of reaction (Q) generated in such a system is suf- Direc Synthish of NF4E1FvA1n~Fs. In a typical experiment, a
ficient to pyrolyze the remaining N F4M F6 and to dissociate mixture of NP3 (238 mmol), F2 (238 mmol), a&d BiFs (10.06 nimol)

in a prepassivated 95-ml, Monel cylinder was heated for 30 h to 175most of the NP3 and F2 to F atoms. For an NF 3-F2 gas *C under an autogenous pressure of 167 atm. Unreacted NFI and
genorator, the underlying principle is quite similar, except for F2 ('-463 nimol total) were pumped off at 20 OC leaving behind 3.75
keeping the burning temperature lower since dissociation of g of a white, stable solid (weight calculated for 6.29 mmol of I
NP, and F2 to F atoms is not required. NFAiF 6-0.6BiFs 3.745 g). Anal. Calod for NF4BiF,.46BiF$: NF~.1

In view of the above developments, we were interested in 11.92; BiFj, 71.60. Found: NP3, 11.9; BiF3, 69.00.
the synthesis of now NF4* salts and in the characterization Pyrolyuis of NF4 IF5.nNlF$. A sample (3.29 mmol) of NF4 Bl-
of new and known NFI' salts. In this paper, we report on the F6.1.44SBiF$, prepared as described above expept foc using a sig-

syntesi ofthenewsaltNF4iF6andon omeproperties of nificantly shorter reaction time, was subjected to vacuum pyrolyuis
syntesisof he nw slt N~iF5 andOil omeat 280 OC for 1.5 b. The white crystalline residue (1.13 1) was i

the known NF.SbF6. Since these two salts can be radiy identified by vibrational spectroso~py and its x-ray diffraction powderprepared in high yields, they are impor~tant startling materils pattern to be mainly NF4BiF5 (weight calculated for 3.29 mmo of
for the syntheses of other NF4 ' salts used in NF3-F 2 gas NF4BiF, 1.36 g) corresponding to a yield of 83%.
generator composition. Symdutss of NF4SbF5, The thermial reaiction' of NF3-F2-SbFs at

1 15 IC, followead by vacuum pyrolysis at 200 6C. produces' a product- Set.,of the approximate composition NF4Sb2F,,I. T'his product can be
Maf~b nd pmets.Theequpmaandhanlin prcedres converted to NF.SbF6 by vacuum pyrolysis at higher teenpersture( Musled ntiswr wend AMiden11 QwPith i thosl reenlydeaile TheUM~ however, this SbF5 removal is accompanied by a competing reaction,

use inthi wok wre deaica wih tose reenty dscrbed ~ i.e., the theral decomposition of some of the desired NF4SbF5 .
NF4BF4 starting material was prepared by low-temperature UV Py"ysis at 250-260 4C for 1-1.5 hs under dynamic vacauun resulted
photolsas andi did not contain; any detectable imipurities. The a-DiFs inco lttonvrsin NF#W6F Measurement of the NP, evolved
was purchased from Ozark Mahoning Co. and did not contain any during this pyrolysis showed that less than 3% of the NF4SbF, had
impurities detectable by Raman spectroscopy. The NF4Sb2 Fgjwas undergone decomposition. When the pyrolysis was carried out at
prepared as desciribed.' 275-300 OC. even for relatively short periods of time, significantly
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higher losses of NF 4SbF6 due to thermal decomposition occurred. ' -,'T --'-r-- -r---T--7T--r-T- -r "T -r T
In a typical experiment, NF.SbFj1 (31.0 mmol) in a 95-mL Monel

cylinder was pyrolyzed under dynamic'vacuum at 255 °C for 80 min. A
The evolved SbF5 was condensed in a Teflon-FEP U-trap kept at -196
*C. The white solid reridue consisted of 30.4 mmol of NF.SbF6 (98
mol %yield based on NF4÷). Anal. CakodforNF#SbF6. NF3,21.80;
Sb, 37.38. Found: NF), 21.72; Sb, 37.41; Ni, 0.08; Cu, 0.03.

Flemawal Anmlyses. For the elemental analyses, a weighed amount
(several mmol) of the NF 4+ salt was placed in the bottom of a W4 BW6

Teflon-FEP U-trap, which was closed off by valves. The trap was
cooled to -196 °C and several milliliters of distilled water was frozen
out in the upper section of the U-trap. The frozen water was shaken
down into the cold bottom section of the U-tube and the ice and the
NF 4* salt were mixed while being cold. This mixing procedure was Z

found important to avoid violent reactions between solid NF 4+ salts
and isolated droplets of liquid water, which sometimes were en-
countered when thawing the ice in the upper part of the tube and
allowing the liquid water to run down onto the NF 4* salt. The mixture s
of ice and NF 4+ salt was warmed to 20 °C for 30 min. Upon melting . . -
of the ice, gas evolution occurred. The contents of the trap were cooled
and the evolved 02 and NF3 were distilled off at -196 and -126 oC, C
respectively, and were masured volumetrically. For NF4SbF6, the
aqueous hydrolysate was analyzed for Sb by x-ray fluoresence
spectroscopy. For the BiFs salts, a white, water-insoluble precipitate
formed on hydrolysis. This precipitate was filtered off at 0 °C. washed Z
with a small amount of cold, distilled water, dried at 103 "C, and
weighed. It was identified by its x-ray powder diffraction pattern'
and by electron microprobe x-ray analysis as BiF3. Anal. Caled for N 4 6 . 0.6 OA

BiF3: Bi, 78.57; F, 21.43; 0, 0. Found: Bi, 78.6; F. 21.3; 0, 0.
Although 93--97% of the BiF3 could be isolated in this manner, the
solubility of BiF,, particularly in the presence of HF, is not low enough' I
to permit a quantitative precipitation of BiF3. Z
Results and Discussion _

Syandwes. The new NF4, salt NF4BiF 6 was prepared either
from NF4BF4 and BiFs by the displacement reaction D

NFBF, + BiFQ NF 4 Bi'F + BF3
.] •L L ._ L .x_.. * .1. ,- I * ...L A _a l L .- _.I _ _I _

or directly by the elevated temperature-pressure method6

followed by vacuum pyrolysis

NF, + F, + (n + I)BiF, -7-6_ NF,4 BiF,nBiF•,

290 0 C
NF 4BiF,.nBiF1  - NF4 BiF, + nBiF,

The displacement reaction can be carried out either at 25 OC
in HF solution or in the absence of a solvent at elevated NF4 sV6
temperature.

The synthesis of NF 4BiF 6 is more difficult than that of
NF4SbF 6 owing to the fact that at ambient temperature a-BiF5 X
is a nonvolatile, polymeric, trans-fluorine-bridged solid. z
Consequently, temperatures above the melting point (1 51.4
°C) of BiF,, are required for both the displacement reaction F

and the elevated temperature-pressure method. Since removal L _. L .L .i_- J _L.._L _
of excess BiF. is inconvenient, the displacement reactions are 250 2000 10 1600 1400 1200 1000 o00 600 400 200 0

best carried out with stoichiometric amounts of starting emsouscv,.-
materials. As for SbF3,6 the direct synthesis of the per- Figure 1. Vibrational spectra of NF 4BiF4 , NF 4BiF 6.0.6BiF,., and
fluoroammonium perfluorobismuthate salt at elevated tem- NF 4 SbF,: traces A, C, and E, infrared spectra of the solids in silver
perature and pressure tends to produce polyanions (mainly chloride disks, the absorptions below 300 cm-' (broken lines) being
Bi2F 1 -). 7 The feasibility of converting these salts to NF 4BiF6  due to the AgCI windows; traces B, D, and F, Raman spectra of the
by vacuum pyrolysis was demonstrated, but no effort was made solids recorded at different sensitivities, the spectral slit width used
to maximize the reaction conditions. at the lower sensitivity levels being 2 cm 1.

The pyrolysis of NF 4Sb2F1 1 to NF 4SbF6 and SbF5 was
briefly investigated, when we discovered that the reaction pressures of about 200 atm produces a product of tha com-;
conditions (200 C) previously recommended' for the pyrolysis position NF4SbF6 .nSbFs with n ranging from 2.1 to 3.2 de-
were not suitable for obtaining pure N F4SbF6 . In our ex- pending on the exact reaction conditions. Vacuum pyrolysis
perience, a significantly higher pyrolysis temperature of shout of these products at 200 0 C reduces n to a level ranging from
250 OC was required for the production of essntially pure 0.8 to 1.1. Pyrolysis at 260 °C reduces the value of n to zero.
NF4 SbF6. At this temperature, little or no decomposition of Propertis. The composition of the NF 4 + salts was es-
the NF 4SbF6 itself took place. On the basis of the results tablished by both the observed material hlan and elemental
obtained in our laboratory, the thermal reaction between analyses. The NF 4BiF 6 salt is a white 0ytalline solid melting
approximately equimolar amounts of NF1 , F2, andl SbF5 at in a sealed gha capillary st about 341 *C. The x-ray powder
temperatures ranging from 115 to 200 *C and autogenous diffraction pattern of the sample prepared by pyrolys4 of
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Thble !. Crystallographic Data of NF4SbF, anNF4F 4BF4  Poting reaction' involving the formation of some H 202 . Thus,
Compared for NF4SbF6 , only 0.45 moo of 02 was observed per mole of

Tetraagonal uniF NF3. For NFNBWF&, however, 0.86 Mol of 02 was obtained per
diensolnt density, mole of NFI. Furthermore, no zvidence for the formation of

a, A c, A V. A' Z A' g/cm' brown Bi205 (generated when BiF 5 is hydrolyzed) was oh

NF.PF, 7.S7? 5.653 324.53 2 1623 2.41 served, but white BiF 3 was precipitated. This oxidation of H10
NF4AsF~b 7.70 5.73 339.73 2 16.99 2.72 by BiFý" according to
NFSbF, 7.903 5.806 362.63 2 18.13 2.98 BiF#- + HO -BiF, + HF," + HF + /,30,
NF4BiF, 8.006 5.821 373.10 2 18.66 3.68

a Refelence 1. b Reference 7. can account for the additional 02 evolution, which by analogy'
with NF 4+ might not be quantitative owing to the formtion

NF4BiF6-.niF5 is given as supplementary material. It could of some H20 2.
readily be indexed for a tetragonal unit cell, analogous to those The oxygen evolution during the hydrolysis of the closely
of NF 4PF6,' NFF4 sF 6,

9 and NF4SbF6 (see Table I). Several related 02" salts has recently been studied.'0 In agreement
weak lines of variable intensity could not be indexed for a with our findings for NF4+ salts, the observed 02 evolution
tetragonal unit cell, and corresponding lines had not been was generally lower than the calculated values. However, for
observed for the other isotypic NF 4MF6 salts. Consequently, 0 2 BiF6, no evidence for the reduction of pentavalent bismuth
these extra lines are attributed to impurities, such as polyanion was reported. Furthermore, the given explanation, i.e., that
salts, and have not been included in the listing, the low observed 02 values are due to samples which had

The NF4SbF6 salt melts at about 318 *C. Its x-ray powder undergone partial decomposition according to
diffraction pattern is given as supplementary material. All 20,MF, -- , F, + 0, + I Fr
of the observed lines could be indexed for a tetragonal unit
cell, analogous to those otberved for the other NF 4MF6 salts cannot account for the low 02 value found for salts, such as
(see Table 1). As expected, the unit cell dimensions and O 2AsF6, which contain a volatile Lewis acid and do not form
calculated densities increase in the order PF6-< AsF67 < SbF6- a stable M 2F1,- anion. Therefore, some of the conclusions,
< BiF 6 . such as "all dioxygenyl salts prepared so far are intrinsically

The hydrolyses of NF.SbF6 and NF 4BiF 6 showed a distinct unstable at room temperature", which are based on the low
difference as far as the amount of oxygen evolution is con- observed oxygen values, are open to question. Obviously,
cerned. The N F4SbF6 behaved as the previously studied' NF4* competing side reactions, such as those observed for the NF4+
salts and generated 02 according to salts, might play an important role and give rise to low oxygen

NFW+ + HO0-- NF, + H=Fr + 1/0,O values.
Vib0td+ Fl Spectra. The vibrational spectra of NF 4BiF6,

This reaction, however, is not quantitative owing to a comn- NF 4BiF6.0.6BiF5, and NF 4SbF 6 are shown in Figure 1. The

Table !1. Vibrational Spectra of Solid NF4 BiF,, NF 4BiF,'0.6BiF,, and NF4SbF,

Obsd freq, cm-', and rel intense

NF4Bil-. NF 4 BiF,'O.6BiF, NF.SbF, Assignments (point group)

IR Raman IR Raman IR Raman NF14 (Td) MF," (Oh) M11,1-

2320 vw 2320 vw 2320 vw 2P, (A, + E + F,)
2010 w 2010 w 2010 w P, +v , (F,)
1768 vw 1768 vw 1768 vw P, + .4 (A, + E + F,)
1462 vw 1462 vw 1460 vw v, + P 4 (F')
1228 mw 1228 mw 1227 mw 2&,4 (A, + E + F,)
1175 sh 1177 sh
1l60vs 1159(0.15) l60vs 1156(0.13) 1162vs 1160(0.6) P, (F2)
1145 sh 1150 sh 1145 sh 1145 sh 1150(0.2) )

1323 vw v, + V3 (F,,,)
1056 vw 1056 vw 1056 vw P, + P, (F, + F,)

878 (0+) 875 (0+) 878 (0.2) 2v, (A, + A, 4- F)
844 (1.8) 844 (1.5) 843 (7.0) P, (A,)

763 vw Y2 + P, (Flu + Flu)
730 vw P2 + P. (Flu + Fo)

600 vs 602(2) BiF sir
618 m

610 m 608 (1) 609 m 604 (3.9) 4(F)
602 (2)

580(10) 580(10) 648 (10) P, (A, )675 vs
576 vs 575 sh 665 vs vl (F.o)

655 sh 655 (1)
548 (0.5) BiF str

529 w 529 sh 531 sh 576 w (E,)521 (0.8) 521 (0.25) 569 (0.9)
452 m 475 (0.13) BU.'BI atr

438 (0.35) 436 (0.25) 437 (1.5) a, (E)( '228 (2.1) 230(1.4) 275 (3.8) as (F a)
211 (0.4)
175 (0.9) Def
15 sh

115 (0+) br 95(0.1) Lattice vib

a Uncorrected Rantn intensities.
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observed frequencies and their assignments are summarized pattern of NF4SbF6 are reported.
in Table II. The spectra are in excellent agreement with those
previously report6d for the NF4 ÷ cation' and the BiF 6 1,11,12 Acklwiedglat.L We are indebted to Dr. L. R. Grant for
ad SbF6 -7.11-15 anions, thus confirming the ionic nature of helpful discussions and to the Office of Naval Research for
these adducts. By analogy with the previously studied' NF4 + financial support.
salts, the degeneracy of some of the modes is lifted and crystal Reglwry No. NF4BiF6, 61587-71-1; NFSbF6, 16871-76-4; ,-BiF 1 ,
field splittings are observed. For example, the antisymmetric 7787-62-4; NF 4Sb2Ftj, 58702-89-9.
NF4

4 -tretching mode Y3 (F 2) is split into three components,
and the Y3 (Fl,) and the j,2 (E%) modes of SbF6- show a splitting Suppkemutary Material Avaiable:. Tables III and IV, listing the
into three and two components, respectively. The presence observed x-ray powder diffraction patterns of NF4BiF6 and NF 4SbF6

of polyanions, such as Bi2Fl I-, in the NF4BiF6.nBiFs adducts (2 pages). Ordering information is given on any current masthead
is apparent from the appearance of a medium intense infrared page.
band at 452 cm-', which is attributed to the stretching mode Referemces mad Notes
of the Bi-F-Bi bridge. Furthermore, additional bands were
observed in the region of the BiF stretching and deformation (1) K. 0 Cbriste, C. J. Schack, and R. D. Wilson, loorg. Chem., Is, 1275

(1976).modes. The maximum of the most intense BiF stretching (2) D. Philipovich, U.S. patent 3,963,542 (1976).
infrared Land was found to vary somewhat from sample to (3) S. P. Mishra, M. C. R. Symons, K. 0. Christe, R. D. Wilson, and R.sample and varied from 575 to 605 cm-1. In addition, some 1. Wisner, Ianorg. Chem.$ 14, 1103 (1975).

of the pyrolysis products showed weak infrared bands at 475 (4) Powder Diffraction File, File No. 11-10 and 15-53, Joint Committee
an on Powder Diffraction Standards, Swarthmore, P.,
and 400 cm-1. A comparison of the spectra of NF4BiF6 and (5) i.G. Ry* "The Chemistry of Fluorine and its Inorganic Compounds".
NF4BiF 6.nBiF 5 with those of NF4SbF6 and NF4Sb2F,,' shows State Publishing House for Scientific, Technical and Chemical Literature,
a similar pattern for both when going from MF 6- to M2F, -. Moscow, 1956, U.S. Atomic Energy Commission Translation AEC-

tr-3927, p 302.
(6) W. E. Tolberg, R. T. Rewick, R. S. Stringham, and M. E. Hill, laorg. IChem., 6, 1156 (1967).
(7) J. E. Griffiths, W. A. Sunder, and W. E. Falconer, Spectrochim. Aeta,

The new NF44 salt NF 4BiF6 was prepared by the reaction Part A, 31, 1207 (1975).
between equimolar amounts of NF4BF4 and BiF5 either at 180 (8) W. E. Tolberg, private communication.

(9) J. P. Guertin, K. 0. Christe, and A. E. Pavlath, Inorg. Chem., S. 1921'C without solvent or at 20 OC in HF solution. A sait of the (1966).

composition NF4BiF6 nnBiF 5 (n = 0.6-1.5) was prepared di- (10) W. A. Sunder, A. E. Quinn, and J. E. Griffiths, J. Fluorine Chem., 6,
rectly from NF 3, F2, and BiF 5 at elevated temperature and (11) (1975) . and H( H. Hymatn, J. lrarg. Nuci. Cem.,/

pressure. It was converted to NF 4BiF6 by vacuum pyrolysis 3s, 670 (1973). a

at 280 *C. The salts were characterized by elemental analyses (12) R. Bougon, T. B. Huy, A. Cadet, P. Charpin, and R. Rousson, Isnorg.
and vibrational spectroscopy, and their hydrolyses were studied. Chem., 13, 690 (1974).

(13) G. M. Begun and A. C. Rutenberg, Inorg. Chem., 6, 2212 (1967).
The pyrolysis of NF4SbF6,nSbF5 to NF4SbF6 was briefly (14) A. M. Qureshi and F. Aubke, Can. J. Chem., 48, 3117 (1970).
investigated, and the vibrational spectrum and x-ray powder (15) K. 0. Christe and C. J. Schack, Inorg. Cherm., 9, 2296 (1970).
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Contribution from Rocketdyne. A Division of Rockwell International,Canoga Pairk, California 91304

Synthesis and Characterization of (NF4)2SnF6 and NF4SnFs
KARL 0. CHRISTE, CARL J. SCHACK, and RICHARD D. WILSON

Recel"d April 8. 1976 AIC602700

The novel NF 4* salt (NF 4)2 SnF5 was prepared by metathesis between Cs2 SnF6 and NF 4SbF5 in HF solution. It is a white
solid, stable to above 200 *C. Based on its x-ray powder data, it crystallizes in the tetragonal system and is isotypic with
(NF 4)2GeF6. Its compojition was established by elemental analysis, and the presence of tetrahedral NF 4' and octahedral J
SnF 6

2 ions in the solid state and in BrFs solution was demonstrated by vibrational and 'IF NMR spectroscopy, respectively.
The salt NF4SnF5 was obtained in quantitative yield from the displacement reaction between eoquisnolar amounts of NF 4BF 4
and SnF 4 in HF solution. When a large excess of NF 4BF 4 was used, the main product was again NF 4SnF3 and only a
small amount of (NF 4)2SnF6 was formed. The NF4SnF 5 salt was characte,'ved by elemental analysis, vibrational and
"19F NMR spectroscopy, and x-ray powder data. The vibrational spectra of the solid and the "IF NMR spectra of BrFs
solutions show that SnFs- possesses a polymeric structure of cis-fluorine-bridged SnF6 octahedra, analogous to that observed
for GcF 5- in NF4GeF 5. The potential of (NF 4)2SnF6 for a "self-clinkering" NF 3-F 2 gas generator is briefly discussed.

ISt&Wodectioa of Cs2SnF5 2.600 g) was shown by infrared and Raman spectroso•."
Perfluoroamnonium salts are of significant interest owing and its x-ray diffraction powder pattern' to be of excellent purity.

If SnF 4 is readily available, the following synthesis of Cs2SnF( was
to their potential for solid propellant N F 3-F 2 gas generators found to be somewhat more convenient. A mixture of CsF and SnF4
for chemical HF-DF lasers.' Salts are known of the following (2:1 mole ratio) was fused in a covered platinum crucble until a clear
anions: PF6-, AsF6 -, SbF6-, SbF6 -.nSbF5 , BiF 6-, BiF6--nBiF5 , melt was obtained. Alternately, CsF and SnF 4 (2:1 mnle ratio) were
BF4-, GeF5-, and GeF6

2-.: All of these salts are derived from agitated in anhydrous HF until a clear solution was obtained (SnF4
Lewis acids which are volatile and either completely or at least is only very sparingly soluble in HF). In both cases the resulting
partially monomeric at temperatures below the thermal de- products were shown by spectroscopic techniques to be undistin-
composition temperature of their NF 4 ÷ salts. Since these guishable from that obtained by the above method.
volatile Lewis acids are undesirable for NFS-F2 a , Syitls 01 (NF4)sF4 . The small-scale metatheticagl ractions
they must be removed by oomplexing (clinker formation) with were carried out in the apparatus depicted in Figure 1. It consistedof three Teflon FEP U-traps interconnected by Monel unions
a strong Lewis base, such as KF. Since the addition of a (Swagelok) and c€osed off &;t both ends by a Monel valve. The union
clinker-forming component degrades the performsnce of an between trap 11 and trap Ilk contained a Teflon filter (porous Teflon
NF3 -F 2 gas generator, the synthesis of NF 4 + salts, derived sheet, '/ 16-in. thickness from Ruuel Assoc. Inc.) and was held in place
from nonvolatile Lewis acids, became very desirable. However, by a press fit. The passivated apparatus was taken to the drybox and
this objective presented a synthetic challenge, since nonvolatile Cs2SnF, and NF4 SbF6 (in a 1:2 Ynole ratio) were placed into traps
Lewis acids are highly polymeric and already possess favorable I and II, respectively. The appa,.dtus was connected to the vacuum
high coordination numbers. Consequently, these polymeric line through flexible corrugated Teflon FEP tubing. Anhydrous HF,
compounds are quite unreactive and do not behave like strong in an amount sufficient to just dissolve the starting materials, was
Lewis acids, thus rendering a direct synthesis3 from NFA, F 2, added to traps I and 11. Trap I was flexed to allow the C:snF6 solution

to run into trap II containing the NFSbF6 solution. Upon contact
and the Lewis acid impossible. In this paper we report the of the two solutions, copious amounts of a white precipitate (CsSbFj)
synthesis of NF 4 + salts derived from S.nF 4, a doubly trans- formed. The contents of trap 11 were agitated for several minutes
fluorine-bridged polymer4 '5 subliming at 704 °C, using to obtain good mixing. Then the apparatus was inverted to allow the
metathetical, and displacement' 2• reactions, solution to run onto the filter. To generate a pressure differential

across the filter, trap I1f was cooled to -80 "C. After completion
Experiflarsetu Secion of the filtration step, trap III was warmed to ambient temperature

Maskmdah d Apparat-., The equipment and handling procedures and the HF solvent was pumped off. The solid residue on top of the
used in this work were identical with those recently described."2 The filter consisted maudnly of CsSbF6, whereas the solid collected in trap
NF4BF 41 and NFSbF6

3 starting materials were prepared as previously III was mainly the desired (NF 4)2SnP.
reported. The SnF4 (Ozark Mahoning) and SnCI4 (Baker) were used The following example gives a typical product distribution ob-
as received. The N F3 and F2 were prepared at Rocketdyne, the HF tainable with the above procedure and apparatus: starting materials
(Matheson) was dried as previously described,' and the BrF, NFSbFf (9,72 mm-'), Cs02SnF, (4.86 mmol); weight ofsolid on filter
(Matheson) was purified by fractional condensation prior to use. The 4.24 S; weight of solid in trap il 1.36 & (weight calculated for 4.86

( ) CsF was fused in a platinum crucible and powdered in the drybox. mmol of (NF 4)2SnF6 2.01 g). Anal. Caled for solid from trap III,
Syntheuss of Cs2SF. Dry CsF (10.45 mmol) and SnCL. (5.22 a mixture of 82.8% (NF4)2SnF4, 12.9% NF4SbFd, and 4.3% CoSbF5 :

mmol) werecombined inapasivated Teflon FEPampule. Anhydrous NF3 , 31.72; Sn, 24.60; Sb. 5.24; Cs, 1.43. Found: NF 3, 31.5; Sn,
HF (10 mL of liquid) was added, and the mixture was agitated at 25.1; Sb, 5.9; Cs, 1.3.
20 °C for several hours until HCI evolution had ceased and t clear Syisbs of NFS#F5 . A mixtur of NF4 BF 4 and SnF4 (9.82 mmol
solution was obtained. The volatile materials were pumped off at 50 each) was placed into a passivated Teflon-FEP ampule containing
OC. The white solid residue (2.604 g; weight calculated for 5.22 mmol a Teflon-coated magnetic stirring bar. Anhydrous HF (10 mL of
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approaches were beyond the scope of the present study.
IRAP III Whereas SnF 4 is quite insoluble in anhydrous HF (contrary

to a previous literature report 3 ), it dissolves reasonably fast
in HF solutions containing an excess of an alkali metal fluoride

10 VACUUM with formation of the corresponding alkali metal SnF 6
2- salt.

THROUGH aCxtUA SnF4 has also been reported to act as a relatively strong acid , -T PO; EXL IW in HF solution.13 Furthermore, GeF 4 is capable of displacing
BF 4- in NF 4BF 4,2 and the strength of a Lewis acid generallyMOvET[UNION increases within a group of the periodic system with increasing

VALVE Uatomic weight of the central atom. Consequently, SnF 4 in HF

might be expected to also be capable of displacing BF4 " in
NF 4BF 4.

When equimolar mixtures of NF4BF4 and SnF 4 were stirred
TO in anhydrous HF, the following quantitative reaction occurred

VACUUM

NF 4 BF 4 + SnF4 ý NF 4 SnI:, + BF,

TRAP I TRAP It However, BF 3 interacts with HF and the above reaction

_ j appears to be an equilibrium reaction. Consequently, it wasi

Figwe 1. Appxaratus for small-scale metathetical reactions consisting found advantageous to pump off the volatile products and to
of three interconnected Teflon-FEP U-traps. repeat the HF treatment at least once to obtain complete

conversion to NF4SnF5. No evidence for SnF 6
2 " formation

liquid) was added at -78 "C, and the resulting suspension was ,'..rred was observed under these conditions. The quantitative for-
at 25 *C for 2 h. The volatile material was pumped off ai 1S OC mation of SnF5- was surprising, since for the alkali metal
leaving behind a white stable solid which, on the basis of its weight fluoride-SnF 4 systems exclusive SnF 6

2- formation was observed
(3.094 g) and Raman spectrum, consisted of 83 mol % NFeSnF 5 and during our study. We could not find any previous literature
17 mol % unreacted starting materials. The HF treatment was reports on SnF 5 , except for a recent low-temperature 1"Frepeated (again for 2 h) and the nonvolatile residue (2.980 g. weight NMR study by Dean 14 which demonstrated the presence of
calculated for 9.82 mmol of NF#SnFs 2.982 g) was shown by infrared, w
Raman, and `F N MR spectroscopy to be essentially pure NFjSnF5. polyanions in S02 solutions of mixtures of SnF 6

2 and SnF4.
Anal. Calcd for NF 4SnFS: NF 3, 23.38; Sn, 39.08. Found: NF 3 , The possibility of preparing (NF4)2SnF6 from a 2:1 mixture -
23.6; Sn, 38.7. of NF4BF 4 and SnF4 was examined. However, even after eight

When a mixture of NF 4BF, and SnF, in a mole ratio of 2:1 was HF treatments for a total of 35 days only a small amount of
treated eight times, as described above, with liquid HF for a total SnF 62- had formed. The main products were NF4SnF5 and
of 35 days, the resulting nonvolatile residue consisted mainly of unreacted NF4 BF4. These results indicate that the Lewis acid
NF 4SnFs, unreactod NF4BF4, and a small amount of (NF4) 2SnF6. strength of SnFs- in HF is insufficient to displace most of the

Resiles and lxis'ssim BF 4 - from its NF4 + salt and that, in agreement with Dean's \

Systbese. As pointed out in the Introduction, SnF4 is observation for SO2 solutions,"1 the equilibrium is shifted far

polymeric with Sn being hexacoordinated. Consequently, solid to the right.

SnF 4 does not act as a strong Lewis acid. This was experi- Sn[, 2
- + SnlF4 ; 2SnFl,

mentally confirmed by demonstrating that mixmures of NF 3,

F2, and SnF 4, when heated to temperatures of up to 300 °C ProeaIrs. Both salts, (NF4)2SnF6 and NF4SnFs, are white,
at autogenous pressures of about 150 atm, did not show any stable, crystallinic, moisture-sensitive solids. As previously
evidence for NF 4* formation. pointed out,2 the onset of thermal decomposition is difficult

Since a direct synthesis of an NF 4+ salt derived from SnF4  to define for NF4+ salts owing to the absence of a sharp
was not possible, we have studied metathetical and dis- decomposition point. For the SnF4 salts, one of the decom-
placement reactions. Because it has previously been shown' 2  position products is nonvolatile solid SnF4 and, therefore, no

that SnF6
2 salts are stable in anhydrous HF, the metathetical melting point could be observed. Visual observation for

and displacement reactions were carried out in this solvent. (NF 4)2SnF6 in sealed glass capillaries indicated the first signs

On the basis of the reported solubilities of CsSbF6 (5.6 g/ 100 of decomposition at about 240 *C. The occurrence of de-
g of HF),' NF4 SbF6 (280 g/ 100 g of HF),' and Cs2SnF6  composition in this temperature range was confirmed by a
(-250 g/100 g of HF)12 and the predicted high solubility of DSC study which showed the onset of an irreversible en-
(NF 4 )2SnF6 (the analogous (NF 4)2GeF 6 is very soluble in dotherm at about 225 *C which was accompanied by F 2

HF), 2 the metathetical reaction evolution. Furti,..mi._., sealed glass capillaries, when heated
above 300 OC, exploded due to pressure buildup from the

2NF 4 SbF6 4 CsSn|, IP sa__ 2CsSbF. i, + (NF 4 ),SnlF, gaseous decomposition products. For NF4SnFs in a sealed
glass capillary, slight shrinkage of the solid was observed at

should be capable of producing (NF 4) 2SnF G in a purity of about 120 *C. The DSC curve did not show any evidence for
about 93 mol %. The soundness of these predictions was a sharp change in slope up to a temperature of about 270 C,
experimentally verified. A product was obtained which based where a large exotherm started. It should be kept in mind,
on its elemental analysis had the following composition (mol however, that for powerful oxidizers, such as NF 4+ salts,
%): (NF4)SnFa. 82.8; NFSbF6, 12.9; CsSbF5, 4.3. Whereas exotherms can be caused by reaction of the oxidizer with the
the amount of CsSbFs found in the product approximates that aluminum sample container.
predicted, the presence of about 13 A6 NF4SbF, indicates the The hydrolysis of (NF4)ASnF6 and NF4SnFs proceeds, as
loss of some Cs2SnF6. This was probably caused by the hold previously established for other NF 4+ salts,3"s with quantitative
up of some of the Cs2SnF6 solution in trap I (see Figure 1) NF 3 evolution. This reaction was also used for the elemetal{
during its transfer to trap I1. It should be posible to elim•ate analyses. In anhydrous HF, the (NF4 )ASnF 6 salt is highly

most of the NF.SbF, from the product either by minimizing soluble, whereas NF4SnF3 is of moderate solubility. Both salts
the relative loss of Cs2SnF6 during transfer by scaling up the are also soluble in BrFs; however the solubilities am con-

reaction or by recrystallization of the product. However, both siderably lower than those in HF.
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JrlTable 1. CrYstallolraphiLcData of (NF4)lSnl"4 Compared to

F2-ý-Those of Other NIP * Salts

BRDIGF /Tetragonal unit cell Caklcd
1" P 3dimensions den- ~

a, A c. A VAs Z F.,A' s/cm'$

rZr 624PMNF 4 PF4G 7.577 5.653 324.53 2 16.23 2.41TEMNLF 3NFA$F,- 7.70 5.73 339.73 2 16.99 2.72
NFSbF4U 7.903 5.806 362.63 2 18.13 2.98

S&NFBiF G 8.006 5.821 373.10 2 18,66 3.68
.40 4FB, 9.944 5.229 517.04 4 16.16 2.27

(NF.),GeF~b 10.627 11.114 1255.14 "/ 16.81 2,59
(NF.),SnF. 10.828 11.406 1337.35 / 17.91 2.73
a Reference 1.b Reference 2.

metathesis by-proiducts NF4SbF6' and CgSbF&69
1 is very similar

.3& to that2 of (NF4)2GeF6, indicating that the two compounds
are isotypic. The pattern was indexed for a tetragonal unit

__ cell, and the resulting crystallographic parameters of (N-
.20 HoF

4) 2SnF 6 are compared in Table I with thosu of other NF4 *__ o__ ma _-4 salts. As can be seen, the agreement is excellent. Since
Flgwe L. Temperature dependence of the 'IF N MR spectrum of the (N F4)2GeF6 has been prepared in high purity and is well
(Sn Fs),' part of NF 4SnF5 in BrFs solution, recorded at 56.4 MHz characterized,' thec x-ray powder data establish beyond doubtusing CFCI3 as cxiternal standard. that the major crystalline product from the NF 4SbF6 +

Cs2SnF6 metathesis is indeed (NFJ)2SnF6, 4X-Ray Powder Data. The powder pattern of (NF 4)2SnFL The powder pattern of NF4SnF3 was also recorded and isis given as supplementary material. The observed pattern, after given as supplementary material. It did not contain any linescorrection for several weak lines due to the presence of the which could be attributed to either NF4BF4,2 SnF4, or

% I I

(NF4 )2SnFG

2

20 200 13 00 1W 1200 1000 No am0 4W0 200 0(. : 1G ~FREQUENCY, ClA 1

I~~ Vibrational spectraof soid (NF4)2SnF4,: trace A. infrared spectrum of the dry powder in a silver chloride disk, the aLsartlo blW"400 cm'1 (broken tine) being due to the ASCI windows; trace B, Rainan spectrum recorded at a spectral slit width of 3 cm-1. Weak beasdsdue to SbF#- werc deleted from the spectra.
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Figure 4. Vibrational spectra of solid NF 4SnFs, recorded under the same conditions as those of Figure 3.

(NF 4)2SnF6. Reliable indexing of the pattern was not possible comparison ,ith the data previously reported14 by Dean for
owing to the large number of observed lines, but it somewhat (SnF3),- in SO2 solution. For this ion, Dean observed a &inglet
resembles that previously observed2 for NF4GeF5 . at 140.4 ppm and two approximately 1:2:1 triplets at 154.2

NMR Spectra. The 1F NMR spectra were recorded for and 158.1 ppm, respectively, with area ratios of 1:2:2. The
both (NF 4)2SnF 6 and NF 4SnF 5 in BrF 5 solution. In spite of lower field triplet was broader than the higher field triplet and
its higher melting point (-60.5 C) and lower solubilities, this the coupling constant was 58 Hz. These data unambiguously
solvent was preferred over HF, because it was found difficult2  showed" that (SnF5)"- must have a polymeric structure
to suppress rapid fluoride exchange between H F and the consisting of cis-fluorine-bridged SnF6 octahedrons. Our data
anions. In BrFs solution, no such problems were encountered. for (SnF5) -" in NF 4SnF 5 are quite similar with the only
Well-resolved spectra weze observed for both the NF4+ cation exception that the difference in chemical shift between the two
and the corresponding anions, in addition to the sharp quintet triplets has decreased and decreases further with decreasing
(0 -272) and doublet (0 -1 36) with JFF - 74.7 Hz charac- temperature. Thus the resonance at 164.2 ppm (area 4) can
teristic for BrF 5.

2
.17 For both the (NF 4)2SnF6 and the be interpreted as an A2B 2 system strongly distorted by sec-

N FSnFs solution a triplet of equal intensity with 0 -220, JNF ond-order effects.20 The singlet at 145.4 ppm (area 1) must
= 229.6 Hz, and a line width at half-height of about 5 Hz was then be due to the bridging fluorines. The 4:1 area ratio results
observed which is characteristic for tetrahedral NF4 +.2.3 8 The from the fact that only the two bridging fluorines are shared
(NF 4)2SnF 6 solution showed in addition to these resonances by two octahedrons. As found by Dean, the coupling between
a narrow singlet at 4 149 with the appropriate "I 111 'Sn the axial and the terminal equatorial fluorines is much larger
satellites (average JSIF - 1549 Hz). These values are in good (about 40-60 Hz) than that between the terminal and the
agreement with those previously reported14.19 for octahedral bridging fluorinea. Furthermore, the lower field half of the
SnF62" in different solvents. This assignment was further 162.4-ppm resonance shows a greater line width than the upper
confirmed by recordi-hg the spectrum of Cs2SnF6 in BrF5  half, indicating weak, but differing, coupling between the
solution. bridging and the two types of terminal fluorines.

Two resonances were observed for SnF 5 of NF4SnF5 at 0 Our observations for NF 4SnF5 are in excellent agreement
145.4 and 162.4, respectively, with an area ratio of 1:4. At with the data of Dean' 4 and demonstrate the polymeric cis--
-20 *C the resonances consisted of broad lines, but at lower fluorine-bridged nature of SnFs-. However, we are less',
temperatures the 4 162.4 signal showed splittings. These confident than Dean that, in (SnF3),'4, n equals 2. Higher
splittings exhibited a pronounced temperature dependence (see values of n can certainly not be excluded and n might vary
Figure 2). The observed spectrum can be interpreted by within and from sample to sample, as indicated by varying
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Table IL Vibrational Spectra of Solid (NF 4 ),SnF, Compared to Those of CISnF,

Obsd freq, cm-S, and tel intena

(NF 4 ),SnF, CsSnF, Asaignments (point group)

IR Raman IR Raman NF 4+ (Td) SnF,' (0A)

2310 vw 2P, (A, + E + F,)
2005 vw it, + s#3 (F,)
1764 vw a, + P, (A, + E + F,)
1463 vw M, + P" (F,)
1224mw 2., (A, + E + F,)
1160 vs 1158(1.5) a. (F,)
1132 vw, sh P, + ,* (Flu)
1059vw ao, +P4 (F, + F,)
1026 vw 8A + v3 (Flu + Fmo)

•881 (0.1) 2.., (A, + A, + E)
854 vvw 853(10) P, (As)
613 mw 613(5.0)
605 mw 607 (1.5) |

579 (8.3) 573 (10) P, (All)
550 vs 555 vs a', (Fu)

470 (0+) br 460 (1.2) a' (5)
449 (3.1) , (E)
442 (2.9)
251 (3.3) 249 (4.5) as (FS)

84 (0.3) Lattice vib

Uncorrected Raman intensities

Tabe DIL Vibrational Spectra of Solid NF4SnF, Compared to Those of NF 4 GeF,

Obad freq, cm-, and tel intenta
NI:,SnF, NF 4 GeFb AnainmentiF (point group)

IR Raiman IR Raman NF.+ (Td) (MF,), 4-

2380 vw 2Y, (A, + E + F,)
2320 w 2320 wt

2000w 2010w P, + Pv (F,)
1760w 1766 w Y, + P, (A, + E + F,)
1464 vw 1465 w
1456 w 1456 vw PI + P4

1222 mw 1221 raw 2&. (A, + E + F,)1168 (0,4) 1168 (0.8)

1165 vs 1159(0.8) 1160 vs 1159(0.8) a',(F,)
1150sh 1149(0.9)

1134 w, sA
1061 w 1055 w + M, (r, +
1048 w

881 (0.2) 881 (0+) 2P, (A, + A, - E)
850vw 851(10) 848 (10) a, (A,)
635 vs 701 vs Pu1 (MFI,)u (P,,) + u',(MF,),q (v,,)

690 s11 6899(.0) a,(MFU)A (0,1) + a'.M(MFO)Q (0,)
622 (9.2) 673 mw 672 (4.9) M'YM(MF,)* (V.,)

613 m 615 (0.8)
605 mw 606(3.3) 604 m 604 (3.2) M. (0.)

593 m 594 (2.6)
575 vs 630 vs at(M l:,)*q (aO.)

574 (0.5) Au(MF,).q (a',J)
559 w. sh 558 (2.0) 578 (1.6) asyM(MF,)ax (P')
490 m 490(0+) 490 (0+) ,sym(MFM)brjdsg (j,)
458 m 474 mw 440(2.6) (YM)N)448 (2.5) 440 (2.6)

440 (2.3) 431 (2.2)
386 m
373 w 373 (0+) br

343 (0+) br
335 m

272 (6.6) 321 (0.8) Dcf modcs
247 (1.4) 281 (1.0)
222(1.1) 247(0.6)
197 (0.6) 211 (0.4)
154(0+)
135 (0.2) 152 (0.4)

( • Uttcorrected R~man intensities, b Data from ref 2. I Asaipments for (MF,),'" were made by analoty with the datt oft'ef 25.

solubilities observed for dtfferent samples during this study. Vlbaideal Spsehm. The infrared and Rama spectra of
Attempts were unsuccessful to observe the spectrum of a 1:1 (NF4)SnF* and NFSnFs were tecorded and are shown in
mole ratio mixture of CsSnF( and SnF, in BrFs solution owing Figures 3 and 4, respectively. The observed frequeances and
to its low "lubility. Only a signal due to SnF62- was observed. their assignmeants are lWsted in Tables 11 and Ill. Comparison
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with the known spectra".2 of other NF 4+ salts clearly dem- the anion is probably present as a cyclic tetramer.
onstrates the presence of tetrahedral N F4÷ cations, and the Ackowwbgmumt. We are grateful to Dr. L. R. Grant for
bands due to N F4+ can be easily assigned. The observation helpflul disamo and t tohe Offie of Naval Research, Power
of small splittings for the degenerate modes of NF4+ and the Branch, for financial support.
observation of the ideally infrared-inactive PI(A,) mode as a
very weak band in the infrared spectra indicate that the site Regiy No. (NF 4)2SnF 6, 61587-66-4; (NF4)4(SnF)4., 61587-68-6; ,
symmetry of NF44 in these solids is lower than T7d. This is NF4SnF$, 61587-75-5; CsASnF4 , 16919-25-8; SnF4, 7783-62.2.

not surprising in view of the above given x-ray powder data Sp-atary Mat•uiall Avwsbhe Tables IV and V, showing x-ray
and has previously been also observed', 2 for other NF 4+ salts. powder data (2 pages). Ordering information is given on any current

The assignments for the anion bands in (NF4)2SnF 6 are also masthead page.
straightforward. The vibrational spectra of octahedral SnF6

2- Reftem and Notes
are well-known"1,2 24 and establish the presence of SnF6

2 in (1) K. O. Christe, R. D. Wilson, and C. J. Schack,"ho.g. Chem., this issue.
(NF 4) 2SnF6 (see Table I1). (2) K. 0. Christe, C. J. Schack, and R. D. Wilson, Inorg. Chem., I, 1275

(1976). and references cited therein.
The anion spectrum in NF4SnF5 shows a pattern very (3) K.O. Christe, 1. P. Guertin, and A. E. Pavlath, U.S. Patent 3 503 719

similar to that of the anion in NF4GeF5. Furthermore, the (1970).
general appearance of these anion spectra closely resembles (4) W. Dahne and R. Hoppe, Naturwissemschaften, 49, 254 (1962).
the spectru~m previously reported2 for solid TaF. The (5) 1. R. Bean.ie, N. Cheethan-. T. R. Gilson, K. M. S. Livingston, a&d D.

hatru prviosy eenoestaed byfo r adidT ac.Tho (6) J. Reynolds, J. Chem. Soc. A, 1910 (1971).
structure of the latter has been established by x-ray diffraction (6) W.E. Tolberg, private communication.
data7 ' as a cis-fluorine-bridged tetramer. Consequently, the (7) S. P. Mishra, M. C. R. Symons, K. 0. Christc, R. D. Wilson, and R.
observed vibrational spectra indicate a value of 4 for n in these I. Wagner. inorg. Chem., 14, 1103 (1975).

(M ) polyanions. A though vibrational analyss has been (8) K. 0. Christe, C. J. Schack, and R. D. Wilson, Inorg. Chem., 14. 2224WI`5.' olyrtins.A torogh vbraionl aalyis as een(1975).
carried out23 for tetrameric NbF5 and TaFs by Beattie and (9) G. M. Begun and A. C. Rutenber•. Ig. Chem., 6, 2212 (1967).

co-workers. Using their data, we have made tentative as- (10) H. A. Carter, A. M. Qureshi, J. R. Sams. and F. Aubke, Can. J. Chem.,
for the stretching modes of SnF 5 and GeF based 48,2853 (1970).

signments ot se (II) A. Lari-Lavassani, G. Jourdan, C. Avinena, and L. Cot, C. R. H0ed.
on tetrameric anions, which are given in Table III. The Stances Acad. Set., Set. C, 279, 193 (1974).
assumption of a low degree of polymerization, such as a cyclic (12) 1.1. Tychinskaya, N. F. Yudanov, and A. A. Opalovskii, Russ. J. Iwg.
tetramer, for the anions in these NF4MFS salts is not un- Chem. (EngL. Transl.), 14, 1636 (1969).

(1)A. F. Clifford. H. C. Beachell. and W. MI. Jack, J. 1. g ue.Ce.
reasonable ii view of their appreciable solubility in solvents, 3 ,57 (1957).
such as HF or BrFs. However, a crystal structure determi- (14) P. A. W. Dean, Can. J. Chem., $1, 4024 (1973).
nation is desirable to confirm the above conclusions. (15) W. E. Tolberg, R. T. Rewick, R. S. Stringham, and M. E. HUilt, lrg.

Chem., 6Sr1156 (19o7).

Sallow" (16) Powder Diffraction File, File No. 15-809, Joint Committee on PowderDiffraction Standards, Swothmore. Pa.

The successful syntheses of NF4SnF 5 and (NF4) 2SnF6  (17) C. H. Dungan and J. R. Van Wazer in "Compilation of Repoiend F19

demonstrate the possibility of preparing NF4÷ salts derived NMR Chemical Shifts", Wiley-Interscienee. New York, N.Y., 1970.
from nonvolatile and unreactive polymeric Lewis acids. Such (18) K. 0. Christe, J. P. Guertin, A. E. Pavlath, and W. Sawndny, iworg.Chemn., 6. 533 (1967).

salts are important for solid propellant NF 3-F 2 gas generators (19) P. A. W. Dean and D F. Evans, J. Chum. Soc. A, 698 (1967).
for chemical H F-DF lasers, because they do not require the (20) J. W. Emiskcy, J. Focney, and L. H. SuWteiffe in "High Resolution Nucesar
addition of a clinker-forming reagent. The synthesis of Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy", Vol. !, Pargamon Press. Oxford.

1965, pp 350, 645.NFSnF5 was achieved by depolymerizing SnF4 in anhydrous (21) W. Klemm, J. Krause, K. Wahl, E. Huss, R. Hoppe, E. Weise, and W.
HF and displacing BF4- from NF 4BF4 as BF) gas. For the Brand&, Forschungs•br,. Wirtsch. Verkehrminist. N.rdrh•i*-Wsfalen,
synthesis of (N F,)2SnF6 a metathetical process was required. No. 11", 38 (1955).
Both NF4* salts were characterized by material balance, (22) Y. M. Bosworth and R. J. H. Clark, J. Chem. Soc., Dalton Tra., 1749

(1974).
elemental analysis, infrared, Raman, and `F NMR spec- (23) H. A. Carter, A. M. Qureshi. J. R. Sams, and F. Aubke, Can, J. Chem.,
troscopy, x-ray powder diffraction data, and DSC. Whereas 48, 2853 (1970).
(NF 4) 2SnF6 contains monomeric SnF6

2 anions, NF4SnF 5  (24) G. M. Begun and A. C. Rutenberig, Imorg. Chem., 4, 2212 (1967).
ohexaoordinated (25) I. R. Beattie, K. hi. S. Livingston, G. A. Ozin, and D. J. Reynolds. J,

contains polymeric, cis-fluorine-bridged, h Chem. Soc. A, 958 (1969).
anions. The vibrational spectra indicate that in solid NFSnF5 (26) A. J. Edwards. J. Chem. Soc.. 3714 (1964).

fil
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Vibrational spectruim and norma coordinate analysb of SFsBr

KAiL. 0. CuusTm, EARL C. CuRTIs, and CARL J. SCHACK

Rocketdyne, a Division of Rockwell International, Canoga Park, California 91304
and

AcHiM ROLAND
Department of Chemistry, University of California, and Molecular and Materials Research Division of the Lawrence

Berkeley Laboratory, Berkeley, California 94720

(Received 11 March 1976)

AlW&at--The i.r. spectrum of gaseous and the Raman spectrum of liquid SF5Br are reported. Ten
out of I I fundamentals expected for symmetry C4, were observed and assigned. A normal coordinate
analysis was carried out and thermodynamic properties in the range 0-2000 K were computed.

INThODUIION 3WL-! AND DICL-SSION

Whereas the vibrational spectra and force fields of Vibrational spectra of SF5Br.
SFCI [1-3], SeFs, (4], and TeFsCl [5] have been
well characterized, similar data on the correspond- The i.r. spectrum of SF5Br is shown in Fig. 1.
ing bromine compounds are lacking. Since SFBr i Three very weak bands at 945, 820 and 545 cm-'
an important intermediate for the synthesis of SF, were deleted from the figure, since their relative
substituted compounds, a thorough characterization intensities varied from sample to sample and bands
of this molecule was desired. In this paper, we of similar frequencs have previously been re-
report its vibrational spectrum and the results of a ported [7] for S2F,,, the photolytic decomposition
normal coordinate analysis. product of SF5Br. The frequencies observed for the

i.r. spectrum of the gas and the Raman spectrum of
the liquid, together with their assignments for point

EX NAL group C.4 ,, are given in Table 1. The agreement
between the frequencies of the gas and the liquid is

The SF5Br was prepared by the interaction of good indicating very little or no association in the
BrF with SF, in the presence of CsF in a stainless liquid phase.
steel reactor at 90* for 24 hr. The reaction products Since SF5Br can be considered as a monosubsti-
were separated by repeated fractional condensation tuted derivative of octahedral SF 6. it should belong
through a series of traps maintained at -95 and to point group C4,,. The 11 fundamentals of SFBr
-112". The SF 5Br was retained in the -112' trap. of symmetry C4, can be classified as 4A,+2B,+
It was found difficult to obtain a oolori.ss product, B2 +4E. Of these, all 11 modes should be Raman
free of traces of Br2, owing to its tendency to de- active, whereas only the A, and E modes should be
compose to S2F,0 and Br 2 under the influence of i.r. active. Of the Raman lines, only the four A,
light, modes should be polarized.

The i.r. spectra were recorded at Rocketdyne on The observed spectrum agrees with these predic-
both a Perkin-Elmer Model 457 and a Beckman tions. The assignment of the bands to the individual
Model 4250 spectrophotometer, calibrated by modes was done by analogy with the known spectra
comparison with standard calibration points [6]. of closely related SF5CI (1-3], SeFsC1 [4], and
Stainless steel cells of 5 and 10-cm path length SF 50- [8] (see Table 2) and, therefore, requires
fitted with AgCO or high density polyethylene win- only little discussion. For SFCI the revised assign-
dows (seasoned with CIF 3) were used as sample ment [4] was used. The frequencies of SF5Br, which
containers. The Raman spectrum of liquid SFsBr mainly involve motions of the SF. part of the
was recorded at UC Berkeley on a Spex Model molecule, deviate by less than 24 cm-' from those
1400 double monochromator, using the 6764 A previously reported for SFPC [1-3]. The vibrations
exdting line for a Kr ion laser and quartz capillaries involving mainly an S-Br motion show the ex-
as sample containers. pected pronounced mass effect. The frequency of
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Fig. 1. Infrared spectrum of gaseous SFsBr. Traces A, B and C 100, 4.5 and 1 umn, respectively, in a
5 cm pathlength cell with Aga windows; Usa: D, 700 mm in a 10 cm pathlength cell with

polyethylene windows,

275 cm-' assigned to the S-Br stretch in SF 5sr is in the C4 . selection rules. The failure to detect v6 in

good agreement with the value of 305 can"1 found the Raman spectrum is no surprise since for this
for this mode in BrSO 2F [9]. type of molecules this mode is generally of very low

The above assignments are further supported by intensity and also was not observed for the related
the observed i.r. band contours (PQR structure for molecules SF5CI [1-3) and SeFsCI [5). By analogy
the A, modes), the Raman polarization data, and with SFs5Cl (3], vI of SFsBr is of very low intensity
the fadt that all the observed combination bands in the i.r. spectrum, but is readily observed in the
.(see Table I) can be assigned without violation of Raman spectrum.

Table 1. Vibrational spectra of SFsBr and their assignment in pohit group C4Q

Obid ireq, cm-', wn inteneity*

Infrared Raman
gas liquid Assignment

1745 vw Y, + PR - 1743 (E)
1696w 2YA - 1698 (A,)
1588w ;2+ Y, - 1586 (E)
1540 vw v+Y 2 - 1541 (A,)
1514w Y5 + ps - 1514 (E)
1489 vw 3o + Ys- 1485 (E)
1443 vw ,'1 + 3 '-1440(A1 )
1280 vw Y2 + Ys " 1283 (A%)
1268 vw Y' + vio 1267 (E) or Y: + Po - 1267 (E)
1193 vw uso,+ rg- 1195 (E)

1175 ww 2P3 - 1182 (At)
1120 vw P1+v4 -1120(Aj)
994 vs 898 (0.2) dp P& (E)
849vsP,2,R 84 (0.02 ) p Y' (Aj)
692 m, P, 0, R 691 (7 .6)p P (Aj)

620 (0.3) dp Ps (BI)
591 m, P, Q,1K 586 (0.2) p Y3 (Aj)
575 m 575 (0.02) dip v (E)

500(0.2) dp ,P, (12)
477vw P2 - 1 1 -470 (E)
418=nw 419 (0.4) dp PIG (E)
271 mw 2 72 (10) p Y4•(A)

222 (0.6) dp 212 (E)

Uncorrcted Raman intensitie
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Vibrational specwum and normal coordinate analysis of SF 5 Br 71

Table 2. Vibrational spectrum of SFP~r compared to thoue of Ssca, SFO" and SeFsaCI

Obid hUKq, cm-', and Intinsity

SF,& SFC. [1-41 SFO- (8] SeFC [4] AssiWgment Approximate
in point descrptlon of

I.r. gas Ra liquid i.r. ps Re liquid I.r. Ra i.r. .S Ra liquid potap C,, vibration

849w 8 48(0.0 2)p 855 v 833(0.2)p 735wv 722(0.2) 729,ma 721(1.8)p At 1`3 W (XF)
692m 691(7.6)p 707s 704(3)p 697w 697(10) 654w 6S

6
(10)p 103 vaym(XF.)

$91 i S86 
(0.

2
) p 602s 603 (0.2) p 506% 506(1) 440vs 443 (2.2) p Is a sym out of plane (XF4)

271 mw 
2 72

(10)p 402s 
4 0

3(I0)p 1154vs 1153(1) 384mw 385(8.5)p 104 W,(XY)
620 (0.3) dp 625 (0.7) dp 541 (3.3) 636(0.6) dp B, aPs ' sym out ot phase (XF4)

472(0.2) 114 a uym out of plane (XS,)
500 (0.2)d p $0s (0.2)d p 452(0.9) 3SOdp 03 V,, 8 sym in plne (XF,)

894 v 898(0.2)dp 909v 927(0.2)dp 785vs 780(0.1) 745w 745(0.3)dp E P. vasym(XF,)
575m 575(0.02)dp 579mw 584(0.1)dp 530th 530(2) 421s 424(0.4)dp SAP 8(1XF,)
418mw 419(0.4)dp 441m 442(0.8)dp 325mw 334m 336(1.2) a ',* 8 ayminplane (XF4

222(0.6)dp 287vw 271 (0.6)dp 6Ws 607(2.2) 213 (1.4)dp a', 8(YXF,)

Force constants field. Unique force constants could not be com-
puted since the general valence force field has 24

A normal-ooordinate analysis was carnied out to symmetry force constants and there are ouly 11
aid the s;.taral assignment. The kinetic and poten- frequencies, It was found that in both the AI and E
tial energy metrics were computed by a machine block off-diagonal force constants are required to
method [10), assuming the following geometry and fit the observed frequencies. In the A, block, the
coordinate definitions: Rs5 , - .rF 1.60 A, Dss, - F.1, F1 and F24 terms may be neglected [13] since
2.27 A [11], a - <FSF- 90, - <FSF - 90° and their corresponding G matrix elements are zero. In
, - <DrSF '-90', where F refers to the axial (uni- the E block, however, all G matrix elements are
que) fluorine lgand. The symmetry coordinates nonzero. Based on our experience with related
used were identical with those previously reported molecules, the most plausible interaction constants
[12) for IF 3O. The deformation coordinates were were selected and their values were kept as small as
weighted by unit (1 A) distance. possible. Additional criteria for selecting the off-

The force constants were calculated by trial and diagonal F terms were a plausible potential energy
error with the aid of a computer to give an exact fit distribution an' the condition to make FI -Ia f-f.
between the observed and computed frequencies The resulting force constints are listed in Tables 3
using the simplest possible modified valence force and 4. Uncertainty est'mates are difficult to make

Table 3. Symmetry force constants of SF.jBr*

A, vt, 849 F11-it = 4.50
Y2 692 F22 f,+2f,,++f,' - 5.36
'3  591 F.1 . (f, + 2f,, +f,'+f, + 21f,+ f,,'2fp-2, + 4ft'- 2f"') - 2.35

Y,4  271 F44 _"fo - 2.23
F, I,- q2W" - a,) - 0.48
Fl,,-[ j- 0.67

F34 -- 0.30
BA 's 620 Fss +f - 4.30

a', (470]t F" YXf-2fOO+f,+fj-2f,+ "'32-2, +4f, 1-•2/ ) - 3.16

B2 *1  500 F7 7 . -2,..+J.. - 1.79
B Ps 894 F,,- f,-ff.' - 3.74

9, 575 F" - f- f,' - 2.62
va' 418 Folo-f.-f.' - 1.90
pi 222 Flaill,=f-f. - 1.26

F," .-f - 0.66Fu, I -I , - 0.45
"Stretching constants in mdyn/A, deformation constants in mdyn

Ah an2, and sttetch--bend interaction constants in ndyn/rsdian.

4+71'C
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72 KALJ 0. Cmismr, et al

Table 4. Internal force constants of SFsBr*t owing to the underdetermined nature of the force

f, - 4.50 fo'-o.596 - field. However, numerical experiments and cor-

jD - 2.23 f.- 479 parisons with related molecules (see Table 5) indi-

-,4.285 f - -0.128 cate that the listed principal force constants might
-,,- 0.265 fv,'-0.219 be expected to be a reasonable approximation of

f.'-0.545 f0 -0.34 the general valence force field values.
fan'0.67 f,, - 0.212 Comparison of the SFsBr stretching force con-

f, - 1.955 f,, -- 1,.- 0.33
y,, -- f.,'-o0.055 f,,--f,-0.225 stants with those of SF, (14], SFaC [5, 15], SFsO-
f,-3.216 [8] and SeFsCl [4] (see Table 5) shows the expected

- -0.277 trends. The SF stretching force constant values

Stretching constants in mdynlk, deformation con- decrease in the order: SF6>SFCI>SFsBr>

stants in mndyn Alradian', and stretch-bend interaction SFsO-. This may be explained [4] by the decreasing
constants in mdyn/radian. electronegativity from F towards Br and the fcrmal

t Only the values of the stretching force constants can negative charge in SF 5O- wnich all tend to release
be uniquely determined from the symmetry force con- electron density to the remaining fluorine-ligands.
atants; for the computation of the remaining constants, This results in an increased polaity (S'-F-) of
the following assumptions were made:

these S-F bonds and, consequently, a lowering of
fI,-f0 It,'-f'-fR, -f-0, f,4- -,A0 the SF stretching force constants. The stretch-

an ,f ,fe stretch interaction constants also show continuous
4, - ff, trends, although it is difficult to rationalize why in

Table 5. Stretching force constants (in mdyn/A) of SFsBr compared to those
of SF 5O., SFC, SF 6, SeFsaC and SeFs

SFsa
SF. [14] [15] [5] SFBr SF 50 [8] SeF6* SeFsCl[4]

4:.83 4.62 4.50 3.75 (4.42
ID 5.26 2.94 2.75 2.23 6.46 5.01 12.75
f4, .51 4.59 4.29 3.60 14.31
f,, 0.341 0.30 0.26 0.27 0.54 0.12 0.07
f,,' 0.002 0.47 0.35 0.55 0.75 0.14 0.35
lAD 0.44 0.4 0.67 0.66

Abramowitz and I. W. Levin, Inorg. Chem., 6, 538 (1967).

SF, (for which a GVFF is lnown [14]) the value of Table 7. Computed thermodynamic properties of SFsBr*
f,,' becomes smaller than that of f,. Generally, the T,K C; I-F-o -(I.-H'o)iT S.
interaction between linear bonds (f.1 is larger than
that between bonds at right angles (Q,,). 0 0 0 0 0

100 9.916 0.844 51.584 60.020The potential energy distibution [16] for SF.5Br 200 15.763 2.121 58.033 68.637
is given in Table 6. As can be seen, most funds- 298.15 20.527 3.918 62.744 75.883
mentals are reasonably characteristic, thus support- 300 20.598 3.956 62.825 76.010
ing the above asdignments. The mixing of the axial 400 23.619 6.179 66.938 82.386
SF stretch (Y) with the equatorial SF4 umbrella 500 25.459 8.640 70.590 87.870

600 26.619 11.248 73.875 92.622
700 27.382 13.951 76.857 96.787

Table 6. Potwntial energy distribution for SFsBr* 800 27.909 16.717 79.583 100.480
900 28.284 19.528 82.092 103.790

A, Y, 849 72F 1 1+54F3+ +11F4-18F1 5 -12F 1 4  1000 28.559 22.371 84.414 106.785
P2 602 100F 2 2  1100 28.767 25.237 86.574 109.517
u' 591 36F 1I+46Fu +12FI 3  1200 28.928 28.122 88.592 112.027
v4 271 92F44 1300 29.054 31.022 90.485 114.348

B, vs 620 10OFss 1400 29.155 33.932 92.267 116.505
v, 470 100F" 1500 29.238 36.852 93.951 118.519

B2  v7 500 100F7 1600 29.305 39.779 95.546 120.408
B Y, 894 85F"+ 14F 9+ 19Fo.o10- 14F" 1700 29.362 42.713 97.061 122.187

Y, 575 78F"+ liF, 1800 29.409 45.651 98.504 123.866
575 418 14F,+71F&0o 1900 29.450 48.594 99.881 125.457

VIS 222 93F,1,15  2000 29.484 '51.541 101.198 126.969

Per cent contributions. Contributions of less than Units for Cv*, S, and FP are calories, moles, and
10% to the PED are not listed. degrees Kelvin; for H* units are kilocalories and moles.
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deformation (vP) is no surprise in \'ew of their [3] J. E. GOwmpnrs, Spectrochim. Acta 23A, 2145I C( m 1 537192)
similar motions and frequencies. (1[67).

E4) K. 0. CaiaiM, C. J. ScHAcm and E. C. Cualls
lm".y, Chem., 11, 583 (1972).

Thermodynamic pr s [S W. V. F. BRooKS, M. E134HAUE, C. Lwu and J.
The thermodynamic properties of SFsBr we,; PAssUoRE, Canag. J. Chm. 54, 817 (1976).

computed.with the molecular geometry and vibra- [6] E. K. PLYLR•, A. DA1 n, L. R. Bz~zNE and E. D.
tional frequencies given above assuming an ideai TmwwL-, I. Re.. Nat. Bur. Stand. 64,841 (1960).

a[7 J. K. WujHuaRr and H. I. ft ,sm , Cana& J.
gas at 1 atm pressure and using the harmon- Chem, 3, 191 (1957).
oscillator rigid-rotor approximation [17]. Thrse [8] K. 0. CQ srM, C. J. SCHACK, D. PLuPovICH, E. C.
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Metathesis between Cs2TiF, and NF#SbFt in HF solution was used to prepare the novel perfluorosmmonium salt (NF4)2TiF6.
The compound ia a white crystalline solid, stable to about 200 °C. It was characterized by elemental analysis and infrared,
Raman, and 'F NMR spectroscopy. X-ray powder data rhow that the compound (tetragonal. a - 10.715 Ak c - 11.114
A) is isotypic with (NF4) 2GeF, and (NF4)2SnFt. Thermal or HF solution displacement reactions between NF4BF 4 and
TiF 4 produced the polyperfluorotitanate(IV) salts NF 4Ti2 Fj and NF 4Ti 3F,3 . Heating of NF 3, F,,, and TiF4 to 190 OC at
an autogenous pressure of 163 atm produced a salt of the approximate composition NF4TiFls. For comparison TiF4 and
the salts Cs2TiF6, Cs2Ti2Fo, and CsTi2F9 were synthesized and characterized by vibrationtl spectroscopy.

httrodwtim with NF4BF 4. In some cases the onase of the reactions was inromnod

t, lthough the nonexistence of an N F5 parent molecule and by the choice of the TiF4.

the high ionization potentials of NF 3 and fluorine made the Syudwb 0t02'=6. Dry COF (40.3 mmol) and TIF4 (20.15 nmmol)
original synthesis of NF4 salts difficult,' their i y were combined in a pasuivated Teflon FEP anmule. Anhydrous HF

(3 ml of liquid) was added at -78 1C. The mixture was warmed to
high thermal stability permits the syntheses of oflts ofrehttivly 24 *C and stirred for I h until all solid material had dissolved. The
weak Lewis acids. Thius, the preparation of stable NF4+ sWUts• volatile materials were pumped off at 70 "C for 2 h. The white solid
containing GeF 5-, GeF6

2 , SnFs-, and SnF62- anias has been residue (8.621 g; weight calod for 20.15 m mold Cs2 TiF6 8.619 S)
recently reported. Since NFP+ salts are of significant interest was shown by infrared and Raman spectroscopy to be Cs2TiF# of
for solid propellant NF 3-F 2 gas generators' for chemical excellent purity. The products obtained from both untreated and
HF-DF lasers, the synthesi of novel higher performing NF4+ prefluorinated TiF4 were undistinguishable. Thoe mlubility of Cs2TiF,
salts is desirable. In th" paper, we report on the syntheses in anhydrous HF at 24 OC was found to be about 4 g/g of HF.

and properties of NF4+ salts derived from TiF4 . Syndmisb o.f T C 2 FIO. This salt was synthesized from equimolar
amounts of CsjTiF, and prefluorinated TiF. either by heating in a

ExperineOW Secdft Mond cyinder to 180 *C for 7 days or by stirring the mixture in liquid
Mafarials and Appielrae. The equipment and handling proceures anhydrous HF for 4 days at 25 OC and pampung off the volatile

used in this work were identical with those previously described.11 material at 50 OC for 3 h. The obmrv wits closely correqaeadu
The CiF was fused in a platitmm crucible and poadered In the drybox. to those 0 for CsTi2 F* Vibrational speatbononp showed only
The NF3 and F2 wer prepared at Rockeidyne, the HF (Mathesm) small amaunts of TiF64" and TiP,- for the produ of the ttermal
was dried as previously described, and the OrFs (Matheson) was reaction and of TiFf, TiFj', TiF4 , and a higSer polyanm (Reamn
purified by frctional coadwation prior to use. Pure NF4BF 4 was ban at 778 cm-") for the HF reaction.
prepred from NP 3. F2 , and B91 by uv pbotolys&61 at -196% C and Syajhmh of Cafl 2F,. This salt was prepared as dscribed above
the NFSbF* was synthmized as previntsly descibed.4 A 10 year for CTi2Fi,, except for using Cs2TiF4 and TiP4,in a 1:3 mole ratio.
old sample of commercial TiF4 (Allied) had undergone partial by- Vibrational qVedroscpy showed that the podtct from the HF ftu"
drolysia but was converted beck to pure TiF, by fluorinating it in a contained mainly TI6F, with trac of TW4 and Ti2F.e beifg imal.
Monl cylinder for 2 days at 250 *C with F2 at 70 atm, Sth, treated The Product from the thermal wect Vies a mixtur of approKun
and untreated, samples of TiF4 woe used in the displacement reatioms 4TiF 4, 4CTi2F*. and 2CQTA2 2Fjo.
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Table i. Results from the Displacement Reactions (pcriiuorotitanate(IV)) anion (probably TiF23; see below) having
between NF,BlF4 and Tul4 its strongest Raman line at /84 em". During the next two heating

Reaction cycles (90-195 *C for 14 days and 180 *C for 35 days) the solid
Reactants 'm,,l) conditions Products (mo) gained 149 and 41 mg, respectively. The vibrational spectra did not

NF 4BF4 (6). HF, 24 C, NFTiF, (4), NPBF4 (4) show any evidence of unreacted TiF 4, and the relative intensities of
the bands due to NF44 had significantly increased. Furthermore, the

untreated Ti!', (6) 18 h 784-cm t Raman line had become by far the most intense Raman
NF,BF, (6), HF, 24 °C, NFTiF,1- (6) line. Additional heating to 230 *C for 3 days did not result in

untreated TiF, (12) 72 h
significant changes in either the weight or the vibrational spectra of

NF, BF, (6). H:. 24hC N-i sl:l t2), NFBF, the solid. On the basis of the observed weight iancrean and the lack
NF,Ti: sa. of spectroscopic evidence for the presence of lower poly(perfluoro-

NFB (6). HE:, 24 C NFTiF, ) Ntitanate(IV)) anions the solid product appears to have the approximate
prefluor TiFT ((12) 96 h composition NF 4Ti4Fr (calcd weight increase 205 mg; obsd weight

NFBF (6), 190 *C. NF,TiF, (-3). NF, (3), increase 198 mg).
untreated TiE, (6) 18 h BF, (-6), small amt of Reuits sad Dbsss

NFBIU4 and NFUTiF,, Synthees of NF4( Salts. Perfluoroammonium salts of TiF4
Ni'B4 (6)- 160 C. N'FTil:,, (2), NF4BF,

untreated TiE, (6) 60 h (1.4). NF, (2.6), Bi-, were prepared by the following methods.
(4.6) (1) Metatlhess:

NF,BF (6). 170 '.C NI:Til:: (3), NF,BF, (3), I'F sln
prefluor Tit, '6) 20 h Bl:, (3) CsTil:. + 2NF,SbF, -- 2C0SbF, + (NFý,TiIE,

NFBI:, (6). 170 (C. Nl",Til, (3.6). NI:,TiF,,
prefluor TiF, (12) 20 h (0.6). BE, (5.4). NFBF, The yield of (NF4) 2TiF6 in this reaction is practically

(0.6) quantitative, except for material louses caused by the retention
N F, BF, (6). 170 *C. NETijF, (6). BF, (6) of a certain amount of mother liquor by the filter cake. The

prefluor Til:, (12) 192 h purity of the material obtained in this manner was approx-
imately 88.5 mol %, the remainder being CsSbF6.

The synthesis of higher polypcrfluorotitanate(IV) anions was (2) Direct SythesIs from NFP, F2, mal TIF4:
attempted by heiting a 1:5 mole ratio mixture of CszTiF, and TiF4
to 180 *C for 7 days. Vibrational spectroscopy, however, showed the NI:, + , + 6TiE, - -o0-'C NEi 6 I,
presence of onl% Ti2F," , Ti2F, , and unreacted TiF4 . 160 at. N

Synibuuls of (NF4)fTF•. The metathetical synthesis o (NF4) 2TiF,
from saturated HF solutions of NF 4SbF6 (10.00 mmol) and Cs2TiF6  Heating of TiF 4 with a large excess of NF3 and F 2 to 180-195
(5.00 mmol) was, carried out in the apparatus previously described' *C for 50 days under an autogenous pressure of about 160
for the synthetis of (NF4)ASnF 6. After combination of the solutions atm produced a so!5d of the approximate composition
of the two startrng materials at room temperature and formation of N F4T4F2,. Significant increases or decreases of the reaction
a CsSbF, precipitate, the mixtuie was cooled to 78 *C and filtered, temperature resulted in lower conversions of NFP to NFg'.
The volatile materials were pumped off at 50 *C for I hr. The filter (3) Dihplacemat Reactiom:
cake (3.85 g) was shown by its x-ray powder diffraction pattern and
vibrational spectroscopy to be mainly CsSbF, containing, due to the NB, + nTiF, - NFTiE.(n - I)TiE, + BF,
hold up of some mother liquid, a small amount of (NF 4)2 TiF,. The
filtrate residue (1.55 g; weight calod for 5 mmol of (NF4 )2TiF, I 71 These reactions were carried out either in anhydrous HF
g) had the following composition (mol %): (NF4)2TiF4, 88.5; CSbFf, solution at room temperature or by heating the solid starting
11.5. Found: NPF. 36.3; Ti. 12.21: Sb, 4.11; Cs, 4.4. Calcd for a materials in a Monel cylinder to 160--190 C. Thecomposition
mixture of 88.5% (NF 4)2TiF 6 and 11.5% CsSbF6 : NF), 36.43; Ti, of the products was influenced by both the reaction copditions
12.29; Sb, 4.0•: Cs, 4.43. Based on the observed Raman spectrum, and the choice of the TiF 4 startig material (see Table 1). For
the composition of the filtrate rcsidue was estimated to be 90% the HF solution displacement reactions, the use of pre-
(NF 4)2TiF, and 10% CsSbF,. in good agreement with the above fluorinated TiF 4 (see below) resulted in the following ap-

slemental analysis. proximate stoichiometry, independent of the mole ratio of theL3hipl actma litetkmbttweei NF"Ji"4 and TtF4. These dis-

placement reactions were carried out either in HF solution at room starting materials
temperature or by heating the starting materials in the absence of HF, 24 *C
a sovent in a Monel cylinder. For the HF solution reactions, the solid NFBF, + 3TiF4 - NF.TiFJ + BF,
starting materiaL (6 mmol of NFF4BF, in each experiment) were placed
in a passivated Teflon FEP ampule and 15 ml of liquid anhydrous When untreated TiF 4 was used, the reaction stoichiometry
HF was added. The mixture was stirred with a Teflon-coated magnetic changed frmn 1:3 to 1:2, again independent of the mole ratio
stirring bar at room temperature for a given time period. The volatile of the starting materials
products were pumped off at 50 °C for 3 h and the composition of HF 24 C
the solid residue was determined by elemental and spectroscopic NF,BF, + 2TiF, -- NF,TiF, + BF,
analyses and from the observed material balances.

The thermal displacement reactions were carried out in a pre- In the thermal displacement reaction, the use of prefluorinated
passivated 90-mi Monet cylinder which was heated in an electric oven TiF 4 at 170 *C resulted in a clean 1:2 reaction between
for a specified time period. The volatile products were separated by NF4BF 4 and TiF4 according to
fractional condensation in a vacuum line, measured by PVT, and
identified by infrared spectroscopy. The solid residues were weighed NFBF, + ZTri1. NFTiF, + BF,
al characd uid by elemental and spectrowopec analyse. The results
of thes experimcnts are summarized in Table 1. When an excess of NF 4BF 4 was used, the reaction was

airec Symthesis of NF4+ Pely(pw *sta(IV)). Pre- complete in 20 It, producing a mixture or NF4Ti 2F, and
fluorinated TiF4 (11.3 mmol), NFP (200 mmol), and F2 (200 mmol) unreacted N FBF4. When we used a 1:2 onle ratio of N F4BF4
were heated in a passivated 90-mI Monel cylinder to various tem- and TiF 4, however, longer heating periods were required to
peratures for different time periods. After each heating cycle, the avoid the formation of some NP4TiP as a by-produ.
volatile products were temporarily removed and the progress of the o
reaction was flowed by determining the weight pin of the solid and With untreated TiF 4, some of the NF4* sit was used up
rcoxding its v rational spectra. Heating to 200 0C for 3 days resulted for the fluorination of the partially hydrolyzed TiFP; however,
in a weight gain of 8 mg and the vibrational spectra showed mainly the main product formed at 190 OC was again NF 4Ti2 F9 .
unreacted TiF4 in addition to a small amount of NPF4 and a poly- Whtn the reaction temperature was lowered to 160 "C, the
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main product was N F4Ti3F13. partially hydrolyzed, it probably generated upon addition to
The above results are not surprising in view of our present the HF solution some H20, which in the presence of HF and

understanding of N F4+ chemistry. It appears that the nature TiF 4 would be protonated to yield OH3+ and a polytitanate
of the Lewis acid determines the possible synthetic routes anion. No chemical interaction between OH3+ and NF 4+ is
toward their NF 4, salts. If a sufficiently strong Lewis acid expected, since it has previously been demonstrated that
is monomeric at the reaction temperature, a direct synthesis OH3+SbF 6 and NF 4

4 SbF6 can coexist in HF solution.14

from NF,, F2,, end the Lewis acid is possible. The initial step A previous study" on the relative strength of fluoro acids
in this direct synthesis is the generation of F atoms' from F2  in HF solution had placed BF3, SnF4, and TiF4 .n categories
by either discharge,6 '7 radiation,"',2, or heating.4"9 These F 2, 3, and 5, respectively, where the acid strength decreased
atoms then react with the monomeric Lewis acid to form a with increasing category number. The results from ouy studies,
Lewis acid-F. radical,'" a species which might be capable"" i.e., the fact that both SnF 4 and TiF 4 are capable of quan-
of supplying the energy (ionization potential of NF3 minus the titatively displacing BF4- from NF4BF4 in HF solution, indicate
energy released by the formation of the ion pair) required for that this acid classification is not generally valid.
the oxidation of NF3 to NF+. The latter cation can then be Syntheses of Cs Salts. For the characterization of the
readily fluorinated by either F. or F2 to NF4+. A typical poly(perfluorotitanate(IV)) anions in their NF4÷ salts, a better
example for this scheme is the low-temperature UV photolysis knowledge of these anions was required. Very little in-
of the NF3 F2-BF1 system'2''0  formatio, on poly(perfluorotitanate(IV)) has previously been

published. Except for a recent DSC study on NOTiFs, which
F, ,.. 2F' was shown to decompose at 225 *C to NOTi2F9 and FNO,11

the only detailed study on poly(perfluorotitanates) was carried
F- + Bi-, - Ri out by Dean.2 Studying the TiF4-(Pr2NH2)2TiF 6 system in
BE4. + NF, •NF,BF, SO2 solution by "gF NMR spectroscopy, he established the
NF,'Bi: + I -- N!'BFW presence of the TiV, 3- , Ti2Fo2 , and Ti2F9 -anions, in addition

to other unidentified polymeric anions.
On the other hand, if the Lewis acid is polymeric at tern- Our study in anhydrous HF as a solvent showed that pure
peratures above the thermal decomposition point of its NF4+ Cs2TiF6 is formed from stoichiometric amounts of CsF and
salt, indirect synthetic methods must be used. A typical either untreated or prefluorinated TiF4
example is SnF4 (sublimation point 704 0C), where metathesis

HF
HF soln 2CsI + TiF, - CsTiF.

CsSnl:. 4 2NF 4Sb|: -...... 2CsSbFP I + (NFj),Sn:,
The compound Cs2Ti2FI0 can be produced from an equimolar

and the displacement reaction mixture of Cs2TiF 6 and TiF4 by either HF treatment at room

NBF + -io temperature or heating of the solids to 180 QC2N IF ,BF , + 2S MF, - - (N F:•) ,Sn ,l:o i 2B F|:0 C o

have successfully been applied-' to the syntheses of its NF4+ Cs.TiF, + TiF , - ° CsTi:F,0
salts. HF, 25

The physical properties of TiF 4 (polymeric solid at room Vibrational spectroscopy showed only traces of TiF4, TiF•,
temperature with a vapor pressure of I atm at 284 0C) are and Ti2F 9-, indicating that under these conditions Ti2F 0

2- is
intermediate between those of BF, (bp -101 C) or GeF 4 (1 clearly the favored species.
atm vapor pressure at -36 °C) and SnF 4 (bp 705 *C). When the mole ratio of Cs2TiF 6 to TiF4 was changed to 1:3,
Consequentl), the successful, although slow, direct thermal the reaction in HF solution produced almost exclusively Ti2F9-
synthesis of an N F4' salt of TiF4 and the pronounced tendency according to
of TiF 4 to form polyanions are not unexpected. However, the 1 2

actual composition of the polyanions was surprising. Whereas Cs TiIl, + 3TiF4  --F,-25 - 2('slil:,
both GeF4 and SnF4 in their displacement reactions 23 with
NF 4BF4 form exclusively the Ge2FIo 2 and Sn2FI02 anions, Only traces of TiF 4 and Ti2F1 0

2 v were present. The thermal
respectively, no evidence was obtained for the formation of reaction, however, produced a mixture of approximately 4TiF 4,
Ti2Foo in the corresponding reactions of TiF4 . Instead, only 4CsTi2F9 , and 2Cs2Ti2Fo0 .
the polymeric anions 'i2F,9 and Ti3FI were observed. Since A further increase of the TiF4 ratio in the thermal reactions
TiF, 2 is known' to associate with TiFs or TiF4 to form did not produce any evidence for the formation of polyanions
TiF 11-' and Ti2F,0o, respectively, the failure to observe the higher than Ti2F9 but resulted in unreacted TiF4 . The HF
two latter anions in the NF 4BF4-TiF 4 displacement reactions solution study was not extended beyond the 1:3 Cs2TiF 6:TiF 4
suggests that TiF6

2 is not formed as an intermediate in mole ratio.
appreciable quantities. Furthermore, the absence of observable Properties. The most interesting one of the novel salts
amounts of Ti2FI0

2 indicates either that TiF5 preferentially prepared during this study is (NF4)2TiF 6, since it has the
associates with TiF4 rather than with itself or that the smallest highest usable fluc,-ine content of any presently known NF4+
TiF 4 units present which will accept a fluoride ion are dimers. salt. All the NF4+ perfluorotitanates(IV) are white crystalline
Unfortunately, the structures both of solid TiF4 and of the solids. Based on observations of their thermal decompositions
s'iecim present in its HF solutions are unknown. Consequently, in sealLd glass capillaries and on the results of the direct
it is at present inappropriate to rationalize the different be- thermal synthemis and of the thermal displacement reactions,
havior of TiF 4 and of the two main-group tetrafluorides. these NF4+ salts are stable to at least 200". By analogy with

The fact that the displacement reaction in HF solution the other known NF4+ salts, it is difficult to obtain meaningful
resulted for untreated TiF 4 in a lower polyanion (Ti2F9) than decomposition temperatures from either melting point de-
for prefluorinated TiF4, is consistent with previous reports' terminations or DSC data.'' 3 All salts are hygroscopic and
on the solubility of TiF4 in HF. Thus TiF4 is only sparingly hydrolyze in water with quantitative NF and less than
soluble in anhydrous HF, but its solubility is significantly quantitative 02 evolution, in agreement with previous findings.2

increased by the addition of a Lewis base, such as an alkali The hydrolysate shows the yellow color characteristic for
metal fluoride or water. Apparently, the base, i.e., F ions, titanyl salts. The (NF4)2TiF 6 salt is highly soluble in 1* and
helps to depolymerize the TiF4. Since the untreated TiF4 was moderately soluble in BrFs. For the polyanion salts, the
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Table i1. X-Ray Powder Data for (NF),TiF,,a Table Ill. Crystallographic Data of (NF 4),TiF, Compared to
dobod , ntens hkl Those of Other NF 4+ Salts

6.23 6.26 vw III Tetragonal unit Cadn

5.57 5.56 vs 002 cell dimensions Vol/F, sdty,
4.93 4.93 w 102 a
3.49 3.50 s 103 a,A c,A V.A 3  Z A3  3/cm'
3.39 3.39 s 310 NFPF,a 7.577 5.653 324.53 2 16.23 2.41
2.94 2.93 mS 213 NFAsFb 7.70 5.73 339.73 2 16.99 2.72
2.782 2.778 m 004 NFSbFc 7.903 5.806 362.63 2 18.13 2.98
2.465 2.463 w 331 NFBIF~0  8.006 5.821 373.10 2 18.66 3.68
2.315 2.318 mw 323 NFBF4 a 9.944 5.229 517.04 4 J6.16 2.27
2.201 2.200 s 422 (NF 4),GeFc 10.627 11.114 1255.14 "13 16.81 2.59
2.100 2.101 w 510 (NF 4)1 SnF~d 10.828 11.406 1337.35 -,// 17.91 2.73

1.990 1.990 Vw 520 (NF 4),TiF, 10.715 11.114 1276.01 I, 17.09 2.371.990 1.990 vw 1502

1.892 1.894 m 440 a Reference 2. b Reference 6. c Reference 4. d Reference 3.

1.789 1.789 mw 600

1.663 1.664 mw 226
1.641 1.644 mw 306 w A

aTetragonal;a 10.715 Ac= 11.114 A; Cu Kot radiation; Ni

filter.

z
L= NF4 Ti3F13 770

z

(NF 4 )2 Ti F6

C C1 CI
z z

zNFIT16F25 734
NF4 Ti,$, 752 FT 6 2

D 2400 2000 1o00 6ee 14M'1200 K00 oo 900 040 200
1ý1.1 FREQUENCY,cm -12400 2•000 1ll00 1600 1400 1200 1000 aoo 600 400 200.U

FREQUENCY,0 -0 Fgum 2. Vibrational spectra of solid NF4 Ti3F13 und NF4t'i6Fzs,
recorded undev the same condimiis as tlho, of Figure I. The samp"ce

Filre 1. Vibrational spectra of solid (NF 4)2TiFG and NF 41izF,: of NF 4Ti3 Ft3 and NF4TiSF2 were preipar. by the diplucement
traces A and B, inkrared and Riaun spectra of (NF4) 2TiF, re- reacin betwee NF4HF, NO prdh ltoinated 11F4 in HF and by direct
spewtively; traces C -nd D, corresponding apetta of NF4Ti2F9 , synthWs from NFI. Fa, and TiF4 at 1QO aC, reapectvly.
prepared by the thermal (170 C) displacement reactikn between
NF 4BF 4 and TiFN (1:2). The absorptions below 400 cm- t in the the soltbility tharply decretues for the polyanioa salts. 'Tho
infrared spectra (b~oken lines) are due to the AgCI windows. Weak hydrolysis of the cciun3 •oly(perfluorodtanatcs(IV)) was

ns, due to irpur~th. woe deeted fnit~heee rd wi spectralsitidtho m-. Tinas~ecta followed by Raman spoctrcopy. Tht spectrm obttinned for
wocre recordeci with 8 spectral slit width of 3 cm- 1. The inm asrt tosidpasineulbimwhthcqoishaeso drecorded at a higher recorda pain. the, swid phase in equilibrium with the vquw s pbhase showed •

that the band due to 7 F4 and the highu polymion imprities

solubility dc•reas with increasing anion size. disappcWAc first, accompanied by a simttndWvxv growth of
"IThe Cse S4ts are also stable, white, csystallztic W&id. The the TIiF 6 " bands. The aaueous phabse showed TiF6 2 as the

Cs2TiF6 salt is very soluble in HF (about 4 g/g of HF), but wrain consituent.
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Table IV. Vibrational Spectra of Solid (NF 4),TiF. Compured to Those of CsTiF,

Obad freq (cm- )and rtl Intena

(NF 4),TiF. CsTiF. Assirnments (point group)

- IR Raman IR Raman INF4, (Td) TiF,' (Oh)b

2340 sh 2
2320 vw 2a. (A, + E + F 2)
2003 w P, + &P (F,)
1780 sh +
1760 vw + ,(A, +E+F,)
1463 w V1 + 4, (F1)
1219 mw 2V4 (A, + E + F,)
l160 vs 1158(1.4) P

1132 sh, vw
1060 vw a' + P4 (F, + F,)
1021 w
910 Vw u, + V4 (F, u)

883 (0.1) 2&#, (A, + A, + E)
8SO sh, vw 853(10) P, (A,)
804 w
611 mw 612(5) (F,)

607 sh I aF601 (8.0) 599 (10) PL (A:a)
563 vs 562 vs (F U)
452 vw 450 (3.3)

442 (2.6) (
289 (8.2) 284 (9.8) V1 (Fgs)
107 (0+) 84(1.2)

86 (2) 68 (3.2) Lattice vib
56(1.7)

a Uncorrected Raman intensities. b The site symmetry of TiF, 2 - in CsTIF, is Dd, but for simplicity and in view of the unknown site
symmetry of TiF,3- in (NF 4),TiF,, the assignments for TiF,'" were made for the point group (0 h) of the free ion.

Table V. Vibrational Spectra of Solid CsTiF,, NF 4TiF,, NF 4TIF,,, and NF 4Ti,F,,

Obad freq (cm-) and rel intenst

CsTiF, NFTIF, NFTiF,, NF 4TIF,, Asslgnments for NF,"

IR Raman IR Raman IR Raman IR Raman In point group Td

2360 sh 2350 sh 2P(A, +E+F,)
2320 vw 2320 vw 2320 vw
2004 w 2002 w 2002 w P, + i, (F,)
1765 vw 1766 vw 1768 vw V1 + &4 (A, + E + F,)
1458 w 1458 w 1457 w u, + v, (F,)
1400 vw
1322 vw
1223 vw 1220 mw 1220 mw1216w 2Y,(A, + E + F,)

1164vs 1169(0.2) 1166vs 1175 sh 1165 vw 1165(0.1) P(
1158 (0.5) 1160(0.2) (

1054 vw 1055 vw 1051 vw v' + P,, (F, + Fa)
904 vw 905 ah
853vw 851 (3.8) 851 (3.2) 851 (2.4) P, (A,)

725 vs, br 75" (10) 725 vs, br 752 (10) 760 vs. br 770(10) 765 vs 784 (10)
701 (0.7) 702 (0.7) 731 (0.3) 735 (1.2)

650 vs 670(0.4) 650 vs 670 (0.5) 702 vs 712 vs
645 (0+) 645 (0+) 696 (0.8) 698 (0.1)

675s 661 s
615 s 615 (0.5) 61Ss 611(1.6) 610s 611 (0.9) |
608s 608(1.6) 1&4 (F3)

$30 vs, br 530 vs, br 578 vs 585 vs 588(0+)
446 vs 446 vs 502 vs 492 vs 500(0+)

444 (0.5) 446 (0.9) 445 (0.7) us (E)
439(1.1) (

390 sh 388 (0.9) 390 sh 389 (0.9) 371 (1.0) 363 (1.0)
327 (0.3) 326 (0,3) 252 (0.5) 251 A
290 (0.8) 290(0.9) 241 (2.0) 242 (1.5)
247 (2.4) 247 (2.4) 223 (0.5) 223 Ah
238 (2.4) 237 (2.4) 1900(.0) 188 (1.7)
225 ah 225 uh 168 (0.8) 165 sh
M92 (0.5) 192 (0.5) 139 (0.4)

( "162 (0.4) 162 (0.4)

Uncorrected Raman inteatiue.

X-Ray Powder Data. The powder pattern of (NF4) 2TiF, a tetraaaal unit cW1l. 4w resulting crystallogmplac pa-
is listed in Table Ii. After correction for weak lines due to ramue ane cunpared in Table ilte thoWa of simia NF4÷
CsSbF6 and NF4SbF& all observed lines oould be indexed for salts. The similarity of the pattemrn of (NF4)aTiF$. (N-
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SI I I

807 (TIF4)n

C&10
CCsTI

2 F,

75•1 UM

z I

Ce112F9  •.

Z C112 TV2 10Z

"%s2 T13f

$00 600 400

FREQUENCY, cm"1

Flw•w 4. Infrared spectra of solid C42TiF6, Cs2Ti2Fao, CsTi2F9, and
s"g prefluorinated TiF4 as dry powders in ASCI disks.

Cs2TiF 6
17"' and (Hgl) 2TiF6.1 The observation of small

splittings for smise of the degenerate nodes of NF4+ indicates
that the site symmetry of NF4+ in the solid is lower than TI.

¢62VIF6 The same effect has previously been observed3 for isotypic
(NF 4)2SnFs.I

The vibrational spectra of NF 4Ti2F9 , NF 4Ti3 F,3, and
N F4Ti6F25 are shown in Figures 1 and 2, respectively, and the
observed frequencies are listed in Table V. Again, the

300 ,00 400 20 .presence of NF4+ is clearly estublished.
$00 600 400 200 For a better characterization of the anion bands, the vi-
FREQUENCY,cm-1  brational spectra of several cesium salts and of solid TiF4 were

Fgort3. Raman spectra of solid Cs2TiF6, CsTi2iF0, CsTi2 F, and also recorded (see Figures 3 and 4, and Tables IV-VI). Since
prefluorinated TiF 4. Cs2TiF6 can be prepared in high purity and since higher

polytitanate impurities preferentially underwent hydrolysis,
F4)2SnF6,3 and (NF 4)2GcF 6

2 indicates that the three com- no problems were encountered with defining the principal
pounds are isotypic. bands belonging to each anion. The single most useful band

NMR Spectra. Since in HF solution rapid exchange be- for the identification of a poly(perfluorotitanate(IV)) anion
tween the solvent and the anion prevents observation of is the symmetric, in-phase, terminal TiF stretching mode. This
well-resolved anion spectra, the 'IF NMR spectrum of mode results in a narrow and very intense Raman band, the
(NF 4)2TiF 6 was recorded in BrF, solution, In addition to the frequencies of which have been denoted in Figures 1-3. As
solvent lines,2 the spectrum showed the characteristic'6 triplet can be seen, the frequency of this band increases with in-

TiF61- signal at h -81.7. The solubility of the NF4+ poly- anion, i.e., TiF62- < Ti2 Fo0
2- < Ti2Fr" < TijF - < TiF 2 o <

titanate salts in BrFs was too low to permit the observation (TiF 4).,
of useful spectra. Since the "*F NMR spectra of Ti2F`, 3 , The structure of Ti2 Fo•- (I) has be established'2 by '"F

T 2 -,2  n iF in S0 2 solution have previoiusly beenr
studied and assigned in detail by Dean,'2 no further work in F F F
this direction was undertaken. a

Vikatl Speetra. The infrared and Raman spectrum of
solid (NF 4)2TiF 6 is shown in Figure 1. The ebserved fre -I
quencies are listed in Table IV. Comparison with the pre- [ I

viously reported' "1'-1"" spectra of other N F 4 salts demon- F F

strates beyond doubt the presence of the NF 4+ cation. The
remaining bands are due to the anion and are in exceent i
agreement with those previously reported for TiF62- in NMR spectroscopy as the cis fluobr-biged di• d a
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Table VI. Vibrational Spectra of Solid CsTIF,,, and a

Prefluorinated TiF, The synthesis of NF4+ salts has successfully been extended
CsTi,F,. TiF, to a subgroup element. The results of this study show that

Obsd freq (cm-') and Obad freq and TiF 4 cAn act as a much stronger Lewis acid than predicted
el intenAssgnments rel iens on the basis of previous literature data."1 Thus, stable NF4÷

S for Point salts derived from TiF 4 can be prepared either directly or
IR Raman groupD~h IR Raman indirectly. Of all the presently known NF4÷ salts, (NF4)2TiF6

3( v (A3) 829 (5.0) contains the highest percentage of usable iluorine.I0 (1) P , (B~s 817 (0.4)
620 (0.2) a,, (Bl') 840-730 807 (10) AcklwledO iesUt. We are grateful to Dr. L. R. Grant and

577 (3) V, (Ag) vs. br 761 (1.7) R. D. Wilson for their help and to the Office of Naval Re-
v,, (B'U) 731(0.4) search, Power Branch, for financial support.

730-600 V, (B1U) 580 vs, br Registry No. (NF4) 2TiF4 , 61128-92-5; Cs 2TiF,, 16919-28-1;

vs, br V20 (Bu) 481 vs CsTi2F,, 61128-93-6; NF4Ti2F,. 61128-94-7; NF 4TiFj3, 61267-52-5;
468 mr a,,7 (81u) 471 (0.5) NF4TiF 2 , 61303-83-1; Cs2Ti2 Fjo 61128-95-8; NF 4BFI. 15640-93- t'

468 m ,280 (B,) 370 (0.7) CsF, 13400-13-0; TiF 4, 7783-63-3, NF3, 7783-54-2; F2, 7782-41-4.441 s V21 (B2 U) 291 (0.9)
33B (0.5)2390.8) Refereuces ald Notes

0.5) 0' (Bag) 221(0+) (1) K.0. Christie. R. D. Wilson. and A. E. Axworthy, la . Chem., 12,
284 (3.7) P, (Ag) 201 (2.0) 2478 (1973).
248(4.8) (B,4 ) 179(6.1) (2) K. 0. Chrriate, C. J. Schack, and R. D. Wilson, I"oSg. Chem., 15, 1275
218(2.8) (ABt) 140 (2.0) (1976).

199(0.9) via (Bi) 99(0+) (3) K. 0. Christe, C. J. Schack, and R. D. Wilson, lnoorg. Chem., in press.
87(0+) (4) K.O. Christe, R. D. Wilson. and C. J. Schack. Inorg. Chem,. in pre"s.
70 (0+) (5) K. 0. Christe., C. J. Schack, and R. D. Wilson, lnorg. Chem.. 14, 2224

(1975)

a Uncorrected Ramaan intensities. b Using the symmetry (6) K. 0. Chriate, J. P. Guertin, and A. E. Pavlath, Inoq. Nucl. Chem. Left.,

coordinates oti ee" 21. 2,83 (1966); 3. P. Guwtin, K. 0. Chrit. and A. E. Pavlath, Ino'g. Chem.,
5, 1921 (1966).

(7) S. MI. Sinel'nikov and V. Ya. Roeolovakii, Doki. Ak/ad. Nauk.SSSR,
thorough vibrational analysis has previously been carried-" n194, 1341 (1970).
out for the isostructural molecule Nb2CIl0 . Consequently, (8) C. T. Goetachel, V. A. Campanile. R. M. Curtis, K. R. Loos, D. C.

Wagner, and J. N. Wilson, inorg. Chem.. 11. 1696 (1972).sufficient information was available to allow some tentative (9) W, E. Tolberg, R. T. Rewick, R. S. Stringharn, and M. E. Hill, lno, g.
)"*. These assignments are summarized Nucl. Chem. Lett., 2, 79 (1966); inorg. Chem., 6, 1156 (1967).
in Table VI and are based on the symmetry coordinates defined (10) K. 0. Christe and I. B. Goldberg. to be submitted for publication.

for Nb 2CI,0 by Beattie and co-workers." No attempts were (11) S. P. Mishra, M. C. R. Symons, K. 0. Christ., R, D. Wilson. and R.
I. Wagner, Ino. Chem., 14, 1103 (1975).made to assign the spectra of the remaining poly(perfluoro- (12) P. A. W. Dean. Can. J. Chem., 51, 4024 (1973).

titanate(IV)) anions and TiFh itself, although some data are (13) A. F. Clifford, H. C. Beachell, and W. M. Jack, J. leorg. Nucl. Chem.,

available for Ti 2F,. Dean suggested' 2 on the basis of "PF S. 7 (1957).
(14) R. I. Wagner, unpublished results.

NMR data for Ti2F9 the triply fluorine-bridged structure 11 (15) A. Kigoshi, Thermochim. Acta. I1, 35 (1975).
(16) K. 0. Christe, J. P. Guertin, A. E. Pavlath. and W. Sawodny, Inorig.

[ F" Chem., 6. 533 (1967).(17) P. A. W. Dean and D. F. Evans, J. Chem. Soc. A, 698 (1967).
Ti F-Ti(18) K. 0. Christe and D. Pilipovich, lnorg. Chum., 30. 2803 (3973),S(19) D. H. Brown, K. R. Dixon, C. M. Livingston, R. H. Nuttall. and D. W.LF F () A. Sharp, J. Chem. Soc. A, 100 (1967),

(20) D. Breitinger and K. Kohler, Inorg. Nucl, Chem. Lett., 8. 957 (1972).
(21) I. R. Beattie, T. R. Gilson, and G. A. Ozin, J. Chem. Soc. A, 2765 (1968).

(22) R. D. Werder, R. A. Frey, and Hs. H. Gunthard. J. Chem. Phys., 47.
and Beattie has analyzed2i the vibrational spectrum of the 4159 (1967).
isostructural TICI93 anion. Our spectra of prefluorinated TiF4  (23) D. J. Reynolds. Adv. Fluorine Chem., 7, 54 (1971).

(se Fiure 3 nd ) spifcanly iffr fom hos ofun- (24) L. E. Alexander and 1. ft. Beattie, J1. Chum. Soc., Dalton Trans, 1745
(seeFigres an 4)signficntl difer romthos ofun-(1972).

treated TiF4 and those'3 
' previously reported in the literature. (25) F. E. Dickson, J. laorg. Nucl. Chem., 31, 2636 (1969).
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Vibrational spectra of thionyl tetrafluoride, SF 40

KARL 0. CNRisTE, CARL J. ScnScAC and E. C. CuRTs
Rocketdyne. A Division of Rockwell International, Canoga Park, California 91304

a rp(Received 10 June 1976)

Abstrac-The i.r. spectra of gaseous, solid, and matrix-isolated SF 40 and the Raman spectra of
gaseous, liquid and solid SF4O are reported. It is shown that several bands previously attributed to
SF40 belong to impurities, and 8 of the 12 fundamentals of SF40 were reassigned. A normal
coordinate analysis was carried out and indicates for SF4O a structural model with significantly longer
axial than equatorial S-F bonds, in disagreement with Guadersen and Hedberg's favored Model A.
Thermodynamic properties are also reported for SF 40.

INrRODUCTION or high density polyethylene seasoned by CIF 3. The ap-
During a study of the vibrational spectra of SF, [1), paratus, materials, and technique used for the matrix-Dueingcam astudof itevbrestedional tosec of SF [ isolation study have previously been des:ibed (12, 13].
we became also interested in those of SF4 O. The The Raman spectra were recorded on a Cary Model 83
molecular structures of these two molecules [2-6] spectrophotometer using the 4880 A exciting line. A
are closely related and can both be derived from a Classsen filter was used to eliminate plasma lines [14].
trigonal bipyramid. The main difference between Polarization measurements were carried out by method

thmi htin SF, one of the equAtorial positions is VIII as described by CLAAssEN et al. [14]. For the low-them is that temperature spectra an apparat• was used similar to that
occupied by a sterically active free valence electron described by MILLER and HARNEY [0 5. A stainless steel
pair, whereas in SF4O it is occupied by a doubly cell with Teflon 0-rings and sapphire wunl!'ws [16] was
bonded oxygen atom. used to obtain the spectrum of the gas. The sample

containers for liquid and solid SF 40 were either 3mm
F Fo.d. quartz tubes or Teflon-FEP capillaries used in the

F1, IF transverse excitation-transverse viewing mode._S< O..S'_ The `9F NMR spectra were recorded at 56.4 MHz on a
""IF Varian Model DA-60 high resolution NMR spectrometer,SF F equipped with a variable temperature probe. Chemical

A closer examination of the available literature shifts were determined by the side-band technique rela-
tive to the external standard CFCI3. Teflon FEP tubesdata [7-9] on the vibrational spectra of SF 4O re- (Wilmad Glass Co.) were used as sample containers.

vealed many discrepancies and indicated the need Samples of neat SF4O, of SF40 over NaF (for removal of
for a thorough reinvestigation. Our experinen.al any HF possibly present), and of SF 4O-FCIO 3 mixtures
data, which are reported in this paper, showed t1hat (1:3 mole ratio) over NaF showed only a single signal for
several bands, previously attributed [7-9] to SFO, SF1 7, over the entire liquid range (ap of FCIO-
actually belong to impurities, and resulted in the
reassignment of 8 of the 12 fundamentals of SF 40. RtULUS AND DiSCtSION

EXPXI'RMZrA• Vibrational spectra. Figure 1 shows the i.r.
spectra of gaseous, solid and N2-matrix-isolatedPure SF, O was prepared by vacuum pyrolys of SF 4O. Figure 2 shows the Raman spectra of gase-

CsSF5O [10]. The complexing of crude SF4O with CsF
[10] was found necessary in order to completely remove ous, liquid, and solid SF40. For the liquid phase,
any S02F2 present. The latter does not form a stable some variation in the spectra was observed. The
adduct with CsF and can therefore be readily removed spectra generally observed over a fairly wide temp-
from CQSF3O by pumping.

Volatile compounds were manipulated in a well paaa- erasure range ars shown by traces D-F in Fig. 2.
with Teflon FEP U-traps and 316 stainlesteel bellows- observed at -80*C which more closely resembled
sezi valves. that of gaseous SF 40. It is shown as trace 0 in Fig.The i.r. spectra were recorded on a Perkin-Elmer 2. Attempts to reproduce the spectrum with the

Model 457 spectrophotometer in the range of 4000- same or other samples were unsuccessful, and the
250cm-1. The instrument was calibrated by comparison
with standard gas calibration points [111, The gas cells reason for its deviation could not be established.
were made of stainless steel with path lengths of either 5 Figure 3 shows the most intense i.r. bands of gase-
or 10 cm. The windows were made of either Aga, AgBr, ous and matrix-isolated SF 4O at higher resolution
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C

I N__Mtri_
(MR-1O0001)

Neat" solid 4*K

2a00 2400 Loo o 1600 1400 1200 1000 ao 000 400

FreqWuency, cm'
Fig. 1. Inrared spectra of SF40. Traces A-D, spectra of the gas at different pressures in a :5-cm path
length cell. Trace A, 10mm (AZBr windows); trace B, 75mm (Aga windows), trace C, 500mm
(AgBr windows); trace D, 1500mm (polyethylene windows). Trace E, spectrum of SF4O in a N2
matrix (mole ratio 1: WUOO) at 4 K. Traces F and 0, spectra of neat solid SF4O at two different sample

thicknesses at 4 K (Cs1 windows).

and scale expansion, allowing some conclusions ledge of the exact model is not necessary for mak-
about the band contours and the determination of ing the assignments for SFO.
the 32S--"S isotopic shifts. The observed frequencies The 12 fundamentals expected for an XY 4Z
are listed in Tabl 1. molecule of symmetry C2, can be classified as

Comparison of the spectra of the gas, the liquid, 5A,+A 2 +3B,+3B2 . All of these should be active
and the solid shows only minor frequency shifts, in both the i.r. and Raman spectra, except for the
indicating little assotiation in the liquid and solid A2 mode which should be only Raman active.
phase. 7Uhi Is in good agreement with its relatively Asaigwwse of dte •mectchig modaL The assign-
low boiling point (-35.1"C) and Trouton constant ment of the stretching modes of SF4O is relatively
(21.9) [7] nd with the observations made for the easy. There are three stretching modes in species
tumilar molecule CIF0 2 (17]. A, i.e., the S-O stretch and the symmetric axial

The trigonal-bipyramidal structure of SF,4O has SF2 and the symmetric equatorial SF2 stretch. Of
been established by electron diffraction [3-5] and these, the SO double bond stretch, 3,, should have
microwave [6] studies. However, four different the highest frequency, should result in an intense
models of symmetry C2. were found (5] which were i.r. and a polarized Raman band, and should occur
all in excellent agreement with the experimental above 1000 cm•'. Obviously, this fundamental
electron diffraction data. No distinction between must be assigned to the bands in the 1350-
the four models was possible, but fortunately all of 1390 acm region. The splitting into four compo-
them are very similar as far as the vibrational nents in the matrix-isolation spectrum and the oim-
assgnments are concerned. Consequently, know- plex band contour in the i.r. spectrum of the gas are
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range 500-1000cr-'. Sinme the equatorial SF 2
group is strongly bent, its symmetric stretching
mode should result in an intense i.r. band, whereas

Gas for the almost linear axial SF 2 group the symmetric
stretch should be of low i.r. intensity. Furthermore,

+ by comparison with similar pseudo-trigenal
bipyramidal molecules [1, 17], the symmetric
equatorial stretch should have a significantly higher

._. •,,frequency than the axial one. Accordingly, the sym-
C .metric equatorial SF 2 and the symmetric axial SF 2

P• P stretching modes are readily assigned to the bands
at about 796 and 588 cme', respectively. For the
observation of v2 and P3 in the i.r. spectra, the

P matrix isolation data (see Fig. 3) were helpful since
aV2 almost coincides with V 7 (B1 ), and P,3 occurs in

the vicinity of two i.r. bands of higher intensity.
dp F There are two antisymmetric SF 2 stretching

modes, the equatorial one, Y10 (B2), and the axial
E one, '7 (Bi). Both should occur in the frequency

range 700-1000 cm-' and be very intense in the i.r.
••• spectrum. In the Raman spectra, vlo should be

considerably more intense than P,7 because of the

large differ•ace in the equatorial and axial SF 2
bond angles. Consequently, vlo (B2) and Y7 (BI) can

H_ be assigned with confidence to the bands at about
926 and 819 cm-', respectively. The i.r. band con-

. • -- " ' "' 'tour of P7 (see Fig. 3) is complicated by P2 (A I)
which has a similar frequency (see above) and by
"Fermi resonance with v,+ P, (B,).

Assignment of the deformation modes. The as-
signment of the remaining bands to the seven de-
formation modes is more difficult, since only five
intense bands (at about 639, 567, 560, 265 and

174 cm-') were observed with the possibility of a

0 12oo 1000 800 600 40 200" sixth weak fundamental at about 455 cm-'. A simi-

lar situation was encountered for SF 4 [1]. It is very
difficult to decide if the lack of observation of a

Fig. 2. Raman spectra of SF4O. Traces A-C, spectra of fundamental is caused either by its low intensity or

the gas at 10 atm pressure in a stainless steel cell with by a coincidence of two fundamentals. Tentative
sapphire windows recorded at three diferent sensitivities, assignments for the SF 40 deformation modes can
Traces D and F& characteristic spectrum of the liquid in a be made based on the following arguments.
quartz capillary L. -80" with the incident polarization he 639 ' band has to high a frequency for
perpendicular and parallel, respectively. The broad band

between 300 and 500 cm- 1 is mainly due to quartz, as an SF2 deformation and, therefore, should be due
shown by trace F which was recorded for a sample to the S-0. wagging mode, va.(B,). Additionalconttaied in a Teflon-FEP capillary. Traces G and H-, support for thi assignment comes from the i.r, gs
irreproducible spectrum of the liquid in a quartz capllWary
st -80* with the incident polariation perpendicular and phase band contour which is similar to v,(B 1) (see

parallel, respectively. Trce 1, spectum of solid SF 4O in a Fig. 3). Furthermore, there is some evidence in the
quartz tube at -130•. i.r. spectrum of the gas for Fermi resonance be-

tween Y,' (BI) and the 174 +639 cin' combination
caused by Fermi resonance between &-I and several band. Since the 174 cn-' band belongs to species
At combination bands (see Table 1). A, (see below), the 639 cm-' mode must belong to

The symmetric equatorial SF 2 and axial SF2  species B1.
stretching modes P2 and v3 should give rise to two The lowest frequency mode (174 cm ') should be
strong polarized Raman bands in the frequency the one involved in an intramolecular Berry-type
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A C 10301.

9120

1397.7 363.4 1Z39

(,) 926.0

1 1361
138730 H 926 (b,,,)

635.7 58 .2
( .V • 0 ,) 34S

166.15581al
803.2 70 ;4

G ,~Jt~7~ 98.8/po 588K

796a~1638.1 560(Mi)

9I~~~ta~~~) NO)a+a~ 381~

Frequency, Cn14

Fig. 3. Principal i.r. bands of gaseous and N2-matrix-isolated SF40 recorted at tenfold scale
expansion under higher resolution conditions. The frequency scale of the gas and matrix spectra have

been slightly shifted relative to each other to allow better comparison.

exchange mechanism [1]. Consequently, the Ignoring for the time being the A2 torsional

174cmc ' Raman band is assigned to ', (A,) by mode, we still need assignments for the antisym-
analogy with SF4 [1]. The relative ease of in- metric equatorial OSF) in plane deformation
tramolecular exchange in SF 4O was confirmed by v,I (B 2), the equatorial S 2 scissoring mode P4 (A,),
our failure to observe separate 'F NMR signals for and the axial SF2 out of plane scissoring mode
the equatorial and axial fluorines in SF4Q at temp- a' 2 (B2). The following bands are still unassigned:
eratures as low as -145°C. Polarization measure- (i) a band at about 560 call- of medium intensity in
ments on the liquid provided no direct evidence for both the i.r. and Raman spectrum; (ii) a band at
the 174 cm-' fundamental being polarized. Simi- about 270 ca-' of mediai strong Raman and of
larly, all the other deformation modes also had a low i.r. intensity; (iii) a bknd at about 450cm-u of
depolarization ratio of 0.75. However, a polarized low intensity in both the i.r. and Raman spectrum.
combination band (588+174) in Fermi resonance By comparison with the mnown spectrum of planar
with P2 (A,) was observed. Since the 588 cm-' band OCF2 (19], I',, of SF4C is expected to have a
has been established (see above) as an A, mode, higher frequency and Rlkman intensity than Y'4.
the 174 cm-' band must also belong to species AI. Furthermore, the frequency of &'1 (B2 ) should be

By comparison with the closely related PFL, Ljb] lower than those of P11 and &,4 and by comparison
and SF4 [1] molecules, the equatorial SF2 wagng with other 4imilar molecules [1, 17, 18, 20] might
deformation ss,(B 2) of SF 40 should be of high be expected to be either degenerate with or close to
Raman and of medium i.r. intensity and have a that of the in plane axial SF 2 scissoring mode W',
frequency between 500 and 600cm-1. It is there- (174cam-). Consequently, the 560cm-' band of
fore assigned to the higher frequency component of SF 40 should be due to Y,, (B2).
the two bands observed in the 550-570cm-' For the assignment of the 270 =-' band of
region. SFO, two alternatives remain, Y, (A,) and 1,. (B2).
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Vibrational spectra of thionyl 'ctrafluoride, SF4O 327

We prefer its assignment to Y,, (B 2) for the follow- rowave data (A -0.13663, B -0.11204, C-
ing reasons: (i) its relatively low frequency value is 0.10808 cm-') [6]. the band contours of SF 40
more in line with our expectations for Y12 (see should approximate those of set 39 in the tables of
above); (ii) its relative i.r. and Raman intensities do UEDA and SHIMANOUCHI [22]. Since the B and C
not correspond well to those observed for the CF2  values are quite similar, the B and C type bands
scissoring in planar OCF 2 [19]; (iii) for CIF 30 2 two should be similar under our resolution conditions,
intense low-frequency Raman bands were observed and the A type bands should show a narrower 0
[17] at 222 and 285 cn-', respectively, which re- branch. Since the A axis (smallest moment of iner-
semble those at 185 and 268 cm-' observed for tia) obviously must lie in the direction of the F,-
SF 40. Therefore, these two Raman bands should S-F. bonds, the B, modes should exhibit a nar-
belong to a structural element common to both rower Q branch. The observed band contours of P'7
CIF 30 2 and SF 4O. Sipce CIF 30 2 contains only one and vi (see Fig. 3) agree well with this prediction.
equatorial F atom [17, 21], this common structural The largest moment of inertia should be along the
element must be the axial FXF group, and the two S,-O axis. Therefore, the A, modes should exhibit
modes should be due to the axial in plane and out C type band contours, and the B2 modes should
of plane scissoring modes. The assignments previ- show a B type contour with a double Q branch.
ously made [17) for these two modes in CIF30 2  Base,. on these arguments, we prefer to attribute
should be reversed, the complex structure observed for the Q branch of

All the observed bands are now assigned, except the 926 caf- a1 0 (B2) band to hot bands. Unfortu-
for a very weak i.r. and Raman band at about nately, most of the band contours observed for
450 cm-'. This band could either be due to the still SF 40 are complicated by effects, such as coinci-
unassigned Y4 (A,) fundamental or the 174 + 265- dence of several fundamentals, Fermi resonance,
439 cm-' combination band. Its assignment to the 225--2 4 S isotopic splittings, and possibly hot bands.
vs (A 2) torsional mode is unlikely based on its The only band having a relatively undisturbed con-
activity in the i.r. spertrum of gaseous SF,O. Since tour is vs (BI) at 639 cm-'.
the observed frequency (-450 cm-) does not Isotopic splittings. The natural abundances of the
agree too well with that of 439 cm-n, calculated for sulfur isotopes are: 3S - 95.06, "'S - 0.74 and
Ps + Y12, we tentatively assign the 450 cm-1 band to 'S - 4.18%. For some of the fundamentals split-
v, (A,). However, the relatively low i.r. intensity of tings due to these isotopes were observed in the
the 450 cm-' band is disturbing for this assignment, matrix isolation i.r. spectra and are listed in Table 1
and the possibility cannot be ruled out that P4 (A,) and Fig. 3.
might occur in the 560 cm-' region, but is difficult Comparison with related molecules. A compari-
to detect owing to the presence of three other son of the assignments for SP,4O to those previously
nearby fundamentals. made for the related molecules SF, [1], CIF, [20],

Except for the A, torsional mode, all fundamen- and C1F 30 [17] is given in Table 2. For CIF, and
tals of SF,O have thus been assigned. The assign- CIF0 2 only the modes associated with the F.,-
ments for all stretching modes and most of the CI-F.• group are listed to avoid confusion. The
deformations can be considered firm. The A2 tor- general agreement is relatively good, if the follow-
sional mode which should be only Raman active ing points are kept in mind: (i) In the chlorine
could not be positively identified. It is expected to fluorides, the central atom is more electronegative
occur in the region 400-550 cm-' in which several than oxygen. Consequently, oxygen addition results
extremely weak and therefore questionable Raman in an electron release to chlorine and weakens the
features were observed. Cl-F bonds by increasing their polarity. For sulfur

Combination bands. A further point in support fluorides, the effect is reverse because oxygen is
of the above assignments are the combination more electronegative than the sulfur atom. (ii) In
bands. All observed combination bands could be SF 4O, coupling between P, and v2 increases their
assigned (see Table 1) without violation of the frequency difference and results in a frequency
selection rules for C2, (B,+ B 2-A 2 and A, +A 2 - value for P2 which is surprisingly low by compari-
A 2 combinations are i.r. forbidden). Furthermore, son with that found for SF,.
for cases involving Fermi resonance, the cones- As can be seen from Table 2, the problems
ponding fundamentals and combination bands be- associated with the assignment of the deformation
lunged always to the same symmetry species. modes in these pseudo-trigonal bipyramidal

Band contours. The i.r. gas phase band contours molecules are not trivial and more information
were also examined. Based on the published mic- is required before these assignments should be
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Table 2. Vibrational spectra of SF 4 0 compared to those of SF4, CIF3 and ClF0 2

Assignment

for SF4 O in Approx. description

CIF3 [20) CIF3 0 2 [17] SF, [I] SF 4 0 point group of mode for SF 4 O
i.r. Ra i.r. Ra i.r. Ra i.r. Ra C2.

1380 vs 1380(0.7) p Ana S-0 stretch
892s 893(9.2) p 796 m 795(10) p P 2  sym equat SF 2 stretch

530m 529vsp 487vw 487(6) p 558 m 5 5 8 (10) p 588 mw 587(1.7) p P sym axialSF 2 stretch
353 356(0+) 447 vvw 455(0+) v4  equat SF 2 scissor

328 329 w, p 222(1) 226 w 229(1.0) 174(0.4) Ps axial SF 2 scissor in F.,SO plane
474(0.7) A 2 u6  torsion

702 vs 695 vs 728 vs 730(0.5) 819 vs 815 sh BI P7 antisym axial SF 2 stretch
639 ms 640 sh as S-.O wagging

532 ms 535(3.5) 567 ms 566(1.7) V9  equat SF 2 wagging
867s 865 sh 926s 924(0.2) B2 V'o antisym equat SF2 stretch

328s 329w 287w 285(1) 353 ms 356(0+) J560 ms 566 Ill equat SF 2 rocking
31270 vw 265(0.7) a' 2  axial SF 2 scissor out of F.ý SO

plane

considered as being well established. A large matrix and Z transformation were found numeri-

number of suitable molecules, such as SF 4 , SF 4 Q, cally by the computer and, hence, only the coeffi-
CIF,, CIF3 O, CIF,0 2, PFs, PF 4X and PF3 X 2, are cients for the more important force constants are
available and are ideally suited for a systematic given in Table 3.
study. Unfortunately, such a systematic study is The force constants were adjusted by trial and
beyond the scope of the present investigation, error with the aid of a computer to give an exact fit

Force constants. A normal coordinate analysis between the observed and computed frequencies.
was carried out for SF 40 to support the above The observed '25--S isotopic shifts were used as
assignments. The potential and kinetic energy met- additional constraints (see Table 3). For example,
rics were computed by a machine method [23]. The for the A, block a diagonal valence force field
geometry used for the computation was model D of (DVFF) results in an isotopic shift of 17.4 cm-' for
GUNDERSEN and HEDBERO [5] since it agrees best v, and an unreasonably (see below) low value of
with the microwave data [6]. The symmetry coordi- 11.05 mdyn/A for the SO stretching force constant.
nates used were analogous to those previously Based on intensity arguments, va (34 S) is best as-
given for CIFO. [17], except for exchanging the cribed to the shoulder on the 1363.4 cmn' band
equatorial oxygen atoms for fluorines and vice (see trace A of Fig. 3) indicating an isotopic shift of
versa (see Fig. 4). As in that work, the redundant 15 cm-' for a,,. With this constraint, a force field
coordinate in the A, block was found from the (MVFF 1) is obtained which results in a more paus-
numerical B matrix, and the deformation coordi- ible value for F,: (see below) and a more charac-
nates were made orthogonal to the redundancy by teristic potential energy distribution (see Table 3).
the Gram-Schmidt process. The bending coordi- For the BI block two solutions were found (see
nates were weighted by unit (I A) distance. The G Table 3) which were capable of duplicating the

observed isotopic shifts. Their main difference is

the sign of ft. Since a value of 0.28 mdyn/A for
ftR agrees much better with the values found for
related molecules (see Table 4), we prefer set I of

F Tabz 3 over set II, although the PED of set 11 is
more characteristic. Strong mixing of the modes in

0 s B, would not be surprising in view of their similar
F frequencies and their ease of coupling. An exact

duplication of the observed matrix isolation
isotopic shifts could be achieved by using for P7 the
observed matrix isolation frequency value

(803 cm-') in place of the gas phase value
F (819 cm'). The resulting force field was almost

Fig. 4. Definition of internal coordinates, identical to MVFF I (see Table 3) and, therefore, is
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00 he• Table 5. Thermodynamic properties of SFO

%0C l -(F*h 4 )
" Cp', HW-H0 , T, cal/ S, cal/

T, K cal/mol kcal/mol (mol deg) (mol deg)

v eq 0 0 0 0 0
100 10.185 0.861 50.332 58.946
200 15.546 2.138 56.890 67.580

298.15 20.314 3.910 61.611 74.726
300 20.388 3.948 61.692 74.852

S? 400 23.683 6.163 65.794 81.202C a 500 25.849 8.647 69,442 86.736
"600 27.301 11.309 72.737 91.585
700 28.303 14.092 75.742 95.873
800 29.016 16.960 78.502 99.702

o) ! 900 29.538 19.889 81.052 103.151
1000 29.929 22.863 83.421 106.285

0 1100 30.229 25.872 85.632 109.152
1200 30.463 28.907 87.703 111.792

' 1300 30.650 31.963 89.651 114.238
- ,o. 1400 30.800 35.036 91.490 116.516

- 0 0, in 1500 30.923 38.122 93.230 118.645
S 1600 31.025 41.220 94.882 120.644

"1700 31.110 44.327 96.45.1 122.527"o " 1800 31.182 47.441 97.951 124.308

- 1900 31.243 50.563 99.383 125.995
0 , 2000 31.296 53.690 100.754 127.599

2 2100 31.341 56.821 102.069 129.127
0 2200 31.381 59.958 103.333 130.586

2300 31.415 63.097 104.548 131.982
S 2400 31.446 66.241 105.719 133.320
8 0 2500 31.473 69.386 106.849 134.604
0 2600 31.497 72.535 107.941 135.839
u• 2700 31.518 75.686 108.996 137.028

,0 . 2800 31.538 78.839 110.018 138.174
.12900 31.555 81.993 11O08 139.281
"3000 31.571 85.150 111.968 140.351
3100 31.585 88.307 112.901 141.387

• 3200 31.598 91.466 113.807 142.390
S3300 31.609 94.627 114.688 143.3620 W 3400 31.620 97.788 115.545 144.306

" - 3500 31.630 100.951 116.380 145.223
c , C 3600 31.639 104.114 117.193 146.114

0 • , 3700 31.647 107.279 117.987 146.981
- 3800 31.655 110.444 118.761 147.825

3900 31.662 113.609 119.517 148.647

. ., CPI 4000 31.669 116.776 120.255 149.449
S. . 4100 31.675 119.943 120.977 150.231

4200 31.680 123.111 121.682 150.995
m ,4300 31.686 126.279 122.373 151.740

4400 31.691 129.448 123.049 152.469
ji " 4500 31.695 132.617 123.710 153.181
U 4600 31.699 135.787 124.359 153.878

, 4700 31.704 138.957 124.994 154.559
'C 4800 31.707 142.128 125.617 1S5.22.7

0.. . . 4900 31.711 145.299 126.228 155.881
-"5000 31,714 148.470 126.827 156.521

fi 5100 31.717 151.642 127.416 157.149

O e 5200 31.720 154.813 127.993 157.765
0£ - 5300 31.723 157.986 128.561 158.370

5400 31.726 161.158 129.118 158.963
5500 31.728 164.331 129.666 159545
5600 31.731 167.504 130.205 160.116

in 5700 31.733 170.677 130.735 160.678
5800 21.735 173.850 ' 31.256 161.230
5900 31.737 177.024 i31.768 161.772

, 6000 31.739 180.198 132.273 162.306
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not separately listed. Contrary to the findings for SUMMARY
the B, block, the potential energy distribution for The vibrational spectra of pure SF40 have been
the As and B2 blocks is highly characteristic, recorded. Out of the 12 fundamentals expected for

A comparison of the stretching force constants of Symmetry C2., 10 have been observed and the
SF4 O with those previously reported for similar previous assignments [9] were revised for 8 of the

molecules [24-35] is given in Table 4 and shows fundamentals. As for SF4, the assignments for the
the expected trends. The equatorial SF bonds in A, equatorial SF2 scissoring and the A2 torsionalt
SFo are significantly stronger than the axial ones inode present difficulties, A systematic study of the
(even if MVFF 11 is chosen), thus supporting our vibrational spectra of the presently known psoudo-
choice of an electron diffraction data model [5] in trigonal bipyrarnidal fluorides and oxyfluorides is

which rSF., is significantly shorter than rSF.~. BY desirable tco support the assignments for the defor-
analogy with the other related pseudotrigonal- mation modes. The results of a normal coordinateI
bipyrainidal sulfur or chlorine fluorides or oxy- analysis indicate that the proposed assignments for
fluorides, the bonding in SF4O might be described Si,,,0 are plausible, The stretching force constants
by the following model. The bonding of the three of SF.O are in good agreement with those found
equatorsial ligands, ignoring the second bond of the for SF4 and similar molecules. The large differenceI
S'-O double bontd, is mainly due to an sp2 hybrid, in the values of the equatorial and the axial SF2
whereas the bonding of the two axial SP bonds stretching force constants indicates that model D
involves one delocalied "-lectron pair of the sul- (or possibly C) Of GUNDERSHN and HEBnERG (5]

fur atom for the formation of a semi-ionic three- are more probabla than their preferred model A.
center four-election po- bond [36-38). The incor-
rectness of the assignments previously made [9) by Acknowlcdgment-The authors are indebted to Dr. L. R.
Cleveland acid coworkers is also reflected by thuir Grant for helpful discussions and to the Office of Naval

force field which resulted in significantly strongor Research, Power branch for financial support.,'
axial (&, -~ 5.54 nsdyn/A) than equatorial (f, -
4.40 mndyn/.A) SF bonds, contrary to the eleai~on R~~NE

diffraction data [3-5].
The S-0 stretching force constant increases [1) K. 0. CnazsmE, E. C. CURTIS, C. J. SCHACK, S. J..I

CYvVIN. J. 1311INVOt i. and W. SAWODNY, Spectrochim.
with both inacrasing oxidation stat-. of the central Acia 32A, '1141 (1976), and references cited
atom and increasing fluorine substitution. The therein.
equatorial S.--F stretching torce constants also tend [2) W. M. Tou1.Es and W. D. GwiwN, J. Chtem. Ph ys.
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of termdynaic ata or r~i n te rnr- 9) ARD, Trans. Faraday Soc. 57, 187'7 (1961).j
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gas at 1 atm pressure and using the harmonic- TIDWELL., J. Res. Nat. Bur, Stand. 64, 841 (1960).
oscillator rigid-rotor approximation [39). It should [122 K. 0. CHis~re wid D. Jtu*ovic:i. J. Arner. Chem.
be kept in mind, however, that the frequencies of Soc. 93, 51 (197 1).

[13] K. 0. Cmitisrs. Spectrachim. Acta Pan A, 27, 631
two fundamentals (.and s's) are uncertain and (1971).
that the sum of the frequencies may therefore be in [14] H, H. C~LAASSEN, H. Swo und J. SHAmist, Appi.
error by as much ý.i 200 cm-'. Spectry. 23, 8 (1969).
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SHORT CONNMICATIOI

A Simple Method for the Purification of Fluorine

EBZRHARD JACOB and KARL 0. CHRISTE

Abt. Physikalische Cheaie, H.A.N.-Naue Technologie, Postfach 50 06 20,
0-8000 Niinchen 50. German) and

Rocketdyne, a Division of Rockwell International, Canoga Park,
California 9O•34, USA

A simple method for the pirification of fluorine gas Is described.
With the exception of nitrogen and argon, all iqpurlties usually pre*st !a

comerrial fluorine can be readily reved by 1) conversion of 02 to Po-
volatile 02 salts, and 2) a 70 to 63°K trap-to-trap distillation.

Commercial fluorine gas contains 1-2% of impurities, primarily 02.
M2 and HF with trace amounts of Ar, CO2,. CF4 ,C2F6 . C3F8, COF 2 , OF2.

SiF4 , SF 6 , "02F2 - and others (1-5]. For most preparative purposes the

02 content of fluorine does not interfere with the desired reactions
and the purification of F2 can be limited to the removal of HF by a M&F

s,;rubber. For exampie, a nearly quantitative synthesis of Irf 6 is possible
by heating Ir metal in an at.aosphere of 20% F2 and SWt 02 [6]. However.

there are applications. where oxygen free fluorine is needed. A typical

exaali•,s the HF-DF cheical laser. It is known [7.8] that molecular

oxygen acts as an inhibitor for the chain branching reaction of H2 ard F2.

In addition, the presence of 02 causes the formation of wator which is a
very strong deactivator for vibrationally excited MF or OF [9]. In order

to obtain meaningful baseline data, oxygen free fluorine is required.

Furthemore, In the syntheses of Jhe very expensive platinum metal hexa- i
fluorides RuF 6, RhF 6., and PtF6 the yield of tie products Is decreased by

the formation of the undesired and volatile [103 OMF• salts. Similarly.

in tha•thases of ReF 7 and OsF6 the presence of 02 results in the

for�. f the corresponding oxide pentafluorides. Other applications
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requiring high purity fluorine include calorimetry [1, and spectroscopic

[11. 12] and analytical [3] studies.

Previously described methods for thW purification of fluorine involved
either low-teperature distillation [2-4), low-tempercture uv-photolysis

[13], or the pyeolysis of K2NiF6 in the presence of KFI4]. These methods

have the following shortcomings. TVe low-temperature distillations require

rather complex a!d expensive equipment which is beyond the reach of most
laboratories. The low-teerature uv-photolysis involves the Irradiation

of liquid fluorine In a glass apparatus to convert 02 to the less volatile

OzF2. followed by a distillation at 90*K. This method is not suitable (or

"scale-up, and the handling of larger amounts of liquid fluorine in a glass

apparatus presents a potential hazard. The pyrolysis of K2 NiF6 -KF mixtures

is somewat cumbersome. because the bulk of the material and not the
impurity must be converted to a nonvolatile compound. In this paper, we

describe an alterrito method which we have found to be mora convenient

than tfise previously reported.

(1) Removal of Oxygen

We have found that the well known [14-16] reaction

9 + 4 + nSbF s-AE.O. bF6'(nrl)SbF5

is ideally suited for the removal of oxygen impurities from fluorine.

Either hoating[ 14] or uv-photolysis [15] can be used for activation of

the reaction. Of t.hese two activation energy sources, thermal activation

Is preferred owing to its scalability and simplicity.

In a typical example, crude F2 (17 g,500 mmel) (17) and SbF 5 (2.1 g.

10 omml) r i tn a 1.2 1 Mone rector were heated for 2 h to 460*K. The vessel

was cooled to 90"K and the F2 was distilled into a container kept at 77*K.

The excess of unreacted SbF 5 was reoved from the Monel vessel by pumping

at room temperature. The vessel as opened In a dry box and contained 1.1 g

of a white solid which was Identified by its vibrational spectre [16) as

OSb2 Fri. The above procedure was repeated with pretreated F2 . In this

case, no evidence for the formation of any 0 salt was obtainod and the

reaction vessel showed clean inner surfaces. It can therefore be assumed

that the oxygen was quantitatively -removed by a single heating cycle.
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(2) Removal of Trace Impurities

It is known that impurities which have no measurable vapor pressure at

900K can be removed from F2 by a 90 to 779K trap-to-trap distillation.

For the removal of the more volatile impurities CF4 , NF3 , and OF2 , however,

lower temperatures are required. In our experience, a 70 to 630K trap-to-

trap distillation can be carried out with relative ease and removes all

remaining impurities, except for N2 and Ar which usually do not interfere

with most applications. Since the amount of N2 present in commercial F2

can vary strongly depending on the batch and supplier, no meaningful

number can be quoted for the overall purity of the F2 obtained by our

method. The temperature of 63"K (nitrogen slush bath) is easily obtained

by either pw.ping on liquid N2 or by passing a stream of helium, precooled

to 77*K, through liquid N The temperature of 700 K is obtained either by
2'

passing He through liquid N2 or by allowing a 63*K trap to gradually warm

towards 70*K. The purity of F2 after two 70 to 630K trap-to-trap

distillations was tested by recording its infrared spectrum as a solid

[12) at 12°K. No detectable impurities were observed. The absence of

impurities volatile at 70*K but nonvolatile at 63°K in the purified

fluorine was established by mass spectroscopy.

Thus. a 70 to 630K trap-to-trap distillation combined with the 02

scavenging method using SbF5 provides a convenient purification method for

fluorine.

One of us (KOC) is indebted to Drs. L. R. Grant and C. J. Schack
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The NF4* cation has successfully been coupled with the energetic NiF,5 - anion in the form of the stable (NF 4)2NiF5 salt.
The salt was prepared from COWNiF and NF4SbF5, by metathesis, in HF. It was characterized by elemental analysi, vibrational
spectruscopy. and its x-ray powder diffraction pattern. Its hydrolysis and thermal decomposition were studied.

Inroduction method for purifying this material by recrystallization from anhydrous

A large number of strongly oxidizing complex fluoro cato N iF4 atFmben temperature has previously been described~l for
and anions are known. However, their potential application H Fatamben

Hydrolysis ot (NF4),N~iF5 . Catuitm The reaction of (N F4)2NiF$
as energetic oxidizers had been handicapped by the fact that with water is very violent and can result in explosions. About 5 niL
they formed stable salts only with nonenergetic counterions. of distilled water was frozen out at -16 *C in the upper section of
The recent syntheses' ' of several stable NF4 * !mlts, derived a Teflon FEP U-trap containing about I mmol of (N FA),NiF6 . The
from relatively weak Lewis acids, indicated that the NF 4+ frozen water was knocked down into the bottom section of the tube
cation might possess the necessary stability required for its containing the sample and the ice and sample were mixed by agitation
succesful combination with energetic anions. at low temperature. After good mixing was achieved, the mixture

In this paper we report the synthesis and properties of was carefully warmed toward room temperature sad as soon as
(NF)2NFwhich, to our knowledge, is the first known ex- interaction was noticeable, the mixture was chilled again by liquid

ample oif a sal atcnann ohasrnl xdzn N2. This procedure was repeated until the color of the sample had
ampl ofa sablesal cotaiing otha srongy oidiing completely changed from red to the green color charactetistic for

complex fluoro cation and anion. The NiF,,J anion is well- divalent nickel. The products volatile at -78 *C consisted Of 02. NFI,
known4 -19 and is a strong oxidizer owing to the fact that the and OF 2. The oxygen was separated from the NF) and OF2 at -210
parent molecule NiF 4 is unstable and decomposes to lower *C, and the N F,:0F2 ratio was determined by infrared spoctrascc'p.
nickel fluorides and elemental fluorine,"-Is The hydrolysate was analyzed for Ni. CA. Sb by both x-ray flursnc

and atomic absorption spectroscopy. The mole ratio Of 02 to OF,
Experimeaal Sectiem was found to vary somewhat from experiment to experiment. but

Niateriak and A~ppraws. The equipment and handling procedures approached 2:1 with the total amount being close to that expected
used in this work were identical with those ~eviously described.2,3  for the reduction of N(+V) and Ni(+IV) to N(-I-ll) and Ni(+ll),
The NF 4,Sbl-,, was prepared as previouslyf reported. The HF respectively. Control experiments on the hydrolysis of Cs2NiF, under
(Matheson) %as dried by F2 treatment 2' and was stored over K2Nir. indentical conditions resulted in the evolution Of 02 only in amunats
(Ozark Mahoning) prior to use. The Cs 2NiF, was prepared by heating corresponding to the reduction of Ni(t-IV) to Ni(+ll).
a finely ground 2:1 molar mixture of drC.d CsF and NiCI, (Alfa) with Pyrelyals of(NF4)2NIF6. A sample of (NF 4)2NiF6 (296 mg#) was
15 mol of F,,/nol of NiCI2 in a nickel cylinder to 250 'C for 16 h. placed into a prepassivated (with CIFI, followod by F2 at 130 OC)
The volatile products were pumped off at room temperature. The '/ 4-in. o.d. stainless steel U-tube (volume 10.46 cm') closed off on
solid product was Finely powdered in the drybox and the fluorination both ends by M-oke valves (31 &2M425). (lie side of the U was
itep was repeated as described above. The weight and the vibrational connectoxi to a pressure transducer (Validyne. Model API10) and fth
spectra of the resulting crimson red solid were in excellent a4reement other side to the vacuum line. The Ui-tube was kept at at constant
with those extpected"-'$" for CsjNiF6. temperature with an oil both anJ thte presiture build-up was metasured

In the infrared spectrum of Cs2NiF, several relatively intense assa function of time. Periodic evacuation of the tystcm reveaLxi that
previously unreported combination bands (cm 1) were observed. These tbh: decomposition rate was not isti1uerced by the pressure of the
were P, + &, 01205 w, I1187 mw). P2 + *'j (1164 mnw. 1144 in). s,3 + gaseous decomposition products. The decomposition rates of
v,~ (954 sh, 936 w), Pn, + Yj (884 vw), and A,) + P4. (842 vw). From (NFj)2NiF, were determrined over the temperature range 80-129l 1C.
these combination bands a splitting of v,~ into two components with All measurements were carried out on onic uinple iartiinrg nt the lowest
frequencies of 660 and 641 cm 'can be deduced. The observed temperature. At the highoest temperature (128 1C), an exhaustive
frequencies (cm ') and rolative intensities of the fundarmentals were pyrolysis of the remaini~ig undecomposedi M2 of the original ismp*
as follows: infrared, vs, (645 vm bi), P4 (331 s); Ramarn. vo, [545 (10)], was carried oul Lentil gas evolution practically ceased. The evolved
02 [503 (7.5)], [ 294 (4)]. gas was shown by infrared and mass spectroscopy to be a mixtire

Sys&-ass of (NF4)2NIF6. In the glovebox a mixture of Cs2N~iF6 of NF, and F2 in a mole ratio of about 2:3. On tli: basis of its weight
(13.50 nanol) and NF*SbF6 (27.94 inmol) was placed in a '/ 4-in. o.d. loss and vibrt~tional spectrum, the solid residue front the exhaustiveI
Teflon FEP UJ-trap which was connected through a 1I &D C coupling pyrolysis was Aiown to o4maist of the thermally more stable N.FSbF,
to a second U. -rap. This coupling contained a porous Teflon filter and CsSbF4 impurities and the previouily douaribed9'3' anixstoi-
(Pall Carp.). The fr..e ends of both U-traps were closed off by valves. chiometric brown nickel fluoride NiF 2.,.
Both valves were connected through flexible, cocrugated Teflon FEP The thermal decomposition was alsN visually followed by heating
tubing to a vacuum manifod. Dry HF (10 mL of liquid) was added a sample of (NF 4)2NiF, in a scaled gLas e~pillary. At 130 *C the
at 78 *C to the trap containing the reactants. The mixture was color of the sample changed from 'lark red to brown (NiFz.j) whichi
warmed to 25 *C ant. sthtred with a Teflon-coated magnetic stirring at higher teinierativ.es changed to grity. Vibrational spectra of the
bar for 30 min. The U-tube and filter coupling were r',oled to -78 final decompostion product &aid those obtaineod frtwm the yellov-
*C and the trap was inverted. The roceivibig trap was also cooled pyrolysis product of Cs2NiF, showed that In both ca ma the msin
to -79 v C and the solution above the Mier was pressurized by 2 atm product was NiF2 (Ramnan, 520 vs, 425 s; IR, 5320 ah, 41S s. Vri).
of dry nitrogen to acc-Jcrate the f iltration. After completion of the Reudts asa Dkewukeu
filtration, the HF solvent was removed by pumping for 12 ht at 25
*C. I'i Thfilltecake consisted of10.15 g of a light brown solid (wc;ight SyWtuak &W~ Pw0 *ftits. Sinc the NiFil1 Anion ii itable
caloifor 27.0Oramol of CsSbFs 9.95 g) which was Identified by analysis id anthydrous 11F Wfuton.,"Izt the synthesis of (NF4)jNir-5
and vibrational spectroero~y ag mainly CsSbF, containing a smalil by mtc~tbesis ~tppered feasibe. Both NF1 $SbFi sand tCsINW6~
amount of NF4, and NiF, salts. The filtratc residue ronsisied of are highly soluble in HF, whereas C&SbF4 , is of relatively low

4.36 j (f a deep red sol id (weight cak 1W fr 13.5 mmol of (N F4) z N IF, solubility, particularly at lower temperature. Cormicuently,
4.76 g) which on the basis of elementr.1 and spectroscopit. analyses the following reactinn was used to prepare (NF4)2NiFg6:
had the following coinposivkoýi (wt %4): (NF 4)21'liF*. 82.35; NF.Sbrfi,HI
13.98; C~SbFt 3.56. Aiia. Calcd: Ni, 13.7 1; Sb, 6.40); Cs, 1.23; 2NF.SbF, +- Cs,NlF, -------- 2CsSbIF,1 + (NF.),NiF,
NF3, 36.20. Found: Ni, 13.70; Sb, 6.44; Cs, 1.31, NF,, 36.A9. Thzc -Id 'C fttxt
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Tablet X-Ray Po~wder Data for (NF4)3 NiF,.0 Table Ill. Vibrational Spectra or Solid (NP4 ),NiF.

d(obsdi), A d(calcd), A Intens hki Obsd freq, cin~', and
5.46 5.4 vs002rel intens& Assignments (point group)b

3.42 3.45 mns 103 IR Raman NF,- (Td) NiF.'- (0 h)
3.31 3.31 s 310 2301 v-w 2v, (At + F' + Ii)
2.880 2.878 ms 213 19wa,+a,( 3

2.74 2.78 mw0041756 vw v)~ + P.~ (A, + L + F,)
1.407 2.405 mw 331 1460 vw V', + M'4 (F,)
2.150 2.150 9 422 1218 mn 2v,, (At + E + F,)
1.954 1.954 w 021156 vs 1157(0.1) iv, (F,)

1.86 .84 m440 1055 VW v,~ + v, 0', + IF,)1.86 .89 n 40854 vw 854(l) Y', (A,)
I~gatwonal ;a 10.45 7 A. t' 10. M3 A. Cu Ka radiatlion, Ni 648 vs '(1)

604sth 600.) Fý

Table 11. C'rystallographuic Data of~ (NF,),NiF. Compared to 556 vw 5550(0) 1' (At
Thiose of Other (Nl, ),MF, SaltsO 512 vw 512(7) (a

457 (0.5)
Tetragonal unit cell C~led 454 05 ' I

dimensions Vol/F, density, 44 vw

a. A c, A I,%A' A' &/cm' 332 nmw 30 (.5 P O.m)
(NF.),TiF.1` 10.71S 11.114 1276.0 17.09 2.37 3078(4.)

tNr,),NiF,. 10.437 10.953 1197.7 16.04 2.61 '0 (0.'1)icvi
(NF4),(;cl:,,a' 10.627 11.114 12355. 16.81 2.59 60(0+) atcsi

NF)SF 0.828 11.406 a37. U79 .3'tncorrected Ranian intensities. b The actual site symnietries
'I *or all coinpou nds Z *h Reference 1. "~ Reference 3. of NP,' nd Nii, in this salt are probably lower than Td and Oh.

d Rieference 2. respectively, as indicated by the'largi: unit cell (Z = 11/0 and the
olbserved slight deviations from (fie selection rules and the lifting

The o5*imizatin of a NF4SbF6,-'cium salt based metathetical iii the degeneracy for some ol' the niodes: however, since the actu-
process and thc possible product purification have previously a] site~ symietrties are unknown, thec assignments arc given for the
been discussed in detail for the corresponding NF4BF4  idcalit~ed point groups.

:t 20: omtmeaue I h bec ffes hprtu and hence. are not being reiterated. Table IV, Rate Constants Obseve lor the Thermal
The resuiting (NF4)2Nili is a deep red hygroscopic solid, 1ecronipoiton of (N', ),NiF:, _________

compound is not shock seesitive. It crystallizes in the tet- T. 'C A . C ,5
ragonal system (see Tablv I) and is isotypic with the other ii8.7 x 10 - 110 4.197 X 10"
known (N F4)M F, (M - Ge, Sn, Ti)' salts (see Table 11). 90 2.739 X 10" 128 3.012 x 101
As eCivicted, the size of the unit cell decreases from (NF4).,TiF6  99 1. 165 x 10
to (NF4)2NiF, owing to the transition metal contraction and the decomposition of the thermodynamically unstable NiF4then incerases again when going from Ni to the main-group to ?iiF. (>wing to the limited amount of sample available,
elements.almesrmnswecareotonteanesme.rm

The vibrational itpectra of (NF 4)2NiF6, are shown in Figure 80l toasur0 ents th e d cmp edouition rthswee Smesamured Fonlmo
I and the observed frequencies and their assignments are 8 o10O h eopsto iwr esrdol o

summrizd i Tale ll. The bsevedfreueniesand low a (frauction of material decomposed) values. At 128 11Csummrizd i Tale ll.The bsevedfreueniesand an exhaustive decomposition was carried out for the a rangeintensities are in excellent agreement with those previously 0.18-1. Plots of it as a function of timesI resulted in straight
reported for other NF4" salts' 'and K2NiF5

5'- and Cs2NiF lines for the a range 0-0. IS from 80 to I110 *C and for a - >
(we Experimental Section), thus establithing the ionic nature 0. 18-0.6 at 128 *C. From these straight lines, rate constants,
of (NF4)2NiF.. k~, were calculated for each temperature (see Table IV). An

Therwal Decoiupastoe4 The thermal decomposition of Arrhenius; plot of log k vs. I / Tresulted in a straight line. The
(NF,4)jNiF,6 we', investigated by DSC and visual oluervation fact that this plot included the data points obtained for bothI
of samples sealed in glAss melting point capillaries. The iI)SC lwadhg aussrnl ugssta h eopstocurvai of samples' scaled in aluminumn pans indicated th lo n thavaussrnl sget htth eopato
of very lwe, ohrns ~opsto ewe 1 rates are independent of a at a < 0.6. From the ArrheniusyC slowc indreesod wiki increasiing btemewreand 11 o2 plot, the following expressions can be derived for the specific
rap wid h hewen 2.Ottiod wit0 incrsn themrfuct hand becameiF reaction rate constant (s ') and activation energy of the
undergoeis appreciable decompositioto well below 200 OC tiNvuis eomoito
confirmed by visuial observation of samples scaled itt glass A- 4.840 X(Iic.~liR'K
melting point capillaries. Reatitmi to 130 '(C riesultvii in the ic3-11ka/o
formailicit of the brown nonstoichionictttc NiF2,"'i (w u 511ka/o
lFrpedmental S&-tion). As preioul diswcued,' 'these data A detailed study of the exact decomposition mechanism was
are only qualitatiive. ~eyond the scope of this study. However, the failure to obberve

Since the iticirntial stability of a powerful oxidizcr, cuch a;; significant sigmoid character for the decomposition curves
(NF.j) 2NiF,, is of great practiu.. irpmovtncc. iis rate~ ol'dc indicates that the decomposition is not autocatalytic. Fur-
compoxition Was, quantitatively studied b,. total priessuire thermore, the fact that the decomposition rates were inde-
mcasurcrients oycr the temperature ranpc NO* 12 11 C. The pendent of a over a large range of a suggests that the de-
kdtcomposition follows the equation contposition occurs at active sites and that the number of these
NIM,',N&I,. - 2N! + 3 - xj2WI, + i sit'' is fixed.-2 In view of the experimental limitations (only

one sample: was used and the sample contained impurities,
Thme dcc mifi~miti4a rate was Piund it) N: inthependent of the althbough these were more stable than the compound ofin

gas' ll~uc asii cpuctcd for an irreiversible i cact ion involving lerest), the above kinetic data will hvav to be veriie in a more
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"-• I

(NF4 )2 NIF 6

I-,
z

24 a 1800 UGW 1400 1260 1000 SWG 66 400 200 0

FREQUENCY, cm-1

FIg*re 1. Vibrational spectra of solid (NF 4)2NiF 6: trace A, infrared spectrum of the dry powder in a silver chloride disk, the abiorption below
400 cm (broken line) being due to the AgCI windows; trace B, Raman spectrum, recorded on a Cary Model 83 using the 647 1-A[ line of
a Kr ion laser and a spectral slit width of 2 cm

detailed study on pure (NF 4)2NiF 6. which showed the decomposition of (NF 4)2NiF6 to be mildly
The thermal decomposition of (NF 4)2NiFb differs strongly endothermic.

from that previously reported2l for NF 4AsF6 . Contrary to our Hydrolyak. The hydrolysis of (NF 4)2NiF, can be described
findings for (N F.,)2,NiF6 , the decomposition of NF 4AsF6 was approximately by the equation
found to be pressure dependent indicating the equilibrium 2(NI, 4)NNiF + 511O - 4NF: + 1O11F + 20, + OF, + 2Nil,

NI ,+ F, + Asd t NF.AsF,
Whereas the NF3 evolution and formation of +11 Ni were

Because of the irreversibility of the (NF4 )2NiF6 decom- quantitative, the ratio of 0 2"OF2 varied from experiment to
p)sition, the beat of dissociation and thereby the heat of experiment. The observation of significant amounts of OF 2
formation of soid (NF4 )2NiF6 cannot be computed. However, was quite unexpected since neither NF4+ nor NiF(,2- alone
in view of its importance for performance calculations, the heat produces OF2 during hydrolysis. This was verified by studying
of formation o' solid (NF 4 )2NiF6 was estimated to be about the hydrolysis of Cs2NiF6 which, in agreement with a previous
-230 kcal/mol based on the sequence (where all values are report,. produced only 0 according to
in kcal/mol) 2Ni1,F. + 2HO1 - 414:F, + 2NF• -+ 02

62.8 (60)
(NI tNil:.(s) 2NF,(g) + 2F,(y) 4 NiF',(g) The hydrolyms of NF4 * salts containing nonoxidizing anions

20 have been studied previously. Although 02 evolution had not
always been quantitative, HzO2 and not OF 2 had been the only

Nil.ti•) + F,(g) observed by-product.3 It thus appears that the conmbination
7 •9.4 of NF4+ and NiF62- is required to produce significant amounts

Nil:, s . of OF2. A plausible explanation for the formation of OF2 is
-.159.5 the fluorination of HOF, a likely intermediate in the rapid

The values for the heat of formation2 ' and heat of hydrolysis of NF 4+,3 by the hydrolytically more stable NiFk2

sublimation2 of solid NiF 2 and for the heat of formation of according to

gaseous NF3 2 are literature values. The heats of decom- NF4 ' i- 2l101 -. FOli + 1I,0 1 NF,
S) position of gaseous NiF 4 and solid (NF 4)2NiF 6 are estimates. 0i1 + Ni'." I.OF + IlII NiF1-

-+ The latter estimate2" is based on the known 2' value of -34.6
kcal/mol of the reaction NF 4BF4(s) --. NF 3 (g) + F2(g) + S1121a1ry
BF,(g). A value for the heat of formation of (NF4)2NiF6 being The successful synthesis of (NF4)zNiF 6 is siificant since,
slightly more negative than -222 kcal/mol (WHj(NiF 2(s)) to our knowledge, it is the first combination of a strongly
+ 2A//1(NF3(g))) is supported by our DSC measurements oxidizing complex fluoro cation with a strongly oxidizing
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ON THE SYNTHESES AND PROPERTIES OF SOME HEXAFLUOROBISHUTHATE

(V) SALTS AND THEIR USE IN THE METATHETICAL SYNTHESIS OF NF,

SALTS

KARL 0. CHRISTE, WILLIAM W. WILSON, and CARL J. SCHACK

Rocketdyne. A Division of Rockwell International, Canoga Park,

California 91304

The salts LiBiF 6. NaBiF 6, KBiF 6 0 CsBiF6 and NF4BIF 6 were

prepared and characterized. Differences in the observed numbers

and relative intensities of some of the Raman bands of these salts
are explained by crystAl effects. Solubilities of these salts in

anhydrous HF at -781 were determined and compared to those of the

cor-ssponding Sbr6 salts. It was shown that, contrary to a previous

report, CsB1 6 does not exhibit any unusual properties such as
forming a mush~y volatile HF adduct. The potential of NF4 BiF 6 based

metathetical processes for the production of other NF4 salts was
4

evaluated. The novel H3 0+BiF 6 salt was prepared and characterized.
The usefulness of BiF 5 for water removal from HF Is briefly discussed.

INTRODUCTION

In the course of our work on oxonium salts [1] and metathetical
NFj salt processes [2-6], we becam interested in pantev ilmt
ctoounds as possible replacements for the corresponding antimony
compounds. For example, the use of the less volatile BiF6 has been

proposed [1]. but has never been tested, as an alternative to SbF5
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for removal of small amounts of water from HF. Because WF4BiF 6 has

become readily accessible by direct thermal synthesis from NF3, F2,
and BiF 5 [7], it holds potential as a starting material in meta-

thetical processes for the production of other less accessible NF+

salts. However. its usefulness in such a process depends on the

relative solubilities of its salts in a suitable solvent, such as
anhydrous HF. Although 8iF6 salts have been known [8) since 1950.

only a small number of papers [7. 9-18] dealing with BIF' salts

have been reported since then, and some of the reported data 4re

very much open to question. For example, Surles and coworkers
reported[ 13] that HF formed a stable adduct with CsBiF6 and that
this adduct readily sublimed on heating. Consequently, a more

systematic study of BiF6 salts was necessary in order to be able to
properly evaluate the potential of BIF• salts in the above applications.

EXPERIMENTAL

Katerials and Apparatus

The apparatus. handling procedures, and the method used for the
HF 6rying have previously been described [1,6). Bismuth pentafluoride

(Ozark Mahoning Co.) did not contain any detectable impurities and

was used as received. Antimony pentafluoride (Ozark Nahoning Co.)

was distilled prior to use. Lithium fluoride (Baker, A. R.) and
KaF (CUB. Reagent grade) were used as received. Potassium fluoride

(Allied. Reagent grade) and CsF (KB0) were dried by fusion in a
platinum crucible and powdered in the drybox. The syntheses of

NF4 SiF6 (7] and NF4SbF6 [4] have previously been described. Except

for- NaBF4 which was obtained from H3 BO3 and Ne2CO3 in concentrated

aqueous HF solution, all the alkali hetal tetrafluoroborates were

prepared by introducing a slight excess of gaseous 9F3 into stirred
solutions of the corresponding alkali metal fluorides in anhydrous
HF at 20%, followed by removal of the volatile products.

Syntheses of SiF; and SbF- Salts

For the synthesas of thw Alkali metal haxafluorobismuthatas,

equimolar asounts of finely powdered alkali mtal fluoride and S1F5

were heated in a Nonel cylinder for several days to 280 under 2 &W
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of F2. The vibrational spectra of the resulting products showed no
evidence for the presence of either unreactod BiF5 (19) or polybismuthate
salts (7]. When these reactions were carried out at 1500. however. the
products contained some polybismuthate salts. The alkali metal hexa-
fluoroantimonates were prepared In a similar manner by heating equimolar
mixtures of SbF , and the corresponding alkali metal fluoride in a F2
atmosphere to 280% Again, vibrational spectra of the solid products
showed no evidence for the presence of polyantimonates.

Spectra

Infrared spectra of solids were recorded as dry powders between
pressed AgCl or Agar disks on a Perkin Elmer Mcdel 283 spectrometer.
Rauman spectra were recorded in glass melting point, quartz or Kel-F
capillaries on a Cary Model 83 spectrophotometer using the 4880A exciting
line of an Argon Ion laser. Debye-Scherrer powder patterns were taken
using a GE Model XRD-6 diffractometer with nickel filtered copper Kc,
radiation and quartz capillaries as sample containers. The thermal
decomposition of salts was examined with a Perkin Elmer differential
scanning calorimeter (Model DSC-lB) using crimp-sealed aluminumr pans
as sample containers and a heating rate of 2.5*/min At atmospheric
pres sure.

Solubility Measurements

Solubilities of the saltU in anhydrous HF at -78' were measured
in an apparatus similar to that previously described [6] for metathetical
reactions, except for eliminating trap 1. Saturated solutions were
prepared at -780 and separated feom excess undissolved salt by filtration
at -78'. The HF solvent was pumped off at ambient temperature, and the
amount of HF used and of -the solid residues obtained after HF removal

we.et determined by weighing.

Metathetical Reactions

Metathetical reactions between NF4BIF6 or NF4SbF6 and different
alkali metal tatrafluoroborates; in anhydrous HF solution w.'i carried
out as previously described (4,6].
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Synthesis of H3OBiF 6

Bismuth pentafluoride (10.08 aol) was transferred in the glove

box into a passivated (with C1F 3 ) Teflon FEP ampule containing a Teflon

coated'magnetic stirring bar. Anhydrous HF (10.12 g) which had been
stared over BiF5 was condensed !nto the aupule at -1960. The mixture

was warmed to room temperature, and the Raman spectrum of the resulting

clear solution was recorded. It showed bands similar, but not
identical, to those expected for either BiF6 (see below) or solid BIF5

f 16. 19]. The ampule was cooled to -196'. and distilled H 20 (10 Nwol)
was syringed into the ampule. On warm up to ambient temperature. a
copius white precipitate was formed. The mixture was stirred for ten
hours at 250. The Raman spectrum of the clear solution above the AHte

solid precipitate showed the bands characteristic for 8lF- (see below).

Removal of the HF sGlvent 1ai a dynamic vacuum at -45* resulted in the
formation of a white sulid (3.469g, weight calcd for 10.08 u.ol of

H3N08F 6 a 3.447g) which was identified by Raman and infrared spectro-c H30+BiF. This sol3d was stable at ambient temperature only

under an HF pressure of about 2L=. On evacuation of the ampule, the

white 4olid would ilmediately turn dark brown. When the valve of the

ampiIe was closed to allow the pressure to build up again, the white

,.oIor of the saocle was restored. Complete decomposition of H3OBiF 6

in a Cynamic vacuum at 35°for 3 day5 resulted in a light crea. cosored

solid. Based on its weight, physical properties (nonhygroscopic.

insoluble 4n H 2O and aqueous HCN, sublimination at the softening point

of glass), and elemental analysis (found: Bi. 77.2; F. 23.3; 0. 0.2;

calcd for BFi3 : 01. 78.57, F, 21.43; 0. 0) this solid appeared to be
mainly BiF 3. The vibratio.zal spectra of the solid decomposition

product did not show any evidence for the presence of either H130
or BitF

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

lyntheses and Properties of Hexafluorobismuthetes

The alkali metal hexafluorobisuUthates were prepared from
equimolar amounts of DiF 5 and the correspondin- Alkali metal fluoride

by heating to 280* in a Donel cylinder. Fluoriw was added to the
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' '" cylinder to suppress possible decomposition of BiF 5 to BiF 3 and F2.

This sýnthasis is similar to that [9] previously reported, except

for using a signiflcantly higher temperat.ire. Using the previously

reported[ 9] temperature conditions (85-150*), the product always

contained sow polybismuthate 'alt. For the syntheses of the alkali

metal hexaf~uoroantimonates, similar reactiun conditions were required

to suppress the formation of polyantilonates.

The rather unusual properties previously reported [13] for CsBiF 6

could not be confirmed. Thus. Cs•iF6 was quantitatively recovered from

HF so%,tions by pumping at ambient temperature, without any evidence

for the formation of a stable Cs~iF 6 'xHF adduct. Furthermore, no

evidence was found for sublimation without decomposition for either HF

treated or untreated CsBiF 6 . DSC data obtained for CsBiF 6 showed a small

reversible andotherm at 190'. attributed to a phase change, and the onset

of a large endotherm at 3086. attributed to decomposition. Thermal

decomposition of CsBIF6 around 3009 was confirmed by visual observation

of samples sealed in melting point capillaries. At this temperature,

sublimition of BOF5 to the colder parts of the capillary occurred. For

ctmparison, DSC data were also recorded for CsSbF6 . They showed a small

veversible endotherm (phase change) at 1370 and the onset uf endothermic

decomposition at 2960. These data show that the thermal stabilities of

Cs:SbF 6 and CsSiF 6 are similar, with the bismuth salt being slightly more

sti-ble.

The vlbrational spectra of the alkali nmetal hexafluorobismuthates

were also recorded und showed some remarkable'differences (see Figu.e 1).

Particularly, the Raman active deformation mode exhibited different

numbers of bands and intensity ratios. In order to determine whether

the observed splittings were caused by the simultaneous presence of

more than one crystal modification, the Debye-Scherrer powder patterns

of these compounds were recorded. In excellent agreement with a

previous report [10]. it was found that LiBiF 6 and NaBiF 6 were

rhombohedral (LiSbF 6 type). KBiF 6 was cubic (low-temperafure a-

modification), and CsBiF 6 was rhombohedral (KOsF 6 type). No evidence

was found for the presence of other modifications in either the

thermally prepared (2809) or the HF recrystallized (-78') samples. The

obserled splittings can be readiiy explained, however, b,ý solid state

effects. In the rhoakohedral compounds (spa,. group R3-C i, Nr. 148,

1 molecule per Bravais cell [10]), the site symmetry of OFf6 is C3 V.
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TABLE I.

Correlation Table for Isolated BIF- of Point
Group 0h and for Site Symetry C31

C 1
Oh 31

Alg Ag

E Eg
F 29 A9 + Eg

Flu A + E

Au u Eu

Therefore, from Table I only the F2g mode in the Raman and the Flu modes
in the infrared are expected to be split into two components, Foý' cubic

KBIF 6 (space group Ia3. Nr. 206) the site symmetry of BiF6 Is again C31,
but since the Bravais cell contains four molecules, factor group splitting

can further cause the doubly degenerate E modes to split into two
components. These predictions are in good agreement with our observations

(see Figure 1), except for NaBiF 6 which exhibits only one Raman band

in the BiF6 deformation region. This lack of splitting for NaBiF 6

is attributed to a coincidence of t',, frequencies of the A and the Eg

components of v,. This is plausible :ince the weaker (probably the
E ) component has a higher frequency in LiBiF 6 and a lower frequency

in CsBiF 6 than the more intense (probably the A ) component. The

frequency separation of the two components in NaBIF must be rither

small since, even at a spectral slit width of I cm-1, we could not
resolve the band into two components.

The infrared spectrum of CsBiF6 (see Figure 1) shows a very

intense and broad band for the antisynetric BiF- stretching mode

(Flu) at 570 cm l. It exhibits a pronounced shoulder at 590 cm"' which
probably represents the second component of v3 predicted for C31 symmetry

(see Table I). In addition, several infrared allowed combination bands

were observed (see Figure 1). From these, the frequencies of the two
remaining deformation modes can be derived as: v4 (Flu) a 277 and v6 (F2 u)

147 cm". It should be noted that the combination bands involving

V3 show splittings of about 20 cI, analogous to that exhibited by v3

itself. This lends further support to the above assignments.
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The previously reported [16) Raman spectrum of NOBiF 6 exhibits

the same splittings and intensity pattern as c-KBI F6, indicating that

the two compounds are probably isotypic. Of the six frequency values
reported by Bougon and coworkers [14] for BiF-, v 4 and v, appear too low

and should be revised. In agreement with a previous report [ 7], it was
found that infrared spectroscopy is well suited for the detection of

polybis~uthate impurities in BiF; salts. The polyanions result in an

intense infrared band at around 440 cmn".

Sol ubi 1 ity Measurements

The metathetical production of NF+ salts is based on the following
4+

principle. A readily available and highly soluble NF+ salt, such as
NF4 SbF6., is reacted in a suitable solvent, such as anhydrous HF. with

an alkali metal salt containing the desired anion. If the alkali

metal is chosen in such a manner that the starting materials and

the desired NF+ salt product are highly soluble and the resulting
alkali metal SbF- salt, for example, is of very low solubility,

6i

the following general equilibriumwhere X-Sbcan be shifted far to

the right hand side:

MY + NF4 XF6  HF ,MXF 6j + NF4Y

The principle has been demonstrated for salts where Y - BF- [2-4],

SnFYt ) TiF21 5), and NiF2t 20). Prior to now,X had always been 1

Sb; but the case where X could be Bi had not been tested. Since

NF4BiF6 has recently become readily available by direct synthesis

[7], and since an extrapolation of crude solubility data, previously

measured [2] for alkali metal XF- salts (X-As, Sb) in HF at room

temperatureindicated that LiBiFG might possess the lowest solubility
of any MXF 6 salt, quantitative solubility data for MXF6 salts in

anhydrous HF were desired. These data should allow to determine

whether a Bi"6 based process would offer any significant advantages

over one based on SbF•.

The solubilities of NF and of several alkali metal BiF- arnd4ISbF' salts were measured in anhydrous HF at -78. The low tempera-

ture was chosen based on our past experience [4]. The results of our
measurements are summarized in Table 1U. As can be seen, the measured

solubilities clearly favor a process based on a cesium rather than a
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lithium salt. Furthermore, the solubility of CsBiF 6 is only slightly
lower than that of CsSbF6, thus not compensating for the significantly
lower solubility of the NF4BiF 6 starting material in HF and its less

favorable formation rate [7], compared to those of NF4 SbF6 [4].
Consequently, based on all the presently available experimental data,
a CsSbF6 based process appears to be the most attractive method for the

metathetical preparation of other NF* salts. i

TABLE II

Solubilities of Various BiF6 and SbF6 Salts
in Anhydrous HF at -78*

'-nion Sb6  6i~

Cation a b a b

NFj 259.0 0.7951 173.1 0.4191

Li+ 9.21 0.0379 11.9 0.0361

Na+ 7.48 0.0289 25.6 0.0740

K+ c c 20.2 0.0558

Cs+ 1.80 0.00488 1.71 0.00373

a) in mg of solute per 9 of HF

b) in mole of solute per 1000g of HF

c) not measured

-i tathetical NF4 BF4 Production

Since in the metathetic~l production of NF4BF4 highly concentrated

HF solutions are used. the activity coefficients of the ions are expected
to differ significantly from those of the more dilute solutions of the

solubility measurements. Consequently, the knowledge of solubility data

is insufficient to predict accurately the product composition obtainable
from metathetical experiments.
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Metathetical NF4 8F4 production runs using different MBF4 and

NF4 XF6 salts in HF were carried out. Typical results from such experi-

ments are shown in Table III. As can be seen, the data of "awles II and

III are only in qualitative, but not quantitative, agreement. As

TABLE III.

Comparison of the Composition of the Crude
Products Obtained by +Ne Metatheses of NF1
Salts with Different Alkali Metal Tetra-
fluoroborates in HF at -780

system' Composition of Product (weight %)

NF4BF4  NF4XF6  MXF 6

LiBF 4 - NF4SbF6  81.7 8.4 9.9

LiBF4 - NF4BiF 6  86.7 5.9 7.4

NaBF 4 - NF4SbF6  68.3 12.6 19.1
KBF 4 - NF4SbF6  15.3 79.6 5.1

CsBF4 - NF4SbF6  85.4 13.3 1.3

(a) A 5 mole % excess of the NFý salt was used in all runs,

except for the LiBF4 - NF4 BiF6 system, where approximately

stoichiometric amounts of starting materials were used.

expected, the solubilities of the alkali metal hexafluoro-antimonates

and bismwthates are much higher in the concentrated solutions of the

metathetical runs. Furthermore, Table III shows that a cesium salt-

based process results In the best product purity. The extremely

low yield of NF48F 4 for the KBF 4 - NF4SbF6 system is caused by KBF 4

being less soluble in HF than KSbF6 . Keeping thc difference in the
stoichiomtry of the used starting materials in mind, (sie footnote

of Table III) the results obtained for the L1SF 4 - NF4 SoF6 and the

LIBF4 - NF4 BiF 6 system are roughly comparable.
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Oxoni um Hexafl uorobi smuthate

Our interest in the possible existence of H30+BiF 6 was twofold.
The salt has previously been proposed [1] as a potential candidate
for the removal of traces of water from HF. Furthermore. its

possible formation in wet HF solutions of BiF 5 might interfere with

metathetical experiments, or result in undesired by-products,
particularly when BiF6 salts are prepared from BiF 5 and alkali

metal fluorides in h. solution[13).

It was found that, contrary to a previous literature report 1!

[13), BiF 5 is quite soluble in anhydrous HF and has a solubility in
excess of 300 mg of SiF5 per g of HF at 22% The Raman spectrum of
this solution (Figure 2, trace A) significantly differs in the
deformation region from those of the BiF• anion in HF solution

(Figure 2, trace B) and of solid BiF5 [16, 19), but is not I
unreasonable for an associated hexacoordinated bismuth fluoride.

On addition of water to this solution a copious white pre-

cipitate formed. The formation of this less soluble solid in the

presence of small amounts of water could explain the previous report

[13] on the low solubility of BiF 5 in supposedly anhydrous HF. The
Raman spectrum (Figure 2, trace B) of the HF solution above the

white solid showed one polarized (591 cidI) and two depolarized
bands (520 and 220 cm- 1), in agreement with our expectations for

octahedral BiF". These frequency values are similar to those
observed for the alkali metal BiF- salts in the solid state (see

above). The Raman spectrum of the precipitate was also recorded

and was similar to that of the liquid phase. These observations

show that water addition converts HF dissolved BiF5 into a BiFP
salt.

Further identification of the formed precipitate was achieved

by pumping off the HF solvent at -45. Based on the observed material

balance and vibrational spectra, the following reaction occurred

H20 + HF + BiF5  H3 0+BiF-

The Raman spectra of the solid product (Figure 2, traces C) showed
the presence of the bands characteristic for BiF_ (see above) and
SH3 0+ [1]. The presence of these ions was further confirmed by
infrared spectroscopy at -1960 which showed a strorg band at 3240 cm 1

with a shoulder at 3000 cm" 1 due to H30+ stretching and a very intense
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Figure 2. Rm= spectra of a 1 molar volut..c of E•iF 5 in BF (trace A),

a saturated solution of H3CB.iF 6 in HF (trace B), and of solid H3OE.F 6

(trace C). X spectra were reorded at rozn t•-erat•re. P and DP'

indicates olarized and depolarlzed lines, respectively.
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broad band with maxima at 598, 566 and 538 cmaI due to BiFr stretching.

The splittings for the BiF6 stretching mode Is not surprising since

at the low temperature rotational motions of the ions in the crystal

lattice are frozen out [1] causing symmetry lowering due to strong
anion-cation interactions. The same temperature effect was observed

for the Raman spectra. At -100l, the 594 cmi 1 band was observed to

split into the following bands: 595 vs, 586 s, 574 mw, 562 w, 555 sh.

An interesting behavior was observed for solid H3OBIF6 . At

ambitent temperature, H3OBIF 6 appears to be stable only under an HF

pressure of about 20 torr.When the HF is pumped off, the compound

turns instantly dark brown indicating hydrolysis of BiF 5 (9). When

the HF pressure is restored, the solid turns white again. The nature
of the decomposition product was established by allowing a sample of

H3 OBiF 6 to completely decompose in a dynamic vacuum for 3 days at 35*.
The solid residue was found to be mainly BiF 3, as expected from the

known [(9 hydrolysis of BiF5 . Based on these observations, it appears that
H oBtF6 first undergoes a reversible dissociation according to

H3 OBiF6  H20 + HF + BiF5

followed by the irreversible hydrolysis

BSi5 + H2 0 -• BF3 + 2HF + 1/202

with the first step being strongly suppressed by HF.

Although the thermal stability of H3OBiF 6 appears to be lower
than that [1] of H3OSbF 6, the following reaction cycle might offer
a convenient method for drying HF:

BSF5 + H2 0 + HF- H3OBiF 6

H3 OiF -- - BSi3 + 3HF + 1/202

BiF 3 + F2----BiF 5

Hu0 + F2 -2HF + 1/202
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The advantage of this cycle over one using SbF5 would be that BiF5 is
a nonvolatile solid which is easier to handle. As shown by the above

equations, the proposed cycle amounts to a fluorination of water to

yield HF and oxygen. Although this objer.tive can also be achieved
by a irect treatment of wet HF with high pressure fluorine with
agitation [1]. the proposed cycle could offer practical advantages.
For example, in the proposed cycle the fluorination step could be
limited to a relatively small amount of BiF 3 instead of treating

the bulk of the HF with a large excess of high pressure fluorine
which has to be recovered.
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SHORT COMIIUNICATION

*I

On the Synthesis of the N2 F• Cation. A Critical Comment on the

Paper by Toy and Stringhamn.

K. 0. Christe., C. J. Schack, and R. 0. Wilnon

Rocketdyne, A Division of Rockwell International, Canoga Park,
California 91304 (USA)

Toy and Stringham recently reported [1] the synthesis of N F
4
+

(CF ) CO, a salt containing the novel pentafluorchydrazinium cation.
3 3

This cation would be of significant academic and practical interest
[2 since it would constitute the first known example of a substituted
NF; cation, i.e. an NF; cation in which a fluorine ligand is replaced

by an NF2 group. According to the authors of [1]J, N2F+(CF)CO- was
formed in a very unusual reaction involving the transfer of a

fluorine cation from (CF 3 ) 3 COF to N2 F 4 according to:

rL J(CF3 ) 3COFm"(CF3)3 CO" + FN 2 F (CF3)3CO

Since such a heterolytic fission [3] of (CF 3 ) 3 COF with F formation
Is unlikely, the reported [1] synthetic and spectroscopic evidence for
N2 F (CF3 )3 C0 was critically reviewed. The following points indicatethat the reported white solid is not N2 F+(CF3 )3 CO-, but most likely the

known [4] compound (NO+) 2SIF 2
6.

. (1) The reference, cited by the authors of (1] for the known

existence of N2 F+, is Sheppard and Sharts' book on Organic

Fluorine CH mistry (Benjamin, New York 1969, page 328).
Although this book lists t, reaction of N2 F, with AsF5+ -

to yield N2 FsAsF6, this is clearly a typographical error.

Examination of the original reference [5] shows that the
product from this reaction Is N F+AsF6-, In agreement with
other previous reports [6,73, and unpublished results from

this laboratory.
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184 i
(2) It was also reported [1] that the white solid was forrmd

only In a Pyrex vessel, but not In a copper vessel. The

slow reaction proce'ded with the formation of a brown

gas. This Is charcteristic of the well known [8] attack

of glass by nitrogen fluorides to form (NO) 2 SiF6 as the

principal product. The observed [1] weight of the solid

product (50% yield based presumably on the molecular weight

of N2 F+(CF3 ) 3 CO-) is In fair agreement with that expected2 5pecte

for a high yield formation of (NO)2SiF6 according to:

N2F4 + 2(CF3 ) 3COF- 2NF3 + (CF3 ) 3COOC(CF3 )3

2NF + SIO0-- (NO)2SiF
3 2 () 2si6

Unfortunately, no elemental analysis was reported for the

white solid, and its Identification was based only on

Infrared, mass, and 19F nmr spectroscopy.

(3) For the infrared spectrum of the solid, pressed as a NaCl

disk, the following absorptions were reported [1]: 1450 (s),

1233 (s), 809 (vs), 730 (vs), and 480 (s) cm" . These bands

do not agree with expectations for either a tertiary Der-

fluorobutoxy group [9,10] or a nitrogen fluoride ca'ion

[2, 7, 11]. However, the bands at 730 and 480 cm- are In

excellent agreement with those of the SIFt2 anion [12]. The

bands at 1450 and 1233 cm"1 are characteristic [12] for the

HF2 anion, which could readily form from (NO) 2SIF6 and NaC1

in the presence of moisture. No inf, . :ata were

reported for the higher frequency range ich would

allow a positive Identification of the NO + cation.

(41) For the mass spectrum only 4 mass peaks were reported

[1] at 104, 85, 71 and 52 m/e. The peaks at 104 and

85 were assigned to N2 F and e2F3' respectively, but

since N2 has the same mass as SI, they can equally2+ + Bsdo hi
well be assigned to SIF1 and SIF Based on their4 3'
observed relative abundances of 2 and 100, respectively,

we prefer their assignment to SIF 4 [13], which is the
2-

product expected for the thermal dissociation of a SIF"

salt. It Is important to note that no fragments due to

(CF3 ) 3 C0 could be detected [1] for the white solid.

.3 3
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(5) The F nmr spectrum of an HF solution of the oroduct

showed at room temperature only one exchange )adened

resonance at "-204 due to HF. On cooling to -80%C a

singlet at e-149 appeared which was assigned [1] to the It
(CF3 )3C0" anion. However, for a tertiary perfluorobutoxy

group a resonance around 0-70 should be expected [9, 10].
Furthermore, we cannot envision a mechanism which could

provide for a rapid fluorine exchange between the covalent

CF3 groups and the HF solvent. On the other hand, the

observed chemical shift and exchange characteristics are

in line with expectations for a silicon fluoride. Un-
published work In this laborator1 has shown that the SiF 62

anion is unstable in HF solution undergoing solvolysis
according to SiF2" + 2HF= SIF + 2HF The chemical shlfts
reported for Sif In CCi and Sif in H are " 160 and 126,

SF4  4 F6  i 20 ae410ad16
respectively, and acid was found to catalyze fluorine exchange

between SIF2" and F" [14].

In summary, all the experimental data available for the reported

[1l white solid are consistent with a hexafluorosli!cate salt, such Ps

(NO) 2SIF 6 , but cannot be reconciled with the proposed composition N2F"(CF 3 ) 3 CO.

Very recently, Stringham and Toy have also claimed[151 the

synthesis of N2 F+BF- by the photolytic reaction of N F and BF in the
25 4 2 4 3

presence of fluorine below -IOO0 C. Based on our experience, these

reaction conditions are not likely to produce an N2 F salt. Generally,

compounds containing-NF2 groups readily undergo fluorination to NF,

during photolysis, followed by formation of NF4 salts [16). If the

reaction Is carried out In glass, formation of FNO Is also possible, .

which can result in the formation of NO+BF 4. Unpublished work in this
laboratory has also shown that N2 F4 does not form a stable adduct with

BF at temperatures as low as -780C. At -780 C, an equimolar mixture
3

of N2 F• and BF3 is still liquid and can be transferred quantitatively

from trap to trap. Therefore, the only solid products expected from

the photolysis of N2 F -F2 - FO mixtures In glass are NF4 BF, and BF4 salts

of NO+ or NO2 .

We are Indebted to Drs. L. R. Grant and W. W. Wilson for helpful
discussions. This work was supported, In part, by the Office of Naval

Research.
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Contribution from Rocketdync, were condensed into these tubes at -210 oC and the tubes were flame
A Division of Rockwell International, sealed. The NF3 (Rocketdyne) was used without further purification,

Canoga Park, California 91304, and from the Science Center, F2 (Rocketdvne) was passed through a NaF scrubber for HF removal,
Rockwell International, Thousand Oaks, California 91360 and BF3 (Matheson) and AsF 5 (Ozark Mahoning) were purified by

fractional condensation prior to use. About 300 cm 3 of gas mixture
Electron Spin Resonance Evidence for the Fermation of the was used for each sample tube in the following mole ratios: NF 3:F2
NF3+ Radical Cation as an Intermediate in the Syntheses = 1:10; BF3:F2 = 1:10; AsFs:F 2 = 1:10; NF 3:BF 3 = H:1; NF 3:AsFs
of NF 4+ Salts by Low-Temperature Ultraviolet Photolysis :1; NF 3:F2:BF , = 1:4:1 and 1:2:1; NF 3:F2:AsFs = 1:4:1.

The ESR spectra were recorded as previously described .. 65

Karl 0. Christe* and Ira B. Goldberg Variable-temperature control over the temperature range 4-300 K
was achieved with an Air Products liquid-helium-transfer refrigerator,

Received July 18, 1977 Model LTDI 10. For the photolyses, an Oriel Model 6240 arc lamp
with a 200-W Hg lamp was used. In some of the experiments, the

The mechanism of the formation of NF 4' salts is of sig- starting materials were condensed at -196 *C into the tip of the ESR
nificant practical and theoretical interest. From a practical tube and were irradiated for 10-30 min while inserted in a liquid-point of view, a better understanding of this mechanism would nitrogen-filled unsilvered Dewar. The ESR tube was then quicklytransferred to the precooled ESR spectrometer. In other experiments,
permit optimization of the reaction conditions for the direct the sample tubes were irradiated at various temperatures inside the
syntheses of NF 4+ salts, such as NF 4 BF4, NF 4PF6, or ESR cavity.
NF 4GeF5.' From a theoretical point of view, the formation
of the NF 4+ cation is intriguing 2 because its parent molecule Results and Discussion
NF 5 does not exist as a stable species. Since under the UV photolysis of both the NF 3-F 2-AsF 5 and the NF 3-
conditions used for most of the syntheses of NF 4+ salts an F+ F2 BF 3 systems produced an intensely violet species which
cation should be extremely difficult, if not impossible, to exhibited the ESR signal shown in Figure I, traces A and B.
prepare by chemical means, the following mechanism has Comparison with the previously published4 anisotropic
previously been proposed2 for the formation of N F4AsF 6: spectrum of the N F3+ cation (trace C, Figure 1) establishes

beyond doubt the presence of NF 3+ in o,;r samples. The

F, -- 2: (t) spectra are assigned or the basis of anisotropic hyperfine
coupling to three fluorine atoms (I = 1/2) and approximatelyF- + AsF, -" AsF( (2) isotropic hyperfine coupling to one nitrogen atom (I = 1). The

AsF5F + NF,•- NIF1÷Asi4,- (3) g matrix is isotropic to within the line width. The spectra thus
,NA( appear as a quartet of triplets as shown in Figure 1. The!;. •IF•As F,- F -" NF.4AsI:," 4. F' (4) "

broader line widths observed in the spectra of UV-irradiated
In good agreement with the known experimental facts,2 this N F3-F 2-AsF 5 and NF 3--F2-BF 3 mixtures than in 3y-irradiated
mechanism requires only a moderate activation energy (D*(F 2) N F4SbF6 may be the result of exchange or of dipolar inter-
= 36.8 kcal mol-[). 3 The two critical intermediates are the actions of materials on the surfaces of the solid components
As-" radical and the NF 3+ radical cation. Whereas the AsF 6. of the mixtures.
radical is unknown, the $4F 3 + radical cation was shown 4 to The observation of identical signals for both the BF- and
form during y irradiation of N F4+ salts at -196 *C. Although the AsFs-containing system proves that the signal must be due
this observation of the NF 3 + cation demonstrated its possible to a species not cuntaining boron or arsenic. By carrying out

existence at low temperature, it remained to be shown that irradiation experiments of the sample within the ESR cavity
the N t•+ radical cation is indeed formed as an intermediate at -196 *C, it was shown that the signal strength increased
in the syntheses of NF.4 + salts. We have now succeeded in during irradiation but did not decrease when the lamp was
observing experimentally the N F3+ radical cation by ESR turned off. The thermal stability of the signal in the absence
spectroscopy as an intermediate in the low-temperature UV of LUV radiation depended on the strength of the Lewis acid
photolyses of both the NF 3-F 2-AsF 5 and the NF 3-F 2-BF 3  used. For the stronger Lewis acid AsF.j, the signal did not
systems. The results and implicr:ions derived from the ob- change significantly up to about -105 *C, whereas for BF 3
servations are given in this paper. decomposition started at about -155 *C. When the sample
Experimental Section tubes were warmed to ambient temperature, they contained

white stable solids which were identified by Raman spec-
Binary and ternary mixtures of the starting materials were prepared tropy as N F4AsF and NFBF4, respectively. 7  Irradiation

for both the NF3-F2-BF] and the NF 3-F2-AsF5 systems in a of t

Sstainless-stecl Teflon FEP vacuum system. The sample tubes conisted of all possible binary mixtures, i.e., N F3-F2, Lewis acid-F 2,
of flamed-out quartz tubes of 4-mm o.d., 30-cm long, with a ballast and NF, Lewis acid, under comparable conditions did not
volume of about 150 rol. attached at the top. The starting materials produce any ESR signal attributable to N F3+.

0 A positive identification of the proposed As[*. or Bf 4.* To whom correspondence should be ad;ressed at Rocketayne. radical intermediates was not possible in the above experi-
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an isolated AsF6* or BF4, radical. In our experiments, several
ESR signals were observed in addition to NF 3+. However,
in the absence of observable hyperfine structure we prefer not
to make any assignments.

On the basis of our results, the following conclusions can
be reached concerning the formation mechanism of NF4+ salts.
(i) The N4F 3+ radical cation is indeed an important inter-
mediate. (ii) The requirement of UV activation and of both

L F2 and a Lewis acid for the synthesis of N F3+ is in agreement
with steps 1 and 2 of the given mechanism. (iii) The strength
of the Lewis acid determines the thermal stability and lifetime
of the intermediate N4F3+ salt formed. This can account for
the low-temperature conditions required for the synthesis of
the NF4+ salts of weaker Lewis acids. (iv) In the absence of
UV irradiation, the $JF3+ salts do not spontaneously react with
the large excess of liquid F2 present. This indicates that in

B the absence of an activation energy source the thermody-
namically feasible 2 chain-propagation step NF 3

4AsF6- + F2
-4 NF 4+AsF 6- + F does not play an important role. Possibly,
the conversion of NF3

tAsF6 to NF 4+AsFj- may require p
atoms according to

NF3 *AsF,- + F- -. NF tAsF,- (5)

"32 Since the intermediate NF 3+ salt is an ionic solid, its reaction
with a fluorine atom might well be a heterogeneous diffu-

S.sion-controlled reaction and step 5 might be the rate-deter-
M GA- X-0mining step in the mechanism. It was shown that at tem-

peratures above -196 0C, where a given NF 3 + salt is still stablein the absence of light, UV irradiation causes a rapid decay"M ~X Io of the NqF3÷ ESR signal. However, 'it was not possible to
distinguish whether this decay was caused by photodecom-
position of the intermediate NF 3+ salt or by the reaction of
the latter with the generated F atoms according to step 5.
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W. Wilson for helpful discussions. This work was financially
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Vibrational Spectra and Force Fields of the Tetrafluorooxohalate(V) Anions
CIF 40-, BrF40-, and IF 40-

KARL 0. CHRISTE,* RICHARD D. WILSON, E. C. CURTIS, WERNER KUHLMANN,
and WOLFGANG SAWODNY

Recewed June 16, !9/7

improved syntheses are described for BrF 40- and 1F40 salts, and their vibrational spectra are reported. The spectra of
CsBrF40 are simpler than those previously reported for KBrF 40 and thus allow more reliable assignments. For comparison,
the low-temperature Raman spectrum of CsCIF40 has also been recorded. Normal-coordinate analyses have been carried
out for 'he CIF 40", BrF 40, and I F40- anions and are compared to those of the structurally related HalF 4- anions and
HalFs molecules ýiiid those of XeF 4, XeF 40, and XeFs÷.

Introduction Nonvolatile materials were handled outside of ihe vacuum system

The existence of KBrF 40, a salt containing a novel bromine in the dry nitrogen atmosphere of a glovebox.
Infrared spectra were recorded on Perkin 4lmer Model 283 andoxyfluoridc anion, has recently been reported both by, Bougon 577 spectrophotometers. For gases a Monel cell with AgCI windows

and co-workers' and by Gillespie and Spekkens.1 It was was used. The spectrum of CsBrF 4O was recorded as a dry powder
obtained either by the reactioni of KBrO 3 with a large excess between AgBr windows in the form of a pressed disk. The pressing
of BrFs at 80 *C in the presence of F2 or by the reaction2 of operation was carried out using a Wilks minipelet press. The spectrum
KBrF 6 with KBrO 3 in CH3CN solution. Both methods have of KI F40 was recorded as a Nujol mull between Csl windows. Raman
drawbacks. Although Bougon's method' can yield a pure spectra were recorded on Cary Model 82 and 83 spectrometers using
product, the course of the reaction is difficult to control and the 4880-A exciting line, a Claassen filter' for the elimination of plasma
frequently KBrF4 is obtained as the only product (see below), lines, and melting-point capillaries or Kel-F tubes as sample containers.
Gillespie's method 2 produces a m~xture of KBrF2 0 2 and For the low-temperature spectra a previously described$ device was

used.
KBrF40 which must be separated by numerous extractions Synthesis of KIF 40. A mixture of KF and 1205 in a mole ratio
with CH 3CN, In view of these difficulties, an improved of 5:1 was treated with a large excess of IF, for I h at 25 C. Volatile
synthetic method for the synthesis of BrF 40- was desirable. products were pumped off, first .6 25 *C and then at 100 'C. The

Although the crystal structure of CsIF 40 has been reported,3  white crystalline residue was identified by elemental and spectrocop
only a small amount of the material had been obtained ac- analyses as KIF 40. Anal. Caled for KIF 40: K, 15.2; 1, 49.2. Found:
cidentally during unsuccessful attempts to crystallize CsIF 6  K, 15.1; 1, 49.0.
from CH 3CN solution. Furthermore, products containing Synthes of BrF40- Salts. In a typical experiment, CsBrO4 (2.044
mixtures of MIF 40 and MIF 20 2 salts have been prepared 4  mmol) was placed into a sapphire reaction tube ('/2 in. o.d. X 12 in.
by the interaction of M103 or M10 2F2 with 1F5 or by the length, Tyco) which contained a Teflon-coated magnetic stirring bar
controlled hydrolysis of M IF6 in CH3CN. However, no and was attached to a valve through a Swagelok compression fitting
controlled hydr fof the preparation CofC p oweve r no4 h using a Teflon front ferrule and a steel back ferrule. Bromine
suitable method for the preparation of pure MlF4O has pcntafluoride (14.1 mmol) and F2 (2.4 mmol) were added at -78 OC.
previously been reported. The mixture was stirred at 25 *C for 30 h and then cooled to -196

The vibrational spectra of these HamF4 - anions were als *C. The products volatile at -196 *C were pumped off and those
of interest. For 1F - only4 spectra of mixtures of IF 40 and volatile at 25 *C were separated by fractional condensation through
IF 20 2 - salts were known, and for KBrF4O the previously a series of traps kept at -64, -95, and -196 OC, retspectively. On the
reported' 2 Raman spectra exhibited more bands than per- basis of their infrared and Raman spectra, they consisted of FBrO2 ,
mitted for an isolated six-atom species. Interionic dynamic BrFs, and FBrO3,. respectively. On the basis of its infrared and Raman
coupling was suggested' to account for the large number of spectrum, the white solid residue (623 mag) consisied of CsBrF4Obands obser-ved for KBrF4G, However, in view of their similar (weight calculated for 2.044 mmol of CsBrF40 was 623 mg). Similarbeatide intenserved for BaCs Howeverring iewnof the i 5 si-mir results were obtained when the reaction was carried out at 70 OC.

However, if the reaction was carried in the absence of F2, the
region could not be reliably assigned. conversion of CsBrO4 to CsBrF 40 was very low, even after prolonged

In this paper we report improved syntheses for BrF 40- and heating to 80 OC. The influence of HF on this reaction was also
IF40- salts and their vibrational spectra which allow more studied. The addition of 5 mol % (based on MBrO 4) HF did not
reliable assignments for these ions. These assignments are produce significant amounts of BrF 40- in the reaction of C.BrO, with
supported by normal-coordinate analyses of 12 structurally BrF5 in the absence of F2 at 25-50 OC.
closely related species. For the KBiO 4-BrF,-Fz reaction system, when studied in the same

manner as described above for CsBrO4 , higher reaction temperatures
Experlimental Section were required. For example, at 45 *C for 19 h, essentially all of the

Matdak. Bromine pentalluoride (Mathesom Co.) was treated with KBrO4 starting material was recovered unchamSed. Heating of the
35 atm of F2 at 200 OC for 24 h prior to its use. Fluouine (Rocketdyne) starting materials to 8o OC for 95 h resulted in a conversion of KlrO4
was passed through a NaF scrubber for removal of HF. The alkali to KBrFO of about 70%.
metal perbromates' and CaCIF,O' were prepared as previously A sample of KBrF4 O was also prepared from KBrO3 and BrFs by
described. Potassium bromate (Baker AR) was used as received, closely following the procedure published' by Bougon. However, when
lodine pentafluoride was purified by distillation and 1i0s was prepared the reaction conditions or the scale of the reaction were slightly
from I and HNO3. The KF was dried by fusion in a platinum modified, several experiments produced KBrF4 in almost quantitative
crucible. yield, even when the BrFs was prefluorinated with 35 atm of F2 at

Aparatm. Volatile materials were manipulated in a well-pessivated 200 9C. No evidence was found for the formation of significant
(with CIF, and BrFs) 304 stainless-steel vacuum line equipped with amounts of FBrO3 in these reactions.
Teflor FEP U-traps and bellows-seal valves. Pressures were measured The C9CIF4O F, System. A weighed sample of CsCIF4 O in a
with a Heiste Bourdon tube-type gauge (0-1500 mm * 0.1%). tenfold excess of CIF3 was stirred for 24 h at 25 *C. The volatile

products were pumped offand consisted of unrescted CIF, and CIFIO."To whom corrispmdeace should be addressd at Rocketdyne. On the basis of its weight and vibrational spectra,' the white solid
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residue consisted exclusively of CsCIF 4.

Results and Discussion
Synthesis of XF40- Salts. The reaction of 1205 with a large

excess of IF5 in the presence of a stoichiometric amount of
KF affords essentially pure KIF40 in a one-step reaction
according to I
1, , + 31F, + 5KI -. K.Is i i , - , T ,

This synthesis is based on the previous report' 0 of Aynsley et K+IF4o

al. that the reaction of 1205 with IF5 produces IF 30.
The KIF 40 prepared in this manner is a white, crystalline

solid. It is stable up to about 200 °C and hydrolyzes according 2
to
Kt1:o + 21120 -Kl0, + 411F

4

Attempts to synthesize K21F50 by changing the KF:I20O ratio
in the above synthesis were unsuccessful. On the basis of its 3 6 9

vibrational spectra, the resulting product was shown to be
KIF40.KF. u PA m 4M0 M a

For the synthesis of BrF 40- salts, the reactions of MBrO 4  FAESUINCY.m,"
1

with F, in BrF, solution were found to be most reproducible. Figure 1. Vibrational spectra of KIF 40: upper trace, infrared
Whereas CsBrO 4 is fluorinated even at ambient temperatue, spectrum of a Nujol mull between Csl windows; lower trace, Raman
the reaction of KBrO 4 requires heating to about 80 *C. spectrum. The band marked by an asterisk is due to Nujol. The
Although the formation of BrF 40 salts in these reactions was numbers I -9 designate the assignments to the corresponding fun-
shown to be reproducible and quantitative, the amount of the damentals.
volatile by-products FBrO 2 and FBrO, varied and was never
sufficient to account for all of the missing oxygen. The re- quantitative yields of BrF40-, afree-radical mechanism in-
maining oxygen was probably in the form of 02 which was volving the addition of oxygen atoms to bromine fluorides is

pumped off at -196 *C together with the unreacted F2. extremely unlikely. Furthermore, the increased reactivity of
Furthermore, it is remarkable that under the given conditions the thermally more stable CsBrO4 relative to that of KBrO4
the reactions did not proceed in the absence of F2. This implies suggests an alkali metal salt catalyzed reaction. A mechanism
that F2 participat's in these reactions and does not merely serve involving the addition of BrF5 or BrFC- across a Br-O double
the purpose of suppressing a possible reduction of BrFs to BrF3, bond of Br0 4- or BrO3- followed by FBrO3 or FBrO 2 Clim-
as was previously suggested3 for the bromate-BrF5 system. ination with BrF 40- formation appears plausible but requires
It was also showu that, contrary to a previous report on the additional experimental support.
KBrO3-BrF5 system, the addition of small amounts of HF did Vibrational Spectra. Vibrational spectra were recorded for -

not significantly catalyze the CsBrO 4-BrF, reaction between KIF 40, CsBrF 40, KBrF 4O, and CsCIF 40. The sptectra of
20 and 50 'C. K I F40 (see Figure I and Table I) are in fair agreement with

Although the reaction of KBrO3 with BrFs to form KBrF40 those4 previously assigned to the MIF 40 part of M10 2F2--
which was previously reported' by Bougon and co-workers was M I F40 mixtures, except for the relative intensities of the 280-
successfully duplicated in our laboratory, it was difficult to and 365-cm-n infrared bands. This discrepancy is caused by
accomplish. Frequently, quantitative conversion to KBrF 4 was the fact 4 that mO 2F- possesses a strong infrared band at 360
obtained. Since the BrFs used in our experiments had been cm'
thoroughly prefluorinated with F2 at 200 *C, it could not have The vibrational spectra of CsBrF4O are shown in Figure
contained sufficient BrF3 for a quantitative displacement 2. The spectra of KBrF4O were in excellent agreement with
reaction, such as those"2' previously reported and, hence, are not reiterated.

Surprisingly, the vibrational spectra of CsBrF4O significantly
Ki~rl' 4O + trl: -* KilrF4 + BrF 2O differed from those of KBrF 4O. Since in the HalF 4 stretching

That such a displacement reaction of HaIF 40 by HalF 3 can frequency region the room-temperature Raman spectrum of
indeed proceed quantitatively was demonstrated in this study CsBrF4O was more similar to that' of CsCIF 40 than to that'-2
for the system of KBrF4O, we have also reexamined the Raman spectrumOf CSCIF40 (see Figure 3),
QCII'O + CI, - CCII', + c1l'O By analogy with the previous report2 on KBrF4O, it was

In view of the possibility of such a displacement reaction found that cooling of the samples resulted in much better
and the known" thermal instability of BrF 3O, the presence resolved Raman spectra. The observed frequencies of
of a small amount of BrF, might be sufficient to catalyze the CsBrF4O and CsCIF40 are summarized in Table 1. Attempts
decomposition of BrF 40 to BrF4 - according to to obtain the Raman spectrum of CsBrF4O in anhydrous HF
Bki:4 -+ Ha', --. BrI, + flrFO solution failed owing to the displacement reaction

CsOrFO + HF - CsHF, + IkFO

tirEA, + '/20 The observed spectrum was in excellent agreement with thatrecently reported" for BrF 0.
Our finding that BrF4 can be readily formed in this system The previously reported'- Raman spectra of KBrF40 are
confirms the original report'2 by Schmeisser and Pammer but very complex and contain more bands than expected for an
is inconsistent with the recent report2 of Gillespie and isolated six-atom species. Furthermore, the relative intensities
Spwkkcns. of many bands are too similar to allow conclusive assignments.

From a mechanistic point of view, the reactions of BrF5 with In view of these complications and in tho absence of additional
BrO 3- or Br0 4 are very interesting since they involve an structural data on BrF4O , the proposed'-2 C4 structure for
oxygen-fluorine exchange. On the basis of the observed BrF 4O had to be considered tentative, although very likely.
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Table 1. Vibrational Spectra of KIFO, CsBrFO, and CsCIF.O and Assignments for CsBrFO: Observed Frequencies (cm- ')
and Relative Intensitiesa __

CsBrF40 CsCIF4O

K1F.O Raman Raman

IR Raman IR 25 *C - 120 °C 25 °C - 120 °C

885 s 887 (10) 934 vs 931 (4.8) 929 (5.5) &, 1223 (0.3) 1228 (0.4)
540sh 540(5.8) 500(10) 499 (10) v' 1213 sh 1215 sh
480 vs 482 (2.9) p, 1200 (0.6) 1202 (0.7)

478 (2.3) 570-460 vs 472 (4.4) 47 1 (4.2) P,7 1189 (0.2) 1191(0.4)
383 m 381 (1.3) 444 (3) 444 (3.2) v, 1182 sh
366 mw 368(1) 421 (5.9) P, 605 (0.2)
279 ms 283 (0.3) 413 (6.8) 417 (7.9) P. 585 (0.6) 588(0.9)

224 (0.5) 399 400 sh 401 (2.7) P, 556 (0.3) 559(0.5)
140 (0+) 3 8 9 im 390 (1.5) v, 465 sh 470(5)

301 vs 299 (1.5) 303 (1.6) P', 455 (10) 459 (9)
291 (0.2) vP 452(10)

240 sh 236(1.7) 234 (2.1) ,, 435(0.3)
218 sh 225 sh v, 419 sh
202 (0+) 205 (0.2) P, 412 (2.4) 414 (3.5)
178 (0.5) 179 (0.5) ,. 395 sh 395 (1.2)

164 (0.2) P. 370 sh
80 353 (5.5) 358 (6.6)
62 345 (5)

335 sh 334 (3.7)
320 sh
290 sh

276 (0.5) 278 (0.6)
258 (0.2)
215sh
200 sh

196(1.0) 194(1)
185 sh

82 89
70 73

a Uncorrected Raman intensities (peak heights).

Table it. Comparison of the Frequencies (cm') of the Fundamental Vibrations of the 11a11.40' Anions with Those of Similar
Molecules and Ions

Approx description of mode for
XF,Y in point group Cv C11`10- C1F 4 - CIF:, BrlO" BrF 4 " Brl, ".'" IF.O" I1:s XeI"4 XeF40 Xei:

A, v, j,(XY) 1203 708 930 682 887 710 926 679
P, ,ryvA(XF 4) 456 505 539 500 523 587 522 537 616 543 576 625
&•i .. m(out-of-pIane XF 4) 339 425 495 302 317 369 271 279 318 291 294 355

B, v. v.,s(out-of-phase XF) 356 417 480 417 449 535 455 480 604 502 527 610
P, ,...m(out-of-plane XF) 205 261

Bj P, ;.,ym(in-planc X. 4) 278 288 375 235 246 312 195 219 276 235 233 300

I P, 'uym(Xl: 4 ) 578 590 725 505 478 644 448 482 631 586 608 652
vh ,(YXF.) 414 484 395 415 374 372 361 410
L, iasym(in.plane XF4) 194 299 179 11831 237 140 200 161 218

Consequently, a detailed analysis of the simpler CsBrF4O relatively small and usually do not exceed 1-2% of the mode
spectrum a nd its comparison with those of CIF 40 and I F40- frequency.
were expected to provide additional support for the proposed Assignments for BrF 40- can be made by comparison with

C4 model. the known vibrational spectra of the structurally related species
Assignweats for irF 40-. For an isolated BrF 40- anion of CIF 40-,- CIF 4-, CIF5,'- 7 BrF4-,' BrF 5,""' IF4 ,19 IFs,' 4"'

symmetry C, nine fundamental vibrations should be observed. XeF4 , 99'° XeF 40,4 and XeF5
4 .21 All of these species are

These are classified as 3 At + 2 B1 + B2 + 3 E. All nine pseudooctahedral with an approximately square-planar XF 4
modes should be Raman active, whereas only the At and E group. A summary of the frequencies of their fundamental
modes should be infrared active. For a solid salt, such as vibrations is given in Table iH.
CsBrF 40, the actual site symmetry of the anions is expected On the basis of its high frequency and relative intensity, the
to be lower than Co. This symmetry lowering can cause a Br-O stretching mnde Y, (A,) must be assigned to the band
splitting of the E modes into their degenerate components and at 930 cm-'. Of the remaining bands, the symmetric in-phase
violations of the above given selection rules. Furthermore, if BrF4 stretching mode v2 (A,) should be the most intense
the unit cell contains more than one anion, the number of Raman band and by comparison with the known assignments
internal modes can increase by a factor Z, where Z is the for CIF 4-, CIF 40-, BrF4-, IF4-, and IF40- should have a
number of anions per unit cell. On the basis of tentative frequency in the vicinity of about 500 cm'. It therefore must

C. unit-cell dimensions reported' by Bougon for KBrF40, Z is be assigned to the Raman band at 500 cm-1. The symmetric
estimated to be about 32. Assuming that CsBrF 40 has a out-of-phase BrF 4 stretching mode P4 (BI) should be the second
similar crystal structure, each mode could be split into many most intense Raman band and, by comparison with the known
components. However, only a much lower number of bands frequencies of the closely related BrF4- anion (see Table i1),
are usually observed since these correlation splittings are is predicted to occur about 80 cm-' below Y2 (A,). Conse-
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WJ [Figure 3. Raman spectra of CsCIF 40 recorded at different tem-
3 peratures and gain settings with a spectral slit width of 2 cm-1.

7modes, P6 (B2) and P'9 (E), respectively, with P6 (see Table I!)
always having the higher frequency. The OBrF4 deformation
modes' 8 (E) is assigned to the remaining Raman bands at 421,
401, and 390 cm-' which show the expected counterparts of
"medium intensity in the infrared spectrum. The last yet
unassigned deformation mode is the antisymmetric out-of-
plane XF 4 deformation P5 (B1 ). This mode is expected to be
of very low intensity and usually is not observed for similar
species. Of the compounds listed in Table II, it has only been

.. I observed for XeF 5+ at 261 cm-. Since the related P3 (A,)

FoEoa EY,. mode of XeF 5÷ exhibits a frequency higher by 53 cm-1 than
FnSOUEo•CY. •.that of P3 of BrF 40-, the frequency of Y'5 of BrF 40 might be

Figure 2. Vibrational spectra of CsBrF4O: upper trace, infrared expected to occur around 210 cm'. A careful inspection of
spectrum of the dry powder in an AgBr disk, the broken liie indicating the Raman spectrum of CsBrF40 shows indeed a very weak
absorption due to the window material. lower traces, Raman spectra band at 205 cm I which is therefore assigned to Ps (B1 ) of
recorded at different temperatures and gain settings with a spectral BrF4 O, Tht two bands at 80 and 62 cm', respectively,
slit width of 2 cm .observed in the Ramati spectrum of CsBrF 40 occur at too low
quently, this mode must be assigned to the band at about 417 a frequency for internal BrF4O vibrations and must be as-
cm-. The last stretching mode, the antisymmetric BrF4  signed to lattice modes.
stretch, Y7 (E), is expected to result in a very strong and broad The splittings, best observed in the low-temperature Raman
infrared band in the 450-550-cm- frequency region. Such spectrum of CsBrF 4O, can be readily accounted 'or by as-
an infrared band has been observed (see Figure 2) and is suming a splitting into two components for each of the three
consequently assigned to vP. In the Raman spectrum, therc doubly degenerate E modes. The additional splittings observed
are three bands at 482, 471, and 444 cm-, respectively, which for P7 and Ps can be readily explained by Fermi resonance of
are assigned to the degenerate P7 (E) mode for the following P'7 and Ps with the E mode combination bands (u's + P9) and
reasons. Their frequencies are too high for a deformation mode (v6 + P9), respectively. Similarly the splitting observed for P3
and differ by too much from those of the nondegenerate P2 and might be explained by Fermi resonance with a combination
a'4 modes in order to be accounted for by correlation splittings band of a lower frequency mode and a lattice vibratioe. Since
of the latter. The splitting of v7 into three components can bromine contains two naturally occurring isotopes (79Br and
be explained by Fermi resonance (see below). 9tBr) in almost equal abundance, we have computed the

The assignments for the BrF40- deformation modes can be approximate isotopic splittings to be expected for BrF 4O-. In
made by comparison with those of BrF, and BrF 4". In this all cases the computed isotopic splittings were considerably (
type or molecule, the umbrella deformation mode j' (A,) smaller than those observed and the relative intonsities did not
always results in a very intense infrared band and, consc- exhibit the correct 1:1 ratio. Consequently, the observed
quently, is assigned to the strong infrared band at 301 cm splittings cannot be attributed to the bromine isotopes.
Then the 236- and 178-cm" bands must be due to the The assignments proposed for CsBrF40 are summarized in
symmetric and the antisymmetric in-plane XF 4 deformation Tables I and 11. When compared to those of the related
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Tetrafiuorooxohalate(V) Anions Inorganic Chem1tr-, Vol. 17, No. . , 19/8 537STable Ill. Assumed Molecular Parameters for Table 11 lists the frequencies of 12 species containing an
GF40-, Br: 40-, and IFO approximately square-planar XF4 group. The given assign-

Parameter CIFO- BrO " 11F,0- ments are all consistent with each other, thus rendering any
R , A (ax) 1.42 1.56 1.72 gross misassignments for any of these species highly unlikely.
r , A (eq) 1.75 1.88 1.965 The trends observed within this group of 12 species will be

4) , 1, deg (<OXF) 90 90 90 discussed in terms of their force constants (see below) rather
a, deg (<FXF) 90 90 90 than in terms of their frequencies since the frequencies of some

of the modes are strongly influenced by the mass of the central
compounds of Table Il, these assignments for BrF 40- result atom.
in very satisfactory frequency trends. Additional support for Force Coatants. The plausibility of the above assignments
the assignments comes from the results of a normal-coordinate for the XF 40- anions was examined by computations of
analysis (see below), modified valence force fields and by their comparison with

On the basis of the above assignments for CsBrF 40, the those of the structurally related XF 4 and XF 5 species. The
previously reported'-2 vibrational spectrum of KBrF4O can be required potential and kinetic energy metrics were computed
reassigned in the following manner (cm-'): 930 (vl); 529 (v2); by a machine method23 using the geometries listed in Table
506, 486, 481, 459 (P7); 434 (Y4); 421, 409, 399 (PS); 314 (V3); Ill. For BrF4O- and CIF 40- the exact geometries are un-
248, 239 (P6); 196, 184, 161 (v,). known and therefore idealized bond angles of 900 were as-

Assignments for CIF 40- awd IF 40-. The assignments sumed. The bond lengths of BrF4O- were estimated by
previously proposed' for CIF 40- have been confirmed by this comparison with those known for the related species BrF4-,
study. In view of the low-temperature splittings observed for BrF3,23 and BrO 4-.3 For CIF 40- the previous estimates'3 were
BrF 40-, we have examined the low-temperature Raman adopted. For IF 40- the exact geometry is known.3 Since the
spectrum of CsCIF 40 for similar effects. In general, the observed OIF bond angle of 89* is very close to the 90* es-
assignments for chlorine fluorides are more difficult than those timates used for CIF 4O- and BrF40- and since the OXeF bond
of the corresponding bromine and iodine compounds. This is angle in XeOF 4 was found to be larger than 900 (91.8o),21
caused by a well-documented' overlap of the frequency ranges we have also used a 90* bond angle for IF 40. This simplifies
of the stretching and the deformation modes. This frequently the computations and makes the resulting force fields more
results in coincidences of fundamental vibrations and, if they comparable. The force constant definitions used are those" 4
belong to the same symmetry species, in their mixing. of Begun et al. Literature values, for which the deformation

Although the room-temperature Raman spectra of CsBrF4O coordinates had been weighted by unit (I A) distance, were
(see Figure 2) and CsCIF 40 (see Figure 3) in the HalF 4  converted back to unweighted values to allow a better corn-
stretching frequencies re.gion appear at first glance to be quite parison. The force constants were adjusted by trial and error,
analogous, this first impression is somewhat mislezding. For assuming the simplest possible modified valence force field,
CIF 40-, the antisymmetric CIF 4 stretching mode vP has a to give an exact fit between the observed and computed
frequency considerably higher than those of the two symmetric frequencies. The potential energy distribution showed that
stretching modes Y2 and v4, whereas for BrF40- the frequency for the XF 40- anions all of the vibrations were highly
of v 7 falls between those of v2 and V4. Therefore, for CIF 4O- characteristic (99-100%), except for the E block. However,
the bands belonging to v, are well isolated and can be assigned introduction of small F7 & terms resulted in the E-block vi-
with confidence. The remaining assignment of the CIF 40- brations also becoming highly characteristic (91% or higher).
spectrum has previously been discussed in detail 3 and, The resulting force fields are summarized in Table IV.
therefore, is not reiterated. As can be seen from Table IV, the furce constants are all

For IF 40-, the assignments4 proposed by Milne and Moffett very reasonable. A few very minor deviations can be readilyf have been adopted, except for Y9 (E). This mode results in explained. For example,f,,of BrF 4 -appears somewhat high.
a very weak and broad Raman band. On the basis of fre- This is caused by using for the antisymmetric stretching mode
quency correlations with related molecules and force constant the relatively low frequency value of 478 cm-' observed for
arguments. a frequency of about 140 cm-' appears more the solution spectrum.'" For the solid, the band due to this

plausible than the value of 124 cm-1 previously proposed .4 vibration is extremely broad"s with its band center being closer

Table IV. Comparison of the Symmetry and Internal Force Constantsa of 12 Species Containing an Approximately Square-Planar Xl, '
Group Using the Assignments and Frequency Values of Table 11

C1 FO- CIF. b CIFr Br -4 0 -BrF 4 - Brl., I F- b 1F740- 1F1$ XeFb XelF40d X0 ;.'I
Al Fn;-fR 9.38 3.51 6.70 4.02 6.56 4.82 7.08 4.35

F,, fr + 2frr + frr,' 2.33 2.853 3.24 2.80 3.06 3.81 3.052 3.23 4.22 3.302 3.60 4.38
F, fo + 2fpp +fpp. 0.415 0.630 1.20 0.470 0.577 0.805 0.514 0.575 0.72 0.597 0.601 0.875

BI F 44 fr- 2frr +frr' 1.38 1.946 2.59 1.95 2.258 3.21 2.319 2.58 4.08 2.822 3.11 4.17
Fl, fp - 2fp + fpp, 0.682 0.764

B, F . =f,- 2f o +f,, ' 0.216 0.232 0.389 0.154 0.169 0.271 0.106 0.134 0.217 0.155 0.152 0.260
E F, -fr-frr, t 1.81 1.86 2.43 1.91 1.794 2.97 1.755 2.01 3.39 3.048 3.16 3.65

S0.494 0.772 0.386 0.635 0.444 0526 0.418 0.595
F 0.157 0.382 0.142 0.143 0.249 0.091 0.192 0.122 0.232

F , . f r - f r• 0 .24 6 0 .18 5 0 .12 8 0 .0 8 7

fn 9.38 3.51 6.70 4.02 6.56 4.82 7.08 4.35
fr 1.838 2.13 2.674 2.142 2.227 3.24 2.221 2.458 3.77 3.055 3.258 3.968
frr 0.238 0.23 0.161 0.213 0.20 0.15 0.183 0.163 0.035 0.120 0.123 0.053
fr. 0.028 0.27 0.244 0.232 0.433 0.27 0.466 0.447 0.38 0.007 0.098 0.318
W 0.187 -0.2 0,385 0,148 0.156 0,260 -0.1 0.113 0.205 -0.13 0.137 0.246

fg0.46 -0.6 0.98 0.428 -0.5 .0.720 -0.46 0.510 0.623 -0.49 0.509 0.735
a All values in mdyn/A. b Data from ref 19. C Data from rtf 16. d Data from ref 14. I Data from ref 21;values offr andfrr,' in Table

Vof ref 21 should be exchanged. fAssumingfa=0. 'AnsumingfPP=0.
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to 500 cmnf. If this higher frequency value is chosen,f,, of sponding XF4 stretching force constants, f,.
BrF4" becomes more similar to those of BrF40- and BrFs.
Similarly for the lighter central atoms, the off-diagonal Acknowledgment. We are grateful to Drs. C. J. Schack and
symmetry force constants in the E block become more im- L. R. Grant for helpful discussions and to the Office of Naval
portant, thus increasing the uncertainties in these numbers Research, Power Branch, for financial support of the work
which were obtained from underdetermined force fields. done at Rocketdyne.

GenaW Teem . Inspection of Table IV reveals the following Regisry No. CsCIF 40, 39018-38-7; CsBrF40, 65391-03-9; KIF 40,
trends. Whereas the values of the XF stretching force con- 59654-71-6; KF, 7789-23-3; 1203. 12029-98-0; IF5, 7783-66-6; CsBrOh,
stants either are similar (within the XF 4- series) or increase 33259-95-9; BrF5, 7789-30-2; F2, 7782-41-4; KBrF 40, 60995-34-8;
in the direction Cl < Br < I (for XF.O- and XF 5), the XO CIF 3, 7790-91-2; CsCIF 4, 15321-04-7; CIF,, 13637-63-3; BrF 4 ",
stretching force constant in CIF 40- is much higher than those 19702-38-6; IF4 , 19702-40-0; XeF 4, 13709-61-0; XeF 40, 13774-85-1;
in both BrF40 and IF40-. Since the values of the XO force XcF+, 42879-72-i.
constants within the C10-, BrO4-, IO4 series (8.24, 6.05, 5.90 References and Notes
mdyn/A)28 exhibit the same trend, this seems to reflect a
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The infrared spectra of gaseous, solid, and matrix-isolated BrF 30 and the Raman spectra of solid and liquid BrF 3O and
of its HF and FCIO solutions are reported. Nine fundamental vibrations were observed, and some 'Br-"Br isotopic shifts
were measured in Ne, Ar, and N2 matrices. These data support a pseudo-trigonal-bipyramidal structure of symmetry C,
with two fluorine atoms at the apexes and one fluorine, one oxygen, and one localized free electron pair at the remaining
corners. A modified valence force field was computed using the isotopic data. The results show that the equatorial Br-F
bond (fR - 3.51 mdyn/A) is significantly stronger than the two axial Br-F bonds (f, - 2.93 mdyn/A) and that the bond
order of the Br-O bond is close to 2 (Jfo- 7.68 mdyn/A). The vibrational and "F NMR spectra show that in the liquid
and solid state BrF 30 is associated through the axial fluorine atoms. Thermodynamic properties were computed for BrF3O
in the range 0-2000 K.

Introduction one of the following three structures:
The synthesis of the novel bromine oxyfluoride BrF 30 has F 0 a

recently been reported' by Bougon and Bui Huy. On the basis 1.O ,,F i0,
of incomplete vibrational spectra, a structure of symmetry C: - XF : F

was proposed' for BrF 30. In this paper, the results of a f F F F
detailed investigation and analysis of the vibrational and 9̀F F

NMR spectra of this interesting compound are given which I (CS) 11 (C,) Ill (C,,)

confirm the prcvio, sly proposed structure. It has previously been shown12 that CIF30 has structure I, and
Experimental Section the same arguments also hold for BrF 30. Thus, the observed

number of fundamental vibrations, the Br isotopic shifts, the
Bromine trifluoride oxide was prepared, as previously described,' infrared gas band contours, and relative band intensities and

from KBrF 4O ,nd O2AsF 6 by a displacement reaction in BrFs. The
starting materials KBrF4O and O2 AsF, were obtained by literature frequencies all rule out structures II and III. The following
methods.2 3 The vacuum lines, spectrometers, instruments, and paragraphs can, therefore, be limited to a discussion of the
sampling techniques used at C.E.N have previously been described.'1- experimental data in terms of structure I.

At Rocketdyne, the BrF 30 was prepared in a passivated sapphire Infrared Spectrum of the Gas. Figure I shows the infrared
reactor which was connected through a small-volume Teflon FE-P spectrum of gaseous BrF 30. Due to the low vapor pressure
U-trap to a stainless steel Teflon FEP vacuum system. The crude and low thermal stability of BrF 30, only the five most intense
BrF 30 was collected in this U-trap by fractional conuiensation at -20 infrared bands were observed in the gas phase. Figure 2 shows
OC and was further purified by briefly pumping off the more volatile the band contours of four of these bands with scale expansion
components at 00. The U-trap was incorporated into the matrix- under higher resolution conditions. From the estimated (see
isolation apparatus so that the diluent gas could be swept through below) geometry of BrF3O, the three rotational constant were
the trap into the matrix-isolation inlet system. The length and diameter
of the matrix inlet tube were kept at a minimum toavoid decomposition computed to be A = 0.189, B - 0.119, and C = 0.086 ecni.
of the BrF3O. The molar ratio of diluent to sample was controlled On the basis of these values, the infrared band contours of
by the temperature and hereby the vapor pressure of BrF3O in the BrF3O should be intermediate between those of sets 25 and
U-trap. In order to avoid extensive decomposition of BrF3O, rapid 24 in the tables of Ueda and Shimrranouchi.t1 The band at 601
deposition rates were required. The matrix-isolation experiments were cm-' shows a P-R branch separation of about 17 cm-t (w
carried out at 3.6 K using Csl windows and an apparatus previously Figure 2), in excellent agreement with the 17 cm' estimate'3
described.'-' A Perkin-Elmer Model 283 spectrometer was used which for an A-type band. This confirms the assignment of this band
was calibrated by comparison with standard gas calibration points."' to the antisymmetric axial F-Br-F stretching mode, Y7 (A").
The reported frequencies and isotopic shifts are believed to be accurate For this mode, the change of dipole moment occurs along the
to 11 and 10.1 cm-', respectively.

The recording of infrar•d spectra of gaseous BrF3O was found axis with the smallest moment of inertia. The se.nd band
dificult due to rapid attack of the AgCI or AgBr windows. Since for which a well-defined band contour was observed is the
the attack of the AgBr windows was very rapid, they were protected Br-O stretching mode, Yj (A'), at 995 cm'1. This band does
by a I mm thick polyethylene sheet. To ensure that the observed bands not exhibit well-defined P and R branches, as expected' 3 for

were indeed belonging to BrF 3O, the cell was periodically evacuated a blend of the B and C type.
and refilled with fresh BrFjO. One of the decomposition products lafrasd Spectra of Matrix-Isolated BrF30,. Due to the
found in the infrared cell was BrF3 . limited availability of gas-phase data and the tendency of

The concentrated solution of BrF3O in HF was obtained by BrF30 to associate in the liquid and solid state (see below),
dissolving a sample of CsBrF4O in a thin-walled 6 mm o.d. Kel-F it was important to obtain matrix-isolation spectra. Fur-
capillary in anhydrous HF. When the HF was added, the following the imore n th seta werexpecte o yield Form
displacement reaction occured in quantitative yiled:1° thermore, these spectra were expected to yield information

about the nature of the association of BrF3O. Since for the

CsBrFO + HF -- CsHF, + B&FO closely related BrF3"4 and FBrOA2 molecules pronoanoe and
Model unpredictable matrix effects and splittings were observed, theThe Raman spectra of this solution were recorded on a Cary odl spectra of BrF1O were recorded in three differet matrix

83 S&actrophotometer using the 4880-A exciting line. A Claassen saera of Ne, wr, r dd N three different ix
filter was used to eliminate plasma lines." Polarization measurements materials, i.e., N Aer, rand N 2 . A survey scan of BrF 3 O in0_ L were carried out by method Viii as described by Claassien et al."' N 2 is shown in Figure 3, trace A. Spectra of BrFO in Ne,

r Ar, and N 2 , recorded with scale expansion and under high
Results and Discuions resolution conditiens, are given in Figures 4-7, together with

As previously discussed'2 in detail for CIF 30, a monomeric the observed frequencies. As can be seen, the matrix data
halogen trifluoride oxide molecule theoretically could possess confirm the presence of the five bands observed in the gas-
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Ramavi data (see below). By analogy with previous reports'4 ,1 t

''oJ •o n m a t r i x -i s o l a t e d B r F 3 , t h e B r F 3 O s p e c t r a e x h i b i t e d p r o - L. '.. L..a.. • , .., .L ,. • ,J.,1 . , .I , , .,[ , .nounced matrix freqoency shifts and splittings. As for BrF•t4  
1000 ooEQUE4CY rn1  o

and FBrO2 ,'5 a Ne matrix was found to give for most bands FbEUctr ofsoithe simplest spectrum and the frequency values closest to those spectrum4of BrF1)O rce 3. 6

obsevdfK using Csl windows; ex B, infrared spectrum of neat BrF4O,
The matrix spectra exhibit, in addition to site and bromine re5ded at 3.6 K using Csl windows; traces C and D, Raman spectraisotopic splittings (see below), bands due to associated BrFe O. of neat BrFrO, reorded at -IS0 and -30 C, respectivey. The parts

SMost 
of these are marked by a P in Figures 4-p. Their as- of the -30 C spectrum, not shown in this figure, cLloe y resembledsignment to associated BrFiO was confirmed by variation of thsoe of trace C.

the matri. ratio, controlled-diffusion experiments, and the
th recording of the spectrum of neat solid BrF3O at 3.6 K (see N 2 matrices which contained much ls a iated BrFt3.trace B of Figure 3). Their interpretation will be discussed Consequently, one of the two bands in each of these pairs is
isolater. 

attributed to associated BrF1 30
Reliable determination of the bromine isotopic shifts in Ar or N2 matrices, monomeric BrF30 occupies at least

(bromine has two natural isotopes. cofr and t Br, of about two different matrix sites. When the site symmetry splittings
equal abundance) was important for the assignments and force are of the same magnitude as the bromine isotopic splittings,field computations. Whereas matrix splittings depend on the the two central lines will coincide and the bands can have thematrix material, the isotopf splittings should be matrix in- appearance of a tripaet with a more intense central component.
dependent and be observable in all three matrix materials Typical examples for such apparent triplets are the bands atir. iIn a Ne matrix, monomeric r.FO appears to occupy only about 580 cm' in Ar and at about 998 and 618 cm"' in N.one matrix site, as evidenced by the obr rvation of a sitngle The observed and computed m eriBr- isotopic shifts will beequaisotopic doublet for impand f (see Figures 4-7). The given and discuf in the force field section. The dop blettesplittings observed for es, mat, and in Ne are to n large for 985.6 and 982.9 cmll, observed for the Nd matrix (see Figuredependenioto and be wro observable in all three matrix m ate4, lower trace), exhibits a splitting (2.7 cm-p) too large for
bromine isotopes and also were not observed for thA n

A and... . .. 4., lower trce, xhbtsa plttn,(.7cm 1)to ar e o
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to monomeric and to associated BrF3O are marked by M and P, 7

either a't (2.25 cm-') or an N2 site splitting but has about the L.,J]..,LI.LI,,,; .I[IIJ.....dfa•lk,,III1UI.ILUJIIuWdu

i ~~~right frequency separation (2.9 cm-') for the bromine isotopes 620ra 610 = , * 7
i[in the combination band (v7 + v5) and, therefore, is assigned FRntUENCY. un.

in this manner. Fipaue 5. Infrared spectra of matrix-isolated BrF3O (v4 and vs region).
Raman Spect~t. Raman spectra of BrF3 O were recorded The va' band in N2 matrix was recorded for a thicker sample.

Sfor the solid at -180 and -30 *C (Figure 3, traces C and D), . -~

for the liquid at 20 oC, and for HF solutions at high and low L• 3  J v ,
concentrations (Figure 8, traces A, B, and C). The spectra

other, except for the symmetric axial F-Br-F stretching mode, j 390.3• ,
v)(A'), which, due to association effccts (see below), shows

varying degrees of' splitting and frequency shifts to lower r

"92.

frequencies. The infrared spectra (see above) had shown seven

904.6

of the nine fundamental vibrations, expected' 2 for BrF30 of
symtyC,. The remaining two fundamental vibrations are -2.6394

readly ientfied from the Raman spectra and have fre- N ,- 4.-200 and 330 cm". Polarization iUa-9

sueensweecarried out frteconcentrated HF solution I2.IV •••1
(tacsBFgue8) and show the number of polarized andI

depolarized bands expected for model 1 (6 A' + 3 A").52.
Aagmit.Assignment of the nine fundamental vi- -,_..t..... _.. .. .. I..

brations observed for BrFO is straightforward. By analogy -3o 52 _o_•with C1FO 2 model of symmetry C, should psess 6 A' and FREQUENY, CmY
3 A" modes, all being infrared and Ra4an active. in the FIgw6. Infrared specat of matri-ilatc rFOd and( uereiio)).

Raman spectrum, only the A' modes should be polarized. The
experimental observations are in agreement with these pre- symmetric axial F-Br-F stretch. Consequently, these two
dictions. modes are assigned to the bands at 625 and 531 cm, re-

Of the s, x fundamental vibrations in species A', three sould spectively.
be stretching modes involving the BrO, the equatorial Br-F, For the assigkneent of the three A' deformation modes, three

, and the axial F-Br-F bonds, respectively. The BrIO polarized Raman bands at about 350, 240, and 200 cm' are
stretching mode should have a significantly higher frequency available. The three deformation frodet can be ap61 Wimately

than the Br-F and0es and, therefore, is assigned to the band described as an equatorial F-Br-O scissoring motion and as

atu about10 m'. Thea secutorialo Br-F3 wtretrchnmorded Two Pbaxdia F-Bmar-Fbning moios Sinred fonl oao thiceapese

should have a higher frequency and infrares intensity and a three involves the dobly bonded oxygen ligand, it should have
syignificantly larger of Br--Br isotopic splitting than the the highest frequency and is atigned to the 350-cm-' fun-

.o 533

S.........-- . I- wr car rie ou t for the cocetrte soluti----
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Table 1. Vibrational Spectraa of BIFO Compared to Those of BrF 31,b CIFSO,C and CIFjb

Obsd freq, cm- (tel intensd)

F F F F

S0Br', Asc~gn
I I for XFO in

_ __ _ point group Approx

IR RI IR R IR R IR R Cs description of mode

995 s 1008 s, p 1224 s 1222 (1.5) p A' P', (X=O)
1)25 s 619 vs, p 675 s 675 s, p 692s 694 (2.6) p 751 s 752 s, p v, V(XF )I
S31 mw 502 v!, p 552 w 552 vs. p 481 m 482 (10) p 530 m 529 vs, p V1 VyW (faxXFax)
345 ins 350 m, p 491 ms 489 (l) P4 6scin (OXFeq)
240 mi 235 w 242 318 m 319 (0.1) 328 vs u.cin .FaxXFax) out

of FXF plane
198 mw, p 242 233 w, p 230 mw 2 24 (0.4 ) p 328 329 w, p P, 86vl,, .axlax)in FXF plane

"1101 vs 614 vs 612 vvw 676 vs 702 vs A" Pv Psa (FaxXFax)
397 mwf 394 mw, dp 350 vw 501 m 500(1) 442 w 431 w.dp V,, Swag (OXFeq)

330 sh, dp 412 w 414 (0.2) dp V', r(OXF61 )
' All frequencies are gas-phase values except as noted, b Data from ref 17. ' Data from ref 12. d Uncorrected Raman intensities. E Ne

MnIrix value. f Neat solid. g Concentrated HF solution.

S... | I---- I if T-: i-I-'i l 1i•
242.6 23ALIOUMI 200

Ar IA /\

316

3;13,111 334 20

I V3I HF SOLUTION
207iHIGH CONC. :

N2 • 9..

3Z a PI 3 3 0

~~I DP5 VP
234

621

260.6 IHF SOLUTION

Figure~LO CONC.JNC. 4

363 350 20 260 24

Fgr 7. Infrared spectra of matrix-isolated BrF 3O (14 and Y5 region). -1EOUENC, "
The v4 and b, bands in N2 and the Ps band in Ar were recorded for Fge Ranvn spectra of liquid BrF5 O: trace A, neat liquid; trace
a thicker sample. Fgr an pcr flqi r3:taeA etlqitae
a k pB, concentrated HF solution with the incident polarization parallel

and perpendicular; P and DP indicate polarized and depolarized bands,
damental. The two remaining fundamentals belong to the two respectively; trace C, dilute .HF solution.
axial F-Br-F bending modes. Since they are highly mixed
(see below), their identity will be discussed in the force constant to the 330-cr- 1 fundamn-ntal. This leaves the 390-cm-1
section. fundamental for assignment to the wagging mode. The bands

There are three fundamental vibrations i, species A" with observed below 130 cm-. in the Raman spectrum of solid
frequencies of about 600, 390, and 330 caf1 available for BrF3O have frequencies too low for internal modes and also
assignment to the antisymmetric axial F-Br-F stretch and the were not ooserved for either the liquid or H F solutions.
equatorial F-Br-O wagging and torsion motions. On the basis Consequently, they are assigned to lattice vibrations.
of its high frequency, large 7 Br-6 1Br isotopic splitting, and The above assignments are summarized in Table I and
high infrared and low Raman intensity, the 600-cm-t fun- compared to those previously reported for CIF 3012 and
damental must be assigned to the antisymmeiric axial F-Br-F BrF 3•.

4 ","7 As can be seen, the agreement is excellent, thus
stretching mode. Assignments for the two remaining de- lending additional support to our assignments. The decrease
formation modes are made on the basis or their relative in- in Ihe frequencies of the Hal F strelching vibrations on oxygen
frared intensities. The torsional node should be of much lower addition is caused by the following effcct. These halogen
intensity than the wagging mode and is, therefore, assigned fluorides are more electronegative than oxygen. Consequently,
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Table !1. Observed Frequencies, Symmetry Force Constantsa Computed and Observe(' "1r45 T-Br Isotopic Shifts,
and Potential Energy Distributionb for BrFO __ _ _

isotopic shifts, cm-'

Freq, cm' Symmetry force constants A',omp Avobed PED

A' v, 995 F11 =fD 7.68 2.28 2.25 99FF,
V, 625 F, 2 = fR 3.51 1.54 1.5 97 F7 ,
P, 531 Fss=fr +frr 3.16 0 100 F,

V4 345 F44 = 1.21 1.01 93 F4 4
V, 236 F, =f/t + f, 1.70 0.54 91 F,, - 63 F, + 70 F,
V, 201 F,: =Y +f ,, 1.62 0.30 451',, + 25 F, + 24 F,,

A" V7  601 F71 fr-frr 2.70 2.68 2.7 98 F71
V, 394 F,, = f ,- ' 1.23 0.23 98 F,
V, 330 F"=!yt-/y: 1.15 0.21 96 F,,F7. =/, - p, 0.2

0 Stretching constants in mdyn/A, deformation constants in mdyn A/rad 2 , and stretch-bend interaction constants in mdytlrad. b Percent

contributions. Contributions of less than 9% to the PED are not listed.

Table 111. Stretching Force Constants (mdyn/A) of BrFO Compared to Those of Similar Molecules

BrO 03" BrO4- b BrF40- ' FBrOad BrF 1 O BrF,* BrFf CIFO' CIO 4 " b CIF,h

.I1 )(XO) 5.28 6.05 6.70 6.98 7.68 9.37 8.24
Jft(XF') 3.51 4.07 4.02 3.16 4.19
fr(XF) 2.14 2.75 2.93 3.10 3.24 2.34 2.70
frr 0.21 0.23 0.31 0.15 0.26 0.36

a H. Siebert, "Anwendungen der Schwingungsspektroskopie in der Anorganischen Chemic", Springer-Verlag, West Berlin, 1966.

b Refcrence 22. c Reference 10. d K. 0. Christe, E. C. Curtis, and E. Jacob, unpublished results, a Reference 16. f K. 0. Christe, E. C.
Curtis, C. J. Schack, and D. Pilipovich, Inorg. Chem., 11, 1679 (1972). g Ref¢•ence 12. h Reference 14.

an added oxygen ligand releases electron density to the rest was required for F56 in order to be able to fit Ps and PG.
of the molecule. This increases the F--Hal+ polarity of these However, the remaining fundamentals were little influenced

bonds and thereby weakens them. by the value of Fs5.
Force Constants. A normal-coordinate analysis was carried The potential energy distribution (see Table II) shows that

out for BrF30 to support the above assignments. The potential all fundamentals are highly characteristic, except for vY and
and kinetic energy metrics were computed by a machine P6 which correspond to approximately equal mixtures of F55
method.18 The geometry assumed for this computation was and F". More information on the nature of vs and P6 can be
D(Br-O) = 1.56 A, R(Br-F') = 1.72 A, r(Br-F) = 1.81 A, obtained from the eigenvector matrix L. Its important ele-
a(O-Br-F') = 120*,8•(O-Br-F) = -y (F'-Br-F) = 90*, based ments for P,5 and P6 are as follows: s5, --O.006S4 , 0.133Ss,
on the observed19 geometry for BrF3 and an extrapolation -0.119S 6; v'6, -0.034S 4, 0.057S5 , 0.081S 6. By.analogy with
between Br--O boad length and stretching frequency, similar CIF3O'2 , v6 and P5 correspond to a symmetric and an anti-
to that20 used for CI-CO bonds, using the data published for symmetric combination, respectively, of the symmetry co-
BrO4 -21 12 and FBrO3.23214 In the absence of structural data ordinates S6 and S5. As shown by the stick diagram
for BrF 30O, we assumed an idealized geometry with 90 and
1201 bond angles. However, on the basis of the known increase -F F/
in mutual repulsion within the series F < 0 < free electron -"F ,F
pair, the true geometry of BrF3O is expected to show a F'- I /I.oBr--O bond angle of less than 120' and a slightly bent axial .--F FF-Sr-F group. The latter prediction is also supported by the

observation of the symmetric axial BrF 2 stretching mode as
a weak band in the infrared spectrum of gaseous BrF3O. The P6 can be visualized as a symmetric bending motion of the two
symmetry coordinates used for BrF3O were identical with those axial fluorine atoms in a plane containing the linear F-Br-F
previously given 2 for CIFO. except for interchanging S3 and group and the free valence electron pair of bromine. The Ps
S4. The bending coordinates were weighted by unit (I A) fundamental can be considered as the corresponding bending
distance. motion perpendicular to this plane. As shown by the stick

The force constants were adjusted by trial and error with diagram, P6 also contains a significant contribution from the
the aid of a computer to give an exact fit between the observed equatorial scissoring coordinate S4.
and computod frequencies. The observed '9Br-l 1 Br isotopic The force constants of greatest interest are the stretching
shifts were used as additional constraint-, and the most simple force constants since they are a direct measure for the strength
force field was chosen which exactly duplicated these shifts. and covalent character of the various bonds. A comparison
The. computed force constants are listed in Table 11. Un- of the stretching force constants of BrF3O with those of similar
certainty timates are difficult to make. However, numerical molecules and ions is given in Table I1l. As can be seen, the
experiments indicate that the unertainties in the valence force value of the Br-O stretching force constant is in good
constants should not exceed 0.1 mdyn/A. agreement with our expectations for a BrO double bond. The

As can be seen from Table Ii, the observed frequencies and general trend of the Br--O stretching force constants listed in
isotopic shifts can be accurately duplicated by a force field Table III is similar to that observed for chlorine oxyfluoriide.2
which, except for F% and F7s, is diagonal. In the A" block, The force constant increases with increasing fluorine sub-
a small value was required for F7& in order to be able to fit stitution, oxidation state, and formal charge of the central
the isotopic shift observed for P7. The introduction of a nonzero atom. Consequently, it is not ,urprising that BrF3O exhibits
value for Fht also resulted in the PED becoming significantly the highesi fD value of the listed compounds. The only
more characteristic. In the A' block, a relatively large value presently knot. a bromine oxyfluoride expected to have a higher
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Table IV. `1F NMR Spectra" of Neat BrF.O and of Table V. Thermodynamic Properties for Bi F30
Brv .O in FCIO, Solution -(F- _

Tenmp, °C H1 - H.*, H. *)/T, S*, cal
+ 03 -40 C, kcal kcal kcal mol' nsoo"'

+10 -It) --20 -30 T, K Mol- deg" mol' deg- deg"
Neat liquid .165.2 0 0 0 0 0
2.3 M soln -.165.2 -163.2 -161.4 -160.8 -160.2 100 10.871 0.872 30.788 59.512
2.5 X 10.2 M soln -169.7 -169.5 --168.9 -167.2 200 16.448 2.255 37-595 68.868

" (heroical shifts in ppm. CFCIM was used as an external stanr- 298.15 19.830 4.050 62.543 76.127
ard. 300 19.878 4.087 62.627 76.250

400 21.852 6.182 66.809 82.264

fD value is the BrF:O+ cation w ,ias a Br-O stretching 500 23.032 8.431 70.416 87.248
frqec faot15 M11-600 23.775 10.774 73.591 91.548

frequency of about 1050 cm-. 26~-- 700 24.265 13.178 76.427 95.252
The Br-F stretching force constants of BrF.,O are similar 800 24.603 15.622 78.988 98.516

to those of BrF 3. although somewhat lower due to the electron 900 24.845 18.095 81.322 101.428
density releasing effect of the oxygen substituent (see above). 1000 25.023 20.589 83.466 104.055
Thc difference between the equatorial and the axial Br-F 1100 25.157 23.098 85.448 106.4471200 25.261 25.619 87.291 108.641stretching force constant of BrF3O is significantly larger than 1300 25.343 28.150 89.012 110.666
their estimated uncertainties (see above). This indicates that 1400 25.409 30.688 90.627 112.547
the cquatorial Br--i bond is significantly stronger than the two 1500 25.462 33.231 92.147 114.301
axial ones. The same effect has previously been observed for 1600 25.506 35.780 93.584 115.946
C!F %O and wa:, expiainedi1 2 by significant contributions from 1700 25.543 38.332 94.945 117.494
semiionic three-center four-electron pa bonds 29 11 to the axial 1800 25.574 40.888 96.239 118.955

1900 25.600 43.447 97.471 120.338bonds. 2000 25.623 46,008 98.648 121.652
NMR Data. "~l- NMR spectra were recorded for the neat

liquid at +10 *C and for FCIO 3 solutions of two different monomer region at 526 cm-1, but a series of bands was ob-
concentrations in 'ae temperature range +10 to -40 *C (see served at 511, 480, 457, and 447 cm-1 with increasing relative
Table IV). By analogy with CIF 3O, 25 .32." only a single line intensities which show infrared counterparts of medium in-
signal was observed. However, it has been shown 3' by re- tensities. Furthermore, the infrared frequency 3f the anti-
laxation time measurements that CIF,O contains two different symmetric F-Br-F stretching mode has decreased by about
kinds of fluorines with a chemical shift separation of 50 ppm. 60 cm-1, relative to the gas-phase value.
The observation of a single line signal was attributed to rapid The above conclusions were further corroborated by the
exchange.m Consequently, the observation of a single line results from the matrix-isoiation study. In addition to the
signal for BrF 30 might be explained in a similar manner and bands due to monomeric BrF30, new bands were observed,
should not be used as an argument against the above proposed particularly in the Ne spectra. These new bands had fre-
model of symmetry C,. quencies similar to those of neat solid BrF 30 and, therefore,

The signal observed for BrF 30 was shifted to higher fi.-d are assigned to associated BrF3O. In agreement with previous
with both decreasing temperature and increasing concentration. findingst 2 for CIF 30, the bands due to associated BrF30 were
Both trends indicate that the resonance for associated BrF30 observed on the high-frequency sides of r-(B O) and P(Br-F')
(see below) occurs upfield from that of monomeric BrF 3O. and the low-frequency side of v,.(F-Br-F) (see Figures 4 and

Association is the Liquid and Solid Phase. The physical 5 and the bands marked by P). For v,,y(F-Br-F), the bands
properties of BrF3O, i.e., its relatively high melting and boiling due to associated BrF 30 at 490 and 470 cm-1 (trace A, Figure
point and low vapor pressure, indicate association in the liquid 3) exhibited a large shift to lower frequencies and were more
and solid phase. This was experimentally confirmed by vi- intense than that of the corresponding monomer band at 524
brational and NMR spectroscopy. By analogy with the cm-'. The higher intensities of the 490- and 470-cm-1 bands
findings for the similar pseudo-trigonal-bipyramidal molecules do not imply the presence of more associated than monomeric
BrF 3, SF4, CIF 3,'4" and CIF 30." it can be shown that BrF 3O but are mainly due to a larger change of dipole moment
condensed 2rF3O is associated through fluorine bridges. The involved in these modes. The ratio of monomer to oligomer
bromine atom achieves pseudohexacoordination by accepting can better be judged from the relative intensities of bands, such
an axial fluorine atom of another BrF3O molecule as a fourth as v(BrO), which do not participate in the bridge formation.
equatorial ligand. In Figure 3, trace A, the appropriate bands are 998 cm-'

As expected' 2 for this type of association, the axial F-Br-F (monomer) and the shoulder on its high-frequency side (ol-
stretching frequencies are shifted to significantly lower fre- igomer).
quencies, whereas the Br-O and the equatorial Br-F stretch It should be noted that the spectra of neat liquid or solid
are only little affected. Thus, the Raman spectra of the neat BrF 3O did not show any evidence for bands due to BrF 2O 2 2-
liquid and of H F solutions of BrF3O (see Figure 8) show that or BrF40-. 2,'- This rules out extensive self-ionization ac-
the band due to the symmetric axial F-Br-F stretching mode cording to 2BrF3O ; BrF2O+BrF 40-.
has decreased in frequency by 30-80 cm-' and has become Additional support for the proposed association stems fromi
very broad. The Raman spectrum of a 2 X 10- M solution 2he `9 F NMR spectra of BrF3O which by analogy with
of BrF30O in FCO13 at -10 *C has also been recorded. those26'-' of CIF3O show an upfield shift with increasing
However, in this relatively unpolar solvent, the monomer concentration and decreasing temperature, conditions which
concentration is high, as evidenced by Pym(F-Br-F) having favor association. For CIF3O, the axial fluorine signal isa frequency of 527 cm"1. For the Br-O and the equatorial observed"' at higher field than that due to the equatorialBr-F stretching mode, frequencies of 996. and 619 cm-', fluorine. Since the axial fluorine bond is weaker than the

respectively, were observed which are also close to those of equatorial one, an upfield shift is indicative of bond weakening,
the corresponding gas-phase values, i.e., association.

For neat solid BrF 3O (see Figure 3, traces B-D) association Thermodynaak Propwert The thermodynamic properties
predominates, as expected.' 2  For the symmetric F-Br-F of BrF3O were computed with the molecular geometry given
stretching mode, only a weak Rainan band occurred in the above and the vibrational frequencies of Table II, asstming
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an ideal gas at I atm and using the harmonic-oscillator- (I1) H. H. Claassen. H.Selig, od J. Shamir, Appl. Spectrsc.. 23,8 (199).
rigd-rtorappoxiatin.3  Thse roprtis ae gvenfor (12) K. 0. Christe and E. C. Curtis, lnorg. C'hem.. 11, 2196 (1972),rigi-roor pproimaion31 heseproertes ae gvenfor (13) T. Ueda and T. Shimanouchi, J1. Matf. Spectrosc,, 28, 350 (1968).the range 01-2000 K in Table V. (14) R.A. Frey,.R L. Redington, and A. L. Khidir Aljibury, J, Chem.,Phys..

Conclusion. Except for the 'IF NMR data, which in the 54. 344 (1971).
absence of relaxation time mcasurcments34 are inconclusive, (15) K. 0. Christe, unpublished results. '
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shows pronounced association involving bridging through the (20) E. A. Robinson. C'an. J1. Chemn., 41, 3021 (1963).
axial fluorine atoms.A5  (21) S. Siegel, B. Tani, and E. Appelman, Inarg. C'hem., 8, 1190 (1969).

(22) L. C. Brown, G. M. Begun, and G. E. Boyd. J. Am. C'hem. Soc., 91,
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Reactions of Electropositive Chlorine
Compounds with Fluorocarbons
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Abstract. The reactions of simple chlorine containing compounds of the general
composition XCI are reviewed and discussed. The compounds included for review are
CIF, ROCI, SF,OCI, CFOOCI, SFOOCI, CIOSOF, CIOCIO, and CIONO ý. It is
concluded that most of the known reaction chemistry of electropositive chlorine
compounds can be rationalized in terms of either addition of CI-X across multiple
bonds or oxidative addition to atoms, such as iodine or sulfur in their lower oxidation
states. The observed variety of final reaction product, can bc explained by a multitude
of secondary reactions which can involve either eliminations, further additions or
degradations. The observed reactions are easily moderated and controlled and only
seldom is no reaction encountered.

INTRODU(`TION ",nd general chemistry of CIF and other interhalogen
This review is concerned with the reactions of simple fluorides.
chlorine containing compounds of the general composi- M, %grave' has described early reactions of halogen
tion XCI in which the chlorine atom has electropositive fluuo-i'es with organic materials. Others"" have touched
character. The X--CI' polarization of the XCI bonds on the ;ubject but have been more concerned with
arises from the combination of chlorine with a group of systems lea~ling to the addition of the elements of XF
higher electronegativity. The compounds included for (X = Cl, Br, 1) to organic substrates. The reagents used in
review are CIF, RjOCI, SF,OCI, CF00CI, SFsOOC1, the latter reacttuns are generally not the interhalogen
('IOSO2F, CIOCIO,, and CIONO 2. Except for chlorine fluorides themselvc', but rather mixtures of X and Fntonofluoride and chlorine nitrate, these compounds sources such as N-halosuccinimide and HF. The reac-have all been discovered within the last 15 years. Never- tions of CIF survcyed in these monographs attest to its

theless during this relatively short period an extensive oxidizing character and vigorous nature.
reaction chemistry has developed involving both inor- Based on the observed reaction chemistry and the
eanic and organic compounds. In particular, the incorpo- common acceptance of fluorine as the most electronega-
ration of positive chlorine species in fluorocarbons and live element, it was a consensus that the direction of the
their reactions with fluorocarbons are often unique. This polarization in chlorine monofluoride is CI"'-F"'. Re-
review was written because this area of investigation is cently, however, this concept was disputed by Ewing et
most interesting an• fruitful and since it has not previ- al." who, based on Zeeman effect measurements, con-
ously been reviewed., eluded that the sign of the electric dipole in the molecule

By virtue of the combination of chlorine with a highly should be CI'-F`. Shortly after this report,
electronegative substituent, all of these materials are Hartree-Fock calculation by Greene'" nd ESCA results
medium to strong oxidizing agents. As a consequence of of Carroll and Thomas" were published which supported
thts, care ir, their handling and use is mandatory. On the the classical electropositive chlorine concept for CIF. At
other hand, it is this enhanced reactivity which promotes about the same time, some of the original authors of the
and makes interesting their reactions with the "inert" Zeeman investigation reexamined"' their results. While
fluorocarbons. no error in the experimental data was tound it was

concluded that the marginal nature of the Zceman dipole
CHLORINE MONOFLUORIDE measurements was insufficient to prove the direction of

Synthesis and Properties the dipole, and that the measurement should tie repeated
Chlorine monofluoride was first prepared in 1928 by under higher resolution conditions. The ESCA experi-

Ruff and Ascher' by a thermal reaction of the elements. ments fulfill this need and it is safe to say that thc pnlarity
Because this reaction can be difficult to control, the in CIF is as expected. The reactions of CIF with
alternate method of Schmitz and Schumacher' is com- fluorocarbons which reflect this polarity, are dividc-1 by
monly used to obtain CIF. type and summarized in the following paragraphs.

C12 + CIF, A 3 CIF
ChMorination

Recent detailed descriptions of this method are available Reactions of CIF which have most often been used to
for either flow' or static' conditions as well as flow attain chlorination of a substrate are those involving( ) conditions for the reaction of the elements.' The low mp alkali metal salts, -OH, and -CH functions. In the case of
(-15 0°C) and bp (- I(x0C) of CIF facilitate its manipula- salts the formation of the alkali metal fluoride provides
tion in vacuum systems and permit contact and mixing an effective driving force for the reaction. This m•thod
under moderating effect of low temperature. Extensive provided the first synthesis of the perfluoroalkyl hypo-
reviews" have been published on the physical properties chlorites CFjOCI" and (CF1)3COCIV*
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KOCF, + CIF - KF + CFOCI even though sulfur is often attacked and oxidized by CIF
Assurance that only the salt and not its decomposition in similar compounds." Aromatic hydrocarbons have
products, COF2 and KF, reacted, was achieved by con- been studied by Gambaretto and Napoli.' Using
ducting the above reaction at a temperure of -780C at stoichiometric quantities, monochloro substitution pro-
which no decomposition of the KOCF, starting material ducts were obtained in all cases with yields ranging from
is possible. 'The class of ROCI compounds, which are 60-80%. Benzene gave chlorobenzene, and toluene pro-
themselves positive chlorine species, will be discussed in duced 2- and 4-chlorotoluene in a 2:1 ratio. Styrene
detail later. reacted primarily via CIF addition to the olefin side

Cesium salts ohtained as by-products in fluorocarbon chain, but this was succeeded by limited substitution in

ester reactions were identified by treatment with CIF.' the para position only. These aromatic chlorinations are
indicative of a directed electrophilic attack. In these

CFýCl ?instances as in others, carefully selected reaction condi-
CFC'HOCs + CIF- CF.CCFCI 4 HCI + CsF tions, such as solvents, diluents, and low temperature,

resulted in controlled specific chlorine substitution reac-
tions. Furthermore, in all the preceding examples CIF

(CF,),COCs + CIF-. , + CF3CI + CsF reacted exclusively as a positive chlorine material.

Here one would have expected an alkyl hypochlorite to
form. That it was not observed might be due to lack of Fluorination
controlled reaction conditions causing decomposition of Non-oxidative fluorination. Relatively few cases have
the hypochlorites to the products shown. A simple been reported in which CIF acts simply as a fluorine
chlorination was noted'" for the trifluoromethyl sulfinate substituting agent. One process involving fluorination as
salt. a significant pathway is the conversion of cyanuric

CFS)Cs+CIF--CF�,SO 2CI + CsF chloride to the fluoride.'I

Another effective driving force resulting in chlorination Cl F F:
is the formation of HF. Several -OH compounds have N -• N CINIl NCI
thereby been converted to the corresponding hypochlo- N NN N C+ Crites.' Cl Cl F F F,

ROH + CIF - ROCI + HF N N N
Cl

R = (CF.,)('-, (CF3)2CH-, (CF4,)CCHx-, CFCHr- I

However, perfluoropinacol gave only degradation pro-
ducts while t-butvl alcohol reacted explosively. From the Pure CIF produced 43% 1 and 17% 11. while pure CIF,
successful cases it was concluded that onc CF1 group in gave only I but in the same yield. Presumably the

the a position is all that is necessary to allow preparation trogen lone pairs increase the negative character of the
of the hypohlorite from the alcohol. Peroxy hydrogens ring chlorine thus facilitating its combination with Cl'

can also be substituted by chlorine using CIF.2' and replacement with fluorine. Perhaps a more plausible
explanation for the above reaction is the stepwise addi-

CF,OOH + CIF -_ CF',OOCI + HF tion of CIF across a C=N double bond, followed by Cl2
elimination. Product 11 could then be obtained from I by
a repeated CIF addition. The analogous reactions were

No 0-0 bond cleavage was observed and thus no observed for the addition of CIF to nitriles. Although not
CFOCI formed. The reported stability of the compound exclusively a ;.uorination process, the action of CIF on
at 25* has not been experienced by others" although it is tetrachlorobutadiene has been shown' to be partially of
sufficiently stable to be synthetically useful as will bc that nature.
shown later. Quite recently DesMarteau' has utilized
this reaction path to prepare and isolate for the first time,
perfluoroacyl hypochlorites. CIC--CCCI---CHCI CICFCFCICFCICFCI (15% 1)

R,COH + CIF -. RCOICI + HF + CICFCFCICFCICFCII (25% U) + C.FsCi, (50% 111)

R, = •CF,, C3F, Most probably CIF addition to the double bonds occur-
red, followed by HF or HCI elimination, followed by

As expected the compounds have low thermal stability. further CIF addition. As a net result, fluorination, chlori-In addition the) are explosive. Displacement of hy- nation, and chlorofluorination all occurred, but the
drogen from carbon need not occur if a more reactive site former was dominant. For comparison, CIF3 gave similar
is available in the substrate as in the case of the alcohols products but the amounts of 11 and Ill were reversed as
described above. Lacking the presence of a more reactive would be anticipated in view of its higher fluorine values.

roup. The displacement of chlorine from fluoroalkyl

"chlorosulfites to furnish the fluorosulfite has been re-
CFjSCH2CHaSCF% + CIF-* CF3SCHCICH2SCF, ported."

+ CFsSCCl3CH2 SCFj + HFI

In this relatively uncontrolled experiment, one and two
chlorines were substituted onto the same carbon indicat- iOSCI + CIF..-* ROSF + C12
ing a preferential reactivity. This specificity is further
demonstrated by the fact that the sulfur is not affected CFCH", (CF,)1CH-, (CFs)aC.Hr-
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This halogen exchange could not be effected by NaF or alkyl group promotes considerably the ease of oxidation
KF even at 120*C. Side reactions were not encountered of the sulfur central atom by this electrophilic reagent.

and the fluoroalkyl fluorosulfites were found to have very Somewhat at variance with these results are the findings
good thermal stability. All of the foregoing reactions are of Haran and Sharp' that are shown by the equation:
examples for the replacement of chlorine by fluorine. CF3CF,

Oxidative fuorination. During studies on lower valent F,
sulfur and nitrogen containing fluorocarbons, Shreeve CFSCF,ýFCFCF2SCF3 + CIF
and coworkers have made very skillful use of CIF CFCF
reactions. Some of their early work has been summar-
ized.' Basically, it has been shown that CIF is capable of CFSF2CF3CF4FCF2 SFCF
effecting stepwise oxidation of S(II) to S(IV) and S(VI) Both sulfur atoms were oxidized but only to S(IV)
without large amounts of C-S bond cleavage. Generally, despite excess quantities of CIF being present. In addi-
this is achieved through careful reaction temperature tion, the reluctance of the sulfdr to participate in this
Scontrol, but sometimes the nature of substituents on reaction is reflected by the fact that 75% of the starting
sulfur is the dominant factor in determining the final material remained unreacted. Apparently there is an
oxidation state of sulfur in the product. Although these increasing tendency to resist oxidation as the bulkiness of
are multistep fluorination reactions and probably involve the fluoroalkyl part of the molecule increases. More
intermediate S-Cl moieties, these have not been ob- examples are needed to verify this trend. Cyclic per-
.erved until the S (VI) stage is attained as in RSFCI. fluoroalkyl sulfides are also capable of stepwise oxidative

The first report"' of this kind of fluorination used a fluorination with chlorine monofluoride."
-78°C reaction temperature which resulted in exclusive
conversion of S(il) to S(IV).

RSR+2C1- R1 SF2R FC CF FC• CF, F2C CF2

R, = CF3- R; = CF,-, CFCF2-, CF2CFCF2- FC-CF, FC-CF, ý FIC-CF,
Yields were greater than 90% and no C-S bond breakage (63%) (74%)
was noted. ,n contrast, when conventional fluorinating
agents (AgF2, CoF.,, F2) were employed, only C-S scission Again only temperature control is required to produce
and degradation products were obtained. The use of CIF either an S(IV) fluoride or an S(VI) fluoride in good
at higher temperatures resulted ins additional yield. Similar results were obtained for the room temper-
oxidation"• furnishing S(VI) derivatives. However, ature reaction of perfluoro-1, 3-dithietane and perfluoro-
these reactions were now accompanied by significant 1,4-dithietane.'s
amounts of C-S bond cleavage. F S CF FSF,4-"
CFISCF3 + CIF--* CF.,SFCF, (48%) + CFSSF4 CI (25%) F F2 + CIF F 2C ,N CF, (40%)

CF3SCFCF. + CIF ---* CFSSF,.CFCF, (13%) 2 (4%
+ CFSFCI (13%) + CFJCFaSFCI (31%) S SF,

Interestingly, these S(VI) compounds with pseudoocta- NFF
hedral geometry were found by NMR to be mixtures of FIC CF FI[
cis and trans isomers. These reactions yielded the first FC, F+ CF- (F %
examples of the cis isomers, since previously published F CF '
electrochemical methods" provide only the trans isomer. S
Also, if the substrate for the CIF reaction does not
belong to the RSR, type but has one R, replaced by -CI, Unfortunately no low temperature experiments were
-SCF,2' or R`" then again only the trans isomer is carried out with the dithietanes, but it is to be expected
formed, that at lower temperature the sulfur (IV') fluoride analogsof these compounds could be prepared. Once mtore,

RISCI+ CIF-.- R,SF.Ci (55%) it should be noted that in all the fluorination reactions

Re = CF.-, CFsF-, n-CiFr-, n -CF,- examined involving cyclic or acyclic disulfides, the only
products isolated were those in which both sulfur atoms

ReSSR,+ CIF--o R,SFCI (25-75%) are in the same oxidation state, S(IV) or S(VI). This is

Re = CF,-, C2Fs- characteristic for CIF since other oxidizing agents are
capable of forming molecules containing sulfur in two

CFSR + CIF - CFsSF,R (70%) different oxidation s"ates. In particular, m -

R - CHY-, CaHs- chloroperbenzoic acid has exhibited selectivity in its

CFISCHaSCF3 + OF-.* CFSFCHSFCF, (30%) o action."

+ CFISF.CHF (15%) CFSCH2SCF, + 2 CIC.H.COH l

For the RSCI and RSSR, cases there were observed CF3SCHaS(O)CF, (99%)
varying amounts of ReSF, products formed by the dis-
placement of C1 by F in R.SFCI. While in the R,SRr-CIF CFSCHSCF, + excess I - CFjSCHS(O)CF, (80%)
reaction the intermediate S(IV) products could he iso-
laled, RSR and CIF were found to give hexavalenW sulfur + CF•CH.SOCP, (20%)
only, even at low temperaure and with less than Of the available sulfur atoms only one reacts giving a
stoichiometric amounts of CIF. Thus the presence of the sulfoxide or a sulfone. This reagent does riot oxidize
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bis-perfluoroalkyl sulfides. Sulfoxides are susceptible to Markovnikov addition was observed in each case. With
oxidative fluorination and several examples have been butadiene a variety of chlorine fluoride additions ensued'
reported." attributed to a 1, 2-Markovnikov addition as a first step

0 0 followed by an only partially directed second addition.

S CHeCHCH--CH: ' CICHCHFCH=CH,

FC CF 2, F2C CF2

I I + FI I (94%) CICHCHFCHCICHF (69%) +

FFCC CF- FC-CFZ CICH2CHFCHFCHCI (31%)

0) 0 The intermediate is an allylic type olefin and reactions of
R1 -+cr F other allyl substrates were shown also to give mixed

RSR; + (CIF - RIAFZR, (75-82%) Markovnikov and anti-Markovnikov CIF addition pro-

R, = CF,-. C2F,-- Rt= CFr-, CaF~r ducts. Calculated electronegativity values for R in the
C .C R =RCH=CH, compounds were used by Gambaretto and i

Obviously, the fluorination of the sulfoxides is a very Napoli to explain the various observed proportions of the
facile process as reflected by the low temperature condi- different adducts. Boguslovskaya, et al.' also carried out
tions employed and the high yields realized. In fact, a study of CIF additions to R-allyl type compounds,
higher temperatures lead to C-S bond breaking. It correlating the nature of R- with the direction of addi-
appears that doubly bonded oxygen on sulfur compared tion. In all cases mixed adducts were found but in varying
to two fluorines enhances appreciably the oxidation from amounts. Moldavskii et al.,' as part of a study on
S(IV) to S(VI) by providing increased electron density at pcrfluoropropene reactivity, showed that CIF forms ex-
the sulfur. This parallels the results for electron donating clusively i-C,F,CI, the Markovnikov predicted product,
alkyl substituents on sulfur.' in greater than 90% yield. Thus with thie exception of

The identification and characterization of the various allylic precursors, the reported CIF additions are over-
sulfur (II), (IV), and (VI) fluorides and oxyfluorides is whelmingly directed electrophilic additions.
generally quite precise. This is due to the "F-NMR Carbonyl groups are not affected by CIF alone. How-
-.hcmical shifts characteristic for the various species ever, in the presence of Lewis bases, such as CsF, they
containing sulfur in different oxidation states. The appli- are attacked readily to generate fluorocarbon hypochlo-
cation of this important tool to these systems has been rites.
summarized by Shreeve.M A final instance of oxidative , I
fluorination of fluorocarbons via CIF has been described ---0 + CIF - F-COCi
for chloro(hexafluoroisopropylidenimino)sulfur(Il) and. I
bis(hexafluoroisopropylidenimino)disulfideY This mode of addition was discovered at nearly the same

(CF,),C=NSCI + ('IF time by three groups." ''' The French workers' efforts'FC + CIFwere limited to CF,OCI which was first found by them as
(CF,),CFN=SF, a secondary product in the reaction of COF2 and CIF, on

j(CF,)2C=NSJ > + CIF alumina. Compounds prepared by the base catalysis"'l*a
were: CF3OCI, CAFOCI, i-CF1 OCI, CICFICF(CF,)OCI,

In each case sulfui (11) is oxidized to sulfur (IV) fluoride and CIO(CFI),OCI. The intermediacy of RfO" species is
by what is effectively a 1,3 addition of fluorine accom- established in these systems and is wholly analogous to
panied by a double bond shift and the cleavage of either the preceding discovery" of base catalyzed fluorination
an S-Cl or S-S linkage. Many other fluorinating agents of carbonyls to give R,OF products. The induced polarity
(e.g. NFO, AgF,. CsF, but not KF) also gave the same of the C=O bond together with the fixed dipole of CIF
fluorination product from the corresponding suifenyl allows only a directed addition to give FC-OCI. In fact,
chloride. Once more, electron donating groups bonded the same net addition was also reported by Fox and
to sulfur are seen to promote oxidative fluorination, coworkers" when strong Lewis acids, such as IfF, BF,, or

AsP,, were present. It was postulated that acid catalysis
Chlorfluorinafion promoted hypochlorite formation through interaction of

Addition. Saturation of multiple bonds by the addition the acid with CIF thereby increasing the CIF polarity and
of CIF represents the most common usage of CF. Usable reactivity toward caibonyl groups. However, polariza-

multiple bond systems include: C-C, C-O, C-S, S-N, tion of the carbonyl bond according to "C--'-.- AsF,
C=N, and CraN. Some of these reactions require catalysis cannot be ruled out as an alternative explanation. The
but most do not. Normally a directed polar addition interesting chemistry of these hypochlorites will be dis-
occurs in high yield but exceptions to this rule are also cussed later.
known. In this section we will be concerned only with Thiocarbonyl groups would appear to be ideal candi-

simple additions. Systems that also undergo fluorination dates for additions of CIF. However, only one report of
or extensive bond cleavage will be discussed separately, such interaction has appeared," the reported reactions
The use of solvents and cooling permits good conversion being:
of ethylene derivatives to the corresponding CIF adducts $
without attack on hydrogen.'FtN=CS + CIF - ClSCFN=C=S

CICH=-CH, - CIFCHCHCI (72%) S(

('l AUll- (iR'H('If' (75% ) F('SCF( t CIF " * ('ISCFSCF,
('l 'li ('l11 .... -- .'~ ' (' I ', 7

4.CHCH -- 4FCHCHZCI (80%) CF.CSCF, + CIF - CICF(SCF4,,
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Catalysts were not required to convert the thiocarbonyl agc under milder conditions. Previously, thc simultane-I
to a sulfenyl chloride. Also, sulfide links and other ous fluorination and cloro fluorination of cyanuric
unsaturation in the starting inaterials were unaffected by chloride with CIF' had been described. More recently, it

the CIF. Polar additions of C'IF to S(VI>=N bonds have has been demonstrated," that cyanuric fluoride is anI
been studied by Yu and Shreeve." excellent precursor to the same chlorofluorination pro-

CF.SFi=NCF, + CIF -~ CFSF.NCICF, duct.

Cesium fluoride may be used to promote this addition, (FCN),+ 3 CIF-.(FCNCI), (W)%)

hut is not essential. When the double bond involves Quite unexpectedly this triazacyclohexane was found to
tetravalent sulfur and nitrogen, CIF causes cleavage (see serve as a mild fluorinating agent in several cases, being
below). Numerous compounds ctintaining C=N linkages reduced to (FCN), and Cl2. It is very rare that C-F bonds

Without exception, these additions are polar and result many C=N additions cited above it is also well estab-

In saturation of the C=N bond without its rupture. For lished that nit;-iles can add CIF."

example, fluorinated isocyanates react as shown:"' RC CF~RCJCZ(57%
Rf N-C=O + CIF--- R, NCICFO (60-90%) CFCF-CC-,CF-I

R,= CFv-, CF3CO-, FCO-, Cl- These additions were carried out in the temperature

These products are generated at room temperature or range of 0 to -78*C and no mono CIF adduct could be
below and have typical chloramine reactivity, i.e. with detected, even when less than a stoichiometric amount ofI
HCl, chlorine is eliminated and the amine formed. Other CIF was used. This is caused by the fact that this
positive chlorine species, such as C120 and CF3OCl, are intermediate imine, -CF=NCI, is more reactive toward
unreactive toward the isocyanates. CIF than the nitrite itself. Cyanogen chloride behaves

Fluorocarbon imines have been extensively studied by similarly, but the chloroamine spontaneously dechlori-

Shreeve and coworkers. Acylimines,' haloimines,~' and nates.'
alkylimincs' " all add CIF without C-N bond cleavage. ~.

0 0 CIN c* CICF,NCI, -w~-. Cl + CF2=NCI

II In contrast to this is the thermolysis" of the ReNCl2
R, CN=C(CF 3)2 + CIF R, RCNCICF(CF,), (75-99%) compounds which require a higher temperature, 200T.

R,=C,-, ,F~-and results in of formation fo the azo compounds
R, = F,-,C2FRtN=NR,.

Addition and fluorination. In the addition reactions of
XN=C'R'R +CIF "a"XNCICFR'R (60-80%) CIF occasionally fluorinamtion was also observed and

could not be precluded. These limited cases generally

R =CFt-, Cl,F R' =C(F,-. Cl.F X =Cl, F, -N-CRR' involve imino-type unsaturation."1

.-- CFCCl,N=-C(CF,),

Trhe directed polar additions found do not usually require +CF~ FC,~C(F)
the presence of a catalyst, such as CsF, to take+CI F NIF(3a

place unless the imino carbon is peralkylated. Then a This product is the result of a series of CIF additions and

caitalyst may be necessary. If the product chloroamine Clh eliminations promoted by CsF. One of the corres-
also has a chlorine bound to the adjacent carbon it can be pondling intermediates has been isolated for the related
dechlorinated readily to give a new imine. imine. -

CICF=NF CV CICFNFCI l CF,CM=NCF(CF,),ý - CFCF=NCF(CF),ý

CF,=NF '4 CUNFCI -- +-Cl 2  CF,CCI=NCF(CF3), OF ~I CFCF2NCICF(CF,)N

U ~Thus the ability to lose Cl, from > CC-NCI- groupsrypical alkylimine systems are shown in the equation.plyadonntre nhsecs.Lssaiye-

RN--CR'R'O + CIF -- RNCICFR'Ro (70-95%) plained is the following azine-CIF reaction.'

R = CF,-. (CF,)zCF- R' =CF,-, F- R" C (F)CNN (CF V C,,FNNC(F)

'1An examplc" of an imine which even under stringent c

conditions does not react without a catalyst with CIF is (F)CNNCC,, (F)F=CKF
illustated.+ (CF1WFN=NCF(CF3)a

4.-.CFSF.N=CFCF, + ('IF -- *Without CsF, a 1,4-chlorine fluoride addition occurs
21'C whereas with CsF a displacement of Cl by F is also

CF1SFNCICF:CF, (100%) encountered. The yield of the latter reaction varied but
could not be, completely supressed. Further-

Ii is also noteworthy that the SF4-N bond is retained more, CsF and CIF could not be made to give the
uinder these conditions while certain SF-4C or SF4--CI fluorinated products using the 1, 4-CIF adduct as a start-
substrates" are subject to %ignificant fluorinative cleav- inS material.
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Cleavage of bonds. While the preceding CIF addition Syntheses and Properties
,.(hemes involved little or no bond breaking, there are The earliest reported syntheses of ROCI were base
numerous systems in which bond cleavage is the main catalyzed CIF additions to carbonyl functions."" Al-
rnsult of the action of CIF. For example, treatment of though not widely tested, C120 was also used as a positive
KSCN at -30*C gives a variety of products, but none of chlorine source to prepare the trifluoromethyl deriva-
these retains an S-C bond.u tive."

KSCN + CIF--- SF9CI, CFNCI2, SF,. CFN=NCF, COF, + CO ICFOCI + [CsOCl,
In like manner, sulfinyl amines do not generate any N-S • P
derivatives.'," The base catalyzed chlorofluorination process was also

RN-S=O CIF-* RNCI2 + SOF2  applied to thionyl tetrafluoride.M"

R = CF,-. FSOr- SOF, + C1F - SF1OCI
%', hen CINSO is subjected to CIF. nitrogen trichloride is
a likely intermediate, although it was not isolated." This is directly related to Ruff and Lustig's fluorination

procedure" for the synthesis of SFsOF. Soon after the
CINSO I* N(C 1+ SOF--' 1.5 CI2+0.5 Na original reports, acid catalysis was shown to be effective

in this hypochlorite formation.' Subsequently, the reac-
It was always observed that S(IV)-N bonds did not t~on of CIF and certain alcohols opened yet another route
survive the action of ('IF. This also appears to hold true to fluorocarbon hypochlorites." All of these ROCI
for iminosulfur difluorides.' syntheses have been described in the preceding CIF I

reactions sections. Fluorocarbon hypochlorites and
RN=SF.. + CIF--' R4NCI2 + SF. SF,OCI are colorless liquids and gases. Volatility is

R. = FCO-, CF('O-, CF,-, i-C.F,-, FaSNCFCF2- related !o molecular weight and is consistent with typical
covalent fluorocarbons. For example, CF3OCI has a bp of

Efforts failed to isolate a mono adduct retaining the N-S -46°C and SF.OCI has a bp of 9'C. The thermal stability
linkage. of the simpler compounds decreases rapidly from that of

In the discussion of sulfide-CIF reactions, the impor- CFOCI in the following order: CFOCI)P. C2FsOCI >
tant bond cleavage reactions of RSSR, and RSR4 have i-CF,OCI - SFOCI. When an a fluorine is not present
been mentioned. Sulfinyl esters show at least two differ- as in the ROH derived hypochlorites,' (CF,),COCI,
ent bond breaking paths:" CHC(CF,)0OCI, (CF,),CHOCI, etc.; then they are re-ported to be stable to at least 80C. The hypochlorites are *

all susceptible to hydrolysis which is one of the major
(CF,)CH F, CIF (CF3)CH + CF3Ci problems in utilizing them.

and
0 9 Reactions

(CF-,,1 C(CHJ)(rCF, €- CIF-- (CF.)ýC(CH,)OCI + CFAF General. The ROCI and SF5OCI chemistry %ncom-
passes both radical and polar reactions. As part of the

Because this particular process was not studied in much characterization of these compounds, the influence of
detail, it is not possible to define the conditions favoring photolysis was examined.
either an S-0 bond breakage to furnish an hypochlorite 2 CFOCI . CFOOCF, + Cl,
or an S-C bond fission to produce a sulfinyl fluoride. A
synthetically useful C -O cleavage reaction brought about
by CIF was reported for fluorocarbonyl trifluormethyl 2 SFsOCI -'- SFsOOSF, + Cl2peroxidle.'

O The high yields (90%)"," of these peroxide forming('FOOCF + CIF- COF, + CFOOCI (8%) processes render them useful for preparing these com-
-,r pounds. For CF,OCI the photolysis has been studied

under matrix conditions.'2 Longer chain ROCI with a
Thii procedure simplifies the synthesis of CFOOCI by fluorines give only degradation products attributed to
elimins.'ion of the previously required intermediate step rapid decomposition of the RCFO radicals. When the
of hydvol7zing CFOOCFO to CFjOOH. alkoxy radicals are stabilized by some special structural

Summary. It is evident from the above discussion that feature, then again peroxides can be obtained via photo-
CIF has recently been successfully exploited in a variety lysis.u
of fluorocarbon reactions. The high reactivity of CIF
under a wide range of conditions generally results in CHC(CF)OCI CH3C(CF,),OC(CFCH (90%)
goad to excellent yields of specific products. Quite often CC
thwse are unattainable by other mean&. It is likely that (CFb),COCI (CF)COOC(CF,) (30%)
slitilar judicious applications of CIF to o her yet unexp-
lied cases will provide interesting and useful results. Other radical combinations are also known,"* e.g. with

NFz to produce CFONFZ and SFONF1. A reaction ....
U.OCiSVO'I directly associated with the positive chlorine nature of (

The close relationship between the fluorocatbon the hypochlorites is the increased tendency to combine
hi pochlorites and pentafluorosulfur hypochlorite per- with negative chlorine. Seppelt has exploited this prop.
mits a joint discussion of thei, chemistry. erty as illustrated.""
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CFOCI + HCI • CFOH + CI6 That product was the one predicted on the basis of the
chlorine from R,OCI adding to the most electronegative
carbon of the C-C bond. Where total direction was not

SFOCI + HCI SFOH + C12  possible the ratio of isomers obtained (if reported) was:

Trifluoromethyl alcohol is the first example of an isolated 6 CFOCFCICFCi :5 CFIOCFCFCI,
primary perfluoroalcohol. These have always been consi- and
dered as nonexistent owing to their ready loss of HF. The
thermal stability of CFOH is greater than that of SF,OH 7 CFQCFCFCICF,: 3 CICFCF(OCFI)CF,
(dec at -20o vs. --60°C) even though the former's decom- If the addition was allowed to proceed without modera-
position is thermodynamically more favored. This has tion, some evidence for dimers and oils was noted," thus
been explained in terms of the longer intramolecular H indicating that R,OCI is capable of inducing radical chain
-F distances in CFOH compared to that in SF,OH. processes. The high yields (90%) and fac'le, yet control-

Oxidation. Spontaneous insertion of carbon monoxide lable reactions experienced with these systems are con-
into the OCI bond of these hypochlorites occurs in a near trary to those found for similar CF3OF" and SFsOF`
quantitative manner.'" This is formally an oxidation of additions which are extremely difficult to control. As
the carbon. would be expected the fluorocarbon ether products,

0 especially the perhalofluorinated ones have outstanding
thermal stability." Additional 1:1 adducts of olefins and

R•CI+ CO -~ RIOCCi both CF3OCI and SFOCI have been made and a com-ROCI +Cparison of their properties is being conducted.' Because
R = CF,-, CF,--, i-CF,--. SFs (CF4C-, (CF,))CH-, etc. of their desirable properties, these adducts should be afertile area for investigation. Of all the olefins ex-

Hypofluorites undergo this reaction only with activation, amined," only CF3CF--CFCF, failed to react along with
while the best known alkyl hypochlorite, (CHj).COCI, the butyne, CF.CgCCF,. One additional report on the
does not react with CO to 80 0C. Fluorocarbon hypochlo- addition of CFOCI to a double bond has appeared.'
rites add directly to SO, at room temperature or
below.'"M Excellent yields of the corresponding C2FN=CF2 + CF3OCI-- [CFsNCICF 2OCF,[-
chlorosulfate are obtained by inserting the sulfur of the CAF•NCICF., + COF:
Sm u t eDecomposition of the adduct is surprising. By way of

.. ReOCi + SO.-- ROSO:CI comparison, CF3OF participates in this reaction only at
250°C and then only to form the fluorinated product,

CF,CHy- CFNC,

This represents a formal oxidation of S(IV) to S(VI).
Under the influence of UV fight CFOCI has been found CFOCIISFa i
to oxidize bis(trifluoromethyl)sulfide and tetrafluoro-l, 3- Syntheses and PropertiesSdithiatane.,, Chloroperoxytrifluoromethane has been prepared by

two methods.
(IV

CFSCF, + CFOCl --- (CF3)LS(OCF .,), 2C ,o CF3OOH + CIF - HF + CFIOOCI (95%)

S S(OCFI)L
F2C/ CF2 + CF.,OCI --- FXC _ "F, F

>S(OCFz CFOOCF + CIF - COF, + CF3OOCI (88%)

However, the duration of the described experiment
seems incompatible with CFOCl being the active agent The former method" was used for the original synthesis
in this oxidation of S(II) to S(IV). Thus, CFOCI under of the compound and gives a purer product. The second
UV irradiation decomposes rapidly to CFOOCF, and route"' pesumably proceeds via formation of CFOOC-
Cla. Therefore, unless the oxidation of S(II) to S(IV) FOCI which decomposes eliminating COF2 to furnish
occurs quickly it would appear that CFOOCF, alone, or CFOOCI. Some dispute as to the stability of this pale
assisted by CI1, must be the oxidizing agent. yellow liquid (bp -20*) has arisen. While Ratcliffe, et l."'

Addition. The add!tion of ROCI to olefins has been claimed that the compound was stable for prolonged
investigated by several groups.""'0 Rapid reaction was periods at 25°C, Walker and DesMarteau reported only a
generally noted. few hours half life at that temperature.' Recently, the

----. ' i I molecular structures of CFOOCI and the related
R,'0CI + I - CFOOH and CF3OOF have been determined using gas

Re = CF,- Olefin = CFr-CF,, CH=CH., CFr-CFCI, phase electron diffraction." For the chloro compound,
CHl.FCHCI, CFz=CH2, CFCF--CFI, CFIOCH--CH,. steric CFY-CI interactions occur giving rise to two distinct
CFCI=CFCI conformers. The synthesis of SFOOCI was accom-

R j = -CtF,- 0 = ('FýCF, plishcd'" by reactions analogous to those cited above for
CFOOCI. The starting materials have been reported;

Re - (CF4,C- Olefin = CFeCF2, CHY-CH2 SFOOH' and SFOOCFO." Pentafluorosulfur peroxy-

R= SFr- Olefin - CF,=CF,, CHCH pochlorite was obtained in 70% yield from the hyd-
roperoxide and in 90% yield from the fluoroacylperox-

Except for Cir--CFCI, CFCF-CF,, and CFOCH-CH, ide. It is a straw-yellow liquid with an extrapolated
one product only was formed in these directedi additions. boiling point of 26.4° but it de~composes rapidly at 22'C.
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Reactions Except for C2,F2CI where two isomers were noted, only
The primary reaction mode of thes ROOC corn- one product was obtained following Markovnikov's rule.

poutnds is the rupture of the terminal hypochlorite bond. The order of reactivity with CISOF Was: C2F4 <
Bioth CFOOCI*' and SFQOCI' add readily to olefins CFCI=CFCI - CF,=CFCI < CF,CF--CF2 < (CF,)C-CCFl.
hclow t)0C to form peroxides. Although this order of reactivity is similar to that ob-

oK~aserved for nucleophilic reagents, it was speculated' that
R,00C1+ 'C-C --. R4 00-C the high electrophilicity of CIS03F and the formation of

e isomers with C2F,CI are in keeping with an electrophilic
R,= Ci.j-, SF,- Olelin = C2H., C21F4, C2F,Cl. CFZCH2, mechanism. Numerous other double bonds are also

CF2CCI,, CFHCHCI, cis -CFHCFH attacked by CISO.,F. For example imines react at low

Yields vary and arc usually higher for the CF,. tmeat.e
compound. Normally, where isomers are possible, only ýNIFSF
one product is formed in agreement with a directed, C,FN=CF: + CISO,F~ ,,CCS,
clectrophilic addition. Smaller quantities of R,O ethers
are also obtained. The R#O ether products are believed' FN--C(NF,) + CISOF- FNCIC(NF 2),OSO,F
to arise from reaction of ROCI, a decomposition pro-
duct of Rj00CI, with the olefins. The fluorocarbon In contrast HSOIF must be heated to react with
peroxides that are formed are colorless liquids, stable at C2F5N=-CF, and SOYF, does not react at all." These
22'C. Perfluoro-2-butvne did not react with CFOOC1 N-chloro compounds are stable at ambient temperature
and neither CF.,OOCI nor SFOOCI reacted with per- and are the only products, as expected for a directed
11tioropropene or perfluorocyclopentene. Earlier," it was aadion
Qiown that, unlike R,OCI type materials, the R,OOCI po~larinadeditison. ntsad corigt:
ronieties do not insert CO or SO, into the 0-Cl bond. 0loiae scaae d IQFacrigt:
Pc:roxyesters can be prepared from SF,OOC? (and 0
SI SOOH) via acyl halide reactions' as shown by the RINC= +WIOF*RCCS 2 -~ CC
following example:

0 0 R F,,F

SFOOCI + CHCCI l Cla + SFsLOOCCH3 (90%) Chlorine monofluoride adducts were similarly prepared"7
but other positive chlorine containing molecules, such as

This peroxyester is an ambient temperature stable corn CI,O, CF,OCI, CINCO, and CINSF,, did not react. For
pound, as are others prepared from SFOOH. Clearly, CINSO, the CISOF additions" were also analogous to
these chloroperoxides behave as positive chlorine species those of CIF.

* and are useful for the synthesis of many new peroxy 2 ClNs=S-O + 4 CISOIF-. 3 Cla + N2 + 2 S0(OSO,F),
derivaives.Only 2:1 addition was possible, and the intermediate
CHLORINE PLUOROSULFATE NC13 decomposed to the elements. Most unusual is the

* Synthesis and Properties ease with which CISOF adds to hexafluorobenzene
Chlorine fluorosulfate was 'first prepared" by Gil- below 20*C to give 1: 1, 2: 1, and 3:1 adducts depending

breath and Cady according to: on the stoichiometry employed.'
Cl+SOF-~- 2 CISO2FC.F. + CISOF -~ CF.FCI(OSO,F) + C.F.CIZ(OSO,,F)2.

22 10% + C4F~Cl(OSOF),

More recently, a more convenient procedure was Peroxydisulfuryl difluoride behaves similarly. Both comn-
developedu' using the readily available SO, as a starting pounds give a para -adduct in the 1: 1 addition, as demon-
material. strated by hydrolysis to 4-chloropentafluoro-2, 5-cyclo-

hexadiene-one and fluoranil, respectively. These ben-
CIF + SO, CIOS02F (98%) zene adducts have good thermal stability and are highI Chlorine fluorosulfate is a pale yellow liquid (bp 43*C) boiling liquids. Further details on their properties are

which on standing or handling becomes red presumably lacking. The triple bond of nitrile groups also adds
due to the formation of some CIOSO.,F. It is stable at CISO,F in a 1:1 manner."
room temperatuic and has been stored in stainless steel
for more than a year without significant decomposition. FC(NO2)ý,cN + CISO~F-. FC(NOI)2C(OSOF)-NCI
Nonetheless, it is an extremely reactive material with a

h)6t of substrates. If a cyano salt is involved, both chlorination and addition
occur.

Reactions MC(NO,)CN + 2 CISOF --o MSOýF+
Addision At the time of its discovery, CIOS02F (or CCNZ,(S,)'C

CISO,F) was shown to add to olefinic double bonds. i~e
C'F,=CF,.' Since then, these and similar reactions of It should be remembered that -C=N and CIF reacted
CISO,F have been studied by Moldavskii" and mainly by only in'a 1:2 stoichiometry."
Fokin and cookr. ~Substitution. Fokin and coworkers investigated the

CISOF + N-.- -ýS replacement of chlorine and iodine by fluorosulfate in
2\ CIYOSOZFselected fluorocarbon halides using CISO,F.'

Olefins C2F,, CFCICFCI, C2FCI, CF*, (CF.,)CCF2,,W
CCl, CFCIiCFCI, + CISOF-~ CFCWFCIOSO3F

4 ~Schtack and Christ. Ekctropoulwlve Chlonbv Compounds
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CF2CiCFCI2 + ClSOY-%F CF,CICFCIOSQ2 F (84%) The terminal CI-O bond of CIOCIO, was always cleaved
during these reactions. The mono-adduct of per-

2 CF;CI2 + 3 CISOYF-a CF.QlOSO2F) (37%) + fluorobutadiene decomposed explosively and spontane-
ously at ambient temperature. All the other compounds

exhibit good to excellent (100'C) thermal stability. OnlyCF,(OSO 2F)., (29%) one isomer was noted in all cases. For CFA., this was the
WC Markovnikov predicted product, CF2CFCICF2 OCIO3,CFI + ClSO 2F-a CF3OSO 2F (83%) while for C2F3CI it was the anti-Markovnikov compound,

CICF2CFCI(0CI03 ). This is unexplained and different
Catalysis by HSO3F was found to be necessary for these from CISO1 F" and SF,OOCI" which gave a mixture of
reactions to proceed. In general, facile stepwise substitu- isomers, and from CF30OC112 which gave only the
tion of chlorine in -CFCI. groups was observed. How- expected CICFCF 200CF,. Aromatic fluorocarbons add
e~ver. the method seemed restricted inasmuch as C1204 at low temperatureý" much as they do CISO2 F,'
CFCFCCFCI was reported to be unreactive up to confirming the close relationship of these two hypochlo-
100*C. Nevertheless in our experience' the Cl in -CF 2CIl rites. Some minor differences, however, appear to occur
groups can be replaced as shown by: since a 1:2, but not a 1:3. addition product is formed.

ClCF2,CF2 Cl + CISQ~F "~~- CICF2CF 2OSO2F (90%) C.F.+2 Cl3 0,.- ,,l(C0)

rhe terminal Cl in CF..CFCICF2 CI has also been replaced CFC 10 6X OI,

by -SOF using CISOF and a small amount of Brz as a Both products are cyclohexenes and, based on NMR,
c.atalyt.' Bromo compounds, as expected, react more only one isomer is obtained in each case. They are
readily and some typical examples are: colorless, viscous liquids. With C.FsBr a more complex

reaction was observed entailing addition and ring open-
CFBr + CISO.1 F -n.C,FSOSO2F (96%) ing. The exact nature of the product has not been

determined. Various fluorocarbon halides have been
am found to react with CIA0 Tesulting in a displacement of

BrCFCFCFBr + CIS04F -4 CF2(CFOSOF)ý (50%; the halide by a perchlorate group." In saturated
fluorocarbon chlorides, primary and secondary chlorines

In none of thesie cases was the presence of HSOF in either miono or dichloro groups did not react. Tri-
necessary to attain the desired reaction. Acid salts and chlorofluoromethane did react, but gave COFC and
acids interact with CISQ, in an expected manner, but C1207 as primary products. Bromine compounds were
the isolation of the unusual CF2COCI intermediate was more susceptible to attack, as shown.
surprising.' 

--FC~ IO rCjFO13( %

CF,CO1H + CIS03F -a CF3,COZCI -. CFICI + C0,BC 2 FB C, 4 -. BCCCO 1%

As already mentioned above, the same compound has FC rC.B+ 20 FCFCCI(4%
only recently been reported by DesMarteau"' using CIF CCFrFB+CI0-.aCCFCFO O(4%
as the source of positive chlorine. ( M F T 10 ' ( M FO I , 9 %

CHLORINE PERCHLORATE

Synthesis and Propeilies Geminal bromines, when substituted, led to deccomposi-
Chlorine perchlorate is easily prepared by the action of tion products. If the bromine is on carbon adjacent toa

--. a. SF+Clo 9% iodides reacted vigorously with Cl20. as shown. '
MC1O4 + CISOX SF+CO10 9% 2 R1 1+ 4 C120. -a (R,),lI(Cl.) 4- -a.*

M - Cs', NO2 2 Ro OCIO, +2 [I[CIO.)

Chlorine monofluoride has been used in place of CISO.,F R.. = CFy-, C,~,-, i-CIF7-., ICFCF2-, C..Fs-.'
but yields were very low and unreliable. Chlorine per-
chlorate (ClOCIO3 or CI10 4) is a pale yellow liquid With C7F,,1, i-C)FI, and C.F,l the intermediate salt was
(extrapolated bp 44.5C) with only limited stability at isolated and characterized." Thermal decomposition of
room temperature. It and nearly all of its covalent the heptane salt afforded C7F,,0Cl03 . but the isopropyl

derivatives are shock sensitive. Consequently, they and the aromatic compounds exploded before they couldI
should always be treated with the respect appropriate for give the simple covalent perchlorate. These conversions
potential explosives. As a member of the class of com- of Rol to R,OCIO, were high yield processes Theo only
pounds known as chlorine oxides, it is unusual because it other known route to fluorocarbon perchlorates, which
is the only one containing chlorine in two different does not involve the halogen perchlorates, is the reaction
oxidation states. i.e. ( + 1) and ( + ViI). of alcohols and alkoxides with CIA0, wherein the pro-

ducts normally were not isolated."
Reactons

When examined with fluorocarbon olefins, reaction CNLO11tN9 NITATEC
occurred rapidly at low temperature in a 1: 1 mole ratio Synthesis and Properties
providing colorless liquid products.~"" Originally chlorinie nitrate was prepared from either

Cl20 or C1O, with NO, or Na0,." To avoid the use of the
C620. + C 4CCCOI 9% hazardous chlorine oxides, the followinpg alternate syn-

CaF,, C2FCI, CFCICFCi, CIF,, CF3-CFCFCFa thesis was developed."
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CIF + HN03 - HF + CINO, (90%) pounds was also evident. Because of the great reactivity
of these compounds and the limited amount of work

Commercial anhydrous nitric acid may he used. The done so far in this area, there are many opportunities for
formed CINO, (CIONO2) is a pale yellow liquid (bp 23"C) future fruitful research.
which undergoes slow decomposition at ambient temper-
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Infrared spectra are reported for FBr'8 0 2 in the gas phase and for FBr"0 2 in Ne, N 2, and Ar matrices at 3.6 K. Isotopic
shifts were measured for "Br-1' Br and 'I6-lsO and were used for the computation of a valence force field. Thermodynamic
properties were computed for FBrO 2 and FCIO 2 in the range 0-2000 K.

Introduction appeared warranted, particularly since the previously used5

Bromyl fluoride was first synthesized by Schmeisser and frequencies significantly differ from those of gaseous FBrO 2
Pammer"-2 in 1955. Because of its low thermal stability and and since the previously assumed3 geometry o' RBrO 2 was only
high reactivity, this compound had been only poorly char- a crude estimate. Furthermore, the availability of both oxygen
acterized and was not further studied until 1975. In 1975, and bromine isotopic shifts offered a unique opportunity to
Gillespie and Spekkens published3 the Raman spectra of solid test the value of such additional data for the refinement of
and liquid FBrO 2 and proposed a monomeric pyramidal force fields for compotinds, such as bromine oxyfluorides.
structure, similar to that4 of FCIQ2. Using Raman fiequencies E
rerorted3 for liquid FBrO2, Baran calculated5 a modified Experimental Section
valence force field and mean amplitudes of vibration for The samples of FBrO2 used for recording the gas-phase spectra
FC, f, assuming all bond angles to be 108°. Very recently, were prepared, as previously described,' by low-temperature co-
Jacob succeeded6 in obtaining good gas-phase infrared spectra coodeiation of BrF5 and H20. The infrared spectra of gaseous FBr0 2
for FBrO2 in spite of the fact that gaseous FBrO 2 Possesses were recorded at 15 IC on a Perkin-Elmer Model 325 spoctropho-
a half-life of only 30 min at 15 OC. He also prepared a sample tometer in the range 4000-290 cm- using a nickel cell with AgBr
of FBr)80 2 and reported preliminary infrared data for the gas windows attached to an external mirror system (optical path length
and for the neat and the argon matrix isolated sclid. Although 110 cm).
the oxygen isotopic shifts were measured, no "9Br-"OBr isotopic The samples of FBrO 2 used for the matrix isolation study were
shifts were given.2 4  obtained as a byproduct during a spectroscopic study' of BrF30. The

In this paper, we report higher resolution spectra and oxygen spectrometer and handling have been previously dacribed.1
and bromine isotopic shifts for gaseous and for Ne, N2. and it ,

Ar matrix isolated FBrO2. In view of the interest l'3 in the
nature of bonding in FBrO 2, a new force field computation Infrared Spectra of Gaseos FBrO2. A survey infrared

spectrum of gaseous FBr704 2 is shown in Figure 1. The
"T4 whom "orrespondence should be addressd at Rockeldyne. corresponding spectrum of FBr160 2 has previously been re-
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1000 FREQUENCY, CM"1  300 0.-.

Fiture 1. Survey infrared spectrum of gaseous FBr"0 2 recorded at
15 *C in a nickel cell equipped with AgBr windows with an optical c • o• r-

path length of I 10 cmi The band mark-d by an asterisk in due to

150.1 W = ' O C'I(4 0%

38 = QU 561.5 370

* Figure 2. Band contours of v•. v2, and v,1 of gaseous FBr"O2 recorded
under higher resolution conditions with scale expansion. F7or s', and Il=• •

00 r- 8 .t

"12 the frequencies of the ?VBr and "Br Q-tbranch centers are marked. .5 - -. ,,
For v•, only the unresolved Q branch is shown at the. same scale as 0 - • • o •
that used for v, and v,. The complete band envelope is shown at a .4•
2. SX compressed scale. &=pO

F 0NC 0CM4CD

0•Qbace fo.ohboin stps -I OU*I

go V n 0%

- - '- le

z - 9876.33.
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Figure L. Band contours ofPV2 a nd 3 of gaseous FBr"'02 shwngtecodobedo ..

reoddunder higher resolution conditions wind scale exasix-"rPai

The observed gas-phase frequencies of FBrOc are compared S
Fin T s anle Iuto th esoled pravom ep othe fora the liquid and the

that use foand be. seen frompTaleIthe gas-phasloe isrequencata

significantly deviate from those of liquid and solid FBrO2, • o•e
indicating some degree of association in the condensed phases. .

The BrF stretching mode, •'2 (A'), exhibits the most pro- . _0c

ON 0

trunced frequency change (-62 cm-') on going from the gas K.- • e • =

tor the

totesolid, whereas the mean frequency change of the two . -,
ThiFstretching modes, E (A') andC , (A"),is only -17 cm-t

Thsindicates that association takes place mainly through the .- ,,fluorine 3igands. Preferential association through fluouine

ligands hass crpreviously also been demonstrated'FB•2 for BrF3O. •..•I

Imfrared Setaof Matlrix-hiolated F~O.In order to - ='obtain unambiguous bromine isotopic shifts (bromine .owtains
two nated" our crring isotopes, Br and ctBrs of almost equal
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.... T--.,-............... r . .. . ....... . are much less of a problem due to the smallness (0--3 cm-a)
of these shifts. Therefore, possible anharmonicity corrections
for these shifts should not excecd the measured uncertainties

v, (10. 1 cm-1) of these shifts. The best values for the isotopic
shifts are listed in the last two columns of Table I. The
agreement between the bromine isotopic shifts observed for

LIS V2 Va gaseous FBIr02 and those observed for the matrix-isolated
111.2 14.2 species is generally good if one takes into consideration that

00 "the Q-branch band contours of P, and V2 are distorted on the

M.3 M- 6.? P-branch side by hot bands, and that for -V5 a double Q branch"i . is observed for each bromine isotope,
Force Field Compuitations. A normal-coordinatc analysis

971.2 ý,96 was carried out for FBrO2 to obtain more reliable force
constants for this interesting molecule and to examine the
usefulness of isotopic shifts for such an analysis, The potential
and kinetic energy matrices were computed by a machine

914 , . 59.method.' The geometry

MG T
A7.2 I

1 577 A. R176A
975 US 925 pI 14s 63b 390 30

FRIEQUENCY, C 1 0 IF

Figure 4. Infrared spectra of Nc, N2, and Ar matrix isolatcd FBr"1802, 0
recorded at 3.6 K with 20-fold scale expansion under higher resolution
conditions using Csl windows and a mole ratio of -1000:1.

was assumed for this computation, based on the known go-
abundance) for FBrO2, the infrared spectra of matrix-isolated ometries of FBrO3J, FCIO.,"1 and FCIO 2' and an extrapo-
FBr"602 were recorded at 3.6 K. Since, for the related BrF30' lation between BrO bond length and stretching frequency,
and BrF3' molecules, pronounced and unpredictable matrix similar to that'5 used for CIO bonds, using the data published
effects and splittings were observed, the spectra of FBrO2 were for Br0 4"_1'` and FBrO.3-1- This geometry appears more
recorded in three different matrix materials, i.e., Ne, N2, and likely than that (a = 10= 108, r = 1.63 A) chosen' by Baran
Ar. The observed spectra, recorded under higher resolution for his computation. The symmetry coordinates used for
conditions with 20-fold scale expansion, are shown in Figure FBrO2 were identical with those previously given'O for FCIO,
4. The observed frequencies are listed in Table I. By analogy except for the correction of the obvious typographical error
with previous reports on matrix-isolated BrF3

89 and BrF30,7 in the factor of S4. The bending coordinates were weighted
the FBrO2 spectra exhibited pronounced matrix frcquency by unit (I A) distance.
shifts. As for BrF3s and BrFO,7 a Ne matrix was found to The force constants were adjusted by trial and error with
give the best results and frequency values very close to those the aid of a computer to give an exact (0.1 cm-') fit between
found for the gas phase (see Table I). Association effects were all observed and computed frequencies. The observed

£ most pronounced in the Ar matrix. '9 Br-"Br and 16•-10 isotopic shifts were used as additional
Assignments and Determination of Isotopic Shifts. The constraints. We will first discuss our choice of a force field

assignments for FBrO, in point group C, are straightforward for the A" block since it contains only one stretching and one
and are well supported by Raman polarization data,' by "0 deformation mode.

Sisotopic shifts,' and b comparison with the spectra of lhe The force constants of F55 and F6 were computed as a
closely related FC1O 21 and SeO 2Fj species. They are listed function of F56. The resulting curves are shown in Figure 5.
in Table I and require no further comment. We have also computed the bromine and oxygen isotopic shifts

For the determination of the 110-1O isotopic shifts in over the same range of F56 and have plotted their values in
FBrO2, the gas-phase anharmonic infrared frequencies listed Figure 5. The observed isotopic shifts, : l 0. 1 cm-' arid
in Table I were used. However for compounds exhibiting such Ao,5 1 1.6 cm' (see above discussion ol anharmonicity
large isotopic shifts, anharmonicity corrections of these shifts corrections), were used to define the probable range of the
are important for force field calculations. Unfortunately, no force constants. The values thus obtained are given in Figure
experimental data are availablk for FBrO2 to permit reliable 5 and Table I!. Figure 5 demonstrates the importance of theanharmonicity corrections. However for RU04, which pos- anharmonicity corrections for Ao,s, i.e., a better overlap with
sesses a central atom of a mass similar to that of Br and the As,, force field constraint, as previously demonstrated"'
exhibits comparable 16O-180 isotopic shifts, anharmonicity by Mc~owell and Goldblatt for 0S0 4 , Furthermore, it shows
corrections were estimated' to be about 1.4 and 0.5 cm-' for that the preferred force field closely corresponds to F" being
the 160-1so isotopic shifts of the o,3 stretching and the A,4  a mininmum, a condition previously shown"'9, to be a good
deformation modes, respectively. Assuming similar correction approximation to the general valence force field values for
values for FBrO2, the magnitude of the expected anhar- similar weakly coupled systems.
monicity corrections obviously is significantly larger than the For the A' block of FBrO2 the problem of defining a0. 1 cm-1 uncertainty in the values of the observed anharmonic preferred force field is more difficult since this blork contains
frequencies. Therefore, we have treated the observed an- two stretching and two deformation modes. Numerical ex-
harmonic oxygen isotopic shifts in the following normal-co- periments showed that only three of the six off-diagonal
ordinate analysis as the lower limit and have used 1.6 and 1.0 symmetry force constants were essential for fitting the isotopic
cm I larger shifts as the upper limits for the stretching modes data. These three off-diagonal constants were F13, F24, and
P, and r5 and the deformation mode a3, respectively. As will F34, with F13 and F34 being more important then F24. This
be shown, the force field analysis supports this choice, result is in good agreement with the previous findings' 0 for

For the bromine isotopic shifts, anharmonicity corrections the related FCIO molecule and is not surprising in view of
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Table I. Oberved Frequencies for F"Br"*0O, Symmetny Force Constants.s Computed and Observed 'O-100 and "Br-"Dr Isotopic
Shifts, and Potential Energy Distributionb

isotopic shifts, cn- '

assignment approx 
iopc si ts

in point description of Wedabed

group Ce mode freq, cm- symmetry force constants A0  ABr A0  Aa•, PED

A' v, ,Ym(Broa) 921.0 F 1 =ffr + f. 6.931 * 0.095 45.23 1.56 44.7 1.5 96 F,,
V•' &LF) 551.9 FP3 =fR 2.750 * 0.04 0.31 1.40 0.4 1.4 99 F,,
P', 8S6j(BrO,) 385.8 F33 -(p 1.453 * 0.08 15.65 1.12 15.4 76 F,,, 16 F14
v, 6aYm(FBHOm) 310 F,4 - +fa 1.487 ± 0.08 11.74 0.52 103 F 4,. 37 F,3, -41 F34

Fk -0.40, 0.19
F24=f41 0.095 1 0.09
Fe,, -4.o4g 0.49 t 0.07

A" P, Palym(BrO,) 978.9 F,, =rf,-fr 7.037 ± 0.06 43.28 2.70 42.4 2.7 100 F,,
IV, ssym(F-BrO) 273 F,, =fe -f a 0.762 ± 0.004 7.21 0.33 100 F,,

F,, =fr -fa 0.14 ± 0.22

Stretching constants in mdyn/A, deformation constants In mdyn A/rad', and stretch-bend Interaction constants in mdyn/rad. b Percent

o'ntributions. Con tributions of Ieu than 9% to the PED are not listed.

3.0 '-T- 1

Ar 2. Ar
2.5 2.t 1

1-"
2.448-

YV5  42 ...-.. 4
7.27.0 7.030.0.

7.7.
F55 7,03, fo.06 F11 7.0-

6.8 S.
0.84

0.8• 1,.103 ." '

Fls0.78 -"

F13 -O.42 t 0.1S

00..74 0.6 08 Filre 6. Force constant display of the A' block. All off-diagonal
FrA 0.14 t 0.22 constants were set to zero, except for F13. Only those diagonal

constants are shown which were significantly influenced by changes
Figure 5. Force constant display of the A" block of FBrO2 using the in the interaction constant F11. For additional explanation see caption
observed bromine (2.7 * 0.1 cm') and oxygen (42.4 A: 1.6 cm ') of Figure 5.
isotopic shifts as constraints. F~s, F,* and Fi, have units of Mdyn/A.
mdyn A/rad2, and nidyn/rad, respectively. The rectangle of Ao,0 Table Ill. Internal Force Co, istants of FBrO,
marked by broken lines represents the observed anharmonic oxygen Compared to Those Prevlousi/ Reported

s~tift of ms 1 0.4 cm t . whereas the solid rectanglc assumes the observed this work ref 5 b
anharmonic oxygen shift as the lower limit and a 1.6 cm 1 higher value.
for anharmonicity corrected, as the upper limit. The broken and the fr 6.984 t 0.08 6.76 6.78
solid vertical lines indicate the plausible force constant ranges and fiJ 2.750 1 0.04 2.25 2.24

the preferred force field, respectively. ff, -0.05 t 0.08 0 0,14
4 1.125 1 0.04 1.090 1.066

the fact that G13, G24, and G34 are the major off-diagonal G f• 1.453 0.08 1.664 1.485

matrix terms in the A' block. It was also shown that the 0.463 0.04 0.344 0.288

variation of F11, F24, and F3 strongly influenced only the 0.095 , 0.09 0.034

corresponding diagonal terms. This relative independence of /m -0.07 t 0.11 0
the interaction constants permitted us to examine each of them fro' +0.07 t 0.11 0
separately. The results of these computations were again "Units are Identical with thoe, of Table i1. 6 R. Bougon, P.

summarized in graphical form and are presented in Figures Joubert, and G. Tantot, J. Chern. PAys., 66, 1562 (1977).
6-8. In this manner, the values of F1 3, F 24 , and F34, required
to duplicate all of the observed isotopic data, were determined, and therefore do not require any further comment. Figure

These three interaction constants were then combined in a 8 shows the dependence of the two diagonal bending constants

single force field, and a satisfactory fit of the isotopic data F33 and F,4 on the bend-bend interaction constant Fu,. In

could be achieved with only minor adjustments. The resulting order to be able to fit the observed oxygen shift of it, either

force field is given in Table !1. The computed oxygen shifts a rather large positive or a small negative value is required

were intentionally kept slightly larger than those observed to for Fs,. Of these two possibilities, the former is preferred, since

leave some room for any future anharmonicity corrections. it resalts in more plaus'ble force constants. For Fu - 0.2, the
Figures 6 and 7, dealing with the stretch-bend interaction potential energy distribution (PED) ib essentially 100%9

constants F13 and F14, respectively, are analogous to Figure characteristic (F&A minimum), whleas, for the extrome
5. which has been discussed above in detail for the A" block. values of F36o, and #e booi about em vixtures of" F" and
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Tale IV. Stretching Force Constants (mdyn/A) of FBMO, Compared to Those of Other Bromine Compounds

BzO, a BrO,- b BrFO k BrF 4O- BrF 4- d FBrO, FBrO,1 BrFOf BrF BrF,M  BrFh BrF,+I BrF,+)

f/(BIO) 5.28 6.05 6.32 6.70 6.98 6.92 7.68
fi(BrF) 1.63 2.14 2.23 2.93 3.10 3.24

2.75
-jR'(BrF) 3.22 3.51 4.07 4.07 4.02 4.60 4.90

H. Siebert, "Anwendugnwn der Schwingungssp roskople in der Anorganischen Chenmi", Springer-Verlap, Berlin, 1966. b Reference 17.
""K. 0. Christe, R. D. Wilson, E. C. Curtis, W. Kuhlmaan, and W. Sawodny, Inorg. Cheim, 17,533 (1978). K. 0 . Christa and D. Nawnaan,

ibid.. 12,59 (1973). & Reference 13. K. 0. Chrlste, E. C. Cutis, and R. Bougon, Inorg. Chem., 17,533(1978). 'Reference 9. h K. 0.
Christe, E. C. Curtis, C. J. Schdck, and D. Pilipovich, Inorr. Osem., 11, 1679 (1972). 1 K. 0. Christe and C. 1. Schack, Ibid., 9, 2296 (1970).
JK. 0. Chte and R. D. Wilson, ibid., 14, 694 (1975). R. Bougon, P. Joubert, and G. Tantot, J. Chem. Phys., 66,1562 (1977).

22 - "Table V. Thermodynamic Properties for F"Br"O,2.2______________________ _

T K (HOT-Mo.), - HWT- y,7
., 1c.(mTol dog) kcal/mol cal/nol deo) S'T, eu

"*2 1.4- 0 0 0 0 0

1 100 9.493 0.931 48.749 57.059
200 12.831 1.957 54.945 64.732

4 298.15 15.033 3.332 59.119 70.295
S300 15.066 3.360 59.188 70.388

&2 2 400 16.527 4.945 62.576 74.938
500 17.467 6.648 65.438 78.734

- 600 18.082 8.427 67.931 81.977
2A 700 18.498 10.258 70.144 84.797

800 18.789 12.123 72.134 87.288
2.2 74t0.04 900 18,998 14.013 73.944 89.513

F22 2.4 1000 19.154 15.921 75.603 91,523
1100 19.272 17.842 77.134 93.355

2.2 1200 19.363 19.774 78.557 95.036
1300 29.436 21.714 79.885 96.589

1400 19.494 23.661 81.130 98.0311.70 1500 19.541 25.613 82.303 99.378
1600 19.580 27.569 83.410 100.640

1F44 I.W It2, 0.01 1700 19.613 29.529 84.458 101.828
1800 19.640 31.491 85.455 102.950

1.50 1900 19.664 33.456 86.404 104.013
1.O " 2000 19.684 35.424 87.310 105.022

4,.0 0 0.2 0.4 0,6

F24  0.3, j 0 Our results show that the BrF bond in FBrO2 is significantly

Fig.. 7. Force constant display of the A' block showing the de- stronger than previously assumed?.S
peadence of Fu and F4 on Fu. For additional explanation see captin Coaipmi with SiMOa CoWosmib aui I•D i 1 .13
of Figures 5 and 6. A comparison of the FBrO2 stretching force constants with

those of other bromine oxides, fluorides, and oxyfluorides is
1, T .given in Table IV. The BrF stretching force constants are

. separated into two groups. The lowft force constants observed
a, "'3 for BrF 20-, BrF4(Y, BrF 4 , and some of the bonds in BrF316 ,•,and BrFs can be attributed to significant contributions from

14 semiionic, three-center, four-electron bonding while it is as-
12 - sumed that the bonds belonging to thefR' group are largely

, 0 covalent. The spread within each group is caused by secondary
effects, such as formal charge (anion, neutral molecule, or

SF" 1.46 ± 0.04 cation), degree of fluorine substitution, and oxidation state of
. -- the central atom. These effects have previously been

discussed21 .22 at length for the corresponding chlorine com-
1.4 /A? .4 oI "• pounds and appear to be also applicable to the bromine
1.2 //F 3 3  1.415±0.015'_. -1 -1. -1 •.a I .1- compounds of Table IV, although for the latter they are

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 somewhat less pronounced. This is caused by the fact that
F34 0.4310.04 the larger bromine central atoms are more polarizable than

Fig.. 8. Force constant display of the A' block showing the de- chlorine, thereby causing the two types of bonds to become
pendence of F13 and FP on F14. less distinct.

As far as FBrO2 is concerned, it can be seen from Table
F44. The moderate amount of mixing obtained for 1,3 and v4 IV that its stretching force constants do not fit too well the
in our preferred force field (see Table ii) is not surprising in general trends of Table IV, and it is therefore placed between
view of their similar frequencies and motions involved. The these two groups. A similar anomaly has previously been noted
remainder of the PED (see Table 1i) is highly characteristic for FCIO2 and was explained by a weak highly polar (p-r*)a
and supports the approximate description of the modes given bond. 22 The same explanation, i.e., bonding between a 2pin Table 11. electron of F and an antibonding o 0 orbital of the BrO 2

A comparison of the internal force constants of FBrO, with radical, can be invoked for FBrO 2.
those previously reported is given in Tabc Ill. As can be seen, Themodywnl Properties. The thermodynamic properties
our force field significantly differs, particularly forfjt and fg. of F"Br"062 were computed with the molecular geometry
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Table VI. Thermodynamic Properties of FPC11'O, The BrF bond in FBrO 2 (2.75 mdyn/A) is considerably
C, 0, (I?•,-If.), -(F".- HY7T, stronger than previously assumed (2.25 mdyn/A)3 but is still

T, K cal/(mol deg) kcal/mol ma1/(mol deg) eu somewhat weaker than predicted by comparison with related
0 0 0 0 0 bromine compounds. This weakening effect might be ex-

t00 8.507 0.805 46.851 54.898 plained by assuming a polar a bond between a 2p electron of
200 11.267 1.790 52.666 61.618 F and an antibonding r* orbital of the BrOl radical.
298.15 13.509 3.012 56.456 66.559 Acknowledgunmat. K.O.C. is indebted to Drs. L. R. Grant,
300 13.545 3.037 56.519 66.643 C. J. Schack, and W. W. Wilson for helpful discussions and
400 15.167 4.478 59,581 70.775
500 16.318 6.055 62.180 74.291 to the Office of Naval Research for financial support.
600 17.134 7.730 64.459 77.342 Re*i No. F7 k'B0 2, 67452-70.4; FICl"O1 . 3588003-6 FBrO2.
700 17,718 9.474 66.495 80.030 22585-64-4; FBrn$02, 64544-65.6; 1"0, 14797-71-8; 1B0, 14336-94-8;
800 18,143 11.268 68.339 82.425 9g3r, 14380-59-7.
900 18.459 13.099 70.026 84.581 I

1000 18.699 14.958 71.581 86.539 References and Notes
1100 18.884 16.837 73.023 88.330 (I) M. Schmeisacr and E, Pammer. Angew. Chem., 67, 156 (1955).
1200 19.030 18.733 74.368 89.979 (2) M. Schmeisser and E. Pammer, Angew. Chem., •9, 781 (1957).
1300 19.147 20.642 75.629 91.507 (3) R. J. Gillespie and P. Spekkcns, J. Chem. Soc., Chem. Comotun., 314
1400 19.241 22.562 76.814 92.930 ( 1975), J. Chem. Soc., Dalton Trans., 1539 (1977); Isr. J. Chem., 17,
1500 19.318 24.490 77.934 94.260 it1 (1978).(4) C. R. Parent and M. C. L. Gerry, J. Mot. Spectrosc.. 49, 343 (1974).1600 19.382 26.425 78.993 95.509 (5) E, J, Baran, Spectroce. Lett., 9, 323 (1976).
1700 19.436 28.366 80.000 96.686 (6) E. Jacob, Z. Amorg. A/I,. Chem., 433. 255 (1977).
1800 19.481 30.312 80,958 97.798 (7) K. O. Chriatc, E. C. Curtis, and R. Bougon, Inorg. Cem., 17. 533 (1978).
1900 19.520 32.262 81.872 98.852 (8) R. A. Frey, R. L. Redington, and A. L. Khidir Aijibury, J. Chem. Pys.,
2000 19.554 34.216 82.747 99.854 54, 344 (1971),

(9) K. 0. Christe, E. C. Curtis. and D. Pilipovich, Spetrockdm. Acla. Part
A, 27a, 931 (1971).

given above and the: vibrational frequencies of Table I!, as- (10) D. F. Smith, G. Begun, and W. Ficcher, Spetrochim. Arta, 20. 1763
suming an ideal gas at I atm pressure and using the har- (1964).
monic-osillator, rigid-rotor approximation." These properties (11 ) R. S. McDowell, L. B, Asprey. and L. C. Hoakins, J. Chem. Phys., Sik5712 (1972).
are given for the range 0-2000 K in Table V. Since no (12) E. C. Curtis, Spectroxhim. Acta. Part A. 27s, 1989 (1971).
thermodynamic data had previously been reported for FCIO 2, (13) E. H. Appelman, B. Bcagley, D. W. J. Cruickshank, A. Foord. S. Ruatad,
we have also computed these properties for F

3
"C1"0 2 (see and V. Ulbrecht, J. Mot. Struct.. 35, 139 (1976).

Table Vi) using the previously published frequencies'° and (14) A. H. Clark, B. Bcagley, D. W. J. Cruickshank. and T. G. Hewitt, J.Tabl VI usng te peviusl pubishd fequecie"' nd hem. Sot. A, 872 (1970).

geometry.4 (15) E. A. Robinson, Can. J. ('hem., 41, 3021 (1963).
(16) S. Siegel, B. Tani, and E. Appciman, lmorg. Chem., 8, 1190 (1969).

Cacl| (17) L. C. Brown, G. M. Begun. and G. E. Boyd, J. Am. Chcm. Soc., 91,2250 (1969).

A force field has been omputed for FBrO 2 using gas-phase (18) H. H. Claassen and L. H. Appelman, Inorg. Chem.. 9, 622 (1970).Aforequ ien l valus cnd bromintend foyg iusotoig gas-phis. I (19) R. S. McDowell and M. Goldblatt. Iorg. Chem., 10, 625 (1971).fralueney values and bromine and oxygen isotopic shifts. It (20) W. Sawodny, J. Mot. Specirosp.. 30, 56 (1969).
was shown that the most important force constants,fso and (21) K.O. Christc, Proc. Int. Congr. Pure Appl. Chem., 24th, 4. 115 (1974).

A&F, can be determined with an accuracy of about 0.08 and (22) K. 0. Christe and C. J. Schack, Adv. Imorg. Chem. Radlockem., IS, 319
(1976).0.04 mdyn/A, respectively. The importance of anharmonicity (23) J. E. Mayer and M. G. Mayer, "Statistical Mechanics", Wiley, New

corrections for the oxygen shifts was demonstrated. In the York, N.Y., 1940.
absence of such anharmonicity corrections, the bromine (24) In a recent paper on KBrO2F 2. R. Bougon, P. Joubert and G. Tantot.isotoJshifts are more useful for defining the force field C hem. Phys.. 66, 1562 (1977), also reported a force field calculationisotopic sffi FBrO 2 using the frequencies of ref 3. Their raslt have been included
because of the smaller anharnionicity corrections required. in Table III.
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Chemistry and Structure of N2F3+ Salts
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The novel N2F1* salt NIFSbF* was prepared from N2F4 and SbF$ in anhydrous HF solution. A metathetical reaction
between NF)FSbF, and Cs2SnF, in HF produced N2F4 and the novel salt N2F3SnF3 . It was shown that N 2F and BF)
do not form a stable adduct at temperatures as low us -78 *C. The vibrational and IF NMR spectra of the N2F,+ cation
were reexamined. All the exlpnmimtal data ore AWistent with a planar structure of symmetry C, for N2F,÷. The previously
reported vibratioaal assignmens. made on th: basils of a nonplanar structure of symmetry CI, are revised for six fundamental
frequencies.

Imalredetle either the 1:2 adduct N 2F4.2SbF5 or the 1:3 adduct N2 F4,
The first report on the formation of a stable adduct between 3SbFj. On the bais of the observed 'OF NMR spectrum and

NIF4 and a Lewis acid was published' in 1965 by Ruff. He an incomplete infrared spectrum, he assigned to N 2Fv.2SbF,
showed' 2 that SbFs, when treated with an excess of N2F4 in the ionic structure N2F3+Sb2F,I- with hinered rotatokm around
AsF3 solution, produced, dcpcnding on the pressure of NYF4, the N-N bond in N2F3 . In 1967. Young and Moy puMblished 3
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the syntheses of adducts between N 2F4 and AsF5. At -78 IC Tlhe N2F4-1F 3 Syst.em Equimolar amounts of N2F4 and BF3, when
and ambient temperature, the AsFs:N 2 F4 combination ratios combined at -78 *C in a Teflon-FEP ampul,-, did not form a solid.
were reported to be 2.3 and 1.3 1 0.2, respectively. In addition The liquid could be distilled at -78 *C to a colder trap without leaving
to an incomplete infrared spectrum and an unresolved 19F any solid residue behind.

powder The N2F4-SnF 4 System. A suspension of SnF4 (4.68 mmol) in 4
dfNMR spectrum, the strongest lines of an X-ray powder mL of liquid HF in a Teflon-FEP ampule was pressurized with NPF4
diffraction pattern were given which was indexed on the basis (12.7 mmol) to a presure of 900 mm. The mixture was .irred for
of a cubic unit cell with a - 10.8 A. In the same year, Lawless 5 days at room temperature. On the basis of its vibrational spectra
published4 a better resolved infrared spectrum of N2F3AsF 6, and chemical analysis, the white solid resioue obtained upon rmoval
but no assignments were offered. In 1970, Qureshi and Aubke of all material volatile at 25 'C did not contain any N2 F3+.
published5 a paper dealing with the infrared and Raman Sylnduis at N2F,9mF,. Solid N2F3SbF, (6.48 mmol) and Cs2SnF,
spectra of solid N2F.jAsF 6 and N 2FSb2F, . With the exception (3.24 mmol) were placed in a previously described Teflon-FEP
of the N.-N torsional mode, they observed and tentatively apparatus, and approximately 2 mL of anhydrous HF was added.
assigned all fundamental vibrations of N2F73  proposing a After the system was stiffed and shaken vigorously for 30 min at room

nonplanar structure of symmetry C1. temperature, some of the HF was removed under vacuum and the
Since N2F,+ salts are of interest as burning aids in solid mixture was cooled to -78 *C. The solid and liquid phases wereprnpelant NF galts greofinterasto foburmulgations, we hl separated by presure filtration, and the volatile products were removed

propellant NF3-F2 gas generator formulations,"' we have by pumping at 25 IC for 15 h. The volatile material was separated
studied (i) the synthesis of N 2F3SbF6, (ii) the possibility of by fractional condensation and consisted of the HF solvent and N2 F4
converting N2F3Sbl-(, into "self-clinkering"' N2F.j+ salts by (3.2 mmol). The filtrate residue (0.3 g) was shown by vibrational
metathetical reactions,' and (iii) the vibrational spectra and spectroscopy to contain the N2F3+ and (SnFs-), ionsi-S'as the main
structure of the N2F)+ cation. The results of this study are components, in addition toa small amount of SbF,6-. The filter cake
summarized in this paper. consisted mainly of CsSbF, with lesser amounts of N2F3SnF5.

Attempts were unsuccessful to suppress N21F4 evolution in the above
Experimental Section reaction by carrying out the entire metathesis at -78 *C. Again N21F4

Materials and Apparatus. Volatile materials were manipulated in evolution and N2F3SnFs5 ormation were observed.
a well-passivated (with CIF 3) Monel vacuum line equipped with Results and Discussion
Teflon- FEP U-traps and diaphragm valves. Pressures were measured
with either a Heise Bourdon tube-type gauge (0- 1500 mm * 0.1%) Synthesis. For the metathetical synthesis of N 2F3+ salts
or a Validyne Model DM 56A pressure transducer. Nonvolatile using the CsSbF 6 process,' N2F3SbF6 was needed as a starting
materials were handled outside of the vacuum system in the dry material. Although Ruff had studied 2.2 the interaction of N2F4
nitrogen atmosphere o1 a glovebox. with SbF5 in a solvent, such as AsF 3, he had obtained only

Arsenic pentafluoride and SbF 5 (Ozark Mahoning), N2F 4 (Air the polyantimonates N2FjSb2Fj0 and N2F3Sb3 F,6. We found
Products), and BF, and SO2 (Matheson) were purified by fractional that, if this reaction is carried out in HF solution using excesscondensation prior to use. The BrFs (Matheson) was treated with that a pressrea of ab out I H F can us ined1:2 at 200 °C and then purified by fractional condensation. HF was inF quniative pre ldreo andu exclletm purityF ancc o btainget
dried as previously decwribed." The SnF, (Ozark Mahoning) was used in quantitative yield and excellent purity according to
as received. The preparation of Cs2SnF6 has previously been de- HF soln
scribed.' N 2 F4 + SbF5 - N2F3SbF6

The infrared spectra were recorded on a Perkin-Elmer Model 283 room temp
spectrophotometer as dry powders pressed between AgBr or AgCI
disks in a Wilks minipellct press. Raman spectra were recorded on well-de fi ct weenonterad in this a
a Cary Model 83 spectrometer using the 4880-A exciting line and well-defined 1:1 adduct between N2.F4 and AsF3. In this case,
a Claassen filter"' for the elimination of plasma lines. Polarization no solvent was required and the yield was quantitative:
measurements for HF solutions in thin-walled KelF capillaries were 25 "C
carried out by method VIII, as described'0 by Claassen et al. The N 2F4 + AsF5 - N2F3AsF 6
"IF NMR spectra were recorded on a Varian Model EM 390
spectrometer at 84.6 MHz using Teflon-FEP sample tubes (Wilmad According to a previous report3 by Young and Moy on the
Glass Co.) and CFClj as an external standard. Dcbyc-Scherrer same system, the averaged composition of their adduct was
powder patterns were taken using a GE Model XRD-6 diffractometer N2F4. .33AsFs and, in the presence of HF as a solvent, the
with nickel-filtered copper Ka radiation. yield was only about 65%.

Sya•besis of N2F3SbF,. A Teflon ampule, containing a Teflon- Boron trifluoride, which is a weaker Lewis acid than SbFs
coated magnetic stirring bar and equipped with a stainless steel valve, and AsF5, does not form a stable adduct with N2F4 at ter-
was loaded with 14.4 mmol of SbF5 in a glovebox and attached to
the vacuum line. Then 2 mL of anhydrous HF was condensed into peratures as low as -78 OC. Our attempts also failed to
the ampule at -78 1C. While the mixture was stirred and warmed directly synthesize an N2F 3+ salt derived from SnF 4 by
to ambient temperature, the system was pressurized with N2F4 (- I treatment of a SnF 4-HF suspension with N 2F4. No N 2F4
a:m). A gradual decrease in the pressure was noted due to uptake uptake occurred. This lack of reactivity cannot be due to
o' N2F4. Periodic cycling to below 0 "C seemed to increase the rate insufficient acid strength of SnF4 since metathesis in HF yields
ol' N2F4 uptake. After several hours the unreacted N214 and HF stable N2 F3SnF5 (see below). A more plausible explanation
solvent were pumped off at 40 "C until constant weight was achieved, is that N2 F4 is not a strong enough Lewis base to dcpolymerize"1 he observed weight gain correspoAned to the reaction of 12.1 mmol SnF 4.
of N2F4. When the reaction was repeated on a larger scale with 8
niL of HF for 3 days. it was found that 74.0 mmol of SbF$ reacted S
with 73.5 mmol of N2F 4 to give 23.66 g of N2FSbF, (weight of SnF 4 was not possible, a metathetical reaction between
N2F3SbF• calculated for 74.0 mmol of SbFs: 23.74 g), which was N2F3.SbF6 and Cs2SnF6 was carried out in HF solution. The
characterized by "F NMR and vibrational spectroscopy. following reaction occurred:

Syehua od N2FAWa,. A 30-mL stainless steel cylinder wis loaded - sai
at --196 C with 22.8 mmol of AsF5 and 26.8 mmol of N2F4. In a 2N 2 F3SbF 6 + Cs2SnF6  -75 C filtration

prechilled but empty Dewar, the cylinder was allowed tp warm slowly- 2C +r n

from -196 'C to room temperature. Unreactud N2F74 (4.0 remol) 2C&SbF• + N2F3SnFs + NeF4
was recovered by pumping at ambient temperature. The weight (6.25
g) of the resulting white solid was in excellent agreement with that The N2F)SnF$ salt is a white solid, stable at room temperature.
(6,25 g) calculated for 22.8 mmol or N2FAsF,. Tim compoaLa, when It is considerably more soluble in HF than CsSbF#, thus
prepared in this manner, always was slightly tacky. but hard. It was making the metathesis poasible. Attempts were unsuccessful
characterized by "IF NMR and vibrational spectroaopy. to prepare (N2 F1 )2SnF6 by modirfcation of the above reaction
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I A

N2F3+SbFe If1
2 +j

SOLID
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SOI
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Fg I. Vibrational spectra of N2F3SbF5 : trace A, infrared spectrum Fig.. 2. Vibrational &pe'tra of NIF3AsF6 . For explanation, wee
of the solid as an AgBr disk, the broken line being due to absorption caption of Figure I.
by the window material; traces B and C, Raman spectrum of the solid
recorded at two different recorder voltages with spectral slit widths
of 3 and 8 cm-1, respectively: traces D-H. Raman spectra of an HF
solution recorded at different, ;order voltages and spectral slit widths N2 F3 SF 5
(5 and 8 cm 1) with incident polarization parallel and perpendicular
(p and dp stand for polarized and depolarized bands, respectively).

conditions. This was somewhat unexpected in view of the fact ,ZI
that previously no difficulty was encountered in the preparation Z
of the analogous (NF 4)2SnF6 salt from NF 4SbF6 and Cs2SnF6
under similar reaction conditions.7 It should be remembered,
however, that the favored reaction pioduct from the dis- .
placement reaction between NF 4BF 4 and SnF 4 in 1HF was 1O6 1400 12DO 00 1
NF 4SnF5 and not (NF 4 )2SnFf .7 These results indicate that "WOC"I
the reaction chemistry of SnF 4 and its anions in HF is rather Figm 3. Raman spectrum of solid NFjSrnF, recorded at two different
complex and hard to predict without exact knowledge of the recorder voltages,
corresponding solvation and lattice energies of the possible
products. with the published NMR data"2J which show hindered rotation

Vibrational Spectra. Figures 1-3 show the vibrational around the N-N bond up to at least 120 *C. Symmetry C,

spectra of N2F3SbF5 , N2F3AsF6, and N2F3SnF 5, respectively, had previously been chosen4 because the highest Raman
The observed frequencies are listed in Tables I and 1I. The frequency observed for either wolid N 2F3AsF6 or N 2F3Sb2 FI
vibrational spectra of SbF6-, 

5."1. 2 AsF6-. ,1.,' 3
.14 and (SnFs-)N7  occurred at about 1310 cm-. Since this-frequency is con-

are well-known and can be assigned without difficulty (see siderably lower than expected."" for an N-N bond, sig-
Tables I and 1I). The remaining bands should be due to the nificant contributions from II were assumed,5

N2F3* cation. As can ie seen from Figures 1-3, the highest Raman band
The NTF 3+ cation could possess either a planar structure observed for all three N2F 3+ salts occurs at about 1520 cm-T,

of symmetry C, (1) or a nonplanar structure of symmetry Ct thus confirming the original assignment'- of the strong
S1520-cm-1 infrared band to the N-N stretching mode and

F\ / -eliminating the basis for Qureshi and Aubke's reassignment.5

F--N The previous failure to observe the 1520-cm' Raman band
FN F can be explained by its relatively low intensity and the low

I (C,) I11(C,) signal to noise ratio in the reported spectrum.5
Having established the identity of the N-N stretciq

caused by significant contributions from resonance structure mode, we can now proceed to test if the rest of the N2F3
II. The assignments previously made-' by Qureshi and Aubke spectrum is consistent with symmetry C,. For N2F3 + of C,
for N2F,+ were based on symmetry C1, although structure I! symmetry a total of nine fundamental vibrations is expected
is energeticaily onmiderably less favorable than I (one nitrogen of Which six belong to species A' and three belong to A". An
possesses only six valence electrons) and is in poor agreement approxinate detcription of thew nine modes is given in Table
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TaMe L VlbratioalSpeclra O!NFAsF, and NF 3 SbF,
obad freq, cm', and ml intenO

asiugnints for NISbF4  NFAIFI
NF,* in point solid IF Iohl solid aB sln gsipnmeants for MFi" in

group C, iR Raman Raimn iR Raman Raman point Poup O
h

1 + a, (A) = 2829 2825 ,w 2820 yw
+ +v W(A') = 2649 2647 vw 2643 Yw

2v, (A') = 2614 2608 vvw 2605 vyw
Wl + Y,4 (A') = 2447 2443 vw 2440 vw
a' + 2&, (A') ± 2339 2343 vw 2340 Yw
VI + u4 (A') = 2232 2227 w 2223 w
Ps + v4 (A') 2052 2050 Sh
", + v, (A") = 1978 1976 w 1970 w
2#, (A') = 1850 1850 vw 1846 vw
P, + P, (A") = 1798 1796 vw 1795 vw

1+ &, (A') =1643 1642 vw 1639 vw I
1 + ,, W(A') 1617 1619 ah 1617 ww

a, + P, (A") 1596 159 vvw 1596 vw
V, (A') 1522t 1522(0.1) 1522 (0.1) p 1519 s 1520 (0.2) 1524 (0.2) p
a', + P, (A') = 1437 1436 m 1424(0+) 1435 (0+) 1432 m 1430(0+)

1390Yw P, +,,3 (Flu,)
2P7 (A') = 1342 1343 m 1340 m
Ps1 (A') 1310 vs 1307 (0.1) 1306 (0.1) p 1307 vs 1305 (0.2) 1300 (0.2) p
PS, + 2Y, (A')= 1204 1210 vw 1206 vw 6a +1,3 (Flu + Fil)
a,+ v, (A") .1187 1189 vw 1186 vw
u, (A') 1127 vs 1124(0.4) 1127 (0.6) p 1128 vw 1127 (0.6) 1128 (0.7) p
2v, (A) - 1032 1033 vvw 1032 vYw
2,,, (A') 994 998 m 997 (0.2) 1000 (0.25) p 996 m 997 (0.3) 1001 (0.3) p
&14 (A') 925 s 924 (3.2) 927 (6.1) p 923s 925 (4.7) 929 (5.9) p

755 mw 826 mw &3 + P,(,,,u + F2 •)
670 vs 699 vs P3 (Fis)

a,• (A") 670(0.9) 671 (0.8) dp 671 (0.9) 671 (0.8) dp
656(10) 655 (10 p 690(10) 689 (10) p a, (Al,)

620 sh i + v,, (Alu + FEu + Flu + Flut)
582(0.4) 575 (0.4) dp 581 (1.3) 375 (0.4) dp P, (EX)$66 (1.1)

P, (A) 515 ms 514(0.8) 518 (1.0) p 515 ms 516(1.2) 516 (0.9) p
a,. (A") 497 ms 496(0.5) 499 (0.6) dp 496 ms 497 (1.1) 498 (0.5) dp -,

a', (A') 345 m 348 (0+) 343 ma
a', (A') 310(0.5) 310 (0.6) p 310 (0.9) 310 (1.0) p290 vs 392s 4 (F, •u)

280(2.4) 280 (2.3) dp 374 (3.6) 371 (2.0) dp P,, (F15)
Uncorrected Raman intenasitiu.

TAbla II. Vibrational Spectra o golid N. FSnF, Table IlL Fundamnental Frequenies (cm-') of NF,* and Their
obsd freq, cm-I, and Assignment in Point Group C,

rtel intens avtpinment freq assignment approx description of mode
IR Raman N3F,+ (Cg) (SsF,),, 1522 A' Lo, N=N ist

1518 s 1519 (0.1) a,, (A') 1307 P, asym NF, str

1428 m a' + so, (A') 1127 113 NF' str
1341 in 2, 7 (A') 925 04 sym NF, str134304(0.1) 2 (A') 116 V, 6(sym NF,) in plane1126 vs 1127(0.1) W (A') 310 a,, a(FNNF2 ) in plane
986m 9988(0.4) 2mg (A') 671 A" v 6 (asym FNNF,) out of plane
921 vs 921 (3.9) P'4 (A') 497 4, 6 (tyro FNNF.) out of plano

670(1.1) v, (A') 344 11 N=N torsion6351 s.b str modes

610 br 604(10) have Raman counterparts. Of the three predicted NF
572 (0.3) stretching modes, the symmetric NF 2 stretch (P4) is expected
512 (2) W' (A') to have the highest Raman intensity and the lowest depo-490-450 m. b, 492 (1) •.(A") bridge st

310 (0.8) a, (A') larization ratio and, therefore, is assigned to the band at about
228 (0.3) a'ef(A') 925 cm- . Irk reverse should hold true for the antisymmetric
179 (1.1) NF 2 stretching mode 0 2 which, therefore, is assigned to the

band at about 1310 cm-. This leaves the assignment of the
111. All nine mondes should be infrared and Raman active, band at about 1127 cm-' to the unique NF stretching mode
with a possible exception being the torsional mode P9 which -,v, the frequency of which is similar to that of the NF stretch
is expected to be of very low Raman intensity. The three A" in N2F+.' 7

modes should result in depolarized Raman bands. For the asaignment of the five deformation modes, the (
As can be seen from Table I11, three NF stretchiag modes following five frequencies are available: 671, 516, 497, 344,

are expected all belonging to species A' and ooccrring in the and 310 cm-'. Of these, the 516- and 310-cm-' bands are
frequency range 900-1 30cm-i. Thben are three very intemse clearly polarized in the Rainan spectra and therefore must
infrared bands in this regio (use Figures I and 2), all of whih represent the two remaining A' mode. By comparison with

• ,•..i ,. . .••: :• ' .. .."L • '••'" :•:• • .,.U ,; ,:•-" •.- ,• •:+:• , U•"-'. • .Au•,.•-,,., t__:.L . . " ',• .• ,"•1,
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S- 1Our low-temperature spectra (-70 to -90 C) in either BrFs

4,X JIMresolved than those obtainable for' the S02 solution and thus

---- a- 317. -- permitted a more accurate determination of the three coupilng
constants. The A signal consisted of a sharp doublet of
doublets with JAD - 317 Hz, JAX - 78 Hz, and a line width
of rbout 8 Hz. The B signal was again a doublet of doublets
with JAs - 317 HZ and Jax - 78 Hz, but with significantly
broader lines (line width of about 60 Hz). The X signal was

Sa sharp 1:2: I(J 78 Hz) triplet indicating very similar values
B H°- of Jx and Jax. Our observed coupling constants significantly

,"differ from those (JAB- 379 Hz, JAx- 8 1 Hz, Jix - 45 Hz)
I !previously reported2 for a poorly resolved spectrum.

X Assignment of ABX to the three fluorines in N2F3* can be
-2 made based on the following arguments. The two nitrogen

atoms in N2F3* are not equivalent. The one possessing only
"A 'one fluorine ligand is centered in an electrically less symmetric

- nfield thus making 1
4N quadrupole relaxation more effective

N - N Xand causing line broadening. Consequently, the broadened
FA] B signal is assigned to the unique fluorine. Since for the related

FN-NF, CF2U=-NF, and substituted fluorcethylenes the cis

Fgu 4. 'IF, NMR spectrum of N2F3AsF, in BrF5 solution, recorded coupling constants were found to be always significantly
at -78 °C and 84.6 MHz using CFCI3 as external standard. The very smaller than the trans ones,23 A (JAn - 317 Hz) should be
broad background signal is due to rapidly exchanging BrFs and AsF 6-. trans and X (Jsx - 78 Hz) should be cis with respect to B.
The inserts show the A, B, and X signals, all recorded with tenfold The resulting structure is shown in Figure 4. The observed
scale expansion, but different recorder gain settings. coupling constants are similar to those observed for cis

FN=NF (J - 99 Hz) and trans FN-NF (J - 322 Hz).2 3

the known frequencies of the N F2"t and CF2
2 9 radicals, the X-ray Powder Data. The X-ray powder patterns of

516-cm-' band is assigned to the N F2 scissoring mode Ps, N 2F3AsF6 and N 2F3SbF 6 are given as supplementary material.
leaving the 310-cm-1 band for the unique FNN in-plane Young and Moy have reported 3 the three strongest lines for
deformation mode, v6. N 2F3AsF 6 and stated that the pattern can be indexed for a

Of the remaining three fundamental frequencies, the 671- cubic unit cell with a = 10.8 A. Although our data confirm
and 497-cm-1 ones exhibit reasonably intense depolarized the three previously reported lines,3 our observed pattern
Raman bands, whereas the 344-cm-' one has been observed cannot be indexed based on the previously given unit-cell
only in one Raman spectrum (Figure 1, trace B) as an cx- dimensions. In view of the nonspherical geometry of N 2F 3÷,
tremely weak band. In the infrared spectra, the 344-cm-1 a relatively small cubic unit cell would be very surprising for
fundamental is of medium intensity. These intensity relations N2F3AsF 6.
indentify the 344-cm-1 band as the N•-N torsional mode. Of
the two remaining frequencies, the 671 -cm-1 fundamental is Acknowledgment. We are indebted to Drs. L. R. Grant and

assigned to the antisymmetic and the 497-cm-' fundamental W. W. Wilson for helpful discussions and to Mr. R. D. Wilson

to the symmetric FNNF 2 out-of-plane deformation. This for experimental help. This work was supported in part by

assignment is based on that20 of the related C 2F4 molecule. the Office of Naval Research and the U.S. Army Research
Numerous combination bands were observed in the infrared Office.
spectra. Their assignment is given in Table 1. Registry No. N2F3SbF6, 67328-70-5; N2F3SnFS, 67328-71-6;

In summary, the vibrational spectra of the N2F 3+ ion arc N2F3AsF6, 12254-91-0; N2F4, 10036-47-2; SbF5, 7783-70-2.
entirely consistent with our predictions for a planar model of Sua11ientary Material AvallaMe Table IV, listing the observed
symmetry C,. All nine fundamentals were observed, with six X-ray powder diffraction patterns of N2F3AsF5 and N2F3SbF, (I
of them being polarized and two of them being depolarized page). Ordering information is given on any current masthead page.
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Electron Spin Resonance Spectra of the '4NF 3+. and 15NF 3÷- Radical Cations
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The ESR spectra of the "NF 3÷. and 'SNF 3÷- radical cations were observed over the temperature range 15-340 K. The
radical cations were generated either by y irradiation of NF4÷ salts or by low-temperature UV photolysis of NF3-F 2-Lewis
acid mixtures. For NF 3+., two different types of spectra were observed. At the lower temperatures, a highly anisotropic
spectrum was obtained which is attributed to a rigid radical. At the higher temperatures, a more isotropic spectrum was
observed which is attributed to NF 4÷. of axial ,ymmetry. An analysis of the observed spectra was carried out and was
supported by computer simulations and the observed 'IN isotopic data. It was found that the previously reported value
of the isotropic fluorine hyperfine splitting is incorrect. The resulting spin density distributions indicate that NF3+. is pyramidal
but that within the isoelectronic series BFI'., CF 3., NF,4 . the planarity of the radicals increases from BF1-. toward NFF3",

Introduction radiation at 77 K, using a flux rate of 4 X 105 R h-1. Samples of
Radicals and radical ions formed from first-row elements the "N F4÷ salts were exposed between 15 and 24 h, while the sample

of the 1'NF 4÷ salt was exposed for 40 h. Samples were annealed in
have been the subject of numerous studies. These species dry ice (195 K) prior to recording their ESR signak. The NF3+. signal
provide experimental data by which molecular orbital models intensity did not decrease even when the samples were stored at 195
can be tested and also define limits within which the properties K for several months.
of isoelectronic species can be predicted. Electron spin res- UV Experimmls. The conditions used for the UV photolyses have
onance (ESR) provides a useful technique for studying the previously been described.3

structure of these radicals' since the spin distribution in s and ESR Spectra. ESR spectr- were recorded using a computer-
p orbitals can be determined from hyperfine splittings (hfs) controlled ESR spectrometer previously described." The spectrometer
and limits can often be set on the energies of excited states operated at 9.303 GHz with a TEo, rectangular dual cavity and an
through the g factors.'-' LTD-3-1 10 (Air Products) Helitran temperature controller. A 15-in.Thisosudywspomtdb the folwn factorstiom- magnup. was used with the spectrometer. Signal averaging €ombidzedt

This study was r yhe followingith programs for smoothing spectra and removal of background
During a recent study of the synthesis of NF4' salts, ESR signals was used to recod weak spectra. Intene spectra were recoded
spectra were obtained which were substantialy different fromt using standard dual cavity techniques. The magnetic field standard
those previously reported.' The radicals exhibiting these was Mn2'÷.t Values of the magnetic parameters were aM. - 8.673
spectra were stable up to 250 K, depending upon the particular :k 0.003 mT (I T - I0' Oe) and g - 2.00095 + 0.00005.1 Field
anion. The ESR spectra recorded at these higher temperatures positioms were computed to third order. Spectra were recorded buweemi
could not be reconciled with the pararrn.ters previously given, 15 and 340 K.
by Mishra et al.4 (ii) On the basis of the known isotropic Simistalm ESI Spetra. Simulations of the ESR spectra of
fluorine hyperfine splittings (aF(iso)) of isoelectronic BE3-. powders were carried out using a program developed by White and
(17.8 mT)5 and CF3 (14.35 roT), the vaue of 16.7 mT Belford based on the method of Pilbrow and Winfield" and madifred(17.8ousl mT) orand C NF3 (14.35 appere the vamueh toof 167 m by Chasteen." The program computes second-order shifts of oise
previously reported' of N F3*. appeared to be much too high nucleus and permits the hyperfine axis of that nucleus to be nonparallei
if a monotonic trend in the values for aF(iso) is assumed for to the remainder of the hyperfine axes. It also allows aniaotrop•lc La
the isoelectronic series. Since the valucs of th, hyperfine widths to be use in the calculation. The program was fither modiffied
splittings can be used to determine the structure of these in our laLoratory to inclue second-order splittings from anmequivaeuat
radicals, a reexamination of the previously given4 analysis of sut of nuclei.
the ESR spectra seemed necessary. For this purpose, it was Results
siko found necessary to study the isotopically labeled INF 3+ o ESR Spectra. During a recent ESR studyJ of the UVto permit unambiguous assignment of the nitr'ogen hifs. photolysis of mixtures of NF3, F2, and BF3 or AsF$, spectra

In this paper we report the ESR spectra of NF+. andK.ISNF3+., including a study of their temperature dependencies siiatohtson nFgrIaweosrvd tc.77 .
and a revised ana tudys of their temperature depetin dHowever, as shown in Figure 1 of ref 3, these spectra were

very poorly resolved. These spectra, which were attributed

Expermeal Sectio to a immobile NF3+. re.dical cation in a matrix, are expected
Symlis of]' ISNF4÷ Saks. The low-temperature UV photolysis to exhibit unique features (singularities) which correspond to

exrents of NF1-F,-Lewis acid mixtures were carried out in qua-tz the orientation of the threefold symmetry axis of the radical
containrs as previously decribed' The 5NF used in sone of these along directions parallel and perpendicular to the applied
experimepts ws bpampered by • disherp of taN, (9S taN, Stobler magnetic field. However, only the parallel component of the
Isotope Chemicals) and F2 (Rocketdyne) mixtures according to the spectrum is clearly identifiable.
method of Maya." The samples of NF4BF4 and NF4AsFi used for Upon warming of the UV-photolyzed mixture, the spectra
the N . -irrdiation experiments were prepared by iow-teiperature began to change. The thermal stability of the observed ESR
UV photolysis in a quartz reactor using a previously described" signals strongly depended upon the Lewis acid used. For AaF3
methd. The samples of(NF,* antiinonates wer prpae sbgal sheatieenenpogh Lws cdusd or
mixturet NF. TF 2, and i he t he FSR Pignal became more intense about 130 K and ap-mixtues of NF, Fw, and SbFr at elevated fressyros in a Monrl
cylinder." These salts were recrystallized from auhydroe s HF a o M eared to be more isotropic. At 180 K, the signal started to
remove residual Monl salt impurities, lose intensity, and it decayed rapidly at 230 K. This loss of

h .NF sou were transferred in a dry nitrogen at- signal intensity can be attributed to the disappearance of the
mosphere into 4-mm o.d. quartz tubes (J. F. Scanlon Co., Solvang, condensed AsF5 phase: However, a relatively weak residual
Calif.) which were flame-sealed under vacuum. Typically, sampte3 signal remained above 230 K which can be attributed to NF 34.
of 100 Mg of 14N F4* salts were used while only I-5-mg samples of trapped in the solid NF 4AsF6 formed during the UV pbowlyuk
"SNF 4 0 salts were available. Samples were exposed to 4C 'y ir- For the more volatile HF 3, the change from the anisotropic

*Towhom caorapadasthld be addrudsat Rockwell iMAws'tlional low-temperature spectrum to the more isotropic higher
Science Center. temperature one occurred at about 117 K. At 140 K, the
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Figure 2. (a) ESR spectrum of '$NF 3 *. at 24 K in tSNF 4 AsF •,y(d) irradiated at 77 K after annealing at 195 K. (b) Stick plots of the

line positions for the C3, axis of the radical aligjied parallel and
perpendicular te the applied field, asusming paralle fluorine hfs tensors.

to the magnetic field. We did, however, obscrvc ;houlders at j
ird I. (a) ESR Spectrum Of 1aiNFg÷a at 26 K in NF.(AsFS -y these positions.

irradiated at 77 K after annealing at 195 K. (b) Stick plots of the As the temperature of the arsenate and antimonate salts is
line positions to first order, assuming parallel F-atom tensors with .

the C3, axis of the radical aligned parallel to the applied field. (c) increased to the range 140 and 235 K, the low-temperature
Stick plot to second order of the line positions of the radical with its spectrum collapses and then forms a sharper one with a
C3, axis perpendicular to the applied field (our analysis). (d) Stick narrower span. This spectrum is independent of temperature
plot to second order under conditions of (c) using the previously between 240 and 340 K, where decomposition begins, and is
reported assignment. See discussion of (c) and (d) in text. shown in Figure 3 for irradiated NF 4AsF 6 at 240 K. The

lifetime of the species at room temperature is about 2 weeks
NF 3*. signal was completely lost. Although the more isotropic but decreases to about 10 mi at 340 K. Similar spectra were
spectra observed for the NF3-F 2-AsF, and NF3-F 2-BF 3  observed for the irradiated borate salts between about 270 and
systems exhibited broad lines, it became evident that they could 320 K.
not be interpreted in terms of the parameters previously as- In order to be certain that the spectra reported here are due
signed to N F)*.. to NF 31., isotopically pure 15NF4AsF6 and 15NF 4BF4 were

In order to resolve these disparities, the temperature de- prepared. The signal observed for the irradiated salts exhibited
pendence of the ESR spectra of the -y-irradiated alts of NFK+ the same temperature dependence as those obtained for 14NF 4+
was investigated. Salts used in this study were NF 4BF 4, salts. However, since only ca. 15 mg of t5NF4+ salts was
N F4AsF6, N F4SbF6, and N F4SbF 6.0.8SbF,, all of which gave prepared, longer irradiation times had to be used resulting in
similar spectra after 'y irradiation at 77 K. followed by an- slightly broadened lines. The low-temperature spectrum of
nealing at 195 K in solid CO2. Contrary to Mishra,' no 15NF 3". in "NF 4AsF6 is shown in Figure 2, where the 14N
problem was encountered in generating NF3

4 . by -y irradiation triplets are replaced by 15N doublets. The high-temperature
of NF4BF 4. Prior to annealing, residual signals were observed 15NF3

4+ spectrum is shown in Figure 4 and is analogous to the
on either side of the NF3'. resonance, in addition to an intense high-temperature 14NF 3+, spectrum.
sharp line at g - 2. The origin of these signals, which may
have been due to the anion,'4 was not investigated. The an- Discusionu
nealed samples exhibited different spectra at high and low Low-Temperature Spectra of 14NF 3+.. Several unusual
temperatures. The low-temperature spectrum, observed features become apparent upon close inspection of the NF3 +.
between 10 and 140 K, was similar to that previously at- spectra at low temperatures. Most significantly, the distinct,
tributed to NF 3+.,' and is shown in Figure I for irradiated intense features of the spectra must be assigned to the radical
NF 4AsFs at 26 K. Other salts gave similar spectra, except with its threefold symmetry (Cu) axis aligned parallel to the
that the lines exhibited a shoulder to the high field side of the applied magnetic field. Generally, however, the mcst intense
main resonanoe. The line width of the spectrum increased features of the spectra of axially symietric radicals in powders

slightly with longer irradiation times but was independent of are assigned to the orientation in which the symmetry axis is
. temperature. Reducing the amount of N F3+. by warming the perpendicular to the applied field.at'-2 Since no such features

sample resulted in a narrower line. These observations suggest are observed here, it is clear that this spectrum cannot be
that dipolar interactions occurred between nearby defect sites. treated in the conmentional manner used for axial or nearly
There is one difference between our spectra and that observed axial symmetry.
by Mishra et a].;' even in the more dilute solutions, we were A second feature is that the positions of the fines in the
unable to resolve some of the features which were attributed spectrum that correspond to the i1 orientation do not fall into
to the alignment of the C3, axis of the radical perpendicular the positions calculated from the hypýurfine splittings (hfs)

5.64 ........
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Table 1. Hyperfirie Splittlawi' of IINF3 and "NFS at High and Low Temperatures

26 K 240 K 24K 240 K
a()30.8" 2.00 t 0.25 30.6c 2.40 t 0.25

a(l)(-)3.30 12.48 t 0.05 (-)3.8c 11.97 t 0.05
aON() 11.49±1 0.20 8.10±t 0.25 -16.08 t 0.20 - 12.20 1 0.25c
4N(') 7.8 t 0.5 9.36 t 0.05 -10.6 ± 1.0 -13.03 t 0.050
aF(Iso) 8.1 8.99 1 0. 14 7.7 8.78 t 0.14
aN(iso) 9.0 9.14 ± 0.14 -12.4 -12.75 ± 0.14
g90) 2.003 1 0.002 2.0073 ± 0.0010 2.003 ±0.002 2.0079 t 0.0012
g(Wi 2.006 ± 0.002 2.0040 ± 0.0007 2.005 0.002 2.0047 j: 0.0007
g~iso) 2.005 ± 0.002 2.0051 ± 0.0007 2.005 j: 0.002 2.0058 * 0.0009

a Hypaofine splittings are in mT (I niT= 10 Oe0). b The sign of the 14N hfs is auumed to be positive; thus "N hts are negative by' virtue U
their nuclear moments. I These are effective values based on supposed axial symmetry for individual tensors; ap<z) = 30.8 mT and ay(x)=
air~y) - 3.3 tnT (wee text).

.3144V at 235 K

Nf4AkF 6 at 24~K l

20,.T 20 MT

ffECTRUM SIMUAIED

Fig=r 3. (a) ESR spectra of 14NF,*. at 242 K in NF4A&F6, -y ir-
radiated at 77 K. (b) Computer simulation of spectrum assuming
axial symmetry and the parameters given in Tablc 1.Figure 4. (a) ESR. spectra of IINP3". at 235 K in "$NF.AsF5 y

irradiated at 77 K. (b) Computer simulation of spectrum assuming
which are given in Table 1. These values are calculated from axial symmetry and parameters given in Table 1.
the extrema of the spectrum. For a system which exhibits a
large hUs with axial symmetry, the field positions in which the entation, while the lines corresponding to MAfF) - +3/2 and

uniqe ais s pralel t th manctc feldH,~jj) isgivn -/2 agree with the calculated positions, the lines corresponding
by eq I to second order,21 where g(JI), g(iL), a(II), and aC-L) toM()=+/2 and -1/2 are shifted away from the centegc

of the sptctrum.
H1,wQI) -HO(II) - a(II)M, - A final complication in the interpretation of this spectrum

a(.i) 2[g(L)0/900J11 is that there are several extra lines present which cannot be
2[H(Il - ~lIM][1(1 + 1) - Mill (1) explaiued in the conventional analysis assuming axial sym-

metry. Similar features were observed in spectra or CF3. which
are the parallel and perpendicular g factors and hfs, re- were explained"-'0 by the fact that, while the hyperfine tensors
spectively, HO(II) is given by hv/g(II)pm9, I is the total nuclear of each of the fluorine atoms are equivalent, they are not
spin, and M, is the component of spin parallel to the magnetic mutu~y parallel. This causes the axial component of the
field. The analogoin equation for HJm.M( ) is given by eq 2,'21 tensor to be at an angle of 18* with respect to the C3, syes.

H0(i)- a(±Af, -metry axis.' As a result, singularities in the spectrum appear
Hju,_L)- H(I-)- aj-)l -which correspond to orientations of the radical with respect

a(iL)2 + a(jt)l(g(II)g(j.WL] to the applied field which are other than parallel or per-
4[Ho(-L) - a(iL)M,] [/(1 + 1) - Mill (2) pendicular.S In the spectrumn of CF3.. there are sets of lines which

j~ (where H0( I) is given by hv/g( .1.)jp,. Field positions are correspond to either the parallel or the perpendicular orien-
pldtted on the same field axis under the spectrum in Figure tation. However, these d not occuk in the positions expected
l b, for the molecule oriented 11 and 1 to the field. Sec- from the values of the hfs. BecauseaQ 2(1> ar(i_), the lines
and-order shifts are only significant for NF3+. when the field IM,(F)l - 3/2 which correspiond to parallel alignment are
is _L to the Ck, axis of the radical. Note that for the 11 oni- shifted closer to the center of the spectrum, while those of
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IMAF)I = 1/2 are shifted away from the center. Shifts in given in Table I. The 'INF3+.-containing samples exhibited
opposite directions occur for the lines which correspond to the the same thermal stability as the "4N F3*.-containing samples
perpendicular orientation. The effective value, aA(II), is then described above.
given by eq 3, where a, - ay and a, are the principal values Comparison of High- md Low-Temperature Spectra. The
of the hyperfine tensor. g factors and hyperfine splittings of the different NF 3+. ESR

a42(I) = a,2 €•s a + a, 2 sin2 a (3) spectra are given in Table I. That they are all due to N F3+.
is established by the following observations: spectra of the

The spctrum of N F•+. is more omplicated because of the irradiated 14N and 'IN salts contain nuclei of the correct spins
added anisotropy of the "4N hfs. Here the nitrogen hyperfine and numbers; fluorine atom hfs of "N F1 +- and '5N F3+. are
tensor will determine the positions of the singularities of the equal at high and low temperatures, respectively, while the
spectrum. As a result, the treatment given by Maruani et al.9"° respective N-atom hfs are in the correct ratio of their nuclear
for CF3. needs to be modified. We report here, effective values moments; high-temperature spectra reversibly change into the
for the hyperfine tensor, determined from the extrema of the low-temperature spectra, which are less intense; computed
spectra. In units of mT, aF(II) - 30.8, aF(.L) = 3.3, aN~j) values of the isotropic hfs are the same in high- and low-
- 11.49, and aN(-L) = 7.8. In contrast, Mishra ct al.4 report temperatur; spectra, provided that the sign of ar( .L) at low
aF.411) = 30.0, ar(.L) = 10.0, aN(Il) = 11.5, and aN(._) = 9.0. temperature is taken as negative.
The stick plot representing this analysis is shown in Figure I bc The reason for the difference between the high-temperature
for the parallel and perpendicular orientations, respectiv-ly. and the low-temperature spectra is probably due to tern-The analysis of the parallel orientation is in agreement with
the previous4 assignment; however, there is substantial dif- perature-dependent rotation of NF 3 +. about a single axis.
ference between our analysis of the perpendicular orientation Spectra of CF3. in a 1:30 CF 31/Kr matrix change from one
and the previous one,' shown in Figure p d. "lhe analysis o characteristic of a stationary radical to one characteristic of

a freely rotating radical, as the temperature is increased from
the perpendicular components depends upon which features 4.2 to 35 K.' 0 Examples in which similar changes occur
are selected. Since these fcatures are buried. within the between 77 and 300 K include NH 3+. and ND 3". in their
spectrum and since extra lines appear, this assignment is indeed respective ammonium perchlorates 22 and PF5. in KPF 6.21.2'
difficult. However, because of the large value of aF(II), there The averaging processes for NH 3a. and NDP ., 12 as well as
are downfield shifts of 1-5 mT due to second-order effects. The averag ibuted torotans of these radweal s
Therefore, the features corresponding to the perpendicular PFs-.,2  e were attributed to rotations of these radical ions.
orientation are those which are asymmetric with respect to the As the temperature of the NFi+.-containing samples is
center of the spectrum, after allowing for the second-order increased, the spectra change between two different aniso-
splittings of the tMF)! = 1/2 lines. Furthermore, the features tropics. At low temperatures, the spectra are indicative of

that we have selected are consistent with the analyses of motionless N F3+., while at high temperatures, the spectra are
high-temperature spectra as well as those derived from the indicative of uniaxial rotation. Most likely, this rotation occurs
'1N1`3+. spectra. about an axis close to that of its minimum moment of inertia

Low-Temperature Spectra of "SNF3 ". In order to confirm and is probably accompanied by some libration. Preliminary
the analysis of the "N F3+. spectra, samples of isotopically pure X-ray studies2' on NFýBF4 show that the lattice is tetragonal,
' 3N F4 + salts were prepared. Since only 15 mg of sample was which may provide a preferential direction for rotation of the

available, long irradiation times were used to get a sufficiently smaller N Fj+ cation. Since this radical should be in its
strong signal. This resulted in some line broadening. Nev- minimum energy configuration, significant deviations from the
ertheless, because the spectra arc less complicated, some energetically favored pyramidal structure arc extremely
features of the 1 orientation can be observed. The result of unlikely. Also, there arc no phase changes of the lattice
the analysis is given in Table 1. Within experimental error, between 100 K and room temperature as indicated by Raman
the fluorine hfs are equivalent for "NNF 3

4. and '5NF 3+., while spectroscopy.2 5 Inversion of the radical about the nitrogen
their nitrogen hfs are in the ratio of their nuclear magnesogyric would be expected to result in more nearly complete averaging.
ratios (-1.403). The observed spectrum and a stick-plot of Supporting evidence for rotation of NFj". is provided by
the analysis are shown in Figure 2. Note also that the the fact that the aF(l) values observed for 3NF". and
spectrum exhibits anomalies similar to those discussed for '5NF3+. are not identical. Since NF3

4 . has a pyramidal
4N F3"+.. structure (see betkw), the moments of inertia of "NF 3 -• and

High-Temperature Spectra of "4NF3+.. The high-temper- 15N F3+. must be different. This causes their rotational axes
ature spectrum of "NNF3+. shown in Figure 3 can be interpreted to be different, resulting in different aF(-L) values.
in terms of an axiallý symmetric radical containing three nuclei UV-photoiyzed mixtures of N F3, BF3 , and Lewis acid at
of I - 1/2 and one nucleus of I I 1. A unique feature of this low temperatures exhibited spectra which were similar to that
spectrum is that the hfs for the parallel orientation are smaller of Figure 1, except that the lines were broader. The line width
than those of the ±_ orientation. However, as discussed earlier, increased slightly with longer photolysis, while the intensity
the features representing the ._ orientation arc considerably increased. The higher temperature spectra (see for example
stronger than those of the I1 orientation. As a result, the Figure 5) can be interpreted in terms of the hyperfine pa-
features of the parallel orientation in the middle of the spectra rameters of the N F3+. spectra observed for the 'y-irradiated
are masked, and they can only be determined by computer salts (see Figure 3), although the line widths are quite different.
simulation. For "NFI÷. in NF 4AsF5 , the spectrum is in- For the photolyzed samples, the transition between the low
terpreted in terms of a nitrogen nuce-us (I = I) and three and higher temperature spectra occurred at much lower
equivalent fluorine nuclei (I ' 1/2). The hyperfine splittings temperatures than the -y-irradiated salts and the thermal
are, in mT, aN(-L) - 9.36, aN(O) - 8.70, aF(L) = 12.48, anu stability of the radical depended upon the volatility of the
aF(Ij) = 2.00. These values are independent of temperature Lewis acid used (see Results section). This suggests that these
between 235 and 340 K. radicals are associated with solid AsF5 or BF3. The weaker

High-Temperature Spectra of 1NF,÷.. In order to confirm residual signals observed after complete evapora,,on of the
the assignment of the "N F3+. spectra, spectra of a -y-irradiated N F3- F2-Lcwts acid condensed phases are similar to those in
sample of •NF•As:F, were obtained (Figure 4). These spectra the -r-irradiated N F4+- salts. This suggests that they are due
can be analyzed in terms of one I5N atom (I - '/ ) and three to N F)+. trapped in small amounts of NF 4+. salts formed
equivalent "F atoms (I '/2). The hyperfine splittings are during the photolysis.
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"IN F3
4. and '5N F3

4. Radical Cations Inorganic Chemisrtry, Vol. 17. No. 11, 1978 3193

cannot be accurately determined. The value of pP/ps for CF3 .
I NF3  is 2.9, while that of N F3

4. is 4.1. This suggests that the treeI ~U 1JYP10MLYSSO
NF)IF2 1AIF, electron in NF3 *. has more p character than that in CF3.. Thisg

IAin turn suggests that the hybridization of the XF bonds in CFv
is nearly sp3 but that in NF +- is between sp3 and sp2. This
in turn indicates that NF3 1. is more planar than CF3. in
contrast to the conclusion of Mishra et al.4 This is further

Il supported by the fact that the observed anisotropy in the
Is I fluorine hfis is greater for N F3

4. than for CF3.. Recent
/"-theoretical calculations 3' based on the isotropic hifs of BF 3-.,

I /\..~CF 3., and N F3
4. also indicate that the planarity increase from

I0M BF3-. toward N F3 '..
I The same conclusions arc reached if the values of a,* and

b1
0 reported by Hurd and Coodin3 2 are used. These values

are approximately 15% larger than those used here, so that

Fligur 5. ESR sp~ectrum of the NF3,4 radial at 163 K produced by' smaller spin densities are computed. Although these absolute
UV photolysis of a mixture of NF3-F2-AsFs (1:4:1) at 77 K. values appear more realistic, they leave the ratios of pP/pu
Comparison with Figure Ia shows that the six intense lines of the unchanged.
spectra are broadened into four overlapping lines, with the wings not The spin densities of N F3+-. and N F2. are also compared
resolved, in Table Ill. The spin density distribution for NF 2. is cal-

culated from the ESR data of Kasai and Whipple, 33 and the
Table 11. Comparison of Hyperfine Couplings of Radicals XF3 data are consistent with the isotropic data of Farmer et al.35

Used ki Table III Values in mT are aN(l) - 4.9, aN(-L) - 0O, 401I) - 21.2,
I 2CF, -and and aF(..L) = -16.9. In NF 2., the unpaired electron is pri-

14NF,+.G I CF1 - IIBF.-.b 14NF20.c marily in a p orbital so that there is no delocalization of the
ox .7 8d 24.7t unpaired electron into the orbital of the lone pair on nitrogen.

ax( I) 11 .49d 31.8f Thus, the structure of this radical is surprisingly different from
dir1) (-) 3 .3d 8.4' that of N F3

4..
aF(I 30 .8d 26.49 Work is underway to analyze, in detail, the hyperfine
ar05s) 8.9e 14.25h 17.8 14.34 splittings of the NF 3

4 . radical and determine the angle a
ex(isO) 9.149 27.15h' 15.3 9.39 between the nitrogen and fluorine hyperfine tensors. In the
9050o) 2.0051l 2 , 003 1h 2.0021 2.05 CF 3. radical, a was round to be 17.S¶9.Io1 Edlund at al.35

41This work . b Reference 5. 0 References 27 and 2 8. d Taken reported that the direction of the hfs was not perpendicular
from low-temperature spectra. * Taken from high-temperature to the C-F bo~id, but at an angle of 54* to it. A pecise
spectra. f Reference 29. 9 Reference 9. h Reference 6. analysis of the low-temperature spectrum of N F34 fMay

substantiate the above conclusions, Since the N F3
4. radical

Table 10I. Spin Densities on the Central Atom and Fluorine is slightly more planar, a for N F3*- may be different from that
Atoms of NF+- Compared tolThose of Related RadicalsofCF.
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Abstract

The thermal decompositions of NF4 BF4 and NFF4 AsF6 were studied in a sapphire

reactor at different temperatures by total pressure measurements* It was

found that the rates, previously reported by Solomon and coworkers for

NF4AsF 6 , significantly differ from those of the present Investigation#

Although both studies result In a 3/2 reaction order. From the temperature

dependence of the observed decomposition rates, the following values were

obtained for the global activation energies, ENF OF a 36.6 + 0.8 kcal moll

and ENFAIF - 4407 +. 4.2 kcal tool01. The suppression of the decomposition

rates by the NF3 , F2 and OF3 or AsF was measured. A critical evaluation of
F5 +all experimental data available on the NF4 salt formation and decomposition

suggests the following reversible reaction mechanism

F 2 - 2

+ NF 3--- F
;F + AsF 5• NF AsF6

iF;AsF6  + F. NF +AsF6
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A Born-Haber cycle was calculated for NF4 BF4 and shows that the global

decomposition activation energy and the heat of the formation reaction

are identical within experimental errors and that the second step of

the above mechanism Is approximately thermochemically neutral. The rate

of the thermal formation of NF4SbF6 at 250C was also studied.

Introduction

F+

The formation and decomposition reactions of NF 4 salts are of significant

theoretical and practical Interest. From a theoretical point of view, the

question arises whether iNF4 or NF5 are produced as unstable Intermediates. These

would be highly unusual because first row elements generally do not form

hypervalent molecules. From a practical point of view, a better knowledge of

the formation and the decomposition mechanism is necessary In order to improve

on existing synthetic methods.

Several mechanisms have previously been postulated for the formation of
+1,

NF4 salts. In 1966, Christe and coworkers suggested in their original reports 1'

on the synthesis of NF4AsF 6 by low-temperature glow-discharge that either NF +

or F (or F2 ) are generated in the discharge. These radical cations could then

react with either F2 or NF3 to yield NF*. In 1972, Solomon and coworkers
3reported the results from a kinetic study of the thermal decomposition of

NF4AsF 6 in Monel. Based on total pressure measurements, they concluded that the

decomposition Involved the equilibrium dissociation step

NFN4 AsF 6 NF5 + AsF5

followed by Irreversible decomposition of the unstable NF5 according to:

N F NF + F
5 3 2
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The latter step was taken to be a 3/2-order reaction. From the temperature
dependence of the kin-tic constants, a value of 41 kcal mol 1 was obtained

for the sum of the overall heat of sublimation and the activation energy
for the decomposition of NF59 In 1973, Chrlste and coworkers proposed4 an

5 * +
alternate mechanism for the formation of NF+ salts. This mechanism accounted
for the fact that NF• salts can be synthesized by uv-photolysis. It ir,v)lved

the following steps.

F2  -- 2F

S+ AsF-- AsF656

AsP6 + NF3  __N F +AsF6

NF3AsF6 + F--NF4AsF6

Part of this mechanism was latez experimentally confirmed by ESR studies 5 "7

which showed that the NF• radical cation is Indeed formed as intermediate
3

In both the low-temperature uv-photosynthesis and the Y-Irradiation induced

decomposition of NF; salts.

5-7Since the observation of NF as an intermediate is Incompatible with
3the mechanism proposed' by Solomon and since at elevated temperatures metal

reactors rapidly absorb F2-Lewis acid mixtures, a reinvestigation of the

thermal decomposition of NF4 AsF6 in an Inert sapphire reactor was undertaken.
In particular, a more detailed Investigation of the suppression effects of NF3 9
F2, and AsF 5 was expected to yield valuable information. Furthermore, no

quantitative data had previously been available on the decomposition rates of

NF4 BF4O and the formation rates of NF4 SbF6 .

Experimental Sectio,n

Thermal Decomposition Studies. The samples of 1IF 4BF4
8 and NF4 AsF 6

8 ° were

C prepared as previously described and showed no dedectable impurities. All
decomposition experiments were carried out In a sapphire reactor (Tyco Co.).

The reactor was connected by a Swagelok compression fitting, containing a

S................................. . . . . . . .... 571 -
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Teflon front ferrule, to a stainless steel valve and a pressure transducer

(Validyne, Model DP7, 0-1000 mm + 0.5).) .,-he output of which was recorded

on a strip chart. The reactor had a volume of 38.7 ml and was heated by

Immersion into a constant temperature (+0.05C) circulating oil bath. The

reactor was passivated at 250*C with F2 -BF3 or F2 -AsF 5 mixtures until the

pressure rcmalned constant over a period of several days, and weighed amounts

of NF+ salts were added in the dry nitrogen atmosphere of a glove box. After

immersion of the reactor into the hot oil bath, the reactor was evacuated,

and the pressure change was monitored as a function of time. Control

experiments were carried out at the beginning and end of each serIs of

measurements to ascertain that the rates had not significantly changed during

each series. The composition of the gaseous decomposition products was shown

by chemical analysis, infrared spectroscopy, and gas chromatography to be 1:1:1

mixtures of NF3 , F2 , and the corresponding Lewis acid. For the curve fitting

of the kinetic data the method of linear least squares was used with the listed

uncertainties being 2oof the calculated slope.

Formation of NF4 SbF 6 Because of the high corrosivity of high pressure

NF3-F 2-SbF 5 mixtures at elevated temperatures, the NF3-F 2 -SbF5 reaction system

could not be monitored directly with a pressure transducer or gage. Consequently,

9 identical passlvated 95 ml Monel cylinders were each loaded with 50 mmol of

SbF, and a twofold excess of NF and F was added. The cylinders were simulta-

neously placed Into an oven preheated to 250C and were removed separately from
the oven after certain time intervals. After cooling the cylinders, all material

volatile at 25'C was pumped off, and the amount of NF4 salt formed was determined

by the observed weight increase and spectroscopic analyses.

Results and Discussion

Thermael Decomposition of NF4BF4 and NF4 AsF 6 . The thermal decomposition of

NF4 BF4 and NF4ASF 6 in a constant volume reactor was studied by total pressure

measuroaents over a temperature range of about 35"C for each compound. Since

screening experiments had shown that even well passlvated nickel or Monel reactors

rapidly reacted with mixtures of hot F2 and OF3 or AsF5, a sapphire reactor was
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used. This reactor was found to be completely Inert toward these gas mixtures

over extended time periods. Furthermore, It was found that the decompos-Ition

rates Increased with Increasing sample size. However, the rates did not Increase

linearly with the sample size because the Increased pressure enhances the

supp.ussion of the rates (see below). In order to minimize the effect of

:hanges In the sample size during a given series of experiments, the largest

feasible samples and the smallest available reactor volume were used. In

this manner, only a small percentage of the sample was decomposed In a given

series of experiments. The first and the last experiment of each series were

carriedout under Identical conditions and showed that the change In rate due

to the small, but Inevitable, sample size change was indeed negligible.

* The results of our measurements on NF4 BF4 and NF4 AsF6 are summarized In

Tables I-and 2. In agreement with the previous report 3 on the thermal decomposition

of NF4AsF 6 , smooth decomposition curves were obtained. The decomposition rates

steadily decreased with Increasing pressure in the reactor and the Initial rates

were restored upon evacuation of the reactor, indicating that the decomposition

products suppress the decomposition rates. This was confirmed by studying the

influence of different gases on the decomposition rates of NIF 4 BF4 and of NF 4AsF 6 .
The addition of He did not noticeably influence the rates, whereas F and NF

2 3
resulted in a weak suppression. However, the addition of OF to NF o of

AsF to NF4AsF 6 resulted in strong rate suppressions (see Tables I and 2).

For all decomposition experiments, plots of p3/ 2 versus time resulted In

straight lines (see Figures I and 2) indicating a 3/2 reaction order. The

resulting global kinetlc constants are given In Table 3. Arrhenlus plots of

these constants resulted In straight lines (see Figure 3) and In the following

global decomposition activation energies, ENF BF - 36.6 + 0.8 kcal tol1 and

ENF AsF n 44.7 + 4.2 kcal' mol the latter ýal being In good agreemen with

that of 6 41 kcal mol 1 previously reported. 3

The fact that the small mol fraction ranges of sampla decomposition studied

in these experiments were truly representative for the overall decomposition rates,

(i was established by following the decomposition of small samples at somewhat

higher temperatures over almost the entirv ool fraction (I) range. A typical
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decomposition curve obtained for NF, OBF4 at 253C (see Figure 4) does not
exhibit any sigmold character and the P3'2 versus time plot Is linear for

about the first 25t of a

Although the results previously reported3 for the decomposition of NF4 AsF6

in Monel resulted In a linear P3 / 2 versus time plot, the reported rates were
by a factor of about seven higher than ours. Unfortunately the sample size

and the exact reactor volume used in reference 3 were not given. However,
the estimated reactor volume (100 cc lonel cylinder + Wallace-Tiernan FA 145-
780 gage) and the reported method of the NF4AsF 6 synthesis suggest that the
previously used sample weight to reactor volume ratios were almost certainly
significantly smaller than those of our experiments. This should have resulted

in rates lower than ours. The only possible explanations for the previously

reported higher rates are absorption of the suppressing AsF 5 by ionel and/or
inaccurate temperature control (heating of the cylinder in a tube furnace).

A large discrepancy of -106 exists between the previously reported3 and
our kinetic constants (see Table 3). Most of this discrepancy (-105) appears

to be computational.

Furthermore, the previously reported data for the suppression by AsF 5 are

Inconsistent. Whereas the experimental data In Tables 6 and 7 of reference 3
show strong rate suppression by AsFs, the kinetic constants given in Table 8

of reference 3 Imply only mild suppression by AsF5 . The previously reported3

strong rate suppression by NF3 could not be confimed by the present study.
Our data (see Table 3) show that NF Is only a weak suppressor, comparable to

3
a 2 nd that or BF are the only strong suppressors. This Is an Important

observation, because the alleged3 strong suppression by NF3 had caused us to
propose In a previous publicatelon a m-chanism for the fomation of NF4AsF 6

Involving the Incorrect (see below) steps + AsFP5  .AsF 6 and AsF6+ NF 3

Thermal Synthesis of NF4 SbF6 . Whereas the thermal synthesis of NF4AsF 6

proceeds at too slow a rate for practical kinetic measurements, the rate of
formation of NF 4SbF6 Is sufficiently fast. However, SbF6 tends to form
polyantimonates, such as Sb2 F17 or Sb3 F16

5 ,'i'l. with SbF5 which makes a kinetic

evaluation of any experimental data very difficult. In view of the Importance
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of the thermal synthesis of NF4 SbF6 (this compound serves as a starting

material for the metathetical syntheses of most other NF salts)+ 5 and

because of the complete absence of data on Its formation rate, nine reactions

were carried at 250*C and at a pressure of about 110 atm to determine Its

formation rate. The results are summarized in Table 4 and Figure 5 and show

that at this temperature the Initial formation rate of NF salts is surprisingly

rapid. The subsequent slow-down of the reaction is probably caused by a

lowering of the SbF5 partial pressure In the system due to the formation of

polyantimonate anions. Their thermal dissociation equilibria to SbF 6 and

SbF5 will then control the SbF 5 pressure In the system and become the rate

limiting steps.

Reaction Mechanism. As pointed out In the Introduction, the formation

and decomposition mechanism of NF4 salts is of great interest because it appears
to involve an unusual hypervalent species, such as AF4 , NF5, AsF6 or OF4 . The

following experimental data are known, and the correct mechanism must be

compatible with all of these condi*lons.

(1) Certain NF 4 salts, such as NF4SbF6 and NF4AsF 6 , can, depending upon

the system pressure, either be formed or decomposed at the same temperature.

This implies pressure dependent equilibria and reversibility of the formation

and decomposition reactions.

(2) ESR measurements have shown that the I1F; radical cation Is a crucial

Intermediate In both the low-temperature uv-photolytic synthesis and Y-Irradiation

Induced decomposition of NF4 salts Furthermore. the fluroination of NF to NF4

appears to require F atoms.,

(3) In the thermal decomposition of either NF4 BF4 or NF4 AsF6 , VF 3 or AsF 5

act as strong rate suppressors, whereas both NF3 and F2 suppress the decomposition

rates only mildly (see above results).

4,08 9
(4) Filtered uv-radlatlon or heating to 120C supply sufficient actIvation

y for the formation of NF salts. This is a strong indication that the firstenergy frtefraino F

step In the synthesis must be the dissociation of F2 Into two fluorine atoms

.(D(F 2 )-36.8 kcal eol 1).16
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(5) The tendency to form NFV salts by thermal activation strongly d4creases

with decreasing Lewis acid strength, I.e. SbF >AsF >PF> F3F 4,89 Since the
+ 5 5 3*

corresponding NF4 salts all possess sufficient thermal stability, a mechanism.

Involvin6 the initial formation of NF5 , followed by Its reaction with the

corresponding Lewis acid, cannot explain the lack of thermal formation of

salts, such as NF4 PF6 or N4 OF4 . It can be explained, however, by the formation

of Intermediates of lower thermal stability, such as F;3 salts. For SbF 6 or

AsF6 ' these NF; salts were shown to still possess the lifetime required for
3-++ -

their efficient conversion to NF4 salts, whereas NF3BF4 was found to be of

considerably lower thermal stability7.

(6) ESR flow-tube experiments 1 7 gave no Indication fov Interaction between

F atoms and AsF,, as expected for the reaction step AsFr + F-- AsF6 .

(7) Infrared matrix isolation studies of the thermal decomposition products

from either NF 4 AsF6 or (NF4) 2 NiF 6 18 gave no evidence for the formation of

NF54

(8) Lewis acids, such as BF3, PF., AsF. or SbF5, do not form stable adducts
with HiF3, even at low temperatures.

Since NF3 , F2 and F have Ionization potentials of 13.00.20 15.6921 and

17.44 eV, 22 respectively, any mechanism involving the Initial formation of either

NF;FF + or F + can be rulea out, based on condition (4). This leaves us with

the following 4 possible schemes.

Scheme 1:
NF3 + AsV 5= NF;2AsFV

+ +

hF2AsF6 + F-N3AsF6

F;AsF .+ F - NF AsFj
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Scheme 2:

P2 ~

, AsF ? sF6

FAs6 + N P4 AsP3 3 6

F+AF NF4 AsF6

Scheme 3:

F2 2i

* S

F + NF 3  NF5

4 +
NF + AsF NF4AsF

5 5 '4 6

Scheme 4:

F - 2F
2

3` 4

S~ F + NFP NF4

NF4 +AF5 F3 AF6
N0 + A F N As+
NF As + F--- *'NP AsF~

3 s 6 +

Scheme I can be ruled out because It does not comply with conditions (8) and
(3). In Scheme i, NF3 would be expected to suppress as strongly as AsF 5 . Scheme 2

can be eliminated because It violates condition (3), I.e. NF should be a
stronger suppressor than AsFP, and because of condition (6). Scheme 3 Is
L.Iacceptable because it does not comply with (2) and (5). Schane 4 is the only

mechanism which agrees with all am-,erimental data and therefore Is our preferred

C• • mechanism. This mechanism differs from all the mechanisms previously proposed.
It appears to be genorafly appliable to NF4 saltsexcept for certain

decomposition rc ctions in whi.-h NFP oxIdatively floorinates the anion. 1 8
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In view of the rather complex mechanism of scheme 4 and the observed

fractional reaction order for the decomposition process, a mathematical analysis
of the kinetic data was too complex and beyond the scope of the present study.

Born-Maber Cycle for NF4 BF4 . It was of interest to examine the thermo-

dynamic soundness of sc'heme 7. NF 4 BF4 was chosen for this purpose because it

Is the onV., NF4 salt for which the heat of formation has experimentally been
determined. 2 3 The following Born-Haber cycle can be written where all heats

of formation or reaction are given in kcal mol"

- 34.6(5) + .
F(o) + NF 3(g) + IF3(9) NF4 BF4 (s)

0 -31.4 -271.4 -337.4

(301! (4)j

(g) + F(9)+ NF3(9) + IF3(6)

(2)J

4 F(g + O 1 3
(9)g -1 (g) (g + ;F OF4

24 24 an FB 4
23 tehato

From the known heats of reaction of NF , BF , and NF IF 2 the heat of

reaction (5) Is known to be -34.6 kcal mol . Furthermore, the heat of

"dissociation of F2 , reaction (1). Is known 16 to be 36.8 kcal mol- • A
reasonably close estimate for step (3), the heat of formation of solid

NF bF, from NF4 and BF3 , can be made from the known heat of dissociation

of NF2 AF . Since NF3 0 and A•F4 are expected to be quite similar (see below).

It Is reasonable to assume that step (3) has a heau of reaction similar to that

of NF O + BF- -NF20+BF, I.e. -18 kcal mol-I Consequently, the sum of3 3 2 4
steps (2) and (4) should be about -53 kcal tool. Whereas the heat of reaction

of step (2) Is difficult to estimate, the heat of reaction of (4) Is easier

to estir•ate because it represents the dissociation energy of the fourth N-F

bond In NF, In NF the heat of dissociation of the third N-F bond is 58 kcp'g-126 2• 3
gl, and it seems reasonable to assume that the dissociation energy of

the fourth N-F bond in NFZ Is similar to or slightly less than this value.
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Consequently, btep (2) should be approximately thermociemically neutral..

The proposition that step (2) ond step (4) should so markedly differ in

their heats of reaction, although both involve the formation of one additional

N-F bond, Is not unreasonable. In step (2) a hypervalent NF4 radical is formed

which would possess nine valence electrons on the central nitrogen atom. By28
analogy with the known NF3 0 molecule, this energetically unfavorable structure

can be circumvented by assuming strong contributions from resonance structures,

such os
S0 0
N + and Ni-

F F" F "0 F"

F F

These resonance structures result In a strong polarization, I.e. weakening of

all N-F bonds, when compared to those in NF3 . This is demonstrated by the bond
lengths of 1.371 and 1.43 A observed for NFP 9 and NF 0 . respectively.T

3 3 Thus

the energy gained by the formation of a fourth N-F bond in the NF4 radical is

largely compensated by a significant weakening of the remaining N-F bonds.

In contrast, the reaction of the IF+ radical cation with a fluorine atom, I.e.
3 F

0+ 1+
N FF• / F +F --- F F

F F
does not significantly change the nature of the existing N-F bonds and, therefore,

is expected to result in a heat of reaction close to the energy of this bond.

It should be pointed out that the global activation energy (36.6 + 0.8 kcal

mol 1I) of the decomposition of NF 4 BF 4 to NF + F2 + BF 3 and the heat of formation
of NF4 BF4 from NF3 + F2 + BF3 (-3k.6 kcal 3ol"|) are the some within experimental

error. It is difficult to say whether this is coincidental or If It implies

that the corresponding forward reactions, i.e. steps (2), (3) and (4) of the

Born-Haber cycle occur without activation energy. Exarles of the latter case

are known for the endothermic dissociation of solids, such as carbonates. 3 0  If

for NFt salts the global decomposition activation energies should Indeed be

identical to the heats of formation from NWF, F2 and the corresponding Lewis

acid, a value of about -372 kcal mol can be predicted for AHfNF AsF based

on E 45 kcal mol 1 Iand ZHfAsF 29.55 kcal mol" 1. 6(. o NF AsF fs

5
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Table 3. Global Kinetic Constantsa for the Thermal Decomposition

of NF4 BF1 and NF4 AsF6

rNFBF 
NPF4 A.;F

Temp. (*C) k x I10 Temp. ("C) k x 100

182.2 0.96 + 0.01 200 0.284 + 0.002

188.9 1.74 + 0.02 218 1.99 4 0.03

190.8 2.11 + 0.04 227 4.00 +0.02

197.4 3.39 + 0.05 238 9.69 + 0.10

204 6.08 + 0.08 238(He 736) 9.62 + 0.08

213.3 12.79 : 0.22 238(F 2 197) 9.22 + 0.05

215 14.68 + 0.18 238(NF 567) 8.60 + 0.16

190.8(He 500) 2.29 + 0.03 238(AsF5 247) 1.94 + 0.12
190.8(F 2 500) 1.86 +_ 0.04 238(AsF 5 724) 0.48 + 0.085

190.8(NF3 500) 1.92 + 0.02

190.8(BF3 500) 0.314 + 0.02

a) Mol 3/2 liter -3/2 sec 1 , error limits 20-
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Diagram Captions

Figure 1. Total pressure (P 3/ 2 ) curves for the thermal decomposition of
2.65 g of NF BF at different temperatures (C).

Fgur~e 2. Total pressure (P 3/ 2) curves for the thermal decomposition of

1.86 g of NF4 AsF 6 at different temperatures (C).

Figure 3. Arrhenlus plots for NF4 BF4 and NF4 AsF6 .

Figure 4, Decomposition curves for 75 mg of NFrBF at 253"C. The solid
lines are the observed data and the broken line represents the Ideal
straight line for the P3/ 2 versus t plot.

Figure 5. Formation rate of NF4 SbF6 -xSbF 6 from NF 3  F2 and SbF5 at 250C.
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ABSTRACT

The infrared spectra of SF isolated in Ar and Ne matrices were
stuie. heobered32~ 34 4

studied. The observed 3S .- 4S isotopic shifts were used to rercilve the

existing ambiguities concerning the assignments of the deformation modes

and to obtain an improved valence force field.

INTRODUCTION

Although numerous papers have been published on the vibrational

spectra and assignments of SF4 [1-12J, this molecule is sL,.l poorly understood I
and the assignment of most of the deformation modes is still open to question.

In this paper, we report new matrix isolation data and S - 34S isotopic

_ shifts which alkw unambiguous assignments for the deformation modes and the

computation of an improved valence force field.
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EXPERIMENTAL

The Ar or Ne matrix isolated samples oif SF4 were prepared by the

reaction of S2 C12 with AgF 2 using a previously described flow systpm [13]

and He-cryostat (14]. The isotopically enriLhed samples were prepared
from 34S (>98% purity) and C12 . The infrared spectra were recorded on a

Perkin-Elmer Model 325 spectrophotometer with an accuracy of + 0.5 cm- .
Most of the 32S - 34S isotopic shifts were determined with an accuracy of
+ 0.05 cm" 1 . The methods used for the normal coordinate analyses have

previously been discribed [11].

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Infrared Spectra. Infrared spectra were recorded of SF4 in both Ar

and Ne matrices at 4 K for SF 4 of natural sulfur isotope abundance, 1:1

mixtures of 3 2 SF4 and 34 SF , and pure 34 SF4 using sample to natrix ratios

of 1:1000. The observed frequencies and 32S - 34S isotopic shifts are

summarized in Table 1.

In agreement with previous experience [6, 13, 15, 16], neon matrices

produced the best spectra and exhibited frequencies closest to those of the

gas phase values. Because accurate anharmonicity correctiors were not

possible, all observed isotopic shifts were corrected by a factor of 1.01,
a value close to those previously used for similar molecules [13, 16, 17].

The observed isotopic shifts are in fair agreement with the values previously

reported [11] for some of these bands in an N2 matrix.

For some of the bands, matrix splittings were observed. The usc of S

enriched samples facilitated distinction between isotopic and matrix splittings.

For the 353 cm- fundamental, the splitting observed in a N2 matrix had

previously been interpreted [11] in terms of a coincidence of the two fundamentals

V and v9 . Although varying degrees of splitting were observed during the

present study for the 353 cr"' fundamental in Ar and Ne matrices (see Figure 1),

these splittings are identf-.al for both 3 2 SF and 34SF Since it appears

59 4 4
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unlikely that v3 and v9 should exhibit identical sulfur isotopic shifts, these
splittings are attributed to matrix splittings of a single fundamental. This

conclusion Is supported by che normal coordinate analysis, given below, which
shows that the large isotopic shift observed for the 532 cma 1 deformation mode
can be explained only by assigning this frequency to v3"

Nc~rmal Coordinate Analysis ard Assignments. A listing of the 9 fundamentals
of SF4 and their assignment in point group C,, is given in Table II, together
with an approximate description of these modes. Based on the previous studies

[1-12J, the assignments for v,. v2, and v4 in the A1 block, v6 in the B block,
and v in the B2 block are well established. The remaining four modes are all

deformation modes. Assuming no coincidences, three fundamentals at 532, 475,
and 353 cm"- are available for assignment to these four modes. Based on relative

intensity considerations and the fact that all three fundamentals are infrared

active, the missing fundamental should be the torsional mode v5 (A2 ) which is
infrared inactive. In similar molecules, this mode is generally of very low
Raman intensity. Therefore, it would not be surprising that this mode has up

to date not experimentally been observed for SF4 .

The assignment of the 532, 475, and 353 cm"1 fundamentals was established

in the following manner. The 353 cm"1 band has previously been assigned
[5, 6, 8, 10, 11] to v9 (B2 ). and this assignment has recently bien supported
by microwave spectroscopy [1] . Since the 32S - 34S isotopic shifts of v, and
of the 353 cm"1 fundamental are now both known, a force field computation can
be used to test the correctness of this assignment. If the assignment is
correct, both observed isotopic shifts must result in an identical force field.
As can be seen from Figure 2, the isotopic shifts observed for the 867 and
the 353 cm" fundamental result In the same force field, thus establishing the

353 cm"1 fundamental as v9 (B2 ).

A distinction between the two possible assignments (532 and 475 cm"I) for

v7 (B1 ) can be made in a similar manner, since the sulfur isotopic shifts of V6

(B) and of the 532 cm" deformation mode (4.05 cm"1 ) are known. From a

computation of the BI force field (see Figure 3) it becomes obvious that the

I'

sulfur isotopic shift of v7 has to be less than I a•n" in order to agree with
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the force field obtained from the isotopic frequencies of v6 . Since the

isotopic shift of 4.05 cm 1 , observed for the 532 cm-1 band, is much too
large for v7, the 532 cm'1 fundamental must be v3 (A,) and the 475 cm" 1

oii- wust be v7 (B,). Additional support for this assignment was obtained
from the computation of the A1 block force field (See Table 3). No
difficulty was encountered to duplicate the isotopic shifts observed for

"v19 v,, and v3.

The missing frequency of v5 (A2 ) was calculated to be 437 cm-1 assuming
F5 5 - F77. This assumption seemed most plausible because of the three possible
fo, interaction constants, the one which involves two angles sharing a common

equatorial fluorine ligand, i.e. f j, should have the largest value and because

in F5 5 and F77 f " has the same sign.

The assignments,thus obtained for SF4 ,are sumnarized in Table 1 and can
now be considered as being well established. They are in good agreement with
the previously published [3] infrared gas-phase band contours and conpare

favorably with those [18] recently published for the closely related SF4 0 molecule.
Based on the results of this study on SF4, it becomes necsssary, however, to

exchange the assignments of v4 (A1 ) and vg (B2) for SF4 0.

The force field of SF4 is summarized in Table 3. The B1 and B2 block
values represent a general valence force field. The A1 block is still under-
determined (10 symmetry force constants and 7 frequency values), but is expected
to be a good approximation to a general valence force field in view of the good

agreement between the observed and calculated isotopic shifts. The off-diagonal
symmetry force constants listed in Table 3 were required in order to be able to
duplicate the observed sulfur isotopic shifts. The value of F2 3 is necessary

to make Av2 close to zero. The relatively large isotopic shift of v3 can only

be achieved by the use of an F3 4 value which concentrates the isotopic shifts

of V3 and v4 almost exclusively in v3 and by the use of F13 and F14 which

transfer some of the isotopic shift from v, to v3 . Since v is an almost equal
mixture of F3 3 and F4 4 (see PED of Table 3), the isotopic shift balance between

.and can be 'equally well achieved by either F13 or F14, as long as their

sum equals to about 0.6 mdyn/radian. Therefore the chosen ratio between F13
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and F14 is somewhat arbitrary, and their values were made about equal for
cosmetic reasons.

The potential energy distribution (PED) is given in Table 3 and shows
that all fundamentals are highly characteristic, with the exception of
and v4. The latter are almost equal mixtures of F3 3 and F4 4 . As previously
discussed in detail [10, 11) and shown by their elgenvectors (see Table 3),
V3 is a symmetric and v4 is an antisymietric combination of the synmetry
coordinates S3 and S49 i.e.,

F--I
F-...• F-s..•

v3, symmetric combination of v4 ,antisymnmetric combination of
axial and equatorial bending axial and equatorial bending

In view of these facts, a discussion is rather meaningless whether v or v4
is mainly axial or equatorial bending. Furthermore, it shows that v4 is the
fundamental mainly involved in an intramolecular exchange process as suggested
by Berry [19].

Additional experimental data which could be used as a constraint for the SF4
assignment and force field, are centrifugal distortion constants [12] and mean
amplitudes of vibration 120]. Since the observed centrifugal distortion
constants Ware not well determined" and have been shown [123 to be insensitive
towards changes in the assignment of the deformation modes, they are not a
useful constraint. Mean amplitudes of vibration have previously been reported
1l10 for SF4 using five different assignments and force fields. These data
showed that only<q 2>½ F3 ... F4 and < q2> h F1 ... F3 are sufficiently sensitive
to variation of the assignment of the deformation modes in question and were
approximately proportional to the values of F3 3 and F44 2'wh F33  2 FASO
respectively. Using these correlations and the above force field, <q > F .. .F

and(q 2>> FI. F3
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0
are estimated to be 0.071 and 0.067 A, respectively, in excellent agreement

0
with the observed values of 0.068 + 0.01 and 0.067 + 0.005 A [20], thus

lending additional support to our assignment. It should be pointed out

that both the centrifugal distortion constants and the mean amplitudes of
vibration .although useful for the detection of gross errors in the
assignments, are not sensitive enough to be useful constraints for the force

field of SF4.
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DIAGRAM CAPTIONS

Fi e 1. Infrared spectra of 3SF4 and SF4 in argon and neon matrices.

The observed splittings are attributed to matrix effects.

Figure 2. Solution range of force constants and computed sulfur isotopic

shifts for the B2 block of SF4 . The rectangles indicate the

uncertainties of the observed anharmcnicity corrected isotopic

shifts and the vertical line the resulting general valence force

field. The units are cm" 1 for the isotopic shifts and mdyn/A,a

widyn A/radian', and mdyn/radian for F88 , F9 9, and F8 9, respectively.

Figure 3. Solution range of force constants and computed sulfur isotopic

shifts for the B1 block of SF4 . For further explanations, sce

caption of Figure 2.
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1,2
Although FOClO has been known for decades, its reaction chemistry has

3

remained virtually unexplort-i is limited to references to unpublished

work, cited in a review. 3  This lack of data is attributed to the previous

2
report that FOClO3 consistently exploded during attempted freezing. During

astudy• of NFCI0 4 , it was found that very pure FOClO o

in high yield by the thermal decomposition of NF4CIO The FOCl03P prepared

in this manner, could be manipulated and repeatadly frozen without explosions,

thus allowing us to study some of its properties 5 and reaction chemistry.

Of particular interest to us were the reactions of FOCIO with fluorocarbonr.

Previous work6 in our laboratory had demonstrated that CIOCIO and BrOCl0 add
3 3

readily to fluorocarbon double bonds resulting in covalent fluorocarbon

perchlorates. Consequently, one would expect fluorine perchlorate to undergo
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a similar reaction. However, a literature citation suggested that FOCJO
.3

does not add across the double bond in CI 2CCF Furthermore, reactions of

cvalent hypofluorites, such as CF3OF, are commonly interpreted in terms of

a highly unusual CF 30-F type polarization of the O-F bond ("positive fluorine").

If the O-F bond in CF OF is indeed polarized in this direction, the fluorine

in FOCIO should be even more positive because of the higher electronegativity
3

of the perchlorato group. Since the direction of the addition of a hypohalite

across an unsymmetrical olefinic double bond strongly depends on the direction

and the degree of polarization of the O-Hal bond,7 a study of the 0 CIOF-

CF3 CF-CF2 reaction system offered an ideal opportunity to experimentally test

the validity of the "positive fluorine" :oncept.

Experimental Section

Caution! Although no explosions were encountered in the present study, FOIO3

must be considered a highly sensitive material and should be manipulated only

in small quantities with appropriate safety precautions.

Apparatus and Materials

Volatile materials were manipulated in a weli-passlvated (with CIF 304

stainless steel vacuum line equipped with Teflon FEP U traps and bellows-seal

valves. Pressures were measured with a Heise Bordon Tube-type gauge (0-1500 mm

+ 0.1%). Infrared spectra were recorded on a Perkin-Elmer Model 283

spectrophotometer. The 19 F NMR spectra was recorded on a Varlan Model EM 390
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spectrometer at 84.6 MHz using Teflon-FEP sample tubes (CS Laboratory Supplies)

and CFCI as an internal standard. Hexafluoropropylene and CF 31 were purchased

while CF2-CF was prepared by pyrolyzing Teflon. Fluorine perchlorate was

obtained from the decomposition of NF4 CI0 4 . 4 ' a5

Reaction with Hexafluoropropylere

A 30 ml stainless steel cylinder was loaded at -196* with FOC10 (1.59

mmol) and C3 F6 (2.05 mmol). The closed cylinder was warmed to -45o and kept

at that temperature overnight. Separation of the products was achieved by

vacuum fractionation in U traps cooled at -78, -95, and -196*. The coldest

trap contained unreacted C3 F6 together with FCO 3 , C2 FsCFO, and a small

amount of (CF3 ) 2 C0. In the other traps only the colorless liquid, C F70CI0 3

was found (1.18 mmol, 74% yield based on FOCIO3 ). The following temperature-

vapor pressure data were measured (*C, mm): -46.6, 4; -22.7, 17; -9.3, 36; 0.0,

59; 10.6, 99; 22.0, 161. The vapor pressure-temperature relation is described

by the equation log P =7.5257-(1571.94/T*K) with a calculated normal boiling

point of 65.20 and a heat of vaporization of 7.19 kcal/mol. A vapor density

of 265 g/mol was measured compared to a calculated value of 268.5 g/mol for
S+ +

C F CIO4 . Strong mass spectral peaks were found for the Ions C2 F4 CIO, C3 F,

CF2 CIO , C F0+. C3F5 C2 F5 CF0 C2 F4 C2 F3 0+ CIO; CF 2 0+, C (base peak)

CIO , COF , ClIO, CF, and COF 4 . Infrared bands were observed at (cmi int.):22 2'
1340(sh), 1325(sh), 1290(vs), 1250(sh), 1235(vs), 1200(m), 1171(w), 1153(m),

1119(ms), 1088(m), 1026(s), 98 8(s), 968(m-s), 78 4 (w), 746(m),723(w), 676(m),

641(m-s), 614(s), and 530(w).
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Reaction with Tetrafluoroethylene

Fluorine perchlorate (0.61 mmol) and C2 F4 (0.62 mmol) were combined at

-196° in a 10 ml stainless steel cylinder. By evaporation of the liquid nitrogen

from a liquid nitrogen-dry ice slush used to cool the reaction cylinder, the

temperature was allowed to slowly rise to -78° and finally over several days

by loss of solid CO to about -45°. Fractional condensation of the products

at -112 and -196° permitted the isolation of C2 F5 0C0. (0.42 mmol. 68% yield)
2~l 501i mml38yed

which was identified by its known vibrational, NMR and mass spectra.8 Smaller

amounts of CF3 CFO, C2 F6 , Cl 2 , and 02 were observed as by-products.

"Reaction with Trifluoromethyl Iodide

into a cold (-196°) 30 ml stainless steel cylinder CF3 l (0.66 mmol) and

then FOClO3 (1.40 amol) were condensed. Warm-up to about -45o was acconipllshed

slowly as noted in the preceding example. After several days at -45° the

reactor was recooled to -196° and the presence of a considerable amount of non-

condensable gas (oxygen) was noted. Fractionation of the condensible products

showed a mixture of COF 2 , CF4 , C12 , 12' IF 5 , and a solid iodine oxide to be the

principal species present. However, a small amount CF OCIO3 (0.05 mmol, 8%

yield) was also found and identified by comparison with reported data. 8

Results and Discussion

Under carefully controlled reaction conditions, similar to those previously
used for the polar additions of CIOCIO and BrOC06 fluorine perchlorate

3 VC03

was found to add across olefinic double bonds in high yield. With tetra-

fluoroethylene the following reaction occurred:

S_ 4 _ _ _

-. ... . .0 -

~ -~'-r--~- ~ ---
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-=CF + FOCI0 3  CF CF OCO

CF _. ..__C__F0__0

With the unsymmetrical olefin perfluoropropylene a mixtures of two isomers

F was found:

-450
CF CF-CF 2  + FOCI0 3 -O - CF3 CF2 CF2OCIO3  + CF CF(OCIO )CF

(68%) (32%)

These two perfluoropropyl perchiorates are novel compounds which were

identified by vapor density measurements and spectroscopic data. The presence

of the covalent -OClO3 group was demonstrated by infrared spectroscopy which

showed the intense bands typical of this group8 at 1290 (V CI%.), 1026 (vsCiO )

and 614 cm (v C1-0). Additional support for the covalent perchlorate

structure was obtained from the mass spectrum which showed strong peaks for

the ions, CiO3 ClIO, and C10+ but not for Cl04, as is generally the case for

fluorocarbon perchlorates. A parent ion was not observed and the highest

n/e was C2 F4CIO4, ie. the parent minus a CF3 group.

Gas chromatography of the product revealed ,i slight assymetry for the

C3 F7 C104 peak, thereby indicating the presence of imers. This was confirmed

by 19F NMR spectroscopy showing that both possible adducts were formed. Thu

rI- observed chemical shifts and coupling constants, together with higher resolution

data than previou,-y reported8 for C F50CIO are
for 2F5 C103  ar summnarized below.

611
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85.3 93.5 82.0 89.7 128.8 78.9 146.0 (ppm)

CF3- CF2"OC 3 CF3-CF 2 -CF2 -OC 103  CF3 -CF=CF3

t quart. t t quart t t quart OCiO 3  (Hz)

LJ.2 LI7 d hept
0.5 L2.5-1

The resonances cf fluorines geminal to a perchiorato group were broadened due

to chlorine quadrupole relaxation. Based on their relative peak areas, the

ratio of the two isomers was, n-68% and iso-32%.

The fact that in the reaction of FOCIO3 with CFCF-CF both Isomers are

formed,significantly differs from the previousiy reported CIOCIO3 and BrOCIO3

reactions where exclusive Markownikoff type additions occurred. The latter

produced.100 of CF 3CFXCF20cI03, as expected for a polar addition of the

positively polarized terminal halogen to the carbon with the highest electron I
7density.

+ "

CF3 CF-CF 2 + Cl-0C103----- &-CF3 CFC]CF 2OCIO3
(100%)

The formation of both isomers (w and is-) in the corresponding FOCIO 3 reaction

suggests that the F-0 bond in FOCIO 3 Is not strongly polarized In either direction.

This is not surprising in view of the known very small dipole moment (0.023D)

of the closely related FCIO 3 molecule 9 and the expected similar electronegativitles

of a -CIO -'nd an -OC1O 3 group. The fact that the percentage of n-Isomer was

somewhat higher than that of the iso-Isomer can be explained by steric effects

(bulky CF3 group) and is Insufficient reason to postulate a strongly positive

fluorine In FOCIO An alternate explanation for the formation of two isomers
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in the FOCIO 3-CF 3CF-CF2 reaction would be the assumption of a free radical

t mechanism. However, the high yield of the products (74%), the mild (-450)

I • and well controlled reaction conditions, and the absence of detectable

amounts of C3 F8 and C3 F6 (0C10 3 ) 2 in the rmaction products render a free

radical mechanism unlikely.

In contrast to the olefin addition reactions, the reaction of FOCIO 3

with CF I was more difficult to control. The primary reaction path appears3
to have involved oxidation of the iodine followed by degradation to

oxygenated and fluorinated species. Nevertheless, a modest yield (8%) of

the desired perchlorate, CF3 0CIO3 , was realized. By comparison, the

CIOCIO -CF I reaction is also vigorous, but can be controlled to give a
3 3

nearly quantitative yield of CF OCIO 8
3 3'I

In summary, it has been shown that FOCIO 3 can add to carbon-carbon

double bonds to produce alkyl perchlorates in good yield. The formation of

t two isomers In the reaction of FOCIO3 with the unsymmetrical olefin

CF3 CF-CF 2 Indicates that the O-F bond in FOCiO 3 Is of low polarity and does

not justify the assumption of significant postlive character for fluorine.

"Since a CF3 0- group is considerably less electronegative than a 0 ClO-group3 3
the above results imply that, contrary to general acceptance, covalent

hypofluorites, such as CF 3OF, do not contain a positive fluorine. Indeed,

it would be most difficult to rationalize how the addition of fluorine to a

less electronegative element, such ps carbon, would render the latter more

electronegative than fluorine itself.
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Abstract

The synthesi, and properties of H 0 SbF H0 SbF , and H 02AsF the first
3 2 W H 2 6 3O2 F6,

known examples of peroxonium salts, are reported. These salts were prepared

by protonation of H2 02 In anhydrous HF solutions of the corresponding Lewis

acids. They were isolated as meta-stable solids which underwent decomposition

to the corresponding HO0 salts and 0 In the temperature range 20-500C. The
+3 2

H302 salts were characterized by vibrational and NMR spectroscopy. Modified
valence force fields were computed for the Isoelectronic series H200H+, H2NOH

and H2NNH The similarity of their observed spectra and computed force fields
suggests that the ions are isostructural with H NOH which possesses C symmetry

2 s
with the unique hydrogen being trans to the other two hydrogens. The Influence

of protonatlon on the stretching frequency of the two central atoms Is discussed

for the series R00, HOOH, H2 OOH+, H2 NNH", H2 NNH 2 , H NNH+, H3NNH 2. Attempts

to protonate both oxygen atoms In H202 to form H400+2 (SbF6) 2 resulted In H302Sb 2 F1 1

as the only product. The strongly oxidizing Lewis acid BIF 5 underwent a redox
reaction with H202 in HF, resulting in quantitative reduction of BIF to BIF
accompanied by 02 evolution. When a 2:1 excess of BIF 5 was used, an adduct

formed having the approximate composition BIF 3BIF . Heating a mixture of

solid H30 2Sb2F11 with a strongly fluorinating agent, such as BIF5 or Cs2 NIF 6,

resulted In a green chemiluminescence band centered at 5150 A.
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Introduction

Anhydrous KF-Lewis acid solutions are Ideally suited to protonate less

acidic substrates. This technique has successfully been applied to the Isolation

of novel salts containing the H3 0 ,I'4 H S+ 5,6, NH F ,7 and AsH+ 6 cations.
33 2 224Since all these cations contain a single central atom, It appeared interesting

to extend this method to a substrate containing two central atoms, such as

H 20 2* In such a case, both single and double protonation are possible, and

the influence of protonation on the strength of the bond between the two

central atoms can be studied. Such effects are well known for the related
90210hydrazine molecule. Although the HO2 anion is known, to our knowledge

11
the corresponding cations derived from H2 02 have only be postulated, but

not been characterized or isolated as salts.

Further Interest was added to this study by the fact that H 0 is a
2 2

starting material for the generation of excited molecular oxygen which In turn

is of great Interest for a near resonant energy transfer Iodine laser. There-
+

fore, the combination of an H3 0 cation with a strongly oxidizing anion in

the form of a stable salt could provide a suitable solid-propellant gas generator

for excited oxygen.

Experimental Section

Materials and Apparatus. Volatile materials used In this work were

manipulated In well passivated (with CIF and HF) vacuum lines constructed either

from Monel Teflon-FEP or entirely from Teflon PFA using injection molded fittings

O and valves (Fluoroware Inc.). Nonvolatile materials were handled In the dry

nitrogen atmosphere of a glove box. Hydrogen fluoride was dried by treatmentf with F2 , followed by storage over BIF 5 to reve t traces of H2 0., Antimony

pentafluoride and AsF 5 (Ozark Mahoning Co.) were purified by distillation and

fractional condensation, respectively. Bismuth pentafluoride (Ozark Hahontng Co.)

was used as received. Hydrogen peroxide (90%, FMC Corporation) was purified by

repeated fractional crystallization1 2 and material of 99.95% purity, as analyzed

by titration with KMnO4  solution, was obtainable by this method. All equipment,

used for handling H2 02 , was washed with 12 n H2 SO4 , thoroughly rinsed with

distilled H20 and dried in an oven prior to use. The synthesis of Cs 2 NIF 6

has previously been described. 1 3
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Infrared spectra were recorded in the range 4000-200 cm"1 on a Perkin-Elmer

Model 283 spectrophotometer. Spectra of dry powders at room temperature were

obtained using pressed (Wilks minipellet press) disks between AgCI windows.

Low-temperature spectra were obtained as dry powders between CsI plates using

a technique similar to one previously reported. 1 4

the The Raman spectra were recorded on a Cary Model 83 spectrophotometer using

te4880-A exciting line and a Claassen filter1 5 for the elimination of plasma

lines. Sealed quartz or Teflon-FEP tubes were used as sample containers In the

transverse-viewing, transverse-excitation technique. The low-temperature spectra
16

were recorded using a previously described device. Polarization measurements

were carried out according to metnod VIII listed by Claassen et a8.15

Debye-Scherrer powder patterns were taken using a GE Model XRD-6 diffracto-

meter. Samples were sealed in quartz capillaries (-0.5-mm o.d.).

The 19F and IH NMR spectra were recorded at 84.. and 90 MHz, respectively,

on a Varian Model EM 390 spectrometer equipped with a variable-temperature probe..

Chemical shifts were determined relative to external CFCI 3 and TMS, respectively.

A Perkin-Elmer differential scanning calorimeter, Model DSC-lB, was used

for the determination of the thermal stability of the compounds. The samples were

sealed in aluminum pans, and heating rates of 2.5 and 10°/min. were used.

For the chemiluminescence experiments, H 0 Sb F was mixed with either solid
3 22 11

BIF or Cs2 NIF 6 and placed into the bottom of a Pyrex glass tube which was equipped

with a stopcock. The tube was connected to a vacuum manifoid and heated in a

dynamic vacuum by a stream of hot air until gas evolution and chemiluminescence was

observed. The emitted light was analyzed with a 0.5 m McKee-Pederson mono-
0 0

chromator over the range 2000-10000 A using a spectral slit width of 25 A.

+ -Preparation of H 0AsF In a typical experiment, AsF 5 (15.39 mmol) and

anhydrous HF (50.76 retol) were combined at -196* In a passivated Teflon FEP

ampoule equipped with a valve. The mixture was allowed to melt and homogenize.

The ampoule was then taken to the dry box and H202 of 99.95% purlty (15.29 mmol)

was syringed In at -196". The ampoule was transferred back to the vacuum line

and evacuated at -196, It was then kept at -78' for 2 days to allow reaction.
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After this period, no evidence was fcund for material noncondensible at -196%,
I.e. no 02 evolution. The mixture was warmed to -45o ,d a clear solution

resulted. Material volatile at -45* was removed by pumping for 10 hr and was

collected at -196%. A w~ite solid residue resulted which was of marginal

stability at ambient temperature. Based on the observed material balance

(weight of 15.29 mmol H3 02AsF 6: calcd, 3.423g; found 3.47g), the conversion of

H202 to H302AsF6 was complete within experimental error. The compound was
+2cation 'nd sFshown by infrared and Raman spectroscopy to contain the H3 02

anion. 1,7, 17-20

Thermal Decomposition of H 0 AsF,_ A sample of H 0 AsF (28.93 mmo1, was
a 2 as H 0 -

allowed to decompose at ambient temperature. An exothermic reaction occurred
generating 14.6 mmol of 02 and a white solid residue which was identified by

vibatina spectroscopy as H 0+AsF.1

Preparation of H 0SbF Antimony pentafluorlde (27.96 mmol) was added
In the dry box to a passivated Teflon FEP U-tube equipped with two valves and
i Teflon coated magnetic stirring bar. Anhydrous HF (522.9 mmol) was added on
the vacuum line at -196%, and the mixture was homogenized by stirring at 20'.
In the dry box hydrogen peroxide (27.97 mmol) was syringed Into the U-tube at

-196%. The cold tube was transferred back to the vacuum line and was evaauated.
The tube was warmed from -196' to -78° for one hour with agitation which resulted
In the formation of a finely divided white solid, suspended In the liquid HF.
When the mixture was warmed to 20%' tCie white solid completely dissolved. No
gas evolution was obs,-ved during the entire warm-up operation, and no non-
condensible material could be detected when the mixture was cooled again to
-196'. The HF solvent was pumped off at -22' for three hours resulting ?n 7.566g
of a white solid (weight calcd for 27.96 mmol of H3 02 SbF6 7.570g), stable at 20'.

+The compound was shown by vibrational spectroscopy to be composed of H 0 cations
3 2

and SbF6 anions.1•571 8 l9 Additional support for the composition of the
product was obtained by allowing a sample of H3 02 SbF6 to thermally decompose

3-2 t1at about 45%. This decomposition produced 02 and the known H3 OSbF6 salt in
almost quantitative yield.

Preparation of H 0 Sb F The synthesis of this co¢,pound was carried out

I in a manner ideltilcal to that described above for the preparation of H3 02 SbF6,Sexcept for using an excess of SbF5 , Thus, the combination of SbF5 (14.83 2m6l)

HF (407 mmol), and H 0 (6.83 mmol) produced 3.581g of n white solid (weight
2 2
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•: I calcd for 6.83 mmol of H302 SbF61.17 SbF5 3.581g), stable up to about 500.

The compound was shown by vibrational and NHR spectroscopy to contain the

H 3 H02 cation and Sb F as the principal anion.

The H20 -HF-BiF System.. Bismuth pentafluorlde (10.68 mmol), HF (394 remol),

2'2 5

and H2 02 (10.15 mmol) were combired in a passivated Teflon ampoule In a manner

analogous to that described for the preparation of H302 SbF 6. The mixture was

warmed from -196* to ambient temperature. During the warm-up operation gas

evolution was observed which was accompanied by the formation of a copious

white precipitate which showed little solubility in HF at ambient temperature.I: Bndsdue o etherBIF 3 F21,22
Bands due to either BIFor BI (both are strong Ramar. scatterers) could

not be detected In the Raman spectra of either the liquid or the solid phase.

The evolved gas was removed from the ampoule at -196' and consisted of 10.1

mmol of 02. The material volatile at 20* was pumped off, leaving behind 2.897g

of a white solid which was identified by vibrational spectroscopy as BIF3,23
3

(weight calcd for 10.68 mnol BIF 3 2.841g).

A When BIF and H20 In a mole ratio of 2:1 were combined In a similar manner
5 2 2

In anhydrous HF solution, the weight of the resulting white stable solid product

closely corresponded to that expected for BiF3 BIF The product was characterized

by vibrational spectroscopy which showed It to be an adduct and not a simple

physical mixture of BIF and BIF
3 50 _ __ _ _

Results and Discussion

Synthesis.. Based on the observed material balances. H 202 Is protonated In

HF-HF5 (H-As, Sb) solutions according to

No evidence was found for double protonation, I.e. H40 2
2 ÷ formation, even when

SbF5 was used in a twofold excess, Instead, the polyanlon Sb2 F1 l was formed

according to

H202 + HF + 2SbF H 302 2

621
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rpre24 •

It Is interesting to compare these results with those previously reported

for the NH H-HF-TaF€ system for which double protonation, ie. N2 H6
2 + (TaF 6 )2

and N2 H6
2 + TaFz 2  formation, has been observed. Although other effects, such

as the relative solubilities of the possible products, are certainly Important,
the predominant reason for the exclusive single protonation of H22C2 appears

to be its Increased acidity. Whereas N2 H4 is a weak base In aqueous solution

(pKb-5•77), H202 Is a weak acid (pK%-ll.6). With Increasing protonation, the

acidity of the resulting cations further Increases and N H+ (pK -6.1) becomes22+ 5•
a weak and N H (PKa--1) a strong acid.24,25 Whereas N H has an acidity

2 6 2 5+comparable to that of H2 S(PKa-7)' which Is known 5 ' 6 to form stable H S+ salts, IH0+ 2+3
is too acidic to undergo further protonatlon to H•0 2

.1.1

Attempts were unsuccessful to prepare H3 02 salts derived from BIF5 •

The latter Is a relatively strong oxidizer and is readily reduced by H202 In HF

solution according to

BIF5 + H2-02 BIF3 + 2HF + 02

When a twofold excess of BIF 5 was used, the following reaction was observed

2BiF + H20 - BIF 'BiF + 2HF +.05 2 2 3. 5 -2

k The resulting BI 3 .BIF 5 product was shown by vibrational spectroscopy (Ra: 591(10),

583 (4.6), 538 (1.5). 521 (0.1), 496 (0.6), 475 sh, 232 (0.5)br, 120 (0.2) br;

IR: 708w, 615 s, 606 sh, 575 s, 550 sh, 535 vs, 400-500 m vbr) not to be a physical

mixture of BIF 3 ' 2 3 and Bi 21,22 By aalogy with the known BIFP-SbF and
SbF -SbF systems, a BIF -BIF type adduct appears most plausible. However,

3 5 Bi 3  i 5[ In view of the complexity of the products formed In the SbF 3 -SbF5 system, 2 72 8

a detailed dharacterization of this BIF BIFF adduct was beyond the scope of

r •this study.

Properties. The H3 0 SbFH 302Sb2 FP, and H3 0 AsF 6 salts are white
crystalline solids. X-ray powder patterns were taken for H3 0Sb2 FP, but contained

too many lines to allow indexing. All these H30 salts are of marginal thermal
stability and were shown to undergo exothermic decomposition to the well known1

H 0+ salts 4ccording to
3
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H3 2MF 6  H.- H30 +MF 6 + 1/202

Of the above HO2 salts, the AsF 6 salt is the least stable and easily decomposes

at room temperature. The H3 02 Sb2F1 1 salt was found to be most stable. Based on

DSC data, Its decomposition starts with a small endotherm at 51" followed

by a large exotherm. In a sealed melting point capillary, decomposition accompa-

nled by foamlng was observed at about 65. The thermal stability of H3 02 SbF6

is Intermediate between those of H 3 02AsF 6  and H3 02 Sb2 F1 1. It should be

pointed out that the thermal stability of these H3 02 salts appears to decrease
In the presence of free H202 . Probably, the highly acidic H3 02 salt catalyses

the exothermic decomposition of H 202 with the evolved heat promoting the2 2

decomposition of the H302 salt Itself.

i+
The reaction of H3 02 salts with fluorinating agents appeared Interesting

as a potential method for the generation of excited molecular oxygen (02*).

Antimony pentafluorlde or SbF6 were not strong enough oxidizers to fluorinate

H;0 andBiF6 reacted at too low a temperature with H202 to permit isolationH302- and B1t

of the desired H 0 2IF6 salt. Therefore, the concept could not be directly

tested to produce 02 by the simple thermal decomposition of a salt composed
+2

of H 0+ and an oxidizing anion. However, when s6lid H3 0 Sb F was mixed at
3 2 32 2 11

room temperature with a solid oxidizer, such as BIF5 or Cs2NIF6, and when

this mixture was heated to about 80', a reaction occurred which was accompanied
0

by green (5150 %) chemlluminsescence. This 5150 A band did not exhibit detectableC

fine structure, and no additional bands were observed over the range 2000-10000 A.
0

Consequently, the 5150 A emission Is not attributed to either vibrationally excited

HF or 02*

Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Spectra. The F9F nmr spectrum of H30 2SbF 6 "1.17 SbF 5

was recorded for a S02 solution at -90'. It showed resonances (#91, 6i•tiplet;

III, doublet of doublets; 133. quintet) characteristic 29 for Sb2 F- 1 . In addition,

a weaker doublet at 1 102 was observed which Is characteristic 29,30 for

SbF5 .SO 2 . The quintet part of this species could not be directly observed since

It exhibits a chemical shift similar to that of the quintet of Sb 2 F11 . The

observation of some SbF -SO2 is in excellent agreement with a previous report

(j that the highest polyanion observed for SbF6 .nSbF 5 In SO2 solution Is Sb 2 F I,
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with any remaining SbF5 being converted to SbF sSO, In addition to the signals

due to Sb F and SbF *SO a weak unresolved signal was observed at 106, in2 11 "5 2 2
agreement with previous observations 29 on the t-BuF#3.8 SbF 5 system. This signal

is tentatively assigned to some SbFs.H2Oor SbF 5 H20-SbF5 type specles. 3 1

Attempts were unsuccessful to observe the characteristic SbF; signal

ii In the 19 F NR spectra of H2 3SbF6 In different solvents. In SO2 CIF the
compound wasqInsoluble. In either HF or HF acidified with AsF5 only a single
peak was observed due to rapid exchange between all fluorine containing species.

In SO2 at -85, only two unresolved signals were observed at 0 107 and 127 with

an area ratio of 4:1 indicating the possible presence of some (SbF 5)n.H 2 0 type

species. 3 1 The failure to observe SbF6 for H3 02 SbF6 In SO2 parallels the

previous report 29 by Bacon and coworkers who found that, unlike CsSb 2 Fii, the

CsSbF 6 salt is rather Insoluble in SO2 and Sb2 F,,1 Is the only observable anion

In this solvent.

The 1H NHR spectrum of H 0 Sb F in CH SOCH solution showed a single
brod symeticpea. ts 3 2 2 11 3 H3 slto hwdasnl

Sbroad asymmetric peak. Its line width and chemical shift were temperature

dependent. At 20* its line width at half height was 81 Hz and 8 was 11.80

relative to external TMS with a shoulder on the upfleld side. At 0* the line

narrowed to 36 Hz and broadened again at -60* to 72 Hz. With decreasing

temperature the line became more symmetric and shifted downfield (812.20 at

-60). The failure to observe two different types of protons and the variationS~+
of the observed line widths Indicate rapid proton exchange for H30 2 . The

assignment of the observed signal to H 302 is supported by Its large downfield

shift. For comparison, 99% pure H202 exhibits between 20 and -30' a chemical shift

of 410.3 relative to external TMS. On protonation, this signal Is expected to be

shifted further downfleld, as has previously been demonstrated3 2 for numerous other

species. The signal assigned to H 0+ also occurs slgntfclantly downflield from those

prH and SbF5 .H2 0 and therefore cannot be due

mainly to these species.

In HF-AsF5 solution at -80', only a single broad signal at 8 11.06 was
5 +

observed for H3 02 Sb2 F11 indicating rapid proton exchange between H 302 and the

HF solvent. In SO2 solutions of H,02 Sb2 F,,, two lines at 8 9.94 and 11.84,

respectively, were observed at -80% The relative Intensity of the 8 9.94

signal varied from sample to sample and also as a function of temperature. (9
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With decreasing temperature the peak area of the a9.94 signal decreased

more rapidly than that of the 8 11.84 signal.These observations suggest

that the two signals cannot belong to the same species. By comparison

with previous reports, the89.94 signal is assigned to HOe and

the more Intense 811.84 signal Is attributed to H3 0 In good agreement
with our observations for the CH SOCH solution. The line width of the

811.84 signal was temperature dependent and showed a minimum (dv7tIz) at

about -60, but no splittings could be observed. With Increasing

temperature, the 89.94 and 11.84 signals moved closer together Indicating

the onset of chemical exchange between the two species.

+The observations of H 0 In the proton spectrum and possibly of a
3

small amount of an (SbF ) 'H20 adduct in the fluorine spectrum suggest

that H3 02 Sb2 F1 1 may undergo either a redox reaction or decomposition In
SO solution.

2

Vibrational Spectra. The Infrared and Raman spectra of H302 AsF 6 ,

HO0 SbF and H 02aL F are shown in Figures 1, 2, and 3, respectively,
S • and the observed frequencies are summarized In Table 1. For the thermally

more stable antimonate salts, spectra could be obtained at ambient
S~temperature without the samples undergoing significant decomposition to

the corresponding H3 0+ salts. For H 0 AsF only low-temperature spectra

could be obtained.

The vibrational spectra of H3 0 2SbF6 (see Figure 2) showed a pronounced

temperature dependence. At room temperature, the Raman spectrum (traces C and

E) exhibited three bands at 667, 555, and 282 cm 1 , respectively, characteristic

for octahedral SbF . 1,5,7,18,19 When the sample temperature was lowered,

the number of bands due to SbF 6 significantly Increased, Indicating that the

syntmetry of SbF 6 became lower than 0h' This transition was found to be
reversible and to occur close to room temperature. Similar transitions have

+1 D0+ 34 + 35previously been observed for the corresponding H 0 D and 02

salts. They can be attributed to rapid motions of the ions In the crystal

lattice at room temperature causing rotational averaging. With decreasing

temperature, these motions are frozen out, causing the observed effects of
" ( symmetry lowering of the anions. Since the symmetry of the corresponding

cations Is low (no degeneracies), their vibrational spectra are much less

-oaffected.
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Assignments for the H 0+ Cation. The assignments for H3 02 were made

based on the following arguments, With the exception of the 0-0 torsional

mode,, which by comparison with the known frequency36 of the corresponding

N-O torsion in the Isoelectronic H2NOH molecule is expected to occur below
00 cm-, all of the fundamental vibrations of H 0+ should have frequencies

3 2
higher than those of the anions. The bands due to the anions can be further

identified by comparison with the ambient and low-temperature spectra
+1+7

previously reported for the corresponding H30 and NH22F 2 salts. In

view of the complexity of the low-temperature anion spectra, In Table I only

the room temperature Raman spectrum of rutationally averaged SbF 6 has been

assigned. Keeping in mind that Sb2 F - spectra strongly depend on the nature
of the counter cation, the room temperature spectrum of Sb2 F_ in H3 02 Sb2 F1 1 is

In fair agreement with those previously observed for this anion In numerous

37-41l
other salts.

Thus, the'Intense bands occurring above 800 cma

should belong to H+0 By comparison with the known trans structure of
42 srcueoisoelectronic HI2 NOH, this cation should have the following structure of

symmetry Cs

Consequently, 9 fundamentals (6 A' + 3 A") are expected for H30. These

fundamentals should all be active In both the Infrared and the Raman spectra.

Of these, 8 should occur above 800 cm-l (see above). As can be seen from
Figures 1-3 and Table I, Indeed 8 bands were observed in this frequency

region. An approximate description of the H302 fundamental vibrations Is

given In Table II. There should be four stretching modes. Three of

these should Involve hydrogen ligands, while the fourth one Is the oxygen-

oxygen stretching mode.
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'4) The three hydrogen-oxygen stretching modes should occur above 2500 cm
Their assignment, howeve,, Is somewhat complicated. By comparison with the

known spectra of related molecules, such as CHNHK 43 H NOH, 36'44 H2 0,

CH3OH, andZH2 group containing molecules, we would expect the H20- group

to exhibit 2 Intense Infrared bands In the OH stretching region. Of these

two, the antlymmetric stretching mode should have a frequency 50-100 cm 1

higher than that of the symmetric stretching mode. In the Raman spectrum

the symmetric stretching mode should be much more Intense than the anti-

symmetric one. The unique -OH stretching mode should be of considerably

lower Infrared Intensity than the two -OH2 stretching modes.

Inspection of the Raman spectrum of H30 2AsF6 shows a very narrow

Raman line at 3440 cm 1 and a barely detectable broad line at 3230 cm"'.

Since the 3440 cm" 1 Raman line shows only a rather weak Infrared counter-

part while the 3230 cm" 1 one exhibits a very Intense Infrared counterpart

and since no Intense Infrared band occurs above 3440 cm, the 3440 cm 1

band is assigned to the unique -OH stretch and the 3230 cm1 band to the

• symmetric -OH2stretch of H2 OOH+, The 3228 cm'I Infrared band exhibits a

shoulder on both Its high and Its low frequency side. Instead of assigning

these two shoulders to two separate bands, they might equally well be

attributed to a single broad band onto which the sharper 3228 cmn1 band

Is superimposed. Such a broad band might be expected for the antisymmetric'

-OH2 stretching mode, and its center (3275 cm) results In a frequency

value which agrees well with the above predicted frequency difference between

the symmetric and the antisymmetrlc -OH2 stretching mode. In the spectrum

of H3 02 SbF6 the situation Is almost identical. For H302 Sb2Flip the Infrared

counterpart to the 3435 cm-1 Raman band Is also rather narrow and occurs

at the very edge of the Intense and extremely broad Infrared band. These

observations seem to support our assignments, although it is not obvious why the
Raman line for the unique -OH stretch should be so much sharper than that for the

symmetric -OH2 stretch. If the -OH stretch and the symmetric -OH2 stretch

would have comparable Raman line widths, the latter should have a greater

peak height than the -OH stretch and should be easily observed.

Whereas the modes Involving mainly 0-. bonds should be of low ,,man

and of high Infrared Intensity, the 0-0 stretching mode should be quite

627 _
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Intense In the Raman spectrum and occur in the frequency range 800-1000 cm1.

It is therefore assigned to the strong Raman li ne occurring In all samples

between 868 and 880 cm" 1  As expected, this band shows a counterpart of

medium intensity in the infrared spectra. In the spectra of H3 02 SbF6-l.17

SbF ("H 02Sb2F l1) this band shows a splitting into two components,5 3 22 11 -1separted by about 1 0 cm . This splitting might be due to the sample not

having an exact 1:2 stolchiometry and therefore containing a mixture of

different polyantimonates, For the two well defined 1:1 adducts H 0 AsF6
3 2 F

and H3 02 SbF 6, no splittings of this band could be detected.

Of the five deformation modes expected for H 0 of symmetry Cs, four32-
involve the O-H bonds and should occur In the frequency range 1000-1700 cm

Indeed, four infrared bands were observed In this frequency range for H3022SbF

with counterparts in the Raman spectrum. Their assignment to the Individual

modes (see Table II) was made by analogy to those known 4 5 for related molecules,
such as H2 0, CH3 OH, CH3 NH2 , and CH2X2 .

The -OH2 scissoring mode should have the highest frequency and occur

between 1500 and 1600 cm" It Is therefore assigned to the band observed

In most spectra at about 1535 cm"1 * The -XH2 In-plane deformation mode Is

usually very intense In the Infrared spectrum and occurs for H NOCH 36 and
NH36,44 1-+l 3

HNO 3 at 1150 and 1115 cm- , respectively. For H OOH It is therefore
2 l2

assigned to the strong Infrared band at about 1130 cm *• The -XH2 twisting

mode Is usually very weak and occurs In H2 NNH 2 , H2NOH 36 and H2 NNH at
S1260, 1297, and 1232 cm- I respectively. It Is therefore assigned to the

medium weak band observed for H3 02Sb2 F1 1 at 1228 cm"I. There Is only one

frequency (aun420 cm"1) left for assignment to the -OOH in-plane deformation

mode. This assignment is in fair agreement with the value of 1345 cm 1

attributed to the corresponding -COH deformation In CHIOH 45

The fifth deformation mode, the 0-0 torsion, Is expected to occur In

the 300-400 cm" frequency region. Since numerous bands due to either the

anion or anion-cation Interactions occur in this region, no assignments are

proposed at this time for this mode.
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In summary, with the exception of the 0-0 torsional mode, all

fundamentals of H20H0t have been observed and assigned. The assignments

are summarized In Table III and are compared to those of isoelectronlc
36,44 - 46

H2 NOH and H2 NNH . The simiarity of the vibrational spectra of

H200H+, H2NOH, and H2 NNH suggests that the two ions are Isostructural

with NH OH for which a trans structure of symmetry C$ was established4 2

by microwave spectroscopy and confirmed by ab Initlo molecular orbital

theory. As expectbd' for salts containing cations with hydrogen ligands and

anions with fluorine ligands, strong cation-anion Interactions were observed.

These result in a lowering of the oxygen-hydrogen stretching frequencies and
S~cause splitt~ngs of the anion bands In the spectra at low-temperature at

which rotational averaging processes are frozen out.

Normal Coordinate Analyses. Normal coordinate analyses were carered

out for and the Isoelectronic H2 NOH molecule and H 2NNH anion to

support the above assignments and the contention that the three isoelectronic

species are Isostructural. fbrthermore, it was Important to establish

whether the fundamental vibration assigned to the stretching mode of the

two central atoms Is highly characteristic and therefore can be taken as a

direct measure for their bond strength.

"For the computation of the force flelda the vibrational frequencies

and assignments of Table II were used. The required potential and kinetic

energy metrics were computed by a machine method4 8 using the geometries

given In Table III. Since the frequency of the x-y torsion mode, v (A") Is

unknown for both H2 OOH+ and H2 NNH and since, based on Its expected low

frequency, coupling with other modes should be negligible, this fundamental

was omitted from the normal coordinate arnalyses. For H2 0H+ and H2 NNH , the

bond angles were assumed to be Identical to those known for H2 NOH, and
the bond lengths were estimated by comparison with those known for the
similar H2 02 and N2 H4 molecules. The bending coordinates were weighted by

unit (lx) distance.

The force constants of these H2 XYH type species were adjusted by trIal and

error with the aid of a computer to give an exact fit between the observed and

computed frequencies. Since in the A' block the X-Y stretching force constant

*;; , " ... ... . .. . ... 6 2 9 ___
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F6 6 was found to strongly depend on the values of the stretch-bend Interaction

constants F4 6 and F5 6, the diagcnal symmetry force constants were computed as

a function of F and F As can be seen from Figures 4 and 5, the valuesof YH (Fl ) and XH2 (F22) stretching force constants are unaffected by the

choice of F and F but the X-Y stretch (F66 ) depends strongly

,.the choice of F4 6 and F In the absence of additional experimental

data, such as oxygen Isotopic shifts, the uncertainty in the value of F6 6

obtained by underdetermined force fields, must therefore be considered

to be substantial. In the absence of such additional data, we have chosen

for the Isoelectronic H2 XYH series a force field which resulted In a
2I

highly characteristic potential energy distribut an (PED) for all

fjndamentals (see Table IV). The XY stretching force constants obtained

In sucl. a manner represent minimal values, but could be higher by as

much as 0.4 mdyn/A if larger positive values are assumed for F4 6 and F56 .

A miderate size value was found necessary for F to obtain a characteristic35
PED for•v end v"

3 5*

49In a recent paper, Botschwina and coworkers have reported a partial

ab•initio harmonic force field for H2 NOH. Since this type of computation

can yield valuable Information about the off-diagonal force constants, a

comparison with the results of Table IV appeared Interesting. Botschwina

et al. report a vilue of 0.629 mdyn/rad for F46 (using the force constant6
designation of Table IV of our work) and predict values of 8.1 + 0.1 mdyn/A

2and 0.9 _+ 0.05 mdyn A/rad for F11 and F3 3, respectively. The latter two

values and the positive sign of F46 are In fair agreement with the an-
harfionic force field of Table IV, although the value computed4 9 for F4 6

appears to be high. A calculation of a force field with F4 6-0.63 and F56 0
resulted in V5 nd 6In becoming almost equal mixtures of F and F and an

unacceptably high value of about'5 mdyn/A for F66 . Assuming a positive

value for F5 6 resulted In even less acceptable force constants.

A comparison of the results of Table IV shows that the force fields

of Isoelectronic H 2OOH+ H2 NOH, and H2NNH" are Indeed very similar and suggests
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that all members of this series are Isostructural. The small deviations

observed within the series (higher values of FI1 , F2 2 and F7 7 for H2 NOH)

can be readily explained. For H2NOH, gas phase frequencies of the

isolated molecule were used, wherzas in the H2 OOH+ and H2 NNH" salts the

anion-cation Interictions lower the stretching frequencies somewhat

(see above).

The question whether v63 the fundamental vibration assigned to the

stretching mode of the two central atoms, Is highly characteristic or not,
, ' also needed to be answered. The fact that v6 Is of very high Raman Intensity,

whereas v 5 Is barely observable, and the known high polarizabilities of the

central atoms relative to those of the hydrogen ligands, argue strongly in favor

of V6 being predominatly the 0-0 stretching mode. Furthermore, the value

of the 0-0 stretching force constant F6 6 (3.93 mdyn/A) and the highly

characteristic nature of V6 (l101 F6 6 ) of H2 OOH are In excellent
agreement with the previously reported5 0 findings for gaseous HOOH, (F0-0

3.776 mdyn/R, VO,, - 105t Fo_ 0 ). For solid HOOH. a value (Fo.° - 3.999

mdyn/A) was found 51 which Is slightly higher than that In H2 OOH+. A

further argument In favor of highly characteristic X-7 stretching frequencies

In these and closely related molecules Is based on the vibrational spectra

observed for deuterated molecules, such as DOOD. 5 0 ' 5 1 If the fundamental

assigned to the 0-0 stretch in HOOH would contain strong contributions from

X-H bending modes, Its frequency should significantly decrease on deuteration.

In summary, It appears justified to assume that the fundamentals,

assigned to the stretching modes of the two central atoms In these molecules

and ions, are highly characteristic and thaz a highly characteristic PED

might be a good criterion for selecting a plausible force field.

Influence of Progressive Protonation on the Bond Strength of the Two
Central Atoms. It seemed interesting to examine how In an H XYH type

species the replacement of a free valence electron pair Of a central atom

by a hydrogen ligand Influences the strength of the X-Y bond. Further

Interest was added to this problem by the fact that these X-Y bonds are

, single bonds, thus resulting In hindered rotation and rotational conformers.

In he iteatue,852the concept has been advanced that In a singly

bonded X-Y system the replacement of a free valence electron pair on X or

Y by a bonded Ilgand will diminish the overall 1lgand or electron pair

repulsions, thereby strengthening the X-Y bond. The results of the present
631
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I
study combinei with previous literature data offered an excellent

opportunity to examine the validity of this simple repulsion concept
for the progressively protonated series HO0, HOOH, H2OOH÷, which Is
isoelectronic with H2 NNH" followed by H2 NNH2 , H2 NNHI, H3 NNH÷,2

For this series the energetically most favored rotational Isomers
and the stretching frequencies of the two central atoms are summarized

in Table V. Stretching frequencies are preferred over force constants
because for HOOH, 5 1 H2 OOH+ and H2 NNH• these frequencies are highly
characteristic and because of the lack of reliable fully determined
force fields for most of these species. In Table V)frequency ranges

are given for HOOH, H3NNH_ and N2 H4 - For the first twothese ranges
are caused by the fact that the frequencies vary somewhat for different
phases. For N2 H4, the large given range is mainly due to the uncertainty
In the assignment of the N-N stretching mode (see footnote k of Table V).
In spite of these limitations, inspection of the listed frequencies reveals
that there Is a definite X-Y stretching frequency increase with progressive
protonation, but also that the Increase of the 0-0 stretching frequency

from HOO to H2 OOH+ (30 cm I) is much smaller than that (201 cm" ) encountered

for the H2 NNH to H3 NNH 3
2 ÷ part of the series.

This marked difference Is difficult to explain by the simple free
8,52valence electron pair repulsion concept' 2 which should result in a more

uniform trend and cannot account for the eclipsed structure of H NOH.2
A better explanation for the observed trends can be given based on the-

following considerations. (I) The preferred rotational Isomers (see Table V)
Indicate that In an H XYHn type species, In which the X and Y central atoms
possess free valence electron pairs, attractive forces exist between a free
valence electron pair on one central atom and a hydrogen ligand bonded to

the other central atom. In terms of molecular orbital theory, this effect
can be considered to be the result of both dipolar attraction and back

donation from lone pair orbitals of one central atom Into antibonding

orbitals of the other, On the other hand, free valence electron pairs on
X are repelled by free pairs on Y and the same holds for vicir, hydrogen

ligands. These effects explain the eclipsed configuration 6 d2NOH,92 the

staggered one of C2H6 A36 and the gauche onepof the remaining species. (11)
Whe. n golng from H0 to H NNH 2 , the number' of repulsions between vicinal3 3'

_repusions 632bet. .en.. . . .
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ligands (including the free valence electron pairs) decreases from two

for HO0 to zero for H2 OOH and H2NNH and then Increases again to three

for H3 NNH3
2 +. (iii) It is known that for peroxides a weakening of the

oxygen-Iligand bonds results in a strengthening of the 0-0 bond (FOOF,
"-1 -1l57,12

Vo0 - 1257 cm , H00H, V - 864 crm ) and vice versa. Furthermore,

it s known 8 that the X- H polarity of an X-H bond increases by the

addition of a second H to X. This Increase in bond polarity upon

progressive protonation weakens the X-H bonds and therefore
should strengthen the X-X bond. In our opinion, this polarity effect Is
the major reason for the observed increase of the X-X stretching frequency
within this series.

The fact that the stepwise Increases within the series of Table V
are small to the right of H XXH and large to the left of It, suggests that

i2
the attractions between a free valence electron pair and a vicinal hydrogen
ligand are at a maximum for H2 XXH and counteract the general polarity effect

caused by the progressive protonation. This explanation seems plausible
because both dipole interaction and back donation should decrease the 6  H .6H

polarity of the X-H bond by transferring electron density from the free

valence electron pair orbital to the vicinal hydrogen ligand. Although this

picture 4s oversimplified and neglects other effects, such as possible

changes In hybridization, It can nevertheless qualitatively account for the

observed trends within this series. Molecular orbital calculations would
be desirable, but were beyond the scope of this study. in view of the

great difficulties encountered with FOOF, 5 8 such calculations might not be

trivial.

The above analysis Indicates that the replacement of a free valence
electron pair on one of the two central atoms by a hydrogen ligand could

either decrease or Increase the vicinal ligand (or electron pair) repulsion.

The direction of the effect depends on whether the two central atoms possess

less than three or three and more hydrogen ligands. With lesý than three
hydrogen ligands, a free pair-free pair repulsion Is replaced by a free pair-

XH bond attraction, whereas with three or more hydrogen ligands an attraction

is replaced by a vicinal hydrogen-hydrogen ligand repulsion. The importance

of the attractive forces In this type of molecules is In agreement with the

results from molecular orbital calculations. 4 7'59

633
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The above results suggest that the previously proposed8 52 simple free
valence electron pair repulsion concept applies only to H XYH species with

In n
I:m+n <3. In these limited cases, replacement of a free valence electron
pair by a ligand will result In decreased ligand-ligand repulsion. However

this decreased repulsion counteracts the polarity effect and therefore does

not strengthen, but actually weakens the bond between the two central atoms.
Consequently, the simple free valence electron pair repulsion concept
cannot accounts even in these limited cases, for the observed increase in

the stretching frequency of the two central atoms.

The above results show that for a comparison, such as that given In
Table V, a large enough number of molecules and ions must be available to

have confidence In the observed trends. Furthermore, the assignments must
be well established, the fundamental vibrations used must be highly

characterlst1c, and Interionic or Intermolecular effects, such as hydrogen
bridging in Ionic solids or condensed phases, must be less pronounced than
the trends to be observed. Finally, force constants should be compared
only If their differences are significantly larger than their uncertainties.
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Diagram Captions

Figure 1. Vibrational spectra of H3 02AsF.V Trace A: Infrared spectrum of

the solid as a dry powder between CsI disks, recorded at -1960. Trace B:
Raman spectrum of the solid In a glass tube, recorded at -1000 with a

spectral slitwidth of 8 cm 1 and a sensitivity of 100,000. Inserts C and

D were recorded with a spectral slitwidth of 10 cm" at sensitivities of
380O00 and 250/000, respectively.

Figure 2. Vibrational spectra of H3 0+SbF6o Traces A and B: infrared spectra of
the solid recorded at -1960 at two different sample concentrations. Traces C

and E: Raman spectra of the solid, recorded at 25* with spectral slitwidths of

5 and 101 cm, respectively. Trace D: Raman spectrum of the solid, recorded at

-110°.

Figure 3. Vibrational spectra of H 0 Sb F Trace A: Infrared spectrum of
the solid as a dry powder between pressed AgCl disks. Traces 8, C, and D: Raman
spectra of the solid, recorded at 25* with spectral slit widths of 5, 10, and

2.5 cm 1, respectively.

Figure 4. Diagonal symmetry force constants (stretching constants F F22 and

F6 6 In mdyn/A and deformation constants F33, F4 4 , and F55 in mdyn A/rad2 ) of the
A$ block of H2 OOH as a function of the stretch-bend Interaction constant F

2 46
(in mdyn/rad). All the remaining off-dlagonal symmetry force constants were

assumed to be zero.

Figure_5. Diagonal symmetry force constants of the A' block of H 2OOH as a

function of F5 6.

(6)
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Table V. Preferred Rotational Number of Vicliral Lgandflapulsions (R) and Attractions (A)

and Frequencies (cm I) of the' Stret'ching Mode of the Two Central Atoms of H3  2+a÷

N NNH*be "NNH C HNMNH-d.2 +dHOOH ,Oad O-
3 2 - 2 2

4Ir -2.

3R 2R-IA - IR-2A 3A ZA-IR 1"A,2R

33 32 H23 N322 2 2NNH

10IO489 949h-681I 850-938J 847

N 2H00 "1001 10o
S 875.1 . 864 1.,~l 83 6n

(a) Geometry of preferred rotational Isomer Is based on that of Esoelectronic C2 H6 , ref. 53.

.(b) Geometry assumed to be analogous to that of isoelectronic CH NH2 , ref. 54.*

(c) Ref. 55.

( Cd) Geometry Is based on that of isoelectronic M2 NOi, ref. 420

Ce) Ref. 56.

(f) For 100% a preferred rotational Isomer does not exist. The structure Is given exclusively for didactic
purposes.

(g) From Raman spectrum of N21H6 F2 In anhydrous HF' solution (I. Frlec and H. H. Hymen, Inorg.'Chem., 6, 2233 (1967).

(h) From Infrared spectrum of solid (N2 H)TaF7 (ref. 24).

(I) From Raman spectrum of Kf V Cl in aqueous MCI solution (-i. T. Edsll, J. Chem., Phys. ., 225 (1937); see also
J. C. Declus and D. P. Pearson. J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 21, 2436 (1953).

(J) The assignments for the N-N stretching mode in N2H4 are not well established and signIficantly differ for the gea

and condensed phases (see for example ref. 46 and J. R. tDurg, S. F. Bush, and E. [. Mercer, J. Chem. Phys., ii,

4238 (1566). The latter authors assigned the N-N stretsd In N2 H4 to bands In the 1087-1126 cm.1 frequency

region which does not fit the general trends listed In this table).

(k) From Infrared spectrum of solid NaN2H3 (ref, 46),

(1) This work

(a) Ref. 12

(n) Rof. 10.
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United States Patent Office
Patented Sept. 26, 1972

•1 2
3,694,672 Chlorine perchlorate is poduced at a temperature of

SYNTHESIS OF CHLORINE AND BROMINE about -20 to -- 80 C. when the fluorosulfate is chlorine
PERCHLORATE fluorosulfate. This reaction is preferably conducted at a

Carl J. Schack, Csatsworth, Donald P11povich, Agoura, temperature of about -35 to -45* C. Bromine per-
and RdharM D. Wilson. Canoga Park, Calif., assignors • chlorate is produced at a temperature of about -20 to
to North American Rockwell Corporation
No Drawing. Filed May 25, 1970, Set. No. 40,377 -30° C. when the fluorosulffite is bromine fluorosulfate.

Int. Cl. COb 11/02, 11/20 This reaction is preferably conducted at a temperature of
U.S. CL 423--66 19 Claims about -25' C.

The chlorine and bromine perchlorate preparative re-
10 ac.ion is essentially complete in about 24 to 96 hours,

ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE however, longer reaction times are preferred in order
The new oxides chlorine perchlorate (CIOCIO 3 ) and to ensure complete consumption of the fluorosulfate

bromine perchlorate (BrOCIO 3) are provided. Chlorine since its vapor pressure and that of chlorine perchlorate
perchlorate 'is prepared by the reaction of cesium per- and bromine perchlorate are too close to allow separa-

h'hlorate or nitronium perchlorate with chlorine fluoro- 15 tion by a fractionation procedure. For the same reason,
'ulfate or chlorine monofluoride. Bromine perchlorate it is preferred that the perchlorate MCIO4 be employed
ii prepared by the reaction of cesium perchlorate or in exceis of the quantity theoretically required for com-
:Jitronium perchlorate with bromine fluorosulfate or by plete reaction. At least 5% by weight excess perchlorate
'he reaction of chlorine perchlorate with elemental should be employed and preferably about 10 to 20%.
bromine. 20 The reaction occurs in high yield, for example, in the

range of 75 to 95% of the theoretical yield.
Chlorine perchlorate can also be prepared by reacting

BACKGROUND OF TIHE INVENTION cesium or nitronium perchlorate with chlorine mono-
(I) Field of the invention fluoride tt a temperature of about -45 to -78' C.

This invention is in ,he field of inorganic chlorine and 25 This reaction is depicted as follows:

bromine oxides and to methods for their preparation. MCIO,+CIF-*MF+CIOCIO5
4 (2) Description of the prior art wherein M is co:` "n- or nitronium. It is preferred that a
X MThe four known stable oxides of chlorine are C120 large excess of chlorine monofluorlde be employed over

Clot, C15O0 and Cl20. More recently, a fifth compound 30 the quantity of chlorine monofluoride theoretically re-
of limited stability has been reported with the empirical quired for complete reaction. It is preferred to employ
formula CIO,., and the postulated composition of a 3 to 5 fold excess. The reaction is preferably conducted

at a temperature of about -78' C. The yields from this
OCIC10 reaction are low (approximately 5%).

I J. Am. Chem. Soc., 89, 2795 (1967)]. The known stable 35 Bromine perchlorate can also be prepared by reacting
oxides of bromine are Br1O and BrO4. elemental bromine with chlorine perchlorate at a tem-

Fluorine perchlorete (FOCIO 3) is a known compound. perature of about -35 to -783 C. The reaction Is pref-
This compound can be prepared by the reaction of fluo- erably conducted at a temperature of about -35 to
rine with concentrated perchloric acid. Fluorine perchlo- --45 C. This reaction is depicted as follows:
rate is highly reactive and tends to explode on freezing
and during other simple operations. JI. Am. ('hem. o BrSc2C.OC.Ot•Cls+2BrOClOs
69, 677 (1947).] This reaction proceeds quantitatively and yields a purer

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION product than the corresponding fluorosulfate reaction for

The new oxidcs chlorine perchlorate (CIOCIO,) and 4s the Preparation of bromine perchlorate.
bromine Perchlorate(BrOC10) areprovided. Chlorine Chlorine perchlorate Is a pale yellow liquid and nearly

bromine perchlorate (BrOCIOe) are provided, chi pr- white when frozen. It is stable for limited periods of time
chlorate or nitronium p erchlorate with chlorine fluoro- at room temperature in clean, Jry prepassivated stainless
shlorate or ntnimpchlorite won r ith. chlorine fhluoro-e steel or perhalopenated plastw equipment. Storaqe at
sulfate or chlorine monofluoride. Bromine perchlorate --45" C. in 2tainles steel cylinders has resulted in less
is prepared by the reaction of cesium perch torate or 50 than 1% decomposition per week over a 12 week period.
nitronium percl'lorate with bromine fluorosulfate or by Products of this low-temperature decomposition are Cls,
the reaction of chlorine perchlorate with elemental bro- O- and CiO. which are readily separated from the chlo-
mine. 0 n 10 hc r edl eaae rmtecl

Acdin gs rne perchlorate. The overall stability of chlorine per-
Accordingly, an object of the present invention is the chlorate approaches that of the four known stable oxides

provision of now chlorine and bromine oxides and meth- 55 of chlorine.
ode for their preparation. Bromine perchlorate is a red liquid which freezes below

Further objects will become apparent upon reading -78' C. It is unstable at ambient temperature and do-
the undergoing specification and claims. comooses slowly at approximately -20' C.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 60 Chlorine perchlorate and bromine perchlorate can be
EMBODIMENTS reacted with anhydrous metal chlorides (e.g., anhydrous

New inorganic oxides of the formula XOCIO, arc poa- potassium chloride) to form the respective anhydros
vided wherein X is chlorine or bromine. The o prdeof m netal perchlorate (e.g., anhydrous potassium perchlo-

rate) and the easily separated by-product chlorine. Ie-formula XOClOs wherein X is chlorine is chlorine per- cause of their low melting points. the reaction of chlorine

chlorate. The oxide of the formula XOCIOS wherein X 05 ca m of bromine Mocntorthe re anhlor
is bromine is bromine perchlorate. These inorganic oxides perchlorata and bromine pechlorate with anhydrousrprerdby reacting a rchorte of th formula metal chlorides can be carried out at temperatures of

C10, prepared b in aesium orstetof tho fauor-a About -78' C. thereby enaslu close control of the reac-
MC1 4 wion. The ability of whloe pnelorate and bromine per-

rmlfate of the formula XS0F whdeiten X is chlorine or chlorate to participate In these anhydrous metal chloride
bromine. This reaction Is depicted as follows, 0reactions without added solvent makes the compounds

MCIO,+XSOtF- MSO8F+X0Cl0, particularly useful. Chlorine perchlorata and brontine per-
3
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chlorate can also be reacted with gaseous hydrogen chlo- EXAMPLE 4
ride and hydrogen bromide at about -78' C. to form an-
hydrous perchloric acid and the easily separated by-prod- A similar reaction to Example 3 using bromine fluoro-
ucts chlorine and bromine, respectively. Anhydrous per- sulfate (1.5 g., 8.44 iretol) and cesium perchlorate (3 g.
chloric acid c.n be prepared in this manner without the r 12.9 mmol) instead of nitronium perchlorate yielded
complications often encountered in the conventional prep- . bromine perchlorate.
aration wherein the explosive by-product C120 7 is gencr-
ated. In general, chlorine perchlorate and bromine per- EXAMPLE 5
chlorate can be used in analogous manner to other oxides A
of chlorine, for example, in water treatment and purifica- 10 prepassivated 30 ml. stainles steel cylinder was
tio. loaded at - 196" C. with elemental bromine (Br2) (1.36mmol) that had been dried over phosphorus pentoxide(P 206 ) and then chlorine perchlorate (2.76 mmol). The

A 30 ml. stainless steel cylinder was loaded with 2.45 g. closed cylinder was left at -45' C. for five days. After
(10.5 mniol) of cesium perchlorate (CsCIO 4). After evac- recooling first to -78' C. and later at -64' C., the mate-
nation, chlorine fluorosulfate (CISO3F) (218 cm.3, 9.73 15 rial which was volatile at those temperatures was pumped
mmol) was condensed into the cylinder at -196' C. The out and trapped at -78%. -112" and -196' C. The
reaction was allowed to proceed by maintaining the cylin- trapped material consisted of chlorine (1.38 remol), ohio-
der at approximately -45' C. for 44 days. The products rine perchlorate (0.04 mmol) and bromine perchlorate
were separated by fractional condensation in U traps (-0.1 mmol), respectively, as indicated by vapor pressure
cooled to --78. - 112 and -- 196' C. Little or no gases and/or infrared spectra. The product bromine perchlorate
not conlensable at -196' C. were found. The -196' C. (0.469 g., 2.61 mmol) was identified by elemental analy-
fraction (8.0 cm.3, 0.36 mmol) was primarily elemental sis and infrared spectrum.
chlorine with a small amount of sulfuryl fluoride (SO 2F,), We claim:
while the -78' C. fraction was negligibly small. Pure 1. A compound of the formula XOCIO wherein X is
chlorine perchlorate (CIOCIO,) (207 cm.2 , 9.24 mmol) ' chlorine or bromine.
was retained at -112* C. The yield was95%, 2. The compound of claim 1 in which X is chlorine.

EXAMPLE 2 3. The compound of clAim I in which X is bromine.
Asimilar rect'on to Example Iusing nitronium per- 4. A method for preparing chlorine perchlorate of the

formula CIOC10 comprising reacting a perchlorate ofchlorate (NCIOC ) (2.0 g., 13.7 mmol) and chlorine the formula MCIO4 wherein M is cesium or nitronium
fluorosuifate (200 cm.2, 8.93 mmol) produced chlorine with chlorine fluorosulfate of the formula CISOF at a
perchlorate (170 cm.', 7.59 mmol) in 82% yield after 12 temperature of about -20 to -80' C.
days. S. The method of claim 4 in which the temperature is

The solid products from the reactions in Examples I , about -35 to -45' C.
and 2 were identified as cesium fluorosulfate-cesium per- 6. The method of claim 4 in which the perchlorate of
chlorate (C&SOF-CsCIO 4) and nitronium fluorosulfate- the formula MCIO 4 is employed in excess of the quantity
nilronium perchlorate (NOjSO 3F-N05 CI0 4 ) mixtures by theoretically required for complete reaction with chlorine . -
their infrared spectra. fluorosulfate.

Values for the molecular weight of chlorine perchlorate 40 7. The method of claim 6 in which at least 5% by
as determined by gas density, assuming Ideal gas behavior, weight excess perchlorate is employed.
were 133. 135, 134 (calculated 135). The vapor pressure 8. The method of claim 6 in which about 10 to 20%
of chlorine perchlorate over the temperature range -47° by weight excess Perchlorate is employed.
C. to 21' C. is IT (' C.), P (mm.)1: -46.8, 8; -31.3, 9. A method for preparing bromine p erchlorate of the

1: -24.2, 32; 0.0, 119; 5.0, 150. 11.2, 202. 18.9, 28; formula BrOCId comprising reactng aperchlorate of the
20.9. 305. The vapor pressure-temperature relationship is 46 formula MCIO4 wherein M is cesium or nitroneum with
described by the eouaflon log Pmnm7.8156-1568.0/t. " K. bromine fluorosulfate of the formula BrSOIF at a tem-
"The normal boiling point calculated from the equation is perature of about -20 to--30" C.
44.5' C., with a heat of vaporization of 7.17 keal./mole 10. The method of claim 9 in which the temperature is
and a Trouton constant of 22.6. Samples of chlorine per- 5 0 ab e meho ot
chlorate frozen as a ring in the upper part of a Teflon tube Iabout --25 t C.wer obervd t met a -17±2 CThedenitis m1i. The method of claim 9 in which the perehlorate ot
were obiarved to melt at - I 17-t:2 C. 8, densities m2 '- the formula MC10 4 is employed in excess of the quantity
ured In a Pyrex pycnometer at --78.9. 0.0 and 21.2* C. theoretically required for completi reaction with chlorinewere 1.98, 1.82, and 1.75 g./ml. Over this temperature fluoroaulfate
range the density p is given by the equation: -ml.806-
2.30 X 10-' t. *C. The infrared spectrum was recorded in 5: 12. The method of claim II in which at leat 5% by
Sstainless steel or trtuorachlornethylene cells fitted with weirnt excess perchlorate Is employed.

13. The method of claim 11 in which about 10 to 20%silver chloride windows over the range 4000-400 cm.- t at by weight excess Perchlorate is employed
a variety of pressures. The principal bands observed were: by w eiht e horate is emloyed.
1282 (v.s.), 1041 (a.), 752 (w.), 661 (sh.), 652 (a.), 585 14. A method for preparing chlorine perchlorate of
(th.), 574 (sh.), 561 (m.) and 511 (w.) ca.-1. 60 the formula MC10 owherein M is cesium or ntrooalum with

EXAMPLE 3 chlorine monofluoride at a temperature of about -45 to

A prepassivated 30 ml. stainless steel cylinder was -- 8 C.
loaded with nilronlum perchlorate (2 .,. 13.8 mmol) in 15. The method of claim 14 In which the temperature Is1 the dry box. A less than equimolar amount of bromine 6, about -78"C.
fluorosulfate (BrSOF) (2.1 g., 11.8 reool) w thn 16. The method of claim 14 in which chlorine mono-
condensed into the cylinder from the vacuum line and fluoride is employed in exces of the quantity theoretically
the reaction allowed to proceed at -20' for five days. required for complete reaction with the parelorate of the
The volatile products were separated by fractioa con- formula MCIO4.
deonsation in U traps cooled to -45, -64 ad -196 C. 70 17. The method of clailm 16 in which a 3 to 5 fold ex-
Unreac'ed bromine fluor'sulfate was retained at -45' cesa of chlorine monofluoride Is employed.
C. while the trap cooled to -196 C. contained only a 1, A method for preparing bromine perchlorate of the
small amount of the by-products chloryl fluoride (FCIO) formula SiOCIO, comprising reacting bromine with chlo..
""anti perchloryl fluoride (FCIO%). Bromine perchorate rine perchlorate of the formula CIOCIOC at a temperature
was trapped at -64' C. 75 of about -35 to --78' C.
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19. The method of claim 18 in which the temperature OTHER REFERENCES
is about -35 to -45'C, Mellor: Comprehensive Treatise on Inorganic and The-

oretical Chemistry, Vol. 2 (1922), pp. 301 and 320.
Raereucus citd Mellor: Comprehensive Treatise on Inorganic and The-

UNITED STATES PATENTS oretical Chemistry, Supplemental II. Part 1 (1956), p. 543.

3,404,958 10/1968 Beardell et al .-------- 23-367 OSCAR R. VERTIZ, Primary Examiner
3,035.893 5/1962 Roberts ------------- 23-367 H. S. MILLER. Assistant Examiner
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1 2
3,7N,165 DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

STNTHM OF CHLORINE FLUOROSULFATE It has been found that the reaction of chlorine mono-
AND BIROMINE (I) FLUOROSULFATE fluoride and sulfur trioxide produces chlorine fluorosulfate

Ca•l i Schack Chatsworth, a"d Richad D. Wilson, in exctllent yield. This reaction can be represented as
Camoga Park, Calf., s•signo to North American 5 follows: SOs+CIF-*CIOSOaF. The reaction sequence is
Rockw Oll ratiou an improvement over the previously reported preparation
No 13amiag. Del e. 21, 1970, S'. No. 10"9 of chlorine fluorosulfate from chlorine and peroxydisul-

U.& CL 423--4-,s.CLC8b174 4 Claim furyl difluoride since the potentially explosive impurity
fluorine fluorosulfate is never present and since the me-

10 action can be conducted at about room temperature. InSABSTRACT OF THlE DISLOURE contrast to the reaction of chlorine monofluoride with

This upplication discloses new processes for the prepara- thionyl fluoride (SOF2) to prepare thionyl tetrafluoride

ilon of chlorine fluorosulfate and bromine (1) fluorosul- (SOF4 ) and the reaction of chlorine monofluoride with
fate. Chlorine fluorosulfate is prepared by the reaction sulfur dioxide to prepare sulfuryl chloride fluoride
uf chlorine monofluoride with sulfur trioxide. Bromine I5 (CISO2F) which only involve attack on the sulfur centwal
(I) fluorouifate is prepared by the reaction of bromine atom, the reaction of chlorine monofluoride with sulfur
with chlorine Luorosulfatt. trioxide results in addition across one of the S=-O double

bonds. Additionally, although the catalyzed conversion
of thionyl tatrafluoride to chloroxysulfurpentafluoride

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 20 (SF 5OCI) by chlorine monofluoride involves addition
(1) Field of the invention across one of the S=O double bonds 4f thionyl tetra-

fluoride, the present reaction is the first example of the
This invention is in the field of inorganic chemistry uncatalyzed addition of chlorine monofluoride to an

and particularly in the field of halogen fluorosulfates. S=O group.
(2) Description of the prior art 2, The reaction of chlorine monofluoride and sulfur tri-

oxide can conveniently be conducted at a temperature of
are known compounds. Tehese halogen fluorosulfates have about -45 to 100" C.; however, this reaction is prefer-
arekiowlben compound. bthese halioen oluorosulfat l- have ably conducted at a temperature of about 0 to 300 C.
previously been prepared by the reaction of peroxydisul- The chlorine fluorosulfate preparativo reaction Is usually
furyl difluorida (SsOgF2 ) with the appropriate halogen.

be en .pro-30 essentially complete in an hour or less but longer re-More specifically, chlorine fluorosulfate has been pro- action times can be employed if desired. While equimolarduced by the combination of chlorine with peroxydisul- quantities of chlorine monofluoride and sulfur trioxide
furyl difaoridle at about 125" C. [Inor. Chem., 2, 496 can readily be employed, it is preferred that chlorine
(1963) ] and bromine (I) fuorosulae h be - monofluoride be employed in excess of the quantity theo-pared by treating peroxydisulfuryl difluoride with excess tbromine at room temperature [3. Am. Chenm. Sot, 82, 36 retically required for complete reaction. It is generally
bo2 (a96).t hasm bempenreported, [J.Choev, that 82, preferred to employ about 10 mole percent excess chlorine
352 (1960) 1. It has been reported, however, that the use monofluor;de. However, the quantity of excess monafluo-Of peroxydisulfuryl difluoride may be hazardous if the ride employed is not critical and large excesses (e.g., 100
potentially explosive impurity, fluorine fluorosulfate, is mole percent excess) can be used if desired. The chlorine
not completely removed [Chem. Eng. News, 44 (8), 40 fluorosuifate product is obtained in nearly quantitative40 (1966)ha yield and can be readily purified by vacuum fractionation

Bromine has been observed to react with excess fluorine or distillation.
fluorosulfate at room temperature to form a liquid product It has been found that the reaction of bromine and
having the empirical formula Brz.3SO3F2 [Inorg. Chem., chlorine fluorosulfate produces bromine (I) fluorosulfate
2, 496 (1963)]. 45 in excellent yield. This reaction can be represented as fol-

Chlorine monofluoride has been shown to react in a lows: Br2+2CIOSO1F-CI2+BrOSO2 F. As with respect
variety of ways. For example, it can function as either to the preparation of chlorine fluorosulfate in accordance
a l+ewis acid forming the CIF2- anion or a Lewis base with the present invention, the present process represents
forming the CI2F+ cation. In addition, it can act as a an improvement over the previously reported preparation
chor 1,iuting agent [Inorg. Chem., 6, 1938 (167); ibid.. Go of bromine (I) fluorosulfate from bromine and peroxy-
"7, 685 (1968)], a fluorinating agent [Angew. Chem., disulfuryl difluoride since the potentially explosive im-
ltter 385orm964) of rac can be erinather mataedi[l. Ah. purity fluoride fluorosulfate is never present. In contrast
latter form of reaction can be either catalyzed [J. Am. to the previously reported reaction of bromine with ex-
Chem. Soc., 91, 2902 (1969); ibid, 91, 2907 (1969)1 or cess fluorine fluorosulfate to form the adduct Brt.3SO*F2,uncatalyzed [Advan. Fluorine Chem., 1, 18 (1960)]. 5 the present process results in the replacement of the

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION chlorine atom of the chloroxy group of chlorine duoro-

An object of the present invention is the provision of sulfate with bromine.
improved processes for the preparation of chlorine fluoro- The reaction of bromine with chlorine fliorondfate is
sulfate and bromine (I) fluorosuffate. Further objects will conveniently conducted at a temperature of about -453
become apparent upon reading the undergoing spedfica- 60 to 80" C.; however, this reaction is preferably conducted
-lon and claims, at a temperature of about 0 to 30' C. The bromine (I)

Chlorine fluorosulfate is prepared in accordance with flunrosulfate preparative reaction is essentially complete
in about 2 to 4 hours: however, it is preferred to allow

the present invention by the reaction of chlorine mono- the reaction to proceed for a longer period of time (e.g..
fluoride with sulfur trioxide. This reaction is preferably 83 about 8 hours). While equimolar quantities of bromine
conducted At about room temperature using about 10 and chlorine fluorosulfate can readily be employed, it is

( . rino percent excess chlorine monofluoride. Bromine (I) preferred that bromine and chlorine fluorosulfate be em-
',•-fluorosulfate is prepared in accordance with the present ployed in about a 1:2 mole ratio. When equimolar quan-

invention by reacting bromine with chlorine fluorosulfate. tities of reactant are used, the resulting reaction will be
This reaction Is convenlently conducted at about room To represented as follows: Brs+CIOSOsP-.BrCl+BrOSOsF.
temperature using about a 1: 1 to 2:1 mole ratio of chlo- Although the reaction can be run employing more than
trin fluo.emilfate to bromine, a 2:1 mole ratio of chlorine Suoroulfate to bromine, this
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is gencrally not prcfovrred since a large excess of chlorine dcnsed into a prcpauivatcd 30-nd. stainless steel cylinder
fit rosulfatc may result in the formation of bromine (111) cooled to - 196* C. in a liquid nitrogen baith, The cylin-
fluorosulfale Il~r(OSO2F)3l rather than HBrOSOF. The der was slowly warmed to roonm temperature, The rcnc-
bromine (1) lliioro~ttlfaie product is obt.,ined in nearly lion wats allowed to proceed by maintaining the cylinder
quantitative yield and can be readily ptirified by vacuum ait room temperature for I day. The products were sop-
fractionation or distillation. araled by fractional condensation in U-traps cooled to

The reactions cif the present invention can conveniently --45. -78 and -196* C. The -196' C. fraction (192
be conducted by condensing the rcactarits into prepas- cm.3. 8.57 mmol) was identified as nearly pure chlorine
sivated cylinders (e.g.. stainless steel cylioi'drs) and al- contaminated only slightly with S20 6F2. The trap cooled
lowing lthe cylinders to warin to room teniperaftire or, if to -78' C. was completely empty while bromine (1)
required. heating cylindeis ito lte reaction lemperutllre. fluorosulfate (2.686 g., 15 mimol) was retained in the

C'hlorine and hrrntsm'c (1) tlinortsulfate tire useful. -45 * C. (rap. The yield was 93% of theoretical.
amiong other things, as Iluoroustifating. at~nts. For exam- Welam
ple. they will secto with addition across the double bonds W. caim:to o rprn ho~cfurstaeo h
or huloolefins in nearly quantitative yId.o eape A~ form lho COOfor sstn ofrrearing chlorine mlooulaeof o-
chlorine fltorostilfate wilt c,ý;nhine with tcr.atlitoroet hyl-
ene to fort,: 1-100o.'ra*'orct1ltltoO'ttal I fnt~ luoride with sulfur trioxidc at a temperature of about
Chtmn., 2, 496 (1963)), Additionally, thie defluorosul- -45 to + 100* C. and then separating fth reaction prod-
furylatioit of lthe addiltio'. products of chloi ine or bro- ucts and rccovertng chlorine iltiorosulfate.
mine (1) flutorosulfate voh halooleliins haids to fluoro- 20) 2. The method of claim I in which the reaction !em-
carbon acyl fluorkdes or t.etones. Another example of the perature is about 0 to 30* C.
fluorosulfating ctpability of these compoundsý is thu reac- 3. The method of claim I in which the chlorine mono-
tion of brotmille (i) fiuorosulfatte with sulfur dioxide to fluoride is employed in excess of the quantity theoret-
give trisulfur~l fluoride (SjOF 2). 1he osYgenatling Ca- ically required for complete reaction with sulfur trioxide.
pability of these compounds is fuither illuIstrated by the 25 4. The method of claim 3 in which about 10 mole
reaction of bromine (1) fluorosulfate with phosphorus percent excess chlorine moncifluoride is employed.
irifluoride to yield pliosphoryl fluoride Il~norg. Chem., 5,
2184 (1966)1. Referetaces Cited

The following non-limiitative examples illustrate the in-UNTDSAE PTNS
veto:EXAMPLE 1 .30 2,702,306 2/1955 Gall et al ---------23-367 UX

monflorde(20 19 c?,8.3 ndchorne 3.035,893 5/1962 Roberts ------------- 23-367

der wits slowly warmed to room temperature and allowed ciety," Vol. 78, pp. 290-292 (1956).
to remain at room temperature for 3 hours. The products Gould et al., "Journal of the American Chemical So-
were separated by fractional condensation in U-ttaps ciety," Vol. 91, pp. 1310-1313 (Mar. 12, 1969).

coled to -78, --95, -142 and - 196* C. 'Me -142 40Gilbreath et al., 'Inorganic Chemistry," Vol. 2, ppý
and - 196' C. fractions cotnsisted of unreacted chlorine 40496-499 (1963).

mofluoride with small amounts of chlorine and SOP,. Nickless, "Inorganic Sulphur Chemistry." 1968, pp.
17eother fractions contained the pale yellow prociuct '436-438, 453-454.

chlorine fluorosulfate in greater than 90% yield based
on the amount of sulfur trioxide used. 45MILTON WEISSMAN, Primary Examiner

EX A M LE 2U .S. Cl. X .R.

Bromine (180 cm.', 8.64 mmol) and chlorine fluoro- 423-467
sulfate (371.6 cm.3. 16.6 mmol) were separately con-
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3,873,6761 2
PROCESS FOR PREPARING STABLE CHLORINE An additional object of the present invention is to

TRIFLUORIDE DIOXIDE provide a method of producing a stable form of chlc-
BACKGROUND OF Trine trifluoride dioxide. A specific object of the present

FTHE INVENTION invention is to provide a form of chlorine trifluoride di.
The intention herein described was made in the 5 oxide which is stable at temperatures up to at least

course of or under a contract with the Department of +25*C by reacting CIFO,* salts with nitryl fluoride at
the Navy. a temperature of about -78rC and separating the prod-

I. Field of Invention ucts of the reaction by distillation.
This invention relates to compositions of matter and These and other objects and features of the present

is particularly directed to a stable form of chlorine tri- 10 invention will be apparent from the following detailed
fluoride dioxide and a method of producing the same. description.

2. Prior Art
Energetic compositions of matter are useful in pro- DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED

viding energy sources for rocket engines, guided mis- EMBODIMENT

siles, auxiliary power units for aircraft, ordnance, de- 15 In that form of the present invention chosen for pur-
molition and the like. Such compositions convention- poses of illustration, stable chlorine trifluoride dioxide
all. are produced by mixing a fuel with an oxidizer. Oh. has been produced by reacting a CI F2O1isalt, such as

SiouisIh, the energy of such comlpositions results primar- C I F2O1,,,PtF ,-, with a strong Lewis base at -78*C.
ilI front the oxidation of the fuel. Hence, it is desirable
to pro% ide a highly energetic oxidizing agent. On the 20 EXAMPLE I
other hand, it is equally desirable that the oxidizing A sample of CIO.*PtF. containing about 10) otf
agent h.i a stable material, so as to prevent accidental CIF,101PtF•- was treated at -78@C in a sapphire reac-
or unintentional ignition or explosive decomposition of tor with a large excess of FNO for several days. No ma-
the composition. Numerous organic and inorganic terial noncondensible at -19°6C (i.e., F1 ) was oh-
compounds hase been proposed heretofore for use as 2 served. The products, volatile at 25°C were removed
such oxidiiing agents. However, it has been found that, and separated by fractional condensation through a se-

,i general rule, stable compounds are low energy oxi- ries of traps kept at -1 26°C, -142 0C, and-I 96°C. The
dizers and high energy oxidizers are unstable, Thus, al- -142*C fraction contained a novel compound which
tiough some useful oxidizing agents have been dis- was identified by its infrared spectrum as CIF:,,Oi. The
closed by the prior art, the search for a stable, high- 30 observed frequencies are listed in Table I and are in ex-
energy, oxidizing material has continued. In recent ceilent agreement with those expected for a trigonal
. ears. studies have indicated that halogen oxyfluoride bypyramidal structure of symmetry C24,..
materials might proside a satisfactor) oxidizing mate-
rial. HIeocr, although empirical formulas may be F (1)
stated for such materials and sonic of the properties of 35
such materials may be predicted. the synthesis of these 0 .
materials has pro%en to he extremely difficult and it is (A) F
snometimes found that several materials, each having
distinct structures, and properties, are defined by a sin-
gle empirical fornmula. Ihus, U.S Pat. No. 3,285,842 40
disclosc. a process for producing a material having the r(s)
empirical furintil;a chlorine trifluoride dioxide, C I F:,"2.

Shich the patent states to be violet liquid which is un- This structure was confirmed by '`F nuclear mag-
,tible at temperatures above -72.C. While it would be netie resonance spectroseopy. the observed
exipected that this material would be a highly energetic . consisted of a typical ABs pattern centered at -413
oxidiiing agent, the lack of stability renders it unsafe ica l A tancnrd at -13
tor use in the produciton of propellants and the like. ppm relative to the external standard Ci-eCI.. The F-Fcoupling constant was measured to he 44? I-li, The B.•

BRIEF SUMMARY AND OBJECTS OF INVENTION part of the ABl pattern occurs downfield from the A
Uhese disadsanticges of the prior art are' overcome 50 part, proving that the B, fluorine atoms occupy the twoaxial po~sitions. Additional structural proof was oh-

with the present invention and a compostion of matter

is disclosed which is a form of chlorine trifluoride diox- tamed from the Raman spectrum of the gas and the Iq-
uid showing strong absorptions at 1096, 684, 548, 527,ide, .•ct •hach as stable at temperatures up to at least 49,9,,n 2 mLTemlclrweight of the

+25C(` and, hence, can be safel) employed for manu- 493, 290, and 229 cmm . The y molecular weit oe

facturing propellants and the like. In addition, a compound was confirmed by vapor density measure-

method is disclosed for producing this stable form of ments (measured, 122; calculated, 124).

chlorine trifluoride dioxide by reacting CIF2O•2 PtF•-
with a strong I.ewis base at a temperature of about Table I
-78"C and separating the products of the reaction t6)
by distillation. Infrur-td S•ptrum o4 ('iC1F. and its Tentatiae AWuignment

Accordingly, it is an object of the present invention Frvquen.,. AKoiglnrcnt fIor

to pros ide a new compoisition of mutter. (ena i tnteiii Point (roup ('i,
Another obkect of the present invention is to pros ide 13,1 .4, ..

.m lorm ol chlorine trilluoride dioxide which is stable at 141406 ', A,. , ,mvntC|oý
anlbaivnt tearllwratures. 4N? (A, I. X.4

A further oh•ct of the present insention is to pros ide ••n ,.. a,, a ll .14k (CN)
a biu m of chlorine tifluoride dioxide which i l safe for A4)

use in the proltction of pr.eLl.Imnts' amd the like. 3) I A. I au . i.
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The solid residue obtained from the FNO displace- duced solid No1,#, plus gaseous Cl F,0 2. the two
mient reaction showed the correct weight change ex- gases may be pumped off and separated by passing the
pected for conversion into NO+PtF . its identity us gases through a pair (if trap-, maintained at -I 26*C and
NO+PtF,;was confirmed by infrared spectroscopy. -196 0 C, respectively. The chlorine trifluoride dioxide

Trhe stable chlorine trifluoride dioxide is white as a 5 will be caught in the -1260C trap.
--olid having a melting point of -811.2*C and colorless Obviously, numerous variations and modificat ions
it', a liquid having a boiling point of -2l*C. It appeurs may be made without dparting from the present inven-

to b stble t 2 0C.The bseved tablit andlac of tion. Accordingly. il should be clearly understood that
col)or demonstrate that our product cannot be identical the forms of the present invention described above are
with the previously reported deeply violet and unstable 10illiustrative only and are not intended ito limit the scope
(I FO2F2 and C F3.021 addition compounds supposedly o h rsetivnin

having the empirical composition Cl I ;, 2. Wfhae irsclaimvedtis:.

EXAMPLE 11 1. The method of producing stable chlorine trifluo.
A sapleof lO~*,bI cotaiingabot ~ride dioxide comprising the steps of:

COF*,f was treated with a sufficient quantity of acoptinga 1 20 sl with l FtrngLew2.as
F- NO, ito maintain a liquid phase at -78*C in a stainless 2. hempbe wtho of cim F IO ween adsuti
stI~c reactor for up ito 12 hours. This reaction yielded 2.TemhdoflamIwrinsdslti
%clid N0',,, and gaseous C1F3 02 plus FCIO2.. If de- C
sired, the chlorine trifluoride dioxide mauy then be sepa- 20) 3. The method of' claim I wherein said sult is
roticd by conventional distillation techniques, as in it Cl 2O 0h4

mult-plae dstilatin toer.4.. The method of claim I wherein said reaction stepISmall amounts of material were purified by combin- is carried out at -78*C.
ing the ClI F:,O~l and FC 102~ at - I 96*C with a sunmll ex- S. The method of claim I wherein the quantity of the
s.css oif BF~:,. These materials were allowed to mix and 25s Lewis base is sufficient to maintain the reaction in at liq-
%armi to ambient temperature. This results in uid phase.
C I F,02 ',,, '. which is stable, plus CIl02+s,,,. +.which has 6. The method of claim I wherein the Lewis base is
adissociation pressure of I1X2 millimeters at 2?0C and FNO,.

%. hich can be rmoved by pumping. The ClI F2O2*,.# is 7. The method of claim I wherein the Lewis base is
then reacted with sufficient FN02 to maintain a liquid 301 FNO.

phases at -78*C for up to 12 hours. T'his reaction pro- ****

40
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IODINE PERCHLORATEN dine iris-perchlorate rapidly decomposes, ait this tent-

peraittirc.
Thus, tile reactioni temperature lair producing Csl(O-

IIACK(ROUND OF THE INVE'NTION .CIQI), should hc in the range -7l(* to 30*C. preferably
'I his invention generally relates to pcrchlorate corn- 5 -355 o -4O)C. and thc reaction temperature for pro-

poundis and1( more particularly to iodinec perchlpirptcs. ducing iodine trisperschlorate should he in the range
'fihe ;alleged preparation ofr iodinec trispcrchlorate -78' to 0*C. preferably -55* to -40)'C.

from~ iodinoe, o/ionc, ancd anhydrouts HCIO, is described Purification of thec product is simplitied by reacting
by M. Sclinwisser in "Handbook (if Prcparativc Inor- a stoichiomctric excess of chlorine perchiorate with it)-
ganic Chemistry," G. llratier, Ed., Academic Press, 1t) dine or cesiumi iodide in ain inert enviroinnhent The ex-
Ne~k York, N. Y. 1963, V*ol. 1. pg. 3301. However, a cess oft chlorine perchlorate is uised to drive the reac-II eroowwheck with the mi ginal publication, F. Fichter and tiont to 99 percent completion. 'I hie the solid l( O(1O:i ):,
It. Kappeler. Z. Anorg. Aligeni. Chvrn.. 911 134 or Csl(OCIOji)a product c.-n hie separated from the by-
(19 15 ). revecals that the original paper deals only with product chlorine ;and uanreacted chlorine Perchlorate at
a ctimpound having the empirical conilv'sition. I( - J 5 low temperatures under vacuum. Finally, since water is
CIO, )i . 21-,0. Furthecr, frpm the properties tf 1( 0- neither a reactant nor a product in either tif the rcac-

(I.).it appears unlikely that the Fichter, at al., comn- tions, the anhydrous form oflA(OClO.1)3: or Csl(OCI%)04
pi) oud was the hishydrate of 1 OCIO ):, is ob.ltained when the reaction is ruin in an anhydrous

Shle hishydrate of iodine trispierchlorate, 110(103). environment. Additionally, because of the reactivity tit'
2)10. houd h a essenegetc oidie. hanhe n-20 the dexircd perchlorates it is most (desirable to conduct

hydousfor, ai' hec~oe wuldbe ess fo the reactions in an inert enivironmient which, within the
hytitit, frm,;in' tereorewoid h les sitale air conltext of this invention, is meant to include anhydrous,propellan ts. In vie% (i f this, atItempts have be'en 01 ade to cnli o.

obtaitn the bisvi drate as well a% the anhydrous material. coheitineslntr.fteiveto aigbe e

SU MMARY OF 'rill- INVENTION 25 Forth, the following examples aire presented as specific
illustrations thereof. It will bie understood that the in-

Accordingly. osic otiject of this inventioni is to pro- vention is not limited to these specific examples hut is
vid ioineperhtlrats.susceptibe ito various moidifications that will be recog-

Another object of this invention is to isolate iodine nized by one oft ordinary skill in the art.
perchlorate% fin this solid anhydrous formn. EXM0E

A furither object of' this invention is to provide iodineEXML I
perchlorates which are highly energetic oxidiz~ers. Idn rseelrt

A still further object of this inveiltion is to provide a Idn rseclrt

method of '~ sntha:Ni7ing iodine perehlorates. I C0 .
Still another object oif this invention is to achieve a .1. Iodine (0:91 5 innio1) w~as loaded into a It) nil pre-

hirlh degree oft purity in the iodine perchlorates sytithe- passivaled Tchlon FE P ainpoule closed off by a stainless
sized. steel valve. Chlorine perchlorate (H. 18 nimol) wa~s

Yet another is to provide a easy means for purifying added at -1I96*C. The ainpouile was kept at -5O*C for
the iodine perchloiratcs. 70 hours. At this point, the dark iodine color had disap-

*these anld other objects of this invention are accom11- 4t0 peared and at pale yellow (due to the presence oht Cl2)
plisheil by providing compswnd'K which are iodine per- solid had formed. Upon cooling, to -1I960(7, the am-
chlorates oit the formulal X( OC10 1). wherein X is %e- poule (lid not Conltain any nomn-eondeflsihile reaction
lectcd fron the group consisting of 1'' and CA"+ products. The ampoule was slowly warmned to -450 C.
whierein ilt eals 31 %%lhen X is I'", and si eqluals 4 when The volatile products were separated by fractional eon-
X is CsI 4. The ilosina: perchlorates are prepared by re- 4 s deg~iation and identified by infrared spectroscopy ;andt
actinig chlorine pecrhloratc, 0000,,g, with a substance thicir vapori pressure. They consisted oft C12 (2.701
selected fronl the group consisting of Is and 01l at low 30,1101) and CIO(X'lO; (2.74 mmitol). The white, solid res-
temiperatures. idue weighed 776 iug., in excellent agrcecinctt with the

weight (777 nig) calculated for a complete conversion
DESCRIPTlION OF THF PRE 'FERR ED 50 to W(OOO)36

EMBOD0IMENT EXAMPLE 2

The iodinc perchloratcs ofr this invention tire pre-
pared by reatcting chlorine pevrchiorate. Clt)CIO:,, with Cesium letraperchlorato lodalte fill)

either iodine. 11, or Csl. The reaction for preparing io- .C'sl(OC)C1) 4dine tiiisperchloruLe is as follows: A5 10 nil prepassivated stainless steel cylinder was
It + 60CI00,O -- 24(0003 61 + b "C*12 loaded with powdered anhydrous Cl ( 1. 15 rninol), fail-

atnd the reaction for preparing the ccsiunil tetrupCe- lowed by CI 1o01O W (610 tonio) at b -196'C. The reac-
chlorato iodate is as follows: tion was &allowed to proceed by warning the cylinder it)

Cx+4C'10C10 3 -CslI(0C10( 4 + 2Clt. 0-4S*C' where it wa4 maintained for 5 weeks. On re-
The range of suitable: reaction tcotllpatures is limited cooling to - I 96*C, no non-condcnsibic gSuis ware oh- \

by the slou reaction rates and the instability of the io- served. Volatile products were pumped from the rcac-
dine Perchlorate products. Fair examle, lihe iodinev tris- tor for several hour,. while and aftear it had warmed to
perelorate reaction takes 70 hours ait -3O0(. and the ambient temperature. Sepm-ation of thewc speies was
Ccsotni tetraphereblorato iodate reaction take% 3 weeks2 65 affected by fractionitl cond austinnk and identification

at 11 4ai"( to go to 99 percent completiotn &and at lower by infrared and vapoir pressure measturements. They

tempcrutturcs, the reaction takes still, longer. On the consisted oft Clki (2.34 mmol) and unrectetd CKOCIO,1
other hand. while the Cl(0C10 31)4 ismsable at 23*C, io- ( 1 45 mmol). The solid product wax pale yellow in
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S3 4
col.,i iiiid weighed 74') tng. idiciating a 9 percent con- ot -78"C to 30*C for 70 or more hour providedVetl,.i "f the ('s" to ( O( K)'.)4 had occurred, tihat at Ilast 4 moles of chlorine perchlorate are( )hviously, ittnmerous nmodificatiolns ind vikriations of used per mole of cesium iodide.

ithe prc'.knf invention .ire possible in light (if the ahove 2. The method of claim I whcrein said contacting is
temt hings It is therefore to be understood that within 5 performed at a temperature of -5r C to -40"C."the ,cop)c or the appended claithe he invention may h 3. The method ofclaim I. wherein more Ohn 4 noles
practiced totherwise than is spccifically described of said chlorine perchiorate is used per molc ofesium

I \ hat is claimed as new and desired to he secured by iodide.
I.ctier% Patent of the United States is: 4. Cesium tetr-kperchlorato iodatc (Ill). Csl((.)C 3 )4,

I A method of prepatring cesium tctraperchhorato as produced by the process of claim I.
iodh,,t (I1I). ('st(()(').,),, comprising: S. Tlhe product of claim 4. wherein the said iodate

ancting chlorinc pechhorte and cesicpm iodide in ecompound is anhydrouts.• . -'i~~~~~ n m el r t c liv .iro h ' mnic t it at u te m p e r it utr , i n th e r ii llg e :* *
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HIGH ENERGY OXIDIZERS AND METHOD OF (46.1 mmole) were combined at -196' (all tempera.
SYNTHESIZING SAME tures in this and other examples are degrees centri-

BU Ograde) in a passivated (with CIF.) 75-mi stainless steel
SBACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION cylinder. The starting materials, platinum hexufluoride

The invention herein described was made in the 5 and FCIO2 , are available commercially from Ozark Ma-
course of or under a contract with the Department of honing Co., Tulsa, Oklahoma. The temperature of
the Navy. -196' was selected as one at which the starting materi-

I. Field of the Invention als have no volatility. The cylinder was placed at room
This invention relates to compositions of matter and temperature to allow the mixture contained therein to

is particularly directed to compounds containing the 10 slowly warm up to 25* without the addition of external
cation CIO,P'* and methods of synthesizing such com- heat. This required approximately 30 minutes to one
pounds. hour, after which, the mixture was kept at this tempera-

2. Prior Art ture for three days. The cylinder was cooled to -196'
Compositions of matter which contain oxygen and and 3.75 mmole of material volatile at this temperature

fluorine have been found to be extremely useful in for. 15 was removed and identified as F2 by its vapor pressure
mulating energetic materials, such as solid propellants, and mass spectrum. The products volatile at 25' weri
explosives and the like. Many simple compounds con- separated by fractional condensation through traps
taining these elements have been disclosed heretofore. kept at -78%, -126' and -196*, The -i 26* fraction

However, it has been recognized that more energetic consisted of FCIO( 28.7 mmole) and the -196' one of
compositions could be formulated by synthesizing 20 FC1O5 (0.3 mmole), CIF, (0.1 mmole), and a small
more complex compositions containing multiple atoms amount of FCIO3 . The cylinder contained a stable ca-
ofthese elements. Unfortunately, it has been found that nary yellow solid (6.618 g), which was identified by in-
these more complex compositions cannot be produced frared spectroscopy as a mixture of CIO,2PtF," and
from elementary fluorine by conventional methods. CIO 2F 1*PtF,-. Hence, PtF, (17.0 tmole) had reacted
Accordingly, considerable effort has been expended to 25 with FCIO, (17.1 mmole) in a 1:1 mole ratio yielding
discover and rind methods for producing these complex F, (3.75 amle), CIO,+PtF4- .(12.2 mmole), and
compositions. CIOF,+PtF,- (4.8 mmole) as the main products. It was

found that PtF, and FCIO1, when combined at -196'
BRIEF SUMMARY AND OBJECTS OF INVENTION and allowed to slowly warm up to 25' by placing the

These disadvantages of the prior art are overcome 30 container at room temperature for 30 minutes to one
with the present invention and several composition hootr interacted according to:
containing the cation CIO2F,+ have been synthesized 2FCIOg + 2PtF, - C103F,*PtF,- + CIO,÷PtF,"
by reacting FCIO, with PtF, to produce CIO 2F,+PtF," C-
and employing displacement techniques to produi- (I)
several'additional salts containing this cation, such as 35
CIO2F,*BF4 and CIO,Ft+AsF,-. This mixture may then be employed as a starting mate.

Accordingly, it is an object of the present invention rial for producing a plurality of pure salts containing
to provide new, highly -energetic compositions of mat- the CIO,Ft+ cation, as described in the following exam-
ter. pies. The yield of CIOF 2 + was not 50 percent as ex-

Another object of the present invention is to provide 40 pected from the above equation, but generally about 25
methods of synthesizing new, highly-energetic compo- percent owing to the following competing reaction;
sitions of mat2er.

An additional object of the present invention is to
provide complex compositions containing multiple (2)
atoms of oxygen and fluorine. 45

* A specific object of the present invention is to pro- In some of the experiments, small amounts of
vide several compositions containing the cation CIF#+PtF,÷ or CIF, and FCIO were observed, depend-
CIO 2F,+ by reacting FCIO1 with PtF, to produce ing on the exact reaction conditions. The formation of
CIOF,*PtFG. and employing displacement techniques some FCO13 is not surprising since it is known that
to produce additional salts containing this cation, such 50 FC1O0 readily hiteracts with nascent oxygen to yield
as CIOF,*BFC" and CIOF,'AsF,". FCIO1.

These and other objects and features of the present Further modification of the reaction conditions
invention will be apparent from the following detailed (rapid warm up of the FCO12-PtF, mixture from -1 96*
description, to either -78' or 25* and completion of the reaction at
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION 55 25*) did not produce detectable amounts of either

CIOF,÷ or CIF$*PtF,-, but only CIO,+PtF,- and CIF,,

In that form of the present invention chosen for pur- F2, and Ot. This indicates that the nature of the reac-
poses of illustration, it has been found that FCIO% can tion products are more influenced by the warm-up rate
k. reacted with PtF. to produce ClOsFg÷PtF,- and dis- of the starting materials from -196* to about -78' than
placement techniques, using this reaction product, can 60 by the final reaction temperature. Slow warm up favors
be employed to produce additional salts containing the the formation of CIO,F÷*, whereas rapid warm up
CIO,F,* cation. Among these additional salts are yields CIF@+ or CIF, and Fs.

EXAMPLE 11EXAMPLE I 65 Synthesis of ClOF,+ Salts

The FCIO,-PtF, System The synthesis of CIO,F,*PtF," has been described in

Platinum hexafluoride (17.0 tamole) and FCIO, Example I. For the synthesis of CIOF,-F4 ,a mixture
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O.ff ClFtFPtFs- (4.8 mmole) and CIO*+PtF,- ( 12.2 TABLE I
oirnole) was treated in a passivated (with CIF,, and
DrFI) 75 ml stainless stcl cylinder with FNO5 (25.3 X-ay Iyd" Putteam ((* C**F%*6F4"

mmolc) at -78' for 48 hours. The reactuon products and C)O•,aAsFa -

volatile at 25' consisted of FCIO1 , CIF3O2 , and unre- 5 CA•Ot•01 4  dA(1,F, Aa - , Coninued

acted FNO, and were separated by fractional conden- dA teoshy dA tnwnsly d.A tnteW~y

sation through z series of traps kept at -l 12', -1 26, 5.47 7.49 w 2.12
5.06 n S.3o Ms 2.01

-- 142' and -196'. The -126* fraction contained most 4.37 "m 4.98 W 1.94 mw
of the CIF 30 and some FCIO1 . Attempts to further sep- 4 4.1• w 4.30 Ms 1.90 Mw

103.7d) A 4.02 W 1.86 Warate the CIF30 and FCIO, mixture by fractional con- 3.6 a 3.86 I 1.80 W
densation were unsuccessful. Consequently, 2.76 31Uo M 3.70 w 1.76 mW

mmole of this mixture was combined with BF3 (3.00 2.577 V 3.4057 1,720 lw
mmole) at -196* in a pussivated ampoule formed of 2.41 r" 3.02 mw 1.65 W
perfluoroethyienepropylene copolymer and the tern- 1 2.18 1 2.77 m 1.62 %

in 52.011 a 2.69 m 11$9 W
perature was cycled several times between -196 and I.6 nu 2.60 w 1.34 w
25. The product was kept at -78* for several hours and 1.80 W 2.41 W 1.50 W

2.10 W 1.41 w
unreacted BF3 (0.22 mmIe) was removed at this tern- 2.20 w 1.37 w
perature in vacuo. Removal of volatile material in 1.34 w

vacuo was continued at 20'. The volatile material (2.70 20
mmole) consisted according to its infrared spectrum of The powder pattern of CIOtFt*BFF- is much simpler
a 1:1 mixture of FCIO, and BF 3-. The white solid, non- than that of ClOjF,+AsF.-. This is not surprising since
volatile residue (280 mg- 1.46 mmole) was identified the anion and cation in the former salt are both approx-
by inFrared, Raman, and 'IF nnr spectroscopy as imately tetrahedral and of similar Aze. The powder pat-

CIOF,-G4 4- tern of ClO1F,*BF,- can be indexed on the basic of an
For the preparation of the AsF,- salt, CI02F,*BF" orthorhombic unit cell with a -, 5.45, b - 7.23, and c

(0.62 mrmote) and AsFs ( 1.43 mmole) were combined - 13.OOA. Assuming four molecules per unit cell and
at -196' in a passivated ampoule formed of periluoroe- neglecting- contributions from the highly charged cen-
thylenepropylene copolymer. The contents of the am- 30 tral atoms to the volume, a plausible average volume of
poule was kept at -78" for 30 minutes and at 25" for 1 16 A per F or 0 atom is obtained. However, the agree.
hour. Volatile products were removed at 25*C and con- ment between the obierved and calculated reflections
sisted of unreacted AsF, (0.79 mmole) arnd BF3 (0.59 is somewhat poor for several lines and, hence, the
mmole). The white, stable solid weighted 3.85 mg above unit cell dimensions are teeltative.
(weight calculated for 0.62 mmole of Cl'FOtAsF$" - 35 The thermal stability of CIOaF,*BF4" is higher than
183 nig) and was identified as CIFO,+AsFP" by infra- those ot CIQO18F 4 ", CIF 2IBF,-, or other similar salts,
red, Raman, and "F nmr spectroscopy. This is in good agreement with the previously made

correlations between the stability of an adduct and the
Syntheses and Properties of CIOF 2

4 Salts structure of the parent molecule and its ions. Thus, let.,
The syntihesis of C10 2•F*P t Fs- from FCIO10 and PtF, 40 rahedral CIOIF,4 (see below) should be energetically

and its temperature dependence has been discussed much more favorable than trigonal bypyramidnl
above. The BF4 and AsF,- salts were prepared accord- CIF.O,.
ing to the following scheme: F-nmr Spectra

ClO,*PtF,-+ CI0OF,+PtF,- + 2FN0 2 - FCIO, + 45 A broad singlet at -310 ppm relative to external
CIFO 4. 2NO,+PtF,' CFCI3 has been observed for CIOFt'PtF." in anhy-

(3) drous HF. The spectrum of CIFO 4 DF 4- in HF shows
a strong temperature dependence. At 30' it consists of

Unreacted FNO, and some of the FIOt could be sepa- 50 a single peak at 185 ppm relative to exturnal CFCIs.

rated from Cl ao02 by fractional condensation. The re- With deereasing temperature the peak at first becomes

maining FCIO was separatcd from CIE30 by complex- broader, then separates at about 0' into signals at -301

ing with DF3. Since the resulting CIO,+BF4- has a disso- (CIOYFt+), 146 (8F'), and 194 ppm (HF) which be.
come narrower with further decrease in temperature.

clarion pressure of 182 m m at 22.1', while CIOF,'B. The observed peak area ratio of approximately 2:1 for
F.- is stable, the former salt could be readily removcd 55 the 146 and -301 ppm signals confirms their a&sn-
by pumping at 20'. Conversion of CIOF1,PBF," to the mcnt of BF 4' and CIOF,-. respectively, and proves the
corresponding AsF," salt was accomplished through ionic nature of the C1F3O1,PFs adduct in HF solution.
displacement of BF4- by the stronger Lewis acid AsFs. The spectrum of CIF1O0*AsFe in HF (which was

All three salts, synthesized with the CIOFs+ cation acidified with AsF,) consistm of two resonantes at -307
and fluorine-containing anions, CIOFsPPtF,-. CIOF- 60 (CIOF24 ) and Mt3 ppm (HF, A&F,, AsFIa), respec-
t AsFP, and CIO1F02 BF,-, are solids, stable at 240, and tively. Rapid exchange between HF, AsFs and AsFg"
react violently with water or organic materials. The preempted the meaam'ement of the ClOg.t÷ to AsIN
PtF,- compound is canary yellow, while those of AsF,- peak auea ratio.
and BF4, are white. The salts dissolve in anhydrous HF 65 Obviously, numerous variations and modifications
without decomposing. They are crystallini, in the solid may be made without departing from the present inven-
state and the xray powder diffraction patterns of tion. Accordingly, it should be clearly understood that
CIF1O,*BF 4 - and CIOIFI*AsF$- are listed in Table I. the forms of the present invention described above ae
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5 6
illustrative only and are not intended to limit the scope action temperature such that said FNO. is in a liq-
of the present invention. uid state,

What is claimed is: maintaining said reaction temperature until the reac-
1. The composition of matter consisting of a salt hay. tion is complete.

Ing the cation CIOIFI+, und an anion selected from the 5 separating the volatile products by fractional conden-
group consisting of AsF4-, BF," and PtF,". sation in a series of traps kept at -I 12*C and

1. The composition of claim I wherein the anion of -I 26*C. respectively,
said salt is PtFg-. combining the condensate of the -i 2AC trap with

.3. The composition of claim I wherein the anion of BF, at a temperature at which the materials have
said salt is BF4-. 10 no volatility.

4. The coamposition of claim I wherein the anion of raising the temperature of said condensate to 20*C
said salt is AsF,-. and removing all volatile materials, and

S. The method (f synthesizing a salt having a di- recovering the resulting ClOgFj*BF4 " salt as a non-
fluoroperchloryl cation, said method comprising the volatile solid.
steps of: 15 I. The Imethod of claim 10 wherein said reaction

combining Ptl-g and FC1O, in a container at a starting temperature is -78*C.temperature at which these maierials have no vola- 12. The method of claim 10 wherein said maintaining

tility, step is continued for approximately 48 hours.
gradually increasing the t-,perature of said materi- 13. The method of claim 10 comprising the further

als without the addition of external heat until the 7o steps of:
reaction is complete, combining said CIOF,*BF,- salt and AsF in a con.

separating the volatile products, and tainer at a temperature at which these materials
removing the resulting CIOFa'PtF4- salt from said have no volatility,

container, raising the temperature of said container to a temper.
6. The method of claim 5 wherein said starting tern- 25 ature at which said AsF, is liquid,

perature is -1961C. maintaining said container at said temperature at
7. The method of claim 5 wherein said gradually in- which AsF is liquid until the reaction is complete,

creasing step comprises exposing said container to raising the temperature of said container to ambient
room temperature, temperature,

5. The method of claim 7 wherein sa.d container Is 3o removing the volatile materials, and
exposed to room temperature for a period of approxi- recovering the resulting CIOtF 1*AsF#" salt as a non-
mately 30 minutes to I hour, volatile solid.

9. The method of claim 7 wherein said room temper. 14. The method of claim 13 wherein said tempera-
ature is 25'C. ture at which AsF, is liquid is -78'C. -

1O.,The method of claim S comprising the furtlher 35 AS. The method of claim 13 wherein said maintaining ,
steps of: step is continued for approximately 30 minutes,

c#.mbining said CIOF,*PtF,- salt with FNO, at a -e-
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2

atures the reaction takes still longer. On the other
iODINi PICH LOWRATIS hand. while the Cd(OCIOa)4 is stable at 23C. iodine

trisperchlorate rapidly decomposes, at this tempora-
This is a division of application Ser. No. 363,708, tuft.

filed May 24, 1973, now U.S. Pat. No. 3,873.677. is. 5 Thus, the reaction temperature for produciungCd(O-
sued Mar. 25, 1975. 003,), should be in the range -78C to 30C, prefera-

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION bly -SSC to -40*C; and the reaction temperature for
producing iodine trlsperchlorate should be in the range

This invention generally relatts to perchlorate com- -780C to 0a, preferably -55C to -40C.
pounds and more particularly to iodine perchlorates. 10 Purification of the product is simplified by remating a

The alleged preparation of iodine trisperchlorate stoichionmetric excess of chlorine perchlorate with lo-
from iodine, ozone, and anhydrous HCIO, is described dine or cesium iodide in an inert environment. The ex-
by M. Schmeauser in "Handbook of Preparative Inor- ce" of chlorine perchlorate is used to drive the reac.
ganic Chemistry", G. brauer, Ed., Academic Press, tion to 99% completion. Then the solid l(OCIO.• ) or
New York, N.Y., 1963, Vol. 1, pg. 330. However, a 15 CsI(OCIO,) 4 product can be separated from the by-
crosacheck with the original publication, F. Fichter and product chlorine and wireacted chlorine perchlorate at
H. Kappeler, Z. Anorg. Allgem. Chem., 91, 134 low temperatures under vacuum. Finally, since water is
(1915), reveals that the original paper deals only with neither a reactant nor a product in either of the mac-
a compound having the empirical composition, I(Cl- tions, the anhydrous form of i(OCIOs)A or Cs(OCIOS) 4
0)&" 2Hs0. Further, from the properties of I(OCIO*),, 20 is obtained when the reaction is run in an anhydrous
it appears unlikely that the Ficht, T et AI compound was environment. Additiorally, because of the reactivity of
the blshydrate of I(OCIO.)a. the desired perchlorstes it is most desirable to conduct

The bishydrate of' Iodine thaperchioraft, i(•OC10)s the recin in an inert environment whitA, within the'2H.O, should be a less energetic oxidizer than the an- context of this invention, is meant to include anhydrous
hydrous form, ond therefod e trldpehles suitable for 25 condithion.

propellants. In view of this attempts have been made to The general nature of the invention having been set
obtain the bishydrate as well s the anhydrous material. forth, the following examples are presented as specific

illustrations thereof. It will be understood that the in.
SUMMARY OF THE INVEIiTlON vention is not limited to thes specific examples but isAccordingly. one object of this invention is to pro- 30 susceptible to various modifications that will be recog-

vide iodine perchlorates. nized by one of ordinary skill in the art.

Another object of this invention is to isolate iodineperchiorates in their solid anhydrous form. EXAMPLE I

A further object of this invention is to provide iodine Iodine Trisperchlorate
perchlorates which are highly energetic oxidizers. (

A still further object of this invention is to provide a 1(OClO06

method of synthesizing iodine perchlorates. Iodine (0.915 mmol) was loaded into a 10 ml pre-
Still another object of this invention is to achieve a passivated Teflon FEP ampoule closed off by a stainless

high delree of purity in the iodine perchlorates synthe- steel valve. Chlorine perchlorate (8.18 mmol) was
sized. s added at -196C. The ampoule wPA kept at -50"C for

Yet another object Is to provide a easy means of puri- 70 hours. At this point, the dark iodine color had disap-
fying the iodine perchlorates. peared and a pale yellow (due to the presence of Cls)

These am' other objects of this invention are accom- solid had formed. Upon cooling to -1 961C, the am-
plished by rovidlng compounds which are iodine per- 45poule did not contain any non-condensible reaction
chlorates of the formula X(OC1O)* wherein X is se- products. The ampoule was slowly wamed to -45C.
lected from the group consisting of 1÷ and Cal" The volatile products were separated by fractional con-
wherein x equals 3 when X is 1***, and x equals 4 when densatlon and identified by infrared cpectroeopy and
X is CsI". The iodine perchiorate are prepared by re- their vapor pressure. They consisted of Csa (2.70
acting chlorine perchlorate, CICIO, with a substance mmol) and CIOCIOs (2.74 mmol). The white, solid res-

' uselected from the group consisting of Is and Cd at low 5 idue weighed 776 mg., in excellent agreement with the

temperature•. weight (777 m&) calculated for a complete conversion
to ICOCIOs)s.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED
EMBODIMENT EXAMPLE 2

The iodine perchiorates of this invention are pre- Cesium Tetraperchlorsto Iodate (I1)
pared by reacting chlorine perchlorate, CIOCIOs. with Csl(OClOs),
either iodine, Is, or Cal. The reaction for preparing lo- A 10 ml prepayited staines steel cylinder was
dine trisperchlorate is as follows:

1, + *CsoeMso 2t(OOs:t + e loaded with powdered anhydrous Cal ( 1.13 mmnl), fol-
and the reaction for preparing the cesium tetraor- 60 lowed by ClOCIOs (6.10 mmol) at -196C. The reac-
chlkorto iodate is as follows: Cs*['+ 4CIOCi05  tion was allowed to proceed by warming the cylinder to
Cs*I(OCOr)-, + 2CI@. -45C0, where it was maintaied for five weeks. O re-

The range of suitabe reaction temperatures is limited cooling to - 196C, no non-condensible gese were ob-
by the slow reacton ras anid t instability of the io- served. VolatMe products were pumped frow the reac-
dine perchlorate products. For example, the iodine tris- 65 tor for soveral hours while and after it bad warmed to I
perchk~rate reaction takes 70 hours at -SOC and the ambient temperature. Separation of them species was
cesium tetraperchlorato iodate reaction takes S weeks affected by fractional condensation sad identiftatiom
at -45'C to go to 99% completion and at lower temper- by infrared and vapor pressure measurements. They
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3,922,3363 4
consisted of Cil (2.34 mmol) and unreacted CIOCIOs contacting in an inert environment chlorine perchlo-(1i.45mmol). The solid product was pale yellow in color rate and iodine at a temperature in the range of

und weighed 749 mg. indicating a 99% conversion of -78*C to 0.C 'or 70 or more hours, provided that
the Csi to Csn(uOusmo)4d it• idedrrio. at least 6 moles of chlorine perchlorate are used

Obviously, numerous modifications and variations of 3 per mole of iodine, I,. to form said iodine trisper.
the present invention are possible in light of the above chlorate and subsequently recovering the iodine
teachings. It is therefore to be understood that within
the scolpe of the appended claims the invention may be 2.Therchodiratsa.
practiced otherwise than as specifically described 2. The method of claim 1, wherein said contacting is
herein-. t0 performed at a temperature of -55'C to -401C.

What is claimed as new and desired to be secured by 3. The method of claim I. wherein more than 6 moles

Letters Patent of the United States is: of said chlorine perchlorate is used per mole of iodine,
I. A method of preparing anhydrous iodine trisper- t o.

chlorate. I(OCIO,1), comprising: * * *
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3,987,1521 2
A further object of the preent invention i to provide

A 1 S NU S a method for producing stable solid unmbdituted &sl-
fonium safts.

The invention herein described was made in the A specific object of the present invention is to pro-
course of or under a contract of subcontract thereun- s vide a method c9 producing s• solid • asubstituted,.
der, (or gant) with the Department of the Navy. sulfoniun salts by protonation of H9S in HF + SbF..

These and other objects and features of the VpiPn t
BACKGROUND OF ThE INVENTrON invention will be apparent from the following detailed

1. Field of the Invention d p
This invention relates to compositons of matter and 10

a- particularly directed to s able DETAILED DEO OF THE INVENTION
ninm iats and methods of isolating same In that form of the present invention chosen for pur-

2. Description of the Prior Art poses of illustration, protonation a( hydrogen sulde in
Hydrogen sulfide has been found to be extremely HF-SbF* will produce a stable solid uwsubstitutod sulfo-
eful -n a regent in forming numerous chemical com- 15 nium salt.

pounds. However, the storage of hydrogen sulfde is EXAMPLE
hazardous due to its extreme toxicity and high volatil-
ity. Numerous attempts have been made to overcome 5.38 mmol of SbF, and 10 ml of liquid anhydrous HF
these probleam or to avoid such problems by providing 2 were combined at -196" C in a Teflon ampule. The
a source of hydrogen sulfide which would not be sub- mixture was warmed to 253 C to given a homogenous
ject to these problems, but which could be actuated, as solution. Thiereafter, the solution was cooled to -196*
desired, to supply the needed hydrogen sulfide. How- C and 7.10 mcl of hydroger. sulfide was added. The
ever, none of the prior art techniques have been en-. mture was warmed to -78" C. thn skwly to 25 C.
tirely satisfactory. Thus. it has been known that the 25 During the warm-up, a white solid formed, which wa,
foregoing problems could bo somewhat alleviad by only partially soluble in the excess of HF. The volatile
using iron sfide and, when desired, reacting thin with products were removed at 253 C in vacuo, leaving
hydrochloric acid to generate hydrogen sulfide. While 1.452g of a white stable solid. The calculted weight
this technique is effective, it still involves handling and for 5.38 mmol of SHIiSbF,- is 1.457g. Moreover, the

calculated microanalytical values for SHISbF, are Sbstorage of a highly corrosive acid. 30 44.9:5 and S 1 1.85 while the values obtaned by mea-

BRIEF SUMMARY AND OBJECTS OF THE surement of the white solid are Sb 44.8 nd S 11.9.INVENTION Accordingly, it is concluded that the white solid is

These disadvantages of the prior art are overcome SH.1SbF#-. It was found that this material can be
S stored indefinitely at 25' C in Teflon containers.with the present invention and a novel technique is 35 To toe the sulfonium salts to generate hydrogen sul-

provided tor producing hydrogen sulfide while avoiding ot
the problems of the prior art as set forth above. The fide, it has been found that the sulfoaum uts react
advantages oi the present invention are obtained by with wateWr according to the formula.
producing stable, tolid, unsubstituted sulfonium salts - + -. UO*S6F.- +11.5?
which, when nixed with water, react to release hydro- 40 Thus, the sulfonium salt can be stored safely as a stable
gen sulfide, solid and, when desired, can be combined with water to

Stable alkyl sulfonium salts have been known hereto- release H.S.
fore and are very important. in industry, as detergents, Obvioualy, numerous variations and modifications
etc. However, unsubstituted sulfonium salts have only can be iiade without departing from the Fpr t inven-
been previously known to exist at low temperatures, of 45 tion. Accordingly, it should be clearly understood that
the order of -30' C, and in super-acid solutions, such the forms of the present invention described above are
as fluorosulfonic acid. Many papers have referred to illustrative only and are not intended to limit the scope
sulfonium salts in solution. Howewer, none of the prior of the present invention.
art has suggested how these salts could be isolated. In What is claimed is:
contrast, Applicant has discovered a simple method for s0 1. An unsubstituted sulfonium sat having the for-Sisolating stable solid unsubstituted suffonium salts by mula SHs÷SbF,- which is a solid that is suble at 25' C.
protonation of HS in HF + SbF,. 2. The method of producing SHs+SbF- consistinS of

Accordingly, it is an object of the present invention the steps of:
to provide an improved technique for generating hy.. forming a homogenous mixture of SbF$ and liquid
dron sulfide. 55 anhydrous HF,

Another object of the present invcntion is to provide cooling said mixture to -196* C,
a method of geerating hydrogen sulfide which does adding hydrogen sulfide, and
not involve storage or handling of hazadous materials, gradually warming the resultiMn mixture until a white

An additional object of the present invendon is to solid is formed.
provide 4table solid unsubstituted sulfuniunm salts. 60 * C
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"The reactants are added in stoichiometric amounts.
SYNTHESIS OF ANHYDROUS METAL Thus for the synthesis of chromyl perchlorate the reac- I

PERCHLORATES tants are added in a CrO*Cl2-to-CI&,0 mole ratio of 1:2.
For the synthesis of vanadium perchlorate, the reac- i

5 tants are added in a VOC 3-to-C1IO. mole ratio of 1:3.
1. Field of the Invention It is preferred that an extra 5 to 10 mole percent of
The invention pertains to the preparation of inor- C1,O4 is added in order to decrease the reaction time.

ganic oxidizing salts and in particular to the prepara- Since water produces impurities in the perchlorate
tion of anhydrous metal perchlorates. product, the reactants and the system should be anhy-

6 2. Prior Art to drous.
Syntheses of anhydrous metal perchlorates have been The reactants may be added in any order or in any

restricted mainly to metals from Groups I and I1. A few rate. However the reactions are exothermic; so, mcas-
preparations have been reported for transition metal ures must be taken to ensure that reaction temperature
perchlorates as well as NO,' and NH,* complex per- does not exceed about 20" C. According to a preferred
chlorates. 15 embodiment of this invention the reactants are added

One method is known for the preparation of anhy- to the reaction vessel in the solid state, thereby mini-
drous titanium tetraperchlorate. This method proceeds mising the vapors of the reactants.
by the reaction of anhydrous perchloric acid with anhy- This embodiment is utilized in Example I given here-
drous titanium tetrachloridc. However the product is inafter. It is understood that the examples are given by
not pure as is evidenced by the data presented pertain- 20 way of illustration and arc not intended to limit the
ing to the melting point, analysw, stability, yield, and disclosure or the claims to follow in any way.
polyerystalline form. A major disadvantage of the im- EXAMPLE I .
purities in the product is the necessity of refrigeration.
Other disadvantages of this synthesis are the scarcity, Titanium tetrachloride (1.22 mmol) and CIOCIO•3
expense, and danger of anhydrous perchloric acid. 25 (6.01 mrtol) were combined at -196' in a 75 ml stain-

The known mcthod for the preparation of chromyl less steel cylinder and then gradually warmed to -25*.
perchlorate is through the reaction of chromyl chloride After several days, recooling to -I 96 showed no non-
and dichlorine hexoxide. Although the reaction prod- condensable gases were present. The contents of the
uct is pure, the synthesis has the disadvantages which reactor were separated by fractional condensation in a•-result from the scarcity. expense, and danger of anhy- 30 series of U-trapn cooled to -78', -112*, and -196*.rremu dichlorif m hexoxide. Nothing was trapped at -78* while the -112* fraction

consisted solely of unreacted C104 (1.17 mrtol), and
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION the -196" fraction was Cl1 (4.88 emtol). The pale yel-

It is. therefore, an object of this invention to form I)uw %olid residue left in the reactor weighed 0.525 g.
It s, heefoean bjet f tisinvntin o frm35 .The weight calculated for 1.22 mmol of Ti(CIO.,). wasanhydrous metal perchlorates safely, quickly, and in, x-35'hewitcauledfr.2moifTiIO)ws

penhydusirely, q0.544 g and therefore the yield of Ti(C1O 4) was 97 Ipensively.ercent. Vacuum sublimation of the Ti(CIO) was
Another object of this invention is to form anhydrous cnt Va sublimatus at 5 ing AS

meta pechlrate ina hgh cgre ofpurty.carried out in a Pyrex apparatus at 5(r-60' using a -78'
metal perchlorates in a high degree oa purity. cold finger. The sublimed material was nearly colorless

These and other objects are achieved by a method 40 and had a m.p. with dec. of 101'-2". Almost no residue
which proceeds by the following reactions: remaincd unsublimed. Anal. Calcd. for Ti(C10) 4: Ti.

0C01, + 20(,0 - 20, + (CrO(V().), 10.75; CO 4 89.25. Found: Ti, 10.8; C10 4I 87.9. A
sample of "'i(CIO.), (0.242 nrmol) was heated in a

Ti" + 401,0, -- 4(0s + Ti(CIO.), stainless steel cylinder for 4 hours at 115* followed by
45 1.5 hr. at 190'. This produced 02 (1.705 minol), Cis

v0'.O, + 3CO, - vo(Co,), + 30. (0.481 mmol), and a white solid residue of i'i0 (0.241
mmol). All temperatures arc in degrees Centigrade.

and which occur at a temperature front -450 C to 20*C. EXAMPLE 11

DEN 50 Chromyl chloride (1.41 mrtol) and r1OCK3 (3.16
retool) were reacted at -45* for several'days in a stain-

SDue to the strong oxidizing strength of the perchlo- Icss steel cylinder. After separation and identification.
rate group the method of the invention must proceed in the volatile products found were CrOF, (0.18 rnntol),

r vessels constructed from stainless steel, platinum, tef- C12 (2.59 mmol), and C1204 (0.6( mmol). The CrO,
Ion, rnonel or similar non-oxidizable materials or 55 (C000)2 (1.23 mmol) remained in the cylinder. The
coated therewith. The reaction is carried out at ambi- CrOF, probably arose through reaction of CrOICI,
ent pressure and at a temperature from about -45*C to with the CIF, passivated metal surfaces in the resctor
about 20* C but preferably from -25* C to 0' C. Stir- and/or vacuum line during transfers. Anal., Calcd. for
ring is optional because the bubbling of the by-product Cr0, (Ce0 4),: ClOo 70.3. Found: CIO, 69.6. A sample
chlorine through the reaction solution provides sufrl- 641 of CrO (C004) (0.65 remol) was pyrolyzed for 15 hrs
cient agitation. Completion of the reaction is deter- at 1100 producing Cl, (0.66 mmol), 0, (2.21 mmol)
mined preferably by monitoring the chlorine gas by- and CrO (0.65 mmol), m.p. 195t-7', lit. 196'. All
product. Generally the reaction is complete within 4 to temperatures are in degrees Centigrade.
6 hours and the perchlorate product may then be col- As can be seen from the examples, the method of this
lected. 65 invention produces a highly pure anhydrous metal per-

Preferably, chlorine perchlorate is prepared by the chlorate without the use of the scarce and dangerous
method disclosed in U.S. Pat. No. 3,694.172 by Schack anhydrous perchioric acki or dichlorine hexoxide. The
et al. anhydrous titanium perchlorate has been stored at
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utim• t-mupcraturc for over three months without deg- oxytrichloride is selectcd, and recovering said authy-
SInd . drous metal perchlorate.

y y2. A method of preparing an anhydrous metal per-
p y man y mod a arepossible-ind lighto of the above chlorate which comprises admixing for at least 4 hours

pi~c',,t invcntio are possible in light of the above 5 at a temperature from -45' C to 20" C an anhydrous
tcaclings. It is therefore to be understood that within metal chloride selected from the 1lass consisting of

the %t upc of the appended claims the invention may be titanium tetrachloride, chromyl chloride, and vana-
practiced otherwise than as specifically describe& dium oxytrichloride with chlorine perchlorate in a

What is claimed and desired to be secured by Letters metal chloride-to-chlorine perchlorate mole ratio
Patent of the United States is: to which is from 1:4.2 to 1:4.4 if titanium tetrachloride isselected, or is from 1:2.1 to 1:2.2 if chromyl chloride is

1. A method of preparing an anhydrous metal per- selected, or is from 1:3.15 to 1:3.3 if vanadium oxytri-
chlorate which comprises admixing for at least 4 hours chloride is selected, and recovering said anhydrous
at a temperature from -,45" C to 20* C an anhydrous metal perchlorate.metal chloride selected from the class consisting of 15 3. The method of claim 2 wherein said anhydrous

titanium tetrachloride, chromyl chloride, and vana- metal chloride is titanium chloride.

diuni oxytrichloride with chlorine perchlorate in a 4. The method of claim 2 wherein said anhydrous
metal chloride is chromyl chloride.

metal chloride-to-chlorine pcrchloratc mole ratio S. The method of claim 2 wherein said anhydrous
which is 1:4 if titanium tetrachloridc is selected, or is 20 metal chloride is vanadium oxytrichloride.
1:2 it chromyi chloride is selected. or is 1:3 if vanadium* ***
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1 4,026,996

SYNTHNES• OF NITRYL MP CHLORATE or it does not react at all, vs in

The invention herein described was made in the CFo+o, - No rmacte (3)
course of or under a contact or subcontract thermun- 5
der, (or grant) with the Department of the U.S. Navy. The reaction of the present inventiom inCIONO, +a -- NO.S'OW'+ 30,

BACKGROUND
Thin reaction has bee observed to occur readily at

1.FieldoftheInvention temperatures n low an -78 C, in the prence of anT7U invention relates to solid oxidizers and !a Partk- l inert fluorocarbon colvent, CF&C1, and at tmeaueniarly directed to methods of prducing nityl pe.chlo- ranging from -45e C to ambient without a solvent Coa-

2. Prior Art versions, using this method, have been as high s 899%

Nitryl perchiorate, No,"ClOg,, has been known for and yields have been 100%. Moreover, the reactants,

may years a powerful oxidizer. Heretofore the 15 chlorine nitrate and ozone, and the by-product, oxy-

conventional method of producing nitryl pcvhlorate en. are gSe6, wereas the niby! perchlorate ina solid.

has required the reaction of chlorine dioxide, CIO, Consequently, purification in simple and the may

with nirogen dioxide. NO,. and ooe, Ox. Unfortu0
nately, chlorift dioxide, in ei th gueou or Ilqid EXAMPLE I
sum, tends to explode for no apparent reason. Come- 20 Chlorine nitrat (24.2 cm', 1.08 rmol) and CFPCI
quently, any operation which intolves chlorine dioxide solvent (approximately 250 cm'), were oondensed into
is hazardous to people, da 30 l. stainlew stee cylinder cooled to -196 C in a

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION luid nitrogen both. Folowing that, ozone (72.6 cis,
These didvantes of the a overcomel inat - C and theIlift iseh-atags o th pror rt re verome25close cylinder was warmed to and maintained at -45"

with the Present invention and an improved method of C. After 42 hrs. the reaction cylinder was recooded to
producing itryl lornte ipr d which -- I 96W C and the oxygen that had formed was measured
notes the use of chlorine dioxide, with its attendant (53.4 cm', 2.38 inmol) and pumped away. On warming
hazards, yet prvidles yields and easy Purificato te r ton to room temperature, the rem-ining prod-

The advantages of the present invention are r- o u w fractional 3ondeneatio in U-
ably attained by providing a method of producing nitryl traps cooled to -78', -112', and -196' C. Unreacted
perchlorate by reacting chlorine nitrate, CIh% with chlorine nitrawt (7.6 cms, 0.34 mdol) was retained at

I. - 12" C. Unrwce ozone and the CF&CI advent were
Accordingly, it is an object of the ?reaent invention trapped at - !96* C. There remined in the cylinder, the

to provide Improved methods of prdcn oxredai-dizeThrrrmindintes.er hwhite solid, nitryl perchlorate (107 mg, 0.74 remol)
Another object of the present invention is to provide which was readily dentifled by its inrared spectrum

an improved method of producing aitryl petchk e, and comparison to an authentic sample. The conver-
An additional object of the present invention is to am of CINO, to NOK+CIO,- was 68.6% and the yield

provide a safer method of producing nitryl perchlorate, NO+ClO- based on the material reacted was esen-
SA fntherobjectofthe prevset invention ir to provide 40 quantitate.

a method of producing nitryl perchlorate without the day quantitative.

use of chlorine dioxide. EXAMPLE U
A specific object of the present invention in to W- A 30-mi. stainless steel cylinder was loaded succes-

vide a method of producing nitryl perchlorate by react- 45 sively with CINOs(23.2 cm*, 1.03 mdol). CFCI (ap-
ing chk.rine nitrat with ozone. proximately 4980 cm'), and O (90.5 cm', 4.04 mdol)

MThes and other objects and features of t-e preent by condensing them in at -196' C. The reaction was
invention will be apparent from the following detailed allowed to proceed at -45'C for 72 hrs. At that time the

Sdecnpto., oxygen now present was meamured (106 cma, 4.73
DETAILED DESCRIPTiON OF INVENTION 50 retod) and pumped away followed by all the other

volatile materials, There remained in the cylinder the
hathatn f etorm ofth presentinvention Pchsnlorat whit- solid wco2,0- (133 tug, 0.92 mnund). T'he yieldtraon,a method of producing niy percho arey perin orate was 89%.

proposed which calls for reacting chlorine nitrate with
ozone. It should be understood that, as used herein, the EXAMPLE IIIS~~terms "nitryi perchlorate" and "nitronhum peho-S

team ny r ora te" a i i p ll- Chlorine nitrate (16.4 cm2, 0.73 mmol) and ozone
Chlorine" re treins iui (61.6 cm', 2.75 mmol) were separately condensed into•. •~~Chorn nktrale is a liquid which boils at 22. C and isa 3 i.senn te yme oldt 9"Ci

easiy p~ard, olloingthete ngs f US. at. a 30 mil. stainless steel cylinder coole to -196'C ina
easy pr,4pard, fsollowin the teahings of U.S. Pat. liquid nirogn bath. The cylinder was then kept at -45'
No. 3,472,635, assined to the present assignee. C -6 C for 66 hb. The products wer separated by fractional
rine nitnf ns oot hazardous and in relatively insensitive condemation in a series of U-traps cooled to -7 C,
to physical shock. -112', and -196' C after removal of the by-product O0

Although chlorine nitrate is well-known, the reactio (49.2 cm', 2.20 mmol). Unreacted chlorine nitrate (7.8
€t the prv-ent invention in unexpected. Conventionally, cm', 0.35 mmol) and ozone (20.2 cm2, 0.90 emmol)
CaO-X compounds react with ozone to give chioryl 6 w-,re the only other volatile species found. The solid
specins such as product nitryl perchlorate (57 mg 0.39 mmod) re-

MCIc -+ 2 - X +, a() mined in the cylinder and wn identfed by its infrared
CISOýF + 30. - o0,1080. + 20, (2) spectrum. The conversion of C04% to NOC+0,- was
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53% nd d W wdo wcnere ewa adn Uabnoo resentd Cv%(75cn, .9ao)w

neary qun~aive.110OVIO anddo N nkjdeardly umdsrfoomd that

.~~104 w. 2oam and the yieldo besdribedw abovearte
Chorn ntat 204cu.0.1nuil) ~s ap naial sranv onewy not ieuNddt&~~I h cp

mmol)~~~~~~~~~~~~o wtodnehumsvl noa3 m.san aenurmbt wismv entioin. fvsd e iv
less fte cylndercoold to- 190 C.The osedcyln- tm. Acordngly itahoul ye eaelrchwl ooatea

Ae 30n pmp~ed sutoftee cylinder we hredwh coubindi illuse ntratev ol and weno nondedt lmith prese~

2do cm'), sold. O~y (35.2 raf (11, 3.g. m0.l) bofn the ranwg nentron.bu WCt aotabet
theni m at yield C. Th reCtion was a8 oe4 o r-2%.emto f li

cee at-78 C or 5 hur. B-prduc, (3.8cm 1.2 Mwa coubbain ote as performe due peresence

A.06 umol weeo the mcyiader and emovd. withe eCFCI.ra n ooeinteprw~
volat24.e spcis were separate by* (aptionaimatnelya of a m Korbnsovnataemrtuei

25 c3) ad 8 852 m, .8 mwl b codnin th fnpfin bot-7 Ctoabutamiet

tben n t 19* . w eatin n Uomd o ro 2 M mthd f lam we30n
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Sept. I8, 197Z, Pat. No. 3.873,676. Chorn tifluwrie dk• is dimcbmoed for use as an

oil in frotulatiflt enr• oompositior.%, such u
[51) et CIjo3. ................................................ C101B 7/24 PropelhintL. The stta CIF•Oh is produc..ed by r ia
152) U.S. CL .................................... 4W464•I 423/462; a (3O2F+ salt with a swu Lei bam at -780 C.

149/1
[58) FW Qf . ................................ 423/462, 466 1 (3bdn, No IDnwb"
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

CERTIFICATE OF CORRECTION
PATENT NO. 4,038,374 Page 1 df 3
DATED July 26, 1977
INVENTOR(S) Karl 0. Christe

it is certified that error appears in the above-idenfified patent and that said Letters Patent
are hereby corrected as shown below:

Column 1, line 28, delete "agnet" and 1insert -- agent--.
Column 1, lire 52, delete '"-710C" and insert -- -720C--,
Column 2, line 6, delete "CIF 2O2 +PtF6 -ig and insert -- CIF 202 +PtF6 -- ;

line 6, delete "'lewis" and insert -- Lewis-,-.

line 28, delete "CIF 2 02 +" and insert -- CIF 02+...
line 29, delete "CIF 2O2 +PtF6-" and i+sert

line 33, delete "C10 2+PtF6.-" and insert -- CI02 PVC-,

line 34, delete "CIF 202+PtF6 -" and insert -- CIF O2 +Pt0FJ6--.

line 41, delete "CIF" and Insert .--CIF--.
lines 46 to t4, the right-hand side of the formula should appear' as:

~x5)

I double bond lines F (B)
should read

F (()

line 54, after "nuclear" insert -- magnetic--.
olumn 3, line 3, delete "CIF 3 02 " and `4asert -- CIF 3 02--.

t lines 17 and 18, delete "NO+PtF 6 -" and insert -- NO+PtF6 -- *.

line 25, delete "CIFOzF2F2 and insert -- CIFo0 2 F 2--;

line 25, delete "CIF 3. 0 " and insert -- CIF3'02--.
line 27, delete "CIF 302 " and insert -- C0F3 02 --.
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U NITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

CERTIFICATE OF CORRECTION
PATENT NO, 4,038,374 (continued) Page 2 of 3
DATEU July 26, 1977
INVENTOR(S) Karl 0. Christe

It is cetiflied that erroi appears in the above-identified patent and that said Letters Patent
are hereby coected as shown below:

Column 3, line 29, delete "CI0 2+PtF6 -" and insert -- C1O PtF --

lI ne. 29. after "of" delete 'CI" and insert -- Cl--.

lire 30, delete "02 F2+PtF 6-" and insert -- 02F21PtF 6" --.

line. 33, delete "NO2+PtF3-" and insert -- NO2+PtF6 -- ;

line 33, delete "CIF 3 02
9' and insert -- C1F 302--.

line 33, delete "FCIO 2" and insert --4CIO2--.

line 38, del,ete "CIF-" and insert -- CIF30--.

line 38, delete "FCI02" and insert -- FC1O0--.
line 40, del.te "CIF-" and insert -- C1F-O--.
n lne 41, delete "202+8F4-" and insert -0 2 F -- ;line 41, delete "C102+8F4-" and insert --CIO2 +BF4  --.

4 Column 4, l1ne 1, d.•lete "180" and insert -- 182--.Slitne 2, delete "C O2+BF4-" and insert --CIFO 2 +BF4 "

line 5, delete "NO2+BF4-" and ,insert -- 0O2+BF4 "

line 5. delete "C1F302" and insert --C1F 302--.
line 15, delete "comprising" and insert --consisting--.

line 18, delete "CIF 302 "2 and insert -- C1F302--.
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U NITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEM94ARK OFFICE

CERTIFICATE OF CORRECTION
PATENT NO. 4,038,374 (continued) Page 3 of 3
DATED July 26, 1977

INVENTOR(S) Karl 0. Christe

It is certified that error appears in the above-identified patent and that said Letters Patent
are hereby corrected as shown below:

F
olumn 4, lines 21 to 25, ¶, should read F

IF C I

F

line 38, delete "-21 C" and insert -- -21°C--.

5igned and 0calcd this

Twenty-secomd Day of Neweher 1977

Attest.

RUTH C. MASON LUTRELLE F. PARKER
Attestimg Officer Acting Com si..*r of Palws &ad Trmkemrks
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WDINE TRPLUODIDE 4,038,374bse itchmaltrtuetly

is disclosed which bond nisceia tutrrl
WfAUXSI R RIZRII DIOXIDE Is chlorine tuifluride dioxide. It is sufficiently stable at

+25* C and hence, can be safely employed for mama.
The invention herein described wan made mn the facturing propellants and the like. In addition. a method

* ~course of or under a contract with the Department of 5 is disclosed for proiducing chlorin trifluoride dioxid
Navy, by reacting ClA)~ + Pt?6 - with a Wtrng liewis base at

CIOS-REPER.ENCE TO RELATED a temprature of about - 78' C and separating the prod-
APPLICATIONS uct of the reaction by distillation.

Accordingly, it is an object of the present invention toI I The application is a contionation-in-part of Ser. No. 10 provide a new composition of matrhaving the diesel-
529,773 filed, Dec. 5, 1974, now abandoned, and which ca copsto CIF3 o.

wan diisin o 5c. N. 20,03, fledSep. 1, 171, An additional object of the present invention is to
and issued Mar. 25,.1975, as U.S. PaL No. 3,873,676. provide a metho of producing chlorin trifluoride

1 A.ON Oiel THE tNEhIO Inetin1 A specific object of the present invention is to pro..I I.Fiel ofthe nvenionvide chlorine trifluoride dioxid by reacting aIFAo+
This invention relates to compositions of matter and is salts with nitryl fluoride at a temperature of about -78r

partculriydircte tochlrinetriluomdediouleand C and separating the products of the reaction by distills-
a method of producing the same. in

2. Prior Art '0 These and other objects and fbatures of the present
Eneretic comointions of matter mre uiseful in proid- invention will be apparent from the following detailed

lag energy sources for rocket engines, guided missiles, e ý
auxiliary power units for aircraft, ordnance, demolition
and the like. Such compositions conventionally are DETAILED DESCRIPTON OF THE
produced by mixing a fuel vith an oxidizer. Obviously, 25 PREFERRED EMBODhET
the energy of such compostidon results primarily frotamor fteprsn nenincoenfrpr

vid a highly enrei oxdzn apet onteohrf illustration, chlorin trifluoride dioid has
hand, it is equally desirable that the oxidfizing ageat be a ~ I yratn CFO+slsc
stable mateirial. so an to prevent accidental or uninten- 30 CI A+PIF6-, with a stong Lewis base at -78' C.
tional ignition or explosive decomposition of the cown- EXAMPLE I

K ~position. Numeroun organic and inorganic compounds
have been proposed hereltofre for use as such oizng A sample of C102 +PtF6- containing about 10% of
agents- However, it has been found that aas eea CIFNO 2+PtF6- was treated at -78' C insa sapphire
rule, sab" compounds are low energy oxidzes snS35 react" with a larg excess of FNO for several days. No
high energy oxidizers ame unstable. Thus, although material noncoadeneible at -196' C (i~e., F2) wan ob-
9010e useful oxidizing agents have been disclosed by the served. The product. volatile at 25' C were removed
prior art the search for a stable, hig-energy, oding and separated by firactonal coadeasation through a
material has continued. In recent years studies have series of traps kept at - 126' C, - 142' C, and -196' C.
indicated that halogen oxyfluoride materials might pro- 40 The - 142' C fraction contained a novel compound
vide a satisfactory oxidizing material. However, al- which wan identified by its infraed spectrum an CIF-
though empirical formulas may be stated for such ma 302. The observed frequencies are listed in Tabl I and

rial andsom of he ropetiesof uchary e in excellent agreement with those expeicted for a
be predicted, the synthesis of tbese mateil has prove trigonal bypyramidal structure of symmetry C2,.
to be extremely difficult and it is sometime found that 45
several materials, each having distinct structure and P3
properties, are defined by a single: empirical formula.0
Thu., U.S. Pat. No. 3,285,842 discloses a process for L~
producing a material which was believed to have the (A)P-06~
empirical formula chloine trifluride dioxide, CIFA0, 50
which the patent states to be a violet liquid which is
unstable at teinpertures above -71' C. It was subse- F3
quently shown, however, that this composition does not
contain the chemsical compound CIFib but cosit of This strucrture wan confirmed by 19F nuclear resona~ne
a mixture of chlorine fluorides and oxygen fluorides (K. 55 spectroscopy. The observed signal conshte of a typical
0. Chrisle, R. D. Wilson, and 1. B. Goldberg, I. Floor- ABh pattern centered at-43pmrateoheat-
Ches., 7,543 (1976). This faict readily explains the &reat nal standard CFCI,. The F-F coupling constan was
difference in pbyalca and chemical properties between measured to be 443 HlL The 81 part of the AD, paliern
the composition a&d the novel composition discloe in ociuns downfield from the A part, proving that the 32
this invention. While it would be expected that the Go fluorine atoma occupy the two axial positions. Addi-
previously claimed compostio would also be a highly tional structural prcof was obtained from the minus
energetic oxidizing agent, the lack of stability renders it spectrum of the goa and the liquid showing Wtrong Wb
umnsafe for use in the production of propellants and the sorptions at 109 6.64,543, 527.493, 29M and 229 cm-.
like. The molecular weight of the compound wan conodrsd

Bre Smar n Ojct fInvention 65 by vapor density acsrens(measured, 122; cslcu-
Drie Sumary nd Oject ofWend, 124). These data establish beyond doubt (sem CO

These disadvantages of the prior art are overcome Chriase and R..D. Wilson, borg. Chem,. 12, 1356 (19Z3)
with the preset invention and a composition of matter and K.O. Chriinte anod B.C. Cartis Inorg, Chemn 12.
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3,25,842) our novel compositon has indeed the cbash- which can be removed by punmpin. The CW1 02 +BF4 -

Cal compositio C •A. is then reaced with maffilet FNO2 to maintain a liquid

T"M I pleae at -758 C for up to 12 boumr Thi reactmi pro-
bkared UpenW d CW OP-d i. TaWW AsS W dewed solid NO3 ÷BP- plu gaw CJFOmd PN "2.

PtA,04"" 1b NbW The two gami may be pumped off and migarate by(C) ISS*y G Cpassing the gu through a pair of trap maintained at
1334 -55 . C and -1I" C. rmpectiveSy. "T'g horne 1:6.
409 wOAz fluorided oxde will be ght in the - 126Ctr
UT w V2 AI f 10 Obvio0 y. numemos varWtom and modificaon
$43 V,, u' o may be made without departisg from the prent invy.-
S32j MW vi (A,) -d vs (,) tdc. Acordigly, it should be clearly undermtood that

the form of the present invention decribed above areTheslidIresidueobtahindfrvo ft elNO • !ýQ i tWtrveonly &W n rt it~md" to linsthe scpe

reaction $howed the corret weight c =pete of the prient inventon.
for conversion into NO+Ptfr-. Its IdentIty a What is claimed is:
NO+PtP6- wa confirm by infrared spectroscopy. L A new composition of mafter oomprising of chio-

The chlodne trifluoride dioxide is white a a solid rine tNWi doxide, CIF30, having structure
having £ melting point of about -81.2' C and coloreme 20a s a I l q ui h av i n g a lbo ft S pi n~ t o f a b o u t - 2 1 " 'C I t i s 0•
marginally stable at 2" C. The observed mtbility and

cannot be identical with the pseviomely reported del
compounds supposedly having the emiia aigthe infrared qwtu dfrhin the followingE

vilet and unstable CJ.OF andempiria compos- haigspcr seot

dion CIIA. Table.

wwXAMLE 11 Tae" I

Assmpl C10 2+PtF5- containing about 10% of CI- h~e ,,. en, ofCAw 6T=@ *pm
OzF3+PtFc- was treated with a sufficient quantity of (- . op,,
FNO tomaintainallquidp hmeat -78" Cin a sai 1334 vv 10 tin
teel reactor up to 12 hour Thi reactio, yielded sold 105 a v

NO2 +PtP3- and gase Cm PApbus FO%. I .de9dd we ",
the chlrn tnfluarlde dioxd my then be 33mrte aso "A- C U).tt O
by conventdona distillation. techniques, as in a mult- M32 O v (,mds(1j
p distillation tower. , ,i v(A,) m,, (3, -.p

Small amounts of mateisl wefe puriedW by coabut-
ing the C1W•. and PCIO at -196" C with a mall #" being a white sold which elt at about -81" C to
euosofDB3.'Thmmserlawaeallowedtommix d &W a colodm liquid and boil at about -21 C mad is
warm to ambint temperate. Thi resuts in CIF- a"e u) to about +2,5" C.
A+B4-, which is stabic plu6s CIO,+D4-, whic.• h 4 , * 0

45

so

do
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United States Patent [19] 01,4
Cwr~ft[45) JMaL 18,19IM

[54] PRODUCTON OF 0Hs+ SALTS (SI) IML (L .............. --............. CUBD 7/00
[75] Inventor lii 0. chrmm hue.,~r cawi. [32] C u .......... a . ............. 438462 423/433

[731Aalp. Rakwabbnwgad wpwgg, [58] Maied Of*m*.......... ..... 42.3/6,K 489

Ml Sesudo, Calif. Am~ Exami~wr-T*mnma W. Ray
(21) A~ppI No.: W1,766 AaomweA Agsoao wFkms-L lee Hwmphrius. Robert Id.
122] MW:e Mt.1It i"977e

Rd U A~kdo DbSiron. Lewis ackde added to wei le protwuaeth

161Canthwuilasn~ptof St. ?4o. 767,010. Feb, 9,1j977, Wato to fo~m Stabe OH3s..lts.
a1bgadom4d whhcb is a oofim~akwmano f a~se.No
62,W^ Oct. 24, 1975. abendomd. 3 Ckm, No DuswW
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2

A further object of the present invention is to provide
PRODUCT/ON OF OH1÷ SALTS a composition of matter which im a stron solid acid

which is highly wetW as polymerization cata-t.
The invention herein described was made in the Another object ofthe present invention is to provide

course of or under a contract or subcontract theun- 5 a composition of matter which is a strong solid aid t
der, (or $rat) with the United States Navy. is easUly transportrd n4-'orrosive, non-volatil, and

sate to ato¢* and ue.
CROSSR ENCE TO RELATED A further object of the pren invention is to provide

APPLICATIONS stable OH)+ malta as a new composition of matter.

This aplication is a oontInuation-in-past of Set. No. 10 An additional object of the present invention is to
767,010 AWed Feb.9, 1977 now abandoned, which is a prvide a method of protiucla stable OH3 + ialts.
coatinuation-in-part of Ser. No. 625,398 filed Oct. 24, A specaifc object of the pemmt inveation is the
1975, #ad since abandoned. method of adding a dr=S Lewis sad to wet HF to

protonate the water into a stable OHj÷ salt.
BACKOROUND OF THE INVENTION 15 Thes and other objects and features of the present

I Field of the Invention invention will be apparent from the oowing detailed
This invention relates to compositions of matter and description.

methods of producing the same. More particularly, the DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE
present invention relate to stable OH+ sIts aad meth-
ods of p(oducing swch salts by protonatton of water 20 INVENTION

from wet HF. In that form of the present invention chosen for put-
2. Desription ofthe Prior Art poses of ilhustratlou, a strong Lewis acid is added to wet
Hydrogen fluoride (FH) is widely used a a very HF to protonate the water •nto a stl OHj++ saL Suit.

good, inert, solvent. However, if the HF bea'mes wet, able Lewis &ciWs are %F1 or AaFI.
the water contained therein often tends to hydrolize the 25EXAMPLEI
inte•ded compounds. This kestroys the con~ ouads,
scanetime with explosive resWts Prepati of OHI+SbF,-

Nuzmberous methods have been proposed heretofore In a typical experiment, SbFs (8.305 remol) was
for removing water froma HF. Thus, it is lkowu to teact 30 placed in an ampoule and 8 ml of liquid anhydrous HF
on alkali metai fluoride with 1AF to form the cowre- was added at - 196 C. The mixture was warmed to 25"
sponuXi bifluorie, dry the bifluorkde and pyrolize the C to give a ho• wenous solution. Next, the ampoule
biflouide to reoovex dry PH. Similarly, It has been was mchilled to - 196 C aid distilled water (8.30
known to remove water from HF electrolytically, using mmol) was added. The mixture was then warmed to 25'
alternating current. Moreover, It has beeo known to 35 C. Removal of all volatile material in vacuo at 25 C
treat HF with bigla pressure fluorine to remove water resulted in 2.1166 of a white solid residue. The ca.cu- ..-

from the HIT. Uvnortunately, all i(these prim at meth- Wated weight for 8.30 mdol of OH3 +SbF,- is 2.1 1gS.
ods of removim water from 1W are compUcated, time- Moreover, at calculted analysis for OHI +SbF4 - yields
coasuming &ad expensive. Furthermore, the latter H2O 7.07; Sb 47.8 spectral analysis of the aforemen-
method requires handlin of saseous fluorine under 40 toned residue yielded HjO 6.93; Sb 48.0. The white
pressure which is quite huadous to undertake. solid was found to be stable up to 337" C, at which

temperature it decompoed. The x-ray diffraction pat-
BRIEF SUMMARY AND OBJECTS OF THE tern for this m is shown in Table I.

INVENTION
TABLE I___ ___

Thee dIfsavantage of the prim art are overcome 4 -.... ,,, s,,-
with the preent tovention and a novel method of re- g A A

moving water (winr HF is pAoosed which ic shnple, j , t
fas4, iwpenal m 1 i safe. Moreover, the method of the 4.76 4,01) 2 A
present invention yields a by.product which is UN 4. 4.3", 0 0 23147 3,4 2 0 2
and valub•. .1,2 3.3 iz I 2

The advantages o th present invetion amt peokca. Low ow 4 o 0
J.1$)U A4 1 0bly attalned by addi atroq Lewiacid to wetHF to j ;t*, ( 3 1 0

prowonte the water into a solid mon-volatile residue. i-is 2.114 0 0 4
This residue is fouand to be OH 3 salt, which is a 23La ( 4 0 3

stron sol acid md wich is highly usefl asa poly- ss z o
seritl c&Watayt. The OH+ salts are easily trams. 3eI L017 2 , 4

pooed, are on-oorrosive and are much safer to store 1.0' a1"n 3 0 4
and use tha th lqW a" for which they may be 1.:7" I.'7 0w 6 1 II.MOIM M'J 4 I
sf tituted. I.70 55 MW 6 4 1

Acoioediagly, it is an object of the present ineto do IAQ
to provide u Improved met of removingl ' 1.s7
how F. I$131 vwS1.0" mw
a wold of hmoviZ w* from HF whkchmethod i 1.*2

,c.,•addao• oj• e' th • tveatdou is to I-In.•
p e aaa strong solid .
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TABLE Ilcontinued TABLE ll-coatinued

X-RAY Po w DMa fmr OH,*SbF,-' X.-Ray Powder Dow for OH,+AsF.

d" A d,, A la2mm I k I d.,, A d, A tlam= b k I

.k. 2.52 2.83 2 2 0
1 .0 5w 2.420 2.414 w 3 2 I

I,-055 mw 2.313 2.312 w 2 2 21.052 mw 1.9"g 2.002 w 4 0 0

1.030 aw 1.833 1.837 w 3 3 2
1.010 i.785 2.791 Muw 4 2 0
0.990 m 636 1.634 m 4 2 2
0.972 w 2
0.%3 ma 10 1.S.2 1,541 *M :
0.937 ( 3 3 3

0.922 2,414 1.416 vw 4 4 0
1.355 1.353 w 5 3 I

0an925 ( 6 0a.8925 m 1.333 1.335 w
0.793 4 2
0.6663 15 1.267 1.266 vw 6 2 0

•, .8538 U

A0365 Vw CAic. a -- .025 A. V.. 324.9 A'. Z - 4, p•,- 2."905

01.306 m c. , C Ka tudiice. ad NM fi..t
:0.251 w

0.526 Further characterization of OH3+SbF,- and OH3." 0.814409 w - mAsF- ay be found in an article entitled, "Novel
0.3037 w Onium Salts, Synthesis and Characterization of
0.7981 OH3+SbF,- and OH3+AsF -'', published in Inorganic
0.78"00.7580 w Chemistry, Vol. 14, No. 9, p.2224 , September 1975 and

f 0.750 written by K. 0. Christe, C. J. Schack and R. D. Wil-
0.7756 "' 25 son.

*rq" I ooW. a - 11.45 A, - ll.7 A. V - 1127.1 A. Z - I
,- 2.93 g cm ',C Ke rsdluloa uA Ni MW EXAMPLE III

Preparatio of Dry HF
EXAMPLE II Using the methods of either Example I or 11, it is easy

Prelpratioln of OHj+AsF6_ 30 to separate dry HF from the OH3 + salt by distillation,
since HF boils at 20" C.

In a typicail experiment, H20 (5.421 retool) ald ahy- Thus, the methods of Examples I or 11, coupled with
dMru HF (8 mll of liquid) wer combinedat -196 Cin the step of Example I11, have dual utility, serving to
an ampoule, followed by warn-up to 2." C. Arsenic remove water from HF and, also, serving. to produce
pentafluohide (5.427 mmol) was added to th"i mixture at 35 stable solid OH3+ salts.

-196" C and the contents of the ampoule were allowed Obviously, numerous varhitiom and modification
to warm slowly to room temperature. Removal of vola- can be made without departing from the present inven-
tile material at 25' C in vacuo resulted in 1.128& of a tion. Accordingly, it should be clearly understood that
white solid reidue, The calculated weight for 5.421 the forms of the present invention described above are

mmol of OH3I AsFG- is 1.127g. Furthermore, spectral 40 illustrative only and are not intended to limit the scope
analysis of the residue yielded H20 8.26, As 35.7, while of the present invention.
the calculated analysis for OH3+AsiF6,- yields H20 8.66; 1 claim:
As 36.0. The white solid was found to be stable up to 1. A composition of matter consisting of an OHt +
193' C, at which temperature it decomposed. The x-ray cation, sod an anion consistina of the hexafluoride of a

diffraction pattern for the resulting material is shown in 45 material selected from the group consisting of antimony

Table II. and arsenic.
2. A composition of matter consisting of OH3 SbF6-

TABLE II as awhite solid which inst- a up to 357" C, at which
X-IUff Powder DO"a rfo OH,'A.F4 - temperature it decompoes.

di A d, A Imum h k 2 50 3. A composition of matter consisting of OHI.
4.64 4.62 vs I I +AsF5 - a a white solid which is stable up to 193" C, at
4.01 4.00 vi 2 0 0 which temperature it decomposes.
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1 ~4,102,9842
top consisting of a 34.-, diameter optical grade quartz

PHOYWLYS! bMEHOD FOR PRODUCING window. The vesse had a aide arm coanected by a
NF.,PF5  Teflon 0 ring; to a Fischer-Porter Teflon valve to facii-

tawe removal of solid reaction products. The depth of

course cf or under a contract or subcontract theseun- The uv source consisted of a 900W air-cooled high-
de @r,(rgrant) wihteUnite Saes Navy. prssr merwas amot~ (G neral E olucrcMoel was1356

terils nd s prtiulaly iretedto nImproved flat top of the reactor. As a heat shiel a 0.25 in. thick
method for producing Nr 4PFI. quartz plate was positioed between the uv source sand

2. Description of the Prior Art the top of the reactor. Fluorine (9 inmol) was added and
NF 4 *salts are thekey ingredients for solid propellant is thc mixture waa photolyzed at -lW Cfor I Iswith a

NP3-F, gas geneatoras, such as that taught bv D. 900-W high-pressure HSg arc in the manner describedI P~ilpovich in U.S. Pat. No. 3^931,342 for chemical above, After tesuintioa: of the photolyals, volatile matw-
HF-DP lasers Whtereas NP4SbF4 and NP#A&F4 rial was pumped out of the reactor during its warm-up
can be prepared with retIrtive ease, using the meth- to room tempersture. The non-volatilk white solid
ods of W. P. Tolberg et aL. U.S. Pat No. 3,708,5M0 20 product consisted of 10 nag of NP4PP5
and X. 0. Christ* et al, U.S. Pat. No. 3,503,719, The salt NP4PF5 is a white, crytlaline, hygroscopic
these compounds suffer from the disadvantage of solid, stable at room temperature. but rapidly docom.
containing a relatively heavy anion, thus decreas posing at 245' C. XIt chat-acteristic x-ray dilfactlon
ing their perforamance in an NFi-P 2 gas generator, powder pattern is Lasted in Table 1. Its vibrational spec-
This disadvantage can be overcome by replacing 25 trnm is listed in Table 11 and establishes the Ioni nature
the SbFj- or AsF6- anion by the lighter PF6- of se salt .Le. the presence of discrete NF4 4ýcations andi
anion. The existence of this salt has previously been PF4- anions. Thi was further confirmved by "sF nmr
claimed by Thlberg et aI. (U.S. Pat. No. 3,708,570), spectroscopy in HP solution which showed the triplet
but their production process was so inefficient that (Jiv, - 2.30 H, at* - -217) characteristic for NP 4 .
they could not isolate an amount of material =111. 30 TABLEI
cient for liitsolion identification, and character-

UAzatio d o bei dc4 lIM kkl-1

BRIEF SUMMARY AND OBJECT OF $.0 .34 11I0I
INVENTION 35 39 3.59 10

This problem of synthesizing NF4PF4 is overcome by 2.91 2.91 21 1
the present invention and an efficient method was found 2.65 .45 102
for producing NF 4PP5 ,. The method of the present in- 2.4m IW N so0
ventlon involves low-temperature uv-photolyals of a 2 Y9 24"5 VW 31 1

minstypica efperi. e ntd NF, acodng to:(~ 40,ao of7 21 lo 1

1.6115IN. rU W 3 NR .I'.

1.646 1.6 wt~ip 21i

ThsmthdpovdsNFP6ofhg prt.45 11+y3A +M. F4)12
Acorinl, t sanobet f h, reen nvato 1148 14" V 2sA, +F)10

692 prvd anA, imrvdprcs ortepodcinof '"144 W s

-,1 W S. I I-
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TABLE 11lcontlaued
VIBRATIONAL SP9C-hUM OF NPjR

F549 (11.2) vi(Al)

S 09 (7.4) )
441(219)

AmamIs Fr PPAOA
M42w 141

S596 .

Obvkwgsy, onumerous varladowa and nmodf'catdom
nuy be made without dvpartiug frouti th pImeent Inven.
tion. Accordiagly, It should be clearly uaderstood that ixed by pbotolyzins a mlixture of NF',.Fa and PFI havings
the form of the pment invclntio deacribed above 1a a0n approximate mol ratio of 3:1:3 at - 1%' C and re-
111mtutlve only aOW is wit inten"e to WWImi the scope ofmoving wusractd volatile staring materials froin the
the preacat iniventlou. snoa-volatile NF4,PF# product by pumping at ambient

Weclam- h toulperatum.

* 30
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-•METHOD FOR PRODUCING NF4BF4  AIISbFc, t-AgF + SbF,

::BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION Since these metathetical processes use NF4SbF6 as a

1. Field of the Invention 5 precursor, a simple production method for this corn-
i•This invention relates to methods of producing pound is also desirable. Two methods have previously

NF 4BF 4 and its precursor NF 4 SbF,. been reported for the synthesis of NF 4 SbF•,xSbF 5 in-
2. Description of the Prior Art volving the us of either high pressure and temperature
Solid propellant gas generators, such as that de- or uv.irradiation. Of these, the thermal method is more

scrihed by D. Pilipovich in U.S. Pat. No. 3,963,542, are 10 convenient for larger scale production. According to
! of great importance for chemical HF-DF lasers. These Tolberg et al. the most favorable reaction conditions

gas generators are bae on NF, + salts. Due to its high are:
il, NF 3 and F2 content, NF4BF4 is one of the materials most
[!preferred in making these gas generators. However, .____
.,there has not previously been azj economically feasble 15 NF3 + F2 + SbF2 O-15 NF 4Sb3 F14

Smethod for producing NF4 BF 4 in a state of sufficient 2 day=sI purity to permit its practical application.
.Several methods have previously been reported for NF4Sb•3F14  • NF 4SbF4 + 2SbF5

the synthesi of NF 4BF 4 . This salt has been prepared 2-3 days

either directly from NP,, F2 , and BF• using glow dis- 20
i eetly from NF4 SbF4 using a metathetical process. Of amount of Monel salts and was removed from the reac-

these, only the metathetical process is amenable to the for by cutting it open with a hacksaw and scraping out
Slarger scale production of NF4 BF 4 utilizing existing the hard clinkered product. Based on recent work done
S~technology. The original metathetical NF4 BF4 process 25 in our laboratory, temperatures (250"-260"), higher than
•'involved the following steps: those reported by Tolberg, are required for the vacuum

pyrolysis of NF4 SbF•,xSbF 5 to NF,,SbF• within a rea-
CsF + HF fl.•CsHF2, sonable time period.

NFSbF~t + CsHP 2 N'C•QSbF 4  + NF 4 HF2  30 BRIEF SUMMARY AND OBJECTS OF i•

NF 4 HF, + BFj t-•NF, BF 4 •- HF INVENTION I

These disadvantages of the prior art are overcome
Since the crude product, thus obtained, contained much with the present invention. We have found that [
CsSbF4 , its NF, BF 4 content had to be increased by NFiBF4 of at least 97 tool % purity can be prepared by *
extraction with BrF3 . The use of BrF, resulted in the 3•a simpler process using anhydrous HF at different tem-

foll1owing side reaction: peratures <,s the only solvent. Fu•'thermore, we have *
shown that the purity of the NF4 BF 4 can be raised to. |

NF 4BF 4 + CtSbF4 , -. 'CsBF • NF4 SbF5  above 99 tool % by a single recrystallization from BrF•.

The cesium content in both products was shown to be
The composition of the final product was reported to ,t less than 0.1 tool %, the principal impurity being
be: 91.5% NF, BF4 and 8.5% NF4 SbF,. In addition to NF4 SbF6.
the low purity of the product and the requirement of Our improved process consists of the following steps:
BrF• as a recrystallization solvent, this process suffers
from the following disadvantage. Highly concentrated
solutions of NF, HF2 in HF are unstable decomposing to 4
NF3 , F2z, and HF. This can cause a pressure build up in CxaF4 ÷ I.I NF•SbIt 78' ilr
the metathesis apparatus which in turn can render filtra- C,•bF, , + NFIi24FO. I NFSb~F,
tion steps more difficult. NF_____. _N_,_ 2,v"

This process was somewhat improved upon by substi- PF . F4 F rrvlrid.H
tuting (2sF by AgF. This modification eliminated the 50 NF, BF4 I + mother liquor
BrF5 estraction step and resulted in a product of the NFB.', recryut, fnm BrF• F4 P (q m ffi u

:composition (tool %): NF, BF4 (89), NF4 Sb2 F11 (7.9), (9 7= %) 25= ( F4F+| o-crI-o
! ~AgBF4 (3.1I). However, the process still involved the i
t[ handling of concentrated NFdHF2 solutions and con- The important features of our process are:
-• ~sisted of a rather large number of steps. Furthermore. 55t
i the cost of silver eadts is rather high and. therefore, 1, The use of CsBF, instead of CsH-F2 ehiminates one i

•. ~requires their recycling. This process can be described step and avoids the complications causued by NF 4HF 2 ."
Sby the following steps: 2. The use of a 10 tool % excess of NF4 S!bF, decre~ases .'
Sj F4AH 2 ~laoi~the solubility of C-sSbF4 by the com~non i0,n effect.
SAmgF + H p.•FgHt(ilclto qurd)o 3. Carrying out the CsSbF, filtration step at -78" de-

Screases the SbF, - concentration since the so•,•bilities L
2AgHF2 + NFsbF, SbF• "...2 AgSbF, .- of SbF, - salts in anhydrous HF decrease witi, de- :

•NF 4HFz creasing temperature much more rapidly than tttose
f'; FH~ + F•'*.•" F, F', HF65 of BF," salts. Furthermore, the amount of NF, BF4 ,

•, r~tied n th CsbF•filtr cke y aborpionof



4,107,275
3 4

4. Since NF4BF 4 and NF 4SbF6 have comparable solubil-
ities in HF at room temperature, the 10% excess of
NF 4SbF, used in the CsSbF 6 precipitation step can be Antimony pentafluoride (1.8 mol) was placed into a

___ removed as mother liquor by recrystallization from passivated 21 Monel cylinder and NF 3 (3.6 mol) and F2

HF at . joim temperature. Unfortunately, the solubili- 5 (3.6 mol) were added at - 196' C. The cylinder was

ties in HF at room temperature are so high that a heated to 250" C for 72 hours. The unreacted NF 3 (1.8
significant percentage of the mother liquor is retained mol) and F2 (1.8 mol) wrre pumped off at room temper-

by the NF 4BF 4 precipitate. This problem can be mini- ature leaving behind Nr 4SbF6(l.8 mol). The NF 4 SbF6product was characterized by elemental analysis, infra-
mized by using for this recrystallization a solvent in 10 red, Raman and I9F nn',r slxcctroscopy, and its x-ray
which these NF 4 + salts are less soluble. Thus, a single powder diffraction patter', rind did not contain any
recrystallization from BrF3 raised the product purity significant amounts of polyantimonate anions.
above the 99 mol % level. Other suitable solvents
could be used to replace BrFsin this step. The mother EXAMPLE 1I

liquors of the recrystallization steps can be easily 15 Cesium tetrafluoroborate (2.15 mol) and NF 4 SbF 6
recycled into the CsSbF. precipitation step, thus (2.27 mol) were placed in a 21 Teflon reactor equipped
avoiding the loss of any NF 4 + values, with a filter top. Anhydrous HF (27.5 mol) was added

and the mixture was agitated at 25' C for I hour. The

The sythesis of the NF 4SbF 6 precursor was also sim- reactor was cooled to - 78' C, inverted and the
plified. It was found that most of the drawbacks of the 20 CsSbF 6 precipitate was separated from the NF 4 BF 4

prior art can be avoided by drectly synthesizing solution by filtration. The filtrate was pumped to dry-
NJF 4SbF 6 . For this purpose, NF 3, F2, and SbFin a 2:2:1 ness, resulting in 310g of product which based on its
,nol ratio are heated in a Monel cylinder to 250" for 72 elemental and spectroscopic analyses had the composi-

hours. The size of the cylinder is chosen in such manner tion (in mol %): NF 4BF 4 95.0; NF4 SbF6 4.6; CsSbFn0.4.

that at the completion of the reaction the autogenous 25 The purity of this crude product was increased to 97 or

pressure is about 70 atm. The excess of NF 3 and F2 is 99 + tool % by recrystallization at 25" C from anhy-

removed under vacuum at room temperature and the drous HF or BrF5, respectively.
desired NF 4SbF 6 product is extracted from the Monel It should be understood that, in addition to its use as

dianrecursor for NF 4BF,, the NF4 SbFemay itself be used
cylinder with anhydrous HF using about 50ml of liquid a30 cro o FB4 h N4bmyisl eue

30 as a solid propellant gas generator or may be used as a
HF per 100 g of NF 4SbF 6. Since, contrary to a previous fluorinating agent in other chemical processes.

report, the formed Monel salt impurities (about 5%) are Obviously, numerous variations and modifications
quite insoluble in anhydrous HF, they can be easily may be made without departing from the processes of
imremoved from the product by incorporating a porous the present invention. Therefore, it should be clearly

Feflon filter into the HF solution transfer line. Based on 35 understood that the form of the present invention de-
"",lemental and spectroscopic analyses and the observed scribed above is illustrative only and is not intended to
,naterial balances, the resulting product was shown to limit the scope of the present invention.

-e essentially pure NF 4SbF 6. We claim:
In summary, the combination of the two improved 1. Improved metathetical process for the production

;rocesses for t~he syntheses of NF.1SbFn and NFiBF4, 40 of NF4BF 4, comprising the steps of combining CsBF4 I
t~pectively, results in a relatively simple and economi- with a 0- 15 tool % excess of NF4SbF,,in anhydrous HF

•al process for the production of NF 4 BF 4 in a purity of at room temperature, cooling the mixture to - 78v C
.ibout 97 nool %. The purity of the product can be in- and removing the CsSbF6 precipitate by filtration at

'reased to better than 99 mol % by a single recrystalli- -78" C.

/ation from BrF5. 45 2. Process according to claim 1, wherein the excess of
Accordingly, it is an object of the present invention N F4 SbF 6 used is from 5 to 10 tool %.

to provide an improved, economically feasible process 3. Procesa according to claim 1, wherein the crude

for the production of NF ocF4 l product is recrystallized at room temperature from

Another object of the present invention is to provide anhydrous HF.

.in economically feasible metathetical process for the 50 4. Process according to claim 1, wherein the crude
Sproduction of high purity NF4 BF4 . product is recrystallized at room temperature from

Anoduth ocf thi purety n vt io d BrF,
.Another object of the present invention is to provide 5. The process of producing NF 4BF 4 comprising the

in improved process for the production of the steps of:
' NF 4SbF6 precursor. 55 heating SbF, in the presence of an excess of NF3 and

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF INVENTION F2to 250" C until conversion of SbF, to NF 4SbF 6 is
complete,

These and other objects and features of the present combining CsBF 4 wit', a 0-15 tool % excess of
nvention will be apparent from the following examples. NF 4SbF, in anhydrous HF, and

It i3 understood, however, that these examples are 60 removing the CsSbF6 precipitate by filtretion at -78
iierely :lustrative ol' the invention and should not be C.

•onsidervid as limiting the invention in any sense. *
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(NF4))NIF,6 HIGH ENERGY SOLID PROPELLANTTALI_______
OXIDIZE AND METOD OF PRODUCING THE A AWWO (d o..4MUII IMMfaOrAN Q(~lea_

SAME SYN roo~mmwe (wsiAh % saimi F)
The inventio herein described was made lin the S FAW*. 112K 24.0

course of or under a contract or subcontract thereuin- Ow IMF~aa 38.5
der, (or grant) with the United States Navy. (N0JXAiF,*4.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION a

Th is rld OICfCB oxideiIvetios 1 Since NiP4 is only atabl in the form a( its NiP5
methxod of produclusg thme same. The composition of th salon, the (NP~hNiP. salt camo" be prepaed directly

~ ~from NP,. FI, and NiF4. but was pirepared by the fol-
suchas oli proellntaand F1-, ~lowing indirect synthesis in anhydrous HP solution:

2 . D e s c r i p t i o n o f t h e P r i o r A r t Is 

'

an oxid izing catio n w ith an o xid izing an ion 6i th e f armn I t e u t d i h r c p t t f d e r n o u lof a stabsleidU has previausly been achieved, as dem- I e43e ntepeiiaino h ~he noul
onstrated by the well known existence of nitronlumn salt C&SbF6. while the soluble (NP4)INiF. remainsed sin

perciorte O, ~Cl.~ Wheeasflurin ~p 1nd 20 solution. The two products were separated by a sisnple
aere generally N0 *C) . Whra filiecopu 1tration step. The composition of the cruide product
am oxeneirally stro ther syntxesis mth ofvery powefl, was: (mol %) (NP4)1NIP, 1l.7. NF4SbF., 14.4; CsSbF4,,

sold, oni, fuoineconainngoxidizers had preys 3.. The purity of thus product can be easily iocreased
ously wiot been possible owing to the Incompatibility by following the procedures outlined for NP4BP4 in our
between energetic anions and the cations. Attempts to 25 ciopenin~g ApplicatinSt No.. * 731.199. Moid Wc. 12.
combine oxidizing highly fluorinated cations and anions 1976.
had always itiulted in decomposition, accomnpanied by Accordingly, It is an object of the present invention
elimination of elemental fluorine. Consequently, all the topvieaimoedfuincoaighghnry
previously known solid highly floorinatod oxidizers oxidizer derived from the combination of an energetic
oni: ted of the co~nbinotion of an energetic ion with an 30 cAtion with an energeti Anin the for Of A stbl

non-ocnergetic counteii ion. The only progress made in solid.
thsarea cc~ise of minimizing the relaive weight of AN&,her object of the ptisen: inventionistprvd

the non-energetic counter ion. Obviously, the perfor- an1 improved high energy oxidizer for solid propcllnnw.
niaceof uc oxdier coldbe igifianlyimproved Anteobctodiprstivninisopoie

If the combination of an energetic anion with air eatr- 35 an improved solid propellant NP) - F1 gas genieraitor (fo
getic cation in the form of a stable solid were possible. chemical HF-DF lawn.

Another object of the present invention is to provide '
fiRIE SUMMARY AND OBJECTS OF THE a novel composition of a matter consisting of

INVENTION (NF,) 2NiF,.
The above-described problem of preparing fluorine 4o Another object of the present inventtion is tu provide

containing high energy solid oxidizers is overcom~e by a process for the production of (NF4),,NiP5 .

getic Ions which can be combined to form a stable ionic invention will be apparent fromi the following example.
solid. These. ions are the NIT, +cation and the NiF, It is understood, however, that this example is merely
alilon, and the re-ultlsig stable solid is the powerful 45 illu~strative of the invention and should not be consid-
oxidizer (NF 4)2NiF#5. The oxidizing power of the NP4' ered as limiting the invention in any sense. For example,

NiP5  anion is due to the fact that the parent corn- be replaced by other suitable energetic transition metal

pound NiF4 is unstable and decomposes to NiF, and F2. fluoride anions.
Thus, the thermal decomposition of (NF4),NiF6 pro- 50 EXAMPLE

coed accrdin to:In a typical example, CszNiF6, (13.45 minol) and
NF4SbF0 , (27,9 mmol) were combined in a Teflon IFEP

(NP,),NiP,-A->~2NF, + 311, 4 NiF, U-trap containing a magnetic stirrer. The U-trap was

55 closed off on one side by a valve and was connected on

extremely useful for high energy solid. 1.. apellant for- to a second U-trap. Anhydrous HF (10 ml liquid) was
mulaitions. Of particular Interest is. its application to added to the first U-trap and the resulting mnixtuee was

sldpropellant NP3-F2 gas generators for chenilcal stirred for 30 minutes at 25' C. Tkhe trap was cooled to I
HP-DF lasers. For the latter application, (NFa) 2NiF6 60 - 78' C and its contents were passed through the filter.
possesses, in addition to an energetic counter ion, the The solid retained by the filter consisted of 10.0 g of
desirable prupertirmz of being seif-clinkering, and or con- CsSbF, (weight calcd for 27 mmol of CsSbF5  9.95 S),
taining a multiply charilod counter ion, as disclosed in whereas the solid (4.4 g) obtained after evaporation of

out copending applicatico Ser. No. 731,097, filed Oct. the HF from the filtrate consisted of a mixture (mol %)I
12, 1976. Consequently, it is not surprising that its theo>- 65 of (NF4)2NiF., (8 1.7), NF4SbF 6 (14-4), and CsSbF6 (3.9). L
letica performance in an NF3-F2 gas generator is vipe- The compoeltion of the product was eavablished by
tior to those of the best previously known systems, as chemical analyses for NP,, Ni, Ca,. and Sb. The ionic
becomes obvious from an inspection of Table 1. nature of the adduct wast established by infrared spec-
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